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Introduction
With the publication of this first supplement to the Continuing Bibliography entitled
"Lasers and Masers", NASA SP-7009, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
continues its program of distributing selected references to reports and articles on aerospace
subjects that are currently receiving intensive study. All references have been announced in
either Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR), International Aerospace Abstracts
(IAAL or the NASA Continuing Bibliography Aerospace Medicine and Biology (NASA
SP-7011 and its supplements). They are assembled in this bibliography to provide a reliable
and convenient source of information for use by scientists and engineers who require this
kind of specialized compilation. In order to assure that the distribution of this information
is sustained, Continuing Bibliographies are updated periodically through the publication of
supplements which can be appended to the original issue.
The scope of coverage of this supplement, NASA SP-7009 (01), is extensive, and
references to all major studies associated with the research on, and development of, lasers
and masers are included. Special emphasis is given to laser and maser applications as they
relate to ranging and communications systems, astronomy and optics, and metalworking.
Pertinent references to fundamental studies devoted to the physical and electronic properties
of lasers and masers, as well as their function and performance, will also be found in this
collection.
Each entry in the bibliography consists of a citation and an abstract. The listing of
entries is arranged in two major groups. Report literature references are contained in the
first group and are subdivided according to their date of announcement in STAR. The
second group includes published literature references, subdivided according to their date of
announcement in IAA, or in Aerospace Medicine and Biology. All reports and articles cited
were introduced into the NASA information system during the period February, 1965-
April, 1966.
A subject index and a personal author index are included.
iii
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
STAR Entries (N65, N66)
NASA documents listed are available without charge to:
I. NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants.
2. Other U.S. Government agencies and their contractors.
3. Libraries in the United States that maintain collections of NASA documents for
public reference.
4. Other organizations in the United States having a need for NASA documents in
work related to the aerospace program.
5. Foreign government or academic (university)organizations that have established
reciprocal arrangements for the exchange of publications with NASA, that have
current agreements for scientific and technical cooperative activities with NASA,
or that have agreements with NASA to maintain collections of NASA docu-
ments for public use.
Non-NASA documents listed are provided by NASA without charge only to NASA
Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants.
Organizations and indiv'iduais not falling into one of these categories may purchase
the documents listed from either of two sales agencies, as specifically identified in the ab-
stract section:
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information (CFSTI),
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Superintendent of Documents (GPO)
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
Information of the availability of this publication and other reports covering
NASA scientific and technical information may be obtained by writing to:
Scientific and Technical Information Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Code USS-AD
Washington, D.C. 20546
Collections of NASA documents are currently on file in the organizations listed on the
inside of the back cover.
(continued)
iv
IAA Series (A65, A66)
All articles listed are available from Technical Information Service, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. Individual and Corporate AIAA Members in the
United States and Canada may borrow publications without charge. Interlibrary loan
privileges are extended to the libraries of government agencies and of academic non-
profit institutions in the United States and Canada. Loan requests may be made by mail,
telephone, telegram, or in person. Additional information about lending, photocopying, and
reference service will be furnished on request. Address all inquiries to"
Technical Information Service
American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, inc.
750 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017
For further details please consult the Introductions toSTA R and IAA,respectively.
LCEntries
Articles listed are available in the journals in which they appeared. They may be
borrowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In some instances,
reprints may be available from the journal offices.
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TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT
NASA SPONSORED AVAILABLE
DOCUMENT _ _ ON MICROFICHE
NASA CORPORATE
ACCESSION
NUMBER _N66-12860"# Arkansas Univ., Little Rock. Graduate inst. of _ SOURCE
Tech.
..._INVESTIGATION OF LASER PROPERTIES RELEVANT TO
THE MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENT PHYSICAL PARAM-
TITLE _ ETERS Semiannual Status Report, 1 Mar,-1 Sep. 1965
K Taste PUBLICATION
_...._M. . rman 11_kct, 1965 65p refs DATE
f(Grant NsG-713) " .
AUTHOR _(NASA-CR-68235) ICF'_Tl: HC $300/MF $0.75 ICSCL 20E,_-_
/ / Research is reported in the following areas'i mapping of _
J / vibrating surfaces, the use of a laser to measure the frequency _
/ / response of a transducer, a sensitive level, a long path cell_ SALES AGENCY
CONTRACT /for the measurement of weak optical rotation, an angular align-_ AND PRICE
OR /ment device, holograms, and pressure determination by Ray-_
GRANT _leigh scattering. Progress in each area is described in detail._
_and schematics are included. Conclusions are given along with_
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Lasers and Masers
a continuing bibliography with indexes JULY 1966
1965
STAR ENTRIES
N6S-13558"# Hughes Research Labs.. Malibu. Calif.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AMMONIA REAM
MASER Technical Summary Report
J L. Welsh Apr. 1962 39 p
(Contract NASw-621
(NASA-CR-55839) OTS: HC $200/MF $0.50
This report describes the construction of two ammonia beam
masers and associated frequency translators which demon-
strate, under laboratory conditions, a long-term frequency stabil-
ity of better than one Dart in 1010 "fhe masers utilize two
critically coupled cavities in order to minimize frequency pulling
effects due to cavity drift. The cavities are separated by 9/4
wavelengths and are beth tuned to the maser frequency. This
conf_uretion produces a minimum phase shift (due to cavity
drift, etc.) of the resonant cavity system as seen by the am-
monia beam. The masers incorporate a point sourCe and
tapered focul4_r end Operate with NlSH3derived from a chemical
source, which affords excellent beam stability. Associated with
each maser is l frequency translator consisbng of a 52.7 Mc
crystal, whose output is multiplied and phase locked to the maser
output, thus providing signals with maser stabiliW at frequen-
cies in a more useful part of the rf spectrum, Author
N85-13790# Columbia U.. N.Y. Columbia Radiation Lab.
THE OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUIN SCAT-
TERING SPECTROSCOPY Progress Report, 1 Oct. 1963-
31 Mar. 1964
R. Novick Apr. 1964 3 p refs
(Contract DA-A R 0(D)-31 - 124-0380)
(PR-3: AD-605736)
Measurements of linewidth of Rayleigh scattering due to
diffusion were completed. Small discrepancies between theory
and experimental data were traced to Doppler shift effects
produced by thermal convection in the solvent, and were
subsequently eliminated. In an auxiliary experiment, this
same Doppler effect was studied with the solvent current
controlled mechanically, Results indicate that this effect can
be used as a technique in fluid flow measurements. A Hg +
laser was constructed and operated in a pulsed mode, Another
structure with a 2.5-mm-bore discharge tube was completed.
Continuous-wave laser action is being attempted with this
design. R.L.K.
NSE-13857*# Iotarnational Business Machines Corp., Pough-
keepsie. N.Y. Development Labs.
USE OF OPTICAL MASERS IN DISPLAYS AND PRINTERS
Fourth OJmrtmly Report, 24 May-23 ABB. 1984
W. Kulcke. K. Kosanke. E. Max. end H. Fisishar [1964] 42 p refi
(Contract DA-36-039-AMC-OOt 18(E))
(Rapt.-6; AD-452259)
The evaluation of specifications of the dofiectof was con-
tinued. This includes the influence of temperature on the split-
ting angle between ordinary and extraordinary rays in the bire-
fringent elements. It also includes an analytical evaluation of
the influence of fabrication tolerances and bandwidth of light
on the background light. Compensation of focal depth into the
deflecto¢ effects the distribution of background light. The effect
is discussed for various methods of componsetion. Sirefringent
calcite crystals were cemented successfully; results are reported.
A lens system for widening the laser beam to the full aperture
of the deflector and for focusing the beam to the output plane
is specified. Further invesbgations refer to the problem of eisc-
troding the electro-optic crystals. One of the suggested elec-
tronic switches for high-speed, Iow-powe¢ operation--the sec-
ond harmonic phase modulated switch--was investigated. The
experiments were performed at different speeds and voltages
with promising results. Author
NSS-13_B4 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D.C.
INVESTIGATION OF MASER WITH llaNO SERIES RESO-
NATORS
E. M. Betenov and A. N. Orayevskiy in its Izv. VUZov: Radio-
phys., vol. VII. no. 3, 1964 25 Nov. 1964 p 125-143 refs
(See N65-13892 04-07) OTS: $6.00
In a maser using two series resonators it is possible to
maintain oscillations such that the width of the radiation line
is determined, fundamentally, by the transit time between the
reSOnators. Here. there is a considmabte reduction in the in-
fluence of the traveling-wa_ effect on oscillation frequency.
The limit of stability fo_ this type of mode depends on the
parameters of the device. Author
N6S-14074# Lightning and Transients Research Inst., Min-
neapolis, Minn.
LASER TYPE ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION FEASIBILITY
FOR LIGHTNING AND ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
STUDIES, PART U Final Report
J. RStahmann Oct. 1964 25p refs
(Contract AF 19(604)-7984)
(L&T-417; AFCRL-64-859. Pt. II; AD-609217)
Laboratory experirnents were limited to the use of a 14-kW
carbon arc as a source in the far ultraviolet. No long spark
chversion similar to that found with a jet plasma (10 7 to 10 8
ions/cc) was observed with the carbon arc source. Methods of
selective ionization to distribute the ions over the beam with
just the density required for the conductivity of a jet plasma
include possible rocket distribution of combustible particles to
N65-14185
be ignited by a conventional laser beam for distances of sev-
eral miles Author
N66-14186# Perkin-Elmer Corp.. Norwalk. Conn. Electro-
Optical Div.
RESEARCH INTO THE CAUSES OF LASER DAMAGE TO
OPTICAL COMPONENTS First Quarterly Report, 1 Mar.-
31 May 1964
G.N. Steinberg [1964] 53p refs ItsRept..7735
(Contract DA-28-043-A MC -0OO09)
(PE-TR-7735; AD-450188)
Instruments and techniques are described by which a known
and controllable Q-switched laser illumination level was ob-
tained, l'his light was then used for determining the damage
threshold of specially prepared dielectric mirrors and for creat-
ing internal damage in optical glass. Presentation =s made of
the data obtained from the experiments using the techniques
described. Author
N65-14200# Air Force Inst of Tech, Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio
RESONANT ENERGY TRANSFER FROM MERCURY TO ZINC
IN RELATION TO A GAS LASER
Robert Mason Howard, Jr (MS Thesis) Aug 1964 71 p refs
(AD-603680) 0TS: $300
An electronic system was constructed for scanning the
spectral output ofa Jarrell Ash spectrograph This was used to
observe the spectrum of an Hg-Zn discharge which originated
from a heated dc glow discharge tube in which the partial
pressures of Zn and Hg could be varied independently Ob-
servat=ons of the spectra indicate a resonant energy transfer
from the 73S1 state of Hg to the 43D1 state of Zn at high
voltages across the tube (anode to cathode) At lower voltages
the 73S1 Hg state couples to the 41D2 state of Zn and indi-
cates that a population inversion might be achieved in the Zn
between the 41D2and41P1 state. Author
N65-14217# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign TechnologyDiv.
WIDTH OF LINES EMITTED BY LASER MODELS
V.S. Mashkevich 26 Oct. 1964 7 p refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Ukr. Fiz. Zh.(Kiev).v. 8, no. 8, 1963 p918-921
(FTD-TT-64-841/1 : AD-608179)
Kinetic equations are used to investigate the stationary
conditions of a laser Solutions of Maxwell equations with
approximate boundary conditions are discussed and applied
to a consideration of the effect of line narrowing in a laser.
P.V.E.
N66-14311# Philco Corp., Blue Bell. Pa. Research Lab.
COHERENT OPTICAL PARAMETRIC TECHNIQUES First
Quarterly Report
C Wang GriffissAFB, N.Y.. RADC. Oct. 1964 20p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3364)
(RADC-TDR-64-386; AD-608921 )
The theoretical and experimental aspects of optical para-
metric amplification involving three waves were studied. Major
achievements include (1) successful operation of high power.
nearly single-regaled ruby lasers, and (2) observation of para-
metric interaction among Raman-shifted lines An attempt is
being made to observe parametric amplification of the 6328 A
radiation from He-Ne gas laser, using the second harmonic radi-
ation of ruby as the pump. Author
N65-14365# Litton Industries, San Carlos. Calif. Electron
Tube Div.
PLASMA-POWERED COHERENT OPTICAL TRANSMI1-TER
Final Report, Jul. 1963-Aug. 1964
Gerold Pokorny. Joseph Stafford. Gerald Secrest. Gerald Cox.
and JamesClauss 30Oct. 1964 44p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11399)
(DORF-173; AL-TDR-64-257; AD-450741)
This report covers work on the development of a high in-
tensity uv source centered at 254 m# with spectral output of
less than 1 m/_. The uv source is used to pump phosphors which
in turn pump laser materials which have absorption bands in
the emission spectrum of the phosphor. The uv source can also
be used to directly pump laser materials where they efficiently
absorb at 254 nm. An experimental study of the mercury dis-
charge mechanism and phosphor efficiency was accomplished
The lack of a commercially available spectral radiometer in the
uv region made it necessary to build and calibrate one for the
program. Following the evaluation of the discharge and phos-
phors, a laser pump was constructed to try the uv phosphor
technique on an Nd +3 doped CaWO 4 crystal. Author
N65-14369 Stanford U,. Calif. Stanford Electronics Labs.
TUNING OF CW LASERS OVER ANGSTROM BANDWlDTHS:
SOME POSSIBLE APPROACHES Technical Report No. 0576-6
R.J.Morris Aug. 1964 30p refs
(Contract A F 33(657)- 11144)
(SU-SEL-64-092; AL-TD R-64-227: AD-607852)
This report is an investigation of several approaches to the
problem of obtaining cw coherent optical signals whose wave-
length can be scanned in a controlled fashion over a range of
approximately 1 A or more, The methods discussed include
the following internal tuning methods: Zeeman tuning: diffrac-
lion from acoustic waves: crystal-strain tuning: thermal tuning;
tunable mode selection in wide lines: and doppler-shift tuning
using a beam of accelerated particles. The test method listed
is believed to be a novel scheme for laser tuning Frequency
modulation using microwave frequencies and large modulation
indicesis also discussed as an external tuning method. Author
N85-14383# Westinghouse Electric Corp, Baltimore. Md
Aerospace Div.
DEVELOPMENT OF MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER
MASER DEVICES Interim Technical Report, 1 Jun.-31 Oct.
1964
W E Hughes (1964J 25p refs Its Rept.-490E
(Contract AF 33(657)-10472)
(ITR-5: A D-607983)
The major effort was devoted to the construction of a dual-
channel millimeter-wave spectrometer, the testing of an Fe 3+.
ZnWO 4 zero-field maser, experiments on an Fe 3+.TiO 2 zero-
field maser, and the construction of X-band maser circuitry
Each of the above program elements is described in detail.
and the conclusions drawn from the experiments are given.
Author
N65-14405# General Telephone and Electronics Labs. Inc,
Bayside. N .Y.
CHELATE LASERS Annual Technical Summary Report.
1 Oct. 1963-30 Sep. 1964
A. Lempicki. H Samelson. andC Brecher 30 Oct 1964 48 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-4134(00); ARPA Order 306-62: Proj. Defender)
(TR-64-052.7; AD-450627)
Results of investigating the properties of chelates in
terms of the requirements for laser action, and of studying
the characteristics of the chelate laser itself are summarized.
The investigations and studies led to the following conclusions:
(1) Laser action can be obtained in a highly fluid medium at
room temperature. Development of • laser with a circulating
medium is indicated to be only a technological problem (2)
The study of the spectroscopy of chelates has revealed detailed
information on the structure, symmetry, and stability of various
compounds It appears that four-ligand materials are superior
mN65-14982
from the laser point of view (3) The great flexibility of the
chelate systems has been demonstrated by such effects as
the "tuning" ach=eved by cation addition and the variety of
solvent influences P,VE
N65-14437# Radio Corp of America. Princeton. NJ RCA
Labs
INTERACTIONS OF COHERENT OPTICAL RADIATION
WITH SOLIDS Final Report
R Braunstemand N Ockman 31 Aug 1964 70p refs
(Contract Nonr-4128(O0): ARPA Order 306-62; Prol Defender)
(AD-450756)
The following are discussed: (1) optical two-phonon ab-
sorption in semiconductors; (2) second-harmonic generation
in zhe iii-'v' uumpuu_-,ds _nP. G_A._..A.!Sb. __r_d G_P: (:3) fre-
quency mixing in such semiconductors as Ge. GeAs. and Si;
and (4} the frequency tuning of injection lasers by uniaxial
stress Included as appendixes are the following papers: (1)
Optical Double-Photon Absorption in CdS; (2) Frequency
Tuning of GaAs Laser Diode by Uniax/al Stress: and (3) Effect
of Doping on the Emission Peak and Absorption Edge of GaAs.
E K.R.
NB5-14446# Navy Electronics Lab. San Diego. Calif.
A VERSATILE EIGHT-METER GAS LASER SYSTEM Re-
search Report. Dec, 1B62-Mar. 1964
V N Smiley and A L Lewis 28 Sap 1964 21 p refs
(NEL-1242: A D-607969)
An 8-meter-long. versatile gas laser and associated equMp-
merjt were designed and constructed, employing three methods
of excitation (6U-c/s ac. dc. and rf) and a Brewster-angle
prism method of intracavity wavelength selection The high
gain resulting from the extreme length of the laser facilitated
the finding of previously unreported laser lines in the infrared.
A novel method of facilitating the alignment of mirrors, mak-
ing use of the 3 39-micron He-Ne line. was utilized, Calcula-
tions of reflectance for light polarized parallel to the plane of
incidence for small deviations from the Brewster angle are
given for an air-quartz interface Author
N66-14460# Harry Diamond Labs.. Washington. D.C,
RANGEMETER FOR XM23 LASER RANGEFINDER. MODEL
II
IraR. Marcus 16Nov.1964 44p ref
(H DL-TR-1262; AD-452838)
A modified rangemeter, designated model I1. was con-
structed and determined capable for use with the XM23 Laser
Rangefinder. The model II design is a high-speed, miniature.
digital time-interval counter that displays range readings from
200 to 19995 meters when coupled to the rangefinder. This
range capability is twice that of the model I rangemeter. An-
other advantage of the model II design is that it includes a
target counter, thus allowing the operator to range on any one
of five target echoes. Operation of the rangemeter is based on
start-and-stop pulses that are received from the rangefinder.
The cot_ntar then computes and displays the range to the
nearest 6:=5 m on a solid-state electroluminascent readout. The
readout assembly is optically coupled between the computing
circuits and a photoconductive readout matrix. The rangemater
system operates from --55 ° to +75 ° C with a 5- to 7-V supply.
The time base is a 29971-Mc crystal oscillator; the comput-
ing circuits are high-frequency flip-flops Author
N65-14466# Korad Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif.
SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIER Quarterly Report. 1 Jun.-
31 Aug. 1964
A H Gillmer. R. C. Pastor. and H. Schultz Sap. 1964 34 p
refs
(Contract D A-36-O39-AM C-O0070(E))
(QR-6; AD-453191)
The theory of gain measurements together with experi-
mental results were reported. Deterioration of rubies was
described, and means for inhibiting the damage were developed.
In this report, further gain measurements are presented
Development of spiking free lasers, both by mode control and
by feedback control, iF pre4;ented. It is intended to amplify the
spiking free pulse to obtain a high-energy pulse in the micro-
second and millisecond time scales. Author
N65-14531*# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.. Cambridge.
COHERENTLY DRIVEN MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS AND
LIGHT MODULATIONS
E, Garmire. F. Pandarese. and C. H, Townes [1963] 9 p refs
Submitted for Publication
(Grant NsG-330)
(NASA-CR-5S211} OT$: HC $ ! .Cv3/..M F $0 RO
Very intense maser beams in dense matter produce
higher order Raman effects through excitation of intense
coherent molecular oscillations at infrared frequencies.
These modulate the original light and its Ramsn-scattered
radiation producing Stokes and anti-Stokes lines of many
orders, frequently without a threshold condition for gener-
ation and in some cases with highly directional radiation
patterns. Theory is developed for these Raman effects and
conclusions (some of which correspond to experimental
observations) are presented. E.W.
N6S-14941# Naval Training Device Center. Port Washington.
N.Y. Human Factors Lab,
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTB OF LASERS: SAFETY RECOM-
MENDATIONS AND A COMMENT ON THE CONCEPT OF
OCULAR DAMAGE
Paul A. Cirincione 28Jul, 1964 13p refs
(NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-15; AD-607718)
Since lasers are being increasingly employed and because
the laser beam is the most intense artificial light available.
questions concerning health hazards to personnel become
most important, Several of the most prominent effects, the
concept of ocular damage, and proposed safety procedures,
are presented. The following safety rules are given for laser
work: (1) Laser laboratories should be clearly marked as eye
hazardous areas, (2) All laser light, regardless of the.nature
of the laser, should be considered dangerous. (3) Laser labora-
tories should be brilliantly illuminated to constrict the size
of the pupil of the aye, (4) Protective goggles such as the
Jens color glass should be worn by all personnel, (5) Inter-
lock systems should be incorporated into lasers so they will
not function if anyone is in the light path. E.E.B.
NB6-14982# Ohio State U. Research Fondation. Columbus.
Antenna Lab.
CHARACTERISTICS OF VISIBLE DISCHARGEB INDUCED
IN GASES BY FOCUSED RUBY LASEB PULSES
R. G.Tomtineon (Ph.D. Thesis) 1 Sap. 1964 108p refa
(Contract A F 33(657)- 10824)
(Rapt.-1679-14; AD-449441)
The focused radiation from a high brightness laser can
produce power densities which result in sufficient ionization in
gases to cause breakdown in the form of visible discharges. A
high brightness. Q-switched ruby laser was constructed and
used to study the characteristics of these visible discharges.
Data were taken in krypton, argon, helium, neon, air, nitrogen.
oxygen, methane, and carbon dioxide as a function of pres-
sure and laser power density. Focusing lenses with 3-cm and
1.2-cm focal lengths were employed. A comparison of the ex-
perimentally determined laser ionization rates with the micro-
wave ionization rates was made through the scaling factor,
effective electric-field strength. The laser-induced ionization
N65-15207
rates were much greater than the microwave ionization rates,
indicating a more efficient energy coupling mechanisms. When
threshold conditions were exceeded the density of free elec-
trons in the gas grew rapidly in a cascade process to produce a
visible breakdown plasma and shock wave. Author
N65-15207 United Aircraft Corp, East Hartford, Conn. Re-
search Labs
ULTRASONIC CONTROL OF LASER PERFORMANCE Final
Report, Jun. 26, 1963-Jun. 25, 1964
A J De Maria and G E. Danielson, Jr 25 Sep 1964 33 p refs
(Contract DA-19-O20-AMC-0170(A))
(C-920083-12: A D-605940)
The laser is represented in terms of a system block diagram
having forward and feedback transfer functions which can be
varied in a periodic manner so as to modulate the output of the
quantum device, The modification of a laser's feedback trans-
fer flint:liOn by --.R u!tr3sonic refraction and by an opticai-tun-
nelling shutter has been utilized to gate the laser's output
Experiments are reported which demonstrate that the periodic
fluctuation of the refractive index resulting from the propaga-
tion of focused ultrasonic energy within a solid-state laser
medium can be utilfzed as a Q-spoiler to gate the output of
high gain lasers without the introduction of Iossy elements into
the laser's feedback path, In addition, experiments are reported
which reveal an increase in the energy output of a neodymtum-
doped lanthanum thorium borate glass rod when longitudinal
acoustical standing waves were propagated down the length
of the glass rod Author
N65-16269# Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N.Y. Elec-
tro-Optics Group
INVESTIGATION OF OPTICAL FREQUENCY TRANSLA-
TION TECHNIQUES
J. K. Sharp, E.O. Vaher, and E.W Cheatham, ed. Wright-Pat-
tersonAFB. Ohio. AF Avionics Lab., Sep 1964 72p
(Contract AF 33(657)-11653)
(AB-1272-0013;AL-TDR-64-226:AD-607700) OTS: $3.00
Various techniques of optical frequency translation were
investigated, leading to the design of a V-shaped laser con-
figuration that can simultaneously support independent oscil-
lations having two separate polarizations. The device consists
of two laser cavities sharing a single neodymium-doped glass
laser rod and end mirror. Theoretical and experimental studies
of mode selection techniques and Fabry-Perot interferometric
analyzers are presented. This work leads to single-mode oper-
ation for each separate frequency and to effective methods of
measuring translation. Tuning a single leg of the Y laser.
translation over a total range of 18 Gc was achieved. Observa-
tion of simultaneous operation of both legs was also made. It
was concluded that the method selected was feasible and that
further effort is warranted. Author
N65-16602# General Telephone and Electronics Labs., Inc..
Bayside, N.Y,
CONFERENCE ON ORGANIC LASERS
25 May 1964 228 p refs Conf. held at Bayside. N.Y.. 25 May




1. THE ORGANIC LASER A. Lempicki p 5-15 refs
(See N65-15503 06-16)
2. STIMULATED EMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN
FLUORESCENT ORGANIC MOLECULES D. L. Stockman
(Gen. Elec. Co.) p 16-39 refs (See N65-15504 06-16)
3. RECENT RESULTS ON ENERGY TRANSFER IN
RARE EARTH CHELATES M. Kleinerman (Am. Optical Co.)
p 39-57 (See N65-15505 06-24)
4. EXCITONS AND TWO QUANTA PROCESSES IN
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS R M. Hochstrasser (Pennsylvania
U.) p 58-71 refs (See N65-15506 06-26)
5. STIMULATED EMISSION IN ISOTOPICALLY MIXED
BENZENE CRYSTALS D. S. Tinti and G. W. Robinson (Calif.
Inst. of Tech.) p 72-90 (See N65-15507 06-26)
6. THE RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS C. Brecker.
H. Samelson. A. Lempicki, and V. A. Brophy p 91-109 refs
(See N65-15508 06-16)
N65-15503 General Telephone and Electronics Labs.. Inc..
Bays=de. NY.
THE ORGANIC LASER
A. Lempicki In its Conf. on Org. Lasers 25 May 1964 p 5-
15 refs (See N65-15502 O6-16)
The problems connected with the development of a
purely organic laser are discussed. Pump requirRments are
compared'for three types of laser systems; phosphorescent
materials, such as benzophenone: ex=sting ruby and che-
late lasers; and fluorescent materials, such as anthracene
and mixed crystals. R.L.K.
N65-15504 General Electric Co.. Syracuse. N.Y. Elec-
tronics Lab.
STIMULATED EMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN FLUO-
RESCENT ORGANIC MOLECULES
David L Stockman In Gen. Telephone and Electron Labs,
Conf onOrg Lasers 25 May 1964 p16-39 refs (See N65-
15502 06-16)
The reasons for choosing fluorescent instead of phospho-
rescent compounds in developing an organic laser are dis-
cussed Two promising molecules studied are perytene and
9-amlnoacridine The properties of liquid and polymeric
resonant cawties formed with the orgamc host materials
were invest=gated Experimental results indicated that a
pumped liquid resonant cawty at room temperature employ-
ing nonwscous liquids can be operated for about 30 #sec
without increasing scattering losses to unbearable limits
For polymeric host materials, birefringence is being studied
as a function of wavelength in the samples to determine
the exact composition required to yield a zero stress optical
coefficient at the wavelength of interest Several approaches
to the problem of generating sufficient peak power =n a
short time were made, the most promising pumping source
being an argon theta-pinch lamp The results of some pump-
ing experiments are described R LK
N66-16606 American Optical Co,. Southbridge. Mass.
RECENT RESULTS ON ENERGY TRANSFER IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES
M. Kleinerman In Gen. Telephone and Electron. Labs. Conf,
on Org. Lasers 25 May 1964 p 39-57 (See N65-15502
06-16)
A postulated mechanism of energy transfer in lanthanide
chelates, which involves a participation of the triplet level of
the chelates, is criticized, and the implications for organic
laser design are discussed. Reveiwed are the problems of
fluorescence efficiency and the high-absorption coefficient of
the ligands in laser application of rare-earth chelates. R.L.K.
N66-15508 General Telephone and Electronics Labs., Inc.,
Bayside. N .Y
THE RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS
C. Brecher. H. Samelson. A Lempicki, and V, A Brophy In
its Conf. on Org Lasers 25 May 1964 p 91-109 refs (See
N65-15502 06-16)
Theachievementof asingin benzoylacetonate and
dibenzoytmethide chelates of europium, and the problems
of getting these materials to lase. are described The DBM
chelate, unlike the benzoylacetonate, does not lase in an
alcohol solution, but the addition of small amounts of
dJmethylformamide to the solvent enables laser action to
take place, showing the great effect of chemical changes
on the characteristics of the emission. Chemical prepara-
tion methods for various materials can lead to 3-1igand
and 4-tigand forms of chelates. The possible structures of
the 4-hgand form are discussed. Other chemical problems
reviewed include the extremely intense absorption of che-
lates Where the absorption constant is too low, little energy
can be absorbed: where the absorption constant is too high.
little energy can reach the center of the cell to be absorbed.
RL.K.
N6S-1556S# Naval Ordnance Lab.. Corona. Calif.
FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECTS Quarterly Report.
Jan.-Mar. 1963
C J Humphreys 1 Jun 1963 87p refs
(NAVWEPS-8150, AD-409856)
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N65-15570 Naval Ordnance Lab. Corona, Calif.
LASERS
R, L Conger. J. H Johnson. L T Long. and J A. Parks In its
Foundational Res Proj. 1 Jun 1963 p 41-45 (See N65-
15565 06-34)
The observation by means of a phototube of the output of
a ruby laser as a function of time is reported. A beam-width
spread of 0,5 ° was reduced with a telescope to 0.07 ° . and it is
suggested that this spread could be reduced to 0.02 ° with more
refined apparatus and adjustments. A calorimetric determina-
tion of laser efficiency showed an efficiency of about 0.01%,
This may be accounted for by xenon tube efficiency, low
coupling between flash tube and ruby, nonradiative energy dis-
sipation in the ruby, and nonradiative portions of the ruby.
Pyrotechnics were investigated as possible pumping light
sources, and it was concluded that pyrotechnic bombs are of
no merit in laser experiments, because they produce less light
than flash bulbs and have the disadvantages of noise and
smoke. _ D,E,W,
N65-15881
N65-15605# Stanford U., Calif. Microwave Lab,
RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION OF SELECTED MICRO-
WAVE PROBLEMS Interim Engineering Report No. 6, 1 Jun-
31 Aug. 1964
Oct, 1964 15p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11042)
(ML-1243; AD-451327)
The following studies were made: (1) Acoustic-Wave
Interactions--the current oscillations in a CdS single-crystal
diode, the diffracting properties of ADP. and the diffraction
of a pulsed ruby laser beam by sound modulation at 10 kc;
(2) Transverse-Wave Devices--a periodic parallel-plate or
twisted dc coupler to be used for the deflection of longitudi-
nal velocity spread of electron beams; (3) Optical Spectros-
copy of Laser Materials--the construction of an irradiator
for the testing of solid materiais for laser action in tlze ult_a-
violet and visible regions; and (4) Nonlinear Quantum
Studies--the insertion of a KDP crystal modulator into a
ruby laser cavity to generate a second harmonic mode.
G.G.
N65-16753# New Mexico State U.. University Park. Research
Center
VARIATION OF REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER
OPERATION Semiannual Technical Report
J A Izatt, H. A. Daw, and R. C. Mitchell Jan. 1964 27 p refs
(Contract Nonr-3531 (04))
(SATR- 1 : AD-427725)
Variation in refractive index as a function of the distribution
of population among pertinent energy states can be studied
experimentally by using a laser as a source with which to il-
luminate a sample of the same material. The latter is optically
pumped to achieve a sequence of non-Boltzmann population
distributions, and an interferometric technique is employed to
determine refractive index as a function of frequency for each
distribution. Temperature control or other means are used to
scan the output of the source laser in frequency. A brief dis-
cussion of theoretical considerations is given as is a detailed
description of the basic experimental techniques, Several
items of equipment a're described which were designed and
constructed to partially fill the optical pumping and tempera-
ture control requirements of the experiment. A unique cast-
plastic optical-pump cavity is described which has displayed
high optical efficiency in addition to being durable and eco-
nomical. Author
N65-15848# Korad Corp,. Santa Monica. Calif.
LASER MATERIALS RESEARCH. PART I: RUBY IMPROVE-
MENT Final Report
R C. Pastor and R. H, Hoskins Sep, 1964 123p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11395)
(AL-TDR-64-195. Pt. 1; AD-608105) OTS: $4.00
The objective of this laser research program was the im-
provement of the crystal quality of Verneuil (flame fusion) ruby,
The study was directed toward the overall achievement of a
steady-state operation of this method of crystal growth. New
approachesto the materials problems, experimental techniques.
and results obtained are presented, Various subsidiary proc-
esses were investigated, with respect to a steady-state opera-
tion, Useful experimental parameters relevant to the success-
ful matching of auxiliary processes are discussed. Author
N66-16881# General Electric Co.. Syracuse. N.Y, Heavy Mili-
tary Electronics Dept.
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER AMPLIFIER TECHNIQUES
(SEM LAM) Final Report
GriffissAFB, N.Y..RADC, Oct. 1964 41p refs




This report contains information on the work done m the
semiconductor laser amplifier program. A transmission-type
light amplifier was successfully tested. The system used consists
of a light-emitting GaAs diode, with SiO antireflection coated
Fabry-Perot surfaces, as an amplifier and a cw oxygen gas laser
asan oscillator. A gain of 15 dB from the gas laser beam was
observed Author
N65-15980# Raytheon Co, Waltham. Mass. Research Div.
GASEOUS LASER RESEARCH Interim Engineering Report
No, 2, Aug. 1-Oct. 31, 1964
F, Horrigan, S Koozekanani, and R, Tataronis Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Res andTechnol Div, [19641 48p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1949)
(S-705; AD-608635)
Combining the results of the lifetime and cross-section con-
siderations, a general explanation for the properties of a di_-
charge-excited laser system were developed This involves
nonselective excitation by the electrons followed by multiple
cascading from the higher excited states into the lower sets of
levels To investigate the hypothesis in more detail an exten-
sive computer study of a simplified 40-level system is in the
process of preparation, utilizing Bates-Damgaard lifetimes and
reasonably constructed cross sections A complete description
of this program is given, No numerical results are as yet avail-
able. Difficulties with the electron beam focusing still remain
the largest obstacle in the experimental program for the meas-
urement of electron excitation cross sections in xenon, Several
preliminary cross-section measurements are presented. It is
concluded that multiple cascading must be playing an impor-
tant role in xenon. Author
N65-16002# Air Force Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford.
Mass Optical Physics Lab.
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS
C.MartinStickley Nov. 1964 43 p refs ItsS_ec. Rept, No. 15
(AFC RL-64-914; A D-609846)
This article is a survey of applications of lasers. The applica-
tions are divided into six major areas: precision measurements,
communications, biological and medical, other scientific areas,
metalworking, and miscellaneous. A table of the basic charac-
teristics of the major types of lasers is provided, so that the
user can be made aware of the limitations and capabilities
of lasers. Good examples of applications in each of these
areas are described in some detail to illustrate which major
properties of laser radiation are useful in that particular area,
Most of the discussion pertains to present-day applications.
but in some instances what appear to be good future applica-
tions are also described. Seventy-two references to the tech-
nical literature that relate to applications are provided,
Author
N66-16013# Electro-Optical Systems. Inc., Pasadena, Calif.
OPTICAL TRANSMITTER TECHNIQUES Technical Docu-
mentary Report, 15 Apr.-15 Jul. 1964




This report describes work directed toward the design and
fabrication of a gas laser oscillator and a solid-state chelate
laser operating at wavelengths ranging from 5,0_ to 0.3#,
New classes of sensitized fluorescence and their sensitizers
were investigated, and system efficiency was improved through
sensitizer purification. Some of the new sensitized systems
investigated show promise of operation at or above room
temperature. The scientific basis for sensitized fluorescence
is clarified through a detailed analysis and description of the
mechanism of energy transfer. Appropriate laser calculations
and optimization were accomplished and associated laser test
cavities, heat exchangers, and other eoulpment were built in
preparation for testing'the new materials. Author
N65-16017# Cutler-Hammer, Inc, Deer Park, NY Airborne
Instruments Lab
STUDY OF SOLID-STATE AND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER
TECHNIQUES Interim Report
J.A. De Gruyl, W,W. Heinz. S. Okwit, and J. G Smith Griffiss
AFB. NY. RADC,Jan. 1965 48p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-2989)
(RADC-TD R-64-480; AD-610317)
The purpose is to develop'improved maser techniques and
apply them to a broadband maser system. Magnetic shimming
techniques capable of providing the proper field gradients in
asuperconducting solenoid were successfully tested The anal-
ysis of broadbanding was extended to include the effects of non-
ideal magnP.tic field gradients and rf field distributions in the
TWM structure, Correlation between theory and experiment is
now much improved, facilitating the evaluation and application
of these techniques to a deliverable breadboard. Limiting char-
acteristics in a broadband stripline semiconductor limiter at
4.2 ° K were obtained Techniques to decrease the limiting by
using a more resonant, ridged waveguide structure are being
developed. An analysis of a fine-wire superconducting limiter
indicates that the operating bandwidth of such a device would
be too narrow for the intended application An analysis of the
feasibility of superconducting thin-film tunneling techniques
as a pump source for masers was completed and is presented
The obtainable power levels appear to be insufficient for maser
pumping. Other solid-state techniques are being evaluated.
Author
NS5-16131# Sperry Gyroscope Co, Great Neck. N Y Elec-
tro-Optics Group
INVESTIGATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTROMAG-
NETIC ANGULAR ROTATION SENSING Interim Engineer-
ing Report No. 1, 1 Jul.-30 Sep. 1964
Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio. Res. and Technol. Div.. Oct.
1964 55p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1931)
(AB-1272-0028-1; AD-608276) OTS: $3,00
A ring laser angular rotation sensor was designed for 10Og
centrifuge operation. Mode stabilization and control studies are
aimed at improving the rotational sensitivity of the ring. In-
formation on mode stability and number of simultaneously
oscillating modes is investigated through the use of an ana-
lyzing Fabry-Perot cavity. Work on mode pulling and locking.
including computer results, is included. The primary emphasis
of the program is on designing, evaluating, and delivery ring
laser systems for the Holloman lOOg, 260-inch centrifuge.
Considerations include thermal and mechanical stability. Author
N66-162§2"# Wheeler Labs.. Inc., Great Neck. N,Y.
DEVELOPMENT OF MACROSCOPIC WAVEGUIDE AND
WAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS
Final Report. Jan. 28-Nov. 28, 1964
E. R. Schineller, D. W, Wilmot, H, M, Heinemann. and H. W.
Redlien 28 Nov, 1964 155p ItsRept.-1247
(Contract NASw-888)
(NASA-CR-60527) OTS: HC$5.00/MF$1.00
In the development of single-mode, macroscopic optical
waveguides and components, an all-dielectric waveguide.
comprising a core and a cladding region of differing dielectric
constants, was chosen for detailed study. Theoretical analysis
of the waveguide medium resulted in the formulation of mode
cutoff conditions, field distributions and propagation charac-
teristics, and various methods for waveguide excitation were
evaluated.Single-modepropagationwasobtainedfromhigh
opticalqualityfuzedquartz,groundand polished to size. Com-
ponent study included theoretical design, performance analysis.
end tests of waveguide configurations to determine the feasi-
bility of all-solid components. Conclusions are: (1) Optical
detectors fabricated in a single-mode waveguide are sensitive
to the transverse distribution of both signal amplitude and
phase (2) Macroscopic optical waveguides and components
are feasible. {3) The concept offers promises of high perform-
ance components for sophisticated laser systems. M .G.J.
N65-16320"# General Dynamics Electronics. Rochester.
LASER MODULATION AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL Monthly
Report No. B. 1-30 Nov. 1964
E G Brock. F C Unterleitner. Sr.. Y C Kiang. and J. F.
Stephany 10 Dec 1964 8p refs
(Contract NASw- 1008)
(NASA-CR-60572) OTS: HC $100/MF $0.50
Population inversion as a function of peak magnetic field
was measured for a 90 ° ruby rod. Unlike the 0 ° rod. minimum
_nversion coincides with zero magnetic field, and the slope
of threshold population inversion versus magnetic field
is more than an order of magnitude higher in the high field
reg*on for the 90 ° rod Rough estimates of the Zeeman split-
tzng to be expected from the lines involved in laser emission
at room temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature
have been made if the crystal field terms in the Zeeman
splitting calculation are ignored, each of these lines should
split _nto four components in a magnetic field, the splitting
for the room temperature line being approximately four
t;mes that of the low temperature line. The primary purpose
of these calculations is to give an order c f magnitude esti-
mate of the frequency shifts to be anticipated in the pulsed
homogeneous field experiments with YAG:Nd 3+ laser.
Author
N65-16442# Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fiJr I..ft- und Raum-
fahrt. Porz (West Germany). Institiit for Energiewandlung
und Elektrische Antriebe
NONTHERMIC PLASMA AND ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
(NICHlrTHERMISCHES PLASMA UND ELEKTRISCHE LEIT-
FAHIGKEIT]
P Wahie Aug. 1964 54 p refs In GERMAN
(DLR-FB-64-13; DVL-304) Available from ZLDI, Munich:
13DM
Intensive tests were performed on plasmas and their be-
havior in electric and magnetic fields. These tests aim at the
technical realization of transforming kinetic energy directly
into electric energy, and vice versa, with an acceptable degree
of efficiency. In the first case. this transformation takes place
in magnetohydrodynamic generators; in_ the second case. in
plasma accelerators. High conductivity on the plasma is
essential for a good efficiency. In thermal plasma, this require-
ment coincides with a ,high plasma temperature which of course
constitutes a high load on the materials. To avoid this thermal
stress, the high conductivity of nonthermsl plasmas with high
electron temperature but tow gas temperatures is utilized.
This report gives a summery on nonthermal plasma; and the
plasma conductivity in electric and magnetic fields is investi-
gated. Author
N65-16471# Pennsylvania Univ.. Philadelphia. Johnson Re-
search Foundation
TEMPERATURE JUMP STUDIES IN THE NANOSECOND
RANGE Final Report




Temperature jumps within nanoseconds were produced by
absorption of some of the light from a G-switched ruby laser.
Such temperature jumps were applied to nonbiological (but
chemically connected to biological) systems--bromthymoleblue
as a pH indicator, and methyleneblue as an electron-transfer
indicator. Although methyleneblue was not originally intended
to be used for the purposes of detection, it behaved abnormally
at high light-power densities, and further investigation was
made of this compound. Two papers describing the results
of the work are presented: Nanosecond Heating of Aqueous
Systems by Giant Laser Pulses. and Reduced Absorption of
Light at High Laser Power Densities. Also described are in-
vestigations of neodymium-doped crystals, feasibility tests of
temperature jump cells with heating by giant laser pulses.
--_ " _. ::pid _.=..u stud;=*- -' dct_ion "._ !eser tem_ner__t,Jre j_,mp_
JDSG.
N-8-B-1SB66# Aerospace Corp., El Segundo. Calif. Electromc=
Research Lab.
MODULATION OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF SEMICONDUC-
TORS
M. Birnbaum 4Dec. 1964 13p refs
(Contract AF 04(695)-469)
(SSD-TD R-64-253: TD R-469(9230-02)- 1, A 0-455989)
Large increases in the reflectivity of GaAs. Ge. Si. and
InSb were observed in the reflection of intense beams of ruby
laser light from polished surfaces of these semiconductors.
The reflectivity of focused beams incident at the pseudo-Brew-
ster angle is measured as • function of the incident light in-
tensity. Absorption of the laser light in the surface layer pro-
duces an electron-hole plasma (density approximately 1021
cm -3 at the highest power levels) that imparts metallic type
reflectivity to the semiconductor. At the highest power levels
all of the semiconductors were damaged, although in the case
of Si the damage was very slight. These large increases in
reflectivity indicate a number of eppflcetiOns in the modula-
tion and control of lasers. Author
N65-16624 Colorado Univ., Denver
DEVELOPMENTAL DISTURBANCES OF VERTEBRATE
EMBRYOS INDUCED BY LASER RADIATION
Joseph C. Daniel, Jr., Kenneth R. Lang, and Frank S. Barnes
In AF Aced. Proc. of the 1st Ann. Rocky Mt. Bioeng. Syrup.
[1984] p 240-250 refs (See N65-16601 07-04)
Vertebrate eggs of several different kinds were sub-
jected to laser beams to study the effect of monochromatic.
coherent light on embryological development. The results
show (1) Deformities can be the proJuct of either the ruby
or gas laser. (2) The higher intensities produce more de-
forrnities. (3) The effect of laser radiation varies with the
growth stage or physiological state of the egg exposed. (4)
Pigmentation increases the susceptibility of the subject.
(5) Other variables may alter the influence of the laser beam.
The quantum energy of laser radiations is too low to cause
ionization, excitation or direct bond dissociation but conver-
sion to heat energy is believed to generate free radicals and
denature proteins. Unpigmented tissues have low absorption
coefficient/but the high energy density of incident radiation
can cause localized tie, ruction. Pigmented tissue is affected
by much lower energy densities. Author
N6S-16777 Sylvania Electric Products. Inc.. Mountain
View. Calif. Electronic Defense Labs.
LIGHT MODULATION DETECTOR Interim Engineering
Report No. 2. 16 Jul.-16 Oct. 1964
Russell Targ. D. E. Caddes. E. O. Ammann. W. D. Bush. and
G A. Massey 16Nov. 1964 60p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1938)
(EDL-M779; AD-608728) OTS: $3.00
N65-1 6811
Work done on an experimental and theoretical program
for the stabilization of a laser local oscillator was divided into
three main activities: (1) the assembly and test of the elec-
tronic and m_crowave systems which make up the automatic
frequency control loop: (2) the evaluation of the single-side-
band suppressed-carrier modulator; and (3) the development
of a technique for laser mode control in which the He-Ne
laser is operated in a manner which forces the laser's modes
to comprise the sidebands of an FM signal The development
of this FM laser makes possible the use of high-power multi-
mode lasers in many applications previously limited to the
use of single-mode lasers with their necessarily lower power
Also reported is work on techniques which allow certain
electro-optic devices, such as shutters and modulators, to be
used with light of arbitrary polarization. A related technique
permitting heterodyne detection of light with arbitrary polari-
zation of the laser transmitter and local oscillator *s also
described. Author
N65-16811"# Killsman Instrument Corp. Elmhurst, N Y
STUDY OF LASER POINTING PROBLEMS Bimonthly
Technical Report, 1 Oct.-30 Nov. 1964
Aaron Wallace 15Dec 1964 108p refs
(Contract NASw-929)
(NASA-CR-60699; KIC-RD-000162-2) OTS: HC $400/MF
$0.75
The presence of the earth's atmosphere in the communica-
tion link with its random turbulence phenomena profoundly
affects the system design It also introduces additional require-
ments for system synthesis beyond those associated with the
extraordinary optical precision due to the narrow beamwidths
and the dynamics of closed loop operation with transit time
effects and target-observer motions Attention was concen-
trated on the "in vacuo" case space vehicle and earth station
system configurations, closed loop system analysis, the dy-
namics of vehicle trajectories and lead angle computations for
observer and target motion compensation and the preliminary
aspects of laser beam spreading due to atmospheric differen-
tial refraction The report also includes manpower utilization
data. and a bibliography of cited references for the main text,
mathematical appendixes, and for the appendixes Author
N65-16819# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Colum-
bus. Antenna Lab.
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF Q-SWITCHED LASERS




Measurements are reported of the variation in power and
energy output, beam divergence, and beam intensity from a
Kerr cell. Q-switched laser as a function of the parameters of
the laser system. Existing theory on power and energy out-
put is reviewed, and an equation for the output is developed
which was programed on the computer in an attempt to explain
the experimental results, A detailed description of the physical
arrangement and the operation of the system is presented.
Author
N66-16822# Naval Ordnance Test Station. China Lake. Calif.
Test Dept.
DESCRIPTION OF A NOVEL DESIGN IDEA FOR LASER
RANGEFINDERS
T,G. Bergman May 1964 10p refs
(NOTS-TP-3539; A D-443949)
A novel laser-rangefinder design idea that can be used in
part or in whole (each part having distinct advantages or
characteristics) is presented. Advantages include: (1) only one
objective lens for proiecting or recollimating laser light and
for the collection of the return beam. (2) automatic gain con-
trol over return intensity, and (3) no oscillator nor fast time
response electronic circuitry. Since spherical aberration and
lens configuration are important in this design concept, they
are examined in some detail Author
N65-16944# Lincoln Lab. Mass Inst of Tech.. Lexington
SOLID STATE Division 8 Quarterly Progress Report, 1 Jul.-
30 Sep. 1964
Alan L McWhorteret al 18 Nov 1964 17p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-500)
(ESD-TD R-64-560: AD-608569)
Research is reported in the fields of solid-state devices.
lasers, materials, band structure and spectroscopy of solids,
and magnetism and resonance Laser action, in which coherent
radiation at 52 microns emanates from the bulk of the semi-
conductor, was obtained from InSb diodes in which an elec-
tron-hole plasma was established Laser action was obtained
in GaAs at liquid helium temperature by generating electron-
hole pairs with a beam of 50-keV electrons Stimulated
Raman emission at 90 ° to the ruby-laser beam in CS 2 was
obtained, and the threshold was compared with that in nitro-
benzene An electric furnace was developed for heating sam-
ples to 2400 ° C in oxidizing atmospheres, as well as in neutral
or reducing atmospheres DE W
N65-17148# Sperry Gyroscope Co. Great Neck. N Y
COHERENT OPTICAL ARRAY TECHNIQUES Interim Tech-
nical Documentary Report, I Jun.-31 Aug. 1964
GriffissAFB, N Y. RADC. Jan 1965 60p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3329)
(AB-1272-0016-2: RADC-TDR-64-462: AD-610466)
In an overall plan to demonstrate feasibility by developing
a subassembly consisting of a cw laser master oscillator driv-
ing two pulsed laser power amplifiers in parallel, an investiga-
tion was conducted for an operating wavelength of 1 06 _i-
crons. Solid-state and gas lasers were considered for the
master oscillator As no satisfactory 106-micron transition
was found for a gas laser system, effort is being concentrated
on solid-state devices A Nd:CaWO 4 laser has produced a multi-
mode cw output of 160 milliwatts Single-mode work is being
pursued. Solid-state Nd:CaWO 4 crystals were grown, cut.
polished, and coated for amplifier functions at 1.06 microns
Gain of several dB was measured. Mach-Zender and modified
iichelson interferometers were constructed for phase shift
and array studies. A KDP electro-optical phase shifter was
designed, constructed, and incorporated in the Mach-Zender
device Author
N65-17210# Illinois Univ.. Urbana Gaseous Electronics Lab.
THEORY OF THE LASER INTERFEROMETER AND ITS
USE IN PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
J. B. Gerardo. J.T. Verdeyen, and M.A Gusinow 1 Dec. 1964
99p refs ItsSci Rept. No. 1
(GRANT DA-ARO(D)-31-124-G582)
(ARO D-4832-2; AD-610321)
The theory of the laser interferometer and its application
in investigations of relatively dense to very dense gaseous
plasmas are discussed. It is shown that the sensitivity of the
interferometer can be greatly improved by utilizing a spherical
geometry reference cavity rather than one formed by planar
mirrors. The parameters that determine the sensitivity of a
spherical geometry laser interferometer are described and de-
tailed theory of such is given. Particular emphasis is placed on
determining the maximum frequency response of the inter-
ferometer. The parameters that limit the frequency response
are given and it is shown that by proper selection of these
parametersandproperdetectiontechniques,it i possibleto
detect resonances at rates in excess of 50 per i_sec. Author
N05-17373# Air Force Inst. of Tech. Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio School of Engineering
LASER VELOCIMETRY
PhillipCharlesStaas.Jr. (M.S. Thesis) Aug. 1964 62 p refs
(GE/EE/64-18: A D-608087)
Laser ve_ocimetry is the measurement of transverse velocity
by detection of motion in reflected laser radiation Reflec-
tions from a diffuse surface form a diffraction field which moves
in space as the surface moves. A photomultiplier and optical
nr_t_nn d_tq_t th_m _iffr_ct;_n fipld m ntinn _¢ _ fr_nu_nCy s n__c-
trum The center frequency of the detector output is equal to
the velocity of the diffraction field divided by two times the
width of one grating |ine. The diffraction field velocity is a
linear function of reflecting surface velocity and detector range.
and a nonlinear function of incident laser radiation wave fronts.
Author
N65-17442# Korad Corp. Santa Monica. Calif.
GsAs LASER DIODES Quarterly Progress Report. 1 Jul.-
30 Sep.1964
R A SehrandW J Rundle [1964] 27p refs
(Contract D A-28-O43-A M C -00235(E))
(QPR-I: A D-456022)
Device development and laser d=ode fabrication are de-
scribed Experimental work. aimed at improved laser per-
formance, concentrated on diffusion experiments and methods
of increasing electrical and thermal contact resistance. Pro-
cedures were established for guaranteeing a junction flatness
of = 005/_. and a bonding technique was developed which
enables electrical contact resistivities of less than 5 X 10 -5 ohm
cm 2. A new laser geometry was tested, and a fabrication
technique was developed Twenty laser diodes were mounted
on a coaxial copper heat sink. The fabrication and test meth-
ods utilized are outlined. Author
NSS-17§gB# North Carolina State Coll.. Raleigh. School of
Physical Sciences and Applied Mathematics
NUCLEAR ENERGY DRIVEN LASER SYSTEMS Final Re-
port




1, PARTA: THE EFFECTS OF GAMMA IRRADIATION
ON THE ENERGY OUTPUT OF RUBY LASER CRYSTALS
W. R. Davis. M. K Moss. and C. R. Philbrick p 1-38 refs
(See N65-17596 08-26)
2. PART B: GROWTH. CHARACTERIZATION. AND
FINISHING OF LASER CRYSTALS H. Palmour and R. D.
McSraysr p 39-45 refs (See N65-17597 08-26)
NB5-17§96 North Carolina State Coll.. Raleigh. School of
Physical Sciences and Applied Mathematics
THE EFFECTS OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON THE ENERGY
OUTPUT OF RUBY LASER CRYSTALS
William R. Davis. Marvin K. Moss, and Charles R. Philbrick
In its Nucl. Energy Oriven Laser Systems Jun, 1964 p 1-38
refs (See N65-17595 08-26)
The energy output of ruby laser crystals was significantly
increased by prior irradiation with cobalt-S0 gamma dosageS
of O. 700. 1000. 1400. and 1700 roentgens. Calorimeter
N65-17931
relative energy outputs of 1.0. 1.7. 2.0. 2.2. and 2.8 were
obtained. Increased outputs as large as a factor of 5 were
achieved, and increases as large as 10 should soon be availa-
ble. E.EB.
N65-175B7 North Carolina State Coll.. Raleigh. School of
Physical Sciences and Applied Mathematics
GROWTH. CHARACTERIZATION. AND FINISHING OF
LASER CRYSTALS
Hayne Palmour and R. Douglas Mc Brayer In its Nucl, En-
ergy Driven Laser Systems Jun. 1964 p 39-45 rafs (See
N 65-17595 08-26)
Capabilities for growing crystals of ruby by the traditional
Vemeuil flame-fusion technique ere reported. The likelihood
of successful adaptation of the Chrochalski pulling method to
ruby. using tungsten crucibles in vacuo or argon, or iridium
crucibles in argon or oxidizing environments is considered.
E.E.B.
NES-17B72°# National Aeronautics end Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ale.
METEOROID SIMULATION USING LASERS
OK. Hudson 25Aug. 1964 15p refs
(NASA-TM-X-53122) OTS: HC $1.00/MF $0.50
This is a brief discussion of the current state of laser tech-
nology relative to meteoroid simulation. It shows that efforts
up to this time are inadequate, but that a carefully designed
experiment with the above objective in view. and employing
essentially off-the-shelf apparatus, may enable one to find the
laws of similarity and of correlation between both kinds of
high-energy impact phenomena. Some recent literature is
surveyed and references are provided. Author
N65-17927# American Optical Co,. Southbridge. Mass. Re-
search Div,
STUDY AND EXPERIMENTATION TO OBTAIN SUN-
PUMPED LASER COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMll"rER In-
tedm Engineering Report
C. G, Young and E. O. Dixon Jan. 1965 54 p refs
(Contract A F 33(615)-1899)
(AD-610601)
Preliminary experiments culminating in approximately a
watt of laser output from a glass laser fiber at room tempera-
ture. when pumped by the solar simulator, are described. Ef-
forts to improve neodymium-doped glass and calcium tungstate
are reported. A discussion of these laser materials and also
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet is included. Special
pumping configurations designed to exploit the properties of the
available laser materials, which have been designed and in some
cases fabricated, are described. These include side-pumped
crystalline lasers by cylindrical refractors or reflectors, with
diameters in these fragile materials which are not impractically
small. New end-pumping schemes employing liquid immersion
also are described, Some additional thermal considerations
apropos yttrium aluminum garnet and liquid-immersed long
glass fibers are presented, A section is included that describes
the work on neodymium-doped CaWO4 and YAG crystal syn-
thesis, Author
NSB-17931# Centro di Studio per la Fisica delle Microonde.
Florence (Italy).
THEORETICAL STUDY OF OPTICAL CAVITIES Final Tech-
nical Report
N65-17940
L Ronchi, A M. Scheggi, and G. Toraldo di Francia Jun. 1964
22 p refs
(Contract AF 61 (052)-536)
(AFCRL-64-1015; AD-610862)
A theoretical study was performed of the resonant modes
of a laser cavity having end mirrors with periodic reflectivity.
Two examples were examined: (1) end mirrors constituted by
two identical strip diffraction gratings; and (2) end mirrors con-
stituted by definite-ruling phase gratings. In the first example,
the modes and the corresponding eigenvalues were evaluated
in successive approximations. It was found that a particular
frequency exists for which losses are very low. while neigh-
boring frequencies suffer heavy losses, This effect increases
very rapidly with the total number of strips in the grating.
In the case of phase gratings at transverse resonance, the
problem can be reduced to that of a resonator terminated by
strip gratings. However, the study was not completed.
Author
N66-!7940# Hughes Aircraft Co.. Fulterton, Calif. Ground
Systems Group
LASER COMMUNICATIONS STUDY Quarterly Progress Re-
port, 1 Jul.-30 Sep, 1964
T. M. Straus. J. E. Kiefer. andW. K. Pratt 18 Dec. 1964 47 p
refs
(Contract DA-28-043-AM C-00195(E))
(FR-64-19-301 ; A D-610602)
The purpose is to develop a coherent optical communica-
tions system capable of being utilized as a tool in the gathering
of information relating to the effects of atmospheric anomalies
on a frequency modulated laser beam. The program was divided
into three phases: a 3-month study phase in which the laser
communication system is defined, a 6-month developmental
phase during which the system is fabricated, and a 3-month
test phase in which the system and the effects of the atmos-
phere are evaluated, This report describes a frequency modula-
tion study. One project is valuable because of the practical ex-
perience it provides with laser heterodyne systems Author
N65-18254"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
GEOS-1 LASER RETROREFLECTOR DESIGN AND PRE-
LIMINARY SIGNAL CALCULATIONS
H.H. Plotkin Jul. 1964 20p
(NASA-] M-X-bbl Z_; x-_/.4-04-20b) U rs: H C $1.00/ M F $0.50
The gravity-gradient-stabilized satellite GEOS I is con-
sidered, with special attention being given to the array of cube-
corner prisms along its bottom surface. This array forms a
retro-reflecting surface for laser beams directed from the
ground and is especially effective in directions close to the
normal of the surface, The advisability of tilting the symmetry
axes of the cube-corners at various angles to the plane normal.
in order to equalize the effective reflecting area presented to
rays incident over a large range of angles, is examined. Pre-
liminary signal calculations are also performed that can be
useful for the design of ground stations. D.E.W.
N66-184.40# United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn.
United Aircraft Research Labs.
ULTRASONIC LASER MODULATION TECHNIQUES First
Quarterly Progress Report, 1 Jul.-30 Sap, 1964
A, J, De Maria, D. E. Flinchbaugh, and G. E. Danielson, Jr.
11 Jan. 1965 51p refs
(Contract D A-28-O43-A M C-00259(E))
(C-920259-3; AD-454484)
The equivalence of the phase modulation index of a light
beam and the Raman-Nath parameter of an acoustic diffrac-
tion grating is developed. The diffraction integral for an ampli-
tude modulated acoustic wave is solved. The solution reverts
to the Raman-Nath result wh{n the amplitude modulation
index goes to zero, A fused quartz. 54-Mc/sec acoustic diffrac-
tion modulator was constructed and yielded approximately
100% modulation with an input power of approximately 40 W
The acoustic waves generated a maximum change in the refrac-
tive index of approximately 5 X i0 -6 in the fused quartz block
The modulator was used to modulate the losses of the feedback
cavity of a Nd 3+ glass laser at a frequency commensurate to
some multiple of the axial mode spacing. A He-Ne laser beam
was used to examine the index of refraction gradients pro-
duced in a liquid by a barium titanate ceramic transducer
(formed into an arc of a short section of right circular cylinder)
radiating into a tetrachlorethylene-filled cell at 400 kc/sec.
Author
N65-18624// Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Baltimore. Md.
Surface Div.
INVESTIGATION OF GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON
AT OPTICAL AND IR FREQUENCIES First Technical Docu-
mentary Report, 11 Feb.-11 Aug. 1S64
L.C. VanAllen, A.V. Phelps, and R W Waynant Griffiss AFB.
N.Y.. RADC, Jan. 1965 58 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3332)
(RADC-TD R-64-422: AD-610590)
Results of the first half of the program are summarized and
the status at that point is given The experimental laser system
is described and the calibration and monitoring procedures are
discussed. Breakdown time statistics and charge measurements
obtained during this time are presented. The theoretical study
results obtained to date in the areas of the nonlinear ionization
initiation mechanisms and the extension of the microwave
breakdown theory are discussed. A preliminary description of
the breakdown process is given Author
N6B-18629# Philco Corp,. Blue Bell. Pa. Philco Research
Labs.
COHERENT OPTICAL PARAMETRIC TECHNIQUES Second
Quarterly Report
C. Wang GriffissAFB, N.Y., RADC. Dec. 1964 15p
(Contract AF 30(602)-3364)
(RADC-TD R-64-484; AD-610624)
Angular dependence of incident radiation of ruby light
to produce its second harmonic in ADP was measured, The
expected angle of incidence for parametric amplification of
6328 A light by this second harmonic was calculated, and a
preliminary setup for this amplification was constructed.
Author
N6§-18884# Library of Congress. Washington, D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN. VOLUME 1. NUMBER 2
Feb. 1965 74p refs Sponsored by DOD
(AD-455792)
CONTENTS:
1. MULTICAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR STUD-
IES OF THE 21-cm HYDROGEN LINE S. G. Hibben p 1-6
refs (See N65-18885 O9-16)
2. BIOLOGICALAND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MICRO-
WAVES C. Dodge p7-19 refs (SeeN65-1888609o04)
3. SOVIET RESEARCH ON MICROWAVE P'OWER
GENERATION, II. OPTIMALIZATION OF THE PERFORM-
ANCE OF PLANOTRONS AND NIGOTRONS A Iwenovsky
p20-28 refs (See N65-18887 09-10)
4. THE DEPENDENCE OF OPTIMAL CONTROL ON
THE PARAMETERS OF THE CONTROLLED PROCESS L.
Kacinskas p29-32 refs (See N65-18888 09-10)
10
QN65-19791
S THE INFLUENCE OF MICROWAVES ON THE FUNC-
TIONAL CONDITION OF THE NERVE C Dodge p 33-38
ref (See N65-18889 09-04)
6 GAS-PHASE RADIATION-INDUCED GRAFT POLY-
MERIZATION: A PREPARATIVE METHOD FOR COHERENT
SEMICONDUCTING POLYMER BASED MATERIALS S.
Markov p 39-43 refs (See N65-18890 09-26)
7. SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY NOTES p 44-57 refs
8. CONFERENCES p58-68 refs
N65-18885 Library of Congress, Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
MULTICAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR STUDIES OF
THE 21-cm HYDROGEN LINE
S G, Hibben /n its Foreign Sci. Bull Feb. 1965 p 1-6 refs
(See N65-18884 09-34)
A discussion is presented of the design and operation of
two types of dual-cavity masers intended for recording 21-cm
emission from galactic hydrogen. Results are described for a
passive-act.ve type and for a variant in which both cavities
contain active ruby. The advantages in gain-bandwidth product
and stability over the single-cavity maser are pointed out. The
general case of a multicavity maser using active EPR material
throughout is analyzed theoretically, and varying degrees of
nonreciprocal coupling are examined. Author
N65-19166# Army Electronics Labs.. Fort Monmouth. N. J.
Solid State and Frequency Control Div.
EXPERIMENTS RELATING TO REGENERATIVE LASER
AMPLIFIER DESIGN
H Jacobs, J Castro, F A. Brand. C Lo Cascio, and G. Novick
(Monmouth Coll.) Dec, 1964 38p refs
(ECOM-2531: AD-610111)
Experiments and calculations are reported in efforts to
determine the applicability of multiple reflection concepts to
laser amplifier design The data indicate at least qualitative
agreement with proposed theories in that if the regenerative
amplifier is pumped with too much energy the amplification
will decrease. Estimates of the population inversion of the
amplifier show that as the pump light from the xenon source
irradiates the ruby crystal./G / increases in the amplifier before
amplifier oscillations appear, during the period of oscillations.
and even after the amplifier oscillations cease. However, as the
time between the quenching of the oscillation of the amplifier
and the arrival of the input signal increases, the gain decreases.
This effect is consistent with the multiple reflection theory.
Author
N65-19297# RAND Corp.. Santa Mortice, Calif.
IS LASER RADIATION CLASSICAL?
Dennis Holtiday and A. E. Glassgold Jan. 1965 9 p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-700: Proj. RAND)
(RM-4435-PR; AD-610953)
An attempt is made to solve the quantum mechanical equa-
tionsof motion for an ideal laser, by using the concept of clessi-
cal motion in quantum mechanics precisely. It is shown that the
laser produces a classical field while undergoing linear self-
amplification. The nonlinear behavior which follows the linear
amplification then leads to amplitude stabilization of this clas-
sical field: the phase of the field will be uniformly distributed.
Author
N66-19317# Lincoln Lab.. Mass. Inst. of Tech.. Lexington.
SOLID STATE RESEARCH, 1 JULY 1964-30 SEPTEMBER
1964
A.L. McWhorteretal 1"7 Dec. 1964 74p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-500)
(ESD-TDR-64-561 : AD-609828)
The topics covered are Solid State Device Research, Laser
Research, Materials Research, Band Structure and Spectros-
copy of Solids, and Magnetism and Resonance. Author
N65-19354# Perkin-EImer Corp., Norwalk. Conn. Electro-
Optical Div.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW LASER MA-
TERIALS Final Report. 1 M,zy-30 Sep. 1964
Robert C. Linares 30 Oct. 1964 54 p refs
(Contracts AF 19(628)-4057; AF 19(628)-2965)
(M7881 : AFCRL-64-971 ; AD-611177)
Crystals of AI203:Mn 4+. AI203 :Cr3+. AI203 :V2+. MgO:
Cr3+, Ga203:Cr 3+. Ai4SiO8:Cr 3+, MgAI204:Cr 3+ MgAI204:
V 2+, BeAI204:Cr 3+ and Gd3Ga5012:Cr 3+ were grown for laser
and spectral evaluation, The physical and optical measurements
were made on the crystals, which were grow. uti;izi_g "='"L.¢;
flame fusion, Czochralski, flux. and vapor techniques. Recom-
mendations are made regarding the potential for future study of
each material. Author
N65-19528# Columbia Univ.. New York. Columbia Radiation
Lab.
THE OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUlN SCATTER-
ING SPECTROSCOPY Final Report, Oct. 1. 1962-Dec. 31,
1964
R. Novick Jan. 1965 15p refs
(Grant DA-ARO(D)-31-124-G 380)
(AROD-3922-13; AD-458654)
The successful observation of the spectral profile of the
central Brillouin component is reported. The line shape was
found to be quite closely fitted by a Lorentzian curve as pre-
dicted earlier. The temperature and angular dependence of the
Lorentzian line were also successfully observed. Specific tech-
nical developments reported include the construction of a laser
homodyne spectrometer, which comprises a laser light source,
a divided optical path. the externally driven Bragg tanks, and
the detection apparatus and a_sociated data processing equip-
ment. and the design and construction of a temperature con-
trol system capable of maintaining the scattering sample at a
fixed known temperature to within :_ 0.001 o C. Three significant
achievements are reported: the first observation of time-de-
pendent concentration fluctuations =n a binary mixture, the
measurement of the size of minute colloidal particles with
diameters less than 1000 A. and the measurement of liquid
flow rates to values as small as O004 cm/sec. D.E.W.
NS6-19752"# Case Inst. of Tech.. Cleveland. Ohio.
SURVEY OF KNOWN LASER TRANSITIONS
H. J. Cook, W. S. Johnson. and Marcia L. Parsons Sep. 1964
95 p refs
(Grant NsG-198)
(NASA-CR-57334: A-32) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF $0.75
A list is presented of approximately 700 spectral lines of
observed laser transitions, of which the vast majority were
observed in gas lasers. Elements and molecules used to produce
laser action in the gas phase include argon, bromine, carbon.
chlorine, cesium. CN. CO. CO 2. helium, mercury. HCN. iodine.
krypton, nitrogen, neon. oxygen. OD. OH, sulfur, and xenon.
Elements whose ions have been used to produce laser action
in a host material include chromium, dysprosium, europium,
gadolinium, holmium, ffeodymium, nickel, praseodymium, sa-
marium, thulium, uranium, and ytterbium. Wavelengths pro-
duced by gas lasers range from 0.2678p to 337p, and those
produced by solid lasers range from 0.3125 p to 2.7#. D.E.W.
N65-19791# Case Inst of Tech.. Cleveland, Ohio.
LASERS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY
11
N65-19816
W. B Johnson (1964] 215 p refs Presented at the 3d Natl
Meeting of the Soc. for Appl Spectry. 28 Sep-2 Oct 1964
(TR -A-34)
A general discussion of lasers and their applications to
various spectroscopic problems is presented Laser technology
applicable to these problems is discussed, and methods are
covered for modulating and demodulating light, for producing
various laser transitions, for initiating the stimulated Raman
effect, and for observing nonlinear optical phenomena De-
tectors suitable for use in such experiments are considered.
as are techniques for providing vernier frequency shifts. The
application of these subjects to specific problems is discussed
Authc, r
NSS-1981S# Lincoln Lab., Mass. Inst. of Tech.. Lexington.
SOLID STATE Quarterly Progress Report. 1 Apr.-30 Jun.
1964




Progress is reported in the research fields of solid state.
lasers, materials, band structure and spectroscopy of solids.
and magnetism and resonance. E.EB.
N68-19863"# General Dynamics/Electronics. Rochester, N. Y.
Research Dept.
LASER MODULATION AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL Monthly
Report No. 6, Dec. 1964
E. G. Brock. F. C. Unterleitner. Y. C. Kiang. and J. F. Stephany
lOJan 1965 13p refs
(Contract NASw- 1008)
(NASA-CR-57464) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF$0.50
The frequency shift of ruby laser emission under inhomo-
geneous magnetic fields was measured by time resolved spec-
troscopy, The 0° ruby shows a frequency shift of 0,32 cm -t
with 5 kG peak field, while 90 ° ruby emission shifts +0.25
cm -1 for the same field strength. The influence of crystal
field splitting on the YAG:Nd ;l+ laser transition Zeeman
splitting is discussed. The possibility of confirming nearby
tetragonal site symmetry is also discussed, Author
N66-19952# General Telephone and Electronics Labs., Inc.
Bayside. N. Y.
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF BINARY GAS PLASMAS Tech-
nical Report, 15 Nov. 1963-14 Sep. 1964
W. R. Watson and V. J. Fowler Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
AFSC. 30 Nov. 1964 26 p
(Contract AF 33(616)-1050)
(TR-64-257.10; AFAL-TR-64-289: AD-609125)
This report describes a project (1) to determine changes
that occur in the composition of the gas during operation of a
discharge tube such as is used in helium-neon lasers, and (2)
to develop suitable instrumentation for such investigations,
The omegatron mass spectrometer system developed is
described, and data obtained with it on a helium-neon laser
are reported. The laser output power and intensities of some
lines of the emission spectrum of the discharge are also reported
as functions of time of continuous operation of the laser.
Author
N66-20002# Raytheon Co.. Waltham. Mass. Research Div,
GASEOUS LASER RESEARCH Interim Engineering Report
No. 3, 1 Nov. 1964-31 Jan. 1965
F. Horrigan. S. Koozekanani, R, Paananen. and D. Warshauer
[1965] 48p refs
(Contract A F 33(615)- 1949)
(S-740:AD-611831)
Emphasis was placed on spontaneous emission studies
of level population dependences on gas pressure, discharge
current, and tube diameter, and the laser power output was
studied as a function of these parameters. Measurements of
metastabte densities via absorption studies were made and
the parameter change effects in the computer model of a dis-
charge excited laser system were investigated. Results are
presented and conclusions are drawn concerning the excifatlon
mechanisms responsible for the laser action m pure xenon
discharge excited laser systems. Author
N65-20038# Stanford Univ. Calif Microwave Lab
MICROWAVE RESEARCH Quarterly Status Report No. 23.
1 Aug.-31 Oct. 1964
M. Chodorow Dec. 1964 18p refs
(Contract Nonr-226(48))
(ML-1277: AD-610667)
Eight projects in microwave research are described (1)
acoustic wave amplification--microwave region =n piezoelectric
semiconductors; (2) optical masers--extentlon and improve-
ment of their performance for physical research problems:
(3) diffraction of light waves by hypersound--search for crystals
with stronger diffracting power; (4) transient effects m optical
masers--control of buildup of laser oscillations; (5) electron-
phonon interactions--electron scattering by acoustic phonons
and relaxation time in n-type InSb, and design of a cryostat
for ultrasonic attenuation in solids: (6) interaction of spin
waves and electrons--parametric excitation of growing spin
waves: (7) geometrical optics of acoustic waves--possibilities
of an ultrasonic microscope, and focussing of acoustic waves
in piezoelectric crystals; and (8) Raman scattering from bire-
fringent crystals--development of a continuously tunable optical
source utilizing Raman scattering from a birefringent crystal.
RWH.
N65-20072# Kollsman Instrument Corp.. Elmhurst, N. Y.
LASER OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
1 Feb. 1965 lop
(LOPALS-1)
The design specifications are presented for an optical
theodolite employing a laser system as the self-contained
pulsed light source, and using photomultiplier tubes in the
optical nulling feedback loops to automatically obtain the
desired information. The theodolite axes are alined in the
standard manner, and the detection technique is particularly
reliable with regard to fog and heat shimmer. After setup the
instrument operates automatically, continuously accumulating
data on target motion The all-weather design range is at least
1000 ft. E.P.V.
N65-20134# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton. D. C.
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUN=ST CHINA'S SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, NO. 161
19 Mar. 1965 143 p refs rransl into ENGLISH of selected
articles from Chinese Publ.
(JPRS-29200: TT-65-30547) CFSrI: $4.00
CONTENTS:
1. CHINA'SACHIEVEMENTS IN INTERNAL MEDICINE
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS p 1-30 refs
2. PHYSICS OF METALS p31 ref
3. THE RECENT RESEARCH AND CONTROL ON
TRACHOMA VIRUS IN CHINA p32-53 refs
4. THE TROPICAL RELATIVES OF THE CHINESE
FLORA Cheng-iWu p54-66
5. STIMULATED EMISSION OF LIGHT FROM PURE
Ze AND He-Ze C. Lin, C. Hsing, C. Wang. C Wan. and F.
Huang p67-73 refs (SeeN65-20135 10-16)
12
6, THE He-Ne LASER WITH SILVER COATINGS
AND DIELECTRIC COATINGS C. Lin, C. Hsing. C. Wang.
C Wan. F Huan 9 et al p 74-80 refs (See N65-29136 10-
16)
7 FM-8 TYPE OF ELECTRONIC ANALOG COMPUTER
PRODUCED IN TIENTSIN WangHuang-sheng p81
8. ELECTRONIC ANALOG COMPUTERS Ching-ying
p 82-87
9 TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT DESIGN (5) H. Ling
p88-95 ref (See N65-29137 10-O9)
10 CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE DRUGS AGAINST IONIZ-
ING RADIATION C, Hsiao p 96-105 refs (See N65-20138
1 0-04)
11 THE EFFECTIVE ANTIDOTE FOR ORGANOPHOS-
PHOROUS DRUG POISONING--"PYRALDOXlMI METHI-
ODIDUM'" (PAM) Wan-ling Wu and C. Chang p 107-115
refs
12. IMPROVING THE PRODUCTION OF NAPHAZO-
LINE HYDROCHLORIDE EYE {NOSE) DROPS Chi-chang
Yang p116-119 refs
13 PEIPING DOCTORS FORM 12 CIRCUIT TEAMS
TO SERVE COUNTRYSIDE p120-124
14. DISCUSSION FORUM HELD BY MEDICAL PER-
SONNEL IN SHANGHAI p 125-127
15. CHINA PRODUCES NEW CURE FOR ECTOPIC
PREGNANCY p 128-129
16 CORAL REEFS IN SOUTH SEA INVESTIGATED
p 139
17. WUHAN INTRODUCES NEW TREATMENT FOR
INTERNAL PILES p 131
18. AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
IN RURALAREAS p132-133
I9. GEOMAGNETIC SURVEYS AT HIGHEST ALTI-
TUDE p 134-135
20 PENGCHIA-MU: AN UNUSUAL SCIENTIST p 136-
139
N65-20135 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton, D C
STIMULATED EMISSION OF LIGHT FROM PURE Xe AND
He-Xe
Chun-Ch'en Lin, Ch'en Hsing. Ching-jui Wang. Chun9-i wan.
and Fei-hsuan Huang In its Transl. on Communist China's
Sci and Technol, No. 161 19 Mar. 1965 p 67-73 refs
Transl. into ENGLISH from K'O Hsveh T'ung PaD {Peking).
no. 1. Jan 1965 p 71-72 (See N65-20134 10-34) CFSTh
$4.00
Stimulated light emissions from pure Xe and He-Xe gases
in quartz discharge tubes showed a generally greater output
through high-frequency discharge than through direct-current
discharge. A high He-Xe mixture ratio induced cataphoresis
and a severe Xe cleaning action. Wavelength measurements
by infrared spectrometer were 2027 microns for the pure Xe
laser. Measurements of the He-Xe laSer from coupled light
stimulation of confocal or plane reflectors were 2.027p: from
coupled window lights of the discharge tube. 3.368F; and
from a window with a 29 ° angle. 3.598/4; with a relative power
ratio of 64:9.4:100, respectively. G.G.
N65-20136 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton, D. C.
THE He-Ne LASER WITH SILVER COATINGS AND DIELEC-
TRIC COATINGS
Chiin-Ch'en Lin. Ch'en Hsing. Chin_l-jui Wang. Chung-I Wan,
Fei-HsLian Huang et al In its Transl. on Communist China's
Sci. and Technol.. No. 161 19 Mar 1965 p 74-80 refs
Transl. into ENGLISH from K'o Hsueh T'ung PaD {Peking).
no. 1. Jan 1965 p 73-74 (See N65-20134 10-34) CFSTh
$4.OO
N65-20172
Laser emissions from a He-Ne mixture in • quartz dis-
charge tube with silver coating produced output wavelengths
of 1 1530 and 339 microns at high frequency excitation. The
output power of the dc discharge was more than twice that of
the high frequency discharge The same gas mixture in a quartz
tube with dielectric coating resulted in the 6328 A light
output, and in a hard glass discharge tube with 2 quartz glass
planes the 1.1530 output was obtained. It was concluded that
the technical requirements for development of relatively high
efficiency gas lasers are not too stringent. G.G.
N65-20164_ Services Electronics Research Lab.. Baldock (Eng-
land).
S.E.R.L TECHNICAL JOURNAL VOL. 15, NO. 1, FEBRU-
ARY 1965
[1965] 81 p refs
CONTENTS:
1. A TRANSVERSE WAVE TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE
(TW.TW,T) J. E Carroll 13 p refs (See N65-20167 10-09)
2 A NEW EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR COUPLED
CAVITY STRUCTURES H J. Curnow 14p refs (See N65-
20168 10-O9)
3 YIELD FROM BAKABLE ERBIUM TARGETS FOR
NEUTRON GENERATORS L N Large and H. Hill 7 p refs
(See N65-20169 10-24)
4. A PULSED GAS LASER FOR THE FAR INFRA-RED
L N. Large and H. Hill 7 p refs (See N65-20170 10-16)
5. STIMULATED EMISSION IN THE FAR INFRA-RED .
FROM WATER VAPOUR AND DEUTERIUM OXIDE DIS-
CHARGES L E. S, Mathias and A. Crocker 5 p refs (See
N65-29171 10-16)
6. LASER OSCILLATIONS FROM NITROUS OXIDE
AT WAVELENGTHS AROUND 10.9 p L E. S. Mathias,
A. Crocker. and M. S. Wills 4 p refs (See N65-20172 10-16)
7. LASER OSCILLATIONS AT WAVELENGTHS BE-
TWEEN 21 AND 32 /4 FROM A PULSED DISCHARGE
THROUGH AMMONIA L E.S. Mathias, A, Crocker. and M. S,
Wills 3 p refs (See N65-29173 10-16)
8. OPTICAL GAIN IN NEON AND HELIUM/NEON
PULSED DISCHARGES D.N. Clunie and N. H, Rock 4 p
refs (See N65-20174 10-16)
9 A COMPACT PULSE GENERATOR FOR DRIVING
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
R, F Broom 7p refs (See N65-20175 10-16)
10. A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER ARRAY R. F. Broom
4p (See N65-20176 10-16)
11 DESIGN OF A COMPACT IOO-WATT GaAs LASER
TRANSMITTER K. G. Hambteton and F E Birbeck 9 p refs
(See N65-20177 10-16)
N65-20170 Services Electronics Research Lab., Baldock (Eng-
land).
A PULSED GAS LASER FOR THE FAR INFRA-RED
L N. Large and H. Hill In its S.E.R.L Tech. J.. Vol. 15. No. 1.
Feb. 1965 {1965] 7 p refs Submitted for Publication (See
N65-29166 10-16)
A compact sealed-off pulsed laser was developed for the
far infrared region of the spectrum. This source which is 1 meter
in length emits radiation at 27.9p using a pulsed water vapor
discharge. Peak output powers around 10 watts are obtained
in light pulses of 1-microsecond duration. By using a water
vapor replenisher and by constructing the laser so that it is
capable of thorough vacuum baking before filling, a long life
is insured. This source has immediate applications in the field
of plasma diagnostics. Author
N66-20172 Services Electronics Research Lab.. B aldock (Eng-
land).




L. E. S. Mathias. A. Crocker. and M, S, Wills In its SERrL
Tech J.. Vol 15, No. 1, Feb. 1965 [1965] 4 p refs Sub-
mitted for Publication (See N65-20166 10-16)
Laser oscillations at a number of closely spaced wave-
lengths around 10.gkt were obtained from a pulsed electrical
discharge through nitrous oxide, The transitions are P branch
transitions in a vibration-rotation band, either the 001 to 100
or the 002 to 101 band, in the ground electronic state of the
molecule. Author
N65-20173 Services Electronics Research Lab.. Baldock (Eng-
land).
LASER OSCILLATIONS AT WAVELENGTHS BETWEEN
21 AND 32 p FROM A PULSED DISCHARGE THROUGH
AMMONIA
L. E. S. Mathias, A, Crocker, and M. S. Wills /n its S.E R.L.
Tech. J., Vol. 15. No. 1, Feb. 1965 [1965] 3 p refs Sub-
mitted for Publication (See N65-20166 10-16)
Laser oscillations were obtained at a pressure of 2.4 torr
and charging voltage of 27 kV with ammonia flowing through
the discharge tube The pulse repetition frequency was 1 cps,
gas flow was above 25 liters/rain, peak amplitude was ap-
proximately 400A. with a rise time of 1.6 microsecond, and an
overall duration of 3.6 microseconds. Oscillations were obtained
at 7 wavelengths between 21 and 32 microns. With a constant
average gas pressure, the total output power from the laser
increased with charging voltage and reached a saturation value
at 2.4-tort pressure and 27 kV. Data are tabulated and results
discussed. EEB.
N65-20175 Services Electronics Research Lab. Baldock (Eng-
land).
A COMPACT PULSE GENERATOR FOR DRIVING GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
R. F, Broom In its S,E,R L. Tech, J., Vol 15, No 1. Feb,
1965 [1965] 7p refs Submitted for Publication (See N65-
20166 10-16)
A simple apparatus employing a mechanical contact in
conjunction with a low inductance circuit was found capable
of generating current pulses of up to 2400 _ with a rise time
in the region of 20 nsecs and at a pulse repetition frequency
of between 10 and 100 cps. Used to drive a GaAs laser at room
temperature of junction area 1.6 X 10-3cm 2 at a current of 800
A, a peak light output power of 5 watts was obtained. To-
gether with its associated transistor circuits the device meas-
ures only 2 lib in. in diameter by 6 in, in length. Current con-
sumption is low enough for it to be powered from a dry battery.
Author
NE5-20176 Services Electronics Research Lab., 6 aldock (Eng-
land).
A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER ARRAY
R,F. Broom In its S.E,RL. Tech. J,.VoL 15. No. 1. Feb. 1965
[1965] 4 p Presented at I,E,E. Conf, on Lasers and their Appli-
cations. London, 29 Sep, 1964 (See N65-20166 10-16)
A method of producing a parallel beam from e laser array
and the construction of an optical system of 10 lasers is de-
scribed, Each laser diode is 2 mm long and 1 mm wide across
the emitting surface. Preliminary measurements on single units
indicated that the array will give a peak light output of 1 kW
and a mean output approaching lOW. The measured bandwidth
was 5 milliradisns in a horizontal plane and 2 milliradians
in a vertical plane. When driven with 240 A. 0.7 /_sec pulses,
the peak light power output was 500W. E.E.B.
N65-20177 Services Electronics Research Lab.. Baldock (Eng-
land).
DESIGN OF A COMPACT IO0-WATT GaAs LASER TRANS-
MITTER
K. G. Hambleton and F, E, Birbeck In its S,E,R,L. Tech. J.,
Vol. 15, No. 1, Feb. 1965 [1965] 9p refs Presented at I.EE.
Conf. on Lasers and their Applications, London, Sap. 1964
(See N65-20166 10-16)
The design of a compact GaAs laser transmitter with
performance sufficient to illustrate the potential of lasers
is described. The properties considered desirable for general
applications are enumerated. A limit of peak power of 100
watts was chosen for a single GaAs laser, which was set by
the mean Joule heating in the laser series resistance. The
laser, cooling system, and pulse generator designs are de-
tailed The final pulse'generator circuit using the silicon con-
trolled rectifier gave 200 A pulses 0.5 microseconds long
and at repetition frequencies of over 10 kc/sec. E.E.B.
N66-20300# Northrop Space Labs: Hawthorne. Calif
INVESTIGATION OF THE SCATTERING OF A LASER
BEAM BY THE ELECTRONS OF A PLASMA Final Technical
Report
D.W. Mc Morris and H N. Olsen Dec. 1964 45p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1336)
(NSL-64-168-1 ; AFOSR-65-0033; AD-610167)
The radiation scattered from the beam of a laser by free
electrons of a test plasma has been investigated as S possible
tool for plasma diagnostics at electron densities in the range
of 1016 to 1017 cm -3 and temperatures from 10000 ° to
20000 ° K. A perturbing effect on the plasma background radia-
tion was observed which masked the expected Thomson scat-
tering. This perturbation is interpreted as a plasma heating
resulting from energy transferred to the plasma from the laser
beam by coupling of the electromagnetic field with the plasma
charged particles. Author
N65-20391 Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
ELECTRON-BEAM-PUMPED LASER
In its Foreign Sci, Bull,. Vol, 1, No. 1. Jan. 1965 [1965]
p 1-3 refs (SeeN65-2039010-34)
Soviet research on the electron-beam-pumped semicon-
ductor L_ser is reviewed, from the early unsuccessful attempts
to the development of an operating device. Author
N65-20562# Perkin-Etmer Corp.. Norwalk, Conn. Electro-
Optical Div.
INVESTIGATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR MODULATING
AND SCANNING A LASER BEAM TO FORM A VISUAL DIS-
PLAY .Final Report, Jun. 1963-Jun. 1964_.
Paul R. Yoder. Jr. et at Griffiss AF6. N,Y.. RADC, Jan. 1965
352 p refs Its Report,-7600
[Contract AF 30(602)-3122)
(RADC-TIDR-64-365; A0-612725)
Various techniques which might be used to modulate and
deflect a laser beam in response to an input video signal to
form a projected visual display containing 106 reso_ved infor-
mation bits at 30 frames per second are considered. The Pockel
cell using potassium dihydrogen phosphate is considered. The
design and experimental evslustion of a breadbolrd three-
pass KDP modulator conducted under this investigation are
summarized. This type of device should be capable of provid-
ing the required performance, Slow scanning of the be, am at
30 cycles per second is found feasible using a piezoelectrically
driven nodding mirror scanner. Two specially designed end
slightly different scanners of this basic type are described.
Under sawtooth waveform excitation of 150 volts peak to peak,
beam deflections of _:15 milliradians linear to ±2% for 90% of




N65-20605# Naval Ordnance Lab. White Oak, Md
TRANSMISSION OF GREEN LASER LIGHT (5300A)
THROUGH WATER
D E Matlack, H. A. Templin. and W. W. Talbert Jan. 1965
27 p refs
(NOLTR-64-179; AD-610071)
The extinction coefficient of filtered Potomac River water
was measured at the frequency doubled neodymium green
laser wavelength of 5300_. Measurements were conducted
m situ at the David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB). Extinction
coefficmnts of 0.097. 0.104. and 0.119 m -I were meas-
ured on June 4. 5 and 8. 1964. respectively. The increase in
attenuation with time is confirmed by filtered arc light meas-
urements, and is attributed to contamination of the water
after the basin filtration system was turned off, Scattering
experiments indicate that the aureole effect for the highly
collimated laser beam was small over the 200-meter range of
the measurements. Author
N65-20780 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM GeAs P-N JUNCTIONS
Wu-lin Liu In its Transl. on Corn munist China's Sci and Technol.,
No. 163 24 Mar, 1965 p 104-110 ref Transl. into ENG-
LISH from K'o-hsueh T'ung Pao (Peking). no. 1, Jan. 1965
p65-67 (SeeN65-20778 10-34) CFSTI: $4.00
The characteristics of a GaAs laser capable of producing
sttmulated emission are discussed The narrowing of spectral
lines, decrease of the light bundle angle, and the sudden in-
crease of the radiation intensity as the current is increased
through the threshold value were c_nsidered. The variation
of the threshold current a_ 77 ° and at 20 = K was also studied.
The p-n junctions were prepared by the diffusion method. The
Zn was made to diffuse into n-type GaAs. in which the initial
Te impurity density varied from 5 X 1017 per cc to t.S
X 10 TM per co. The diffusion length was approximately 5 mm.
Threshold currents in the range of 2600 to 6000 amp/cm 2
were obtained for different specimens of the p_n junctions.
E.E.B.
N66-20782 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C
SEPARATION OF WAVE MODES OF GASEOUS LASER
Hsi-ming Kuo. Shu-sheng Yu, Chou Hang, and Hsueh-ming
Yen In its Transl. on Communist China's Sci. and Technol.,
No 163 24 Mar, 1965 p 116-121 refs Transl. into ENG-
LISH from K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao (Peking). no. 1. Jan. 1965
p 69-70 (See N65-20778 10-34) CFSTI: $4,00
A method of separating the single wave modes, and
observations of the output pattern of single wave oscillation
modes are presented. An external type He-Ne mixture gaseous
laser was used. The quartz discharge tube with a Brewster
window was 220 cm long. 8 mm in radius, with pressure of
1.1 mm Hg_ The helium-to-neon pressure ratio was approxi-
mately 10; 1. The resonant cavity was composed of two spheri-
cal reflectors of high reflactivity, with a radius of curvature
of 220 cm and a spacing between them of 245 cm. It was
excited by high frequency external electrodes with an output
wavelength of 6328 As The discharge length was shortened
to separate the longitudinal modes, until the beat signal of
two neighboring modes completely disappeared. This assured
that there was only one longitudinal mode taking part in the
oscillation E. E B.




S. A. Akhmanov and R. V. Khokhlov 6 Apr. 1965 30 p Transl.
into ENGLISH from the book "'Problemy Nelineynoy Optiki"
Moscow. 1964 p 255-282
(JPRS-29459: TT-65-30665) CFSTI: $2.00
The nonlinear effects discussed have to do with the reac-
tive nonlinearity of optically transparent media. The results pre-
sented are based either on model concepts or on general con-
siderations based on statistical theory. The nonlinear effects
considered are first-order effects with respect to the small
parameters--the anharmonicity parameter and a parameter
that characterizes the ratio of charged particle displacement
to the wavelength, Consideration of saturation effects in
negative temperature systems, related directly to laser theory
have been omitted. Also. the nonlinear effects in semicon-
ductors have been omitted. E.E,B.
N65-21219# Library of Congress. Washington. D, C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
GAS BREAKDOWN IN A LASER BEAM
Simon Kassel In its Foreign Sci Bull.. Vol. 1, No, 3, Mar,
1965 p 1-8 refs (See N65-21218 11-34) CFSTh HC
$3 00/MF $0,50
A review is presented of recent Soviet research on gas
breakdown in the focused laser beam. This problem is ex-
plored by several distinct theoretical methods, drawing special-
ists from different fields, and by independent experimental
investigation. Author
NSB-21308*# General Dynamics/Electronics. Rochester, N. Y.
Research Dept.
LASER MODULATION AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL Monthly
Report No. 7, 1-31 Jan, 1965
E. G, Brock. F, C, Unterleitner. Y. C. Kiang, and J. F, Stephany
[1965] 14 p ref
(Contract NASw-IOO8)
(NASA-CR-57823) CFSTI: HC$1.OO/MF$0,50
The emission of 1 wt% Nd 3+ in yttrium aluminum garnet
(YAG) in the wavelength range 1.05/4 to 1.08/4 was studied
as a function of temperature between + 100 ° and -- 196 ° C, giving
a clearer picture of the reasons 'for the unusual reduction of
YAG:Nd 3+ laser threshold with lowering of temperature near
room temperature. The shift of laser emission with homo-
geneous pulsed magnetic fields was also studied over the
same temperature range by time-resolved spectroscopy. For
the transition responsible for laser emission above --50 ° C the
highest gain Zeeman component has an apparent g value of
-2.51, with a weaker +2.51 component observable at the low
temperature end of the range over which this_transition
oscillates. The highest gain component of the low temperature
laser transition has a g value of + 1.94. Author
NSE-21342*# Philco Corp., Blue Bell. Pa. Applied Research
Lab.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
ON MODULATION-INDUCING RETRODIRECTIVE OPTICAL
SYSTEMS (MIROS) Monthly Progress Report, 20 Dec.
1964-20 Jan. 1965
G. K. Changand P.H. Cholet 15 Feb. 1965 7p refs
(Contract NAS5-9765)
(NASA-CR-57922: MPR-3) CFSTI: I_IC $100/MF $0.50
Experimental work on GaAs lasers, the generation of
alkaline line by stimulated Raman emission, the band-edge
modulator, and the cesium bulb are reported. GaAs lasers
were prepared which lased at 77 ° K at 8340 A with a threshold
of 4 X 103 amp/cm2, using 2 /4sac pulses at a low repetition
rate. Also. a negative resistance was obtained in the forward
current-voltage characteristic of the cadmium-diffused diodes,
15
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A typical diode will be insulating to 2 V before dropping back
to 1 5 V and conducting To improve the pumping efficiency
of the ruby laser, a special silver plating was applied to the
existing laser cavity with satsifactory results The cesium
sources previously used for optical pumping were replaced
with sources using argon as the buffer gas to avoid the strong
8952 A line of xenon The degree of rf excitation was strongly
dependent upon the argon pressure. The best sources (25%
pumping efficiency) had pressures around 1 mm Hg. EE.B.
N85-21372# Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Inst of Space and Aero-
nautical Science
BULLETIN OF THE INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND AERO-
NAUTICAL SCIENCE, VOLUME I. NO. 1
Koichi Oshima. Masao Yamamoto. Katsutaka Sugaya. and
YukoOshima Jan 1965 59 p refs In JAPANESE; ENGLISH
summary
Applications of a Ne-He gas laser to conventional schlieren
method and Mach-Zehnder interferometry are very successful
The high brightness of the laser light source results in such
sensitive schlieren photographs that the maximum sensitivity
obtained is actually limited by diffraction of the laser light
beam due to the models The high monochromaticity and
brightness of the laser light make adjustments of Mach-
Zehnder interferometers very easy. and high quality inter-
ferograms can be obtained for fields with very large optical
path differences beyond millions of the fringe shifts Such
high interference of the laser light in Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometry suggests several new applications--for instance,
measurements of temperature fields in transparent liquid or
solid and strain analyses of solid models A few other laser
applications to gasdynamic testing are proposed, including
heterodyne detection of two laser lights to analyze an inter-
ference of light wave with a plasma Author
N65-21553# Ohio StateUniv. Research Foundation. Columbus
Antenna Lab,
STUDIES IN PARTIAL COHERENCE AND NONLINEAR
OPTICS
John G. Meadors (Ph,D. Thesis) 30 Nov, 1964 111 p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-10824)
(Rept.-1579-17: AD-460733)
Two important topics in physical optics are considered:
optical coherence, and nonlinear interaction of light waves
in dielectrics. The conditions on the optical fields necessary
for ergodicity are specified. The detector response is found
to be of fundamental significance in the interpretation of
experimental results. The interpretation of information.
obtained in typical experiments, on the coherence properties
of an optical field is discussed. A quantum mechanical de-
scription of interference phenomena between independent
laser sources is given. It is shown that coherent states of the
radiation field, which are not energy states, give rise to in-
terference effects whose description formally corresponds
to the classical treatment of the fields. If the state of the
radiation field corresponds to mixed energy states, the inter-
ference is due to the intensity correlation at two space-time
points. The importance of crystal orientation in the achieve-
ment of nonlinear interactions in dielectrics is discussed and
demonstrated through the analysis of realistic experiments.
A theory of nonlinear interactions in dispersive dielectrics
is given, in which beam divergence and frequency spread
in the laser fields are treated. The results of the analysis
specify the limitations of the plane-wave theory. The role of
coherence on nonlinear interactions is considered, Author
N66-21554# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation, Colum-
bus. Antenna Lab.
A STUDY OF THE FOCUSING AND COLLIMATION PROP-
ERTIES OF THE PULSED MULTI-MODING RUBY LASER
Neil R.Kilcoyne(M.SThesis) 31 Dec 1964 52p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-10824)
(Rapt.-1579-19: AD-460461)
Classical coherence theory as presented by Wolf with the
modification proposed by Neugebauer is used to mathemati-
cally and experimentally describe the collimation and focusing
of the time averaged intensity of pulsed multimode laser radia-
tion Measurements of the double-slit Fraunhofer pattern and
the near- and far-zone intensity patterns were made on two
pulsed ruby lasers by both still and streak photography to
examine the spatial coherence and the collimation of the
beam Results showed that the time-averaged collimation and
focusing characteristics of the beam can be treated as the super-
position of noncoupled spatially coherent modes Author
N65-21555# Ohio State Univ Research Foundation. Colum-
bus Antenna Lab
TEMPORAL DEPENDENCE IN LASER-INDUCED GAS DIS-
CHARGES
R.G. Tomlinson 15 M_r i965 14p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2287)
(Rept.- 1935-2; AD -460460)
This report investigates the temporal dependence of
laser-induced gas breakdown A correlation is observed be-
tween the laser pulse amplitude and gas pressure and the
time interval from the initial incidence of the pulse until a
visible discharge occurs. This time interval can be so great that
the visible discharge occurs when the intensity of the laser
I*ght in the focal region is only a fraction of what its peak
intensity had been previously when no discharge occurred
These observations are consistent with the assumption that a
small initial ionization (possibly caused by multiphoton ab-
sorption) grows to visible discharge densities in a cascade
process involving electron-ion and electron-neutral molecule
collisions in the presence of the laser field Author
N65-21558# Raytheon Co., Waltham. Mass, Research Div
INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN BASIC PROBLEMS IN
SOLID STATE AND GASEOUS OPTICAL MASERS Final
Report, Dec. 1,1963-Sep. 30, 1964
C. Tang Nov. 1964 134p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-3862)
(S-702; AFCRL-64-946; AD-612707)
This report gives results of an experimental and theoreti-
cal investigation of the spectral and transient characteristics
of solid-state and semiconductor lasers and also a theoretical
study of the nonlinear interaction of coherent lightwaves due to
the higher order coherent Raman effects. It includes also a
description of the detailed results obtained in a successful
attempt at improving both the output spectra and the spiking
characteristics of ruby and CaWO4:ND 3+ lasers and some
preliminary experimental results of higher order coherent
Raman processes confirming that volume amplification of
coherent lightwaves via the Raman processes have been ob-
served. TAB
N65-21673# Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck. N.Y. Radia-
tion Div.
DES4GN CRITERIA STUDY FOR HIGH POWER HIGH
VOLTAGE RESEARCH FACILITY Final Engineering Re-
port, 1 Jul. 1963-30 Sep. 1964
Oct. 1964 74p
(Contract DA-36-039-A M C-03199(E))
(E B-5288-0536: A D-458408)
A survey was made of the anticipated requirements for
high-voltage, high-power, and high-energy research facilities
during the 1970 decade. The areas surveyed include high-
power radar and communication componentS, lasers, plasmas.
etc. A preliminary design of a facility to meet these needs was
16
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made The facihty includes a 500-kV 10-A dc power supply.
a 6.25 X 106- joule energy storage bank. a 10OO-kV dc high
potential tester, modulators, rf drivers, microwave resonant
rings, etc An economic analysis of the initial facility cost and
the annual operating costs has been made. and a complete
schedule for the facility construction is presented, Author
N65-21691# Conductron Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich.
COHERENT LIGHT INVESTIGATION, VOLUME III
G. Cochran. L Cutrona, A. Ingans. I. Kay. A. Sabersky et al
Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio, ASD. Oct. 1964 111 p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1014)
(D-5210-72-TS0-110; AD-610082)
A new theory is presented for analyzing optical systems
in terms of transfer functions and optical systems employed
normally with coherent light. Also. the general theory of holo-
grams and complex spatial filters are discussed. The produc-
tion of two- and three-dimensional holograms using coherent
light, and its implications for synthetic antenna applications.
complex filters, matched filters, and general filtering systems
are described. Practical details on experimental results are
also given. Discussions are presented on the use of a laser for
measurements of target acceleration and rotation rates and on
the problem of testing large reflective optics, Author
N65-22027_ American Optical Co. Southbridge. Mass. Re-
search Div
PREPARATION OF PLATINUM-FREE LASER GLASS Semi-
Annual Technical Report. 1 Aug.-31 Dec. 1964
W R Prlndle. G A Granitsas. and C G SiIverberg [1964}
37 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4656(O0): ARPA Order 306-62)
(SATR-1. AD-457331)
Results are reported of a development program on an
all-ceramic melting system for the production of a moderate
amount of high quality, platinum-free, laser glass in a batch
or semicontmuous manner utilizing high purity corrosion
resistant ceramics, effective stirring, and some form of cast-
ing technique Also reported are results of studies on the im-
provement of platinum for use in laser production without
causing inclusions, Design specifications such as maximum
absorption, glass composition, refractive index, absence of
metallic inclusions, and absence of striae, are described, S.C.W.
N65-22072# OhioState Univ ResearchFoundation.C01umbus.
Antenna Lab.
BREAKDOWN OF ARGON BY NEODYMIUM AND RUBY
LASER PULSES




This report contains the first reported quantitative data on
gasbreakdown by radiation from a Q-switched neodymium laser.
A comparison of the power densities required to produce break-
down in argon with a ruby laser pulse and with a neodymium
laser pulse show larger breakdown power densities at the
ruby frequency. The average breakdown densities at the two
frequencies strongly indicate a frequency cubed relationship
between the breakdown power density and the frequency of
the laser radiation. Author
N6S-22139_ Rochester Univ., N.Y. Inst. of Optics
A STUDY OF THE EMISSION FROM A TRAVEUNG WAVE
RUBY LASER
Claude B. Smoyer (M.S. Thesis) Nov. 1964 87 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-2360)
(AD-610866)
Theoretical predictions have indicated that spectral nar-
rowing of the emission from a ruby laser should occur for a
traveling wave laser cavity. Evidencs of such spectral narrow-
ing is presented. A comparison of equivalent traveling and
standing wave cavities shows that for similar excitation, spec-
tral narrowing of better than a factor of four can be achieved.
However. multimoding in this experimental arrangement is
still strongly evident. Results of preliminary experiments in
"Q'" switching the traveling wave cavity are also presented.
These results are inconclusive, but do show the need for a
more sophisticated experimental procedure for obtaining
optimum results from a -O'" switched traveling wave laser
cavity. Author
N6§-22210# Electro-Optical Systems. Inc., Pasadena. Calif.
OPTICAL SURVEILLANCE COMPONENT TECHNIQUES
Final Report, 22 Oct. 1962-22 Nov. 1963
Paul C. Fletcher, Mani L Bhaumik, David L Weisman, Burr L.
Cooke. David L Fridge et al Griffiss A FB, N .Y., RADC, Jan. 1965
173 p refs
(Contract A F 30( 602 )-_914)
(RADC-TDR-63-557; EOS-3460-Final: AD-612359)
The techniques and components necessary for the imple-
mentation of an optical Doppler surveillance system are dis-
cussed. Specifically, the requirements of an optical transmitter
are set down. Efforts to use chelates to achieve both a gaseous
narrow band oscillator and a high power amplifier are described.
The description of iesering action in several chelates of europium
is included with the theory of why some chelates iese and others
do not. The incorporation of an oscillator and an amplifier into
atrensmitter is described using Nd:CaWO 4 as the oscillator and
Nd glass as the amplifier. Gains of 10 dB were achieved in a
single-pass amplifier, which is 8 inches long and pumped with
6000 joules. The problems of isolation of the oscillator and
amplifier are discussed, and s breadboard model of a Faraday
isolator using flint glass was built with greater than 30-dB iso-
lation and less than 1-dB insertion loss. The problems of opti-
cal heterodyne receiving are discussed. Measurements on
mono-moding of lasers, stability and stabilizing of lasers, modu-
Istion of lasers by end reflectors variation, for both amplitude
and frequency modulation are discussed. A description of a pos-
sible wideband heterodyne receiver is presented. Measurements
are made using a 1 to 2 Mc/second Kerr cell amplitude modu-
lator as a target simulator. Author
N65-22221# Air Force Cambridge Research Labs.. Bedford,
Mass. Terrestrial Sciences Lab.
A COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS IN THE FIELDS OF GE-
ODESY AND PLANETARY GEOMETRY PREPARED AT
AFCRL DURING 1963 Special Reports No. 18
0wen W. Williams. ed. Jan. 1965 178 p refs
(AFCRL-65-14; AD-611003)
This compendium presents a series of selected technical
papers prepared by scientists of Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories during 1963 in the fields of geodesy and planetary
geometry. These papers describe research activities in the
areas of satellite geodesy, airborne gravimetry, instrumenta-
tion calibration via satellite, laser geodesy, land gravity in-
strumentation and programs, and selenodesy (geodesy of the
moon), illustrations show recent geodetic instrumentation
developments and technique configurations. Author
N66-22250# Westinghouse ElectricCorp.. Baltimore. Md Sur-
face Div.
INVESTIGATION OF GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON
AT OPTICAL AND IR FREQUENCIES Second Interim Tech-
nical Report, 11 Aug.-11 Dec. 1964
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The status of the work on ruby laser induced gas ioniza-
tion is reported. Experimental measurements of the focused
spot diameter, breakdown emission, ionization times, and
nonattenuation ionization are presented. The theoretical study
results obtained to date in the areas of nonlinear ionization
initiation and the extension of the microwave breakdown theory
are discussed. Author
N65-22274# Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Research Labs,
VAPORIZATION OF MATERIALS BY Q-SPOILED LASER
PULSES FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS Scientific Re-
port No. 1
P. F Browne 24 Aug !964 !5 p refs Revision of Westing-
house Res Memo64-9Cl-155MI
(Contract A F 19(628)-4184)
(AFC R L-64-871 : AD-613536)
This report is a preliminary theoretical analysis of the
vaporization of materials by focused high intensity radiation
and of the optical emission and absorption properties of the
resulting vapor Author
N66-22300 Army Electronics Labs.. Fort Monmouth, N. J.
DIRECT MODULATION OF A He-Ne GAS LASER
Ernst J. Schiel In Army Dept. Army Sci. Conf Proc., Vol. II
[1965] p321-329 (SeeN65-22275 12-34)
Experiments were performed with two different types of
He-Ne lasers The first set of experiments was taken with a
laser with confocal mirror configuration emitting in the near
infrared at 11530 A, Pump power threshold for stimulated
emission was 17% of the maximum pump power and the
length of the plasma column was 35 cm. By modulating the
pump power between threshold and maximum. 100% ampli-
tude modulation was achieved. The second set of measure-
ments was made with a laser with hemispherical mirror ar-
rangement emitting in the visible part of the spectrum at
6328 A, For modulating experiments the pump power was
adjusted to a certain carrier level (bias) and then a modulation
of 1 kc was applied upon this bias. A completely sinusoidal
light modulation resulted if only a small percentage of pump
power was modulated. Details of the experiments and the
characteristics of both lasers are given. An experimental com-
munications system for one audio channel was built by sim-
ply modulating the transmitter as it was originally designed.
The receiver consists of the same photodiodes used during
the experiments backed up with sufficient amplification to
drive the speaker. E.E.B.
N65-22323# Spectra-Physics, Inc., Mountain View, Calif,
HIGH POWER GAS LASER IN THE VISIBLE Quarterly Prog-
ress Report, 1 Oct.-30 Dec. 1964
ArnoldL. BIoomandJeraid E. Rosemblum [1964] 31 p
[Contract DA.28-034-AMC-00194(E))
(QPR-2; AD-613197)
Experimental results are reported for cw operation in
argon and krypton as a function of magnetic fields. These ex-
periments were performed in a tube 1.5 mm in diameter and
28 cm long. A comparison is made between the results ob-
tained with internal mirrors and those obtained with Brewster
angle windows. Experiments were carried out on mixtures
of gases to determine whether certain types of mixtures en-
hance the power output of given laser transitions, and whether
two laser gases could be made to operate simultaneously.
It was found that in the former case the addition of mercury
or neon to krypton enhanced laser operation in krypton, but
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that in the latter case mixtures of krypton and argon did not
provide stable discharges. Spectroscopic experiments in argon
and krypton lasers verified the 14 and L 2 relationships at moder-
ate powers and indicated that substantial resolution of Zee-
man components occurs in magnetic fields of the order of 1000
gauss. Author
N66-22618# Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Quantum Elec-
tronics Lab.
O. C. POLARIZATION IN A NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC
MEDIUM AT OPTICAL FREQUENCIES Semiannual Tech-
nical Summary Report No. 1, 1 Apr.-31 Dec. 1963
Mahadevan Subramanian and A. K. Kamal Feb. 1964 93 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-1100(24): ARPA Order 306-62: Prol. Defender)
(TR-EE-64-5; AD-433218)
The dc polarization that is developed in a nonlinear dielectric
medium when a high intensity laser beam propagates through
is investigated. The nonlinear die!ectric medium r.ho_An i._ cry-_-
talline quartz. The relationship between laser intensity and dc
polarization i_ established mathematically for two cases of
propagation. The linear relationship between the laser intensity
and the dc voltage output of the quartz detector is verified,
The possibility of using this principle to build a transm=ssion
type of meter for measuring power in high power laser pulses
is presented. Author
N65-22702# Space Technology Labs.. Redondo Beach, Calif.
RESEARCH OF LASER PUMP AND ENERGY STORAGE TECH-
NIQUES




A fast high radiance ablating laser pump of novel design
has been constructed and its radiative characteristics have been
determined. Performance of the lamp for exciting a ruby crys-
tel of O.680-in. diameter and 8-in. length has been estab-
lished, Total stimulated emission energies in the range 10 to
30 joules, depending on individual rods, have been verified.
Laser energy was emitted in times near 25 microseconds.
The stimulated emission pulse consisted of a series of spikes
highly regular with respect to their mutual separation and
peak power. Maximum 'measured peak spike power was 2,5
X 1 000 000 watts. Author
N6S-22732# ArmyDept.. Washington. D. C.
ARMY SCIENCE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, VOL-
UME I: PRINCIPAL AUTHORS A THROUGH H
[1964] 526 p refs Conf. held at U.S. Military Aced., West
Point, N. Y., 17-19 Jun. 1964
(A0-611432)
Papers given at the Army Science Conference are pre-
sented arranged by principal authors A through H. For indi-
vidual titles see N65-22733-NS5-22765.
N66-22742 Army Electronics Labs.. Fort Monmouth. N. J,
THE USE OF INTENSE PINCH DISCHARGES FOR LASER
ILLUMINATION
R.G. Buser. J.J. Kainz. andJ. J. Sullivan In Army Dept. Army
Sci. Conf. Proc., vol. I [1964] p 121-134 refs (See N65-
22732 12-34)
Two types of gas discharge are studied as light sources
for use in optical pumping of laser materials: the types are
theta pinch without electrodes, and linear pinch with elec-
trodes. Experimental results show that pinch discharges can
be used effectively as light pumps which are free of certain
limitations characteristic of the standard light sources for
optical pumping. It was found that high repetition rates are
obtainableforcertainmilitaryapplications.Thefastpinch
dischargemechanism also may eliminate the need for mechani-
cal or electronic Q spoiling. In testing ruby. terbium, and neo-
dymium as laser materials, it appeared that the light source
must be tailored for optimum performance. It may be possi-
ble to develop new laser materials which match the proper-
ties of pinch discharges J.M .D.
NBB-22759 Army Electronics Labs., Fort Monmouth, N.J.
RUBY LASER WITH VIBRATING REFLECTOR
E. A. Gerber and E R. Ahlstrom In Army Dept. Army Sci.
Conf. Prec. Vol. I [1964] p 375-389 refs (See N65-22732
12-34)
r .... _ ....... ;.... _ _. _k_r_t=r _f th_ t_mnnrA| out-
put of the ruby laser and of the energy output influenced by the
vibrating mirror, it was concluded that the Statz-de Mars theory
is based on the assumption of the existence of a single mode
in the cavity and predicts equally spaced spikes with expo-
nential decay The vibrating mirror provides a means for ob-
taining single mode operation in a solid state laser. However.
recent results show that spike patterns do not necessarily in-
dicate single-mode operation. It was shown that spiking is
completely regular at lower pumping levels and loses some
of its regularity at higher pumping levels. This fits well into
the single*mode pLcture, since higher pumping energy causes
the appearance of more modes in the _,vity. Further. the
dominant axial mode has the lowest losses in the cavity, and
higher order longitudinal and transverse modes have increas-
ing losses. If higher order modes are suppressed by the vibrat-
ing mirror, more energy will be dumped into the low-loss
dominant mode and the efficiency of the laser will 'increase.
E.E.B.
N65-22851# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation, Columbus.
Antenna Lab.
MULTIPHOTON BREAKDOWN TRIGGER
R G.Tomlinson 18 Mar. 1965 14p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2287)
(Rapt.-1935-3; AD-461481)
The cond=tions under which multiphoton ionization could
trigger the breakdown of the noble gases subjected to ruby laser
radiation are derived. The relative ionization rates in these gases
are dependent on pressure and focal volume, as well as photon
flux. The specific prediction is made that for sufficiently low
pressure, small focused spot size. and smatl focal volume the
relative ease of initiating breakdown in argon and neon should
be raversecL Author
NSB-22879# Naval Ordnance Test Station. China Lake, Calif.
Test Dept.
DESIGN FOR A LASER RANGEFINDER
T. G. Bergman Dec, 1964 72 p refs
(NAVWEPS-8674; NOTS-TP-3724; AD-611001 )
In order to design a laser rangefinder, it is necessary to
predict the effect that a change of any variables will have on
the expected performance. Preliminary aspects of the overall
design are discussed giving a general background in the cur-
rent state of the art, A derivation of the relationship between
the parameters in what is generally called the range equation
is shown. Methods for determining the parameters are pre-
sented and it is shown how the parameters affect the per-
formance specification. The range equation is computed and
the design for a rifle rangefinder is presented. The rifle range-
finder is a portable instrument designed to be mounted on a
rifle in place of the usual telescopic sight. It is extremely light-
weight (less than 5 Ib) and sets the rifle to the correct elevation
semiautomatically. Author
N65-22952
N65-22_JS_ Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis. Electrical Engi-
neering Dept.
FIELD PAI"rERNS IN A RUBY LASER
R. R, Collins and A. Hordvik [1963] 58 p refs
(Contract Nonr-710(61))
(TR-1 ; AD-612177)
Discussion is first given of the off-axis modes and of the
mode selection mechanism, Experimentally it is then shown
that radiation did appear at discrete angles with the axis,
but some modes that were expected to be seen were not ob-
served, Diffraction patterns were found and they are explained
as Fabry-Perot or Fraunhofer patterns. Surface patterns were
investigated, and there seemed to be a close connection be-
tween the asymmetric distribution of the active region end the
occurrence of off-axis modes. The axial and off-axis modes
were found to be polarized in the same plane within experi-
mental error. Threshold and delay times were investigated,
and good agreement was found between observed data and
approximated theoretical calculations. Finally it was found
that the intensity of the axial modes increases at a slower
rate with input energy when the off-axis modes start occurring.
A qualitative explanation is given for this. TAB
N65-22933# Technical Operations Research, Burlington.
Mass.
THE INVESTIGATION OF PASSIVE LASER Q-SWITCH-
ING Semiannual Summary Report, 1 Jul. 1963-1 Jan. 1964




The ability of organic blue dyes and dye solutions to func-
tion as possible laser Q-switch mater_a!s was studied. Victoria
Blue B dye was found to be a successful material when employed
as a thin film on an optical flat glass substrate. Results of
a comparison of switching speeds of Victoria Blue B film and
a synchronized spinning prism indicated that the giant pulse
output in each was about the same. The effect of the dye film
outside the laser resonator was tested using a spinning prism
Q-switch setup. No real difference in pulse height could be
measured. In view of the large number of available laser pho-
tons per dye molecule overwhelming the passive films, several
possible switching processes were studied. Results indicated
that a two photon process may occur that could contribute
to molecular dissociation. Several solutions, including Vic-
toria B Blue, were tested in acetone and chlorophyll in water.
A definite Q-switching effect was observed with both these
solutions; however, efficiency was considerably below that
of the dye film. The most efficient solution tested was Methyl-
ene Blue in water, which had a Q-switching efficiency about
five times greater than the other solutions, S.C,W.
N66-229E2# Kored Corp.. SantaM'onica. Calif.
INORGANIC LASER MATERIALS Interim Engineering
Report, 1 Aug.-30 Nov. 1964




A study on the improvement of the crystal quality end
performance efficiency of two host unary oxides Gd203 and
La203. and an evaluation of GdAIO 3, MgO-AI203, and Be0
•AI203 as laser hosts are presented. Hybridized growth tech-
niques were also studied in order to cope with the manifold
problems associated with crystal growth of polynary oxides,
Emphasized in the study on the improvement of crystal qual-
ity and size are two phases aimed at (1) the attainment of
a higher level of purity in the starting material, and (2) the
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iN65-23135
attainment of a favorable heat balance which can be main-
tained under a steady-state condition of growth through a
time interval commensurate with the size of crystal desired.
A cation exchange purification method was developed for the
removal of rare earth impurities. Studies are reported on the
use of this method and other procedures in the separation of
the most common impurities in Gd203. In conjunction with
the second phase, boules were grown (undoped powder),
1/40.O., for heat balance study and acquaintance with prob-
lemspertaining to the annealing of specimens on site Results
of these studies are also reported, Spectroscopy, synthesis,
crystal growth, and sorption/deterioration data are presented
for the two host unary oxides and the host binary oxides.
S.C .W.
N6S-2313§# General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Re-
search Lab.
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE CONCEPTS Scientific Report
No, 9 (Fin=I)
H. H. Woodbury. M. Aven, R. N. Hall, R. Baertsch, and F. K.





1. DIFFUSION OFSeIN CdSANDZnSe H. H. Woodbury
p 1-3 refs (See N65-23136 12-26)
2. SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF ZnSe-ZnTe MIXED
CRYSTALS IN N- AND P-TYPE FORMS M. Aven p 5-13
refe (See N65-23137 12-26)
3. FM JUNCTION LASER R.N. Hall and R. Baertsch
p 15-16 (See N65-23138 12-26)
4. THE PREPARATION OF GsAsxPt_ x ALLOYS FOR
LASER APPLICATIONS F. K. Heumann p 17-21 refs (See
N65-23139 12-26)
NSB-23138 General Electric Co.. Schenectady. N. Y, Research
Lab.
FM JUNCTION LASER
R. N. Hall and R. Baertsch In its Semicond. Device Concepts
Nov. 1964 p 15-16 (See N65-23135 12-26)
Thefm junction laser structures were assembled and tested.
Attempts to produce significant amounts of frequency modu-
lation have thus far been unsuccessful due to excessive photo-
currents in the modulating section. Author
N66-23139 General Electric Co.. Schenectady. N y. Research
Lab.
THE PREPARATION OF GeAexPI. x ALLOYS FOR LASER
APPLICATIONS
F. K. Heumann In its Semicond. Device Concepts Nov. 1964
p 17-21 ref (SeeN65-23135 12-26)
Studies were continued on the halogen transport synthesis
of GaAs and GaAsxPt. x. A number of GaAs ingots doped
with tellurium were made. No correlation between electrical
parameters and threshold currents was found. However, ma-
terial with high threshold currents appears to have a large
number of etch pits and cracks. This is also true for the
GaASxPt. x alloys. It thus appears that strains and imperfec-
tions in the crystals affect their laser behavior. Author
N65-23285"# Electro-Optical Systems. Inc.. Pasadena, Calif.
LASER BEACON STUDIES Final Summery Report, 30 Jun.-
31 Oct. 1961
PaulC. Fletcher 31 Oct. 1961 49p
(Contract NAS8-2A39)
(NASA'CR-62616 _. EOS-1920-Final) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF
$0.50
A description is given of the various components of a laser
beacon together with problems encountered. The weight of the
beacon proper for an uncooled system, excluding components
for synchronization, is estimated to be about 22 pounds, and
the volume about 650-cu in. Author
N65-23316# Massachusettslnst of Tech.,Cambridge, Dept,
of Geology and Geophysics
OBSERVATIONS OF LIGHT SCATTERING IN SEA WATER




Combination of theoretical curves of the volume scatter-
ing function for several different monodisperse systems of
Uie scatterers shows that, in a polydisperse system, the total
scattering coefficient is determined by scattering at small
angles to the direction of the incident beam; as particle sizes
increase, rise in *he volume scattufing function at small angles
increases A method was devised to study shape of the volume
scattering function for various types of sea water Samples
from surface waters and at depths up to 2000 meters were
taken between Woods Hole and 26°N. 63°W. Water in the
Sargasso Sea was found to have a significantly different scat-
tering function from that of the slope and coastal waters. In a
thermal front south of Bermuda the water along one isotherm
was different from the average of that on either side of it. The
total scattering coefficient showed banding on the continental
shelf. The thermohaline front that exists on the edge of the
shelf in winter is marked by a threefold change in the magni-
tude of the scattering. Using a laser as light source, forward
scattering measurements were made to obtain relative total
scattering. A continuous track was made between Woods Hole
and Port Lewis. Mauritius. In the proximity of land twofold
fluctuations of scattering in a range approximately three times
higher than the nearly constant values found in mid-Atlantic
were observed. Some fluctuations of the open sea values in
the Atlantic were associated with thermal changes. Author
N6S-23435# Library of Congress, Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
GIANT LASER PULSES WITH A PHOTOCHEMICAL SHUT-
TER
John G Kourilo In its Foreign Sci Bull, Vol 1. No. 5 May
1965 p 21-23 refs (See N65-23432 13-34)
A review is presented of two Soviet studies on the role of
metal-phthalocyanines in producing giant pulses from a ruby
laser A recent Soviet study established the effect of various
metal components and concentration of the solutions on the
characteristics of the laser pulses Bleaching of the solutions
by the coherent laser emission was interpreted as the result of
accumulation of pigment molecules in the metastable (triplet)
state, Author
NS5-23491# Texas Univ, Austin. Quantum Electronics Re-
search Lab.
QUANTUM ASPECTS OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE Final
Report, 1 Apr.-30 Sep. 1964




1. CHARACTERISTICS OF COUPLED OPTICAL RESO-
NATORS R. B Allen and A A Dougal p 1-25 refs (See
N 65-23492 13-16)
2. THERMAL PINCHING AT LOW FIELDS IN N-TYPE
GERMANIUM D K, Ferry and A A Dougal p 26-33 refs
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(See N65-23493 13-26)
3 EXPERIMENTS IN DIFFRACTION IMAGING OF
COHERENT LIGHT IN THE MICROSCOPE W. H. Carter and
A A Dougal p 34-60 refs (See N65-23494 13-16)
4 OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF A HE-NE OPTICAL
MASER OPERATING AT 339_ R. B Allen and A. A Dougal
p 61-75 refs (See N65-23495 13-16)
5 A TIME RESOLVED STUDY OF SECOND BREAK-
DOWN IN SILICON SWITCHING TRANSISTORS D. K. Ferry
and A A Dougal p 76-83 refs (See N65-23496 13-26)
6 POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER
OSCILLATIONS IN MOLECULAR GASES R, B. Allen and
A. A Dougai p 84-91 refs (See N65-23497 13-16)
N6S-23492 Texas Univ. Austin Quantum Electronics Re-
search Lab.
CHARACTERISTICS OF COUPLED OPTICAL RESONATORS
Raymond B Allen and Arwin A Dougal In its Quantum Aspects
of Elec Sci 1 Oct 1964 p 1-25 refs (See N65-23491
13-16)
The characteristics of coupled resonator systems were
stud_ed experimentally and analytically It was o_)served that
three different s*tuat_ons prevad depending on the degree of
coupling between the resonators, The degree of coupling may
be specified in terms of a coupling factor "y such that ")-_
R3/R 2 where R 0 is the reflectivity of mirror Mj. The three
situations which prevail may be noted as weak coupling (3'--0).
intermediate coupling ('y--l), and strong coupling ('Y>>I).
Weak coupling is approaching the situation where the external
mirror M 3 is absent from the system, i e.. R 3=0 For this
cond=t=on experimental results confirmed that the laser output
beam =s unchanged by slight variations in the optical path
length of the external resonator. Strong coupling is approach-
ing the situation where the common mirror M 2 is absent from
the system, ie. R 2 = O. Slight variations in the external reso-
nator optical path again do not modulate the output beam
intensity but change the frequency of oscillation For intermedi-
ate coupling, interference effects dominate and the laser out-
put intensity is effectively modulated by small variations in
the external resonator optical path length. EE,B.
N65-234_1_ Texas Univ., Austin. Quantum Electronics Re-
search Lab.
EXPERIMENTS IN DIFFRACTION IMAGING OF COHERENT
LIGHT IN THE MICROSCOPE
WilliamH. Carterand Arwin A. Dougal In its Quantum Aspects
ofElec. Sci. 10ct. 1964 p 34-60 refs (SeeN65-23491 13-161
Several mathematical models of diffraction imaging are
discussed based on the solutions of Maxwell's equations.
The complexities of the mathematics require simplifying as-
sumptions about the light field. The form of light which lends
itself most readily to this treatment is a monochromatic, spatially
coherent, plane wave. Since this is very closP, ly realized by a
gas laser beam. experiments in diffraction _maging of coherent
light in the microscope were performed with a He-Ne gas phase
laser oscillating at the 6328 A line. This laser produces about
0.1 mW when operated with hemispherical interferometer
and about 1 mW when operated with confocal. A photomicro-
graph taken of the Fresnel diffraction pattern formed in the
object plane with laser illumination of the microscope sub-
stage condenser is shown. It was found that defocusing the
microscope did not destroy the image formed by laser light
nearly so readily as a conventional white light image. This effect
is shown clearly by photomicrographs of sugar crystals illumi-
nated with both light sources. EE.B.
N65-23495 Texas Univ. Austin. Quantum Electronics Re-
search Lab,
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF A HE-NE OPTICAL
MASER OPERATING AT 3.39_v
N65-23722
Raymond B Allen and Arwin A. Dougal In its Quantum Aspects
ofElec. Sci. 1Oct. 1964 p61-75 refs (SeeN65-23491 13-16)
A study of the effects on the output power of gas mixture
ratio, total gas pressure, resonator geometry, and mirror re-
flectivities is reported for a He-Ne optical maser system operat-
ing at 339 microns The primary purpose of the study was to
maximize the 3,39-micron output of the laser within the limita-
tions of the available m irrors. A m ong the characteristics observed
was the ease with which lasing action at 3,39/_ could be ob-
tained even where large losses were present. In order to obtain
oscillation on a typical low gain line (0.6328/_) a stable reso-
nator configuration with low diffraction losses was required,
It has been observed that laser action takes place for mirror
separations of over 15 meters using a stainless steel plane
mirror and a 152-cm aluminized mirror, For this particular
system, any mirror separation over 152 cm corresponds to a
high diffraction loss unstable configuration, Substantial output
of a few mitliwatts was obtained with this arrangement. The
power output was observed to go up when two plane mirrors
areused over this distance. The maximum output was 15 mW
for 10 p.sec duration pulsed and 10 mW continuous, Also.
2 mm Hg was the optimum pressure; the optimum ratio 5:1.
He-Ne; and plane-parallel the optimum mirror configuration.
E.E.B.
N65-23_97 Texas Univ.. Austin. Quantum Electronics Re-
search Lab.
POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER OSCIL-
LATIONS IN MOLECULAR GASES
Raymond B. Allen and Arwin A. Dougal In its Quantum Aspects
ofElec. Sci. 1 Oct. 1964 p 84-91 refs (See N65-23491 13-16)
The laser system previously reported was fabricated,
Photograph and block diagram are included. The radius of curva-
ture was changed from 1.35 m to 2 m because of the ready
availability of the 2-meter mirrors, With a cavity separation
of 1.35 m. the 2-meter radius of curvature mirrors form a
stable system which makes more efficient use of the available
volume of active material than the originally proposed con-
focal system with only a slight increase in the angular aline-
ment requirements. Also. the peak reflectivity of the mirrors
waschanged from 3371 A because of the difficulty encountered
in obtaining such mirrors. Another change in the original sys-
tem is the addition of a second variable leak valve and associated
glass bulb. This provides the capability of investigating the
laser characteristics of various gas mixtures. The details of
the construction of the cathode, anode, and pumping arrange-
ments are shown. E.E.B.
N65-23622# Army Missile Command. Huntsville. Ala. Elec-
tromagnetics Lab,
A LITERATURE SURVEY ON THE ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
ON THE PROPAGATION OF 1.O6 MICRON LASER RADIA-
TION
Eddie L Roy and George A. Emmons 8 Feb. 1965 58 p refs
(RE-TR-65-3; AD-461778)
A literature survey on the effects of the atmosphere on
laser energy propagation was performed, This memorandum
presents the results. Special emphasis is given to the spectral
region at 106 microns, since this is the region of interest
for LASAM system applications, Transmission. absorption.
scattering, and seeing effects are discussed for various weather
conditions, Author
N68-23722 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton. D. C.




6. Ye. Paton and B. A. Movchan In its The Use of Electron
Beams and Laser in Ind 4 May 1965 p 1-8 (See N65-23721
13-34)
The basic features of the electron beam heat source in
connection with a high vacuum are considered for their metal-
lurgical applications. Axial irradiation units and radial electron
beam heaters are widely used in electron beam melting for
obtaining pure niobium, tantalum, and many alloys based on
these metals, as well as for refining and improving the properties
of molybdenum, hafnium, zirconium, cobalt, nickel, iron. and
copper. Electron beam refining of the indicated metals and
their alloys lowers their hardness more than double and sharply
increases their plasticity. It is concluded that the present
electron beam melting in a vacuum of 10 -4 to 10 -5 mm Hg
can be extended to a higher vacuum, thus inducing a higher
degree of refining. G G
N65-23723 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C.
THE INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES OF LASERS
V S Zuyev In its The Use of Electron Beams and Lasers in Ind.
4May 1965 p9-16 (See N65-23721 13-34)
The capacity and applications of ruby and neodymium
glass lasers are discussed, The bundle of light radiated by
a laser can be focused onto an area determined by the focal
length of the focusing lens and the angle of divergence of the
laser beam The diameter of the spot cannot be less than the
wavelength of the light beam used A ruby laser produces a
diameter of 07 microns and the neodymium laser produces a
diameter of 106 microns. Laser-pumping lasers can convert
electrical energy directly into light with 20% to 30% coef-
ficiency, Of primary importance is the problem of stability
of lasers .under the influence of superpowerful light impulses
A laser machine was created and used to make a hole in a
diamond die in less than a fraction of a second, and lasers were
successfully used in the manufacture of contacts in miniature
semiconductor instruments as well as in emission analysis
of minerals. It was found that a laser with a huge impulse is
less effective for burning holes than a laser under ordinary
conditions, because the energy of the light impulse is ab-
sorbed by the plasmoid forming above the surface of a sub-
stance. G.G.
N66-23836# Library of Congress. Washington, D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div,
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN, VOLUME 1, NUMBER 4
Apr, 1965 71 p refs
(AD-460286) CFSTI: HC $3,00/MF $0.75
CONTENTS:
1, SOVIET LASER RESEARCH Charles Shishkevish
p 1-13 refs (See N65-23837 13-16)
2. COMBUSTION INSTABILITY IN LIQUID-ROCKET
AND AIR-BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS Paul
Vantoch p 14-23 refs (SeeN65-23838 13-33)
3. RECENT SOVIET EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON
GAS DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES OF GASES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES Alexis Baratoff p 24-28 refs (See N65-
23839 13-33)
4. MORPHOLOGICAL FORMS IN HIGH POLYMERS
BorisOfrossimow p29-40 refs (SeeN65-23840 13-18)
N65-24195# Corning Glass Works, N.y.
GLASS LASER RESEARCH Semiannual Technical Report, Jul.-
Dec. 1964
R.D Maurer, N.F. Borrelli, M E. Vance, G. E. Stong. S. D. Sims
(TRG, Inc.)et al 30Jan. 1965 99p refs
(Contract Nonr-3833(O0))
(AD-612964)
Efficient utilization of neodymium glass lasers is investi-
gated. Pump light damage to the cylindrical surface was due to
scratches and imbedded particles This damage is eliminated
by chemical treatment of the surface The mechanism of solar-
ization is delineated, and the problem eliminated by pump light
filtering with a minimal 15% loss in output. Improved perform-
ance was attempted by varying the external conditions The
efficiency of various pump bands is given in detail for matching
light sources. Output is further maximized by varying the cavity
coupling, From these output coupling data the first dynamic
internal loss values for a near-perfect static medium are re-
ported. They are about three times as large as the static losses
A detailed investigation to find an accurate value of the gain
cross section (without assuming degeneracies) shows that a
straightforward spectroscopic study can yield this quantity
within a factor of two Gain measurements in an amplifier are
determined for eventual translation, through the gain cross
section, into energy storage and real pump efficiency Data
are given on the time-resolved distortion of a pumped rod to
determine the magnitude of this problem in preventing dif-
fraction-limited operation Author
N65-24343# Autonetics. Anaheim. Calif Research. Engineer-
ing. and Reliability Div
OPTICAL LASER AMPLIFIERS
E. L Steele andW. C Davis 1 Jun. 1964 13p refs Presented
at the IEEE 6th Region Ann Conf, Salt Lake City. 29 Jul
1964
A theoretical model for a laser amplifier is discussed in
which the excited electron density in a host laser material is
stimulated to radiate, thereby providing a source of optical
energy The photon density in the laser material is described
by a continuity equation with this source term included and
a gain expression derived for an amplifier system, The theoreti-
cal model is then compared with experimental data taken on a
ruby amplifier driven by a Q-switched oscillator with stable
output. The properties of the oscillator are due. in part. to a
newly developed output coupler and a spinning rooftop prism
for Q-spoiling. The gain of the system described is found to
saturate at values between 5 and 7. This saturation appears
to be due to a saturation effect caused by complete pumping
of the system rather than being dependent upon the energy
input to the flash lamp pump. Author
N65-24660 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton. D. C.
THE DIVERGENCE OF RADIATION IN A HELIUM-NEON
LASER
V.I, Makhorin andYe. D. Protsenko In its Izv. VUZov: Radio-
phys.,Vol. VII. No. 6, 1964 13 May 1965 p 256-260 refs
(See N65-24525 14-07) CFSTI: $7.00
An analysis of output radiation divergence in helium-neon
lasers with spherical reflectors is presented. Results of measure-
ments of the lower modes and modes of higher orders con-
firmed the fact that in resonators with spherical reflectors and
small diffraction losses, the quality factor can be increased by
increasing the distance between the mirrors without changing
the divergence. Also considered was divergence of single and
two-beam patterns. It is concluded that divergence of each mode
in a two-beam pattern is the same as that of similar 'modes
generated under one-beam conditions. S.C.W.




K. Kotsev 25 May 1965 5 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Otechestven Front (Sofia). 24 Mar. 1965 p 1-2
(JPRS-30232; TT-65-31073) CFSTt: $1.00
A brief history on the development of lasers is given and
the principle of forced radiation of energy through excited
atoms is examined, Their use for piercing solid materials in
machine building, in microelectronics, and as surgical tools
in eye surgery, microbiology, etc,. are discussed. Application
of continuously operating gas lasers as radio transmitters.
in communications transportation, and for measurements, and
of small semiconductor lasers in physical research, electronic
computers, is also discussed, Future aspects of laser appli-
cations in photon rockets, charting a topographic moon map,
cybernetics, and in a laser rifle with a capacity of 10000 shots
which may Dhnd at a distance of 15OO meters, are projected,
GG.
N65-24836# Army Missile Command. Huntsville. Ala.
REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION CENTER LASERS
GusJCaras 30Apr. 1964 41p refs
(RSIC-195: AD-462246)
This state-of-the-art survey consists of a technical sum-
mary and a bibliography. The bibliography, which consists of
125 references and covers the period of 1 January 1963 to
31 December 1963. deals mostly with the subject of laser
pumping. The summary reviews other topics of laser tech-
nology, and includes a description of the various types of lasers
and their potential applications. Author
N65-24869 Texas Univ.. Austin. Dept. of Electrical Engi-
neering
PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS IN CONTROL OF THERMO-
NUCLEAR FUSION FOR ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUC-
TION
Arwin A, Dougal In Okla. State Univ, Proc. of the 2nd Ann.
Energy Conversion and Storage Conf.. Oct. 12-13. 1964
[1964] 8 p refs (See N65-24850 14-03) Available from Okla.
State Univ. $5,00
The basic principles of controlled thermonuclear fusion
are summarized, Also, ion cyclotron resonances and waves in
thermonuclear plasmas, and theta-pinch thermonuclear plas-
mas are discussed as representative of present day research,
Further, the Faraday rotation method of infrared maser diag-
nostics is presented. Comparison of fusion approaches of the
theta-pinch, pyrotron, stellarator, ion injection, and linear
pinch methods are compared, Results show that the theta-
pinch is an order of magnitude better than other approaches.
Theta pinches are the best established means of producing
plasmas with kilovolt energies, with at least short term sta-
bility, and with a plasma pressure comparable to that of the
magnetic field, In the theta-pinch, the plasma is heated 'and
contained by a longitudinal magnetic field produced by a high-
current single turn coil. E.E,B,
N65-24968# American Meteorological Society. Boston. Mass.
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN THE EMISSION OF RUBY
LASERS UNDER VARIOUS OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
[REL/_ATIONSCHWlNGUNGEN IN DEn EMISSION OPTI-
SCHER RUBIN-MASER UNTER VERSCHIEDENEN ARBEITS-
BEDINGUNGEN]
KarlGurs Bedford, Mass., AFCRL. Jun. 1964 16 p refs Transl.




The variations of the emission of ruby lasers with changes
in resonator design and crystal temperature were investigated
N65-25125
experimentally and theoretically A survey of the feasible emis-
sion behavior under different conditions is presented. For ex-
ample, ruby, like certain other substances, can produce an
emission which does not consist of pulses but is oscillation-
free Author
N66-25125# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.. PaiD Alto.
Calif. Electronic Sciences Lab.
PROGRESS REPORT. JANUARY-MARCH 1966
W. F. Main [1965] 293 p refs
(LM SC -6-75-65* 1O)
CONTENTS:
1. COHERENT LIGHT (3ENEHAIIUN W. Culshaw. C. H.
Bazzill. J. A, Dahlquist. R. A. Early, L. B. Fowles et al 14 p
refs (See N65-25126 14-16)
2. ATOMIC PHYSICS: RAMSAUERSCATTERING D.E.
Golden, H. W, Bandel, and H. Nakano 10 p refs (See N65-
25127 14-23)
3. ION PHYSICS: INTERACTIONS OF IONS. ATOMS.
AND SURFACES R. N. Varney, R. B. Johansson, and G. A.
Sinnott 1 p
4, IONIZATION COEFFICIENTS IN HYDROGEN L.H.
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14-24)
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baum. and R. D. Whitmer 15 p refs (See N65-25129 14-25)
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Golden. and R. Johansson 10 p refs (See N65-25130 14-25)
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Browne and T. O. Woodruff 2 p refs
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R. 9. Horst. E. R. Washwell. and L. R. Williams 3 p refs
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E. R. Washwell. and L. R. Williams 2 p refs
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Wigen 4p refs
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3 p refs
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24. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FORCES IN
MAGNETIC DIPOLE ARRAYS S. R. Hawkins and J, H, Harsh-
man 7 p ref (SeeN65-25137 14-23)
25. HIGH-FREQUENCY FERRIMAGNETIC PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER F F Stucki 3p refs
26 THIN MAGNETIC FILM COMPONENTS P S Castro
and F F. Stucki 3p
27. OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS R A Quinn. C L Fiedler,
W M, Lilker, H R Kaiser, and R B Horst 3 p
28. OPTOELECTRONICCOMPONENTSW D Fuller, C.R.
Arnold, P.S. Castro, K. R Morsette, and D A. Vance 3p
29. MICROELECTRONICS R. A: _umn, C. L Fiedler,
HR. Kaiser. W. M, Lilker. B Papara, and S. Zurman 3 p refs
30, RELAXATION PROCESSES IN VISCOELASTIC
LIQUIDS G, C. Knollman, A. S. Hamamoto, D. O. Miles, and
G.C. Norstrom 8 p refs (See N65-25138 14-06)
31. RELAXATION SPECTROSCOPY FOR THE LIQUID
STATE G. C. Kno!!man. A. S. Hamamoto, D. O. Miles. and
G. C. Norstrom 8 p refs (See N65-25139 14-06)
32. WAVE PROPAGATION IN RANDOMLY INHOMO-
GENEOUSMEDIA G. C Knoliman and J J. Hartog 7 p refs
(See N65-25140 14-07)
33. IMAGE FORMATION IN A TURBID UNDERWATER
ENVIRONMENT A. E. Brown, P.S. Green, and G. C. Norstrom
2p
34. ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION AND SIGNAL COR-
RELATION G, C. Knollman, J. J. Downing, J. J. Hartog, and
J. K. Parks 2p refs
35. LIBRARYSYSTEMS RESEARCH R. B. Whiteley, R. I,
Tanaka. D. L. Drew. O. Firschein, M. A Fischler. and R. K.
Summitt 2 p
36. LIBRARY-ADA REFERENCE RETRIEVAL D. L. Drew,
D. B. J. Bridges, O. Firschein, E. E. Graziano, C. D. Satterfield.
M. R. Stark. and R. K. Summitt 2 p
37, MACHINEORGANIZATIONRESEARCH M.A. Fischler
and R. D, Merrill 4 p
38. FACT RETRIEVAL O. Firschein, K. R. Gielow. R. K.
Summit, and G. T. Uber 2 p
39. AUTOMATIC INDEXING: AN EXPERIMENTALCOM-
PUTER PROGRAM H. R. Jascke, L. L. Earl. and D. Smith 1 p
40. A SYNTACTIC-STATISTICAL METHOD FOR AUTO-
MATIC INDEXING L.L. Earl lop refs
41. RUSSIAN-ENGLISH INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL
H. R. Robison 4 p
42. OPTICAL CORRELATION OF INFORMATION F.F.
Fulton, Jr,, D. G. Peterson, and W. G. Weis 4 p
43, RESOLUTION IMPROVEMENT OF AN OPTICAL
SYSTEM BY USING ROTATING RECTANGULAR APERTURES
H,P. Greinel lop refs (See N65-25141 14-14)
44. THE XPOP PROGRAMMING SYSTEM PROJECT
M.I. Halpern. W. H, Mead, and M, R. Stark 4p refs
45, INTERVAL ARITHMETIC IN MATRIX COMPUTA-
TIONS E.R. Hansenand R. Smith 2p refs
46. MAGIC (MAGNIFICENT ALGORITHM GENERATOR
OF INDETERMINATE CAPABILITY) K. R. Gielow and G. T.
Uber 6 p
47. SEQUENTIAL MACHINE SYNTHESIS A. J. Nichols,
III 2p ref
48. BARBERPOLEOPTICALCORRELATOR FOR SONAR
SIGNALS J,K. Parks 9p refs
49. AUDITORY DATA PROCESSING A. E. Brown, J. J.
Downing. andG. C. Norstrom 7p refs
50. MICROFILM-VIDEO STORAGE TUBE DISPLAY
SYSTEM W.Y. Dera, W.G. Eppler, and N. S. Szabo 2 p
51. LMSC EXPERIMENTAL X-RAY FILM READER N.S.
Szabo, W. G. Eppler, and G. J. Spesock 3 p
52. INTERNALLASERMODULATION D.G. Petersonand
A, Yariv 5p refs
53. STUDIES OF DELAY-LOCK TRACKING FOR THE
AROD SYSTEM R. B. Ward and R A. Dye 6p ref
54. SPECIAL PURPOSE RADAR ALTIMETER H.V."
Hance. W.J Burgess. W.J Gill, and R L. Rutter 4p ref
55. COMMUNICATIONTECHNIQUES F F. Fulton, W J.
Burgess. W.J Gill, H. S Tomlin, andW. G. Weis 10 p ref
56. LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY ULTRASONIC WAVES
H.V HanceandJ. K. Parks 7 p refs (See N65-25142 14-23)
N65-25126 Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Electronic Sciences Lab.
COHERENT LIGHT GENERATION
W. Culshaw. C. H. Bazzill. J. A Dahlquist. R. A. Early. L. B.
Fowleset al In its Progr Rapt. Jan.-Mar. 1965 [1965] 14 p
refs (SeeN65-25125 14-34)
Progress on planar-type gas. confocal-type, and solid
state lasers is reported. A short He-Ne laser, with a reflector
spacing of 21.25 cm and operating at 1.153 microns, was
constructed. This reflector spacing gives a frequency separa-
":--L.u,,u,-" 706 L._,.__ between axial _^'=-_,,,vu_and assures sing!e-iVl t./ =_t.
mode operation under most conditions. The laser tube has a
hnr= nf _ mm _=nrl A t_itPharn== nf 1 1 F_ _m lone mxcited bv
an rf-source at 52.5 Mc/sec. A solenoid of 3.2-cm diameter
and 14.6 cm long was placed around the laser tube for apply-
ing axial magnetic fields in the study of coherence effects due
to small axial magnetic fields Also. • pulsed gas discharge
laser was made and operated simultaneously on six lines of
the Argon II spectrum. The tube was 130 cm long with a bore
of 3 cm and Brewster windows. The cavity length was 140 cm
and the reflectors have optimum reflectivity at 4500 and
5300 A. Further, a system for the study of magnetic fields in
continuously operating solid state lasers was assembled. This
laser uses N 2 or supercooled liquid 02 as a coolant and a
1OOO-W tungsten lamp as an optical pumping source. An
yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser rod doped with Nd 3+ was also
operated at room temperature, E.E.B.
N65-26191# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Colum-
bus. Antenna Lab.
PROPAGATION OF INTENSE LASER RADIATION Final
Engineering Report. 1 Jan. 1963-31 Dec. 1964
15Apr. 1965 30p refs /ts Rept.-1579-20
(Contract AF 33(657)-10824)
(AFAL-TR-65-83; AD-461627)
Research directed towards investigating factors limiting
the transfer of laser radiation through real media is summarized.
Laser-induced gaseous breakdown is discussed, and some
measurements on the frequency dependence of this phenom-
enon are given. Parametric interactions of radiation and
matter are described, and a new type of Brillouin scattering is
observed, The coherence characteristics of spiking muItimode
lasers are discussed, and the influence of the measuring tech-
niques on the measured coherence properties is examined.
Atmospheric resonance absorption is reviewed, and results
at specific laser frequencies are given, Related effort in labo-




A TECHNIQUE FOR THE STUDY OF SPHERULITE DE-
FORMATION LIGHT SCATTERING MOVIES
P. F Erhardt and R. S. Stein 1 Dec 1964 3 p ref
(Contract Nonr-3357(01))
(ON R-TR*77; AD-612489)
The use of a continuous wave gas laser, and of a high
speed motion picture camera as the detector to obtain a nearly
continuous set of light scattering photographs from a single
polymer sample of polyethylene, is described The stretching
direction of the medium density polyethylene was along the
long axis of the film strip and the polarization directions were
perpendicular and parallel to the direction of stretch. Good
24
scattering pictures were obtained at camera speeds as high as
5400 frames per second and the change in H v scattering patterns
on the stretched sample is illustrated. G.G
NSS-2S837# Uncoln Lab. Mass Inst of Tech. Cambr,oge.
SOLID STATE RESEARCH. 1 OCTOBER-31 DECEMBER
1964
23 Mar 1965 75 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-500)
(ESD-TDR-65-31 : AD-613961)
Topics covered ere Solid State Device Research, Laser Re-
search. Materials Research. Band Structure end Spectroscopy
of Solids. and Magnetism and Resonance. Author
N65-2558D# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio Air Force Avionics Lab
PRECISION RANGE-GATED IMAGING TECHNIQUES Tech-
nical Report, Mar.-Sep. 1964
Don B Neumann Jan 1965 22p
(AFAL-TR-64-278: AD-612790)
By properly delaying the S0-nanosecond shutter of an
image-converter camera with respect to a transmitted 6D-nano-
second illuminating pulse from a O-switched ruby laser, the
image formed may be limited to only those objects located in a
certain range interval Using this technique, the visibility through
atmospheric scattering mediums, such as snow. may be
greatly increased In addition, the use of the technique enables
range information to be added to an image, such as the elevation
contours in an aerial photograph Author
N65-2559B'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D C
LASERS AND MASERS: A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY,
JANUARY 1962-FEBRUARY 1965
May 1965 283p refs
(NASA-SP-7009) CFSTI: HC$2.50/MF$150 CSCL2OE
An annotated bibliography is presented which includes
studies on the research and development of lasers end masers.
their application to ranging and communications systems.
astronomy and optics, and metalworking. Also included are
studies on their physical and electronic properties, functions.
and performance. R.N A
N65-25688# American Optical Co. Southbridge. Mass. Re-
search Div.
NEODYMIUM LASER GLASS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Technical Summry Report. 30 Jun. 1964-1 Jan. 196S
Richard F. Woodcock Apr. 1965 17p refs
(Contract Nonr-3835(00): ARPA Order 306-64: Proj. De-
fender)
_(TSR-5: AD-613963)
The birefzl_ngence effects of various oxides ;,sed in making
glass were studied to determine their feasibility in developing
other zero stress-birefringence glasses to be used for neodym-
ium laser glass. A series of glass compositions of both Pockels
type and non-Pockels type glasses were examined for their
thermal coefficient of the index of refraction, their coefficient
of thermal expansion, and their stress-optical coefficient. The
observed data are being analyzed. It was felt, that an atherma-
lized laser system can be produced by counterbalancing the
index of refraction changes produced by stress with index
changes produced by temperature directly. G.G.
N65-25890
N65-25734# General Electric Co.. Syracuse. N, Y Heavy Mili-
tary Electronics Dept
AROMATIC ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT Final Report.
1 Apr. 1963-31 Mar. 1965
D L Stockman [1965] 77 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4135(00); ARPA Order 306-62; Proj. De-
fender)
(AD-613295)
A theoretical analysis and experimental work is reported on
the development of a laser to produce coherent stimulated
emission in the blue-green region in a purely organic dopant
and host system, The theoretical analysis indicates that short
lived four-level fluorescent compounds are the most suitable
materials for this purpose. A total of four fluorescent compounds
...... = .... J ...:*L .L-
w_,_ ,uu,,u w=u, t,,= &l_l_iop, iaiu _puui.roscopic characteristics.
The principal experimental efforts have included the develop-
ment of a suitable host material in which the absorbing end
scattering losses are kept to a minimum and an opticaS pump
system capable of efficiently producing several megewatts of
absorbable peak power in a short time. An optically isotropic
polymer was developed whose properties appear to be suitable
as a host material for the fluorescent species. Two.optical
pumping systems were used: (1) a modified xenon lamp, and
(2) an argon theta-pinch lamp. Both Of these systems were
used to pump the samples. Some gain was observed in a liquid
containing perylene as the active compound. This gain was
observed at 4710 _ and probably due to preoscillation -super-
radiance" Gain in the fluorescent compounds contained in the
polymer rods was not observed. NE.A.
N65-25782# Army Frankford Arsenal. Philadelphia. Pa. Re-
search and Development Directorate
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS
LASER
Alexander J. Casella Feb. 1965 58 p refs
(R-1748; A D-612885)
The effect of doping level end diameter of neodymium
glass rods and reflectivity of the output mirror on the thresh-
old energy and output energy of the laser and discussed. Data
are presented on the energy output of glass rods having diam-
eters of 0.25 in.. 0.393 in.. and 0.5 in. and doping levels of
1. 3, and 6% neodymium. In most cases, an output mirror
reflectivity of 62% gave the highest energy output. Maximum
output was obtained with the 1% doping, 0.5 in diameter rod,
using a 62% reflecting mirror. Due to pitting of the rods. the
data were generally inconsistent and nonreproducible. Author
N65-25851# Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Baltimore. Md.
Aerospace Div.
DEVELOPMENT OF MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER
MASER DEVICES Interim Technical Report No. 6. 1 Nov.
1964-28 Feb. 1965
W.E. Hughes, CR. Kremenek. andW. E. Richards [1965] 44p
refs
(Contract A F 33(657)-10472)
(Rept.-490F; AD-612469)
During this reporting period, the major effort has been
directed toward the operation of masers in the absence of an
applied external magnetic field. The effort has been divided
intotwo specific areas; i.e.. 9,3 gc and 81 gc. Zero field masers
have been successfully operated in both areas and the descrip-
tion of their operation comprises the bulk of this report, Each
maser is described in detail and the conclusions drawn from
exoeriments are given. Author
N65-25890# PEK Labs., Inc., Sunnyvale. Calif,
LASER FLASH LAMP Semiannual Technical Summary
Report. 30 Nov. 1963-1 Jun. 1964
25
N65-25901
C H Keller, J P Moffatt. and G. 0 Harding [1964] 19 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4122(00); Proj. Defender)
(AD-613346)
An optimization study is presented on the development of
flash lamps for pumping laser rods Two approaches are being
pursued, one uses an opacity measurement to determine the
advantages of doping the spectral output to select wavelengths
within the narrow pumping band. and the other is a brute force
series of trials in which lamps of sturdier than usual structure
are tested to their destructive limit A variety of flash tube
forms are described. One form considered because of its
accuracy, consists of a single tube with parallel flat sides
"from angles 0 ° to 60 _" and a metal aperture for light selection
A Claesson-type lamp is described and the results of its destruc-
tive testing ere tabulated R.NA
N6_-26901# Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester, N,Y.
LASER MATERIAL STUDY Final Report, 1 Jul. 1962-
30 Jun. 1964
Paul ........MRll_r 22 Feb. 1o==,_ =.,_=p Submitted for Publication
(Contract Nonr-3834(00))
(AD-612459)
Three types of neodymium doped laser glass--a lanthanum-
barium borate, a lithium-sodium silicate, and e barium crown--
are compared because of their widely differing fluorescence
characteristics. The glasses were fabricated into rods, 1.27
cm diameter and 30.5 cm long. Fluorescence decay data.
Optical quality data, output-input data. and output field pat-
terns are included. The fluorescence characteristics were less
significant than optical quality as a determinant in laser be-
havior. Author
N65-26966# General Electric Co,, Syracuse, N.Y. Electronics
Lab,
AROMATIC ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT Quarterly
Report
David L. Stockman [1965] 5p
(Contract Nonr-4135(00); ARPA Order 306-62)
(QR-7; AD-612932)
Progress towards the development of a laser employing
fluorescent organic compounds is reported. A continuum
peaking in the range of 3500 to 4000 A was observed in
the argon-there-pinch lamp spectral measurements. The Jr-
radiance of the lamp continuum at its peak corresponds in
brightness to about 8000 ° to 10000 °K blackbody. If the con-
tinuum were due to blackbody radiation, an 8000° K source
would peak at 3650 A and a 10000 °K source at 2900 A.
Thus, it is not a clear cut case that the continuum is due to
black-body radiation. Bremsstrahlung and recombination radia-
tion are obvious possibilities, Also, on top of the continuum
were a multitude of very narrow, very intense lines correspond-
ing to atomic argon and to at least the first two ionized states
of argon, The maximum output of the lines and the continuum
was between 3000 A and 4500 A. making the lamp quite
suitable for pumping perylene, A rough estimate of the radiat-
ing efficiency was that 1% to 10% of the electrical power is
radiated as continuum between 2700 A and 5700 A. E.E.B.
N66-26016# Brown Engineering Co.. Inc.. Huntsville, Ale,
Research Labs.
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A LASER FLOWMETER FOR
LOCAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN GAS FLOW FIELDS
J.W, Foreman, Jr., E,W. George. and R, D, Lewis May 1965
24 p refs
(R-149)
The Doppler shift in laser light scattered from smoke parti-
cles in a moving gas has been detected by optical heterodyne
techniques, thereby verifying the feasibility of a laser Doppler
flowmeterfor measurement of local velocities in contaminated
gas flow fields, Author
N65-26127# Brown Engineering Co. Inc. Huntsville, Ala. Re-
search Labs
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING OF COHERENT LIGHT BY GASES
H. J. Watson. R R. Mitchell. and J. R Thornton Feb. 1965
40 p refs
(R-135)
This experiment is designed to study Rayleigh scattering
using laser light (6943_) and to determine if the laser can be
used as a diagnostic tool to determine scattering center den-
sity. The scattered light intensity from argon, oxygen, nitrogen
and air has been observed The angular dependence of scat-
tered light intensity for different polarizations of the incident
laser beam has been observed for argon gas, and a linear
relationship between scattered intensity and pressure exists for
all gases studied The relative differential scattering cross
sections for argon, nitrogen and oxygen has been determined
and compared with different theoretical predictions The com-
bined resui_s indicate tha_ it is possibie to determine densities
within reasonable accuracy between one atmosphere and
°^_,_,,_,,,,_,v,,o..... under the conditions of this ...... _..... ' arrange-
_XlJ_IIIH_IILOI
ment The problems of observations and the limitation of this
technique are discussed. Author
N65-26401"# Sylvania Electric Products. i,_c,Waltham. Mass
Applied Research Lab
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPTICAL SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER Summary Report, Mar. 1964-Mar. 1965
R F Lucy, ed 17 May 1965 97p refs
(Contract NAS8-11588)
(NASA-CR-63393: F-4065-1) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75
CSCL 09F
This report describes the technicat investigations pe, iormed
during the design and development of an optical superheterodyne
receiver. The net result of this effort has produced a tested
design for a field model system The investigations described
include the test=rig of an experimental over a 6000 foot path,
theoptics, photomixing, doppler frequency tracking, optical
frequency translation techniques and spatial alignment of
the received siqnal and local oscillator Author
N65-26426# Illinois Univ., Urbana. Electrical Engineering Re-
search Lab.
STUDIES IN QUANTUM AND SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS
Final Report
Paul D. Colemanetal 1 Feb. 1965 11 p refs
(Grant AF-AFOSR-272-63)
(1) Optical pumping in dark ruby: Attempts were made
to get maser action in the submillimeter region by inco-
herent optical pumping in a solid. The absorption of thermal
noise power in a microwave resonator by an appropriate crys-
tal therein is regarded as capable of changing the fluorescent
intensity in the crystal. The terminal level of the fluorescent
line must be one of the levels between which there is micro-
wave absorption. (2) Harmonic generation in HCN by multiple
quantum conversion: a traveling wave interaction in a 2.5-
meter section of RG 96/U waveguide containing HCN gas pro-
duced a peak power at 104.1 GC of 1.8 watts. (3) Submilli-
meter-wave spectroscopy: A submillimeter wave monochroma-
tor was designed and constructed that is capable of covering
the spectral region from 100 microns out to about 2.5 mm in
wavelength. (4) Mixing of laser light in a bulk photocon-
ductor, beat notes of 3 GC _'ere detectedkon production by
Febry-Perot mode frequencies of a laser when mixed in a bulk
photoconductor and compared with previous results. TAB
NS6-26625# Lockheed Missiles and Spa-ce Co.. Sunnyvale,
Calif.
SOME LASER-SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS
G.M, Kerbyson 24Jan, 1963 28p
(LMSC-704217)
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The characteristics and limitations of lasers for applica-
tions in military and space systems are discussed. The state of
the art and projections of future developments in lasers
systems are also considered, and the feasibility of. and problem
areas for. several general laser systems are indicated. Various
types of lasers discussed include crystal, glass, gas. liquid.
semiconductor, and quasi lasers. Transmission medium;
pointing and tracking requirements: power, weight, and volume
requirements; and information transmission are reviewed with
respect to systems applications. Other laser topics discussed are
laser noise, optical-radar, beam guidance, illumination, weapons.
undersea, communications, attituoa control, power-energy
transmission, and data conversion applications. L,S.
N66-2l_78 Varian Associates. Beverly. Mass.
TIME AND FREQUENCY COMPARISONS WITH THE
ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER
H. E. Peters. J. Vanier, and R. F, C. Vessot In Sac. Suisse de
Chronometrie Intern, Conf. on Chronometry. Vol. 1 [1964]
p 297-304 refs Sponsored by ONR (See N65-26657 16-14)
The fractional relative stability data taken over several
months have shown the masers to be stable to well within
2 X 10-12. R,M.S, values taken over intervals of hours and tens
of seconds give fractional relative stability figures of 4.8 X 10-13
and 8,7 x 10 -14 . respectively. Drift effects of the order of
1 X 10 -12 are due to thermal effects of the cavity resonator,
Short term statistical fluctuations are predictable from,the
noise characteristics of the receiver. Cavity tuning by means
of the spin exchange relaxation processes completely cancel, in
the oscillating maser, the effect of pressure shift in frequency.
Maser frequency resettability using this method has been
found to be better than 5 X 10 -1° . Improvements in maser
design resulting in longer lifetime and smaller size have re-
sulted in the construction of a production prototype occupying
4 square feet of floor space and 6 feet in height, Lifetime,
limited by the pumps, should be well in excess of two years.
Details of improvements in thermal control circuitry are de-
scribed, Measurements of time comparison on the masers via
Loran "C" are outlined, Author
NSB-21N_T9 Phys;!.alisch-Technische Bundesanstalt. Br_,_s-
wick [West Germany),
ON THE FOCUSSING OF ATOMIC BEAMS FOR HYDRO-
GEN MASERS [ZUR FOKUSSlERUNG VaN WASSER-
STOFFATOMSTRAHLEN FUR WASSERSTOFFMASER]
Gerhard Backer and Bernd Fischer In Sac. Suisse de
Chronometrie Intern, Conf. on Chronometry. Vol. 1 [1964]
p 305-316 refs In GERMAN; FRENCH and ENGLISH sum-
maries (See N65-26657 16-14)
The distribution of the density of the beam at the site of
the detector has been calculated under the assumption of a
point source of hydrogen atoms and of a relatively short mag-
netic deflection system (which can be idealized like in the opti-
cal case by a thin lens), It is taken account also of the velocity
distribution of the atoms in the beam. The results are repre-
sented by approximation formulas. They suggest certain de-
sign principles for optimising the separation of the states in
the deflection system. Moreover the possibility to use annular
magnetic fields instead of six-pole fields for the separation
and focusing has been analysed. Author
N66-2SlN_l Hewle'_t-Packaro Co., Pate Alto. Calif.
A MODERN SOLID-STATE PORTABLE CESIUM-BEAM
STANDARD
N65-26765
A. S. Bagley and L. S. Cutler In Soc. Suisse de Chronometrie
Intern, Conf. on Chronometry. Vol I [1964] p 333-352 refs
(See N65-26657 16-14)
A compact, solid-state cesium beam frequency standard
will be described. The circuitry associated with the short f_eam
tube is designed to be highly reliable. Size and power con-
sumption have been kept to a minimum, and the equipment
is designed to work from a 26 V d,c. power source so it may
be used on a standby battery source for clock applications. The
frequency synthesizer is in the main loop. The design is such
that the time scale in which the output frequencies of 5 mc.
1 inc. and 0.1 mc are expressed is easily changed by replace-
ment of a single component. Particular effort was given to the
design of the synthesizer to keep the amplitude of spurious
_requ_.L.,es sufficiBnt_¥ =c,;;'. L,3gic circuitry is provided so
that proper operation is indicated by a combination of lights.
In addition, metering of various circuits is provided. Absolute
accuracy is ±6 x 10 -11. making the standard useful as a preci-
sion clock. Atlthnr
N65-21_84 Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Prague.
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT WiTH 2 AMMONIA MASERS
[VERSUCHSRESULTATE MIT ZWEI AMMONIAKMASERN]
Uiktor Trkal /n Sac. Suisse de Chronometrie Intern. Conf.
on Chronometry. Vot. 1 [1964] p 365-373 refs In GERMAN;
ENGLISH and FRENCH summaries (See N65-26657 16-14)
This paper discusses the methods of tuning the cavity
by modulation of the ammonia pressure and by Zeeman modu-
lation. The influence of the design parameters of the apparatus
wilt also be discussed. Author
N65-2(_B'dB5 Besancon Univ. (France). Laboratoire de I'Hor-
Ioge Atomique.
THE USE OF THE ZEEMAN EFFECT ON THE 3.3-LINE
OF Nt4H3 [APPLICATION DE L'EFFET ZEEMAN A LA
RAIE 3-3 DE NleH3]
M. Olivier In Sac. Suisse de Chronometrie Intern. Conf. on
Chronometry. Vol 1 [1964] p 375-382 refs In FRENCH;
ENGLISH and GERMAN summaries (See N65-26657 16-14)
Zeeman modulation of an ammonia Maser used as a fre-
quency standard gives a criterion for setting the frequency of
the cavity. The hyperfine structure of the 3.3-line gives a com-
plex dependence of the frequency of oscillation on the magnetic
field. We have studied this effect proving that nevertheless the
Zeeman effect can be used as a tuning criterion for a secondary
frequency standard. A precision of 10 TM is achieved for the
measurements and the stability of the frequency depends only
on the resettability of the experimental parameters. Author
N66-2676S# Naval Ordnance Lab.. Corona. Calif.
FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECTS Quarterly Report,
Oct.-Dec. 1964
C.J. Humphreys 1 Mar. 1965 133p refs
(NAVWEPS-8226; A 0-613340)
CONTENTS:
1. OBSERVATION OF MAGNETIC DOMAINS BY MEANS
OF HeNe LASER LIGHT J. L Tomlinson p 1-3 rafs (See N65-
26766 16-16)
2. SYNTHESIS OF A CYCLIC HEXAPHENYLDICHLO-
ROPHOSPHONITRILE TETAMER AND ITS REACTION
WITH DIALS D. L. Herring and C. M. Douglas p 5-15 refs
(Sea N65-26767 16-06)
3. COUPLING REACTIONS BETWEEN HEXAPHENYL-
DIAZlDOCYCLOPHOSPHONITRILE AND SELECTED BIS-
TERTIARYPHOSPHINES A.J. Bilbo and C. M. Sharts p 16-
43 refs (See N65-26768 16-O6)
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4. PARTIALLY COHERENT LIGHT FROM INCOHERENT
SOURCES T. Hadeishi p45-51 refs (See N65-26769 16-16)
5. COVARIANT FORM OF THE GYRATION VECTOR OF
AN INSULATING CRYSTAL FOR FREQUENCIES CLOSE TO
THEGAP FREQUENCY A. Nedoluha p 53-69 refs (See N65-
26770 16-26)
6. IMPROVED TECHNIQUE FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF THE ROTATION OF THE PLANF_ OF POLARIZATION
C. J. Gabriel, V. A. Patton. and H. Pille_ p 69-85 refs (See
N65-26771 16-26)
7. PLASMA AND SPIN RESONANCE IN SEMICON-
DUCTORS, MEASURED WITH THE VARIAN V-4500 EPR
SPECTROMETER G. Zaeschmar p 85-94 refs (See N65-
26772 16-26)
8. FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF PR 3+ IN LAF 3
H. E. Rast and R. A. Buchanan p 95-113 refs (See N65-
26773 16-26)
9. INTERMEDIATE COUPLING ENERGY LEVELS FOR
Nd 3+ (4f 3) IN LaF 3 H. H. Caspers, H. E Rast, and R. A.
Buchanan p 114-133 refs (SeeN65-26774 !6-26)
N65-26766 Naval Ordnance Lab. Corona. Calif Electricity
and Magnetism Div
OBSERVATION OF MAGNETIC DOMAINS BY MEANS OF
HeNe LASER LIGHT
J. L Tomlinson In its Foundational Res, Proj. 1 Mar 1965
p 1-3 refs (SeeN65-26765 16-26)
A helium-neon gas laser was used as the light source to
study the Kerr magneto-optical effect of a ferromagnetic thin
film consisting of 80% Ni and 20% Fe The magnetio-optic
effect could be seen through a microscope as a red spot when.
the film was magnetized in the direction of maximum intensity
of the magneto-optic image. Rotation of a permanent mag-
net near the film changed the direction of the magnetization
and caused the red spot to disappear Attempts to observe a
change in intensity with a photomultiplier were not success-
ful. G.G.
N65-26930 Hoffman Electronics Corp, Santa Barbara.
Calif. Science Center.





Recombination in p-n junctions in gallium arsenide diodes
was studied to develop injection luminescent radiation sources
with desirable operating characteristics. Work was done on im-
proving the internal quantum efficiency of spontaneous radia-
tion in the diode, in the belief that a reduction in the percentage
of nonradiative recombinations at room temperature may be pos-
sible. Junctions were fabricated using diffusion of zinc into
n-type gallium arsenide, and by epitaxial growth from gallium
and tin melts. The melts were doped by the addition of small
amounts of metallic zinc, tellurium, or selenium, Laser threshold
current versus temperature were plotted for both the diffused
junctions and the solution grown junctions. It appears that the
probability of spontaneous radiative recombination is greater in
the solution grown epitaxial diodes, especially at higher tem-
peratures. In another experiment, measurements on diodes from
over 50 junctions grown epitaxially from solution in either
gallium or tin indicate that donors in the crystal, from column V
of the periodic chart, are about equally effective in producing
radiative recombination. This is compared to silicon in which, at
concentrations of up to about 1017 cm -3, the radiative re-
combination efficiency is about the same as column V donors,
but increases by a factor of three at higher concentrations.
L.S,
N65-27084# Barkley and Dexter Labs. Inc., Fitchburg, Mass.
RESEARCH TOWARD DEVELOPMENT OF GEOMETRIC
DISTANCE AND ANGLE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS Final
Report
Raymond B Wilson. Jr. Jan. 1965 102p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-3895)
(A FC R L-65-196; AD-615912)
This report documents work done under Contract AF19-
(628)-3895 and includes gas laser, ruby laser, shutter timing
and photomultiplier tube studies and investigations The two
areas reported on in laser work are a feasibility study of a
gas laser in geodetic leveling, which terminates in suggestions
for a gas laser oriented leveling system, and a medium power
Q-switched laser capable of ranging experiments The Q-
switched laser was constructed under the contract Research
support was given to AFCRL in the shutter and photomultiplier
tube studies A portable laser power supply, timing system for
a PC 1000 external shutter, and 5 channel current amplifier
were constructed under this contract, and a description of each
is given Author
N65-27088# Technical Research Group. Inc. Melville, N. Y
THEORETICAL RESEARCH ON LASER OSCILLATION Final
Report
MorrisC Newstein, Stephen R Barone. and Nicholas Solimene
Bedford. Mass..AFCRL, May 1966 21 p refs
(Contract AF 19(604)-8817)
(AFCRL-65-270; AD-615804)
Topics considered in six scientific reports prepared under
the contract are: the theory of plane-parallel Fabry-Perot
resonators, perturbed Fabry-Perot resonators. Fabry-Perot
resonators at small Fresnel numbers, thermal fields and spon-
taneous emission in open resonators and the quantum theory
of optical coherence Abstracts and summaries of these six
reports are presented as well as an account of some prelimi-
nary results on a dynamical theory of laser oscillation. Author
N6B-27099# Cornell Univ.. Ithaca. N. Y School of Electrical
Engineering
INVESTIGATION OF LINEAR BEAM AND NEW CONCEPTS
OF MICROWAVE POWER GENERATION
G. C. Dalman and L. Mac Kenzie Griffiss AFB. N. Y.. RADC,
Apr. 1965 58p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3243)
(RADC-TR-65-22; AD-615766)
The interaction of magnetically focused electron beams
with electromagnetic circuits, basic electromagnetic interaction
circuits, electron beam phenomena, electron-beam plasma
amplifier, and laser-stimulated electron emission are discussed.
The feasibility of using biased electron beams to control phase
shift in linear beam tubes is demonstrated. The research on
magnetically focused electron beams included the results of
experiments conducted on immersed-flow electron beams, and
the effects of axially varying magnetic fields on beam properties.
Experiments showing the presence of strong microwave in-
teractions in a beam-generated plasma are also described.
Basic probe measurements of electron densities and effective
electron temperatures were made on an argon plasma identical
to that used for the beam-plasma amplifier. Further. two applica-
tions of the laser-induced electron beam were considered:
(1) the measurement of the beam-loading admittance; and
(2) the active interaction in which a radio-frequency is propa-
gated by the beam. E,E.B.
N65-27203# International Business Machines Corp., York-
town Heights, N.Y. ThomasJ. Watson Research Center
INJECTION LASER STUDY Seventh Quarterly Progress Re-
port, 10ec. 1964-28 Feb. 1965
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K. Konnerth. F, F Morehead. F Stern. P. R. Wagner. and K.
Weiser [1965] 104p refs
(Contract DA-36-039-A M C-02349(E))
(Rept -7: AD-615147)
Switching characteristics of P-P°-N negative resistance
diodes are determined The breakdown voltage and the sustaznmg
voltage of the devices are in good agreement with theory.
but the sw_tchmg times are somewhat longer than predicted by
theory Numerical procedures for solving the complex eigen-
value equation are described in detail. A method for finding the
number of square mtegrable solutions with continuous derwa-
tires which fall zn any reg=on of the complex eigenvalue plane is
also described The procedures found solutions that were over-
looked previously. A numerical example is gwen The emission
u_yei;uw t_it_,. ZlOiuiTI;i_l_SCenCE 6t 77 ° v. _.y. C!_..Ct..O._. _.n.ection from
an mndtum contact _nto an insulating region on the surface of
phosphorus-doped ZnTe. was observed in a 30-micron-thick
layer adjacent to the contact The emission had a quantum ef-
fic_encyof 10 -4 No wszble emission was obtained at room tem-
perature A simple theory of the response of semiconductor
absorbers and amphfiers to high intensity monochromatic light
iS =n cluahtat_ve agreement with experiment L.S.
N65-27234 Joint Pubhcat_ons Research Service. Washing-
ton D C
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AUTOMODU-
LATION OF THE SOLID LASER RADIATION
V I Bespalov and A V Gaponov In its Izv VUZov: Radiophys..
Vol VIII. No 1. 1965 24 Jun 1965 p 85-99 refs (See
N65-27225 16-34) CFSTI: $600
The =nfluence of spontaneous radiation on the behavior of
a two-level system with different longitudinal and transverse re-
taxation trmes located within a one-mode resonator was studied
Results show that spontaneous radiation leads to a more rapid
attenuation of modulation during the transient regime. Maximum
power was found in the peaks of sohd laser rad=ation, the mag-
nitude of which was logarithmically dependent on the intensity of
spontaneous radiation Included is an analysis of equations used
to establish laser oscillations without allowing for fluctuations.
laser osc=tlations *n the presence of spontaneous radiation, the
distribution function of radiatu0n intensity within the maximum
of the first peak, and the influence of spontaneous radiation on
the characteristics of consecutive peaks. S C W.
N65-27236 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C
STEADY-STATE OSCILLATIONS OF LASERS WITH DIS-
TRIBUTED LOSSES
L. A Ostrovskiy and Ye. I. Yakubovich In its Izv. VUZov: Radio-
phys.. Vol. VIII. No. 1. 1965 24 Jun. 1965 p 114-123 refs
(See N65-27225 16-34) CFSTI: $6.00
Electromagnetic oscillations within a plane parallel layer
containing two-level active molecules, where the axis-x is per-
pendicular to the boundaries of the layer, were studied. Energy
losses stimulated by radiation across the layer's boundaries, and
losses within the medium containing active molecules, are con-
sidered in the analysis. The frequency spectrum of steady-
state nonlinear oscillations and the corresponding spatial dis-
tributions of amplitudes and phases were determined. It is shown
that the presence of volume losses within thick layers leads to
nonunique space distribution of the fields of a given frequency.
S.C .W.
N66-272§2 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton, D. C.
OBSERVATION OF MULTIBEAM GENERATION OF A
HELIUM-NEON LASER
Yu. h Zaytsev and D. P. Stepanov In its Izv. VUZov: Radiophys.,
Vol. VIII, No. 1. 1965 24 Jun. 1965 p 265-268 refs (See
N65-27225 16-34) CFSTI: $6.00
N65-27581
Reported are results of several experiments with a helium-
neon laser in which multibeam radiation with a wave length of
06328 microns was observed. Excitation was achieved by intro-
ducing into the resonator a laser generating heterogeneities
either in the form of a flat plate with a wedge of optical or quartz
glass at the Brewster angle to the beam of radiation, or opaque
objects, as a segment of wire, perpendicular to the axis of the
beam. Observed were single oscillational processes, partial os-
cillations, and four- and three-beam oscillations. The conditions
ofmultibeam generation were stable with respect to dimensional
changes of the resonator. Data are included on the wobbling
of adjacent modes in straight beams and of corresponding modes
in the radiation angular-type oscillations S.CW.
N6§-27253 Jomt t'uDl¢cations Research SeTvi_e. W==_.hinc.j-
ton. D. C.
THE PARAMETER OF EXCITATION OF A SEAM-TYPE
MASER
A. F, Krupnov and V, A. Skvortsov In its Izv, VUZov: Radio-
phys., Vol. VIII, No. 1. 1966 24 Jun. 1965 p 269-274 refs
(See N65-27225 16-34) CFSTI: $6.00
Presented are results of an attempt to estimate the value
of the maximum permissible parameter of excitation of beam-
type maser generators, which focuses on determining quanti-
tatively the influence of collisions in the beam. Examined is a
parallel molecular flux impinging on a sorting system having op-
timum length and radius, in which half of the molecules are on
upper levels and half are on lower levels. The dependence of the
parameter of excitation on the size of the molecular flux and the
length of the sorting system was determined. Results obtained
are compared with data from an experiment with a formaldehyde
molecular generator. S.C.W.
N66-27665# Defense Research Corp.. Santa Barbara. Calif.
INTERACTION OF HIGH INTENSITY RADIATION AND
MATI'ER Final Report, Oct. 1964-Mar. 1966
Peter Redmond 1 Apr. 1965 4 p
(Contract DA-31-124-ARO(D)-94)
(AROD-4157-4: AD-614615)
Investigations on the refractive index of a relativistic plasma
and the solution of the Schrodinger equation for a particle in a
harmonic oscillator well in the presence of a uniform static mag-
netic field and a uniform time-dependent electric field are re-
ported. When intense radiation is propagating through a plasma.
there will be non'linear effects produced by the v" x B'term in the
interaction. These effects can be treated exactly for suitably
idealized models of the plasma. For many systems the unper-
turbed motion of the particles is well described by a harmonic
oscillator. If the radiation is incident on such a system in the
presence of a magnetic field, and if the radiation field is treated
using the dipole approximation, then the problem reduces to the
Schrodinger equation for a particle in a harmonic oscillator well
in the presence of a uniform static magnetic field. E,E.B.
N66-27581# Hughes Aircraft Co.. Culver City. Caht. Laser
Development Dept.
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE FOR SURVEIL-
LANCE Second Quarterly Report, 1 Oct.-31 Dec, 1964
James H. Morse [1964] 19 p
(Contract DA-28-043-AM C-00326(E))
(Rept.-2: A D-614445)
This report describes experimental Nd:YAG laser heads
using both tungsten lamps and xenon flashtubes for pump
excitation. These preliminary experiments were directed to
gain information for designing high repetition rate. O switched
_aser. Final design of the device is being delayed pending the
receipt of suitable Nd:YAG crystal. Author
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N66-27655# RAND Corp.. Santa Monica. Caht.
QUANTUM STATISTICAL DYNAMICS OF LASER AMPLI-
FIERS
Dennis Holliday and A E. Glassgold (New York Univ.) Apr.
1965 74p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-700; Prol. RAND)
(RM-4516-PR: AD-615026)
A quantum statistical procedure for studying interacting
radiation fields is developed and applied to a model laser
operating as a linear amplifier. The method utilizes an expan-
sion of the density matrix in terms of a complete set of orthog-
onal operators originally used by Weyl. One mode of the laser
field is considered to interact with a pumping mechanism and
with a loss mechanism. A general solution for the density ma-
trix is obtained and then applied to various initial conditions.
It is found that a classical statistical interpretation of the re-
sults is frequently appropriate. Author
N65-27746# !nternational Business Machines Corp., York-
town Heights, N.Y, Thomas J. Watson Research Center
PHONON INTERACTIONS IN CRYSTALS Quarterly Techni-
cal Report, 15 Nov. 1964-14 Feb. 1965




A quantitative theory of adiabatic fast passage in S = 1
systems is presented. This theory supports the qualitative
arguments previously given to explain the experimental
maser results. In addition, the theory explains the dynamic
gain mechanism, which is shown to be stimulated phonon-
photon double quantum emission, The attenuation of 9-Gc
phonons in phosphorous-doped Ge has been measured.
According to the proposed theory of attenuation caused by
bound electrons in degenerate states, the attenuation of the
shear wave in the (100) direction should show a maximum at
about 20 °K. The observed attenuation shows a maximum at
about 15 ° K, which is a qualitative confirmation of the theory.
The implications of this attenuation mechanism for the thermal
conductivity of doped Ge and Si are considered. Data are pre-
sented on the values of the acoustic energy velocity for quartz,
sapphire. NaCI and KI. The experimental values have been de-
termined by a special geometrical construction given by Mus-
grave and allow the construction of energy velocity surfaces.
These energy velocity surfaces give values of the velocity that
agree to within 5 percent of the observed heat pulse velocities.
The multivalued nature of the energy surface is also dis-
cussed and shown to be in good agreement with the heat pulse
experiments. Author
,_165-27760# Mithras. Inc.. Cambridge. Mass.
STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON
CHEMICAL ACTIVATION AND VAPOR FOG NUCLEATION
Quarterly Progress Report No. 1, Jun.-Sep. 1964
Charles S. Naiman, Mary Yvonne De Wolf, and Jack Schwartz
Nov. 1964 15p refs
(Contract DA- 18-035-AM C-255(A))
(MC-64-110-RI; A0-610517)
The first objective is the study of various effects of laser
radiation upon vapor and liquid systems comprised of, but not
limited to, the simulant dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP)
or air components or both. The second objective is to obtain
basic information on the condensation of vapor or aerosol fogs
as a result of laser radiation. The chemical shifts, coupling
constants, and relaxation times of the methyl and methoxy
protons in DMMP have been measured by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) techniques. Effects of focused and unfocused,
Q-switched and non-Q-switched laser radiation on methanol
vapor in a continuously sensitive cloud chamber have been
studied. A much less intense laser beam can produce condensa-
tion by incidence on a suitable surface than is required to pro-
duce tracks directly with a focused beam. A cloud chamber has
been tested with low vapor pressure materials, such as water.
to determine the modifications that are necessary, in order
to study DMMP in the cloud chamber. Author
N66-27833# Illinois Univ., Urbane. Dept. of Electrical Engi-
neering.
JUNCTION EFFECTS IN COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
N. Holonyak, Jr., M. D. Sirkis, C. J. Nuese. and C. M. WL)lfe
Mar. 1965 15p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-4337)
(AFCRL-65-271; AD-616002)
Work is described which indicates major progre,_._ has
been achieved by extending to binary and ternary III-V com-
pounds, i.e., to GaP and GaAsP. the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)
growth mechanism demonstrated recently in silicon by Wagner
and Ellis. This has made possible the growth of dislocation-
free III-V compounds and helps elucidate the mechanisms
controlling the growth of these complicated materials. Further
effort has been expended and progress achieved in the syn-
thesis of laser-quality GaAsP. The effects of doping impurities
on growth of single crystal GaAsP are mentioned. The dis-
location densities observed are also mentioned. The proper-
ties of lasers fabricated to date in this program are tabulated.
The behavior of threshold current in a certain crystal as a
function of Fabry-Perot reflector spacing is presented. The
current state of electron bombardment experiments is outlined.
Author
N65-27885# Linde Div.. Union Carbide Corp., Indianapolis,
Ind.
CZOCHRALSKI RUBY Semiannual Technical Summary Re-
port, 1 May-31 Dec. 1964
M:N. PI6oster, H.M. Dess, andO. H. Nestor 22 Jan, 1966 41 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-4132(00); ARPA Order 306-62)
(SCR-65-1 ; AD-610600)
The quality of Czochralski ruby was significantly improved
during the report period. The gain resulted from closer controls
on growth parameters, ambient atmosphere, and melt tempera-
ture, Crystals grown under preferred conditions are bubble-free
and of high optical quality. Optical paths through 6-ram-diameter
X 4-6cm-long X .O3-.04wt percent Cr203,60 ° orientation rubies
are uniform over the rod aperture to within a wavelength (Cdl
6438A) or oetter. The passive beam divergence observed ap-
proaches the diffraction limit. 90 ° and 0 ° rubies grown on Verneuil
seed rods are of lesser quality in that order. A, rough estimate
based on rocking-curve data indicates an 8-second upper limit
on mosaic structure in current ruby. The remaining optical in-
homogeneity is due principally to chromium variations and
probably residual stress. Author
N66-27886# Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Westinghouse Research Labs.
CHELATE WATER SOLUTION LASERS Final Technical Sum-
mary Report, 1 Jul.-31 Dec. 1964
E. P. Riedeland R.G. Charles [1964[ 72p refs
(Contract Nonr-4573(O0); ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(AD-610714)
Heavy water is considered as a liquid laser solvent. Its
unique combination of good optical homogeneity, low absorp-
tion at the laser output frequency and low viscosity make it very
attractive for proposed high radiance liquid laser systems The
30
heavy water soluble rare-earth chelate research at the West-
inghouse Research Laboratories both before the start and dur-
ing the present contract is described Chelates having adequate
solubility, high quantum efficiency and improved absorption
bands have been developed The work with europium benzoyltri-
fluoroacetonate both before and after the end of the present
contract =s described To date, laser action has been achieved in
10 salts of this compound in acetonitrile near room tempera-
ture Output beam divergence, spectral narrowing and thresholds
for laser action are discussed, Author
NS6-27932# Technical Research Group. Inc.. Melville. N. Y.
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR Interim Engineering Re-
port No, 1.1 Jun.-31 Aug. 1964
A. L Pogoda. J. T. La Tourrette. S. Jarrett. and S, Jacobs




The feasibility of techniques leading to a Doppler optical
navigator for measuring instantaneous ground speed with
0.1 ft/sec accuracy at altitudes of 250 to 5000 feet is dis-
cussed Present microwave Doppler radars are limited in short
term accuracy due to the large relative bandwidth of the
Doppler return signal which is caused by the large beamwidth.
A doppler optical sensor using a laser transmitter will generate
a narrow beam which results in a Doppler return of narrow
bandwidth The technique discussed uses a CW-laser as a
transmitter and detects the Doppler shift in the carrier fre-
quency by optical heterodyne techniques. Signal-to-noise ratio,
atmospheric effects, and spectrum width are considered. Also,
the laser receiver, detector, system electronics, laser oscillator-
amplif:er experiments, and scanning noise measurements are
included. E.E.B.
N65-27969# Stanford Univ.. Calif. Microwave Lab.
MICROWAVE RESEARCH Quarterly Status Report No. 24,
1 Nov. 1964-31 Jan. 1965
M Chodorow [1965] 14p refs
(Contract Nonr-225(48))
(ML-1316; AD-614099)
Microwave studies were continued. A program for de-
termining properties of ZnO crystals was initiated for studying
the microwave region of acoustic wave amplification in piezo-
electric semiconductors Detailed temperature dependence
measurements of the line positions of absorption transitions
of Nd 3+ in the hard LaF 3 lattice were continued for improv-
ing the performance of optical masers. The use of a bleechable
absorber as the O-switching element is being evaluated in the
development of a tunable laser, and instrumentation for study-
ing attenuation of ultrasonics at low temperatures was com-
pleted. The relation between energy transport velocity, group
velocity, and attenuation in CdS crystals is being investigated
in research on geometrical optics of acoustic waves. Studies
were initiated on oscillations in semiconductors, and on plasma
effects in solids. L.S.
N65-28149# Utah Univ. Salt Lake City. Microwave Device
and Physical Electronics Lab
MICROWAVE DEVICE AND PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS
LABORATORY CONSOLIDATED QUARTERLY REPORT,
JANUARY 1-MAR. 31, 1965
31 Mar, 1965 77p refs
(Contracts Nonr-1288(05); AF 04(693)-439: AF 33(657)-8677:
DA-039-AMC-O2372(E); Grant NSF GK-29)
(MDL-Q12; A D-465082)
N65-28160
Research activity is reported on an effort to extend the
useful frequency spectrum into the range from microwave
frequency to optical frequencies and to improve existing devices
and techniques in the microwave spectrum. This effort is being
pursued by studies of electron beam devices, solid state devices.
and plasmas. NEA.
NSr_28184# Aeronutronic, Newport Reach. Calif. Applied Re-
search Labs.
LASER PUMPING SOURCES Addendum to Final Technical
Report
S. Byron and W. Lawrence 30 Apr. 1965 15 p ref
(Contract Nonr-4237(O0): ARPA Order 306-62; Proj. Defender)
(U-3104; AD-615335)
pumping source is presented. Two side pumping configure-
lions were fabricated and used in attempts to pump a Nd-doped
glass rod and ruby rods. The successful pumping of the Nd-
doped glass laser rod indicates that laser action can be pro-
duced using this pump under conditions of mechanical stress
on the crystal caused by high pressure gas in contact with the
plastic potting material. The electrical energy equivalent inferred
from the shock pumped laser output of the Nd-doped glass
laser rod indicates an equivalent chemical to electrical energy
conversion efficiency of about 2% The laser crystal wee not
damaged, allowing the possibility of developing repetitively
pulsed chemically powered laser devices based on this con-
cept. More difficulty was encountered in pumping ruby than
was anticipated and may be due to the side pumping geometry,
the low spectral intensity of the shock heated xenon source at
4100A or mechanical stress. RN.A.
NSB-281sa# Naval Research Lab.. Washington. D. C. Ra-
diometry Branch
COMPARISON OF UNDERWATER-ATTENUATION OF
LASER WITH NONLASER LIGHT Final Report
G. L. Knestrick, J. A. Curcio. and A. G. Rockman 5 Jan. 1965
10 p refs
(NRL-6181 ; AD-610692)
In a cooperative effort with the U. S. Naval Ordnance Lab-
oratory, the attenuation coefficients of filtered Potomac River
water were measured for coherent and for noncoherent light.
A He-Ne gas laser served as a source of coherent red light
at 6330A. and a filtered, collimated, concentrated arc lamp
furnished noncoherent light at 6355A (red) and at 5255A
(green). The divergence of the light beam was of the order of
one milliradian in all cases, end the entire cross section of the
beam was always accepted by the receiver. The attenuation of
red light was measured for underwater ranges of S to 36 m
and of green light for ranges of 6 to 122 m. No experi-
mentally significant difference was found between the attenua-
tion coefficients measured for coherent and noncoherent
light. The value obtained at 6328A was 0.35 m-t end at 5255A
the value was 0.097 m -1 Author
N65-28160# Technical Research Group, Inc., Melville, N. Y.
Quantum Electronics Dept.
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR Interim Engineering Re-
port No. 2, 1 Sep.-30 Nov. 1964
A. L. Pogoda. J. T. La Tourrette. S. Jarrett. S. Jacobs, and
S. Reich [1964] 31 p
(Contract AF 33(615)-1973)
(TRG-019-1-2; AD-610737)
Progress is reported on a program to determine the
feasibility of techniques leading to a Doppler optical navi-
getor for measuring instantaneous ground speed with 0.1 ft/sec
accuracy for altitudes of 250 to 5000 feet. Present microwave
Doppler radars are limited to short term accuracy due to the
large relative bandwidth of the Doppler return signal which is
31
N65-28168
caused by the large bandwidth (2 °). A Doppler optical sensor
using a laser transmitter will generate a narrow beam which
results in a Doppler return of narrow bandwidth. The approach
chosen utilizes a CW laser as a transmitter and detects the
Doppler shift in the carrier frequency using optical heterodying
techniques, During the report period, the work effort included:
(1) scanning noise measurements with focused and collimated
Laser beams; (2) evaluation of fabrication techniques for a
folded laser oscillator amplifier configuration: (3) experimental
investigation to determine best gas pressure for 3.5/_ HeXe
laser; and (4) continuation of electronics desicln. N.E.A.
NSS-28168# Varian Associates. Palo Alto. Calif. Central
Research Lab
COHERENT INFRARED LASER Semiannual Technical Sum-
mary Report No. 3, 17 Jun. 1964-15 Jan. 1966
M.W Muller andA. Sher [1965] 17p refs
(Comract Nonr-4244(00); Prol. Defender)
(Varian-314-3S; AD-610616)
The main purpose uf this investigation was to determine
the feasibility of a laser which operates on vibrational transi-
tions. The population inversions among the vibrational states
were to be produced by taking advantage of the Franck-Condon
principle, Several schemes were proposed which make use of
the Franck-Condon principle and all of them have now been
eliminated as likely laser candidates in those molecular systems
we have investigated. Author
N66-28497# France. Office National d'Etudesetde Recher-
ches A_rospatiales, Chatillon-sous-Bagneux.
USE OF LASER FOR TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT AT
GREAT RANGE [UTILISATION DU LASER POUR LATRA-
JECTOMETRIE A GRANDE PORTEE]
ClaudeVeret [1964] t7p In FRENCH Presented atla Reunion
sur les Equipementsdes Champs de Jr,Jr CERES, 22 Sep, 1964
(ON ERA-TP-168(1964))
The object of this report is to determine and experimentally
verify the range of a laser telemetric device with a reflector on
the tracking-object and with atmospheric perturbations being
taken into account. A ruby laser emitter, focusing and collimating
reflectors, telescopic receptor, and time dependent photo-
electric cell to measure the range are described. For experi-
mental data the reflector setup was removed to geographic
locations from 20 to 90 kms from the sending and receiving
device. It was determined that for horizontal trajectories the ac-
curacy of the system is greatly dependent on atmospheric con-
ditions with greater accuracy being obtained with increasing
vertical trajectories. Trans. byJ .G.
N65-28499# France Office National d'Etudes et de Recher-
ches A(_rospatiales, Chatillon-sous-Bagneux.
LASER PHOTOMETRY THROUGH PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
[PHOTOMETRIE DU LASER PAR CELLULE PHOTOELEC-
TRIQUE]
Michel Philbert [1964] 13 p In FRENCH Presented at the
Intern. Symp. on Laser Physics and its Applications, Bern.
12-14 Oct. 1964
(ONERA-TP-182(1964))
This report deals with the calibration of photoelectric cells
which measure laser output through integration of the emission
energy as a function of time. Calibration of the photoelectric
receptor is described, and the construction and calibration of an
attenuator which reduces the emission flux in proportion to the
photoelectric cell receptivity is also presented. Both an absorp-
tive and diffusive attenuator are described. Trans. by J.G.
N66-28825# Airtron. lnc,,Morris Plains. N.J.
GROVVTH OF BROAD LINEWlDTH RUBY CRYSTALS Final
Report, 1 May 1962-30 Apr. 1964
[19641 8Op refs
(Contract Nonr-3832(00): ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(R-11-454; AD-615557)
Progress has been achieved in perfecting the techniques
for the growth of ruby from flux and broadening the fluorescent
linewidth I_y Ga additions. It has been demonstrated that large
flux free ruby crystals suitable for fabrication into laser rods
can be produced by spontaneous nucleation from slowly cooled
molten salts, By lowering the pedestal supporting an 8 inch
X 8 inch crucible until a 200 ° C gradient is obtained, and slowly
cooling a PbF 2 melt at 1.5 °C per hour. large ruby plates up
to 3/8 inches thick and 2 inches in maximum dimensions
have been grown. Attempts to grow larger crystals by growth
on ruby seeds were not successful, but it was established that
crystals can be grown free from chromium content variation by
using ruby nutrient and growing crystals in a temperature
gradient under steady state conditions. Solubility of AI203 in
PbF 2 has been mcc, surad and [he effect of Cr and Ga on the
solubility has been determined. Chemical analysis of the crys-
tals shows a concentration gradient exists for Cr but not for
Ga Line broadening was achieved in ruby crystals both by
the deliberate addition of Ga, and by the substitution of 02- by
F- during crystal growth. Broadening in excess of 10 cm -1
was obtained due to a combination of these factors Two rods
cut from these crystals lased at 2000 and 12OO joules respec-
tively in a 3 inch long laser head at 200 ° K Author
N66-28645# Lockheed Aircraft Corp, Burbank. Calif
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY
EdwardV. Ashburn Jun. 1965 66p refs
(LR-18863)
This report consists of a bibliography of the open litera-
ture on lasers, an author index and a few notes relating to
lasers. The bibliography is in four parts. A distinguishing
feature of this bibliography is the classification scheme in-
troduced in part two. The field on the study is subdivided into
many topics and categories which are assigned identification
numbers. These numbers are printed after each entry. In the
list of categories the serial numbers of every pertinent entry
appears. NEA,
N65-28608# Spectrolab. Inc.. Sylmar, Calif.
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF OPTICAL FILTERS FOR
SELECTED LASER FREQUENCIES Interim Technical Re-
port, 1 Mar.-31 May 1965
SamuelJ. Holmes 15Jun. 1965 14p
(Contract AF 33(615)-2402)
(AD-466027)
Design and fabrication continued on optical filters having
laser wavelengths in the 6328 A helium-neon line, the 1 06
micron heodymium line, and the 3.5 micron neon-xenon line.
A mica interference filter technique for fabricating optical
interference filters with transmission passbands having half-
bandwidths of 1 to 2 A is described. Two optical helium-neon
laser filters were evaluated and calibrated on a 750 mm mono-
"chromator having a wavelength resolution of approximately
0.1 A. Auxiliary filtering is discussed, Data on the angular sen-
sitivity of the filters was taken directly from the monochromator
scan for various angles of incidence. R.N.A.
N66-28619# New Mexico State Univ.. University Park. Re-
search Center.
VARIATION OF REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER OP-
ERATION Semiannual Report, Jul. 1964-Aug, 1965
Jerald R. Izatt. Harold A. Dew. and Robert C, Mitchell Apr.
1965 61 p refs




High resolution measurements were made of the anomalous
dispersion associated with the two Stark components of the
R 1 absorption line in ruby. These measurements suggest that
the R 1 dispersion obeys the Kronig-Kramers relations; however,
it is superposed on a background which is itself anomalous
because the refractive index increases with increasing wave-
length, These measurements cover a wavelength interval of
0.5_ and the change in background index is of the order of
10 -3 while the R 1 dispersion curve deviates from the back-
ground value by 10 -4 at the maximum. The coherent radiation
from a ruby laser used to illuminate the ruby sample, is ab-
sorbed less in traversing the sample than was expected on the
basis of absorption measurements made with incoherent light.
Accurate measurements were made of the temperature de-
pendence of the ruby laser emission between 63 ° and 116 ° K
ano m a secono mtervai between i _5: and 207" K. L;ght shis:din,_
is described which was designed and tested to minimize pump
light and ruby fluorescence at the detector in experiments
with the sample optically pumped. R N,A.
N65-28654# RAND Corp. Santa Monica, Calif.
NON-LINEAR ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION BY
ATOMIC SYSTEMS
H. K. Shepard and H T, Yura Mar 1965 45p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-700)
(RM-4478-PR : AD-615262)
We consider a three-level atomic system whose energy
level structure allows the absorption of two laser photons via
a real intermediate state, and calculate the rates of single and
double photon absorption as a function of the electric field
strength E We find that for weak fields the single and double
photon absorption rates are proportional to E2 and E4, re-
spectively, while for strong fields both the single and double
absorption rates tend to constants independent of E (i.e..
they saturate). We find situations where the ratio of the double
photon absorption rate to the single photon rate is of the order
6 Also. we consider the case of two different laser beams
(of different intensities and frequencies) interacting with a three-
level atomic system, In particular, we calculate the rate of ab-
sorption of two photons, one from each beam. Finally. we give
numerical estimates of a double photon absorption process in
neutral chromium and potassium vapor. Author
NS5-28779# Raytheon Co.. Waltham. Mass. Research Div.
GASEOUS LASER RESEARCH Interim Engineering Report
No. 1,1 May-31 JuL 1964
F. Horrigan, S. Koozekanani. and R. Tataronis Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Systems Eng, Group [1964] 57 p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1949)
(S-669; AD-613688)
The objective of this research effort is to achieve detailed
understanding of the excitation mechanisms operative in the
xenon and helium-xenon gas lasers. The method of meas-
urement to be used in obtaining the cross sections for electron
impact excitation of the various xenon levels of interest is
described. A description of the first test vehicle constructed
and the results of its tests are given. The experimental results
are given, On the theoretical side. estimates of xenon lifetimes
have been obtained by means of the Bates-Damgaard approxi-
mation, An application of the rate equation and various simple
assumptions have been applied to the xenon system, re-
sulting in expressions for laser power and population inversion
as functions of electron density for one special case. The
theory of a diffusion-controlled glow discharge has been modi-
fied to include the effects of the metastables found in all the
rare gases. Author
N6S-28795# Library of Congress. Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
SOVIET LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY: ANALYTICAL SURVEY
Surveys of Soviet-Bloc Scientific and Technical Literature
6May1965 59p refs
(ATD-P-65-23)
A bibliography on Soviet laser research and associated
fields, covering the period from January 1961 to September
1964. is presented. Twenty-seven participant facilities were
involved in the reports covered, with the majority of the material
distributed among eight key institutions. These are discussed
in the descending order of contributions. Interfacility correla-
tion among these eight key institutions is described, and a
brief discussion of the leading scientists" associated with the
aforementioned institutions is included. A bibliography of
the retrieved articles is divided into such subsections as gaseous
lasers; lasers based on paramagnetic materials and on semi-
conductor materials; exotic lasers; spectroscopy of paramagnetic
laser materials: and laser theory, applications, and effects.
M.R,W
N65-2tFJ01# Weapons Research Establishment (Australia).
A STUDY OF THE HIGH GAIN 2.025 MICRON XENON-
HELIUM LASER
B A. See Apr. 1965 35p refs
(PAD-104)
High gain lasers are of particular interest in the field of
communications due to the relative ease with which they may
be constructed and run. This paper presents the results of
studying the 2,026 micron Xenon-Helium laser. The parameters
of the Xe-He laser have been studied with the view to optimizing
the power output. In particular the optimum ratio of partial
pressures, the total pressure and the transmission of the mirrors
have been investigated. The paper concludes with an examina-
tion of the effect of tube diameter on small signal gain, Author
N65-28920_ Naval Research Lab., Washington. D. C.
LASER RESEARCH Interim Progress Report. 30 Jun. 1964-
1 Jan, 1965




This report reviews recent laser work of the Optics Divi-
sion: Naval Research Laboratory. The major topics covered
include the effect of _)umping on ruby quality, optical examina-
tion of lanthanum fluoride, testing of large ruby laser rods, dc
operation of the AH6 mercury tube. hologram experiments.
fast Q-switching. and magnetic Q-spoiling experiments.
Author
N65-28961"# National Aeronautics and Space Admihistration.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
LASER WELDING
R.J, Schwinghammer 23Jun, 1965 51p refs
(NASA-TM-X-53285) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF$0.50 CSCL20E
A comprehensive analysis of the current state of the art in
high powered lasers and laser welding is presented, Among
the pertinent subjects discussed are basic laser types and
the MSFC 240 kilojoule system including the gun. focussing
system, power supply, pulse forming network and diagnostics.
Welding aspects are considered in detail and "'Q'" spoiling tech-
niques, pulse repetition rate and pulse width effects are ex-
plored. The future of continuous wave lasers for welding is
discussed, and pertinent general laser information is given in
the appendix. Author
N65-29390"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
LINE WIDTH AND INVERSION RATIO OF IRON-DOPED
RUTILE
C. Curtis Johnson and Larry E. Rouzer[ 1964] 5 p ref Submitted
for Publication
(NASA-TM-X-54754) CFSTI: HC $100/MF$0.50 CSCL20E
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Experimental studies of the line width and inversion ratios
of iron-doped rutile (Fe 3- Tin 2) are reported which demonstrate
the usefulness of this material for broadband maser applica-
tions Optimum concentration studies resulted in measured
line widths of 60-Mc and inversion ratios in excess of 15:1.
Inversion ratios were also calculated from the gain and para-
magnetic absorption data taken over the frequency band of
29-41 gc Inversion ratios averaged better than 15:1 over
the entire band Net gains of 20-db per inch were attained
with this material The rutile was loaded on a meander line
using a conventional loading technique. Sufficient isolation
was incorporated into the structure to make the amplifier
gain stable and eliminate regeneration All measurements
were taken at liquid helium temperatures Among the primary
advantages found in the use of iron-doped rutile was the sub-
stantial reduction in the required magnetic field strength.
S.C .W
N65-29444"# Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif. Inst of Tech. Pasa-
dena
THE APPLICATION OF MASERS TO PHYSICAL MEASURE-
MENTS
Walter H. Higa [1964] 3 p refs Presented at the Intern Conf.
of Microwaves, Circuit Theory and Inform. Tokyo. 7-11 Sep
1964
(Contract NAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-58815) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL20E
The use of masers as low noise preamplifiers in microwave
communications is well known This paper describes the use
of masers in physical measurements. In particular, the changes
in spin-temperature of a paramagnetic crystal as a function
of various perturbations have been measured. Both spin "heat-
ing" and spin "refrigeration" of the order of I°K have been
measured, at a crystal temperature of 4.2 ° K, by perturbing the
Boltzmann distribution in a multi-level spin system, Details
of the experimental arrangement will be given with the results
obtained Author
N65-29794# Illinois Univ., Urbana Dept of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS TO PHOTOELASTICITY
C. E. Taylor, C E. Bowman. W. P. North. and W F. Swinson
Mar. 1965 21p refs
(TEAM -276)
This paper discusses briefly the principles of gaseous and
ruby lasers and makes comparisons of pertinent properties of
lasers and conventional light sources. Since the output from a
laser is a highly collimated beam of monochromatic light that
can be made extremely intense and plane polarized, the emi-
nent suitability of lasers as light sources for photoelasticity is
suggested. Lasers are shown to be superior to conventional
light sources, especially for the scattered light method and for
high speed dynamic work. Experiments are described and re-
sults are given for using lasers for (1) the scattered light
method, (2) a conventional transmission polariscope with
static loads, and (3) dynamic photoelasticity. Author
N65-29889# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div
IRRADIATION ON THE SECOND OPTICAL HARMONI_S
V. S. Mashkevich 12 May 1965 9 p refs Transl. into ENG-
LISH from Ukr. Fiz. Zh. (Kiev). v. 9. no. 2. 1964 p 226-229
(FTD -TT-65-25/1 ; A D-617159)
Intense optical harmonics were obtained in crystals by
laser irradiation. TAB
N65-29901# American Optical Co., Southbridge. Mass. Re-
search Center,
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF SUN-POWERED
LASER TRANSMITTER Interim Engineering Report, Apr.-
Aug. 1962
D.A. La Marre [1962) 43p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-8619)
(IER-I: AD-437865)
A program of experimentation and design leading to the
delivery of an experimental model of a sun-powered laser trans-
mitter is described. Efforts to achieve sun-powered laser
action using ruby. a three-level laser material are reviewed.
Possible causes of the discrepancy between theoretical pre-
dictions and the unsuccessful experimental results of an earlier
program are discussed. The feasibility of using four-level laser
materials is investigated. A general expression is derived for
the figure of merit "G" of a four-level laser in the sun-powered
end-pumped configuration. In a survey of possible new laser
materials, two four-level types, neodymium-doped calcium
tuna]state (Nd3+:CaWO4) and neodymium-doped glass,
(Nd :_+:glass) were determined to be promising. Calculation of
"'G'" indicates that Nd3+:CaW04 should laser in the sun-
powered end-pumped configuration, providing the loss coef-
ficient of the sample is not large. Thermal problems involved
in cooling neodymium-doped glass are analyzed. Experimental
study of samples of ruby and NdJ+:CaWO4 to determine im-
portant laser parameters and optical quality is reported. Also,
the status of the design and construction of the sun-tracking
laser mount is specified. Author
N65-29906# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Colum-
bus Antenna Lab.
PARAMETRIC EXCITATION OF ACOUSTIC WAVES IN
SIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
W.T. Kavage 1 Jun 1965 31 p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2287)
(Rept -1935-5; AD-466177)
Stimulated Brillouin sca.ter=ng is a traveling wave para-
metric interaction between an acoustic wave and light. There
are three types of stimulated Brillouin scattering and in this
thesis the basic concept of these interactions is discussed, Ex-
perimental evidence for the backward traveling acoustic wave
case is presented. The existence of a threshold power density
for this case is shown. The appearance of "boundary effects"
and the disagreement of experimental results with the existing
theories is presented. Author
N65-30159# VarianAssociates, Beverly, Mass
HYDROGEN MASER PROGRAM Interim Technical Report,
1 Jul. 1963-27 Mar. 1964
JacquesVanier 10Jun. 1965 40p refs
(Contract Nonr-3570(00))
(AD-617342)
Research was conducted to determine the characteristics
of the storage bulb of the hydrogen maser as part of a program
for advancing the art of the hydrogen maser. Particular at-
tention is given to wall relaxation, wall shift, exchange inter-
actions, and maser tuning techniques, R,N.A
N66-30178# Institut fur Plasmaphysik G.M.B.H, Garching
(West Germany).
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF RUBY-LASER RADIA-
TION IN FULLY IONIZED LIGHT ELEMENTS
Heinrich Hora Sep. 1964 20p refs
(IPP-6/27)
Starting from the linearized macroscopic equations of the
two-fluid-model, the absorption coefficient and refractive index
of a fully ionized plasma are calculated for atomic numbers
Z = 1 to 10, electron temperatures T = 101 to near 105eV,
atomic densities N = 101"/ to 1023cm -3. and for a light fre-
quency o: = 2.71 • 1015sec (ruby laser). A linear interaction
between field and plasma is assumed. Although only the
D.C. collision frequency is used, the resulting optical con-
stants are in good agreement with Dawson's and Oberman's
34
N65-31091
values (based on a microscopic theory), and with absorption
coefficients calculated from bremsstrahlung theory. In the
latter case the light frequency must be much higher than the
plasma frequency, and an agreement is only possible, when
stimulated emission =s taken into account in the bremsstrah-
lung calculations. Author
N65-30205 Minnesota Univ. Minneapolis.
OPTICAL RADAR PROBE
John L Kroening In its Atmospheric Phys. Res May 1965
p 12-21 refs (SeeN65-30200 19-13)
Tosupptement the aerosol soundings made with the photo-
electric particle counter aboard balloons, a 6943 _ ruby laser
aerosol Graphs are included of vertical ozone distribution.
wind speed and direct,on, and vertical ozone and dust distribu-
tion measured stmultaneousl V C TC.
N65-30208 Library of Cnngress. Washington, D.C. Aero-
space Technology Div
REVIEW C:: SOVIET RESEARCH ON OPTICALLY PUMPED
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Charles Shishkewsh In its Foreign Sci Bull.. VOl 1. No. 7
Jul 1965 p 1-5 refs (See N65-30207 19-34) =
A revfew is presented of the research which led to the de-
velopment of the first Soviet optically pumped semiconductor
laser Both indirect and direct transition laser studies are re-
reveiwed A description is given of a GaAs laser pumped by a
ruby laser and the Stokes component of Raman scattering
from nitrogen irradiated by a ruby laser Author
N65-30242# Hughes Aircraft Co.. Culver City. Calif.
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE FOR SURVEIL-
LANCE Third Quarterly Report, 1 Jan.-31 Mar. 1965
Eric J Woodbury Fort Monmouth. N. J.. Army Electron. Labs.
I19651 25 p
(Contract D A-28-O43-A M C -00326(E))
(Rapt-3: AD-617343)
Tradeoffs between tungsten lamps and xenon flashlamps
as pumps for pulsed Nd:YAG lasers are investigated, The
results obtained are given in detail and indicate that below
6 kc repetition rate. flashiamps are superior to tungsten lamps
while above 6 kc repetition rate the reverse is true. The actual
crossover region is not sharply defined so that from 3 kc
to 9 kc repetition rate other system considerations could force
the choice of one or the other types of lamps. M.R.W.
N65-30541"# General Telephone and Electronics Labs., InC.,
Bayside. N. Y, Bayside Labs.
INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL TECHNIQUES
FOR CONTROLLING THE DIRECTION OF A LASER BEAM,
PART I: BEAM DEFLECTOR DEVICES. PART Z: BEAM
DEFLECTOR SYSTEMS Interim Report
V, J. Fowler. J, Sch_afer, S. Kapuscienski, R. Johnson. and
P. Weiss 29 Mar. 1965 76 p
(Contract NAS8-11459)
(NASA-CR-64222: TR-65-722.8) CFSTI: HC $3.0O/MF
$0,75 CSCL 2DE
An investigation of a system for optical acquisition and
tracking is described. Part I of the report is concerned with the
experimental development of the key component of the sys-
tem, a laser beam steerer which uses piezoelectrically driven
mirrors. Consideration is given to maximum attainable resolu-
tion, frequency response, hysteresis, thermal and aging effects,
and unwanted models of deflection. Part II deals mainly with
the theoretical aspects of the system. This section discusses
types of scan modes, range calculations, and noise analysis
including combined effects of atmospheric and shot noise.
Also described are results of a one dimensional tracking sys-
tem incorporating shear plate deflectors. Author
NG6-30970# Bell Telephone Labs.. Inc.. Murray Hill. N. J.
SOUD-STATE MASER RESEARCH (OPTICAL) Quarterly Re-
port, 14 Nov. 1964-14 Feb. 1966
J. E Geusic 14 Feb. 1965 22 p raft
(Contract OA-36-O39-AMC-02333(E))
(QR-6: A0-617184)
Part I reports the generation of repetitive, high-power
pulses by repeated Q-switching of a continuously pumped
YAG:Nd laser. Part II discusses the results of an experimental
and theoretical study of Yb 3+ in yttrium-aluminum and yttrium-
g:!_i:m -_;r.,=*=. Author
N68-30979# Library of Congress, Washington, D, C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
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Monthly Review of Selected Foreign Scientific and Technical
Literature
Aug. 1965 74p reft
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refs
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N6§-31013"# Technical Research Group. Inc.. East Boston,
Mass,
FREQUENCY STABILIZED GAS LASERS. PHASE I: STUDY
REPORT
P. Rabinowitz and J. T, La Tourrette Jul. 1965 26 p" raft
(Contract NASa-11773)
(NASA-CR-64359) CSCL 2DE
"Gain-dither" laser frequency stabilization has bean pre-
viously demonstrated with 3.39# lasers at TRG. The change in
parameters necessary to utilize this technique in the visible
region of 6328A are examined through both theoretical and
experimental considerations. It is shown that it is necessary
to use a 3.39/: laser as an optical pump gain modulator to
achieve a satisfactory discriminant for stabilization. With such
s pumping scheme, a breadboard stabilization system was
constructed. Frequency stability of a few parts in 1010 for
periods of several minutes was achieved. Conclusions arrived
at affecting the design of a stabilized laser package are in-
cluded. Author
N65-31091# Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio School of Engineering.
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A TRAVELING WAVE LIGHT
AMPLIFIER IN A TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
John Allan Love, III (M.S. Thesis) Jun. 1965 102 p refs
(GSP/PHYS/65-14: AD-516707)
A traveling wave optical maser (TWOM) was placed in a
recirculating configuration to make multipess amplification
possible. First. a computer analysis was performed to deter-
mine the change of the population inversion in the amplifying
medium and the output photon flux as the input signal travels
35
N65-31202
through the medium Specifically. the resulting two coup!ed
rate equations were solved using material-cavity parameters
corresponding to neodymium-doped calcium tungstate in a
cavity 40 nanoseconds in length It was found that only under
constant high pumping rates and in short cavity path lengths
wdithe returned output energy be amplified again Second. an
experiment was performed utilizing ruby for both the oscillator
and the amplifier Amplification of the order of 30 db occured
Author
N66-31202_ Spectra-Physics, lnc, Mountain View,Catif
HIGH POWER GAS LASER IN THE VISIBLE Quarterly
Progress Report, Jan. 1-Mar. 31, 1965
Arnold L Bloom and Robert L Byer [19651 23p refs
(Contract DA -28-043-A M C-O0194(E))
(QPR-3; AD-618106)
Work during this quarter has consisted of spectroscopic in-
vestigation of the laser emission from C-W argon, krypton.
and xenon lasers and from the pulsed mercury-helium laser
The work with the noble gas ion lasers has indicated widths
of 3.000 to 5,000 megacycles, with clearly resolved Zeeman
splitting in fields over 700 gauss. The mercury measurements
have resolved the isotope shift in the 6150 A line and indi-
cated a line width of about 500 megacycles Details of the
exact wavelength measurement of the mercury wavelength are
presented in this report. Author
N65-31360# Space Technology Labs.. Inc, Redondo Beach.
Calif.
SELECTIONS FROM THE TRW SPACE TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORIES LECTURE SERIES, VOLUME TWO
Thomas L. Branigan. ed 1965 70p refs
CONTENTS:
1 THE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS AND
LASERS CH.Townes(Mass. lnst. of Tech.) p4-13 (See N65-
31361 20-16)
2. THE BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS E.C.
Levinthal(Stanford Univ) p14-21 ref (See N65-3136220-23)
3. THE EFFECTS OF HIGH-ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS
W.N. Hess(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center) p 22-34 refs
(See N65-31363 20-29)
4. THE ABUNDANCE OF THE ELEMENTS H. C. Urey
(Calif. Univ.) p35-46 refs (See N65-3136420-06)
5. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE SPACE RELATIV-
ITY-GYROSCOPE EXPERIMENT L I. Schiff (Stanford Univ.)
p47-50 refs (See N65-3136520-23)
6. ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES K.A. Anderson (Calif.
Univ.) p 51-60 refs (See N65-3136620-29)
7. THEORIGINOFPLANETARYATMOSPHERESA. G.W
Cameron (NASA, Goddard Inst. for Space Studies) p 61-70
ref (See N65-31367 20-30)
N65-31361 Massachusettslnst of Tech.,Cambridge.
THE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS AND
LASERS
Charles H. Townes 7 Sep. 1962 /n Space Technol Labs.,
Inc. Selections from the TRW Space Technol, Labs. Lecture
Ser.,Vol. 2 1965 p4-13 (See N65-31360 20-34)
Basic operation and frequency characteristics of optical
masers are considered. Cesium, helium-neon, and ruby ma'.er
oscillator systems are described, and the measurement of the
bandwidth of an oscillator is explained. Some applications of
masers and lasers are mentioned. M.RW
NS5-31459 Georgia Inst. of Tech, Atlanta
STIMULATED PHOTON-PHOTON SCATTERING
I R Getland, L Gold (Martin Co. Baltimore). and J, W. Moffat
(Toronto Univ.) In Maryland Univ. Proc, of the 3d Ann East-
ern U.S Theoret Phys Conf. (1964J 8 p refs (See N65-
31450 20-24) Prepared jointly with Martin Co., Baltimore
end Toronto Univ
If a stimulating beam of photons is superimposed on the
direct nonlinear interaction region, the resulting stimulated
photon-photon scattering could be observed with foreseeable
laser power In the proposed experiment, one laser beam is
reflected back by a mirror and the other is scattered at an angle
equal to the incident angle _ which satisfies Bragg's Law,
'_0 = k sin _ where _0 and ,_ are the wavelengths of the in-
cident and standing wave beams, respectively. This geometry
corresponds to a so-called "brick wall" coordinate system, and
the probable number of stimulated scattering events per second
could be obtained. Such results indicate that it may be possible
to observe stimulated photon-photon scattering in a vacuum;
the main problem being the separation of the scattered photons
from the Rayleigh scattering background caused by the scat-
tering of light by atoms in the vacuum. M.W.R.
N66-31681# Naval Ordnance Test Station. China Lake. Calif
Test Debt
FABRY-PEROT TYPE LASER MODULATORS Technical
Progress Report. Jul. 1963-Jul 1964
Donald G Mc Cauley Apr 1965 45p refs
(NOTS-TP-3736; TPR-386: AD-617717)
This report describes the optical characteristics of two pro-
totype laser modulators having the thin, flat. disk-shaped Fabry-
Perot(F-P) interferometerdesign The modulators are being used
to investigate the use of laser radiation in communications The
report discusses the intensity modulation resulting both from the
converse-piezoelectrically-induced oscillations in the physical
separation of the interferometer reflectors and from the electro-
optically-reduced oscillations in the optical separation of the
interferometer reflectors Author
N65-31836# Hughes Aircraft Co, Culver City. Calif
[NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS AND'THE GENERATION OF
HOLE BURNING SPECTRAL FLUXES] Monthly Report No,
9, 15 Feb.-14 Mar. 1965
L G Komai {1965} 37 p
(Contract A F 33(615)- 1648)
(A D-464366)
Time-resolved spectral studies of Nd-glass normal lasers
were made and suggest that the intricate and diverse details
of the spectra observed may be characteristic of hole-burning
spectral fluxes generated within the oscillator cavity The e,f-
fects on different spectral fluxes were attained using a distant-
mirror mode selected oscillator A considerable range in spec-
tral flux was achieved using a Fabry-Perot spectral compressLon
with thin dielectric-coated microscope glass slips inside the
laser A glan prism in the laser provided a plane-polarized
output and the polarization effects were studied C T.C.
N65-31BS7# Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier, Inc, Bed-
ford, Mass Systems Div
XLS-60 AND LS-53 OPTICAL BEACON SYSTEMS Final
Report. Apr. 1965
A L Rotch and G J. Lichtblau Apr 1965 62 p
(Contract AF 19(628)-40491
(B-3068; AFCRL-65-292: AD-464806)
The design and fabrication of a balloon-borne xenon
optical beacon for laser and optical tracking and a missile-
borne xenon optical beacon for optical tracking are documented
The basic' elements of a xenon flashing light system are de-
scribed Design parameters and light output are determined
for flat-plate reflectors and quas=-paraboloidal "tailoring"
reflectors giving constant illumination at varying slant ranges
Electrical design parameters for xenon optical beacon space
applications are specified and proved Previous space fhght
successes are described. Author
N65-32069# Korad Corp., Santa Monica. Calif.




R A Sehr FT Monmouth. N J. Army Electron Res and De-
velop Lab [1964] 21 p
(Contract DA -28-043-AM C-00235(E))
(QPR-2. AD-618464)
This report describes device development work on gallium
arsenlde injection lasers carried out during the second quarter
of the contract period Particular emphasis was placed on m-
creasing the external power efficiency of the diode laser In
the course of these experiments, laser performance was stud-
ied as a function of junction depth, the junction being formed
by Zn diffusion from the vapor phase. Two metallizing meth-
ods were tried in order to determine the influence of the surface
treatment on laser performance Twenty lasers fabricated by
previously described techniques were delivered in the early part
of this reporting period Author
N6B-32178*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D C
LIGHT MODULATION AND ITS APPLICATION TO TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS
Gerard Marie Aug 1965 27 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Mere Soc Ing Cwils France (Paris). v. 117. 1964 p 19-30
(NASA-TT-F-8762) CFST! HC $200/MF $050 CSCL 17B
The principles of light modulation and the interest light
modulation offers for the long-distance transmission of infor-
mation are reviewed The main phenomena which can be
brought into action for the achievement of this object=re are
indicated and the advantages presented by the linear electro-
optical effect which appears in certain classes of crystals are
discussed Finally, the development of modulators intended
for the transmission of one or more television circuits and the
performances that can be expected from systems associated
with He-Ne gas lasers are described E.E.B.
N65-32191"# General Dynamics/Electronics. Rochester,
N.Y. Research Dept
LASER MODULATION AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL Monthly
Report No. 8, 1-28 Feb. 1968
E.G. Brock. F. C. Unterleitner. Y. C. Kiang. and J F. Stephany
10Mar. 1965 14p ref
(Contract NASw-1008)
(NASA-CR-64436) CFSTI: HC $1OO/MF $0.50 CSCL 20L
Spectroscopic study of YAG:Nd 3+ has continued, result-
ing in measurement of the temperature dependence of energy
levels involved in laser emission. The separation of the levels
of the 4F3/2 state is found to be 84.5 =LO.1 cm -1. independent
of temperature. Integrated intensities of the eight fluorescent
lines between 1.05 and 1.08# have been measured between
180 ° K and 400 ° K. Apparent linear dependence of linewidth on
temperature is noted, but is subject to refinement of data. Tem-
perature dependence of laser threshold has been measured
and is discussed on the basis of spectroscopic data. Author
N65-32203# Cutler*Hammer, Inc. Deer Park. N. Y. Air-
borne Instruments Lab.
STUDY OF SOMD-STATE AND TRAVEUNG-WAVE MASER
TECHNIQUES Sixth Quarterly Report, J@n.-Mar. 1965
C. Allen, J. De Gruyt, W. Heinz. S Okwit. and J. Smith Grif-
fissAFB. N.Y..RADC. Jun. 1965 33p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-2989)
(RADC-TR-65-148: A D-618403)
The purpose of this program =s to develop improved maser
techniques and apply them to a broad-band maser system.
The breadboard maser system =s _n _ts final stages of fabrica-
ti3n and assembly. Details of the system are described and
performance tests will begin shortly. Anamolous limiting
effects reported earlier for the semiconductor limiter were found
to be caused by relaxation effects in the material Measure-
ments of a final configuration are presented and a novel pulse
modulator mode of operation for the device is described. The
Gunn effect in semiconductors has been investigated as a pos-
sible pump source for traveling-wave masers An initial study
indicates that this approach to a solid-state pump source may be
worthwh*le Author
N65-32211# NahonalCo, Inc. Melrose Mass
STUDY AND INVESTIGATION OF A PROTON MASER
ANTENNA Final Report
Alexander Ganssen Earl Law Sloan III Jonathan C Webste
andWayneLedder GriffissAFB N Y RADC. Apr 1965 134p
(Contract AF 30(602)-2908)
(RADC-TR-64-567. A D-619043)
A new concept zn a low frequency magnetzc fzeld sensor
, .... i-, ....................... r ---
the Promant operation is explored and calculations are given
for the threshold sensitivity in terms of the system parameters
A breadboard model Promant has been constructed to verify
the predicted operational behav,or A description of the model
and procedures of its apphcatlon in test=rig the bas¢c theory are
presented in detail An investigation of several different free
rad=calsolutlonszs reported The response of the Promant was
studLedlnthe frequency range from dc to 1000c/s The present
research effort has shown that Promant ts an extremely sensl-
ttvelowfrequency magnetic field sensor The breadboard model
represents only an _nltla[ approach to the problem Means to
improve the senslt,vlty by perhaps as much as 70 dB and to pre-
serve a constant threshold response to h,gh frequency are pro-
posed Author
N65-32298# Centro di Studio per la Fisica delle Microonde.
Florence (Italy)
LASER CAVITIES Final Report
R Pratesi. L Ronchi. and G Toraldodi Francia Apr. 1965 B4p
refs
(Contract AF 61 (052)-720)
(AFCR L-65-481:AD*618468)
A general analysis of the performance of a multiple axial
cawty constituted by many ruby rods w_th plane and parallel
surfaces has been carried out The threshold cond_t=on for
oscdtat_on has been derived by applyDng a statistical treatment.
and the theoretical results have been checked experimentally
A systematic analysis of the spectral output of the laser
radiation was carried out together with an analysis of the spiking
structure of the pulse Far and near field patterns have also been
studied The extension of the multiple axial cawty to geometries
other than the plane-parallel is briefly discussed Finally the ap-
plication of the multiple axial cavity to the product,on of giant
pulse of enhanced monochromaticity has been tested, using
glasses with vat*able transm¢ssion coefficient as light-switches
Author
N65-32343# California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation
Lab.
EFFECTIVE FLUORESCENT LIFE TIMES IN RUBY LASER
RODS
J.A. Fleck. Jr. 15Apr. 1964 17p refs
(Contract W-7405-ENG-48)
(UCR L-7765-T(Rev. 1))
In the presence of a population inversion fluorescent life-
times are reduced as a result of stimulated emission. Effective
fluorescent life-times have been calculate'd using a Monte Carlo
method for ruby rods with Brewster angle ends and roughened
sides. The calculations take into account the dependence of gain
and reflectivity on polarization and the dependence of gain on
frequency. Results show that effective fluorescent life-times are
quite insensitive to rod length but strongly dependent on rod
diameter. They also indicate the possibility of oscillation in a
random mode for rods of sufficiently large diameter. Author
37
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N65-32675# Library of Congress, Washington. D. C Aero-
space Technology Div
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN, VOLUME 1, NO. 8 AMonthly
Review of Selected Foreign Scientific and Technical Literature
Aug, 1965 74 p refs Sponsored by Dept of Defense
CONTENTS:
1. GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE S G, Hibben p 1-8 refs
(See N65-32676 21-07)
2. RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS Y Ksander p 9-17
refs (SeeN65-32677 21-16)
3. FORECASTING SOLAR FLARES D Michaels p 18-20
refs (SeeN65-3267821-29)
4. THE SECOND "MAN-IN-SPACE" SYMPOSIUM
AND PROBLEMS OF VOSKHOD-2 LIFE SUPPORT SYS-
TEMS B Mandrovsky p 21-27 refs (See N65-32679 21-05)
5. EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF ALUMINUM NITRtDE
THIN FILMS J, G Kourilo p 28-30 refs (See N65-32680
21.17)
6 SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY NOTES [SPACEFLIGHT
MEDICAL MONITORING. EXTRAVEHICULAR ACT_V!TY,
GEODETIC AND DISTANCE-MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
POLAR MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS. ETC(USSR) I p 31-
48 refs
7, CONFERENCES [LASERS [USA): ARTIFICIAL SAT-
ELLITES. CELESTIAL MECHANICS, PROBABILITY THEORY
AND MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. PHYSICAL PROP-
ERTIES OF ROCKS, ATMOSPHERIC AND HYDROSPHERIC
BOUNDARY LAYERS, AND POLYMERS (USSR)} p 49-59
8. BOOK REVIEWS [RAREFIED GASES AND EX-
PERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN GRAVIMETRY IUSSR),I
p65-70 refs
NS5-32677 Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. Aero-
apace Technology Div,
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS
Yuri Ksender In its Foreign Sci. Bull., Vol, 1, No. 8 Aug, 1965
p9-17 refs (SeeN65-3267521-34)
Recent Soviet contributions to the theory and applica-
tions of lasers based on the stimulated Raman scattering af-
fect are reviewed in the light of the quantum mechanical,
classical, and semiclassical methods, The excitation threshold
and line intensity of SRS in a variety of organic compounds and
certain semiconductors are analyzed. Use of the ruby, neo-
dymium-doped glass, and optically pumped semiconductor
lasers for excitation of SRS is discussed. Author
N65-32861# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Foreign Technology Div,
SEMICONDUCTORS GENERATE LIGHT
N, G, Basov 7 Jul. 1965 9 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Pravda (Moscow), 5Jan. 1964 P 3
(FTD-TT-65-337/1 +4:AD-618013)
A brief discussion of Russian research on semiconductor
quantum generators is presented, Comparisons are made
between semiconductor generators and generators of other
types (ruby crystal, glass, and gas). The comparisons cover
dimensions, radiated power, vibration mode. and efficiency.
The use of the semiconductor quantum generator as an ex-
ceptionally economical source of light is discussed, and other
promising applications are considered, M.R .W.
NB5-32985# Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique. Saclay
('France), Centre d'Etudes Nucleaire.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE MOLECULAR
SCATTERING OF LIGHT. USE OF A LASER AS LIGHT
SOURCE [CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DE LA DIFFUSION
MOLECULAIRE DE LA LUMIERE, UTILISATION D'UN
LASER COMME SOURCE LUMINEUSE]
Lucian Slama (PhD, Thesis, Paris Univ.) 1964 78 p refs'
In FRENCH: ENGLISH summary
(CEA-R-2375) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF$0.75
The experiments of the molecular scattering of light have
been repeated using a ruby laser as a light source. The angular
distribution of the scattered light intensity has been measured
when the electric vector of the incident beam is either in the
plane of observation or perpendicular to that plane. In the first
case a good agreement with the Rayleigh theory has been found
but this is not true in the second case, The differential cross
sections for scattering have been measured for various gases.
The values found are two or three times larger than the ones
deduced from the classical theory. The possible effect of a varia-
tion of the beam intensity upon the linearity of the scattering
process has been looked for. Author
N65-33397# Cutler-Hammer. Inc. Deer Park, N Y Air-
borne instruments Lab
STUDY OF SOLID-STATE AND TRAVELING WAVE MASER
TECHNIGUES
J A. De GruyI, W.W. Heinz. S, Okwit. and J. G. Smith Griffiss
AFB. N.Y,.RADC. Mar, 1985 25p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-2989)
(RADC-TR-65-30; AD-614651)
The purpose of this program is to develop improved
maser techniques and apply them to a broad-band maser
system The final design parameters of the broad-band maser
system have been established and a description of the bread-
board system is presented in this Peport. Fabrication and pro-
curement of the breadboard components have begun A ridged-
waveguide semiconductor limiting structure has been developed
andthe results obtained with it are also presented in this report.
Limiting characteristics have been improved: however, addi-
tional work {s necessary in order to lower the limiting level so
that the maser is adequately protected. Author
N66-33401# Naval Ordnance Lab., White Oak, Md,
LASER ACTION BY ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING: STATE
OF THE ART, TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS, AND
GUIDE FOR EXPERIMENTS
MortonStimler Sep. 1985 47 p refs
(NOLTR-65-95; A D-468832)
This report relates to laser action by electron beam pump-
ing, The papers chosen for review were selected to show the
type of work being performed with electron beam pumping, and
to form the basis for feasibility conclusions. Calculations in-
tended to provide starting points for future work are also given.
These include calculations of ion density in ruby, electron
beam density, quantum efficiency, and critical fluorescent power
Also presented is the original data from which a family of curves
is generated to predict electron penetration depths into mate-
rials of known density. The report concludes with a list of equip-
ment for settin 9 up an electron gun apparatus and a concep-
tual sketch of a compact, electron beam laser device. The
conclusion reached was positive feasibility. This has since
been verified, In addition, because of the advantages pointed
out in the report, interest in the technique of electron beam
pumping has been continually increasing. Author
NS6-33409# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign TechnologyDiv.
THE POSSIBILITY OF OBTAINING A SERIES OF POWER-
FUL SINGLE PULSES ON A RUBY OPTICAL QUANTUM
GENERATOR
Yu.V. Bayborodin. V.L Broudeet al 25 May 1965 lop refs




Experiments with a ruby optical quantum generator
(OQR) show that several powerful radiation pulses can be ob-
tained during a single ignition. The experiments involved insert-
ing an OQR resonator with mechanical shutter disks into an
optical resonator. The shutter disks, which were rotated rapidly,
had three series of openings that assured repetition times of
50. 100. and 500 msec, corresponding to a frequency range
of 5.10 to 200 kc. Ignition duration of the pumping tube was
close to 1.2 msec. The results show that if the time of pumping
for the generation of the first pulse is 400 msec. generation of
successive pulses can be obtained with 50 msec pumping
times. It also appears that the 20 kc frequency is not an upper
limit. J.M .D.
N68-33421# Hughes Research Labs., Malibu. Calif.
LASER DEVICES EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION Interim
Rq_rt. 5 AW.-30 Jul. 1BI§
Viktor Evtuhov [1965] 28p refs
(Contract A F 33[657)- 11650)
(IER-7: AO-468754)
The operating life of the cw ruby laser has been extended
to several hours at full power output, and to periods exceeding
40 hours at reduced power output. An increase in incremental
efficiency from -- 5 mW/100 W input to -- 15 m W/100 W has
been obtained by increasing the output coupling. No corre-
sponding increase in the absolute power output has been oh-
rained, however, primarily because of difficulties with the pump
lamps. In attempts to improve the operation of the cw ruby
laser, a number of different cavity geometries, ruby rods. and
pump lamps have been experimentally investigated. The
greatest difficulties were found to be associated with the pump
lamps. Calculations were performed involving comparisons
of the pulse and cw thresholds for ruby as well as the power
outputs from three- and four-level systems. Experiments on
transverse mode hopping in the cw ruby laser have been per-
formed. In general, mode hopping was found to be less ex-
tensive in the cw laser than in the pulsed laser. Author
IkNIB-33§71 Spectra-Physics. Inc., Mountainview, Calif.
AN INFORMATION NOTE ON AN AIRBORNE LASER TER-
RAIN PROFILER FOR MICRO-REUEF STUDIES
Robert C. Rempel and Alan K. Parker (Aero Service Corp., Phila-
delphia) In Mich. Univ. Proc. of the 3d Syrup. on Remote
Sensing of Environment Feb. 1965 p 321-338 Prepared
jointly with Aero Service Corp., Philadelphia (See N65-33550
22-13)
A gas laser ranging device which gives very high accuracy
differential terrain height information from an airborne plat-
form is presented. This presentation covers the airborne and
ground test results of a feasibility model, and the development
and probable performance of the final production model. A dis-
cussion of the instrument's direct applications to remote sens-
ing and its use in conjunction with existing devices to improve
their utility is presented. Author
N_-33(MIB# Space Technology Labs.. Inc., Redondo Beach.
Calif. Physical Electronics Lab.
RESEARCH ON CHARGE PARTICLE DIAGNOSTICS
Prog_m Report No. 4. 1-31 ,hun. 1964
R. F. Wuerker [1964! 4p ref
(Contract AF 33(615)-1035}
(ST L-4127-6004-SU -000: AD-480936)
Experimental studies of the solid-state laser system which
was put into operation end tested as a generator of intense
single shot multimegawatt nanosecond radiation pulses, are
reported. Satisfactory operation in this mode was verified by
directing light onto a whitened surface and observing the scat-
tared radiation with a biplanar photodiode. The gain of the
laser rods was measured as a function of input energy to the
flash lamp by insertion of neutral density filters into the optical
N65-33895
resonant cavity and determined, experimentally, from the
threshold for onset of stimulated emission. Tests verified that
the crystals were not uniform, but consisted of hot and cold
regions. The hot regions had a gain which increased linearly
with energy to the flesh tube. At an input of 5000 joules, meas-
urements verified a gain of 5 along the hot regions of the
crystal. The cold region saturated at gains of 3 to 4. The meas-
ured gain and recorded pulse shape were in agreement with
theoretical predictions. S.C.W.
NB5-33710"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.. Cambridge.
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS
E. GarmireandC. H. Townes [_96_] _i p refs Submitted _or
Publication
(Grant NAG-330; Contract AF 19(828)-4Oll)
(NASA-CR-58214) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL20E
Stimulated 8rillouin scattering of intense laser light, with
a build-up of coherent hypersonic waves, was observed in a
number of liquids in an arrangement which allows multiple
Britlouin scattering processes end precise measurement of the
velocity of hypersonic waves. In solids, a single scattering of
the incident light was observed, with a shift to lower frequencies
equal to the frequency of the acoustic wave. In liquids, eight
orders of successively scattered light waves appear. Each order
was generated backward from the incident wave and found its
way back to the laser cavity where it was amplified. A giant
pulse ruby laser provided the incident light in an experimental
arrangement. A glass flat with parallel sides was introduced
into the beam as an additional optical resonator in order to
separate |ongitudinal modes and produced a single mode with
a frequency spread less than .04 cm -1. Stimulated Brillouin
scattering was also observed with the ruby laser under normal
operation, but the giant pulse system was used for measure-
manta of frequency shifts due to high spectral purity. R.W.H.
N66-33773# New York Univ., N.Y. Electron Tube Group.
PROJECTS DEALING WITH ADVANCED ELECTRON DEVICE
TECHNOLOGY Status Report
Feb. 1965 49p refe
(Contract DA-28-043-AM C-00039(E))
(SR-85; A D-463584)
Advanced electron device technology is considered in
summaries of government-sponsored projects and some
related abstracts from non-government publications. Projects
are divided into three general categories: development.
evaluation, and production: device rating, reliability, life, and
environmental studies: and device techniques and studies of
related phenomena. Low and high power, microwave, passive.
and special devices are discussed. Three projects dealing with
optical masers are summarized. M.W.R.
NOr_338_ Westinghouse Electric _:orp., B-e_more, Md.
Aerospace Div.
DEVELOPMENT OF MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER
MA8ER DEVICES Interim Technical Report No. 7
W. E. Hughes. C. R. Kremenek, and W, E. Richards Wright- Pat-




During this reporting period the major effort has been di-
rected toward improving measuring techniques for a zero field
81-gc maser and a 9.3-gc maser. The improved techniques in-
clude new cavity designs, improved superheterodyne receivers.
new dewar designs, and more reliable operation. Each im-




N65-33899# Purdue Univ, Lafayette. Ind. Quantum Electronics
Lab,
NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF LASER BEAM WITH
SOLIDS Final Report, Apr. 1, 1963-Jun. 30, 1965
A K Kamal and M, Subramanian 30 Jun 1965 47 p refs
(Contract Nonr-1100(24); ARPA Order 306-62; Prol. Defender)
(AD-618473)
The first and extensively studied phenomenon is the non-
linear dc polarization that is caused by the second order non-
linear polarization. The quartz crystal is chosen as the dielectric
medium, A quantitative relationship between the dc polarization
and the intensity of the propagating laser beam is given. A
convenient method of detecting dc polarization is presented
With this technique the elements of the second order polari-
zation coefficient can be determined experimentally. Prelim-
inary experimental results on the correlation between the
spikings in the dc polarization and in the fundamental frequency
of laser oscillatio_-, afu presented. The second type of nonlinear
polarization presented in this report is the initiation of a study
on the generation of subharmonics at optical frequencies using
high intensity laser sources. Author
N65-33916# Stanford Univ.. Calif. Microwave Lab.
UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS FOR LASER APPLI-
CATIONS
A.E. Siegman Sap. 1964 43p refs
(Contracts AF 33(615)-1411; DA-36-039-SC-90839)
(ML-1227; AD-460878)
A simple geometrical analysis developed which describes
the lowest-order transverse mode in an arbitrary unstable
optical resonator of large Fresnel number. The lowest mode is
assumed to consist of two oppositely traveling spherical waves
which uniformly illuminate the two end mirrors. The centers of
curvature of these two waves (which are not in general the
mirror centers of curvature) are found by requiring that each
center be the image of the other upon reflection from the
appropriate spherical end mirror. The resonator losses, found
from simple geometrical considerations, are given by simple
analytical expressions and are entirely independent of the
mirror sizes, The equi-loss contours on the usual mode chart
are hyperbolae. The present results agree well with more exact
results calculated by Fox and Li for the unstable case. and
with experimental results on a ruby laser having a divergent
spherical surface ground directly onto the ruby rod. Unstable
resonators of this type appear potentially useful for transverse
mode control and for diffraction output coupling. Author
N65-33996# Air Force Inst, of Tech,. Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio. School of Engineering,
INVESTIGATIONS OF A SODIUM-MERCURY METAL
VAPOR LASER
Clinton Tucker Meneely (M.S Thesis) Mar. 1965 60 p refs
(SP/PH-65-15; AD-617950)
While many gaseous lasers have been developed using
noble gases, relatively few gaseous lasers have been developed
which operated on metallic vapors, perhaps because of the
technical difficulties involved. Much of the basic research into
metallic energy level systems and their interactions with other
systems has been done long ago by the early spectroscopists.
Their findings need only to be reappraised in the light of laser
theory to be useful. It is shown that the "technical difficulties"
involved in metallic vapor systems can probably be overcome
with careful equipment design, TAB
N66-33997# Autonetics. Downey. Calif
OCCUPATIONAL LASER HAZARDS--A SURVEY OF THE
LITERATU RE
Marnelle Kinney 7Jul 1965 21 p refs
(T5-1245/3111; AD-617913)
The need for guidelines to protect personnel involved in
laser research is generally recognized. The literature reveals.
however, that views differ as to what precautions should be
required. This bibliography contains 48 entries arranged alpha-
betically by author, and includes papers published in the open
literature and reports which may be obtained through the De-
fense Documentation Center. The periodof time covered is from
1956 through May 1965. Author
N65-34075# Library of Congress. Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN, VOLUME I, NO. 9 A
Monthly Review of Selected Foreign Scientific and Technical
Literature
Sep. 1965 91 p refs
CONTENTS:
1. COMBUSTION INSTAB!L!TY IN SOLID-PROPEL-
LANT ROCKETS P. Vantoch p 1-29 refs (See N65-34076
22-28)
2. SOVIET RESEARCH ON BALL LIGHTNING A. Iwan-
ovsky p 30-41 refs (See N65-3407722-25)
3. NEW DATA ON THE 11-YEAR SOLAR ACTIVITY
CYCLE E. Gelins p 42-50 refs (See N65-34078 22-29)
4. NOCTILUCENT CLOUD RESEARCH D.W. Michaels
p51-55 refs (SeeN65-3407922-13)
5. INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATIONS V Mutschall
p 56-63 refs (See N65-34080 22-30)
6. GIANT PULSES FROM A NEODYMIUM LASER WITH
A PHOTOSENSITIVE LIQUID Q-SWITCH J. G. Kourilo
p64-66 refs (SeeN65-34081 22-16)
7. SOVIET HYDROFOILS G. Erleman p 67-72 refs
(See N65-34082 22-34)
N65-34081 Library of Congress. Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
GIANT PULSES FROM A NEODYMIUM LASER WITH A
PHOTOSENSITIVE LIQUID Q-SWITCH
John G. Kourilo In its Foreign Sci. Bull.. V. 1. No. 9 Sep.
1965 p 64-66 refs (See N65-34075 22-34)
Two Soviet experimental studies are compared with a
similar U. S. study on producing giant pulses from a neo-
dymium-doped glass laser with the aid of reversibly bleachable
polymethine dye solutions. Similarities in the experimental
setup and some characteristics of the laser emission were
noted in both the Soviet and the U. S. studies. The stated pur-
pose of the Soviet studies was to achieve a pulse effect in
a neodymium laser similar to that previously produced in a
ruby laser with reversibly bleachable phthalocyanine or kryp-
tocyanine solutions. The most significant Soviet achieve-
ment was a single, symmetric pulse of 35-nsec width and
5-Mw peak power produced with the same polymethine dye
as in the U. S. study. The energy output of this pulse was
7% of the total ordinary laser output. Author
N65-34084# Linde Co.. Indianapolis, Ind. Speedway Labs.
CZOCHRALSKI GROVVTH OF LaAIO 3 Final Report, Jan.-
May 1965
C. D. Brandle 9Jul. 1965 26p
(Contract Nonr-4793(O0); ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(SRCR-65-4: AD-617957)
The objective of this program was to explore the possibility
of growing high optical quality LaAIO 3 by the Czochralski
method. The techniques developed for ruby growth were found
to be directly translatable to LaAIO 3 with no apparent limi-
tations imposed by the use of a crucible. Undoped and doped
(Cr 3+, Eu 3+) crystals of various orientations were grown.
40
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• Two major defects were encountered: color centers and twin-
ning. Color centers were eliminated by using high purity start-
ins materials in combinat,on with selected growth and post-
growth treatment Two mechanisms for forming color centers
are proposed and their relation to LaAIO 3 defect chemistry is
discussed The dominant twin planes have been identified to
be those of the (100) system. Their relation to the crystal struc-
ture of LaAIO 3 has been elucidated Isolated attempts were
made to grow BiAlO 3 and PrAIO 3 to determine if twinning
might be a problem in these potential host compositions; other
growth problems were encountered indicating that an answer
could be obtained only by an extensive effort beyond the bounds
of the present program. Author
N65-34108# Northeastern Univ., _oston. Mass.
RESEARCH ON STORAGE DIODE LASERS Final Tech-
nical Summery Report. 1 Apr. 1963-15 May 1964
Richard G Seed and Karl M Hergenrother [1964] 50 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4106(02): ARPA Order 306-62; Proi Defender)
(AD-618297)
Research on a proposed storage diode laser is described in
detait The desirability of such a device in many potential appli-
cations =s d,scussed The design theory is presented in detail.
Representative estimated numbers are presented. Four possi-
ble storage diode laser configurations are described, of which
the most promising *nvolves a low current storage pulse and
high current trigger pulse in a long lifetime material. The pos-
sibility of obtaining long lifetime by the shift from direct to in-
direct transition is discussed Negative experimental results
with extreme high current pulses in germamum and silicon are
presented. Additional experiments required for proof are de-
scribed Related experimental results on the observation of
reverse emission of gallium arsenide, and on the shift of the
absorption edge in germanium are presented. The design of
diode laser pulsers is rewewed in general. Three specific
circuit configurations are presented. An electrical double pulser
is described. And finally the technology of image converters
and coolers used is described. Author
N65-34155# Florence Univ. (Italy). Istituto di Onde Elet-
tromagnetiche
RESEARCH ON OPEN RESONATORS. PART I: THEORY
OF FLAT-ROOF RESONATORS. PART I1: EXPERIMENTAL
TESTS OF MICROWAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESON-
ATORS Interim Scientific Report No. 1
G Toraldo di Francia. P. F. Checcacci. and A. M. Scheggi May
1965 35p refs
(Contract A F 61 (052)-871 )
(AFCRL-65-568; AD-619879) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50
A microwave or laser resonator with flat-roof mirrors is
theoretically discussed. When the angle of the roof is ex-
tremely small, on the order of 10 -3 radians for microwaves or
10-3-10 -6 radians for optics, this resonator has some fea-
tures in common with the confocal resonator. A scaling
method is applied to the study of the characteristics of a laser
resonator. Experimental tests performed on a F.-P. resonator
with plane square mirrors operating in the X-band are de-
scribed. Measurements of frequency and quality factors of the
resonator modes along with field distributions are reported
and the results discussed. Particularly the close correlation
between mirror deformations and field patterns is shown.
Author
N6S-34184# Korad Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif,
GaAs LASER DIODES Quarterly Progress Report, 1 Jan,-
31 Mar. 1965
R. A. Sehr Fort Monmouth. N. J,. Army Electron. Command




Three different methods of junction formation were em-
ployedto obtain GaAs laser diodes for room temperature opera-
tion and include diffusion of An into an n-type substrate under
arsenic pressures of about 10 atmospheres, deposition of an
n-type layer onto a p-type substrate from a liquid Ga melt, and
vapor epitaxial growth of an n-type layer onto a p-type sub_ctrate.
The initial results of these measurements indicate tha-_r'-the
high pressure diffused junctions yield room temperature laser
diodes of comparable performance to those in which the junc-
tion is grown by liquid solution epitaxy, Laser diodes in which
the p-n junction was formed by vapor phase epitaxy _id not
lase at room temperature. Author
=,ou =-,,S2# J,_in_ P:=b'ic=ticn= Re_.e_-rch Serv ce. W_ashin0t__nn
D.C.
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY No. 220
29 Sep. 1965 27 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH fromTs'e-
Liang Chi Ti-Ch'iu Wu-Li Chi-K'an (Peking), no, 1. Feb, 1965
p 96-112
(JPRS-32185; TT-65-32676) CFSTI: $2.00
A review of the principles and development of the laser is
presented. The use of lasers for the measurement of distance.
angle, height, and geodetic surveying is also proposed, It was
pointed out that in planning for laser application in survey
work. the control, filtering, receiving, converting and indicating
systems must be adapted, and the effect of dense atmos-
phere on laser beams better understood. W.M.R.
N65-34473# Korad Corp., Santa Monica. Calif.
INORGANIC LASER MATERIALS Interim Engineering Re-
port, I Dec. 1_I-31 Mar. 1965




Laser operation was achieved with two unary oxides
(Gd203 and La20 3) doped with Nd +3 and emphasis is being
placed on improvement of crystal quality and performance effi-
ciency of these hosts, as well as the extension of this work to
other primary additives. A study was undertaken of multiple dop-
ing effects (sensitized fluorescence), with emphasis on the sys-
tem Er+3_Tm+3. Since the effect of the Er +3 enhancement
on Tm +3 fluorescence was found to increase with Er +3
concentration, it was decided to proceed to the limiting case
where the entire host lattice acts as a sensitizer. Crystal growth
of this system was initiated, and pulsed and continuous wave
laser operation of this material was achieved. In the case of
binary oxides, theoretical and experimental research is being
conducted to evaluate GdAI03. MgO-AI203. and BeO-AI203
as laser hosts. A simultaneous study of hybridized growth
techniques is accompanying this activity to cope with the
manifold problems associated with crystal growth of polynary
oxides. R.N:A.
N65-34674# Kollsman Instrument Corp., Elmhurst. N. Y.
SIMULATOR, WEAPON, FIRING AND RANGING (LASER)
SYSTEM
Port Washington. N. Y., Naval Training Device Center, Mar.
1965 92 p refs
(Contract N61339-1311 )
(NAVTRAD EVCEN-1311-1 ; AD-619164)
This report describes Kollsman's Laser Weapon Simulator
system--a device developed around a laser that simulates
the important effects of a tankgun fired at a target, and ac-
cordingly enhances the training of tank gunners. The theory
of operation of the laser (plus optics), and the associated
power supply, is presented in detail. Procedures for installing
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N65-34688
the simulator system on the tank and the target in the down-
range area, for performing pre-operation checkout, adjust-
ment, and alignment, for conductir g training exercises, and for
troubleshooting and repairing the equipment, are also pro-
vided in detail. Safety precautions necessary in aligning.
operating, and repairing the equipment are carefully noted.
Described are the test pro_,edures used and the results ob-
taineo m an experiment to determine the energy reflected from
a retroreflector (Scotchlite) located two hundred feet away
from the Laser Weapon Fire Simulator as measured by a
detector located adjacent to the laser source. The detector,
a photomultiplier, established that 0.18 x 10 -8 joules would
fall on the unaided eye of the trainee and this energy level is
shown to be safe. Author
NS5-34SS8# Sperry Rand Research Center, Sudbury, Mass.
INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF JUNCTIONS IN VAPOR-DEPOSITED
COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS Final Report. ! Jun. !96_r-
31 May 1965
HenryT,Minden Jun lS65 34.p refs
(Contract A F 19(628)-4189)
(SRRC-RR-65-52:AFCRL-65-498:AD-619717)
Germanium was epitaxially deposited on gallium arsenide
by means of the hydrogen reduction of GeCI 4, Above 800 ° ,
germanium reacted with the GaAs seed to form a black powder.
Proper deposition was observed below about 750 ° , Nonetheless,
cross doping of the Ge layer by gallium was observed even
at deposition temperatures as low as 670 ° ; the heterojunctions
showed tunnel diode characteristics. Deliberately doped junc-
tions of p-Ge on n-GaAs showed the I-V characteristics of
Ge junctions, while the photovoltaic response was that of a
GaAs junction, The voltage sign of the response was that of
normal p-n junctions. An apparatus is described for the epi-
taxial deposition of GaAs. The conditions for the preparation
of high-purity, smooth layers are described, and doping tech-
niques are given. Epitaxial lasers were made by the deposition
of zinc-doped epitaxial layers on n-type GaAs substrates
Junctions diffused into high-purity layers showed low-leakage
currents, and some negative resistance characteristics were
observed, Author
NSS-3470S# Air Force Systems Command. Kirtland, AFB.
N, Mex, Air Force Weapons Lab,
PULSE LASER INSTRUMENTATION Technical Report, Apr.
1982-Dec. 1963
Charles W. Bruce and Earl H, Collet Jun 1965 67 p refs
(ARPA Order 313)
(WL-TR-64-127; AD-618031 )
The development of the techniques and devices used to
measure pulse laser output is described. Included are discus-
sions of principles, physical design, associated circuitry, and
impedance-matching techniques, The instrumentation system
consists of e total beam calorimeter suited to the laser energy
range and an integrator whose signal is correlated to the
calorimeter measurement. The ca!orimeter is either an ab-
sorbing surface or volume arranged so that the energy is
well trapped, The surface absorber is a thermally isolated
hollow silver sphere whose inner surface has been highly
polished and whose heat capacity can be accurately cal-
culated, The laser beam is admitted into the sphere at the
focal point of s short-focal-length lens through a very small
hole off center of the sphere. The volume absorber is cone-
shaped as a result of various requirements and considerations.
Thermistors or thermocouples are used to measure the re-
sultant temperature rise. The use of these devices has several
merits, chiefly high accuracy, stability, and relative simplicity.
In addition, the devices lend themselves to the measurement
of a wide range of energy densities. Author
N65-34713# Minnesota Univ. Minneapolis Dept. of Elec-
trical Engineering.
A THEORETICAL EXAMINATION OF OFF-AXIAL DIREC-
TIONALITY IN LIGHT FROM OPTICAL MASERS




An explanation is suggested for the appearance of highly
directional off-axial radiation from solid state optical masers
of circular cross section which takes the form of rings in the
far field. The rings are due to the propagation of high order
TE and TM mode in the cavity This is established by calcu-
lating the far field pattern when the distribution characteris-
tic of such modes exists at the aperature of optical masers.
The ring angle was related to the mode order The rings ap-
pearance at discrete angles was explained by proving that the
frequency degeneracy in a multimode cavity is dependent on
the angle that wave vectors make with the axis There are cer-
tain discrete angles at which the degeneracy is high and modes
corresponding to such angles will be preferentially selected,
It is shown that the amount of degeneracy at any particular
angle depends on the type of nonumformity in the reflectiv-
ity of the mirrors Nonuniformities in the gain distribution
inside the cavity lead to mode mixing with the creation of
new modes with reduced thresholds of oscillation The effect
is larger for medium nonuniformities than for mirror nonuni-
fortuities by a factor proportional to the cavity length. R.N.A,
N65-34867# Cornell Univ.. Ithaca. N Y. Lab. of Atomic and
Solid State Physics.
DECAY OF LASER-INDUCED EXCITATIONS OF F-CENTERS
Technical Rept)rt No. 3
Dietmar Fr_hlich and Herbert Mahr 30 Jul. 1965 23 p refs
(Contract Nonr-401 (47))
(MSC-387: AD-619072)
A strong population of excited F-center states is achieved
in various alkali halides using a short intense pulse of a Q-
switched ruby laser During the presence of the excited F-
centers the time dependence of their decay is measured with a
fast-recording spectrometer. This is done by monitoring the
absorption changes connected with the ground state or excited
state populations. Using this method for crystals containing
low F-center concentrations the lifetime of the excited state
of F-centers in KI. Rbl, Csl, RbBr and CsF is measured from
7 °K to about 80 °K by monitoring absorption changes in the
region of the _-. the /_*- and the F-band. respectively, For KI
samples containing high F-center concentrations it is found
that the decay curves are nonexponential. Author
N65-34887# Stanford Univ,Calif Microwave Lab.
MICROWAVE RESEARCH Quarterly Status Report No. 26,
1 Feb.-30 Apr. 1965
Jul. 1965 14p refs
(Contract Nonr-225(48))
(ML-1351; AD-618709)
Progress is reported on acoustic wave amplification, op-
tical masers, tunable lasers, electron-proton interactions, semi-
conductors, geometric optics, and solid state plasma studies.
Among the specific accomplishments was the investigation of
a number of commercial diffused and alloyed planar p-n junc-
tions in which microwave radiation was found. The spectrum
of the emitted radiation was estimated to reach as far as 20
to 30 kMc. The power output of these diodes under pulsed
operation was of the order of one mW at X-band frequencies.
Also, attention was focused on liquids with known Raman char-
acteristics, No Stokes output was observed characteristic of
an infrared transition in either benzene or chloroform. Benzene
has a molecular center-of-symmetry and therefore no tuning
should be possible. E.E,B.
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N66-35043# Library of Congress. Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div
DIFFRACTION SYNCHRONIZATION OF LASERS Trans*
lations of Soviet-Bloc Scientific end Technical Literature
N G Basovet al t6Jul 1965 8p refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Dokl Akad. Nauk SSSR (Moscow). v. 161. no. 3. 1965
p 556-559
(ATD-T-65-47; AD-618389)
Conditions are given for the existence of a radiating mirror
laser in which a sere=conducting layer is applied directly to the
mirrors of the resonator; the said layer being divided by ab-
sorbing partitions into separate isolated cells Such an arrange-
ment increases the efficiency of large semiconductor lasers
while suppressing parasitic generation in the plane of the mir-
ror The diffractiorl uuup;ir, g co_;ficient of open reson_tnr_ is
calculated, and the stability conditions of the synchronized sys-
tem are determined TAB
N65-35172_= California Univ. Berkeley Space Sciences Lab.
ON THE USE OF RUTILE AS AN SMM MASER MATERIAL
Tosh_o Hori and Joseph'Wakabayashl 20 Nov. 1964 103 p
refs rewsed its Set No 5. Issue No 39
(Contract Nonr-222(54))
(AD-619191)
This report is to present some considerations and experi-
ments which were made m the course of design of an B mm
travehng wave maser for radio astronomy application In Part
I a brief rewew of sohd state maser theory and paramagnetlc
resonances will be made In Part II some examples of the
apphcat_on of the spin Hamiltonlan of paramagnetlc material
to maser design wtll be presented. Also. frequency characteris-
tics of quarter wave matching transformers will be considered.
At the end of Part II. the present scheme of impedance match-
mg between standard waveguide to maser amplifier will be
presented. In Part III. some experiments which have been
done to support the matching design: determination of crystal
axis by Laue back reflection method; measurement of dielectric
constant of materials which wlJJ be used ,n constructing maser
amplifiers Also. experimental considerations on broad band
matching wilt be presented Author
N65-35256"# Stanfo-d Univ. Calif. Dept. of Physics.
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF XENON FLASHTUBE OPACITY
J L Emmett. A L. Schawlow, and E' h. H. Weinberg (ONR. San
Francisco) [1954] 21 p refs Submitted for Publication
(Grant NsG-331)
(NASA-CR-56917) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 09A
The optical transmission of a xenon flashtube has been
measured at wavelengths from 2500 A to 10000 A and at cur-
rents up to 5000 amperes per cm 2. It is found that the ab-
sorption increases with current and with wavelength. Above
about 5000 A and a current of 4000 amperes per cm 2. a dis-
charge tubelcm thick is nearly opaque At shorter wavelengths
or lower currents, the discharge is fairly transparent. Author
N65-35365"# Hughes Research Labs., Malibu Beach. Calif.
INVESTIGATION OF THE DC-EXClTED XENON LASER
Final Report, 24 Mar. 1964-24 Mar. 1966
Peter O, Clark. Richard A. Hubach. and James Y. Wade Apr.
1965 81 p refs Prepared forJPL
(Contracts NAS7-100; JPL-950803)
(NASA-CR-67298) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF $0.76 CSCL 20E
Electronenergy distributions in helium-neon and xenon gas
laser discharges are found to be nearly Maxwellian for small
values of Rp. a product of the radius and the pressure. For
larger Rp values, distributions deviate strongly from the Max-
wellian. Plasma boundary effect and electron-neutral elastic
collisions, the most important factors in forming the electron
N65-35445
energy distribution in laser discharges, are theoretically formu-
lated by consideration of energy conservation The theory ex-
plains the observed dependence of the distribution as a function
of Rp. and experimental results are in reasonable agreement
with this theory. Among the new discharge configuration de-
signed and constructed were three hollow cathode discharge
tubes and a pentode laser. None of these produced measur-
able output power or gain at 3.5080 # even though they re-
quired a much larger input power than glow discharge tubes
of comparable size. It was. therefore, concluded that the stand-
ard dc-excited glow discharge is the most effective and efficient
gas laser discharge. M.WR.
F.55-35423# Cornel! Univ. Irh_c.a N Y Lab. of Atomic and
Solid State Physics.
[EXCITED STATE SPECTROSCOPY USING A Q-SWITCHED
RUBY LASER. LOCALIZED EXCITONS IN MIXED ALKALI
HALIDES] Progress Report. Oct. 1. 1964-Sep. 30. 1965
PauiL. HartmanandHerbertMahr Jun. 1965 7p refs
(Contract Nonr-401(47))
(AD-619198)
Studies in the following areas are summarized: light ab-
sorption in the presence of excited states (strongly populated
using a O-switched laser) in KI. Csl. and RbBr._ lifetimes of
the relaxed excited state of F-centers in KI. CsI. RbBr and
CsF: absorption edge of I- in KBr single crystals: process of
F-center formation with ultraviolet light of mixed and pure
alkali halides Author
N65-35429# United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford. Conn. Re-
search Labs.
RESEARCH PROGRAM ON NEW PEROVSKITE LASER
HOST MATERIALS OF THE A[B'O. § R"O,s]O3-TYPE
HAVING CUBIC CENTROSYMMETRIC LATTICE SITES
Final Report, Aug. 1, 1964-Jul. 31, 1965
F. S. Galasso. G. K. Leyden. and D. E. Flinchbaugh Jul. 1965
119 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4606(O0); ARPA Order 306)
(UACRL-D910269-5:AD-618936)
Powders of perovskite-type compounds having the gen-
eral formula Ba(B'o5Ta05)O3. where B' is a trivatent rare
earth cation. In 3+. _3+ or Sc 3+. were doped with trivatent
laser activating ions and the fluorescent lifetimes were meas-
ured. The values and long life-times obtained for other rare
earth doped phases of this type indicate that some of them
may make promising laser materials. In addition, the optical
properties of a number of other complex perovskite phases
and some non-perovskite phases were measured. Studies in-
volving flux growth crystals were also made. In the first in-
vestigations, small, discolored crystals of Ba(La05Ta05)03.
Ba(Gdo.5Ta05)03. Ba(Lu0.5Tao.5)O 3 Ba(Sco.5Tao.5)O 3
and Ba(Y05Ta05)O 3 were grown from a BaF 2 flux. After de-
tailed phase diagram studies of the BaO-YTaO4-B203 and
BaO-LuTaO4-B203 systems, clear single crystals of doped
Ba(Y05Ta05)O 3 and Ba(Luo.5Ta05)03 were grown from a
B203 flux by slow cooling. In addition, a larger single crys-
tal of Ba(Yo.5Tao.5)O 3 was grown by a modified Czochral-
ski technique. Author
N65-35445# Michigan Univ.. Ann Arbor.
OPTICAL RECTIFICATION
Michael Bass (Ph.D, Thesis) [1964] 52 p refs
(Contract AT(11-1)-1112)
(TID-21807)
Optical rectification, or the dc effect, was studied in crystals
of KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate), deuterated KDP.
CdS. Cd(S0.75 + Se025). and ZnTe using a one megawatt
beam from a ruby laser, The detection procedure entailed
mounting the crystal as the dielectric in a parallel plate capaci-
tor and measuring the voltage induced by the dc polarization.
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The relation between optical rectification and the linear electro-
optic effect was experimentally verified in KDP and deuterated
KDP. Available linear electro-optic data for these crystals
predicts values for their dc coefficients m good agreement with
the measured results. The temperature dependence of the
dc effect in these crystals was identical with that of the linear
electro-optic effect in the range from 120 ° to 300 ° K. The
quantum mechanical prediction was verified in CdS. Cd(S075
+ Seo25). and ZnTe These crystals have optical absorptions
nearer the ruby laser frequency than does KDP. and exhibit
larger optical rectification coefficients. A large interferring
signal observed in KDP using the neodymium laser may be
due to a tertiary pyroelectbc effect in the crystal stimulated
by absorption of some of the laser beam energy. R.N.A.
N65-36528# Precision Instrument Co.. PaloAIto. Calif.
COHERENT-LIGHT RECORDING TECHNIQUES Final Re-
port, 1 Jan.-31 Dec. 1964
C,H Becker GriffissAFB. N Y. RADC. Jun 1965 !45 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3272)
(RADC-TR-65-130; AD-618919)
Coherent-light recording/reproducing comprises a two-
dimer,sional quantum-mechanical data process of ultimate
packing density and frequency bandwidth It is based on a
continuous-wave single-mode (TEMoo) laser as the coherent
light source for recording and reproducing Photographic
coherent-light recording uses high-resolution microfilm as
the recording medium. Diffraction-limited images of the laser
are focused, electro-optically modulated, and swept over the
photographic film A photographic negative of the recordings
is reproduced by means of a coherent-light beam of the same
wavelength used for recording, but of strongly reduced in-
tensity. The feasibility of electro-optical scanning for coherent-
light recording/reproducing is investigated theoretically
and experimentally. Single-crystal barium titanate in the para-
electric phase is used as wide-angle deflector material. A con-
ventional servo control system is simulated, adjusting record-
ing and reproducing to real time. Author
N65-35630# General Precision. Inc. Pleasantville, N. Y
GPL Div
PUMPED TRANSFORMER LASERS Technical Summary Re-
port No. 1, 1 Nov. 1964-1 May 1965
Cecil B Ellis 17May 1965 158p refs
(Contract Nonr-4718(O0): ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(GPL-A-31-1: AD-618896)
A new concept is presented and its analysis begun: the
TRANSFORMER LASER. This arrangement is intended to
convert the outputs from many lesser, and lower quality.
auxiliary lasers into a single coherent plane-wavefront by
absorption and re-emission in the normal transitions of a
molecular gas medium. Work during this contract period has
dealt exclusively with analyses of suitable gaseous media to be
pumped by a battery of Nd-gtass lasers near 1.06#. The most
promising gas molecule found so far for this purpose is CN,
which would be obtained from the preparatory exposure of
normal (CN) 2 gas to a pulse of UV light. The analysis to date
indicates a probable potential for operation at very useful
power densities, but only a few of the possible questions about
such a system have yet been explored. Alternative choices for
the gas medium might be Cs 2 or metastable nitrogen molecules.
Further analysis of these molecules as well as of CN is planned
for the next period. Author
N65-35563# Minnesota Unlv, Minneapolis Dept of Elec-
trical Engineering
FREQUENCY BEATS IN THE OFF-AXIS MODES OF RUB_t
LASERS
Donald Theodore Davis and R J Collins [1965} 63 p refs
(Contract Nonr-710(61))
(TR-3:AD-618633)
The main purpose was to observe the beat frequencies be-
tween off-axial modes, and see how parameters such as pump
power and nonuniform reflectlvlty affect them The microwave
frequency beats between these optical laser modes are meas-
ured with a photod_ode and compared with the values predicted
by ideal cavity resonator theory The observed values are seen
to agree very well with those predicted By selecting the proper
nonuniform mirror reflectiwty pattern, it was hoped that the
thresholds of oscdlat_on could be lowered for the local modes
desired Four different sdvermg patterns were used on the
cyhndrlcal ruby rods The results indicate that it is possible to
lower substantially the thresholds of OScillation of preselected
modes w_th a proper choice of mirror sdvermg pattern, as long
as the average refiectwlty of the mirrors is not too drastically
reduccd Author
NS5-35642# Army Electronics Labs. Fort Monmouth. N J.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON REGENERATIVE RUBY
LASER AMPLIFIERS
H Jacobs. F A Brand. C Lo Cascio. G Novlck. J Castro (At
gentme Army) et al Mar 1965 39p refs
(ECOM-2575: AD-615112)
A theoretical and experimental study has been camed
out on laser amplification. An ideal laser amplifier was previ-
ously treated as a three-medium transmission system in which
an electromagnetic wave was considered to travel through air,
then through an active crystal during whDch time it under-
went multiple internal reflections and finally through air
again, all in a direction normal to the planar surfaces of the
solid material Experiments have been initiated to investigate
the validity of the theory using ruby at hqu_d mtrogen tempera-
tures. A transmission system was set up and by controlling
the relative time delays in firing both rods. the properties of
transmitted power gain were studied It was found that both
the oscillator and amplifier rubles when uncoated, could be
made to oscillate for about 100 #sec giving a well-defined
pulse of quasi CW operation The gain of the amplifier in-
creased as the times of the input signal from the oscillator
approached the time at which the amplifier went into oscil-
lation. With delay in signal relative to the amplifier oscillation
period, an attenuation in transmission was observed Author
NS5-35846*# North American Aviation, Inc D,owr, ey. Cahf
Space and Information Systems Oiv
DEFINITION OF OPTICAL ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON
LASER PROPAGATION. VOLUME III
H E. Henry 4Aug. 1965 104p refs
(Contract NASw-977)
(NASA-CR-67382:SID-65-1084 Vol III) CFSTI. HC $400/
MF $0.75 CSCL20E
An extended review of types of measurements and limita-
tions of atmospheric effects on optical propagation is given.
A brief analysis of cloud transmittance indicated that for rel-
atively thin clouds the major part of the transmitted signal is
coherent, while for thick clouds the majority of the transmitted
light is scattered. The applicability of analytical work on wave
propagation through a random media to the prediction of the
time-power spectrum of the amplitude and phase fluctuations
of a propagating wave is discussed, and recommendations
for additional analyses are indicated It was concluded that
ray optic methods could be used to provide a good approxima-
tion to phase problems, but not to amplitude problems A
method of acquiring and categorizing data related to the laser
space communications study is also presented GG
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N65-35989# Texas Instruments. Inc, Dallas Apparatus
Research and Development Lab
LASER DISPLAY STUDY Final Report. 2 Jan. 1964-31 Jan.
1965
C E Baker and H W Parker Griffiss AFB. N Y. RADC.
Jul 1965 58p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3271)
(UI-903600-1 : RADC-TR-65-169: AD-619443)
The results of a program to develop a demonstration
breadboard of a real-time, projection display system using a
laser light source are presented The basic features of the
selected approach are reviewed, and the required system per-
formance is translated into component parameters Progress
in techniques critical to the design of a successful breadboard.
such as electro-optic light modulators, acoustic hgnt t)eam
scanners gas lasers, end fiber optics, is described, The
operation and evaluation of the breadboard model developed
are made for continued work in view of favorable results to
date Author
NSB-36115# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D C
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY. NO. 213
2 Sep 1965 52 p refs Transl into ENGLISH of 4 articles from
Chinese Publ
(JPRS-31817: TT-65-32312) CFSTI: $2,00
CONTENTS
1 SOME PROBLEMS OF SOLID STATE CONTINUOUS
STIMULATED EMISSION S.-h Liu p 1-23 refs (See N65-
36116 24-16)
2. REGENERATIONOFTHESKELETALMUSCLES J. Chu
p 24-37 refs {See N65-36117 24-O4)
3 ACOUSTICS T.-y Map 38-43 (See N65-36118 24-23)
4. GRADUATION DESIGNS OF ENGINEERING STU-
DENTS p44-45
NB5-36116 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton. D C
SOME PROBLEMS OF SOLID STATE CONTINUOUS STIMU-
LATED EMISSION
Sung-hao Liu In its Transl on Communist China's Sci. and
Technol,, No. 213 2 Sep. 1965 p 1-23 refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao (Peking), no.-7. 20 Jul.
1965 p 610-617 ISee N65-36115 24-34) CFSTI: $2.00
Some of the problems of solid state continuous stimulated
emission are discussed Threshold power and output power of
such em.ssion, working materials for the production of stimu-
lated em.ss_on in solids, light sources and light condensing sys-
tems. cooling and heat dissipation, and the application of solid
state continuous lasers are among the specific topics considered
E.E.B
N65-36334# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England)
SEMI-CONDUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
G.J Burrell May 1965 66p refs
(RAE-TR-65095) CFSTh HC$3.00/MF$075
Theoretical aspects of stimulated and spontaneous emis-
sion from semiconductors are discussed, in particular in
relation to fundamental absorption coefficients. The physical
mechanisms involved in radiative recombination of electrons
and holes induced by injection at p-n junctions are described
in relation to GaAs. Fabrication techniques for GaAs injection
lasers and lamps are described in detail. Methods of operation
and the measured properties of these devices are reported.
Suitable semiconductors for use at room temperature as
injection luminescent visible lamps are discussed, and the
problems involved in producing such lamps together with means
of solving these problems are indicated. Author
N65-36869
N65-36393"# Co!lege of W*lliam and Mary. Williamsburg. Va
MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT SCAI_EREO FROM A LASER
BEAM BY THE ATMOSPHERE Semiannual Status Report
No. 2, 1 Dec. 1_)64-31 May 1965
James D Lawrence. Jr [1965] lOp
(Grant NsG-7 I0)
(NASA-CR-67498) CFSTI HC Sl,00/MF $0.50 CSCL 2DE
Progress is reported on an investigation of properties of
the earth's atmosphere by laser backscatter techniques. During
this period, the basic receiver and laser transmitter system
was completed, a number of minor modifications were made,
and a series of backscatter measurements were conducted with
a tow power ten megawatt laser system. The laser could pot
be adiusted to give single pulse output and consequently tt=e
obser_-ati_ns madc c=nnol be considered d@finlt;v_ Hnwpver
the results are oromising and are discussed. R .N.A.
N65-36734# International Business Machines Corp., York-
town Heights, N. Y. Thomas J. Watson Research Center
PHONON INTERACTIONS IN CRYSTALS Quarterly Progress
Report, 15 Feb.-14 May 1965
N. S Shiren. M Pomerantz. and R. J. yon Gutfeld [19651
30 p refs
(Contract D A-36-O39-A M C-02280(E))
(Rept.-8; AD-619273)
The signal velocity of a maser amplified 16.45 Gc/sec
ultrasonics has been measured. The measured velocity was
unchanged from the off resonance value. Gains of as much
as 23 db were obtained. The observed velocity change for 15
db absorption was 15% A qualitative theory of signal veloc-
ity has been derived and is in agreement with the observa-
tions. The attenuation of microwave r)honons due to inter-
action with Ga acceptors in Ge has been observed. All the
transverse and longitudinal waves propagating on the (100)
and (110) directions show effects due to the impurities. The
reproducibility of the measurements is rather poor. which
may mean that there is some factor affecting the attenuation
that is not yet appreciated. Heat pulses have been observe'd in
Bi, Sb and germanium at about 4 ° K. Preliminary data on Bi
and Sb leaves the question of whether electrons or phonons
are the principal heat carriers unanswered. Heat pulse data
for intrinsic germanium indicate that there is considerable
phonon scattering though individual phonon modes are dis-
tinguishable. Author (TA B)
N65-3_9_ Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
MASERS
N. G. Basov, V. S. Zuyev. and K. K. Svidzinskiy 5 Apr. 1965
40 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH of chapters 1-3 from Mole-
kulyarnyye Generatory, Tr, Fiz. Inst., Akad. Nauk SSSR (Moscow),
v. 21, 1963 p 176-199
(FTD-MT-64-330; AO-615213)
The feasibility of creating a maser using inversional transi-
tions in a beam of heavy ammonia (ND 3) was demonstrated
using a working model of a maser on a molecular beam of NDj.
On the basis of theoretical calculations it is shown that in a
maser on a beam of ND 3. conditions of self-excitation will be
attained at reasonable parameters of the maser. Calculations
:,f the hyperfine structure of the inversional spectrum of ND 3
were made. and derived data were used to analyze the absolute
stability of the maser. The possibility of increasing absolute
stability by line selection or by isotopic substitution of N TM
for Nt5: is discussed. Included is a description of the installa-
tion, and results of studies using the working model. Experi-





beams comparable to the output of an optical maser but at fre-
quencies differing from those of the optical masers Also, one
must avoid establishing favorable cond*tlons for the buildup of
stimulated Raman scattering in optical systems in which only
transmission of an intense optical beam is desired.
Author(TAB)
N66-10260" General Post Office. London (England)
THE GOONHILLY DOWNS SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
STATION
W J Rrav F J D Taylor et al In NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center Relay I Program 1965 p 671-751 refs (See
N66-1022601-31) GPO HC$425:CFSTI MF$350
A series of papers deals with the Goonhilly Downs space
commumcations station =n Great Britain The station and its
facilities are described: including the steerable dish aerial.
the mare control building and computer and control rooms,
power supply, and system checking fac*lities. Design require-
ments and considerations are given for the 85-ft steerable
dish aerial; and discussions are included of the d*sh and support-
ing structure, azimuth mount, elevation mechanical drive, and
control system Calibration and testing procedures are presented
Computing and data transmission for prediction steering of the
aerial are discussed Other papers deal with beam-swinging
facilities of the aerial, the circularly-polarized diplexer for the
aerial, and primary aerial feeds The waveguide feeder system.
the 1700 mc transmitter, kow temperature thermal noise source.
helium system of the maser installation, demodulating tech-
niques, the traveling wave maser amplifier, and digital tech-
tuques used in aerial steering are also reported M WR.
N66-10395" Columbia Univ., New York. Columbia Radiation
Lab,
AN OPTICALLY PUMPED Rb 87 MASER OSCILLATOR
P. Davidovits /n NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center Short-
term Freq. Stability 1965 5 p refs (See N66-10381 01-07)
GPO: $1.75; CFSTI: MF $1.50
(Contract DA-36-039-SC-90789)
A self-sustained Rb 87 maser oscillator has been developed.
The maser oscillates on the Rb 87 hyperfine transition frequency
(approximately 6,835 Mc/sec). Because of its simplicity and
potential frequency stability, the device promises to be a very
useful frequency standard. Author
N66-10583# Martin Co. Orlando. Fla.
LASERS AND THEIR EFFECTS Annual Progress Report,
1 Jul. 1963-1 Mar. 1964
James H. Burkhalter I Apr 1964 bOp
(Contract D A-49-193-M I D-2456)
(0R-3885. AD-433218)
The biological effects of lasers and laser radiation are
described. Design and construction of a research laser and
associated instrumentation is included. Important problems
investigated for various biological researchers and the ap-
proaches used are discussed. Author
N66-10766# Sylvania Electric Products. Inc. Mountain
View. Calif. Electronic Defense Labs.
TECHNIQUES FOR SUPER-MODE OSCILLATION Interim
Engineering Report. 1 Jun.-31 Aug. 1965




The work of this program is divided broadly between two
main activities. The first is to obtain a more complete under-
standing of the physics governing the operation of the FM and
super-mode lasers. The second is concerned w*th improving the
techniques for coupling the modes of the FM laser and finding
more efficient means for full power supermode conversion of
the FM signal to a monochromatic output. An FM modulator
was designed and built for incorporation into the laser cavity
which is approximately twenty times as efficient as the modu-
lator used successfully in all previous FM experiments. This
modulator will permit work with lasers having many more
oscillating modes than was previously possible. An external
modulator was designed to be used for supermode conversion.
This modulator is expected to have ten times the modulating
capability of the previous super-mode modulators, alloing work
with much higher power lasers. Attempts were made to find
alternate techniques for obtaining substantial power at a single
frequency. TAB
N66-10581# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Colum-
bus. Antenna Lab.
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING AND RELATED NON-
LINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS
D.A. Sealer 31Jul. 1965 132p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2287)
(Rept.-1935-6; AD-470341)
Through stimulated Raman scattering an optical maser
becomes a source of power for narrowband electromagnetic
radiation at frequencies separated from the frequency of the
optical maser by integral multiples of the frequency of a molecu-
lar vibrational resonance. The generation of radiation at these
frequencies is accompanied by a power decrease in the opti-
cal maser beam The significance of stimulated Raman scatter-
ing to active device research and development is that it is a
rrreans of producing well-collimated intense narrowband optical
N66-10779# California Inst. of Tech. Pasadena Quantum
Electronics Lab.
NONLINEAR EFFECTS IN TRAVELING WAVE LASER AM-
PLIFIERS Scientific Report No. 5
D.H. Close May 1965 216p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1322)
(AFOSR-65-0999; AD-621320)
Using semiclassical rad,ation theory, a formalism similar to
that used by Lamb in his 'Theory of an Optical Maser' is de-
veloped for studying the amplification of vector traveling waves
in a laser-type medium. The effect of the medium on the waves
is given in terms of space (or time) dependent field amplitudes
and phases and a nonlinear index of refraction With particular
emphasis on typical gaseous media, the effects of Doppler
broadening are treated in detail for arbitrary ratios of natural
to Doppler linewidths Polarization and propagation vectors in
various directions are considered, and the nonlinear effects are
found to make an isotropic medium effectively amsotropic
47
N66-10960
Lowest order nonlinear effects (due to a polarlzat_on cubic in the
field amplitudes) are studied extensively, and the frequency de-
pendence of several of these processes =s presented in graphical
form In particular, the introduction of fields at new frequencies
and polarlzahon effects are considered The characteristics of
these nonlinear processes peculiar to Doppler broadened lines
are discussed, and the processes are interpreted in terms of
saturation and coherent modulation of the population inversion
density TAB
correlation of the photons in the wave field. This diminu-
tion is manifested by deterioration of the visibility of inter-
ference effects An expression is obtained for fringe visibility
as a function of (1) the Doppler frequency-shift upon reflec-
tion from the moving mirror. (2) the line width of the laser
Lorentzian spectral distribution, and (3) the optical path
difference The implications for pulsed displacement meas-
urements are discussed. Author
N66-10960# Boeing Scientific Research Labs., Seattle, Wash
Plasma Physics Lab
PLASMA PHYSICS LABORATORY REVIEW, JANUARY-
JUNE 1965
[19651 29p refs
Radio frequency modulation on hght from the sun, stars.
and a ncbula _',_as fuu.d and observed as a new technique
Other developments relative to communications were a prac-
tical approach to the reentry radio blackout problem and
studies of a new solid state source of microwaves Research on
thecontrol of power from hydrog_:n bomb reactions was aided
by studies of very small, cold bits of semiconductors Con-
currently, a billion watt laser to emulate some properties of
the hydrogen bomb explosion is in use This work is con-
ducted along w=th related studies of a plasma accelerator.
Th_s device holds promise of prowdlng in a shielded labora-
tory a small model of an H-bomb explos=on m space Such
an experimental device would be very useful in space weapons
studies in addition Eo its contribution to research on superhot
plasmas R.W H
N66-10962# National Research Council of Canada. Ottawa
(Ontario)
ESTIMATION OF HEATING OF A PLASMA BY LASERS
[ABSCHATZUNGEN ZUR AUFHEIZUNG EINES PLASMAS
MITTELS LASERN}
H Hora 1965 23 p " refs Transl into ENGLISH from Inst.
fiJr Plasmaphysik Rept 1PP/6/23, 1964
(NRC-TT-1193) CFSTI: HC $1 00/MF$050
A heating model with long iomzation time was considered.
and cases with short ionization were discussed. Under the
general assumption of completed thermalizatiion, fusion-
liberated energies of less than 1/1000th of the laser energy
were obtained for normal laser energies. It was also found
that the losses due to bremsstrahlung, recombination, radia-
tion. and cylcotron radiation in the presence of magnetic
fields were negligible, due to the brief times involved Earlier
estimations of whether plasmas were heated with brief laser
impulses to temperatures of interest with respect to thermo-
nuclear conditions were continued, stating that the high light
field intensities would produce a nonresonant ionization, Some
rough estimates were made indicating that more favorable
heating was achieved with the greater densities that were
attainable. R.W.H.
N66-10969# California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radia-
tion Lab
THE EFFECT OF HIGH VELOCITY TRANSLATION ON
PHOTON CORRELATIONS IN LASER INTERFEROMETERS
ThomasJ Burgess 17Aug. 1965 13p refs
(Contract W-7405-EN G-48)
IUCRL- 14345)
It is shown that high velocity translation of one of the
mirrors of a laser Michelson interferometer diminishes the
N66-10972# AVCO-Everett Research Lab., Everett, Mass
CONDITIONS FOR COHERENT AMPLIFICATION IN
PULSED LASER ARRAYS
JamesC Keck Oct 1965 10p refs
(AVCO-Everett Res Rept,-233)
The growth of waves in a pulsed laser amplifier has been
calculaied using a quas_ one dimensional model Amplification
of both externally _mpressed and spontaneously emitted
wave_, has beeH considered and it is found that the external
wave m_.lst _'ave a certain minimum intensity to prevent dump-
ing of the laser by the spontaneous emlsslon. The imphcatlons
of the theory for the pulsed N 2 laser currently operating are
discussed Author
N66-11060# American Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass Re-
search Div
FURTHER STUDY OF GLASS FIBER LASERS FOR OPTICAL
DATA PROCESSING Final Report, Apr. 1964.--May 1965
Charles J Koester Grlffiss AFB. N Y., RADC. Aug. 1965
110 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3389)
(AORC-4502-16-564-42: RADC -TR-65-237 : AD-621227)
Investigations were undertaken to find laser effects which
can be useful in optical logic functions, and to devise techniques
for further development of the effects The emphasis was on
neodymium doped glass and fiber lasers A technique was
developed for generating two pulses of laser energy of sub-
microsecond duration and variable time separation from 0.3
to 1 microsecond. Interactions of light from a GaAs diode
laser with a pumped neodymium fiber laser were investigated.
It was found that the pumped laser material acts as an excited
state absorber for the 0.84 p. radiation from the diode laser,
Positve steps were taken toward an optical Y junction
cons=sting of high index glass channels imbedded in low index
glass. Equations governing the behavior of a saturable absorber
in fiber form have been derived. A fiber laser, consisting of a
passive glass core and a neodymium doped cladding, was made
to lase Author (TAB)
N66-11202"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TIMES ON THE STEERING
OF A NARROW-BEAM LASER TO A DEEP-SPACE VEHICLE
K. E. Peltzer Jun. 1965 36p
(NASA-TM-X-55306: X-512-65-253) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF
$0.50 CSCL 20E
This paper deals with one aspect of the problem associated
with steering a narrow-beam LASER for communications
between a planetary deep.space vehicle and an earth ground
station or relay station. The area investigated is that of spacial
beam offset. The introduction is a fundamental discussion of
the astronomy of our solar system and is presented in order
that an appreciation of the distance from earth to the other
planets can be obtained. Section I presents a derivation of
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* ophcal refraction using Snelt's Law Expressions are given for
the amplitude and phase of hght that has undergone refrac-
lion through a medium of known thickness and known index of
refraction Section tl gives a classical derivation of the retarded
vector potential In addition, the radiation vectors as derived
by Scknelknoff are defined, and the phase term is discussed
an hght of the problem under discussion Section Ill presents
the theory underlymg special beam offset and an expression
is developed that expresses the amount of offset required. For
deep ranges, it =s shown that the amount of special beam offset
required does not depend on range, but depends only on the
velocity of the spacecraft, aspect angle, and beamwidth of the
LASER Author
Chih-Kiang Wang. Hsing-Li Tang et al 2 Aug. 1965 11 p
refs Transl, into ENGLISH from K'o Hsueh T'ung Pao
(Peking), no, 2. 1964 p 151-154
(FT D-TT-64-1339/1 +2+3 +4; AD-619480)
The influence of certain operating parameters of the ruby
laser on its energy output were investigated. These parameters
were: (1) capacitance; (2) transparency of dielectric membrane;
(3) optical mass of ruby rod; (4) xenon lamp input energy:
(5) adjustment of resonant cavity. After these tests an output of
1 joule was obtained in the form of stimulated emission.
Further measures were proposed for increasing the output
energy, lowering the working temperature and increasing the size
of the ruby rod. These suggestions resulted in an output of 10
joules. Author (TA B)
N66-114S3# United Aircraft Corp. East Hartford. Conn. Re-
search Labs
INVESTIGATION OF THE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED
WITH GAS BREAKDOWN UNDER INTENSE OPTICAL IL-
LUMINATION Semiannual Report, Jan. 1-Jul. 31, 196§
Alan F Haught and David C Smith 27 Aug. 1965 33 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4696(O0): ARPA Order 306: Prol Defender)
(D920272-4: AD-619825)
The focused high-intensity optical frequency beam from a Q-
spoiled ruby or neodymium laser is used to cause electrical
breakdown in a test gas, and the iomzation produced is examined
as a function of the gas, pressure, volume within which the
breakdown occurs, and frequency of radiation With both ruby
and neodymium radiation, for the gases studied breakdown in
atr was observed to require the highest field strength with
successively lower field strengths required for breakdown in
neon. helium, and argon. Studies have been carried out to ex-
amine the attenuation of the laser beam by the breakdown
plasma. For beam mtenslties slightly above the breakdown
threshold, it is observed with both ruby and neodymium incident
radiation that more than half of the laser beam energy can be
absorbed in the plasma produced by the breakdown and that
over 90% attenuation of the laser beam can occur st later times
in the optical pulse. Measurements of the attenuation of an
optical beam by the breakdown plasma at times subsequent
to the incident giant pulse have been made using the cw beam
from a helium-neon laser Author(TAB)
N66-11458# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio Foreign Technology Div.
A RUBY OPTICAL MASER
Chih-ChiangWang 2Aug 1965 22 p refs Transl, into ENG-
LISH from Wu Li Hsueh Pao (Peking). v. 20. no. 1. 1964
p 63-71
(FTD-TT-64-1231 / 1 +2+3+4:AD-619425)
This paper discusses the resonant cavity, the process of os-
cillation and the output of radiation of optical masers. Various
factors affecting the process of quantum amplification and the
resultant emission are studied, Certain criteria are proposed
for evaluating the quality of a resonant cavity and of the oper-
sting media, and demonstrating the feasibility of the con-
struction of a single mode resonant cavity. Experimental
results of a ruby optical maser are described and analyzed. In
particular, the resultant distribution of light frequency with
respect to angle of radiation may be used to explain relevant
experimental evidence. Author (TAB)
N66-11522# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div,
INFLUENCE OF RUBY LASER OPERATING PARAMETERS
ON ENERGY OF STIMULATED EMISSION OUTPUT
N66-11607"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D. C
IMPROVEMENT OF FORECASTS AND ANALYSIS OF
LASER MEASUREMENTS FOR SATELLITE S-66 [AMELIO-
RATION DES PREVISIONS ET ANALYSE DES MESURES
LASER POUR LE S 66]
N. Courtois and M. Lefebvre Nov. 1965 28 p Transl. into
ENGLISH of Rept. No. NL/NC/ZK/67, Centre Natl. d'Etudes
Spatiales (France), 29 Apr. 1965
(NASA-TT-F-8772) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $050 CSCL 206
On the basis of a number of laser measurements carried
out for the satellite S-66. an attempt is made to furnish ira-
proved forecasts by utilizing the elements of the US ephemer-
ides. A second step made it possible to analyze the meas-
urements through a process of differential correction. Author
N_-1166S Services Electronics Research Lab., Baldock
(England).
A GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER RANGEFINDER USED
AS AN AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
F. E. Rirbeck and K. G. Hambleton In its S.E.R.L Tech., J..
Vol. 15. No. 3 Oct. 1965 6 p refs Submitted for Publication
(See N66-11662 02-26)
A laser rangefinder is described which uses a GaAs laser
operating st ambient temperature as the transmitter, and a
silicon p-i-n photodiode as the detector. The design is such
that adjustments to obtain optical alignment can be made easily
and quickly, and the effect of vibration is virtually eliminated,
The equipment has been used as an altimeter, and aircraft
heights of up to 1000 feet have been measured with an ac-
curacy of about 5 feet over a wide variety of terrain, Author
N66-11874# Pasadena Foundation for Medical Research.
Calif.
THE POTENTIATION OF GAMMA RADIATION WITH EN-
ERGY FROM A RUBY LASER, MARCH 19S4-JANUARY 1g§
Donald E. Rounds. John Booher, Fredy F. Strasser. and Robert S.




Irradiation of an established line of human adeno-carcinoma
cells with 20 joules from a nominal ruby laser or with 200 r
gamma radiation depressed the cell number to 87.7% and 82.4%
of controls, respectively. A theoretic additive effect was calcu-
lated to be 72.3% but the observed effect of the combination
was only 49.7% Therefore. laser radiation was considered
to act synergistically with gamma radiation. Values below a
theoretic additive effect were observed when a 6- to 48-hour
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recovery period from laser radiation was permitted prior to
imposing gamma radiation The ruby laser was observed to
stimulate adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis, but exposing
luciferase to ruby laser energy resulted in a 10% inhibition of
ATPase actiwty The data suggested that synergism was med-
icated through a reduction of energy by laser radiation to prevent
restitution of injury produced by gamma radiation. Author(TAB)
N66-11926# Argonne National Lab, III
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE, LARGE-DIAM-
ETER, DIRECT-NUCLEAR-PUMPED, GAS LASERS
JamesA DeShong, Jr Jun 1965 52p refs
(Contract W-31-109-ENG-38)
(ANL-7030) CFSTI: S200
The principles of laser operation are discussed with era-
phasis on gas lasers Previous work in small diameter.
direct-nuclear-pumped, gas lasers is surveyed Techniques are
developed for optimizing laser tube dimensions and gas pres-
sure to obtain most efficient use of the nuclear fragment
energy. "[hese techn(ques are applied to calculate high-
pressure, large-diameter, laser tubes for U 235 and for B t0
which both exhibit theoretical efficienc*es two orders of mag-
nitude larger than previous small diameter tubes The B t0
laser appears feasible, because electrically pumped lasers
of similar dimensions and pressure have operated in the
pulse mode with up to 80-W output The U 235 laser *s much
larger in diameter and may require multipathoperation Author
N66-11935# General Electric Co.. Schenectady. N Y, Ad-
vanced Technology Labs.
A REVIEW OF NON-LINEAR OPTICS
G.C. Baldwin Jun, 1965 103p refs
(Rept,-65G L94)
A review of nonlinear phenomena which have recently
been discussed in research with intense light sources, especially
lasers, is presented. The framework of linear physical optics is
briefly given, followed by descriptions of various effects which
imply nonlinear responses in optical media. Harmonic genera-
tion, rectification, frequency mixing, Raman and Brillouin
scattering, and other nonlinear processes are described in
detail, and a serdiclassical theory presented A bibliography
of significant papers is appended C.T.C
N66-11992# American Optical Co. Southbridge. Mass
Research Div
THEORY OF INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
Final Report, May 1964-Jun, 1965
Saul M. Bergmann Jul 1965 94p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-4156)
(AFC R L-65-505; AD-622100)
The problem of induced and spontaneous emission is
investigated for an atomic twoqevel system and incident
beams of radiation which are either in a coherent state or in
a stationary state (contain a definite number of photons) The
frequency spectrum of the incident beam is assumed to be
narrow compared to the natural linewidth of the system The
spontaneous emission for frequencies within the narrow band
of the incident radiation is sharply reduced compared to the
prediction of the natural line-shape A ho_e is burned in the
natural line-shape within the narrow frequency band. thus
effectively quenching the spontaneous emission at some
frequency w_thin the band This effect is shown to occur both
for the coherent and stationary beams Also quantities pro-
portional to the induced and spontaneous probabdlty ampli-
tudes and the lifetimes are computed for times comparable
to and long compared to the free hfet_me of the state
Author (TA_)
N66-12043# California Inst. of Tech. Pasadena, Quantum
Electronics Lab
SPONTANEOUSLY RADIATING ATOM IN CAVITY FIELDS
Scientific Report No. 4
CartJ Buczek Apr 1965 155p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1322)
(AFOSR-65-1000: AD-621319)
The characteristics of spontaneous emission from an atom
which interacts with a coherent light wave are determined. The
competition between coherent photons and spontaneous photons
is treated in detail for a system consisting of a stationary
atom. an open cavity and spa_iat he_ds, it is found that the inter-
action with the coherent field modifies the spectral distribution
nf spontaneous radiation from the atom For spontaneous
transitions involving an atomic state which interacts with the
coherent field, the spectral distributions can no longer be de-
scribed by Lorentzian functions The new distributions exhibit
a broadening and splitting for strong interactions between
the atom and the coherent field, tt is shown that the qualitative
features of these new distributions can be predicted from the
energy-level diagram of the atom-cavity system The net prob-
ability of the system gaining a coherent or cav*ty photon is cal-
culated by integrating over the emitted spontaneous frequencies
The equivalence of this approach to the method of computing
probabilities by integrating over time is demonstrated by using
Parsevars theorem. Author (TAB)
N66-12048# Korad Corp . Santa Momca, Calif
SOLIDSTATE-LASER AMPLIFIER Quarterly Progress Report
J H Boyden, John Free, A H GiIImer. R H Hoskins, R C
Pastor, and H Schultz May 1965 39p refs
(Contract DA-36-039-A M C-0070(E))
(QPR-8: AD-620685)
Observat=ons of the spatial non.uniformities of laser gain
indicated that the origin of th=s effect is laser light trapped
within the ruby rod Experimental and theoretical workwlth laser
amplifier systems resulted in the development of a 3000 MW
amplifier system Systems with output half-power putsewidths
in the 50-250 m_crosec range were also developed. The limits
of achievab(e performance were investigated, with allowances
made for technologically feasible improvements and differing
amplifier and oscillator component configurations. Amplification
of the output of a curved-mirror interferometer was shown to be
the most practical approach for producing high-brightness and
spikeless laser output, ht203:Eu +3 crystats of 1/4-inch diam-
eter and one-inch length were grown Difficulties encountered
in lasing suggest the use of Gd +3 as an additive ion.
Author(TAB)
N66-12120# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Chia-Sung L.C-lu 28Jun. 1965 11 p Transl. into ENGLISH
from K'o Hsueh Ta Chung (China), no 2. 1964 p 46-47,64
(FTD-TT-65-95/1 +2 +3 +4; AD-621053)
A general description of the theory and applications of
optical communication systems is presented TAB
N66-12270# Library of Congress. Washington. D. C Aero-
space Technology Div.
LASER-INDUCED NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS: COM-




° Yurl Ksander 29 Oct 1965 52p refs
(ATD-P-65-74)
Recent Soviet research dealing with laser-induced non-
hnear optical effects. Raman scattering, and laser-induced gas
breakdown .s reviewed iultiphoton processes, generation of
harmonics, and the amplification and modulation of light in
nonlinear media are discussed Stimulated Raman scattering
theory and applications to semiconductors and organic liquids
are considered M.WR.
NS6-12355# Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.. Pasadena, Calif.
HIGH POWER LASER AMPLIFIER CHAIN TECHNIQUES
First Quarterly Progress Report. 14 Jul.-14 Oct. 1964
G L Clark Grlffiss AFB. N. Y. RADC. _p. !965 50 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3502)
(EOS-5550-Q-1; RADC-TR-64-516; AD-621979)
This report describes work directed toward the develop-
ment of an optical radar transmitter using the master oscil-
lator-power-amplifier (MOPA) concept The system will em-
ploy a CW YAGNd 3+ oscillator and a chain of amplifiers.
tak.ng advantage of the power-handling capability of neo-
dymium-doped glass to produce adequate power for long
distance surveillance Because a laser amplifies equally well
in both directions and generates noise by spontaneous decay,
careful design is necessary to avoid regeneration in the am-
plifier chain, prevent amplifier noise in the reverse direction
from swamping the oscillator, control depumping caused by
superradiance, and provide a good signal-to-noise ratio in the
transmitted signal This report includes discussion of cw oscil-
lator and pulsed amplifier deisgns, measurements of ampli-
fier gem, and calculations of the limitations imposed by
superradiance Author (TAB)
N66-12398# Hughes Aircraft Co.. Culver City. Calif.
PULSED LASER OSCILLATOR ADVANCED DEVELOP-
MENT MODEL Fourth Quarterly Report, I Apr.-30 Jun. 1965
E J. Woodbury Jul. 1965 6p
(Contract D A-28-O43-A M C-00326(E))
(ECOM-00326-4; AD-622268)
The report contains the supporting arguments for the
change in direction of the contract from a 1500 pulse par
second head to a 5000 pulse per second head. which change
has just been negotiated. In addition, the results of some
pertinent Company-sponsored work are given. Author (TAB)
N66-12404 • National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D. C.
NASA'S PROGRAM IN ADVANCED RESEARCH AND TECH-
NOLOGY
Raymond L Bisplinghoff /n its NASA Univ. Program Rev. Conf.
1965 7 p (See N66-12401 03-34) GPO: HC $1.50; CFSTh
MF $2.00
The program in advanced research and technology is carried
out at the Langley, Ames. Lewis. Flight. and Electronics Re-
search Centers. Resources amounting to about 10% of the
NASA budget are invested in this program. The technologies
of space flight are viewed in three steps: from Earth to Earth
orbit; from Earth orbit to Moon: and from Moon to planets.
The program is designed to improve the reliability of all three
steps and for conceiving and developing the new concepts re-
quired for the third step which is discussed in detail. The field of
energy conversion, materials problems, and the process of
measuring or sensing and then using the data obtained to con-
trol the flow of energy are considered. Also. communications
and the use of lasers for communications and tracking are
mentione'd. The first space flight experiments with the use
of lasers for communications and tracking were conducted with
Explorer XXII satellite which was equipped with corner reflec-
tors designed to reflect a laser beam transmitted from the
ground back along its original path. Tracking is accomplished
through a computer which alines the laser beam with the prQ-
dicted satellite position. E,E.8
N66-12450# Michigan Univ,, Ann Arbor. Willow Run Labs.
SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES
Alfred E. Attard Sap. 1965 31 p
(Contract DA-28-O43-AMC-00013(E)); Proj. Michigan)
(Rept.-6400-42-T: AD-470376)
The development of semiconductor light sources and the
applications of such sources were the objectives of this proj-
ect, Some 250 GaAs diodes were prepared, most of these
exhiPized injectk), _;_o;u_,ir,_Bc_nca. and a fB"._' -'pp=ar=d
to be capable of producing coherent radiation. Modulation of
the light output at frequencies up to 10 M c/s has been achieved.
Study of these semiconductor light sources for photographic re-
cording of data at high information rates was undertaken. Re-
cordable data at frequencies up to 350 Kc/sec have been
demonstrated with possibilities of extending this capability
into the megacycle range. Multielement light sources have
been fabricated to demonstrate the possibility of simultaneous
multichannel recording of data. Author (TAB)
N66-12624# Air Force Systems Command: Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
OPTICAL QUANTUM CRYSTAL GENERATOR WITH EX-
CITATION BY FAST ELECTRONS
N. G Basov, O. V. Bogdankevich. and A. G. Devyatkov 15 Jun.
1965 8p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Tr. Fiz. Inst. Akad.
Nauk SSSR (Moscow) 1964 7 p
(FTD-TT-65-555/1 +2+4; AD-620973)
An optical quantum generator (LASER) was obtained
pumping a cadmium sulfide single crystal with an electron
beam, and its spect, um was studied. TAB
N66-12644# Library of Congress, Washington. D. C.
space Technology Div.
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN, VOLUME NO. 11
Nov. 1965 68 p refs Sponsored by Dept. of Defense
Aero-
CONTENTS:
1. ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERICS PROPAGATED
OVER LAND AND SEA MASSES S. G. Hibben p 1-11 refs
(See N66-12645 03-13)
2. ELECTRON-BEAM-PUMPED CdTe AND GaSe LASERS
C. Shiskevish p 12-17 refs (See N66-12646 03-16)
3. ORIGIN OF THE EARTH'S RADIATION BELTS AND
THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE BELTS AND THE
IONOSPHERE E. Gelins p 18-28 refs (See N66-12647
03-29)
4. A NEW METHOD FOR SOLVING LAMINAR BOUND-
AnY-LAYER PROBLEMS V. Klein p 29-32 refs (See N66-
12648 03-12)
5. THE SEARCH FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE SEMI-
CONDUCTOR MATERIAL(USSR) J. G Kourilo p33-37 refs
(See N66-12649 03-26)
6. HIGHLIGHTS OF SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS AT
THE 16TH IAF CONGRESS B. N. Mandrovsky p 38-48 refs
(See N 66-12650 03 -05)
N66-12646 Library of Congress. Washington. D.C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
ELECTRON-BEAM-PUMPED CdTe AND GaSe LASERS
Charles Shishkevish In its Foreign Sci. Bull., Vol. 1, No. 11
Nov. 1965 p 12-17 refs (See N66-1264403-34)
The Soviet experimental research on recombination radia-
tion of CdTe excited by a beam of electrons is reviewed. An
operating electron-beam CdTe laser is described, as is the
51
N66-12795
first III-VI laser pumped by a beam of electrons (GaSe)
first III-VI laser pumped by a beam of electrons (GaSe).
Author
N86-12795# Ohio State Univ, Research Foundation, Colum-
bus.
SOME STUDIES OF THE NEAR-HEMISPHERICAL RESO-
NATOR GAS LASERS
F. G. Gebhardt 30 Oct. 1964 78p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11195)
(Rept.-1641-6; AD-468328)
The problem of obtaining laser operation purely in the
dominant transverse mode, as desired for heterodyning pur-
poses, is considered here. The pertinent results of the reso-
nator theory of Boyd, Gordon and Kogelnik are presented,
aion 9 with the technique to be used for adjusting the hemi-
spherical resonator laser for dominant mode operation and
for .dentifying this condition using the photomultiplier beats
between transverse modes. The experimental results, ob-
tained using a commercially available gas laser, showed that
pure dominant r_ode operation may be obtained at high exci-
ration levels and that the technique of observing photo-
beats is necessary to accurately identify this condition.
Also. the measured laser transverse mode beam patterns
and resonant frequencies as deduced from the beat data.
correlated well with those calculated from the optical reso-
nator theory. Author (TAB)
N66-12799# Westinghouse Electric Corp,. Pittsburgh. Pa,
Quantum Electronics Dept
INVESTIGATION OF THE USE OF A LASER AS A SPEC-
TROGRAPHIC SOURCE Final Report, 1 Jun. 1964-31
May 1968
G, A. Klotzbaugh. A. L Wolfe. J, E. Paterson. and T, A Osial
30Jun. 1965 102p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-4184)
(AFCRL-65-586; AD-622102)
The possibilities are studied of using a laser beam in
spectrographic analysis. High intensity focused laser radiation
is used to bombard various metal targets, An ionized plume is
thereby produced, leaving behind a small crater in the target
surface, This vapor is analyzed by a conventional spectro-
graph, thus producing a recorded spectrum that is characteristic
of the target surface, This problem is studied both experimen-
tally and theoretically, and it is concluded that best results are
obtained when the plume is cross excited by a secondary
source immediately after the laser generates the plume, Two
types of lasers are used in the study, One is a normal laser
having a few hundred spikes of energy in each pulse The
total pulse duration is of the order of a millisecond The sec-
ond type is a giant spike laser, in which all of the energy is
released in one pulse of about a hundred nanosecond duration.
The merits of each as spectrographic tools are discussed.
Author (TAB)
N66-12814# United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn.
Research Labs
ULTRASONIC LASER MODULATION TECHNIQUES Final
Report, 1 Jul. 1964-30 Jun. 1966
A. J. De Maria, D, E. Flinchbaugh, and G. E. Danielson, Jr,
20Oct. 1965 119p refs
(Contract D A-28-O43-AM C-00259(E))
(D920259-12; AD-622575)
The feasibility of internally modulating the output of
solid-state lasers without having to insert Iossy elements into
the Fabry-Perot feedback interferometer has been demonstrated
by the propagation of focused acoustic waves within a glass
laser rod These studies have shown that the establishment of
an alternating converging-diverging waveguide effect by the
propagation of acoustic waves within the laser interferometer
results in gating of a Nd 3+ glass laser at the acoustic frequency.
an increase in output energy by as much as 100%, and an
absence of discrete axial modes under gating conditions. The
complexity of the integral equations des'_ribing the slope and
trajectories of light rays traversing various periodic refractive
index variations generated by acoustic waves led to the use of
analog computer techniques for solving three differential
equations for the slope and trajectories of the light rays. The use
of the slope solutions for designing a Fabry-Perot laser inter-
ferometer configuration for pulse shaping the output of laser
oscillators is described. The trajectory solutions describe the
operation of the converging-diverging waveguide modulation
effect within the lasers interferometer. TAB
N66-12838# E!ectro-Optica{ Systen_, i.L.. Pasadena. Caiif
OPTICAL TRANSMITTER TECHNIQUES Technical Report,
15 Jul.-15 Oct, 1964
M.L Bhaumikand L.J. Nugent GriffissAFB. N. Y. RADC. Sep.
1965 17 p refs Its Rept.-5180-Q-2
(Contract AF 30(602)-3440)
(RADC-TR-64-526: AD-621630)
Work is described directed toward the design and fabrica-
tion of a gas laser oscillator and a solid-state chelate laser
operating at wavelengths ranging from 5,0 to 0,3 microns
During the reporting period, the optimized material using
sensitized fluorescence was tested for laser action. Under the
high energy intensities of flashes, photo-reaction products
are detected. This problem has been solved using new sensi-
tizersand/or new solvents But the quantum field is somewhat
low with these sensitizers. Work is in progress to improve the
quantum field. The mechanisms of the energy transfer in chelates
have been further clarified and it is shown that the optical pump-
ing scheme in the rare-earth chelate to achieve population in-
version does not involve any inefficient process, Author (TAB)
N66-12860*# Arkansas Univ.. Little Rock. Graduate Inst. of
Tech.
INVESTIGATION OF LASER PROPERTIES RELEVANT TO
THE MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENT PHYSICAL PARAM-
ETERS Semiannual Status Report, 1 Mar.-1 Sap. 1965
M, K. Testerman 11 Oct. 1965 65p refs
(Grant NsG-713)
(NASA-CR-68235) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75 CSCL 20E
Research is reported in the following areas: mapping of
vibrating surfaces, the use of a laser to measure the frequency
having a few hundred spikes of energy in each pulse. The
total pulse duration is of the order of a millisecond. The sec-
ond type is a giant spike laser, in which all of the energy is
released in one pulse of about a hundred nanosecond duration.
The merits of each as spectrographic tools are discussed.
Author (TAB)
N66-13349"# h nu systems, inc, PaloAIto. Catif
[DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH SPECIFIC POWER He Ne
LASERS} Final Report
RichardS. Reynolds 29 Oct, 1965 50p refs
(Contract NASS-11613)
(NASA-CR-68589) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50 CSCL20E
This report covers the work performed in the development
of two high specific power He-Ne lasers designed to operate
in conjunction with optical tracking systems at 6328 _. only.
with an objective of 50 mw single mode power output in a
length of 50 cm maximum. The report discusses the areas of
major study and indicates the areas of major accomplishments.
Also discussed in detail are the areas requiring further refine-
ments. Recommendations and conclusions based on the experi-
ence and results obtained are also listed. Author
52
iN66-13536# Institut Franco-Altemand de Recherches, St.
Louis (France)
SURVEY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION IN THE FIELD
OF LASERS [UBERSICHT USER DIE DERZEITIGE SITUA-
TION AUF DEM LASERGEBIET]
E, David 2 Oct 1963 25p In GERMAN
(ISL-T-21/63) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50
A brief review on the state-of-the-art for optical lasers iS
given. Theoretical analyses of causes and effects of stimulated
light emission are described, construction principles and mate-
rials evaluated, and the modulation and application of lasers
is discussed Transl. by G.G.
NBS-13744# International Business Machines Corp., York-
town Heighrs, N Y. _'azson Research Center.
STUDIES ON HIGH POWER GaAs LASERS Final Technical
Report. Jun. 1.1963-May 31,11NS§
R STitte [1965] 60p refs
(Contract Nonr-4136(00); Prol Defender)
(AD-621649) CFSTI: HC $3 00/MF $0.75
The report is a report on the studies of factors influencing
the high power operation of GaAs injection laser diodes. The
report deals specifically with aspects of GaAs crystal prepara-
tion. electrical and optical characterization of the material
and with the des*gn, parameterization, and testing of GaAs
injection laser diodes. Diodes have been operated at 77K with
an energy output *n excess of O001 ioules during a 120
m;cron sec. pulse and with an external quantum efficiency of
18% TAB
N66-13799# Aeronutronic. Newport Beach, Calif.
CHEMICALLY PUMPED LASER SYSTEM Fire Quarterly
ProFess Report. 25 Jun. 1964--31 Jul. 1965
S. Byron. W. Kuby. W. Lawrence. and R. V. Finizie 31 Aug.
1965 27 p refs
(Contract DA-36-O34-AMC-O325(T))
(U-3259: AD-622398) CFSTI: HC$2.00/MF $0.50
A summary is given of the state of the art in chemical
pumping of lasers, the potential performance by various ap-
proaches is evaluated, and the specific approach chosen for
further development under this contract is described. The
program plan for the remainder of the contract is outlined and
progress during the past quarter is described. During this
quarter an experimental evaluation of various radiation cou-
pling geometries and window materials led to a successful test
in which laser action was produced in a ruby by shock heated
xenon. A summary is also given of earlier studies by the Bio-
Technology Department of the Philco C and E Division. Blue
Bell, Pennsylvania. which were directed toward measuring eye
damage in monkeys caused by laser irradiation. Author (TAB)
N66-13913# Sydney Univ. (Australia). School of Physics.
[PREIONIZATION AND SHOCK WAVE IONIZATION PROC-
ESSES IN SUPPER I, ALFVEN WAVE STUDIES. CURRENT
INDUCED iNSTABIUTY. A 2 mm INTERFEROMETER, AND
LASERS] Ninth Six-Monthly Progress Report, 1 Jan.-30 ,Jlun.
1968
[f965] 7p refs
(NP-15355; PR-9) CFSTI: HC$1.00/MF$0.50
Progress is reported on preionization and shock wave ionize-
lion processes in SUPPER I. Alfven wave studies, current in-
duced instability, a 2 mm interferometer, and lasers. NSA
N(_-14034# Perkin-Elmer Corp.. Norwalk. Conn. Electro-
Optical Div.
RESEAR(_H TOWARD A TUNABLE COHERENT LIGHT
SOURCE Final Technical Report. 1 Mey1964--3OApr, 1965
N66-14191
Norman I. Adams 30Jul. 1965 162p refs
(Contract Nonr-4572(00))
(R apt.-8071 : A D-619530) C FSTI : H C $ 5.00/M F $1,00
The goal of the program is the development and demon-
stration of a tunable coherent light source based on nonlinear
optical effects, An intermediate goal is the demonstration of
parametric gain at optical frequencies, An apparatus was de-
signed and constructed which is able to measure small gains
or losses and which is named the 'Optical Marginal Oscillator,'
The most recent version of the optical marginal oscillator is
just about sensitive enough to measure the optical parametric
effect expected in a specific experiment using two CW He-Ne
lasers and crystal of ADP. A device, to produce a controlled
loss of small magnitude was designed, built, and tested, The
controlled loss may be made to be of the same size as the loss
which is expected to be produced by the parametric effect in
this experiment and has been used successfully to evaluate
the marginal oscillator. Data were obtained on the performance
of the optical marginal oscillator and on the dependence of its
performance on the principal adjustable parameters, which are
the oscillator light level and the modulation frequency. At the
end of the current contract we are setting up the experiment
to measure parametric gain. TAB
N66-14177# General Telephone and Electronics Labs.. Inc..
Bayside. N. Y,
CHELATE LASERS Annual Summary Report, 1 Oct. 1964-
30 Sap. 1966
A, Lempicki. H. Samelson. and C, Brecher 30 Oct. 1965 52 p
refs
(Contract Nonr-4134(00); ARPA Order 306-62; Proj. Defender)
(TR-65-052.11: AD-623264) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50
The investigation of chelate lasers has as its objective the
evaluation of the potentialities of liquid lasers and the analysis
and improvement of their performance. Toward this end. the
work was designed to proceed along two parallel and comple-
mentary lines: an investigation of the chemical properties of
the materials, in terms of the requirements for laser action;
and an investigation of the physical properties of the chelate
laser itself, in terms of the design and improvement of the laser
cavity and associated equipment. The report summarizes pre-
vious work and describes in detail the progress on these lines
in the past year. A full-length paper entitled "Spectroscopy
and coordination chemistry of europium chelate solutions:
concentration and solvent effects" is included as an appendix,
TAB
N66-14188# Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. School of Engineering
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND STUDY OF A METAL TUBE
Arll LASER
Edward D. Aitken and John W. Dettmer (M.S. Thesis) Aug. 1965
73 p refs
(GE/EE/65-1: AD-623139) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF $0.75
To provide a better method of cooling an argon ion laser,
the arc-tube was constructed by alternately stacking 52 copper
discs (1/8 in. long with a 3/32 in. hole in the center) and 53
viton 0-rings. For this design the optimum fill-pressure was
experimentally determined to be 0,24 torr and the voltage
gradient in the arc-tube was 6.8 volts/cm. Over the discharge
current range of 7.5 to 17.5 amperes, the power output varied
as I (3.5). By shorting groups of discs together, it was found
that metal tube lasers can be constructed of segments with
length-to-bore ratios of up to 11,33, Author (TAB)
N66-14191# Illinois State Water Survey. Urbena.
EVALUATION OF THE MASER-EQUIPPED RADAR SET
AN/MPS-34 AND AREA PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT
INDICATOR Quarterly Progress Report. 1 Apr.-30 Jun. 1965
53
N66-14272
R. E Rinehart and D. M. A. Jones [1965] 12 p
(Contract DA-28-O43-AM C-01257(E))
(QPR-1;AD-623468) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0,50
Problems encountered in the installation, operation, and
repair of the MASER-equipped MPS-34 radar and Area Pre-
cipitation Measurement Indicator (APMI) are discussed. Both
units are nearly ready for data collection. An outline is given
for operations during the next quarter Author (TAB)
N66-14272# Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., Murray Hill. N. J.
SOLID-STATE MASER RESEARCH (OPTICAL) Quarterly
Progress Report, 14 Feb.-14 May 1965
J E Geusic 14 May 1965 19p refs
(Contract DA-36-O39-AM C-02333(E))
(QR-7: AD-619706) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF$0.50
The report presents work on the YAIG:Nd laser oscillator
which relates to fundamental oscillator theory. It is experi-
mentally verified that the YAIG:Nd oscillator is correctly de-
scribed as a saturated regenerative amplifier of noise. Also
presented in the report are some preliminary study results of
the amplitude fluctuations of the YAlG:Nd laser. Author (TAB)
N66-14365# Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D. C.
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUNIST CHINA°S SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY NO. 289
9 Dec. 1965 18 p Transl. into ENGLISH from K'O-Hsueh
Hua-Pao(Shanghai),no. 9, Sep. 1965 p297-301
(JPRS-33257; TT-65-33832) CFSTI: $1.00
CONTENTS:
1. PROGRESS IN LASER I-Min p 1-7
2. LASER APPLICATION K'o-Hua o8-15
N66-14467# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Crys-
tal Physics Lab,
GROWTH AND STUDY OF CERTAIN PEROVSKITE-STRUC-
TURE LASER HOST CRYSTALS Semiannual Status Re-
port, Apr. 1-Oct. 1, 1965
A. Smakulaetal 22Oct, 1965 12p
(Contract Nonr-3963(20))
(AD-623511) CFSTI: HC$1,00/MF $0,50
Progressis described for work involving the crystal growth.
lattice constant and density determination, and UV absorption
edge measurement of magnesium potassium fluoride; and the
flux growth and plasma torch growth of barium zirconate. TAB




Progress is reported on twenty-six research projects. These
include the following: Fluid Mechanics; Lubrication of Metal
Surfaces with Solid Films; Oxygen Embrittlement of Metals;
Aircraft Ejection Seat Design; Salt Water Permeation through
Organic Protective Coatings; High Strength Aluminum Alloy
Corrosion; Biological Stress; Maser Spectroscopy; Air Bubble
Test Vehicle; Jet Noise Suppression; Polarization Studies of
Corrosion; Polymer Chemistry; Electron Microfractography;
Metabolic Mechanisms of Man; Deep-Sea Simulation; Tur-
bines; Radiation; Thermoplastics; Neutron Activation Analy-
sis; Synthetic Fibers; Heat Transfer; Catapult Operations;
Missile Launching; and Hydrogen Embrittlement of Metals
end AIIovs. EE.B.
N66-14533# Corning Glass Works, N. Y.
GLASS LASER RESEARCH Semiannual Report, Dec. 1964-
15 Jul. 1966
R D. Maurer. M. E Vance. G E Stong. N. F 8orrelli. S D "
Simsetal 15Aug. 1965 91 p refs
(Contract Nonr-3833(O0): Proj Defender)
(AD-623309) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF$0.75
The report presents additional data on the properties of
glass used in lasers as well as operating characteristics of glass
lasers. The effect of intense ultraviolet radiation is shown to
decrease the output of glass lasers much more than can be
accounted for the decrease in fluorescence intensity or ab-
sorption of pump light Comprehensive threshold and output
data are given for several lasers of Code 0580 glass. These
data can be approximately described by the theory of Miles
and Goldstein using an internal oscillator loss only slightly
higher than the measured static loss in the glass. Gain data of
a glass laser amplifier show the difference between a glass
laser probe and a narrow band probe with respect to averag-
ing over the fluorescence line. Finally, quantitative measure-
ments of the birefrigence following ,humping are given
Author (TAB)
N66-14573# Office of Naval Research, Washington. D C.
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE
Robert E. Behringer [19651 96p refs Conf. held Des Plaines.
II1., 22-23 Mar. 1965; sponsored jointly by ARPA
(AD-622507) CFSTI: HC$3.00/MF$0.75
The Office of Naval Research sponsored an informal con-
ference on fundamental problems in laser physics at the Con-
cord Motel in Des Plaines. Illinois. on Monday and Tuesday, the
22nd and 23rd of March. The meeting was held primarily for
the benefit of the ONR contractors receiving support from the
Fundamental Limitations portion of the ONR/ARPA Laser Pro-
gram. However. others interested in this aspect of the ONR/
ARPA Laser Program were also invited to contribute to the
meeting. Author (TAB)
N66-14591# Edgerton. Germeshausen and Grief, Inc,. Bed-
ford. Mass.
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM FOR GEODETIC RESEARCH
Final Report, 1 Apr. 1963-2 Jul. 1965
Sumner Ackerman 30 Sep, 1965 159 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-2950)
(B-3011;AFCRL-65-671:AD-622715) CFSTI: HC $5.00/MF
$1.00
The design, operation, and performance of a high-energy
laser system developed specifically for geodetic satellite re-
search are described. The ground-based laser illuminator uses
a liquid-N2-cooled 16-ram (diameter) by 184-mm (length)
ruby crystal, It has a nominal ouput of 250 joules at 6935 A
with 17000 joules of pump supply and a pulse duration of 2,5
milliseconds. Discussion of the system's performance is based
on 15 months of operating experience which has shown that
high-energy lasers are practical for geodetic research applica-
tions requiring long periods of reliable operation under outdoor
field conditions. The feasibility of Project LARGOS (Laser-
Activated Reflecting Geodetic Optical Satellite). sponsored by
the Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory of AFCRL. was verified ex-
perimentally using this equipment when clearly detectable star
images of the Explorer 22 Satellite were obtained on 21 Janu-
ary, 29 January. and 3 February 1965 at ranges up to 925
statute miles. Range measurements by photoelectric detection
were obtained simultaneously. A study was made of cube-corner
reflectors suitable for satellite geodesy showing that. ideally.
these should be almost diffraction limited with an aperture of the
correct diameter to obtain the desired beamwidth. TAB
N66-14672# American Optical Co., Southbridge. Mass. Re-
search Div.
PREPARATION OF PLATINUM-FREE LASER GLASS
Semiannual Technical Report, 1 Jan.-31 Jul. 1968
54
W. R. Pringla. G. A. Granitses. and C. G. Silverberg [1965]
35 p ref
(Contract Nonr-4656(O0): AflPA Order 306-62: Prol. Defender)
(SATR-2:AD-471803)
It was demonstrated that the oxidation of platinum fol-
lowed by the subsequent reduction of the oxide particles to
the metal is a major source of inclusions in laser glasses
melted in systems containing platinum. These glasses can be
melted in platinum without inclusions if an inert atmosphere
such as nitrogen or argon replaces oxygen in the system. Laser
glasses prepared in this manner have given excellent perform-
once in high energy laser devices. In a parallel but different
approach to the elimination of platinum inclusions an all-
ceramic melting system has been designed and constructed,
This system, which utilizes special refractories and stirring
techniques, is undergoing preliminary tests. Author
N66-14725# Korad Corp. Santa Monica. Calif.
SOLID STATE LASER DEVICES
R. H, Hoskins. R, C Pastor, and l, M. Winer Sep, 1965 30 p
refs
(Contract OA-36-039-A M C -00070(E))
(QPR-9: AD-624164) CFSTh HC $200/MF $0.50
Toward meeting the objective of developing a solid state
laser with an output in the megawatt range and a repetition
rite in the kilocycle range, studies have been conducted on a
continuously-pumped Q-spoiled YAG:Nd +3 laser. The results
are reported here. along with an analysis of the behavior of
such a system. Material studies on the systems Y203:Eu +3
and YbAG:Er +3 are also described. Author (TAB)
N66-14801# Aircraft Armaments. Inc.. Cockeysville. Md.
RESEARCH ON THE ADAPTABILITY OF LASERS TO
SCHLIEREN SYSTEMS Final Report
John A, Ackerman and Gordon A 9rill, Jr Wright- Patterson AFB.
Ohio. ARL. Jul. 1965 48 p
(Contract AF 33(615)-1914)
(ARL-65-139: AD-622394) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50
The purpose of the present contract was to develop and
produce a laser source for the 10 inch schlieren system presently
in use at the Fluid Dynamics Facilities Laboratory of ARL.
The source, which uses a He-Ne Gas Laser for continuous
viewing in conjunction with a Q-switched ruby source for taking
very short exposure time photographs, has been developed and
incorporated into the existing system. Certain problems still
exist which greatly limit the overall system performance, but
these are due to factors such as vibration, temperature fluc-
tuations, and the quality of the existing optical system. Recom-
mendations are made for the development of an overall system
which will allow the potential of the laser source to be realized.
Author (TAB)
NB6-14852# New York Univ., N.Y. Geophysical Sciences Lab.
OPTICAL SOUNDING II, PART I. STUDY OF ACTIVE
PROBING OF WATER VAPOR PROFILES AND RESULTS OF
EXPERIMENTS Final Report, 6 Nov. 1963-16 Jul. 1968
R. M. Schotland. D. Chang. and J. Bradley [1965] 100 p refs
(Contract DA-36-O39-AMC-0341 I(E))
(Rapt,-65-6: AD-623513) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF $0.75
A ruby laser system his been assembled which includes
provision for thermally tuning the laser operating wavelength.
Experiments have been carried out which were designed to test
the potential of such a radar for the remote determination of the
vertical profile of water vapor by means of spectral study of
the back scattered energy. The results of the experiments indi-
cate that ,such measurements are feasible. However. detailed
information must be obtained on the water vapor absorption
line structure. A theoretical study has been undertaken of the
N 66-1 5045
contribution of secondary molecular scattering to the return
observed by a laser optical radar. The results_are presented as a
function of the beam width of the receiver optics and the wave-
length of the laser. It is shown that the contribution of secondary
scatter to the observed energy can be made negligibly small by
suitably restricting the beam width of the receiver optics.
Author (TAB)
N66-14858# Texas Instruments. Inc.. Dallas.
LARGE-ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUES FOR LASER
DISPLAY First Ommmrly Report
G. R, Foumier and H. W. Parker Griffiss AFB, N Y., RADC,
Nov. 1965 36p
it,_...... A E" ,,Jt_#at_,-J_ <)'7"31
(UI-912008-1: RADC-TR-65-349; AD-624099) CFSTh HC
$2.00/M F $0.50
A large angle deflection technique for producing e 945-line
T,V. type raster scan in an experimental laser display was de-
veloped, since conventional deflection methods could not be
used. The horizontal scanner was comprised of a rotating mir-
ror and i piezoelectric cartridge, coupled by a glass resonator
shaft. A circular scan was generated and then transformed into
a linear scan by a fiber optic converter. The use of the fiber
optic bundle allowed zero flyback time. The linear beam was
then deflected vertically by a galvanometer driven mirror at a
60 cycle per second rate. After vertical scanning, the light beam
was projected through a lens on a screen, Circuitry for error
sensing feedback for the scanners is continuing under study.
Author (TAB)
NBB-16042# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton, D, C.
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUNIST CHINA'B SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, NO. 283
6 Dec. 1965 75 p rafs Transl. into ENGLISH from Chinese
periodicals
(JPRS-33152: TT-85-33728) CFSTh $3.00
CONTENTS:
1. MEDICAL FACILITIES THAT GUARD THE HEALTH
OF SIX HUNDRED MILLION PEOPLE p 1-12
2. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON COMMUNIST
CHINA'S HEALTH INSURANCE p 13-16
3. RADIATION PROTECTtON p 17-38 (See NB6-
15O43 05-O4)
4. POWER GENERATION BY SEA WAVES Mop 39-40
5. OVERSEAS CHINESE UNIVERSITY IS DEVELOPING
Chia-shen Yen p 41-43
6. ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY ON CHEMICAL RATIO
OF InSb L.-s. Yao and Y.-h, Tsou p 44-48 refs (See N66-
1504405-06)
7, OPTICAL MASER OF Nd 3+ IN CIWo 4 S.-f, Liu.
C. Hsi. P.-k. Liang. Y.-k. Huang. S.-y. Li et al p 49-54 refs
(See N66-15045 05-26)
8. COUPLING WAVE THEORY OF GUIDE WAVE PROP-
AGATION IN FERRITE CYLINDER WITH VARYING CROSS
SECTION H.-c. Huang and T.-y. Fan p 55-58 (See N66-
15046 05-23)
9. RESEARCH ON MICROPHYSICAL MECHANISM OF
RAIN FROM WARM CLOUDS Haiu-chi Chou p 59-64
N611-11104S Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D, C.
OPTICAL MASER OF Nd 3+ IN CaWo 4
Shun-fu Liu, Ch-en Hsi. Pao-ken Liang. Yung-k'ai Huang. Shih-
ying Li et al In its Transl, on Communist China's Sci. and Tech-
nol, 6 Dec. 1965 6 p refs Transl, into ENGLISH from
K'o-Hsueh T'ung Pao (Peking). no, 9, 20 Sap. 1965 p 827-
829 (SeeN66-1504205-34); CFSTh $3,00
55
N66-15048
Crystals of CaWo 4 containing trivalent neodymium were
prepared in a platinum-rhodium crucible, annealed for eight
hoursat 1.350 = C. and evaluated for their optical characteristics.
C-axis crystals had a photon emission spectral line of 1.065
micrometers, and a-axis crystals had a 1.056 micrometer spec-
tral line, Both showed the strongest emission line of 1.0651
micrometers at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Crystals of 3 to
5 mm diameter were made into Fabry-Perot optical frequency
resonators for stimulated light experiments and their output
energy data were obtained by radiation detector. Oscillogrsms
for different energy inputs showed that neodymium ions in a
tungstata crystal field produced a quadruple-energy level maser
oscillation system of very good characteristics. G.G.
N66-1r_48# Joint Publications Research Service. Washiltll-
ton. D. C.
TRANSLATIONS ON COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, NO. 261
14 Dec, 1965 18 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Chinese
periodicals
(JPRS-33323; TT-65-33898) CFSTh $1.00
CONTENTS:
1. ON THE PHENOMENA OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPING W.-h Huang. H-y. Hsieh. Y.-s. Weing. and
F.-c. Lin pl-7 refs (SeeN66-1504905-16)
2. THE FORMATION TIME OF OPTICAL OSCILLATION
OF LASER H.-m. Teng. J.-w. Wang, and C.-I. Hsia p 8-11
(See N66-1505005-16)
3. ANNOTATED TABLE OF CONTENTS OF CHINESE
COMMUNIST JOURNAL ON GEOGRAPHY p 12-15
N66-11_49 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D, C.
ON THE PHENOMENA OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPING
Wu-han H uang, Hsisng-yen H sieh. Yuan-shu Weing. and Fu-cheng
lin In its Transl. on Communist China's Sci. andTech. 14 Dec.
1965 7 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from K'o-hsueh T-ung
Pao (Peking). no. 10, Oct. 1965 p 929-931 (See N66-15048
05-16) CFSTh$1,00
N66-1E050 Joint Publications Research Service. Washing-
ton. D, C.
THE FORMATION TIME OF OPTICAL OSCILLATION OF
LASER
Hal-ruing Tang, Jun-wen Wang. and Cheng-li Hsia In its
Transl. on Communist'China's Sci, and Tech 14 Dec 1965
4p Transl. into ENGLISH from K'o-Hsueh T-ung Pao (Peking),
no, 10. Oct, 1965 p 931-932 (See N66-15048 05-16)
CFSTI: $1.00
A high speed rotating disk with equally spaced teeth around
its edge was placed into s low temperature helium-neon laser
cavity of known output and dimensions, The laser output sig-
nal was sent through the gaps in the disk. received by a photo-
multiplier and displayed on an oscilloscope An increase of the
rotating disk speed reduced the output signal width correspond-
ingly. Measurements of the rotation speed versus number of
rotations at various frequencies were used to obtain the laser
oscillation formation time. G.G,
N66-16212# Army Electronics Labs,. Fort Monmouth. N J,
DESIGN OF 16-Mc MICROELECTRONIC COUNTER FOR
THE LASER RANGE FINDER
GeorgeA Hnvnak Dec 1964 69p
(ECOM-2543: AD-624096) CFSTI: HC $3,00/MF SQ75
This report covers the design, fabrication and evaluation
of a 15-Mc microelectronic laser range counter The model
which was developed measures only 1 1/4" X 3 1/4" X 5"
and weighs only 13 oz, It employs silicon integrated circuits.
"chip and wire circuits" and micro-modules It is completely
maintainable, and provides full performance over the tempera-
ture range of +150°F to --40°F. The microelectronic laser
range counter is operationally equivalent to the counter em-
ployed in the XE-6 laser range finder A 66% size reduction
and a 75% weight reduction were achieved Author
N66-15606# Raytheon Co. Wayland. Mass. Advanced De-
velopment Lab,
LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUES STUDY Final Report.
1 Oct. 1964-30 Sep. 1965
PaulA. Silberg 30 Oct 1965 72p rafs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1420)
(AFOSR-65-2212:AD-623848) CFST!: HC $3,00/MF$0.75
In the course of the study of laser pumping techniques.
Raytheon developed a reliable calorimeter technique to meas-
ure the transfer efficiency of the # pinch in coverting capaci-
tively stored electrical energy to electromagnetic energy. It
is shown, with the use of circuit measurements, that the ef-
ficient 6-pinch circuit decay consists of a two-stage circuit
decay and that the inefficient _ pinch consists of a three-stage
decay Using the circuit decay data. a modified transfer ef-
ficiency measurement for a two-stage plasma circuit was de-
veloped that is approximately as accurate as the calorimeter
technique, but very much faster and easier to make. These
measurements have been used to evaluate the transfer ef-
ficiency of the 6-pinch in Argon at pressures of 2 and 5 Torr
with different tube sizes and with different coupling imped-
ances Measurements have shown a transfer efficiency as
high as 59% with present measurements. Spectral measure-
ments show that the preionization techniques increase the con-
tinuum radiation with the small diameter tubes and are
ineffective with the laroest diameter tubes used. Author (TAB)
N66-19609# Lincoln Lab. Mass Inst. of Tech, Lexington
SOLID STATE RESEARCH. 1 JANUARY-30 APRIL 1966
Harry C Gatos 22 Sep 1965 109 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-500)
(EDS-TDR-65-71: AD-622446)
This report covers in detail the solid state research work
at Lincoln Laboratory for the period 1 January 1965 through
30 April 1965 The topics covered are Solid State Device
Research, Laser Research, Materials Research, and Solid State
Physics TAB
N66-15701# American OptJca[ Co. SouthbrLdge. Mass Re.
search Div
EXCITED STATE SATURABLE ABSORBER FOR 1.06
MICRON WAVELENGTH Fimal Report, 4 Aug. 1964-6 Jul.
1965
Charles C Robinson Grfffiss AFB. N Y., RADC. Nov. 1965
66 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-3470)
(RADC-TR-65-369: AD-624361) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $075
The excited state absorption of a group of twenty glasses
that were singly doped with fluorescent tons was investigated
as a function of wavelength Three ions U022+. Cu +. and
Er 3+ showed a strong effect and these ions were studied more
extensively. Energy transfer between Nd 3+, Yb 3+. and Er 3+
was shown to increase the excited state absorption _n Er 3+
Excited state saturable absorption was not observed for the
1.16 micron wavelength in either the UO22+ or the Cu +.
glass. These last experiments were not extensive enough to be
conclusive. Author (TAB)
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NU-16"/20# Cutler-Hamn:_er, Inc.. Deer Park, N.Y. Airborne
Instruments Lab,
STUDY OF SOLID-STATE AND TRAVEUNG-WAVE MASER
TECHNIQUES
J A De Gruyl. W W. Heinz, S. Okwit, and J. G. Smith Griffiss
AFB, N. Y.. RADC, Nov. 1965 30 p refs
(Contract AF 30(602)-2989)
(RADC-TR-65-366; AD-6243t39) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $050
The purpose of this program is to develop improved maser
techniques and apply them to a broad-band maser system. The
deliverable breadboard maser system has been fabricated, as-
sembled, and initial testing has been completed, The unit
basically provided gains of 30 db over 260 Mc of instantaneous
bandwidth at 21 k. This inherent bandwidth far exceeds that
GbtG;ne_ ;r, any other maser known to date, Continued per-
formance testing and limited modifications to the system am
being made during the final phase of the program. An exten-
sion in time has been requested to enable this work to be com-
pleted The semiconductor device program has been completed.
This work has resulted in the development of techniques for
limiting as well as modulating microwave signals. The results
were presented at the recent PGMTT symposium in Clearwater.
Florida. Author (TAB)
NIMI-161Q_ Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Colum-
bus. Antenna Lab.
NOISE IN AN OPTICAL NOMODYNE sYfrEM
Marvin E. Monroe I Oct. 1965 115p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2287)
(Rapt.- 1935-7; AD-474465)
This report contains the derivations necessary to expreSs
the functional dependence of the ouq)ut of in optical homo-
dyne system including signal and noise terms. The experi-
mental work gives evidence of the validity of theml exWmmions
and indicates the order of magnitude of the different effects.
Author (TAB)
NINI-1S0a6"# Wheeler Labs., Inc.. Great Neck. N. Y.
DEVELOPMENT OF MACROSCOPIC WAVEGUIDE AND
WAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS FOR OPTICAL sYIrrEMS
Final _ 211 Jm_-28 Nov. tIM
E R, Schinelier. H. M. Heinemann. D, W. Wilmot. and H. W,
Redlien Washington, NASA. Jan. 1966 144 p refs
(Contract NAS12-2)
(NASA-CR-332) CFSTh HC $5.00/MF $1.00 CSCL 20E
The design, development, and fabrication of macroscopic
waveguide and waveguide components for optical systems
which operate in a single spatial mode. are discussed. Feasi-
bility tests were performed on the various waveguide configura-
tions, and results indicate that macroscopic optical wave-
guides and components are feasible in operation and
construction; and that the concept offers promise of high per-
formence components for sophisticated laser systems. L.S.
N66-16210# Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md,
Aerospace Applied Physics Group.
DEVELOPMENT OF MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER
MASER OEVICES Interim Report No. 8.1 JuL-31 Oct. 1H5
W E, Hughes and C, R. Kremenek Nov. 1965 21 p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-10472)
(Rept.-490H: AD-623807) CFSTI: HC $1.00/f_F $0.50
The investigation of an iron (Fe 3+) dolled futile zero
field maser amplifier was completed. Furthe[ investigations
of this device will be conceived with its characteristics as a
solid-state oscillator Experiments to develop a 94-ghz push-
pull maser were conducted during this period; however, it was
not possil_le to produce significant net gain because of a lack
of sufficient pumping power Investigation of X-band zero
N66-16656
field masers was continued during this period using polycrys-
talline iron-doped aluminum chloride. Author (TAB)
N1_-16411# Hughes Research Labs.. Metibu, Calif.
DISPERSION EFFECTS IN LASER AMPLIFIERS Final 1tel-
entire Report, 1 Oct. 1964-.30 Sap. 1965
George F. Smith. Wilbur P. Brown, Jr.. and Concerto R. Giul-
land [1965] 108p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1439)
(AFOSR-65-2211; AD-623849) CFSTI: HC $4.00/MF $0.75
It has been shown that the Rytov approximation is se-
vere_ limited in it_ =_!_c_=_h;.ti:y *,= t,on _ di._'-nc6 optics=; propa-
gation in the atmosphere. A new and powerful boundew layer
calculational technique has been developed and applied to the
problem of scattering of electromagnetic waves from convex
cylinders near grazing incidence. M ultigigacycle acoustic waves
were generated in crystalline solids by giant pulse ruby laser
radiation: several unsuccessful attempts were made to probe
these waves with Bragg-scattered gas laser radiation. However,
multiple wavelength shifts in stimulated Brillouin scattering
from quartz were observed: it was established, by time re-
solved interferometry, that these shifts result from an itera-
tive process. Author (TAB)
N66-16473# Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio. Schoot of Engineering.
A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE BACK-SCATTERED
FIELD OF LASERS AND THE USE OF THAT MODEL FOR
ROTATION DETECTION
Edward Phillip Martin and Robert Ray Sipes (M.S, Thesis. Air
Univ.) Aug. 1965 80p refs
(GE/EE/65-13: AD-622425) CFSTh HC $3.00/MF $0.75
With the use of a laser, it is possible to measure rotation
of a remote object by two techniques: Rotation can be meas-
uredby the laser back-scattered field technique and the Doppler
spectrum technique. The motion of the back-scattered field
was investigated and found to be related to the motion of the
target surface. A surface model was developed for the expla-
nation of all experiments performed on the back-scattered field.
From preliminary work on the Doppler spectrum, two side re-
suits were obtained: (1) a method was discovered to hetero-
dyne the Doppler signal without an external interferometer
and (2) a method to measure rotation by the Staas effect (AD-
608 087) was demonstrated. Work on the Doppler technique
was not completed because of variations in the target speed.
Author (TAB)
NI_-IINSINI# Rochester Univ., N.Y. Inst, of Optics,
TIME REIiOLVED SPECTROSCOPY AND INTERFEROM-
ETRY ON LASER RODS, APPENDIX I AND II Final
Report, I _4p. 1962-30 Nov. 19S4
Michael M. Hercher Jun. 1965 136 p refs
(Contract AF 19[628)-2360)
(AFCRL-65-467; AD-620185) CFSTh HC $4.00/MF $I.00
CONTENTS:
1, TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY AND INTER-
FEROMETRY ON LASER RODS. APPENDIX I: [HIGH
SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY AND INTERFEROMETRY ON
LASER RODS] Final Report, 1 Sap. 1962-30 Nov, 1964
M. M Hercher 33'p refs (See N66-16657 07-16)
2. TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY AND INTER-
FEROMETRY ON"LASER RODS. APPENDIX Ih A STUD_
OF THE EMISSION FROM A TRAVELING WAVE RUBY
LASER Final_,_Report. 1 Sep. 1962-30 Nov. 1964 C/ B
Smoyer 99 p_ refs (See N66-16658 07-16)
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N68-16667# Rochester Univ, N Y Inst of Optics.
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY AND INTERFEROM-
ETRY ON LASER RODS. APPENDIX I: ]HIGH SPEED
PHOTOGRAPHY AND INTERFEROMETRY ON LASER
RODS] Final Report, 1 Sap. 1962-30 Nov. 1964
Michael M. Hercher /n its Time Resolved Spectry and inter-
ferometry on Laser Rods Jun 1965 33 p refs (See N66-
16656 07-16) CFSTI HC $400/MF $100
This report describes investigations carried out on solid
state laser phenomena in two different areas (1) High speed
photography of near field phenomena m the radiation from
several ruby lasers shows qu_te clearly the very complex dis-
tribution of intensity both in space across the face of the ruby
and in time (spiking) (2) Time resolved interferometry has
been carried out on laser rods under pump conditions, but
without lasing, to observe affects of heating by the pump ra-
diation An important feature of these observat;ons is a
temporary distortion of the optical path through the outer
portions of the laser rod. requiring a recovery time of several
seconds for glass and a fraction of a second for ruby. Author
N66-16658 Rochester Univ.. N Y. Inst of Optics
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY AND INTERFEROM-
ETRY ON LASER RODS, APPENDIX I1: A STUDY OF THE
EMISSION FROM A TRAVELING WAVE RUBY LASER
Final Report, 1 Sap. 1962-30 Nov. 1964
Claude Benzing Smoyer (MS Thesis) /n its T_me Resolved
$pectry, and Interferometry on Laser Rods Jun 1965 99 p
refs (See N66-16656 07-16) CFSTI: HC $400/MF $100
Evidence of spectral narrowing m the output of a travel-
ing wave ruby laser is presented A comparison of equivalent
traveling and standing wave cavit=es shows that for similar
excitation, spectral narrowing of better than a factor of four
can be achieved, However, multimoding in this experimental
arrangement =s still strongly evident Results of preliminary
experiments m O switching the traveling wave cavity are also
presented These results are inconclusive, but do show the
need for a more sophisticated experimental procedure for ob-
taining optimum results from a Q switched traveling wave laser
cavity. Author
N80-10740# Stanford Univ.. Calif. Microwave Lab.
LASER MATERIAL (SPECTROSCOPY) Semiannual
port No. 1, DaD. 18, 1984-Jun. 15, 1988
Jul. 1965 132 p refs
(Contract DA-28-O43-AM C-00446(E))
(ML-1346; AD-821488) CFSTI: HC $4.00/MF$1,00
Re-
CONTENTS:
1. LUMINESCENCE IN RARE EARTH MATERIALS
p 1-33 refs (See N86-16741 07-26)
2. SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER OSCIL-
LATORS p 34-118 refs (See N66-16742 07-16)
N88.18741 Stanford Univ.. Calif. Microwave Lab.
LUMINESCENCE IN RARE EARTH MATERIALS
In its Laser Mater. (Spectry,) Jul, 1965 p 1-33 refs (See
N88-18740 07-26) CFSTI: HC $4,00/MF $1.00
The line structure of the photoluminescence of ZnS:Tb,
ZnS:Nd. ZnS:Tm and ZnS:Dy has been studied under various
preparative conditions. There is a strong tendency for rare
earth pairing with other lattice defects in the presence of ex-
cess S. This pairing is manifested by the appearance of new
emission and excitation bands, Of the many distinct sites for
the rare earth ion, one seems to stand out as most important
in etactroluminescence although it gives only a minor contri-
bution to the photoluminescence, Using a variety of lumines-
cent phenomena, we are able to count at least four distinct
sites for trivalent rare earth ions in ZnS and there is strong
evidence that more exist. Preparation of CdS:Nd has been
achieved so that reasonably strong Nd3+ emission is ob-
tained, A multiplicity of Nd3+ sites is evident Emission of
CdS:Er has also been observed. Tunnel injecting contacts
have been formed on slices of a single crystal of CdS:Nd.
Author
N66-16742 Stanford Univ. Cahf Microwave Lab
SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER OSCILLATORS
/n its Laser Mater (Spectry) Jul 1965 p 34-118 refs (See
N66-16740 07-26) CFSTI HC $400/MF $1OO
A review and synthesis of the previous literature on oscil-
lator spectra, with particular emphasis on laser oscillators. =s





where '_f=bandwidth of the passive c=rcult without the neg-
ative conductance, Pocs =total noise power output from the
oscillator The above-threshold spectral width due to phase




The above-threshold spectral width due to amplitude fluctua-
tions (the AM contribution to the spectral width) =s _fAM =
Gt/2_rC. where G 1 is an equivalent conductance defined m
the report. A practical NdYAG CW laser system has been
designed and built An aluminized glass, cylindrical cavity was
used. and a linear tungsten filament. ASA-DXN 1000 watt
lamp was used as an optical pump The laser threshold was
between 900 and 1000 watts Author
N66-16746# Lincoln Lab.. Mass. Inst. of Tech., Lexington.
SOLID STATE RESEARCH, 1 May-31 July 1965
4Nov, 1965 87p refs
(Contract A F 19(628)-5167)
(ESD-TDR-65-318:AD-624611) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0.75
The report covers in detail the solid state research work
at Lincoln Laboratory for the period 1 May 1965 through 31
July 1965. The topics covered are Solid State Device Research.
Laser Research. Materials Research, and Physics of Solids.
Author (TAB)
NSS-16805# Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton, D C.
TRANSLATIONS OF COMMUNIST CHINA'S SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, NO. 278
17 Jan. 1966 217 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from K'o
Hsueh T'ung-Pao (Peking), no 11. 1965 p 941-1034
(JPRS-33759; TT-66-30202) CFSTh $6.00
CONTENTS:
1. TOTAL SYNTHESIS OF CRYSTALLINE OX INSU-
LIN Yueh-T'ing Kung, Yu-ts'ang Tu, Wei-te Huang, Ch'ang-
ch'ing Ch'en. Lin-chun Ko et al p 1-11 refs
2. RESEARCH ON SOLAR ACTIVITIES Ch'en PieD
p 12-19 refs (SeeN66-1680707-29)
3. CURRENT CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY OF GEO-
MECHANICS T.-c. Sun and C.-h. Chen p 20-38 ref (See
N66-16808 07-13)
4, HYDROLOGICAL STUDY OF ARID REGIONS )N
CHINA'S NORTHWEST AND VIEWS FOR FUTURE STUD-
IES p 39-55 refs
58
5. SEVERAL PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE PHYSIO-
LOGICAL MECHANISM OF MEMORY Jih-ch'ang Ts'ao p56-
63 refs
6. PROBLEM OF SINGLE WEATHER STATION TO RE-
PORT LOCATION OF THUNDER LIGHTNING ACTIVITIES
C.-c. Ku p 64-72 refs (See N66-16809 07-20)
7 DEVELOPMENTS IN RESEARCH ON SB-58 TREAT-
MENT OF SCHISTOSOMIASIS JAPONICA Jih-kuang Hsu
and Ming-kang Ch'en p 73-89 refs
8 MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS C.-c. Li p 90-103
refs (See N66-16810 07-18)
9 THE CATALYSTS BASED ON TITANIUM TETRA-
N-BUTOXlDE TO POLYMERIZE BUTADIENE INTO POLY-
MER WITH CIS-1.4 CONFIGURATION Hung-ch'uan Hsieh
end Chiu-mien Wen p 104--112 rets
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N66-16812 Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton, D C
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ND 3+
LASER
Fu-Hsi Ken, Ying-Shih Ts'ai. Chung-Hung. Ch!ang Hsi-Shan
Li, and Ch'eng-Fu Li In its Transls. on Communist China's
Sci. and Technol 17 Jan. 1966 p 138-151 refs (See N66-
16806 07-34) CFSTI: S6,:0
An aluminum glass laser was studied for its transmission
spectrum and oscillating characteristics, Nd 3+ ion density,
glass composition and uniformity and their influences on reso-
nance reflectivity and output energy, and finally the charac-
teristics of the glass laser. Measurements of the width of the
excited spectrum established its dependence on the output
energy; excited laser transmiss=on was composed of many
small pulses, with the pulse density inversely proportional to
the oscillating time, A comparison of seven different silicon
salt glasses of different ion densities showed that at low den-
sities the Md203 composition increased, but quantum effi-
ciency and fluorescent life time did not change much At high
N66-17001
density, quantum efficiency and fluorescent life time decreased
noticeably. The long life time of silicon salted glasses, and
the spectrum width of boric salted glasses were found superior
to aluminum phosphate salted glasses for their transmitting
parameters. G.G.
N66-16B24# Linde Div.. Union Carbide Corp., Indianapolis.
Ind. Speedway Labs.
SYMMETRICAL LASER CRYSTALS Final Technical Report,
1 May 1963-31 Oct. 1965
0 H Nestor 30 Nov 1965 75 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4131 (00): ARPA Order 306-62)
(SRCR-65-9:AD-624514) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0.75
The development of cubic perovskites as symmetric hosts
for laser dopant ions is of interest L_;ouse :ong fI:-'c,r_-c=nt
lifetimes are to be expected. Other work on LaAIO3:Cr appears
to confirm this. The simple II-IV perovskites are of interest
as hosts for divalent and tetravalent dopants, but only four such
compounds SrTiO 3. SrSnO 3. BaSnO 3 and BaZr03 are known
to be cubic at room temperature. The low dielectric properties
and stability toward reduction of BaZrO 3 makes it the most
attractive potential host. The refractory nature of this compound
has heretofore prohibited melt synthesis of single crystal
BaZrO 3 A novel crucible-less melting technique, referred to
as skull-melting, was studied intensively as a means for pro-
ducing single crystals of BaZrO 3 (and SrTiO3). The process in-
volves inductive coupling of electromagnetic radiation directly
to the melt which acts as its own susceptor. The effects of
many of the numerous variables, both thermal and electrical.
on the process were studied. The coupling of energy is found to
depend primarily on the frequency and the size and electrical
conductivity of the melt. Numerous experiments demonstrated
that SrTiO 3 (and BaTiO 3) may be fused by this process in a
nearly reproducible manner and maintained in the molten state
apparently indefinitely, Many attempts were made to pull single
crystals of SrTiO 3 (and BaTiO 3) but only dark. polycrystalline
masses of partially deoxidized material were obtained. TAB
NSB-16967*# College of William and Mary, Williamsburg. Va.
MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT SCATTERED FROM A LASER
BEAM BY THE ATMOSPHERE Semiannual Status Report
No. 3, Jun. 1-Nov. 30, 1965
James D. Lawrence. Jr. [1965] 16 p
(Grant NsG-710)
(NASA-CR-70177) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 20E
A workable laser system was delivered, and a number of
backscatter measurements made The observations made to
date have been made with the laser system operating at about
20% efficiency and with neutral density filters (attenuation
factor: about 100) ahead of the receiving optics. Even so ex-
cellent backscatter observations of the lower atmosphere to
about 30 km have been made and clearly indicate the aerosol
structure of the lower atmosphere. Several examples of these
measurements are included in this report. In addition, theoret-
ical analysis of the problem is proceeding. Author
N66-17001# General Precision, Inc., Pleasantville, N Y.
Aerospace Group.
PUMPED TRANSFORMER LASERS Technical Summary
Report No. 2, 1 May-1 Nov. 1988
Cecil B. Ellis. James H. Simpson, and Donald S. Bayl_y 22 Nov.
1965 85 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4718(OO); ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(GPL-A-31-2: AD-624481) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0,75
Most of the analysis in this period has dealt with use of
metastable nitrogen molecules as the active medium for a
transformer laser to be pumped by a battery of Nd glass auxil-
iary lasers. It was concluded that such a medium would be
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operable, but that adequate data are not at hand to produce
optimism on reaching maximum output pulse energy densi-
ties in the nitrogen greater than the region of one joule/co,
with satisfactory maintenance of optical beam quality An ex-
tension of previous analys_s on a similar use of cn molecules
indicates that this medium might be expected to yield satisfac-
tory outputs around one loule/cc or somewhat greater From
the meager reformation available today, tt appears that dia-
tomic cesium molecules might possibly surpass cn and constl
tute the best medium for transformer act=on with Nd glass
laser pumping An experimental attack on some of the many
remaining unknowns regarding Cs 2 is now underway, and
first prehminary tests are reported A beginning has been made
toward mathematical spatial analysis of the higher power flux
patterns to be expected within a heavily pumped transformer
medium Author
N66-17007# Perkin-Eimer Corp., Norwalk. Conn Electro-
Optical Div.
CRYSTALS FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATIONS Sec-
ond Quarterly Progress Report, I May-31 Jul. 1965
J. 6. Schroeder and J F Nester 31 Aug 1965 34 p refs
Its Rept -2
(Contract DA-28-O43-AMC-OO474(E))
(PE-TR-8110;AD-624558) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF$0.50
This paper contains a discussion of experimental an-
nealing techniques designed to relieve mechanical strain
within Gd3Ga5012 crystals In addition, the techniques and
data used for the measurement of excitation spectra, fluores-
cent lifetimes, large-angle scattering, and fluorescence line-
widths for several neodymium-doped glasses are discussed
The analysis of data taken for the room-temperature ruby R 1
linewidth revealed instrument broadening effects, and various
approaches to this measurement were examined This report
also mentions an optical walkie-talkie device, but details of
the work on this instrument are deferred to a later report
Descriptions of the various optical components fabricated
and delivered to the customer during the second quarter
are also included Plans for experimental work to be con-
ducted during the next quarter are given. Author (TAB)
NS6-17234"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddsrd Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
10.11 MICRON COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Nelson Mc Avoy Nov, 1965 26 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55396; X-524-65-461) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF
$0.50 CSCL 17B
Based on an analysis of existing operable equipment, or
equipment which will shortly be available, it is proposed
that the 10.6 micron wavelength be adopted for deep space
laser communication systems, The mathematics are briefly
outlined which show that with existing optical receivers the
minimum detectable power signal cannot be achieved in the
radio frequency microwave or millimeter ranges, Next. practi-
cal telescope apertures, laser transmitter antenna gains, end
practical limitations of pointing transmitters are considered;
and it is suggested that the aperture for existing infrared dif-
fraction limited telescopes be not less than one meter. Fur-
ther, it is shown that the lowest laser frequency which may be
used with • one meter aperture is in the 10 micron region.
Also discussed are (1) atmospheric absorption and scatter;
(2) atmospheric distortion of the plane isophasel surface of
the transmitted beam; and (3) Doppler shift of the trans-
mitted beam and its effects on reception. Finally, a complete
set of parameters is proffered for a telemetry link between a
Mars borne laser probe and receivers on the Earth. D.T.
N66-17291"# General Telephone and Electronics Lab, Inc.,
Bayside. N Y.
INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL TECHNIQUES
FOR CONTROLLING THE DIRECTION OF A LASER BEAM.
PART ONE: BEAM DEFLECTOR DEVICES, PART TWO:
BEAM DEFLECTOR SYSTEMS Interim Report
V. J. Fowler. J. Schlafer. S Kapuscienski. R. Johnson. and P.
Weiss 29Mar. 1965 76p refs
(Contract NAS8-11459)
(NASA-CR-68895;TR-65-722.8) CFSTI: HC $3,00/MF $0.75
CSCL 20E
An investigation of a system for optical acquisition and
tracking is described. Part I of the report is concerned with the
experimental development of the key component of the sys-
tem, a laser beam steerer which uses piezoelectrically driven
mirrors. Consideration is given to maximum attainable reso-
lution, frequency response, hysteresis, thermal and aging
effects, and unwanted modes of deflection. Part II deals mainly
with the theoretical aspects of the system. This section dis-
cusses types of scan modes, range calculations, and noise
analysis including combined effects of atmospheric and shot
noise. Also described are results of a one dimensional track-
ing system incorporating shear plate deflectors. Author
N66-17320"# Columbia Univ., New York. Radiation Lab
RESEARCH INVESTIGATION DIRECTED TOWARD EX-
TENDING THE USEFUL RANGE OF THE ELECTROMAG-
NETIC SPECTRUM Third Quarterly Progress Report,
Jun. 16-Sep. 15, 1968
R. Novick 15 Sep. 1965 82 p refs Its Progr Rept No. 11
(Grants NAG-360: NsG-442: DA-ARO(D)-31-124-G568: NSF
GP-1031; Contract DA-28-O43-AMC-OOO99(E))
(NASA-CR-70391) CFSTh HC $300/MF $075 CSCL 2£)H
Numerous studies are underway m order to extend the
useful range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and progress is
reported for projects dealing w_th atomic, molecular, and
solid state physics: properties of radioact=ve atoms: optical
and microwave masers; and radio and X-ray astronomy.
Under many experimental conditions, the decay of an ensemble
of excited atoms is characterized by several relaxation times.
Radiation due to the impact of very slow helium ions on the
rare gases has been observed. In at least one instance this ra-
diation results from charge exchange with simultaneous exci-
tation. A new optical system is reported which uses a lensless
geometry and can define scattering angles at accuracies better
than ±10' of arc without any averaging effects of a collecting
lens. M.W.R.
N66-17361# Harry Diamond Labs,. Washington. D.C.
AN OPTICAL SURFACE DISCRIMINATOR
William L. Soper 31 Aug. 1965 lOp
(HDL-TM-65-41;AD-624286) CFSTI: HC$1.00/MF$0.50
An apparatus has been designed and build for the pur-
pose of discriminating between reflecting and nonreflecting
surfaces for optical radiation in the near infrared. The design
and performance of the apparatus ere discussed. Author (TAB)
N66-17604# Naval Research Lab., Washington. D. C.
AN ATLAS OF THE ABSORPTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
FROM 8612 TO 11,SOOA
J. A Curcio, R. Eckardt. C. V. Acton. and T. H. Cosden 15 Oct.
1965 29 p refs
(NRL-6352; AD-624323) CFSTI: HC $2 O0/MF $0.50
This report presents an atlas of the atmospheric spectral
absorption structure of a 10.1-mile sea level path when the
atmosphere contained 4.5 cm of precipitable water and when
the atmosphere contained 12 cm of precipitatable water A
neodymium glass laser spectrum is also included and shown
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to emit in a spectral region which is particularly free of atmos-
ohenc absorotion Author (TAB)
NINI-17721" Perk)n-Elmer Corp.. Norwalk. Conn. Electro-
Optical Div.
EFFECT$ OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY ON CIVIUAN
UFE THROUGH SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION
John G Atwood In NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center
(SeeN66-1770608-15) GPO: HC SI,50: CFSTh MF $1.25
The development and production of scientific instruments
for industrial, medical, end educational use is closely associated
with. end affected by the national aerospace program. Part of the
effect comes directly through the aerospace support of tech-
nology actually used in instruments, such as eieczro-optiu_.
Part comes from requirements of the instrumentation industry
to develop new instrument systems of extraordinary perform-
ance to meet special aerospace needs. This knowledge and
technology becomes available to other users through com-
mercial instrumentation which later embodies it. A realistic
discussion of how this transfer comes about cannot be carried
on only by recitation of individual examples, although many.
interesting ones exist. Rather. the large scale economic fac-
tors are to be considered such as the effect which demands of
the aerospace industries have on the technical capital equip-
ment industry. Tracing these effects on the technical capital
equipment available to civilian industry, education, and medi-
cine completes the cycle. The depth to which familiar aspects
of our daily lives have become dependent on a highly advanced
and expanding civilian technology is revealed in this process.
Author
RNNIo17S33# National Resei-rch Council of Canada. Ottawa
(Ontario).
ElrrlMATION OF HEATING OF A PLASMA BY LAaERI
[AB$CHATZUNGEN ZUR AUFHEIZUNG EINE$ PLASMAS
MITlrEL$ LASERN|
H. Hora 1965 22 p rofs Transl. into ENGLISH from Rept.
IPP/6/23. Inst. fOr Plasmaphysik. Univ. Frankfurt (West Ger-
many). 1964 14 p
(NRC-TT-1193) CFSTI: HC $2.60/MF $0.86
Eadier estimations of whether plasmas can be heated
with bnef laser impulses to temperatures which are of inter-
est' with respect to thermonuclear conditions ere continued
from the point of view that the high light field intensities
produce a non-resonant ionization. Depending on whether
the duration of this process is comparable with, or much
groater than, the period of vibration of the light, some rough
estimates are made of the extent to which s more favorable
heating can be achieved with the greeter densities that are
then very probably attainable. In making these estimates the
optical constants are explicitly computed for the hydrogen
plasma, and the earlier results of Engolhardt are improved by
numerical methods. Author
N_-1813E_ Joint Publications Research Service, Washing-
ton. D. C.
PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
A. N. Orayevskiy 23 Feb. 1966 10 p Transl. into ENGUSH
from Vestn. Akad. Nauk SSSR (Moscow), no. 12. Dec. 1965
p 47-50
(JPRS-34262, TT-66-30703) CFSTh $1.00
Some fundamental aspects of research discussed at a
conference on physical problems of quantum electronics are
presented, Included are discussions of nonlinear optical phe-
nomena, including combination scattering and Mendel'shtem-
Brillouin scattering; semiconductor lasers: gas discharges in
gas lasers: gas breakdown in the focus of a laser beam: and
general theoretical problems. RNA.
N66-19615
N68-18174"# Radio Corp. o_f America, Camden. N. J.
AN INVESTIGATION OF SUPERCONDUCTIVE TECH-
NIQUES FOR BROADBAND TRAVEUNG-WAVE MASERS
Washington. NASA. Mar. 1966 40 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3773)
(NASA-CR-386) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $0.50 CSCL_20E
Research conducted with multicoi! superconducting mag-
nets capable of operating with traveling wave masers is de-
scribed. The experimental work performed was confined to
double- and triple-field stagger tuning of a rutite meander line
traveling wave maser: these measurements are compared with
the theory for broadbanding traveling wave masers. A tech-
nique for obtaining extremely wide bandwidth (120 Mc) in
masers is presented. As • result of this project, traveling wave
.,4_s6rS with b=n_;'.'i_*.h e- e_ce=_dinn ?OO Mc may be developed
immediately, using presently available materials and tech-
niques. It is also shown that experimental traveling wave
masers capable of trading gain for bandwidth electronically may
be designed. Since the theory of magnetic stagger tuning for
increased bandwidth has been established, it is recommended
that continued research be conducted in the areas of improved
rutile crystal performance and optimum Ioadings of the me-
ander line rutile maser All indications point to traveling wave
maser bandwidths of 20 percent to be fully realizable in the near
future. Author
N90-18228# Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASURE-
MENTS BY THE FLASH TECHNIQUE
B. H. Mort)son, D. J. Klein. and L. R. Cowder 1965 34 p
refs Presented at the 5th Thermal Conductivity Conf.. Denver
Submitted for Publication
(Contract W-7406-ENG-36)
(CONF-651020-1; LA-DC-7456) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50
The pulse technique was applied to the measurement of
the thermal diffusivity of tantalum and three grades of graph-
ite over the 800 = to 2200 = C temperature range. A ruby laser
system was used as the pulsed energy source: a photomulti-
plier tube detected the transient time-temperature response
of the back face of a thin sample. Corrections for the heat loss
and finite pulse-time are included in the calculations for thermal
diffusivity. The data for tantalum are in good agreement with
literature values. The laser pulse technique was found to be a
convenient, rapid, and precise method for routinely measur-
ing the thermal diffusivity of small samples of solid materials.
The extension of the technique to 3000 ° C and the simultaneous
measurements of specific heat are discussed. Author (NSA)
N66-19615"# Hughes Aircraft Co.. Fullerton. Calif.
LASER WELDING OF COATED MAGNET WIRE Final
Report
J. R Shackleton and L. J. Martin 17 Nov. 1965 41 p refs
Prepared for JPL
(Contract HAS7-100)
(NASA-CR-70935; FR-65-10-257) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50
CSCL 20E
Techniques are described for performing laser welds of
polythermaleze coated magnet wire to stainless steel and gold
plated nickel terminals without using conventional methods
for stripping the magnet wire. Good high strength welds were
made between the desired terminal materials. Low strength
welds could be detected visually by the necking down of the
wire adjacent to the weld. It was reported that necking down
of the wire was caused by variations in heat input into the
weld. as excessive heat causes excessive fusion and necking
down. More precise laser control is necessary when working
with finer wire. By rejecting welds showing a neckdown of the
wire. and precisely controlling the laser so that excess fusion
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and necking down do not occur, consistently high strength
welds can be obtained. Tables and comments on the data ac-
cumulated are appended. H.S.W.
N66-19703# Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,
Calif
GaAs INJECTION LASER INVESTIGATION Technical Prog-
ress Report No. 377
Donald G Mc Cauley Oct. 1965 60 p refs
(NOTS-TP-3655: AD-624935) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75
This is one in a series of reports to be published on laser
technique and application studies. It documents an investigation
in which coherent light emission was obtained from a General-
Electric Company GaAs p-n junction injection laser. With cur-
rent densities in excess of 2,400 amp/sq cm. increased external
quantum efficiency, spectral line narrowing, and a high degree
of primary source coherence of the radiation were shown. The
spectral distribution, which is highly dependent on the current-
induced changes in the junction temperature during a single in-
jection pulse, was recorded photographically using a new
application of the pulsed-intensity oscilloscope technique. In-
frared sheet film was exposed to the radiation below, near, and
far above threshold resulting in no, a few, and a great many
interference fringes, respectively, There is up to 50% error in
the quantitative data presented here. which is not unusual for
injection laser investigations; however, the qualitative trends
toward spectral line narrowing and high external quantum
efficiency support the argument for the optical pumping of
neodymium glass and calcium fluoride lasers. Author (TAB)
N66-19855# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div
AMMONIA MASER (AMMONIA MOLECULAR GENERATOR)
N, A. Begun, V P Yegorov. V. V. Irin, and V. Ye Petrov
27 Oct 1965 7 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Soviet Patent
no 160727 (Appl no 790507/26-9. 8 Aug, 1962) 2 p
(FTD-TT-65-803/l+2+4: AD-625196) CFSTI: HC $1.00/
MF $0.50
The object of the invention is an ammoma molecular genera-
tor with opposing beams which has the distinguishing feature
that. for the purpose of lengthening the period of uninterrupted
working, through the means of avoiding the deposition of part=-
cles of the active substance of a htgh vacuum pump on the
working surfaces of the high frequency resonator, and slm-
ptification of the design of the generator through the exclu-
sion of cryogemc substance, there are used extended multi-
channel pickups of the beams of the ammoma with six and
eight-field sorting systems and heating of the high-frequency
generator Author (TAB)
N66-19899# Air Force Systems Command, Wrtght-Patterson
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Dw
RADIATION BEHAVIOR OF MOLECULES IN THE DE-
TUNING CAVITY AND OSCILLATION PHENOMENA OF
A DOUBLE-CAVITY MASER
Tish-Cheng Lee and Li-Chih Fang 6 Jan 1966 15 p refs
Trans into ENGLISH from Wu Li Hsueh Pao (Peking). v 20,
no 8, 1964 D 753-759
LFTD-TT-65-888/l+2+3+4; AD-626953) CFSTI: HC$1,00/
MF $0.50
,_ quantum-mechanical treatment is presented of the ra-
diation behav.or of molecules in the detuning cavity The phe-
nomenon that was discovered by Higa (Rev Sci Instr., 28
1957. p 726) _ his experiment with a double-cavity maser
ps explained; namely, when the detuning frequency of the first
cavity reaches a certain critical value, the amonia molecules
in the second cavity suddenly break out into oscillation at the
central frequency A critical formula for the detunlng that ex-
cttes such sudden oscillation is obtained. The influence of
the cooperation effect is also taken into consideration Also
qualitatively explained is the experiment performed by Strak-
hovskiy et al (J Exp Theor Phys. 42. 1962 p 907) which
relates the degree of detuning in first cavity with the radtative
power of the molecules m second cavtty Author (TAB)
N66-19914# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AF6. Ohio Foreign Technology Div
STUDYING THE RADIATION SPECTRUM OF A RUBY LASER
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH RESONATOR PROPERTIES
F, A Korolev and S M Mamedzade 13 Jan 1966 12 p refs
Transl into ENGLISH from Vestn Mosk Univ. Ser III. Fiz-
Astron (Moscow). no 2. 1965 p 35-39
(FTD-TT-65-1312/I I-2+4; AD-626959) CFSTI: HC $1.00/
MF $0.50
The complex Fabri-Pero standard (r_uitipiex) in a wedge
like and crossed regime was accepted for the investigation of
resonant oscillation radiation types of a ruby laser st room
temperature The outer dielectric mirrors and the frontal edges
of the ruby crystal constituted the complex resonator, in which
various forms of oscillation originated, corresponded to various
resonator components. The multiplex standard, working m
wedge shaped and crossed condition with various thicknesses
of thrust rings, enabled to solve components of ultra-thin
structure of the ruby laser spectrum with complex resonator
Author (TAB)
N66-19918# LindeCo,, East Chicago, Ind
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING MEASURE FOR RUBY
LASER RODS. Quarterly Progress Report, Jul. 1-Sep. 30,
1965
B H Heise [1965] 16 p
(Contract DA-36-039-AM C-06168(E))
(QPR-I: AD-626212) CFSTI HC $1,0O/MF $0.50
The document reports progress toward improving the
ruby growth process for the manufacture of Rangefmder laser
rods The work of the first quarter revolved procurement of
equipment, prehmmary growth of crystals, improvement of
growth apparatus, and initial runs invest=gating individual
variables of the Verneuil growth process Preliminary growth
was performed: viz, shakedown for the two stations assigned
to the project, and determinat+on of the present status of
crystal growth performed on two additional stations on tem-
porary loan. The crystals produced rn the latter mvestigat+on
await evaluation A means for accurately controlling the
distance between the boule cap and the burner head was
devised and installed and is now operating satisfactorily. A
means for obtaining a continuous flow of powder was devised
This apparatus will be installed and tested on a growth station
durin§ the next quarter Investigations of the effect of varying
the diameter of the boule and the distance between the boule
cap and the burner are well under way. Crystals produced in
these investigations now await evaluation All items on the
critical path of the PERT diagram are on or ahead ofschedule
Fabrication and active evaluation are temporarily behind
schedule but these items do not lie on the critical path
Authnr (TAB_
N66-19957# Illinois State Water Survey. Urbana. Atmos-
pheric Sciences Section.
EVALUATION OF THE MASER-EQUIPPED RADAR SET
AN/MP$-34 AND AREA PRECIPITATION MEASURE-
MENT INDICATOR Quarterly Progress Report, 1 Jul.-30
Sep. 1966
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R E Rinehart and D M A Jones 29 Oct 1965 20 p
(Contract DA-28-O43-AM C-O1257(E))
(QPR-2; AD-625760) CFSTh HC $1.00/MF $0,50
Difficulties encountered with the Area Precipitation Meas-
urement Indicator (APMI) and progress in overcoming these
problems are discussed briefly The MASER-equipped MPS-34
radar was operated during August near Magdalena. New Mexico.
and 49-3/4 hours of data were collected of which 18 hours
were on MASER mode. Nearly 700 feet of radar film collected
on 19 days of operations are available for analysis. The MASER
operation was limited by the occasional lack of helium, and for
a short period by trouble with the pump klystron circuit¢ An
addition was made to the elevation control system to provide
smoother scanning in the RHI mode and to permit the RHI
,,_ode ;o b_ pho_o_r--_hed through t.he s_me indicator system
as the PPI mode. Analysis of data collected during August in
New Mexico was limited to unusual echoes which appeared as
coherent targets up to 42 db below full gain without the
MASER operating. The conclusion is that these targets were
birds. Author (TAB)
N66-20024_ Texas Univ., Austin Plasma Dynamics Re-
search Lab
INFRARED MASER INTERFEROMETRY FOR TIME AND
SPACE RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON DENSITY IN HIGH
TEMPERATURE PLASMAS Technical Report No. 1
Robert F Gribble. J P. Craig. and Arwm A Dougal Wright-
Patterson AFB, ARE Jul 1965 132 p refs
(Contract AF 33(657)-11073)
(ARL-65-135: AD-626939) CFSTI HC $4.00/MF St.00
A 3.39# He-Ne maser excited infrared interferometer was
utilized for the investigation of time and space resolved elec-
tron density m a high temperature, dense plasma formed in
the theta-pinch geometry. Dispersion of the coherent infrared
radiation by the plasma electrons within an external resonator
pulls the frequency of the coupled maser resonator with a
resultant change =n intensity. The maximum measurable elec-
tron density time variation of 3;<1016 cm-3ps-t is achieved
with a fast tn As infrared detector, the resonators were operated
with low coupling and at a relatively low Q, New diagnostic
information on the magnetic compression of a Deuterium
plasma is presented. Author (TAB)
N66-20037# Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Park.
Dept. of Physics.
THRESHOLD FOR STIMULATED RAMAN SPECTRA
R. V Wick. T. A. Wiggins. and D. H. Rank [1965] 8 p refs
Sponsored by Nonr
The effects of power and path length on the threshold for
stimulated Ramsn production in methane and hydrogen were
studied. A Korad giant pulse laser with a 3/8 by 4 in. ruby rod
was used. The spectra were observed using gas cells of length
6. 20. and 100 cm in length. The gain per unit length in in-
tensity for a stimulated Raman line is a function of gas density.
incident light or power intensity per unit area, line width, and
molecular parameters, The independence of gain w_th focal
length was verified using a six cm cell with a five cm lens and
a 100 cm cell with a 50 cm lens. In both cases, the second
anti-Stokes line vanished for pressures less than 55 tbs/in2.
Using a 20 cm cell with a 25 cm lens the pressure threshold
of the first anti-Stokes line in methane was observed to be
70 Ibs/in2; with a 50 cm lens and the same power, the thres-
hold was 180 Ibs/in2. In hydrogen, using a 100 cm cell with a
50 cm lens. the anti-Stokes line was not present below 260
Ibs/in2 for a constant line width; using a 20 cm cell the green
anti-Stokes line vanished at 215 Ibs/in 2, D,T,
N66-20355
N66-20186# ITT Industrial Labs., Fort Wayne. Ind•
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY LASER DETECTORS
Inlldm Engineering Report
K. R. Crowe and J L Gumnick 20 Jan 1966 33 p ref
(Contract AF 33(615)-3082)
(ITTIL-66-1002: AD-627046) CFSTh HC $200/MF $0.50
This report covers the theoretical and experimental work
completed during the first 4 months of the contract An equa-
tion was derived relating photoelectric response to the optical
and solid-state properties of photoemitters The analysis in-
cludes the influence of multiple reflections of light from the
photocathode boundaries and shows interference enhanced
photoresponse for certain values of wavelength of the in-
cident radiation and photocathode thickness. Photoelectric
respo_s A_ for light entering the ohotocathode from the vacuum
interface is compared to the response for light entering the
photocathode from the glass interface for S-1 and S-20
photocathodes, The yield is generally found to be higher for
light entering the photocathode from the glass substrate. It
is believed that the relative yeilds of the two cases is partially
determined by multiple reflections within the photocathode.
The measurements of photoelectric yield versus photo-
cathode thickness and experimental problems relating to the
measurements are discussed. Experiments to be conducted
during the remaining month of the contract are outlined.
Author (TAB)
N66-20322# Sandia Com. Livermore. Calif.
FRINGE COUNTING LASER INTERFEROMETERS FOR
INDUSTRIAL LENGTH MEASUREMENT
J. D. Foster (Ph.D. Thesis--Calif. Univ.. Berkeley) Sep, 1965
204 p refs
(Contract AT(29-1 )-789)
(SCL-DC-65-92) CFSTI: HC $600/MF $1.25
The use of fringe-counting Michelson interferometers for
length measurement has been restricted due to the problems
of short measuring range and sensitivity to disturbance. The
helium-neon gas laser is shown to be the answer to these
problems, Use of the gas laser is shown to remove the meas-
uring range limitations and to permit the design of solid in-
tegral interferometer systems with ruggedness and reliability.
which allows their use in normal industrial environments. A
theoretical model for the Michelson interferometer ilh.minated
with a helium-neon gas laser (laser interferometer) is pre-
sented, Calculations of the variations in interference fringe
visibility as a function of measuring distance made with this
model are shown to agree with experiment, Design consider-
ations for stabilized single-frequency laser cavities are given.
A solid integral interferometer system with fringe counting
electronics is described. Experimental results are given, which
demonstrate the accuracy and long-range measuring rapa-
bilities of the system. Author (NSA)
N66-20355# California Univ, Livermore Lawrence Radiation
Lab.
THEORY OF COUPLED-MODE LASER OSCILLATIONS
J.A Fleck, Jr and R E. Kidder 8Apr. 1964 33p refs
(Contract W-7405-EN G-48)
(UCRL-7497) CFSTI: HC $200/MF $0.50
A set of general equations describing the time-dependent
behavior of a laser is derived The derivation is based on a
density matrix description of the occupation of a pair of
homogeneously broadened laser levels and a semi-classical
treatment of the radiation field, consEsting of an arbitrary
number of modes. The resulting equations resemble ordinary
rate and energy conservation equations but contain addi-
tional interference terms which, in general couple al! of the
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modes The strength of this coupling depends on the In-
homogeneity of the population _nversion as well as on the *
mode frequencies The energy conservation equations imply
that absorption and stimulated emission in such a system
can apply, strictly speaking, only collectively to the system
of modes as a whole. Stability analysis carried out in the
two-mode case indicates that a spatial inhomogenei'i in
the pumping rate is required for undamped oscillations. It
is also concluded that coupling of off-axis modes is more
likely to lead to undamped spiking than coupling of ax.al
modes Author (NSA)
NS6-20388# Iowa State Univ. of Science and Technology.
Ames. Inst. for Atomic Research.
I'FIMULATED COMPTON SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS
BY LASER BEAM
L. S. Bartell and H Bradford Thompson 4 Jut. 1965 8 p refs
Presented at the Phys. of Quantum Electr - Conf., San Juan,
Puerto Rico, 28-30 Jun. 1965
(Contract W-7405- ENG-42)
(S-1187; CONF-650638-1) CFSTh HC $1.00/MF $0.50
The scattering of a beam of electrons by intense standing
waves of photons inside a laser cavity was recently observed.
It is believed that this scattering corresponds to the stimulated
Compton effect predicted by Kapitza and Dirac many years ago.
The analogy between this effect and its inverse, the scattering
of photons by a periodic lattice of electrons, is discussed along
with several experimental observations and possible applica-
tions. Author (NSA)
NINI-20663# Brookhaven National Lab.. Upton. N. Y.
LASER FLASH TUBE TRIGGERING SYSTEM
D. Stephani 3 Jun. 1966 6 p
(Contract AT(30-2)-GEN-16)
(BNL-9257) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50
A circuit is designed to fire Xe flash tubes used in a laser
system. An AI reflector, which completely encircles the laser
crystal and the flash tubes, is grounded. A small wire loop is
wrapped around the flash tube at the ground, just above the
grounded electrode. This wire is coupled to the high voltage
pulsed electrode through 50 pf. This expedient produces re-
liable firing of the flash tubes for high voltage supplies of
800 to 2800 V. In the configuration used. four flash tubes are
spaced uniformly around the laser crystal, and the described
circuit is used to fire all four of the tubes. NSA
N66-20600# United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn.
Research Labs.
INVESTIGATION OF THE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED
WITH GAS BREAKDOWN UNDER INTENSE OPTICAL IL-
LUMINATION Semiannual Report. Aug. 1-Dec. 31, 1965
Alan F. Haught and David C. Smith Jan, 1966 24 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4696(00); ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(UACRL-E920272-6;,AD-627233) CFSTI: HC $1.00/M F
$0.50
An experimental and theoretical study of the physical proc-
esses leading to the ionization of gases by intense optical
radiation was conducted. The high-intensity beam from a
Q-spoiled ruby or neodymium laser is focused by a lens and
used to cause electrical breakdown in a test gas. The production
of ionization is examined as a function of the laser beam in-
tensity, gas type, pressure, volume within which the break-
down occurs, and frequency of the radiation. Studies have been
made of the breakdown threshold of mixtures of the inert gases
to determine the effects of controlled impurity levels on the
breakdown process. In these experiments it was found that at
5X104 mm Hg the breakdown threshold of a 1 per cent neon,
99 per cent argon gas mixture was lower than that for pure
argon, even though at any given pressure the breakdown thresh-
old of neon along is greater than that for argon. Measure-
ments of the pressure dependence of the breakdown threshold
of the gas mixture show the importance of gas collisions in
the development of breakdown at high pressures and suggest
that radiation energy transport may be the diffusion-like loss
reported earlier. To examine further the growth of the break-
down region, studies have been made of the expansion of the
breakdown plasma using a high-speed image. Author
N66-ZO730 General Telephone and Electronics Labs.. Inc.,
Bayside. N Y.
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN
CHELATE LASER MATERIALS
H Samelson. C, Brecher, and A. Lempicki In Iowa State Univ,
of Sci, and Technol. 5th Rare Earth Res, Conf. Book 1: Spec-
traSymp. Session S-1 and Spectra Session S-2 [1965] p 41-
52 refs (See N66-20726 10-26) CFSTh HC$5.00/MF$1,00
Chelated rare earth ions have been found to exist in solu-
tion in a multiplicity of molecular structures, differing in the
number and geometrical arrangement of coordinating ligands,
Eight-fold coordination is the most common, but changes in
temperature, solvent, or substituent groups may alter the co-
ordination in either direction. Furthermore, most chelates dis-
sociate progressively further as their concentration is lowered,
The ramifications of such behavior on their luminescence and
laser applications will be discussed, Author
N86-20809# Radio Corp. of America. Princeton, N.J. RCA
Labs.
ROOM TEMPERATURE LASER DIODES First Quarterly
Report, Jul. 1-Sep. 30, 1966
George C. Dousmanis, Aline Akselrad,, and Herbert Nelson
Ft. Monmouth. N J., Army Electron. Command, Oct. 1965
21 p refs
(Contract DA-28-O43-AMC-01501(E))
(ECOM-01501-1; AD-626775) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50
The performance of pulsed GsAs injection lasers has been
studied at repetition rates as high as 30 kc/sec with 80-nsec-
wide pulses. Peak power outputs of 10 watts are obtained with
40 A at low repetition rates (0,1 to 10 kc/sec). At 30 kc/sec
the power output is 4.5 watts. These results apply to the con-
ventional parallelepiped structure (junction width approx.
0.0075 cm and length 0.025 cm). The experimental results
up to 30 kc/sec suggest power outputs of about 1 W at 100
kc/sec, despite some temperature rise with repetition rate
indicated by approximate calculations on heating effects. A
new "line diode' structure is described which embodies a large
area p-n junction but with a lasing region width of less than
0.0025 cm. An improved performance is expected at high
repetition rates from these units. Author (TAB)
NS6-20860# Illinois Univ.. UrbanE. Dept. of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics.
DYNAMIC STRESS CONCENTRATION USING PHOTO-
ELASTICITY AND A LASER LIGHT SOURCE
W. P. T. North and C. E. Taylor Sep. 1965 23 p refs
(Grant NSF GK-70)
(T&AM-285)
Since experimental techniques using dynamic photoelastic-
ity are in general limited by suitably intense monochromatic
light sources, it was of primary importance to describe a ruby
laser system which would completely remove this particular
aspect of the problem. Modulation of the system, in this case by
8 Kerr cell. provides the necessary control of the light output
such that a complete series of results can be obtained by
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putting together the results of many individual tests recorded
on a conventional still camera. In this case the dynamic stress
concentration factor in a strut with a symmetrically located
circular discontinuity was determined to definitely establish
the potential of the system. Author
N66-20e67# Frankford Arsenal. Philadelphia, Pa. Research
and Development Directorate.
BASIC THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF LIGHT AM-
PLIFICATION BY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
Alexander J. Caseila Nov, 1964 56 p refs
(R-1743: AD-612516| CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.75
A. t.hen_ r__t_tr_:! rl__v_lrtprn_nt of the basic physical principles of
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
(LASER) is presented The processes of absorption and emis-
sion are presented in a general manner, using both a classical
and quantum mechanical approach The classical approach in-
volves the approximation of the motion of an atomic electron
as a driven oscillator. The quantum mechanical approach em-
ploys the time-dependent perturbation approximation to de-
velop the transition rates for absorption and emission. A brief
discussion of the lifetime and spectral_line width of excited
energy states is presented due to their importance in con-
siderations of the LASER. Following this general development
of the absorption and emission processes: a qualitative discus-
sbon of the =mportant aspects of the LASER mechanism is
presented A quantitative development of the conditions for
amplification for the two basic types of LASER (the three-
level end four-level types) is presented using ruby and neo-
dymium-doped glass as typical examples. Author (TAB)
N66-20S41"# Radio Corp of America. Camden. N J.
LASER COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER Final Report
Nov 1965 54 p
(Contract NAS9-4473)
(NASA-CR-65246) CFSTI HC $3.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 20E
The objective of this program was to design and fabricate
three inlect,on laser transmttters to be used as part of the
GT-7 Gemini expenments One transmitter will be used by an
astronaut to establish an experimental laser communication
link with a ground receiving station at White Sands missile
range. The remaining units will be used for qualification tests
and as back-up units Author
N66-21037"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON RUBY
Americo F Forestieri and Hubert H. Grimes Washington,
NASA. Apr. 1966 11 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-3379) CFSTh HC$015/MF$0.50 CSCL20L
The ability of ruby to operate as a laser is dependent on
the presence of chromium +3 (Cr +3) impurity ions. Since
radiation can cause severe ionization effects in ionic solids.
it is desirable to determin_ whether ruby would be affected
by such a radiation field. High-purity ruby and _-aluminum
oxide (a-At203) were studied by optical absorption and elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance techniques both before and after
irradiation with high-energy X-rays. Irradiation of ruby crys-
tals which have been preannealed in air resu!ts in a 20-percent
loss of Cr +3. the formulation of Cr +4 and Cr +6 ions. and an
unidentified V-type defect center The effects found indicate
complex interactions which depend strongly on the crystal
pretreatment, purity, and irradiation dose. Probable ionization
processes are given to account for the results observed.
Author
N66-21141# Institut flit Plasmaphysik Gm.bH.. Garching
(West Germany).
DEVELOPMENT OF A LASER AMPLIFIER AND ITS AP-
PLICATION IN PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS |ENTINICKLUNG
EINES LASER-VERSTARKERS UND SEINE ANWENDUNG
IN DEn PLASMA-DIAGNOSTIK|
H. Zietemann Jun, 1965 35 p refs In GERMAN: ENGLISH
summary
(IPP-1/42) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $0.50
In order to measure the electron temperature and the
electron density of a 26 K Joule O-pinch by means of light
scattering, a high power laser has been assembled by com-
bining an oscillator laser and an amplifier laser. The ampli-
fication of the oscillator impulse by the ruby of the amplifier
laser was calculated and measured. The amplification is
expressed as function of the temperature of the amplifier
ruby, Maximum impulse power: 25 MW, During the first
maximum compression the maximum electron temperature
was 50 eV. and at the moment of the maximum B-field the
maximum temperature was 85 eV, The corresponding elec-
tron densities were measured as max. 13× 1017 partictes/cm3
and 1.6x1017 particles/cm3 respectively. The spatial dis-
tribution of electron temperature and electron density in the
plasma is also stated, Author
N06-21169# Materials Research Corp.. Orangeburg, N. Y.
INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRON BEAM PROCESSING OF
ALUMINUM OXIDE AND RELATED MATERIALS Scientific
Report No. 3
W, Class. Harvey R Nesor, and G. T. Murray 15 Dec. 1965
refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-4089)
(AFCRL-65-908: AD-626754) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50
This investigation deals with the application of float-zone
techniques to the growth of laser ruby crystals, Two tech-
niques, the electron beam and the hollow cathode float-zone
processes, are being studied, The electron beam float-zone
technique has yielded high perfection sapphire crystals free
of visual scattering centers. Crystals grown by this technique
show a preferred orientation of about 85 degrees as com-
pared with flame-fusion crystals which show a 60 degrees
preferred orientation. Doping of the sapphire with Cr203
has been accomplished with the aid of oxide melting point
depressants. The resulting ruby. however, still exhibits optical
scattering. These centers can be attributed to starting material
inhomogeneity. Efforts are presently underway to improve
the starting material quality. The hollow cathode float-zone
technique makes use of a highly localized hollow cathode
plasma to produce a molten zone. This technique is currently
being developed in an effort to carry out float-zone crystal
growth at pressures higher than are permissible with the
electron beam technique. The technique has been developed
to the stage where floating zones have been produced and
scanned. Large crystals have not yet been produced: further
improvements in plasma stability must be accomplished be-
fore large crystals can be grown by this technique.
Author (TAB)
N66-21293# Army Electronics Labs.. Fort Monmouth. N. J.
HIGH-POWER GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES
L, Wandinger and K. L. Klohn Oct. 1965 24 p refs
(ECOM-2629: AD-627084) CFSTh HC $1.00/MF $0.50
The essential features in the design, development, and
performance of GaAs p-n junction laser diodes with high out-
put in the coherent beam for application in secure communi-
cation systems are discussed. After a brief review of device
design principles, the technology of wafer preparation, dif-
fusion of extremely planar p-n junctions and the formation
of ohmic, low resistance, area contacts developed at this
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Command is presented. Measurement techniques to determine
the performance characteristics of these lasers such as thresh-
old current density, output power, external quantum effi-
ciency, spectral distribution and linewidth of emitted radiation
are discussed. Experimental units with a total average power
output in the coherent beam of more than three watts cor-
responding to a quantum efficiency of 15 percent have been
made. Author (TAB)
N66-21405# Sylvania Electric Products. Inc.. Mountain
View, Calif. Electronic Defense Labs.
TECHNIQUES FOR SUPER-MODE OSCILLATION Interim
Engineering Report, 1 Sap.-30 Nov. 1965
Russell Targ. B. J. Mc Murtry, and S E Harris [1965] 53 p
refs
(Cnntr,ac:r AI: 33(6! 5)-2884)
(IER-2: AD-624845) CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.50
The report describes an experimental and theoretica!
program to determine the fundamental properties of the FM
and super-mode lasers. These two techniques make it possible
to obtain at a single frequency the full power of a high-power
multi-mode laser without suffering the loss in power inherent
in conventional approaches involving the suppression of
modes. The work of this program is divided broadly between
two main activities. The first is to obtain a more complete
understanding of the physics governing the operation of the
FM and super-mode lasers. The second is concerned with
improving the techniques for coupling the modes of the FM
laser and finding more efficient means for full power super-
mode conversion of the FM signal to a monochromatic out-
put Progress to data is summarized. TAB
N66-21435"# Radio Corp of America, Princeton, N. J. Micro-
wave and Power Devices Operations Dept.
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A LASER MODULATOR
Final Report. Jul. 27-Oct. 27, 1965
11 Nov. 1965 28 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9620)
(NASA-CR-71516) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $050 CSCL 16E
The development of a laser modulator capable of pro-
ducing 40% depth of modulation for an applied voltage of
400 volts rms over a bandwidth from dc to 6 Mc/sec is pre-
sented. The program incorporated a parallel effort on both
gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide electro-optic crystals.
In addition, some work was done on potassium tentalate
niobate, An attached paper gives a summary description of
GaAs electro-optic modulators having a linear aperture of
3 ram×3 mm and an angular aperture greater than 12 degrees
C.T.C.
N66-21657"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech, Cambridge. Re-
search Lab. of Electronics.
SENSING OF METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES BY LASER
PROBE TECHNIQUES Semiannual Report, 1 Aug. 1966-31
Jan. 1966
G. Fiocco 1 Feb. 1966 7p refs
[Grant NGR-22-009_131)
(NASA-CR-71397) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 04B
Optical radar investigations of the aerosol layer at 20 km
have continued and noctilucent cloud observations were ana-
lyzed in connection with a study dealing with the sensing of
meteorological variables by laser probe techniques. Work is
underway on the development of a Doppler optical radar,
and an experiment is proposed to measure Raman scattering
of ruby light in the atmosphere, M.W.R.
N66-21698"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
HYDROGEN MASER FREQUENCY COMPARISON WITH A
CESIUM BEAM 6TANDARD
E. H. Johnson and T, E, Mc Gunigal Washington. NASA.
Apr. 1966 15 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-3292) CFSTI: HC $0,20/MF $0.50 CSCL 20E
A direct measurement of the hyperfine energy-level
splitting (splitting the energy band into sublevels) of the
hydrogen atom has been made by comparing the frequency
of an atomic hydrogen maser and a cesium-beam frequency
standard. The two standards were compared for the period
of one day. The measured value of the F=I. Mf=O_F=O,
Mf=O hyperfine transition corrected to zero field is
1420405751.781 ±0.016 (A-1 Time Scale). Author
N66-21774# Hughes Aircraft Co, Fullerton. Calif.
LASER COMMUNICATIONS STUDY Final Report, 1 Jul.
1964-31 Aug. 1965
T. M. Straus. J. E. Kiefer. and F. Chethik Jan. 1966 88p refs
(Contract DA-28-043-AMC-00195(E))
(FR-66-14-37: AD-477691)
The design of a laser communications system was predi-
cated upon obtaining a tool with which the deleterious effects
of the atmosphere on a FM signal could be measured. The
system incorporates the elements of a coherent communica-
tions system with sufficient bandwidth to handle a 12 voice
channel binary multiplex. Modulation of the light is accom-
plished in the UHF region. This is a single-ended system (i.e.
a mirror is used at one endi utilizing a single laser to provide
LD and signal beam power The system design was imple-
mented during the development phase. A two-element electro-
optic modulator enclosed in a UHF cavity to obtain the de-
sired frequency translation is described. In an additional
operational mode the carrier is not suppressed and the local
oscillator is transmitted with the signal Atmospheric path
study tests showed both modes were at times greatly degraded
by atmospheric turbulence. This is primarily attributed to
thermal gradients in the atmosphere. The heterodyne signal
degraded more than the self-mix (carrier plus sideband) mode.
Author (TAB)
N66-21833# Northeastern Univ.. Boston, Mass. Photochem-
istry and Spectroscopy Lab.
APPARATUS FOR FLASH PHOTOLYSIS Scientific Report
No. 3
Peter A. 6chnieper Jul. 1965 51 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-3836: Grant PHS- R H-00302-02)
(PSL-102; AFCRL-65-716; AD-627533) CFSTI,: HC $3.00/
MF $0.50
Flash photolysis provides a means of studying the short-
lived chemical intermediates which result from exposure to
light. The paper describes the instrumentation for this tech-
nique developed at Northeastern University. Details are pre-
sented of the main discharge circuit, of the flash tubes, and of
the trigger, delay, and detection circuits. A flash photolysis
assembly based on the pulsed ruby laser is also described.
The photolysis of aqueous methylene blue serves to illustrate
the performance of the apparatus. Author(TAB)
Ne6-21862# Library of Congress, Washington. D. C. Aero-
space Technology Div.
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN, VOLUME 2, NUMBER 3
Mar. 1966 80 p rafs
Presented is a compilation of selected foreign scientific
and technical literature sponsored by the Department of De-
fense. Some of the topics considered are: the method of
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• potential functions, two-photon optically pumped semiconduc-
tor lasers, the controlling zone m the combustion of composite
propellants, new trends in the development of aromatic polyes-
ters in the USSR. toss in antenna gain in long-haul UHF tropo-
spheric propagation, microwave techniques for lasers, solid
fuels for ramjet engines, high-temperature properties of liquid
alkali metals, and effect of fillers on the morphological forms
and mechanical properties of crystaline polymers. Reports
are included on the following conferences: the spectral trans-
parency of the atmosphere in the visible and infrared regions
of the spectrum, and problems in material science. Reviews
are presented for the following books: Molecular Scattering
of Light, and Methods of Studying the Most Recent and Con-
temporary Tectonics of the Sheff Zones of Seas and Oceans.
A brief bic_rc, ph'¢ cn Lcv Davidovich Lend_=u is _!_=o inclurJed
MRW.
NINI-218S7# California Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. Hydrody-
namics Lab.
PARAMETERS AFFECTING CAVITATION AND SOME
NEW METHODS FOR THEIR STUDY Final Report
Albert T. Ellis Oct 1965 48 p refs
(Contract Nonr-220(44))
(E-115.1; AD-627925) CFSTI: HC $2.00/MF $0.50
New experimental observations are presented which sup-
port the high speed jet mechanism of cavitation damage. A gen-
eral discussion of the basic hydrodynamic theory involved is
given and the importance of certain parameters on damage are
pointed out. New techniques for studying the collapse of single
cavities are described and the concept and development of a
high speed photographic system using a ruby laser is outlined.
Magnifications of up to fifty times at picture repetition rates as
high as 1,600.000 per second and exposure times of 20
billionths of a second have been achieved. Author(TAB)
N66-22191 "/_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
TRACKING OF THE BEACON-EXPLORER SATELLITES
WITH LASER BEAMS
Henry H Plotkin [1965] 4p refs Submitted for Publication
(NASA-TM-X-56631) CFSTI: HCS100/MF$0.50 CSCL20E
The value of using lasers for accurate tracking of orbit-
ing optical reflectors is assessed. Results of optical tracking
experiments w_th the Beacon Explorer satellites indicate that
precise measurements of satellite positions may be deter-
mined Present optical tracking methods require photography
by reflected sunlight at a time when the sky is dark enough
to permit simultaneous photography of the stars, however it is
observed that studies are being conducted to permit laser
range determinations during daylight and when the satellite
is in the shadow of the earth. H.S.W.
NS6-22300"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, Washington, 0. C.
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF INFRARED LASER EMISSION
|O VIZUAL'NOM NABLYUDENli INFRAKRASNOGO IZLUCH-
ENIYA OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA]
L. S. Vasilenko, V. P. Chebotayev, and Yu. V. Troitskiy Feb.
1968 8 p ref Transl. into ENGLISH from Zh. Eksperim.
Teor. Fiz. (Moscow). v. 48, Mar. 1965 p 777-778
(NASA-TT-F-9888) CFSTh HC $1.00/MF $050 CSCL 06D
Description of experiments in visual perception of in-
tense coherent infrared radiation. Radiation of 0.95. 1.11.
1.15 and 1.18 p, from a gas laser was observed with the un-
aided eye. Radiation with _=0.95 p is perceived as red light.
while radiation with X=1.11. 1.15 and 1.18p is perceived as
light with half the wavelength of red light. Author
N66-22338" National'Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville Aia.
DEVELOPMENT OF A LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETER
FOR GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
W. Foreman (Brown Eng. Co.) and Robert M. Ruffaker In its
Aero-Astrodyn. Res. Rev. No. 3 15 Oct. 1965 p 66-71 refs
(See N66-22329 11-34) CFSTI: HC $4.00/MJ: $1.00
The large magnitudes of the Doppler shifts obtait_ble.
using a cw gas laser, suggest that local velocity vectors can
be measured by using the visible light from the laser. Opti-
cal heterodyning of the laser light with a portion of the inci-
dent laser beam will produce a beat signal at the frequency of
the Doppler shift due to the motion of the gas. Measurement
of the beat signal frequency, together with the geometry of
the optical system, determines the flow velocity of the gas.
A probeless velocity measuring technique has been de-
veloped based on this principle. This technique has been
checked in a wind tunnel at speeds up to 500 ft/sec (150 m/
sec). This technique also gives a distribution of velocities
due to the turbulence level of the gas flow. This technique is
also app!icable for the measurement of velocity of any
moving surface. Some applications will be the measurement
of panel flutter and for a calibration of dynamic pressure
transducers. Author
N68-22418# National Bureau of Standards. Washington, D. C.
PROCEDURES FOR PRECISE DETERMINATION OF THER-
MAL RADIATION PROPERTIES, NOVEMBER 1963 TO
OCTOBER 1964
Joseph C. Richmond, S. Thomas Dunn, David P. De Witt, and
Warren D. Hayes, Jr. 17 Dec. 1965 77 p refs Prepared for
AF
(NBS-TN-267: AD-628586) GPO: HC $0.45; CFSTh MF
$0.75
A laser-source integrating sphere reflectometer was de-
signed and built to measure the reflectance of specimens at
hi{ h temperatures. The sphere was calibrated for linearity of
re'_oonse of 0.632 microns by means of a shallow cylindri-
cal cavity with a variable depth-toradius ratio, having a lining
of known reflectance. Preliminary tests showed that the flux
emitted by a hot specimen at temperatures up to 2500°K will
not invalidate the reflectance measurement. An ellipsoidal
mirror reflectometer was calibrated for all known errors in the
1 to 7.5 microns range. A preliminary analysis indicates
that the errors in measurement of absolute reflectance with
this equipment should not exceed 2 percent. A review of the
literature on relation of thermal radiation properties to other
properties of materials is presented, together with a summary
of the work done in an effort to compute the spectral emit-
tance of rhodium. Author (TAB)
N66-22419# Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.
THERMAL OPTIC DISTORTION Semiannual Report, 18
Jun,-16 Dec, 1966
J. H. CuIIom, E. P. Riedel, and G. D. Baldwin 16 Jan. 1966
40 p refs
(Contract Nonr-4874(00); ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(MDE-6236; AD-828489) CFSTh HC $3.80/MF $0.50
Preliminary measurements were made on a 3/8X3 inch
neodymium-doped Kodak glass laser rod. The measurements
performed were space and time resolved measurements of
pump induced bi-refringence during and after the pump phase.
The theoretical portion of the investigation completed covers
a preliminary analysis of the pump induced bi-refringenca.
Two clad neodymium doped laser rods, and one undoped




N86-22449# Microwave Electronics Corp.. Palo Alto. Calif.
STUDY OF PHONON-OPTICAL INTERACTIONS Final
Report
F. A. Olson and V. R. Johnson Nov. 1965 46 p refs
(Contract AF 49(638)-1330)
(AFOSR-65-2647; AD-628020) CFSTI: HC $2,00/MF $0.50
Exploratory research is described concerning phonon-
photon interactions in optical sources. These include a theo-
retical description of Bragg and Raman-Nath scattering
caused by propagation of a plane acoustic wave through the
path of a laser beam. This interaction is considered for intra-
cavity operation with possibilities of modulation, frequency
translation and output coupling, The conditions for syn-
chronous mode operation are described. Modulation of an
injection laser is considered on a theoretical basis with sug-
gestions as to what results are to be attained and how the
concept may be tested. Because boundary conditions are
indeterminate for the injection Maser. it was felt that experi-
mental research should first deal with the intracavity modu-
lation and coupling in an optically pumped laser. /he inter-
action was tested in a ruby laser. The prime problem was
associated with strains set up by the thermal shock created
when the laser was operated in a pulsed mode. 850 Mc
acoustic wave interaction was observed in the laser, its mag-
nitude slightly above the noise level. Author (TAB)
N86-22488# Systems Research Labs., Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ION EXClTION
ENERGIES AND DENSITIES IN A LOW PRESSURE DIS-
CHARGE Final Report, May 1964-Jun. 1965
Richard R. Corwin Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, ARL, Dec 1965
42 p refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-1798)
(ARL-65-246; AD-628795) CFSTI: HC$2.00/MF$0.50
An experiment is described for measuring the relative popu-
lation densities of the energy levels of a neon plasma using a
tunable helium-neon laser. Absorption measurements of the
laser irradiation upon a neon plasma are made. A phase sensi-
tive lock-in amplifier is used as a detector which measures only
the absorption of incident laser radiation and thus eliminates
erroneous measurement of background light. Two specially
constructed plasma diagnostic instruments are described. The
first m_trument meas_,res the second derivative of Langmuir
probe current with respect to probe voltage, and thus is a meas-
ure of the electron velocity distribution in a plasma. This in-
strument employs a phase sensitive detector which is a theoret-
ically optimum technique for detecting small signals m the
presence of noise The secnnd instrument is a simple loga-
rithmic amplifier which displays, on an oscilloscope, the
logarithm of the Langmuir'probe current. The slope of the
resulting oscilloscope trace is a measure of the electron tem-
perature of the plasma. Author (TAB)
N86-22498# Texas Instruments, Inc.. Dallas. Apparatus Re-
search and Development Lab.
LARGE-ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUES FOR LASER
DISPLAY Second Quarterly Report, 19 Aug.-19 Nov. 1968
G. R Fournier and H. W. Parker Griffiss AFB, N. Y., RADC.
Jan. 1966 32 p ref
(Contract AF 30(602)-3731)
(U2-912008-2; RADC-TR-65-465; AD-628046) CFSTI: HC
$2.00/M F $0.50
Work has continued on a large-angle deflection technique
for producing s 945 line TV type raster scan in an experi-
mental laser display. A 14 ° scan-angle was achieved at 28,350
cycles by the horizontal deflector comprised of a piezoelec-
tric cartridge and mirror coupled by a glass resonator shaft.
Cartridges made of PZT-4 material as well as silica fibers are
being investigated in an attempt to improve the scanners.
Tests to determine angular and lateral deflection, effects of
cooling, and mechanical resonant frequencies were per-
formed, and an electrical equivalent circuit was arrived at.
Electronic drive circuitry for both horizontal and vertical
scanners was further developed. It was concluded that at
least 25 factors and variables contribute to the characteris-
tics of the scanners. Other type scanr_ers were also investi-
gated. Author (TAB)
N66-22682# Michigan Univ,. Ann Arbor. Optical and Radio
Systems Lab.
INVESTIGATION OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
USING LASERS Interim Report, Dec. 1963-May 1964
R. A. Rollin. Jr, and F. Zwas Griffiss AFEI, N. Y., RADC. Jan.
1966 180 p refs Its Rept,-5693-9-T
(Contract AF 30(602)-3036)
(RADC-TDR-64-289; AD-478052)
Space-to-space and earth-to-space communications sys-
tems with laser sources (wavelengths between 0,2313 and
85.047) were studied and analyzed, The general optical-com-
munications range equation was derived using signal to noise
considerations for the two systems, The performance of seven
laser systems employing state-of-the-art components were
compared, with two of the seven including optical maser power
amplifiers, A 1.0628 SF8+ He has laser source with a neody-
mium optical maser power amplifier performed best for deep
space communications from an earth station or from a space
vehicle, Studies were made of geophysical anc celestial phe-
nomena affecting laser communications, and included investi-
gations of atmospheric transmittance and background inter-
ference from celestial bodies. Satellite and ground station
spacings for continuous laser space communications were de-
termined, and it was found that three equally spaced syn-
chronous orbiting satellite relays had the best operational
characteristics, Conclusions are drawn concerning the best
continuous laser wavelength for both types of systems under
various conditions, and areas of research are recommended.
C.T.C.
N66-22611# Illinois Univ., Urbana. Dept of Electrical Engi-
neering.
JUNCTION EFFECTS IN COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
Scientific Report No. 4
N, Holonyak. Jr.. M. D Sirkis, C. J. Nuese, J. S. Moore. and
G. Stillman Sep 1965 14 p refs
(Contract AF 19(628)-4337)
(AFCRL-66-18; A0-629689) CFSTI: HC $1.60/MF $0.50
Some results of Zn-diffusion in Ga(ASl.xP x) and their
effects of laser junctions are summarized. Pulsed operation of
Ca(As 1.xPx ) lasers to temperatures beyond 200°K is described.
Self-oscillation phenomena (instabilities) in bulk n-type Si
counter-doped with Au or Co are discussed briefly. These
oscillations occur at typically 1 Mc or lower frequencies in Co-
compensated Si and to well above 100 Mc in Au-cornpensated
Si. Author (TAB)
N66-22741# Stanford Univ., Calif. Microwave Lab.
MICROWAVE RESEARCH Quarterly Statue Report No. 27,
1 Aug.-31 Oct. 1965
Feb. 1966 17 p refs
(Contract Nonr-225(48))
(ML-t410;AD-628941) CFSTI' HC $1 60/MF $0.50
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N66-23765
Microwave research :s reported in the following areas: (1
acoustic wave amplification in piezoelectric semiconductors;
(2) optical masers for physical research problems; (3) stim-
ulated Roman scatterin_ with epplic?tions to tunable lasers;
(4) the gecmetry of microwave _coustics: (5) high electric field
domain motion in photoconductive and semiconductive cad-
m_um sulfide; (6! longitudinal electronic resonances of
hounded, collisionless, and nonuniform plasmas; and (7) bulk
instabilities and streaming ;n ferromagnetic metals. D.T.
NM-23078# Utah Univ., Salt Lake City.
LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP STUDIES OF FAST RE-
ACTIONS Final Technical ReDorL Oct 1, l_NS3-Sep. 30, 1965
Edward M. Eyring [1965] 7 o refs
( Grant AF-AFOSR-476-64)
(UUcD-2-64: AFOSR-65-2941: AD-628027) CFSTI: HC
$1 00/MF $0 50
A ruby laser was assembled from commercial components
for use as a single-pulse, source of heat in temperature-
lump relaxation kinetic studms of very rapid reactions in
aqueous and non-aqueous solutions Preliminary results
were obtained with an aqueous uranyl ,on monomer-dimer
equilibrium to which copper n_trate was added. A neodymium
doped glass laser rod radiating at 106 microns was not
found satisfactory for the same purpose. A concurrent in-
vestigation of a fast protolytm reaction in water and D20 by
the conventional Joule heating temperature-iump method
yielded solvent D20 kinetic isotope effect data with rami-
fications for enzyme kinetics. Author _TAB)
N66-23466"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala.
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AT MSFC
1965 40 p  Is Res Achievements Rev, Ser. No. 5
INASA-TM-X-53364) CFSTI: HC$2.00/MF $0.50 CSCL09C
CONTENTS:
1 OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM J. L. Randall
p 1-_C ISee N66-23457 12-16)
2 LASER SYSTEMS RESEARCH AT MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGI_I" CENTER C L. Wyman p 11-19 (See N66-23458
12-16_
3. MICROELECTRONICS PROGRA{_I AT MARSHALL
SPAC._ FLIGHT CENTER J, C Taylor p 21-29 (See N66-
23459 12-09)
N_-23457" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala.
OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Joseph L, Randall In its Electron. Res. at MSFC 1965 p 1-
10 (See N66-23456 12-09) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $0.50
Details are given on optical and infrared technology re-
search directed toward developing advanced optical systems
for guidance, tracking, and communication in aerospace mis-
sions. Component and device studies center on laser sources.
detectors, modulators, beam scanners, and ring lasers. Com-
munication and tracking techniques, involving superhetero-
dyne receiver and frequency stabilization, are also being de-
veloped for use in particular systems. Theoretical and
experimental studies on atmospheric effects in optical track-
ing and communication are reported, and progress on optical
design, fabrication, and evaluation of components is outlined.
The objectives of the optical technology satellite program are
summarized, and a tentative list of the experiments chosen
to simulate deep-space communication for ranges up to 160
million kilometers is included. E,A,O.
N_234r_" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ale,
LASER SYSTEMS RESEARCH AT MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER
Charles L. Wyman In its Electron. Res, at MSFC 1965 p 11-
19 (See N66-23456 12-09) CFSTh HC $2.00/MF $0,50
Two laser radar systems are described: an airborne optical
guidance system for rendezvous maneuvers, and a ground
based precision opbcal tracking system for advanced launch
vehicles. The directional characteristics of lasers are briefly
discussed, and basic range equations are presented. Charac-
teristics of the prototype optical guidance system are given in
tabular form. The system has both a long range laser source.
and a fine range incoherent-light-emitting diode. Character-
istics and reQUirements of the optical i_ackir=g system at.6
summarized. |t is concluded that the laser radar systems will
offer greatly increased range and accuracy, and the elimina-
tion of microwave ground clutter and backscatter problems.
E.A.O.
N66-23884# Toronto Univ. (Ontario). Dept. of Physics.
STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION AND ABSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY Status Ropevt
B. P. Stoicheff Sap. 1965 4 p
(Contract Nonr-6012(00))
(AD-626747) CFSTh HC $1.00/MF $0.50
In studying angular dependence of stimulated anti-Stokes
emission photographs taken of three anti-Stokes "'rings" in
diamond show good agreement between theory and observed
angles. A 3.4 meter Ebert spectrograph was installed and is
performing absorption coefficient measurements, The con-
struction of an argon ion laser with 60 milliwatt power output.
which operates at eight different wavelengths, is also reported.
A,O.
N66-2374_# Tyco Lai)s.. Inc.. Waltham. Mass.
DEVELOPMENT OF CONTINUOUS. HIGH EFFICIENCY,
ROOM TEMPERATURE, VISIBLE WAVELENGTH,
SEMICONDUCTOR INJEL'TOR LASERS Final Relmrt
[1966] 46 p
(Contract NAS8-11864)
(NASA-CR-74018) CFSTI: HC $2,00/MF $0.50 CSCL 201E
This study was undertaken to develop a semiconductor in-
jection laser for continuous operation at room temperature in
the visible wavelength range. From the study technology was
developed which enables the preparation of fully mounted
heat sunk diodes of alpha-SiC. A novel approach to contact-
ing was developed which is applicable to devices intended
either for rectification or electroluminescent application. It
was demonstrated that impurity levels (presumably deep)
introduced from solution during crystal growth play a signif-
icant role in the details of the electroluminescent proper-
ties of SiC. Both the spectral distribution and the efficiency
of the radiational process are affected. Additions of Ti and Zr
appear beneficial. It was also demonstrated that the attain-
ment of high doping levels to minimize bulk resistances in the
alpha-SiC diodes is not an insurmountable problem. R.N.A.
N66-23765"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Physics Dept.
DYNAMICS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELF-TRAP-
PING OF INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
E, Garmire, R. Y, Chiao. and C. H. Townes [1965] 12 p refs
(Grant NsG-330)
(NASA-CR-74030) CFSTI: HC $1.00/MF $0.50 CSCL 20E
This paper reports direct observation of the evolution
of beam trapping in CS 2 in the simplest cylindrical mode.
69
N66-23875
The threshold, trapping }ength, change in index of refrac-
tion. and steady-state beam profile were found to be con-
sistent with theoretical predictions calculated from the non-
linear refractive index due to the Kerr effect, It was
demonstrated that a steady-state condition is asymptotically
approached in which the beam collapses to a bright filament
as small as 50 microns R,N.A.
N66-23875# Lexington Labs., Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
VAPOR PHASE GROWTH OF RUBY MONOCRYSTALS
Semiannual Technical Summary Report, 1 Jul. 1965-1 Jan.
1966
PhilipS. Schaffer Feb. 1966 35p refs
(Contract Nonr-4574(00)-1; ARPA Order 306; Proj. Defender)
(A0-629154) CFSTI: HC$3.60/MF$0.50
The vapor phase growth technique was further developed
for the growth of large, high purity, low strain ruby mono-
crystals for laser applications. Constant growth temperature
and reactant gas flow rate control units were incorporated
into the crystal growth system. Other modifications were
made in the growth system which permitted longer continuous
runs than had been previously achieved. Ruby crystals were
grown up to a weight of 96.3 grams in 58 hours. Some of
the variables affecting the formation rate of chromium
chloride were investigated. Some causes of gas inclusion-
type defects were isolated and crystals were grown defect-
free. Vapor-grown substrates were prepared from large
crystals. A cylindrical ruby rod was fabricated without an-
nealing from the 96.3-gram crystal, A threshold energy of
24.9 joules input was measured. Twyman-Green interferom-
atry showed one fringe in the vapor-grown rod. Electron-
beam microprobe analysis over the cross-section of the 96.3
gram crystal showed a chromium concentration deviation of






A 4-M]ki-WAVELENGTH MOLECULAR GENERATOR WITH A
FAR_'_-PEROT TYPE OF RESONATOR [O MOLEKOLIARNOM
GENERATORE NA VOLNE k = 4MM S REZONATOROM TEPA
rAam-_o].
A. F. Krupnov amdV. A. Skvortsov (Gor'kov|kii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Radiofizicheskii Inatitut, Gorki, USSR).
Zhurnal Eks_erimentalSnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki r vol. 47,
Nov. 1964, p. 1605-1611. 15 refs. In Russian.
Qualitative interpretation of the form of a spectral line observed
in experiments with a beam of active molecules. The beam is
studied with the use of a Fabry-Perot resonator, applyinl dif-
ferent types of oscLtl&tions. A n_d_num osci]l&tion para=neter
is reached at an intermitter distance of )./2 with the oscillation
type which yields a single maximum in the power field. The Stark
effect arising during the I01-000 transition of a CH20 molecule is
investigated.and • molecular generator, adaptable to within
10 .7 cps by the Stark effect, is discussed. V.Z.
A68-14131 _
INVESTIGATION OF A "SPARK" IN THE AIR ARISING DURING
FOCUSING LASER RADIATION [ISSLEDOVANIE "LSICKY" V
VOZDUKHE,VOZNIKAIUSHCHEI PRI FOKUSIROVANXX IZLUCHENIL e
LAZFaA].
S. I.. Mandel°shtarn, P. P. Pashinin, A. V. Prokhindeev,
A. M. Prokhorov, and N. K. Sukhodrev (A.VJ_dexniia Nauk SSS_,
Fiz_cheskii Institot, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimontal'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki_ voL 47,
Nov. 1964, p. 2003-2005. 7 refs. In Russian.
Results of an investigation of the spark, analogous to • break-
through in gases, which is observed in the lens focus, with pulses
of a certain critical atrm_th and above, when the radiation of a
laser with a modulated Q-factor is focused. A ruby quantum goner-
ator with a pulse-activated Q-factor is used to generate powerful
pulses. The luminescence and dynamics of the spark are examined
with the use of an SFR-2 high-speed photorecorder. The total ener-
gy released by the discharge, and the spark temperature are dee
retrained. The procedures are described and the results ere dis_
cussed. V.Z.
A4dl-14_136
QUANTUM P_ETIC AMPI.,LFIER WITH COUPLED ACTIVE
RESCt_AT(ItS, OPERATING ON A WAVELENGTH ),• 21 CM
[KVANTOVYl PA_AMAGNITNYI USIL,ITEL' SO SVIAZANNYMI
AKTIVNYMX R.EZO_ATORAMI NA VOLNE k = 21 CM].
• R. M. _rosian and A. M. Prokhorov.
R_uliotekhnika i ]Dek_rac_ka r re1. 9, Dec. 1964, p. 2094-209g.
S refs. In Russian.
ExperimentAl investigation of the characteristics of a maser
arnpllfier spar&fine at a frequency of 1420 Mc and using two coupled
resonators containing an active par•reaListic substance. It is
shown that a substantial increase in gain-bandwldth product can be
obtained as compared to a two-resonator system using a passive
inplat circuit. An investigation of the stability of the arnpli_ic1_.ion
factor also reveals thtsuperiority of the active-type device.. The
exporirnento _t results obtained are found to be in good asreemnt
with theory. V.P.
A44.14137
TItANSMISSIOIq BAND OF X MULTIRESONATOR QUANTUM PAR.A- •
MAGNETIC Ah4PLLFIER [POLOSA PROPUSKANIIA MNOGCIEZO-
NATORNOGO KVANTOVOGO PARAMAGNITNOGO USILXTELXA].
V. B. Shteinshleiger and G. S. }_Ltseahnikov.
Radiotekhnika i Elektrouika, vol. 9, Dec. 1964, p. 2099-2104.
8 refs. In _ssian.
Discussion of a maser a_mplifier in the form of series-coupled
resonators containing an active pa.rarna8netic substance, with in-
dependent decouplin E of the resonators. The bandwidth of the device
is examined as & function of the number of resonators which it
incorporates and the degree of independence of decoupling. V.P.
AGS-: 4M4 #
NONSTEADY-MODE STABILIZATION IN A TWO-LEVEL MASER
[STABILIZATSIXA NEUSTOICHIVOGO REZHXMA V DVUKHUROVIqE-
VOM KVANTOVOM GENERATO_E].
A. S. Agabekian, A. Z. Grasink, I. G. Zubarev, V. I. Svergun,
and A. N. Orasvekil.
Radiotekhnika i Elektrouika_ vol. 9, Dec. 1964, p. 2156-2165.
6 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the means of stabilizing the self-pulsed modulation
mode of • two-level maser. Two methods are considered: (I)
stabilization by apply_ kn external signal of constant or slowly
varying aznplitude and (2) stabilization by introducing negatlve feed-
back with respect to resonator figure of merit. It is shown that S
under some definite end practically possible values of the external
force and the negative-feedback coefficient, the self-pulsed modu-
lated mode can be stabilized without any appreciable change in nnaser
emissivity. V.P.
A6.q-14184
POLARIZATION-OPTICAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND
FILTERING IN RUBY LASERS [POLAR/SATIONSOPTISCHE TEI_-
PERATURMESSUNG UND FLLTERUNG BEI RUBIN-LASER] •
Hans-Georg H_fele (05]_A}_ GmbH Studien_esellacha_t, Augsburg,
West Gez_.y).
Zeitechrift fur Naturforschun_, vol. 19a, Dec. 1964_ p. 1353-1356.
8 tern. In German.
Optical measurement of the temperature of a homogeneous laser
ruby by pl_clng it between two crossed polarisers and by determlnin_
the spectral position of the polLrizatinn-interference bands. In the
regiou of R-line fluorescence, the intekference bands are shifted
between 18 and 52°C with a temperature toward shorter wavelem4[ths,
A ),/AT = - 0.83 _/gred. When the ruby is excited by a rod-shaped
Xe-flash tube in an elliptical reflector, the threshold value of the
temperature is increased by 1.1°C, and when a helix-shaped tube is
used, the crystal temperature is increased by 3.1°C. While in the
case of the red-shaped tube the temperature after excitatiou drops
to the ambient temperature in about 10 min, in the case of the helical
tube it increases appreciably due to the heat cc_ductivlty from the
hot quartz Spiral. It is shown tha_ the quality of a laser can be
+arbitrarily varied in the adjoining spectral regions by means of •
simple polarization-interterance filter. J.R.
A4#-141_
HIGH-SYMMETRY OSCILLATION TYPES IN A CONTINUOUS WATER-
COOLED LASER WITH NEODYMIUM IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE
[SCHWINGUNGSTYPEH HOHER SYMMETRIE BEIM KONTINTJI-
ERLICHEN WASSERGEK_6HLTEN LASER M/T NEODYM IN
CALCIUMW OLFRAMAT].
K. Guts and H. Westermeier (Siemens _ Halske AG,
Forschun_slaboratoriurn, Munich, West G.erma.uy. ).
ZettschrLft fur Na_urforschun_ col, 19&, Dec, 1964. p. 1387-1362.
13 re_'. In German.
Investigation of sorno high*symmetry oscil/atiou syston_s simll_.r
to those occurring in gaseous lasers. Such oscillation types occur
in the case of coustlmt pomping (cout/nuous laser} and application of
optically very homogeneous crystLIs. It is shown that, in the case of
good crystals, oscillation types of various orders are formed in one
and the saune crystal, depending on the excitaticm conditions. Nodal
surfaces of natural oscillations are defined through residual distur-




EXPERIMENT ON THE CONSTANCY OF THE VELOCITY OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION.
Petr Beckrnann and Peter Mandics (Colorado, University, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering, Boulder, Colo. ).
Journal of Research, Section D - Radio Science, vol. 68D, Dec.
1964, p. 1265-1268. 20 refs.
Research supported by the University of Colorado.
Repetition, using the coherent light of a laser, of an experiment
by Kantor. Although Kantor reported results in sharp contradiction
to Einstein's Second Postulate, the present results are found to be
consistent with the Special Theory of Relativity. It is concluded
that the ballistic hypothesis of light propagation disregarding the
effect of air is incorrect. It is pointed out that the direct experi-
mental evidence in favor of Einsteinls Second Postulate is sur-
prisingly meager and further experiments to confirm or reject the
ballistic hypothesis are envisaged. (Author) D.H.
£8B.I 4k_tS
A TRAVELING-WAVE PHOTO-ELECTRIC DEMODULATOR FOR
USE IN LASER COMMUNICATIONS.
Shigeburnl Salts, Yoichi FuJii (Tokyo, University, Institute of
Industrial Science, Tokyo, Japan). Tadakuni Fujii, Akio Saburi,
Takes Ands, and Hiromitsu Shiraki (Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.,
Communication Research Laboratory, Kawasaki, Japan).
IN: INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
AND SCIENCE, 5TH, TOKYO, JAPAN, SEPTEMBER 2-7, 1963,
PROCEEDINGS, [A65-14290 05-31]
Edited by Teuyoshi Hayaehi.
Tokyo, AGNE Corp., 1964, p. 737-744. 6 refs.
De|cription of the design and construction details of a laser
demodulator using a helix traveling-wave tube with a photoelectric
cathode. In contrast to Forrester's experiment, which uses a
cavity resonator, the helix was tried because of its wideband
characteristic. The tube is similar to one initiated by Siegman and
his colleagues, The results of a eerie= of preliminary experimental
investigations/of several different type= of photoelectric cathode
materials under intense incident light are described. Demodulation
tests using a ruby laser were performed by detecting beat signals
between different axial modes of the laser. A comparison is made
with other methods of laser demodulation, and the results are
shown graphically. M.M.
A65-14617 #
RADIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATORS
ON A PULSE REGIAIE [PRO FLIUKTUATSH VIPROMINIUVANNIA
OPTICHNOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA V IMPUL°SNOMU
REZm_].
V. L. Broude, O. M. Pogorelii, M. S. Soskin, B. Y. Stetsenko,
and O. F. lateenko (Akademiia Nauk Ukrains'koi RSR, Institut
: Fisiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrains'k/i Fisichnii Zhurnal, vol. 9, Nov. 1964, p. 1267, 1268.
6 refs. In Ukrainian.
Discussion of the error that may arise in comparing basic
laser emission with secondary emission, due to harmonic genera-
ties or combination scattering, when the harmonic is generated in
one end of the laser and the resulting secondary emission is mea-
sured in the other end. Recommendations are given as to how to
avoid the error. V.Z.
A65-14621
LASERS AND LASER MATER/AI_.
K. Nassau (Ball Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
(International Conference on Materials_ Philadelphia, Pa., Fe_,,
_.)
Materials Research and Standasd=, vol. 5, Jan. 1965, p. 3-11.
37 fete.
Survey of laser theory and laser materials. The desirable
laser characteristics deduced from the equation for the condition
for the onset of laser action are outlined_ and the importance of
this equation in the search for new laser materials is noted. The
principal laser materials (gases, crystals, semiconductors, and
glee=so) are discuesed_ and the various types of lasers are evalu-
ated. The chemical and physical properties of laser materials




SOME FURTHER ASPECTS OF LABORATORY ASTROPHYSICS
AND SPACE SCIENCE.
H. i. S. Ferguson and R. W. Nicholls (Western Ontario, Univer-
sity, Dept. of Physics, London_ Ontario, Canada).
(Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, Astronautics Sym-
posium, Montreal, Eanada, Feb. 28-Mar. I, 1963, Paper. )
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal, vol. I0, Dec. 1964,
p. 309-312. 11 refs.
Grants No. NsG 349; No. AF AFOSR 62-236A; Defence Research
Board of Canada Contract No. MM 69-300002; Contract No.
AF 19(628)-2820.
Part of a review of the current activities of the research pro-
granl in laboratory astrophysics being conducted at the University
Of Western C_-..t_-rio. It dc_I; with work ui, Is=or ex_it_£1on of
powdered solids, studies of the passage of ionizing radiation
through matter, and the plasma jet facility. It is stated that, while
the first of these is a transient phenomenon_ the last two are not
and so can be examined spectroscopically over any reasonable time
period, dependent upon the light available. It is concluded that very
severe deficiencies in our knowledge of atomic and molecular pro-
cesses had left the astronomer and astrophysicist with nothing
quantitative to relate to their observations, untilthe r'apid post-war
growth of interest in the upper atznosphere and in the space outside
it made such programs as have been described imperative. M.M.
A65-14683 #
ON THE OBSERVATION OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERIC CON-
STITUENTS BY LASER BEAMS.
Motokazu Hir one.
Radio Research Laboratories, Journal, vol. 11, July 1964,
p. 251-271. 25 refs.
Review of formulas necessary to obtain precise observations
of Rayleigh and Mie scattering, including consideration of the use
of a radar equation. Methods of detecting very weak signals received
from scattered echoes are considered, and it is shown that the
photoelectron counting method is moot suitable. The theoretical
upper limit of giant pulses is calculated, and the possibility of
making ionospheric observations with a powerful laser presently
available is examined. It is shown that the time of observation
of the scatterin E layer at a height of about 100 krn by optical radar
may he reduced to less than 0. 1 eec with an SNR of 70. A proposal
is made for observation of atmospheric constituents by resonance
scattering of various wavelengths of strong beams at night. The
first example is the resonance scattering of giant pulses of 9180-_
radiation (produced by a neodymium-doped-glass laser) from the
NZ+ Meinel (1-0) band. Since the N2 + ions in the ionosphere seen
to be occasionally increased (during geomagnetic disturbances or
changes in the E s layer), it is thought that it should be possible
to detect them during such an increase. It is also noted that if
a powerful laser operating at 3914 _ is invented, it will he better
to use this wavelength for detection. The second example is the
resonance scattering of 7665-_ Rarnan laser beams from potassium
atoms injected into the ionosphere artificially or occurring there
naturally. It is believed that this method vail give important in-
formation on the general atmospheric circulation or on wind sys-
tems. It is also shown that the vertical distribution of water vapor
may be determined by 9100-_ laser beams or by ruby laser beaa'ns
thermally tuned to the H20 absorption line. (Author) D.H.
A65-14874
PROPOSAL TO PRODUCE HYPERSONIC WAVES BY THE
BRILLOUIN EFFECT UNDER THE SIMULTANEOUS ACTION
OF TWO COHERENT LUMINOUS SHEAVES ON A SOLID OR
LIQUID DIELECTRIC MEDIUM [PROPOSITION DE PRODUCTION
D' ONDES HYPERSONORES PAR EFFET BRILLOUIN SOUS
L' ACTION SIMULTANEE DE DEUX FAJSCEAUX LUMINEUX,
COHERENTS SUR UN MILIEU DLELECTRIQUE SOL/DE OU
LIQUIDE].
A/fred Kastler (Ecole Normal= Sup_rieure, Laboratoire de
Physique, Paris, France).
Academic des Sciences _Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. 259. no. 23,
Dec. 9, 1964. p. 4233-4236. 10 refs. In French.
i
Diecueeims of exper/mente with the Bri//oum effect. It ie Jug-
Seated that hypersonic waves can be generated in a _ or crye-
tal2ine medium by Imperpoe/_l _ it two luzn/xu_e sheaves of _ht-
ly di_eremt frequencies, with adequate polarization and by
an adjuJtable angle between then', F. It. L.
a4_.14q_4
A NEW VELOCITY SENSING TECHNI_JE USING LAS_ LIGHT.
G. Stavla {General l_ecision. Inc., General Proclaims Aerospace
Group. GPL Div.. plaaeantviliso N.Y. }.
nq: ANNUAL EAST COAST CONFERENCE C_ AY.R_PACE AND
,,_Aq.,,_,ATl^t_ ......... t_l,_- .... . ......... , " o--,
OCTOBFJt 21-23, 1%4. TECHNICAL PAPERS. [A65-14925 05-21]
Conference el_leored by the fuatitute of Electrical mad Eisctron/cs
E_Jineer8. BaltimOre 5motion. and Aerospace and Nsvi_atinna/
Elact_ronice Grcmp.
North Hollywood, Western Perind_cala Co., 1%4, p. L3.5-1 to
L3.5-10.
Description of a novel instrumentation developed to measure
the relative velocity between a vel_inla caz'ryin B a laser and a dif-
fuse terrace, bseed on the behavior and nature of the laser Light
when it is backecattered fr_n the surface. The feasibility of the
concept is experimentally demonstrated, and on analytical model
of the phenomenon used ie verified. Very high accuracy and reLi-
ability are shown to be iml_licit in the Simplicity of the inatru._en-
mtinn. (Author) 3. R.
TRANSIENT PI_[]ENO]b{ENA IN Q-SWITCHED LASERS - EXPERI-
It_ENTA.L AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS.
_'. T. /12ecchi. G. Potenza, and A. _a (Centre Inlormalioni
Studi Eeperienze. /_abora_ori. ]M[ilan, italy).
Nuowo Cimen_o, vol. 34, Dec. 16, 1964. p. 1458-147Z. 13 toes.
Kese_r©_ supported by the Conei_lin Nationals delta _icarche.
luveet_atio_ of a rotatin_-prlmm, _-8witched inset to reveal
the effect of v_rinue l_rametors on the number of giant pu_oJ per
f_ash, amd on the time l_oflle and pm_k power of the giant pulses.
For a controlled te_nperatu_re.and a gives reflectSnce of the miFrors
(cinee to optimum), the dependence of the output ch_a_acterin_ce in
explored as a function of the folluwi_ input parameters: cavity
length, prism revolution period, _Lme delay between the fir/n_ of
the flash lamp and the parallel state of _he reflector, and pump
energy. It is found that a rate-equation treatment can Eivea good
approximation to the dym_mics of Lhe Q-swiZc_ed laeer, at least
up to the /i_t of 40_ relative inversion. The theoretical results
are in good a_reement with experiment and permit the derivation
Of a similarity rule, connectin_ cavity length and re, lector velocity,
that can greatly simplify the design Of _-ewitched systems.
w._._.
A6.S- 152OS _*
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE FREQUENCY AND
EMISSION OF THE R 1 RUBY _ [TEL(PEB.ATURNAIA ZAVISI-
MOST' CHASTOTY I 5HIRINY IZLUCHENIIA LINII R I RUBINA].
M. E. Movsesian and lu. S. Ch_q_aLrian (Erevanskii Goeudarstven-
nyi Univereitet, Yerevan, Armenian SSR).
Akademlia Nauk Arminnekol SSR! Dok/ad],. vol. 39, no. 4. 1964,
p. 7.17-219. In Ruseian.
Experimental investigation of the shif_ in the n_axinauzn fluo-
rescence Of the _ ruby line as a fianction of temperature. Tem-
perature variations &re c_d with -em_ri_timtm in the m_in_us_
of the induced emzssxon" " . It is found that there is a str0_ broad-
e_ of thi| line with i_creas_ toreqperaZu_'e. The fzeque_cy
8hi_ of the induced emission due to tomperah_re is shown to be
in good agreement with that of the ma._b_um luminescence. J.R.
A_- 1
MICROWAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PITI_::51qG
OF A GAS LASER.
S. A. A/m_ed and R. Kocher (Radio Corporation of America,
De/arise Electronic Products, Astro-Electronic8 Div., Princeton,
N._.).
/_RE, Proceedings, vol. 52, Dec. 1964, p. 17_7, 1738. 5 reds.
Results of experiments on a new method of p_n_ gas L_er8.
apl_/ed to the He-Ne laser. Basically, the method is said to make
use of the transfer of microwave power at the electron cyclotron
resonance to raise the la_er.plasrna electron temperature in order
to Lacrosse laser output, it is found that.by couplin 8 2.45-Gc power
A65-15325
from a majnetron through an isolator, a directional cougar, 4rid a
stub tuner to a T-junction of a He-Ne laser, it was possible to
increase the output power twofold Over the ou_pu_ of the same laeer
pumped by conventional method_. If the magnetic field h_d exl_-nded
over the entire 100-cm length Of the lager tube instead o_ .lame than
hal/of thla length, a fivefold increase in output would p_eeumably
have occurred. D. H,
A65.1I_121
THF._RY OF _ON NOISE IN LASERS.
A. van der Ziel _inneeo_, University, Dept. of Electrical Es_i-
._,_.. ML,,'me_r_!_8 , _._ I.
LEEE, Proceedings. vol. 52, Dec. 1964. p. 1738.
Army-supported research.
Derivat_on of an expression for the power density in the noise
sidebm_18 of a laser, caused by emission noise in the active
medium. Except for a loss factor, a (which may not be very
importan_ i_ iaJ lasers hut must be t_k.en into account in junction
laeerl), the expreei/on is identical with _u expression obtahaed by
Gordon. ThiI noise wsi recently detected by Prescot_ and van der
Ziel in lasers operatin$ near the threshold of oscLllation. Far
_r0m this threshold, the noiIe drowns in the shot noise back_rotmd
of the photodetector. D.H.
A65-1S_23
EVIDENCE OF STIMULATED EMISSION IN RUBY-LA_ER-PUMPED
GaAe.
J. J. Schlickrnan, M. E. Fitzgerald, and R. H. Kingston (Ma_eachu-
sene InStitute of Tec_ology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington,
Mass. ).
IEEE. Proceedings. vOl. 52, Dec. 1964. p. I?_9, I740. S tees.
Additional evidence of stimulated emission from the cleaved
end surfaces of zinc-doped degenerate p-type GaAe crystals which
were liquid-n_trogen cooled and irradiated by a epik_ ruby laser.
The phenomenon was characterized by a threshold ruby power
above which the fluorescent emission from the cleaved (II0) surface
increased euperlinear_y with increasi_q_ ruby power while the
highly polished (111) surface fluorescence increased only sublinearly.
So far, Te-doped nondegenerate n-type Ga._s has not shown evidence
of stimulated en_eeion wh_le sin zinc-doped samples w_th impurity
concentratione ranging from 8 x 1018 to 2 x 1019 cm "3 have. Better
est_uatee are being sought of the q_m efficiency, of the added
losses due to d_ffraction and surface scatter, and of the wave-
propagation characteristics of this surface type o/ inversion layer.
D.H.
CROSS MODULATION OF GASEOUS LASERS BY HIGH-II_TENSITY
LIGHT.
B. Pariser and T. C. Marshall (Columbia Un/versity, P]_sm_
Laboratory, New York, N.Y.).
IEEE, Proceed_s, re1. 5Z, Dec. 1964, p. 1740, 1741.
Contract No. Nonr-266(9_).
Description of a crees-modulation effect on the outl_ of a
0.633-_ or 1.15-_ helium-neon type laser when the CW gaseous
diicharge in the latter is exposed to the Itron_ brondba_d optical
radiation of a J_eh tube. The _1_sh _II_ISe _v_Ope ie i_]preesed
upon the laeer*s signal, either increaein_ it or decreaein_ it
accordln 8 to the spectral d/strlbutinn of the flash lamp's radiation.
The effect .18 caused by the pumpln_ of neon metaetebles in the
gaseous dlschsrge by optical absorption of the flash lamp radintion.
An experiment to demonstrate the it&re-transition principles of the
effect iS deecribed, D.H.
A6S-1 _25
" MODE SUPPRE3SION ON LASERS BY METAL WIRES.
Aidra Okays (Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedtnjs, vol. 52, Dec. 1%4, p. 1741.
Description of mode suppression and mode stobilis&tion experi-
ments employi_ s 8tend£rd _328-_ He-No laser, 1.5 m in length,
8 mm in diam., and with mirrors of l-m radlue Of curvature.
Either single or crossed tungsten wires of I to 3 m_le diameter
were used u a mode d_scr_tur by placing t_e wires in the laser
beam between one Breweter _dow _ the mirror. _'nol_ the
modes produced at will by this method are: TEMI2, TEll21, TEL/22,
and TEMz3. The selective excitation of the TF-_00 fundamental
73.
A65-15326
mode was achieved by using a circular iris of radius a = (0.8bk)l/2,
where b is the mirror separation and _ is the wavelength being
excited. D.H.
A65-15326
GAIN SATURATION AND A METHOD OF SPECIFYING OUTPUT
POWER CHARACTERISTICS OF A LASER TUBE.
T. Takahashi, T, Shigematsu, and K. Kakizaki (Tokyo Shibaura
Electric Co. , Ltd.. Central Research Laboratory, Eawasaki,
Japan),
IEEE. Proceedings, vol. 52, Dec. 1964, p. 1741, 1742.
Analysis of the relationships between laser gain, light power
level, and the discharge current, including a proposal for a method
of specifying output Power characteristics of a laser tube. Curves
are presented for: gain pZ'Farneter vs light power; net gain of laser
tube vs light power for various values of discharge current; net
gain of laser tube vs discharge current for various values of light
power; and steady-state light power within the cavity vs discharge
current for various values of cavity loss. It is suggested that the
latter curves enable one to estimate the output power of a laser
when the loss and transmittance of each mirror are given; some
errors may occur when mirror configurations other than the one
used are employed. The con/iguration described used a pair of
identical mirrors with a radius of curvature of I. Z m, separated by
a distance of I. 3 m. D, H.
A65-1S327
A SOLID-STATE ROOM-TEMPERATURE OPERATED GaAs
LASER TRANSMITTER.
G. F. Dalrymple, B. S. Goldstein, and T. M. Quiet (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
IEEE, Proceedln_s, vol. 52, Dec. 1964, p. 174Z, 1743.
Description of the circuitry, mechanical construction details,
and preliminary performance of a GaAs laser transmitter which,
except for the power supply, can be built into a small self-contained
unit and which can operate at room temperature. The transmitter
employs a p-n-p-n transistor as a current switch and a Zn-diffused,
Te-doped GaAs crystal as the lasing element, Output power from
one end of the laser junction is 4 watts for an input current of 100
ampe. Using integrated-circuit techniques, it should be possible
to build a complete room-temperature, solid-state, pulsed laser
transmitter (excluding the power supply) on a transistor header.
D.H.
A65-15349 =
EFFECT OF FOG ON THE RANGE OF GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
USinG AN OPTICAL CARRIER WAVE [O VLIIANH TUMANA NA
DAL'NOST _ NAZE_NOI SVIAZI NA OPTICHESKOI NESUSHCHEI].
S. P. Erkovich, lu. V. Pisarevskii, F. S. Ageshin, and
G. A. Tregubov.
Elektroeviaz_, vol. 18, Dec. 1964, p. 16-21. 6 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of methods for calculating the range of laser-based
communications systems operating in a foggy open atmosphere.
Light absorption and scattering in the atmosphere are analyzed
as factors Of primary importance. Literature sources on the
behavior of water droplets in the atmosphere are quoted.
Smolukhoveklils equations for asymptotic distribution of coagulating
particles are evaluated as to their applicability to the problem.
The possibility of laser-based communications systems operating
in fog is indicated. V.Z.
A65- ! 5438
MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF RUBY-LASER LIGHT.
T. V. George, L. Goldstein, L. Slams, and M. Yokoyama
(Illinois, University, Gaseous Electronics Laboratory, Urbxna,
m. ).
Ph),alcal Review, Znd Series, vol. 137, Jan. 18, 1965, p. A369-
A380. 15.refs.
USA.F-Army-supported research.
Study Of Rayleigh scattering with the aid of a ruby laser
operating at 6943 _, The angular distribution of light scattered by
gas molecule| was measured from 45 ° to 135 ° from the direction
of the incident beam in argon and xenon. The experiment was
conducted both in the plane of polarization of the incident laser
beam and in the plane perpendicular to it. Absolute values of the
differential-scattering cross section are determined for neon,
argon, xenon, oxygen, nitrogen, air, carbon dioxide, sulphur
hexafiuoride, and propane at NTP. The experimental results
obtained with noble gases are compared with Rayleigh's theory. It
is found that the ruby-laser light beam is not scattered isotropically
either by argon or by xenon as predicted by the linear theory, in
the plane perpendicular to the plane of polarization. In the plane of
polarization, the scattered intensity appears to be consistent with
a cosine-squared distribution. The measured differential-scattering
cross sections for noble gases at 60 ° are found to be approximately
twice as large as the theoretical values, (Author) D. H.
A65- ! 5443
MECHANISM OF ELECTRON EMISSION PRODUCED BY A GIANT-
PULSE LASER.
J. F. Ready (Hone}_::e!!, T_C. , R:search Center, Hopkins, ML-_n. }.
Physical Review, 2nd Series, voh 157, Jan. 18, 1965, p. A6Z0-
A6Z3. 13 refs.
Use of a spinning-prism G-switched ruby laser with a peak
power output of Z Mw to produce single pulses of electron emission
about 100 nsec long. Pulses of the order of hundreds of ma/cm 2
were emitted from well-cleaned tungsten, thoriated tungsten, and
platinum targets in a hydrogen atmosphere at 3 X 10 -8 torr. The
mechanisms for production of the electrons were investigated. No
component attributable to multiphoton or other nonlinear processes
was identified. The amplitudes and shapes of the electron pulses
agree with calculated values based on the assumption that all the
electron emission is produced by conventional thermal effects.
(Author) D.H.
A65-1S458 #
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN A GASEOUS LASER [UGLOVYE
TLPY KOLEBANII V OAZOVOM OPTICHESKOM KVANTOVOM
GENERATORE].
I. M. Belousova, O. B. Danilov_ and B. A. Ermakov (Gosuda_stven-
nyi Opticheskii Institut, Leningrad, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimentallnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 47,
Dec. 1964, p. 2013-Z018. 6 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the spectrum of difference frequency oscilla-
tions occurring in a neon-helium gaseous laser with plane parallel
mirrors. It is found that there are several beat frequencies. The
beat frequencies obtained are identified as difference frequencies
between the basic and angular oscillation modes with the least
indices inherent in the resonator considered. J.R.
A6S.15460 #
TRA.NSITION PROCESSES IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
[PEREEIqODNYE PROTSESSY V K_ANTOVYKH TREKHUROV-
NEVYKH GENERATORAKH RADIODIAPAZONA].
A. A. l%4anenkov, R. M. l%4artirosian, lu. P. Pimenov, A. M.
Prokhorov, and V. A. Sychugov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 47,
Dec. 1964, p. 2055-Z063. 16 refs. In Russian.
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the process of
oscillation amplitude formation in rf three-level masers. Experi-
ments are conducted with two types of masers in which ruby and
rutile crystals containing Cr 3+ ion admixtures are used as active
material. The masers considered have emitted at wavelengths of
21 cm and 10 ca, respectively. In the case Of pulsed purnping_ a
transition process consisting of amplitA_de damped oscillations and
a subsequent exponential approach to continuous operation is ob-
served in both masers. The theoretical analysis o| the transition
processes is carried out on the basis of kinetic equations within
the framework of the three-level system. Solution of these equa-
tions in the linear approximation is obtained in the analytical form.
Formulas are also derived for determining the time lag between
the beginning of emission and the beginning of pulsed pumping. The
theoretical calculations are shown to be in good agreement with
experimental data. J.R.
A65-15508
THEORY OF LIGHT-WAVE FREQUENCY CONVERSION BY A
CRYSTAL _ TEORH PREOBRAZOVANIIACHASTOTY SVETOVYKH
VOLNKR_TALLOM].
74
B. V. Bokat* and A. G. Khutkevich (Akademiin Nmzk Beioruaskot
SSR. l_titut Finiki, Minsk. Belorusoinn SSK)0
Akademiia Nauk BSSR. Doklady0 voL 8. Nov. 1964. 1)- 713o716.
5 refs. In Kuasian.
Discussion of the possible types of polarization waves created
by two _ waves of different frequency incident upon a laser
crye_lL The electronmsSnetic inhornoseneou s wave harmonics gen-
erated by these light waves are e_m_ined. It is shown that.umis_
FedorovJ8 sequentially inwarinnt method, it is possible to ohtlin a
solution in explicit form. valid for all cases. V.P.
A6S-1L53S
'_TCHM_" PI.ASk_LA HEATING MODE USING LASER RADIATION.
O. N. Krokhin (AkSdemiia N&uk _SR0 Fizicheskti/.nstitut.
Moscow, USSR).
{Zhunud Tekhnicheskoi F_tlk_, re1. 34, July 1964, 1). 1324-1327.)
Soviet Physics -Tecimical Physics. vol. 9, Jam. 1965, p. 1024-
107.6. Troaslation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A64-23691 19°24]
A_-lS&V9
SCATTEKllqG nq LIQUIDS EXCZTED BY THE HE-NE
MA.qEI.
R. Y. Chiao (Musachusetts Institute of Technelogy, Cambridge.
]_a_ss. ) and B. P. Stoicheff (National Kesearch Council, Ot_wa.
Canada).
Optical Society of A.merica, Journal, vol. 54. Oct. 1964,
D- IZ/_, 1287. 7 reds.
Grant No. NsG 330; Contract No. AF 19(628)o401/.
Investigation of the BriLlouin scatterin 8 in several liquids ex-
cited with the 6328-X radiation _ a He-He maser, uals_ a hiih-
resointiom Fabry-Perut interfarometsr with photographic as wall as
photoelectric detection. These experiments led to a precise deter-
minalion of velocities of acoustic waves in the hypersonic frequency
rasqKe, and are considered to b_ve demc_gt_d line broade_ in
the Brfllouin spectrum for the first t_e. It is further c_idered
that additional investigation o_ linewidihs in Brillouin spectra, and
their dependence an 8catteriog ansi• and incident frequency, will be
important in the study c_ reioxatiou 1)recesses. especialiy very fast
chenaical reactions,thus extending the work at ultrasonic frequencies
F.K.L.
A65-1S788
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY GIANT
LASER PULSES.
H. Stserk and G. Czerlinski (Pennsylvania, University, Johnson
Research Foundation, Philadelphia, Pa. ).
Natur..__._.ee,vol. 205, Jan. 2. 1%5, p. 63, 64.
Contract No. Nonr-S51(46).
Demonstration of the heating of some 1)H-indicator systems
within a few nSec. The heating pulse was generated by a TRG
model 104 laser, using a ruby crystal. Two pulses were generally
obtained at full output (together I joule}, about I00 nsec wide and
200 usec apart, /nherent to Qoswitchee oper&t_ with rotating
1)risms. Experiments were performed on aqueous solutions con-
tain/n_: (1) CuSO4, bromthymol blue and triethanola_nine. _nd
(2) methylene blue. bromthymol blue. and glycylglycin. Osci/-
Inscope traces of the experiments are presontod. F.R.L.
ACTION BY POPULATION INV_LSION IN A _I_CULAR
m_AM.
G. Sclm/ton ( Philip _ Zentrallaborutorinm GmbH, Hamburg,
West Germany).
Phili_,s Resea_rch Re_rta, voL 17, _ll-,1964, p. 375o397.
Method for obtaining an inversion of the normal Boltzma_n
distribution in • molecular beam at frequencies in the millimeter
r_mge or higher. The beaza passes • lXln11) field, the frequency
of which is equal to the transition frequency of a two-level system.
Under certain conditions, the molecules leave the pump field with
an oncess popolution in the upper level. It is seen to he possible to
construct a molecular beam maser in the millimeter region by
using a rotational transition of a linear molecule such as OCS.
( A_thor ) W.M.R.
A65-15819
&_-I
TN_ EX/.STENC_ OF EIGENVA/.UES FOR THE INTEGBJLL EQUA-
TIONS OF LASER THEORY.
J. Alan Cochran (_eLl Telephc_ L_boratories° Murray Hill, N.J. ).
BeU S_rstsm Te¢]_ical Journal, vol. 44, Jan. 1965, 1)- 77-88.
IS refo.
Investiljatio_ of the _m_rbl integrnl equations 8over=in_ the
spectr4t of 01)tiCaJ _ers from the stand_o/_t of cert&in
theoretical _su_ts _oz _Ider co_t_uous _emla, Usm_ an esti-
mate ocijina21y porform_d by Frodhol_, it is proved that the ho-
mosenoe_ integral equution 9{x) = A ./a K(x,y)_piy) dy has at least
_d eil_nvalue for l.l_tder continuous k_rnela K with exp4_ent
a • l/_, an_ w_tu nosy•rosen 8 trace, iz is s_a_od u eli _he mus °
gral equ&tim_ which have be_n treated in laser theory so far can
be "factored" into one-dimensimml equations with continuously
differentiabio bez_els, to which this result applies directly. Dem-
m_trationa of the nosy•n/shine character of the trace of several of
the cO_O_ 'q._sor kernels" associated with 1)tactical reflector
c_figu_a_/cms are provided. It is 1)ointed out that in almost all
c_as th_ss re_ _ive the _rat a_oro_ _ o/r.be e._istence of
eisen_l_eo and eisenfunctioas for the integral equations of the
optical _r. (Author) M.M.
AM-1SI16
LO_-TKAIqSD_NT F_FFKCTS IN LASERS WITH INSERTED LIQUID
SAI_PLF._.
J. P. Gordon, R. C. C. Leits, R. S. Moore, S. P. S. Porto. &nd
J. R. _l_h_tmery (R_I Telephone L_.boratories. Inc.. Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Jo_r_2 of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Jan. 1_5, p. 3-8. I0 refs.
Observer.s of buildup and decay transients when polar or non-
pOlar l_q_td c_ •_ pl_c_ within the resonator of a helium-neon
1&set opera_0J_ in the _ed •t _3_.g _. _i_r hUt _1_e_ tfYects
are ease observed with two solids. Tin_ co_sts.n_s &re Iound to be
of the order of • few seconds for _ materials, which suggests a
thermal phenomonon." However. general heatin_ effects are ruled
out by the stron_ localisation of the phenomenon. Transverse
motion of the cell by about one beamwidth is shown to cause new
transients 8_r to the imtia_l ones. It is believed that the effects
are caused by abeorption of the red light in the material, producing
a local heat/_ in the vicinity of the beam and a lens effect arising
from the transverse gradient of refractive index. Absorptions of
10 -3 parts/cm are found to he sufficient to produce the effects, and
are believed to be reascmable values for the materials studied. One
of the most /rnpo1-tan_ appLicatious is suggested for the measurement
o_ small ahsorbencies. The experiments are described, and an
analysis of the lens effect from absorption is given. Alternate ex-
r'la.nations considered are stated briefly. (Author) J.R.
A6S-1S819
PERFOK]U[A_CE OF THE He-He GAS LASER AS AN INTERFEROM-
ETER FOR MEASURING PLASMA DENSITY.
D. E. T. F. Ashby, D. F. Jephcott, A. M_lein. and F. A. Raynor
(United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Atomic Energy Research
Establishment, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berks., F.ngLand).
Journal of A_lied Physics, vol. 36, Jan. 1_5. p. 29-34. ? refs.
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the characteristics
of a He-He gas laser used in • new simple interferometric technique.
The inter_erometer has two novel features: (1) the intensity of the
laser itself is used to detect the fringes, and {2) because the
intensities of the 0.63-_ (red} and 3.39-_ (L_rared) laser beam are
coupled, interference in the infrared can be detected by a simple
photornultiplier monitoring the red boa_n. The system does not
respond instantaneously to changes in the optical path length. Ex-
perimental measurements show that.when the red beam is used to
follow interference in the infrared, the maximum detectable response
is lin_ted to about 3 x 106 fringes/sec. Discussion of the frequency
respoe_e and the cross-coupling between the two wavelengths leads
to the Co_clusiou that the frequency response is lin_ited by the red
chan_el only. Experimental details of the inter_erorneter are de-
scribed, includi_ the ap_lic_tion of a multipass system which,
with eo_e Ions in spati_ resolution, increases the sensitivity of the




GIANT PULSES FROM A LASER - OPTIMUM CONDITIONS.
M. Menat _Israel Atomic Energy Commission, Tel-Aviv, Israel).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Jan. 1965. p. 73-76. 6 refs,
Examination of the conditions for maximized peak po_er
extraction from a giant pulse laser, in order to formulate an
appropriate mathematical framework relating the various significant
magrxitudes, some simplifying assumptions and approximations are
used. The critical coupling conditions and the value of the resulting
optimum peak power as a function of a characteristic loss factor
are determined. A aistinct_on is made between maximum peak
power and rnaxirnurn energetic yield since the conditions for the
achievement of both are slightly different. (Author) J. R.
A65-15838
EFFECT O_" BACkgrOUND GAS ON LASER-INDUCED ELECTRON
EM.LSSION FROM METAL SURFACES.
N. R. Isenor (Waterloo: Unlvereity_ Dept. of Physics, Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada).
Journal of Applied Physics, voh 36, Jan. 1965, p. 316, 317. 7 refs.
Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada.
Description of an experiment in gas pressures between I0 -5 and
10-3 torr conducted with a giant pulse ruby laser with an output of
0.05 J in a pulse of 50-msec duration. The emission current'
consisted of two components. It was found that the "prompt"
component was almost coincident with, and very simiIar in duration
to, the laser pulse. Its magnitude was proportional to background
gas pressure. A slower component followed, first of negative and
then of positive charge emission. This component was independent
of gas pressure. The results indicate that laser-induced electron
emission from zinc and tantalum surfaces is enhanced by absorbed
gas. J.R.
A65- ! 5858
QUADRUPLE FREQUENCY MULTIPLICATION OF A 1.06-_
NEODYMIUM-PULSED LASER.
Fred M. Johnson (Electro-Optical Systems, Inc. , Pasadena,
Calif. ).
Nature, voL 204, Dec. 5, 1964, p. 985-987. 6 refs.
USA.F- supported research.
Use of the nonlinear optic effect in two }CDP crystals to pro-
duce the fc_urth ha_rmo_c Of a Q-spoiled high-intensity neodymium-
in-gL_ss t_ser. The laser _t4_t pulse at L06 _ has been converted
successively to 5300 _ and 2650 _. The experimental arrangement
is described and illustrated with a schematic diagram. Tabulated
data include a summary of data on frequency quadrupling and a table
of wavelengths and refractive indices. The results of the experi-
ment are said to suggest possibilities of new coherent optical sources
with powers in the kilowatt region and wavelengths in the UV region
of the spectrum. D.H.
A65-15880
THE GENERATION OF HYPERSOUNDS BY SUPERPOSITION OF
TWO COHERENT LIGHT BEAMS IN A SOLID OR LIQUID DIELEC-
TR/C [SUR LA GENERATION D'HYPERSONS PAR SUPERPOSITION
DE DEUX FA/SCEAUX LUM/NEUX COHERENTS DANS UN DI-
ELECTRIQUE SOLIDE OU LIQUIDE].
Alfred Kastler (Ecole Normale Superieure, Laboratoire de Physique,
Paris, France).
Acad'-mie des Sciences IParis), Comptes Rendus, vol. 259, no. Z5,
Dec. 21, 1964, p. 4535-4540. 5 refs. in French.
Presentation of a classic elementary theory to explain a method
for obtaining a progressive hypersonic wave in a given direction by
superposing in a dielectric medium two beams of coherent light
which produce in it a system of moving interference fringes. The
subjects considered are: (I) production of a moving system of light
interference fringes, (2) electrostrictive wave produced by light,
(3) differential equation of the forced elastic wave produced in the
mediuIn by the electrostrictive wave, (4) solution of the differential
equation, (5) power consumed by the hypersonic wave, and (6) dis-
cussion of results and resonance phenomenon. M.M.
A65-1595! #
HIGHER ORDER OPTICAL MIXING OF R.AMA.N LASER LIGHT IN
NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC MEDIA.
Tatsuo Yajima and Masamoto Takatsuji (Tokyo, University,
Institute for Solid State Physics, Tokyo, Japan).
Physical Society of Japan, Journal, vol. 19, Dec. 1964, p. 2343,
2344.
Use of nitrobenzene Raman laser light to observe 2w R - WS1
and Z_ R - WS2 light. The effect should be interpreted as resttlting
primarily from thi*_d order nonlinear polarization of the type
P = X i EEE where E is the electric field of light. The Roman laser
output was obtained from a Q-switched ruby laser using a nitro-
benzene Kerr cell inside the cavity. The output consisted of the ruby
line at 6943 A and several Stokes lines (7659 A and 8538 _ ); peak
powers were I Mw, 50 kw, and 100 watts. L4aterials examined were:
quartz, ADP, and KDP; MgO, NaCl, ECl, KI, LiP; glass; and
C6H6, (C2H5)20, CHjOH, CS 2, H20, and C6H5NOz. D.H.
A65-15995
AN INJECTION LASER PUMP FOR Nd +3 DOPED HOSTS.
R. _.. Harada and C. _. Suzuki (North Amer,can Aviation, inc. ,
Autonetics Div. , Lasers and Electro-Optics Laboratories,
Anaheim, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Feb. 1965, p. 225-227. 5 refs.
Description of a diode laser prepared from highly degenerate
GaAs and emitting at wavelengths greater than 8700 _. A laser
diode emitting at about 8700 _ is desirable, since this wavelength
matches the lowest absorption band of Nd+3° doped lasers. An
optical p_mp emitting at a single frequency matched to the lowest
absorption band of a 3- or 4-1evel laser eliminates the adverse
heating effects associated with flash lamp pumping, resulting in
a considerable increase in the conversion efficiency.
(Author} A. B. K.
A65-1 $998
GAS-LA_ER FREQUENCY SELECTION BY MOLECULAR ABSORP-
TION.
C. Bradley Moore (California, University, Dept. of Chemistry,
Berkeley, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, vul. 4, Feb. 1968, p. 252, 253.
NSF-USAF- suppor t ed research.
Description of a gas-phase molecular absorption which can
discriminate dficiently between two frequencies separated by little
more than the Doppler linewidth of the molecular transition. This
discrimination is made without introducing into the optical resonator
any extra optics or losses at the frequency ot the desired transition.
The frequency of a helium-neon laser operating at the 2947.90-ca -1
(3. 3923-_) 382 - 3P4 transition was changed to the nearby frequency
of the 2948.79-cm-I (3. 3912-_) 382 . 3p2 transition by placing
methane gas within the optical resonator. A power level at 2948.79
cm "l of over 40% of the normal power level at 2947.90 cm -l was
achieved. This laser source of two close frequencies provides an
extremely sensitive method of detecting methane. A.B.K.
A65-16129
MEASUREMENTS OF CAVITY LOSS IN A PULSED RUBY LASER.
D. Chen (Honeywell, Inc., Research Center, Hopkins, Minn.).
Nature, vnl. 2051 Jan. 16, 1965, p. 271, 272. 8 refs.
Measurement of cavity loss performed on a Linde sapphire-clad
ruby laser rod in the range from 77°K to 293°K. The results obtains,
are very comparable to those measured at reduced temperature on
other Linde ruby laser rods grown during the same period of time.
The method described here eliminates the inaccuracy and difficulty
due to the nonlinear property of the flashtube in the conventional
laser cavity-loss measurements. Since measurements are made at
relatively high pumping input, there is no need to search tediously
for t_e threshold pumping energy. The results obtained indicate
that the cavity loss is essentially constant over the temperature range
investigated, and the assumed four-level system is an adequate de-
scription for the pulsed ruby laser. A.B.K.
A65.16267 #
A THEORY OF MICROWAVE MASERS IN STRONG PUMPING
FIELD.
Yo|hio Ebina (Tohoku University, Research Institute of ElecIrical
Communication, Sendal, Japan).
Physical Society of Japan, Journal, vol. 19, Nov. 1964, p. 2198-
2206. 16 refs.
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Application of the rate equat/ons of the spin density matrix,
referred to a rotating coordinate system, to an investigation of the
sin/rig between unperturbed spin states produced by a stron i
cOherent pumpin 6 field at an an_uinr frequency w. The re--on
of each state, uaualiy introduced throush phenomenolooicel con-
eider•tions, is obtained from an interaction HamLltoninu for the
spin mom4mt8 and local fields. Given a small-siena/field at the
frequency w. oscillations induced at 2w ± w s and _s can be made to
emit or absorb power through an appropriate choice of l_nrnping field.
The components at 2t0 i_ s are attributed to frequency mixing be-
twee•W aztdw_W8. For epinmomentlx_, the emittedor
absorbed line slmpe is not a simple l.oremtzin• and is considered
to be • quantum effect in the three-level scheme. It is expected
that the frequency of the emitted or absorbed field can be shifted by
var_ the static maBnetic field or the rmsgnitude or frequency of
the pumping field. {Author) W. M. R.
A65-1m •
THEORY OF MULTIRESONATOR SELECTIVE ALL-PASS QUANTUM
AMPIJFIERS [TEORIIA MNOGOREZONATORNYI_q SELEKTIVNYKH
PROKHODNYKH KVANTOVYI_I USILITELEI].
V. N. Alfeev and lu. P. Pitnenov.
Rad/otekhn_k• i Elektron/ka voL I0, .,Tan. 1965, p. 45-53. 6 reie.
In Russian.
Brief analysis of advanced masers, with particular reference
to their use in radio receivers. Some results obtained from the
general theory of all-pass wideband quantum amplifiers with several
loops, having a high SNR and maximally fiat frequency-response
characteristics in the transmission band, are presented. V.P.
ABSCRPTION OF 3.39-MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER EMISSION
BY METHANE IN THE ATMOSI_rlER_.
Byron N. Edwards and Darrell E. Butch (Phi/co Corp., Aero-
• utrcmic Div.. Newport Beach, Calif. ).
O_tical Societ_ of A_nerica, Journal r vol. 55, Feb. 1965,
p. 174-177. 7 ref8.
Description of.am experinle•t on the absorption of the 3s2-3p4
helium-•e(m laser emisalon at 2947. 903 cm "1 by methane. The
en_ieelon frequency coincides closely with one of the emmponents of
the P(_+) branch of the to 3 band of methane. Methane and nitrogen
in different _ ratios were introduced into an absorption cell,
the tranmm/ttonce as a function of pressure was dater_ned.
By relat_ the measured absorption coefficient with the known/n-
ter•cticm of coflielon and Doppler effects on the broadenin_ of the
absorption line, the separaUon of the emissi_ line end the nearest
abeorp_an line was deduced to ha 0.00310.002 an-l. The collision-
broadened full-width at half-nu_dn_um of the absorption liue was
determined to be 0.13 _ 0. 04 cn_ "1 at a_nospheric pressure. At
l •_n in the F,*/Lrthes atznosphere, the transznittance can be cni-
cuinted to be T = exp (*L1 L) by using the published value of the
concentratima of methane, where L is the path length in kilometers.
The effects of laser emission in several possible cavity modes and
of several absorption lines in the methane group which overlap
each other at high pressures are discussed. (Author) M.M.
A6S-16MI
LASER EXCITATION OF ]POWDERED SOLIDS.
H. I. S. Ferguson, J. E. Ment_11, and R. W. NichoHs (Western
Ontario. University, Dept. of Physics. London, Ontario, Canada).
Nature.. vol. 204, De_. 26, 1964, p. 1295. 9 refs.
Grants No. NsO 349; No. AF AFO_ 62-236A.
Brief review of spectroscopic investigations which have bee•
made on laser excitation of molecular spectra frmn powdered solids
in air. A table of molecular spectra produced for v_rious materials
is prese•tsd. The powdered solid target rr._terinls were found to be
superior to nonpowdered solids because of their greater surface are
lower reflectivity, and lower thermal dif_usivity. The strong pre-
ponderance of oxide band systems observed is consistent with the
oxidizing a_mosphere in which they were excited, and supports the
belief that much of the molecular spectrum a-ises from chemical
reactions in the flame. F.R.L.
A65-16403
INTE_qA.L MODULATION OF A GAS LApSeR AT 4000 MC [MC_U-
LATION INTERNE D' UN LASE_ A GAZ A 4000 MHs].
N_uyen N|og C3mu (Centre Ns_innaf d'Etudes des T_lmcom_m/c•-
tions, Issy-lee-Moulinsm/x, Seine. France).
Acsd_aie dee Sciences _Parie}f Com_s Kendus, vol. Z60, no. 1,
Jan. 4, 1765, p. 100-103. 5 refs. In French.
Experlment_ investigation of the internal modulation of a San
laser by _ans of • 8ermsninm photodiode inversely polarized and
mounted in • coLw_ cLrcuit followed by • progressive-wave pre-
s_plifier tuha, in turn followed by • hyperfrequency mixer and an
a_nplifier with • 30-]_c tntor_ f_equency. It is stated that,
compared to ex_rn_ amp_L, u,_i_,, _*--_.._'1 mc__-_!_=ti_
yields • gain higher then 20 db, all the other measurement condi-
tions being otherwise id_icni, in p_rticu/&r, the mc_lu1_tion power
at 4000 MC which rennm/ns conet2mt in the two cases, the ssme •s
the luminous power _ on the photodiode. M.M.
ON THE EFFICD_NCY OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE ELLIPTICAL
LASER CAVITIES.
C. Bownes8 {Kaytheon Co.. Laser Advanced Develol_nent Center.
Waltham, Mass. ).
Apl_isd O_t_cs, voL 4, Jsn. 1965, p. 103-107. 6 rofs.
Analysis of the relative efficiencies Of single and multiple
ell/prices cavities for /_er _pin_. The efficiency of sis_le,
dual, triple, quadruple. _ octople cavities is preemttod in el/n-
pie graphical form for a wide range of axial ratios and for lamps
and crystals havin_ relative dia_netere from one-hLif up to two to
one. After carefully distinguishing the criterien of _tun ef-
ficiency frmm that of _ power or energy mat]put, the paper
includes some dtecoselon on the choice of an optimo_m design of
• laser catty. (Author) D.H.
OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND LASER THRESHOLDS OF THIRTY-
NINE RUBY LA_ CRYSTALS.
G. W. Ducker, 3. G. Atwood (Perkin-ELmer Corp., Norwalk,
Conn. ), C. M. Kell/ngton. and M. Katz_an (U. S. Army, Elec-
tronlcs Cozzaz_u_, Electronics Laboratories. Fort M_th,
N.J.).
Applied Optics, voL 4, Jan. 1965, p. 109-118. IZ ref8.
Army-supported research.
Description of measurements made of optical Path uniformity.
chromium concentration, fluorescence linewidth, large-an_le scat-
ter. and laser threshold on 39 flame-fusion rubies. Results show
that index of refraction variation is explainable by variation of
chrome concentr•Uon amd wander of the optic axis. Residual stress
plays little role in optical defects, but may broaden the 77OK line-
width. Optical qual/ty of lasers cut frown re,ions of boules selected
by interferometry rmma/ns constant after cutt_, but warpin_ de-
stroys their parallelisln. Threshold increases with chromiums con-
centratinn, indicatix_ that the rods are optically thick at the pumping
bands. Threshold is not correinted with other optical properties.
however. {Author) D.H.
AM-I_40_
BIDIRECTIONAL ELECTRICALLY SWITCHED LASER.
R. V. Pole, R. A. Myers, and J. Nu_ez (International Business
Machines Corp., Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, N.Y. ).
Applied Optics, voL 4, ;Tan. 1%5, p. I19-12L
luvestigati_ of the operation of • double-rooftop ruby laser
en_itting alm_ direcUons that are at an angle of 17.45 ° with respect
to one another. The ruby is a 3.17-c_n cylinder with a 17.45 ° chisel
at each end, ene of which is silver-coated. The other end has an
ant_reflecticm coating, so that external dielectric (or silver) reflec-
tors complete two separate F•bry-Perot cavities, which have about
one-third the active medium in con_n_. A polarizer and nitro-
benzene Kerr celt in each Path allow fast switching from one axle
of end.lesion to the other; the switching has been accon_plished within
77
A65-16404
I ]_ sec in the present experiment. Some implications of the ex-
peri_ment with regard to more general problems of laser deflection
are also discussed. (Author) D.H
A_q.1@4@4
INTERNAL MODULATION OF OPTICAL MASERS - BANDWIDTH
LIMITATIONS.
L P. Klm_Anow (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Ho]_mck_,-
N. 3.).
Al_lled Optics, eel 4, Jam. 1965. p. 1Z3-1Z?. 8 r_s.
Brief review _)f the operation of coupling-type internal nsa4kala-
tore, including an exam/nation of bandwidth limitations. It is found
that excitation of natural modes of the resonator will normally
restrict the siinal bandwidth to half the longitudinal mode spacing.
However, the bandwidth can be extended if the maser is permitted
.to_ oscillate in _-"_I 7 one mode, ff Only a sm_ll fraction oi the inter-
m_ energy is coupled out, and if large attenuation can be introduced
at appropriate resonator mode frequencies. (Author) D.H.
A4&-1440S
IrB_QUENCY SPECTRA OF He-Ne OPTICAL MASERS WITH
EXTER.N_L, CONCAVE MI]KRORS.
Telji Uchlda (Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. , Radio Industry Div. ,
Tokyo. Japan).
Applied Optics, eel 4, 3an. 1965, p. 129-131. 6 refs.
Use ol photomixin8 techniques and noise distribution measure-
rnent to obtain spectral meaeuremm_te of gaseous optical masers.
Particuinrly, it was verified that low-frequency beat components
occur between epatia£1y independent transverse modes of the same
order. This was found in an experiment on mode control. Fre-
quency-spr_ of beat components is also discussed.
(Author) D.H.
Ae4.1e40@
A HI_IAUM-NEON LASER AMPLIFIER.
L. E. S. ),iathla8 and N, H. Rock (Services Electronics Research
Laboratory. Baidock, Hertg., England).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Jan. 1965. p. 133-135. 7 refs.
Description of a helinrn-neon laser amplifier operating at
1.15 p. A discharge tube of rectangular cross section was em-
ployed, allowing a large cross section of discharge without in,-
pairing its efficiency for laser action. The optical arrangement
provided multiple transits of the signal beam through the discharge,
enabling the use of long optical paths. A low-level gain of 400 and
a saturation output power of 23 mw were obtained. The output
power was limited by _nefficient use of the discharge volume. The
system was also operated as an oscillator and a pulsed _nplifier.
(Author) D.H.
and two special cases are discussed. A note added in proof de-
scribes preliminary experiments with a twisted-l_ode structure
having 7 k/4 plates; the assembly was pumped in a double-elliptical
cavity, and the spectrum of the output was examined using a
Twyman-Green interferometer. Single-frequency output was noted
up to about 15_ above threshold for certain aelsnuthal orientations
of the assembly in t)fe pumping cavity. The causes of this aaimuthal
dependence are being investigated. D.H.
A6S-16565
EIGHT-MILLIMETER TRAVELING-WAVE IvLASER AND MASER-
RADIOMETER SYSTEM.
F. R. Arams and B. 3. Peyton (Cutler-Hammer. Inc. , Airborne
/nstrumente Laboratory Die. , Deer Park, N. Y. }.
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, 3an. 1965, p, 12-23. 40 refs.
USAF-|upported research.
Description of a low-noise, Ks-band traveling-wave maser
amplifier for the "window" at 8 ms, near 36 Gc, where atmo-
spheric attenuation is remarkably low. The maser, which has
chromium-doped rutile as the active material, is operated with
push-pull pumping and i8 tracked with broadband, helium-cooled
ferrite isolators to obtain a tuning range from 35.4 to 40 Gc. It
has a noise temperature near 20°K, net gains of 20 db, and an
instantaneous bandwidth of 75 Me. Design considerations and
measured electrical characteristics of the maser ar_ Presented,
and its use to demonstrate a substantial sensitivity improvement in
a radiometer system is described. P.K.
£_q-ldhq4_
A SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS OF SPHERICAL-MIRROR
FABRY-PEROT RESONATORS.
Peter O. Clark (Hughes AircrLft Co. , Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedinjs, vol. 53, Jan. 1965, p. 36-41. 10 ref8.
Contract No, AF 19(604)-8052.
Presentation of a self-consistent field analysis for the field
distributions of the resonant modes in an arbitrary two-mirror
Fabry-Perot resonator with curved mirrors. The _l_yliS leads
to an integral equation for the field distributions. While this equa-
tion can be solved exactly tor only the confocal cavity, in the limit
of in_inJ.te Fresnel numbers, solutions are obtained for the general,
nonsymmetric, nonces/seal resonator, With this approYimatiun,
the electric field anywhere within the resonator is described in
terms of Hermite-Gau||ian functions, and the resonance condition
is abtained. The variations of nodal surface radii and characteristic
mode dimensions are examined. Using a new delinition of incre-
mental mode volume, a minimum mode volume at a ratio of mirror
separation to mirror radius of 1.5 i8 obtained, rather than at the
con/ocal value of 1.0. P.K.
A_.164OY
A "TWISTED-MODE" TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING AXIALLY
UNIFORM ENERGY DENSITY IN A LASER CAVITY.
V. Evtuhov (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research Laboratories, Malibu,
Calif. ) and A. E. Siegrnan (Stanford University, Electrical En-
gineorin s Dept. and Microwave Laboratory, Stanford, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, eel. 4, 3an. 1965, p. 142, 143.
UgJI.F -At my - supper t ed research.
Outline of a method for achieving a standing wave with an
axially uniform m_ergy density in a laser cavity. The physical con-
fisuraticm consists of a high quality ruby rod with birefringent
quarter-wave plates (conveniently made of sapphire) and two mlr -
rore. The normal modes (axial modes) of the structure may be
viewed ab consisting of either right-handed or left-handed cir-
ouinrly polarized waves traveling right and left in the center sec-
tion. Since two quarter-wave plates pluk a mirror are equivalent
to one full-wave plate, a right-handed wave (for example) still
has its original polarization after two reflections and thus can
"catch its tall" to complete the mode. The E-field mode pattern
in the rod at an instant of peak E field hal the shape of a twisted
ribbon with a period of one optical wavelength; the structure is
therefore referred to as a twisted-mode structure. Other .properties
A65-16569
TILE EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMP PULSE SHAPE ON RUBY IN-
VERSION.
P. N. Mace and G. McCall (California, University, Los Alamoa
Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, N. lbiex. ).
IEEE, Proceedinss, vol, 53, Jan. 1965, p, 74.
Al_C-spons ored research.
Study of the effect of optical-pump pulse shape on the population
inversion attained in a ruby laser, For pump-light intensities of
rectangular, ramp, quArter-cycle sine-wave, haLf*cycle sine-wave,
and exponential shapes, the fractional inversion i8 plotted against
energy for a 1-msec pulsewidth. The results indicate that little
improvement in inversion levels can be obtained by IhapinB tbe
pulse. P.K.
A65-16570
BROADBAND DIELECTRIC h£1RRORS FOR MULTIPLE WAVE-
LENGTH LASER OPERATION IN THE VISIBLE.
D. L. Perry (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , },inrray Hill,
N.3.).
IEEE, Proceedings, veX. 53, 3an. 1965, p. 76, 77. 5 refe.
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Brief description of highly re/lectizq_ (> 99.5%) broadband
dielectric .mirrors covering the wavolmq_h range 4300 _ to 7400 ]
The composite mirror, fabricated by re_inmd evaporation tech-
niqmes, comsists of two st2&cks of 25 L_yers each, with the crofter
wavelengths of the stacks spaced approxiz_,tely 1500 I apart.
Cryolite was used for the low-index layers and Z_ powder for the
high-index layers. A l_ir of these mirrors has bean used with an
experimental pu_ed jag Laser to observe l_ser oocLUAtions at 28
wavelengUm in the visible region. P.K
A4d-16S71
THE OBSERVATION OF MODE IMPUKITY IN GAS LASERS
APPARENTLY RESONATING IN THE TE, M-00 MODE.
14. M. HeioemAnn and H. W. Rediien. Jr. (Wheeler Laboratories,
Inc., Luer Engineering Group. Smithtown, N. Y. ).
IEEE, Proceedinls , vol. 53, Jan. 1965, p. 77, 78. 5 rags.
Description of mode impurity observed in diffraction measure-
menta employing a 8u laser apparently resonating in the TEM-00
mode. The presence of undesired higher modes is discussed, amd
their elirnLmLtion through the use of accurately measured diffraction
patterns and mirror realignment is described. P.K.
A641-1_4
GAIN-DELAY CHARACTERISTICS OF A PULSED NEODYMIUM-
GLASS LASER OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER CHAIN.
K. F. Ti_tel and J. P. Chernoch (Geoeral Electric Co., Advanc=d
TechDoingy Laboratories, Schenectady, N. Y. ).
LEEE, ProceedinRs , vol. 53, Jan. 1%5, p. 8Z, 83. 11 rags.
Description Of some of the operating characteristics of a four-
level neodyrmuTn-doped gl_uss-la.ser osciLLator-power amplifier
chain. This system permits frequency matching a_d good gain
stability in the presence of temperature variations. A series of
gain measurements was made to evaluate the optimum operat/_g
conditions. A plot of the amplitier output as a function of the
oscillator trigger delay time for dif/erm oscillator output energies
•nd amplifying pumping periods is presented, U are plots of the
amptifier power gain as f_mctionm of pump energy and Laser input
energy. An optLmu_n oscillator input deLay time iS f_ which is
independent of amplifier pump and input energy, but which _as
for differem pump and input duzations. P.K.
A6S-16,SY$
QUAKT-CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF A CaWO4:Nd 3+
USING LONG DURATION PUMPING PULSES.
H. Manger (Earlsruhe, Tachs/ache Hochschule, Institut _r Hoch-
frequenztechn/k und Hoch/roquenzphyslk, Karlsruhe, West GermAny).
LEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Jan. 1%5, p. 83, 84.
Description of pu_ping schemes for obtaining quaSi-continuous
maser operation, and which can be used with standard flash laznpo,
without cooling, and with n_iser crystals of less than optinnu_n
quality. The pumping Light intensity and output signal for a S ....
long, plane parallel CaWO4:Nd_3+__rod at room temperature, having
dielectric coatings at both ends, are discussed. P.K.
A6_16SlII
ABSENCE OF POLAR/ZATION EFFECTS IN DIFFRACTION-
ATTENUATED LASER LIGHT.
Reinhold Gathers (U.S. Army. Engineering Research and Develop-
ment Laboratoriea, Fort Belv0ir, Va. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Jan. 1965, p. 105, 106. 8 rags.
Discussion of Stroke's objections to a proposal of the author
for determinin 6 the energy of laser emissions by providing discrete
steps of attenuation with the higher order steps of a diffraction
grating. Stroke's objections relate to those possible errors in the
intensity display of the higher order that could originate from a
' mlsrrmtch of orientation of the pla_e of polarization of the electric
vector of the laser light and of the plane of dispersion of the
_ttenuator grating. It is shown, however, that higher orders of
diffraction of polarized light obtained with a coarse grating are not
A6_-16672
measurably altered in their degree of polarization, and that the
orientation of the plane of polarization of these orders rennains
identical with that of the incident light. P.K.
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING OF LIGHT.
V. A. Zubov, M. M. Sushchinshii, and I. IC Shuvalov.
(Uspelthi Flaichesklkh Nauk, vol. 83, June 1%4, p. 197-22Z. )
Soy/st Physics -Uspekhi, vol. 7, Nov.-Dec. 1964, p. 419-433.
24 refs. Trsmslatien.
[For abstract see Accession no. A64-Z3104 19-25]
A6S.1644AI @
LASEK MODE LOCKING BY AN EXTERNAL DOPPLER CELL.
L. Curtis Foster, M. D. Ewy, and C. Burtm* Crum/y (Zenith
Radio Kesearch Corp., Menlo Park, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vat. 6, Jam. I, 1965, p. 6-8.
Demonstra£ion of a method of mode locking by external m_ans.
An umnc_Lfled standard He-He laser at 6328 J_ is employed, together
with a sin_ple ultrasonic Br_ diffractien cell and a mirror, such
that doppler-shifted light is fed back into the laser. Th_ resultin_
Laser outpu_ is monitored by an appropriate photodetector at th_
other end of the Laser. It was found that.when the tote/ external
path lm_h w_s approximately equal to the corrected optical lehigh
of the laser cavity, optimum locking was obtained, although no
critical len_ adj_stznemte were necessary. In conclusion, several
advantages of mode locklng by an extern_ doppler cell are cited.
A.B.K.
G_TION OF SINGLE-FREQUENCY LIGHT USING THE FM
LASER.
G. A. M_ssey, M. Kenneth Oshm_n, and Russell Tar8 (Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., Sylvania E1ectrenlc Systems Div., Elec-
tronic Defense l._boratoriee, Mountain View, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vof. 6, Jan. 1, 1965, p. I0, 11.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-1738.
Deecriptlc_ of a technique for producing essentially single-
frequency lighi frown the entire output of a high-power multi-marls
laser, without suffering the loss of power inherent in convemtlonal
approaches involving the suppressio_ of modes. This technique
involves the use of a 11ser in which an intrscavity phase perturb_-
tlon has been utilised to create an array of laser modes having the
phases and amplitudes appropriate to the eidebands of an F]_ si4p_.
The output of the FM laser is then l_ssed thrash an external phase
modulator driven 180 ° out of phase _md with the same peak optical
ph&se deviation as the output of the FM laser. While the output
from the FL_ Laser was made up of a large number of optical fro-
quencies, the light leaving the extern_ modulator is, in principle,
nOw • monochromatic signal. A.B.K.
A6S-16671 #
cw /.,ASEP. ACTION IN NTO (Nz-N;,O SYSTEM).
C. K. N. Patel (Bell Teleq_ho_e Labor_tories. Inc., Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Applied Physics LetZers, vol. 6, .Tan. I. 1965. p. I;'. 13. "8 refs.
Descriptica_ of CW laser oscillation on the P branch rot_timaal
traneiticme of the 001-10°0 vibrationa.1 band of N20 to the ground-
state HaS molecules during collisions of the second kind involving
the two molecules. Laser action could not be obtained on these
NzO transitions in a pure NzO discharge. This points out the ef-
fectiveness of the uee of transfer of vibration_ energy for selective
excitation of molecules to certain preferred vibration&l levele and
subsequently obtaining llser a_:tion on the vibrational-rotational
traneitioue of polyatomic molecules. A.B.K.
A6S-164172 #




D. H. McMahon and A. R. Franklin (Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry
Rand Research Center, Sudbury, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Jan. l, 1965, p. 14-16. 7 refs.
Investigation of the variation in second harmonic power pro-
duced in ADP by using • focused gas laser beam and measurement
of the nonlinear polarization constant. Experiments involving a
0.633-_ He-He gas laser operated so •s to produce only TEM00q
modes with vertical electrical fields are described. These experi-
ments • re interpreted with the aid of • Huygents construction tech-
nique to calculate, first, the induced nonlinear polarization currents,
and, second, to calculate the second harmonic power output by using
the spatial and magnitude dependence of the polarization currents.
On the basis of an essential agreement between analysis and ex-
perimental data, the authors conclude that one can adequately cal-
culate absolute values of the nonlinear polarization constant using
focused laser beams. A.B.K.
A_.16673 #
A FIELD-INDEPENDENT OPTICALLY PUMPED 87Rb MASER
OSCILLATOR.
P. D•vidovits and W. A. Stern (Columbia University, Radiation
Laboratory, New York, N.Y. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Jan. I, 1965, p. 20, 21. 5 refs.
Contract No. DA-36-039°sc-90789.
Description of • magnetically unshielded optically pumped 87Rb
maser oscillator. The maser will oscillate in the presence of •
magnetic field inhomogeneity as large •s I0 mG with • total field
of I G. The excess population in the F = 2 hyperfine level is created
by intensity pumping. The 87Rb and II torr of nitrogen buffer gas
• re contained in • high-Q vacuum-tight microwave cavity, which is
designed to operate in the TE021 mode and has an unloaded Q of •p-
proxL._ately 50, 000. The cavity is located within a set of Helmholtz
coils which provide •n orienting field of approximately I G along the
cavity axis. Self-sustained maser oscillation is observed at • cavity
temperature of about 50°C. The oscillator power output is approxi-
mately 10-11 W and is limited by the intensity of the pumping light.
The high power output of this maser ensures better short-term
stability than that obtainable from all other existing frequency
standards. Aside from its potential •s • frequency standard, the
87Rb maser may be used •s a very sensitive tool to study frequency
shifts caused by optical pumping. A.B .K.
A65.16680 #
HYDROGEN MASER AND CESIUM BEAM TUBE FREQUENCY
STANDARDS COMPARISON.
H. E. Peters, J. Hollow•y (Varian Associates, Beverly, h4ass.),
A. S. B•gley, and L. S. Cutler (Hewlett Packard Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Jan. 15, 1965, p. 34, 35. II refs.
Description of direct frequency comparisons between a hydrogen
maser and a cesium beam tube frequency standard. The system for
frequency comparison is shown in a block diagram. Ten readings
of Nf taken over a period slightly less than 3 hr constitute the data.
The rms value of these measurements gave Nfl = 99,999,992, with
• standard deviation from the average of 2.5 for each reading. After
making certain adjustments to the maser frequency, the average
zero-field maser frequency was found to be 1,420,405,751.778 -_
0. 016 cps. A.B.K.
A65-16681
HYDROGEN MASER FREQUENCY COMPARISON WITH SWISS
CESIUM ATOMIC BEAM STANDARD.
H. E. Pebers (Vari•n Associates, Beverly, _ss. ) and In. Kart•schoff
(Labor•toire Suisse de Recherches Horlog_res, Neuchltel,
Switzerland).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Jan. 15, 1965, p. 35, 36. 12 refs.
Description of direct frequency comparisons between • hydrogen
maser and • cesium beam tub_ frequency standard. Two methods
of comparing the frequency of the maser to the frequency of the
cesinn_ tube were used and are depicted in block diagrams. Four
comparison runs were made using method I, while the final two runs
were made with method 2. Each run lasted about 2 hr. After making
adjustments to the maser frequency and the cesium tube frequency,
the average zero-field maser frequency was found to be 1,420,405,
751.785 _-0. 016 cps. A.B.K.
A65-16766
LONG-DLSTANCE INTERFEROMETRY WITH AN He-Ne LASER.
F. T. Arecchi and A. Sons (Centro Ir_ormazioni Studi Esperienee,
Laboratori, Milan, Italy).
IN: QUASI-OPTICS; POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF BROOKLYN,
MICROWAVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, SYMPOSIUM, NEW YORK,
N.Y., JUNE 8-I0, 1964, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-16752 07-23]
Symposium sponsored by the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the Optical
Society of America, USAF, Navy, and Army.
Edited by 3erome FOX.
Brooklyn, Polytechnic Press, 1964, p. 623-633. 10 refs.
Research supported by the Consiglio Naziona!e del!e Ricerche.
Discussion of a long distance interferometry experiment where
the source is • He-Ne laser working at the 6328-_ transition in
single-mode operation. Interference fringes have been observed
up to an optical path difference of 120 m (mirror separation 60 m)
without • substantial loss of visibility. Laser output is split by •
beam-splitter onto a Michelson interferometer through a telescope
system which reduces the angular spread. By changing the path
difference continuously, in the first experiments the fringe visibili-
ty was subjected to a periodical change, going down to zero every
time the path difference was an odd multiple of the cavity length.
This is due to interference between different axial modes. To
avoid this effect both a transverse and an axial selection were made
The isolation of • TEM00 pattern is accomplished by adjusting two
movable diaphragms near the mirror. The selection of • single
axial mode was done with an external plane mirror which acts as
a second Fabry-Perot. This technique does not reduce the output
power, as occurs when a near-threshold operation is used to
isolate a single mode. On the contrary, a power increase is ob-
served in the useful mode. An electronic system for measuring
and analyzing experimental results is described, and lin_itations
on circuit bandwidth, obeeryatinn time, and precision are related
to fluctuations within the interferometer system and associated
circuitry. (Author) F.R.L.
A65-16798
SOLID STATE MASERS AND THEIR USE IN SATELLITE COM-
MUNICATION SYSTEMS.
J. C. Walling and F. W. Smith (Mullard, Ltd., Research Labora-
tories, _edhill, Surrey, England).
Philips Technical Review, vol. 25, no. II-12, 1963_1964, p. 289-
310. 23 refs.
Discussion of the design, performance, and applications of
traveling-wave maser (TWM) amplifiers with particular reference
to the maser recently developed •t MuU&rd Research Laboratories
for use at the Communication Satellite Earth Station of the British
General Post Office at Goonhilly Down, Cornwall. Problems of
satellite communication are briefly reviewed, with the comment
that, in order that the first stage amplifier have the lowest possible
noise temperature, it should he • maser. The basic principles of
maser operation are discussed in some detail. The theory and
design of • traveling-wave maser are examined, and the amplifier
designed and built by Mnll•rd Research Laboratories is described.
This packaged traveling-wave maser is one of the first such devices
to be regularly employed in a systems application, and its operation
has proved to be reliable and consistent. Certain operational
difficulties, and future developments to further improve the noise
performance, are discussed. F.R.L.
A65.16811 #
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN THE OFF-AXIS
RESONATOR.
H. Takuma and D. A. Jermtngs (National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colo. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 5, Dec. 15, 1964, p. 239-241. 7 ref|.
Study of the Brillouin scattering from an active medium placed
in • cavity, the axis of which is rot•ted from the axis of a ruby
laser resonator. At first, the lens, Fabry-Perot interferometer,
8O
and iris were removed from the experiznental arrangement in order
to investisate the far-field pattern of each component. ]Semsene sad
carbon disulfide .were chosen as typical and emceptinnni liquid eazno
pies, respectively. When the CS 2 cell was inserted in the oH-ratio
resonator, the coherent radiation at appronixnately the sane weve-
lenKSh as the incident laser beam was found to he b_zilt up at an an-
citin 8 power slightly hisher than the threshold excitin 8 power of the
first stimulated P.mman-SCohes line. The _inr div_rjlrnce was
measured to he a few nsiLl/radiane, which was the skims am that of
the first Stokes line at the same emcitin| power. On the other hand,
when the benzene cell was inserted in the off-axis resonator, no
-_.i._._-_l_e,__ _eCn_tterln_ m'ss oheerved around the z_aby wevole:_Jth even
under the max.Limes ex¢itin B power (50 mw/cm_), 'at which power
the third Stokes line could he observed in the off-axis direction.
Thee, stimulated Brillouin radiation built up only in the CS 2 cell,
which is comeonant with the emceptionally low threshold excitis m
power for this type of ecatterin 8 in CS 2 found bY Garmire and
Towhee. W. M R.
A44-16863
STUDY OF OPTICAL EFFECTS DUE TO AN INDUCED POLA_XZA-
TIC_ THIRD ORDER IN THE ELECTP, IC FIELD STRENGTH.
P. D. Maker and R. W. Terhune (Ford Motor Co., Scientific
Laboratory, Dearborn, Mich. ).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, voL 137, Feb. l, 1965, p. AS01-ABIS.
57 refs.
Presentation of the results of a series of experiments in which
a giant pelJed ruby laser is used to study several diHerent noel/near
optical effects arisin i from an induced optical poisri_tion third
order in the electric field strength. The various phenomena studied
are special cases of either frequency mixing or intensity-dependant
changes in the cocnplex refractive index, including Rluma.u laser ac-
tion at a focus. A wide ranse of crysta£1_e and isotropic materi_is
was atmdied. The theory for these sheets is extended to cover reso-
nant interactions. The experimental results are interpreted in
terms of simplified models, and quantitative values for the non-
linear polarizability coefficianta are given. The rather inrse ex-
perimental uncertainties in these coefficients are discussed.
(Author) F.R.L.
M4-1_N_
AN INVESTIGATION OF POTENTL_L I_SER CRYSTALS
CONTAINING RARE EJL_TH DOPANTS.
J. J. Sjoblom (TRG, Inc., Malvil/e. N.Y. ).
IN: RARE F_J_TH RESEARCH IX; PROCEEDINC_ OF THZ
CONF_m_NCE ON PARE EARTH _F_.ARCH, CLF_tWA_R,
FLA., APRIL 21-Z4. 1963. [A65-1"7037 07-Z6]
Cmderence sponsored by the Depert_ent of Chemistry, Purdue
University.
Edited by K. S. Vorres.
New York. Gordon _d Branch Scieoce Pul_ishers, l_c., 1964,
p. 65-73. 17 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-673.
Review of the cry_tal g_ and preparation a_pecte of the
rare earth laser program at TRG, Inc. The purpose of this
prosrarn is to develop soLid-state medin for l_ser8 t_sed on light
absorption and en_ission by rare earth ions incorporated in the
sol/d-state media. First, & number of rare earth chelates in
sol,ion or crystallized from solution were _d. The second
system wd was anhydrous la_J_a_um chloride as the host
crystal for anhydrous rare earth chlorides. The third system was
based on the scheelite (calcium tungstate) type of crystal as the
host. Various other systems have been explored. The scheelite
type of crystal doped with neodymium was proved to laser at I. 065
microns. The role of crystal quality in pulsed laser performance
is briefly aun_Iyzed. (Author) M.M.
£&S-lY_I2
RARE EARTHS IN OPTICAL MASER MATERIALS.
K. Nassau (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J-).
IN: RARE EARTH RESEARCH IX; PROCEEDINGS OF TIDE THIRD
CONFERENCE ON RARE EARTH RESEARCH, CLEARWATER,
FLA., APRIL Zl-24, 1963. [A65-17039 07-26]
A65-17208
Conference sponsored by the Department of Chemistry, Purdue
University.
Edited by K. S. Vorres.
New York, Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, Inc., 1964,
p. 331-338. 13 refs.
Discussion of Chemical interaction_ between the active ion and
the host l=t_ce for selected cases of optical maser crystals. It is
stated thst, in general, large differences are found in thc operation
Of the same ion in different host intticee. For exaumple, Nd _ h_l
the lowest threshold in CaWO 4, mediocre thresholds in the other
schee.Llteg and in Jllml, and operates only marginally in the
fluorides. ]Parts of this difference can be explained, by difficulties
assoc;-t,¢-', w-i.'.% _.¢ _r_.____..__ of -aorn-_ _ th_ scheelitoe, or by the
multiplicity of envir_s in ginsles; others undoubtedly originate
in various parameters. OtherdLfferences arise from valency,
size, or coordination considerations - e. g., the lack of success
with divalent ions in the scheel/tes or with rare earths in the
corundum (A1203} lattice, which is so well suited for Cr _H" in ruby.
It is noted that, _n the absence of general guidelines, it is still
necessary to grow individual crystals of each possible active ion in
each likely host inttice _ to search for optical m_ler action by
direct experimentation. Since the rare-earth concentration in
these materials is of the order of 15. and since qua_¢itie8 are not
anticipated to be inrge, no major use of rare earth_ can be expected
from this field. M.M.
A6S-17151
THOMSON SCATTERING COMPUTATIONS FOR LABORATORY
PLASMAS.
Edward T. Gerry (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of
Nucl_r Engineering, ResearCh Laboratory of Electronics, Camo
bridge, Mass.)and Ricbard M. Patrick (Avco Corp.. Avco-
Everett l_.eeearch Laboratory, Everett, Mass. ).
Physics of Fluids, vol. 8, Jan. 1965, p. 208-210.
Contracts No. AF 49(_38)-1129; No. DA 36-039 AMC 03200(E);
NSF Grant No. G 24073;AEC Contract No. AT (30-1)-3221.
Presentation of c_Iculations for the spectruxn of the Thomlon
scattering of a laser beam from an equilibrium hydrngen plasma.
The calculations were m_de in connection with experiments designed
to use Thomson scattering as a means for determining pins_ prop-
erties. The rn_uner in which the character of the scattercd spectrum
depends upon the ratio of the Debye length to the length in the pea.sea
over which the scattered radiation adds coherently is discussed.
The scattered power ratio from a_ equilibrium hydrogen pinsn_ is
plotted against wavelength shift for different number densities a_d
scattering angles at constant temperatorc. P.K.
A_-IY207
INFRARED LASER ACTION A_ID LLFETIME_ IN ARGON II.
F. A. Horrigan, S. H. Koozekanani, and R. A. Paa_nen (Raytheon
Co., Research Div. , Waltham, Mass. ):
A_lied Ph)-sics Letters, vol. 6, Feb. I, 1965, p. 41-43. 5 refs.
Invcstigatlon of laser action in argon II between 1 and 2 _ and
in the 6000- to 7000-_ ranse. One of the expected argon IX (4p -- 3d)
transitions was observed to oscillate weakly. In addition, lasering
was found on a neutral argon transition. Both the new laser lines
observed in argon showed an optimum pressure of 0. Z5 torr. This
is about one-third to one-half of the optimum pressure required for
the visible laser tr_i_ion_ in argon II. In an effort to u_derstand
why only one of the 4p to 3d transitions was observed, and that one
only weakly, the lifetimes for spontaneous emission were eatim_ted
for all the levels of interest of the 4p, 4s, and _d groups in arson
H. The weakness of the laser action involved is shown to be due
mainly to unfavorable branching ratios. A.B.K.
A6S- 1720@
Yb_-Er 3+ GLASS LASER.
E. Snitzer and R. Woodcock _Axnerican Optical Co. , Southbridge,
Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Feb. l, 1965, p. 45, 46.
Description of a Yb3+-Er 3+ glass laser. By energy transfer
from Yb 3_" to Er 5+ in a silicate glass, Er 3+ was made to emit
81
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laser oscillations at I. 5426 @ as a three-level laser at room tem-
perature. Previously, Er3+ had been laced in CaWO 4 at I. 612 _,
but as a four-level system by cooling to 77°K. The lifetime for
• fluorescence of Er 3_ from the 4113/2 level was measured at room
temperature on a powdered sample and found to be 14 _ sac. The
threshold was 700 joules of electrical energy into the flashtube.
Work is continuing on this laser with different Yb3+-Er3+ ratios
and with the use of other ions to sensitize the fluorescence of
Er _" in order to lower the threshold. A.B.K.
AdkS-17210
LONGITUDINAL LNJECTION-PLASM.A LASER OF InSb.
Ivars Mel_gailis (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Feb. I, 1965, p. 59, 60. I0 refs.
Dsscrii_ior, of an _Sb n+pp_ structure wlth a Fabry-Perot
cavity designed for coherent emission parallel to the current. To
reduce the transverse dimension of the active region, a portion of
the p+ layer is removed by etching. In addition, radial spreading
of the plasma is inhibited by the fact that the lifetime of electrons
inside the plasma is about 103 times shorter than outside, thus
localinin 8 the injected carriers, by the presence of a second
collirnating effect resulting from. she external magnetic field applied
longitudinally to the plasma, and to a minor extent, by the pinch
effect of the azimuthal sel/-rnagnetic field in the plasma. Coherent
emission was obtained near 10°K with 50-neec current pulses of
20 amp with a minimum longitudinal magnetic field of 7kG.
A.B.K.
A6S.17219 #
THE PHENOMENON OF GENERATION OF A CIRCULAR CYL-
INDER AND A SPHERE [K IAVLENIIU GENERATSII KRUGOVOGO
TSILLNDRA I SFERY].
A. M. Goncharenko and B. A. Sotskii (Akademiia Nauk Belorusekoi
SSR, Inetitut Fiziki, lVlinsk, Belorusslan SSR).
Akademila Nauk BSSR, Doklad),, vol. 8, Dec. 1964, p. 784-787.
6 refe. In Russian.
Analysis of the problem of stimulated emission of electro-
magnetic waves from a circular cylinder and a sphere. In particu-
lar, it is shown that a radiation, analogous to that of the sphere,
occurs on the lateral surface of the cylinder. I/this radiation is
not used, it would cause additional energy losses in the cylinder.
These losses should be absent in a gaseous laser and also in the
presence of a dielectric environment on the lateral wall of the
cylinder with a refraction index larger than in the active medium.
3.R
A65.17819 #
OSCILLATION SYNCHRONIZATION IN A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
WITH SEVERAL p-n TRANSITIONS [SINKHRONIZATSIIA KOLEBA-
HI/V POLUPROVODNIKOVOM LAZERE S NESKOL' KIMI p-n-
PEREKHODAMI].
N. G. Baser, E. IV[. Bole-nov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fisicheekii ]nstitut, Moscow, USSR).
Fiaika Tverdojo Tela, vol. 7, 3an. 1965, p. 337-339. 5 refs.
In Russian.
Theoretical discussion of the synchronization regime for os-
cillations induced by several p-n transitions, seeking to increase
the power and directivity of injection laser emission. The coedS-
bone of stability of a synchronization regime are determined. The
electromagnetic interconnection of individual transitions by way of
field diffractional exchange via the semiconductor is estimated. A
block diagram of a laser with several p-n transitinne which ex-
change the field in the outer mirror is plotted. A p-n transition in
GaAe is treated as an example of theoretical calculations. V.Z.
A6S-17353 #
ON THE OPERATION OF A XENON-KRYPTON LASER.
D. 1. L_L_sh, V. F. Papulovekii, and L. P. Chirina.
(Optilm i Spektroskopiia, vol. 17, Nov. 1964, p. 796-798.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 17, Nov. 1964, p. 431, 432. 5 refs.
Translation.
A65-17432
PROBING LASER PARAMETERS WITH SPECLAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES.
R. W. Wynant, L T. Basil, and 3. H. Cullom (WestizqBhouse
Electric Corp. , Defense and Space Canter, Advanced Developsnent
Surface Div. , Baltimore, Md. ).
Research/Developndent, vol. 16, Feb. 1965, p. 27-30.
Presentation of a method of measuring laser bean_ divergence
and energy distribution, utilising an exceedingly wide-latitude ex-
perimental fiL'n, and an extremely thin celluloid mirror. New
measuring techniques were considered necessary in two specific
problems of laser technology: (1) measuring the focusing ability of
lenses when they are irradiated with the high intensity beam, and
(Z) recording an actual far-field pattern of a high-power ruby
laser. The film used, presently in its final experimental stages, is
made by superposing three iayers of panchromatic photographic
emulsion, differing widely in sensitivity, to the standard film base.
Although the wide latitude of this fil_n permits photographs of oh-
Sects whose intensity varies over a ratio of 108, a method of re-
ducing the intensity of the laser beam without distortion was still
necessary, and was accomplished by use of a "pellicle," a clear
plastic membrane stretched over a metal frame in a manner eL-n/ear
to a drumhead. An indication of the success of the combination of
fiim and pellicle is derived from some experimental results, a_xt
it is concluded that the technique is promising. P.R.L.
A65.17S05 #
THEORY OF THREE-LEVEL FREQUENCY CONVERTERS.
Li-Zhi Fang and Tie-Chang Li.
Act& I°h_sica Sinica, vol. Z0, Dec. 1964, p. 1199-1209. ? role.
In Chinese.
Calculation of curves for the coherent and incoherent output
of a three-level (E3>E2>EI) quantum frequency converter. Optical-
to-optical frequency, optical-to-microwave frequency, and micro-
wave-to-microwave frequency conversions are discussed. Two
modes of operation of the three-level frequency converter are
defined as: (I) one with the pumping frequency _I/_t (E z - El), the
frequency of the applied signal _ I/J n (E 3 - E2), and the output
frequency _ I/A_ (E 3 - ZI) , lind (2) one with the pumping frequency
l/I n (E 3 - E2), the frequency of the applied signal _1_ n (E 2 - El),
and the output frequency _1/_ (2 3 - El), The latter _s Ihow_ to be
more efficient than the former for an optical-to-optical frequency
conversion. V, Z.
A65-17514 _
OUTPUT STABILITY OF LASERS.
Yu-Pin 8 He.
,Acts Ph),sica SieSta, vol. 20, Oct. 1964, p. 954-969. 14 role,
In Chinese.
Derivation of eemiclassical equations describing the behavior
of three-level lasers. The method of nonlinear mechanics is used
in treating the electromagnetic oscillations aesoclatad with molecule
dipole momenta. The homogeneous linear molecular width (I/Tz),
exceed/he the reeonator's dampini width (q), is shown to bs a
precondition Of output oscillation amplitude stability (which corre-
sponds to a stable-equilibrium point in phase space) for pumping
powers larger than the critical value. Output oscillation instability
is linked.to coherence effects, and a stable-li_t cycle is achleved
as this equilibrium point becomes unstable with the increase in
qT 2. The followin 8 conclusions are drawn: (l) the theory appsare
to be true which contends that no lin_it cycle occurs near a stable
equilibrium point and (2) the results outlined above rmsy explain the
output oscillation amplltuds instability in ruby lasers observed by
some authors. It in suggested that the result8 reported in this
D_per be minutely checked on gas lasers. ' V. Z.
A65-17635
DEVELOPMENT OF CORNING CODE 0580 LASER GLASS.
T. C. M_cAvoy, I%4. L. Charters, and I%. D. _[aurer (Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.).
, Semiconductor Products and Solid State Technology, vol. 8, Feb.
1965, p. Z3-Z6, 31.
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Study of t&e effect of Ills ccmalmeittan, Nd +3 ion concen_rntiacz,
and iml_ribes (particularly Fe+Z), on the spectral properties of Nd-
doped glasses. "Ft_m the 8lasses studied, one is selected which
cmzld be zl_ulily n_eltad in optical q_ality, and special tachniq_es
are de.eloped foe _se _13rsis end ccmtroI of critical tznpelritieo.
Over 100 meters og 8face sod fi_e an in disme_r were made, ,e/*h
Mach-Zehnder inte_ez_eter pa_erae thdicatin K a ref_active-index
homoBeneity of i 10 "6. This |lass hc, mogeneity can only be used in
I_actice if the effect of radial temperature distribution on the op¢tcal
path is min/mlzed. (Author) P. L
Add_17_14
A LASER FOG DISDROMETF_.
BernArd A. Silverrnan (USAF, Office of Aerospace Research,
_rnbri_e Research L_boratoriez, _ord, h4issS. ), _rian 3,
Thompson, and John H. Ward {Technical Operatiouo. Inc..
Burlington, Mass. ).
Journal of Applied MeteoroloKy, vol. 3, Dec. 1_4, p. 79Z-801,
17 refs.
Description of a Laser fo 8 disdrometer for detern_ini_ the
size distribution of fo I droplets down to 4 microns in d_metar. A
film record of the fo e droplets is obtained as they pass reLatively
undisturbed throulh the coUirnated beam of light from a Q-switched
linseed ruby Laser. The recordin 8 plane is located in the far field
of the individual droplets, but not in the far field of the dian_ter of
the whole sample volume. Diffraction pat:erns associated with the
individual droplets •re observed end recorded, end mearurements
of the characteristic dirnez_sions in the p_tterns allow the d_oplot
dia_netors to be •tour•rely calcula_.d from well-established
di/fr•ct/on reLationships. The short pulse lenith of the Laser, u
short as 1. 0 microsecond, enables measurements to be made in
moderately hilh winds. The dFnamic reuse and accuracy of'the
method make it suitable for genera/ In. bee•tory and field drop-size
measurements. In addition, the availability of higher repetition-




Earl L. Steele aad Walter C. Dmvis (North _rican Avietion, Inc.,
Autonetics D/v. , Applied Research Dep$. , AJuibelxn, Ca_if, ).
JournAl of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. I_S, p. 348-351.
Descrip_/on of the performance of • ruby laser amplifier drtve_
by & Q-switched leser oscillator with • stable output. The system
incorporates a newly developed output coupler and a Sl_nnin E roof-
top prism for Q-spoiling. Using • theoretical amplifier model, an
expression for gain as • function of energy input is derived, and ls
fitted to the experimente_ rewalts. The gain of the IS-cm ruby am-
Plifier is found to saturate at values between sand 7, apparently as
• re_lt of the complete pumpi_ of the system, tether _ due to
any limitation of the energy input to the flashlamp pump.
(Author) P. K_
£8_-174kq_
I_T_L MODULATION IN MULTIMODE LASEK OSCII.L_T_R_.
Ammm Yariv (California Instit_o of Technoingy, Pasadena, Calif. ).
(Ammal Conference on Electrma Device Keeearch_ CorneU Uni.rersit_,
Ith_ca_ N.Y. ! June 1904. )
Journal of Apldieci Ph]_sics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 388-371. 12 rofs.
Keeearch supported by tKe Lockheed Independent Kens&rch Fund.
Au_lysis of xz_ltimo_ l_ser ozeill_tion in the presence of in-
tercel eesmmtor _L_ttm_. ]_'u_t_tion of the di_lectzie const_t
is shown to lead to frequency modulation of the la_er l_ht, while
modufation of the losses (or gain) leads to ampl/tode modulation.
The remllte are discussed with particular reference to expel_en_
and proposals involvin_ z_lulation inside laser resom_tors. The
n_themat/ca_ formalism used in the analysis is that of normS-
mode parametric inte_ctions. (Anther) P.K.
4_4_lY_q4
POWEK-DEPEND]_T Ir]tE_Ui_4CY SHIFTS IN RUBY LASERS AT
77oK.
A65-17663
M. Birnbaum and T. L. Stocker {Aerospace Corp., Et Sosundo,
Ca_.),
_Jmarnal of Applied Phwsics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 396-402.
17 r_s.
Descrip_o_ of pow_r-dep_ndm frequ_cy splA_in 8 of th_ two
components of the K 1 ground doublet of ruby fasces operated at
77oK. The freqmmcy differences near threshold measured
rebry-Parot _m are in |sod _r_m-_ with the re_/te obtained
by ndct_wave m_d_ods. As the power level of the faust incresses,
the frequency difference between b oscllla_/n 8 cmmpouente de-
croues. Those results are accounted for e_ the basle of the _a-
tinn broadenln_ of ovsrfappin8 Lorentelan lines. The observed varl-
atinns in the splitting are in good accord with the theory. 2_be rise
in Y_nperamre og the ruby r_m_i pSG_C61 & _,_jllii_l; _r._= _
splitting of the l 1 deublet. The sm mechanism which produces
the var_tis_ of the splitting should broaden the _t-put spectrum of
the laser. _Aut_ar) P. Y_
AddJ-17d4|
TEMPEXATU/tE DEPENDENCE OF THE MULTIMODE BE_IAVICI
OF CsAs LASER3.
J. M. I_vtne and A. A. _ (Ksytheon Co., Ksoearch Div.,
Waltham, Mass. ).
3otlznal Of Applted Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1%5, p. 40Z-40S.
8 eels.
Exl_rimental investigation of the behavior of the hi_her-order
axial modes of Fabry-Perot gas lasers _t 4.2 ° and 77°_ Thin
results are shown to be in good agreement with the theory of _ts
and Tan4j , strongly supporting the model acco_'ding to wh/ch the
spatisl inh_oseneity of the invomd populaUon in a Ge_s facet
with a homoseaeo_sly broadened spontaneous emission line ca_ lead
to nmltimode oocLUation. _ce diffusion plays a Peeminent role in
smoothin_ out these spntial inhomoseneities, the theory calls for,
and the experiment verifies, that GaAs lasers mu_t be pumped h_rd-
er at hisher tampera_azYes to produce osciU&tions in • Jiven mr
of modes. (Author) P. IL
A6S.176S9
KEGEN]_tATIVE _tUBIDIUM b4AS]_ C_TC_t.
M. Arditi 0_torm_tional Telephone and Telegraph Corp., ITT
Federal Laboratories DLv., Nutley, N. _. ) and T. It. _rver
(Pr_zto_ University, Pr_nce_o_, N. _,).
3ourn_ of AppLied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1%5, p. 443-448.
33 :e£s.
Description of continuous eelf-suntalned osc/_/d_m_s shrined
at 6834 Mc with an op_Lcally pumped rubidium maser _.mplifier 4.
a regenerative feedback loop. For an 87Kb Sa.s cell with pulsed
optical pumpibS, sulf-susmined oscillations locked to the 0-0
hyperfine transition were obtaAnod by using scene addAtio_tA 8nAn
introduced by • lbw-noise parametric unpli_unr to overcm tnser-
ti_ and coupling noises. The threshold conditions for eel_-sustalned
oscillation_ in gU cell _sers are discussed, and the regenerative
method of producin_ these osci/l_tions is described. The use of the
pulsed light for optical pUZnl:d_g allo_8 the osciU_t£onb_ildup to
be s_died under v_r_ons experi_nen_ conditions. P.K.
A6S.1766_
EFFECTS DUE TO A.B_OLPTX(_q OF LASER RADIATICt4.
3. F. Ready (Honeywell. Inc., Research Center, Hopkins, Minn.).
Journal of A_lied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 46Z-4_8.
20 eels.
Descrip_0_ of methods for calculatfag the effects produced by
high-power laser beams absorbed •t opaque surfaces. For cal-
culating heating effects where no phase chanse is produced, and for
st_dyin_ v_porisation by an ordinary millisecond-duration laser
p_se, conventional thermodTnamic tech_ques are used. However,
for the vaporisation produced by the shorter, higher-power pulse
from • Q-switched laser, which should proceed differently ths_
the vaporisation produced by an ordinary laser, a phenomenoloKtcal





SEAJ_CH FOR A STOKES' SHIFT IN THE R I LINES OF RUBY.
Peter J. Warter, Jr. , Ramon U. h4artineUi (Princeton University,
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, and Solid State and h4aterials
Program, Princeton, N. J. ), and James W. Brault (Princeton
University, Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton, N. J. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 468-470.
6 refs.
AEC-supported research; NSF Grant No. GP 579.
Experin_ental Study of the possible existence of a Stokes' shift
in the R 1 line of ruby. Virtually eimultaneot_s measurements of
the emission and absorption profiles of the R 1 line were made for
both crystallographic orientations and both polarizations for tem-
peratures from 77 ° to 153°K. The positions of the peaks in the
absorption line are found to match those of the emission line to
within 0. 002 cm -1. Shifts of this size or smaller would have no
effec.t or, LIL= operation of a ruDy laser. P.K.
A6S- 17665
GaAe INJECTION LASER WITH NOVEL MODE CONTROL AND
SWITCHING PROPERTIES.
l_arshall I. Nathan, J. C. lViarinace, R. F. Kutz, A, E. M_chel,
and G. J. Lasher (International Business Machines Corp. , Thomas
J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 473-480.
18 refe.
Experimental investigation of the effects of nonuniform current
densities on the properties of GaAe injection lasers. The structure
studied is an injection laser with a channel etched on the p side of
the junction parallel to the reflecting ends. It is found that the
threshold current is higher for nonuniform currents than for uniform
currents, and that the mode in which the laser oscillates depends
upon the distribution of current. A simple model of the transition
and the energy vs density of st&tee for the semiconductor is presented
to explain these effects. Bistable operation has been observed with
thiS device. (Author) P.K.
A6_- 17684
FLAWS IN RUBY LASER CRYSTALS.
K. Janoweki and H. Conrad (Aerospace Corp. , Materials Sciences
Laboratory, El Segundo, Calif, ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 663, 664.
Description of microscopic flaws appearing as streaks 'or
filaments lying at a large angle to the basal plane in some as-grown
ruby laser crystals. These flaws consist of a large number of
closely spaced spheroids (voids or precipitate particles) approxi-
mately two microns in diameter. It is suggested that they may be
agglomerates or vacancies either generated during plastic flow or
quenched-in during crystal growth. It is expected that these flaws
will cause scattering of the laser beam, resulting in higher threshold
values and lower efflciencies. P.K.
A65-1768Y
EFFECTS OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON THE ENERGY OUTPUT
OF RUBY LASER CRYSTALS.
W. R. Davis, A. C. Menius, Jr. , M. K. Moss, and C. R. Philhrick
(North Carolina, University, North Carolina State College,
Raleigh, N. C. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Feb. 1965, p. 670-672.
12 refe.
Army- supported research.
Study of the effects of 60Co gamma-irradiation on the perfor-
rrmnce of laeer-quality ruby crystals, The mechanism of energy
storage In the additional absorption bands produced by the gamma
irradiation is discuseed. The results indicate that the irradiation
greatly increases laser output, P.K.
A65-18013
ACTIVE IMAGE FORMATION IN LASERS.
W. A. Hardy (International Business Machines Corp. , Research
Div. , Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
IBM Journal of Research and Development, vol. 9, Jan. 1965,
p. 31-46. 18 refs.
84
Description of an optical cavity in which the modes are deter-
mined as stationary states of the diffraction-limited object/image
transformation of classical optics. These modes are selected by
the insertion of controls into the optical cavity and lead to field
distributions which image these controls. When the cavity is
driven by an active medium, laser oscillation can occur, and this
is discussed in terrn's of the coupled-mode equations used by
Wagner and Birnbaum in their theory of quantum oscillation in a
multimode cavity. Some properties of these modes in the limits
of small and large optical aperture are described and illustrated
with experiments using the helium-neon gas laser.
(Author} F. R. L.
A65-18017 #
MEASUREMENTS OF LASER OUTPUT.
Susumu Takemor_ Wataru Sasaki, a_d Yushiyuki Wa_nabe (Osaka
Prefecture, University, Dept. of Electronic Engineering, Sakai,
Japan).
(institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan, Annual Meeting, Tokyo,
Japan, A_r. 1964.
Osaka Prefecture, University, Bulletin, Series A - Engineering
and Natural Sciences, vol. 13, no. 1, 1964, p. 107-112. 7 refe.
Description of the results of the measurement of output of a
pulsed ruby laser by an optical bolometer, in which the radiation
energy of the laser beam ie converted into heat, producing a
measurable temperature rise in the energy transducer, which ie
composed of a bundle of fine insulated copper wire. The maximum
energy input of the Xe flashlamp used in the experiment was 400
joule. The net output energy of about Z8 x 10 -3 joule ie obtained
when the input of the Xe flashlamp is 400 joule. The output appears
to be nearly proportional to the input of the Xe flashlamp in the
range below 400 joule. The absorption efficiency of the bolometer
was found to be ± 14.2%. F.R.L.
A6S- 18087
STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE PHOTOELECTRONS EMITTED BY
A PHOTOCATHODE LIT BY A HEAT SOURCE OR A LASER [ETUDE
STATISTIQUE DES PHOTOELECTRONS EMIS PAR UNE PHOTO-
CATHODE ILLUIvilNEE PAR UNE SOURCE THERMIOUE OU UN
LASER].
Jea_ Marguin, Raymond Marcy, Oeorges Hepner, and Oeorgee
Percher (Compagnie Frangaiee Thomson-Houston, Centre de
Recherchee, Service d'Etudes Techniques Avancees, Bagneux,
Seine, France).
Acad'-mie dee Sciences _Paris}, Comptes Rendue, vol. 260, no. 5,
Feb. 1, 1965, p. 1361-1364. 7 refe. In French.
Presentation of a statistical investigation of the number of
photoelectron avalanches counted during a given time T. It is
stated that.when T is small compared to the time of correlation of
coherent light, deduced from the linewidth, the statistical distribu-
tion follows a Poisson law. It is deduced that, in the case con-
sidered, the intensity fluctuations are definitely smaller than in the
case of natural Gaussian light. M.M.
A65-18120 #
INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES OF THE LASER [PROMYSHLENNYE
VOZMOZHNOSTI LAZ ERA].
V. S. Zuev.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Vestnik, vol. 34, Jan. 1965, p. 37-41.
In RUS seen.
Discussion of current and future ruby and neodymium laser
applications in industry. The-mechanism of laser effect is analyzed
in the light of current knowledge. Stepping up of laser efficiency
is described as a first-priority goal. The stability of laser eubst&n
exposed to a superpower light pulse and the laser applications to
superhard material machining and rrbetallurgy are mentioned as
other immediate problems to he solved. V.Z.
A65-18206
CONYUGATE-CONCENTRIC LA_ER RESONATOR.
R. V. Pole (International Business Machines Corp. , Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
O_tical Society of America, Journal, vol. 55, Mar. 1965,
p. Z54-260. 17 refe.
Deecrip_onofain_er resmaator in which both reflective and
refractive mlrflces are used as l_rts of the "resonltin 8 circuit. "
The bae/c geomdtl_ of the l_8me_ator, termed cmljusate-coacemtl_c
reso_Ltor, is that Of a sinlple /_a_in 8 syetezn in which the passive
lens is replaced by an active one. m4_Ue the ezternni coacmatlric mir-
rors occupy an object and an/mass surface. The niSenValae l_Ob-
lem for this reseantor is fornmlnted in both Cartesian m_d polar
coordinates mid the correspoodl_j elJem_Kluee and eiSeaafn_'tlaa8
are con_puted numerically. It is thin shown that the heels property
of this resonator is its high mqFalar degeneracy. This property is
said to make it we// suited for the application of internal spatinl
filtering techniques. The practically interesting case Of a cosine-
shaped spatial filter is considered in sc_ne detail (Author) M.M.
A4NI...18217
INT_R]FEROMETRY WITH ROTATION-INSENSITIVE "CORNER-
CUBE" SYSTEMS AND LASERS.
George W. Stroke 0Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich. ).
O_cal Society of America, Journal, voL 55, Mar. 1965,
p. 330, 33L 14 refs.
Demonstra_cu that three-nairror 90 ° corner-cube systezns
(priszns, mirrors) or equivalent "carts eye" lens systems can be
obtained and made to produce high-contrast laser fringes with •
wavefront rotated by 180 ° back-to-front with respect to • plane-
mirror referemce wave. The syste_, which is LLinstratod in •
figure, has the characteristic msensitivity to rotation about the
direction of incidemce on the co,nor-cube syste_n as required in
A6&*lI_15
R1[G]_qMODF_.S OF A SYMMETRIC CYIJNDItICAI. CONFOCA.L
LASE_ RESONATC4t AND THEIR PERTURBATION BY OUTPUT-
COUPLING APERTURES.
D. E. ]d[cC_mber (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., hgurray Hill,
N. _.).
.Ben S_stoxn Technical $onrnal, vol. 44, Feb. 1965, p. 333-363.
Z2 refs.
C4Licu/ation of the difraction losses and the field distributions
at the reflectors of the low-loss modes of a symmetric coofocal
resonator for Fresnel nund_rs 0.6 • N m _ 2.0, using a numerical
technique which is different from the iteration method of Fox and
L/ and which is said to be more su/teble for the analysis of high-
order modes. The modifications which result when the two end
reflectors are perturbed by circular output-coupling apertures
centered on the cavity axis were also computed. It is stetod that,
for a range of small but useful aperture Fresnel numbers NO, the
aperture diffraction losses can be estimated by the first-order per-
t_rbation theory from the finite-N m results appropriate to N O = 0.
It is noted that such estimates fail for those larger Fresnel nudger8
N O for which the mode-intensity Ixatterns ere significantly distorted
&t the reflectors by the flD.ite_ccupitng apertures. (Author) M.M.
A65-18_r'_0 #
MEASUREM]EIqT OF SHOKT-TEB.M FREQUENCY INSTABILITY
AND FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF HIGHLY STABLE OSCILLATORS.
Yosh/yuk/ Yasuda and Ka_uyoohi Yoshimura.
Radio Research l.aboratorins, Journal, vol. 11, Sept. I_64,
p. 313-330. 5 reds.
Measurement of the short-term frequency instability Of hi_tly
stable querte oscillators on I00 kc, Z. 5 Mc, and 5 ]_c for aveza_ing
_ee of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1,and I0 see, and of the frequency spectra,
by the use of the double-beaz_ a,namonm hisser as the reference
standard. It is stated that the measurement of the instability was
much influenced by hum modulation - phase modulation by power
frequency (50 cpe) or its multiples - and by phase variation in the
frequency multiplier. The former affects the instability for about
0. 001 to 0.01 sec of measurement, and the latter for a few tenths of
a second to a few seconds. The effect of the multiplier and hum
modulation is much larger on the 100-kc oscillator than on the 2.5-
Mc and 5-Mc oscillators. It is noted that, for the averaging time of
shout ten seconds, the instability of these oscillators was less than




PLASMA LASER AS THE ENGINE OF A PHOTON ROCKET [PL,AZ-
_KENNYI I,AZ_R KAK DVlGATEL' FOTONNOI RAKETY].
L. I. Cmdzenko and L. A. Shelepin.
Kosn_icheskie lssledovanila, vol. 3, Jan.-Feb. 1965, p. 167, 168.
In Russian.
Brief discussion of a photon rocket powered by a relatively
small-power laser whose emission is increased by an optical quantum
amplifier efficient enough to produce a unidirectional photon flux 9
which in turn generates thrust. Difficulties encountered in the
materialization of photon rockets are &r_lyzed. V.Z.
A64-1M_4 #
EXCITATION OF COMPLEMENTARY OFF-AXIS BEAMS OF
STIMULATED RADIATION [VOZBUZHDENIE DOPOI2qlTEL'NY_-I
VNEOSEVY_I PUCHKOV STIMULDtOVANNOGO IZLUCH_IIA].
M. P. Vaniukov, V. I. Iseenko, L. A. l.a_isova, and O. A.
Shorokhov (Gosucl_retvennyi Optichesk/i Institnt, _-nin_rod, Us,.q_,).
Zhurnal Eksperimeutalh_oi i Teoreficheskei Fizi_, ,Iol. 48, Jan.
1965, p. 3-6. 5 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the excitation of Off-a_is 8t_rnu_tod-rad/_tion
beams by introducing an angle of incidence between the goner&tin 8
sample and the interferometer axis. It i8 shown that the radinbon
coincides in time with that propagate d in the axial direction, and
that the propagation angles of the redi&tion correspond to _he equal-
inclination fringes of a Fabry-Perut inter_erornetor, learned by
resonator mirrors. V.P.
A4@-18485 #
LIGHT AMPLIFICATION BY FOUE-LEVEL QUANTUM SYSTEM_
[USILENLE SVETA CHETYKEI_IUROVNEVY]_ K'VAMTOVT_
lu. A. Anantev, A. A. Mak, a_d B. M. Sedov (Gosudarstvennyi
Ol_cheskli Institot, L6ningrnd, US,_t).
Zhurnal Eksperimental_nci i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Jan. 1965. p. 7-12. 5 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the steady-stets and transient modes of light
amplification during the possess, through • font-level ective medium,
of monochromatic radiation at a wavelength correspomfing to the
maximum nesetive absorption coefficient of the _diurn. The _thod
of probabilities i8 used to study the light amplification in CaF Z :
Sm Z+. The decrease in lifetime of the excited state i8 calculated
for large values of peImlatlon inversion. Two types Of losses in an
active medium are examined. V.P.
A65-18460 #
EXCITATION OF MODES AND THE OSCILLATION KINETICS IN A
RUBY LASER WITH A CONCENTRIC CAVITY RESONATOR [VOZ-
BUZHDENIE MOD I KINETIKA GENERATSH V RUBINOVOM GENE-
R.ATORE S KONTSENTRICHES_ REZONATOROM].
V. V. I_ro_kln, A. M. Leontovich, and M. N. Senirnova _kldemila
Nauk SSSR, Fisicheskii Institot, L_oscow, USER).
Zhurnal Ekeperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Jan. 1965, p. 78-86, 17 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the mode excitation and amplification kinetics
of & ruby laser with external concentric mirrors by means of • high*
speed high-resolution streak camera. The emission spectrum of
the laser is i_vestigated by means of a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
A study of the distribution of laser emission at the mirrors and in
the center of the resonator during regu/ar operation in which the
oscillation8 are damped to a certain level° revealed the excitation
of a large number of high-order transverse modes, while for irreg-
ular operating conditions (depending on the position Of the mirrors
and the crystal, and on pumping), the number of the excited modes
is small. The oscillation-frequency bandwidth in the regular mode
is found to equal 0.5 to 0.1 cm -I, and 0.1 cm -I in the irregular
mode. The mean frequency of the OScin&tionS tends to decrease
with operation time. Both smooth variations in the oscillation
frequency and abrupt frequency changes of the order of 0.1 to 0.4
crn "1 are observed. An explanation of these results on the basis




CHANGE OF A RUBY LASER RESONATOR WHEN HEATED BY
PUMP_qG LIGHT [IZMENEI_E REZONATORA RUBINOVOGO
GENERATORA PRI NAGREVA.NI_ SVETOM NAKACHI_].
A. P. Veduta, A. Iv[. Leontovich, and V. N. Smorchkov (Akademii•
N•uk SS_E, Fieicheskii Institut, Moscow. USSR).
Zhurnal Eks_erimentallnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
J•n. 1965, p, 87-93. 13 ref8. In Russian.
Interferometric investigation of the change in the equally broad
bands of several ruby lasers with plane-parallel ends during pumping.
A gaseous laser operating • k = 6328 _ is used •s • light source for
the interferometer. It is found that nonuniform heating of the crystal
by the pumping light leads to a change in the resonator geometry;
the cavity resonator becomes spherical, which is advantageous for
amplification. Nonuniform heating can be achieved by focusing the
p_mping lisht by the lateral cylindrical surfaces of the crystal and
by the excitation o_ internal modes. The heating of the crystal is
found to be proportional to the chromium concentration in the cry=t•!.
For a pumping energy of 5 kilojoule •nd a chromium content of 0. 018%,
the crystal was heated to 4. $°C, which exceeds the theoretical value
by • factor of I. 5. The energy absorbed by the crystal during pump-
ing, and the efficiency of the punlping lamp are calcul•ted. Inter-
ference patterns of the rubies obtained at different times L/ter the
initiation of pumping and for purnpln 8 energies from 5 to 15 kilojoule
are presented. V.P.
A65-18462 #
CHARACTERISTICS OF A RUBY LA_ER OPERATING IN THE
pUT-qED Q-FACTOR MODE [KHA/%AKTERISTIKI OPTICHESKOGO
K'VANTOVOGO GENERATORA NA RUBINE, RABOTAIUSHCHEGO
V REZHIME IMPUL'SNOI DOBROTNOSTI].
T. V. Gvaladee, I. K. Krasiuk, P. P. Pashinin, A. V. Prokhindeev,
and A. M. Prokhorov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eks_rimentallnoi I Teoreticheskoi Fizlki, vol. 48,
3an. 1965, p. 106-110. I0 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of a laser with modulated Q-factor, using a rotating
total-reflection prism. The device produces a power of _ 50 Mw
• t • p_lae duration of 40 to 50 nsec. Analytical expressions for
calculating the maximum values of the laser peak power and output
energy are derived. The negative absorption coefficient i8 de-
ternlined for a II5-rnm-long and IZ-mm-diam. crystal with coated
ends. It is shown that, to obtain maximum amplification pulses,
hish-transmittancebase layers acting as a mode selector should be
used. The emission spectrum of the laser is studied by means of
• Fabry-Perot interferometer. P.V.
A65-18855 =
A PLANE-PARALLEL GLASS PLATE IN A LASER RESONATOR
[PLOSKOPARALLEL'NAIA STEKLIANNAIA PLASTINKA V
REZONATORE OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA].
lu. D. Kolomnikov, lu. V. Troitskii, and V. P. Chebotaev.
Radiotekhnika i Elektronika voL i0, Feb. 1965, p. 570, 371.
In Russian.
Experimental investigation of the relationship between the
output of a gaseous laser and the angle of beam incident upon a
plane-parallel glass plate introduced into the laser resonator.
It is found that the laser operates not only when the plate is per-
pendicular to the axis of the system, but also when it is deflected
from this position at small angles at which reflection losses are
reduced due to the interference of beams reflected from two sur-
faces of the plate. It is noted that plane-parallel glass plates can
be used in a laser resonator as optical windows of controlled load
for tuning out competing emission at another wavelength, for
rneasurin_ plate thickness, etc. J.R.
V. P. Chebotaev.
Radiotekhnik• i Elektronik• vol, 10, Feb, 1965, p. 372. 373.
In Russian.
Study of the operation of • He-Ne Laser with a discharge in •
hollow-cathode tube. In order to determine optimum conditions
for the laser operation, • discharge in a hollow-cathode tube with
• He-Ne mixture is 'spectroscopically investigated. It is found
that emission reg/rnes on the lines of 6328 _ and II, 523 _ •re in
good agreement with regimes of the l&rgest increase in the inten-
sity of the 63Z8-_ and 11, 523-_ lines durin 8 the discharge in the
hollow-cathode tube due to inelastic coLt/s/on/ of neon •toms with
metastable helium atoms. 3. R.
A65-18S$7 #
THE EFFECT OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN ON THE OPERATION
OF A NEON L_SER[OVLIL_IfVODORODA I_SLORODA NA
RA_OTU o_rICHESKOGOKVANTOVOGO G_NER^TOaA N^
NEONE].
V, P. Chebotaev.
R•diotekhnika i Elektronika, vol, I0, Feb. 1965, p. 374-576.
9 refs. In Russian.
Experimental investisation of the operation of • laser on neon-
hydrogen and neon-oxygen mixtures in which met•stable neon •tc_ls
are effectively annihilated by hydrogen and oxygen molecules, thus
leading to the inverse population of the Zs - Zp levels of neon in the
case of pure electron excitation. Experiments are carried Out in
the discharge of • hollow-cathode tube. As • resultm Laser emission
is obtained on the lines of 11, 5Z3 _ and II. 767 _ in the neon-oxysen
mixture. The annihilation of met•stable neon atoms by oxygen is
associated with the dissociation of oxygen molecules on excited
atoms. This phenomenon can be used to obtain inverse populations
between levels of oxygen atoms. For small current densities, the
output of • He-Ne laser exceeds that of the Ne-H laser. J.R.
A65-18558 #
CONDITIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF A He-Xe LASER IN THE
CENTRAL INFRARED REGION OF THE SPECTRUIV[ [USLOVIIA
RABOTY OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA NA
SMESI GELII-KSENON V SREDNEI INFRAKRASNOI OBLASTI
SPEKTRA].
A. A. Kuznetsov and D. I. ]v[•sh (Ak•demii& Nauk SgSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, ]VIoscow, USSR).
Radiotekhnika i Elektronik• _ vol. 10, Feb. 1965. p. 576, 377.
In Russian.
Experimental study of the operation of • He-Xe laser with in-
ner mirrors in the infrared region of the spectrum. One of the
mirrors was in the form of a spherical germanium plate, and the
other spherical mirror was fully silver-coated. As • result, the
relationship between the output emission and the 8ener&l pressure
of the gas mixture is established, The strongest emission was ob-
tained on the 3 5070-g and 5 5738-_ lines. J.R.
A65-18795' #
GEOMETRY OF THE RADIATION FIELD FOR A LASER INTER-
FEROMETER.
M. J. Offerh•us.
Phililos Rese•rch Reportsj vol. 19, Dec. 1964_ p. 5_0-5Z3. 5 refs.
Description of simple pl•nimetric constructions that yield the
main geometrical properties common to all modes of oscillation in
• Laser interferometer with spherical mirrors of unequal curvatures
Given the radii of curvature Of the two mirrors and the channel
length, the following characteristics •re determined: the position
of the central plane of symmetry, the spot size for each w•vefront
at a varying distance from the central plane, and the frequency
lpacin 8 hetween successive groups of transverse modes.
{Author) W. M. R.
A65-18886 #





C. G. B. Garrett (Bell Telephone Labor•tories, Inc., Optical
Electronics Research Dept. , _rr•y H/ll, N.J. ).
International Science and Technology, l_r. 1965, p. 59-44.
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Review of efforts to close the gap between the longest-wavelength
maaer {HCf, 337 _, pulsed) and the shortest commercial microwave
oscillator (U, ar'cinotron. 590_. CW). In 1723. Nichols and Tear used
a spark Sap to generate detectable amounts of power at a wavelen_h
of ZZ0p. while R_abeus and his collaborators, working from the
other end. pushed the lon_-wavelentth limit for infrared experiments
to about 44Dp. usin E the mercury lamp and the Welsbach mantle a8
sources of radiation. However. only in the last 3 yr have infrared
oscillators {Xe, Ne, H20. and HCN gas lasers) been developed that
can produce siEuals of well-defined frequency and power limited
o_dy by the insenuity M the desisner. The general principles of these
_L_vlc_s are de.-¢ribe_ W.M.R.
&GS-18172
pn JUNCTION ELECTROLUMINESCENCE AND DIODE LASERS.
Henry T. Minden (Sperry Rand Corp.. Sperry Rand Research
Center. Solid State Sciences Dept.. Sudb_ry. M_I8 .).
Sperry Enaineerin_ Review. vol. 17. Winter 1964. p. 8-15. 41 refs.
Discusslon of the theory and applications of junction diode
lasers. When an electric current passes _hrough certain solids.
resonant optical radiation (known as electrolurninescence) is emitted
in a narrow band. Among the materials known to emit such radia-
tion are: PbSe. PbTe. IruSb. InAs. loP, InAsP. O_As. and GalnAs;
each matereal radiates at its own characteristic wavelength. The
fibrlcatlon of a typical GaAs electroiuminescent diode is described.
and expressions are given for the gain, power efficiency, qmantmm
efficiency, conditions for resonant feedback, and mode spacing for
the device. Other topics discussed include spatial coherence and
modulation {including Q switchu_ and quenching). The discussion
of quenching, amplification, and bistable devices suggests the poe-
sibility of using these devices in computer applications. Logical
processes would occur at speeds equal to the laser-action modula-
tion speeds: about I Gc. Optical conplln E could be achiQved by
integrated circuit techniques. D.H.
A4k_188_3
Nd:CaWO 4 I.,ASER C_CILLATORS AND AMPLIFIERS.
Leo M. Fatur and Charles B. Zarowin (Sperry Rand Corp..
Electro-Optics Engineermg Dept.. New York. N.Y. ).
Sperry Enlineer_u_ Review, vol. 17, W_ntor 1964, p. 21-35.
Review of what is known abc_t the use of neodyrmum-doped
calciuwn tungstate as a room-temperature au_lifinr and CWolaser
oscillator. These doped crystals exhibit optical gain under ap-
propriata conditions at the near LR wavelength of I. 06]£, and - less
importantly - at 0.9 and l. 3 _. Pumping is accomplished w_th
available mercury-arc pump lar_s. High quality Nd:CaWO 4 crys-
tale have been grown, and this work and work with a high-power
laser are described. D.H.
A6$-IlMNI7
SATURATION EFFECTS IN SOLID-STATE LASER A_4PLIFIERS.
K. N. Seeber (Raytheon Co., Space and Information Systems Div.,
Bedford. Mass. ).
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices. vol. ED-IZ, Feb. 196S.
p. 63-b6. 9 refs.
Presentation of a phenolmenological tre_ent of saturation
effects in solid-stats laser amplifiers. Numerical calculations
are carried out for neody'nuurn-doped CaWO 4 and glass amplifiers.
It is concluded that even in the absence of hole burning effects.
saturation limits the snin of the laser amplifier. If hole burning
OcCurS, it will adversely affect the gain of single-mode, freqtusncy-
stabilized input signals of great spectral purity. F.R,L.
A4dJ-1904_
UTILIZATION OF THE LASER FOR LONG _E M.EASURE-
MENT OF TRAJECTORIES [UTILISATION DU LASER POUR
TI_kJ-_CTOM.ETRIE A GRA_NDE PORTEE].
Claude V_ret (OIq'_]R.A. Division Optique. Ch_tilion-sous-Bagneux.
Seine. Frmace).
(R_union sur lee E_ui_-.monta des Champs de Tar0 CF..RES, Sept.
ZZ, 1964. l_a_er. )
OHE_Ao TP no. 166. 1964. i_ p. In French.
A65-19184
]P_esentatim_ of an experimental verification of the limiting
r_e of a laenr teleenetric system associated w/th a reflected
laser impul_e _rc_ the im_se,, taki_q_ aimospheric perturbations
into aCCOont. It is considered that such a method of telemetry
could live. theoretically, an accuracy of angular coordinates of
better than one second. F.R.L.
LASER PHOTOMETRY BY A PHOTOELECTRIC CELL [PHOTO-
METalS DU LASER PAR CELLULE PHOTOELECTRIQUE].
Michel Philbert (ONERA. Ch&tillon-sous Bagneux. Seine, France).
_ymp0siurn _r.ati_r- -_ ;ur _ _hv*i_ue du Laser et see Al_lica-
tious. Bern. Switzerland. Set. IZ-14. 1964. Pa_er.)
ONEKA, TP no. IS:', 1964. 13 p. In French.
Discussion of the principal steps taken in the course of work
undertaken by the optical division of ONERA for the purpose of
working out and calibrating a photoelectric cell device intended to
make absolute measurement_ of the power of various types of laser
apparatus. Method_ of calibration are stressed. These consist of
calibration of the photoelectric receiver, and development and
calibration of laser emission flux attenuators in connection with a
known and compatible receiver sensitivity. F.R.L.
A6S-190Y4
VARIATION WITH TIME IN THE INTENSITY AND ENERGY OF
THE STDMULATED RADIATION OF A RUBY LASER WITH
SPHERICAl., MIP.JRORS.
A. K. Sokolov and T. N. Zubarev.
(Fisika Tverdo_o Tela. voL 6. Sept. 1964. p. 2590-25¢)8. )
Soviet Ph_s.ics- Solid State. vol. 6, Mar. 1%5. p. Z065-2070.
Tr ansl_tion.
GENERATION OF OPTICAL HAKLiONICS.
H. 3. Okonmian (Radio Corporation of America, Defense Elec-
tronic Products. Aerospace Systems Div.. Burlington, Mass. ).
IN: ELECTRO OPTICS.
Camden. N._., Radio Corporation of America. 1964. p. 28-_L
8 refs.
A theoretical and experimental consideration Of new techniques
in the field of optical harnnonics. Techniques for the production of
second harmonic rndlation have been developed sufficiently to dem-
onstrate the utility of this approach for frequency translation of
high-power coherent sources important in applica_on8 such as
ran_e_inders, active trackin_ system, s, and communications. The
utility of the technique in special applications is illustrated by the
example of a wholly self-contained submersible transmitter using
second harmonic radiation (5300 _) with a _-switched neodymium-
glass laser for the fundamental radiati'on (I0,_00 _), constructed
and tested under water at the David Taylor Model Test Basin.
Washington. D. C.. with the particular advantage that transmission
in sea water is maximal for green radiation. D.M.
FABRICATION AND TEST OF A CW LASER OF CaF2:DyZ+.
B. R. Clay and T. A. Hnddad (Radio Corporation of America,
Defense E1ectronlc Products. Aerospace Systems Div..
Surlln_on, Mass. ).
IN: ELECTRO OPTICS.
Camden, N. _., Radio Corporation of America. 1964, p. 6Z, 63.
A note describing design, fabrication, and testing Of a laser
using new material, An apparatus was c_8tructed for obt_ming
continuous laser action from divalent Dy in CaF 2 excited by a
tungsten lamp. The pump optics cOnsisted of an ell/ptlcal cylinder
substrate with an evaporated coating in which liquid NZ was clr-
culated _nd the exhaust reflexed into the pump interior for further
cooling. A continuous output was achieved with an input of approxi-
mately 500 watts, The problen_s peculiar to lasers of this type are:
(l) need for operation at or below b.p. of NZ (']'/oK at 1 arm); and (Z)
avoidance of coolant boiling in either pu.,np or output paths to avoid
attenuation and scattering caused by bubbles. These proble_ms
were solved by special mounting. In testing, continuous'laser
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action was observed with an input of 7Z volts to the lamp when the
coolant was liquid N z. Lower thresholds were observed with lower-
temperature coolants. Unique characteristics of the new material
are: (i) extremely narrow linewidth (known to be less than 0.01 _);
(2) capability of going CW with moderate pumping; (3) quite broad
pump bands, extending more or less throughout the visible spec-
trum; and (4) possibility of changing output radiation amplitude and
frequency by the application of relatively weak axial magnetic fields
(Zeeman splitting). D.M.
A65.19227
MICROWAVE PHOTODIODES EXHIBITING MICROPLASMA-FREE
CARRIER MULTIPLICATION.
L. K. Anderson, P. G. McMullin, L. A. D'Asaro, andA. Goetz-
berger (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill: N, J. ).
Applied Physlcs Letters, vol. b, Feb. 15, 1965, p. 62-b4. 6 refs.
Description of microwave amplification achieved in a silicon
diode exhibiting rn_icrop!asma free avalanche muitlplication. Mea-
surements on a guard-ring photodiode were made at 6328 A with a
gas laser modulated at i. 5, 3, 6, and i0 Gc. Sufficient noise-free
current gain was achieved to obtain output 5NR's limited only b_
shot noise in the photocurrent. While the electroluminescence
from the avalanche region of the diode showed mottled emission,
no bright rnicroplasrnas were present. P.K.
A65-19234
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF A RUBY LASER AT ROOM TEM-
•PER.ATURE.
V. Evtuhov and J. K. Neeland (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research
Laboratories, Malibu, Calif.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Feb. 15, 1965, p. 75, 76. 6 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11650.
Description 0I continuous laser action obtained in water-cooled
(_--10°C) ruby rods. The rods were Z mm in diam.. 2.54 cm long,
and had ends with slightly positive curvature to ensure operation
with stable modes of low diffraction loss. Both multilayer-dielec-
tric and silver reflectors were used on the ruby faces. The pumping
cavity was a stainless steel elliptical cylinder. A mercury arc lamp
was used for continuous action, and a xenon lamp for pulsed opera-
tion. The laser operating characteristics are described. P.K.
A65-19235
NONLINEAR OPTICAL INTER.ACTIONS IN LiNbO 3 WITHOUT
DOUBLE REFRACTION.
Robert C. Miller, G. D. Boyd, and A. Savage (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Feb. 15, 1965, p. 77-79. 14 refs.
Description of velocity-matched second harmonic generation
(SHO) and mixing obtained in piezoelectric LiNbO 3 crystals. By
matching the phase velocity of the second-order polarization wave
wlth that of the radiation it produces, double refraction is eliminated
and it becomes possible to make optimum use of the nonlinear prop-
erties of the crystals. An He-Ne gas laser with four lines from





IEEE Spectrum, vol. Z, Mar. 1965, p, 183-195. Z9 refs.
Discussion Of the theory of operation of laser digital devices
which may be used for general-purpose logic circuits in much the
same way that transistors are now used, except that all of the
processing ia done with optical signals rather than electrical signals.
The two basic nonlinear processes involved are (l) the quenching of
gain in a laser and (2) saturation of optical absorption. Tests of
saturation of absorption on a I/4-in. ruby cube and on vanadyl
phthalocyardne (VOPc) in toluene are described. Equipment used
in the dual-beam absorption tests is shown in a schematic drawing.
Circuits investigated included: the laser inverter circuit and bi-
stable and monostable circuits. Semiconductor current-injection
lasers (probably operating at liquid nitrogen temperatures) are con-
sidered most attractive for digital devices because of their small
size, high pumping efficiency, and high speed of operation. D.H.
A65-19544
MEASUREMENT OF AMPLITUDE NOISE IN OPTICAL CAVITY
MASERS.
Charles Freed (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ) and Hermann A. Hans (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Mar. 1, 1965, p. 85-87. 6 refa.
Contract No. DA-36-039-AMC-03200(E).
Description of measurements on the a-_p!itude noi--e Of a
cavity-type gaseous optical maser oscillator operating at 63Z8
above and below threshold. The results above threshold are
compared with the theory of noxse In Van der Pol oscillators,
which is the proper one to use for the maser oscillator, and the
measurements below threshold with the linear theory of maser
amplifiers. Because of the quantitative agreement, it is concluded
that the noise is due to spontaneous emission. The composite ex-
perimental results are shown. M.M.
A65-19546
LASER EMISSION FROM n-TYPE GaAs EXCITED BY FAST
ELECTRONS.
D. A. Cusano and J. D. Kingsley (General Electric Co. , Research
Laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Mar. I, 1965, p. 91-93. 7 refs.
Description of the excitation of coherent emission with fast
electron beams in n-type G_s crystals at 77 and Z0°K. The donor
concentrations in the samples studied were 2. 3 x 1017, I. I x 1018,
and 4.9 x 1018 cm -3. The electrons were accelerated to energies
from 16 to 30 key. and the threshold current densities ranged from
0. 3 to I0 arnp/cm 2. The most heavily doped samples emitted
stimulated radiation at photon energies up to i. 54 eV, well above
the 77°K band gap of 1.51 eV. It is stated that evidence of the
spatial coherence of the emitted rad*ation has been obtained from
the narrowing of its angular distribution. It is noted that, in all
the samples, the coherent emission occurs predominantly at lower
photon energies than the incoherent maximum. The spatial coherence
of the emission was observed with an-/_rax'ed image converter
placed a few inches from the sample, it is pointed out that none of
the very lightly doped samples has shown emission energies much
greater than the band gap which could be clearly identified as band-
to-band recombination. M.M.
A65-19569 _:
INTERFERENCE METHOD OF MEASURING THE HOMOGENEITY
OF RUBY RESONATORS FOR LASERS [INTERFEREN_Nf M_ENI
HOMOGENITY RUBfNOVYCH RESONJ[TORO PRO LASER].
V. Bo_ek (_eskoslovenska Akademie V_d, _stav P'r{strojove
Techniky, Brno, Czechoslovakia) and V. Kment (Spolek pro
Chernickou a Hutn_ Vyrobu, _st_ nad Labem, Czechoslovakia).
Jemna Mechanika a Optika. vol. 9, :[an. 1965, p. 5 6. II refs.
in Czech•
Description of interferometric determinations of the homogeneity
Of ruby-laser rods. An Askania IGI40 interferometer in a Michelson-
interferometer zon/iguration was employed in making the measure-
ments; a Fabry-Perot system is also described. Radiation wave-
lengths used were the 6438-_ line of cadmium and the 63Z8-k hne
from a He-Ne laser. D.H.
A65-19596
SOME PARAMETERS OF A LASER-TYPE BEYOND-THE-HORIZON
COMMUNICATION LINK.
M. King (Columbia University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
New York, N. Y. } and S. Kainer (international Telephone and Tele-
graph Corp., ITT Federal Laboratories Div.. Nutley, N.J. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 137-141. 11 refs.
Discussion of beyond-the-horizon propagation of laser beams
by means of scattering from clouds and hazes as applied to communi-
cation systems. Expressions for the information capacity of such
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a communication link are derived from consideration of the scat-
tering properties of such cloucls ud hazes sod from other system
l_rameterm. It is noted that a more detailed investigation of the
properties and potentialities of such a communication system seem!
warraoted. (Author} M.M.
A6S-1959e
C_CTF-_ISTICS OF A RAMAN LASER EXCITED BY AN
ORDINARY RUBY LASER.
H. Takuma (Tokyo. University. Dept. of Applied Physics, Tokyo,
Japan} and D. A. Jenninge (National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colo. ).
DZEJ[;, Proceecl_e, voL. b_t. J_'eo. i_, p. 14_-14_. ? :r_.z.
Experimental investigation of the stirnulatod ]_Ln_an effect of
benzene ruling am ordinary [nonelant ) ruby lamer. The builc_p of
osc_tion at the VZ, ZIs Z, 3v Z, and 41_ Z Stokes lines and also at the
first VI Stokes line hal been Observed. The threshold exciting
power for laser action in the V Z Stokes line has been measured to
be 9.5 kw. A rate equation for the Raman laser ham been given,
and the total scattering crees section for the _ Rarnan line of
bm_ene has been determined as {_ = 0.46 x 10 -Z8 cruZ. It ie stated
that the estimation based on the results of this investigation indicates
that it is possible to construct a Ranmn laser of benzene using an
Ar gas laser. (Author) M.M.
Ald-19101
A PROPOSED METHOD FOR REDUCING THE LOCKING FRE-
QUENCY OF A RING LA.SER.
R. C. Smith and L. S. W&thins (.Southampton, University, Dept. of
Electronics, Southampton, England).
IEEE, Proceeder, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 161. 5 refe.
Research supported by the British Aircraft Corp. {Operating), Ltd.,
and Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.
Description of a method for reducing the inckin I frequency
comparable to the width of a ring laser. Instead of the two beams
propagating around the ring, it is proposed to make them orthogonal.
Any bd_kacatter will then be of the wrong polarization and should
therefore have a much smaller pulling effect on the other beam.
The aesunlption which is implicit is that the polarisation of the light
scattered backwards - i.e. , at 180 °. remains uncha_ed. It is
stated that the orthogsnal condition can be obtained by the use of an
external feedback loop containing a Faraday isolator, which is
shown. With oz'thogo]mal polarizations, the optical length of the
cavity can be different for the two beams because of birefringence
in the cavity media, even though they still travel around the name
path. It is stated that laser tubes with Brewster-ingled windows
would not be suitable because of their strong polarization dependence.
It ie noted that, besides making an improved laser gyroscope, the
modified ring laser described also forms an extremely sensitive
polarimeter for meazuring birefringence. M.bl.
A6S-lq_02
A CIRCULAR RING LASER.
I. Itakan (Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope Co. , Electro-
Optics Group. Great Neck, N. Y. ).
IF__E, Proceed_e. vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 164. 6 refe.
Consideration of what would be requ/red to generate a truly
circular mode of osciliation in a gaul laser system. The case
e_ee ie that of a ray of light which ie repeatedly refiectod
from the inside surgace of a dielectric circular cylinder such that
its pa£h closes upon iteelg and is an inscribedregular polygon with
m aides, as shown by a figure. It is elated that an actual operati_q_
device would require a partition for _ireGting the discharge and a
method of coupling olxt the energy in the two contrarotating modes.
An optical/]at oriented at 45 ° might serve both purposes. It 'is
possible that for some special applications the simplicity of the
circular ring would outweigh some obvious disadvantages. M.M.
A_-I_
LASER PHA_E-LOCKED LOOP.
L. H. Enloe and J. L. Rodda (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ,
Hulmdel, N. J. ).
/.EEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 165, 166.
Description of an experiment in which two lasers are made to
oscillate at exactly the marne frequency (approximately 5 x 1014 cpe)
with a phase difference of less than one-third of a degree. The
lasers are coupled by means of a low-frequency circuit, as opposed
to coupling by purely optical means. The experimental setup is
entirely analogous to the phase-locked loops used at radio frequen-
cies. It Is stated that the phase-locked loop is an important tool at
radio frequencies, particularly in synchronous communication tech-
niques, At optical frequencies, it should find an even wider range
of application, it is noted that, in hornodyne detection, for instance,
a phase-locked loop is required to lock the phase of the optical local
oscillator signal to that of the received optical carrier. Prel/mi_mry
results obtained on such an optical phase-locked loop are described.
bl.M.
A6_.19611
A RUBY LASER DIAGNOSTIC PLASMA PROBE.
David O. Kingelaod (General Electric Co., Radio Guidance
Opera_ion, Syracuse, N, Y. ).
LEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 196.
Contract No. AF 19(6ZS)-Z378.
Demonstration of the feasibility of using Thomson scattered
laser radiation to determine electron density in a helium plaerna.
The plasma generator used the cathode and grid elements of an
industrial thyratron tube. In this application, this tube was filled
with helium at a pressure of two rnn_ Hg. The regular anode was
replaced with one incorporating the desired optical windows and a
unique retractable voltage probe. A figure shows the observed
Thomson scattering aS compared to a curve representing an
electron &lenslty of Z x 1015 cm -3 and an electron temperature of
3 x 104OK. The use of voltage probes to measure the axial potentis_
gradient in the plasma during discharge gave a value of 6 x 1014 cm "3
for the electron density when used with a knowledge of the discharge
current and earlier well-established results, bl. bl.
A65-19619
REGULAR EMISSION.FROM A M.A_Y-ELEM_NT LASER DURING
THE PUMPING PULSE.
R. Prateei and G. Toraldo di Francis (Firenze, Uuiversit_k,
Istituto di Fisica Superiors, Florence, Italy).
IKEE, Proceed_s, vul. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 196, 197. 5 rale.
USAF - sponsored research.
Observation of quasi-continuous emission or regular relaxation
oscillations from a many-element ruby l_ser operating in a very
few axial modes. The laser consisted of ten ruby rods with plane-
parallel end faces, placed in series. In the case when regular
emission was noticed, all the ruby faces were coated with three
dielectric layers, corresponding tO a refiectivity Of about 6._.. It
is ststed that, depending on the pumping level, it was possible to
observe continuous emission or regular spiking during each punlping
pulse and that, in general, thin behavior was reproduced alter
random interchanges of the ruby rods. It is concluded that apparentl%
in the case of regular spiking, only very few frequencies (or a group
of closely spaced frequencies) are strongly excited; other frequen-
cies Ere present in the spectrum, but with much less intensity, and
may be attributed to a short irregular transient. 1_I. bl.
A65-19622 •
LINEWIDTH AND INVERSION RATIO OF IRON-DOPED RUTILE.
C. Curtis Johnson and Larry E. Rouzer (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. ).
IEEE. Proceedings, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 204.
Experimental investigation of the suitability of iron-doped
rutile (Fe 3_ •TiOz) for broadband maser applications. It is stated
that optimum concentration studies have resulted in measured line-
widths of 60 Mc and inversion ratios in excess of 15:1. A figure
shows the experimental data taken at a center frequency of 4.0 Go.
The additional tests taken at other frequencies produced the same
linewidthe (60 hdc) as the typical data shown. It is noted that an
advantage in the use of iron-doped futile ie the substantial reduction
in the required magnetic field strength. This factor becomes
signi/icant when a superconducting magnet is employed in that it
permits a simpler magnet design with a sizable reduction in magnet
mass. Such a reduction facilitates a faster cool-down time when
the maser-magnet system ie cooled in a closed-cycle helium cryo-




RUBY LASER OSCILLATIONS MODULATED BY ULTRASONIC
VIBRATION.
Y. Sakes (Metsuehita Research Institute Tokyo, Inc. , Kawasaki,
Japan).
IEEE, Proceedinjs, vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 204, 205.
Presentation of two additional features of ruby laser emission
modulated in amplitude by applying ultrasonic vibrations. The
schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown. A
90°-oriented ruby rod 0.5 cm in diameter and 6.5 cm long was
used. One end face of the rod was cut and polished to form a right-
angle roof-Wpe prism, while the other was polished to be fiat and
coated with multilayered dielectric fllm of 78_ refiectivity. The
rod was placed in s cylindrical mirror and energised at about
2000 Joules by a Ushio MFT-524M helical Xe-flash tube. The
stimul_ted emission, palling through a narrow-band interference
filter peaked at 6943 _ and a set of neutral den•Sty filters, was
guided into • 1P22-type photomultiplier, The ultrasonic modulation
effect on the undamped relaxation oscillation, displayed on a
Tektronix Model 555 dual*beam oscilloscope, is shown, together
with other features of the ultrasonic modulation effect on a CW-
fashion oscillation. M.M.
A65-19628
MOTION SENSING BY OPTICAL HETERODYNE DOPPLER DETEC-
TION FROM DIFFUSE SURFACES.
R. D. Kroegsr (Sperry Rand Corp. , Sperry Gyroscope Co. ,
Electro-Optics Group, Great Neck, N. Y. ).
;EEE, Procesdinme. vol. 53, Feb. 1965, p. 211, 212.
Contract No. AF 33{657)-11653.
Discussion of requirements and restrictions imposed on the
optics of the system by the use of de/fuse surfaces as the targets,
in optic_ Doppler sensing using the hiehly coherent gas laser in an
optical heterodyno system accomplished by moving (specular)
mirrors over |ignigicant Path lengths where most of the engineering
problems are by now fairly well understood. It is stated that, to
preserve the phase coherence in a Doppler shifted return resulting
from target motion, it becomes necessary to reduce the receiver
aperture so that only a few of the diffraction lobes are incident at
the detector's photosurface. However, for the case of an un-
restricted laser beam spot diameter at the target, the corresponding
receiver aperture may b_come so small as to make it impossible to
detect the received signal. Using a He-Ne laser operating at 6238 _,
a power output Of 1. 3 mw in the TEM00 mode was obtained.
Accounting for beam splitter and lens losses, the actual transmitted
power was 0.6 mw. With this power it was possible to obtain useful
Doppler signal at distances up to 180 ft with a Scotchlite semi-
cooperative diffuse target and 35 ft with white bond paper. M.M.
A65-19682 #
THE THEORY OF OSCILLATIONS OF A MOLECULAR-BEAM
MASEK [K TEOR_I FLIUKTUATSU MOLEKULIARNOGO GENER.A-
TOni.
V. B. Ts&rejradskit (Gortkovskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Go:kl, USER).
]_Ltoflsika, vol. 7, no. 6, 1764, p. 1075-1089. 20 refs. In Russian.
Study, haled on the equations for an averaged polarieaticm
vector, Of the effect of thern_.al and shot noise on the oscillations
of a molecular-bem_ maser. The spectral densities of amplitude
freqtwncy oscillations are deterl_nined. It is shown that the
hi|h stability and chromaticity of maser oscillations can be ex-
plained by. the self-controlling action of the phase difference of
the field and polarisation. 3. R,
A6fJ-1968a #
STATIONARY MODE OF A TW LASER AMPLIFIER WITH FEED-
BACK [O_TATSIONARNOM REZ_ KVANTOVOGO OPTI-
CHESKOGO USILITELIA BEGUSHCHEI VOLNY S OBRATNOI
'SVIAZ' IU].
N. D. Milovskii (Gor'kovskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Nauchno-lsaledovatel'skii Radioflsicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Radiofieika, vol. 7, no. 6, 1964, p. I095-II05. 15 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the problem of transmission of plane 01ectro-
ma_etic waves through a layer of a nonlinear active medium. It
is assumed that there is no reflection at the boundary of the active
layer, and a solution is sought in the form of a traveling wave with
4lowly varying phase and amplitude. The results obtained are used
to detern'dne both the amplification factor of a TW quantum ampli-
fier and the amount of power radiated _y a TW laser. 3.R.
A65-19693 #
RADIATION DLSPER_ION IN A HELIUM-NEON L,ASF.R [R.ASKHO-
DIMOST, IZLUCHENIIA V GELU-NEONOYOM LAZERE].
V. I. Makhorio and E. D. Proteenko (Moskovskii Inshenerno-
Fieicheskii Inetitut, Moscow, USSR).
Radiofiaika, vol. 7, no. 6, 1964, p. 1200-1203. In Russian.
Measurement of the dispersion of the output radiation of a
heliurn-neo_ laser ol_ratin | in the transition 3S2-2P 4 (X = 6328 _)
when the distance botw_n the mirroee is vLried. Interference
mirrors with a curvature radios of b • 2 m are used. The results
obtained indicate that for reo"'*ore with spherical reflectors and
8mall d/ff_tiOn losses, qul/ity can be impro'eed, with practically
no chsneos in diopereioa, by iacreasLn8 the distance between the
mirrors. Several photographs of the field structure obtained durin 8
laser operation m the '_wo.be_rn _ _ are included. J.R.
A65-19726
STABILITY OF TRAVELING WAVES IN LASERS_
J. A. White (National Burnau of _ndar_, Waehinston, D.C. ).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, vol. 137, MAr. 15, 1965, p. A 1651-
A 1654.
Solution (to terms of fourth order in field strength) of the equa-
tions of motion for a fully quantised system of atoms interacting
with traveling waves. Criteria are developed for the stability of
traveling waves in solid and gaseous media. Expressions are given
for the power outputs for both traveling and etandini waves. The
results for the latter agree with those obtained by Lamb in his
semiclas|ical treatment of standing waves. (Author) W. M. R.
A6S-19727
THEORY OF THE IONIZATION OF GASES BY LASER BEA.I_q.
B. A. Tozer (Central Electricity Generating Board, Research
Laboratories, Leatherhead, Surrey, Eneland).
Physical Review, Znd Series. vol. 137, MAr. 15, 1965. p. A 1665-
A 1667. 8 refs.
Theoretical study of the rate of production of ion8 and free
electrons by multiple photon excitation to the lowest level of the
atom, with subsequent excitation to the ionisation level. It is con-
cluded that the experimentally observed gas breakdown under the
action of a pulsed laser beam is probably initiated by this direct
multiple absorption of photons, but that the subsequent growth of
electron population is governed by some other process - e. g. ,
inverse bremsstrahlung, or the acceleration of electrons in the
oscillatory field. The theory predicts that the variation of
threshold photon intensity for breakdown of a gas should exhibit
almost pressure-independent low and high limits, that the range of
intensities between these limits Should be approximately
(1013)I/N_, where N v is the number of photons required to raise
the atom to its lowest excited state, and that the threshold flux
density will vary with change of focal volume ae V'I/NL '.
(Author) W. M. R.
A_.19Y39 #
TH_/nI%OBLEM OF INSTABILITY OF CONT_UOUS LA_ER RADIA-
TION [PRO PROBLEMU NESTIIKOSTI STATSIONARNOGO
VIPROMINIUVANNIA LAZERA].
V. S. Mashkevich (Akademiia Nauk Ukrains'koi RSIq., InitiNt
Finiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
UkrainsJkii Fisichnii Zhurnal I vol. I0. Jan. 1965, p. 55-64.
9 refs. In Ukrainian, with summary in Russian.
Analysis, ualn I a simple model to show that the kinetic equa-
tions can be used to describe the instability of CW-laser radiation.
The physical nature of this inetahility is examined. Further, it is
shown that the method of single-frequency oscillations in nonlinear
systems with many degrees of freedom can be used to study the os-
cillations of laser radiation. V. P*
9O
A6S019740 _
DYNA_[/CS OF LASER RADIATION WITH VARIABLE LOSSES. I
[DIN_uc_ V_OMmmV_IA LAZ_, ZXz_iNa_1
VTS_T_L I ].
G. In. Buriakivs_ii and V. S. M_shkevich (Akad_miia Nauk
UkrainsSkoi P_t, Institut Flsiki, Klsv. Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrains'kii Fizichnii Zhurm_t, voL 10, Jan. I_S, p. 65-75.
S refs. In Ukrainian, with 8u.mmary in Russian.
A_mlysia of giant laser osciLIAtlans in the case of time-
dep_dent resonator losses. The radlstian of a three-level homo-
geneous system is examined on the basis of the kinetic equations,
assu_mlng a _tnear _e-_c_,_,_¢.==c cf *-h-_ r_aqmator fosses. Con-
ditions for the onset of giant osciU.atimls are for_walated, and the
minimum value of the rate of chrome in losses, at which giant os-
cillations can stilt occur, is determined. V.P.
A6S-197S4
EXTENSION OF PLASMA INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE WITH
A He-Ne LASER.
D. A. Baker, J. E. Hammel, and F. C. J_hoda (California,
University, Los Allnnos Scientific L_boratory, Los A_umos,
N. Mex_ ).
Review of Scientific Instruments, voL 36, MAr. 1965, p. 395, 396.
7 refs.
AEC-sponsored research.
Description of modifications to a method of Ashby and
Jephcott for plasma diagnostics, by which the output intensity
of a gas laser is modulated using #base variatians in a portion of
the output reflected back into the optical cavity. The plasma is
placed between an He-Ne laser and a fixed external mirror. The
He-He laser can operate simultaneously at two levels, axed, at
fixed puJmping rate, the output of the two wavelengths is com-
ple_montary, maklng it possible to _mitor slow variations in one
by variations in the other. The use of this systmn to study the fast
plasz_! cc®nponont of a plaslma gun is discussed. P.K.
A6S-19849 #
A Sr_PLIFIE.D CONSTRUCTION OF A HELIUM-NEON VISIBLE
LASER.
K. L, Vender Sings, G. K. Werner, P. M. Griffin, H. W. Morgan,
O. la. Rodolph, and P. A. SiaAts (Oak Ridte N&tionLt Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tram. ).
American Journal of Physics, voL 33, _ar. 1965, p. 225-240.
9 refs.
AEC- sponsored research.
Description of a simple, inexpensive dc-powered he/iu_n-neon
laser with a 63Z8-_ output. The design is for a 60-cm co.focal
resonator with a few nxill/w&tts of coherent power output and a rich
mode structure. Details for the construction of the laser are dis-
cussed, including the selection and fabrication of equipment and
parts, the design of the resonator and the _mplifier tube, the
_/uipm_nt (includizNJ vaonum systems) and procedures for preparing
the ampl/fier t_bo, and the al/in_ent procedure. Some variations
to the basic desi|pa are su_|est_l. The overall cost of the laser
would be about three hundred dollars. (Author) I_. K.
A_d_-I
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPC61UM ON LASEr-
PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS [INTERNATIONALES SYMPO61UM
UBF-_ D_E PHYSIK DER LASER UND DER_N ANWENDUNGEIq].
(Schweizerlsche8 Kornn_ission far Licht- und E1ektraneno_tik_ and
Universit_t Bern, Institot f_r an_ewandto lnh_ik, Internation_-les
S_m_osium {lber die lnhysik der Laser und deren Anwendu_en,
Bern_ Sv_tserland, Oct. 12-15, 1964. )
Zeitschri_t far an_ewandto Mathematik und Ph_sik, vol. 16,
Jan. 25, 1965, 183 p,
CONTENTS:
PREFACE. K.P. Meyer and N. Schaetti, p. 3, 4.
GENERAL LASER .PHYSICS.
OPTICS IN LASER RESEARCH. H. de Lang (Philips *
GloeL1arnpen_abrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands), p. $-14. 15 refs.
[See A65-19994 10-16]
A65-19994
NONLINEAR OPTICS AND RAMAN SCATTERING.
WAVE PROPAGATION IN NON-LI_E.A/% MEDIA. L. J. F.
Broer ( Eindhoven, Technische Hogeschoul, Eindhoven, Netherlands),
p. 18-26. 5 refs. [See A65-19995 10-26]
GIANT PULSE LASERS AND STIMULATED _.&MAN SCAT-
TERING. R. W. Hellwarth, F. J. McClun_, W. G. Wagner, and
D. Weiner (R[t_ghes Aircraft Co., Malibu, C_li_. ), p. 27-3Z.
11 refs. [See .A65-19996 10-16]
SOLID STATE L,A.SE_.S.
CRYSTALLINE SOLID STATE LASERS. D. W. Goodwin
(Ministry Of Aviation, M_.Ivern, Worcs.. England), p. 35-48. 13 re_-.
|.see A6_-i9997 lC,-_._,]
SOLID STATE LASERS WITH CW EMISSION. IC G_rs (Siemens
und Halske AG, Munich, West Germany}, p. 49-6Z. Zl refs. [see
A65-17778 10-16]
GAS LASERS.
GAS LASERS. J. /-laiem_ (Philips' Gloeiia_npen/_briek_n,
Eindhoven, Netherlands), p. 74-84. 2Z refs. [See A6S-19999 I0-16]
INJECTION LASERS.
INJECTION LA_ERS. F. N. Hooge (Ph_lips' Gloeiiampen-
fabrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands), p. 89-97. 50 refs. [See
A65-20000 i0-16}
CHEMICAL LASERS.
CHEMICAL LA_ER_. I. W. C. Nieu%_poort and R. Bleekrode
(Philips' Gloeilampenfa_rieken, Eindhoven, Netheriand8), p. I01-
106. 17 refs. [see A6S-Z0001 10-16]
CHEMICAL LASERS. II. R. Bleek.rode and W. C. Nieuwpoort
(Philips' GloeHarnpenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands), p. i07-
ii0. 15 rein. [See A65-Z000Z 10-16]
APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICS.
LASER APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICS AND
OPTICS. J. M. Rurch (National Physical Laiboratory, Teddington,
Middx., England), p. 111-119. 10 refo. [See A65-Z0003 10-16]
TESTING AND TREATING MATERIALS.
APPLICATION OF LA_ERS IN MATERIAL TESTING [ANWEN-
DUNG VON LASERN BE/DER MATERIALUNTERSUCHUNG].
W, D. H&gen_h (institut _r Spektrochernie und angev_u_ite
Spektroskopie, Dor_numd, West Germany), p. 130-138. 38 refs.
[See A65-20004 I0-16]
APPLICATION OF LASERS TO THE TREATMENT OF
MATERIALS [DIE _ENDUNG DES LASERS FUR DIE MATERIAL-
BEARBEITUNG]. S. Panzer (Carl Zeiss, (Yoerkochen, West
Germany), p. 138-155. 15 rein. [See A65-Z0005 10-16]
COMMUNICATION.
LASER APPLICATIONS TO COMMUNICATION. D. Sette
(Rome, University, Rome, Italy), p. 156-169. 8 refs. [See A65-
200O6 10-07]
OPTICS IN LASE_ RESEARCH.
H. de _ (Philips' Gloeilsmpenf_brieken, Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
(Schwei_erlsche _sslon f_r Licht- und Elektrouenoptik,
and L_a_versit_t Bern_ Instimt i_r an_ewandte Ph_-sik_ Intornationales
S]rm_osi'um _[ber die Physik der Laser und deren Anwendu_gen,
Bern_ Sw_toerland_ Oct. 12-15_ 1964.)
Zeitschri£t f_r an_ewandie Mathematik und Ph_alk, vol. 16,
_an. ZS, 1965, p. 7-14. 15 re£s.
Description of laser experiments showing that ia_er radiation
obeys all the laws of optical appr_xi_nation in the saane measure
as ordinar 7 light. Resu/t8 obtained with a He-Ne laser having four
plane reflectors are exan_ned. A passive equlconfocal interferomo
eter with a 1-m mirror separation and a reflectivity of 99_, designed
to study the frequency spectra of gaseous lasers, is described. The
theory of the elgenstates of polarization in a multiple-pass inter-




GIANT PULSE LASF_S AND STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING.
R. W. Hellwarth, F. J'. hdcC/ung, W. G. Wagner, and D. Weiner
(Hughes Aircraft Co.. Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif. ).
{Schweiserische Kommlssion f(Ir Licht- und Elektronenoptik, _n_
UniversitJEt Bern, _nstltut f_r angewandte Physik_ fnternationales_
SyTnpoeium aber die Physik der Laser und deren Anwendungen,
Bern r Switzerland, Oct. 12-15_ 1964. )
Zeitechrift fClr ansewandte /vIathematik und Physik, vol. 16,
Jan. 25, 1965, p. 27-32. II refs.
Discussion of the design and principles of operation of a giant
pulse laser, the high power of which greatly facilitates the observa-
tion of nonlinear effects, The application of a giant pulse laser
to the investigation of a specific nonlinear effect - the stimulated
Re, nan scattering - is discussed, with particular reference to a
technique developed to measure the angle of en.ission of _t_rnulated
Rarnan scattering and the results obtained with it. V.P.
A65-19997
CRYSTALLINE SOLID STATE LASERS.
D. W. Goodwin (Ministry of Aviation, Royal Radar Establishment,
Malvern, Worcs. England).
(Schweizerieche Komrniesion f(Ir Licht- und Elektronenoptik, and
UniversitZt Bern r Inztitut far angewandte Physik_ Internationales
Symposium _ber die Physik der Laser und deren Anwendungen,
Bern r Switzerland r Oct. 12-15, 1964. )
Zeitechrifl f{Ir anBewandte Mathematik und Physik, vol. 16,
3_n. 25, 1965, p. 35-48. 13 refs.
Review of the theory of laser action in a crystalline optical
solid. The performance of some promising materials is discussed
in the light of this theory. The importance of multiphonon processes
as they affect Unewidth and transition probabilities is examined,
and the theory is extended to resonant transfer processes. Specifi-
cally it is found that Nd 3+ ions are essential for continuous opera-
lion at room temperature, and Dy Z+ and Tm 2+ ions at low tempera-
lures. Likely effects of the host lattice upon laser action are out-
lined, and the importance of using optically isotropic crystals is
demonstrated. V.P.
A65-19991
SOLID STATE LASERS WITH CW EMISsIoN.
K. G_rs (Siemens _md Huleke AG, Research Laboratory, Munich,
Welt Ge rrnany).
(Schwelzerilche Kommiselon fflr Licht- end E1ektronenoptikf und
Unlversltgt Bernr.lnstltut fflr angewandte Phyeik_ Lnternationales
Symposium _ber die Physik der Laser end deren Anwendun[_en,
Bern_ Switaerland, Oct, 12-15 r 1964.)
Zeitechrlft f_r anlzewandte Mathematik und Ph)-sik, vol. 16,
Jan. 25, 1965, p. 49-6Z. 21 refe.
Discussion of the oscillatory behavior of CW laeere, based on
rate equations. The equations are taken in the form that applies
to the four-level laser, and the analytical results obtained are
compared with the experiment for a four-level laser using neodym-
ium-doped CaWO 4. The problem of the damped periodic relaxation
oscillations of the ruby laser is examined. Some results show
that the continuously pumped laser using neodymium-doped CaWO 4




J. Halsma (F_ilipe I Gloeilamper_abrleken, P_nILipe Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
(Schweinerische Kommlssion f_r Licht- uhd FAektronenoptik, and
Univereitgt Bern, Institut f_r angewandte Phyeik, Internationalee
Symposium Qber _ie Physik der Laser _nd deren Anwendungen,
Bern r Switzerland r Oct. lZ-IS r 1964.)
Zeitechrlft f_r _nEewandte Mathera_tik end Ph)ralk, vol. 16,
Jan. 25, 1905, p. 74-84. ZZ refe.
Discussion of the physical properties of the He-Ne laser, as
a system representative of the various types of gas laser. The
mechanism responsible for laser action by Ne atoms is described,
and substantiated by test results. Particular attention is given to
the f oHowlng eighttopice: the'nonequilibrium state, the interaction
of several laser transitions with common levels, gain and satura-
tion, optical cavities, tuning experiments and modes, the hole-
burning effect, and nonlinear e_ecta in gas lasers. V.P.
A65-20001
CHEMICAL LASERS. I.
W. C. Nieuwpoort and R. Bleekrode (PhLlips _ Gloeilampenfabrieken,
Philipe Research Laboratoriee, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
(Schweizerlsche Komrniseion f(Ir Licht- und Elektronenoptik_ and
Univereit£t Bern_ Institut fdr an_ewandte l:)hysik r Internatiormlee
Symposium ilber die Physik der Laser und deren Anwendun_en,
Bern r Switzerland_ Oct. l_-lSt 1964.)
Zeitlchrift f_lr a.n_ewandte k/athematlk und Phyeik, vol. 16,
Jan. Z5, 19_5, p, !Ol-106. !7 refs.
Discussion of the chemical laser, a device which has not yet
been constructed. It is defined, from the point of view of energy
conversion, as a device in which the input energy is solely chemical.
Through the production of species in internally excited states which
can Jose their energy by radiation, a part of the chemical input
energy is ,:onverted into radiative energy. The device will operate
as a laser if the production rate of the excited species is sufficiently
predominant to provide a medium with enough gain for one or more
modes of some transition frequency to overcome the various losses
of the optical cavity in which the reaction takes place. A simple
model of the stationary '_flame laser" type is examined for an under-
standing of the feasibility of chemical pumping in general and of
the order of magnitude of the parameters involved. For this model
it iz found that (1) a lower limit, depending on flow velocity and
wavelength, exists for the rate at which production and radiative
processes develop and (Z) the available gain can exceed appreciably
the critical value required for laser action, if certain conditions
are satisfied. The assumptions underlying the model are outlined,




11. B1eekrode and W. C. Nieuwpoort (Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken,
Philipe Research Laboratories_ Eindhoven, Netherlands).
(Schweiserieche Konmaission f_r Llcht- und Elektroneno_)tik_ and
Univereitgt Bernl Inetitut filr angewandte l=_yetk_ Intarnationales
S),mpoeinm Rber die Ph_eik de r Laser und deren A_wendun_en,
Bern_ Switzerland r Oct. IZ-15_ 1964. )
Zeitechrift f{Ir an[_ewandte Mathematik und Phyeik, vol. 16,
Jan. Z5, 1965, p. loT-no. 15 refs.
Continuation of the theoretical treatment of the chemical laser
given in ])art I, with particular reference to the problem of popula-
tion inversions resulting from chemical reactions. The hnown
population inversions in reactive systems are reviewed, proceeding
from observations on atomic flames which have led to well-eetab-
liehed sets of data on quantum-resolved chemical kinetiCZo
V.P.
A65-20003
LASER APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICS AND OPTICS.
3. h4. Burch (National Physical Laboratory, Teddlngton_ iMLiddx.,
England).
(Schweizerieche Kommiesion f_r Licht- u.nd Elektronenoptikl and
Universitgt Bern_ Lnltltut f_tr angew_dte l_sik_ Intern_tiormles
Symposium C[ber die Ph_sik der Laser und deren Anwendun_en,
Bernf Switaerland_ Oct, 12-1S_ 1964.)
Zeitschrift f(Ir an_ewandte Mathematlk und Physik, vol. 16,
Jan. 25, 1965, p. 111-119. 10 refe.
Survey of some research applicatione of lasers, aimed at
illustrating the way in which each application exploits the various
laser properties. Among the applications noted which require ex-
tremely high spectral purity are the detection of very small effects,
measurement of high absolute precision, and tnterferometric studies
of very fast events. A number of interferograme of such events,
obtained by various typee of laser and laser arrangements, are
presented. The applicatione noted requiring only the high bright-
ness of the laser include long-distance alignment (improvement
of target visibility), long-distance metrology (either by ranging or
modulated carrier techniques), plasma diagnostics, high-speed
photography, and the production of zone plates, gratings, and other
92
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types ai cliffra_d_ 8 element by photos_aphic or photmnechanical
use aga la_er 8o,_rce. The interKcticm d laser z_search _ ocher
studies is examined. Y.P.
APPUC.tTION Or L_SZZS IN _TZZ_ TESTING[X_WE_._(
VO_C_SZnN n_ D_ _T_O_TZlSUCI._O].
W. n. _ 0a,utet far spe_ m_ mq-v-_te
SpekSz, oeb85p_, DorUnm_. West Germsay),
___,.,__!se__-c_e Zmmsdseims far Lifht- u_! Elek_ronono_ a_d
Univez_itm Be_f ,I_t/tut i_r 8nSewsndi, PhFsik _ InmnmUamues
S_nix_inm abet die l:Sb]_k der Lss er ,,,,a &tren _en,
Bez_ l 9utlauyl_nd I Oct. 12-151 1qJ64. )
ZeitechriR M eaj[oqmn.dte ]&t,the_ und Phyatk _ ,,ol. 16,
Jan. ZS, 1965, p. 130-138. 38 rofs. In Get_n.
Discussion d the utili_tion of lasers for the determination
of the chemical composition of _terinls by spectToscol_C techniques
Sevecel lamer arran4emente eniteble for spec_roscol_C 8nalydis &re
described, and sa, me a=Lalytical problems which lend themselves
lmrticularly weU to laser trentment are noted. The principles of
the investids_daR of orJaaic subs_4_ce8 by meatus of sti_ll_d
Raman scatterin S and of plato me&surement8 by n_teans of lasers
are mat/ined. V.P.
Juts-m
APPLICATIGN OF LASERS TO THE TREATMENT OF MAT_t_LS
[DIE AN_ENDUNG DES LASERS F_R I_E MATEKIALBEAKBE_T-
UNH].
S. Passer (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen. West Germany).
(Schweizerieche _seio_ _ Licht- und Elektrc_eno_k! lind
Universitlt Bern m Institut _ anEewandte l=h_sfit# Internatinm_las
Symposium eber die PhTsik tier Laser und deren Anwondu_au,
Be r.m Switeerland, Oct. IZ-15 r 1964;)
Zeitechrift Mr m_evrandta M[athe_natik und Ph]rsik. vol. 16.
Jan. 25, 1965, p. 138-15S. 15 refs. In German.
Review of the s_te of the art of I_etelworkin K processes in
which the laser is used as a thermal tool. The phase-transforma-
tion processes involved in the conversion of laser radi_tlon into
heat are _. and e.e l_Oblems associated wi_h the use of
l_sers for removal of m_teri_l and seam and poin_ weldin_ are
discussed. High-speed photographs of laser-induced heat_j are
presented, and photosral_s of the weld cross sections _bmined in
Cr-Ni steel with laser and electron beams are comF*red, V.P.
a_4-_e_t
/_LSE_ APPLICATIONS TO COMMUNICATION.
D. Sette (Rome, University, Bordoni Fmmda_ion, R_m_, Itely).
(Schweiaerische Koznn_ssion f_r Ltcht- n_l ]_ek_rmaen_d_ and
Universlt_,,t Bern! _ttitut f6z _evnmdte 1:_h]mlk t _raat/ema/es
Symposium br die ,P_},Jik der L_ser und dex'en Anwemh_n[on#
Bern r Switaerland_ Oct. IZ-15, 1964. )
Zeitschrift f6r _mi_ewa_te _4htthel_tik und ]P_ysik_ vol. 16,
Jan. zS, 1965, p. 1_-169. S :of..
Discussion of the properties of opt_c_ coherent wsv*s suitable _,
for purposes of col_u_unic_Um. D/cecUvlty, onorlry _gsi0n t ....
absorption. Infornuttion cnpaclty, SMR, bdndwid_, modulation,
and the detection of siKmLla cuz'rted by _u_er betms are examined
l_Id COIYI_d _r_th r_io-_Plv_ ch&racter_etics. _ _Nnlilq_ oh"
serva_Lons oa leas-distance laser cor=m=u_ca_o_ systems are
included. Y • P.
&4_-m
CONFE_]_IqC_ ON _C&L L_,SE_S, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIF{3RMIA, L& 3OLI_, CALIF., SEPTEMBER 9-11, 1964,
PROCEEDINGS.
Cooferonce supported by the National Bureau of Steadards. USA.F,
and the Navy.
App11ed Optics. Supplement 2, 1965. 216 p.
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A65-20060
A6S.2OD60
INVERSION MECHANISMS IN GAS LASERS.
W. R. Bennett, Jr. (Yale University, Dunham Laboratory, New
Haven, Conn. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers University of California,
La Jells r Calif., Sept. 9-11, 1964.)
Applied Optics. Supplement 2, 1965, p. 3-33. 163 refs.
USAP-Army-supported re•earth.
Review of recent developments in the gas laser field, intended
as a supplement to a previous, more detailed paper on the same
subject. In addition, a number of new results are described. The
following subjects are dealt with: (I) a summary of general laser
considerations, (Z) inversion saturation mechanisms in four-level
systems, (3) possible two- and three-level collislon lasers, (4)
stimulated emission pumping, (5) transient inversions, and (6) ion
lasers. Emphasis is placed on atomic systems, and a surrm_.ary
of currently knov__ gas Is=or transitiorL, is inciuded as an appendix.
(Author) M.M.
A6S-20061
MEASUREMENT OF EXCITED STATE RELAXATION RATES.
W. R. Bennett, Jr. , P. J. Kindlmann, and G. N. Mercer (Yale
University, Sloane Physics Laboratory, New Haven, Conn. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers, University of California,
La ,]'olla_ Calif., Sept. q-ll, 1964. )
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p. 54-57. 109 refs.
USAF-supported research.
Detailed review of methods for the measurement of radiative
decay rates and total inelastic destructive cross sections of short-
lived excited states. The folIowing subjects are considered: (I)
methods of approximate calculation and interpretation of radiative
and collision processes; (Z) previous methods of measurement; (3)
a review of delayed multichannel coincidence techniques; (4)' prop-
erties of the vernier chronotron; (S) methods of statistical analysis;
(6) a •ummary and analysis of data pertinent to laser transitions
in He, Ne, and singly ionized Ar. The main emphasis is given to
experimental techniques devised for the measurement of excited
state lifetimes in the 4-nsec to 1000-nsec range and the analysis of
data taken in the noble gases with this system. (Author) M.M.
A65-20062
COLLISION LASERS.
Gordon Gould (TRG, Inc., Melville, N.Y. ),
(Conference on Chemical Lasers, University of California,
La _olla_ Calif., Sept. 9-11, 1964. )
Applied Optics, Supplement Z, 1965, p. 59-67. 15 refs.
ARPA-sponsored research.
Consideration of the limitations caused to the efficiency and
power output from gas discharge lasers by reliance on spontaneous
emission to relax the lower level. The level spacing required for
an untrapped radiative cascade places the laser levels well up in
the energy level structure. The consequence is low quantum ef-
ficiency, a small fraction of electrons with the necessary energy
for excitation, and parasitic loss through excitation of lower levels.
A judicious combination of inelastic electron-atom and atom-atom
collisions for excitation and relaxation can maintain a population
inversion in appropriate •toms. This is said to be possible because
transfer rates between levels due tO atom-atom collisions are small
if the energy defect substantially exceeds the average kinetic energy.
Thus collisions with other atoms can selectively relax the lower
level to other nearby levels without reducing the upper level popula-
tion. In favorable cases, laser power of order 1 W/cm 3 is expected
with an efficiency greater than 10%. Temperatures above 10000 are
needed to produce • monatomic gas of most elements with suitably
spaced low-lying levels. Two such elements are Mn and La. Mn
can be contained in alumina tubing at 1350 °, La in Ta tubing atlS000.
Diffusion to cold windows is prevented by a noble buffer gas. Ap-
paratus for testing each of these systems has been constructed. Xe
test oscfllhtions have been observed in the apparatus at the working
temperature. )_e•surements of fluorescence in the prospective
l&ear transitions are being carried out. (Author) /v[./yr.
A,S-.04,=
CHARGE TRANSFER AS A POSSIBLE LASER PUMPING
M.ECHANISM.
3. William McGowan and R. F. Stebbings (General Dyruzmics Corp.,
General Aton_ic Div. , 3ohn 3ay Hopkins Laboratory for Pure and
Applied Science, San Diego, Calif. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers, University of California,
La 3olla, Calif., Sept. 9-11, 1964. )
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p, b8-72. 19 refs.
Consideration o_ the charge transfer between positive ions and
neutral particles which, in genera/, will give rise to products in a
variety of states. However, it is stated that recent measurements
have shown that, in certain circumstances, particular excited states
of either the neutral or charged product are highly favored. Charge
transfer as it relates to the formation of excited products is briefly
discussed. As a •pecific example of population inversion, the reac-
tion H + + Cs w H(n >Z) + Cs + is discussed, and some of the Possible




H. _. Gerritsen and M. E. Heller (Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers, University, of California,
La Jells, CaliL, Sept. 9-11, 1964.)
Applied Optics, Supplement Z, 1965, p. 73-77. 13 refs.
Description of the technique of tuned-laser spectroscopy. Ab-
sorption data are given for methane and ethane in the region from
2947.8 cm "l to 2948.0 cm -I which were obtained using a helium-
neon laser. It is stated that the large resolving powers available
have made it possible to carry out the first absolute measurements
of the collision diameters for methane-other gas collisions.
(Author) M.M.
A65-20065
A QUANTUM MECHANICAL EVALUATION OF LINE BREADTHS
INVOLVED IN TUNED-LASER ABSORPTION AND STIMULATED
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY.
W. R. Bennett, Jr. (Yale University, Sloane Physics Laboratory,
New Haven, Conn. ),
(Conference on Chernical Lasers, University of California,
La 3ella, Calif., Sept. 9-11, 1964.)
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p. 78-80. 9 refs.
USAF-Army- supper ted research.
Analysis of collision- and power-broadening effects in tuned-
laser absorption spectroscopy, using tlme-dependent perturbation
theory. The results are compared with the earlier analysis based
on the Lorentz theory of collision broadening given by Gerritsen
and Holler. The analysis is extended to include similar broadening
effects on the net gain coefficient when both stimulated emission
and absorption are involved. (Author) M. M.
A65-2Q066
NONEQUILIBRIUM CHEMICAL EXCITATION AND CHEMICAL
PUMPING OF LASERS.
Kurt E. Shuler, Tucker Carrington (National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C.)_ and ,Tohn C. Light (Chicago, University, Dept.
of Chemistry and Institute for the Study of Metals, Chicago, Ill. ).
(Conference on Chemical Laserst Universit 7 of California,
La Jells, Calif., Sept. 9-11 r 1964.)
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p, 81-104, 183 refs.
Research supported by the Institute for Defense Analyses and NSF.
Review of chemical processes which give rise to atomic or
molecular products with spectroscopically observable nonequilibrium
distributions among internal energy levels. Relevant theoretical
considerations are reviewed, and for several types of reactions,
experimental results are discussed in term• of specific examples.
It is stated that in several cases the existence of a Population in-
version seems clearly established, but it is by no means clear
that the inversion density is sufficient for laser action. Certain
features of molecular spectroscopy and conisional energy transfer





J. C. Poinnyi (-Toronto. University. l_pt. og Clun_stay, Tor_tto,
Canada).
(Conference on _emical Lasers. University of California.
/.,a $oLin_ C4t/£f., sept. 9-U. 1964. )
Applied Optics. Supplement 2. 1965. p. I09-127". 106 refa.
Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada
and USAF.
Develop_nent of a general theory of partiai and complete vibra-
tinnal-rotational poptilation inversion. It is stated that the require-
_-_---_ fo_" Rtl,wulated emission in the R-branch is that the rotational
quantum number J shall exceed a minimum value which depends in
a simple fashion on the ratio of the rotational to the vibrational tem-
perature (Tr/Tv), both of which may be positive (part'ial inversion}.
Stimulated emission in the Q and R branches is only possible if
T v < 0 {complete inversion). Features peculiar to a vibratlonal-
rotational laser are discussed in terms of the equat_n for net gain.
Rough upper Limits are set on the powder output frmn a chemical
laser. The equations governing partial inversion are illustrated
for the example of HCI. Processes {electric discharge, chemical
reaction) which have produced partial population inversion, are dis-
cussed. The problem of maintaining complete popalation inversion
is set out in terms of a hypothetical process forming CO conti_uously
in level v = 7 o_,ly. Physical processes which might excite a mole-
cule into a high vibrational state, either by way of an electronically
excited state (through fluorescence) or within the ground electronic
state {through electronic _ vibrational transfer, or through energetic
impacts} are discussed. Chemical processes which might result
in a greater probability for reaction into a higher vibrational state
than a lower one, kv' >> k v . are considered under three headings:
attractive, mixed, and repulsive reactions: (I) in attractive reac-
tions, it is supposed that the reagents attract but the products do
not repel {significantly). the heat of reaction being trapped as vibra-
tion in the new bond; (2) in the mixed reactions, it is argued that
there is a tendency for tke _epulsion to be dissipated while the new
bond is still extended, as a result of which both repulsion and
attraction could be converted to vibration in the new bond; (3) the
repulsive reactions only appear likely to give k v' >> k_ in special
circumstances, if the central atom is light or the repulsion im-
pulsive. Examples are suggested in each category: (I) association
react/ons, (Z} covalent - ionic reactions (e.g., alkali metal atom
plus halogen or halide). (3) covalent reactions. It is noted that the
second category shows par_icular promise of providin I reactions
suitable for use in a chemical laser. {Author} M. L/.
MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY TRANSFER IN MOLECULAR
COLLISIONS,
A. B. Callear (Cambridge. University, Physical Chemistry Labora-
tory. Cambridge, England).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers University of C_difornia,
La Jolla, Calif., Sept. 9-11. 1964.)
Applied Optics, Su]_lement Z, 1965, p. 145-170. 112 refs.
Critical review of experimental data for four types of inter-
molecular energy transfer in the gas phase: (1) exchange of vibra-
tional energy, (Z) interchange of vibrational and electronic energy,
(3) exchange.of electronic energy, and (4) interchange of electronic
and translational energy. The rate of exchange of vibrational energy
between NO and a mamber of diatornic molecules has been measured
by flash photolyals. It is stated that the probability of energy tra_ofer
decreases rapidly with increasing discrepancy between the vibra-
tional frequencies of the two colliding molecules and that the results
are in satisfactory quantitative agreement w_th predictions of the
Schwartz, Sl&wsky, and Herzfeld theory. The spin-orbit relaxation
of Hg{63p). Hg(63Pl) , + M _ Hg(63P0) + M*. was investigated by
flash spectroscopy, and was shown to occur with L_ = N Z, CO, .H_O,
or DzO. There is no systematic Variation of quenching cross sec-
tion with the minimum energy which cannot be converted to vibra-
tion in the quenching molecule. It was suggested that, if a substan-
tial transfer of electronic energy OcCurs - e. g., Na(3ZP) + M
Na(3ZS) + M _, the yield of vibrational energy in the quenching mole-
cule ie generally small. QUenching occurs because of a strong in-
teraction between Na(32P) and M which permits near-crossing of
potential curves in the collision complex. It was pointed cut that
the apparent electronic relaxation time of a metal atom in a shock-
heated gas will be approximately equal to the vibrational relaxation
A65-20073
time if quenching produces a finite yield into any one of the vibra-
tionally excited levels of the quenching molecule. Exchange of
electroD/c energy between atoms was reviewed and it was shown
that, to a first approximation, transfer occurs to minimize the
change in internal energy. If several opportumties occur with
AE < _I000 crn "I, the course of the energytransfer cannot he predicted
either from the magnitude of AE or from the optical rules. The
quenching of an excited atom by a polyatomic molecule depends on
the reactivity of the latter, which again suggests that strong inter-
action facilitates transitions between potential surfaces in the colli-
sion cmnplex. Hg(83P0) is curiously stable to coUialonni deactiva-
_. _'F_ _y_b_h_l_ev o4" #|_on_r-translationa] energy transfer
was shown to decrease rapidly with increasing magnitude of the
energy to be transferred. It was suggested that several types of
energy transfer conform approximately to the law log _ = AAE + B,
where p is the probability of transfer per collision and AE is the
energy to be converted to translation. For fixed masses and tem-
perature, A is the same constant for severa/ different types Of
energy transfer, and B can be neglected except for vibrational
exchange. (Author) M.M.
A65-20069
LASER POSSIBIL/TIES OF CHEMICALLY EXCITED MOLECULES
FORMED WITH ATOMIC SPECIES.
T. T. l_kuchi (General Motors Corp. , Defense Research Labora-
tories, Santa Barbara, Calif.) and H. P. Broida (Californu_,
University, Santa Barbara, Calif. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers, University of Californiae
La Julla r Caiif._ Sept. 9-11, 1964.)
App/ied Optics, Suppiement 2, 1965, p. 171-178. 30 refs.
ARpA -Navy- suppor ted research.
Analysis of t_fe factors influencing laser oscillation by the
decay of excited molecules formed by a chemical reaction. The
molecular system consists of three electronic levels, X, A, and B,
listed in order of increasing excitation, of which the A level is
preferentially populated by chemical reaction. Each of these states
has its associated vibrationorotationai levels. Effects of collision
and rotational perturbation on depleting and on populating these
levels are included in the analysis, which consists of solving the
set Of rate equations describing the growth of the various A and B
states in conjunction with the condition for lasing. Electronically
excited CN, (CI_), produced by an atomic nitrogen flame reaction
is considered as an example, A possibility exists for laalng of
CN $ at infrared and red wavelengths provided that the reaction ie
kept at low tamperatures (_77°K}. Even then. it is necessary that
the lower vibrational levels of the ground electronic state apl_r0ach
thermai equilibrium as soon as they are formed. A number of
possible schemes for depleting the vthrational levels of the X states
are discussed. (Author) M.M.
A65-20070
F_ LASER - MODEL AND SOME PRELIMINARY EXPER/-
I_ENTAL RESULTS.
R. Bleekrode and W, C. Nieuwpoort (Philips' Gloeilarnpenfabrieken,
Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven. Netherlands),
(Conference on Chemical Lasers University of California.
La Jolla_ Calif., Sept. 9-11, 1964. )
Applied Optics. Supplement Z, 1965, p. 179, 180. 6 refs.
Description of a simple model of a flame which reflects the
characteristic requirements for the onse_ of laser action. A
numerical example is given to demonstrate that a reasonable choice
of the parameters used in the model leads to attainable pumping
conditions. The reaction zone of low-pressure oxyacetylene flames
is thought to be a suitable source of excitation of atoms and mole-
cules. Excitation conditions of interesting species in this type of
flame are briefly discussed together with recent expez_nental
results. (Author) M.M.
A65-20073




R. N. Zare (National Bureau of Standards and Colorado, University,
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder, Colo. ) and
D. R. Herschbach (Harvard University, Dept. of Chemistry,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasersf University of California,
La Jolla r Calif. r Sept. 9-11, 1964.)
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p. 193-200. 41 refs.
AEC-suppor ted research.
Consideration of molecular photodissociation which often
produces fluorescence from electronically excited fragment atoms
or molecules and o£ the possibility of maser action for some sys-
tems. The factors which govern the fluorescence line strength
and the Doppler width are briefly discussed. Some qualitative
features of dissociative electron impact processes are compared
with photodissociation. A bibliography of photodissociation processes
which lead to electronically excited species is included.
{Author) M.M.
A65-20074
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATES.
A. Lemplcki, H. Sarnelson, and C. Brecher (General Telephone
and Electronics Laboratories, Inc., Bayside, N.Y.).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers r University of California,
La Jolla L, Calif. I Sept. 9-11, 1964. )
Applied Optics e Supplement 2! 1965, p. Z05-ZI3. 40 refs.
ARPA -Navy -DOD - suppor ted research.
Review of the work on chelate lasers, with emphasis on the
chemistry of the chelates, the spectroscopic properties of these
compounds, and the properties of the laser. The discussion of
the chemistry centers about the coordination found in these com-
pounds and the species present in solution. The spectroscopic
properties of the various species are compared from the point of
view of achieving laser action. The kinetics of the fluorescence
are discussed, and the calculation of the threshold for laser action
is given. The characteristics of the laser output are described
for different cavity geometries, (Author) M.M.
A6S-20075
MECHANISM OF ENERGY TRANSFER IN SOME RARE-EARTH
CHELATES.
M. L. Bhaumik (Electro-Optlcal Systems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif. )
and M. A. EI-Sayed (Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena;
California, University, Dept. of Chemistry, Los Angeles, Calif. ).
(Conference on Chemical Lasers I University of California,
La Julia, Calif. i Sept. 9-11 t 1964.)
Applied Optics, Supplement 2, 1965, p. Z14, 215. 6 refs.
USAF-supportod research.
Discussion of the mechanism of energy transfer in rare-earth
chelates, with a view to their application as laser material. It is
shown that the optical pumping by energy transfer in some rare-
earth J_-diketone chelates does not involve any inefficient process,
although the energy migration occurs via the lowest triplet level
of the ligand. (Author) M.M.
A65-20241
INITIAL ENERGIES OF LASER-INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION
FROM W.
Walter L. Knecht (USAF, Systems Command. Research and
Technology Div. , Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio).
AppLied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Mar. 15, 1965, p. 99, 100. 5 refs.
Observation of high initial energies of electrons from tungsten
illuminated by a Q-switched ruby laser. In the experiment de-
scribed, the tungsten formed the cathode of a high-vacuum diode
with a Kovar cylinder anode and a flat window. The generated
diode signal showed an electron emission pattern with two peaks
rather than a single peak per laser pulse. The first peak followed
the laser pulse almost faithfully. The second peak trailed the laser
pulse. The peaks had distinct ranges of rise and decay times. It
is stated _hat the electron emission pattern of the signal does not
change markedly when the tungsten target is moved by a few rnil-
llmeters along its perpendicular axis. The pattern changes dras-
ticaUy, however, when the angle of the laser beam incident upon
the tungsten target is changed by a few degrees. The observed
changes are shown. It is noted that the analysis of the nature of
the process underlying the electron emission pertaining to the first
peak of the signal can be based on the following evidence: (1) the
process is an instantaneous process. Electrons are emitted at the
instant of laser beam impact; (2) the electro_s possess high initial
energies; and {3) the angle of the incident laser beam has a distinct
effect upon the electron emission pattern of the signal. It is stated
that this evidence seems to support the suggestion that the process
can be identified as a direct laser field action. M.M.
A65-20260 =
ANOMALOUS DISPERSION OF LIGHT IN THE R LINES OF RUBY
AND THE REFRACTION SHIFT OF THE SPECTRUM PRODUCED
BY A LASER.
I. S. Gorban and G. L. Kononchuk.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 17, Dec. 1964, p. 880-886.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 17, Dec. 1964, p. 478-481. 8 refs.
Translation.
A65-20263 :_
THE 3.5_ Xe-He LASER.
E. P. Markin and V. V. Nikitin.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 17, Dec. 1964, p. 953, 954.)
Optics and Spectroscop),, vol. 17, Dec. 1964, p. 519. Translation.
A65-20326 *_
THEORY OF A CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING LIGHT GENERATOR -
LASER.
A. L. Mikaelian, h4. L. Ter-Mikaelian, and Iu. G. Turkov.
IRadiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 9, Aug. 1964, p. 1357-1367. }
Radio Engineering{ and Electronic Physics, vol. 9, Aug. 1964,
p. Illg-UZY. II refs. Translation.
A65-20343 #
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ENERGY CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF A RUBY LASER.
A. L. Mikaelian, V. M. Oardash'ian, N. A. Sakharova, and
Iu. G. Turkov.
IRadiotekhnika i Elektronika. vol. 9. Aug. 1964. p. 154Z-1545.)
Radio Engineerin_ and Eiectronic Physics. vol. 9, Aug. 1964.
p. t275-1278. Translation.
A65-20S10 _
MEASUREMENT OF FLUCTUATIONS OF OSCILLATION FRE-
QUENCY BY THE DELAY-LINE METHOD.
V. S. Letokhov (Akademlia Nauk SSSR, Fiaicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 9, Sept. 1964, p. 1628-1633.)
Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics, vol. 9, Sept. 1964,
p. 1344-1349. 7 refs. Translation.
A65-20744
ATOM/C RELAXATION AND FLUCTUATIONS OF LASER PHOTONS.
Jack Sarfatt (Photronlcs, Shaker Heights. Ohio).
Optical Society of America t Journal, vol. 55. Apr. 1965. p. 455.
456. 6 refs.
Use of the fundamental rules of adding probability amplitudes
in quantum mechanics to provide insight into the emission of photons
by nmltipla-atom systems, and thus determine if there is a maximum
mean number of photons that a laser can generate into a single co-
herent state per unit time. A diagram is presented showing the
ensemble-averaged mean-square deviation of the photon count,
normalized to pure shot noise for a fixed observation time, as a
function of photon output of a laser. The critical power can be
estimated by solution of an exponential-growth equation. F.R.L.
A65.20909
THE POSSIBILITY OF USING COMBINED RESONANCE TO
PRODUCE A MASER EFFECT.
96
A65-21299
E. I. Rashba (Akademila Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Poluprovod-
nikov, Kiev. Ukrainian SSR).
(Fizika Tverdo_o Tess, vol. 6, Oct. t964. p. 3178, 3179. )
SOviet Physics -Solid State, vol. 6, Apr. 1%5. p. Z538, Z539.
15 refs. Translation.
A65-20913 _
CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF STABILITY OF A GiANT-
PULSE LASER [DO PITANNIA PRO STIIKIST _ NADSVITLOVOGO
OSTSZLLATORA].
M, L Kheifets (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainl' koi SSR. Fiziko-Tekhnich-
nii Institut. Kharkov, Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrains'kii F1zichnii Zhurnal, voL I0, Feb. 1965, p. 12.8-134.
7 refs. In Ukrainian.
Derivation of expressions for the effects of radiative reaction
on a giant-pulse laser in an anisotropic rnediun_. Analytical equ_
tions are provided which describe these effects in the absence of
dispersion. From the equations it is apparent thatunder certain
conditions radiation at normal and abnormal Doppler frequencies
may vanish or lead to changes in the oscxLlations. V.Z.
SPECTRUM OF A RUBY LASER WITH EXTERNAL SPHERICAL
MIRRORS.
V. K. Koniukhov, L. A. Kulevskii, A. M. Prokhorov, and A. K.
Sokolov (AkAderniia Nauk SSSR, Fiaicheskii Institut. Moscow,
USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR r Doldady. vol. 158. Oct. Ii. 1964.
p. 8Z4-SZ6. )
Soviet Physics - Doklady, vol. 9, Apr. 1965. p. 875-877. 12 refs.
Translation.
GENERATION OF LIGHT HARMONICS IN SEMLICONDUCTORS AND
DIELECTRICS NEAR THE EDGE OF THE ABSORPTION BAND [O
GENERATSII SVETOVYKH GA.RMONLK V POLUPROVODNIKAKH I
DIELEKTRIKAKH VBLIZI KRAIA POLO_;Y POGLOSHCHENIIA].
A. M. A/anas*ev and E. A. M_nykin (Moskovsk/i Inz.henerno-
Fizicheskii Institut, MOSCOW, U_R).
Zhurnal Eks_erimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48, Feb.
1965, p. 483-487. 5 refs. In Russian.
Analysis of the effect ol formation of the second harmonic in
the passage of laser light thro_h a CdS crystal at temperatures of
Z0 ° to 300°C. This effect has been observed and studied by Miller,
Kleinrnan, and Savage. Near the edge ol the absorption band there
occurs an increase in both the absorption and generation of the
second harmonic, the source of which is a strong monochromatic
electromagnetic wave of the fundamental frequency. It is shown
that the absorption and generation depend in equal measure on the
frequency, so that the resulting intensity of the second harmonic
does not change appreclably. The intenSity of the second harmonic
depends on which of the two processes prevails. The resUltS of the
analysis are extended to the formation ol the third harmonic in a
aas, V.P.
A65-21070 =
STATISTICS OF OPTICAL-LASER EMISSION [O STATISTIKE
IZLUCHENLIA OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOOO GENERATORA].
V. S. Letokhov and E. P. Markin (Aksderniia Nauk SSSR, Fimicheskii
Instltut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fizlki, vol. 48, Feb.
1965, p. 770, 771. In Russian.
Discussion of an experimental procedure developed to measure
the probability density amplitude of the electric component of a
laser radiation field. The amplitude distributions of the beat
signals measured for oscillations at two different frequencies are
V.P.presented in graphical form.
A65-21071 =
CHANGE IN NATURE OF RUBY-LASER RADIATION UNDER THE
EFFECT OF PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN THE
RESONATOR CAVITY [IZMENENIE KHARAKTERA IZLUCHENIIA
OPTICHESKOGO GENERATORA NA RUBINE POD VLIIANIEM
RASTVOROV FTALOTSIANINOV, POMESHCHENNYKH V
REZONATOR].
V. N. Gavrilov, lu. M. Griaznov, O. L. Lebedev,. and A. A.
Chastov.
Zhurual Eks_erimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki. voL 48, Feb.
i965, p. 772, 773. In Russian.
Experimental investigation of the effect of concentration of
several phthalocyanine solutinns on the radiation of a ruby laser.
Oscillograms of laser radiation for phthalocyanine solutions of
various optical density are given, together with an osciLtogram of
a single imp_Ise for a specific phthalocyahine solution. The
osciLlograms demonstrate that the otherwise random pulsations of
the output radiation appear as one or several short intensive
impulses, the number of which'increases with increasing trarm-
__r;ncy 0¢ _b_,_ iohltlon. V.P.
A65-21077
PROSI_CTS FOR OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE.
B. C. Bowers (Plessey Co./UK/, Ltd., Roke Manor, Herts. ,
EngUmd).
British Co_unica ti°ns and Electronics, voL _!, Apr. 1965,
p. Z22-Z27. 14 refs.
Review Of the possibilities for optical communications using
lasers in space, with emphasis on thenatural limitations involved.
Difficulties associated with space optical conlrnuninations are dis-
cussed, and include background sunlight and the need for a highly
stable tramsmitter platform. For a Moon-to-Earth communication
system, the stability problems are ahnost eliminated, and _ design
consideratim_s for such a syst_ are discussed. These include
limitations of laser power and bandwidth, and SNR and minimum
detectable- sisnal requirements. P. IC
A6S.2r168
SPECTROScoPIC PROPERTIES OF ACTIVATED LASER CRYS-
TALS. ILl.
P, G_rlich, H. Karras, G, K_tita, and R. Lehn_nn.
Ph)-sica Status Solidi, vol. g. Feb. I, 1965. p. 385-429. Z54 refs.
Discussion of wock on materials and operating procedures for
lasers. Spectroscopic data on absorption, spontanecats fluorescence,
and stimulated emission in actinides, transition-metal, and semi-
conductor laser materials are presented. Laser arransemonts0
and procedures for light pumping° for the modulation and determina-
tion of input and ontput power, and for testin 8 for absorption and
fluorescence are dsscrihad. The general optical and thermal prop-
erties of laser optical media are reviewed. An extensive bibl/ogra-
pby is included. P.K.
A6,5-212.$6
A SMALL, STABLE GAS LASER.
J. Haisrr_, S. ft. van Hoppe, H. de Lang, and J. van der Was
(Phillps' Gloeilempenfabrieken, Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven, Netherlands).
_Philips Technical Review, vol. 24, no. 3, 1962-1963. )
Microtecnic, vol. 18, Dec. 1964, p. 313-315. 5 refs.
Description of a sm_ll (1O-cm active 8as column) He-Ne gas
laser. The laser consists of a heavy cylindrical block of fused
quartz with ends polished tlat to within O. l _ and with a hole 3 turn
in diameter bored along the axis. Two fused-quarts blocks.
polished to even closer limits and provided with interference
mirrors (79_ reflective in LR), are placed against the end of the
cylinder where they give a vacuum-tight seal by adhesion alone.
Charged with 85_ He and 15_ He (pressure 3 tort), the laser is
excited by a dc voltage between two electrodes. Photographs of
various patterns of mode excitation are given; the patterns were
viewed by applying the laser output to a lead-oxide vidicon which in
turn produces an output which can be viewed on closed-circuit TV.
D.H.
A6S-21299
UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS FOR LASER APPLICATIONS.
A. E. Siegman (Stanford University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 277-287. 23 refs.
Contracts No. AF 33(615)1411; No. DA-36-039-SC-90839.
Simple geometrical analysis which describes the lowest-order
transverse mode of any large-Fresnel-nurnber optical resonator
located in the unstable or high-toss region of the resonator mode
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chart. Such resonators include, for example, resonators in which
one or both of the mirrors are divergent spherical surfaces. The
lowest mode in such a resonator is assumed to consist of two
oppositely traveling divergent spherical waves which uniformly
illuminate the end mirrors. The centers of curvature of these
spherical waves do not, in general, coincide with the mirror centers
of curvature, but are found by requiring that each center be the
image of the other upon reflection from the appropriate mirror.
The resonator losses are found from purely geometrical considera-
tions, and are given by simple analytical expressions. These
losses turn out to be independent of the mirror sizes, so that
hyperbolic universal equiloss contours can be drawn on the resonator
mode chart. The losses are said to agree well with more exact
results obtained by Fox and Li for a few specific cases. Experi-
mental results in good agreement with the analysis have been
obtained using a ruby laser rod having a divergent spherical surface
ground directly onto one end of the la_cr rod. Unstabl_ resonators,
particularly the Cassegrainian unstable configuration used in the
experiments, appear potentially useful for diffraction output coupling
applications, and possibly also for transverse mode control, in
ruby and other high-gain lasers. (Author) M. M.
A65-21300
A PROPOSED NOVEL METHOD FOR OBTAINING A NONSPIKING
PULSED LASER.
R. H. Pantell and H. E. Puthoff (Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif. ).
LEEE, Proceedings, voh 53, Mar. 1965, p. Z95. 9 refs.
Discussion of an approach to suppressing pulsed laser spiking.
It is shown that the establishment of the proper initial conditions
leads to a nonspiking output, and, in particular, a proposed method
for implementing this approach is presented. The proposed tech-
nique for eliminating spiking consists of providing the equilibrium
photon density as threshold is reached. With this initial condition
satisfied, spiking will not occur. This can be accomplished by
using an auxiliary initiating laser which reaches threshold before
the main laser. One possible configuration for obtaining the
required initial photon density is shown. It consists of a segmented
ruby rod composed of two sections, one of which has a lower
threshold such as might be obtained by using a composite or clad
rod. It is noted that the experimental results of several investigators
indicate that the proposed method of operation is feasible. Of
particular interest are the results on coupled lasers by Koester
et al, , who were interested in the switching of neodymium-doped
glass lasers for use as computer elements. They observed that,
when one laser was coupled to another, the initial transient of the
second was greatly reduced, and quenching of the first laser took
place, it is pointed out that, although these results were not
explained, it is reasonable to believe that they are a consequence
of the mechanism described. This indicates that the control of
spiking in a pulsed ruby laser can be accomplished by the
suggested procedure and would result in a compact device requiring
no external circuitry. M.M.
A65-21303
SATELLITE LASER RANGING EXPERIMENT.
G. L. Snyder, S. R. Hurst, A. B. Grafinger, and H. W. Halsey
(General Electric Co. , Missile and Space Div. , King of Prussia,
Pa. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, voh 53, Mar. 1965, p. Z98, Z99.
Discussion of laser ranging experiments performed with the
Beacon Explorer B (S-66) satellite during the period from Oct. 9,
1964 to Nov. 8, 1964. The data obtained were in the form of an
entire time history of the received signal recorded on an oscillo-
scope camera with Polaroid Type-410film. A fiBure shows the best
picture of a laser signal return from the satellite that was obtained
during the experimental period. At the range of the satellite,
there exists a characteristic pulse. The signature of the laser
return is due to the double pulse nature of the transmitted laser
signal as shown in a figure. Return signals were not observed for
all cases when the conditions would have predicted a return. It is
stated that, although the cause for this is not known at this time,
the effect is not unreasonable if the nonuniformity of the laser beam
and the nonuniformity of the return beam from the satellite corner
reflectors are considered. The mode of operation was to point the
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laser ranging system at points, separated by one minute of time,
on the satellite ephemeris as supplied by NASA-GSFC. The equip-
rnent used is shown. [t is noted that the initial results lend support
to the techniques used in the analysis of the system design and
demonstrate the feasibility of the construction of an operating laser
tracking system for satellites. 54. M,
A65-21306
REFLECTION OF RUBY LASER RADIATION FROM EXPLORER
XXL[.
H. H. Plotkin, T. S. Johnson, P. Spadin, and J. ]%4eye (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 301, 30Z.
Description of reflected radiation detected from the Orbiting
Beacon Explorer-B satellite, after it was illuminated by a Q-spoiled
._y laser. The lasei tz_a,A_nHtt_, ,L,ad tele=uup= _eceiver were
both mounted on a single pedestal of a modified Nike-Ajax radar
system. In a figure, the first and third traces show laser reflec-
tions received on the morning of Oct. 31, 1964, while the satellite
was approaching its closest point, which would have corresponded
to a time of flight of 6.25 ms. The system had the following
approximate parameters: each laser burst had a total energy of
0.8 joule contained within a divergence cone I. 2 milliradians in
diam. ; the satellite had an effective retroreflecting area of about
100 crn z when viewed in the direction from which it was seen during
the observations; due to a combination of diffraction effects and
prism imperfections, light is reflected back from the cube-corner
array in a divergence cone 0. i milliradian in diam. at 35% intensity;
the receiver was a 16-in. -diam. , 300-in. focal length telescope,
a 10-A bandwidth interference filter, and a 9558-A photomultiplier.
It is noted that these values would lead to an expected signal of
about 450 photoelectrons at a range of 1000 krn, or about the same
size as the observed signals. M.M.
A65-21321
SINGLE MODE DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY FOR CIRCULAR
AND RECTANGULAR LASER DIODES.
A. C. Scott (Wisconsin, University, Dept, of Electrical Engineering,
Madison, Wis. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 315, 316.
NSF-supported research.
Discussion of expressions derived for the single mode outside
differential quantum efficiency of the circular and rectangular
geometries of laser diodes. The function for the circular diode is
plotted in a figure for various ratios of radius to wavelength and
compared with the corresponding relation for linear diodes. It is
noted that considerably higher efficiency is predicted for the
circular diode at lower values of reflectivity. This may have been
observed by Arnold and Mayburg and occurs because a circular
diode has twice the ratio of emitting edge to surface area as a
linear diode with the same threshold current density. Circular
diodes are less efficient at large values of reflectivity because the
electric field amplitude becomes proportionately greater at the
origin where it does not contribute to output. M.M.
A65-21324
IMPROVED MASER PERFORMANCE THROUGH PUMP MODULA-
TION.
R. D. Ray (Radio Corporation of America, Defense Electronic
Products, Dept. of Applied Research, Camden, N.J, ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 318, 319.
Discussion of the possibility of anticipating improved maser
performance through gain stability if pump fluctuations are kept to
a minimum by the elimination of two of four variables. Regulating
the pump frequency by stabilizing the temperature of the associated
klystron can be expensive, cumbersome, and even unreliable.
However, since there is a relaxation time T associated with the
pump transition, it is desirable to take an opposite point of view and
rapidly vary the pump frequency about the desired frequency. As
an example, a klystron with more than twice the power neede_ for
saturation, a ZOO-Mc electronic tuning range and modulated at a
rate > I/T, is considered. A table enumerates some gain stability
measurements with a comparison of modulated and CW operating
modes, It is noted that frequency-modulating the pump also
resulted in improved maser performance by increasing gain and
bandwidth, A possible explanation is provided, It is pointed out
that another advantage accrues from the use of a swept pump. For
the conventional case of a single unswept pump, an appropriate
maser might give an instantaneous bandwidth of I0 Mc or less.
Measurements made while usin 8 a modulated klystzon with a Z00-Mc
electronic tunin_ range show the instantaneous bandwidth• possible
with one pump to be 40 Mc at S-hand and 80 Me'at C-band. This is
d_m_t_ted in figures. M.M.
NONMECHANICAL SCANNING OF LIGHT IN ONE AND TWO
DIMENSIONS.
R. Lipnick, A. Reich, and G. A. Schoen (Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Lockheed Electronics Co. , Mllltary _ysterns Div. , Pi_i=l ._.,
N..r. ).
LEEE. Proceedinls, vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 321.
Consideration of laboratory work which has demonstrated
fairly large-angle nonmechanical scanning of light, in one and two
dimensions, through optical refraction by traveling acoustic waves.
It is stated that. for appropriate values of light bearnwidth and
acoustic frequency and with • suitable acoustic medium, substantial
angular deflections can be obtained in a single pass of the light beam
through the scanner. An acoustic scanner capable of deflecting in
one and two dimensions was constructed and is shown. The trans-
ducers were X-cut quartz resonant at one MC. The light source
was the 6328-_ line of • helinm-neon laser, with • beamwidth of
Z ram. One-dimensional deflection achieved with the acoustic
scanner is shown. The acoustic medium in this instance was
silicone fluid and the optical path through the acoustic beam was
I. 5 cm. It is slated that, when the two orthogonal transducers of
the scanner are simultaneously excited, orthogonaUy propagating
acoustic waves are generated. The light beam traverses the line
of intersection of the proP•satin 6 acOUStic beams, and the acoustic
beams exert their effects independently upon the light. Therefore,
the light beam is deflected independently in each ortbogonal direc-
tion. The number Of resolution elements can be increased both by
increasing the acoustic beam intensity and by decreasin 8 the
undeflected light beam diam. It is pointed out that the deflection
angles discussed can be greatly increased by using post scanner
divergent optics; however, the achievable resolution elementS are
not increased by this artifice. M.)A.
INFRARED LAMER PREAMPLIFIER SYSTEM.
F. Ararne and M. Wang (Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Airborne Instru-
ments Laboratory Div. , Deer Park, N. Y. ).
/FEE, Proceedinas. vol. 53, Mar. 1965, p. 329. 8 refs.
Investigation of the use of an He-He laser preamplifier With
substantial high gain. It utilized the very high gain transition at
= 3.39 _, thereby permitting Operation without regenerative re-
flectors and thus 7ield_ amplification ove_ the full Doppler line-
width. Measured L.nprovements in the minimum detectable sigma/
of 45 db (gross) and 32 db (net) were obtained relative to a room-
temperature PbS detector. No amplifier noise was observed in the
experiments and none should have been detectable as the analysis
which is provided indicates. A I. 2-meter He-He laser tube without
reflectors was employed. The measured electronic gain of 45 db
is said to be in reasonable agreement with the values reported. A
3.39-_ oscillator chopped at I. 4 Gc was used as the coherent
course. The detector was followed by a tuned amplifier with M =
72 cs. A measurement was also made of the net sensitivity
improvement due to the laser. A 3Z-db net improvement was
measured when, at the detector aperture plane, the Laser amplifier
was substinLted which had nearly equal aperture area, and Was
followed by the same PbS detector. M.M.
£65-21379
RELATION BETWEEN QUANTUM AND SEIq&ICLASSICAL DESCRIP-
TION OF OPTICAL COHERENCE.
C. L. Mehta {Rochester, University, Dept. of Physics and Astron-
amy, Rochester, N.Y. ) and E. C. G. Sudarshan (Bern, .University,
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Bern, Switzerland}.
(Conference on Quantum Electrod_uunics of High Intensity PhOtO=.
Beams, Durham, N. C., Aug." 1964. )
Ph},sicalReview, 2nd Series, Section B, voL 158, Apr. 12, 1965,
p, B274-B280. 14 rife.
Army- supported research.
A65-21624
Re-examination of the problem of relating the semiclasalc&l
qu_._m treatments of statistical states of an optical field. The
case where the rule of association between functions and operators
is that of antinormal ordering is studied in detaiL. It is shown that
the distribution function for each znode corresponding to this c&se is
a conti_ous bounded IL,mctlon _d is also aboundar 7 value of an on-
tire analytic function of two variables. The nature of the distribution
for the normal-ordering rule of association and its relation to this
entire _,nction are discussed. It is shown that this distribution can
be regarded as the limit of a sequence of tempered distribuflmss in
the fullowing sense: One can find a sequence of dmasity o_rators
_{_) which converses in the norm to the density operator PItA Of any
iven field (conJiJti_ Of a sirq[le mode), such that each m_ber of
d,_O,.qnenc.us..,beenpresee.._inthefor=_,,,_.J"_(,,__,)le_<'l
s, where @{p) is a tempered distribution. (Author) A.B.K.
A6S-21617
EL_CTROLUMINESCENCE AND LASING ACTION IN GaASxPl. x-
M. Pilkuhn and H. _upprecht (International Business Machines Corp,
Thongs J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y. ),
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 3{_, Mar. 1965, p. 684-688. 26 refs.
Navy -A_.PA -DOD- suppor ted researcb.
S_dy of the elec_ro/un_inescence of Zn diffused diodes in forward
and reverse bias. Emission spectra obtained for forward blasin_
showed a near-edge as well as • low-energy line. In the composition
range x > 0. 55, where the lowest conduction band _ninin_u_-'n i8 at
k = 0, most photons are emitted in the near-edge line. Lasing _action
could be observed in this range, and the shortest wavelength wh_re
stimulated emission was obtained at 77014 was 6380 _. For x _ 0, 88,
where the lowest conduction band minimum is the (I00) minimum, the
low-energy emission becomes dominant. The energy separatiOn be-
twee_ near-edge end low-energy line varies between 0. 4 and 0. 47 ev
at 77°K depending on the composition. This suggests that the same
defect is responsible for the low-energy emission in all these diodes
(Including GaAe and G.aP). In reverse bias, near-edge e_iesiOn and
emission at higher energies than bendgap could be observed for
x ,_ 0. 55. The cutoff energy of the emission on the high-enerEy side
was measured as a function of composition. It was found to vary in
a manner similar to the variation of the energy of the (000) conduc-
tion band minixnum. The external quantum efficiency of the forward
bias emission drops sharply by two orders of magnitude at the com-
position x • 0. 55 when x is decreased. The efficiency og the reverie
bias emission is independent of composition, (A_thor} D.H.
A65-21620
STABILIZATION OF THE He-Ne MASER ON TILE ATOMIC L_
CENTER.
Koichi _"n/moda end Ali J&v_ (]_[aseachusetts Institute Of Technolo_,
Dept. of Physics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Journal of Applied Physic_s. vol. 36, M_r. 1965, p. 718-726. 5 refs.
NASA-supported research.
Application of an automatic feedback control for lo_-torm f_re-
quency stabilization of am He-Ne laser at the center frequency of the
atomic resonance. The length of the Fabry-Perot resonator is mod-
uiatsd at • low frequency with small amplitude. The fundamental,
second harx_c_ic, and third h_rmonic components of this xnodul_.tion
frequency in the Light output of the laser are used to control the tilt
angles of the mirrors, the RF-excitation power input, and the sepa-
ration of the mirrors, respectively. The frequency stability is deter-
mined by observing the photobeat between the outputs of two indepen-
dently stabilized lasers. IsotopicaLiy enriched saznples of Ne are
used in the two lasers with one of them enriched in He-20 end the
other in _e-22. The optical output of a laser stabilised in this man-
ner is frequency modulated, and the center frequency has been found
to be stable to several parts in 1010 over very long periods.
(Author} D. H.
A65-21624
SELF-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN THE STIMULATED LIGHT
EMISSION FROM Ga_.s INJECTION LASERS.
R. S. Levitt and 1_. H. PLlkuhn (International Business ),lachines
Corp., Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
N.Y.).
Journal of Applied Pb}'sics, vol. 36, Mar. 1965, p. 859. 5 rife.
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Occurrence of self-induced oscillations in the output of a Fabry-
Perot-type GaAs injection laser operated with long current pulses at
a current considerably above the lasing threshold. Such oscillations
appear rather suddenly at a particular current which is usually 1. 5 to
Z. 2 aisles the threshold current at 77°K. Upon further increase in
current, the amplitude of the oscillations decreases again until they
disappear completely. The frequency of the oscillations was found
to vary with temperature; cooling the liquid nitrogen bath from ?7°K
to 63°K resulted in a frequency change from 6 to 8 Mc. It was diffi-
cult to induce oscillations at liquid helium temperatures, but 0.8 _vic
oscillations at 8410 _were induced in one diode when the current den-
sity reached 3.5 times threshold. The shape and amplitude of the
oscillations were found to depend on environment; oscillations could
not be induced in vacuum at slightly above 77°K but were observed in
o
liquid nitrogen and in liquid oxygen (90 R). It is suggested that local
current or temperature instabilities occurring at certain critical cur-
rent densities might be responsible for the effect. D.H.
A6$-21625
STIMULATED EMISSION IN AN EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTION
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
Erhard J. Schimitschek, John A. Tries, and Richard B. Nehrich, Jr.
(U.S. Navy, Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, Calif. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Mar. 1965, p. 867,868. 6 refs.
Determination of the effect of temperature and concentration on
threshold pulmp energy whqm laser action is obtained in a europium
chelate of the composition Eu(BTFA) 4HPyrr. (BTFA stands for
banaoyltri/luoroacetone and Pyrr stands for pyrrolidine). Solutions
of this material in acetonitrile were transferred into a capillary
laser cell, placed inside an elliptical laser heed, and tested for stim-
ulat_l e_miaalon. Spiking, line narrowing, and beam collimation were
noted; the laser wavelength (6ll8_) showed no apparent dependency on
concentration or temperature. Threshold energy decreased with both
decreasing temperature (due to reduced fluorescence linewidth, higher
quantum efficiency, and better optical quality) and decreasing con-
oontratton. The minin_um concentration necessary for laser action
was 1. 5 x 10 -3 moles/liter. The work of Winston et el. with a simi-
lar Eu-chelate solution is described briefly. D. H,
A65-21626
POWER SENSITIVE OPTICAL SWITCH FOR THE CONTROL OF
HIGH BRIGHTNESS L,A_F-_ PULSES.
Richard G. Tomlinaon (Ohio State University, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Antenna Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Mar. 1965, p. 868-870,
Contract No. AF 33(657)-10824.
Description of an optical switch which operates directly on the
laser pulse by abruptly cutting it off when a selected power level is
reached. The laser beam is brought to a focus by one lens and re-
coll/n_ated by a second; a high power density is created at the focal
region immersed in a gas or a liquid, argon being used in the de-
scribed experir_ents because Of its flat breakdown characteristics.
For each particular case of gas composition and pressure there
exists a breakdown threshold. //the maximum power density in the
focal region is below this threshold value, the laser pules passes
through the system with negligible attenuation; otherwise, a dense
end turbulent plasma and a shock wave are generated which severely
attenuate any further laser energy entering the system until recom-
bination and diffusion have dissipated the plasma. With proper design,
the optical switch can be constructed so as to produce little degrada-
tion of the spatial coherence of the laser beam and, thus, can be in-
corporated inside the laser cavity as a self-repairing optical fuse to
protect laser components from damage. D.H.
A65-21627
CONTINUOUS ROOM-TEMPERATURE Nd3+: Ca/_oO 4 LASER.
R. C. Duncan {Radio Corporation ol Americe, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N.J. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, voL 36, Mar. 1965, p. 874, 875. 8 refs.
Research sponsored by the Radio Corporation of A.r_erica; Contract
No. AF 33(615)-1076.
Continuous laser action observed in NdNbO4:Ca/vfoO 4 crystals at
77°1( and at room temperature. The crystals, about 1 in. long and
3/32 in. in diam, and of good optical quality, were grown by the
10o
Czochralski technique by Brixner at Dupont. The strongest fluores-
cent lines, lying in the L 07-_ region, are due to 4F3/2-to-4111/2
transitions. Laser tests were conducted in the center of a helical GE
FT-524 flash lamp and also (in both pulsed and CW modes) at the Is-
cue of a system using an E.G. and G. FX-33 flash lamp and an AH-6
Hg lamp with a spherical mirror. The quasi-continuous and CW three!
side for the 1. 067-_' line at 77OK were 530 and 850 watts, respectively.
It is not yet understood why the 1. 061-_ and the lower threshold
1.0bY-_ transitions show simultaneous laser oscillations in pulsed
but not in CW operation at 77°K. Considerably higher power than the
present few milliwatte is expected when the output coupling and the
Nd 3+ concentration are optimized. D.H.
A65-21654
SINGLE-ATOM COHERENCE EFFECTS IN I_{EASUREMENT OF
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINEWIDTHS IN A HIGH-GAIN Ne
LASER.
David F, Hotz (Hughes Aircraft. Co., Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Apt. I, 1965, p. 130-13Z. 7 refs.
Description of the use of single-atom coherence effects for
measuring the spontaneous-emission linewidths of amplifying laser
transitions. These efIects involve the mixing of discrete atomic
states, with definite phase relations between the states. Observa-
tions are made on the variation in intensity of plane-polarised light
transmitted through a high-gain 3.39-9 Ne laser amplifier, for
which the Zeeman levels of the amplifying transition are mixed in
a zero-field-level crossing. The spontaneous-emission lin_'width is
found to be 44 _4 Mc. Resolutions on the order of several times
I0 6 are possible with the techniques described. P.K.
A65-21656
OPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON THE POPULATION DISTR/BU-
TION IN He-Ne GAS LASERS DETERMINED FROM SIDE LIGHT
MEASUREMENTS •
Armand L. Waksberg and Allan I. Carswell (RCA Victor Co., Ltd.,
Research Laboratories, Montreal, Canada).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6. Apr. I. 1965. p. 137. 138.
Research supported by the Canadian Directorate of Industrial Re-
search.
Description of a method for observing the direct eIfect of laser
oscillations on the population distribution in the discharge of a gas
laser, The method uses the radiation emitted through the side
walls (the so-called "side-light") of the laser discharge tube. A
phase-lock amplifier is used to correlate small changes in the side
light intensity with the of I-and-on switching of the laser beam. By
scanning wide spectral ranges, the phase-lock technique can provide
quantitative informatioal about the various levels being affected by
the laser mechanism. P.K.
A65-21657
THE EFFECT OF SPATIAL MODULATION OF PUMP LIGHT ON
THE LONGITUDINAL-MODE SPECTRA OF RUBY LASERS.
V. Evtuhov _l_mghes Aircraft Co., Research Laboratories, Malibu,
Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters t vol. 6, Apr. 1, 19650 p. 141, 142. b refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11650.
Study of the effect that partially shielding a ruby laser rod
from the pump light has on the longitudinal mode spectra oi the
laser. Various portions of a l-in. -long, 3-ms-diam. ruby rod
were shielded with metal bands l-ram to 4-ram long. The rod,
with silver reflectors, was placed in an elliptical cavity and
pumped with a linear xenon flash lamp. The output spectra,
as observed with a Fabry-Perot interferometer for laser levels up
to about 15_ above threshold, are presented for various shielding-
band arrangements • P.K.
A65-21662 =
EIGENSTATES OF POLARIZATION IN LASERS.
H. de Lang (Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, Philips Research
Laboratories, Eind-hoven, Netherlands).
Philips Research Reports, vol. 19, Oct. 1964, p. 429-440. 16 refs.
A description of the two eigenstates of polarization which occur
repetitively in a multiple-pass interferometer containing aniso-
tropic elements. In the absence of amplitude anisotropy, these two
eigenstates are orthosonal and have equal losses. Common ampli-
tude anisotropiee are linear polarizers, based on either linear
d_ch_ism or r_flectinn 8n_otropy. For practical problems.
representation with the aid of the Pninc_r_ sphere is very ugedul,
although the matrix represenU_tinn 8ires a fully adequate d4ecriptinn
of the pola_on phenomena and c&n be usnd for numerical
caicula_ons. The principles of eigenstates are illustrated by two
examples, one concernin 8 a planar laser in a weak inngitudin_
magnetic field and the other concermn 8 the frequencies of a rin 8
laser in a n_netic field, which is a very sensitive io_trumect for
teetin_[ the reuoning that the path length is equally isotroplc for
the two oppositely travelin 6 waves. D.P.F.
POLklUZATZO_ OF LASER S._DL_TIO_ [POLLa_.tZ_TSlIA
XZLUCH_ULt LAZEJ_].
A. M_ Ramer.
Op_ka i Spek_osko_iia v rot. IS, Feb. 1965, p. 258-266. ? rely.
In Russian.
As_lysie of two laser radiAbon components polarized in muto_lly
perpendicular directions. Assumes B that one component is dmnlnant.
relations are derived linking the intensity with the dipole moment
_nisotropy and the pumping power. Resouators with plane and
spherical reflectors are considered. The _ar and spectral-
energy distributions of the weaker component are found.
W.M.R.
A6S-21810 "
PROPX3tTIF,,S OF GAS LASERS CONTAINING C_YGEN/NOBI_-
GAS M]XTUKES [O NEKOTORYE_I OSOBENNOSTIkKH GAZOYYKH
KVANTOVY_-I Cd_qERATOROV N_ _ _l_Ol_k
s BLAGOaODNY_ GAZAJm].
S. G- _ntian amd P. L. Rabin.
Optika i Spektroskopita_ vol. 18, Feb. I_S, p. 326-328. 9 refs.
In Russian.
Theoreticad examination of 02 • N e and 02 + Ar l&ee r operation unde
excitation of the level OI33p through coUieion-lnduced dlesoclation
of oxylen. The spontaneous-emission components .corraspondin_
to the fine str_re Of the traneitio_ 33p2. l, 0 _ 3'3'51 have been
found to have an anomalously large bo_d_id_h (3 x 109 cpe); the
radiation bandwidth is at least an order lower, while the Doppler
, width, calculated for a M_vellinn velocity dietributlon at T • 370°K,
is only 1.2 x 109 cps. In the case of 33p_ 3381, the nscilla_on
frequenc_ is found to be shifted (by 2 x 10 cps) with respect to the
rnaxlrnu_m of the spontaneous emission, while, in 81_to of the fact
that _plification at 33p 1.3381 is above threshold, no oscillation
on _ transition ie obeerved. These peculiarities are explained
by a non-MaxweUian recalculation of the excitod-atom distribution
with inclusion of a translation_l energy contribution that is sub-
stantially greater than kT. W.M.R.
£_-_I!
S_ECT_OSCOP_C APP_CAT_O_S OF GAS LASERS [SPEKTaO-
SKOPICHESKIE _ENIIA GAZOVYKH KVANTOVYE_I
C_C_Z_ATC_OV_
G. G. Petra_h and S. G. R_utian.
i Spek_roskopdla, vol. 18, Feb. 1965, p. 336, 337. In
Rum sian.
• Proposed method for calcu_t/z_ the probabilities of spo_eous
transitions m. -j, n - k, from the flux rg:tiO @n_nk./ at oscillation
cut.aft. Ordinary spactroscol_c _ethode can pro_rlde the _od_ct
Asnn [Nzn - (8_m/gn) Nn]- At sufficient discharge intensity or gu
pressure, the oscilla£ion8 ce&ee, the popula_o_ of the upper levels
tend to equal.iae, and the ratio Nm/N n apl_oaches unity. Considering
this, formulas arederived for calculating Amn and the ratio
Ass/Ask. It Is shown how the absolute magnitodes of these probabfl-
i_ee may also be fcq_d. W.h4LR.
£6.5-_8_J
STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR A Rb 87 MASER OSCILLATOR.
P. Davidovite and R. Novick (Colurnbin Un/vereity, Colunthis
Radiation Lnbor&tory, New York, N. Y. ).
_Institute of Electrical and FAectronice E .n_ineers, Intet_,t_onal
Convention. New York, N.Y. M_r. 22-26. l_S.)




Discussion of seLf-sustained oscill_tion obtained in an
optically pumped rubidium maser operatln_ at the Rb 87 hyperfine
transition frequency of 6835 Mc. The entire apparatus can be
mou_ted within the volume of one cu ft. The operatin_ temperature
ie 60°C, &rid the Overall power cousurnptio• ie only • few w_t_.
The nticip_tod long-tern3 stobility is one part in 1012. p_8_y
estimates 8/S0 indicate that the device has far better abel"t-term
etability than any other exietin_ frequency 8tmld_rd. The b_si_
principles of the rubidium maser are explained, and the factors
affect_ the stability of oecil/_tlon are examined. (Author) M. M.
A44-2U175
PIEZOELECTRIC DETECTION OF LASER PULSES WITH
CADMIUM SULPHIDE THIN F_,
M. S. Brutus and M. F. Velghe (Centre National de 1=. Recherche
Scientifique, _ellevue, Seine-et-Oise, France).
_Instit_e of Electrical and Electronics En_ineers_ l_ernatiom_l
Convention, New York, N.Y., Mar. ZZ-2b, 1_5._
International Convention Record, vol. 13, pt. 5, 1965, p. 17-
Z0. 17 rede.
Consideration of the posstb_i_y of processing evaporated CdS
thin films to act as piezoelectric transducers for detecting laser-
induced elastic vibr&tione. High sensitivity, fast, pieeoelectric
response of CdS thin films is demonstrated by the detection of
elastic vibrations induced in air by an uofocused ruby laser beam,
su_esting appl_catioos to pulse laser demodulation techniques.
(Author) M. M.
A_-218_6
FM LASER OSCILLATION - THEORY AND EXPERLMEHT.
S. E. H_rris, O. P. McDuH (Sta_dord Univereity, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering. Stanford. Calif. ), and Russell Tar S
(Sylvani_ Electric Products, Inc. , Sylvania Electronic Systems
Div., Electronic DefenSe Laboratories, Mo_ View, Calif.).
_Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Interna_onal
C0nvent£on, New York, N.Y., Mar. 22-Z6, 1965,}
IEEE International Convention Record, vol. 13, pt. S, 19_5, p. ZI-
Z6. 12 refe.
Contracts No. AF 33(657)-11144; No. AF 33(615)-1738.
Consider•teen of a type of laser oscillation wherein the laser
modes oecilLIte with appr_tely FM phases and nearly Boseel
function a_plitndes, and thereby compriee the sideband_ of a
frequency-modulated light sigD_l. Thee type of FM oscillation is
induced by an intracavity phase perturhation which is driven at •
frequency which is approxln_ately, but not exactiy, that of the axia_
mode spacing. The reeultin 8 laser oecillation frequency m_y, in
effect, be swept Over the entire Doppler linewidth. A first-order
theory, some experimental results, anA an interesting application
are considered. (Author} M. M
A65-2195 I
THE DARK SIDE OF THE LA.SER.
3.3. Sch/ickman and R.H. Kingston (Llassachuseti8 Institute of
Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
Electronics. vo]- 38. Apr. 1% 1%5, p. 93-98. 7 rags.
Desc:dption of a dosimeter that measures the energy of • re-
flected inset pulse, developed as a safeguard against eye dan_ge.
Readings of the dosimeter will tell when the rndlation has reached
the danger lave]. Data obtained from experiments on eye da_ma_e in
rabbits were used to develop end calibrate the laser dosil_ete_. The
device is named pulsed laser dosimeter because it meaeuree the to-
tsl energy expoeure per laser pulse and util_es a modified gamma-
radiation dosimeter ae • high-impedance voltmeter. In addition,
the observer is provided with an absolute meene of determining the
radiation dos&Be , since the callbraied scale is a linear function of
energy density. The instrument _s dynamic range encc_npaseee all
the known normal mode lasers operating within the S-I spectral re-
sFonse (6. 000 to 10, 000 _) of the detector, Provisions have not been
r_ade, however, for work with Q-spoiled lasers, which produce pulsee
herin 8 a ri'se time of 0.5 to I nanosecond, and a duration of only a
few nanoseconds. This fs said to he due to design difficulties and to




LIGHT ON THE LASER'S FUTURE.
T.H. Maiman (Korad Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. ).
Electronics, vol. 38, Apr. 19, .1965, p, 11'9-121.
Discussion of the future possibilities and practical applications
of the laser. The subjects considered are: (I) theory and practice,
(Z) optically pumped solids, (5) semiconductor lasers, (4) ancillary
equipment, and (5) future applications. I%4.IVl.
A65-22206
GAS-PHASE LASER AS A SOURCE OF LIGHT FOR AN OPTICAL
DIFFRACTOMETER.
G. Harburn, K. Walkley, and C. A. Taylor (Manchester College
of Science and Technology, Physics Dept. , Manchester, England).
Nature, vol. Z05, Mar. 13, 1965, p. 1095, 1096.
Description of the use of continuous-output gas -phase ]a..r.
,as small-bandwidth sources of light for optical diffractometers.
The improvement in resolution that an He-Ne laser offers over the
usual combination of mercury-vapor lamp and Interference filter
is described. By focusing the output of the laser on the pinhole of
the diffractometer, the necessary brightness is easily obtained
with an extremely small bandwidth. For laser outputs of about
3 row, photographic exposures can be obtained which are comparable
to those for a 150-watt compact-source mercury-vapor lamp in
conjunction with a 70-_ bandwidth interference filter. P. I(.
A65.22463
INFRARED EM_SION OF CO AND COt0 AND A CONTINUOUS
CO 2 LASER BY DIRECT ACTION OF A HIGH-FREQUENCY EX-
CITATION [EMISSION INFRAROUGE DE CO ET CO Z ET LASER
CONTINU A C0 z PAR ACTION DIRECTE DIUNE EXCITATION
HAUTE FREQUENCE ].
Pierre Barchewitz, Lucian Dorbec, Robert Farrenq, Alain
Truffert, and Philippe Vautier (Paris, Universit -_, Laboratoire
d'Infrarouge, Chimie Physique, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise; Soci_t_
Anonyme des T_l_communications, Laboratoire de Physique,
Paris, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris)p Coracles Rendus, vol. 260, no. 13,
Mar. 29, 1965, p. 3581, 3582. In French.
Study of the vibrational emission of CO and CO Z toward 4.5_,
produced by direct high-frequency excitation of pure or mixed
gases, with discussion of its application to the production of a
continuous CO 1 laser emission towards 10.5_ (vibrational transitS.on
00°1 - 10°0) of lines of the branch P, the most intense of which is
the P(20) line, The laser has a power of the order of 0, 1 watt.
F.R, L.
A65-22501 _:
APPLICATIONS OF A GAS LASER TO AERODYNANIIC TESTING.
Koichi Oehima, Macao Yamamoto_ Katsutaka Sugaya, and Yuko
Oshima.
Tokyo, University', Institute of Space and Aeronautical,Science,
Bulletin, vok, l, Jan. 1965, p. I-ZY. in Japanese.
Description of the highly successful application of a He-Ne gas
laser to conventional schlieren methods and Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometry. The high brightness of the laser light source permits
such sensitive schlieren photography that the maximum sensitivity
obtained is actually limited by diffraction of the laser light beam
due to the models. The high monochromaticity and brightness make
adjustnlents of Mach-Zehnder interferometers very easy, and high
quality interferograms can be obtained for fields with very large
optical path differences (millions of fringe shifts). Such high
interferency of the laser light in Mach-Zehnder interferometry
suggests several new applications, such as measurement of tem-
perature fields in transparent liquids or solids, and strain analyses
of solid models. A few other laser applications to gasdynamic
testing are proposed, including heterodyne detection of two laser
light bea.rns in order to analyze the interference between light waves
and plasmas. (Author) D. H.
A65-22614
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASERS.
C. H. Swops and C, J. Koester (American Optical Co., Southbridge,
l_'_,s. )..
(Optical Society of America I Sprin_ h/,eeting r Washington r D.C.,
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 523-526. 6 refs.
Calculations from published data on threshold dosage for an
observable retinal lesion to determine the attenuation required to
protect the hun_an eye against pu/aed laser radiation. Several
highly attenuating filters were evaluated in terms of the maximu_.n
laser energy against which they provide protection. Because of
their very high absorption, some of the filters were found to break
or craze at relatively low energies. A solution to this problem
which provides eye protection against an Nd-doped glass laser
delivering up to 740 J in an impact area 5 rnr_ in diameter on the
filter is described. Several suggestions are made for protecting
the eyes of personnel working with lasers. (Author) F.R.L.
A65.2261S
GAIN NA/%ROWING IN A LASER AMPLIFIER.
David F. Hotz (Fresno _tate College, Dept, of Physlu_, Freino,
Calif. ).
Applied Optics. voL 4+ lV__y 19&5, p. 5Z7-530.
Observation of the phenomenon of gain n_rrowing of an in-
homogeneously broadened line in stimulated emission. Good agree-
meet with theory was found. The effect was observed hy measurins
the variation in gain across the amplifying line using a fixed fre-
quency laser oscillator and a tunable single-pass laser amplifier.
(Author) F.R.L.
A65-22616
LASER EMISSION LINES AND MATERIALS.
Albert J. Bevolo (Washington University, Dept. of Phyaicss St.
Louis, Ms.) and William A. Barker (Santa Clara, University,
Dept. of Physics, Santa Clara, Calif. ).
Applied _tics, vol, 4, May 1965. p. 531-543. 9_ tell.
Display of data on many of the laser materials reported in the
literature up to May 1964. The first section contains a list of laser
emission lines arranged according to increasing wavolength along
with the corresponding active ion and holt material. The second
section contains information on parameters pertinent to laser per-
formance. In both sections each line is referenced. NO attempt
has been made to include the wavelengths generated by second
harmonics or the Raman effect. In this tabulation the tots/ number
of laser lines considered is 357. These lines originate f_om 65
laser systems. This catalo S is intended to be Of Special USe to
research workers in the life sciences who may not be fan_lliar with
the range of laser frequencies now available. (Author) F.R.L.
A65-22619
THE OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A CW Nd : CaWO
LASER IN THE RANGE OF DRY ICE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE-
H. R. Aldag, R. S. Horwath (Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope
Co., Electro-Optics Group, Great Neck, N.Y.), and C. B. Zarowin
(Laser, Inc., BriarcliH Manor, N.Y.).
(Optical Society of Amnerica, S_rin_ l_,leeting, Washingtonr D.C.,
Apr. 1964.1 +
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 559-563.
USAF-supporte d research.
Discussion of the operational characteristics Of a continuous-
wave Nd:CaWO 4 laser in the range of dry ice to room temperature.
The experimental results are compared with the predicted equations
for power outlxtt and threshold power. It has been found that output
power is a linear function of absorbed pump power as predicted from
the rate equations for a four-level laser medium. The threshold
equation agrees qualitatlvely with the experimental results in that
it decreases with decreasing temperature due to the consequent
narrowing of the fluorescent line-width. The threshold condition
has been used to indicate the quantities that must be monitored to
optimize the crystal preparation and growth conditions. Continuous-
wave operation has been obtained with an a¢ and dc pump*lamp.
(Author) F.R.L.
A65-22620
GAS MIXTURES AND PRESSURES FOR OPTIMUM OUTPUT POWER
OF RF-EXCITED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS AT 63Z. 8 NM.
102
D. _aalens amd JL_rl F. Nofllon (Ngtiomai Zk_roma of _adardm 0
V_. D.C.).
A_ied O_¢_: _I. 4. Mny 1965. p. 54_5-_7.
Experimental establishment of co_litima8 for optimu_ 18see
scion. Two laser disdaarje tubes, d 50-cm length and 3-ram and
S-men i.d., respectively, were filled with three diggorunt m_uree
of helium and neon at varying total pressures ." The gas fillings for
which the two tubes yielded optimum action under rf excitation in a
60-cm confocai cavity at 632.8 nm were a 7:1 gas mixture at Z.3
tore for the 3-ram tube, and a 9:1 mixture at 2.0 torr for the S-ram
l_be. The 3-nun tube was found to be superior in peak output power
and ease of adjusUnent of the laser. (Author) F.R.L.
A&S-_21
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SLMPLE SINGLE-MODE He-Ne LASER.
K. M. Baird, D. S. Smith, G. R. Hanes (National Research Council,
Div. of Apl_ied Physics, Ottawa, Canada), and S. Tsunekane
(Government Mechanical Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 569-571.
Development of a simple laser system which is useful in metro-
logical applications. The ermssion is a single frequency at 0.63 _,
stable to the order of five 1_rts in 108. The output is aboue 50 @w,
sufficient for most interferometric metrology. (Author} F.R.L.
&dkS-22@22
VISIBLE AND UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118 WAVELENGTHS
IN IONIZED NEON, ARGON, KRYPTON, XENON, OXYGEN, AND
OTHER GASES.
William B. Bridges and Arthur N. Chester (Hughes Aircraft Co.,
Research laboratories. Malibu, Calif.).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965. p. 573-580. 21 refs.
Observation of laser oscillation at one hundred and eighteen
wavelengths in ionized neon, argon, krypton, xenon, oxygen, and
other gases in the spectral range Z677 Its 7993 _. Of these lines,
ninety-six have been definitely identified, and arise from singly.
doubly, and triply ionized atoms. A 2-m. pulsed dc discharge was
employed. Measured and calculated wavelengths and level classifica-
tions are tabulated. The majority of the laser lines observed are
shown by comparison with calculated relative line strengths to be
the strong lines predicted by LrS coupling that possess lower levels
optically connected to the ion ground state. The rules AS = 0. AJ •
AL = +I are reasonably well obeyed, although violations of L-S
restrictions on core change and multiplicity are also observed.
Evidence of upper level population by electron collision with ground-
state ions is presented. The time dependence of laser output under
pulsed excitation is discussed. (Author) F. R. L.
A6S-22624
INTER.DEPENDENCE OF THRESHOL.D. FILAMENT POSITION.
AND EFFICIENCY IN A LINEARLY PUMPED RUBY ROD.
Eugene W. Sucov (Westinghouse Electric Corp., Research Labora-
tories. Pittsburgh, Pa.).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965. p. 593-596. 8 refs.
Use of a ruby laser rod to map the distribution of light intensity
generated by a flash lamp inside a cylindrical reflecting cavity. A
fairly sharp focal region is found, but not at the expected location.
The location of the real focal region, which is identified by minimum
threshold and central lacing spot, is controlled by small changes in
geometry. Energy cunversiou efficiency increases by about 40_
when a laser rod is placed such that its center is coincident with
real focal region. A simple model is proposed to explain the motion
of the easing filament within t_e rod a8 the rod iteeH i8 moved within
the sharpty focused radiation field. A detailed test of this model
shows good agreement with measurements. (Author} F. I%. L.
A65-22625
/.hO, d[ER_ON LIQUIDS FOR, RUBY LASER,S.
M. E. Graham, B. I. Davis, and D. V. Keller (Northrop Corp.,
Venture Div., Newbury Park, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 613-615. 6 eels.
A65-22932
Results of a search for high index of refraction liquids suitable
for Lmnlersiou of ruby crystals in high-energy lasers. One liquid,
SnCIz.2HzO in glycerin, is reported which can exactly match the
index of ruby (I.76) and which, at the same time. is stable to the
flash-lamp environment and tranmparent at the ruby pumping and
lasing wavelengths. Another liquid, saturated aqueous SnCA 2. Z_I20.
has a slightly lower index (1.60), but is more generally useful
because of its low viscosity. Eight additional liquids with indices
in the range from 1.43 to i. 54 are reported, and tables are included
which list the relevant properties of all of the liquids considered.
(Author) F.R.L.
A65-22626
A COMPACT PULSED GAS LASER FOR THE FAR INFRARED.
L. N. Large and H. Hill (Services Electronics Research Laboratory,
Baldock, Herte.. England).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 625, 626.
Description of a compact sealed-off laser based on a 4.8-m
tube as a convenient source of stimulated emission in the far _R,.
The source wue designed to operate at 27.9_ to take advantage of
the strong oscillation obtained from the pulsed water vapor discharge
at this wavelength. After operation of one of these lasers for 30 hr
at 100-cps repetition rate, corresponding to300 bratl0 cpe, She peak
output power was unchanged from that initially measured.
F.R.L.
A65-22627
DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON-BEAM PENETRATION IN
LASER CRYSTALS.
M. Stim/er (U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Md. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 626-628.
Use of a curve based on data presented by Ehrenberg and King
to determine the penetration depth for 20-key electrons into materials
of known density. Analysis was also performed to extend the use-
_llness of the curve to cover a range of electron energies front
I0 key to 90 key. F.R.L.
A65-_'_728
PUL.SED LASER ACTION IN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN.
P. A. Baahulln, I. N. Kuiazev. and G. G. Petraeh (Akademi/u
NaukSSSR, Finicheskii Institut, Moscow, USS_).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheekoi Fiz_ vol. 47,
Oct. 1964. p. 1590 , 1591.)
Soviet Physics - 3ETP, vni. 20, Apr. 1965, p. 1068, 1069.
Translation.
A6S-2_711_
NF.,AK-INFRA.RF__D OSCILLATION IN PULSED NOBL_-GJLS-ION
LASERS.
Douglas C. Sinclair (U,S. Army, Engineer Research and Develop-
mast Laboratories, Fort Belvolr, Vs.).
A65-22932
MODES IN SPHERICAL-MIRROR RESONATORS.
Walter A. Specht, 3r. (California Institute oI Technology, Day. of
Engineering and Applied Science, Pasadena, Calif. ).
3ourcal of A_lied Ph_,sics, vol. 36, Apr. 1965, p. 1306-1313.
35 refe.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1322.
Ex_n_nation of a cavity-mode approach to the mode structure
of a laser. Solutions of the vector wave equation for electromagnetic
fields in and between perfectly Conducting oblate spheroidal cavities
are examined for the case of wavelengths much less than cavity
dimensions. These solutions are the field modes in Fabry-P_rot
type resonators with equal-rudiu_ concave spherical mirrors, or
with concave-convex spherical mirrors, when the parameters of
the oblate spheroids are chosen so that the radii of curvature and
spacing on the axis of rotation match those of the resonator mirrors.
Expressions for the transverse and longitudinal mode structures
are derived. The eigenvalue equations are written and solved for




COMPLETE SOLUTIONS TO THE RATE EQUATIONS DESCRIBING
Q-SPOILED AND PTM LASER OPERATION.
R. fi. Kay and G. S. Waldman (McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis,
Me. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Apr. 1965, p. 13i9-1323.
7 refs.
Derivation of the solutions of the rate equations describing the
Q-spoiled and pulsed-transmission-mode (PTM) operation of a
three-level laser. These solutions were carried out in two time
regions: (l) the delay time followed by (2} the pulse time. Region
(1) was tractable with approximate analytic methods, while in
region (Z) the equations were solved by analog computer. The
effect of the duration of the Q switch on the delay time and on the
PTM operation is investigated. It is found that Q-switch times as
long as 20 nse¢ give satsfactor7 PTM operation. (AuLho_} A, B. K.
A65.22949 #
THE LASER A3 A LIGHT SOURCE FOR THE MACH-ZEHNDER
INTERFEROMETER.
R. A. Jackson (Royal College of Advanced Technology, Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering, Salford, Lance., England).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 42j Apr. 196S, p. 282, 283.
Use of gas laser as a light source for a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer. The operatiou of this system is compared with the
familiar arrangement employing a mercury vapor lamp. High
coutr&st fringe| are demonstrated, and it is further shown that
the interferometer adjustments may be simplified when a laser
is used. (Author) M.M.
A65-23004
CALCULATION OF A MASER SINGLE PULSE IN THE COURSE OF
INSTANTANEOUS SWITCHING OF AN INTERFEROMETER [RASCHET
MONOLMPULISA KVANTOVOOO GENERATORA PRI MGNOVENNOM
VKLIUCHENII INTERFEROMETRA].
A. M. Samson and V, A. Sawn (Akademiix Nauk Belorusskoi SSR,
Inetitut Pisiki, Minsk, Belorusslan SSR).
Akademiia Nauk BSSR, Doklad),, vol. 9, Jan, 1965, p. 22-26.
8 refs. In Russian.
Derivation of formulas which make it possible to ar_ly=e the
basic characteristics of a peak pulse generated by a fraser, when
the lees factor is rapidly decreased by switching an interferometer.
The pulse characteristics are obtained as a function of the population
inversion, pumping power, mirror r effectivity, the interferometer
base, and other per&meters of the substance and resonant cavity.
V.P.
A65-23014
TIME DEPENDENCE OF STIMULATED EMISSION IN A RUBY
LASER WITH SPHERICAL MIRRORS.
T. N. Zubarev and A. K. Sokolov,
(Almdemiia Nauk SSSR, Doklad}% vol. 159, Nov. 21, 1964, p. 539. )
Soviet Ph)'sics- Doklad),, vol. 9, May 1965, p. 1006, 1007.
Translation.
Study of the time course of stimulated emission in a 12- x
120-ms ruby rod coaxial with an optical cavity employing opaque AI-
coated spherical mirrors with radii of curvature of _ 400 ms.
IVlodulation was by means of a helical Xe flash tube supplying 7, 5
kJoules of energy in flashes of I msec duration. The intensity
measurements were performed at room temperature. At suf-
ficiently high pumping power (capacitor voltage U • 5 kv), laser
action began with a transitional period of damped oscillation, fol-
lowed by a quasi-static regime involving a constant (more precise-
ly, a smoothly varying) component with a modulation depth of l0 to
20_0. At relatively low pumping power (U = 2. 5 to 4 kv), the emis-
sion was jn the form of a regular sequence of undamped pulses with
practically no constant component. The effect of varying the dis-
tance between mirrors was investigated, W.M.R.
A65o231S$
A BROADBANDED SOLID-STATE MICROWAVE MASER OPERAT-
ING AT 77.4°K.
E. O. Arnmann (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Sylvania
Electronic Systems Div. , Electronic Defense Laboratories, Mountain
View, Calif. ).
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and TechnicAues, vol.
MTT-13, Mar. 1965, p. 186-193. 36 refs.
Contract No. DA-36-059-SC-90839.
Study of eever_l aspects of the problem of obtaining solid-state
microwave maser action at 77.4DR. A maser cavity, designed to
have a large filling factor, high unloaded Q, and tunability over a Z_o
range i8 described. Using this cavity, a study was made of ruby as
a maser material at 77.4oK. An important result of this study is
the determination of the optimum Cr+++ concentration for 77.4oK
maser action. A well-known hroadhanding technique was applied
to the maser to increase its gain-bandwidth product. Two high-Q
microwave cavities spaced 3/4 wavelength apart were placed in front
of the maser cavity to produce the broadbanding. The experimental
results are given, and the usefulness oS this technique as a method
of improving maser performance is =valuated. The broadbandod
maser had a midband gain of 14.5 dh and a bandwidth of 7.5 Mc at
a signal frequency of 9. 3 Gc. Approxiraately 3-1/2 watts Of pannp
power at 23.4 Gc were required. (Author) D.H.
A6g-_J!96
SYSTEMS PROBLEMS IN THE USE OF LASERS IN SPACE
COMMUNICATION.
E. I. Moss (Douglas Aircr_ Co., Inc., Missile and Space Systems
IXv., _kmta Monied, Calif. ).
IN: ELECTltONIC._ IN TRAHSITI_; WINTEK CONVENTION ON
MILITARY ELECTRONICS, 6TH, LO6 ANGELES, CALIF.,
FEBI_UARY 3-5, I%5, PROCEEDINGS. VOLUME 4. [A65-23182
13-09]
C,oeference sponsorad by tha Professional Technical Group on
Military Electronics of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
_tneers, Los Angeles Sec_on.
Los Angeles. Institute of Electrical and Electronics F,ngineers.
Los Angeles District, 1965. p. UIB-26 to II_B-39. 17 role.
Zxa_aination of problems involved in the use of lasers in space
comznuulcation. The relative merits of microwave and optical sys-
toms are analTsed. The problem of coherence is discussed in its
connection with narrow beam formation and with the possibility of
frequency modulation of the carrier. Problems connected with the
receiwer optics and beam deflection are considered. Tracking,
_&m polzJttng, end acquisition are studied in some detail. Various
atmospheric ef/ecte are taken into account. It is concluded that the
application of the laser to space co_municaton awalti further
• dvanca8 prin_arily in the field of laser technology. Until such
advlncaa are made, it is 8aid that optical communication cannot
replace uk(, since the reliability of a microbearn optical link is too
low for total reliance to be placed on it. The ultimate role of
optcal contn_unicaton in sp_ce is seen to be as S medium for the
n'Aaos transfer of qualitative inforn_tion rather than as a substitute
for conventional telemetry. A.B.K.
A6S-23273
A CONTINUOUS N20 LASER BY THE DIRECT ACTION OF HIGH-
FREQUENCY EXCITATION [LASER CONTINU A N20 PAR ACTION
DIRECTE D' UNE EXCITATION HAUTE FREQUENCE].
Pierre Barchewitz, Lucien Dorbec, Alain Truffert, and Philippe
Vautier (Paris, Universite_ Laboratoire d'Infrarouge, Orsay,
Seine-st-else; Soci_t_ Anonyme de Te'le_communications,
Laboratoires de Physique, Paris, France).
Acade'mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. 260,
no. 15, Apr. IZ, 196S, p, 4179-418L In French.
Experimental data on laser action observed by the direct hf
excitation of N20 and a NzO-argon mixture placed ins laser cavity.
The intensity of the emission of direct hf-excited NzOwas lower than
that observed for pure CO2; the emission obtained with an NzO-argon
mixture wasof Iowintensity andunstable in character. The exciting
frequency was approximately 20 L4c, and the rays were of the_Branch
P type, which corresponds to a vibrational transition of 00°1-10°0;
these rays are substantially the same as those observed by Patel.
Thus it would appear that an energy exchange due to resonating col-
lisions plays a basic role in the observed laser emission. The
laser cavity was 1. 20 m long, corresponding to a spacing of 1Z5 Mc




MEASUREMENT OF THE CHRObL[UM-DOPED RUTILE MJLSER
OPERATING AT THE LIQUID NITROGEN TEMPERATURE.
Risao I-Say.hi and Tamhi lgarashi (Ministry of Post and Tele-
communications, Radio Research Laboratories, Tokyo, 3apes}.
Radio Research Labor_ories, Journal, vbl. 12, Jam. 1965, p. 53-
58. 5 refs.
Experimental investigation of a chrom_zm-doped rutll_ maser
operatln 8 at the liquid nitrogen temperature. The p_e of
inversion ratio was measured with various conce,,+ratiol_ of
chromium in futile. .44)ptyin _ the effect of cross relaxaCto=, u
the result of observations, an inversion ratio Of about 2 was
obtained. At this temperature, it was found that the maser ac_
is possible, and the cross relaxation'effect was observed in the
rue/Is _er investigated. _or) M.M.
TOWARD6 A LASER KADAI FOR NEAit-HCIIZ(Xq U _r.
A. F. Nlcholson (lqdlipe h_astrins Pry., Ltd., Iterearch
LaJ_raCory, HeDdma, South Ansttal2a, Auetra]Jm).
T_ m Military Electa_m_s r w)L MIL-9, Jso. 1%5,
p. 70-7Z.
Discussion of • laser radar that uses a wide-angle, flood-
light _ but lopsided merry, beam that is cut off shay _OJJ a
certaks curfaca so that it can bu used near the k_rin_ or other
interfaces ,with zntntnud terr_io bark reflections. It hLs a control
eystm_ th_ motes the _mersy beam so u to mid t4.rraJa r_c-
lieu, and cre_es an eftecitve central bem_ wh/ch is s_q_]_rly
wider than the emzrsy beam so that torE•to cat•ida the mrgy
beall_ _ tm the ccmltrol _I C_ he "_o_ed to tO aa "_e_t
whi rk Is _ed in data//. The sy_I_1 _ht be used for _.k._
objects close to the horse(m, such u lowofly_ aircraft, and,
hr (/f it vere pass/hie to lock am to tl_ &]ppz_plddl_41 ]Doppler
shi_s) pe_s evlmbelowlmd dba_rt of the horbw,z. Itm_tbe
posefble to day*lop a be*mridis8 minsibs bued on the nsme ldea_
for usa aSabsut torIsti close to _ _ er, if the / ware
laid bye I opermr, assJast low-speed ter8ete belew the
herlaou. (Author) y.P.
Ael-_il 9 #
ATTITUDE SENSING _ ]PO_A3UT.J_ LASER BEAMS.
John L. DaLtey (Kadio Corpora_n of A_er/_, Defense FAectz_tc
Products, Ms•alia a_ce Ksd_r _/v., idoorestown, N.3.).
IN: NEW DIMENSIONS IN SPACE TECHNOIA)GY; SPACE
CONGRESS, ZND. COCOA BEACH, FLA., AP_I, 5-7..1_,
PROCEEDINC_S. [_5-Z3599 13-31]
Congress sponsored by the C_ver =_ Counc_ of Technir._l Soc£e_es.
Coco_ Beach, Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1%5.
p. Z81-298.
D4esi_n of a_ optical system to monitor the a1_ude of a mJ_sile
d_rin 8 early launch ph_e. The system util_e8 _eive reflective
components mounted on the missile to return a pair Of laser beams
transmitted from a ground station. The beams have their polarisa-
tion state modulated by the reflective elements such that polariJ_ation
ii a _mction Of D_i_eile attitude. The returned beams are passed
through a polarisation analysing system at the ground station au_d
missile attitude computed from the measured polarisation param-
eters. (Author) D. H •
A6S-23@26 =
A_ I_ON OF THE _SCR TO ¢_ECT_C PROPU_IO_.
F. A. Giori and A. S. Gilmour, Jr. (Corneil Aeronm_ical Labo-
ratory, Inc. , Buffalo, N. Y. )..
IN: NEW DIMENSIONS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY; SPACE
C_, 2ND, _OCOA BEACH, FLA., APRY.L 5-7, 1965,
PROCEEDINGS. [A65-Z3599 13-31]
Congress sponsored by the Canaveral Council Of Technic_ Societies.
Cocoa Beach, Canaveral Council of Techz, lcal Societies, L965,
p. 386-402.
Research supported by CorneI1 Aeronautical Laboratory.
Use of focused tight from a ruby laser to produce ion currents
of several amperes and electron currents of hundreds of amperes
from a surface disk less than 0.0Z0 in. in diam. Ion velocities
have been measured to be over 4 km/sec as emitted; they changed
very slowly with changes in laser energy applied to the emitter.
Estimates of emitter temperature and plasma density together with
electrical measurements of currents and voLtages indicate a hisbly
ionized plasma. Mass spectrometer measurements verified that
only singly charsed atoms were being formed and that ionization of
the emitter was over 9_ complete. These findings suggest that
the laser-excited emiesinn technique should flnd favorable &pptication
tO two types Of thrusters. In one type the impulse caused by the
relatively high initial velocity of the emitted particle| would be
used directly; in the second, the high density relatively mono@nergetlc
and hilly ionized pl_ma would be used as an ion or plasma source
in an ecceleratur type of thrustor, thus obtaining hi_her ejection
velocities and consequent higher values of specific impulse. The
e _]___r/mentul results show that thw_xst8 oY a_o,_ 2_ ,_l]_vw_w_4__ w___m
produced with 196 watts/millipeund power consumption. The
specific impulse in the direct thrustor example cited was about
b00 sec. When used as an ion source, several amperes of ion
current can be obtained at ionisation efficiencies of 600 •v/inn when
only the laser i8 used. The energy required for ion production was
found to be as low as 30 ev/inn when ionisation was enhanced by the
_,xternal circuit. Thrust and specilic impulse in this case are
:•her•fled by the accelerating potentials selected for a given engine.
_Author) O.H.
A6S-2M46
A STUDY OF LASER CAVTrIES USING THE GEOMETKICAL OPTICS
APPROXIAMTION [ETUDE DES CAVITIES LASER DAHS L_APPXOX:
M_TE)N DE L, OPTE_UE GEO&LETRIQUE_
B. Macke (Centre National d' Etudes des Te'l_¢_icstlous,
lssy-les-Moulinemu¢, Seine, France).
3ou_'_1 de _hysic_e, _oL ?-6, Mar. 1965, p. 104A-LI_A. 9 tess.
In F:_ch.
A method for calculating opthmum IMer cavity structures us/a/
matrix calculations based on the geometrical optics approuimatto_.
The technique is first developed for ClaSSiCal two-mirror laser
cavities and then extended to three-mirror felts 8rid rinJ
cavities. Whi_a this method has been llmitad to thz@e-mirror con-
figurstions, it can easily he extended to square of other £out-sided
loops _hich are of interest when =sin I lasers ae iyroscopes and as
semstUve interfermters. Since the method is based on the op-
tioalleo_strical approximation, it gives no quaJ_tttative lnforma-
_ G_ cav_v sees@I; it also gives no data relative to polazLsatim_
phem_mena. However, the matrix calculatim_s have the advantage
of het_ fl_ and of is•eras application. D.P.F.
£6S-_MMW
THE _ EFFECT AND EI_CTROLUMINF_CENC_ IN GAL-
ARSL_XDE [EFF]CT LASER ET ELJZCTROLUMIN]CS_NCZ
DANS LE GALLIUM ARS_IC].
3. Fe_t_ and 3. Meula_an (itadiotechnique S. A., L_borstoire de
D_veloppe_ent Physico-Chimique, Cash, France).
(Soci_te'Fran_alee de Ph_si_uef Groupes O_i_ue, Spectroscopic
et Physique du Snlide, Meeting. Dig•u, France, Apr. 30-Ma_ 2,
1%4. )
o_--nalde Ph]rsi_ue, re1. Z6, Ma_. 1965, p. Lt9A-121A. In
French.
A summary of the physical condi_s required to obtain the
l_ser effect in a p-n Junction, foliow_ by a brief description of
the tedmOlOr/used in coustructit_g laser d4r_Lces, h&ost of the
semic_incto=s which _ under cohu_n8 TTT stud V of the periodic
table are better e_itters of Light than sillcou or Js_ The
inversion of carrier pol_zla_ permits of obtalnioj the laser effect
if two conditions Lre fulfilled: (1) that the quan_ty Of ouerST of the
stimulated emissio= he greater than that lost by ahsorp4_o_ 8rod
diffraction; (2) that the structure be capable of res_stln_ so as
to confine the elnct_c_u_neti_ ene.rgy, thus obtoinin_ coherence.
The first of these two cu_ditions is the most di_tcult to meet.
E_'porimOl_.tS.1 toch.ll_Lqtlel for S_o pce_al_ of ILU.b,=i_ erJe_ide
CryltSlI are described, V_hou operating, the laser device must
he co01ed to the tempersture of liquid nit:oge_ Peak injected
energy can v_ry betwee_ 50 and 200 watts, with a very weak form
factOr of 10 "3 to 10 "4, so as to avoid raisiog the tez_per&tt_e.
Temperature is critical. Switching properties ere studied,
D. P. F.
A6S43964
DETECTCt%S F(3_ MICROWAVE-MODULATED LIGHT.
L. F_ Anderson (BeLt Telephone Laboratories, Inc., l_rr_y HIM,
N. J.).
Elect_o-Technolo_y, vnl. 75, May 1965. p. 44-48. 16 raft.
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A65-24002
Evaluation of devices which obtain in/ormation from modulated
laser beams, Photoemissive detectors and solid-state photodetec-
tors are discussed. Photoemissive detectors have poor quantum
efficiency, limited life, and are complex; solid-state photodetectors
have good quantum efficiency but low interaction impedance, and - in
conventional use - no intrinsic current gain. When reasonable
quantum efficiency, carrier multiplication, and low transit-time
dispersion can be combined in a single device, substantial improve-
ments will occur. Adequate performance throughout the visible
spectrum will probably he realized by the high-speed photomulti-
pliers now being developed. B.B.
A65-24002
OPTICAL COHERENCE AND PHOTON STATISTICS.
Roy J. Olauber {Harvard University. Carnbridge_ Mass. ).
IN: QUANTUM OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS; GRENOBLE,
UNIVERSITY, SUMMER SCHOOL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS,
1964 SESSION, LEg HOUCHES, FRANCE, LECTURES. [A65-
24000 13-16]
Edited by C. DeWitt, A. Blandin, and C. Cohen-Tarmoudji.
Lectures sponsored by the Minist_re de l'Education Nationals and
NATO.
New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc. , 1965,
p. 63-185. 25 refs.
Study of the relation between optical coherence and photon
Statistics. A brief recapitulation of classical theory is given.
Various interference experiments illustrating the coherence proper-
ties of light are described. Quantum theory is introduced, and the
nth-order correlation function is derived. The photodetection
process is considered for the cases of one-atom and n-atom photon
detectors, and the probability that photoabsorption occurs during a
given period of time is calculated. The analytical properties of the
correlation functions and their relation to experimental measure-
ments are investigated. Youngls experiment is discussed at some
length as an example typical of the interference experiments based
on the measurement of a first-order correlation function. A simple
classical description is given of the way in which the correlation
fringes appear in the intensity interferometer when the field is
produced by a pair of sources with small angular separation.
Higher-order coherence and photon coincidences are considered.
Methods are developed for discussing the photon statistics of
arbitrary radiation fields in fully quantum-mechanical terms, ex-
tensive use being made of the coherent states of the field. It is
shown that any quantum state of the field may be represented by a
unique expansion in terms of the coherent states. Radiation by a
predetermined charge-current distribution is studied. The use of
the P-representation of the density operator to express phase-space
distributions for the field is considered. The use of correlation
functions to describe quasi-probability distributions is illustrated.
Elementary models of light beams are described, including a model
for ideal laser fields. Interference between independent fight
beams is discussed briefly. Various photon-counting experiments
are evaluated. A.B.K.
A65-24003
OPTICAL PUMPING [POMPAGE OPTIQUE].
J. Broseel (Ecole Norrnale Super=sure, Paris, France).
IN: QUANTUM OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS; GRENOBLE,
UNIVERSITY, SUMMER SCHOOL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS,
1964 SESSION, LEg HOUCHES, FRANCE, LECTURES. [Ab5-24000
I3-16]
Edited by C, DeWitt, A. Blandin, and C, CohenoTarmoudji.
Lectures sponsored by the Miniet_re de l'Education Nat=susie and
NATO.
New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc. , 1965,
p. 187-3Z_. 114 ref|. L_ French.
Description of optical-pumping experiments. The basic
methods of producing and detecting an atomic orientation are de-
scribed, the discussion being limited to a consideration of longi-
tudinal parameters. The general characteristics of methods of
optical pu:hping are outlined, the question of transverse parameters
being considered. Practical applications of optical pumping are
described. Relaxation processes are studied with the aid of
optical methods. The relaxation of odd isotopes of mercury on
molten silica wails and of rubidium atoms on saturated paraffin
coatings is considered. Collisions between a buffer gas and an
atom undergoing optical pumping are studied for atoms in the
excited state and in the ground state. Transitions induced by a
definite type of photons in an atomic system involving several
levels and transition.s induced by the simultaneous action of several
types of photons in a two-level system are investigated. The role
of coherence in the multiple diffusion of light is considered. The
effects of light on atomic-energy levels are analyzed in detail, a
quantum theory Of the optical-pumping cycle being developed. A
physical interpretation of the theoretical results is given, and an
experimental check of the findings is made. A.B.K.
A65-24004
THEORY OF OPTICAL MASERS.
W. E. Lamb, Jr. (Yale University, New Haven, Conn. ).
IN: QUANTUM OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS; GRENOBLE, UNIVER-
SITY, SUMMER SCHOOL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS, 1964
SESSION, LEg HOUCHES. FRANCE, LECTURES. [A65-24000
t3-16]
Edited by C. DeW=St, A. Bland=n. and C. Cohen-Taunoudji.
Lectures sponsored by the MiniatUre de l'Education Nationals and
NATO.
New York, Cordon and Breach, Science Publishers. Inc.. 1965,
p. 329-381. 25 refs.
Discussion of the theory of optical masers. Certain preliminary
remarks are made concerning oscillators. A brief account is given
of the quantum-theoretical and classical approach to spontaneous
and stimulated emission of radiation. A classical model for maser
action is described. The theory of the ammonia-beam maser is
outlined. A theoretical model for the behavior of an optical maser
is presented, in which the electromagnetic field is treated
classically and the active medium is made up of thermally moving
atoms which acquire nonlinear electric dipole moments under the
action of the field according to the laws of quantum mechanics.
The amplitudes and frequencies of multi=ode oscillation are
determined as functions of the various parameters characterising




All Javan (]Vlassachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass. ).
IN: QUANTUM OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS; GRENOBLE,
UNIVERSITY, SUMMER SCHOOL OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS,
1964 SESSION, LE_ HOUCHES, FRANCE, LECTURES. [A65-
24000 13-16]
Edited by C. DeW=St, A. Bland=n, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji.
Lectures sponsored by the Midist_re de l'Educatton Nationale and
NATO.
New York, G°rd°n and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc. , 1965,
p. 383-408.
Discussion of gaseous optical masers. The problem of a
Doppler-broadened transition subject to an optical frequency field
in the form of a standing w_ve is considered. Experimental ob-
servations of the saturation effect are emphasis=d, together with
additional considerations involving manifestations of a number of
pressure effects. The possibility of using a stimulated Raman
effect when the Stokee-shHted line lies in the microwave range is
m_ntioned. Certain collision processes which tend to bring partial
thermal equilibrium within a group of atomic levels, while the
overall atomic system remains nonthermodyoamical, are investi-
gated. The theory developed in this connection is directed toward
discussions of certain distributions of populations which may'in
principle be realised in a gaseous discharge. By way of example.
it is shown that a rather sizeable polarisation of the nuclear spin
of certain atomic species can be obtained in a high-pressure
gaseous discharge in an external magnetic field. A formal dis-
cussion of an optical maser amplifier is presented, and the ultimate
spectral width of an optical maser oscillator is derived. A.B.K.
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A6_24007
SOLID-STATE LASERS [LES LA.qERS A SOLIDES|.
P- AJsrain_Ecole Norm_e Sul_ria_re, Paris. France).
IN: QUANTUM OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS; GR_OBLE,
UNIVERSITY, SUMMER SCHOOL C_" THEORETICAL PHYSICS,
1%4 SESSION, LOS HOOCHES, FmamCE, _.ECTUmES. [A65-
24000 13-16]
Edited by C. DeWitt0 A. Blandin, &nd C. Cohen-TannoudjL
Lectures spo,dored by the Minist_re de l'Educatinn Nationa/e and
HATS.
New York. Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc., 1%5,
p. 523-553. InFrench.
i_.e¢_ _ aolidom¢_te Lasers qlr_th sp•c_K_ emp_ksio On
semiconductOr lasers. Gertatn furs/ remarks are made con-
eernla 8 pumpi_. Electzonic-bomba:thnent iaJers ual_j materials
dop@d tO various degrees are considered. The subject of p-n
junction lasers i8 touched upon briefly. Lasers with • tl"SnspsrenZ
solid matrix •re ixveetistted. The role of the matrix is •ns/ysed,
ted widmniq of the absorption lines of an impurity in • solid
matrix is considered. The problem of reabsorpt/on from the solid
state is discussed, as well as the _ture of effectively utilized
impurity-nuLtrix eyeteroJi. The dynL,_icl of the oporttion of the
solid-st_Ate laser •re examined, Special mention is made of lapsed
lasers and the l_nits on the power •bAt csm be obtained from them.
Ruby amplifiers and oscillation modes of • crystal laser are dis-
cussed briefly. The stimulated Raman effect obta/ned with the aid
of pulsed ruby lasers is described. A.B.K.
A4_24011
A P_N£TIC MASER AMPLIFIF.R WITH COUPLED ACTIVE
CAVITIES OPERATING AT A WAVELENGTH OF 21 CM.
R. M. Martirosixn and A. M. Prokhorov.
_adiot_dmika i Elaktro_ika r voL 9, Dec. 1964, p. 2094-Z098. )
Radio Ea_ineerix R and EAectrc_ic Ph,/s/cs I voL 9, Dec. 1%4,
p. 1741-1744. S reds. Translation.
[For abstract s•e Access•am no. A65-14136 05-09]
A4dl-24012 @
PAS6BAND OF A MULTZCAVITY PAR.AMAGNETIC MASER
AMPI.,IFIF._
V. B. Shte/nshls/ler and G. S. Misers•key,
_ed_ i Eisktronika r voL 9. Dec. 1964. p. 2099-2104. )
Radio En_eert_ and Electronic Physics f vol. 9, Dec. 1964,
p. 1744-2749. 8 reds. Translaticm,
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-14137 05-09]
A65-24019 #
THE STABILIZATION OF AN UNSTABLE MODE OF OPERATION
IN A TWO-LEVEL MAS_.
A. S. Agnbeklan, A. Z. Orzsiuk, L G. Zubazev, V. L Svergun.
and A_ N. Oraevskii.
(_adiot_ i Elektronika. voL 9. Dec. 1%4. p. 2156-2165. )
Radio En_ineerin_ _nd Electronic Physics, voL 9, Dec. 1964,
p. 1790-1797. 6 reds. Translation.
[For abstract •ee Accession no. A65-14144 05-16]
ON CALCULATING THE NONSTATIONARy PROCESSF_ IN
LASERS.
A. L. Mike•lean, M. L. Ter-Mik•elixn. and lu. G. Turkey.
_Radiotekhnika i Elektronika° re1: 9, Oct. 1964. p. 1788-1749. )
Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics, vol. 9, Oct. 1964,
p. 1482-1491. 8 refs. Tran_intion.
A6S-240_3#
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF INFRARED LASER RADIATION
[O VIZUAL, NOM NAB/./UDENII INFRAKRASNOGO IZLUCHENKA
OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATOR_A_ ].
A65-24130
L. S. Yes•leeks, V. P. Chebotaev. and lu. V. Tree•ski/ (Akad_ni/a
Nauk _, Sibirskoe Otdelanie, lost•rut Radiofiziki i Elektron/k/,
Novosibirsk, USS_).
Zhurnal Eksper/n_ental' no• i Tester•cheeks• Fiziki_ vol. 48, Mar.
1965, p. 777, 778. In Russian.
Descriptio_ of experiments in visual perception of intense
coherent /nframed radiation. Radiation of 0. 95, L U, 1.15, and
1. 18 U frown a gas laser was observed with the unaided eye. Radia-
tion with ), • 0. 95 _ is perceived as red light, while radiation with
k • 1.11, L 15, and L 18 _ is perceived as light with half the wave-
length of red I/ght. {Author) A.R.K.
A_4-m #
INVESTIGATION OF A LARGE-CURRENT NEON-HYDROGEN
LASER [ISSLEDOVANIE OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO
GENERATOR.& NA SMES1 NEON-VODOROD PRI BOL' SHIKH
T OKAKI-I R.AZRIADA].
V. P. Chebotaev and L. S. Vasilenko (Akademiia Nauk _._,
Sibirskoe Otdeisnie. Institut Radiofiziki i Elek_roniki, Novosibirsk,
USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperin_ental' no• i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki vol. 48, Mar.
1965, p. 779-78L In Rusrian.
Result• of an investigation of the |i|liO_ spectrunl of i neo_-
hydrogen laser for the case of high current densities in the hollow
cathode. Seventeen lines of the Zs-2p transition series of neon in
the range from 0. 94 _o 1. 4 p are produced at a cathode current den-
sity of 260 X_a/C:_ 2. (Author) A. R. K.
A65-240_ #
SPECTRAL AND TME CHARACTERISTICS OF STIMULATED
RADIATIONFROM CaFz:Sm2+ [SPEKTRAL' NYE I VREM_NNYE
KHARAKTERISTIKI STI_UL]ROVANNOGO IZLUCHENIIA
CaFz:SmZ+ ].
lu. A. Anan'ev and B. M. Sedov.
Zhurnal Eks_erimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskol Fit•k;, voL 48, Mar.
1965, p. 782-790. 18 reis. In Russian.
Exper/x_mtal investigation of the spectrum of the stimulated
radiation from CaF2:SmZ+. The distribution of the radiation with
respect to axial oscillation modes is studied. A continuous suc-
cession of transverse oscillation modes is observed under steady-
state-en_iasion conditions. It is demonstrated that the absence of
oscillations in the integral radiation from CaFz:Sm 2+ is due to the
superpose•ion of a large number of spikes over a certain period of
t_ne, these spikes corresponding to v&rious tranrverse oscillation
modes. Information on the spatial distribution of various oscilix-
ties modes in the radiation i8 obtained. (Author) A.B.K.
A65-240@8 #
EMISSION OF MONOPU_SES OF COHERENT LIGHT BY A TWO-
C0MPOI_NT MEDIUM WITH N'EGATI"VE ABSORPTION
[1ZLUC_-_N]_ MONOI_PUL _SOV KOG_J_NTNC_ SVETA
9WKHKOMPONENTN01 S]_DOI S OTRITSATEL _NYM
POG_OS_C_n_N_.M].
V. 1. Borodulin, N. A. Ermakova, L. A. Rivlln, and V. S.
Shil' diaev.
Zhurnal EksperimentalOnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fizikl, vol. 48, Mar.
1965, p. 845-849. 8 refs. In Russian.
Consider&•ion of the excitation of autO-oscillatlons in a medium
which is located in a F&bry-P_rot resonator and contains two types
of quantum oscillators with equal energy transitions. For a certain
relation betwean the parazneters such a m•diu_ e_its monopolies
of Light. The shape, energy, a_plitude, and duration of • moss-
pulse are dotal"mined. Monopulse emission from a medium con-
listing of ruby single crystals and KS-19 glass plates was observed
experimentally. However, the applic&bility of this mechanism to




Walter L. Knecht (USA.F, Systems Command, Research and Tech-
nology Div. , Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE,




Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton
Section, 1964, p. 240-244.
Review of the properties and behavior of gallium arsenide
injection lasers. The fabrication and inherent capabilities of GaAs
and mixed-crystal injection lasers are described. The performance
characteristics of GaAs lasers are discussed and are compared
with those of other types of lasers. The GaAs laser is shown to
surpass any other laser with regard to efficiency and CW-power
output. Applications for injection lasers are described. P.K.
A65-24131 #
REVIEW OF LASER APPLICATIONS.
George R. White (Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena,
Calif. ).
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE,
DAYTON, OHIO, I%_AY 11-13, 1964, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-2410l
la-Og]
Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton
Section, 1964, p. 246-251.
Discussion of the properties, behavior, and potential applica-
tions of various types of lasers. The laser types considered are
ruby, neon-helium gas, gallium arsenide injection, neodymium in
calcium tungstate, and pulsed neodymium in glass; the KDP
harmonic oscillator is also discussed. Applications are described
for radar, instrumentation (including instruments for medicine,
spectroscopy, micromachining, and microwelding), navigation,
and communications. P.K.
A65-24189 #
NEODIUM GLASS LASER AND ITS OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Maeahide Kamiyama (Tokyo, University, Dept. of Electronic
Engineering, Tokyo, Japan).
Tokyo, University, Faculty of Engineering, Journal, Series A,
no. 2, 1964, p. 30, 31. In Japanese.
Investigation of stimulated emission in a glass laser containing
neodymium. Silicate glass is used as the base material because it
best emits the fluorescence of Nd +3. Glass rods have a low thresh-
old value when containing 2 to 5% Nd20 3 as could be expected from
the relation of fluorescence to neodium concentration. Emission
spectra of Nd +3 in glass laser rods are also observed. Cavity modes
and broadening Of fluorescence lines are investigated, and experi-
mental results are detailed. (Author) B.B.
A65-24276
LOCKING OF He-Ne LASER MODES BY INTRACAVITY ACOUSTIC
MODULATION IN COUPLED INTERFEROMETERS.
M. Didomenico, Jr. and V. Czarniewski (Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries. Inc., Murray Hill, N,J.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Apr. 15, 1965, p. 150-152. 6 refs.
A report on mode-locking experiments in a 6328 _ He-Ne laser
by means of synchronous intracavity acoustic modulation in coupled
multimode confocal interferometers. The major innovation in this
experimental work is that the internal loss modulation is performed
in a separate resonator coupled to the laser resonator. The prac-
tical advantage of placing the modulator in a coupled interferometer
is that it leaves the laser interferometer essentially undisturbed and
puts most of the optical loss of the system into a weakly coupled
resonator, although this does result in some decrease in the avail-
able power output of the laser. Mode locking, which is i11ustrated
in the text, is obtained by placing the coupled interferometers in
the confocal configuration, with the coupling mirror M 2 located at
the common focal plane of mirrors M 1 and M 3. Mode locking was
found to occur as the acoustic exciting frequencywas tuned near 50 Mc.
Several other experiments were performed to determine the sensi-
tivity of the locking to variations in some of the parameters of the
system. D.P.F.
A65-24280
MEASUREMENT OF PARAMETRIC GAiN ACCOMPANYING OPTI-
CAL DIFFERENCE FR]_UENCY GENERATION.
Charles C. Wang and George W. Racette (Philco Corp. , Applied
Research Laboratory, Blue Bell, Pa. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, Apr. 15, 1965, p. 169-171. 15 rare.
Contract No. AF 30(602)-3364.
A description of the method used to obtain parametric amplifica-
tlon n¢ a light beam of 6328 X by the second harmonic frequency at
3469 _, of the stimulated radiation from ruby laser crystals. Re-
sults indicate that the parametric gain is of the order of 1 db. The
experimental arrangement consists of a He-Ne gas laser, operating
at 6328 _, which provides a signal beam of 10 -2 watt. An ultra-
high-quality Linde ruby rod with 60 ° orientation, 1/4 in. in diameter
and 3 in. long, is Q- switched to provide an output pulse of 30 rnw peak
power and 30 nsec width, at half-intensity points. An A.DP crystal
8 cm in length was placed in the unfocused ruby laser bean% and
oriented to that the index matching condition was satisfied for
second harmonic generation. The second harmonic thus generated
provided the pump power for parametric amplification. At the
second ADP crystal pump power at 3469 _was found to be about 2
row. Pump and signal beams were aligned using Polaroid films.
With signal power of 8.2 mw at the AmP crystal, the maximum dif-
ference frequency generated was found to be about I. 2 row, corre-
sponding to a power amplification of 17. 690. D.P.F.
A65-24282
A LOW-TENSION DISCHARGE OF VERY HIGH INTENSITY START-
ED BY LASER PULSES [DECHARGE BASSE TENSION A TRES
HAUTE INTENSITE INITIEE PAR IMPULSION LASER].
Germain Chartier and Albert Septier (Paris, Universite, Inetitut
d'Electronique, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. 260, no. 18.
May 3, 1965, p. 4685-4688. 8 refs. In French.
A description of the results obtained by focusing the luminous
beam from a ruby laser onto a titanium hydride target which acts
as one of the electrodes of a diode, whereby pulses of current attain
an intensity of several hundreds of amperes for several _ sec.
This procedure facilitates the formation of very dense discharges,
or it can be used as a high-intensity ion source. D.P.F.
A65-24309
HYDROGEN-I_ASER PR/NCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES.
D. Kleppner, H. C. Berg, S. B. Crampton, N. F. Ramsay
(Harvard University, Cambridge, Mace.), R. F. C. Veesot, H. E.
Peters, and J. Vanier (Varian Associates, Beverly, Mass.).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, Section A, vol. 138, May 17, 1965,
p. A 972-A 983. 32 refs.
NS F -Navy-NASA -suppor ted research.
Details of the techniques and design principles relevant to the
construction and operation of a hydrogen maser. These include
methods for the generation of atomic hydrogen, state selection,
design of the microwave cavity, production of very low magnetic
fields, coating the hydrogen storage bulb, and tuning the maser.
A figure of merit is introduced which indicates the optimum choice
of parameters. (Author) W .M.R.
A65-243,52
L_ER M/CROWELDINO.
James R. Shackleton (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Ground Systems Group,
Fullerton, Calif. ).
Semiconductor Products and Solid State Technology, vol. 8, May
1965, p. 15-19.
108
Discussion of the capabilities, characteristics, and applications
of the I_er n_crowelding technique for the formation of srm_ll
electrical joints. Applications covered include welds to thin films
and between dissimilar n_teri_s of widely different thicknesses,
and the formation of electrical connections directly throueh a sheet
of/_suLiLted m_eri_. Preliminary testm on laser microwe_ling
are briefly discussed, and the eHecta of various thin-film circuit
subatrates on the quality of the weld are ex_mir_ed. P.K.
A_-248_
DETERMINATION OF THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF A SOLID
U_,I,NG A FAR INFRA-RED _SF._t.
J. E. Chamberlain and H. A. Gebbie (National Physical Laboratory,
Basic Physics Div., Teddlngton0 Middx., F._al_l }.
Nature, vol. 206, May 8, 1965, p..602, 603. 5 refs.
Description of a method, using a f_r _ Michelaon interfercml-
eter LL1um_ted with the 337-micron radiation frown a CN n_ser,
for determining the refractive index of a solid. The method is
review_cl, a_d its appJ.icatic_ to measure the refractive indices of
poly_hene, polytetralluorethylene, _d crystalline quart= is da-
scribed. The results support those obtained by Fourier methods.
It is noted that the combinatim_ of maser and Fourier methods can
be used for preciaion 1_ dispersion meam_re_e_ts on _terLt/s
in amy phase. P.K.
AOI-I%]II
PRECISION RANGE-GATED I/_LAC_NG TECHNIQUE.
Don B. Neun_nn (USA.F, Systems Command, Research and Tech-
nology Div. , Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).
_Society of Motion Picture and Teteviaion Engineers, Technical
Conference, New York, N.Y., Se_t. _8. 1964.)
SMPTE, JOurnal, vol. 74, pt. 1, Apr. 1965, p. 313-319.
Use of a Q-switched giant-p_sed laser to actively iL_u_nnionte
a distant target with a lilht p_se of about 60-nsec duration. The
50-nsec exposure of an i_n_ge-converter camera is de1_yed the
proper amount with respect to the laser to allow light only from the
target are= to enter the camera, thus limiting the image to objects
within the target area. It is demonstrated that b_ckscatter from
such atmospheric particles as rain and snow can be much reduced
by this technique and that such range information as elevation
contours can be inserted in an aerial photograph. Both factors
appear to be limited in range and field of view only by the output
energy from lasers presently available. B.B.
AtS-2M_t
STATISTICAL CHARACTERITSTICS OF AUTOMODULATION OF
THE E]ktIS_ION OF A SOLID-STATE LASER [STATISTICHESKIE
KHARAKTERISTIKI AVTOMODULIATSLI IZLUCHENLIA LAZERA
NA TVERDOM TELE].
V. L Bespalov and A. V. Gaponov (Gor' kovskii Gosudarst'vennyi
Universitet, Naucbno-Issledovatel' skii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Radiofisika= vol. 8, no. 1, 1965, p. 70-80. 10 refs. In Russian.
Consideration of the effect of spontaneous emission on the
behavior of a system of two-level objectives with different ion-
gitudina/ (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation t_mes in a single-
mode resonator (T2<< TI). It is shown that spontaneous emission
leads, on the average, to more rapid attenuation of the emission
modul_tion _nder transient conditions. The maximum power in the
"peaks" of the emission of a solid-state laser is found, this quan-
tity being logarithmically related to the intensity of the spontaneous
emis sion. A.B.K.
A65.24810 #
NATURAL MODES OF OPTICAL QUANTUM RESONATORS WITH
D/ELECTRIC FILLINO [SOBSTVENNYE TIPY KO]_EBANH
KA'ANTOVYKH OPTICHESKIKH REZONATOROV, ZAPOL_EN+
NYKH VESHCHESTVOM].
A65-24857
A. N. Oraevskii end V. A. Shcheglov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii I_stitut, Moscow. USSR).
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. I, 1965, p. 81-90. i0 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the natural modes of plane and cylindrical
dlelectric resonators in the optical band. The transverse wave
numbers and the natural frequencies are calculated. The quality
factors of the modes are found. The number of naturaL[ oscillations
in a given spectral interva/ iS determ/ned. (Author_ A.B.K.
A65-24811 #
STEADY-STATE LASER OSCILLATIONS WITH DISTRIBUTED
LOSSES fOB USTA_OVIVSHIKHSIA KOLEBA_IAHH LAZERA
S RASPREDELENNYMI POTERIAM1].
L. A. Ostrovskii and E. I. Is.kubovich (Gor' kovskii Gosudaratven-
nyi Universitet. Naucnno-lssledovatel' skii Radiofi_icheskii
Institut_ Gorki, USSR).
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. 1, 1965, p. 91-97. In Russian.
Consideration of electromagnetic oscillations in a plane active
layer. It is taken into account that the energy losses in such a sys-
tern may be caused not only hy radiation through the layer bounda-
ries but also by losses in the medium containing the active mole-
cules. The frequency spectrum of _teady-state nonlinear oscillations
is found, as well as the corresponding amplitude and phase distribu-
tions of the field in space. It is shown, in particular, that the
presence of volume losses in sufficiently thick layers leads to an
ambiguous spatial dependence of the field at the given frequency.
(Author) A.B.K.
A65-24824 _
OBSERVATION OF MULTIBEAM GENERATION OF A HELIUM-
NEON LASER [NABLIUDENLE MNOGOPUCHKOVOGO REZHI]b£A
GENEKATSH GELLI-NEONOVOGO LAZERA].
lu. L Zaitsev and D, P. Stepa.nov (Gor'kovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Nauchno-lssledovate1' skii Radiofizicheskii Institut,
Gorki, USS_). •
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. I, 19_5, p. 198, 199. In Russian.
Observation of multibearn generation of a helium-neon laser in
a gas-discharge tube. The multibearn generation was produced by
introducing into the resonator of the generating laser inhomoge-
neit_es either in the form of a flat tapered plate lying approximately
at a Brewster angle to the emission beam or in the form of opaque
objects (such as a segment of wire) perpendicular to the axis of the
beam. When spherical mirrors and tapered plates are used, an
emission structure consisting of two beams converging on one mir-
ror at angles up to Z0' can easily be obtained. By replacmg one of
the spherical mirrors w_th a flat mirror, a two-beam "angle" mode
can be excited. A single emission structure consistmg of up to eight
beams can be excited with the aid of a plate and up to four beams
with the aid of a wire segment. A.B.K.
A6S-24825 #
THE EXCITATION PARAMETER OF A BEAM MASER [0
PARAMETRE VOZBUZHDENIIA PUCHKOVOGO MAZERA].
A. F. Kr_pnov and V. A. Skvortsov (_or'kovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Univeraitet, Nauchno-lssledovatel_ skii Radiofizicheskii Institut,
Gork/, USSR).
Radiofizik..__a, vol. 8, no. l, 1965, p. Z00-Z03. 9 refs. In Russian.
Calculation of the maximum obtainable excitation parameter of
a beam maser, taking into account a quantitative estimate of the
effect of collisions in the beam. The results obtained are compared
with data from experiments with a formaldehyde molecular gener-
ator. The dependence of the excitation parameter on the magnitude
of the molecular beam and on the length of the sorting system is
found, taking collisions into account. A.B.K.
A6S-24857 #
POLAR/ZATION OF LASER RADIATION.
A. M. Rather.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, voL 18, Feb. 1965, p. 258-Z66. )
Optics and Spectrosco_, voL 18+ Feb. 1965, p. 143-147. 7 refs.
Translation.




ON SOME FEATURES OF GAS LASERS CONTAINING MIXTURES
OF OXYGEN AND RARE GASES.
S. G. R•utixn •nd P. L. Rubin.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, voL 18. Feb. 1965, p. 326-328. )
Optics and Spectroscopy. vol. 18, Feb. 1965, p. 180, 181. 9 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-21810 11-16]
A65-24163 =
SPECTROSCOPIC APPLICATIONS OF GAS LASERS.
G. G. Petr•sh and S. G. Raufian.
(Optika i Spektrosk0piia, vol. 18, Feb. 1965, p. 336, 337. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, voL 18, Feb. 1965, p. 188, 189.
T ransi•tion,
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-21811 11-16]
A65-24179 -_
LIMITS ON THE CROSS SECTION OF A LASER BEAM [PREDEL' -
NOE SECHENIE PUCHKA IZLUCHENLIA OPTICHESKOGO KVANTO
VOGO GENERATORA] .
N. G. B•sov, E. M. Belenov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fixicheskii I.ustitut, Moscow, USSR).
Akademii• N•uk SSSRp Doklady, re1. 161, Apr. I, 1965, p. 799-801.
5 refs. In Russian.
Analysis showing that for CW-l•sers with large transverse
dimensions of the resonant cavity, limits on the cross section of
the output beam can arise because of delayed interaction in the far
fields of the l•ser or due to mismatch of the self-resonant frequen-
cies of the individual resonator components. In pulsed Q-switched
lasers, limits on the beam cross section can occur when the time
of radi•tinn buildup by the crystal is of the order of the transient
period o_ the types of reson•tor oscill•fions. V.P.
A65-24881 _
OPTICAL MASER USING C•Fz:Dy2+ [KVANTOVYI OPTICHESKII
GENERATOR NA CaF2:Dy2+ ].
V. V. Kostin, T. M, Murin•, A. M. Prokhorov, and V. T. Udo-
venchik (AkaderrLtiaN•uk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow,
USSR).
Akaden-di• N•uk SSSR! Doklad),, vol. 161, Apr. I, 1965, p. 806-809.
8 refs. In Russian.
Experimental investigation of • 1seer using • fluorite crystal
cont•inir_ the bivalent dysprosium ion in various concentrations.
The lun_Ln•scence and •bsorptinn spectre of these crystals •re
studied. The •bsorptio_ spectrum is found to consist of • strong
absorption band, reaching from 2300 to 4900 _, and of three less
etron 8 but narrow bands havln 8 maxima at the wavelengths 5800,
7150, and 9100 _, respectively. Pumping (with xenon lamps) of
any of these three lines leads to strong luminescence in the region
of Z.5 to Z.6 _. Spectrograms of the emission line •re presented,
and the latter is found to equal 0.01 cm -1. V.P.
A65-24_12 #
APPLICATION OF A TRAVEIANG-WAVE QUANTUM PAItALtAG-
NETIC AMPLIFIER TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS
IN THE 8-CM BAND [PRIMENENIE KVANTOVOGO PARAMAG-
NITNOGO USILITELIA BEGUSHCHEI VOLNY DLIA RADIOASTRO-
NOMICHESKIKH L,%SLEDOVANII NA VOLNE 8 SM].
L. I. M•tveenko, G. S. Misozhnlkov, M. M. Mu.khlna, and V. B.
Shteinshlelger.
Ak•demiin Nauk SSSR! Dokl•d]r, vol. 161, Apr. I, 1965, p. 810-812.
In Russian.
Description el a radio telescope coupled to • traveling-wave
quantum p•r•m•gnetic •mplifier using a ruby crystal with a Cr +3
concentration of 0.056_. The block diagram of the device is dis-
cussed. The radio emission from Signus A, Jupiter, •nd the
galactic M-gz obtained •t a time constant of 2, I0, and 4 sec, re-
zpectlvely, is plotted, Techniques •re described, using which it
proved pos sable to obtain a stability of better than 2_ for the amplific•-
ties factor of the radio telescope over • period of operation of I hr,
a modulation frequency of 179 cpe. and • transmission band of 10
cps for the modus•lion-frequency amplifier. V.P.
A65-24910
THE OPTICAL RING RESONATOR.
W. W. Rigrod (Bell Telephone Laboratories, InC., Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Bell System Technical Journal, vol. 44, May-June 1965, p. 907-916.
13 refe.
Derivation of expressions for the stability parameter, spot
size, and • w•vefront curvature of • Gaussian beam in • ring resonate
containing up to four spherical mirrors unequally spaced. Higher-
order transverse modes and aperture effects •re not considered.
Two methods of analysis are used: (1) replacement of the mirrors
by an infinite sequence Of equally spaced identical thick lenses, and
(Z) transfort_-_ation of the beam into itself after one circuit of the
ring, by means of a ray matrix representation of the equivalent thin
lenses. The procedure can readily be extended to ring resonators
with any number of spherical mirrors. (Author) M. M.
A65-24911
DIFFRACTION LOSS AND SELECTION OF MODES IN MASER
RESONATORS WITH CIRCULAR MIRRORS.
Tingye Li (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill, N. J. ).
Bell System Technic•l Journal, vol. 44, May-June 1965, p. 917-932.
18 refs.
Computation of the losses, phase shifts, and field distribution
functions for the two lowest-order modes on tnterferometer-type
maser resonators consisting of spherically curved mirrors with cir-
cular apertures, by solving • pair of integral equations numerically
on • digital computer. Solutions are obtained for the symmetric ge-
ometry of identically curved mirrors •nd for the haLf-symmetric ge-
ometry consisting of one plane end one curved mirror, with the ra-
dius of curvature of the mirrors as • variable p•rtmeter. The con-
focal or netr-confocal configuration is shown to have good mode-
selective properties in that the ratio of the loss of the second-order
(TEMI0 } mode to that of the lowest-order (TEM00} mode is the lar-
gest of the configurations considered. It iS noted that the numerical
results should be of interest to those concerned with the problem of
mode selection in optical tossers and with the desigh of single-mode
masers with relatively Low gain. (Author} M.M.
A65-24931 #
SIGNAL DEGENERATION IN LASER BEAMS PROPAGATED
THROUGH A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE.
Petr Beekmann (Color&do. University, Dept. of Electrical Engi-
neering, Boulder, Colo. ).
Journal of Research, Section D - Radio Science, vol. 69D, Apr.
1965. p. 629-640. 14 refs.
NBS-supported research.
Derivation of the statistical distribution of the angle of •rrival,
the spot location, the cross section, the amplitude, the carrier
phase, and the modulation phase of • laser beam traversing an
anisotropically turbulent atmosphere, in terms of the space correla-
tion function of the atmospheric index of refraction and the wind-
speed. The limitations imposed by the turbulent atmosphere •nd
the loss of coherence on the depth •nd bandwidth of the modulation,
on the length of the path, and on the aperture o£ the receiving
&ppar•tus •re •nalyzed. Experiments to obtain numerical param-
eters and to check functional dependeocies •re proposed.
(Author) M, M,
A65-24933
A 4-M_4 FABRY-PEROT MASER.
A. F. Krulmov and V, A. Skvortsov (Gorlkovskii Gosudarstvemnyt
Universttet, Radiofixlcheskii Ins_tut, Gorki_ USSR).
(Zhurnal Eklperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Ftziki, vol. 47,
Nov. 1964, p. 1605-1611.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 20.' May 1965, p. 1079-1083. 15 refs.
Tr&nala_on.
[For •bstr•ct see Accession no. A65-14113 05-16]
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II m
STUDY OF THE "SPARK" PRODUCED IN AIR BY FOCUSED
LASER RADIATION.
5. L. Mandel'shtam, p. p. Pashinin, A. V. Prokhi_ieev, A. M.
Prokhorov, and N. K. Sukhodrev _kademiia Nauk SSSR, Fieicheskii
Inatitut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 47,
Nov. 1964, p. Z003-Z005.)
Soviet Physics - JETP. vol. 20, May 1965, p. 1344-1346. 7 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-14131 05-16]
A_-_
PROBLEM OF SPIKE ELIMINATION IN LASERS.
KStats, G. A. DeMars, D. T. Wilson (Raytheon Co., Research
Div., Waltham, Mass.), and C. L. Tang (Cornell University,
Dept. of Electrical Engineermg. Ithaca. N.Y. ).
Journal of Applied Physics. vol. 36, May 1965. p. 1510-1514.
10 refs.
Contract No. AF 19(6zg)-386Z.
Theoretical and experimontal investigation of the conditions
under which spiking in a laser output can be completely suppressed.
It is predicted that a nonlinear absorber in the cavity producing
greater loss at the higher power levels, and vice versa, should be
highly effective. Experimental work was carried out with a single-
mode traveling-wave laser, since in this case the predictious cam
be most easily checked. Instead of using a nonlinear absorber.
a Kerr cell controlled by a feedback circuit was used. It was found.
in agreement with theory, that the time delay between the buildup
of the electroxnagnetic energy in the cavity and the corrective action
of the Kerr cell is a rather important parameter. Spike suppressicm
can only be obtamed when this time delay is short as compared to
the duration of one oscillation pulse. {Author) A.B.K.
A_-249_
LASER-INDUCED THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM TANTALUM.
C. M. Verber and A. H. Adalman (BatteUe Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 15ZZ-1525.
6 refs.
Grant No. AF AFOSR 640-64.
Measurement of the induced thermionic emission of electrons
from tantalum as a result of bombardment with laser beams of up
to 105 w/cm z peak power, the emission being expressed as a func-
tion of the tantalum temperature. It is shown that, within the power
range investigated, the results can be described in detail as therm-
ionic emission resulting from a temperature increase which is cal-
culable from classical heat-transfer theory. (Author) A.B.K.
A65..24960
THEORY OF LASER GIANT PULSING BY A SATURABLE
ABSORBER.
A. Szabo (National Research Council. Div. of Radio and Electrical
Engineering, Ottawa, Canada), and R. A. Stein (Alberta, Universi-
ty, Dept. of Electrical EngIneering, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 156Z-1566.
26 refs.
Analysis of laser giant pulsing, using a saturable absorber
inside the laser cavity as a fast switch. Giant pulse parameters
such as pulse rise and fall times and peak power are calculated
as a function of_, the ratio between the ion cross section of the
absorber and that of the laser; flal. the normalised inversion
prior to switching; and the laser mirror transmission T r. It is
shown that there is an optimum T r for the extraction of maximum
peak power. A criterion for the minimum 0 for gi_.ut pulsing to
occur is derived. The largest output occurs when Q_",in which
case the theory approaches that of Wagner and Lengyol. Some
numerical examples are presented.as well as a discussion of the
range of va]/d/ty of the theory. (Author) A.B.K.
A65-25036
A65-24961
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF InAs DIODE ELECTROLUM/-
NESCENCE.
F. L. Galeener (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, National
Magnet Laboratory, Lexington. Mass. ), I. Melngailis, G. B.
Wright, and R. H. Rediker (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass.).
3ournal of Applled Physics, vol. 36, May 1965, p. 1574-1579.
Z5 refs.
Study of spontaneous and laser electrolurninescence of InAs
diodes in magnetic fields up to 109 kgauss. The peak of the emitted
energy shies linearly with magnetic fields above Z0 kgauss at a
ra_e which _l_u_ O_. _he c&rrlcr conc=r_*ra_.i___, of Lh_e n-%_e __3a_
material. If the energy shift is described as AE = 1/ZheH/m_'c.
the value of m _' is the same as that measured at the Fermi level
in bulk n-type material. The emission from one laser diode ex-
hibited a splitLing which corresponds to a g factor of about 7 for
the electron. Evidence was obtained that the laser threshold
current is reduced by the magnetic-field component perpendicular
to the junction current. (Author) A. B. K.
MICROWAVE PROPERTIES OF A CALCIUM-VANADIUM-BISMUTH
GARNET.
W. G. Nilsen and E. G. Spencer (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., Murray Hill, N.J. ).
Journal of Applied Physics. vol. 36, May 1965, p. 1616-1619.
8 refs.
Measurement of the microwave properties of single crystals
of the garnet [Ca2.sBi 0 5] [Fez] (Fel.75VI.z5)OIz from 4.2°1(
to room temperature, l_s linewidth is found to be quite small.
varying from 1.5 to 9 oe, depending on temperature and orienta-
tion. Considering the small saturation magnetization of this garnet
(4#M = 610 gauss) the magnotic-anisotropy field is unusually low
at 4.Z°K. namely, about Z75 on along the easy axis of magnetiza-
tion. The calcium-vanadiurn-hismuth garnets have been found to
be particularly useful in isolators for traveling-wave masers.
Becjtuse of the unique combinations of low anisotropy and low
magnetieatiou, operation can be obtained,at lower frequencies in
the frequency-magnetlc field region near g = Z than for pure or
substituted yttrium iron garnet. The characteristics of such an
isolator operating at 1750 Mc/sec and 300 oe are described.
(Author) A. B. K.
A65.24976 #
SPECTRAL STUDr_S OF RUBY LASER EMISSION AND OF ITS
RELATION TO RESONATOR PROPERTIES [ISSLEDOVANIE
SPEKTRA IZLUCHENIIA RUBINOVOGO LAZERA I EGO SVL%ZI
SO SVOISTVP_I/REZONATORA].
F. A. Korolev and S. M. Mamedzade (Moskovskii Oosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Kafedra Optiki, Moscow, U.SSR).
Moskovshii Universitet. Vestnik, Seriia I/I - Fizlka. Astronc_niia,
vol. Z0. Mar.-Apr. 1965, p. 35-39. 13 refs. In Russian.
Study of the types of resonance oscillations in ruby laser emis-
sion at room temperature, using a Fabry-Pe_rot multiplex
eta.ton and a ruby crystal of such a shape that its outer dielectric
mirrors and end faces form a complex resonator producing oscil-
lations of various types. It is shown that the spectral composition
of stimulated ruby omission depends closely on the resonator
structure, showing spectral components which correspond to com-
pononte of the resonator. A multiplex etalon proved effective in
resolving the superfine spectral structure in laser emission.
V.Z.
A65-25036
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS AND GUIDANCE [ELECTRONIQUE
QUANTIQUE ET GUIDAGE].
G. Pirchor (Compagnie Fran_aise Thomson-Houston, Service
d'Etudes Techniques Avanc_es, Paris, France).
TechnicAue et Science Ae'ronauticAues et Spatiales, Jan. -Feb. 1965,
p. 39-44. In French.
Use of quantum electrodymu_ics as a means of greatly increasing
_e accuracy of loc£ting an object in space and time and of correcting
its movements. Quantum electrodynarnics involves the study of
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A65-25059
processes of emission and amplification, while taking quantum
processes directly into consideration. Some examples concerning
the use Of masers, lasers, and atomic clocks are given. Expanding
the subject, it is shown how the inexactness of knowledge of space-
time parameters is related to uncertain knowledge of the character-
istics of the electromagnetic waves carrying the information. These
characteristics are related to the concept of the coherence of these
waves. The concept and its evolution in various emission and am-
plification processes are briefly examined. F.R.L.
A65-25059
PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY OF LASER BEAM FLUCTUATIONS
AND BEAM MIXING.
L. Mandel (Rochester_ llniver_.ity, Dept. cf Physics and Astrunumy,
Rochester, N. Y. ).
Ph).sical Review, Znd Series, vol. 138, May 10, 1965, p. B 753-
B 76Z. 4Z refs.
Army-USAF- supported research.
Quantum theoretical analysis of laser beam fluctuations and of
the light beat experiments with two lasers. With the help of experi-
mental results on photon counting fluctuations in a single-mode
laser field, some correlation properties of the field are derived.
It is shown that the correlation equations are satisfied by states of
the field which are much more general than "coherent" states. The
equations lead directly to the spectral density of the intensity
operator in the light beat experiments, which can be obtained from
photoelectric measuren_ents. The resulting expression is practically
identical to that found by Forrester for light having thermal statisti-
cal properties. The reasons for this are discussed by a comparison
of the corresponding probability distributions of photon counts and
of the classical wave amplitude. (Author) W. M. R.
A65-2S2S6 #
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS [KVANTOVAIA ELEKTRONIKA].
A. M. Prokhorov.
Uspekhi Fizicheskikh Nauk, vol. 85, Apr. 1965, p. 599-604.
15 refs. In Russian.
Historical review of quantum electronics. The reasons why
the first advances in quantum electronics were made by scientists
working in the field of radio spectroscopy and not by those working
in the field of optical spectroscopy are outlined. Certain difficul-
ties standing in the way of the creation of optical quantum generators
even after the creation of masers in the radio range are discussed.
It is shown that, although these difficulties have now been mastered
in the case of optical quantum generators, these same difficulties
have cropped up agazn in the case of generators in the X-ray range.
It is said that a new qualitative leap has been made in obtaining
from a ruby oscillator energy densities at which the probability of
multiquantum processes is commensurate with or exceeds the proba-
bility of single-quantum processes. The creation of quantum gen-
erators using two-quantum transitions is cited as being an interest-
ing and fundamentally new trend. A.B.K.
A6S-2S265
COHERENCE-PROPERTIES OF THE STATISTICAL OPERATOR
IN A LASER MODEL.
W. Weidlich and F. Haake (Stuttgart, Technische Hochschule,
institut f6r theoretische und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West
Germany).
Zeitschrift Ifir Physik, vol. 185, no. l, 1965, p. 30-47. 14 refs.
Investigation of the coherence properties of the statistical
operator R of a field of light, for a laser system. Starting from
the SchrSdinger equation for motion for the statistical operator W
of the system [atoms + field], it is shown that such an equation
has "coherent" terms derived from the Hamiltonian H = H A (atoms)
+ H p (fields) + Hi(interaction), and "in coherent" terms arising
from the coupling of the active atom levels to the pumped levels
and to the ground state and the coupling of the lightmode to the
absorbing material. W = P (atoms) x R(field). The complete equa-
tion of motion is solved and leads to a statistical operator; this
quantum-theoretical treatment justifies the statistical and funda-
mental assumption of classical theory, which assumes that the
lasing system is in a Glauber state. D.P.F.
A65.25271 #
GENERATION OF A SECOND OPTICAL HARMONIC IN A LASER
RESONATOR [GENERATSIIA DRUGOI OPTICHNOI GARMONIKI V
REZONATORI LAZERA].
I. O. Marushko and V. S. Mashkevich (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainstkoi
RSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
UkrainsWkii Fizichnii Zhurnal, vol. I0, Mar. 1965, p. 31Z-322.
II refs. In Ukrainian, with summary in Russian.
Investigation, by IViashkevich TM method of kinetic equations, of
the generation of the basic electromagnetic field and the second
harmonic in a laser resonator as two interdependent processes.
The effect of the second harmonic on the laser performance and the
optimum conditions for converting the fundamental frequency into
the harmonic are determined. Kinetic equations for a laser with a
nonlinear-crystal resonator are given, covering both high- and
low-level pumping. V.L.
A65-25332 =
A LASER GRATING INTERFEROMETER.
James R. Sterrett, James C. Emery, and John B. Barber
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Aero-Physics Div. , Hampton,
Va.).
AIA-A Journal, vol. t, May 1965, p. 963, 964.
Description of a low-cost interferometer which is believed to
be as easy to build and adjust as a schlieren system and which has
been developed for fluid mechanics research. The instrument uses
a small diffraction grating to combine the light on one side of the
usual schlieren beam with that on the other side. Fringes form
where these two light beams overlap. The reference beam is im-
mediately adjacent to the beam in which the disturbance is placed.
A schematic drawing of the instrument is shown. It is pointed out
that the light beam is not divided and then recombined as is neces-
sary for the usual interferometer using other than a laser light
source. A commercial replica transmission grating with Z000
M.M.
lines/in, was used in the interferometer.
A6S-25373
FUNDAMENTALS OF LASER BEAM MACHINING AND DRILLING.
Clyde M. Adams, Jr. (Massachusetts institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. ) and Glenn A. Hardway (Applied Lasers, Inc. ,
Stoneham, Mass. ).
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Machine Tools
Industry Conference, Hartlord, Conn., Nov. 16-18, 1964. )
IEEE Transactions on Industry and General Applications, vol.
IGA-I, Mar.-Apr. 1965, p. 90-96.
Use of the high intensity which can be obtained by focusing the
pulsed energy emitted by a ruby laser as a tool for nearly forceless
machining. The method can be used on any material, regardless
of thermal properties, which can be evaporated without decomposi-
tion, including almost all ceramics and metals. With most sub-
stances, almost all of the material removed by laser machining
leaves in the liquid state. Only a small Iraction is vaporized, and
the high rate of the vaporlzation exerts forces which expel the
liquid metal. All features of laser beam machining improve with
increased intensity. The higher the intensity, the less heat is
resonant in the uncut material, an important consideration with
materials which are sensitive to heat shock, and the more efficient
the process is in terms of volume of material removed per unit of
energy. The intensities which are available with the laser are high
enough so that the heat-affected zone on a cut surface is too small
to be detected and there is no solidified liquid film residue on the
cut surface. (Author) F, R. L.
A65.25589 #
A METHOD OF MEASURING LOSSES iN AN OPTICAL CAVITY
lOB ODNOM METODE IZMERENIIA POTER' V OPTICHESKOM
REZONATORE] .
Iu. V. Troitskii.
Radiotekhnlka i Elektronlka, vol. 5, May 1965, p. 954-956. In
Rue siam.
Description of a simple method of measuring the reflection
coefficient of mirrors (and thereby the total losses in a cavity) On
the operating wavelength of the laser in which they are used. In
this method the medium in which amplification occurs is divided
into two parts, the threshold transmission of an attenuator being
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measured for each part separately and for both together. The
amplification of a small signal in the two sections and the product
of the re¢lectic_ coeflicienta are obtained by simultaneously solvu_g
a system of three equations for the three measurement stages.
A.B.K.
AN OPTICAL OUANTUM OSCILLATOR WITH CYLn_DRICAL
MIRRORS [OPTICHESKII KVANTOVYI GENERATOR S TSILINDRI-
CHE.S_ z ri_¢_._._].
v. __ _Jo_,t, _v and In. D. Kolornnikov.
Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 5, May 1965, p. 956, 957. In
Russian.
Description of a laser with a hollc_v-catho_e discharge on an
Ne-H Z mixture, the laser cavity being formed by cylindrical mirrors
The generatrices of the cylinders are turned at a 90 ° angle to each
other. With this orientation the mirror system possesses proper-
ties s,re*tar to those of a spherical-mirror system. It is said that
when one of the mirrors is turned 45-50 ° about the tube axis the
property of noncriticahty with respect to tuning is preserved.
Generatlon _s sa*d to be possible even when the genezatricee of the
mirrors are parallel, hut then accurate tuning is required in the
planes parallel to the mirrors. A.B.K.
A6S-2S591 =
OPERATION OF AI_ OPTICAL QUANTUNI OSCILLATOR WITH A
HOLLOW-CATHODE DISCHARGE ON AN He-Ne MIXTURE [RABO-
TA OPTICHESKOGO KVA_NTOVOGO GENERATORA NA SMY-_I
He-Ne S KAZR.LADOM V POLOM KATODE].
V. P. Chebotaev and V. V. Pokasov.
Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 5, May 1965, p. 958-960. In
Russian.
Investigation of the dependence of the power OUtput Of a hollow-
cathode oscillator on the discharge conditions for four lines corre-
sponding to 2s-2p transitzons of neon, the power generation being
studied in both pure neon and a mixture of neon and heliut_. In pure
neon, all the hnes correspondmg to Zs-Zp transitions of neon could
be resolved, in particular, the 11.5Z3 and 11, 525-A lines. The op-
timum pressuce at which generation is observed on these four Lines
is found to be equal to 5 x I0 -2 rnm Hg. When helium was added to
the neon, generation on the II,143- and 11, 5Z5-A lines disappeared
at an He pressure of 0.2 rnrn Hg and did.not reappear at any other
He pressures; generation on the 11. 523-A llne first decreased, then
began to increase at He pressures Of about 1 mm Hg,.reaching a
rnaxzmurn at 4 to 5 mrn Hg; generation on the 11,767-A line first
disappeared, then reappeared at a pressure of about Z rnm Hg,
reaching a maximum at 4 to 5 rnm Hg. Th/s behavior is attributed
tO an _ncrease in the popula¢ion of the Zp levels of neon, both as a
result of cascade transitions and as a result of an increase in the
concentration of neon rnetastables, it being shown experimentally
that this concentration increases with an increase in the helium
pressure. The optimum He pressure was found to vary slightly and
to lie between 4 and 5 rmax Hg. A.B.K.
A65-257115 =
THEORY OF SELECTIVE MULTICAVITY TRANSMISSION MLASER
AMPLIFIERS.
V. N, Alfeev and Iu. P. Pimenov.
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. I0, fan. 1965, p. 45-53. )
Radio En_tneerin_ and Electrordc Physics, vol. 10, Jan. 1965,
p. 36-45. 6 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-16282 07-09]
A65-2M26
VIGNETTING TEST FOR CATADIOPTRIC SYSTEMS USING A CW
LASER.
Robert M. Zoot {Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calif. }.
Applied Optics, vol. 4, June 1965, p. 755.
Brief discussion of a vignetting test for a mirror telescope
which consists of reversing the direction of the light beam intercepted
from a point source at infinite distance. The point source emits light
A65-25877
with the same effective ray-divergence angle as the convergence
angle of the telescope; therefore, any obstruction to the beam will
appear as a shadow in the projected clear aperture. By noting
characteristics of the shadow, the obstruction can be located and
corrected. B.B.
A65-2S828
CALCITE PRISMS AS HIGH-POWER LASER BEAM COMBINERS.
Charles C. Wang and George W. Racette (Philco Corp. , Applied
Research Laboratory, Blue Bet1, Pa. }.
App1_ea Optics. vol. 4, June 1965, p. 759-761. 5 refs.
USAF-s upported research.
Report of collineariaation of two laser beams through use of
the birefringence of uniaxial crystal of calcite. It is shown that the
insertion efficiency Of prisms made from this material is comparable
to that of dielectric-coated dichroic mirrors. The use of calcite
prisms as beam combiners can probably be extended to other wave-
lengths where sufficient bxrefringence in calcite exists. B.B.
A65.251i61
THE LASER OSCILLATOR WITH AN EXTERNAL SIGNAL.
R. H. Pantell (Stanford University, W. W. Hansen Laboratories of
Physics, Stanford, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, May 1965, p. 474-477. CYrefs.
Contract No. Nonr-ZZ5{48).
Description of a laser oscillator with an externally applied
signal Calculations are made (1} to determine the conditions for
quenching the natural oscillation, (Z} to evaluate the frequency
pulling and pushing effects, and (3) to determine the power gain at
the forcing frequency. (Author} B. B.
A65o2M72
WIDE-BAND OPTICAL FREOUENCY TRANSLATION.
J. R. Kerr.
LEEE, ProceedinBs, vol. 53, May 1965, p. 496, 497.
Proposal of a system which will translate the frequency of a
gas Laser beam over a range of several Gc, using readily obtainable
materials and a few watts of microwave power. The approach is
said to circumvent the need for electro-optic crystals possessing
cubic symmetry, which are hard to get. B.B.
A65-25873
HARMONIC CROSS-RELAXATION IN CHROMIUM-DOPED RUTILE.
D. H. Paxn_an and G. I. Haddad (Michigan, University, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, May 1965, p. 501, 50Z.
Description of experiments on chromium-doped futile where a
pump frequency of about 30 Gc was used to obtain population in-
version at a signal frequency of about'40 Gc. The scheme employed
utilizes harmonic cross relaxation and is similar to that used by
Arams, in which ruby was used to obtain a maser at about 10.5 Gc
with a pump frequency of 9. 5 Gc. B.B.
A65-25&74
AXIAL MODES OF A RUBY LASER WITH EXTERNAL REFLECTORS.
S. Singh, R. G. Smith, and M. Di Domenico, fir. (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hit1, N. J. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, May 1965, p. 507, 508. 6 refs.
Outline of the finding that the position of the ruby rod along the
axis of an interferometer is important in determining whether or
not oscillations of adjacent interferometer modes are present. In
particular, it is found that intense simultaneous oscillation of
adjacent axial modes Occurs only when the ruby rod is near the end
of the cavity. Strong oscillation of pairs of modes separated by
more than one mode number occurs when the rod is at other
positions along the axis Of the cavity. B- B.
A65-2M77




Walter Vali and Victor Vali (Boeing Co. , Scientific Research Labo-
ratories, Seattle, Wash. ).
|EEE, ProceedingS, vol. 53, May i965, p. 517, 51g.
Demonstration that presently available giant-pulse lasers can
produce particles with energies higher than lO 10 ev. B.B.
A65-25885
LOW-LEVEL SINGLE-RESONATOR LASER AMPLIFIERS.
A. D. 3acobson and T. R. O'Meara (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research
Laboratories, Malibu, Calif. ).
IEEE, ProceedinGs, vol. 53, May 1965, p. 529. 9 refs.
Examination of a single-resonator reflection amplifier. The
ar_lysis is formulated in terms of a scattering matrix description
of an optical resonator, but an equivalent microwave maser is
equally we!! described if a guide wavelength faLtur i_ included.
Reflection amplifier gain sensitivities and stability margins have
been computed with respect to both reflectivity and activity as a
function ol active-electrical length, reflectivity, and bandcenter
gain. B.B.
A6S-25888
A LIMIT UPON LASER AMPLIFIER PUMP LEVEL.
A. C. SCOtt (Wisconsin, University. Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
I%_adison, Wis. ).
IEEE, Proceeding9. voh 53, May 1965. p. 537. 7 refs.
NSF-supported research.
investigation of an instability in a laser amplifier medium which
should occur at high pumping levels, considering the "transmission-
line equivalent circuit" for plane-wave propagation in a Laser
medium. Propagation, electric field, and magnetic field are taken
as analogous to transmission-line voltage and current, respectively,
B.B.
A65-25890
LASER DEFLECTION MODULATION IN A CdS PRISM.
R. Kalibjian, T. Huen, C. Maninger, and 3. Yes (California,
University, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Livermore, Calif, ).
;W-EE. ProceedinGs, vnl. 53, May 1965, p. 539.
AEC-sponsor ed research.
Demonstration of deflection modulation of a Ne-He laser beam
by passing current through a CdS prism with ohmic contacts. It is
concluded that the deflection modulation of the laser beam is
probably due to temperature changes in the CclS prism; therefore.
such deflection can be used to measure the temperature of the
environment in which the prism is located. In situations where
therrnocouple measurements present problems, there may be
advantages in using thermal _eflection of a laser beam. B.B.
A65-26003
A REPETITIVELY Q-SWITCHED, CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED
YAG:Nd LASER.
J. E. Geusic, M. L. Hensel, and R. G. Smith (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N. 3. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, May 1, 1965, p. 175-177.
Contract No. DA-36-039-AMC-02353(E).
Description of the generation of repetitive high-power pulses by
the repeated Q-switching of a continuously pumped YAIG:Nd laser.
The laser rod was pumped continuously with a 1000-w tungsten-
iodine lamp, and the Q-switching was achieved by rapidly rotating
one of the two mirrors comprising the laser resonator. When the
mirror was stationary, an output at I. 06_ of Z50 rnw was obtained.
For the same 100O-w lamp input, rotation of the mirror at speeds
greater than I00 rps produced repetitive Q-switched pulses with a
peak power of Zb0 w. The characteristic pulse growth time was
60 nanosec. The laser described should find application in optical
nonlinear studies, in optical radars, and in laser welding and
machining. P.K.
A65.26004
EVIDENCE FOR RADIATION TRAPPING AS A MECI-IANISM FOR
QUENCHING AND RING-SHAPED BEAM FORMATION iN ION
LASERS.
P. K. Cheo and H. G. Cooper (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
Whippany, N.J. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, k4ay i, 1965, p. 177, IYg. 6 refs.
Description of a mechamsm which can account for observations
of quenching and of the formation of ring-shaped beams in ion lasers.
It is suggested that the trapping of resonance radiation between the
lower laser level and the ion ground state is respOnsible for both
these phenomena. By treating radiation trapping as a diffusion
process, calculations are made which show that this mechanism can
account for the observations. P.K.
A65-26025 =
THE PART PLAYED BY MULTIPHOTON PROCESSES IN ACHIEVING
MAXIMUM POWER OF A LASER [ROL' MNOGOFOTONNYKH
PROTSESSOV V USTANOVLEN .'rPREDEL'NOI MOSIICIINOSTI
KVANTOVY KH GENERATOROV].
F. B. Bunkin and A. M. Prokhorov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut. Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental' noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vOl. 48,
Apr. 1965. p. i084-I086. In Russian.
Discussion of the mechanism Of multiphoton absorption of laser
electromagnetic emission within the emitting crystal. Estimates
of maximum laser power are made for lasers using GaAs and ruby
crystals, as derived from the internal photoeffect in the crystals.
V.P.
A65.26026 =
INTERACTION OF OSCILLATORY MODES iN A LASER [VZAIMO-
DEISTVIE KOLEBATEL'NYKH MOD V KVANTOVOM OPTICHESKOM
GENERATORE ].
L. A. Ostrovskii (GorWkovskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Radioflzicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Apr. 1965, p. 1087-I096, II refs. In Russian.
Discussion of a laser having two resonator modes differing in
the frequency of oscillations. Approximate equations for this laser
model are derived. The monochromatic and two-frequency stationary
modes are defined, and their stability is examined. The transient
processes in the laser are studied by methods of qualitative theory.
V.P.
A65-26039 :_
INTERFER_.NCE MIRRORS CONSISTING OF ALTERNATING LEAD-
OXIDE AND CRYOLITE FILMS [INTERFERENTSIONNYE ZERKALA
IZ CHEREDUIUSHCHIKHSIA SLOEV OKISI SViNTSA I KRIOLITA].
lu. V. Naboikin and N. L. Kramarenko (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi
SSR, Fiziko-Tekhnlcheskli Lnstitut Nizkikh Temperav/r, I_harkov,
Ukrainian SSR).
Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. I0, Mar. -Apr. 1965,
p. 189, 190. In Russian.
Experimental investigation showing the possibility of replacing
ZnS by PbO as the high-refractive-index compOnent in dielectric
multilayer reflective coatings (with cryolite as the low-refractive-
index component) for use as laser mirrors. It is shown that PhO-
cryolite coatings with high optical characteristics can be produced
by standard vacuum-deposition techniques, thus eliminating the
difficulties associated with the preparation of Znb films. V.P.
A65-26292
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION BY DIRECT HIGH-FREQUENCY
EXCITATION OF CO z AND NzO IN VIBRATIONAL TRANSITIONS
OF 00°i-I0°0 AND 00°l-0Z°0 [EMISSION LASER CONTINUE PAR
EXCITATION HAUTE FREQUENCE DLRECTE DE CO 2 ET NzO
DANS LES TRANSITIONS VIBRATIONNELLES 00°l-10°0 ET 00°I -
02%].
Pierre Barchewitz, Luclen Dorbec. Amain Truffert, and Philippe
Vautier (Paris, Unlverslte', Laboratoire dtlnfrarouge, Chimie
Physique, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise; Soeie"te" Anonyrne de Te_le'comrnu-
nlcations, Laboratoire de Physique, Paris_ France).
Acade'mie des Sciences (Paris)r Comptes Rendus, vol. 260, no. Zl,
May Z%,'1965. p. 5491-5493. 5 refs. In French,
Experimental results, using an HF power source of approxi-
mately 100 w. It is shown that direct HF excitation of a mixture
containing CO z or NzO, in addition to emitting rays of the branch P
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of the transi_on 00oi-I0°0 (previously described),there is a con-
tinuous emission of CO 2 in the branch P of the transition 00°1-02°0
toward 1045 cm-1, an emission in the branch R of the transition
00°I-I0°0 for CO 2 toward 975 cm-l, and for H20 toward 955 cm "I.
The laser power can exceed 2 w. F.R.L.
A65o26457
RAMAN SCATTERING IN SILICON.
John P. Russell (Ministry of Aviation, Royal Radar Establishment,
Gre_t h_,lveAu, Worc;., E=_!__n_}.
Applied Physics Letters. vol. 6. June I, 1965, p. 223, 224. 8 refs.
Description of first-order Raman scattering observed in silicon
using the 6328-_ output of an He-Ne gas laser. The laser outlmt was
focused on the surface of the silicon, and the back-scattered radia-
tion analyzed. The value of the Raman shift is found to be SZ3 cm "I,
directly establishing the optic-phonon energy at the center of the
Briilouin zone. The results are in excellent agreement with those
deduced from I_ absorption and neutron scattering experiments.
P.K.
A65.26S82
DIFFRACTION OF LIGHT BY A GRATING CAUSED BY THE
FARADAY OR KERR EFFECT IN THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
FIELD OF A LASER BEAM.
R. Enderlein and W. Tausendfreund (Berlin, Universi_t,
Institut fQr theoretische Physik, Berlin, East Oermany).
Physica Status Solidi. vol. 90 May I. I_5. p. KII7-KIZ2.
InvestiFation of a medium which is subjected to the electro-
magnetic field of a laser beam, and which has a refractive index
periodic in space and time sue to the Faraday and Kerr effects. In
the electromagnetic field of the laser wave, the absorption coef-
ficient is a periodic function in space and time because of the
rnalneto- and electro-absorption. In this case the medium repre-
sents an amplitude sratinS . B.B.
A&S.264417
OSCILLATION THRESHOLD OF A RUBY LASER TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT THE DISSIPATION OF PUMPING POWER IN THE
CRYSTAL [POROG GENERATSH OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO
GENERATORA NA RUBINE S UCHETOM RASSEIANIIA ENERGII
NAKACHKI V KRISTALLE].
D. H. Vylesehanin and M. Kh. Zelikman.
Radiotekhnika i El_ctronika, voL 10, June 196S, p. II4T-11S0.
6 refs. In Russian.
Derivation of a formula for two critical values of the imlmpinE
power for a solid-state laser. It is shown how usin_ this formula
makes it possible to determine the characteristics of a CW laser
and a pulsed laser. V. ]P.
A6S-26694 #
THEORY OF LASER RADIATION DUE TO INTEKBAND TRANSI-
TIONS IN AN EXTRINSIC SEMICONDUCTOR [TEOR.IIA LAZF-_-
NOGO IZLUCHENKA NA ZONA-ZONNYI_I PEREIG-IODAI_I V
PRIMESN OM POLUPROVODNIKE].
G. lu. BuriakovzkLi, V. L. Vinetskii, and V. S. Mashkevlch
(Akademiia Hauk Ukrainshoi SSR, Institut Fi=iki, Kiev, Ukrainian
SSR).
Fisika Tverdogo Tela. vol. 7, Apr. 1965, p. 1028-1036. 5 refs.
In Russian.
Application of the kinetic-equation method to a study of steady-
state laser radiation occasioned by band-band transitions in a
semiconductor containing impurity capture levels. The frequency
of the fundamental mode and the positions of the Fermi levels Of
the electron and hole bands are determined. Both spontaneous and
induced transitions are cc,_idered, and an expression is obtained
for the oscillation threshold and its dependence on the imporit_
concentration. Intraband light absorption is neglected, but this is





Iu. N. Pstrov and A. M. Prokhorov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut. MOSCOW, USSR).
IZHETF Pis'n_a v Redaktsiin, vol. I, Apr. I'. 1965.)
JETP Letters, vol. I, Apr. I, 1965, p. 24, 25. 8 refs. Transla-
tion.
Use of a gas discharge to construct a laser Operating in the
far IR. Emission of a 75. 5778-_ wavelength was effected in the
mixtures He + Xe (100:l) at optimal pressure PXe : 3.5 x l0 -z mm
Hg and Kr + Xe (3:1) at PXe = (l. 5 - 2) x I0 "2 rnn_ Hg. A generator
was used with high-frequency discharge and with internal confocal
odvered mirrors wILL _D,_c_i_n _.oc.ff!=ie_t_ Of !00 =-n_ 9_.__; the
substratel were of crystalline quartz. The length of the discharge
quarts tube was 1.80 m, and the inside diameter was 6 ms.
F.R.L.
A6So2M19
JUNCTION HEATING IN C,a.As INJECTION LASERS.
Karl Konnerth (International Business Machines Corp. , Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
LEEE. Proceedings, vol. 53, Apr. 1965, p. 397, 398.
Army-supported research.
Determination of the temperature rise in the junction region
of a Fabry-Pernt GaAs injection laser, using three different
methods which are said to give consistent results. The first
technique used is time-resolved spectroscopy, the second is based
on the length of time the laser stays on, and the third involves, an
analysis of steady-state heat flow in the laser. A.B.K.
A65-26820
MODE SELECTION AND MODE VOLUME ENHANCEMENT IN A
GAB LASER WITH INTERNAL LENS.
T. Li and P, W. Smith (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
Cravdord Hill Laboratory, Holmdel, N.J.).
IEEE, lnroceedln6s, vol. 53, Apr. 1965, p. 399, 400. 8 rnfs.
Description of a method of obtaining a single-mode output and
mode volume enhancement in a Sas laser with an internal lena. It
is shown how a visible He-He gas laser can be operated in the
fundamental transverse mode by using a confocal configuration
correlating of a pair Of plane mirrors of markedly different aperture
sine| placed in the two focal planes of a converging lens. A.B.K.
A65-26821
RUBY AS A POTENTIAL MATERIAL FOR SUBM/LLIMETER
MASER.
J. Hermance and G. Wessel (Syracuse University, Dept. of
Physics, Syracuse, N. Y. ).
IEEE, Proceedinls, vol. 53, Apr. 1965, p. 400. 401. 6 refs.
Contract No. Honr-669(I8).
Investigation of the suitability of ruby aS |ubrnillimeter maser
material. Experiments are said to show that the transition be-
tween ZA(2E} and E(2E} will not go into stimulated end/salon at
high temperatures and that the relaxation time between the levels
must be shorter than 10 -8 sec at liquid-nitrogen temperature.
Operation of the ruby at liquid-helium temperature is therefore
regarded as a necessity. An excitation scheme which is thought
to have a fair chance of success in producing the desired trausitinn
is proposed. A.B.K.
A65.26828
NOTE ON LASER MONITORS.
5. E. Schwara (Cali/ornia, University, Dept. of Electrical Engi-
neering, Berkeley, Calif. ).
IEE_, Proceeding_s, vol. 53, Apr. 1965. p. 414, 415.
Consideration of the use of photomultipliers aS laser monitors.
In an experiment involving t_vo photomultiplierl the outputs of whichare
Oaussian random variables, the mean values and stand_Lrd deviations
of which are assumed to be equal, it is found that the probabi/ity-
density function does not approach the expected Gaussinn form. It
is therefore concluded that there is considerable danger in using a
photomultipLlar as a laser monitor. The uss of a high-current




MAGNETIC Q-FACTOR OF PARAMAGNETIC MASER CRYSTALS
[DOBRO_ MAGNETYCZNA MASEROWYCH KRYSZTAJL6W PARA-
MAGNETYCZNYCH].
Marian Herman (Warszawa, Politechnika, Katedra Fizyki Ogolnej
"B,, " Warsaw, Poland).
Post_py Fizyki, vol. 16, no, 2, 1965, p. 139-158. 15 refs. In
Polish.
Discussion of the magnetic Q-factor, QMS, which describes
the energy losses of the electromagnetic field in a maser crystal.
It is shown that QMS can have a pronounced effect on the perfor-
mance parameters of both a traveling-wave maser and a resonator
maser, and that it depends on a variety of factors. In maser
design, the QMS can be minimized by increasing the filling factor
of the resonant cavity, by increasing the pumping frequency, or
by increasing the spin-spin relaxation time. The average value
Of QMS Ln ."nasers is on the urder of 100, V.P.
A65-26930
PROGRESS IN RADIO SCIENCE 1960-1963. VOLUME 7 - RADIO-
ELECTRONICS; PROCEEDINGS OF COMMISSION Vii ON RADIO-
ELECTRONICS DURING THE 14TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
URSI, TOKYO, JAPAN SEPTEMBER 15-Z0, 1963.
Edited by R. E. Burgess (British Columbia, University, Dept. of
Physics, Vancouver, Canada).
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co. , 1965. [68 p.
$11.00.
CONTENTS:
PLASMAS - GEOPHYSICAL AND ASTROPHYSICAL SCALE.
Reimar Lflst (Max-Planck-lnstitut fflr Physik und Astrophysik,
Munich, West Germany), p. 8-Z0. [See A65-26931 [6-30]
PLASM.AS - LABORATORY SCALE. Bo Lehnert (Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden), p. Z7-89. 185 refs.
[See A65-Z693Z 16-25]
OPTICAL MASER PRINCIPLES. A. Javan (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. ), p. 97-I06. I5 refs.
[See A65-26935 16-16]
THE ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER. Norman F. Ramsey
(Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.) p. [II-lZY. Zl refs.
[See A65-Z6934 16-16]
ON THE APPLICATIONS OF MICROWAVE AND OPTICAL
MASERS. H. E. D. Scovil (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
Murray Hill, N.J. ), p. lZ9-157. 37 refs. [See A65-26935 [6-16]
BEAM NOISE MEASUREMENT BY LASER. S. Saito and
Y. Fujii (Tokyo, University, Tokyo, Japan), p. 160-164. [See
A65-Z6936 16-16]
AUTHOR INDEX, p. 168.
A65.26933
OPTICAL MASER PRINCIPLES.
A. Javan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Physics Dept. ,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
IN: PROGRESS IN RADIO SCIENCE 1960-1963. VOLUME 7 -
RADIOELECTRONICS; PROCEEDINGS OF COMMISSION VII ON
RADIOELECTRONICS DURING THE 14TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF URSI, TOKYO, JAPAN, SEPTEMBER 15-20, 1963. [A65-
Z6930 [6-16]
Edited by R. E. Burgess.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co. , 1965, p. 97-I06, 15 refs.
Discussion of some of the physical principles undertying the
operation of lasers and their utilizations in the study of the inter-
action of radiation and matter. Generally, a laser consists of an
atomic system with an inverted population distribution within at
least two of its energy levels. If an optical transition is allowed
between the t_o levels, the process of stimulated emission of
radiation leads to an amplification of electromagnetic radiation at
frequencies within the linewidth of the corresponding transition.
The coupling of this system with normal modes of an optical
resonator results in excitation of those resonator modes which
present lufficiently high Q-values at frequencies within the width
of the amplifying atomic transition. Pulsed and continuous-
operatior_laserl are discussed, and their different fields of
application are described. S.H.B.
A65-26934
THE ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER.
Norman F. Ramsey (Harvard University, I_yman Laboratory of
Physics, Cambridge, Mass.).
IN: PROGRESS IN RADIO SCIENCE [960-1963. VOLUME 7 -
RADIOELECTRONICS;. PROCEEDINGS OF COMMISSION VII ON
RADIOELECTRONICS DURING THE 14TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF URSI, TOKYO, JAPAN, SEPTEMBER 15-g0, 1963. [A65-
Z6930 16-16]
Edited by R. E. Burgess.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co.. [965, p. III-IZ7. Zl refs.
Discussion of several experiments with an atomic hydrogen
maser that were performed in an effort to obtain a device that
would measure rf and microwave spectral lines with high precision.
In this device, hydrogen atoms of the upper hyperfine state are
focusad on the entrance aperture of a Teflon-coated quartz bulb in
which the atoms are stored for approximately I sec. The bulb is
surrounded by a cylindrica| rf cavity, and "&'hen the cavity is tuned
to the hyperfine frequency of atomic hydrogen, maser radiation is
produced. The radiation has high-frequency stability due to the
large Q-value of the line. Results of the theoretical calculations
for the threshold flux of atoms required for maser oscillations
are given, and several such measurements as hyperfine separations
and spin-exchange cross sections are discussed. S.H.B.
A65-26935
ON THE APPLICATIONS OF MICROWAVE AND OPTICAL
MASERS.
H. E. D. Scovil (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill,
N.J.).
IN: PROGRESS IN RADIO SCIENCE 1960-1963. VOLUME 7 -
RADIOELECTRONICS; PROCEEDINGS OF COMMISSION VII ON
RADIOELECTRONICS DURING THE 14TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF URSI, TOKYO, JAPAN, SEPTEMBER 15-Z0, 1963. [A65-
Z6930 16-16]
Edited by R. E. Burgess.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1965, p. IZ9-157. 37 refs.
Discussion of the general properties of maser circuits,
including the radiation field and maser media. Unlike conventional
amplifiers, the maser contains a very large number of individual
or molecular amplification centers acting essentially independently.
The emphasis is placed on the engineering problems encountered
as a result of this unique feature of masers. Systems applications
for the maser and the role of the laser are also discussed.
S.H.B.
A65-26936
BEAM NOISE MEASUREMENT BY LASER.
S. Saito and Y. Fujii (Tokyo, University, Institute of Industrial
Science, Tokyo, Japan).
IN: PROGRESS iN RADIO SCIENCE 1960-1963. VOLUME 7 -
RADIOELECTRONICS; PROCEEDINGS OF COMA41SSION Vii ON
RADIOELECTRONICS DURING THE 14TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF URSI, TOKYO, JAPAN, SEPTEMBER 15-20, 1963. [A65-
26930 16-16]
Edited by R. E. Burgess.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1965, p. 160-164.
Discussion of a method for determining the noise behavior of
the potential minimum of traveling-wave tubes and the reduction
factor for the shot noise at this value. The method employs the
photoelectron emission which is coincident with the thermal
emission from the oxide-coated cathode of the tube. The modulated
output of a ruby laser is used to stimulate emission from the
cathode. The potential minimum which occurs in the vicinity of
the cathode reduces the shot noise and the demodulated components
of the photoelectrons, if these can be treated as a small perturba-
tion and both show similar behavior at or near the potential mini-
mum, the reduction factors for both can be expected to be the
same. Thus, the reduction factor of the shot noise can be obtained
by observing the demodulated components of the photoelectrons.
S.H.B.
A65.26946
OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION OF THE APpARENT RATE OF




J. W. Gates and R. G. N. Hall (National Physical L._boratory,
Teddington, Middx., England).
Nature, voL 206. June 12, 1965. p. 1141.
Description of an optical arrangement for increasing the rate
of Q-switchu_ in a laser without introducing additional optical
components or increasing the number of re_lect'_g and tr_ns_mitt_
surfaces. An _focal system of magnification M is introduced be-
tween the ruby rod and the rotatu_ roof prims of a typical o.
switched laser. The aperture of the prism filled by the beam is
thus increased by a factor of M, and the rate of angular sweep of
the reflected beam across the fined reflector is increased by the
same factor, |ivmg an improvement m Q-swltcnmg. A means u_
realizu_ this scheme without havulg to introduce a separate
_focal system is described. The given arr_e_ment increases
the speed of switchmg, reduces the peak power density in the
reflecting prism, and makes the competmg non-Q-switched reso-
nant structure much more lossy and less likely to sustain oscil-
lation. P.K.
A65-2A953
NEW LINES IN A PULSED XENON LASER.
John A. Dahlquxst (Lockheed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co.. Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif. ).
Applied Pbyslcs Letters, voL 6, May 15, 1965, p. 193, 194.
7 refs.
Research supported by the Lockheed Independent Research
Program.
Account of the observatzon of nine additional laser lines in a
pulsed xenon dlscbarge under conditions which do not produce any
of the 18 lines of the Xe Ii spectrum which have been reported in
recent publications. The two plasma tubes used each had a dis-
charge length of about I m; one tube had • 5 rnm-hnre and cold
nlckel cathode; the other had a 6-rnm bore and a molybdenum
cathode. Laser action occurred over a narrow pressure range of
from about 0.5 to 3 rntorr. B.B.
A65-26954
DERIVATION OF A FREQUENCY-SENSITIVE SIGNAL FROM A
GAS LA.SER IN AN AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD.
Irwin Tobxas (Rutgers University, School of CheJmistry, New
Brunswick, N. 5. ). Michael L. Skoinlck, Robert A. wallace,
and Thomas G. Polanyi (Laser, Inc. , Brlarcliff Manor, N.Y. ).
Ap_hed Physics Letters, vol. 6, May 15, I%5, p. 198-200.
IZ refs.
Theoretlcal and experimental investigation of an effect which
may form the basis of a scheme to increase the frequency stabi/i-
t_/ of lasers. A gas laser with internal optics, operating in a sin-
gle mode and placed in an axial magnetic field, is considered.
Under the influence of the magnetic field, the active medium ac-
quires = negative circular dichroism; therefore the intensity of
the left-circularly-polarized output of the laser differs from the
intensity of the right-circularly-polarized output, and only when
the two have their frequencies syrnnletricaily disposed about the
line center will their intensities be equal This iS the effect
which is studied. B, B.
A6S-269S5
ENERGY TRANSFER AND CW LASER ACTION IN Tm+3:Er20 3.
B. H. Soffer and R. H. Hoskins (Korad Corp. , Santa Monica,
Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 6, 1_Aay 15, 1965, p. 200, 201.
Contract No. A_" 33(615)-1967.
Discussion of the successful pulsed and CW laser operation
of Er203:Tm+3 at 5169 cm -I (I. 934U) at 77°K. This is the first
laser material in which the host material itself provides the
dominant pumping mechanism by means of energy transfer. The
laser experiments were conducted with a sa_nple about i cm in
length with flat and parallel silvered ends using • fast gold-doped
germanium detector. CW operation was observed uslng 500-watt
quartz-iodine tungsten lamps as the pumping source. B.B.
A6S-269S6
ZEEMAN EFFECT, FltEQUENCY PULLING AND FREQUENCY
PUSHING IN A SINGLE-MODE He-Ne LASER.
P. T. Bolwijn (Utrecht, State University, Physics Laboratory,
Utrecht, Netherlands).
Applied Physics Le_ers, vol. 6. May 15, 1965, p. Z03, 204.
9 refs.
Description and interpretation of the influence of interferome-
ter tuning on the frequency of the beat between the two Zee_an
components in the radiation of an He-Ne laser with applied axial
magnetic fields of from 5 to 30 oe. Circularly polarized fields
were observed, and a tic-excited short planar He-Ne laser oper-
ating in a single axial mode at 1.153-_ wavelength was used. The
total gas pressure was about 5 torr. The strong dependence of
be_t _quency on interferometer tuning is shown in an included
graph. _. D.
A65-269S8
MULTI}AODE EFFECTS IN THE GAIN OF RAMAN AMPLIFIERS
AND OSCILLATORS. I - OSCILLATORS.
P. Lallernand (Harvard University, Div. of Engineering and
Applied Physics, Gordon McKay Laboratory, Cambridge, Mass. )
and N. Bloerabergen (California, University, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering and Dept. of Physics, Berkeley, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 6, May 15, 1965, p. 210-212.
6 refs.
Navy-supported research.
Brief discussion of the rnulti_ode effects of the laser beam
as a hindrance to interpretation of the quantitative measurements
on the Rarn&n gain. It is found that the gain per unit length in a
Raraan cell may vary by a factor of five or more; the behavior of
Rarnan oscillators is also strongly affected by the mode structure
of the exciting laser beam. B.B.
A65-270_4
EVOLUTION IN TIME OF THE DISCHARGES INDUCED IN GASES
BY A LASER [EVOLUTION TEMPORELLE DES DECHARGES
INDUITES DANS LES GAZ PAR UN LASER].
Claude Breton, Maurice Capet, Vincent Chalmeton, Dong Nguyen
(_naang, and Renaud Papoular (EURATOM-Commissariat _ I' Energie
Atomique, Groupe de Recherches sur la Fusion, Fontenay-aux-
Roses, Seine, France).
Academic des Sciences _Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z60, no. Z2,
May 31, 1965, p. 5731-5734. In French.
Description of experiments which make i_ possible to clarify
the concepts of threshold and breakdown, to measure the charac-
teristics of the errdtted light, and to demonstrate the nonlinear
nature of the light-discharge interaction. The experiments were
conducted in air, nitrogen, and helium gas under pressures ranglng
from I to Z5 atm, using a laser triggered by neodymium glass and
a rotating prism. The laser pulse, in the shape of a half-sinusoid
with a duration of about 90 nsec, had an energy content of I joule.
The nominal frequency was 3 x 1014 cps. It ls shown that the beam-
gas intaraction is quite strong well before the threshold value is
attained and that the variations in emission and transmission are
retarded in proportion to increasing gas pressure and decreasing
laser energy. D.P.F.
A65-27092
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN THE NEIGHBOBHOOD OF THE
FOCUS OF A COHERENT BEAM.
A. Boivin (Laval University, Dept. of Physics, Quebec, Canada)
and E. Wolf (Rochester, University, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Rochester, N. Y. ).
Physical Review, Znd Series, Section B. vol. 138, 3use 21, 1965,
p. B 1561-B 1565. I0 refe.
Army-supported research.
Analysis of the typical structure of the focal region of a coherent
light beam that emerges from an •plan•tic optical system by an
integral representation for the electromagnetic field in such a region
of focus, as derived by Ignatowsky (1919) and by Richards and WoLf
(1959). Contours of the time-averaged electric energy density in the
focal plane, in one defocused plane and in two meridional sections
of the focal region of • system with angular semiaperture 45 O, are
presented. The meridional diagrams refer to axial sections through
a cylindrical region around the axis near focus, of length 16 k and
cross-sectional diameter 10 _, where _ is the wavelength of the light.
117
A65-27148
It is found that the field has a strong longitudinal component at
certain points of the local plane and that longitudinal electric field
strengths of the order of [05 v/crn could now be attained with focused
laser beams. A dlagram illustrating the complete behavior of the
longitudinal component in the focal plane is also givez,,
(Author) D. P. F.
A65.27148 =
A PLANE-PARALLEL GLASS PLATE IN THE CAVITY OF AN
OPTICAL MASER.
lu. D. Kolomnikov, lu. V. Troitskii, and V. P. Chebotaev.
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. I0, Feb. 1965, p. 370, 371. )
Radio En_ineerin_ and Electronic Physics, vol. I0, Feb. It)AS.
p. 3!2-314. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18555 08-16]
A65-27149 =
OPERATING CONDITION OF AN OPTICAL MASER CONTAINING
A HELiUM-NEON MIXTURE.
V. P. Chebotaev.
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. I0, Feb. 1965, p. 372, 373. )
Radio Ensineerin 5 and Electronic Ph).sics, vol. 10, Feb. 1965,
p. 314-316. Translation.
[For abstract see Acceslion no. A65-18556 08-16]
A65-271S0 =
EFFECT OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN ON THE OPERATION OF
A NEON MASER.
V, P. Chebotaev.
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 10, Feb. 1965, p. 374-376. )
Radio Engineerin_ and Electronic Ph),sics, vol. 10, Feb. 1965,
p. 316-318. 9 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18557 08-16]
A65-27151 =
OPERATING CONDITIONS OF AN OPTICAL MASER WITH A
HELIUM-XENON MIXTURE, IN THE MIDDLE INFRARED REGION
OF THE SPECTRUM.
A. A. Kuznetsov and D. I. Mash (AkaderniiaNauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Lnstitut, Moscow, USSR).
(Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. I0, Feb. 1965, p. 376, 377. )
Radio En_ineerin 8 and Electronic Ph),sics, vol. i0, Feb. 1965,
p. 319-322. 9 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18558 08-16]
A65-27196
LENSLESS PHOTOGRAPHY.
George W. Stroke (Michigan, University, Electro-Optical Sciences
Dept. , Ann Arbor, Mich. ).
International Science and Technolo@_/, I%4ay 1965, p. 52-56, 58, 60.
Description of a new technique for making lensless photographs
based on the use of holograms and laser light beams, A hologram
is an interference pattern between a reference wave and the waves
scattered by the object being recorded. The reference wave is
supplied by a laser beam; in essence the plane wave from the laser
acts as a sort of carrier wave which is modulated by the signal
from the object. This signal is separated from the carrier by corn-
paring it with an unmodulated wave and it is this signal which is
then recorded on a transparent photographic plate (without having
to use a camera). Holograms record not only the brightness at a
certain point in a scene, but also the position of the point in depth.
The hologram, in the form of a transparency, is held in the beam
of a laser.and an observer looking through the hologram toward
th_ laser is then able to see the original scene exactly as it appeared
when photographed. The reconstruction of the scene from the holo-
gram is a diffraction process. Very high-degree magnification is
possible because the effect of simple geometric magnification is
added to the magnification occurring when a longer wavelength is
used upon viewing the hologram than was used in mak<ng it; viewing
with a longer wavelength changes the hologram's effective focal
length. It is expected that magnifications of the order of a million
will be possible with the combined effect of these two processes.
This new technique appears to hold great promise when applied to
the field of X-ray microscopy. D.P.F.
A6S-27328
PROBLEM OF MODE DEFORMATION IN OPTICAL MASERS.
H. Statz and C. L, Tang (Raytheon Co. , Research Div. , Waltham,
Mass. ).
Journal of Applied Physics. vot. 36. June 1965, p. 1816-1819. 7 rein.
Contract No. AF 19(628)-3862.
Investigation of laser mode deformation due to nonuniformities
in gain saturation. Through numerical solutions it is found that
even with nonuniform gain distribution in the transverse direction,
th= lOW=r-urder optical modes as orlgznaiiy calculated represent
the electromagnetic fields in the cavity rather accurately. Earlier
calculations of the number of oscillating off-axis modes in lasers
are justified. (Author) A. B. K.
£65-27334
ULTRAVIOLET ION LASER TRANSITIONS BETWEEN Z300 AND
4000L
P. K. Cheo and H. G. Cooper (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ,
Whippany, N.J. ).
Journal of Applied Ph).eics, vol 36, June 1965, p. 186Z-1865.
17 rein.
Observation of fifty-five ultraviolet laser transitions in ionized
N, O, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Me in the 2300- to 4000-A wavelength region.
The electron transition is p - s for all identi/ied lines, with the
exception of two xenon transitions which are p - d. Threshold
currents for laser action in a 4-ram-bore tube were in the ranges
10-[00, I00-500, and > 400 A, respectLvely, for singly, doubly, and
triply ionized atoms. Both current saturation and current quenching
of laser action were observed. Results with two tube bores show
that the usual inverse relation between gain and tube diameter does
not hold in ultraviolet ion lasers. (Author) A. B.K.
A65-27427 #
THE INTERACTION OF LASER BEAMS WITH METALS.
Carl M. Verber and Albert H. Adelman (Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio).
Battelle Technical Review, vol. 14, July 1965, p. 3-8. I0 rein.
Grant No. AF AFC6R 640-64.
Discussion of research concerned with the mechanisms and
immediate results of the laser-metal interaction. Three types
of interaction between light and metals are considered: thermal
effects, multiple photon effects, and electric field effects. The
first type depends on the energy content of the light beam and
involves the conversion of this energy to heat at or near the metal
surface. The second relies on the description of light as a beam
of photons and produces effects that arise from the quantum nature
of light. The third type of interaction involves effects that are due
to the electromagnetic field associated with the light beam. Proper-
ties of three types Of laser systems are tabulated. B.B.
A65.27533 #
QUALITY MODULATION OF A NEODYMIUIVI-GLASS LASER WITH
THE HELP OF A PASSIVE SHUTTER [MODULIATSIIA DOBROT-
NOSTI LAZERA NA NEODIIVIOVOM STEELE S POlvIOSHCH'IU
PASSIVNOGO ZATVORA].
V. I. Malyshev, A. S. Markin, and V. S. Petrov (Akademiia Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. i, May I, 1965, p. 49-5Z.
In Russian.
Brief description of research on the Q-switching of an Nd laser
by using a polyrnethine dye in a methyl alcohol solvent. A rod of
Nd-activated glass (120 rnm long, IZ rnm in diam.) was used in con-
junction with a dielectric plane mirror with a reflection coefficient
of 98_0 and a cuvette (3 rnm in radius) containing the dye solution,




PRODUCTION OF GIANT LASER EML_SION PULSES IN NEODYM-
IUM ACTIVATF.D G_ WITH THE AID OF TRANSLUCENT SOLU-
T IONS.
O. L. Lebedev, V. N. Gavrilov, lu. kio Griaznov, and A. A.
Chastov.
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Rmlaktsiiu, vol. I, Apr. 15, "1965. )
JETP Letters, voL I, Apr. 15, 1965, p. 47, 48. 6refs. Translation.
Productin_ of giant p_Ises in an Nd laser by varying the cavity
Q with a quinoline solution of the polymethine dye, 1, 9-di(N=ethyl-
_,,L..^___e.a}_q.=retoxyno_ternethineperchlorate. Depending on the
solvent, the absorption maximum ranges from L 03 to L 09 U. A
rod of glass activated with neodymium (120 mm long, l0 mm in
diam.) was employed with external dielectric mirrors having reflec-
tion coefficients of 68 end 90_. In the free-lasing mode, at a
pump energy on the order of 2000 joules, the output power was 4
joule e. W.M.R.
A4_-_d_2
PROPERTIES OF THE PbSe DIODE LASER.
3. F. Butter, R. H. Rediker (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lincoln L_boratory, Applied Solid-State Physics Group, Lexington,
Mass.). and A. R. Calawa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
IEEE 3ournal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Apr. 1965,
p. 4-7. 16 refs.
Observation of diode laser action at 8.5_ with PbSe. This laser
is of potential interest for terrestrial communications since its
emission is inthe S-to 14- H atmospheric window, a spectral region
of high atmospheric transparency where attenuation due to scattering
by haze is low. Fabrication techniques are described which are
based on controlling carrier type and concentration by adjusting the
Pb:Se ratio. Below threshold for laser action, the emission exhibits
two spectral peaks, one near g.5_ which increases superlinearly
with current and another near I0.I _ which increases slowlywith
current. Laser action associated with the 8.5 u peak is ob-
served above a threshold current density of Z000 &mp/cm-2. From
measurements which did not resolve the cavity mode structure, the
emission peak was found to shift to higher energies in a [I00] oriented
magnetic field at the rate of 7.1 x I0-8 ev/gauss, or 17 Mc/gauss.
This is the expected shift if the emission is associated with band-to-
band transitions. The threshold current decreased to a fraction of
its zero field value in a magnetic field of approximately I0 kgauss,
then increased slowly with higher fields. (Author) F. R. L.
A65-27603
CHARACTERISTICS OF MODE-COUPLED LASERS.
M. H. Crowell (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray H_II,
N.3.).
IEEE 3ournal of Quantum Electronics, voI. QE-I, Apr. 1965,
p. IZ-Z0. 12 refs.
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the effects of
mode-coupling in a gas laser resulting from a time-varying loss
within the optical cavity or from the nonlinear characteristics of the
inverted population. The dominant effect resulting from this mode-
coupling is that the laser operates as a pulse regenerative oscillator
which produces a periodic train of subru_nosecond pulses. The exact
repetition frequency is determined by the frequency of the time-
varying loss, which must always be set close to a multiple of c/ZL-
i. e., the axial mode spgcing- to produce sufficient coupling. To
produce pulsing without a time-varying loss, it is necessary that the
Q or loss of the cavity be judiciously a_ljusted. In this case the
repetition frequency is very close to the axial mode spacin 8. A
preliminary experimental investigation has verified the salient features
of the analysis. The measured widths of the pulses from a 6328-I
He-Ne laser and frem a 4880-_argon-ion laser were 0.5 and 0.25
nsec, respectively. (Author} F.R.L.
A65-27604
PERFORMANCE OF LASER-PUMPED QUANTUM COUNTERS.
Williara F. Krupke (Aerospace Corp., Quantuzn Electronics Dept.,
Electronics Research Laboratory, El Segundo, Calif. ).
IEEE 3ournal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Apr. 1965,
p. 20-28. 25 refs.
Contract No. AF 04(695)-269.
Analysis of narrow-band quantum counters with less than unit
internal quantum efficiency. The pump-power dependent expressions
for the transient and steady-state quantum efficiencies are derived.
These quantities are discussed for "typical" trivalent and divalent
rare-earth-doped insulator crystals, and the performance of two
specific systems is presented. It is shown that to achieve high
quantum efficiency in trivalent rare-earth-doped quantum counter
systems, the _p source must have a spectral character very
different from a blackbody -i.e., it must be a laser whichis
resonant with the transltton between the relevant excited states.
Performance-lira/ring factors for laser-pu_ped quanhzrn counters
are pointed out. (A_tho_) F. R. L.
A65.27607
DESCRIPTIVE THEORY OF SPIKING PULSES IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED LASERS.
Earl L. Steele (North American Aviation, _nc., Autonetics Div. ,
Anaheim, Calif. }.
IEEE Journal of Quantum E1ectronics_ vol. QE-I, Apr. 1965,
p. 4Z-49.
Description of a model and provision of the mathematics/
formulation for describing the spike pulsing phenomenon observed
in optically ]xu_nped three-level lasers. The model is based on the
pumping of electrons from a ground state to an excited pump band
from which they relax very rapidly to the excited laser level. With
population inversion then achieved, laser action starts and repetitive
pulses with decreasing amplitude are generated; the pulses then
damp out and the laser output reaches a steady state as long as
sufficleni pu_np radiation energy is available. The equations de-
scribing the system in terms of the population inversion and photon
density are nonlinear. However, approximations are m_de which
permit the required relations between the transition rates to be
established for such action to progress. The time variation of the
population inversion and the photon density at the laser frequency
are obtained for both the pumping time interval and the stimulated
emission laser region. (Author) F. R. L.
A65-27610
STUDY OF THE OUTPUT SPECTRA OF RUBY LASERS.
V. Evtuhov and 3. K. Neeland (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research
/._boratorles, l_libu, Calif. ).
LEEE _ournal of Quantum ElectrOnics, vol. QE-I, Apr. 1965,
p. 7-12. 32 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11650.
Measurement of the frequency separation between transverse
modes of & ruby laser, using a Fahry-P_rot interferometer and a
high-speed ca.-hera. The results are compared with the theoretical
predictions based on the curved-refiector theory. Satisfactory
agreement is obtained. The measurements are verified by studying
the output of the laser after application of transverse mode selection.
The mode-selection technique is based on the control of the reflector
si=e and results in single-transverse-mode operation at high pump-
ing levels. The time dependence of _ longitudinal mode spectrum
of a single-transverse mode laser is studied. Very orderly mode-
hopping sequences from shorter to longer wavelengths are observed.
The spectrum ofa relativelyhlgh-output saler which shows some regula_
pulsations is similarly examined. The spectrum shows interesting
features, which include a near continuum during regular pulsations
and repetitive shifts of the high-intensity portion of the spectrum
from short tO long wavelengths, (Author) F. R.. L.
A65-27724
EFFECT OF GAUSSIAN BEAM SPREAD ON PHASE VELOCITY
MATCHING IN CW OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION.
G. E. Francois and A. E. Siegman (Stangord University, Microwave
Laboratory and Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Stanford, Calif. ).
_siCal Review, Znd Series, Section A, vni. 139, 3niy 5, 1965,
p. A4-A9. 5 regs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11144; Grant No. AF AFO_R 323-63.
Experimental and theoretical study of the angular variation of
optical second-harmonic generation in ammonium dihydrogen phos-
phate using a Gaussian slngle-transverse-mode cw gas-laser beam.
The observed angular dependence of the second-harmonic output
near the _-,ase matching angle is significantly different from the
[(sin_}/_ }_ angular dependence predicted by plane-wave theory.
The difference can be quantitatively explained by an extendedanalysis
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which takes into account the Gaussian amplitude distribution and
spherical wavefront of the cw laser beam. The theory predicts
small but significant corrections to the results of measurements of
the nonlinear coefficients of materials. These corrections can also
account, at least approximately, for the effects of small crystal
defects and imperfectly Gaussian beam patterns. (Author) D. P. F.
A65-27725
COHERENCE iN A MODEL OF INTERACTING RADIATION AND
MATTER.
R. H. Picard and C. R. Willis (Boston University, Boston, Mass. ).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, Section A, vnl. 139, July 5, 1965,
p. AI0-AIb. 18 refs.
Contract No. AF 19(6Z8)-Z460.
Preliminary results of a theor_tlca] investigation of the origi.
of laser coherence properties. A model consisting of N two-level
atoms in a perfect cavity interacting through their dipole moments
with a single mode of the radiation field is adopted, and the resulting
many-body problem is made solvable through the introduction of the
self-consistent-field approximation (SCFA). It is shown that the
SCFA is consistent with Glauber's suggestion that an ideal laser
might be in a "coherent state, " or pure eigenstate of the positive-
frequency part of the electric-field operator. A conservation law
is derived which assures the positive definiteness of the field-density
operator, and it is shown that Glauberls coherent state is that solu-
tion of the SCFA equations which minimizes the corresponding
constant of the motion. When the SCFA is modified by the introduc-
tion of particle-field correlations, the conservation law is destroyed,
and the coherent state is no longer an allowed solution.
(Author) D. P. F.
A65-27738 #
KINETIC PROCESSES IN THE GAS LASER [KINETICHESIqE
PROTSESSY V GAZOVOM LAZERE].
E. M. Belenov and A. N. Oraevskii.
O_tika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 18, May 1965, p. 858-865. 25 refs.
In Russian.
Consideration of the kinetic processes in the plasma of a neon-
helium laser. Analysis of these processes leads to the creation of
a population inversion of the transition 2p54SlPl - 2p53p3p z. The
relationship of the power output to the discharge-tube diameter and
the pumping power is determined. R.A.F.
A65-27739 =
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BEAM DIVERGENCE IN A
NEON-HELIUM LASER (WAVELENGTH k a 0.63 _) [EKSPERI-
M-ENTAL'NOE ISSLEDOVANIE RASKHODIMOSTI LUCHA OPTI-
CHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA NA SMESI NEON-GELII
(VOLNA), a 0.63 MK)].
D. I. R4ash, V. F. Papulovskii, and L. P. Chirina.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 18, May 1965, p. 866-869. In Russian.
Discussion of an experiment to measure the angle of divergence
_. of a beam of single-mode light, type TEM00 , emitted by a neon-
helium laser with a wavelength of 0.63_. Two methods were used -
a confocal arrangement with a tube 160 cm in length and two mirrors
with radii of curvature 184 crn, and a nonfocal system. Using the
confocal system and the formulas of Boyd" and Gordon, e was de-
termined to be 2. Z'. With the nonfocal arrangement, and related
formulas, e was found to be 3.5 °. Possible sources of error in
both experiment and calculation are discus sed. R, A. F.
A65-27759
DISTRIBUTION- AND CORRELATION-FUNCTIONS FOR A LASER
AMPLITUDE.
H, Risken (Stuttgart, Technische Hochschule, Institut fflr theoretische
und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West Germany).
Zeitschr't£t Iflr Physik, vol. 186, no. l, 1965, p. 85-98. 18 refs.
Research supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Contribution to the nonlinear theory of laser noise. The lasing
field is treated as a classical random variable; the noise is
introduced by the concept of fluctuating dipoles. In order to deter-
mane the correlation functions, the method of distribution functions
is employed; the distribution functions themselves are calculated by
the Fokker-Planck equation. This procedure has the advantage that
once the distribution function is known, all properties of the lasing
field - such as expectation values and correlation functions - can be
obtained by simple integrations as described in deta11.
(Author) D. P. g.
A6S-27772 #
DYNAMICS OF A LASER WITH TWO TYPES OF OSCILLATION
[DINAMIKA OPTICHESKOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA S
DVUMIA TIPAMI KOLEBANLI].
N. G. Basov, V. N. Morozov. and A. N. Oraevskii (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut. Moscow, USSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 16Z, June I, 1965, p. 781-784.
9 refs. In Russian.
Analysis of the time-dependence of laser modes of operation.
using a laser model having two types of oscillation. The discussion
[cads to a 6ulution of the di/ficuit problem of describing the polariza-
tion of a substance under the effect of two types ol oscillation. The
time-dependence of laser radiation intensity in the instability region
of the harmonic mode is established, as are the conditions lot the
regular nonattenuated fiuctuatlons in laser radiation intensity. The
latter are seen to explain some of the modes ol operation observed
experimentally. V.P.
A65-27944
RAAIAN DIFFUSION OF DIFFERENT LIQUIDS IN THE DIRECTION
OF THE EXCITING LIGHT [DIFFUSION RAMAN DE DIFFERENTS
LIQUIDES DANS LA DIRECTION DE LA LUM/ERE EXCITATR/CE].
Georges Bret (Compagnie Generale de Telegraphic sans Fil,
Laboratoire, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Academic des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z60, no. 24,
June 14, 1965, p. 6323-6326. 10 refs. In French.
Study of Raman diffusion of liquids placed outside an optical
cavity and excited by a ruby laser. The liquids emit in a small
solid angle which contains the direction of the incident beam of
the spontaneous Raman light. The intensity of the incident beam
remains proportional to the intensity of the laser light up to the
threshold of stimulated emission. This threshold depends on the
wave structure of the laser beam and is defined bY a Raman emis-
sion which is always very intense compared to the spontaneous Rama
emission. These measurements make it possible to evaluate the ef-
fective selection of Raman diffusion and the intensity of Raman light
in photons per wave at the threshold of stimulated emission. F.R.L.
A65-28005
PHOTOMIXING WITH DIFFUSELY REFLECTED LIGHT.
G. A. Massey (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. , Sylvania Elec-
ironic Systems Div. , Electronic Defense Laboratories. Mountain
View, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, July 1965, p. 781-784.
Account of a method for estimating the sensitivity of a coherent
optical heterodyne receiver in detecting laser radiation reflected
from a diffuse surface. A configuration typical of many optical
radar applications is considered, and the effects of transmitter
beam size, receiver aperture, and heterodyne field of' view on the
beat-frequency signal are calculated. Two idealized surface models
are used inthe analysis. It is shown that the size of the scattering
reflector elements in the surface can affect the optimum set of re-
ceiver parameters. The range of values of these parameters for
most efficient detection is derived for both surface types and a given
transmitter beam angle. The advantage of a receiver with large
aperture and field of view equal to the transmitted beam width is
demonstrated, and the magnitudes of errors introduced by the sim-
plifying approximations are discussed. (Author) B.B.
A65-28013
E-LEVEL POPULATION OF RUBY VS PUMPING.
V. Daneu, C. A. Sacchi, and O. Svelto (Milano, Politecnico,
Istituto di Fisica, Milan, Italy).
_plied Optics, vol. 4, July 1965, p. 863-866. 18 refs.
Research supported by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerc_fe.
Experimental measurement of the _--level population of a cylin-
drical ruby rod as a function of the pump energy at two points of the
cross section of the rod- the center and the periphery. The mea-
surement is performed by measuring the fluorescent energy emitted
after pumping by the points considered. The rod is pumped by a
spiral flashtube. It is found that the experimental data of population
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vs purnpLng follow exponential curves as expected theoretica/ly.
From these curves the pump energy necessary for equalizing the
populations bet_ceen ground state and laser level is obtamed. The
knowledge of this quantity leads to the measure of the losses
(scattering plus diffraction) per pass in the rod. A value of _ 45%
of losses is obtained for the rod. (Author) B.B.
465-28016
COHERENCE IN LONG-RANGE LASER BEAMS.
Harald W. Straub (U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington
Science Center, Rockville, Md. ).
(National Bureau of Standards, Conference on Atmospheric Limita-
tions to Optical Profanation, Boulder, Colo., Mar. 18, 19, 19657-
Applied Optics, vol. 4, July 1965, p. 875, 876. 5 refs.
Formulation of certain rules for the dimensions of detector
and source apertures, enabling the maintenance of coherence in
long-range laser beams despite the destructive act_m_ of air tur-
bulence. The charac:_r/stics of air turbulence and its effect on
laser beams are outlined. Maxzmum permissible source diameters
vs distances for a He-He laser are tabulated, and the problem of
coping with beam wandering is considered. B.B.
EXCITATION OF AUXII.J.A_Y OFF-AXIS LASER MODES.
M. P. Vaniukov, V. I. Isaenko, L. A. Luizova, and O. A. Shorokhov
{Gosudarstvermyi Opticheskli Institut, L_eningrad, USSR).
(Zhurn al EksperimentaD noi i Teoreticheekoi Fiziki, vol. 48, Jan.
1965, p. 3-6.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. El, July 1965, p. 1-3. 5 refs. Trans-
Lation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18454 08-16]
A65-28064
AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT BY FOUR-LEVEL QUANTUM SYS-
TEMS.
Iu. A. Ana_a, ev, A. A. l_[ak, and B. M. Sedov (Goeudarstvennyi
Opticheskii Institut, Leningrad, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental, noi i Teoreticheekoi Fiziki vol. 48,
Jan. 1965, p. 7-12.)
Soviet Physics - 3ETP, vol. 21, July t965, p. 4-7. 5 tars.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18455 08-16]
A6S-2J089
EXCITATION OF MODES AND OSCILLATION KINETICS IN A RUBY
LASER WITH A CONCENTRIC RESONATOR.
V. V. Korobkm, A. M. Leontovich. and M. N. Smirnova (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
{Zhurnal Eksperirnental' noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, voL 48, Jan.
1965, p. 78-86.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. Z1, July 1965, p. 53-58. 17 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-18460 08-16]
CHANGES IN THE RESONATOR OF A RUBY LASER WHEN HEATED
BY PUMPING.
A. Po Veduta. A. M. I_ontovich, and V. N. Smorchkov (Akadenliia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii I_etituto Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eks_erimental_ noi i Teoreticheskol Fiziki, vol. 48, Jan.
1965, p. 87-93.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 21, July 1965, p. 59-63. 13 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Acceszion no. A65-18461 08-16]
A65-28091
CHARACTERISTIcs OF A Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER.
T. V. Gvaladze, I. K. Krasiuk, P. p. Paehinin, A. V. Prokhindeev,
and A. M. Prokhorov (Akademila Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Inetltut,
Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental, noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki_ vol. 48, Jan.
1965, p. 106-110. )
Soviet Physics - JETP,- vol. 21, July 1965, p. 72-74. 10 refs.
Translation.




Erm-nett N. Leith and Juris Upatnieks.
Scientific American, vol. 21Z, June 1965, p. 24-35.
Description of a newly developed photographic technique, using
coherent laser light, for producing interferometric patterns (holo-
grams) on photographic films. By subsequently illuminating the
holograms with laser-light beams, it is possible to obtain three-
dimenainnal, virtual-image photographs of the original object.
Moving the hologram, the Laser, or the camera produces a paral-
lax eftect. To prepare the hologram, the laser beaxn used as il-
hlmimltion is passed through a partially reCiecting and partially
eransmi_L_z 8 l_La,_ plate, th_ _tcd p_r _- :f ".h= bea.-_., i: ._.ads _o
illuminate the object (the re_lected light from which _ils on the
photographic film), and the transmitted part of the beam (called the
reference beam) impinges directly onto the film. An interferomet-
ric light pattern is thus formed with a grating-like structure that
can be considered to be the two-dimensional analog of the wave pat-
tern modulated so as to serve as a carrier of information about the
Light waves that produced it. Thus, a hologram is basically a
phase-modulated reproduction of an interferometric fringe pattern.
_en the hologram is placed in a beam of coherent light, the light
is den_odulated, and two images are produced by the first-order
diffracted waves emerging from the hologram interference grating.
An apparent object (virtual image) appears at the original position
where the object was located, and the conjugate or reversed curva-
ture of the diffracted waves produces a real image which can be
photographed directly without the need of a lens by placing a photo-
graphic plate at the position of the image. Applications inch_de
photographic methods for sLmulatiun and training devices and X-ray
microscopy. D.P.F.
A65-28203
SPECTRUM OF LASER LIGHT SCATTERED FROM A SINGLE
GIANT PULSE IN A LABORATORY PLASMA.
U. Ascoli Bartoli, 3. Katzenstein, and L. Lovieetto (EURATOM
and Conaitato Nazion_le per I' Energia Hucleare, Laboratorio Gas
lonizzati, Frascati, Italy).
Nature, vol. 207, July 3, 1965, p. 63, 64.
Observation of the spectrum of single-giant-pulse laser light
scattered in a plasma. A fonrteen-chaxmel photoelectric spectrum
a.n_lyzer with a Fabry-Perot etalon as the dis_reing element was
used for the observations. The signals of the different spectral
channels were separated in time by making the time interval be-
tween them 5 nsec greater than the length of the giant pulse. A
Kerr eeU was placed in the system immediately before the etalon,
so that Light wmild be admitted to the analyzer only during the time
of the giant pulse. The ion temperature computed from the profile
obtained with this apparatus is found tu be _50 ev. The spectrum
is said to show sorr_ evidence of the "shoulders" or weak maxima
predicted by theory. The profile of the ion spectrum is found to
correspond most nearly to that for equal electron and ion tempera-
tures° A.B.K.
A6S-211248 #
LASERS VERSUS MICROWAVES IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS.
S. Gubin, R. B. Mareten, and D. Silverman (Radio Corporation of
A__erica, Defense Electronic Products, Astro-E1ectrordcs Div.,
Princeton, N.J. ).
Instit_Ition of Navigation° and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics_ National S_)ace Navigation and Spacecraft Cora-
munication Meeting, Houston, Tex., Apr. 29, 30, 1965, Paper.
15 p. 37 refs.
Comparative systems analysis of lasers and m/crowavee for
Mars-to-Earth communications in the early 1970's. The mission
objective is to transmit information from Mars to Earth, either by
transmitting direct from the Mars-orbiting vehicle or by transmitting
to an intermediate, Earth-orbiting satelLite relay. It is aseummd
that devices for which perforn_ance is presently reported can be
developed into flight equipment in the years remaining to the time
frame of the miselon. The choice of laser and microwave compo-
nents is discussed, after which the attainable bit-par-second com-
munication rates for the three links are analyzed. A perforro_nce
criterion of bite per second per pound is also applied because Of
launch vehicle payload limitations. Systems problems which have
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led to particular choices of systems parameters are also discussed.
It iS concluded that, for the particular mission under consideration,
microwave-system technology is better, and the microwave system
is pre fe rable. R.A.F.
A65-28249
AIDS TO ACQUISITION IN OPTICAL COMMUNICATION.
E. B. Moss (Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Missile and Space
Systems Div., Santa Monica, Calif. ).
Institution of Navigation, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, National Space ,Navigation and Spacecraft Com-
munication Meeting, Houston_ Tex., Apr. 29_ 30, 1965, Paper.
Z0 p. 5 refs.
Discussion of acquisition and reacquisition in spacecraR com-
munications u|ing laser systems. Primary consideratlon is given
to the general case of two spacecraR in space, with spacecraft-to-
earth communication considered as a special case. Because of the
interplanetary distances involved and the likelihood that extremely
narrow bandwidths will be used, acquisition and reacquisition are
thought to be problems of paramount importance. The theoretical
considerations for the case of two spacecraft are described; the
optical implications of these considerations are then discussed.
The practicality of the scheme as a solution to the problem is
considered, and various aids to tracking are discussed. It is
concluded that synchronous scanning of a field of search with a
narrow field telescope and with the illuminating beam of the laser
can significantly shorten the time required for reacqulsition.
R.A.F.
A@$ 2|33S #
OBSERVATIONS OF RADIO SOURCES AT 9.4 GC/S WITH MASER
AND HIGH-RESOLUTION INTERFEROMETER.
Haruo Tanaka, Takaki7o Kakinuma, Takashi Yamashita (Nagoya
University, Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya, Japan),
Hidenari Uchida, Humio Inaha {Tohoku University, Research
Institute of Electrical Communication, Sendal, Japan), Hiroshi
Tsuru, Kenichi Takahashi, Syogo Yoshikawa, Hideklehi Hozumi,
and Hiromi Hayashi (Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. , Communication
Research Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan).
Nagoya Universit),, Research Institute of Atmospherics, Proceedlngs,
vol. 12, Jan. 1965, p. 35-48. 29 refs.
Observations of Cygnus A, Taurus A, Orion Nebula, and Omega
Nebula at 9.4 Gc, made with the 2.2_ fan beam of a 16-element inter-
ferometer and a maser amplifier. Cygnus A was also observed with
the 0.7 ! fan beam of a compound interferometer. The maser am-
plifier for radio astronomical observations was developed with special
emphasis on high-stability performance and convenience of adjust-
ment and handling in field installations. The voltage-gain bandwidth
product is about I00 Mc, the noise temperature is 40°I(, and the
gain instability is 0. I db up to 30 min and 0.2 db up to Z hr. The
brightness distributions, sizes, and flux densities Of the radio sources
are compared with the results of earlier observations. Flux densities
of the sources have been derived from that of the sun, comparing the
areas under the drift curves of the sources with that of the sun. The
results of flux density measurements are considered to show that
the scale of flux density at 9.4 Gc of the solar observations is nearly
equal to the average scale of the galactic or extragalactic observa-
tions. (Author) F.R.L.
A65-28419
FOCUSING ULTRASONIC SYSTEM APPLICABLE TO TWO-DIMEN-
SIONAL OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING AND LASER OUTPUT MODU-
LATION.
David E. Flinchbaugh (United Aircraft Corp. , Research Labora-
tories, East Hartford, Corn. }.
Acoustical Society of America, Journal, vol. 37, June 1965, p. 975-
985. Zl refs.
Army-supported research.
Experimental investigation utilizing a barium titanate ceramic
transducer formed into an arc of a short section of right circular
cylinder and radiating into a cell filled with a tetrachloroethylene
at 400 kc/sec. A helium-neon laser beam was used to examine the
index of refraction gradients produced in the liquid and to illustrate
the possible deflection patterns. When the beam traversed the cell
near the focal line, circular scanning was observed, with maximum
deflection angles of approximately ± i, 0°. Linear scanning reached
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± 1. 5 O. Data describing the experimentally observed beam motion
showed good agreement with a theoretical analysis of the complex
acoustic field in this region. Deflections produced by pulse excitation
of the transducer exceeded ± 1. 5 °. Ruby laser spiking was modulated
to follow the 400-kc/sec field, and, in pulsed operation, giant spikes
were obtained, using the cell to control the Q of the optical resonator
cavity. High-speed'photographs of both the partial standing
acoustic wave, the traveling shock waves, and the circular beam-
deflection pattern were taken. {Author) M. M.
A65-28487 #
CONTRIBUTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF THE
INJECTION LASER [K ELEKTROMAGNITNOI TEORII INZHEKTSION-
NOGO LAZERA].
R. F. Kazarinov, 0. V. Konstantinov, V. L Pete!', and A. L.
Efros (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii Instltut,
Leningrad, USSR).
Fizika Tverdo_o Tela, vol. 7, May 1965, p. 1506-1516. 14 refs.
In Russian.
Calculation of the quantum-yield coefficient of stimulated emis-
sion and the angular distribution of the emission from a laser diode.
The quantum-yield coefficient is obtained as the ratio of the emitted
power to the power generated by radiative recombination in the ac-
tive region. It is found that the angular distribution of the emission
in a plane normal to the junction can have two peaks, the widths of
which are defined by the penetration depth of the field into p and n
materials. The angular distance between the peaks characterizes
the gain in the active region. V.P.
A65-28492 #
CREATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING STATES IN nVIPURITY-FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS BY ILLUMINATION WITH A POWERFUL LASER
[O SOZDANII SVERKHPROVODIASHCHIKH SOSTOIANII V BESPRI-
MESNYKH POLUPROVODNIKAKH PUTEM OSVESHCHENIIA IKH
MOSHCHNYM LAZEROM].
A. S. Selivanenko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 7, May 1965, p. 15_7, 1568. 6 refs.
In Russian.
Analysis showing that, in principle, it is possible to create
superconducting states at sufficiently low temperatures in pure
(unalloyed) semiconductors having a suitably shaped conduction
band. Particular attention is givento semiconductors (and here to
SrTiOs) in which superconductivity has already been achieved when
using alloyed specimens. It is shown that instead of using impuri-
ties to create the required electron density in the conduction band,
it is possible to achieve the same effect by exposing the semicon-
ductor to laser light. V.P.
A65-28538 #
DIFFRACTION SYNCHRONIZATION OF OPTICAL MASERS
[DIFRAKTSIONNAIA SINIq-IRONIZATSIIA OPTICHESKIKH KVANTO-
VY lq-I GENERATOROV].
N. G. Basov, E. M. Belenov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademlia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR}.
Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 35, June 1965, p. I098-II05.
12 refs. In Russian.
Analytical investigation of the conditions for the existence of a
synchronized mode of excitation of the principal oscillation types in
a diffraction-coupled laser. The synchronization of two lasers is
examined. The diffraction-coupling coefficient of two open resonators
is calculated, and the values of the laser parameters which provide
a stable synchronization mode are determined. V.P.
A65.28S54
ANGULAR MODES IN A GAS LASER.
I. M. Belousova, O. B. Danilov, and B. A. Ermakov (Gosud_trstven-
nyi Optlcheskii Institut, Leningrad, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 47,
Dec. 1964, p. 2013-2018. )
Soviet Ph),sics -JETP, vol. 20, June 1965, p. 1351-1354. 6 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-15458 06-16]
A65-29196
AM-_
TRANSIENTS IN THREE-LEVEL MASERS.
A. A. M_nenkov-, R. M. hfartiroslan, Iu. P. Pimenov, A. M.
Prokhorov, and V. A. Sychugov (Ak_demiia Nauk SSSR, Pizicheskli
Institut. Moscow, US.SR}.
(Zhurnal Eksperinnenta/tnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 47,
Dec. 1964. p. 2055-2063.)
Soviet l_hysics - 3ETP, vol. 20, 3u_e 1965. p. 1381-1386. 16 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-15460 06-09]
MIRROR MOUNTS FOR EXPERI_EHTAL OPTICAL _ERS.
L. J. Cullms and J. Smith (Mullard, Ltd., Mullard Research Labo-
ratories, Salfords, Surrey, England).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 42. July 1965, p. 499, 500.
Description of a mirror holder with deformable hinges giving
two constant hinge lines at right angles which can be mounted on an
optical bench and is useful in experiments with gaseous optical
maser tubes and solid-state optical masers. The main features of
the design consist of (1) a support fitting a standard optical-bench
saddle which provides coarse adjustment about a vertical axis, (2)
a clamp for horizontal axis adjustment, (3) a main ring carrying an
intermediate ring on two hinges arranged to form a horizontal line,
(4) two micrometers for fine adjustments! and (5) a mirror held by
small lea/ springs against the front edge of a support bolted to the
front of the mirror ring. A_ the hinge lines do not pass through the
center of the mirror surface, the cavity distance between two such
mirrors is not held constant when the mirror angle is changed.
D.P.F.
A_-211&2&
STUDY OF THE PARAMETRIC CONVERSION OF OPTICAL FRE-
QUENCIES [ETUDE DE CONVERSION P_TR/QUE DE
FREQUENCES OPTIQUES].
Nguyen-Van-Tran and Denis Kehl (Coxnpagnie Generals d'Electricit_,
Centre de Recherches, D_partement de Recherches Physiques de
Base, Marcoussis, France).
Acade_nie des Sciences (Paris), Coxn_tes Rendus, voL 260, no. 26,
Ju_te 28, 1965, p* 6838-684.1. 7 refs. In French.
Experimental investigation of the parametric conversion of opo
tical frequencies in a crystal where the sources of illumination are
coherent oscillators which are mutual/y pulsed and synchronized.
The two ruby and doped-glass lasers are triggered by the same
rotating prism; to obtain synchronization of the two pulses one of
the two auxiliary prisms Pl and P2 is suitably rotated about its _xis.
The signal wavelength emitted by the doped-glass laser (I0, 600 _}
is mixed with the pump wavelength in the second of two PO4HzK
crystals so as to produce a wavelength the frequency of which is
equal to the difference between that of the pulnp and signal _requen-
cy. This "idler" frequency is equal to 5150 _. Experin_ents in-
dicate that there is parametric amplification of the idler frequency.
D. P. F.
A6S029075
TIME DEVELOPMENT OF A L_ER SIGNAL.
Bertram Pariser and Than'Lae C. l_arshall (Columbia University,
Plasn_a Laboratory, New York, N.Y. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vul. 6, 3_uze 15, 1965, p. 232-23&.
Contract No. Nonr-266(93).
Discussion of an e_cper_enta/ study of the growth of energy in
a laser cavity. The output intensity of an He-Ne laser was reduced
in a manner which neither altered the properties of the optical cavi-
ty nor the gaseous discharge. Os cillatlons at the visible and infrared
transitions were quenched by pumping particles into the lower neon
laser state. The recovery of the laser signal was then observed for
many radiative decay time constants after the pumping process was
completed. Graphs of laser output as a function of time after
quenching are presented. S.H.B.
A65.29117
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF THE He-Ne MASER.
Koichi Shimoda (Tokyo, University, Dept. of PhySiCs, Tokyo,
Japan).
_Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Conference on
Precision Electromagnetic Measurements, National Bureau of
Standarda Laboratories. Boulder, Colo., June 23-25, 1964, Paper.)
LEEE Transactions on InStrumentation and Measurement, vol. I/_-13,
Dec. 1964, p. 170-174. 8 refs.
NASA-supported research.
Observation of the photobeat between two independently stabilized
He-Ne masers. In the experiment described the separation of the
mirrors is modulated at a low frequency with a areal1 amplitude.
Correction signals for the tilt angleof the mirrors, the power level
of the excitation, and the separation of the mirrors are given,
respectively, by the fundamental, the second harmonic, and the
third harmonic ol the modulation frequency. The observed fluctuation
of beat frequencies is said to show a Gaussian distribution and no
systematic frequency drift. It is found that the frequency of each
maser stays within several parts iu lO I0 and the resettability is just
as good. Some difficulties with the stray magnetic field from
rnagnetostriction coils and with the earth's magnetic field are
found. Preliminary experiments on pressure shift and its e_ect on
the stabilized maser are discussed. The theory is developed, and
the frequency deviations are calculated as functions of the gas
pressure and of the modulation amplitude. (Author} A. B. K.
A6S-29119
EXCHANGE COLLISIONS, WALL INTERACTIONS, AND RE-
SETTABILITY OF THE HYDROGEN MASER.
J. Vanier, H. E. Peters, and R. F. C. Vessot (VarianAssociates,
Beverly, I_Ss. ).
_Institute Of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Cooference on
Precisibn Electroma_netic Measurements, National Bureau of
Standards Laboratories, Boulder, Colo., 3une 23-25, 1964, Pa_er.}
LEEE Transactions on instrumentation and Measurement, vol. L_-I3,
Dec. 1964, p. 185-188. I0 refs.
Description of experiments to verify the resettability of the
hydrogen maser. In the experimental method used the output
frequency of one maser was measured against the hydrogen pressure.
It was found that at a given tuning of the cavity no shift larger than
2.1 parts in i013 is observed for a change of 4 to 1 in pressure. It
is also shown that the pressure shift due to exchang_ collisions,
predicted by Bender, cannot be observed for the field-independent
transition in the hydrogen maser. Two masers having the same
storage-bulb design and the same wall coating were tuned by this
technique and were found to have a frequency difference of 7.6 parts
13
in 10 . Experiments on the wall coating of the hydrogen-maser
storage bulb _vere made. Relaxation and decorrelation times of
various materials were measured. The hyper/ine splitting of the
ground state of hydrogen measured against cesium is also given,
(Author) A. B. K.
A65-29164
TRA_5/_ISSION OF HIGH-POWER LASER LIGHT THROUGH
TAPFRED DIELECTRIC TUBES AND RODS.
K. Vogel (Uppsala, University, Institute of Physics, Uppsala,
Sweden).
Natur.___...e, vol. 207, July 17, 1965, p. 281, 282.
Investigation of the transmission of high-power laser light by
means of dielectric tubes and rods using a Q-swltched ruby laser
and a calibrated "rat _ s nest" holometer. No sh_/t in the shape
of the transmitted laser pulse was recorded. Radiation damage
in the guide material could not be observed. The power density
that can he achieved by tapered guides seems to be sufficiently
high to be useful in, for example, biological applications when it
is desired to irradiate small areas with a rather well defined ener-
gy distribution and when it is of interest to replace conventional
focusing systems by a more flaxlble light guide system. Experi-
mental values are tabulated for energy transmission ratio, direc-
tivity, and density coefficient. M.F. '
A65-29196




J. P. McEvoy, Jr., D. J. Miller, and L. C. Morris (Radio
Corporation of Ame rica, Camden, N.J. ).
Solid-State Electronics, vol. 8, Apr. 1965, p. 443-448. 8 refs.
Contract No. NAg 5-3773.
Study of experimental work which shows that magnetic stagger
tuning provides an efficient means for trading excess gain for hand-
width in traveling-wave masers. A high-gain traveling-wave maser
(Z0 db/in, at 4.Z°K) has been developed at 4000 Mc and operated
with a transverse field superconducting magnet as a wide-band
amplifier system. The maser, which employs meander-line slowing
and iron-doped ruffle as the active material, is operated with various
sections of the paramagnetic crysta] resonating at different frequen-
cies. This i8 made possible by placing the maser in a supercon-
ducting magnet which generates a field profile that can be varied in
steps along its length of the maser. A 4.0-in. iron-doped rutlle
crystal, which produces 78-db peak electronic gain over a IS-Me
instantaneous band, can be made to yield 33 db of gain and 66 Mc of
bandwidth by stagger tunin E. Ln addition to presenting experimental
data which are ingoodagreement with the simple theory of magnetic
stagger tuning, this paper describes for the first time the perfor-
mance of a traveling-wave maser which is magnetically stagger-
tuned in a small compact superconducting magnet. This work is
significant from a system standpoint, since an electronically,
variable-gain/bandwidth microwave amplifier has been developed.
Furthermore, both these devices can be operated in a closed-
cycle helium refrigerator. (Author) M. F.
A65-29198
LASER ACTION LN AN ALLOYED GaAs JUNCTION.
G. Cayman (Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken. Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
Solid-State Electronics, vol. 8, Apr. 1965, p. %55, 456.
Announcement of the manufacture of an alloyed junction GaAs
diode which, when submerged in liquid nitrogen, showed laser ac-
tion at a wavelength of 8390 _, corresponding to a photon energy of
1.48 ev. The threshold current at which the spectral narrowing and
mode selection of the emitted radiation took place was 4 x 104 amp/
cm 2. A/though the experiments have shown that it is possible to
make alloyed lasers, they also showed that the alloying process is
very critical and tends to be very irreproducible. M.F.
A65-29242 :_
LASER ELECTRO-OPTICAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM.
Robert M, WtlliaI'ns (General Dynamics Corp. , General Dynamics/
Convair, San Diego, Calif. }.
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, 17TH,
DAYTON, OHIO, MAY 10-12, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-29228
18-09]
Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and Ainerican Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electromcs Engineers, Dayton
Section, i965, p. i20-i25. U refs.
Detailed feasibility analysis of a satellite-borne electro-optical
angular tracker and a well surveyed earth-based corner-reflector
sensor system. The sensor systei'n includes a laser system for
illuminating the corner reflector, an amplitude-comparison photo-
multiplier system for corner-reflector acquisition and tracking,
and an interferometer fine-track sensor. Tracking accuracies of
5 _rad are postulated for the amplitude-comparison tracker,
ignoring atmospheric effects, and 0.5 jarad for the l-It-baseline
interferometer tracker. A.B. H,
A65-29265 #
INTERACTION OF COHERENT LIGHT BEAMS WITH MICROWAVE
SOUND.
C. F. Guate, C. D, W. Wilkinson, and D. Cadde$ (Stanford
Univer_ty, Laboratories of Physics, Stanford, Calif. ).
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, lYTH,
DAYTON, OHIO, MAY 10-1Z, 1965, PROCEEDINGS, [A65-29228
18-o9]
CorLference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Dayton
Section, 1965, p. 300-302. 10 rels.
Brief report on.the diffraction of light by hyper$ound in
transparent crystals. The results of experiments with b328-_
laser light and sound waves of frequencies above 400 Mc are pre-
sented. In addition to providing a means of shifting a coherent light
beam in frequency and translating the beam in space, acoustic
diffraction also provides a method of extracting a small amount of
power from the primary light beam. S.H.B.
A65-27267 #
THE SUPER-MODE LASER.
Gait A. Massey, M. Kenneth Oshman, and Russell Tare (Sylvania
Electronic Products, Inc. , Sylvania Electronic Systems Div. ,
Mountain View, Calif. ).
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, 17TH,
DAYTON, OHIO, MAY I0-1Z, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [A65-Z9228
18-09]
Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton
Section, i965. p. 3i0-315. 9 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-1938.
Discussion of improvements in the monochromaticity of laser
outputs. Standard techniques for coping with the problem of multi-
mode oscillations in lasers, such as shortening the cavity or
increasing the number of mirrors in the cavity, reduce the total
output power. Mode locking techniques and the use of FM lasers
are evaluated. The supermode laser, a single-frequency generation
system, consists of an FM laser with a synchronous phase modulator
at the output. The supermode laser achieves short-term coherence
at a single frequency and, it is indicated, may have applications in
heterodyne communications, interferometry, and holography.
S.H.B.
A65-29275 =
FIELD TESTING OF A SELF-CONTAINED LASER NAVIGATION
SYSTEM.
R, A. Flower (General Precision, Inc. , General Precision Aerospace
Group, GPL Dry., Pleasantville, N. Y. )-
IN: NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, lYTH,
DAYTON, OHIO, MAY 10-ig, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. [AbS-29Z28
18-091
Conference sponsored by the Professional Group on Aerospace and
Navigational Electronics, Dayton Section of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, and American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautlcs.
Dayton, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton
Section. 1965, p. 392-398.
Description of the testing of the Optical Diffraction Veioctmeter.
in the operation of this device, a suitably shaped beam from a CW
laser carried by a vehicle illuminates a small patch of terrain
beneath the vehicle. By virtue of the spatial and temporal coherence
of the laser light, the energy reradiated by the terrain forms a
diffraction pattern which moves in space in opposition to the motion
of the vehicle along the terrain. Velocity measurement is accom-
plished by sensing the magnitude and direction of the pattern motion.
After laboratory testing, the system was field-tested in a small
truck. The resuits of such tests over improved roads and distances
ranging from less than 1 to 30 miles indicate the feasibility of such
an instrument for accurate navigation. S.H.B.
A65-29356
THE BEHAVIOR OF GaAs LASER DIODES AT HIGH RADLATION
LOADS [DAS VERHALTEN VON GaAs-LASERDIODEN BEI HOHEN
5TRAHLUNGSLEISTUNGEN ].
H. J. Henkel, E. KIeirband H. Kuckuck (Siemens-S<huckertwerke
AG, Forschungslaboratorium, Erlangen, West Germany).
Solid-State Electronics r vol. 8, May 1965, p. 475-478. In German.
Research supported by the Bundesministerium far wissenschaftliche
Forschung.
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Investigation of the behavior of C, aAs laser diodes at high pu/se
loads. For pulse currents of 500 amp a radiated power of 80 w could
be achieved. It v,as found that the maximum power obtainable is
lin_tted by the temperature rise in the diode. A further increase xnay
be expected if shorter l_Ises are used. The directional distribution
and the spectrum of the radiation were measured. (Author) F.R.L.
A&.q-_411
FRE_ENCY STABILIZATION OF DOUBLE-MODE GAS LASER.
H. D. Goldick (Syracuse University, Research Corp., Electronics
Research Laboratory, Syracuse, N.Y. ).
IEEE, Proceedu_s, vol. 53, June 1965, p. 638.
Contract No. NAS 5-3927.
Discussion of a circuit employed to phase-lock the self-beat of
a gas Laser to a frequency stamdard. The laser used was an rf-
pu_nped helium-neon laser opezating at 6328 i in a helmiapherical
configuration. The circuit used in this experinlent is shown. The
laser was adjusted so that the only modes excited were two of the
longitudinal type. This was accomplished by us_ low rf power
and adjusting the mirrors while checking the display of the laser
self-beat (approxin_ately 250 Iv[c) on a PoLaraud spectrwm analyser
and seeing that the only laser-derived signal was at that frequemcy.
These modes were received andmixed in an RCA 7102 photomultiplier
tube, and the beat frequency signal was then amplified and beat
down to ]0 Mc. This signal was then referenced against a 30-Mc
signal derived from a frequency standard in a phase detector, and
the resulting error slgnal was amplified and used to change the
length of the laser cavity by means of the rear (flat) mirror mounted
on a stack of PZT (lead zirconate titanate) disks. The analysis cir-
cuit used to measure the stability of the laser self-beat is shown.
The measurements were nmde in a typical laboratory enviroamemt.
Various equipments, such as oscilloscopes, signal generators, and
air cmlditionmg were rurmmg. M.M.
A_-29418
OPTICAL SILIULATION OF MICROWAVE ANTENNAS WITHOUT
DIRECT FREQUENCY SCALING.
Henry W. Redlien, Jr. and Herman M. Heinen_ann (Wheeler
Laboratories, Laser Engineerin 8 Group, Smithtown, N.Y. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, voL 53, June 1965, p. 648, 649.
Description of optical six_ulalion, an alternative to direct fre-
quency scaling, which is applicable to antenna apertures of an ex-
tent of at least several wavelemLP_hs. In this approach, the required
amplitude distribution of the radiation fields, or "shape" of the
radiation pattern, is obtained even though the angular scale is dis-
torted. By shape is meant the relative amplitude response of the
various parts of the pattern. The correct pattern shape is obtained
with optical simulation if the distribution of the fields in the aper-
ture is identical in amplitude and phase with those of the microwave
antenna. The optical aperture, when measured in wavelengths, is
larger than the corresponding microwave aperture, and the anguLar
extent of the pattern is reduced; the ratio of the wavelength size of
the actual and sin_ulated apertures then becomes a scale factor for
the angle of radiation. If the pattern angle is suitably normalised,
the simuLated patterns can be applied to any size aperture at any
wavelength. Therefore, optical simuLation becomes practical since
larger test apertures, of the order of several centimeters, may be
constructed and adjusted to provide the distributions closely ap-
proximating those of microwave antennas. The field distributions
may be provided by either the natural shape of the appropriate
radiation mode of the laser output, when applicable, or by the in-
sertion of attenuating films which vary in the prescribed manner
across the aperture. Phase control may be obtained in part by the
choice of laser modes and in part by films of varying thickness.
M.M.
A65-29430
SPECTROMETER FOR LASER ANALYSIS.
Semiconductor Products and Solid State Technology, vol. 8, July
1965, p. 14-16.
Description of a newly developed spectrometer for analysii and
adjustment of laser frequencies of oscillation. The instrument
automatically varies the separation between two interferometer
mirrors to scan the spectrum of a light source by using a piezo-
electric ceramic tube as a spacer in a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
Voltages to provide linear changes in the tube are supplied by dry
A65-29528
• cells, and the required tube oscillation is obtained from a variable
transformer across a 60-cps power line. On leaving the interferom-
eter the light intensity structure within the fringes passes through a
diaphragm and then to a photomuitiplier tube. The latter is coupled
by cathode follower (for impedance matching) to an oscilloscope.
The device provides a rapid means for investigating laser frequen-
cies and modes, since the photomuliiplier tube can scan a laser
spectrum for the oscilloscope in 1/60 sec. D.P.F.
A&q-2_47
A 2388 MC TWO=CAVITY MASER FOR PLANETARY RADAR.
Robert C. Clauss (Calzfornxa Instltute ot L-eCanoLogy, Jet Propu/slon
Laboratory, Communications Elements Research Section, Pasadena,
c_. ).
},ILicrowave Journal, voh 8, May 1965, p. ?4-77. 6 refs.
Description of a two-cavity maser fabricated by simple and
rugged construction techniques which has proved to be a useful
device for radar and radio astronomy., High gain and good gain
. . . o •
stability are achieved in a hquzd-hehum bath at 4. Z K. Operatzon
at a fixed frequency with a small bandwidth requirement enables the
cavity maser to compar e favorably with more sophisticated amplifiers.
The maser was used to receive radar echoes and measure blackbody
radiation from Venus during the period from Oct. through Dec. 1962.
After modifications in Jan. 1963 the 35°K receiving system was used
to receive radar echoes from Venus, h4ars, and Mercury. -The sys-
tem has also been used in radiornetric experinlents to deterimne
antenna parameters and radio source intensity and ellipticity. The
continuous daily use of the device over a period of five months
indicates the success of the cryogenic system, on which reliable
field operation of a maser system depends. F.R.L.
A65-2950S
LJLSF_K EFFICIE?,TCY AT HIGH PUMP LEVELS.
A. C. Scott (Wisconsin, University, Dept. of Electrical Engineer-
ing, Madison, Wis. ).
Solid-State Electronics vol. 8. June 1965, p. 551-561. 9 refs.
NSF- suppor ted research.
Analysis of a simple model for a laser oscillator to determine
the |ingle-mode efficiency for steady-state operation at high pump-
ing levels. The analysis takes into account the possibility of changes
in the shape of the electromagnetic mode as the pumping rate is in-
crsased. Normalized plots of laser efficiency as a function of
pulnping rate and laser length indicate that changes in mode shape
are important at moderate pun_p levels. (Author) M.M.
A65-2952S
LOW-LO6S MULTILAYER DIELECTRIC MIRRORS.
D. L. Perry (Be]/ Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hi/l,
N.J.).
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics En_ineersf Northeast
Electroaics Remearch and Engineerina[ MeetinK_ Boston, bALass..
Nov. 3-5 r 1965, Paper.)
Applied Optics. vol. 4. Aug. 1965, p. 987-991. 6 refs.
Description of the preparati0m of low-loss multilayer dielectric
coatings for laser mirrors. Layer thickness is controlled by a
unique monitoring system using a 6328-A gas laser as a light source.
F_,x_riments designed to evaluate and reduce losses in the mirror
cogtings are discussed. It is found that mirror transmission losses
cam be reduced to a negligible value by deposition of a sufficient
number of dielectric layers, without at the same time increasing
scattering and absorption losses. Reflectlvities in excess of 99.8%
have been obtained from a single stack of Z5 quarter-wave layers.
Broad-band mirrors with reflectivities greater than 99.5% from
4300 _ to 7400 _ have been produced by properly stacking two such
25-1ayer groups. (Author) D. P. F.
A65-29S28
OPTICAL COATINGS FOR LASER USE.
l_ilton Laikin (Purkyne University, Institute of Physics, Brno,
Czechoslovakia ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Aug. 1965, p. 1032, 1033. 15 refs.
Discussion of thLn films in relation to the optical requirements
of lasers. The properties of a laser, which include high peak power,
emission of monochromatic light, and gain wh*ch is very sensitive
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A65-29529
to reflectivity, impose severe requirements on thin-film perfor-
mance. The most common material for antireflection work is
MgFz; it is transparent in the 0.11- to 7.5-_ range and is readily
evaporated by conventional techniques. Silicon monoxide is ideally
suited to gallium arsenide injection lasers. High reflectivity is ob-
tained by alternating layers of high index with low-index materials,
such as CeO 2 with MgF z. A 15-layer mirror was made for 1.06-_
laser use; transmission measured 0. 050/o and reflectivity 99.34%.
Other coating materials, such as gadolinium titanate and lanthanum
oxide, are described. D.P.F.
A65-29529
OPTICAL DISTORTION IN RUBY LASERS DURING PUMPING.
D. White and D. Oregg (California, University, Lawrence Radia-
tion Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.).
Applicd Optics, vol. 4, Aug. I')65, p. 1034.
AEC-sponsored research.
Description of a technique for direct measurement of the
increased beam divergence of 6943-_ light caused by a single
pass through a ruby laser amplifier during pumping. It is shown
that the divergence at the time of maximum gain in the rod, 750
_sec, was twice the initial beam divergence. The technique con-
sisted of passing a collimated Z00-_sec spontaneous lasing pulse
from a ruby laser through a ruby amplifier and photographing the
emergent beam on a screen 60 m distant. The time of arrival
taken was for the first two-thirds of the 200-_sec pulse, in this
way a sequence of pictures was obtained showing the beam diver-
gence as a function of time after the initiation of the flashlamps.
D.P.F.
A65-29530
POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN A ROOF-TOP RUBY LASER.
W. E. K. Gibbs and R. E. Whitcher (Department of Supply,
Australian Defence Scientific Service, Defence Standards Labora-
tories, Maribyrnong, Victoria, Australia).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Aug. 1965, p. 1034, 1035.
Description of polarization effects observed in a ruby laser
consisting of a right-angle roof-topped rod with c axis perpendicular
to the roof edge, external multilayer dielectric reflector, and heli-
cal flashtube. Analysis by Polaroid sheet showed that portions A
and B were polarized perpendicular and parallel to the ruby c axis,
respectively. The intensity of B was about 10% that of A. The
angular separation of the two portions B (_I °) indicates that they
are not due to off-axis modes, and it would appear that they are
derived from the central portion A by a reflection or scattering
process that involves a change of polarization. A theoretical
explanation of these effects is developed. The above effects are
of advantage in Pockels-cell O switching, where the parallel polar-
ized light will be reflected out of the cavity without the use of a
Rochon prism. D.P.F.
A65-29531
OBSERVATION OF THE TRANSVERSE MODES OF A LASER WITH
A SCANNING INTERFEROMETER.
P. W. Smith (Bell Telephone Laboratories, inc., Crawford Hill
Laboratory, Holmdel, N.J. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Aug. 1965, p. 1038-1040. 5 refs.
Demonstration that a scanning interferometer can be designed
to analyze the output of a laser oscillating simultaneously in many
transverse modes. A lens or lenses must be inserted in the light
beam between the laser and the interferometer in order to match
the beam to the interferometer and avoid the excitation of unwanted
modes of the interferometer. When the beam is properly matched,
the laser output in the fundamental transverse mode excites only
the fundamental mode of the interferometer, the output in the
second-order mode excites the second-order mode of the inter-
ferometer, etc. A formula is developed for determining the power
transmitted through the interferometer as its length is varied.
From this an equation is developed which gives the information
needed to design a scanning interferometer for the observation of
transve rse modes. D.P.F.
A65-29558
MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CLOUD OF
METALLIC pLASMA [MESURES DES CARACTERISTIQUES D*UNE
BOUFFEE DE PLASMA METALLIQUE].
Te_renzio Consoli, Claude Gormezano, and imcien Slarna (Commissa-
riat _t l*Energie Atomique, Centre dIEtudes Nucle_aires de Saclay,
Service de Physique Applique'e, Gif-sur-Yverte, Seine-et-Oise,
France).
Acade'mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z61, no. I,
July 5, 1965, p. 86-89. in French.
Description Of the experimental determination of the density,
temperature, and speed of expansion of a plasma cloud produced in
a time interval of less than 10-7 sec (which is easily reproducible)
by the impact of a ruby laser beam on an aluminum strip. The
plasma cloud is produced by the impact of a monopulsed laser beam
(P: 1 Mw during 30 nsec), focused by a lens having a 10-cm focal
length on a strip of aluminum. The plasma cloud as it expands
crosses a continuous gas laser beam which is normal to the first
laser beam and directed tangentially at the aluminum strip and 1 mm
tO the side of it. This latter beam acts as a two-way optical *nter-
ferometer. On removal of the interferometer mirror A41 and in the
same tangential position, provision is made for placing seven elec-
trical probes, or alternatively analyzing the light with a spectrograph
or image converter. D.P.F.
A65-29559
INTERPRETATION OF THE PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH
THE EAiISSION OF THE SECOND HARMONIC IN A NONLINEAR
CRYSTAL EXCITED BY RAY R I OF A RUBY LASER [INTERPRETA-
TION DES PHENOMENES LIES A LIEMISSION DU SECOND HARMO-
NIQUE DANS UN CRISTAL NON LINEAIRE EXCITE PAR LA RAIE
R 1 D'UN LASER A RUBIS].
Jean-Charles Vie'not and Claude Froehly (Besan_on, Undversite',
Laboratoire de Physique Oe'ne'rale et OpZique, Besan_on, France).
Academie des Sciences (Paris), Comptee Rendus, vol. Z61, no. I,
July 5, 1965, p. 91-93. In French.
investigation of the second harmonic observable when a beam
from a ruby laser traverses a KDP crystal, which is accompanied
by infinite diffraction phenomena. The latter can be explained in
terms of a simple hypothesis concerning the amplitude dietribution
in the regions of emission. This hypothesis leads to numerical
results which are in good agreement with the photographic recording_
of the phenomena. D.P.F.
A65-29569 _
ON IONIZING SHOCK WAVE PLASMA DI.AGNOSTICS.
B. Miller, T. Marshall, and R. A. Gross (Columbia University,
New York, N.Y. ).
USAF_ Office of Scientific Research and United Aircraft Corp.,
Symposium on Advanced Propulsion Conceptst 4th, Palo Alto.
Calif. r Apr. 26-28_ 1965, Paper. 24 p. 13 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1254.
Investigation of probe measurements of the magnetic field of
a plasma which is in motion with respect to the probe. The mea-
surements of plasma properties and t_eir associated electromag-
netic fields is defined as a complex and difficult experimental
problem. The usual integration with respect to time is, in general,
not proper; the correct expressions for the case of a plasma and
its associated fields produced by a strong shock wave in an electro-
magnetically driven shock tube are developed. The fundamental
relationships for the relatively new technique of measuring electron
density by the use of coherent light are described. Both these tech-
niques are particularly relevant tO measurements of dense, hot,
transient plasmas, such as those generated by strong ionizing
shock waves. (Author) D, P. F.
A65-29669 #
UNCONVENTIONAL INERTIAL SENSORS.
Robert C. Langford (General Precision, Inc. , Aerospace Research
Center, Little Falls, N.J. ; NASA, Electronics Research Center,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
American Institute Of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meetini[,
Znd, San Francisco, Calif., July Z6-zg, 1965, Paper 65-401. 33 p.
40 refs.
Members, $0.50; nonmembers, $I. 00.
Survey of nine lines of research in unconventional sensors that
are under vigorous study, are of most concern, or appear to offer
particular promise. With reference to devices, sections are




sphere gyroscopes, magnetic resonance gyroscopes, and super-
conductivity gyroscopes. Methods of operation, the present state
of development,'and performances are discussed. Current researck
endeavors which rrm_- make addition_l devices possible are de-
scribed. Such research covers relativistic sensing, rotating tensor
sensing, vortex-rate sensing, and quantum-mechanical effects.
F R.L.
A65-297'91
H/GH-FREQUENCY LASER LINTERFEROMETRY IN PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS.
J. B. Gerardo, J. T. Verdeyen, and M. A. Gusinow (Illinois,
University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Urban, Ill.).
J_rnal u_. Applied Ph_.i_=, vul. 38, 3,.J.y I765, p. 21_6 2151.
13 refs.
Army-supported research.
Study of the time response of a laser interferometer and the
parameters that are instrumental in limiting its time response.
It is shc_vn that by judicious selection of parameters the laser
interferon_eter is capable of detecting resonances in excess of
50 (_sec)-l, which is close to the theoretical limit of the resonant
structure used. The applicability of the interferometer to measure-
ment ol very rapidly changnxg plasma electron densities is demon-
atrated. (Author) R.A.F.
A_-_FFW2
ENERGY DISTRLBUTION IN A GLASS ." Nd 3+ LASER ROD.
N. F. Borrelli and M. L. Charters (Corning Glass Works, Re-
search and Development Laboratory. Corning, N.Y.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, July 1965, p. 2172-Z174.
Determination of the r_di_l dependence of the absorbed-energy
distribution in a cylindrical rod of NdB+-glass pumped with a xenon
source. Using the exact Nd3+-glass absorption spectrum, both the
total absorbed energy and the absorbed inversion energy are calcu-
lated to determine the magnitude of the energy dissipated by the host
glass. In general, absorbed inversion energy and the dissipated
energy are not uniform across the radius of the rod, _Ithongh a
value of 5 x l020 ionslcm z for the Nd 3+ concentration, multiplied
by the rod radius, gives a fairly uniform distribution.
(Author) R.A.F.
A65-29799
TR.ANSITION PROBABIIATIES FOR SOME Ar LI LASER L/.NES.
H. Statz, F. A. Horrigan, S. H. Koozekanani (Raytheon Co., Re-
search Div.. Waltham, Mass.), C. L. Tang (Cornell Universi-
ty, School o/Electrical Engineering, Ithaca. N.Y.), and G. F.
Koster (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Physics,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, July 1965, p. 2278-2286.
_I refs.
Cornparis on in the Ar/.I system of calculated transition pr ohabilitie s
between states arising from the 3p44p and 3p44s configurations
and between states of the 3p44s and 3p 5 configurations with previous
theoretical and experimental work relating to the transitions as weLl
as to laser data. It is found that the various observed laser transi-
tion thresholds between the considered configurations are in reason-
able agreement with the calculations. It appears that the various
upper maser states are being pumped nonuniforxnly. It is also found
that laser action should persist to rather high current densities. It
is estimated that, in 2-mm-di_ t_hes, output powers of at least
i0 watte/cm 3 of gas should he obtainable. (Author) R.A.F.
A65o2980S
STABILITY OF COUPLED-MODE LASER EQUATIONS.
J. A. Fleck, Jr. and R. E. Kidder (California, University,
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.).
3ournal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, July 1965, p. 2327, 2328.
Correction of an equation derived from a model applicable to
ruby laser "spiking." Ln a previous communication, the authors
showed in the case of two coupled modes that the model equations
possess undamped solutions, if the spatial nonuniformity of the pump
source is taken into account. In the present article, it is noted that
a term was omitted from one of the equations. The equation in
question governs n', the 'R_armonic" in the population inversion.
The corrected form of the equation is: dn' /dr = -n/T s + R' -
Bn(l/lel + I/Tz)ReQI2 - Bn' (QI/TI + Q2/T21, where QI and Q2 are
proportional to the mode intensities, Q12 is an interference term.
and B is a constant on the order of unity. The linearized analysis
was repeated and computer runs were carried out using the corrected
equation, with results and conclusions in qualitative agreement with
those of the original article. Some additional results involving
irregular spiking have also been obtained. These results are dis-
cus sed. R.A. F •
A65-29848
GAS LASER M.EASUREMENTS OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY OF A
PT._k4A PRODUCED BY A VERY FAST THETA-PINCH PRE-
HEATER.
A. C. C. Warnock, W. Ivl. Deuchars, J. Irving, and D. E. Kidd
(Strathclyde0 University. Dept. of Natural Philosophy, Glasgow,
Scotland).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 7, July.15, 1965, p. 29, 30. 8 refs.
Discussion of work being done in electron density measurements
in a plasma produced by a combination of radio-frequency and very
fast ZS0-J theta-pinch discharges, using a gas laser interferometer.
It is shown that in previous work, the determination of the electron
density in the alterglow at any time is made from the total number
of fringes appearing subsequently to that time. Such determination
is dependent on the excitation or nonexcitation of transverse modes.
Quinn's results are noted; they suggest that the transverse mode
fringes did not occur in his experiznent. In new experiments the ex-
ternal cavity parameters were chosen to give S = 3 and S = 4 and, in
addition, the condition for simultaneous resonance of the laser fre-
quencies in the external and laser cavities was taken into account.
No transverse fringes were found to be produced. This is thought
to be due to the fact that the Q-value of the external cavity for the
3.39-_ radiation used was low. The operation of the Interferometer
necessitated relqectivities on the order of Z0_ and 3.39 @ for the
laser mirrors. The value_ of the electron density were calculated
on the basis of the pLEne-rnirror theory, which gives a sensitivity
in this experiment of (3. 25/L) x 10 -2 per fringe. A typical plot of
thereciprocal of the number of fringes for axial observation as a
function of time at a pressure of 70 retort is shown. M.L.
A65-29849
TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN A
FAST THETA-PINCH DISCHARGE.
W. M. Deuchars, D. E. Kidd, J. Irving, and A. C.C. Warnock
(Strathclyde, University, Dept. of Natural Philosophy, Glasgow,
Scotland).
A_lied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July IS, 1965, p. 30-32.
Presentation of a new interferometric technique suitable for
the determination of electron density variations in high-density,
rapidly varying plasmas, particularly in the plasmas produced in
theta-pinch discharges. A diagram of the interferometer is shown
and its basic geometry is discussed. Results obtained with it in
measuring the electron density on the axis during the first half-
cycle (3.8 _ sec) of a fast preheated 3.2 kJ theta-pinch are con-
sidered. The error in the absolute value of the electron density
is found to be mainly due to an error in the measurement of the
number of fringes end to correspond to one-quarter of a fringe.
M.L.
A65-29850
THE NATURAL SELECTION OF MODES IN A PASSIVE Q-SWITCHED
LASER.
W. R. Sooy _qughes Aircraft Co. , Aerospace Group, Culver City,
c_if. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 7, July 15, 1965, p. 36, 37. 7 refs.
Army- suppor ted research.
Ana/ysis pointing out a possible explanation for the narrowing
of the output spectrum of a giant pulse ruby laser which may ac-
company the use of a passive Q-switch a.nd which - when combined
with subsidiary mode selection - may result in a single frequency
output and even total single-mode operation. It is pointed out that
different modes will grow independently of each other until their
comhined power is sufficient to start depleting the ruby inversion.
The process is nonlinear from then on, but the relative mode axn-
plitudes that have been established at that time are indicative of
127'
A65-29852
which modes will appear in the output pulse. It is shown that the
differentiation between two modes, in terms of loss or gain, re-
quired to suppress the weaker one is inversely proportional to the
number of loop transits the signal makes in building up out of the
noise. For a passive Q-switched laser, this buildup requires typi-
cally several hundred to a thousand transits, while a fast-switched
laser takes only ten to several tens. This results in considerably
enhanced mode selection in a passive Q-switched oscillator.
(Authorl M.L.
A65-29852
SINGLE-MODE OPERATION OF A Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER.
M. Hercher (Rochester, University, College of Engineering and
Applied Science, Institute of Optics, Rochester, N.Y. 1.
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July 15, 1965, p. 39-41.
USAF-NSF- Suppor ted research.
Descriptlun of the general arrangement and operation of a sys-
tem which includes a saturable-filter Q-switch, a specially de-
signed resonant reflector, and a ruby laser; which rn._kes it pos
sible to consistently obtain emission at room temperature in a sin-
gle axial mode, The spectral bandwidth of this laser emission is
less than 0. 001 _ (60 Mc) and is apparently limited by the pulse
duration. Using a 7-cm by 0.6-cm-diameter ruby rod (0.05% doping),
single-mode peak powers in excess of 5 Mw have been attained. A
major feature of the single-mode Q-switched pulse is the absence
of the periodic, and somewhat random, intensity fluctuations which
occur when different spectral components interfere with each other.
The resonant reflector is discussed in detail, and the salient fea-
tures of the laser pulse obtained are presented. The corresponding
laser pulse characteristics are given which were observed when the
special resonant reflector was replaced by a commercially available




A. L. Schawtow (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. ).
{American Association for the Advancement of Science, Meeting,
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 28, 1963, Paper. )
Science, vol. 149, July 2, 1965. p. 13-22. 81 refs.
Brief description of the general structures of lasers, and the
resulting special characteristics of the radiation which they produce.
In a laser, light that has a high degree of space and time coherence
is obtained. Lasers are much more powerful, directional, and
monochromatic than ordinary tight sources. Several classes of
laser are studied to see what properties can now be obtained or
expected from each. _nong these are optically pumped lasers, gas-
discharge lasers, and semiconductor lasers, The properties of
laser light are discussed at length. Many hundreds of wavelengths
from less than 0.3 /_ in the UV up to 0.34 mm in the far IR are now
available, and peak powers exceeding I09 watts (for a few nsec)
have been reported. M.F.
A65-29885
LASER MEASURES CURRENT.
E. Robert Perry (Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. , Milwaukee,
Win. 1.
Instruments and Control Systems, vol. 38, July 1965, p. lZ3, 124.
Discussion of a laser current-monitoring device. The system
uses a small air- or iron-core transformer, placed around and
connected to the transmission line or bus work, as a current sensor.
Information from the small current transformer feeds a solid-state
pulse-coding device which modulates a gallium-arsenide laser to
produce a series of coded light pulses. These pulses are transmitted
by fiber optics to the control point where they are transformed into
an electrical signal, amplified, and decoded to reconstruct the form
of the original signal. It has been possible to match the waveform of
the original current in the transmission line with a precision of
better than 0.3%. S.H.B.
A65-29926
GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS FOR OPTICAL MASER AMPLIFIERS.
N. Kurnagai and H. Yamamoto (Osaka University, School of Engi-
neering, Dept, of W_lectrical Communication Engineering, Osaka,
Japan).
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Technic_ues, vo[.
MTT-13, Juiy 1965, p. 445-45[.
Study of the optical maser amplifier from the transient analysis
point of view. using the Laplace-transform method. This method is
considered an improvement over the conventional sinusoidal steady-
state analysis that sometimes leads to inconsistent results (especially
for the region beyond threshold). The wave equations are expressed
in terms of Laplace.transforms, and then the generalized solutions
for both the transmission and the reflection mode of operation are
derived taking the transient terms into account. The inverse
Laplace transforms are obtained yielding the generalized solutions
in terms of real-time functions. In order to emphasize the point
of the argument and also to compare the results of the usual
sinusoid_I steady-state analysis, use is made of the simplest possible
model of a one-dimensional system consisting of three media - air,
active medium, and air. An incident coherent TEM wave, which
falls normally on the surface of the system, is asvumed. The
generalized solutions derived agree, in the region below threshold,
exactly wlth that of the sinusoidal steady-state analysis obtained
previously by other investigators. However, for the region beyond
critical threshold, the generalized =o!utions indicate that the dev%ce
goes into a state of self-oscillation with oscillation frequencies that
strictly coincide with those of the Fabry-P_rot-type resonator.
Thus, the limitation of applicability of the conventional sinueoidal
steady-state analysis is clarified. Some remarks are also given on
the design problem of optical maser amplifiers in connection with
the transient terms involved. (Author} M. F.
A65.29936 #
PHOTOGRAPHING SATELLITE-REFLECTED LASER PULSES
FOR GEODETIC STEREO TRIANGULATION.
Robert L. fliff (USAF, Office of Aerospace Research, Cambridge
Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass.).
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 70, July 15, 1965, p. 3505-
3508.
Determination of the angular position of a satellite relative to
a laser station from photographic data. If range data from an
optical radar-illuminator are also provided, the position of a
satellite in space is uniquely determined. Successfully recorded
images demonstrate the feasibility of using lasers to illuminate
specially equipped satellites for geodetic triangulation. The equip-
sent used in this feasibility experiment should be modified to
permit illuminating the satellite several times per pass to eliminate
possible position determination errors due to atmospheric "seeing. "
A ruby laser with a 250-joule output, an array of corner reflectors
on Explorer ZZ (1964 64A), an ENII 9558B photomultiplier in a IZ-cm
refracting telescope.and a PC-1000 geodetic stellar camera were
used in the feasibility study. M.F.
A65-29974
WIDE-BAND MODULATION OF A LASER BEA]d, USING BRAGG-
ANGLE DIFFRACTION BY A/_PLITUDE-MODULATED ULTRA-
SONIC WAVES.
Harold V. Hance and J'. K. Parks (Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 0
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.. Research and Development
Laboratories, Palo Alto. Calif. ).
Acoustical Society of America.Journal, vol. 38, 3uly 1965,
p. 14-23. 21 refs.
Research supported by the Lockheed Independent Research Program.
Theoretical study O f how modulation bandwidth can be maximized
by converging the incident light beam to a focus to minimize beam
diameter and by confining the ultrasonic beam to the vicinity of the
focal plane. Light valves based on the ultrasonic-diffraction effect
are capable of producing high-index intensity modulation of a light
beam, but they are subject to a fundamental bandwidth limitation
associated with the finite time of transit of an ultrasonic wave across
the light beam. Under properly chosen conditions, modulation band-
width can be as large as 1/7.7 times the ultrasonic carrier frequency.
• An experimental investigation was carried out using water as the
ultrasonic medium to verify the theoretical dependence of modulation
bandwidth on ultrasonic- and optical-beam parameters and to eval-
uate constants of the theory. The experiments also showed t/_at the
wavefronts near the focus of a cqnvergent light beam are sufficiently
plane to produce Bragg-type diffraction when conditions are other-
wise favorable. Bragg diffraction was used in the modulation band-
width measurements. The dependence of diffracted-beam intensity
on ultrasonic amplitude was investigated experimentally and, in ac-
cordance with theory, it was found that nearly all of the incident
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(zero-order) light can be transferred to a selected first-order dif-
fracted beam. This /act permits either the zero-order or a first-
order beam to be chosen as the useful output of the modulator.
(Author) _. F.
&_dS-g._;78 #
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS BY
INTENSE LASER PULSES.
B. A. Tozer, P. R. Stay, and J. K. Wright (Central Electricity
Generating Board. Research Laboratories, Leatherhead, Surrey,
England).
Ph_slcal _octety, Proceed/ulna. re',. oo_, ru/Y _-9_-5. _. 4L_._I.
8 refs.
Consideration of the possibility of producing dense high-tem-
perature plasmas by heating magnetically contained plasma with a
pulsed laser beam. The process requires high ion densities
(> 1017 cm "3) to be maintained during the heating period, and the
magnetic field strength required to contain such a plasma has been
calculated in terms of both the kinetic pressure and Bohrn diffusion
of the plasma. Radiation and conduction losses from the plasma
are also considered, and it is concluded that temperatures of the
order of 106°K should be obtainable within present-day limits of
field strength and photon flux. To attain the conditions necessary
for a fusion reactor with net power output, using a hydrogen
isotope, laser energies greater than i04 joules for a single passage
of the radiation through the plasnta and magnetic field strengths
greater _-,an lO 8 gauss are required _f the plasraa is formed from a
hydrogen pellet in vacuo. The magnetic field strength has been
calculated on the assunlption that Bohrn diffusion will be the most
severe plasma loss mechanism. If the plasma is formed in a gas,
a total laser energy of greater than l0 II joules is required at a
power greater than l0 lg watts. Any possible future development of
a high-powered UV laser will make the use of high magnetic fields
unnecessary, provided sufficiently short laser pulses can be
obtained. In this case there is no difference between the results
obtained for the vacuum- or gas-encased model. In each case
laser energies greater than t06 joules at powers greater than I0 IS
watts are required. The vacuum-encased model, with strong
magnetic field, is identical with that at ruby laser frequencies.
(Author) B. B.
THE LOCK-ON BAND OF A LASER OSCILLATOR [POLOSA
ZAI_-IVATYVANLIA CHASTOTY LAZER/_OC, O GENERATORA].
I. L. Bershtein (C_r_kovskil Gosudarstvennyl Unlversitet, Hauchno-
Issledovatel'sk/i Radiofizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Akademlla Nauk SSSR, Dokl&dy, vol. 163, July I, 1965, p. 60-6Z.
/n Russian.
Determination of the lock-on band of a continuously operating
laser oscillator. The analysis is said to be valid for the case of
a sufficiently small external force (and consequen*/y lock-on band).
A traveling-wave laser-oscillator circuit confining three reflecting
mirrors and one active element is considered. Although the formula
for the lock-on hand is obtained under the assumption that only one
traveling wave is present, it is thought that this formula will remain
valid for the case of two oppositely traveling waves and for the case
of an ordinary standing-wave laser oscillator. A.B.K.
A65-30071
ESTIMATE OF THE ENERGY PARAMETERS OF THE WE/.,DINO
OF METALS BY A LASER LICK'IT BEAM [OTSENKA ENF-_.OETI-
CHESKIKH PARAMETROV SVARKI METALLOV SVETOVYM
POTOKOM LAZERA].
N. N. Rykalin and lu. L. Krasulin (Akademiia Nauk SSS_, Instifut
l_etallurgii, Moscow, USSR).
Akademi/a Hank SSSR, Doklady, vol. 163, July I, 1965, p. 87-90.
6 refs. In Russian.
Consideration of various schemes for obtalninl a rough estimate
of the energy parameters of a laser light beam, in order to prevent
vaporization of a metal surface when such a beam is used for Welding.
An attempt is made to esti_nlate not only the maximum permissible
power of an entire pulse but also that of an individual burst of energy.
The problem is solved for the came of the interaction between a
light beam and the surface of a semi-infinite heat-conducting body.
A. B. K.
A65-30333
USE OF LIDAR IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH.
Ronald T. H. conis (Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
camJ.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meeting,
2nd, San Francisco, Calif., July 26-29, 1965, Pa_er 65-464. 8 p.
8 re/s.
Members, $0.50; nonmembers, Sh 00.
Research sponsored by Lear Siegler Corp. and Navy.
Explanation of the LIDAR (light detection and ranging) tech-
nique and its application to the study of meteorological factors which
are important to aviation and rocket operations in the atmosphere.
LLDAR is the optical counterpart of microwave radar and employs
a giant-pulsed laser as its power 8ource. LnvesUgations of cluu A-.
discontinuities in clear air, and air motion using LLDAR are die-
cusmed. S. H- B.
A65..30303
MODE COMPETITION AND FREQUENCY SPLITTING IN MAG-
NETIC-FIELD-TUNED OPTICAL MASERS.
R. L. Fork (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. j Murray Hill, N.J. )
and M. Sargent, I_ (Yale University, New Haven, Conn.).
P_ysical Review, 2nd Series, Section A, vol. 139, Aug. Z0 1965,
p. A617, A618. 6 refs.
USAF-supported research.
Equatioma describing the beat-frequene 7 variation and mode
corapeti_on io a gaseous o_ical maser operated in a magnetic field
parallel to the maser axis. The equations include only lowest-order
no_inear terms. Important terms in the amplitude- and frequency-
determin_ equations are shown to arise from an induced atomic
precession. These terms have a character similar to those de-
scribing the effects of selective depaetion of the velocity distribution
or "n01e burning. " It is shown that the induced atomic precession
causes parametric conversion of an optical field of one circular
polsri_atinn into an optical field of the other polarisation, with a
frequency shift equal to the rate of precession. This process tends
to make the competition between modes of different polarizations
important. An add/tional feature, not found in the sca/ar theory,
is that, for sufficiently large rr_gnetie fields, competition can be
important between modes separated in frequency by several Do_er-
broadened linewidths. (Author) R.A.F.
A65-30_I0
SILICON-CONTROLLED-RECTIFIER LONG-PULSE DRIVER FOR
INJECTION LASERS.
i_. C. Teich, D. A. Berkley, and G. J. Wolga (come]/University,
hhaca, N. Y. ).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, July 1965, p. 973, 974.
ARPA- supported research_
Brief discussion of the design and operation of a pulser capable
of driving injection lasers with long pulses (> 30 _sec), high duty
cycle, and currents of up to ZO a_mp. Higher currents may be ob-
tamed by increasing the power capabilities of the circuit c_ponents.
Special features of the pulser are its low cost, simplicity of con-
struction, and laser overload protection. (Author) B.B.
ANALYSIS OF GAS PRF__SUR_ AND COMPosITION IN A HELDJM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGE.
R. Turner and C. J. Van der Hoeven (National Research Council,
Div. of Applied/Physics, Ottawa, Canada).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol, 36, July 1965, p. i003-I0(_5.
Description of a method of arutlyzing the gas constitution of a
He-He laser discharge. The laser tube was of quartz and consisted
of a capillary with a bore of Z mrn and length of 18 cm, it had a
Z5-mm-diarn cylindrical bulb at each end into which were sealed
reflectors consisting of multilayer dielectric coatings on quartz
plugs. The analysis is made in terms of the relative intensities
of three spectrum lines in the light emitted from the side of the
laser discharge tube. A graph is given relating these intensities
to the laser gas constitution and also to the laser output power.
Results on gas clean-up and relative laser output power during the




REDUCTION OF INFRARED M.ASER LOSSES BY CAVITY TUBING.
J. A. Little and C. V. Heer (Ohio State University, Dept. of
Physics, Columbus, Ohio).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, July 1965, p. 1061.
Grant No. NaG 552.
Observation that the power level of oscillation of a 3. 39-_
He-Ne IR maser depends on the bore of the tubing usedin the maser
cavity. The maser configuration is a 92 x 92 cm Fabry-P6rot
square cavity in which is mounted a 6-rnm-ID He-Ne discharge tube
with Brewster angle windows. A 75% increase in the power level of
oscillation was observed when a 75-cm length of 6-me-bore Pyrex
tube was inserted into one leg of the cavity. A_n explanation for the
observed phenomenon is given in terms of the coefficient of reflec-
tion for almost grazing incidence. B.B.
A65-30343
SPECTRO6COPY OF ION LASERS.
William B. Bridges and Arthur N. Chester (Hughes Aircraft Co.,
P.esearch LaboratorieS, MaiiDu, Calif.).
LEEr Journal of Quantum Electronics. vol. OE-1. May 1965,
p. 66-84. 63 refs.
Brief discuslion of the history of laser oscillation in gaseous
ions, including a tabulation of wavelengths, classifications, and
references for the Z30 reported ion laser transitions. It is shown
that the strongest laser lines are also the strong lines observed in
spontaneous.emission. Selection rules and excitation mechanisms
yielding oscillation are discussed. (Author) D. P, F.
£65.30344
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR MODE SELECTIVE FABRY-
PEROT LASER RESONATOR.
N. Kumagai, M. Matsuhara, and H. Mori (Osaka University,
School of Engineering, Dept. of Electrical Communication Engi-
neering, Osaka, Japan).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. OE-I, May 1965,
p. 85-94. 15 refs.
Development of a theory for mode-selective mu/tireflector
F&bry-Perot laser resonators. A practical design problem to
achieve the maximum discrimination against unwanted modes is
solved. The laser resonators under consideration are expressed
entirely in terms of an equivalent electric circuit and treated
mathematically on the basis of clRssical circuit theory. The
expression determining both the oscillation frequencies and the
minimum gain required to maintain steady oscillations is derived.
The effects of mirror spacing and re//e¢tivities on mode selectivi-
ty are shown. A numerical example shows that a helium-neon
gas laser consisting of a four-reflector resonator can exhibit an
appreciable suppression of spurious oscillations _n all unwanted
axial modes by suitable choice of parameters. (Author) D. P. F.
A65 -303dl.5
LONGITUDINAL MODE CONTROL iN GIANT PULSE LASERS.
F. J. McClung and D. Weiner (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research
Laboratories, Malibu. Calif.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics vol. OE-I, May 1965, p.
94-99. 6 refs.
Description of techniques for obtaining longitudinal mode selec-
tion in a giant pulse laser resulting in single-mode output from the
laser. Some advantages of achieving longitudina/mode control in
a giant pulse laser are noted. The methods of mode control used
are described. These include orienting various reflecting surfaces
in the laser cavity, coolmg the ruby laser crystal, and introduction
of a saturable dye in the cavity. Methods of measuring the mode
structure are given, Results of these measurements with varying
degrees Of mode control are described in detail. Under some condi-
tions it i_ possible to obtain essentially single-mode behavior from
the giant pulse laser, (Author) D. P. F.
A65-30346
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPED LASERS OF PbS, PbSe, and PbTe.
C. E. Hurwitz, A. R. Calawa, and R. H. Rediker (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. OE-I, lV[ay 1965,
p. 102, 103. 13 refs.
Observations of laser action at liquid-helium temperature'in
nrystals of PbSm, P_e, and ]_oTe excited by a beam of fast elec-
trons. The samples were prepared bY cleaving rectangular paral-
lelepipeds of the materials and alloying them with ir_iurn to the CoLd
finger of a liquid-hellos Dewar. The optical cavity was formed by
two parallel faces perpendicular to the face on which the electron
beam was incident," and the radiation was emitted normal to the
beam. Laser action was achieved in all three materials for electron
energies from 19 to 60 key. The onset of laser action occurs at about
3.5 _; at 40/_ the curve approaches a linear relationship, indicating
a possible limit in the quantum efficiency. Endssi_ spectra
showing the mode structure of the laser lines are illustrated.
D.P, F.
A65-3034.7
THRESHOLD DEPENDENCY ON REABSORPTION LOSS iN INJEC-
TION LASERS.
M. F. Lamorte, H. Junker, and T. Gonda (Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Electronic Components and Devices Div., Somer-
vi!le, N.J. ).
XEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. OE-I, May 1965,
p. I03, 104.
Contract No. DA-44-009-AMC-99(T).
Hypothesis that reabsorption is the dominant loss mechanism
for both incoherent and coherent radiation in Oa.£s luminescent
diodes. Degenerate junctions were. fabricated by means of an
epitaxial technique for which the donor concentration is Z x 1018
cm 3. The laser structure was constructed by cleaving all four
sides. Threshold and laser wavelengths were obtained under
pulsed conditions for pulse lengths of 0. l _ sec at 77 and 300°K.
There iS a table illustrating the threshold, photon energy, and the
absorption coefficients for these two temperatures. The light-
emitting lays r thickness is assumed to be 10 _; the resulting
equivalent absorption coefficient is 7 cm "I. The equivalent absorp-
tion coefficient for the transmission loss is _tded to this value.
D,P.F.
A65.30372
SYNCHRONIZATION OF OSCILLATIONS IN A SEMICONDUCTING
LASER HAVING SEVERAL p-n JUNCTIONS.
N. G. Basov, E. M. Belenov, and V, 5. Letokhov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskil Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Fizika Tverdo_o Tela, vol. 7, Jan. 1965, p. 337-339.)
Soviet Ph).sics - Solid State, vol. 7, July 1965, p. 175, Z76. 5 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-17319 07-16]
A65.30377
MASERS AND THEIR. PRESENT POSSIBILITIES [LES MASERS ET
LEURS POSSIBILITES ACTUELLES].
M, Soutff (Grenoble, UniversitY, Faculte'des Sciences, Grenoble,
France).
LIOnde Electri_ue, vol. 45, 3an. 1965, p. 41-51. 15 refs. In
French,
Description of the principles on which maser operation is founded
together with practical design considerations and some current
applications. The factors prevalent in a two-level energy system in
equilibrium are described. The interaction between an electromag-
netic wave and a two-level system which modifies the p_rticle density
at either level by causing & transition of such particles from one level
to the other is affected by several phenomena - 0) absorption, (Z)
stimulated emission, and (3) spontaneous emission. It is shown that
the equilibrium established between absorption and emission can be
affected by pumping phenomena and that this requires a three-level
energy system. The maser effect is due to the fact that w_th negative
temperatures an incident wave will cause greater stimulated emission
than absorption. The operation of three-level n-_ser devices is de-
scribed, followed by a description of their application to the am-
plification of microwaves in the field Of telecommunications.
D. P.F.
A65-30378
PROBLEM OF MEASURING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A MASER
WITH RESPECT TO ITS NOISE TEMPERATURE AND STABILITY
[PROBLEME DE MESURE DES CARACTERISTIOUES D'UN MASER




M. J. Granleon (Coannlpaij_e Fran_Llae Thomson-Houston, Centre
de Recherches, Service dq_t_des Techniques Avanc_ea, Bal_eux ,
Seine, France).
LN3q_de l_lect_e, vol. 45, 3am. 1965, p. 53-59. In French.
Tedsaiqum for me88uring the noise temperature of a maser
which considers the gain stebility c_r&cteriatics and the ba.mtpass
width of the device. 1"he measurements were made on a cavity-type
maser utilizin E a ruby as the l_ramalne_c crystal. The equipment
consisted of a cold char|e, on input wavesuide, a si83_I generator,
a circulator, a helium-cooled maser cavity, • sonrce 0g i.f., and
a nn_cer; the ontpuX w_ fed into a superheterodyne m_plifier operat-
in 8 at 36 Mc. Measurements were made on the output side of •
quadratic detector, after the 8imaLl had been anal_lified by the super-
heterodyne. The measurements enabled the noise temperature of
the maser to be deternalned as well as the effec_ve bandpass of the
device. The results are analyzed mathen_atlcally. D.P.F.
Am
I.J_SER _ ]_'f ELECTKON I:q-IOSPHOR._.
J. O. Ogland and C. W. Baugh. Jr. (WestinghouJe Electric Corp..
Aerospace Div.. Defense and Space Center. Baltimore, Md. ).
Research/Development. vnl. 16, A_q[. 1965, p. ZZ-ZS.
Investigation Of the use of cathodolum/nescent phosphors as
a Light sonrce for lasers which will reduce ultin_l_te hea_ limitations
and elin_inate internal stresses canned by thlrn_l gradients. The
emission spectrum of PZ0 phosphor apprcEJJ_stely matches the
absorption spectrum of a glees neodymium laser. A pump, con-
siatin E o1 a phosphor-cOated closed-end quarts pipe protruding
into a vacuun_ _ber. was constructed to test the feasibility of
c•thodolmminescent laser purnpun_. Four a_nnplifier tubes, modi/ied
to perform as flood guns, surround the quartz pipe and produce a
uniform electron excitation of the phosphor. An aluminum costing
of the phosphor provided the electrical cmmection and acted as an
optical reflector for teappan E the l_ht inside the quartz pipe.
Pulses up to 700 _aec long were produced. A proposed desig_ for
a continnoue-operation laser employing this pumpin I system is
described, and coupling and power considerations are discussed.
S.H.B.
_1o
QUANTUM MECHANICS OF S_G_._ AND NO_SE ]_T ATTENU-
ATOKS AND M_SEK AMPLIFIERS.
F. N. H. Robinson (Oxford, University, Clarendon /.._boratory,
Oxford. England}.
R_oy--1 Society _Lonch_n}, Proceedings, Series A, vol. 2S6,
Aug. 3, 1965, p. 525-536. S refs.
Application of a method used by Gordon. Walker, and l_iaell
(1%3) to treat the temporal behavior of signals and noise to obtain
their spatial or steady-eL1_te behavior in a folly line or attenuator
and a maser a:mplLfier. The results relate the expectation values
Of the output voltaEe and its power epectruxn too a classical alSnal
input and the thermal state of the system. They differ in principle
but not in practice from the results obte_ned by classical ar_1_ents.
(Author) M.F.
A65_10_19 _t
COMMUNICATION I_E_JIR.Eh_ENTS BETWEEN MANNED SPACE-
CRAFT ON INTERP/.J_ETARY VOYAGES.
R. B. Marsten, D. Silverrnan, and S. Gubin (Radi o Corporation of
America, Princeton, N. J. ).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meeting,
Red. San Francisco, Calif., July Z6-29, I%5. Paper 65-324. 8 p.
I0 refs.
Men_bers, $0. 50; nonmembers, $i. 00.
Influence of the mission and systems problems on the perfor-
mance required of lasers and microwaves to satisfy the comnnunica-
tions requirements of a multivehicle, manned Mars mission. The
laser has the potential to support I000 times the signaling bandwidth
of a microwave system, and its transmission bandwidth can theo-
retically be smaller than one _ red, whereas the narrowest trans-
mission bea_nwidth for a microwave system is about a mrad. It is
considered that the communications requirements would include high-
cLoality, commercial-rate duplex television links for the interspace-
craft Links and the squa_iron-to-earth links. For the earliest missions,
wideband laser communications between spacecraft are necessary.
For translnlssion to the earth, it is believed that neither lasers nor
r_lcrowaves will be adequate until the problems of higher powered
lasers and on-board offset lead angle computation are solved.
F.R.L.
LASER BEAM MACHINING.
N. Forbes (Ferranti, Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland).
(Symposium on Electron Beam Technicjue8 for Microelectronics,
Ministry of Aviation, Royal Radar Establish.sent, _4alvern, Worcs.,
England, July 6_8, 1964, P&_er.)
Microelectronics and Reliability, vol. 4, Mar. 1965, p. I05-I08.
Account of the use of solid state and gas lasers for the re.chining
a_ thin films and for cutting_, drilling, and welding operations.
lllustratione show transistor lead and thermocouple wire weldinents,
drilled alun_inum and steel blocks, and rn_chined surfaces of gold
and nichrome films. A sche_natic diagram of an engineered welding
and drilling machine is included. B.B.
A_2
STUDY OF TI_ "LASER" EFFECT IN GA_LLIUM ANTIMONIDE
JUNCTIONS [ETUDE DE L'EFFET "LASER" DAIqS DES JONCTIONS
D'ANTIlVIONIUKE DE GALLIUM].
C. Chip_ux and R. Eymard (Centre National d_Etudes des Tele-
cornmunication_, Issy-les-Moulineaux, Seine, France).
Physics Status Solidi, vol. I0, no. I, I_5, p. 165-174. 11 role. In
French.
Study of recombination radiation from galliu_ antimonide p-n
junctions grown from the melt. Stimulated emission and laser
action are observed at 78 and 5°K. One of the diodes has a threshold
current density of 300 amp/era Z at liquid-helium temperature and
shows continuous laser action. The observed mode structure
corresponds to n -_ (dn/d_ 4. By means of an I_ image converter,
filamentary emission is observed for diodes operated above the
threshold. The peak of the laser emission is found to lie at 0. 775,
0. 790, and 0. 800 ev for di_ereut diodes. One I_rticu_•r junction
displays simultaneous laser action at 0. 790 and 0. 800 ev.
(Author) M.F.
£65-30S74
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN A FOUR-LEVEL SOI.J.D-STATE
LASER.
/_I. Chorr_t (Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Institute of Radio-
engineering and Electronics, Prague, Czechoslovakia).
Physics Status Solidi, vol. 10, no. 1, 1965, p. 1"85-191. 1_ refs.
Study of a system of differential equations for the nonlinear
four-level laser problem. The shape and envelope of the relaxation
oscillations are derived. The influence of the ti_e-dependeot
intensity of the excitation on the character of the transient processes
iS investigated, These results are compared v_th the results
obtained by using •n analog computer. (Author} M.F.
£&q-30S94
PROGRESS IN SF.M.ICONDUCTOK LASERS.
Benjamin Lax (M_ssachuse_ts L_s_tute of Technology, Natlon_l
]_fagnet L._boratory_ Lexington, L_ss. ).
LEEE S_ectrum, vol. 2, July 1965, p. 62-75. 55 refs.
Surnn_ry of the recent developments in the field o_ semiconduc-
tor lasers. A brief history, basic principles, and recent develop-
ments in the field are outlined, and magnetic effects and applica-
_ons are dis cussed. About a dozen new materials have emerged
• s effective rnedi_ got generating coherent radiation in the I_ _rom
about 0.6 to 8. S_. _evele of several watts of continuous power
about 1 kw of peak power in short pulses have been attained.
_Iowever, many problems remain to be solved in the theoretical,
experimental, and technological areas. When better or properly
controlled materials are developed in the high-gap region, optical
lasers Yell become possible; holography (a new lensless, three-
dimensional photographic method employing coherent light) will then
become more convenient and use_l. B. ]3.
PLASMA COM]PRESSIO_ BY LIGHT I:_ESSURE.
A. Caruso and F. Gratton (EURATOM and Comitato Nazionale per
l'Energia Nucleate, l_boraturlo G_s lonlzzati, Frascati, Italy).
Nuclear Fusion, vol. S, M_r. 1065, p. 87, 88. 6 refs.
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A65-30797
Description of the production of high-temperature and high-
density plasmas by focusing giant laser pulses on small specks of
solid materials, such as deuterium. The power of such laser beams
is in the 1017-erg/sec range and the linear dimension of the material
to be converted to plasma is approximately 10 -3 cm. For electro-
magnetic energy densities greater than a few multiples of I010 erg/
cm3, the ionization is mainly due to the direct action of the electric
field of the wave (a tunnel effect). To calculate this effect the for-
mulas deduced in quantum mechanics for the ionization due to a
constant field may be used, since the light frequency is smaller
than the Bohr fundamental frequency. For lasers with a light am-
plifier, the rise time of the pulse is smaller than the duration of
the pulse. The properties of a plasma formed by giant laser pulses
are tabulated. D.P.F.
A65-30797 :_
THE THEORY OF Q-SWITCHING APPLIED TO SLOW SWITCHING
AND PULSE SHAPING FOR SOLID STATE LASERS.
J. E.._Aid..vinter (_*,finistry uf Aviation, Royal Radar Establishment,
Great Malvern, Worcs. , England).
British Journal of Applied Physics, voL 16, Aug. 1965, p. I125-i133.
9 refs.
Solution by computer of the rate equations derived by Vuylsteke
for the growth and decay of photon flux and population inversion within
the laser resonator. Slow switching, simulating the rotating mirror
switch, has been studied and new conclusions drawn. Pulse shaping
has also been treated, and the switching functions necessary to pro-
duce square-topped output pulses have been derived. Detailed solu-
tions are also given for a fast step-function switch. (Author) I%4. F.
A65-30800 #
THE EFFECTS OF OXYGEN ON THE PROPERTIES OF CaF 2 AS
A LASER HOST.
P. A. Forrester, G. W. Green. and D. F. Sampson (]_4inistry of Avia-
tion, Royal Radar Establishment, Great Nialvern, Worcs. , England).
British Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 16, Aug. 1965, p. 1209, 1210.
6 refs.
Questioning of the widely held view that the presence of oxygen
degrades the performance of CaF 2 laser systems. Oxygen has been
thought to be the cause of optical loss due to scattering and also to
be responsible for the conversion of deliberately added impurities
from the desired divalent state into higher valence states. These
two beliefs are not supported by the present observations (I) of the
absence of scatter loss in CaF 2 containing up to 100 ppm of CaO,
and (2) of optical maser action from Sin++ ions in crystals grown
from a melt containing Sm20 3. (Author) M.F.
A65-31002
NOISE IN LASERS AND LASER DETECTORS.
Arnold L. Bloom.
Spectra-Physics Laser Technical Bulletin, no. 4, [965. 1O p."
8 refs.
Noise properties of the laser amplifier and the conventional
laser oscillator, sources of noise not associated with fundamental
or thermal effects, and the low-noise heterodyne detector. The
discussion is based primarily on applications of the helium-neon
laser oscillating at 6328 A, although most of the formulations apply
equally well to other types of gas-discharge lasers. Fundamentals
are reviewed, followed by discussio;_ of the properties of the laser
amplifier and the noise output of gas laser oscillators. The
heterodyne detector, consisting of (l) the local oscillator, (2) the
photocell, and (3) a device for superimposing images of the local
oscillator and the received signal on the photocell, is described. It
is shown that the laser amplifier should have a noise level 10 times
greater than theoretical, while the heterodyne detector has a noise
level approximately _ times theoretical or greater. F.R.L.
A65 -31032
NOISE PERFORMANCE OF AN OVERLOADED MASER AMPLIFIER.
Dietrich Marcuse (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Holmdel,
N.J.).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, July 1965, p. 687-692. 6 refs.
Study of the noise output and noise factor F of a simplified
model of a maser as a function of the ratio g/G of small-signal
gain g to actual gain G. Although the noise output is found to
decrease rather sharply as g/G is increased, the noise factor
increases only very slowly from its value of F = i at g/G = I 1o F =
I + 1/2 In g for a totally overloaded maser (G = I). (Author) A. B. K.
A65.31034
STATISTICS OF THERMAL AND LASER RADIATION.
Henri Hodara (National Engineering Science Co. , Pasadena, Calif. ).
(WESTERN ELECTRONIC SHOW AND CONVENTION, LOS ANGELES
CALIF. AUGUST 25-28, 1964, TECHNICAL PAPERS. VOLUME 8.
PART ill - ELECTRON DEVICES, COMPONENT PARTS, p. 17.4-I,
17.4-Z. )
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, July 1965, p. 696-704. 23 refs.
A65-31044
Q-SWITCHED LASER BEAM PROPAGATION OVER A TEN-MILE
PATH.
J. R. Whitten, G. F. Prehmus, and K. Tomiyasu (General Electric
Co. , Schenectady, N. Y. ).
IEEE, Proceedings. voh 53, July 1965, p. 736.
Photographic study of a Q-switched laser beam propagating
over a 10-mile path. Certain similarities are noted in the pictures
taken, the light often appearing in small spots the diameters of
which range from about I/Z to l-l/4 in. In rare instances arcs of
light appear with a width of about I/2 in. and a radius of about Z to
3 in. It is estimated that the range in brightness over the area of
the screen may be as much as 40 db or greater. A.B.K.
A65-31220
OPTICAL HARMONIC GENERATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND
IN DIELECTRICS CLOSE TO AN ABSORPTION BAND EDGE.
A. M. Afanas'ev and E. A. k4anykin (Moskovskii Inzhenerno-
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Feb. 1965, p. 483-487. )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 21, Aug. 1965, p. 313-525. 5 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-21056 Ii-26]
A65-31235
ON THE STATISTICS OF LASER EMISSION.
V. S. Letokhov and E. P. Markin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Feb. 1965, p. 770, 771. )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 21, Aug. 1965, p. 509, 510. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-21070 IS-16]
A65-31236
THE CHANGE IN THE EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A RUBY
LASER CAUSED BY PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS IN THE LASER
CAVITY.
V. N. Gavrilov, lu. M. Griaznov, O. L. Lebedev, and A. A.
Chastov.
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Feb. 1965, p. 772, 773. )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 21, Aug. 1965, p. 510, 511. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-21071 11-16]
A65-31306 #
SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A GASEOUS TRAVELING-
WAVE LASER [SPEKTRAL'NYE KHARAKTERISTIKI GAZOVC)(30
L,AZERA S BEGUSHCHEI VOLNOI].
S. N. Bagaev, V. S. Kuznetsov, lu. V. Troitskii, and B. I.
Troshin (Ak_demiia Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe CYtdelenie, Institut
Fiziki Poluprovodnikov, USSR).




Experimen_l investiEa_on of the spectral properties of an
lle-Ne tra_eling-wawe laser operatin_ on the wawelen_h k 6328 _.
Referring to a paper by Tang, Statz0 deMars, and Wilsonin which
it _ shown that a ruby TW laser oscillatos in • alnjle mode
because the R 1 line of the ruby is homoleneously broadened at room
tamperan_e, an inwestJgationwas made to determine whether an
additional decmzplin 8 of Iongi_adinal modes can arise because of
the difference in position of the nodes and ant/nodes in the mode
field of a travelin s-wave resonator. It in foand Chat by elilm/mLtin4[
the spat_l field nonnniforn_itles in the resonator it is possible to
strengthen appreciably the coupling bet1_een the different oecil/ation
types, even in the case ofinhom_eneoue line broadening, and to
obtain powerful emission at I to 2 lonEitodinA1 modes. V.P.
AU_q-31_ #
GENERATION OF C, aAs TWO-PHOTON OPTICAL OSCILLATIOI_
BY Nd-GLASS-LASER RADIATION [GENERATSIIA V _ PRI
DVUKHFOTONNOM OPTICHF._KOM VOZBUZHDENII IZLUCHE-
NI]EM OKG NA NEODLMOVOM STEKLE].
N. G. Baaov, A. Z. Grasiuk, I. G. Zubarev0 and V. A. Katulin
(Akademiia Nsuk S_.q_R. Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USa).
ZHETF Pislma v Kedak_iiu, vol. i, May 15, 1965, p. 29-33.
In Russian.
Experimental investigation showing the possibility of exclt_
C,aAs by an Nd-glass-laser in the case in which the pumpi_-photon
ene rgy (I. 17 ev, k = I. 06 _ ) was much leas than the width of the
forbidden band in C_As (1. S1 e_, k u 8200 _, at T = 77°I_. In this
case, the energy of one exciti_qE photon is insufficient for the transition
of an electron from the valence hand to the conduction ba_d. It is
seen that at high luminous densities, excita/_on becm_es possible
because of the presence of nonlinear optical effects, such _m two-
photon absorption or absorp_on of the pushpins-light harmonic that
forms in the semiconductor. V.P.
A6S,.31375#
INVESTIGATION OF SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF A HELiUM-
NEON LASER [ISSLEDOVANIE NEKOTORYI_I KHARAKTERISTDK
GELI/-NEONOVO_O LAZERA].
F. A. Korolev, A. I. Odintsov, and V, N. Mits_i.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vnl. 19, 3uly 1965, p. 71-77. 6 refs.
In Russian.
Experimental investigation of the power generated at the line
63Z8 _ as a function of (dc) discharge-curremt strength, the pres-
sure of the He-Ne mixture, and the partial pressures of He and Ne.
It is found that for each of these discharge parameters the gonerated
power has a maxirnu_-.n, the position and magnitode of which depends
on the other parameters. The effect of resonator-mirror spacing
on the generated power at constant gap length is investigated, as is
the spectral composition of laser radiation, using a Fabry-Per0t
interferon_eter. Good agreement with theory is found for both a
confocal and nonconfocal resonator. V.P.
A65-31376 -#
SOME LASER PROPERTIES FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF THEr-
MODYNAMICS [NKKOTORYE SVOISTVA OPTICHE_
KVANTOVYKI'I GENEI_ATOROV S TOCHKI ZB.ENIIA TER]dODI-
Is. T. Maz_enko.
O_tika i Spektrosko_iia, vol. 19, July 1965, p. 156-158. In Russian.
Analytical investigation of the gemeration of etixnulated _is-
sion on the basis of the second law of the thermodynatnics of irrevers-
ible processes. An expression is derived for the efficiency of a sys-
tern with optical pumping generating directional monochromatic
radiation and for a system with optical pumpm_ in which both gener-
ation and pumping are associated with single-quantum transitions.
V.P.
A65..3.1 _13
PRODUCTION OF COHERENT RADIATION BY ATOMS AND MOLE-
CULES (1964 Nobel Lecture}.
Charles H. Townes (Iv[_ssachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, Mass. ).
(Nobel Foundation, Lecture, Stockholm, Sweden, Dec. II, 1964.)
IEEE Spectrum, vol. Z, Au%1965, p. 30-43. 65 refs.
Review of the successive ideas and theoretical thinking that led
to the development of the maser and laser. The use of thermod_c
arguments is recapitulated. Basic rr_eer principles are analyzed,
and it is pointed out that the crucial requirement for the generation
of coherent radiation (recognized by Townes and also by Basov and
Prokhorov) was to produce positive feedback by some resonant cir-
cuit and to ensure that the gain in energy afforded the wave was
greater than the circuit losses. Maser clocks and amplifiers, op-
tical and infrared masers, or lasers, including ruby, gaseous, and
semiconductor lasers, are considered. Lasers are evaluated by
comparing their actual performance with the theoretical _ctation.
Three areas of application of lasers are discussed: measurement
of the two fundamental dimensions of t/_ne and length by means of an
ultra-accurate determir_tion of the velocity of light; increased power
of spectroscopy; and nonlinear optics, including the interaction of
light with the medium through which it travels. It is shown that the
laser now makes it possible to produce and study the behavior of vh_
acoustic waves in almost any transparent material. _W[.L.
A65.31408 #
PARAMAGNETIC M.A_ER AMPLIFIERS.
V. B. Shteinshleiger and S. V. Dedkov.
(Radiotekhnik_, vol. 19, Nov. 1964, p. 5-18. )
Telecommunications and Radio Engineering. Radio Engineering,
vol. 19, Nov. 1964, p. 67-76. 66 refs. Translation.
A6S-314S1"
MECHANISM OF POPULATION INVERSION AT 6149 _ /}4 THE
MERCURY ION LASER.
D. J. Dyson (Fcrranti, Ltd. , Valve Dept. , Edinburgh, Scotland).
Nature, voL Z07, _uly Z4. 1965, p. 361-363.
Research supported by the/_inistry of Defence.
Description of results of the observation of the ti_e-varia_on
of the spontaneous emission from a helium-merCury discharge
which appear to clari_ the n_echanism responsible for excitation
of the 6149-_ laser transition in this systenl. The decay rate char-
acterized by the decaying edge Of the 6149-_ emission pulse was
found to be sensitive to the discharge tube temperature which con-
trols the mercury vapor pressure, rather than to the helium pres-
sure. Measurements were made with a discharge tube 2.3 cm in
diameter and approximately I m in length. The discharge condenser
was 1000 pf and the charging voltage 8 kv. Helium pressure was
about 5 torr. The only excited species capable of raising the ground-
state mercury atom to the upper level of the 6149-_ transition is the
helium ion. D.P.F.
A65-31455
REDUCED ABSORPTION OF LIGHT AT HIGH L_ASER POWER
DENSITn_S.
Hubertus Staerk and Georg Czerlinskl (Pennsylvania, University,
Johnson Research Foundation, Philadelphia, p_. ).
Natur_.__._e, voL 207, July Z4. 1965, p. 399, 400. 6 refs.
Contract No. Nonr-551 (46).
Experimental results and analysis of the photoblaach/n_ effect
observed in the absorption of coherent light from lasers by methylene
blue. The 633-u line of a He-Ne-CW laser was used for the experi-
ments. The laser output was collimated to about 0. I n'llm z along a
light p_th of 10mn_ in a quartz ce// containing the solution under ob-
servatinn. To assure linear response of the photoconductor the power
density behind the cell was attenuated. A mechanical shutter between
laser and the cell initiated the illumination. Triethenolan_ine was
used as the solvent for the methylene blue solution, The trens_nis-
sions as measured with a Zeiss spectrophotometer ranged from 13.7
to 3_. When the shutter was opened at a high light level it was _ound
that the signal increased from the initial level to a new steady value.
The results of the experinlents are thenreticafly analyzed and in-
terpreted. D.P.F.
A65-31701 #
BEATS BETWEEN OSCILLATION MODES IN AN OPTICAL RUBY
GENERATOR [BIENIIA MEZHDU TIPAMI KOLEBANLI (MODAMI)
V OPTICHF-_KOM RUBINOVOM GENERATORE].
133
A65-31703
V. V. Korobkin and A. M. Leontovich (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental=noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, July
1965, p. I0-15. 18 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of high-frequency modulation of radiation spikes
from a ruby laser, using an ultrarapid photorecorder. A semi-
confocal resonator with a 50-cm separation between the mirrors was
employed in the laser. Discrimination of the angular modes was
carriedout by means of a special diaphragm inside the resonator.
It is shown that with an increase in the diaphragm diameter modes
of high transverse order are excited. It is concluded that high-fre-
quency modulation of the intensity Of the spikes is due to beats be-
tween the various modes. Distortion of the ruby crystal by inhomo-
geneities arising as a result of heating of the crystal by pumping
light is found to have a considerable effect on the beat frequency.
(Author) A.B.K.
A65.31703 #
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL QUANT UM GENERATOR OPERATING AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE ON CaWO 4 WITH Nd 3+ [NEPRERYVNY[
OPTICHESKII KVANTOVYI GENERATOR NA CaWO 4 S Nd 5+ ,
RABOTAIUSHCHII PRI KOMNATNOI TEMPERATURE].
A. A. Eaminskii, L. S. Kornienko, O. V. I%4aksimova. V. V. Osiko,
A. M. Prokhorov, and G. P. Shipulo (Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Institut Iadernoi Fiziki; Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizi-
cheskii Institut. Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, July 1965.
p. 31-35. II refs. In Russian.
Description of the structure and main characteristics of a water-
cooled optical quantum generator operating at room temperature on
CaWO 4 with Nd 3+. Problems connected with the maintenance of the
required operating temperature are considered. {Author) A. B. R.
A65-31705 #
INVESTIGATION OF A SPARK DISCHARGE IN AIR PRODUCED BY
FOCUSING THE RADIATION FROM A LASER. II [ISSLEDOVANIE
ISKRY V VOZDUKHE, VOZNIKAIUSHCHEI PRI FOKUSIROVANII
IZLUCHENIIA LAZERA. If].
S. L. Mandellshtam, P. P. Pashinin, A. M. Prokhorov, lu, P.
Raizer. and N. K. Sukhodrev (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskli
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, 3uly 1965,
p. IZ7-134. 19 refs. In Russian.
Results of an experimental investigation of the initial stage of a
discharge in air induced by focusing the radiation from a laser. The
plasma temperature T e produced in the region of the focus is de-
termined on the basis of the spectrum of recombination radiation
inthe soft X-ray range, k ..10 _, and is found to be equal to 50 to
60 ev. From a study of the laser radiation scattered on the plasma
it is concluded that the ionization front moves toward the focusing
lens. The velocity of the front is measured on the basis of the
Doppler shift of the wavelength of the scattered light and is found
to be equal to _ 107 cm/sec. A hydrodynamic mechanism of broaden-
ing of the ionization region is considered. The values for the velocity
of the detonation wave front and the plasma temperature behind the
front, estimated on the basis of this mechanism, are found to be in
satisfactory agreement with those fotind experimentally.
(Author) A. B. K.
A65-31732
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GaAs LASER JUNCTIONS
UNDER HIGH POWER PULSED CONDITIONS.
W. Engeler and M. Garfinkel (General Electric Co., Research
Laboratory, Schenectady, N.Y. ).
Solid-State Electronics, vol. 8, July 1965, p. 585-604. 16 refs.
Calculation of the temperature rise at the junction of a GaAs
laser for a variety of pulse currents and base temperatures. The
problem is first solved analytically by an approximation assuming
constant thermal parameters, and then by a machine calculation
taking into account the temperature variation of the thermal con-
ductivity and the heat capacity. These solutions are compared
and discussed in terms of practical laser design parameters. The
effects of bulk resistivity and contact resistance are included.
(Author) I%4.M.
A65-31762
DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE I. 15-_ He-Ne LASER
LINE.
H. S. Boyne, 'M. M. Birky, and W. G. Schweitzer, Jr. (National
Bureau of Standards, Atomic Physics Div. , Washington, D.C. ).
Applied Physics Letters_, vol. 7, Aug. I, 1965, p. 62-65. 7 refs.
NASA Contract No. S-49296 (G).
Experimental investigation of the complicating effects of a
neighboring neon absorption transition on the predicted behavior of
the frequency deviation 8 P resulting from a variation in the relative
inversion density above threshold in the 1, 15-_ He-Ne laser line.
Dispersion curves were obtained by modulating the inversion den-
sity in three ways: (1) power modulation of the plasma discharge,
(2) modulation of the 2s 2 level in neon by optically pumping the 23S He
levelwiththe Z3S - Z3P 1.083-_ He line, (3) modulationofthe 2p41evel
of neon by optically pumping it with the ls4-Zp 4 0. 6096-_ line and
the Is 5 - Zp4 0. 5944 line in neon. A block diagram of the experi-
mental arrangement used for observing the frequency dispersion
curves ie given. R.A.F.
A65-3.1763
LASER PULSE-SHAPING AND MODE-LOCKING WITH ACOUSTIC
WAVES.
A. J. Delvlaria and D. A. Stetser (United Aircraft Corp. , Research
Laboratories, East Hartford, Conn. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Aug. I, 1965, p. 71-73. 5 refs.
Contract No. DA-28-043-Ah4C-00259(E).
Generation of square-, stepped-, and sawtooth-shaped laser
output pulses from the propagation of combinations of traveling and
stationary periodic refractive index perturbations within the optical
feedback path of an argon ion laser. The pulse-shaping procedure is
described and illustrated with oscillograph traces. The existence
of an if radio signal with frequency decreasing as the frequency of
the perturbation approaches the axial-mode spacing frequency is
thought tO suggest that laser-acoustic interactions offer an obvious
solution to the problem of obtaining a variable delay of an electrical
signal. R.A.F.
A65-31764
EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION.
John F. Ready {Honeywell, Inc. , Research Center, Electro-Optics
Section, Hopkins, Minn. ).
Industrial Research, vol. 7, Aug. 1965, p. 44-47, 49, 50.
Simplified discussion of the effects and applications of laser
radiation. The characteristics of laser light are described. The
basic difference between solid (ordinary) lasers and pulsed Q-
switched lasers is explained, The influence of pulse shape and dura-
tion on the effects of laser radiatiQn is described. Melting and
vaporization of metals are discussed. Some applications, including
laser welding and machining and such biological effects as retina
welding, protein coagulation, and tumor irradiation, are described.
The effects of laser radiation on transparent materials are described
R. A. F.
A65-31773
MASTER EQUATION FOR THE STATISTICAL OPERATOR OF
SOLID STATE LASER.
W. Weidlich and P. Haake (Stuttgart, Technische Hochschule.
Institut fflr theoretische und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West
Germany).
Zeitschrift fur Physik, vol. 186, no. 3, 1965, p. Z03-ZZI. Ii refs.
Derivation of a master equation for the complete statistical
operator of a laser model. The whole system containing atoms, field
and several thermal reservoirs, the latter providing loss effects and
pumping, is treated according to quantum mechanics. The master
equation is at first solved in the self-consistent field approximation
(SCFA). The results essentially confirm those given by quasi-
classical theories, including the coherence properties of the,light
mode. Secondly, an approximate treatment is given Of particle-field
correlations which go beyond the SCFA and therefore beyond the
quasi-classical approach. It is shown explicitly that such correla-
tion effects influence the coherence behavior of the light-field, -i. e. ,




KINZTIC PROCESSES IN A GAS LASER.
E. M. Belenov and A. N. Oraevskii.
(Optika i Spektroskopii_, vol. 18, May 2965, p. 858-865. }
Optics and SpectroscoFy , vul. 18, May 1965, p. 479-483.
Translation.
[For _betract see Accession no. A65-27738 17-16]
34 refs.
EXI_ERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BEAM DIVERGENCE IN
THE NEON-HELIUM LASER (k= 0.63 K ).
D. L Mash, V. F. Palm_ovsKii, _ L. F. C'.._,_x_a.
{O_ik_ i S1_.ktroekopiia , vol. 18, May 1965, p. 866-869. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, voL 18, May I%5, p. 483-485. Trans-
latinn.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-27739 17-16]
A6,S..31878 =
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROCESSES IN THE DECAYING
PLASKfA OF THE He-Ne PULSE DISCHARGE UNDER THE
GENERATION CONDITIONS.
V. S. Egorov and A. 5. Tibilov.
(Optika i Spektroskopi_a, rot. 18, Apr. 1965, p. 719-72l. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 18, Apr. t965, p. 405, 406. 6 refs.
Translation.
Investigation of plasma decay in the pulse discharge of an Ne-He
laser, under conditions of generation. The results are given, as a
set of graphs showing the relationship of generation amplitude to
discharge current and total mixture pressure and the relationship
of generated-pulse delay time to discharge-current pulse amplitude
and total rnu(ture pressure. These results are discussed. R.A-F.
ildM_! 8Y9
ARMED FORCES COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS ASSO-
CIAT]ON, ANNUAL CONVENTION, 19TH, FORT AION]MOUTH,
N. J. , /D'HE 1965, PROCEEDINGS.
vnL 19, Aug. 1965. 80 p.
CONTENTS:
LASER PRINCIPLES. John W. Coll_nan (Westinghouse ELec-
tric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. ), p. 43-46, [See A65-31880 Z0-16]
CURRENT AND PROJECTED LASER STATE-OF-THE-ART.
5. L. W21sh (Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlmgton, Vs. ),
p. 46-4S. [See A65-31881 Z0-16]
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS. Charles R. Kline (Westing-
house Electric Corp., Balti-n_ore, Md. ), p, 48-5Z. [See
A65- 3188Z 20-16]




John W. Coltm_ (Westinghouse Electric Corp., Research Laborato-
ries, Pittsburgh, Pa. ).
(Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association, An-
nual Convention. 19th, Fort Monmouth, N.J., ,Tune 1965, Pa_er. )
vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 43-46.
Explanation of the basic principles governing laser operation,
approached from the standpoint of the electronics engineer. The os-
cillating circuit of the laser - the cavity - is described. The elec-
tron is the agent for the conversion of current energy to a hi|h-
frequency osckUating field. The energy of the electron, rather than
its motion, is important. The fluorescence process - the basic
mechanism in the optically pumped laser - is described. It is
necessary for the majority of electrons to be in the upper energy
level, if a laser is to generate net coherent power. Population
inversion is explained; tl%e various types of laser are in a sense
an expression of the variety of means which have been found to in-
duce this necessary state. Various resonator configurations,




CURRENT AND PROJECTED LASER STATE-OF-THE-ART.
J- L. Walsh (Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington, Va. ).
(Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association,
Annual Convention, 19th, Fort Monmouth, N. 3. , June 1965, paper. )
vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 46-48.
Description of the experimental configurations, performance
features, and limitations of various kinds of lasers. The configura-
tion of the He-Ne laser is explained, along with its operating fre-
quency range, efficiency, and power output. Next considered are
the io_ lasers; a table gives the wavelength range, power output,
and some other characteristics for several species. Optically
pu_.pcd "-._!id-e¢- at- _asers are discussed, and Q-switching is ex-
plained; the differences between long- and short-pulse laser charac-
teristics and operation are also considered. The semiconductor
laser - which is pumped by a large current flow through a semi-




Charles R. FAine (Westinghouse Electric Corp. , Defense and Space
Center, Baltimore, Md. ).
(Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association, An-
nual Convention, 19th, Fort _.ionmouth, N. 3-, 3une 1965, Paper. )
Signal, voL 19, Aug. 1965, p. 48-5Z,
Brief survey of some laser uses in medicine, manufacturing,
spectroscopy, nonlinear optics, communications, and optical radar.
Spotwelding of detached retinas and irradiation of malignant tumors
are considered. Small-area welding, particularly the welding of
leads to semiconductors, is discussed, along with the drilling of
small-dian_eter holes and interference measurements over long dis-
tances. The production of nonlinear optical effects and its inlplica-
lions are described. The uses of lasers in Rarnan spectroscopy are
considered, and laser holography is outlined. The advantages of
lasers in communication are discussed, and some of the possible
modulation techniques are considered. The basic aspects of laser




John !&4. Walker (NASA, Office of Advanced Research and Tech-
nology, Communications and Tracking Branch}.
(Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association, An-
nual Convention, l_h, Fort Monmouth, N.J. , June 1965, Paper. )
voL 19, Aug. 1965, p. 5Z-55.
Brief description of the NASA research program in electro-
optics and the importance of this research to the use of lasers and
other applications of optics in space. In NASA, there are two broad
categories of applications for electro-optics - one including com-
munications, tracking, navigation, and guidance, and the other con-
slating of astronomical observations from spade. Broad research
objectives based on these applications'are given. A knife-edge test
using a laser to assure that telescope mirrors are diffraction-limited
iS described and illostrated, and the "point-ahead" problem - proper-
ly compensating for the movement of the ground station during satel-
lite-to-earth transmission - is discussed. Other research, such as
the Gemini laser experiment and laser tracking of Explorer ZZ, is
also described. R.A.F.
A65-318114 :_
THEORY OF LASER RADIATION IN INDIRECT BAND-TO-BAND
TRANSITIONS [TEORIIA LAZERNOGO IZLUCHENIIA NA NEPRIA-
MYKH ZONA-ZONNYIG-/ PEREKHODAKH].
V. S. Mashkevich and V. L. Vinetskii (Akaden_ia Nauk Ukralnskoi
SSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 7, July 1965, p. 1987-1993. 7 refs.
In Russian.
C_.culation of several parameters for a special case of stationary-
laser r&diatinn. The quasi-Fermi level, frequency, threshold pump-
ing value, and particular mode - i. e., mode in which production
takes place - are determined in the case of a radiative intraband
transition with the production of one optical phonon. In the most
favorable case, the threshold is several _ t_-nes less than that
calculated for a laser in a direct band-to-band transitions, where
is the ratio of average losses for nonparticu/ar modes to losses




SOME EXPERIMENTS RELATING THE D_IDUCTION OF ACOUSTIC
WAVES IN SEVERAL MATERIAL MEDIA CROSSED BY OR SUB-
JECTED TO THE iMPACT OF LASER PULSES [QUELQUES EX-
PERIENCES KELATANT LIINDUCTION DIONDES ACOUSTIQUES
DANg DIVERS MILIEUX MATERIELS TRAVERSES PAR OU AYAN_
SUBI LqL_PACT DqMPULSIONS LASER].
Marc Brutus and Michel Velghe {Centre Natiorml de la Recherche
Scient_fique. Laboratnire Laser, Bellevue, Seine-et-Oise/ France}.
(3ourne'es de Physique, Royal, Puy-de-DOme, France, Sept. 16-18,
1964, Paper.
3ournal. de. Ph),si_ue, vol. 26, 3une 1965, p. 341-344. 7 refs. In
French,
Description of experiments showing that evaporated CdS thin
films may be processed to act as piezoelectric transducers for
detecting laser-induced elasbc vibrationB. Taking advantage of the
high piezoelectric _eneitivity and fast response Of _ thin films,
it was possible to detect the acoustic vibrations transferred in air
by an unfocused non-Q-s'-'_tthed ruby laser bean% of i/_.joule total
energy output. The waveforms of the elastic vibrations detected by
the CdS transducer are correlated to the laser pulse spikings on a
double-be_n oscilloscope with the response of a conventional silicon
photodiode (SD 100 from Edgerton, Germeshausen. and Grief) as
reference. In this experi_nent, the _ thin-film transducer was not
illuminated by the laser beam and the propagation of the beam was
not perturbed or affected by the presence of the detectin G device
because the energy for detection was transferred via the elastic
vibration in air along the path of the laser beam. (Author) M. F,
A6.q-32128 #
CONDUCTION COOLING OF A TRAVELING WAVE MASER SUPER-
CONDUCTING MAGNET IN A CLOSED-CYCLE REFRIGERATOR.
J. P. McEvoy. Jr., L. C. Morris, and J. F. Par, as (Radio
Corporation of America, Camdsn, N.J. ).
IN: ADVANCES IN CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING. VOLUME 10,
SECTIONS A-L. PROCEEDINGS OF THE CRYOGENIC ENGI-
NEERING CONFERENCE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
PHILADELPHIA, PA., AUGUST 18-21, 1964. [A6S-32083 20-27]
NSF-suppor ted cor_er enos.
Edited by K. D. Timmerhaus.
New York, Plenum Press, 1965, p. 487-492, 5 refs.
Description of the successful operation of an iron-core super-
conducting magnet in a closed-cycLe refrigerator. The magnet,
which provides the magnetic field for a tunable S-band traveling-
wave maser (TWM), weighs only 6 Ib and occupies _ 30 in 3. It is
beliaved to be the first time a useful superconducting magnet has
been cooled in a.closed-cycle refrigerator by thermal conduction
rather than immersion in a liquid-heliurn bath. The magnet can be
used with any type of closed-cycle refrigerator which produces a
cold flange at 4. Z°K and is operative in any orientation. The
approach may advance the realisation of reliable TWM amplifiers
in practical microwave receiver systems such as satellite communi-
cations, radiometry, and radar, B.B.
A65-32209
COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING CONVERSION EFFICIENCIES.
D. Weiner, S. E. Schwarz, and F. 3. McClung _Hughes Aircraft
Co. , Research Laboratories, Malibu_ Calif. ).
J.ournal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Aug. 1965, p. 2395°2399.
II refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-I1650.
Measurement of the absolute Rarnan scattering cross section
for the 1345-cm -I shifted Stokes line in nltrobeozene using a ruby
laser. The efficiency of conversion of radiation from a giant
pulse ruby laser into stimulated Raman scattered radiation for
this line was also measured. It was found that the average in-
tensity needed to produce a given conversion is one or two orders
of magnitude less than that predicted by the theory of Hellwarth
using the measured cross section. Some pussihle explanations for
this disagreement are discussed. (Author) M. F.
A65-32219
SATURATION EFFECTS INHIGH-GAI_LASERS.
W. W. Rigrod (Bell Telephone Laboratories, _c., Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Journal of Applied_ysics, vol. 36, Aug. 1965, p. 2487-Z490. 5 re£s.
Generalisa_on Of earlier calculations Of the radiation intensity
obtainable from lasers with homogeneous line broadening to include
arbitrarily large loss fractions per pass. The conditions for maximum
transmitted or internally dissipated power are derived, as well as
the axial distribution of radiation within the active medium. The rele-
vance Of these c&lculatlons to high-gain gas lasers is discussed.
(Author) M.F.
A65-32228
ROLE OF FLARE IMAGES IN THE SELF-DESTRUCTION OF A
LENS IN A STRONG LASER BEAM.
G. L. Rogers (Birmingham College of Advanced Technology,
Birmingham, England).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Aug. 1965, p. 2598.
Study Of a recent experiment with a srnal/ Q-switched laser
showing that damage tan readily occur to a microscope or other
objective used to concentrate the bonn-, onto a Srrutll area Of metal.
A study of the nature of the damage shows clearly that the forma-
tion of flare images within the material of the objective plays a
substantial part. [t is clear that certain types of ohjective are a
bad risk, and the choice of suitable types is recommended to avoid
damage and disappointment. In particular, a number of traditional
microscol_ objectives end with a roughly hemispherical component.
A photomicrograph show of a damaged region resulting from flare
focus is given. The finely recrystallised surface of the initial bubble
is clearly seen, and the upper parts of the crater can be discerned,
though they are beyond the focLl depth of the objec'cive. FlaTs effects
can be further reduced by a bloomed surface calculated for 6943 _,
or the wavelength in use. A standard bloomed surface calculated
around 5500 _ is already losing efficiency at 6943 _. M.F.
A65-32229
GAS EFFECTS PRODUCED BY A PULSED LASER BEAM IN A
BALLISTIC TORSIONAL PENDULUIV_.
M. Stirnler and Z. I. Slawsky (Maryland, University, Dept. of
Physics and Astronomy, College Park; U.S. Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, Silver Spring, I_1.).
3ournal Of Applied physics, vol. 36, Aug. 1962, p. 2595, 2599.
Observed pendulum response in a torsion pendulum photometer
with a sensitivity of 1.00 x 10 -2 dyne-cm/rad. Changes in peak
deflection of the pendulum were used to mnasure thn enargy in a
padsad laser beam by reflection from a pair of vanes. When operated
at pressures below .S X 10 -5 torr the deflection changes were due
mainly to photon momentum and were independent of both gas pres-
ents and initial direction Of rotation. As the pressure was increased,
an unusual pressure dependence was observed with change in pres-
sure, the response of the pendulum suspension to the pulse was op-
posite to what would be expected from radiometer effects. In ad-
dition) the deflection depended on the initial direction of rotation
of the pendulum. A graph of the deflection change vs pressure is
included. The laser energy was maintained constant, and each point
represents an average deflection change for several laser act_ations
at each pressure. Another figure is a plot showing the effect Of a
series Of seven laser pulses on the pendulum oscillation when tha
pressure was 4 x 10 -4 torr. The observed pendulum response is
not due to conventional radiometer effects because (1) the force is
toward the laser and (2) the results are asymmetric, depending on
the initial rotation direction. M.F.
A65-32353 #
INFLUENCE OF FOG ON THE RAJ_GE OF GROUND COMMUNICA-
TION USING AN OPTICAL CARRIER.
S. P. Erkovich, lu, V. Pisarevskii, F. S. Ageshin, and 0, A.
Tregubov.
(Elektrosvia=', vol. 18, Dec. 1964, p. 16-21. }
Telecon'ununicattons and Radio Engineering. Telecommunications,
re1. 18, Dec. 1964, p. 12-16. 6 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-15349 06-07]
A65-3258S #
ILeAGE TUBE STREAK CAI_ERA.
R. N. Burbeck and P. Brooke (Associated Electrical Industries,
Ltd,, Rugby, War., England).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 42, Aug. 1965, p. 53S, $36.
136
Description of an image converter caxnera said to be capable
of higher writing speeds and more convenient to use than existing
mechanical cameras, and which also gives an increase in sensitivi-
ty. A slit image of the event is focused onto the photocathode of the
zrnage converter tube. The resulting electron beam is accelerated
and focused onto a fluorescent screen, across which it can be de-
flected at high speed by means of the sweep deflector plates. The
unage from the fluorescent screen can be recorded, either on
Polaroid or normal film. The shutter aperture and its associated
deflector plates are used to gate the beam off at the end of the scan,
while the remaining deflector plate can conveniently be used for time
calibration. A photograph shows an enlarged record obtained from a
100 nsec tJ-swztcned iaser pulse. The ndnhnu_i _esulvL_g ":_ o_
the camera is in the region of 0. I nsec. M.M.
A65-32745
action. The performance of Cs-He maser systems, He-Ne masers,
and ruby lasers is described. Bandwidths obtainable, radiation in-
tensity, and power output for masers and lasers are analyzed. Ap-
plications to the field of communications, exploration 0f _he lunar
surface, new welding techniques, and surgical cauterization are dis-
cussed. D.P.F.
A65-32697
ACHIEVEMENTS AND POTENTIALITIES OF LASER TECHNIQUES.
S. A. Ziullko.
(Radiotekhnika, vol. 19, Oct. 1964, p. 3-8. )
Te_0"_,-nlratlon_ and Radio Enuineerin_. Radio Engineering,
vol. 19, Oct. 1964, p. 67-70. 5 refs. Translation.
A65-325B6 =
THE BARR AND STROUD LASER RANGEFINDER.
J. R. Davy. (Barr and Stroud, Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 42, Aug. 1965, p. 536, 537.
Description of a laser ranling device capable of providing fast
accurate ranges of noncooperative targets without the inherent dif-
ficulties of radar and optical rangefinders. The laser rangefinder
operates on the rider principle, but - since this is essentially a
s_le shot device - the electronic techniques are sl/ghtly different
from conventional radar devices. A simplified block diagram of the
equipment is shown. The laser rangefinder is divided into a head unit
and a power unit. The head unit is a triaxial system containing the
transmitter, sight, and receiver. The power unit contains the conden-
ser bank, which has a maximum energy storage of 200 joules, and
the pulse-forming network. The whole system operates from nickel-
cadmium batteries which are rechargeable. The rangefinder is ca-
pable of ranging to the limit of visibility up to 6 kin, and in better
visibility conditions the maximum range is extended to 10 kin. The
accuracy is to I0 m, irrespective of ranle, and there is a minimum
range of 300 m determined by atmospheric backscatter. M.M.
A65-32588 "_"
A GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER KANGEFINDER USED AS AN ARR-
CRAFT ALTI]MLETER.
F. E. Birbeck and K. G. Hambleton (Services Electronics Research
Laboratory, Baldock, Herts., England).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 42, Aug. 1965, p. 541, 54Z.
Description of an optical laser rangefinder used to eliminate the
spurious echoes which are troublesome to aircraft radio al_'unetere
over particular types of terrain. The laser system can only operate
in good visibility and cannot be relied on as an altimeter in itself.
However, it can be used to check or calibrate existing types of al-
timeters under actual flying conditions over various types of terrain.
Experimental flights with the equipment indicate that heilhts of up to
I000 ft can be measured with an accuracy to about 5 ft over a wide
variety of terrain. Measurements of the amplitude of the received
pulses have enabled values for the scattering coefficients of the
various types of ground to be deduced. One result of particular
interest is that double echoes are often obtained over wooded ground
due to simultaneous reflection from the tops of the trees and the
ground beneath. This enables the height of the trees to be measuTed
as well as the height of the aircraft and is one example of the way
in which a laser altimeter can emphasixe features of the terrain
which may not be resolved or detected by a radio altimeter. M. ltd.
A&5-32&21 #
THE THEORY AND APPL/CATION OF MASERS AND L,ASE, RS.
Charles H. Townes (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
IN: SELECTIONS FROM THE TRW SPACE TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORIES; LECTURE SERIES. VOLUME 2.
Edited by T. L. Branigan.
Redondo Beach, Calif. , Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. ,
1965, p. "4-13.
General review of the present status of maser and laser tech-
nology and a discussion of present and future applications. The
principlesofatomic or molecular energy levels, ground and meta-
stable states, stimulated emission, and coherent light oscillation
are described as explaining the fundamentals of maser and laser
A65-3270Y
QUANTUM STATISTICAL DYNAMICS OF LASER AMPLIFIERS.
A. E. Glassgold (New York University, New York, N.Y. } and
Denrds Holliday (RAND Corp., Santa _/Ionica, Calif. ).
I_nysical Review, Znd Series, Section A, vol. 139, Sept. 13, 1965,
p. AIYlY-AI7 34. 18 refs.
USAF-Army-s ponsored research.
Development of a quantum statistical procedure for studying
interacting radiation fields and application of the procedure to a
model laser operating as a linear amplifier. The method utilizes
an expansion of the density matrix in terms of a complete set of
orthogonal operators originally used by Weyl. One mode of the
laser field is considered to interact with a pumping mechanism and
with a loss mechanism. A general solution for the density matrix
is obtained and then applied to various initial conditions. It is
found that a classical statistical interpretation of the results is fre-
quently appropriate. (Author) M.F.
A65.32743
INVESTIGATION OF THE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE 3.5 _ XENON I.IASER.
Peter O. Clark (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calit. ).
IEEE Journal of Guanmm Electronics, vol. QE-I, June 1965,
p. 109-I13. 11 refs.
Contract No. JPL-950803.
Measurement of the amp/ification at 3. 508 # in pure xenon dc-
excited discharges over a wide range of gas pressures and for
several discharge diameters. For pressures greater than I0 mtorr.
the unsaturated gain increases monotonically as the pressure de-
creases. Gain varies inversely as the radius for large bore (radius
_. 3.5 ram) amplifiers, but a complicated, pressure-dependent varia-
tion between gain and discharge diameter was observed in amplifiers
of less than 3-ram diameter, Gain saturation occurs at low signal
levels and results in small output powers from conventional xenon
lasers. (Author) M.F.
A65-32745
STIMULATED BRILLOUn_* SCATTERING AS A PARAMETRIC
II_TERAC TION.
D. A. Sealer and H. Hsu (Ohio State University, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Antenna Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio).
(Electron Device Research, Ammal Conference, ZZnd, Cornell
University_ Ithacap N.Y. r June 24-26, 19641 Paper.)
I.EEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, June 1965,
p. 116-124. 9 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-108Z4.
Production of a forward-traveling coherent acoustic wave and
of a backward-traveling electromagnetic wave in the stimulated
Btillouin scattering of an intense laser beam. This interaction is
studied from the coupled mode approach and shown to be describable
as a parametric interaction. An inherent instabLlity of this partic-
ular interaction is discussed. Frequencies of the interacting waves
are calculated for quartz and cadmium sulfide. The nonlinearity is
shown to be due to the electrostrictive and _hotoelastic properties
of the medium. By expressing the coupling coefficient as a tensor
of rank four, selection rules for the interaction in isotropic and
certain anisotropic media are derived. Finally the experimental





M/CROWAVE MODULATION OF A RUBY LASER OUTPUT BY
ABSORPTION,
Di _en (Honeywell, Inc., Research Center, Hopkins, IV[inn. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, June 1905,
p. I_-5-131. 9 refs.
Consideration of the exhibition of the Zeeman effect by ruby in
the energy levels responsible for the absorption of the R I line.
%Vhen a ruby laser is directed to pass through a section of unexcited
ruby rod, the intensity of the transmitted beam is strongly dependent
on the magnetic field applied to the absorber. This effect was used
to modulate the amplitude of a poised ruby laser in the microwave
frequency region. The experimental modulator consisted of a 0.2-
in. -long ruby absorber located at one end of an S-band TElll-mOde
cylindrical cavity pumped by a 3. Z-Gc microwave source. A dc
bias magnetic field was also applied to the absorber. _q%en both
the laser and the absorber rods were cooled to 80°K, the modulated
beam attained maximum modulation index with a bias field of 2.5
koersted. This and other experimental results agree well with
ualcuiations made from theoretical analysis of this modulation tech-
nique and indicate that the various known relaxation mechanisms in
the spin system of ruby do not impose a frequency limit to this
method of modulation. (Author) M. F.
A65-32747
LASER ACTION IN THE IONIC SPECTRA OF ZINC AND CADMIUM.
G. R. Powles and W. T. Sllfvast (Utah, University, Dept. of Physics,
Salt Lake City, Utah).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, voh QE-I, June 1965,
p. 131.
NSP-supported research.
Letter on laser oscillation in the visible spectra of singly ionized
zinc and cadmium obtained with pulsed discharges in the heated vapors
of these metals mixed with noble gases. The optical resonator was
a near-confocal configuration of highly reflecting dielectric mirrors.
The quartz plasma tube (5-turn bore and 150-cm length) was fitted
with Brews ter windows and internal electrodes at each end. The
presence of the carrier gas, I to Z torr of helium or neon, prevented
the metal vapor from fouling the Brewster windows during operation.
The cold cathode discharge was excited by means of a pulse modulator
having a maximum output of 15 kv at It. 5 amp with a pulse duration
of I. 5 W.sec at a rate of 800 pulses/sec. The lasing wavelengths of
zinc were 7757 and 49Z5 _ , and those of cadmium were 5337 and
5378 _. The operating range of oven temperature for zinc was about
300 to 400°C, whereas the range for cadmium was approximately
200 to 320°C. These temperatures correspond roughly to vapor
pressures of 10 -3 to I0 -I tort in both metals. Oscillation occurred
only with helium as the carrier gas in the case of zinc, but cadmium
underwent laser action with either helium or neon, higher output
being obtained with helium. The fact that the 5/Z - 3/g member of
the }-F . ZD transition undergoes laser action in cadmium, but not
in zinc or mercury, may indicate that a relatively high population
inversion is attained in this experiment. (Author) M.F.
A65-32748
SIMULTANEOUS LASER OSCILLATION AT R I AND R z WAVE-
LENGTHS IN RUBY.
J. A. Calviello, E. W. Fisher, and Z. H. Heller (Cutler-Hammer,
Inc., Airborne instruments Laboratory Div., Melville, N.Y.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, June 1965,
p. 132.
Observation of simultaneous laser oscillation at both R 1 and R z
wavelengths in normal and Q-spoiled operation. Laser oscillation
at the R 1 and R 2 wavelengths occurs in spiking. These spikes are
similar to those observed when operating at the R 1 wavelength only.
Usually K I and K Z spikes occur alternately, but occasionally they
occur simultaneously. When the laser w_s operated Q-spoiled,
the R l and R g giant pulses always occurred simultaneously, within
the rise time of the detector,10nsec. The simultaneous generation
of the coherent R I and R z high power signals reported here is of
interest for optical mixing experiments. (Author) M.P.
A65-32749
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY.
K. Tomiyasu (General Electric Co. Schenectady, i"4. Y. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, June 1965,
p. 133-156.
Bibliography of articles compiled during the period from June
to Dec. 1964. The subject categories listed include: laser analyses,
ruby laser, neodymium laser, He-Ne gas laser, organic laser,
GaAs injection luminescent devices, laser amplifiers, giant p_lse
techniques (Q-switching), laser-beam control and steering, coherence,
interference and quantum noise, pumping and light sources, trans-
mission, propagatibn scattering, reflection and filtering, nonlinear,
therma L and other interaction effects with matter, and laser instru-
mentation. M.F.
A65-32773 -_
ELECTRON PAS.A_MAONETIC RESONANCE (EPR) [ELEKTRO-
NOWY REZONANS PARAMAGNETYCZNY - ERP].
J. Stankowski (Poleka A.kademia Nauk, Instytut Fizyki, Zak_ad
Dielektryk6w Pozna_, Poland).
Post_py Fizyki, vol. 16, no. 3, 1965, p. 3Z5-347. Z2 refs. In
Polish.
miscu.sion of the nature of EPR and its use in varlous areas of
• research. The Zeeman effect underlying the phenomenon of EPR
is described, and the Lande splitting factor and other parameters
in the EPR spectrum are examined. Ingram's double-modulation
spectrometer for detecting EPR signals is described. The Over-
hauser effect which uses EPR and NPR in combination to polarize
atomic nuclei is examined; showing the use of this effect made it
possible to increase the resolving power of the Ingram spectrometer.
The use of EPR by a solid-state maser is explained. V.P.
A65-32798
LASER WELDING.
K. J, Miller and J. D. Ninnikhoven (Garrett Corp., AiB.esearch
Manufacturing Co. , Metals Joining Laboratory, Los Angeles, Calif.).
Machine Design, vol. 37, Aug. 5, 1965, p. IZ0-1Zb.
Description of the process of pulsed laser welding and some of
its applications. The laser welding technique allows excellent con-
trol of heat input and can fuse metal adjacent to a glass or ceramic
seal without damaging the latter. A major limitation is shallow
penetration, on the order of 0. 020 in. The average duration of a
laser pulse for welding is O. 002 sec, and pulse frequency is about
lO p/sec. The workpiece may be either rotated or moved fast enough
so that the entire joint is welded with a single burst of light or many
pulses are used to cover the joint. In the latter case, the weld line
is composed of round solidified puddles, each overlapping the other
by about half a puddle diamneter. The laser beam is collimated to a
thickness of less than i00 /_ in diameter, so the welding fixtures
must track within this range of accuracy. The process is extreme-
ly stringent in regard to freedom from oxides or inclusions of foreign
matter. D.P.F.
A65.32844
MODE COMPETITION AND COLLISION EFFECTS IN GASEOUS
OPTICAL MASERS.
R. L. Fork and M. A. Pollack (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
Murray Hill, N.J.),
Physical Review, gnd Series_ Section A, vol. 139, Aug. 30, 1965,
p. A 1408-A 1414. IZ refs.
Study of a gas laser under the condition of oscillation on t_vo
linearly polarized modes. A modified form of Lamb j s theory
which includes collision effects is given. Experimental and theoreti-
cal curves of the mode intensities and beat frequencies are com-
pared. It is concluded that the modified theory is in good agreement
with experimental results and that the collision-induced asymmetry
in the optical-field-atom interaction curve signilicantly influences
las • r behavior. R.A. F.
A65.32874
TRANSVERSE ELECTRON-BEAM WAVE EXCITATION BY PHOTO-
ELECTRIC MIXI/qO OF LASER BEAMS.
J. C. Bass (Sheffield, University, Dept. Of Electrical Engineering,
Sheffield, England},
Electronics LetterS, vol. i, Apr. 1965, p. 38, 39.
Theoretical demonstration that, by photoelectric mixing of
laser beams which are incident obliquely onto a photosurface,
transverse electron-beam waves may be excited. It should thus
138
A65-33352
be possible to construct transverse-field microwave phototubes
for detecting AM laser signals. (Author) M.F.
Q2
THEORY OF LASER EMISSION VIA BAND-TO-B_J_D TRANSITIONS
IN IMPURITY SEMICONDUCTORS.
G. In. Buriakovekii, V. L. Vinetskii, and V. S. Mashkevich (Aka-
de_ Nauk Ukra/nskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev. Ukrainian SSR).
(Flaika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 7, Apr. 1965, p. IOZ8-I036.)
Soviet Physics -Solid State, vol. 7, Oct. 1965, p. 827-853.
5 refs. TransL_tic,_.
[For " ' -_ s "cce_&iC_ r.c. ^_.__'_,r.,Aoa 1A-1A1_OSLZ_ _e #L ........... .
A65-_055
CW HIGH POWER NZ-@( _ LASER.
C. K. N. _tel (Bell Tele_one Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July 1, 1965, p. 15-17. ? refs.
Account of the CW high-power operation of a Nz-CO Z laser
oscillating on the P-branch rotational transitions of the 00°l-10°0
vibrational band of CO Z. This is the first gas laser capable of
producing high CW power output in the I0-@ 11% region. By scaling
up the cross section and the length of discharge, the N2-CO 2 laser
holds the promise of producing much higher coherent CW power;
this may be applicable to spectroscopy. B.B.
MODULATION OF A HELIUM-NEON LASER BY THE LIGHT OF A
HELIUM DISCHARGE [MODULATION D'UN LASER A HELIUM-
NEON PAR LA LUMIERE D'UNE DECHARGE DANS L'HELIUM].
J. F. Velpech (Paris, Universite, Institut d'Electronique, Centre
d'Orsay, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Electronics Letters, vol. I, Aug. 1965, p. 168, t69. In French.
Method of modulating laser intensity by optical action on the
population mechanism of the upper level. Experiments have been
made with a helium-neon laser using the 3sZ-Jp4 transition of neon
(3.39-_ line). (Author) M.F.
AMPLIFICATION BY REFLECTION FROM AN ACTIVE INTF-3_-
FEROMETER.
VernN. Smiley0 David K. Forbes, and Adolph L. Lewis (U.S.
Navy, Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, Calif. ).
A_lied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July 1, 1965, p. 1, 2. 10 refs.
Discussion of amplification of a laser beam by reflection from
a 0.93-m scanning gas-laser active inter£erometer at a wavelength
of Z. 03 _. Reflectance-gain factors as high as 506 (370 net gain)
were realized when operating just below oscillation threshold.
Bandwidths measured less than 0.5 Mc, a factor of 20 sma/ler than
that for the nonarnplifying interferometer. Gain and band narrowing
for two resonances of the 0.93-rn scanning interferorneter operating
below oscillation threshold at a wavelength of Z. 03 _ in He-Xe are
verified photographically. B.B.
A65_11049
SATURATION OF THE MOLECULAR NITROGEN SECOND POSITIVE
LASER TRANSITION.
Donald A. Leonard (Avco Corp. , Avco-Everett Research Labora_ry,
Everett, h4ass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July I, 1965, p. 4-6.
Contract No. AF 04(694)-414.
Outline of experiments showing that while the outlmlt from a
near confocal laser cavity with 30 cm of active length is 10 watts,
the spontaneous emission from the saxne transition as observed
from the side of the discharge tube is many kilowatts. By sending
the output beam from an oscillator of this type through a synchronized
open-ended amplifying section of relatively short length consisting
of a similar discharge tube, it has been possible to drive this high
gain transition into saturation and obtain output powers approaching
the spontaneous emission power level. B.B.
A65-_IOS0
PUI_SED-MOLECULAR-NITROGEN LASER THEORY.
Edward T. Gerry (Av_o Corp. , Avco-Everett Research Laboratory,
Everett, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July I, 1965, p. 6-8. 6 refs.
Study of the formulation of a simple theory which appears to
account for most of the observed features of the pulsed-molecular-
nitrogen second-posltlve laser. An indirect excitation process was
used by Bennett to explain the excitation of the second-positive n/tro-
gen laser; while this type of indirect process may contribute to ex-
citation of the second-positive band, the experimental data appear
to be fitted quite well with the consideration of direct excitation
on/y. The theory should be applicable to most short-pulse gas lasers
where heavy-particle diffusion effects are not important. B.B.
A65_057
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF LIGHT FROM ACOUSTIC WAVES
IN WATER.
W. Kleinhans and D. L. Fried (North ATnerican Aviation, Inc. ,
Space and Information Systems Div. , Electro-Optical Laboratory,
Torrance, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July I, 1965, p. 19-ZI.
Account of the successful diffraction of virtually all of an in-
cident laser beam into a first-order mode by using traveling ultra-
sonic waves in water with the light incident at the Bragg angle as-
sociated with the acoustic wavelength. The ultrasonic cell was
operated at 15 Mc. Experimental results are tabulated along with
predictions of a theory based on the coupled-mode equations of
Kaman and Nath. The arrangement of the acoustic cell is shown
s chematically. B. B
A65-33058
EFFECT OF FOREIGN GASES ON THE COg LASER - R-BRANCH
TRANSITIONS.
John A. Howe (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, July I, 1965, p. 21, 22. 6 refs.
Examination of flowing mixtures of CO_ with various other
gases relative to their effect on CO Z lasers, and discussion of the
results and their implications concerning the inversion mechanism.
It has been found that suitable mixtures also produce laser action
on various transitions of the R branch. Measurements of relative
power output on the line for various added gases are tabulated.
There is a wide variation of output power with the gas added; furthez
more, this variation is not likely to be solely the result of changes
in near-resonant vibrational energy transfer, for the effect of added
N 2 is quite different from that of N20, although both are in near
resonance. B.B.
LASER PHENOMENA IN EUROPIUM cHELATES. LLI - SPEC-
TROSCOPIC EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE.
C. Brecher, H. Samelson, and A. Lempicki (General Telephone and
Electronics Laboratories, Inc., Bayside, N. Y. ).
Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 4Z, Feb. l, 1965, p. i081-I096.
ZO refs.
Contract No. Nonr-4134(00).
Study Of the emission spectra of the iris and tetrakis forms of
four _-diketone chelates of europium in the soIid powder, and in
alcohol solution with and without dimethyHorrnamide added. Partial
dissociation of the tetrakis form was observed in solution. Eifective
site symmetries, subject to steric distortion, were derived for the
tetrakis-chelated europium ion in the various hosts: DZd in pure
alcohol, C4v in alcohol plus dimethyl/ormamide, and C4v in the
crystal. For the tris chelates, in both their hydrated and a_thydrous
forms, a number of different low-syTnmetry species were found to
exist simultaneously in each host medium. The implications of
these findings to the laser capabilities of the chelates are discussed.
(Author) M.F.
A65-33352




S. N. Bagaev, V. S. Kuznetsov, lu. V. Troitskii, and B. I. Troshin
(Akaderniia Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Institut Fiziki
Poluprovodnikov, Novosibirsk, USSR).
{ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. l, May 15, 1965, p. 21-24. )
$ETP Letters, vol. I, May 15, 1965, p. I14-116. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-31306 20-16]
A65-33354
GENERATION IN Ga.As UNDER TWO-PHOTON OPTICAL
EXCITATION OF NEODYM/UM-GLASS LASER EM/SSION.
N. G, Basov, A. Z. Grasiuk, i. G. Zubarev, and V. A. Katulin
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii InstLtut, Moscow, USSR).
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. I, May 15, 1965, p. 29-33. )
JETP Letters, voI. I, May 15, 1965, p. ll8-[Z0. Translation.
[For abstract see Accesslon no, A65-31307 Z0-16]
A6S.33372
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRAL OUTPUT OF PULSED GaAs LASERS.
T. Gonda, H. Junker, and M. F. Lamorte (Radio Corporation of
America, Electronic Components and Devices Div. , Somerville,
N.J.)-
(institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Electron Devices
Meeting, Washington, D.C., Oct. g9, 30, 1964, Paper.}
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vo[. DE-l, July 1965, p. i59-
163.
Contract No. NAS 8-1161g.
Data concerning the time-resolved spectra for pulse-operated
gallium arsenide laser diodes. At high peak current values, joul_
heating results and the time-resolved laser spectra are seen to
shift to longer wavelengths. A line-shift coefficient is defined for
which the units are A/amp2-Msec. For high peak current and long
pulse length, the laser lines may shift I00 A or more.
(Author} W. M. R.
A65-33373
A "C"-BAND RUTILE TRAVELING-WAVE MASER.
L. C. Morris and D. J. Miller (Radio Corporation of America.
Applied Research Section, Camden, N. J, ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. OK-l, July 1965, p. 164-
169. 11 refs.
Description of the development of a traveling-wave maser
(TWM) with an iron-doped rutile active crystal and a meander line
slow-wave circuit. The maser exhibited high-quality performance
over a frequency range of 5.4 to 5.9 Gc. Iron-doped rutile exhibited
a fast recovery time from saturation signals (3.5 reset), inversion
ratios of I0 to l were obtained with conventional microwave pumping
techniques and a two-punlp technique provided ratios of 13 to I. This
maser has been operated with a superconducting magnet.
(Author) W. M. R.
A65.33374
THEORY OF OPTICAL MASER AMPLIFIERS.
F. T. Arecchi {Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze; Milano,
Universit)., Istituto di Fisica, Milan, italy) and R, Bonifacio
(Milano, UniversitY., Istituto Fisica, Milan, Italy).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. OK-I, July 1965, p. 169-
178. iZ refs.
Research supported by the Italian National Research Council.
Description of the interaction between an electromagnetic fern)
pulse and a maser medium by a general set of five equations, under
the assumption of a homogeneously broadened electric-dipole
transition with two Bloch relaxation times T2_ and TI, and of a linear
broad-band lOSS mechanisvxx. When the equations are specialized at
resonance, their solutions include the results of the previous treat-
rnente on the amplifier problem obtained under particular assurnp~
lions. The steady-state pulse (SSP) introduced by Wittke and Warier
for T2/T I = 0 is generalized for Tz/T I ;f 0 and it is shown to
propagate at the same velocity of the light in the medium. In the
:ase Tz/T l = 0 the steady state is described by exact analytical
Pelations. For times short in comparison to the relaxation times,
L solution is given whloh generalizes the usual interaction formula
Petween an enn field and a two-level system by introducing propagation
effects, in the general case out of resonance, it *s shown that an
SSP exists, and that its frequency coincides with the frequency of
the atomic transition, independent of the frequency of the input fleld.
(Author) W.M.R.
A65.33375
AMPLITUDE NOISE IN LASER OSCILLATORS.
H. A. Haus (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering and Research Laboratory of Electronics,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. ÙE-l, July 1965, p. 179,
180. 15 refs,
Contract No. DA-36-039-A/v_C-03200(E).
Analysis of the amplitude noise in a maser oscillator) using a
van der Pol equivalent circuit. The analysis is carried out both
above and below threshold. The above-threshold analysis agrees
qualit_iively, but not quantitatively, with a linear analysis above
threshold carried Out by Gordon in 1964. R.A.F.
A65.33377
FM LASER COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH A I-H.GHLY TURBULENT
ATMOSPHERE.
W. M. Doyle, W. D. Gerber, P. M. Sutton, and M. B. Whxte
(Philco Corp. , Aeronutronic Div. , Newport Beach, Calif. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, July 1955, p. 181,
18Z.
Experimental investigation of the eflects of atmospheric
turbulence on the operation of a dual-polarization FM laser
communication system, The systenn uses an intracavity birefrlngent
modulator to obtain two collinear output beams having mutually
perpendicular polarizations and a controllable frequency separation.
Heterodyne detection and rf limiting and discriminatlon are thus
possible w_thout an optical local oscillator. Field tests were
conducted over a half-mile of hot pavement and open ground.
Laboratory tests were carried out with a J-It long hot plate and a
hot-air blower. Results indicate that, due to the dual-frequency
nature of the transmitted signal, the phase modulation brought about
by the atmospheric turbulence results in nearly pure amplitude
noise, against which the circuitry of the FM receiver effectively
discriminates, R.A, F.
A65-33379
LASER ACTION IN IONIZED SULFUR AND PHOSPHORUS.
G. R. Fowles, W. T. Silfvast, and R. C. Jensen (Utah, University,
Dept. of Physics, Salt Lake City, Utah).
IEEK Journal of Quantum Electronics, vo[. OK=I, July 1965, p. 183,
184. 5 refs.
USAF-NSF-supported research.
Observation of laser oscillation in the visible region in pulsed
cold cathode discharges, in plasma tubes internally coated with
sulfur or phosphorus and containing various carrier gases. The
wavelengths at which the laser action occurs correspond to
transitions in the singly ionized states of the two elements. The
results are summarized in tables which list the calculated wave-
lengths, tentative assignments of the transitions, and descriptions
of the intensities. In every case, the observed wavelengths were
within ± l A of the calculated values. R.A.F.
A65-333B0
OPTICAL GAIN AND LOSSES OF EPITAXIAL AND DIFFUSED
GaAs INJECTION LASERS,
M. H. Pilkuhn, H. Rupprecht, and J. Woodall (international
Business Machines Corp. , Thomas J. Wateon Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, July 1965, p. 184.
7 refS.
ARPA -N avy - DOD- suppo r t ed research.
Comparison between gain and losses of GaAs lasers fabricated
by diffusion and those made by epitaxial techniques. Using the
methods of Pilkuhn, Rupprecht, and Blum, the gain factor and the
loss per unit length were obtained from the length dependence of
the threshold current density. The results confirm the findings of
Dousmanis and Nelson that epitaxial lasers have consistently lower
values for the threshold current density at room temperature than
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diffused lasers. At 77°K the laser losses seem to be identical, but *
the galn factor is slightly higher for epitaxial lasers. At room tem-
perature the epitaxial lasers have a gain factor about seven times
as great as d_fused lasers; the losses are increased by a factor of
4.5. R.A.F.
_K5-3341S
EFFECT OF TRAPPED LIGHT ON THE OUTPUT OF A RUBY
LASER.
J. L*nn and J. Free (Korad Corp. , Santa Monica, Calif. ).
Ape)lied Optics, vol. 4, Sept. ]965, p. 1099-_/0L 7 refs.
Ar_za y - ==up}..a r L¢:,.I r e _e_ r _]-*.
Description of experiments which show that the observed near-
fleld patterns of ruby lasers and the gain variations over the aper-
ture of ruby amplifiers arise from competition between modes.
The authors conclude that nonuniform spatial interaction between
competing modes accounts for both the temporal (spiking) and spatial
(near-field) output of ruby lasers. (Author) B.B.
A65-33416
EVALUATION OF SPECIALLY GROWN RUBY LASER RODS.
E. W. Sucov (Westinghouse Electric Corp. , Research and Develop-
merit Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Sept. 1965, p. ll07-LUZ. Zl refs.
Study of twelve ruby rods incorporating two kinds of controllable
gross inhomogeneities (banding and lineage). Optical evaluation by
means of interferographs and low-angle scattering measurements
were compared with actual performance measurements. It is con-
cluded that not enough information is available to predict the perfor-
rnance of a ruby laser rod from its manner of growth or from mea-
sures of passive optical homogeneity. Time-dependent measurement
are suggested as being more useful, and a hypothesis to explain the
differences in performance between various rods is proposed.
(Author) B.B.
A65-33418
ALIGNMENT OF Cr 3+ IN RUBY.
G. F. Hull, Jr. , J. T. Smith, and A. F. Quesada (Baird-Atomic,
Inc., Carnhr,dge, Mass. ).
_plied Optics, vol. 4, Sept. 1965, p. 1117-1120. 7 refs.
USAF- supported research.
Alignment of Cr 3+ in ruby by optically pumping a ruby sample
with circularly polarized radiation, 6943 A, from a high-power ruby
laser. Alignment of Cr 3+ is detected by the ernf induced in a coil
surrounding the ruby sample. Measurements of the percentage
alignment and relaxation tune of Cr 3+ are obtained from os¢illograrns
of the induced emf and of the circularly polarized radiation from the
ruby laser. At room temperature the efficiency of alignnnent is sev-
eral tens of percent and the relaxation time of Cr 3+ is about 0.1 _sec.
(Author) B.B.
A6S-33419
DICHROIC CALCITE POLARIZERS FOR THE INFRARED.
T. J. Bridges and J. W. Kluver (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc. , Murray Hill, N. J. ).
(Instltute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Conference on
Electron Device Research, ZZnd, Ithaca, N.Y., June Z4-Z6, 1964,
Paper. )
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Sept. 1965, p. 1121-1125. I0 refs.
Discovery that crystalline calcite may be used as an excellent
dichroic polarizer in certain regions of the IR between 2.5 and 16
where previously only rather unsatisfactory polarizers were avail-
able. The performance of the new polarizers is particularly good
for radiation from the high-gain laser lines of helium-neon at 3.59
and helium-xenon at 5. 507 tq, and their use has greatly assisted in
the investigation of these lines. Some typical applications are the
measurement of Zeeman effects, measurement of noise properties,
use in modulators, circulators, and optical attenuators. The polar-
izer takes the form of a thin plate of calcite correctly cut from the
crystal. For a l-rnm-thick pzece measured at 3. 507 _, the minor
principal attenuation is 1 db (to obtain the optical density, the db
value is divided by i0). The major principal attenuation is It0 db, but,
in practice, it is limited by scattering to around 80 db. The ac-
ceptance angle is about 30 °. (Author) B.B.
A6S.3_
A SOURCE OF SPIRAL FRINGES.
R. R. Shannon, R. E. Weekley (Itek Corp. , Lexington, Mass. ),
and D. Shafer (Rochester, University. ]nstltute of Optics, Rochester,
N.Y.).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Sept. 1965, p. 1193-1196.
USAF- supported research.
Observation of a single spiral rotating through several cycles in
the frmge pattern obtained from a common type of interferometer
when laser illumination is used. Such an interference pattern would
indicate the presence of a very unusual discontinuity in the wavefront"
or in the surface generating the wavefront. It is shown that such a
p&tt,_r, _y _C. _----._.-_--te_4, ._vp_al ways and may be explained in a
relatively simple way. The implications of this behavior for data
reduction from interferograrns are outlined. A simple demonstra-
tion of this effect is described. (Author) B.B.
A65-33,516 _
RESONANT WAVES IN A FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER.
Hehnut E, V. Lotsch [Northrop Corp., Northrop Space Laborato-
ries, Hawthorne. Calif. ).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics_ voL 4, June 1965, p. 435-444.
13 refs.
Investigation of the resonant waves of a Fabry-Pe'rot inter-
ferometer on the basis of standing-wave-type formations. This
formulation leads to a homogeneous Fredholrn integral equation
whose kernel is real and symmetric when Cartesian coordinates
are used, but it cannot be represented as a prOduct of two uni-
dependent functions. Therefore, the auxiliary problem of a system
of two plane parallel strip mirrors of infinite length is considered.
The corresponding integral equation depends on only one coordinate
variable, but otherwise its characteristic features are identical with
those of the equation which describes the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
The lowest-order eigenfunetions are computed by a numerical meth-
od. A model to construct the mOde pattern as it is observed in a
laser experimsent if several eigenxnodes are excited simultaneously
is suggested. A phenomenon is discussed which predicts a doughnut-
shaped pattern. It is believed that Siegrnan has already observed
this anomalous mode pattern in experiments with a ruby laser. An
internal aperture which limits the laser action in a F abry-Perot
interferc_neter does not appreciably discri*_inate ag_st higher-
order eigemmmodes. (Author) D.P.F.
A65-33S17 :_
A RUBY LASER WITH EXTERNAL MIRRORS OF LARGE SPACING.
Tadao Shirnizu (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research,
Microwave Physics Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan), Fujio Shinlizu,
Minato Kawaguti, and Koichi Shimoda (Tokyo, University, Dept. of
Physics, Tokyo, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Ju_ne 1965, p. 445-451.
Study of the characteristics of a ruby laser when the separation
between mirrors of the resonator is as long as I0. 5 and Z5.5 m.
The experiments performed are the observation of beat signals be-
tween axial modes by an oscilloscope and Fahry-Perot analysis of
the spectrum. Relation between the two results is discussed. Mode
selection effect due to the characteristics of its double resonator
is found. (Author) D.P.F.
A65-335t 8 _
SPECTROSCOPY CF MERCURY-HELIUM DISCHARGE AND 6150
LASER OSCILLATION.
Norihito Suzuki (Shirnadzu Seisakusho, Ltd. , Kyoto, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, June 1965, p. 452-457.
Investigation of the mechanisms for the enhancement and laser
oscillation of the 6150-_ line using a time-resolved spectroscopic
study method. In the pulse excitation of a mercury discharge tube,
several spectral lines of Hg I] are enhanced by introducing helium
into the tube. Especially the 6150-_ line of Hg iI is enhanced strong-
ly, and the laser oscillation of this line can be observed. From re-
sults of the measurements, it is concluded that the "collision between
the metastable helium (Z3S) and the metastable mercury dornlnates





STUDY ON SATURATION PROCESS BY ANOMALOUS DISPERSION
OF RUBY LASER.
Pil Hyon Kirn and Susumu Narnba (institute of Physical and
Chemical Research, Tokyo, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, June 1965, p. 469, 470.
Investigation of the rapid saturation phenomenon of a dye-
absorbing solution placed in a laser optical cavity, Q, whichthrough
singlet-smglet transitions results in cavity increase and consequent
production of a giant ruby laser pulse. To make clear the Q-switch-
ing mechanism in this method, the saturation process was studied
by anomalous dispersion of the dye solution. Since the saturation
process is rapid, it is difficult to measure the time variation of the
light transmission. The dye was in the form of a prism of crypto-
cyanine (I, i' diethyl-4, 4'-carbocyanine iodide), .and a spectrum of
a normal ruby laser x,cas taken on Sakura 750 LR. film. Since the
wavelength of the absorption maximum of cryptocyanine is longer
than that of the ruby laser, the spectral line of the latter should be
deflected toward the Ion E wavelength side by anomaln, s dispersion.
Experimental results indicate that saturation occurs when a large
fraction of the molecules are in metastable triplet states below ex-
cited singlet states; this process takes place by means of nonradio-
active decay from excited singlet states. D. 1D. F.
A65-33536 #
SOME ASPECTS OF THE POINTING PROBLEM FOR OPTICAL
COMMUNICATION IN SPACE.
E. B. Moss (Douglas Aircraft Co., inc,, Advance Electronics
Dept., Communications Branch, Santa Monica, Calif.).
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual
Meeting, fat, Washin/_ton, D.C., June Z9-Jul)r Z, 1964, Paper
64°420. )
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 2, Sept. -Oct. 1965,
p. 698-705.
A65.33584 #
SOME REI%,IARKS ON THE PROCESSES OCCURRING IN THE
DECAYING PLASMA OF AN He-Ne PULSE DISCHARGE UNDER
GENERATION CONDITIONS [NEKOTORYE ZA.MECHANILA PO
POVODU PROTSESSOV V RASPADAIUSHCHEISIA PLAZME
_PUL' SNOGO RAZRIADA NA SMESI He-Ne V USLOVIIAKH
GENERATSII].
V. S, Egorov and A. S. Tihilov.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 18, Apr. 1965, p. 719-721. 6 refs.
in Russian.
Supplementary data to previous studies of pulse-discharge
plasma decay, obtained from observations of the generation pro-
cesses in a He-Ne pulse laser. Some factors are indicated which
further or inhibit generation. V.Z.
A65.33587 :_
SELECTIVE REFLECTION AND DISPERSION PATTERNS NEAR
THE RED RUBY LINES [SELEKTIVNOE OTRAZHENIE i VII)
DISPERSII VBLIZI KRASNYEH RUBINOVYKH LINII].
E. Ritschl' , p. Glas, and I. Schwider (lnstitut Optiki i Spektroskopii,
Berlin/Adlershof, East Germany).
(Vsesoiuznaia Konferentsiia po Spektroskopii, Minsk, Belorussian
SSR, July. ii, 1963, )
O_-ptika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 1S, Apr. 1965, p. 733-735. in
Russian.
Observations of selectlve reflection in the red ruby lines at
wavelengths from 694.0 to 693.4m_ using a ruby laser as the light
source in an arrangerrtent allowing temperature variations from
-10 to -150°C. Comparisons are made of the reflection from ruby
(_ 5 x l07" Cr 3+ ions) and corundum (no impurity). V.Z.
A65-33770
COMPUTING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT.
Kendall Preston, St. (Perkin-Elmer Corp. , Electro-Optical Div. ,
Norwalk, Conn. ).
Electronics, vol. 58, Sept. 6, 1965, p. 7g-83. 13 refs.
Description of optical analog computers, which transpose
variable inputs into spatial dimensions and operate on them simul-
taneously. With a laser as a light source, such computers are
useful for antenna modeling and spectrum analysis. The analogy
between a lens and a radar antenna is developed, and spectrum
analysis and analyzer performance %_odS_acuaad.. Noise suppression
by matched filters ahd noncoherent optical computers are considered,
together with amplitude modu/ation, lens limitations, bulk scatter,
input transducer choice, dynamic range limitations, and develop-
mental input media. B.B.
A65-33809 #
APPLICATION OF LASER TO IVIEASUREIVI_NTS OF HOMO-
GENEITY A_4D DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY CARRIERS
IN SEMICONDUCTORS.
E. Markowska and J. Swiderski (Polska Akademia Nauk, instytut
Podstawowych Problemow Techniki, Zak_ad Elektroniki, Warsaw,
Poland).
Academic Polonaise des Sciences, Bulletin, Se'rie des Sciences
Techniques, vol. 13, no. 3, 1965, p. 257-260. 7 refs.
Description of techniques which use coherent light to measure
diffusion lengths and specific resistivity in single crystals and
finished semiconducting elements. The measuring system consisted
of four basic components - (i) source of light with a set of filters,
(2) an optical system to form a light spot, (3) a device for handling
the sample, and (4) an electrical device for detecting signals emitted
by the sample. The source of light consisted of a He-Ne laser, the
light spot was formed by a IviLKd6 microscope, and the voltage on the
sample was measured with a high~sensitivity potentiometer. The
results obtained on measurements of specific resistivity and diffusion
length are analyzed. The advantages of this laser technique are
enumerated. D.P.F.
A6$-33897
COHERENCE IN OPTICS [COHERENCE EN OPTIQUE].
M. Fran_on (Paris, Universite, Facult _" des Sciences, Paris,
France) and S. Slansky (Centre National de la Recherche ScientiIique,
Paris, Prance).
Paris, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1965. 79 p.
in French.
This book is a brief survey of the theory of coherence in optics,
including the concept of degree in coherence, coherence in quasi-
monochromatic light, and the effect ol temporal coherence on the
diffraction phenomena, The concepts of spatial and temporal co-
herence are presented; the relationship between the length of the
wave trains and the sharpness of the emitted radiations, the length
of the coherence and the time of the coherence are analyzed; and
vibrations emitted by an atom are studied. Successive wave trains
emitted by an atom, vibrations originating from two different atoms
emitting on the same mean frequency, vibrations having dlfferent
frequencies but originating from the same atom, and vibrations of
the same frequency and originating in the same atom are considered.
The representation of radiation from an incoherent light source and
the concept of degree in partial coherence are discussed. The
contrast of interference fringes in quasi-monochromatic light and
the degree of coherence at two points illuminated by a quasi-mono-
chromatic light source are analyzed. The coherence in the image
of a nonpoint light source, partial coherence in polarization inter-
ferometers, and incoherent nonpoint sources yielding coherent light
are covered. Finally, the point source is analyzed as a one-pa-
rameter phenomenon, two-parameter phenomena are noted, and the
phenomenon of diffraction produced by a circular aperture is also
discussed. M.L.
A65-34207
FOCUSED LASER-BEAM EXPERIMENT AND THE OSCILLATOR
STRENGTH OF THE SWAN SYSTEM.
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M.Jetmehomme and R. P. Schwenker (Du Pont de Nez:nours and
Co., Inc., Engineering Dept., Radiation Physics Laboratory,
Wilmington, Del. ).
Jonrnal of Chen-_ical Physics, vol. 42, Apr. 1, 1965, p. 2406-2408.
7 refe.
Contract No. N,ASw-707.
Experimental investigation of a beam from a O-spoiled ruby
laser focused on a graphite block maintained under vaccum. The
C 2 Swan system was produced and the fluorescence decay time is
interpreted as the lifetime of the A 3Hg state of C 2. The lifetimes
of four different vibrunic levels of that state were measured. The
variation of the electronic part of the transition moment over the
nuclear coorcRnates *s deduced from Lhe mF._&d _A" the lif_'.i._._
values. The oscillator strength f(O, 0) for the Swan system is
calculated to be (4.33 z0.1Z) x 10 -3. (Author) M.M.
A6S44552
MEASUREMENT OF THE TIME PARAMETERS OF A POWERFUL
LASER WITH THE AID OF A PHOTODIODE [IZNLERENIE
VREMENNYKH PARAMETROV MOSHCHNOGO OPTICHESKOGO
KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA PRI POMOSHCHI FOTODIODA_
R. V. Ambartsunnian, N. G. Basov, P. G. Eliseev, V. S. Zuev,
P. G. Kriukov, and lu. lu. Stoilov.
Radiotekhnika i Elektronika0 voL 10, Sept. 1965, p. 1729, 1730. In
Russian.
Description of a method of measuring the time parameters of a
laser pulse with the aid of a GaAs photodiode. An estimate is made
of the time constant of the photodiode used in the experiments.
Measurements are made of the duration of a laser pulse irradiating
the photodiode at room temperature and at 77OK. The time re-
solution of the photodiode is found to be in good agreement with the
previously estimated time constant and is used to determine the
lag of a laser pulse with respect to the moment of opening of a
Kerr shutter. A.B.K.
FLAT-ROOF RESONATORS.
G. Toraldo di Francia (Florence, University, Institute of Physics,
Florence, Italy).
Applied Optics, voL 4, Oct. 1965, p. 1267-1270. 9 refs.
USAF-sponsored research.
Theoretical discussion of a microwave or laser resonator with
flat-roof mirrors. When the angle of the roof is extremely small,
on the order of 10-3 rad for microwaves or I0-3-10 -6 rad for optics,
this resonator has some features in cornrnon with the confocal
resonator. ( Author _ M. F.
A65-_161 •
LASER GAIN MEASUREMENTS IN A )CENON-KRYPTON DISCHARGE.
H. Brunet (Compagnie G_n_rale dIElectricit_ de Paris, Centre de
Rechercbes0 Departement Recherches Physiques de Base,
Marconssis, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Applied Optics, vol. 4. Oct. 1965, p. 1354. 5 refs.
Analysis of the employment of two Brewster-type lasers in an
oecil]ator-an_plifier configuration to measure laser gain in a xenon-
krypton discharge. The experimental facility is described, data
are tabulated for several lines for which the gain was measured,
and galn/unit length vs input signal level is plotted. (Author) M. F.
A6S-34616
EFFECTS OF ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION ON METALS.
M. lannuzzi and R. Wtlliarnson (Oxford, University, Engineering
Laboratory, Oxford, England).
Nuovo Cimento, vol. 36, Apr. 16, 1965, p. 1130-1134. 5 refs.
Results of an experiment designed to observe the tixne correla-
tlon between laser pulses and laser-induced electron emission from
metallic surfaces. Depending on the surface conditions, it was
found that the delay of the electron emission ranged from 3 x 10 -7 to
less than 10-8 sec0the limit of resolution of the laser used. An
interpretation of the results is suggested. (Author) M. F.
A65-34687
A, II,S.3,4_2 :_
VACUU]_ U.V. MEASUREMENTS OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
DISCHARGE.
Norihito Suzuki (Shimadzu Seisakusho, Ltd., Kyoto, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Apr. 1965, p. 285-291.
l0 refs.
Investigation of the effect of the 600-_ emission band of He and
the imprisonment of neon resonance lines on the operation of an
He-He laser. Vacuum UV measurements and time-resolved spectro-
scopic measurements were rnadew and the influence of the vacuum
UV emission on laser operations was investigated. It is concluded
that the oscillation intensity of the 63Z8 _ laser is reduced by the
¢_i==i_._. cf +-h_e he!!,,__,__-_'n.1_c_|e 600-I band and that the imprison-
ment of the cascade transitions of neon suppresses the laser opera-
tions. (Author) R.A.F.
A_-346_ #
ON THE VISIBILITY OF 8400 _ LIGHT FROM GaAs LASER DIODES.
Yasuo Nannichi (Nippon Electric Co. , Ltd. , Fundamental Research
Laboratory, Kawasaki, Japan).
Jal_uese Journal of Applied Ph)'sics, vol. 4, Apr. 1965, p. 308.
6 refs.
Investigation of the so-called "red glow" from GaAs laser diodes.
More than 20 observers were able to see the red glow with the unaided
eye at 60 amps. Observation through three filters of varying trans-
mittance characteristics supported Kaynes and Quistws contention
that the glow results from excitation of the eye by the intense 8400-4
IR line. There is evidence to indicate that GaAs laser light can
damage the eyes permanently. It is therefore recommended that
lasing GaAs diodes not be observed directly. R.A.F.
£65-34_$ #
LASER INDUCED PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN CdS CRYSTAL.
Katsumi Yoshino. Yasu_.ka Watanabe. and Yoshio Inuishi (Osaka
Umversxty, Faculty of Engineering, Osaka, 3apan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Ph),sics, vol. 4, Apr. 1965, p. 312, 313.
Comparison of the photoconductivity induced in CdS by ruby-
laser light with the photoconductivity induced by ordinary green
light. The photoconductivity induced in CdS (band gap Eg m Z. 45 ev)
by ordinary green light varied roughly in proportion to the intensity
of the light; the photoconductivity induced in the CdS by light at
6943 _ from a ruby laser varied approximately in proportion to the
square of the light intensity. This is seen to support Braunstsin
and Ockrnanls suggestion that the laser-induced photocurrent in C_S
is due to double-photon absorption. R.A.F.
A65-34666 #
THE EMISSION PROCESS THROUGH DONOR STATES IN GaAs
LASER DIODES.
Osamu Ohtsuki, Tsuyoshi Kotani, Yoshio Iwal, and Ichlro Tsururni
(Kobe Kogyo Corp., Kobe, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physlcs, vol. 4° Apr. 1965, p. 314, 315.
Discovery of two kinds of radiative transition process from ob-
servation of the emission spectrum of GaAs p-n junction laser d/odes.
The diodes were prepared by diffusing Zn into GaAs crystals con-
raining Te impurities of concentrations 2.0 x 1017 and 2.5 x 1017 cm-3.
Two main emission peaks were clearly observed at measured tem-
peratures, but ordy in those diodes with the lower Te concentration.
The observed shifts of emission-peak energy have two different kinds
of temperature-dependence, which are plotted. It is concluded that
the transitions from both the conduction-band and Te-donor states
to Zn acceptor states must occur slmultaneously in GaAs diodes made
from crystal containing a critical value of Te donor concentration.
R,A. F.
A65-34687
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN GaAs LASER EMISSION.
J. A. Armstrong and Archibald W. Smith (International Business
Machines Corp. , Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, N.Y. ).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, Section A, vol. 140, Oct. 4, 1965,
p. AI55-A164. 27 refs.
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Measurement of the intensity fluctuations in the emission from
various lasing and nonlasing modes of a cw GaAs laser. The mea-
surements were made by two techniques - the coincidence-counting
version of the Hanbury Brown-Twiss intensity interferometer and
the single-detector excess-photon-noise technique. The two in-
dependent methods give excellent quantitative agreement. The in-.
tensity noise in the single lasing mode was studied as the laser was
taken continuously through the threshold region; this has permitted
observation of the gradual change in the statistical nature of the
photon noise which occurs at laser threshold. Observations have
also been made of correlations between the intensity fluctuations in
the emission from different modes of the las.er. The experimental
observations of intensity fluctuations and correlations and their
dependences on injection current can be understood in terms of the
response of single or of coupled van der Pol oscillators to random-
noise excitation. (Author) M.F.
A65.34806 #
RELATION BETWEEN THE TRANSIENT LASER OSCILLATIONS
AND THE PLASMA QUANTITIES IN A He-Ne GASEOUS LASER.
Koichi Toyoda and Chiyoe Yamanaka (Osaka University, Faculty of
Engineering, Osaka, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Mar. 1965, p. ZZ6, 227.
5 refs.
Measurement of the changes of electron density and collision
frequency in the transient oscillation of IR and visible He-Ne lasers,
using Takedals (1963) S-band microwave impedance method with elec
tric probes, with an aim to determining the relationship between
the oscillations and the plasma parameters. The collision frequency
was observed to increase greatly while the laser was oscillating.
The results of the experiments suggest that the enhancement of the
light intensity of the IR laser in the afterglow period is partly at-
tributable to the decay of direct excitation for the Is level of Ne.
It is also concluded that the visible laser can oscillate even at ex-
tremely high collision frequencies because the excitation by energeti
electrons steadily supplies the population of the 21S level of He.
R. A. F.
A65.34807 #
OFF-AXIAL MODES IN CYLINDRICAL GLASS LASER RODS.
Ryosuke Yokota and Hiroshi Irnagawa (Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. ,
Ltd., Central Research Laboratory, Kawasaki, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Mar. 1965, p. 231, Z3Z.
Observation of off-axial oscillations in laser rods of circular
cross section. Far-field patterns of neodymium lasers showed clear
axial modes, which are considered to be caused by the format*on of
closed light paths inside the laser rod. R.A.F.
A65.34904
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF INFRARED LASER EMISSION.
L. S. Vasilenko, V. P. Chebotaev, and lu. V. Troitskii (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Institut Radiofiziki i Elektronilo,
Novosibir sk, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Mar. 1965, p. 777, 778. )
Soviet Physics -JETP, vol. gl, Sept. 1965, p. 513, 514. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-74083 13-16]
A65-34905
INVESTIGATION OF A NEON-HYDROGEN LASER AT LARGE
DISCHARGE CURRENTS.
V. P. Chebotaev and L. S. Vasilenko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Sibirskoe Ocdelenie, Institut Radiofiziki i Elektroniki, Novosibirsk,
USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Mar. 1965, p. 779-78I. )
Soviet Physics -JETP, vol. 21, Sept. 1965, p. 515, 516. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-74084 13-16]
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A65-34906
THE SPECTRUM AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STIMU-
LATED EMISSION IN CaFz:Sm 2+
lu. A. Anan'ev ar/d B. M. Sedov.
(Zhurnal Eksperimentaltnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
Mar. 1965, p. 787-790. )
Soviet Ph)'sics -JETP, vol. 21, Sept. 1965, p. 517-573. 18 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-24085 13-16]
A65-34909
EMISSION OF MONOPULSES OF COHERENT LIGHT BY A TWO-
COMPONENT MEDIUM WITH NEGATIVE ABSORPTION.
V. [. Borodulin, N. A. Ermakova, L. A. Rivlin, and V. S. Shi1'diaev.
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskni !_iziki, vol 48,
Mar. 1965, p. 845-849. )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 71, Sept. 1965, p. 563-566. 8 refs.
Translation.
:or abstract see Accession no. A65-24088 13-16]
A65-34957 _
L_SER-INDUCED TEMPERA-TURE RADIATION.
Takashi Kushida (Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd., Central
Research Laboratory, Kawasaki, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Jan. 1965, p. 73, 74.
Observation of white light emission when a pulsed laser beam
is focused on various materials as targets. Several characteristics
of the emission (which is shown to be mainly due to the temperature
radiation) were studied. Typical oscilloscope traces show the cor-
relation between the laser output and the white light emission. A
time correlation is observed, but there appears to be no intensity
correlation between the output and the emission; this can be ex-
plained by the difference of the directionality in each laser spike.
The spectra of the emissions were measured by the spectrophoto-
metric method. A close agreement can be found with the blackbody
radiation spectrum and hence the observed emission can be attributed
mainly to the temperature radiation. M.F.
A65-35043 -_
LASER OSCILLATION iN THE MIXTURES OF FREON AND RARE
GASES.
Mitsuyoshi Shimazu and Yasuzi Suzaki (Hitachi, Ltd., Central
Research Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, May 1965, p. 381, 382.
5 refs.
Proposal of a mechanism for laser excitation in Freon-Ne and
Freon-He mixtures, based on the dissociative excitation process,
together with experimental and theoretical considerations of the
quenching action of some gases. The experimental apparatus was
essentially the same as that used by Shimazu and Suzaki in 1964.
There are some repulsive electronic states which produce 4pgp0/7
as a dissociation product. The transitions arising from the lower
state 4SZPl/7 have a high probability; therefore, an inversion of
be realized between 4pgp0/7_ and 4SZPl/zpopulation density may
levels. An explanation for the quenching action ofAr, Kr, Xe,
_d N 7 is given, based on dissociative excitation transfer with
collisions between ground-state Cl 7 molecules and the metastable
atoms of these gases. R.A.F.
A65-350S3
OUTPUT POWER AND ENERGY IN A Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER
WITH A SATURABLE ABSORBER.
G. Potenza and A. Sona (Centro Informazioni Studi Esperien_e,
Laboratori, Milan, Italy).
Nuovo Cimento, vol. 38, Aug. I, 1965, p. 1438-1440. 6 refs.
Research supported by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche.
Experimental analysis of the emission characteristics of a
Q-switched ruby laser with a saturable absorber. A 3 x I/4 in.
ruby rod oriented at 90 ° was used as the active medium, and a cell
containing a solution of vanadium phthalocyanine was used as the
saturable absorber. The ruby rod was pumped by a helical flash-
lamp. Preliminary experiments were performed using a cell 3 crn
thick inside the cavity with the end faces nearly parallel to the mir-
rors, followed by experin_ents with a cell inserted at the Brewster
angle. The output energy and power were measured with pho_ornul-
tipliers for different values of concemtration of the phthalocyanxne
solution. Curves are given illustrating the relationship between peak
power and the cell absorption for different values of the pun_p ener-
gy. The power and energy dependence vs cavity length was exan_ined.
D. P. F.
A_-3506!
MEASUREMENT OF LOCALIZED FLOW VELOCITIES IN GASES
WITH A LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETER.
J. W. Foreman, Jr., E. W. George, and R. D. Lewis (Brown En-
gineering Co. , Inc. , Research Laboratories, Huntsville, Ala. }.
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Aug. 15, 1965, p. 77, 78.
Contract No. NAS 8-5Z85.
Measurement of local flow velocitxes in a gas by means of a
laser Doppler [low1_eter. The essential elements of the optical
system are shown schematically, and its mode of operation is de-
scribed, together with a technlque /or measurement and the perfor-
mance of auxiliary experiments. Flow velocities as measured by
the direct and Doppler methods are graphed. B.B.
A654_
MODE-LOCKING EFFECTS IN AN INTERNALLY MODULATED
RUBY LASER.
rhomas Deutsch (Raytheon Co., Research Div., Waltham, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Aug. 15, 1965, p. 80-8Z. 9 refs.
Contract No. AF 19(6Z8)-4981.
Discussion of the observation of mode-locking effects using a
ruby laser in both the normal and "(2ospoiled" modes of operation
The experimental apparatus is described and diagramed schematical-
ly, and experiments which were performed with it are discussed.
It is concluded that with the proper cavity configuration sell-locking
can occur in ruby, just as it does in gas lasers. The outputs of ruby
lasers having various modulations and of a (2-switched laser without
modulation are _ravhed. B.B.
A65-35066
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM 4. 3% ABUNDANT Cr 50 IONS IN
RUBY.
L. W. Riley, M. Bass, and E. L. Hahn (California, University.
Physics Dept. , Berkeley, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 7, Aug. 15, 1965, p. 88-90.
NSF-Navy- suppor ted research.
Outline of the observation of stimulated emission from the Cr S0
ions in a (2-spoiled ruby laser. Experimental equipment used and
results obtained are described, and microdensitometer traces of
the ruby laser R 1 lines for burst operation and (2-spoiled operation
are graphed. B.B.
A65-35067
HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY OF HIGH-SPEED PHENOMENA
WITH CONVENTIONAL AND O-SWITCHED RUBY LASERS.
R. E. Brooks, L. O. Heflinger, R. F. Wuerker, and R. A. Briones
(Thompson Rarno Wooldridge, inc. , Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Aug. 15, 1965, p. 9Z-94.
Research supported by Thompson Rarno Wooldridge, Inc. ; Contract
No. AF 33(615)-1035.
Study of the production of two-beam holograms of high-speed
events by the radiation from a pulsed ruby laser operated either
in the single pulse _ Z-J, _ 60-nsec haff-width (2-switched mode,
or in the conventional 1/Z-msec duration spiking mode. The ap-
paratus used to produce the pulsed holograms is shown schematical-
ly, and its mode of operation is explained. B.B.
A65-35195
A65.,3_
THERMAL EFFECTS IN OPTICALLY PUMPED LASER RODS.
R. L. Townsend, C. M. Stickley, and A. D. Maio (USAF. Office
of Aerospace Research, Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Bedford, Mass. ).
Applied Ph)-sics Letters, voL 7, Aug. 15, 1965, p. 94-96. II refs.
Discussion of the results of a study of thermal distortion, ex-
pansion, and scattering observed in ruby and glass laser rods both
during and after the pump flash. Qrhe experin_antal equipxnent and
test procedures are described, and test results and conclusions to
be drawn are outlined. A method of achieving low beam divergence
and of balancing out distortions due to !wamp-light absorption is
_!ven, toge'th,,,'e with a technique of pumping the laser uniformly and
shieldu_g it from the Ii%. B.B.
A65-35069
UV LASER EMISSION BY CRYSTAL EXCITONS.
E. L. Fink (General Dynamics Corp., General Dynamics/
Pomona, Physics and Infrared Section, Pomona, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Aug. _._, 1965, p. 103-106. 13 refs.
Discussion of experimental studies of the stimulated emission
Of UV radiation in optically punuped potassium bromide single crys-
tals. The high radiative quantum efficiency, Stokes shift, and strong
absorption characteristics occurring in the exciton radiative transi-
tions in alkali halides make these crystals candidates for laser
emitters. Fabrication and operation of the experimental equipment
aredetailed, andthe method of spectral measurement is described.
It is concluded that the observed laser emission is consistent with
an exciton scheme of population inversion devised for the alkali
halide s. B.B.
A65-35118
MORE POWER TO THE LASER - WITH (2 SWITCHING.
Joseph I. Masters (Technical Operations, Inc. 0 Burlington, Mass.).
Electronics, vol. 38, Oct. 18, 1965, p. 91-95.
Description of active and passive (2 switches (shutter-like
devices for increasing the stored pumping energy of lasers and
inhibiting their resonance for periods of up to 10 -3 sec with sub-
sequent peak laser excitation and discharge, resulting in gigawatt
pulses). The quality factor (2 = Z 7_]A (I - r}, where _is the reso-
nator length, A is the wavelength, and r is an overall reflectivity.
A (2 switch prevents lasing momentarily while the laser stores up
pumping power; it then reverses its inhibitory characteristics which
produces a condition of high (2 and high inversion level resulting in
the emission of giant pulses. Active (2-switch systems such as the
Kerr cell and the spinning prism axe described, in which shutter
transparency is made to coincide with peak excitation of the Laser
rod. Passive (2 switches are nonlinear components consisting of
optically fiat fractional light absorbers. The materials include
thin organic dye F_dl_s, Jena glasses, organic solutions, and doped
glass. The process is one in which the absorption of laser energy
of a sufficient power level causes the absorption coefficient of the
passive element to decrease, almost to zero. In this position the (2
switch or shutter is open. D.P, F.
A6545195
THE GROUND RADIO STATION AT RAISTING FOR TELECOM-
MUNICATION WITH COMA_UNICATIONS SATELLITES [DIE ERDE-
FUNKSTELLE RAISTING FOR DEN NACHRICHTENVERKEHR
UBER FERNME L DESA TE LLITEN].
M. Sch_nfeld (Deutsche Bundespost, Erdefunkstelle, Raisting,
West Germany).
Luftfahrttechnik Raurnfahrttechnik, vol. ii, Sept. 1965, p. Z30-Z37.
14 refs. In German.
Description of the radio station facilities at Raisting, in Upper
Bavaria, West Gern_any and brief review of the principles of tele-
conlrnunications with satellites. System noise temperature is defined
and a numerical example is given for a maser receiving system.
Antenna gain and satellite space damping are discussed. The main
installation at Raisting consists of two parabolic antennas (ZS-m
wideband and 9-m narrow band} with associated tracking, receiving,
and transmitting systems. The Z5-m paraboloid employs a digital
computerized system for automatic tracking, and the receiving
facilities incorporate a maser. At a frequency of 4 Gc, antenna
gain is 58 db. Capacity of the transmitter is Z kw maximum at 6 Gc.
A 49-rn-diarn radome supported by compressed air houses the antenna




DIFFRACTION SYNCHRONIZATION OF OPTICAL MASERS.
N. G. Basov, E. M. Belenov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 161, Mar. Zl, L965, p. 556-559. )
Soviet Ph),sics- Doklad)', vol. I0, Sept. 1905, p. 236-238. 8 refs.
T ranslation.
Consideration OI the synchror_ized generation of radiation by all
semiconductor elements of a laser system with radiative mirrors
caused by diffraction of the electromagnetic field. That regime of
synchronized generation of the fundamental TEM00 oscillation is
considered most desirable for which the beam divergence is minimum
and determined entirely by the size of the radiative mirror. Condi-
tions for the existence, stability, and negativity of this regime are
discussed. R.A.F.
A65-35312
PROPOSED GAS [_ASE_R PUMPLNG SCHENIE FOR THE FAR
INFRARED.
Willard H. Wells (California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Sept. 1965, p. Z838-Z843.
II refs.
Proposal of a scheme that is analogous to the operation of a
heat engine for exciting maser action in the far infrared and sub-
millimeter parts of the spectrum. A beam of hot molecules
interacts through distant collisions with a cold gas of another species
at very low pressure. Certain energy levels in the hot gas are
cooled faster than others owing to coincidental resonances in the
spectra of the two gases. In the partially cooled nonequilibrium
state, population inversions are possible in the hot species. To
demonstrate feasibility, the interaction between pure rotational
states of HCI andHF is discussed in detail. Barring unforeseen
experimental di£ficulty - e. g. , chemical activity of HF - the
Schawlow-Townes condition for maser action can be satisfied by the
J = 3 - 2 transition in HF at IZJ. I cm -I, or 8h Z5 D. (Author) M. F.
A65-35315
BEAM DIVERGENCE AND FAR-FIELD PATTERNS OF RUBIES OF
VARYING OPTICAL QUALITY.
C. M. KeIlington and M. Katzman (U.S. Army, Electronics
Command, Electronics Laboratories. Fort Monmouth, N.J.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Sept. 1965, p. 2910-2914.
15 refs.
Measurement of beam divergences and photography of far-field
patterns for 37 ruby rods of different quality, The growth with
pumping power of the most intense portion of the laser beam was
measured for two rods of very different quality. An autocoltimator
reticle image was photographed after passage through each rod.
The correlation of beam divergence with optical parameters is dis-
cussed. (Author) M.F.
A6545358
A STABLE, SINGLE-FREQUENCY RF-EXCITED GAS LASER AT
63z8]_.
i. A. CoUinson (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Bell Syetem Technical Journal vol. 44, Sept. 1965, p. 1511-1519.
26 refs.
Design and construction of a number of 6328-_ RF-excited
He-Ne lasers, with special attention to maximizing CW power in a
single longitudinal and transverse mode, A eingle-mode output
power of L 6 mw has been obtained. Some novel features of the
cavity structure provide good intrinsic frequency stability. The
details of design and operation are given. (Author) M. F.
A65-3S784 #
DYNAM/CS OF LASER EMISSION WITH VARIABLE LOSSES. iI
[DINANLIKA VIPRONL[NIUVANNIA LAZERA ZI ZMINNIMI
VTRATAA£[. I/].
G, lu. Buriakivs'kii and V. S. Mashkevich (Akademiia Nau.k Ukrains'-
koi R_SR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrainslkii Fizichnii Zhurna[, vol. 10, Apr. 1965, p. 398-409.
In Ukrainian.
Discussion of laser emission dynamics, extending a previous
study of a large initial overpopulation to a laser with a relatively
low level of initial overpopulation. Kinetic equations are applied
in one-mOde approximation assuming that the system is homogeneou _.
and losses are a linear function of time. Generation of giant oscil-
lations is found to be possible. Conditions are analyzed tO obtain a
maximum emission butput from such oscillations. V.Z.
A65-35786 #
STUDY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A RUBY LASER WITH A
MODULATED Q-FACTOR [DOSLIDZHENNIA ROBOTI RuBINOVO-
GO OPTICHNOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATOR-A Z MODUL' OVA-
NOIU DOBROTNISTIU].
Iu. V. Baiborodin, S. A. Garazha, V. I. Kravchenko, and N. I.
Spizhova.
Ukrainstkii Fizichnii Zhurnal, vol. 10: Apr. !965, p. 455-457.
in Ukrainian.
Results of a study of the dynamic and static characteristics of
a laser with a modulated Q-factor. The dependence of the pumping
energy threshold on the angle of resonator mirror disalignrnent is
determined. The effects of the resonator length and mirror trans-
parence on laser performance are analyzed. The operation mode
of a laser with a prismatic shutter is investigated. V.Z.
A65-35842 #
INDUCED RADIATION IN GALLIUM ARSENLDE DUE TO OPTICAL
EXCITATION [INDUTSIROVANNOE IZLUCHENIE V ARSENIDE
GALLIIA PRI OPTICHESKOM VOZBUZHDENII I.
N. G. Basov, A. Z. Grasiuk, and V. A. Katulin (Akaderniia Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii _stitut, Moscow, USSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 161. Apr. Zl, 1965,
p. 1306, 1307. 8 refs. In Russian.
Preliminary investigation of induced radiation and generation
in a GaAs semiconductor crystal excited by the light from a ruby
laser with Q-modulation. The sample used in the experiment was a
GaAs single-crystal measuring 2 by I rnm, and 0.5 mm thick.
The radiation induced in this sample by the laser beam was
recorded. The results are discussed, and the spectral lines of
the induced radiation are given. R.A.F.
A65-35863 #
EFFECT OF NOISE RADIATION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A
RUBY LASER [VLIIANIE RADIATSII SHUMA NA RABOTU RUBI-
NOVOGO KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA].
B. I. Stepanov, A. N. Rubinov, and S. A. Mikhnov (Akademiia
Nauk Belorusskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki, l_Ansk, Belorussian SSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 16Z, June ll, 1965, p. 1030-
1033. 11 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of _'noise radiation _ of a ruby laser consisting of in-
creased luminescence and laterally dispersed generation; such radia-
tion directly shows the radiation losses of a laser and is one of the
laser_ most important characteristics. A method is proposed for
measuring noise intensity from energy level populations determined
by experiments and from relative values of pumping power. V.Z.
A65-35866 #
PROBLEM OF VARIATIONS IN THE RUBY-LASER EM.ISSION
SPECTRUM DUR/NG THE PROCESS OF GENERATION [K VOPROSU
OB IZMENENII SPEKTRA IZLUCHEN/IA RUBINOVOGO LAZER.A
V PROTSESSE GENERATSI[].
A. M. Kubarev and V. I. Piskarev (Gor' kovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Radiofizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental r noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
May 1965, p. IZ33-1Z36. 5 refs. In Russian.
Experimental deterrn/nation of the correlation factor for 4nduced
radiation frequency shifts and crystal temperature variations in a
ruby laser. The results are in fair agreement with values calculated
using McCumber and Sturge is expressions. It is indicated that,
apart from temperature variations, other factors seem to be involved,




THEORY OF GAS LASERS [K TEOItU GAZOVYKH LAZEROV].
A. K. Popov {Akad_miia Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdelanio, Inltltut
Fiziki, Kraenoyarsk, USSR}'.
Zhurnal EksperlrnentelJnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fi=iki_ vol. 48, M•y
1965. p. IZ79-1zg2. 7 refs. In Russum.
Solution of the problem of gas laser emission by the methods
of aenuclusical theory° The dependence of the density of the in-
duced emission field on reemuLtor parameters, the relax•tics
characteristics of the system, and -tom exciZatiom prohabilRy in
a g•s discharse i_aarms per unit time are determined. Th_ motion
of en'dtting particles, the degeneracy of energy levels, the excita-
t/on r_inism ol the lower ievei, anti the r_n_zL O_i_,_i_, C.¢
the dipole moments in • gas laser are dlscussed. V.Z.
A6S-35875
LASER WITH A NEODYMIUM-GLASS-MODULATED Q-FACTOR
[OPTICHESKII KVANTOVYI GENERATOR S MODULIATSIEI DOBROT-
NOSTI HA NEODIMOVOM STEKLE].
N. G. Basov. V. S. Zuev. and Iu. V. Senatskii (Akademiia Nauk
5SSR, Fizichesk/i Ir_titut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
June 1965, p. 156Z-1564. 5 ref8. In Russian.
Description of • Nd-KI&Ss laser producing two Z5- tO 43-nsec
light pu/ses with • combined energy of 8 joules. A system employing
a rotating prism is used for switching the Q-factor of the resonator.
A diagram Is included which shows the laser operation. A method is
proposed to reduce the pulse width. V.Z.
A65-35877
HEATING OF SAMPLES BY FOCUSING THE EMISSION OF A LASER
[NAGREV VESHCHESTVA I:*RI FOKUSIROVKE IZLUCHENIIA OPTI-
CHESKOGO KVANTOVOC-O GENERATORA].
R. V. Ambartsumian, N. G. Basov, V. A. Boiko, V. S. Zuev,
O. N. Krokhin, p. G. Kriukov, Iu. V. Senatskii, and lu. fu. Stoilov
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperirnental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Flziki, vol. 48,
June 1965, p. 1583-1587. IZ reIs. In Russian.
Discussion of the high-temperature heating which may be •chieved
when the beam of a powerful laser is focused at the surface of a sub-
stance, The emission spectrum of lithium is goner•ted by focusing
laser radiation at the surface of a solid lithium sample. The tech-
nlque is seen to be effective in producing a high-temperature plasma.
V.Z.
A65-35919
EFFECT OF A FINE SPLITTING OF THE Cr +3 LOWER LEVEL IN
A RUBY ON CERTAIN COHERENT RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS
[O VLHANII TONKOGO RASSHCHEPLENLIA NIZHNEGO UROVNIA
Cr +3 V RUBINE NA NEKOTORYE KHARAKTERISTIKI KOGERENT-
NOC, O IZLUCHENIIA].
G. I. Freidrnan (Gorlkovskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Nauchno-
Issledovatei'skii Radiofizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Radiofizika, vol, 8, no. Z, [965, p. Z7Z-Z84. [Z refs. In Russian.
Derivation of truncated equations describing the coherent
radiation of excited chromium ions in a ruby situated in a traveling
wave resonator, taking into account the fine splitting of the chromium-
ton lower level. It is shown that splitting changes the mean radiation
frequency during a transient process, • phenomenon observed
experimentally by Kubarev and Piskarev. V.Z.
A6S-35930 #
MODES OF LASER OPERATION IN THE PRESENCE OF AN AB-
SORBING IAIPURITY [REZHL'_Y V KVANTOVOM GENERATORE
PRI NALICI-LII POGLOSHCHA/USHCHEI PRINLESI].
N. D. Voropaev and A. N. Oraevskii (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizi-
cheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. Z, 1965. p. 409-411. In Russian.
Discussion of a two-level laser model with an impurity which
absorbs radiation at Operating frequencies. The system of equations
which describes the resonator fields and the active medium is
extended to include equations describing the effects of the impurity.
A65-36051
The extended system is of the Thomson type and can be effectively
analyzed by the sn_all-par•meter method. Numerical examples of
laser operating conditions based on the extended relationships are
give r*, V.Z.
A65-35931 #
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF GAS LASER MODULATION [EKSPERI-
MENTAL'NOE ISSLEDOVANLE MODULLATS21 GAZOVOGO OPTI-
CHESKOGO KVANTOVOC, O GENERATORA]
I. G- Goncharov (Moskovskii Inzhenerno-Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR}.
_adiofizik_. vL,i. _. uu. ?.. I?_5, p. _ll, _12. In _u_i_.n.
Brief note on an experimental study of He-No laser operation
• t _k = 0.63 M, using circuits which permit discharge-current
modulation by both positive and neg•tive voltage pulses. It is found
that light generated by such lasers can be modulated by 40-kc pulses
and th•t light goner•lion by I. and 2-_'-sec pulses fails at dc levels
below ithresh ' = l0 to 15 _a. V.Z.
A65-36011 #
THEORY OF A CIRCULAR DIELECTRIC RESONATOR. II {K TEORII
DLELEKTRICHESKOGO KRUGOVC_O REZONATORA . Ill.
A. M. Goncharenko and B. A. Sotskii (Akaderniia N•uk Belorusskoi
SSR, Institut Fiziki, Minsk, Belorussian SSR).
Akademiia Nauk BSSR Doklad),. vol. 14, June 1965, p. 360-363.
8 refs. In Russian.
Discussine of the behavior of a circular dielectric resonator
under certain critical operating conditions. Previously derived
general expressions for _le performance and energy losses of a
finite-size resonator are extended to these cases. The conclusion
is drawn that only the lower axial oscillations may arise at threshold
levels of pumping. Nonaxial modes will also arise in a broad beam
at higher pumping levels. V.Z.
A65-36013 #
DETERMINATION OF THE LOSS PARAMETERS IN A RUBY LA_ER
[OPREDELEI%qE PARAIb/ETROV POTER: KVANTOVOGO GENERA-
TORA NA RUBINE].
B. I. Step•nov, A. N. Rubinov, and S. A. Mikhnov (Akademiia Nauk
Belorusskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki; Minsk, Belorussian SSR).
Akademiia Nauk BSSR, Doklad)_, vol. 14, June 1965, p. 367-371.
I0 refs. In Russian.
Derivation of an experimental method for determining the radia-
tion scattering _actor Ior a ruby laser. The method is based on the
measurement of the populations of the energy levels during light
generation, V.Z.
A65-360S0 :_
STRUCTURE OF THE RADIATION FIELD OF A LASER WITH
SPHERICAL MIRRORS [STRUKTURA POLLA IZLUCHENIIA
GAZOVOGO LAZERA SO SFER/CHESKIMI ZERKAL_MI].
S. G. Zeiger, N. I. _aliteevskii, E. E. Fradkin, and M. P.
Chalka.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. Z55-263. In Russian.
Experimental and theoretical study of the intensity distribution
of laser radiation immediately after leaving the laser and after
focusing with a lens. The fraction of radiant energy that can he
converged within a given angle by means of two simple lenses is
estimated. Optimum focusing conditions are established, taking
into account incoherence. V.Z.
A65-36051 #
PROBLEM OF THRESHOLD POWER OF AN OPTICALLY M/S-
ALIGNED LASER [K VOPROSU O POROGOVOI MOSHCHNOSTI
LAZERA S NARUSHENNOI OPTICHESKOI IUSTIROVKOI].
I. A. Rom-Krichevskaia_ A. M. Ra_ner, and A. V. Meshcheriakov.




Investigation of the threshold pumping power of an optically
misaligned solid-state laser. It is shown that the effect of mis-
alignment on the threshold power may be compensated by a lens
set in the resonator coaxlally with the active medium. The condi-
tzons of the cornpensatzon are defined and the conclusions are drawn
that (1) using a lens, optically inhomogeneous crystals may be em-
ployed in lasers at ray deflection angles <d/ZF, and (2) a resonator
with two plane mirrors and a lens is superior to an equivalent optical
system of coaxial spherical reflectors. V.Z.
A65-36053
EFFECT OF MIRROR MISALIGNMENT ON LOSSES IN FABRY-
PEROT RESONATORS [VLIIANIE RAZ' IUSTIROVKI ZERKAL RE-
ZONATORA TIPA FABR/-PERO NA EGO POTERI].
M. P. Vaniukov, V. I. Isaenko, V. P. Kahnin, and V. V. Liubimov.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 286, 287. In Russian.
Results of the experimental determlnatlon of losses in Fabry-
Perot resonators (500, 1200, and g800 mm long; 4, 6, i0, and 15 rnrn
in diarnet=z ) _,_used by mlrror misalignment angles of 1 to Z' . The
losses were found by comparing the threshold pumping energies at
various misalignment angles. V.Z.
A65-36055 _:
LUMINESCENCE AND ABSORPTION IN AN EXCITED RUBY [LIU-
MINESTSENTSIIA I POGLOSHCHENIE VOZBUZHDENNOGO RUBI-
NA].
M. D. Galanin, V. N. Smorchkov, and Z. A. Chizhikova.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 296-298. In Russian.
Investigation of the energy losses in a ruby laser due to evolu-
tion of heat following transitions from gE levels to higher levels
during optical pumping from broad-spectrum conventional sources.
The rel_tion between the energy absorption and population inversion
is discussed. The techniques of measuring energy absorption and
luminescence is described. The results are seen to be tentative.
V.Z.
A65.36058 #
GENERATION OF A POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMIS-
SION BY AN ULTRASONIC TRAVELING-WAVE DIFFRACTION
MODULATOR [FORMIROVANIE MOSHCHNOGO IMPUL' SA IZLU-
CHENIIA RUBINOVOGO OKG S POMOSHCH _ IU DIFRAKTSIONNOGO
MODULIATORA NA BEGUSHCHEI MODULIROVANNOI UL I TR.AZVU-
KOVOI VOLNE].
I. 1. Adrianova, lu. V. Popov, and V. E. Terent iev.
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 307-310. In Russian.
Use of a diffraction modulator set between the ruby and the
external mirror of a laser as an optical shutter to obtain enhanced
emission pulses by instantaneously opening the shutter at a moment
o[ maximum energy accumulation in the ruby. A block diagram of
the experimental setup and oscillograms of such controlled pulses
are presented. V. Z.
A65-36095
PRODUCTION OF COHERENT RADIATION BY ATOMS AND
MOLECULES.
Charles H. Towhee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
(Nobel Foundation, Lecture, Stockholm, Sweden, Dec. II, 1964. )
Science..._....____,vol. 149, Aug. 20, 1965, p. 831-841. 65 refs.
Review of the history and development of molecular amplifica-
tion by stimulated emission of radiatioi%. The basic thermodynamic
reasoning prerequisite to the understanding and control of stimulated
emission i.s explained. The basic principles and development of the
first molecular-beam masers are described, together with
their earliest applications as clocks and amplifiers. The development
o[ optical and IR lasers - solid-state, gas-discharge, and semicon-
ductor - is discussed. The various types of lasers currently used,
together with their limitations, are compared. Some of the ap-
plications of lasers to scientific research in spectroscopy, nonlinear
optics, and the measurement of time and length are considered.
Some possibilities of phonon masers are explored. R.A.F.
A65.36219
NONLINEAR OPTICS [L' OPTIQUE NON LINEAIRE].
J. -C. Canit (E.P.C.1. , Laboratoire d' Optique Physique).
Journal de Physique, vol. 26, July 1965, p. 433-440. 8g refs.
In French.
Examination of nonlinear phenomena microscopically to discover
their origin and macroscoplcally to study the linking between incident
radiation and induced radiation. The timing of light sources of very
high power permits investigations into the field of optics where
phenomena no longer depend linearly on the electric or magnetic
fields. In particular, the polarization of the dielectric can be ex-
pressed as a quadratic function of the electric field which leads to
the emission of a harmonic radiation of the incident radiation. Theo-
retically these phenonlena are as yet relatively unknown and often
difficult to understand. On the experimental side, many experiments
have been carried out, searching for favorable conditions obtaining
the se ¢ond harmonic, of systematic studies of substance s which pe rmit
high proportions ol the second harmonic to be obtained, and ol varied
research with a view to obtaining a better understandzng of nonlinear
phenomena. (Author) M.F.
A65.36356
LIMITING CROSS SECTION OF LASER EMISSION BEAM.
N. G. Basov, E. M. Belenov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii lnstitut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, voh 161, Apr. 1, 1965, p. 799-
801. )
Soviet Physics - Doklady, vol. 10, Oct. 1965, p. 311-313. 5 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-24879 14-16]
A65-36358
CaFz: D Z+ LASER.
V. V. _ostin, T. M. Murina, A. M. Prokhorov, and V. T,
Udovenchik (Akade:niia Nauk SSSR, F*zicheskii lnstitut, Moscow,
USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 161, Apr. 1, 1965, p. 806-
809. )
Soviet Physics - Doklady, voI. 10, Oct. 1965, p. 317-319. 8 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-24881 14-16]
A65-36359
8-CM TRAVELING-WAVE MASER FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY IN-
VESTIGATIONS.
L. I. Matveenko, G. S. Misezhnikov, M. M. Mukhina, and V. B.
Shteinshleiger.
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 161, Apr. 1, 1965, p. 810-
_tz. )
*;ovtet Physics - Doklady, vol. 10, O_t. 1965, p. 3Z0-3Z2. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z4882 14-16]
A65-36361
CONTINUOUS SOLAR LASER USING Dy z+ IN CaF z
A. A. Kanlinskii, L. S. Kornienko, and A. M. Prokhorov(Mosko_skii
_-_osudarstvennyi Universitet, lnstitut ladernoi Fiziki; Akademila
NaukSSSR, Fizicheskii lnstitut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, voh 161, Apr. 11, 1966, p. 1063,
1064. )
Soviet Physics - Doklady, vol. 10, Oct. 1965, p. 534, ]35. Transla-
tion.
Description of a CaFz:Dy2+ laser using solar radiation for ex-
citation and operating at 77°K. The solar radiation is collecte'd by
a standard 450-ram aluminized glass mirror taken from a movie
projector. A conical condenser of optically homogeneous fluorite
is used to transfer the solar radiation to the laser. The condenser
and the liquid are situated in a cryostat with pure liquid nitrogen.




INDUCED RADIATION IN OPTICALLY EXCITED GALLIUM ARSE-
NIDE.
N. O. Basov, A. Z. Grasiuk, and V. _. Katulin (},_oskovskii
Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow. USSR).
(Akademila N•uk SSSR, DoM•dy, vnl. 161, Ap_. 21, 1965, p. 1306,
1307. )
Soviet Ph)rsics - Dokl•dy, vol. I0, Oct. 1965, p. 343, 344. 9 refs.
Tr•nslatin, a.
Review of work on the induced rad/atic_ and laser •ction of •
GaAs single crys_11 excited by the light from • Q-modulated ruby
laser. A liquid-mtrogen-cooled C, aAs specimen was irr•di•ted by
• ruby laser pulse, and recornbinatzon radi•tion cenie.e_ about
8365 a w•s observed. The specimen was excited by the Stokes
component of ruby laser radiation, combination-scattered in liquid
mtrogen to produce a monochromatic beam at 8281 A. P.K.
A&5-36561
INTERACTION BETWEEN A MOLECULAR BEAM AND THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF A RESONATOR. II - STEADY-
STATE OSCILLATIONS OF A MOLECULAR BEAM LASER WITH
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELD [VZAII_ODE/STVLE MOLEKULIARNOGO
PUCHKA S ELEKTROMAGNITNYM POLEM REZONATORA. IS -
STATSIONARNYE KOLEBANIIA MOLEKULIARNOGO GENERATORA
S NEODNORODHYM POLEM].
• V. B. Ts•regradskii (Gor'kovskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Gorkl, USSR ).
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. 3, 1965, p. 504-512. 8 refs. In Russian.
Deriv•tion of expressions describing the polariz•tion of a
monokinetic molecular beam in an electromagnetic field. The
expressions are used to analyze the ste•dy-state oscillations of a
molecular beam laser with •n inhomogeneoum sinusoidal field in its
resonator. The amplitude and frequency characteristics of the beam
laser are determined. It is shown that • beam laser with certain
parameters has two limiting cycles with different frequencies of
osciH•tione V.Z.
&65-36703 ---
MODE DEGENERACY-DIPS ON OUTPUT OF GASLA_ER.
Masanobu Yam_naka, Mamoru Nakasuji, Yoshihiro Ohtsuka, and
H1roshl Yoshinaga (Osaka University, Dept. of Applied Physics,
Osaka, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, July 1965, p. 548,
549.
Description of some experiments to test the equation for ex-
pressing the mode degeneracy observed when resonant frequencies
of a gas laser working at maximum power are mutually coincident
for certain critical combinations oI rrdrror curvatures and separa-
tions. This mode degeneracy results in reduced output power. The
equation was tested by using a 6328 A, rf excited, He-Ne gas laser
wxth Brewster-angle windows and external mirrors. Three pairs
oI mirrors were used with different radii of curvature; the latter
were measured by a simple optical method. Output power was
measured with a calibrated photoelectric cell. The mirror spacings
corresponding to the dips. which were calculated from the equation
for mode degeneracy, are tabulated. The observed dips were
centered at mirror separations which differed by less than 1% from
the calculated values. D.P.F.
A6S-36712 :_
ON THE STIMULATED AMPLIHCATION OF LIGHT.
Tleh-Chen Li and Zhen-He Zhu (Academia Sinica, Peking, Com-
munis t Chlna).
Acts Physic• Sinica_ vol. ZI, June 1965, p. 1276-1Z9Z. 12 refs.
In Chinese.
Solution for the simultaneous set of nonlinear equations for
photon transport and population inversion in an •clive medium based
upon the pumping effect. The analytical expressions of the space-
time distribution function of inverted populations and photon density
are then obtained for an arbitrary initial distribution of inverted
populations. A single or a series of square pulse inputs are dis-
cussed. 1_oreover, the effects of the incidence of • very intense
beam on the steady-state operati_ of the laser are also investigated.
The perturhation method may be used. under certain conditions, to
derive the formulas for photon density and inverted population density
A65-36842
in lasers. Calculations are made using the ruby laser as an exam-
pie, and it is shown that the incidence of a very intense beam may
possibly find application to the strengthening of giant pulses.
D.P.F.
A6S*3678Y #
COHERENT EMISSION OF GaAa LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH A
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR [KOGERENTNOE IZLUCHENLE IZ GaAs
LIUM/NESTSENTNYKH DIODOV S TREUGOL'NYM REZONATOROM].
E. A. Poltoratskii, V. M. Stuchebnikov, and A. E. Iunovich
(Mosk0vskii Goaudarstvennyi Universitet. Fizicheskii Fakul'tet.
Moscow, U_).
Zh_r_Li T©khr_chc.'F.ci F_.z_-__, vnl. 35. Ang. 1965, p. 1516-1521.
15 rofs. In Russian.
Preparation of GaLAs luminescent diodes with triangular
resonators that produce coherent emission at high density currents.
The p-n transition, parallel to the base. is oriented along the (l]I)
plane and the lateral mirror faces ar.e created by cleaving the
crystals along the (110) planes. The threshold current densities of
coherent emission and the power of light produced are of the same
order as those oI diodes with a Fabry-P_rot type resonator.
Stimulated emission in such diodes begins at currents considerably
,lower than threshold currents. V.Z.
A65-36826
NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER WITH PULSE-SWITCHED Q-FACTOR
[OPTICHESKLI KVANTOVYI GENERATOR HA NEODIMOVOM
STEKLE S IMPUL' SNYM VKLIUCHENIEM DOBROTNOSTI].
N. G. Basov, V. S. Zuev, and Iu. V. Senatskii (Akademiia Nank
SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, July 15, 1965, p. 57, 58.
In Russian.
Brief note on an electro-optical shutter used by the authors
for 0-factor modulation in a neodymium glass laser, in place of
a device with a rotating prism. The shutter consists of two crossed
polarization prisms and a Kerr capacitor controlled by a 600-nsec
pulse with a 5-nsec _eading edge. The oper•tinn of a laser with
this type of modulation is outlined. V.Z.
A65-36842
CONTROLLING LASER OSCILLATION.
Stephen E. Harris (Stanford University, Stanford. Calif. ), Gall A.
Massey, M. Kenneth Oshinan, and Russel Targ (Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc., Sylvania Electrornc Systems Div., Mountain View.
Calif. ).
Electronics, vol. 38, Sept. 20. 1965, p. I01-I05. 9 refs.
_%esearch supported by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. ; Contract
No. AF 33(615)-1938.
Description of new techniques devised to control _ and super-
mode laser output frequencies. These new techniques are relatively
simple, but retain the original power output of the laser. The
threshold control method of achieving single-frequency oscillation
and the technique of interferometric control are described. The
FM laser and its approach to the problem of spectral control is
considered, as is modulation frequency. Output of the supermode
laser, and power and control of both laser types are discussed. It
is concluded that FI_ and supermode lasers are potentially applicable





BARIUM TITANATE LIGHT PHASE ]t4ODUI.JkTOR.
L P. Karninow (Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc., Crawford Hill
Laboratory, Fioin_dei, i_. J. _.
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Sept. I, 1965, p. 123-125. 11 refs.
Description Of an optical phase modulator using a ferroelectric
barium titanate crystal plate which was built and tested at 70 Mc.
Crystals, grown by the Remeika method and thus occurring in very
thin platelets, were chosen to be 0. O04-in.-thick and were cut into
0. llO-in.-wide wafers, and the narrow edges were polished. With
care a wafer could be repoled into a c domain after the processing,
whach included heating above 120°C. Experunentally both a higher
order "donut" mode of a 0. 633-_ He-Ne laser and the fundamental
mode maintained their identities on passing _hr_ugh the wafer.
Some extraneous scattered light was observed in the transmitted
patterns for both modes. The measured insertion loss due to re-
flection, scattering, and absorption was 2 dh. A 0. 100-in. -dlam
silver electrode which was evaporated on the bottom surface of the
wafer and a 0. 004 x 0. 100-in. strip on top is shown. Care was taken
not to heat the crystal above 120°C. A 0. 003-in. gold wire was
attached to the strip and the crystal was bonded to a brass post with
conducting silver epoxy in each case. The crystal was placed in a
circuit with a bandwidth of about 30 Mc tuned to 70 Mc. Two piezo-
electric resonances within the band caused scattering of the beam,
detuning of the circuit, and heatlng and fracture of the crystals when
driven near 75 or SS Mc. The 70-Mc optical heterodyne set used
in rneasuzing the phase modulation index (peak optical phase shift)
• is shown. The relative amplitudes of the carrier and first side-
bands were measured using either optical or i. f; calibrated at-
tenuators with similar results. The voltage across the crystal
was measured with a hf electronic voll_neter and the electro-optic
coefficient was determined. M.M. .
A66-10241
COHERENT OSCILLATIONS FROM Tm 3+, Ho 3+, Yb 3+ AND Er 3+
IONS IN YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET.
L. F. Johnson, J. E. Geusic, and L. G. Van Uitert (Bell Telephone
LaboratoTiee, Inc.. Murray Hill, H..7. ).
A_lied Ph._sics Letters, vol. 7, Sept. I, 1965, p. 127-iZ9. 6 refs.
Tabulated summary of the optical maser characteristics of
Tm 3+, Ho 3+, Yb 3+, and Er 3+ ions in yttrium aluminum garnet
(YAG), Four lines were observed from Tm 3+, three at 78oK in
the erbium-yttrium garnet and the fourth at room texnperature in
crystals containing Cr 3+. The presence or absence of one or more
of these lines was found to be strongly dependent on trace amounts
of other rare-earth impurities. Continuous oscillation was obtained
in Tin, Er + Tin, Er + Ho. Cr + Tin, and Cr + Ho crystals at g5°K
with linear xenon, mercury, and tungsten lamps. A tungsten lamp
is by far the most efficient for all five systems, illustrating the
effectiveness of the IR bands of Tm 3+, Ho 3+, and Er 3+. Thresholds
of 47, 160, 210, 315, and 520 watts were measured for Er + Ho, Cr +
Tin, Cr + Ho, Trn, and Er + Trn crystals, respectively. Since a
tungsten lamp emits little within the absorption bands of Cr 3+, the
figures for Cr + Tm and Cr + Ho represent thresholds which should
be obtained with straight Tra 3+ or Ho 3+ -doped YAG. This indicates
that, for tungsten-Lamp illumination, the IR bands of Er 3+ lower the
threshold for Ho 3+ oscillation by better than a factor of four. The
effect of energy transfer from Cr 3+ is seen under xenon- and mer-
cury-lamp pumping. The lowest pulse threshold of YAG:Ho 3+ in
an FT524 xenon Lan_p is 44 joules. With 0. 5"_ cr 3+ added, the pulse
threshold is lowered by about a factor of two, and CW oscillation at
85°K is obtained at 1300 watts into an AH6 mercury lamp. The cor-
responding figures for Cr 3+ + Tm 3+ are 30 joules and 800 watts.
M.M.
A{_-10243
A LASER INTERFEROMETER FOR REPETITIVELY PULSED
pLASMAS.
E, B. Hooper, Jr. and G. Bekefi (_assachusetts Institute of
Technology, Dept. of Physics and Research Laboratory of Elec-
tronics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
_Api)lied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Sept. l, 1965, p. 133-135. 10 refs.
AEC Contract No. AT (30-1)-1842.
Description of a laser interferometer operating in the optical
and near i_rared for measuring phase cha_ges as small as Z _ x
10 -3 tad. The interferometer, which consists of a three-mirror
optical resonator, was used in measurements of the time and op-
_c=I v_r_o_R n¢ a _p#titiv_ly pulsed plasma. The use of a syn-
chronous detection and of a null method for phase measurement
makes this instrument more than an order of magnitude more sen-
sitive than laser interferometers. A block diagram of the experi-
mant is shown. Measurements n_ade at 3.39 _ showed the response
time of the laser to be less than 5 _ sec. When the laser was
operated near threshold, this response time increased to as much
as 500 _ sec. AItalysis of the noise characteristics of the inter-
ferometer shows that a drift of the operating point of the inter-
ferometer can cause a change in the sign of the laser response to
a given change in dielectric coefficient. To prevent drift, the laser
and its mirrors are mounted on an invar frame. M.M.
A66-102S0 #
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ELECTRICAL FIELD OBTAINED
BY FOCUSSING THE RADIATION OF A RUBY LASER [PROSTRAN-
STVENNOE RASPREDELENIE ELEKTRICHESKOGO POLIA, SOZ-
DANNOGO PUTEM FOKUSIROVKI IZLUCHENIIA OPTICHESKOGO
KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA NA RUBINE].
T, M. Barkhudarova, G. 5. Voronov, V. M. Gorbunkov, and
N. ]3. Delone (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii ]nstitut. Moscow,
USSR).
Zhurnal Eks_)erimental_nol i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Aug.
t_5, p. 386-388. 9 re£S. InRuss;.a_.
Experimental study of the spatial distribution of focussed radi-
ation of a ruby laser, showing that the minimum cross section of
such a radiation corresponds dimensionally to the distribution of
diffracted light from light spots present inthe original light beam
as it enters the objective. The fine structure in the distribution of
focussed radiation, which results from the interference of individual
dl/fraction effects, is discussedas well as various means of enhanc-
ing the focussing and of obtaining high-voltage electrlcal fields.
V.Z.
A66-10262 #
NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER WITH MONOPULSE DURATION NEAR
THE LIMIT [LAZER NA NEODIMOVOM.STEKLE S DLITEL'NOSTIU
MONOIMPUL'SA, BLIZKOI K PREDEL'NOI].
V. I. )Aalyshev, A. S. Markin, V. 5. Petrov, L I. Levkoev, and
A. F. Vompe (Akadamiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow,
USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. I, June 15, 1965, p. 11-17. 7 refs.
In Russian.
Description of experiments in which a'compound of the penta-
carbocyanine series, inserted between the neodymium rod and the
mirror, was used as a photostatic substance to reducethedurationof
the monopulee in a neodymium Laser. The oscillograms of the
10-nsec monopulse achieved in the experiments are reproduced.
Reduction of the effective length of the cavity and increasing the ini-
ti_l inversion population of the metastable level are other suggested
n_eans for further reducing the monopulse duration. V.Z.
A66-10263 #
DETECTION OF A FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE AND A
CLOUD OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LrVE D IONIZATION FROM
THE SP.4.RK SHOCK-WAVE IN A LASER BEAM [OBNARUZHENIE
BYSTROGO OREOLA FOTOIONIZATSII I OBLAKA KONTSENTRIRO-
VANNOI DOLGOZHIVUSHCHE1 IONIZATSII OT UDARNOI VOLNY
ISKRY V LUCHE LAZERA].
151
A66-10265
G. A. Askar'ian. M. S. Rabinovich, M. M. Savchenko, and
A. D. Smirnova (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. l, June 15, 1965, p. 18-23.
In Russian.
Preliminary report on a photon-induced ionization aureole
observed in front of the shock wave of a regular ruby laser with a
Q-factor modulated by prism rotation. The aureole is investigated
with microwave radiation, focusing the optical system so that both
transmitted and reflected radiations can be measured. A protracted
lifetime (attaining hundreds of microseconds) of the aureole plasma
is revealed and the rate of formation of the ionization aureole is
determined. Illustrative oscillograxns are included. V.Z.
A66-10265 #
EFFECT OF A FOCUSED RUBY LASER BEAN[ ON A RUBY
[DEISTVIE SFOKUSIROVANNOGO PUCHKA RUBINOVOGO OKG
NA RUBIN].
T. P. Belikova and E. A. Sviridenkov (A.kademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. I, June 18, 1965, p. 37-40.
In Russian.
Investigation of the destructive effect in a cubical 0. 8-cm ruby
crystal of a focused beam from a ruby laser with _ 107-watt pulse.
The destruction arising along the line of the beam axis has the ap-
pearance of a chain of annular microcleavages with localized forms
tions in their centers, and is accompanied by an intense flash with
a continuous spectrum, No destruction but luminescence comprising
two lines with maxima at _ 630 and 450 mp takes place at lower
powers (_ 106 m_); both effects were nonexistent in a ruby sample
cooled down to 77°K. Possible theoretical explanations of the de-
structive effects are briefly discussed. V.Z.
A66.10324
ON A RUBY LASER EXHIBITING REGULAR SPIKES.
V. Daneu, C. A. Sacchi, and O. Svelto (Mils.no, Politecnico,
Istituto di Fisica, Milan, Italy) .
Nuovo Cimento, vol. 36, Apr. i, 1965, p. 1042-1044. IZ refs.
Research supported by the Consiglio Nazic_nale delle Ricerche.
Observation of regular spikes in the output of a ruby laser in a
resonant cavity made up of two spherical mirrors. A 90 °, 6.4-ms
diam, 3-in. long 0.04% Cr 3+ concentration ruby rod was placed at
the center of a GE FT 524 spiral flash tube, and the system could
work in a reproducible way with a repetition rate of about one shot
every 20 sec. The mirrors had radii of curvature of either 27 cm
or 54 cm. It is concluded that the laser oscillates at the same time
in a great number of modes, and when the output is regular these
various modes can subsist in the cavity without strong competition.
When the output is irregular, a stronger interaction between these
frequencies occurs, as is proven by the stronger mixed signal, and
this probably causes the frequency outputs to switch occasionally
from one value to another. F.R.L.
A66-10328
INTERACTION OF FOCUSED LASER RADIATION WITH A BEAM
OF CHARGED PARTICLES.
G. Toraldo di Francia (Firenze, UniversitY, Istituto di Fisica
Superiore, Florence, Italy).
Nuovo Cynento. vol. 37, June 16, 1965, p. 1553-1560. 5 ref=.
Study of the possibility of using a focused laser as an accelerating
cavity for a cyclic accelerator. A charged particle is assumed to
be shot through the focal region of a high-intensity laser beam con-
centrated by a lens. It is shown that. to a first approximation, no
net acceleration is experienced by the particle, no matter what
amplitude distribution may be produced on the lens pupil. To the
same approximation, no hunching is obtained if a beam of charged
particles is shot through the focal region. (Author)
A66-10329
POWER OVERSHOOT OF A 6328 _ GAS LASER.
F. Barocchi, P. Burlamacchi (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,
Centro Microonde, Florence, Italy), M. Mancini, and G. Toraldo di
Francis (Firenze, Universit_t, Istituto di Fisica Superiore, Florence,
Italy).
Nuovo Cirnento, vol. 37, June 16, 1965, p. 1810, 1811. 7 refs.
Experimental investigation of the behavior of the initial transient
of a near confocal He-Ne laser, working _t 63Z8 A on a pulsed
discharge basis. An example of the peak power transients of the
emitted light observed under the experimental conditions is shown
together with the peak and stationary values of output power vs rf
voltage. The stationary power reaches a maximum and then
diminishes, while the peak power continuously increases in the range
investigated. The IR laser output at I. 1523 _, obtained with the same
modulated discharge, by simply changing the cavity mirrors, is
shown for comparison. No initial peak appe&re in this case, although
the well-known &fterglow is vi|iSle. The width of the transient peak
in the visible laser remains fairly constant while the discharge
power is varied at about,50 /Asec in the case considered. It is noted
that the presence of the initial peak in the visible transition may be
interpreted by assuming that the time necessary for creating a
population inversion in the He transition is shorter than the time
required for Ne to be _pulated. The faster decay time of He (Z Is)
with respect to He (2 S) may explain why the afterglow does not
occur in the visible transition. M.M.
A66-10337
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF A LASER BEA/VL
I%4. Bertolotti, B. Daino (Fondazinne U. Bordoni, istituto
Superiore P. T. , Rome, Italy), F. Gori. and D. Sette (Rome,
Universit_t, Istituto di Fisica, Rome, Italy).
Nuovo Cimento, vol. 38, Aug. 16, 1965, p. 1505-1514. 8 refs.
Research supported by the Consiglio Nationals dells Ricerche.
Investigation of the coherence properties of a laser in the case
of superimposed modes, both theoretically and by means of simple
interference experiments. The degree of coherence of a laser beam
can be found from an examination of the interference pattern pro-
duced when the beam traverses through two holes in a screen.
Measurements were performed on the spatial coherence of various
helium-neon lasers emitting in the visible region at 6328 _, which
utilized a cavity of the external concave mirror type; single-mode
and compound-mode measurements were made. An examination of
the phenomena of Young hole interference indicated that (I) when
there is only one mode, the degree of coherence is unitary; the
same is true where several axial modes are present, and (Z) in
the case of superposition of transverse modes the degree of coherence
may have any value from zero to one depending on which pair of
D. P. F.
points are examined in the cross section of the beam.
A66-10347
MODE LOCKING BEHAVIOR OF GAS LASERS IN LONG CAVITIES.
R. E. McClure (Sperry Rand Corp. , Sperry Gyroscope Co. , Great
Neck, N.Y. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Sept. 15, 1965, p. 148-150.
Description of the observed dependence of self-locked laser
operation on cavity length and on the position of the laser medium
in the cavity. It was found that pulsed output can occur at a repeti-
tion rate which is a multiple of the usually observed c/2L frequency.
Over a certain range of cavity lengths, the pulsing rate could be
changed from two to three times c/ZL by relocation of the laser
medium. Under conditions of multiple-rate pulsing the laser spec-
trum, as observed with an optical scanning interferometer, displayed
the corresponding multiple of c/2L frequency spacing between os-
cillating modes. The laser was then effectively not oscillating at
all the resonant frequencies usually available within the above-
threshold frequency range. R.A.F.
A66-10348




D. A. Cusano (General Electric Co., Research Laboratory,
Schenectady, N. Y. ).
AppLied Ph}'sics Letters, vol. 7, Sept. 15, 1965, p. 151, 15Z.
13 refa.
Evidence that laser transitions in electron-bombarded n- or
p-type GaAs are _mpurity-dominated and of three types, depending
primarily on the concentration of shallow donors and acceptors.
The laser transitions observed in bulk gallium arsenide containing
--1016 cm -3 of n-type dopant can be classified as (I) free-donor
electro_, (2) free alectron-acceptor, and (]) donor-acceptor. The
pu=npin 8 step under electron bombardl_ent is free bole-free electron,
followed by sufficient thermadieation of the hot carriers. R.A.F.
ELECTRON-BEAM PUMPING OF NOBLE-GAS ION LASERS.
J. M. Hammer and C. P. Wen (Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 7, Sept. 15, 1965. p. 159-161.
5 refs.
Description and discussion of an electron-beam Laser. Voltage,
beaum-current, and pressure behavior of several Ar + lasing lines
are plotted. A schematic diagram of the laser is included.
R. A. F.
AtN_.103S2
LASER ACTION IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASS PRODUCED
THROUGH ENERGY TRANSFER.
N. T. l_lela_ed. C. Hirayarna, and E. K. Davis (Westinghouse
Electric Corp. , Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh. Pa. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voL 7, Sept. 15, 1965, p. 170-17Z.
8 refs.
Evidence of a substantial increase in the efficiency of Nd 3+
laser oscillations in glass result_ frccn sonsitizatim=. The en-
hancement was obtained in pulsed operation. The transfer tinge was
short enough (**< Z00psec) and the contribution of the sensitizer
great enough that the Hd 3+ could be made to oscillate by pumping
only the sensitizer under pulsed conditions - i. e. , to use the trans-
fer of energy from sensitizer to activator as the sole means for
pumping the Nd 3+. R.A.F.
AIH_10353
OBSERVATION OF A SUPERRADIANT SELF-TERMINATING
GREEN LASER TRANSITION IN NEON.
Donald A. Leonard, Richard A. Neal, and Edward T. Gerry
(Avco Corp. , Avco-Everet_ Research Laboratory, Everett, Mass. ).
_lied Physics Letters, voL 7, Sept. 15, 1965, p. 175.
Observation - for what is believed to he the first tiz_e - of laser
action at 5401 i in a pure neon pulsed high-voltage discharge. The
discharge was produced in a "cross-fleld" device similar to that
used by Leonard to achieve saturation of the second positive molec-
ular nitrogen laser transition. At a neon pressure of 30 torr, with
a plane mirror at one end of the discharge channel, a superradia.nt
green laser pulse was obsex_ed. The pulse was observed to have
a duration of 5 nsec and a peak power of _l kw. Spectra of the laser
beaxn showed no radiation between 3700 and 8400 _ except for the
single line at 5401 _. R.A.F.
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT THIN TRANSPARENT GLASS
FIBERS EXPOSED TO COHERENT LIGHT [INTERFERENZER-
SCHEINUNGEH AN DOHNEN DURCHSICHTK_EN GLASF_DEN BEI
KOHAR.ENTER BELEU CHTUNG].
Josef Gebhart and Siegfried Sch:midt (Battelle - Institut, Frankfurt
arn Main, West Germany).
Zeitschrift fQr an_ewandte Physik, rot. 19, no. 2, 1965, p. 141-143.
In German.
Investigation of interference effects at thin cylindrical glass
fibers of diameters between Z and 45 ]_ exposed to parallel bean, s
of light (k = 6320 _ ) emitted by a He-He laser. The interference
field built up by the combination of reflection, refraction, and
diffraction phenomena is examined. A formula for the angular dis-
lances of the interference rninit_a is derived which is in quantitative
agreement w_th ohservation. V.P.
DESIGN OF GaLAs INJECTIOH LASERS FOR PROLONGED OPERA-
TION AT THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUID N 2 [DER AUFBAU VON
GaAs-INJEKTIOHSLASER-N FOR DEN KOHTINUIER_CHE_ BE-
TRIEB BEI DER TEMPERATUR DES FLUSSIGEN NZ].
Heln_at Salow and Klaus-Werner Benz (Deutsche Bundespost,
Fern=aeldetechniaches Zentral_nt, Forschungs Institut, Darmstadt,
Wear Germany).
Zeitschrift /_r an_ewa.udte Ph_rslk, vol. 19, no. _, 1965, p. 157-
161. 13 refs. In German.
Discussion of the conditions required for prmlonged operation
of GaAs injection laser, considering the strong t_mperature
dependence of the laser threshold. Fluctuations in the refraction
factor of GaAs materials are proved and are found to result in
optical inhomogeneity that lindits the length and width of the diodes.
Properly shaped and well cooled laser diodes are found to produce
at 63°K a maximum of 190 mw radiation in a single direction, with
a coherent light contribution of about 85_. V.Z.
A66-10448 :_
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS [O LAZERAKH NA ATOM_YKH PUCHKAKH]
N. G. Basovand V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'rna v Redaktsiiu, vel. 2, July 1, 1965, p. 6-9. 7 refs.
In Russian.
Indication of the uses of atomic beams in lasers based on litera-
ture data. The improvement of the resolution of spectroscopes and
frequency stability of lasers by the reduction of the width of the spec-
tral line of the crystal with the aid of an atomic beam parallel to the
resonator wave front is noted as one olthe merits of atomic beam
lasers, The technique of generating atomic beams in lasers, par-
ticularly for the population inversion in levels Of optical transition,
is briefly described. V.Z.
A66-10450 #
LASER WITH A DIFFI_. ACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
[OPTICHESKll GENERATOR S DIFRAKTSIONNOI SHIRINOI DIA-
GRAMMY IZLUCHENIIA].
A. L. Mikaelian, A. V. Korovitsyn, and L. V. Naumova.
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, July I, 1965, p. 37-41. In
Rus s Jan.
Description of a laser resonator with a configuration yielding
very small Fresnel numbers. The resonator is developed to im-
prove the laser radiation pattern through generation on a single low
TEM00 q free of other types of oscillations. The relationship be-
t_veen the resonator length and the laser power output and the ho-
mogeneity of oscillations produced is investigated experimentally
in a helium-neon laser. The results indicate that a homogeneous
generation and a narrow radiation pattern unaffected by diffraction
can be achieved by this technique. V.Z.
A66-10646 #
BREAKDOWN AND HEATING OF GASES UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF A LASER BEA]_ [PROBOI I NAGREVA.NiE GAZOV POD DEIST-
VIEM LAZERNOGO LUCHA].
lu. P. RaSter.
Uspekhi Fiaicheskikh Nauk, vol. 87, Sept. 1965, p. 29-64. 61 refs.
In Russian.
Review of current knowledge concerning the l_enornenon of
'qaser spark." The breakdown of a gas in the presence of a high-
intensity laser beam is described, along with the accompanying
absorption of the laser radiation and heating of the gas. Several
aspeCts of the "laser spark" phenomenon are illustrated with
experimental data and subjected to theoretical analysis. Subjects
treated included the multiquantum photoelectric effect, measure-
ment of threshold parameters, cascade ionization, mechanisms
for breakdown and radiation, and the buildup of electron energy in
the radiation field, R.A.F.
A66-10704 #
IIWVESTIGATION OF A HIGH-FREQUENCY DISCHARGE IN A
HELIUM-NEON LASER [LSSLEDOVANIE VYSOKOCHASTOTNOGO
P.AZRIADA V NEON-GELIEVOM KVANTOVOM GENERATORE].
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A66-10718
N. I. Krindach, I. A. Silin-Bekchurin, L. N. Tunitskii, and
E. M. Cherkaaov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, voL 35, Sept. 1965, p. 1678-1684.
I0 refs. In Russian.
Development o1 a method for determining current and voltage
distribution over the length of a hf discharge. It is shown that the
hf discharge is stabilized by the capacitive reactance of the dis-
charge tube, so that the stabilizing resistance is different at each
point along the length of the discharge tube, and the current varies
along the discharge length. The change in current w_th discharge
length is a factor inhibiting effective use of the entire discharge
length in a laser. V.P.
A66-10718 #
FLUORESCENCE AND LASER ACTION IN CaFz_DyZ+ CRYSTALS
EXCITED BY A RUBY LASER [LIUMLNESTSENTSLLA I GENERATSLIA
KR/STALLOV CaFz:DyZ+ PR1 VOZBUZHDEN!! RUB!NOVYM
LAZEROM].
E. M. Zolotov, A. M. Prokhorov, and G. P. Shipulo (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Sept.
I965, p. 720-7Z3. in Russian.
Results of an experimental study of the effect of ruby laser
radiation on the fluorescence and laser action in CaFz:Dy2+ crystals
with a total Dy 2+ and Dy 3+ concentration of about 0.03_e. The tem-
perature dependence of the lifetime of Dy 2+ ions on the luminescence
level is determined. The temperature dependence of the generation
threshold of CaFz:Dy2+ crystals is investigated and giant _ 30-nsec
laser pulses are obtained at Z. 36 _. V.Z.
A66-10724 #
NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF OSCILLATIONS OF DIFFERENT
TYPES IN A LASER [NELINEINOE VZAIMODEISTVIE TIPOV
KOLEBANH V OPTICHESKOM KVANTOVOM GENERATOREJ.
N. O. Basov, V. N. Morozov. and A. N. Oraevskii (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimentallnoi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Sept.
1965, p. 895-904. 22 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of solid-crystal laser having two types of oscillation
within the radiation bandwidth. It is shown (1) that the interaction
of oscillations of two types can be described by velocity equations
and laser stationary operation is unaffected when the oscillations
are sufficiently apart in the band, and (2) that the operation may
become unstable, and persistent radiative power fluctuations may
develop when the oscillation modes differ inconsiderably. V.Z.
A66-10726 #
PERFORMANCE OF A GAS LASER WITH ANNULAR RESONATOR
[O RABOTE GAZOVOGO LAZERA S KOL'TSEVYM REZONATOROM].
I. L..Bershtein and lu. I. Zaltsev (Gor'kovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Radiofizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Zhurnaf Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Sept.
1965, p. 953-959. 6 refs. in Russian.
Investigation of the phase relations o1 longitudinal modes in a
gas laser with annular resonator. A method for determining these
relations is developed, assuming a maximally "leveled" intensity
distribution of the light-wave electrical field along the crystal. The
results of calculations are verified by experimental m_aeurements
of the depth of photo-current modulation caused by frequency splitting
of waves generated by the system. A three-mirror system was used
in the 0.63 _-wavelength experiments. The effect of small changes
in the resonator length on photo-current is also discussed. V.Z.
A66-10778 #
INDUCED TRAVELING-WAVE EMISSION [INDUTSIROVANNOE
IZLUCHENIE NA BEGUSHCHIKH VOLNAKH].
B. L. Zhelnov, A. P. Kazantsev, and V. S. Smirnov (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Institut Fiziki Poluprovodnikov,
Novosibirsk, USSR).
Fizika Tverd0go Tela, vol. 7, Sept. 1965, p. Z816-ZSZ0. 8 refs.
In Russian.
Discussion of the emission of a traveling-wave laser for the
case in which the radiation field is composed of two superposed
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traveling waves of arbitrary amplitude. An analysis of the gen-
eration modes of traveling-wave laser near the generation thresh-
old shows that the following threemodes are possible: (1) a strongly
unstable standing-wave mode, (g) a weakly unstable "slow" travel-
ing-wave mode, and (3) a highly stable traveling-wave mode of the
form exp i((,Jt - kx). The slow traveling-wave mode is shown to be-
come stable with ificreasing energy. V.P.
A66-10849
INTERFEROMETER FOR AERODYHA_V_C /_ID HEAT TR/_SFER
MEASUREMENTS.
R. J. Goldstein (Minnesota, University, Dept. of Mechanical En-
gineering, Heat Transfer Laboratory, Minneapolis, l%_nn.).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 1408-1410.
An interferometer for use in aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies has been designed and tested. As in a l%4ach-Zehnder in-
terferometer, the light beam is large in cross section (to permit
a large field of view in the test apparatus) and traverses the test
section only once. Using a continuous wave laser as a source, the
light beam is split and eventually recombined when small in cross-
sectional area. This permits all optical components, other than two
paraboloidal mirrors, to be much smaller than the field of view in
the test section. The new design results not only in a less expen-
sive unit, since most of the components are small, but also one that
is much simpler to adjust than a conventional Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer. (Author)
A66-10855
COLD CATHODES FOR POSSIBLE USE IN 6328 A SINGLE MODE
He-Ne GAS LASERS.
U. Hochuli and P. Haldemann (Maryland, University, College
Park, Md. ).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 1493, 1494.
ARPA-Navy- supported research.
Properly dimensioned aluminum cold cathodes promise single
mode 6328 A He-Ne gas laser lifetimes exceeding 3000 h with total
gas volumes of only 50 cm 3. These cathodes are simple, rugged,
and require only about 0.5 W for an emission current of 5 mA dc.
Beryllium cold cathodes may be even better but more time is needed
for their evaluation. (Author)
A66-10856
MEASUREMENT OF LOW ELECTRON DENSITY IN PLASMAS
USING LASER INTERFEROMETRY.
Herbert Malamud (Sperry Rand Corp. , Sperry Gyroscope Co. ,
Radiation Div. , Great Neck, N. Y. ).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 1507, 1508.
Description of a system expected to be several orders of
magnitude more sensitive than other gas laser interferometers used
for plasma density measurement. Its principle of operation depends
on the simultaneous use of'two different cavity oscillation modes
such that the plasma is caused to affect only one of them, so as to
change its oscillation frequency. The frequency difference between
the modes then gives the desired information. F.R.L.
A66-10895
THER/MAL PROBLEMS OF THE iNJECTION LASER.
R. W. Keyes (International Business Machines Corp., Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y. ).
IBM Journal of Research and Development, vol. 9, July 1965,
p. 303-314. 6 refs.
Description Of solutions to certain idealized heat flow problems
which are intended to approximate the flow of heat from a junction
into an adjoining body of solid material. Heat is produced during
the operation of an injection laser. The thermal conduction prob-
lems associated with the flow of the heat away from the junction
region are solved and the temperature increase of the junction is
calculated for several simple model cases. The results are applied
to the calculation of thermal limitations on the performance of
gallium arsenide lasers. M.F.
A66-1_
TWO-D/.MLENSIONAL LASER DEFLECTION USING FOURIER
OPTICS.
H. J. Zweig _L_Lernational Business Machines Corp., Systems
Development Div., Optics Dept., San Jose, Ca/is. ).
IBM Journal of Research and Development, vol. 9, 3uly 1965,
p. 333-335. 6 refs.
Examination of the feasibility of a method of diffracting the
collimated monochromatic light of a laser by means of the dif-
fraction spectrum of crossed objects havzng variable frequency,
periodic amplitude or phase. By such means it is possible to
move an intense light over a two-dime_nsiona/ field. A possib/e
appiicati_ _f Lhia principi© w_id be ix_ z_d _ly c-._'_..pu_r --tore_I.
The scheme is described in detail. Its limitations and t_adeoffs are
exarmned. An appendix is devoted to the derivation of Slight distribu-
tion in the Fraunhoier plane. M.F.
A66-1_4
QUANTUM RADIO FREOUENCY PHYSICS.
L. D. Stepin (Kharkov State University, Ukrainian SSR).
Edited by H. H. Stroke.
(Translation of Kurs Lektlii po Kvantovoi Radiofizike. Kharkov,
1963).
Cadmbridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1965. ZZ7 p.
$6. oo.
The contents of this book offer material which was originally
a series of university lectures for students not specializing in
quantum radio frequency physics. The main imrpose was to
familiarize the student with the physical concepts and some of the
theoretical problems which form the foundation of quantum radio
frequency physics. The reader is expected to be familiar with
quantum mechanics, electronics, and superhigh-frequency physics
on/y at an introductory level The phenomena of electron and nuclear
magnetic res_ce and the methods used /n their observation are
discussed, and the operat/on of two- and three-level masers is de-
scribed. FinALIy, radio frequency spectroscopy with Eases and the
operation of a molecular oscillator using a bea__n of a_xnonia mole-
cules is considered. B.B.
PROPOSED FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF THE FM LASER.
S.E. Harris (Stanford University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford, Calif. ), M. Kenneth Oshrnan, B. J. McMurtry, and
E. O. Ammann (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Sylvania Elec-
tronic Systems Div. , Electronic Defense Laboratories, Mountain
View, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voI. 7, Oct. I, 1965, p. 185-187. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Sylvania Independent Research and
Development Prograrn.
Description of a novel and sensitive technique for stabilizing
the center frequency (or "carrier") of an FM laser with respect to
the center of the atomic gain profile. The existence of the frequency
discriminant is established. The stabilization technique described
was proposed by Harris and Oshrnan and utilizes the small distortion
which is always present in F]_ laser oscillation. Under proper con-
ditions of F_I laser oscillation, this distortion appears as small
residual beats at harmonics of the driving frequency of the internal
phase perturbation when the _ laser output is detected by a photo-
tube. Of importance is the fact that the amplitudes of the odd har-
monic beats are extremely sensitive to the position of the center
frequency of the _ oscillation with respect to the center of the
atomic line, while the amplitudes of the even harmonic beats are
nearly independent of this position. In addition, the phase of the
beat at odd harmonics changes abruptly as the center of the FM os-
cillation moves from one side of the atomic line center to the other.
The FIV[ laser, when used in conjunction with the supermode tech-
nique and the stabilization technique described, may make possible
the concentration of large amounts of optical power into a stabilized
and nearly single-frequency oscillation. M.g.
A66-10967
RING DISCHARGE EXCITATION OF GAS ION LASERS.
W. E. Bell (Spectra-Physics, inc., Mountain View, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. I, 1965, p. 190, 19L 8 refs.
A66-11042
Method for exciting the plasma in & ring or toroidal discharge
used as a means of driving a high-current density electrodeless
arc to excite gas ion laser transitions. The following properties
seem to fit the known data: (1) The total voltage drop of the arc
ring is of the order of the ionization potential of the gas; (2) the
voltage drop is relatively insensitive to the ring circumference;
(3) the arc takes additional power by increasing its cross-sectionaR
area. It is said to be the first time that a ring discharge has been
used to excite gas laser oscillation, and the ease with which circu-
lating currents of the order of hundreds of amperes can be generated
without cathodes or anodes, cataphoresis of mixtures, or gas
pumping phenomena, should make the technique useful for the ex-
cltat_on ot many gases, either noble or reactive, as ion lasers.
M.F.
A66-10971
LASER-ACTION THRESHOLD IN ELECTRON-BEAM EXCITED
GALLIUM ARSENIDE.
Claude A. Klein (Raytheon Co. , Research Div., Waltham, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. I, 1965, p. Z00-ZOZ. I0 refs.
Evaluation of the effect of doping on the threshold behavior at
very low temperatures, investigation of the threshold dependence
on temperature for both p- and n-type material in ideal configurations,
and comparison with recorded observations on electron-basin
pumped GaAs lasers. A rough assessment of the temperature depen-
dence may be derived from the behavior of the quas_-Fermi level
under excitation conditions such that the equilibrium concentration
of trapped holes remains at its 0°K leyeL Though quantitative com-
parisons may not be too meaningful, the model appears consistent
with Cusanols result (0. 25 arnp/cm Z for Z5-kev electrons), and sug-
gests that, near room temperature, it should be easier to reach
threshold using more heavily compensated n-type units. Ivl. F.
JUM-I_Fr_
UV AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUORINE,
PHOSPHORUS, AND CHLORINE.
P. K. Cheo and H. G. Cooper (BeLl Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ,
Whippany, N.J. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. I, 1965, p. 202-204. 8 refs.
Observation of 30 laser oscillations, in the wavelength range
Z600 to 6700 4, from singly and multiply ionized fluorine, phos-
phorus, and chlorine atoms in pulsed CIz, PF5, and SF 6 gas dis-
charges and a brief description of the emission characteristics of
the line (6043 _ from P II) withthe lowest current threshold. AInong
the three elements studied, chlorine yielded the largest number of
laser oscillations. The higher threshold currents and the shorter
pulsewidth in the fluorine ion laser are attributed partly to the higher-
lying energy levels of the laser transitions in the fluorine ion and
partly to a lower relative abundance of the fluorine ion produced In
these gas discharges. M.F.
A66-11007
GENERATION OF SHARPLY DIRECTIONAL COHERENT RADIA-
TION [O GENERATSII OSTRONAPR.AVLENNOGO KOGERHNTNOGO
IZLUCHENIIA].
E. M. Belenov and V. S. Letakhov.
Optika i Spektroskopila, vol. 19, Sept. 1965, p. 465-467. In Rus-
si_no
Two methods for generating narrow-beam coherent radiation
with a group of linked lasers. One method is based on interference
in the far field of the coherent beams of several synchronized lasers;
the other, on coherent beams originating from the multimirrored
resonator of a single laser. R.A.F.
A66-11042 #
PUI-qE CIRCUITS _ POWER SOURCES FOR SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERS [IMPUL'SNYE SKHEIVIY DLIA PITANIIA OPTICHESKIKH
POLUPROVODNIKOVYKH GENERATOROV].
B. D. Kopylovskii and V. S. Ivanov (AkademLla Nauk SSSR, Fiziche-
skii Institut, Moscow, USSR).




Description of a small-size, transistorized, semiconductor-
based pulse generator which can be used for laser excitation. The
generator uses Soviet-made P60Z triodes and produces currents to
30 amp. The basic circuit of the generator, the shape of its pulses,
and the characteristics of the triode are discussed and are shown
in diagrams. V.Z.
A66-11045 #
INVESTIGATION OF THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTA/._
WITH THE AID OF A GAS LASER [ISSLEIX)VANIE OPTICHESKLKH
SVOISTV KRISTALLOV PRI POMOSHCHI GAZOVOGO O. K. G. ].
V. P. Chebotaev and V. N. Lisitsin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Sibirskoe Otdelenie, institut Radiofiziki i E1ektroniki, Novosibirsk,
USSR).
Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, sol. i0, July-Aug. 1965, p. 178,
179. In Russian.
Investigation of the optzcal properties of a ruby crystal on the
basis of interference rings obtained in reflecting He-Ne laser
radiation from faces of the crystal. The effectiveness of laser
radiation collimated into a 0. S-to-l-ms beam in detecting local
inhomogeneities in a ruby crystal is demonstrated. A block diagram
of the experimental setup and representative photographs of inter-
ference rings are included. V.Z.
A66-11058 #
THEORY OF STATIONARY EMISSION BY A HOMOGENEOUS SYS-
TEM IN A MULTI/vIODE RESONATOR. II - OPTIMUM CONDITIONS
OF LASER EMISSION [TEORILA STATSIONARNOGO VIPROMINIU-
VANNIA ODNORLDNOI SISTEMI V REZONATORI Z BAGAT'MA
MODAMI- II - OPTINiAL'NI UMOVI LAZERNOGO VIPROMINIU -
VANNLA].
G. In. Buriakivs'kii and V. S. IVlashkevich (Akademiia Nauk
Ukrains' koi RSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrains'kii Fizichnii Zhurnal, sol. I0, Sept, 1965, p. 991-i00b.
5 refs. In Ukrainian.
Derivation of kinetic equations of optimum emission for a laser.
A.n expression is set up for the total number of quanta emitted by
special modes of a resonator in the superthreshold region for a
given pumping. Pumpingeffictency, optimum values of losses in
special modes, and the dependence of the threshold pumping level
on the concentration of active centers aredetermined. The trans-
parency of the mirrors and the number of active centers are dis-
cussed as the basic parameters of emission intensity, and their
opti.rnurn values are determined. V.Z.
A66-11188 #
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
[OPTICHESKLI KVANTOVYI GENERATOR NA TELLURIDE
KADMIJ.A S ELEKTRONNYM VOZBUZHDENIEM].
V. S. Vavtlov and E. L. Nolle (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doktady, voI. 164, Sept. l, 1965, p. 73, 74.
l0 refs, In Russian.
Brief report on experiments in which CdTe radiation in the near
inlrared band was generated by electron pulses. The experimental
technique is described, and curves of radiation intensity and line
width vs electron current density are included. V.Z.
A66-11189 :_
ILLUMINATION OF A BUBBLE CHAMBER BY A RUBY LASER [OB
OSVESHCHENLI PUZYR'KOVOI KAMERY S POMOSHCHIIU OPTI-
CHESKOGO GENERATORA NA RUBINE].
V. M. Gorbunkov, V. V. Korobkin, and A. M. Leontovich (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizichsskii lnstitut; Moskovskii Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Alc_demii& Nauk SSSR. Doklady, vol. 164, Sept. I, 1965, p. 75-77.
8 refs. In Russian,
Experimental study of a ruby laser with a concentric resonator
as the source of illumination of a bubble chamber. The experi-
mental technique is described, and the specifications of the optical
system devised are given. The illuminating system and bubble
photographing process are shown in a diagram. Photographs
illustrating the performance of the system are included. V.Z.
A66-11190 #
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF A GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY A HELIUM GAS FLOW [NEPRERYVNALA
RABOTA INZHEKTSIONNOGO OKG NA Ga.As PI_I OKHLAZHDENLI
POTOKOM GAZOOBRAZNOGO GELLIA].
M. N. Zargar'iants, A. A. Kiselev, O. D. Kropotova, L. N.
Kurbatov, Iu. M. L[ustrov, V. V. Sigriianskii, I. I. Taubkin, and
I. P. Shestopalova.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 164, Sept. [, 1965, p. 78, 79.
In Russian.
Brief note on continuous laser action obtained in a gallium
arsenide injection laser cooled by helium gas at _ 30°K. An
optical system with an electronic converter is used for Lasing
threshold observations from interference rings appearing on a
Fabry-Perot etalon. A line drawing of the experimental setup, with
a gas cryostat as its basic component, is included. The threshold
current density is given as 360 amp/ca 2 at _ 30°K. V.Z.
A66-11301
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS.
R. Kompfner (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Crawford HIll
Laboratory, Holmdel, N.J. ).
Science, sol. 150, Oct. 8, 1965, p. 149-155. 27 refs.
Appraisal of the many steps that have yet to he taken before
practical and economically competitive optical maser communica-
tions systems can he achieved. The background of electrical com-
munications - including microwave technology, millimeter waves,
and masers and lasers - is considered. Such elements of a laser
communicationsystem as transmlssion media, terminals and repeaters,
generators, amplifiers, modulators, and detectors are discussed,




Shigeru lijima {Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan).
Electronics and Communications in Japan, sol. 47, /slay 1964,
p. 77-86. 27 refs. Translation.
Study of the general progress of semiconductor junction and
ruby lasers, especially in the experimental field. The differences
between junction and ruby lasers are pointed out, and fabrication of
the junction laser is discussed. Previous experzments are appraised,
including early work, aspects of threshold current, wavelength dis-
tribution of laser light, space distribution of laser action, and use
of unique materials for the making of laser diodes. B.B.
A66-11372
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY. II.
K. Tomiyasu (General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N. Y. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, sol. QE-I, Aug. 1965,
p. 199-219
Bibliography of 561 references on all aspects of laser devices
and related systems compiled during the period from January through
June, 1965. The references are divided into 25 subject categories and
listed chronologically. Brief annotations are added to many refer-
ences. M.P.
A66-11373
A METALLIC pLASMA TUBE FOR ION LASERS.
J. Dane Rigden ( Perkin-Elmer Corp.. Electro-Optical Dis. ,
Norwalk, Conn. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, sol. QE-1, Aug. 1965, p.
221.
Report of the successful operation of an ion laser in which the
plasma is confined by a set of cooled metal disks in place of the
more conventional quartz or ceramic tube. It is considered that
this type of system will eventually allow ion lasers to be run at
much higher current densities than is possible with ceramic tubes.
The metallic ion laser tube is described in detail. M.F.
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A41611374
ALUMINUM NITRATE POWDER MAggOt.
W. E. Hu_hes £nd W. E. Richards (Westinghottse Electric Corp.,
Defense and Space Center, Aerospace Div., Applied l:_nysics Group,
Baltimore, kld. ).
IEEE Journa/ of QKu_ntum Electronics, vol. G_-I. Aq. 196S,
p. 221, 222.
USAF-supVorted eeeeLrch.
l_8cril_dOn of the ol_ration of an X-b_ld (9.35 Gc) maser,
without an external dc mafnetic field, using single-crystal, poly-
crystalline, _nd powdered aluminum nitrate doped with ferric m.
_rv_o_tal futility is described. _ che operatio_Jkl procedure
outllned. It is fmmd that net gain in excess of 25 db is achieved at
4. Z OK, _th i_s_e_s _dths of 4. S Mc and _able bald-
width8 of 200 l_c. B.B.
A46-11317S
CHARACTEI_ISTICS OF A PULSED HIGH-PRESSURE He-Ne
LASER.
S. Kobayashi (Tokyo, University, Dept. of Applied l_nysics, Tokyo,
Japan), H. Okamoto, and M. K_iyanua (Tokyo, University, Dept,
of Electronic Engineerlns, Tokyo, Japan).
D_EE Jmarnal of Quantum Electr0_ics r voL {_Z-I, Aug. 1965, p.
222, Z23. 5 refs.
Investisation of pressure dependence of the output of a L L_3-_
He-Ne gaseous laser in a relatively h_h pressure range. The
experimental results show:. (1) CW operation stops when the
total pressure ia higher than 8. 0 tort; (Z) the enhancement effect
in the afterglow becomes remarkably large as the pressure ap-
proaches the optimum vale for CW laser operation, and disap-
pears at total pressure higher than 4.0 tort; (3) high power pulse
is obtained at the beginning of the excitation at rather high pres-
sure. From the foregoin 8 experimental result8 and considerations,
the high power output reported by BoOt et ILl seems to be due to the
large population at the beginning of the acitetion paalse rather than
the afterglow period of the discharge. _g. F.
A66-11376
CHANGE OF OPTICAL PATH LENGTH IN LASER RODS WITHIN
THE PUMPING PERIOD.
H. Welling, C. J. Bickart, and H. G. Andresen (U. S. Army,
Electronics Command, Electronic Laboratories, Port Monznouth,
N.J.).
IEEE JC_rna/of Quantum Elect:onins_ voL GE-I, Aug. 1965, p.
223, 224.
l_eaeurement of the change of the optical pathlengths through
neodymium-doped glass and ruby laser rode within the optical
pumping period for a variety of pumping arrangements by _an8
of an interferometric technique. In particular, a nonuniform ch1_.llEe
of the optical path over the cross section of the laser rode ha8 been
investigated in order to deterlmlne it8 influence on the beans spread
characteristics of laser amplifiers, h/ogt of the experiments have
been performed with neodymium-doped glass laser rods. The in-
vestlgatlons of the optical pathlengthe should, therefore, be per-
formed at 10,600 _. In order to simplify the experiment a He-He
laser with a wavelength of 6328 _ was selected for the il/u_ination
of the interferometer. }_. F.
£66-11420 #
A MEASUREMENT METHOD OF LOSSES IN AN OPTICAL
RESONATOR.
U. W. Troitskii.
_R.adiotekhnika i Elel<tro_ika voL I0, May 1965, p. 954-956. )
Radio EnEineerin s and Electronic Physics, voL I0, May 1965, p.
814-816. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-25589 15-16]
A66-11421 #
LASER WITH CYIA_DRICAL MDRROR_.
W. M. Klement'ev and Is. D. Kolomnikov.
(R.adlotekhnika i Elektronikae voL 10, May 1965, p. 956, 957. )
Radio En_ineerin_ and Electronic Physics, voL i0, May 1965, p.
816. 817. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-25590 15-16]
A66-11449
A6&11422 _
OPEI%ATION OF A LASER OH AN MIXTURE OF He-Ne WITH
D_SCHA_GE IN A HOLLOW CATHODE.
V. P. Cheboteev and V. V. Pokasov.
_I_diotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 10, May 1965, p. 958-960. )
Ra_o grilL-]_nesting and Electronic Physics, voL 10, May 1965, p.
817-819. TranSlation.
[Per abstract nee Accession no. A65-ZS591 15-16]
SATURATION EFFECTS IN SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION OF
LIGHT U_NO UNFOCUSED LA_F_ _ _ _
Charles C. Wang and George W. R&cet_e (Philco Corp., Applied
Research Laboratory, Blue Bell, Pa. ).
3ourn_l of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Oct. I_5, p. 3_81-3284.
17 refs.
The theory of second-harmonic generation of light was examined
with p_rticul_r emphasis on the saturation effects occurring at high
la|sr power levels: The nonlinear couple_ h_xweU's equations
were solved appronlmately to yield solutions of simple form. The
effect of beazn divergence was "=ken into account by sveraging the
solution OVer the entire angular sprsad of the laser beam. The
second harmonic thus generated is seen to be proportiona_ to the
3/_ pOWer of the laser power independently of the length of the
cry_t_l in long crystals. Experimental data is good agreement with
the theory are presented. (Author)
1_-!1446
ELECTRICAL AND SPECTROGRAPHIC STUDY OF A DOUBLE-
PULSED FLASHTUBE AS APPLIED TO LASER PUMPING.
Petrlul V. Avlzonis and Tony Legato (USJ_F, Systems Comrnand_
Research and Technology Div. , Weapon8 Laboratory, Kirtland
AFB, N.Mex. ).
Journal of A_lied Ph},sicl, vni. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 3302-3307.
el relS.
ARPA-eupported rest.arch.
Lr_citetion of ruby lasers by means of doubie-pu_nped high-
intensity helical flashtubes of approximately 10 -4 sec flash
dUration i8 described. E1ectrlcal discharge parameters for double-
pulle operation of the helical llaehtubes were correlated experi-
mentally and theoretically with maximum loading possible for such
tubel. Time-resolved spectra el such dilchargel were oblu_ined
and plasma temperatures were computed from the xenon continuum.
Temperaturel thus computed varied from I to 2 ev and were
correlated with peak discharge currents. The laser energy obtained
from luch excitation of rubies was found to be the same as that
from normal (I msec or longer) discharges having the same pump
energy, but the power in the taler beam was proportionately
increaled with the decrease in the excitation time. (Author)
A_-11448
TRAVELING-WAVE RUBY LASER WITH A PASSIVE OPTICAL
L_OLATOR.
M. Hercher, Lg. Young, and C. B. Smoyer (Rochester University,
College of Engineering and Applied Science, Institute of Optics,
Rochester, N.Y. ).
Journal of Applied Ph_ins, vni. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 3351.
USAF- suppor ted research.
Description Of a method Of obtaining traveling-wave oscillations
in • ruby-L_ser resonator through the use of a passive optical
isolator, thus eliminating the need for a Faraday rotator and an
sttendint magnetic field. In this method a passive optical isolator
i8 used which introduces equal losses lOr both clockwise and counter-
clockwise traveling waves, but feeds back part of the loss _rom one
of the traveling waves into the direction associated with the other
traveling wave. A.B.K.
A66-11449
INFRARED LASER INTERFEROM.ETRY UTILIZING QUANTUM-
ELECTRONIC CROSS I_ODULATION.
R. 3. Freiberg, L. A. Weaver, and _. T. Verdeyen (Illinois,
University, Urb_ua, I11. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 56, Oct. 1965, p. 5552.
Contract No. AF 19(682}-3307.
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Description of a quantorn-electronic cross-modulation effect
noted while monitoring infrared-laser interferometric fringes. As
a result of experiments carried out using a gas laser oscillating on
the 3.39-/_ transition in neon, it is found that the strong coupling
between laser intensity and certain noniasering line intensities
permits the rapid fringing of the coherent infrared radiation to be
observed by viewing visible incoherent sidelight. A practical conse-
quence of this effect is said to be that the laser interferometer can
be operated in the far infrared while using only visible detection
equipment. A.B.K.
A66-11451
COMMENTS ON THE MECHANISM OF THE 337-MICRON CN
LASER.
H. P. Broida (California, University, Santa Barbara, Calif. ),
K. M. Evenson (Natlonal Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. ),
and T. T. Kiku_hi (General Motors Corp. , Defense Research Labo-
ratories, Santa Barbara, Calif.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Oct. 1965, p. 3355. I[ refs.
Consideration of a suggested (by Chantry et al) laser transition
at 337 D in the vibrational state v = 2 of the ground electronic state
XZZ_ of CN from the rotational level K = 8 to K = 7. A number of
other possible transitions, in addition to the one suggested, are
cited. Calculations of minimum formation rates of CN for main-
taining population inversion are said to indicate the difficulty of
obtaining the laser transition at 337 /_ by the model suggested by
Chantry et al. A.B.K.
A66-11454
OPTICAL DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES.
D. W. Jackson (Stanford University, Stanford Electronics
Laboratories, Stanford, Calif. ).
IN: WESCON/65; PROCEEDINGS OF THE WESTERN ELEC-
TRONIC SHOW AND CONVENTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. ,
AUGUST Z4-ZY, 1965, TECHNICAL PAPERS. PART 6 - INSTRU-
MENTS AND MEASUREMENT. [A66-i1452 02-14]
North Hollywood, Calif. , Western Periodicals Co. , 1965. 4 p.
6 refs.
Study of an attempt to resolve some of the difficulties involved
in applications of lasers, and to extend their adaptability. Some
of the problems studied are obtainment of the required high degree
of mechanical stability, detection of movements of less than one
micron, restoring a "dirty" laser beam to a diffraction-limited
beam, evaluation of cube-corner retroreflectors, and noise sup-
pression of gas lasers. It is concluded that the solutions which
are found improve interferometry and radar systems, and allow
successful holography. B.B.
A66.11455
SURVEY OF U.S. LASER APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS.
W. H. Huntley, Jr. (Stanford University, Stanford Electronics
Laboratories, Stanford, Calif. ).
IN: WESCON/65; PROCEEDINGS OF THE WESTERN ELEC-
TRONIC SHOW AND CONVENTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. ,
AUGUST Z4-ZY, 1965, TECIINICAL PAPERS. PART 6 - INSTRU-
MENTS AND MEASUREMENT. [A66-1145Z 02-14]
North Hollywood, Calif. , Western Periodicals Co. , 1965. 5 p.
5 refs,
Outline of the development in the U.S. of laser applications,
which are no._ the major portion of government-supported and
privately _inanced laler activity. The governmental agencies
providing major applications support are tabulated, and the larger
programs in progr.._s$ are illustrated with specific examples. The
relationship between basic research, with resultant device improve-
ment, and applications programs are discussed. It is concluded
that early emphasis on basic dev,ces has provided rapid improve-
ment in laser characteristics, and that there will be a continuing
challenge to engineers to apply these new devices to the many pre-
viously unsolvable problems. B.B.
A66-11477
THEORY OF LASER CASCADES.
H. Haken (Stuttgart, Technische Hochschule. Institut ft[r theoretische
und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West Germany), R. Der Agobian,
and M. Pauthier (Laboratoire Central de Te'le'conu-nunications,
Paris, France).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, Section A, vol. 140, Oct. 18, 1965,
p. A437-A447. 31 refs.
Two- and three-step laser cascades have been recently detected
experimentally in He-Ne mixtures and in pure neon. In the present
paper a two-step cascade is treated in detail theoretically, starting
with the density-matrix formulation. The corresponding equations
can be simplified to rate equations under an assumption about the
relative size of certain phase-memory times, which seems well
justified in the present case. Because there are usually only minor
differences in the results between a gaseous laser and a solid-state
laser with an inhomogeneously broadened line, and because the math-
ematical treatment of the gas laser is more involved, the so!id-
state case will be treated here. The laser condition for both the
lower and upper transitions is derived for the most general case,
i. e. , that all three levels are pumped. Finally, a special two-step
cascade is treated in detail. The results are in qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental findings, although a quantitative com-
parison is still impeded by the lack of an exact knowledge of some
of the parameters, especially the radiative [inewidth. (Author)
£86-116@2
MODULATION TECHNIQUE IN LASER BEAM TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS [MODULATIONSVERFAHREN BEI DER NACHRICHTENOBER-
TRAGUNG MIT LASER-STRAHLUNG].
Gerhard Blechert (Aachen, Technische Hochschule, Institut fflr
Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik, Aachen, West Germany).
VDI Zeitschrift, vol. 107, no. Z9, 1965, p. 1395-1398. 18 refs.
In German.
Discussion of possible, future laser beam uses in telecornrnunica-
tions systems and of the technical problems which must be solved
before these systems are realized. It is noted that the capability
of carrying a multitude of signals simultaneously with a single beam
is a property unique to a laser beam; this capability gives the laser
a fundamental advantage over all other known communication tech-
niques. Various laser beam modulation methods are assessed as
ways of improving current technology and as grounds for further
developments in this field. V.Z.
A66-11727
THE ROLE OF MULTIPHOTON PROCESSES IN ESTABLISHING
THE LLMITING POWER OF QUANTUM OSCILLATORS.
F. V. Bunkin and A. M. Prokhorov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental' noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48, Apr.
1965, p. 1084-1086, )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. Zl, Oct. 1965, p. 7Z5, 7Z6. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z60Z5 15-26]
A66-11728
INTERACTION OF LASER MODES.
L. A. Ostrovskii (Gorlkovskii Goshdarsrvennyi Universitet, Radio-
fizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48, Apr.
1965, p. I087-I096. )
Soviet Physics -3ETP, vol. Zl, Oct. 1965, p. 727-73Z. Ii refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z60Z6 15-16]
A66-11820
INTERFERENCE MIRRORS OF ALTERNATING LAYERS OF LEAD
OXIDE AND CRYOLITE.
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Iu. V. Naboikin and N. L. Krarnarenko (Akademiia Nauk Ukraiuskoi -
SSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii Institut Nizkikh TemperaDar, Kharkov,
Ukrainian SSR).
(Prihor)r i Tekhnika Eksperixnenta, voL 10, ]Mar.-Apr. 1965, p.
189, 190. )
Instruments and Experimental Techniques, Oct t 1965, p. 442, 443.
Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z6039 15-16]
A66-11841
WONI.I_EAR PROPERTIES OF A LASER AS AN AMPLIFIER [O
NELINELNY_Q4 SVOISTVAKH LAZERA KAK USILITELIA].
T. M. Illinova and R. V. _okhlov (_4oskovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Un_versitet, Moscow, USSR).
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. 5, 1965, p. 899-908. 9 refs. In Russlan.
Discussion of the propagation of pulse signal in a laser-type
traveling-wave amplifier. It is shown that if the damping of the
medium, _, is less than a certain threshold value, all input ]maises
of the system take the shape of stationary pulses, while for _values
higher than the threshold value, all input signals will attenuate.
The intensity, duration, and total energy of a stationary signal are
defzned by nonresonant losses and relaxation time. V.P.
A&6-11842
PERIODIC AUTOMODULATION OF RADIATION AND THE POSsi-
BILITY OF GENERATING GIANT PULSES IN A THREE-LEVEL
LASER WITH AN INHOMOGENEOUSLY EXCITED ACTIVE MEDIUM
[0 PERIODICHESKOI AVTOMODULIATSII IZLUCHENIIA I VOZ-
MOZHNOSTI GENERATSII "GIOANTSKIKH" I_IPULmSOV V TREI_qU-
ROVNEVOM OKG S NEODNORODNO PODSVECHENNYM RABOCHIM
VESHCHESTVOM].
V. I. Bespalov and E. I. lakubovich (Oorrkovsk/i C, osudarstvennyl
Universitet, Nauchno-lasledovatellskii R_diofiaicheskii ]ns_itut,
Cork/, USSR).
Radiofizika, vO1. 8, no. 5, 1965, p. 909-919. In Russian.
investigation of the effect of inhomogeneous excitation Of the
active medium on single-mode operation of lasers, using a laser
model containing two differently excited specimens located in homo-
geneous regions of the resonator field. _ is shown that in such sys-
tems periodic modulation of the emission can be observed and that
under certain conditions giant pulses can be generated. A.B.K.
A66-11843
MASER WITH SINUSOLDAL FIELD DISTRIBUTION. IV - THE CASE
OF AN ARBITRARY FIELD VALUE [MOLEKULIARNYI GENERATOR
S SINUSOLDAL'NYM RASPREDELENLEM POLIA. IV - SLUCHAI
PROIZVOL'NOI VELICHI.NY POLIA].
V. B. Tsaregradsk/i (C-orVkovsk/i Cosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Corki, USSR).
Radiofiz_ka, vol. 8, no. 5, 1965, p. 920-923. 5 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the osc111ations Of a maser with a sinusoidal dis-
tribution of the resonator field (of arbitrary amplitude) along the
axis of molecular motion. A solution of the problem is obtained on
the basis of an expression for the polarization of the molecular beam
and the equa_/ons for stationary amplitudes and phases, previously
derived by the author. The an_plitude-frequency characteristics of
the maser are obtained. The existence of two self-oscillating regimes
of different frequency is demonstrated. A comparison with the results
obtained for an arbitrary nonuniform resonator field is included.
V.P.
A66-12003
AMPLIFICATION OF THE RADIATION OF A CO_ LASER BY
CARBON DIOXIDE EXCITED AT HIGH FREQUENCY [AMPLIFICA-
TION DU RAYONNEMENT D'UN LASER A CO z PAR DU GAZ
CARBONIQUE EXCITE EN HAUTE FREQUENCEI
Robert Farrenq, Claude Meyer, Colette Ro|setti, L_cien Dorbec,
and Pierre Barchewitz (Paris, UniversitY, Laboratoire d'Infrarouge,
Chimie Physique, Orsay, Seine-et-Oise; Soci_t_ Anonyn%e de
T_l_communications, Laboratoire de Physique, Paris, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z61, no. 14,
Oct. 4, 1965, p. 2617-Z6Z0. 7 refs. In French.
A66-12203
Measurement of the linear coefficient of amplification of carbon
dioxide subjected to a high-frequency excitation field. The relation-
ship of the populations of two vibration levels (00. l and 10.0 °) is
determined. For pure CO 2, the ratio N 00.1 ° to N 10. 0 ° is 1.43;
for a CO 2 - N z mixture, the ratio is I. 55. F.R.L.
A66-12065 #
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING [STYMULOWANE ROZPROSZE-
NIE RA_OWSKIE].
Roman h4ierzecki (Warszawa, Universytet, Instytut Fizyki, Katedra
Optyk/, Warsaw, Poland).
,_n A:_ :to ..¢. T_
Postep), Fizyki, voi. i6, no. 4, i_65. p ...............
Polish.
Survey of the current status of theoretical and experimental
studies of a variant of the Rarnan effect encountered in the scattering
of laser light in various substances. The paper is based on foreign
publications published up to Aug. 1964. V.P.
A66-12086
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF THE INJECTION LASER.
R. F. Kazarinov, O. V. Konstantinov, V. I. Pere[', and A. L.
Efros (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii institut,
Leningrad, USSR).
(Fizika Tverdo_o Tela, voi. 7, _lay [965, p. 1506-1516. )
Soviet Physics -Solid State, vol. 7, Nov. 1965, p. IZI0-1ZI7.
14 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z8487 17-16]
A66-12091
POSSIBILITY OF CREATING A SUPERCONDUCTING STATE IN
UNDOPED SEM/CONDUCTORS BY ILLUM/NATION WITH A
POWERFUL LASER.
A. S. Selivanenko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
(Fizika Tverdo_o Tela0 voI. 7, May 1965, p. 1567, 1568. )
Soviet Physics -Solid State, vol. 7, Nov. 1965, p. 1263, 1264.
6 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-Z849Z 17-16]
A66-12202
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF FABRY-PEROT INTER-
FEROMETERS AND A RELATED ELECTROOPTIC MODULATOR.
V. N. Del Piano, Jr. and A. F. Quesada (Baird-Atomic, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
(Optical Society of Arnerica_ Annual Meetin_ 49th! New York,
N.Y. r Oct. 7-% 1964, Paper.)
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 1386-1390. 7 refs.
USAF- supported research.
The effects of various types of imperfectio*_s on the transmis-
sion characteristics of a Fabry-Perot i/nterferometer have been
investigated experimentally, It was found that for light from a
laser source, incident normally on an interferometer whose plates
have a reflectivity in the neighborhood of 90_0, angular misalign-
ments as small as A/Z5 could seriously degrade the peak value and
ha/I-width of the transmission curve. When an electroop_ic crystal
was added to make the interferometer function as a modulator, a
further deterioration of performance was observed. The results
were compared with theoretically derived transmission functions
and found to be in satisfactory agreement. (Author)
£66-12203
THE OPTICAL WHISPERING MODE OF POLISHED CYLINDERS
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN LASER TECHNOLOGY.
Franklin G. Reick (International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.,
ITT Data and Information Systems Div., Nutley, N.J. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 1395-1399. Z0 refs.
Experimental evidence is given showing that light tangent to an
optically clear polished cylinder can refract into the cylinder and
be trapped within the whispering mode. This trapped light then
spirals internally at very small angles to the radius and is difficult
to observe from the outside. When a step is machined on one end
of the rod this light then becomes visible. It can be demonstrated
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that both clockwise and counterclockwise modes can exist in such
a system. The implications of such an effect in the pumping of
polished cylindrical lasers are discussed. (Author)
A66-12204
LOSSLESS CONVERSION OF A PLANE LASER WAVE TO A PLANE
WAVE OF UNIFORM IRB.ADLANCE.
B. Roy Frieden (Rochester, University, Institute of Optics,
Rochester, N.Y. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 1400-1403. 6 rels.
NASA-supported research.
Interest has recently been shown in methods of converting the
plane wave from a laser in the uniphase TEM0, 0 mode to a plane
wave having (a) uniform irradiance over a required cross section,
and (b) all the power of the original beam. Two methods are pro-
posed for accomplishing these aims: one employs two plano-
aspheric lenses; the other requires a pair of selectively aberrated
lens systems. A computer program has been written which deter-
n-.ines the asph_i_, and one example Is presented. The aberra-
tions required of the second method are expressed algebraically in
terms ol known quantities. These aberrations could conceivably be
designed into a system of spherical lenses, by use of one of the
automatic lens design programs now extant. (Author)
A66- ! 2205
A STUDY OF PARTIAL COHERENCE AND ITS APPLICATION TO
THE COLLIMATION OF PULSED MULTIMODE LASER RADIATION.
W. S. C. Chang and N. R. Kilcoyne (Ohio State University, Dept.
of Electrical Engineermg, Antenna Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio),
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 1404-1411. 32 refs.
USAF- supported re search.
Classic al coherence theory as presented by Wolf with the modi-
fication proposed by Neugebauer is used to describe mathematically
and experimentally the collimation and focusing of the time-averaged
intensity of pulsed multimode laser radiation. Measurements of the
double-slit Fraunhofer pattern and the near and far zone intensity
patterns were made on two pulsed ruby lasers by both still and
streak photography to examine the spatial coherence and the collima-
tion of the beam. Our result showed that the time-averaged collima-
tion and focusing characteristics of the beam can be treated as the
superposition of noncoupled spatially coherent modes. (Author)
A66-12206
STUDY OF HELIUM-NEON LASER AMPLIFICATION AT 3.39 _.
G. K. Moeller and T. K. McCubbin, Jr. (Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, Dept. of Physics, University Park, Pa.).
Applied optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 141Z-1415.
USAF- supported research.
The dependence of the gain of a helium-neon laser amplifier
for 3.39-/g radiation as a function of input signal power, discharge
current, mixture ratio, and total gas pressure has been investigated.
A display of these results in the form of plots of the contours of
constant amplification on the discharge current-pressure plane for
various mixture ratios shows ridges of maximum gain running in
the direction of increasing current and decreasing pressure. At
high helium-to-neon ratios the ridge has two peaks. The saturation
of the gain with input signal has been observed for a wide range of
conditions and is in agreement with the theory ol White et al.
(Author)
A66-12215
A NOTE ON LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION OF MULTIVARLABLE
FUNCTIONS BY THE MONTE CARLO METHOD.
Takao Tsuda and Hiroshi Matsumoto (Kyoto University, Dept.
of Electronlc Engineering, Kyoto, Japan).
Association for Computin_ Machiner ,_ourn_l, voi, 13, Jan.
i'966, p..143-150.
The feasibility of Monte Carlo linear extrapolation of
multivariable functions is discussed. The method considered
is a modified version of the Monte Carlo method for linear
interpolation, An effective truncation procedure is introduced,
which not only economizes the machine time to a great extent,
but also serves for the purpose of variance reduction. A few
examples were tested, all of which have shown that the n]ethod
is promising. (Author)
A66-12217
M2LGNIFICATION OF SMALL RAY DEVIATIONS BY LASER RODS
WITH BREWSTER-ANGLE ENDS.
James N. Bradford (U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
D.C.).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 1511, 151Z.
Analysis of some discrepancies in measurements on the beam-
spread introduced by refractive inhomogeneities in large ruby rods.
It was discovered that the discrepancy resulted from the fact that
the two sets of measurements had been made with different rod
geometries. The discrepancies arose from the introdgzction of
angular magnification by the Brewster-angle geometry. A simple
analysis is noted which may be helpIul to those who design and
evaluate laser systems in which beam divergence is critical. The
average or mean magnification is found to be in substantial agree-
ment with the discrenancies which had to be resolved. M.F.
A66-12293
DIFFRACTION SYNCHRONIZATION OF LASERS.
N. G. Basov, E. M. Belenov, and V. S. Letokhov (Akademiia Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 35, June 1965, p. 1098-1105. )
Soviet Ph)isics - Technical Physics, vol. I0, Dec. 1965, p. 845-850.
IZ refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A65-28538 17-16]
A66.12303
BREADTH OF DECAY QUANTA IN GAS LASERS.
J. A. White (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. ;
Maryland, University, College Park, Md. ).
Optical Society of America, Journal, vol. 55, Nov. 1965, p. 1436-
144Z. 5 refs.
Expressions for the dependencies of the linewidths on the
energies and lifetimes of states other than those directly involved in
the spontaneous transitions and on the intensity of the coherent
radiation, for laser oscillations near and far above threshold in the
limits that the quanta of energy emitted spontaneously are either
much larger or much smaller than the quanta emitted coherently.
It is suggested that the fine structure might be useful for precise
spectroscopic determinations of a few atomic energy level separation
and natural lifetimes and for studies of hroadenings arising from
atomic collisions and interactions with intense radiation. M.F.
A66-12308
GAIN AND BANDWIDTH NARROWING IN A REGENERATIVE
He-Xe LASER AMPLIFIER.
Vern N. Smiley, Adolph L. Lewis, and David K. Forbes (U. S.
Navy, Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, Calif. ).
Optical Society of America, Journal, vol. 55, Nov. 1965,
p. 1552, 1553.
Experimental gain and bandwidth measurements for a He-Xe
regenerative laser amplifier operated at low input power levels.
It was found that the bandwidth narrowed with increasing gain at
low gain values hut narrowed less rapidly at higher gain values.
Many gain and bandwidth measurements of the amplifier were made
at different gain levels. Broadening mechanisms include vibration,
fluctuations in discharge intensity, and saturation. The first two
mechanisms can also produce narrowing and hence along with band-
width reading errors cause scatter in the data. Vibration is mini-
mized by mounting the oscillator and interferometer on a massive
vibration-isolated granite slab. Changes in discharge intensity and
hence single-pass gain are partially reduced by using a well-
regulated, constant current power supply. Saturation depends on
input intensity level and gain and in addition is frequency-dependent.
M.F.
A66-12422
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS.
G. Benedek and T. Greytak (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Dept. of Physics and Center for Materials Science and Engineering,
Cambridge_ Mass. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 16Z3-1629. 12 refs.
Contract No. ARPA SD-90.
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A66-12447
The development of monochromatic, intense, and hlghly direc-
tiona/ laser light sources has made it possible to measure accurate-
ly the velocity, ;he frequency, and the lifetimes of thermally excited
hypersonic sound waves. The technique employed is to study the
spectrum of _he light scattered from the thermally generated sound
waves in the medium. A theory is presented which demonstrates
explicitly the information contained in the intensity, the spectra/
positions, and spectra/widths of the scattered light. An experi-
mental system is a/so described to measure the spectrum. Pre-
Ilrnutary dataarepresentedon the velocity and lifetimes of _60c/s
sound waves in water and toluene. (Author)
£g_124_ =
LASER EXCITATION OF MODES IN X-CUT QUARTZ.
M. Katzman (Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif.),
Seymour Epstein, F. Molt= W. E. Bickne]/, and J. W. Strozyk
(U.S. Army, Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J. ).
IEEE, ProceedinBs , vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1635, 1636. 6 refs.
Data to demonstrate the extent to which lasers can excite, in
quartz, the elastic modes of a thick plate. Possible phenorneuoIogi-
cad energy coupling mechanisms are suggested. The experiments
consisted oL measuring the piezoelectric signs/ generated in quartz
between X-face electrodes during and after the single traversa/
through the specimen of a one kw (average pulse power), focused
and unfocused, rub7 laser beam. The X dimension was such that
the calculated resonant frequency for the X-extensional mode was
I25 kc. The plate was found to have additional resonances at 130
and 40 kc. It is noted that among the mechanisms for coupling laser
energy into elastic plate modes are optical rectification, false pyro-
electricity, and electrostriction. F, R. L.
A66..12437
THE RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE OF A SOL/D-STATE 35-Gc
RECEIVER.
P. R. Jordan and H. G. Pasca/ar (Space-Genera/ Corp., El Monte,
C_iI. ).
IEEE_ ProceedinBs, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1655, 1656.
Descrzption of the radiometric performance achieved with a
solid-state 35-C,c superheterodyne receiver. This receiver, when
used in a Dicke-type radiometer, results in an rms value of temper-
ature fluctuation equal to 0.Z°K for an integration time of 1 sec.
The performance is comparable to that obtained to date using masers
and parametric amplifiers. It is the result of employing an integral
structure incorporatxng a balanced mixer and a broadband ub/tran-
sistor IR preamplifier. A block diagram of the receiver is shown.
The total gain of the Ii% amplifier chain is 50 db. Successful opera-
lion is obtained with this rather low amplifier gain requ/rement as
a result of using a tunnel-diode square-law detector. The high
responsivity and low video impedance of the tunnel diode, together
with the low noise figure of the postdetection (video) amplifier,
effect a significant reduction in the predetection gain requirement.
The postdetection amplifier consists of a hybrid-type flat pack
mounted integrally with the rf portion of the square-law detector.
Some details of the solid-state receiver are shown. M.M.
A66-12439
ON THE DEPENDENCE OF He-Ne LASER DISCHARGE CURRENT
ON LASER ACTION.
G. Schiffner and F. Seifert (Wien, Technische Hochschule, Institut
fftr Hochfrequenztechnik, Vienna, Austria).
IEEEp Proceedings, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1657, 1658.
Research supported by the Ludwig Boltzmann-Geseilschaft.
Observation that the discharge current of a de-excited He-Ne
laser depends c_n laser action. If the beam inside the optical reso-
nator is interrupted_ the discharge current increases. The effect
is about a magnitude higher in the case of the visible than in the
case of the IR line. Pulsed laser action with a frequency of about
500 cps was attained by means of a rotating chopper arranged inside
the resonator. The discharge current and the intensity of laser
radiation were displayed on the screen of a double-bearn oscillo-
scope. It is suggested that the effects are observed because the
upper level of the laser transition is depopulated by laser action.
In noble gas discharges, the atoms are ionized by electrC_ impact,
stepwise populating higher and higher energy levels till ionization
energy is reached. Therefore, the depopulation of an energy level
near the ionization edge decreases the density of Ne-ions and of
electrcaus in the plasma. This causes a higher resistance of the
discharge and a lower current. M.F.
A66..12441
A WIDE TUNING RANGE L-BAND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER.
B. J. Walker (Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.).
IEE_ Proceedings, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1661, 1662. 5 refs.
Description of an experimental traveling-wave maser with an
exceptionally wide tuning range. Net gains in excess of 55 db have
Seen obtained over a frequency range of 1.4 to Z.0 Gc at a bath tem-
perature of 4. Z°K. Noise temperature did not exceed 17°K over this
frequency range. The slow-wave Structure used in this maser is
the meander-line tape structure analyzed by Butcher. Three mate-
5+
rials were investigated for possible use in this maser: Cr -doped
AI203 (ruby), Fe3+-doped TiOz, and Cr3+-doped TiO 2 (futile).
The resonance isolator material used in this amplifier was a gadolin
ium substituted yttrium iron garnet. 'The final amplifier consists of
two 7.5-in.-Iong sections, folded back to back, each containing two
subsections of different meander line widths. The net gain and
VSWR obtained with this maser are shown. M.F.
A66-12442
GaAs OPTICALLY COUPLED TRANSISTOR WITH A LASING
EMITTER.
R. F. Rutz, M. I. Nathan, A. E. M/chel, and J. C. iV_arinace
(International Business Machines Corp., Thomas J. Watson Re-
search Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1664. 5 refs.
Announcement of the operation of a GaAs optically coupled
transistor structure in which the emitter is lasing and in which
higher values Of the collection efflciency_ can be obtained. The
observation of high-frequency (i00 to 1200 Me) oscillation of this
structure is also reported. The device was operated at 4._°K
using current pulses up to l_sec in duration. The structure has
been operated as an O'ptically bistable element and as a frequency
modulator, and the details of its fabrication procedure have been
described. It is a GRAs laser with a channel etched in the p region
jNzrallel tO the reflecting ends. One part o_ the p region is fol-ward
W_ed and serves as the emitter and the other part is the collector.
the collector voltage V c is displayed on a h/gh-frequency oscillo-
scope, oscillations are sometimes observed near threshold. The
frequency varies from unit to unit from 100 to about 1200 Mc.
M,F.
A66-12445
PHASED ARRAY TYPE SCANNING OF A LASER BEAM.
A. Korpel (Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill.).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1666, 1667.
Description of a method of angular scanning of a laser beam
which makes use of the time coherence of laser light to form a
multiple beam phased array. The basic structure consists of Z
parallel mirrors, with amplitude reftectivities R I and R 2 and
aperture D, separated by a distance L. A beam of laser light of
diameter d enters the left mirror under an angle _ through a hole
in the mirror coating. By maltiple reflections a system of parallel
beams is formed, each of diameter d (neglecting diffraction} and
separation s = ZL sin _. in order to avoid resonant entrance condi-
tions, care is taken that the beams do not overlap. The direction
of the resultant (far-field) beam depends on the relative phase be-
tween neighboring near-field beams and can he made to vary by
varying the optical path length L. It also appears possible to use
a second mirror system to produce a phased array of near-field
line sources from the single line generated by the first mirror.
This would allow scanning in Z dimensions. F.R.L.
A66-12447
CUTOFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED IRRADIATION.
D. IV[. J. Compton, R. A. Cesena, J. F. Bryant, and B. L. Gehrnan
(General Dynamics Corp., General Atomic Div., San Diego, Calif. ).
IEEE_ Proceedinjls, vol. 53, Oct. 1965, p. 1668, 1669. 6 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-I1696.
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A66-12473
Demonstration that laser output from an optically pumped ruby
is temporarily quenched by a quite small dose of radiation delivered
in a pulsed manner. Pulses of electrons were used to provide,
through a ruby laser rod, a radiation dose that consisted of electrons
and brehmsstrahlung. The dose was measured using the adiabatic
temperature rise in a thermistor placed at the same position as the
laser rod. F.R.L.
A66.12473
PHOTOELECTRON STATISTICS FOR A PHOTOJVIULTIPLIER LIT
BY COHERENT AND NON-COHERENT LIGHT - ULTIMATE SEN-
SITIVITY LIMIT FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS [STATISTIQUE DES
PHOTOELECTRONS D' UN PHOTOMULTIPLICATEUR ECLAIRE
EN LUMLERES COHERENTE ET INCOHERENTE - LIMITE ULTIME
DE SENSIBILITE DES RECEPTEURS OPTIQUES ].
R. Marcy and J. Marguin (Compagnie Franqaise Thomson-Houston,
Service d' Etudes Techniques Avancees, t_agneux, France).
(Soci_te" Franc aise des Electroniciens et des Radioelectriciens,
Conference, Jan. 6, 1965, Paper. )
L'Onde Electrique, vol. 45, Sept. 1965, p. 1102-1109. In French.
A study of the ultimate sensitivity limits for optical receivers
and especially for photomultipliers, In order to measure the sen-
sitivity limits of the 150 AVP and the 150 CVP tubes without trouble
from thermal noise the receiver is cooled to the temperature of
liquid nitrogen. In these circumstances _vhen the level of the source
is extremely weak the photoelectrons displaced from the photo-
cathode appear at the output tube as discrete pulses distributed
randomly in time. The counting of the number of pulses within a
given time leads to a definition of the time probability for the emis-
sion of photoelectrons. This measurement has been made using
successively a conventional source in the form of a tungsten lamp
and a laser. In these two cases the probability law found is a Polsson
law. This result shows that the limit of sensitivity for an optical
receiver is the same with a conventional source as with a laser.
The latter can therefore form an emitting source of an optical cir-
cuit which makes it possible to use the advantage of high coherence
in the laser without being troubled by any loss of sensitivity which
might have been thought inherent in the use of it. (Author)
A66.12577
p-n 3UNCTION ELECTROLUMINESCENCE AND DIODE LASERS.
Henry T. Minden (Sperry Rand Corp. , Sperry Rand Research
Center, Sudbury, k4ass.).
IEEE Transactions on Parts. IVlaterials, and Packaging. vol. PMP-I,
Sept. 1965, p. 40-47. 41 refs.
Observation of electroluminescence in forward-biased semi-
conductor p-n junctions. The wavelength of the light varied with
the material, and the efficiency was about 10%. Fahry-Perot diodes
were observed to lame above threshold. This laser emission can be
modulated simply by modulating the input current. The stimulated
decay time was < 0. Z _sec. The additional facts that diodes have
been made to amplify light, and that various cooperative and quench-
ing effects have been observed in optically coupled chips are seen
to suggest the use of diode lasers as computer elements. R.A.F.
A66-12602 :_
DEPENDENCE OF THE POWER OUTPUT AND DURATION OF
RUBY-LASER PULSES ON PUMPING [ZAVISIMOST' VYKHODNOI
ENERGII i DLITEL'NOSTI GENERATSII RUBINOVOGO OKG OT
NAKACHKI].
R. I. Gintoft and A. M. Sarzhevskii (Akademii& Nauk Beloru,_skoi
SSR, Institut Fiziki. Minsk, Belorussian SSR},
Akademiia Nauk BSSR, Doklad_, vol. 9, Sept. 1965, p. 578-580.
In Russian.
Theoretical and experinuental investigation showing that, to ob-
tain maximum output power of a laser, there exist optimum pumping
conditions. It is noted that an increase in pumping power will at a
certain point decrease the output po_er, instead of increasing it, A




E. B. Brown (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn. ).
New York, Reinhold Publishing Corp. , 1965. 645 p.
$z5.
An extensive sk_mmary of essential facts about light and Optical
instruments and devices, including the laser and coherent light, is
offered to mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineers. The
complete physical background of geometrical optics is reviewed,
and the various types of lens systems are covered in detail. All
optical instruments are classified into a few fundamental types,
and pupils and apertures are discussed on a practical level. An ex-
position of image orientation in systems containing mirrors and
prisms is given, and a considerable mathematical development is
provided in the case of the Fourier transform analysis. An effort
has been made to compile a comprehensive bibliography to enable
individual readers to pursue in greater depth their specific interests
in particular fields. M.M.
A66.12627
NARROWING OF EMISSION BANDS OF A RUBY LASER WITH A
COMPOUND RESONATOR [SUZHENIE POLOSY IZLUCHENIIA
RUBINOVOGO LAZERA SO SLOZHNYM REZONATOROM].
F. A. Korolev and S. M. Mamedz_de (_oskovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Kafedra Optiki, Moscow. USSR).
Moskovskii Universitet, Vestnik, Seriia Ill - Fizika, Astronorniia,
vol. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1965, p. 91, 9Z. In Russian.
Use of a multiple light filter to narrow the emission bands of a
ruby laser with a multiplex resonator. The method is based on the
cancellation of excessive transmission maxima Iron] each of the two
simple light filters combined to form the multiple filter. R.A.F.
A66-12940
POSSIBLE MATERIALS FOR SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
AND FOR LASER ACTION.
C. B. van den Berg (N. V. Ronette piezoelectrische Industrie.
Laboratorium, Marum, Groningen, Netherlands).
Physics Status Solidi, vol. ll, no. 2, 1965, p. 617-628. 33 refs.
The possibility is discussed of obtaining laser action in the
group of crystals of composition [Me(lll)enb] X 5 with some ]k4e(IIl) =
Rh and/or Ir replaced by Cr(III); en - I, 2 diaminoethane. The op-
tical properties are nearly independent of the nature of X. Large
crystals of fine optical quality can be grown and the group contains
centrosyrnmetric as _ell as piezoelectric crystals. Apart from the
above possibility a second harmonic generating device is proposed
consisting of a single-crystal plate comprising alternate layers of
noncentrosvmmetric [Rh I _ xlrxen3]X 3 and [Rh I -x- GIrxC°(_en3]X3"
The Co(llI)-ions act as SHG-active centers and the periodic array
maintains coherence between the 2 _-waves. The device is not
limited to a specific crystallographic direction. There is no re-
striction by the aperture effect for the case in which the fundamental
frequency enters the device perpendicular and along a principal axis,
Construction of this periodic array appears to be possible. (Author)
A66-12975
LASER-CREATED PLASMAS [PLASMAS CREES PAR UN LASER].
P. Nelson (Commissariat h l'Energie Atomique, Paris, France).
IN: FRENCH SOCIETY OF PHYSICS, NATIONAL COLLOQUIUM
OF THE PHYSICS OF IONIZED MEDIA, IST, TOULOUSE, FRANCE,
MAY Z8, ZP, 1965 [SOCIETE FRANCA/SE DE PHYSIQUE, COLIb-
QUE NATIONAL DE PHYSIQUE DES MILIEUX IONISES, IST,
TOULOUSE, FRANCE, MAY Z8, Z9, 1965]. [A66-12965 03-25]
Journal de Physique, vol. Z6, Aug.-Sept. 1965, p. 476-48Z. 18
refs. In French.
Experimental measurements of plasma production by a laser,
producing good quantitative results leading to a theoretical inter-
pretation. When the beam of a pulsed laser is focused on a metallic
target, it makes a crater and produces an intense emission of ions,
electrons, and'X rays of a fev¢ key. These phenomena are produced
by the absorption of light by the skin effect. The beam of a pulsed
laser focused in a gas forms a sphere of very opaque ionized gas.
Ionization and absorption are due to multiphoton ionization. The
hydrodynamics of the ball are studied. F.R.L.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECTS OF FOCUSSING AN INTENSE
BEAM OF LIGHT IN A GAS [OBSERVATIONS DES EFFETS DE LA
FOCALISATION D I UN FAISCEAU LUMINEUX INTENSE DANS
UN GAZ
C. Breton, M. Capet, V. ChaL-_eton, D. Nguyen QuartS, and R.
Papoular (EURATOM and Commissariat it ltE_ergie Atomique,
Groupe de Recherches sur la Fusion, Fontenay-aux-Roses. Seine.
Fra_nce).
IN: FRENCH SOCIETY OF PHYSICS, NATIONAL COLLOQUIUM
OF THE PHYSICS OF IONIZED MEDIA, ]ST. TOULOUSE, FRANCE,
MAY Z8, 29, 1965 [SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE PHYSIQUE, COL/JO-
QTTI_ NATTO_4A L r3Y pT-l"W_"_T_C_)tT!t_ T'3_ 'k4"TT.tl_"_,Tt'_ Tf')N_: lST_
TOULOUSE, FRANCE, MAY Z80 29, 1965_ [A66olZ965 03-25]
Journal de Physic_ue, voL 26, Aug.-Sept. 1965, p. 490-493. In
French.
Light-induced discharges have been studied by time-resolved
spectroscopy and photography. Experiments have been performed
in nitrogen at pressures between I and Z5 atm, with a neodymium-
doped glass laser (L 06 it. 30Mw). The emitted spectrum starting
shortly before the breakdovrn and increasing during the laser pulse
is a continuum covering the near uv and visible regions. Its shape
does not depend noticeably upon the pressure or the beam intensity.
(Author)
INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS DRIFTING WITH
THE IONIZED GASES {INTERACTION DES CHAMPS ELECTRO-
MAGNETIOUES GLISSANTS AVEC LES GAZ IONISES].
J. M. Rocard (Litton Industries. Inc. , Beverly Hills, Calif. ).
IN: FRENCH SOCIETY OF PHYSICS, NATIONAL COLLOQUIUM
OF THE PHYSICS OF IONIZED MEDIA, ]ST, TOULOUSE, FRANCE,
MAY 28, 29, 1965 [SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE PHYSIQUE, COLLO-
(DUE NATIONAL DE PHYSIQUE DES MILIEUX IONISES. ]ST. TOU-
LOUSE, FRANCE, MAY 28. 29, 1965]. [A66-12965 03-25]
Journal de Physic_ue, voL 26, Aug.-Sept. 1965, p. 497-504. 6
refs. In French.
Conslderation of the importance of checking that the Lorentz
forces used in traveling-wave accelerators have always the same
direction, and that the magnetic induction is still important in spite
of plasma loading. Some properties of traveling fields, due to a
linear coil system fed by polyphased currents, are described
briefly. In particular, the end effects, which appear as "bumps"
in the profile of the magnetic induction along the accelerator axis,
may cause a deceleration of the ionized gas jet. This situation, it
is noted, can be avoided by a judicious configuration of the coil
system. The interactions of the ionized gas with the field-producin_
currents can introduce some instabilities which, in turn, react
on the traveling field itself. These effects are avoided when the
poIyphased networks are tuned in a completely syrnnuetric manner.
M._M.
A66-12994
A CONSIDERATION OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER.
Alan J. McCartney (U.S. Army, Medical Research Laboratory,
Div. of Biophysics, Fort Knox, Ky. ).
Military Medicine, vol. 130, Nov. I%5, p. 1069-1077. 39 refs.
Description of the physical properties of laser radiation, witll
an attempt to correlate these properties with observed biological
effects. The effects are described with reference to intact anirna/s,
primate eyes, skin, and malignant tumors of animal and human
origin. It is considered that within the present state of the tech-
nology, laser radiation does not represent a lethal hazard to man.
It is, however, capable of inflicting severe damage on the unprotected
eye, and all due safety precautions should be observed. The rapid
development of laser technology ensures an increasingly important
role for the laser. In medicine, preliminary reports indicate




W. B. Wrigley (Lock.heed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed-Georgia Co. ,
Research Laboratory, Marietta, Ga. ).
Lockheed Georgia _uarterly, vol. 2, no. 3, 1965, p. 8-13.
A66-13097
Speculation on the extent that optical methods may be applied
to the burgeoning field of data processing. Aspects of the storage
of data and its manipulation are considered, and the advantages
and capabilities of holographic techniques are indicated. The
phenomenon of holography is described and illustrated through the
production of a 3-D hologram. Another improved application of
optical data processing techniques which is described concerns
pattern recognition using matched filters; the fabrication and usage
of matched filters is outlined, their selectivity is illustrated, and
their advantages and shortcomings are pointed out. B.B.
A66- ! 3002
INTERNAL SELF D.%_J_.CE OF P.U--nY AND .Nd-GLAS5 LAbEg_
P. V. Avizonis and T. Farrington.
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. 15, 1965, p. 205, Z06.
ARPA-suppo rted research.
Summary of data on internal bubble formation and cracking in
the rods of Q-switched ruby and Nd-glass lasers. The damage was
determined to be strictly due to laser light. The energy damage
threshold - based on the appearance of bubbles inside the laser
material on the first shot of a laser rod - was measured for both
types of material. Damage in Nd-glass rods was due to platinum
inclusions in the glass; the mechanism of internal damage to
the rubies is not known. R-A. F.
A66-I_
PRESSURE-TUNED PbSe DIODE LASER.
J. M. Besson, W. Paui (Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.),
J. F. Butler, A. R. Calawa, and R. H. Rediker (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. 15, 1965, p. Z06-Z08. il refs.
Research supported by Harvard University; Contracts No. ARPA
SD-88; No. Nonr-1866(10).
Experimental observation of the shift to longer wavelengths with
increasil%g hydrostatic pressure of the coherent and spontaneous
emission from PbSe diode lasers. The position of the dominant cavity
modes at each pressure is plotted vs pressure. The variation is
nearlylinear with a alope of -8. 50 x I0 "6 ev/bar, which is believed
to correspond to the pressure coefficient of the peak of the spontane-
ous emission. This value is seen to be in substantial agreement
with the pressure coefficient of -9 x I0 -6 ev/bar of the optical absorp-
tion edge. R* A. F*
A_6-13006
THE POLAR/ZATION OF LIGHT FROM Nd3+-GLASS LASERS.
Sun Lu and T. A. Rabson (William Marsh Rice University, Houston,
Tex. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Oct. 15, 1965, p. zig, 220.
Grant No. NsG-6-59.
Polarization measurement, with a time resolution <I _sec, of
light from a glass laser doped with 2_ Nd 3+. The beam was split,
into six identical components and an a/%alysis made, using several
polarization analyzers, a quarter-wave plate, and six photomultiplier
detectors. Since no spatial variation in polarization across the cross
section of the beam can be measured with this technique, the polariza-
tion reported can be considered the lower limit on the percent polar-
iaation of the light contained in any subarea of the beam's cross sec-
tion. Data indicate that the polarization of the i. 06-@ light emitted
by a Z_0 Nd3+-doped pulsed laser changes from spike to spike. The
percentage of polarized light from the laser appears to increase
with lower pumping energies. The measured Stokes' parameters
and the percent poiarization of successive output spikes are tahuiated.
R.A.F.
A66-13097
ON THE FILAMENTS IN A TYPICAL LASER WITH PLANE PARAL-
LEL MIRRORS.
Helmut K. V. Lotsch (Northrop Corp. , Northrop Space Laboratories,
Hawthorne, CalL{. ).
Zeitschrift fflr an_ewandte Mathematik und Physik, vol. 16, Sept.
Zb, 1965, p. 704-706. 7 refs.
Development of an expression lot the intensity distribution which,
in a Fabry-P_rot interferometer, in the case ol a large Fresnei num-
ber, produces resonant waves. Based on the theoretical results, a
model _or the filament-lorrn laser mechanism is produced for the put




THEORY OF MAGNETIC EFFECTS IN OPTICAL MASER AMPLI-
FIERS AND OSCILLATORS.
C. V. Heer and R. D. Graft (Ohio State University, Dept. of Physics
Columbus, Ohio).
Physical Review, Znd Series, Section A, voh 140, Nov. 15, 1965,
p. AI088-A1104. 34 refs.
Grant No. NsG-552.
Development of a theoretical model for the behavior of an
optical maser medium in a static magnetic field of arbitrary strength
in the Z direction and in an electromagnetic field composed of travel-
ing waves with both states of polarization and with both +z and -z
directions. An integral formulation of a truncated phenomenologic
density matrix is introduced to treat the degeneracy of the atomic
energy levels within the natural width. This integral is an exact
solution of the phenornenological differential equation for the density
matrix which was introduced by Wilcox and Lamb. The inherent
degeneracy in the electromagnetic field is included by treating the
field in a classical manner. The integral formulation is xte,at_d to
yield the first- and third-order contributions to the electric polariza-
tion vector P in a spatial element dr, and the electric field and the
electric polarization are made self-consistent in this spatial element
by using coefficients in Maxwell's equations which are slowly varying
functions of position and time. Several specific cases are discussed.
R.A.F.
A66.13205
MEASUREMENT OF THE ENERGY AND POWER OF LASERS.
R. A. Valitov, lu. A. Kalinin, and V. M. Kuz I michev.
(IzmeritePnaia Tekhnika, May 1965, p. 37-41.)
Measurement Techniques, May 1965, p. 438-443. 36 refs. Transla
tion.
Discussion of means for measuring the pulse energy and power
of lasers under continuous operating conditions. Calorimeters and
ponderomotive meters are currently being used, as are meters
based on the photoelectric effect of radiation. Calorimetric meters
are the most widely used, as they are simple to make and operate,
are easy to calibrate, and can be employed as absolute energy and
power meters. The use of calorimeters with solid absorbing-loads
is apparently restricted to small and medium-energy lasers. Liquid
calorimeters or ponderomotive meters are used to measure energy
and power at high levels. High-level energy can also be measured
by means of calibrated optical radiation attenuators. R.A.F.
A66.13233
PHYSICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF LASERS [PHYSIKALISCHE
GRUNDLAOEN DES LASERS].
H. Freitag.
Internationale Elektronische Rundschau, vol. 19, Jan. 1965,
p. II-14. In German.
Explanation of laser operation for communications engineers.
As the operation of lasers is based on laws of atomic physics with
which the communications engineer is not necessarily familiar,
some of the basic principles are presented in a manner expected to
be understandable to the normal communications engineer. The
concepts of population inversion and induced emission are introducec
and the principal optical apparatus is described. R. A, F.
A66- ! 3247
INVESTIGATION OF A LASER TRIGGERED SPARK GAP,
Winston K. Pendleton (USAF, Air University, Institute of Tech-
nology, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio) and Arthur H. Guenther
(USAF, Systems Command, Relearch and Technology Div. ,
Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland'AFB, N, Mex. ).
(American Nuclear Society, Meeting, Ann Arbor, Mich. , Apr. 1964,
Review oS Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, Nov. 1965, p. 1546-1550,
II refs.
The influence of parameters affecting the laser triggering of a
high voltage electrical sphere-sphere gap has been experimentally
investigated. Of primary interest was the delay time between ar-
rival of the laser pulse and current flow across the gap. This delay
was studied as a function of total laser beam power (0-80 MW);
dielectric gas (SF6, N2, air); gas pressure (I00-1400 torr); elec-
trode spacing (0.4-i. 5 cm); gap electric field (I0-i00 kV/cm); and
focus point location between two 5 cm diam stainless steel spheres.
Delay times less than 10 nsec were observed in SF 6 at atmospheric
pressure with corresponding low jitter. For the cases studied delay
times varied inversely with the electric field, gas pressure, and
focus point dlstance from the anode surface. Above a certain laser
beam power the delay time was not a significant function of laser
power for the range studied. Applications of laser triggering are
discussed with a description of current and future research areas.
(Author)
A66-13248
LASER PHOTOGRAPHY OF HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES.
Warren V. Trammell (General Motors Corp., Defense Research
Laboratories, Santa Barbara, Calif.).
Review of Scientific instrttments, vol. 36, Nov. 1965, p. 1551-1553.
Description of a photographic system which is capable of taking
photographs of hypervelocity projectiles in a free-flight range. The
systen_ _un_ts of a Q-switched laser, a slmple lens camera, and
related triggering circuitry. The film size is 73 x 95 mm which
permits an image-object ratio of two. Typical photographs of in-_
flight projectiles traveling between 6.4 and 7.1 km/sec are presented.
M.F.
A_- 13260
QUANTUM STATISTICAL DYNAM/CS OF LASER AMPLIFIERS.
A. E. Glassgold (New York University, New York, N.Y.) and
D. Holliday (RAND Corp., Santa Monies, Calif. ).
Ph).sics Letters, vol. 17, July 15, 1965, p. Z49, 250, 5 refs.
Army-supported research.
Application of a quantum statistical procedure for analyzing
radiation fields interacting with other systems to a model laser
amplifier consisting of a single mode of the radiation field inter-
acting with an exciting system of two-state pumping molecules
and with a damping system of oscillators. The complete solution
for the density matrix of the radiation field is derived for arbitrary
initial fields, the essential step being the introduction of a particular
complete set of orthogonal operators for expanding the density
matrix. A. B. K.
A66.13278 #
THE INFLUENCE OF CRYSTALLINE TEXTURE ON ELECTRON
SPIN RESONANCE LINEWIDTHS IN SYNTHETIC RUBY.
D. A. Curtis, C. J. Kirkby, and J. S. Thorp (Durham, University,
Dept. of Applied Physics, Durham, England).
British Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 16, Nov. 1965, p. 1681-1685.
6 refs.
Measurement of the widths of the - i/g to - 3/2 and - i/2 to + 3/Z
transitions in synthetic vapor-phase ruby as a function of polar angle
e for specimens showing different degrees of mosaic imperfection.
Anisotropic line broadening was observed with maxima near _ • 45 °.
The magnitude of the broadening was proportional to the mean mosaic
misorientation giving an increase in total linewidth of up to two times
for misorientations of less than 1°. M.F.
A66.13307
NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER WITH SINGLE PULSE DURATION
CLOSE TO THE LIMIT.
V. I. Malyshev, A. S. Markin, V. S. Petrov, I. i. hevkoev, and
A. F. Vompe (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow,
USSR).
(ZHETF Pistma v Redaktsiiu, voI. I, June 15, 1965, p. II. )
JETP Letters, vol. I, June 15, 1965, p. 159, 160. 7 refs. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see Accession no. A66-10Z6Z 01-16]
A66.13308
OBSERVATION OF A FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE AND
OF A CONCENTRATED LONG LIVED IONIZATION CLOUD DUE
TO A SHOCK WAVE FROM A SPARK IN A LASER BEAM.
G. A. Askar'ian, M. S. Rabinovich, M. M. Savchcnko, and A. D.
Smirnova (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow,
USSR).
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. I, June 15, 1965, p. 18. )
JETP Letters, vol. I, June 15, 1965, p. 16Z-164. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A66-I0265 01-16]
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A&6-13310
EFFECT OF A FOCUSED RUBY-LA.SER BEAM ON THE RUBY.
T. P. Belikova and E. A. Sviridenkov (Akaden_iia Nauk SSSR.
Fizicheskii /nstitut. Moscow, USSR).
|ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiin, voL I, 3une 15, 1965, p. 37. )
JETP Letters_ vol. I, June 15, 1965, p. 171. 17Z. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. AJ_6-10Z65 01-_16]
A&6-13311
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS.
N. G. Basov and V. S. Letakhov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR. FiaL-
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Redak_eiiu vol. 2s July i, 1965, p. 6.)
JETP Letters. vol. Z, July I, 1965, p. 3-5. 7 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A66-I0448 01-16]
A66-13313
LASER WITH RADIATION DIAGRAh4 OF DIFFRACTION WIDTH.
A. L. kd/kaelian, A. V. Korovitsyn, and L. V. Naurnova.
(ZHETF Pislma v Redakteiiu. vol. Z, July I, 1965, p. 37.)
JETP Letters. vol. Z, July I, 1965. p. 22-24. Translation.
[For abstract see Accession no. A66-I0450 01-16]
A66-1332S
MULTIREFLECTOR FABRY-PEROT LASER RESONATORS.
Nobuaki Kumagal, Masanorl Matsuhara, and Hiroki Mori (Osaka Uni-
versity, School of Englneermg, Osaka, Japan).
Electronics and Cornmun/catic_s in Japan. vol. 47, July 1964,
p. IZ-ZI. 5 refs. Translation.
Theoretical analysis of the oscillation characteristics of
multireflector Fabry-P_rot lasers with three or more reflectors.
The practical design problem of constructing a laser resonator
with optimum suppression of unwanted modes is discussed. Equiva-
lent circuits of the laser resm_tor are presented. As a design
example, the He-Ne gas laser is discussed; it provides optimum
suppression of all but one axial mOde. R.A.F.
A66-13327
RE_TION OSCILLATION IN SOLID-STATE MASER DUE TO
MAGNETIC-FIELD MODULATION.
Shuichi Hayasaka and Hurrdo Inaba (Tohoku University, Research
Institute of Electrical Cornrnumcation, Sendai, Japan).
Electronics and Coznmunications in Japan, vol. 47, July 1964,
p. 55-57. 5 refs. Translation.
Observatiov_ofunusual, high-power, relaxation-oscillation
phenomena in a multilevel solid-state ruby maser by mOdulating
the magnetic field. For this purpose, an alternating magnetic
field was superimposed on the dc magnetic field and CW pumping
power was applied. A block diagram of the maser system is given.
A spectrogram of the relaxatiou-oscillation waveform is included.
R_A. F_
A66-13376 #
ON OBSERVATIONS OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE BY RUBY
LASER.
K/yoshi Nishikori, Tooru lahida, Kenji Uchikura, Kooji Muranaga,
_saru Ic_nose, Yoshthisa h_[aeuda. Takeshi Nagatake, h_otok._zu
Hirono, and Takashl Igarashi.
Radio Research Laboratories. Journal. vol. IZ, July IC)65. p; ZI3-
ZZ2. 7 refs.
Summary of preliminary observations of the upper atmosphere
carried out (in Japan) in March, 1965, with the aid of a normal-
pulse laser-bears transmitter. An electronic counter was used to
obtain height distributions of the scattered laser light and the ex-
terns/ noises. The relation between the height distributions and the
weather, the detectable altitude range of scattered laser echoes,




NEODYI_UM-GLASS LASER WITH PULSED O SWITCHING.
N. G. Basov, V. S. Zuev, and Iu. V. Senatskii (Akademiia Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
_ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, July 15, 1965, p. 57. )
JETP Letters, vol. Z, July 15, 1965, p. 35, 36. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 24, page 3597, Accession no. A65-36826]
£_-134YY
PERIODIC VARIATION OF THE QUALITY FACTOR OF THE
t;AVl]'X O_ A ate-i'Ve _ L,A_F_ mY h_LEAI_S OF A Vi_R._i/_G
QUARTZ - MODULATION OF THE LIGHT BEAh4 [VARIATION
PERIODIQUE DU COEFFICIENT DE QUALITE DE LA CAVITE
D I UN LA_ER A GAZ He-Ne A L I AIDE D I UN QUARTZ VIBRANT
MODULATION DU FAISCEAU LUMINEUX].
Norbert Segard, Jean Pouliquen, Emmanuel May, and Francis
Lariats (Lille, UniversitY, Faculte des Sciences; Institut Superieur
d_E1ectronique, Lille, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris)_ Comptes Rendue, vol. "261. no. 17,
Oct, Z7, 1965. p. 33_8, 33Z9. In French.
Experimental investigation in which an eptically polished
quartz was introduced into the cavity of a He-Ne gas laser and was
excited by an electric signal at a frequency of I00 kc. Modulation
of the light beam emitted by the laser ensued. The modulation
process of the coherent light beam emitted by the He-He laser is
described as being of the narrow-band type. Due to the fact that
the modulating device was placed inside the cavity, the light beam
mainlined its weak divergence. M.M.
A66,.13478
PREPARATION AND STUDY OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF THE
DOUBLE MOLYBDATES OF SODIUM AND THE RARE EARTHS
IN VIEW OF THEIR USE AS LASER MATERIALS [PREPARATION
ET ETUDE DE MONOCRISTAUX DE MOLYBDATES DOUBLES DE
SODIUM ET DE TERRES RARES, EN VUE DE LEUR UTILISATION
COMME MATERIAUX "LASERS"].
Rudolf Heindl, Fran_oise Damay, Roger Der Agobian, and Jean
Loriers (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Laboratoire
Central de T-'l-'communLcations, France).
Aca_mie des Sciences (Parie)_ Compass Rendue, vol. 261, no. 17,
Oct. 27, 1965, p. 3335-3338. In French.
Description of a methOd for the preparation o__ single crystals
of the double molybdates NaLn (MOO4) 2 (where .L.n designates oue
of the rare earth elements), in particular double molybdates of
sodium and lanthanum doped with praseOdymLum, neOdymium or
terbium. Following the preparatiou of simple molybdatee by frilling,
the double molybdates were obtained by crystallisation in a flux and
were used in the eynthesis of single crystals, in accordance with Czo-
chralekils method. The properties of the crystals thus obtained
are described including the melting point, density , crystalline
parameters, and absorption and fluorescence spectra. The neo-




R. L. Robbiani (U.S. Army, Electronice Command, Electronics
Laboratories, Meteorological Div., Ft. Monmouth, N.J.).
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Syetems_ vol.
AES-I, Oct. 1965, p. 185-192.
A maser preamplifier designed into an X-band weather radar
set (AN/I_PS-34) increased the radarms sensitivity by 12.5 dbto an
overall 118.5 dhm. Many low-performance, obsoleted sets could
he converted to a high-perfornlance system through the inclusiou
of a maser. A qualitative discuesion of the maserls operation
is presented, and the quantitative effects of the maser low noise
temperature on the radar's overall noise figure is derived. The
meteorological targets not previously detectable are analyzed,





Harrison A. G. Stone (Secretariat for Electronic Test Equipment,
New York University, New York, N.Y.}.
Ordnance, voi. S0, Nov.-Dec. i965, p. 3IS-JiB.
Discussion of potential hazards inherent in lasers, with sug-
gestio_ts for safe handling of these devices. -It is pointed out that
the output of even a weak laser can readily be 100,000 times as in-
tense as that of the surface of the sun. It is considered that bio-
Logical effects oI high-energy microwave radiation, X rays, _ rays,
and other radioactive emissions are the most similar to the effects of
Lasers. Skin and eye damage, and deep visceral lesions are among
the effects of exposure to laser activity whLch have been observed in
humans and animals. Adequate training, use of nonglossy surfaces
in work areas, periodic ophthalmic examination, use of goggles, and
proper work habits are said to be the best ways of avoiding injury.
It is emphasized that accurate knowledge of the subject is still very
limited. Because energy densities of 5 x 10-6 joule/cm 2 reaching the
eye in pulses as short as _00 _sec can damage parts of the retina, a
maximum exposure of one tenth this critical value has been proposed.
F.R.L.
A66-13743
INCORPORATION OF A LASER INTO THE ARM OF AN INTER-
FEROMETER FOR MEASUREMENT OF TRANSIENT PHASE
CHANGES.
Edward Thornton (lllinois Institute of Technology, Research
Institute, Chicago, IIi. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Nov. 1965, p. 3539-3541.
6 refs.
Research sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Technology.
An interferometer is described in which a He-Ne laser has
been introduced into one of the arms to act as a coherent light
source, eliminating the use of a beam splitter and making more
efficient use of available light. The interferometer has been used
with 0. 63-it laser Izght to observe the fringe shift produced in a
small transient plasma with subrnicrosecond time resolution. Elec-
tron densities of the order of 1015/ca 3 over a path length of 15 cm
were measured, close to the sensitivity limit for the unrefined ex-
perimental setup. The use of a laser source with long light paths
and narrow beam width gave good discrimination against plasma
light. (Autho r)
A66-13744
PERFECTION OF RUBY LASER CRYSTALS,
L. S. Birks, 3. W. Hurley, and W. E. Sweeney (U. S. Naval Re-
search Laboratory, Washington, D.C. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Nov. 1965, p. 356Z-3565.
6 refs.
Ruby laser crystals grown by three different methods have been
examined by X-ray topography and double-crystal rocking curves.
Flame-fusion grown material is the least perfect. It usually has a
few zones per centimeter that are tilted from the general matrix by
i to Z rain of arc; the angular range of misorientation within the
matrix is about Z0 to 30 sec of arc. Flux grown ruby is intermediate
in perfection with few or no gross imperfections and angular mis-
orientation of 15 to Z0 sec of arc, The most perfect ruby is grown
by the Czochralski method. No gross imperfections have been ob-
served; the angular misorientation is about 5 sec of arc over rnm
sized areas and 10 sec of arc over cm sized areas, (Author)
A66-137S3
SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE DAIViAGE PRODUCED BY RUBY
LASERS.
Milton Birnbaurn (Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 36, Nov. 1965, p. 3688, 3689.
6 refs.
Contract l_&o. AF 04(695)-469.
Discovery of a new effect - a system of parallel straight lines'-
in the surface damage produced in semiconductors with a ruby laser.
Regular patterns of cracks were also observed in the damaged areas
of most semiconductors. The parallel grooves are considered to be
probably the result of diffraction effects which occur in the neigh-
borhood of the focal spot of a lens. It is considered that the regular
crack patterns for a OaAs sample are related to the cleavage
habits of semiconductors. R.A.F.
A66.1381r_
CdS OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING TWO-PHOTON EXC{TATION
BY A RUBY LASER [OPTICHESKU GENERATOR CdS PRI DVUKH-
FOTONNOM VOZBUZHDENII RUBINOVYM LAZEROM].
V. K. Koniukhov, L. A. Kulevskii# and A. M. Prokhorov (A.kade-
miia Nauk SSSR# Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow# USSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 164, Oct. II, 1965, p. I01Z-
1015. 16 refs. In Russian,
Description of the main characteristics of a CdS single-crystal
optical generator during two-photon excitation by a ruby laeer. The
coefficient of two-photon absorption is determined at 300°K for
various flux densities of the incident radiation. It is found that this
coefficient is proportional to the density of the luminous flux and
agrees in absolute value with theoretical estimates. Estimates are
made of the inverse population and of the probability of nonradiative
transitions. A.B.K.
A66-13886 #
MEASUREMENT OF LASER RADIATION ENERGY [IZMERENIE
ENERGII IZLUCHENIIA O. K. G. ].
A. A. Besshaposhnikov, A. E. Voloshin, and L Kh. Kuchuberiia
(Gosudarstvennyi Komitet Atomnoi Energii, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii
Institut, Sukhumi, Georgian SSR).
Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. i0, Sept. -Oct. 1965,
p. 204-206. I0 refs. In Russian.
Description of a device for measuring the output power of pulsed
lasers in the range from 0. 01 to I0 joules, The device comprises a
"rat nest" -type bolometer, a calibrated stable amplifier, and an
oscilloscope that records the output signal. V.Z.
A66-13889 #
INVESTIGATION OF THE TIME CHARACTERISTICS DURING THE
GENERATION OF GIANT PULSES BY LASERS [ISSLEDOVANIE
VREMENNYKH KHARAKTERISTIK PRI GENERATSII GIGANTSKIKH
IMPUL ' SOV OPTICHESKIMI KVANTOVYMI GENERATORAMI].
V. L. Broude, V. I. Kravchenko, and M. S. Soskin (Akademiia
Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Fizik*, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Pribor)_ i Tekhnika Eks_erimenta, vol. I0, Sept.-Oct. 1965,
p. 207-Z10. In Russian.
Description of a circuit set up for the study of the kinetics of
giant pulse generation by lasers with prismatic shutters. The cir-
cuit permits (1) observations and photographing of laser giant pulses
at various operating modes of the oscillators, and (Z) the investiga-
tion of the relationship between the time-dependent variations in the
Q factor of the resonator and the time-dependent development stages
of the giant pulse being generated. V.Z.
A66-13890 #
OPTICAL RESONATOR USING CYLINDRICAL MIRRORS WITH A
VARIABLE RADIUS OF CURVATURE [OPTICHESKII REZONATOR
NA TSILINDRICHESKIKH ZERKALAKI-I S PERESTRAIVAEMYM
RADIU SOM KRIN IZNY ].
V. M. Klernent'ev and lu. D. Kolomnikov (Akaderniia Nauk SSSR,
Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Institut Fiziki Poluprovodnikov, Novosibirsk,
USSR).
Prlbory i Tekhnika Eksperirnenta, vol. I0, Sept.-Oct. 1965,
p. 210, 211. In Russian.
Discussion of the operation of a laser using cylindrical mirrors
with a radius Of curvature that can be modified by bending the mir-
rors in a special device. Operation of the resonator at a wavelength
of 63Z8 A using 3 x 10-ca glass plates, 1 mm thick and coated with
ZnS and MgF 2, with a radius of curvature of about 3. 8 rn, is de-
scribed. V.Z.
A66.13951
EXCITATION AND iNVERSION MECHANISMS IN GAS LASERS.
W. R. Bennett, Jr. (Yale University, Sloane Physics Laboratory,
New Haven, Conn. ).
New York Academ)/ of Sciences, Annals, vol. IZZ, May 28, 1965,
p. 579-595. Z5 refs.
USAF -suppor ted research.
Discussion of recent developn_ents in the field of gas lasers,
Modifications of the optical pumping and electron impact methods
(two main excitation methods) are described, and radial profile and
166
saturation characteristics areanalyzed. Possible high power three-
level gas ]_ser systems and the ionized noble gas lasers are studied.
A schematic illustration is included of the experimental facility used
to study the radial profile and saturation characteristics of the He-
Ns L_ser. B.B.
MODE CONFINEMENT AND GAIN IN JUNCTION LASERS.
W. W. Anderson {Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.).
IF_EE Journal of _t_tuantun_ ll_.l,,ctT'nnire; v_l ¢_1_.-I _t I_r_.
p. ZZ8-Z36. 19 rofs.
Contract No. DA-28-043-AMC-0044b(E).
For a three layer dielectric sandwich, the center dielectric
region must have a dielectric constant higher than the outer re-
gions and some finite thickness for a wave to be "bound" to the cen-
ter region. The transverse propagation constants for even TE modes
have been calculated when the dielectric sandwich is unsymmetrical
The resultant field distributions are used to derive a formula for the
gain of a junction laser of the form_x = (_l + P,._3/nR + _ _?.)/g where
the_nlS are the attenuation (or gain) constants associated with the
various regions of the junction structure. Curves of P/nR, _ , and
g am a function ol active region thickness are given from which the
condition Ior Laser oscillation or the net gain or loss per ur_t length
of a given device may be found. (Author)
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE INTERACTION OF MICROWAVES
WITH ENERGETIC ELECTRONS.
J. L. Hirshgield, I. B. Berr_tein (Yale University, Dept. of En-
gineering and Applied Science, New Haven, Conn. ), and J. M.
WachteI (Yale University, New Haven, Conn. ).
IEEE Jourr_l oI Quantum Electronics, vol. (_E-I, Sept. 1965,
p. 237-245. 25 reds.
Grant No. NGR 07-004-0Z8; Contract No. AF 19(628)-2448; NSF
Grant NO. GP-3ibl.
Quantum mechanical and classical descriptions of zr.icrowave in-
teraction with energetic electrons near cyclotron resonance which
underlie the gain mechanism in the electron cyclotron maser are
reviewed. Experimental studies designed to test the theory are
discussed. A perturbation calculation is given which includes sys-
tematically the effects of rf electric and magnetic Iorces and finite
transit time Ior electrons in the TE01 _ cavity used in :he experiments.
Nonlinear extensions of the theory which lead to estimates of the
saturation level of this maser are discussed. (Author)
A6_13954
THEORY OF FM LASER OSCILLATION.
S. E. Harris and O. P. McVuff (Stanford University, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering, Stanford, Calif.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronicst vol. QE-I, Sept. 1965,
p. 745-Zb2. 17 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11144.
The paper presents a detailed analysis of FM laser osulllation
which includes the effect of arbitrary atomic lineshape, saturation,
and mode pulling. Such oscillation iS achieved by means of an
intracavity phase perturbation, and is a parametric oscillation
wherein the laser modes oscillate with FM phases and nearly Bessel
function amplitudes. One principal idea is that of the competition
between different FM oscillations. The effect of the intracavity
phase perturbation is to associate a set of sidebands with each of
the previously free-rumling laser modes. V_hile the free-running
/ laser modes experienced their gain from essentially independent
atomic popailations, the competing FM oscillations to a large extent
see the same atomic population; and in cases of interest the strongest
of these oscillations is able to quench the competing weaker oscilla-
tions and establish the desired steady state condition. Results of
the analysis include the following: threshold _und power output,
amplitudes and phases of all sidebands, frequency ]rolling of the
entire oscillation, time domain behavior, distortion, supermode
conversion efficiency, and effect of mirror motion. Results of




DETAILED EXPERIMENTS ON HELIUM-NEON FM LASERS.
E. O. Ammann (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc'. , Sylvania Elec-
tronics Systems Div., Electronics Defense Laboratories, L_ountain
View, Calif. ), B. J. McMurtry, and M. K. Oshman (Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., Sylvania Electronics Systems Div.,
Electronics Defense Laboratories, Optics Dept., Mountain View,
Calif.).
IEEE Journal of (_tantum Electronics, vol. GE-1, Sept. 1965,
p. 263-272, 13 refs.
Research supported by the Sylvania Independent Research and
_velOpl_t_t P_gr_x.
Results are reported on the detailed measurements of the
operating characteristics of an He-Ne FM laser oscillating at 6_28_.
Experiments were performed in both the "phase-locked" and the
"FM" regions of operation, with particular emphasis on the FM
region. In the phase-locked region, the pulsed output of the FM
laser was observed and studied. In the FM region, measurements
were made to study the laser power outI_t, modulation index, and
distortion (deviation from an ideal FM signal) as functions of the
amplitude and frequency of the applied phase perturbation. Most of
these experiments were performed under conditions of low laser
excess gain (relatively few modes above threshold for the free-
running laser); however, the results are useful for predicting the
behavior of FM laser operation with larger excess gain. In addition
to describing the practical operation of an FM laser, these experi-
ments provide a check on the appi/cability of the FM laser theory of
Harris and McD_ff. An exact quantitative comparison between theory
and experiment was not attempted, but the qualitative agreement is
very good. (Author)
A66-13956
CONTINUOUS-DUTY ARGON ION LASERS.
E. F. Labuda, E. I. Gordon, and R. C. Miller (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantt_n Electronics, vol. QE-I, Sept. 1%5,
p. 273-Z79. 9 refa.
The problems associated with the construction of continuous-
duty dc excited ion lasers are indicated. Two solutions to the
thermal dissipation and ion bombardment problem which have been
experimentally tested and appear promising are described. These
involve the use of axial magnetic fields with high current, low pres-
sure, constricted arcs in large bore tubing and the use of metal-
walled discharge vessels. The influence of an axial magnetic field
on the properties of an ion laser is discussed, and the optical power
levels which have been obtained are given. (Author)
A66-13980
LASER OSCILLATIONS A_D SELF G-SWITCHING IN TRIPLY
ACTIVATED GLASS.
H. W. Gandy, R. J. Ginther. and J. F. WeUer (U. S. Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. ).
Appi/ed Physics Letters, voL 7, Nov. 1. 1965, p. Z33-Z36. 10 refs.
ARPA-Navy- supported research.
Description of the results of pulsed flash-lamp excitation ex-
periments using confocal barium crown glass etalon triply activated
with UO2Z+, Nd3+, and Yb 3+ at I/quid nitrogen temperature. A
series of pulse-excitation experiments was performed in which both
the storage capacitor voltage and the series inductance of the t'las_-
lamp circuit were varied to control the level as well as the time
rate of optical excitation of the etalon. Typical results of these
experiments are shown. It is noted that this series of experiments
has indicated that, _t _ excitation level employed, it is possible to
control the occurrence of optical oscillations in either or both ions
by varying the rate and level of optical excitation of the etalon in
spite of the fact that a radiationless energy transfer occurs from
Nd 3. to Yb 3+ with a transfer time of about ]20 _sec. It is pointed
out that in room-temperature excitation of these triply activated
glass etalons, it has been possible only to Q-swltch Nd _+ using a
slow rate of rise of excitation in which the maximum in the excitation
pulse occurred about Z000_,sec after pulse initiation. It would seem
that the Nd 5+ stimulated emission is sell Q-switched before it can
transfer sufficient energy to Yb _+ to cause this ion to exhibit stimulat-





STINIULATED BRILLOUIN AND RAMAN SCATTERING iN GASES.
E. E. Hagenlocker and W. G. Rado (Ford Motor Co. , Scientific
Laboratory, Dearborn, Mich. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. I, 1965, p. 236-238. 14 refs.
Discussion of the observation of stimulated Brillouin scattering
in gases. Data are presented for nitrogen, but the effect has also
been observed in argon gas. The velocity of sound calculated from
the observed Brillouin frequency shift is compared with the velocity
of sound calculated from known compressibility data. An ex-
perimental and theoretical comparison of stimulated Brillouin and
stimulated Raman scattering is made for hydrogen and nitrogen
gases. It is noted that the pressure dependence of the Rarnan data
deviates from that predicted by the simple theory. However, the
general agreement of the data for the two stimulated effects implies
that no large anomalous gain was observed. The properties of the
giant pulsed laser used were: peak power _10 Mw, beam divergence
_I0 -3 rad, and frequency width _. 008 cm "I. An amplifier with a
gain of I0 was used -with the laser to observe the stimulated Brillouin
effect at the low-pressure points. M.M.
A66-13983
HIGH-POWER BREWSTER WINDOW LASER AT I0. 6 MICRONS.
T. J. Bridges and C. K. N. Pate1 (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc. , Murray Hill, N.J. ).
Applied Ph_,sics Letters, voL 7. Nov. I, 1965, p. 244, 245. 8 refs.
Experimental investigation in which high CW power output
(2 to 5 watts) and efficiency (Z to 5%) around A= I0. 6_ were obtained
using a Brewster window laser with stationary gas fills of pure CO z
and also CO z with N z. The seven laser lines observed belong to the
P-branch of the 00°1 to I0°0 vibrational-rotational band of CO z.
Many of the lines could be obtained alone in a single longitudinal
mode of the resonator. A significant increase in output was obtained
on cooling the tube wall to -60°C. The following conclusions are
reached: (I) pure CO 2 can give high power outputs and efficiencies
(by gas laser standards) but both are improved by addition of N2;
(2) output and efficiency are improved by cooling the gas. Analysis
of the CO 2 laser showed that optical gain is approximately propor-
tional to T -3/2. In going from +40°C to -60°C a gain increase of
about I. 5 would be expected. This gain increase is consistent with
the observed power increase of 2 to 3 times since the laser is
working well above threshold; and (3) the experiments show the
possibility of building a compact portable laser giving high output
at a single frequency around I0. 6/._. It is pointed out that such a
laser could have applications, for example, in spectroscopy,
communications, and nonlinear optics. M.M.
A66-13984
CW LASER ON VIBRATIONAL-ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF CO.
C. K. N. Patel (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Applied Physics Letters. vol. 7, Nov. i, 1965. p. 246, 247. 8 refs.
Discussion of precise measurements of V-R transition fre-
quencies of the X 1 _+ state of CO (z 0. 07 cm "I) obtained from an
N2-CO system using a continuous gas flow laser scheme. The
results warrant the conclusion that small but finite corrections are
necessary to the previously published vibrational constants of
XI_ + of CO. A summary of the experimental results is tabulated.
For each of the vibrational bands reported in laser oscillation, the
lower J transitions were seen only when the interaction region was
cooled with methanol at -78°C, while the high J transitions were
seen only when the cooling was with water at _15oc. The result is
considered to be that expected from theoretical considerations. No
laser action was detected until a faintly visible milky white glow
emanatett from the region close to the two N 2 and CO feed ports into
the interaction chamber. The glow, at low CO pressure, extended
to _ 30-40 cm in the interaction region towards the pumping port.
The length of the glow shortened (with brightness increasing) as CO
pressure was increased, it is pointed out that the presence of the
glow coincident with CW laser action in CO militates strongly against
vibrational energy transfer as a possible excitation mechanism,
because it is unlikely that e_citation of CO by N 2 will produce any
visible radiation from the interaction region. M.M.
A66-14059 #
CONTROLLING THE EMISSION OF A GAS LASER fOB UPB.AVLE-
Nil IZLUCHENIEM GAZOVOGO LAZER.A].
L. N. Magdich.
Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, vol. 10, Nov. 1965. p. Z070-2072.
In Russian.
Results of a quantitative investigation of the static characteris-
tics of a gas-laser internal-modulation circuit realized with the aid
of an electro-optical crystal inserted into the gas-raser resonator.
The voltage dependence of the ratio between the radiation intensity
reflected by the Brewster windows and the intensity passing through
the electro-optical crystal is determined. It is shown that a sys-
tem of maximum efficiency can he described by a condition relating




L. S. Nergaard (Radio Corporation of America, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N. J. ).
IN: MODERN RADAR - ANALYSIS, EVALUATION, AND SYSTEM
DESIGN.
Edited by R. S. Berkowitz.
New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , 1965, p. 43Z-469. 115 refs.
Consideration of low-noise devices, including low-noise TWT's,
parametric amplifiers, Adler tubes, tunnel-diode amplifiers and
converters, masers, and lasers. The gain mechanism involved in
each is discussed briefly, and the gain, bandwidth, and noise figure
of each is described. The state of development of these devices
is reviewed, and the problems incidental to the application of them
are outlined insofar as present experience with them permits. It
is noted that the paper is a 1964 revision of an earlier paper. B.B.
A66-14174
FRACTURES PRODUCED IN GLASS BY A LASER BEANI [FRAC-
TURES PRODUITES DANS LES VERRES PAR UN FAISCEAU LASF, R]
Jean Davit and Michel Soulie" (Cornpagnie Ge'ne'rale d' Electricite"
de Paris, Centre de Recherches, Marcoussis, Seine-et-Otse,
France).
Acade_mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. 261. no. 18,
Nov. 3, 1965, p. 3567-3570. 5 refs. In French.
Experimental investigation in which clearly established frac-
tures were brought about in different kinds of glass by means of a
laser. The laser operated on a wavelength of I. 06 u • The types of
glass investigated were neodymium-doped alkaline silicates and
borosilicates. An interpretation is proposed to account for the frac-
ture formations. M.M.
ANI- 14273
C, ENERATION OF LASER RADIATION BY DIRECT TRANSITIONS
A SEMICONDUCTOR.
V. L. Vinetskii and V. S. Mashkevich (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi
SSR, Institut Fiziki, lq/ev, Ukrainian SSR).
(Fizika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 7, June 1965, p. 1898, 1899. )
Soviet Physics -Solid State, vol. 7, Dec. 1965, p. 1534, 1535.
9 refs. Translation.
A66-14277
MULTIMODE RESONATORS WITH A SM.ALL FRESNEL NUMBER -
LOWEST-ORDER EIGENMODES.
Helmut K. V. Lotsch (Stanford University, W. W. Hansen Labora-
tories of Physics, Stanford, Calif. ).
Zeitschrift fffr Naturforschun_, vol. 20a, Jan. 1965. p. 38-48. 50
refs.
The Fabry-P_rot interferometer, the confoca[ and the spherical
resonator systems are investigated. The lowest-order traveling-
wave type eigenmodes are calculated. Numerical values for the
diffraction losses are given. The smallest diffraction losses are
obtained for the general-type eigenznode of a confocal resonator
system. The eigenfunctions of an open-wailed resonator show a
point of inflection as their characteristic feature. They are complex
if the Fresnel number is finite. When calculated over appropriate
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surfaces, their imaginary part, in the region dose to the axis,
decreases as F increases. In that reglon the waves resonate between
the reflectors. .Towards the rim of the system the imaginary part
increases rapidly as do the diffracted waves associated with the
imaginary part. (Author)
A66.;142711
CONICAL EMISSION IN RUBY LASERS WITH EXTERIOR MIRRORS
[KEGELFORMIGE EM/SSION BEI RUBI.NI.,ASERN MIT AUSSEREN
SPI_G/d L_ ]
D. RSss and P. M@ckel (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentrallaboratorium,
Munlch, West Germany).
Zeitschrift fflr Naturforschun_, vol. Z0a, Jan. 1965, p. 49-53. In
German.
Observation of an intensive reflection shaped like a hollow cone
near the coherent center beam of a laser consisting of a polished
ruby rod between two plane mirrors, when the axis of the rod was not
parallel with that of the resonator. The apex angle of the cone in-
creased as the angle between the two axes increased. It is experi-
mentally and analytically shown that the conica_ beam is formed by
the total reflection from the polished surface of the ruby rod of
those light rays which are diverted from the central beazn by dif-
fraction and scattering while passing through the resonator.
R.A.F.
A_-1429@
INVESTIGATION OF THE MODES OF A SHORT CONFOCAL RUBY
LASER WITH A FIXED MIRROR [UNTERSUCHUNG DER MODEN
EINES KURZEN KONFOKALEN RUBINLASERS M/T FESTEN
SPlEGELN].
D. R6ss, G- Gehrer, and W. Heinleln (Siemens und Ha/eke AG,
Zentrallaboratorium, Munich, West Germany).
(Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, TaBun R, Munich, West
German},, Apr. 1964, Paper. }
Zeitschrifl f(_r Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. 20a. Feb. 1965,
p. 256-263. 7 refs. In German.
Investigation of the positlon dependence of the emiseion-vs-time
spectrum, the optical emission spectrum, and the superposition
spectrum of modes of a coc_ocai ruby laser in the near tield, at 4 Gc.
When inversion ts restricted to the zone around the rod axis, lower-
order transverse modes alternate with degraded eigenfrequencies,
and the emission is unstable. At higher pumping energy levels,
the emission - in the form of transverse modes of the highest order
is distrtbuled over the entire cross section of the rod; the spectrum
covers a wide band and is no longer degraded. The thermal shi!t of
the lines during the laser pulses causes the frequency of the emission
at a part_cudar polnt to vary v_th time. Consequently, a particular
mode can exist for only a short duration during a laser pulse.
D.P.F.
A66-14291
HOLLOW-CONE SHAPED EMISSION OF MODES WHICH ARE
TOTALLY REFLECTED IN NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASERS
[HOHLKEGELF(SRMIGE EMISSION TOTALREFLEKTIERTER
MODEN IN NEODYM-GLASL,ASERN].
D. RSss (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentrallaboratorium, Munich,
West Germany).
Zeitschrift fCtr Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, rot. Z0a, Feb. 1965,
p. Z64-Z66. In German.
Investigation of the spatial distribution of the preferential emis-
sion Of various Types of neodymium-glass lasers with plane-parallel
mirrors at each end and a polished circumference at which there is
total reflection. It was found that such lasers emit radiation with
a hollow-cone configuration which typically have apex angles of 6 to .
14 °. Each type of mode has four hollow cones with the same opening
but _ith different apices. Inasmuch as totally-reflecting modes have
a low threshold, the axial modes from ruby lasers with open Fabry-
Perot resonators were completely supressed. If total reflection is
prevented by roughening the circumference of the rod or - better
yet - by surrounding it with an uneven boundary layer, this results
in a selection of the axial modes and the emission of sharply direc-
tiol_&] Diane waves. D.P.F.
A66-1432_
UGHT MIXING IN FINITE PLASMA VOLUMES [LICHTMISCHUNG
IN ENDLICHEN PLASM.AVOLUMEN].
A. Salat (Institut Ffir Plasmaphysik GmbH, Garching, West
Germany).
Zeitschrii_ f_r Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. 20a, May 1965,
p. 689-695. IZ refs. In German.
EU]_JKTOM- suppor te d research.
A third-order scattering process of laser light in a fully ionized
plasma is considered, extending previous work by Kroll, Ron, and
Rostoker. Two laser beams may cause the plasma to oscillate
wit/, ,=,=_,_c*7"*: _ ,,_h_ ar.-plitudc if the d_ffe_o_c_ of their froquencies
approaches the electron plasma frequency. The light of either one
of the beams or of a third beam may be scattered by the induced
fluctuations. The plasma is described macroscopically by a cold
electron fluid. Special emphasis is given to the finite dimensions
of the scattering volume. The results give detailed information
about the angular width and intensity of the scattered light. Marked
differences in the use of a two and a th'ree laser system are pointed
out, the former giving less intensity, the latter being more difficult
to realize experimentally. (Author)
A&6-14,%_
MODE SELECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A PLANE-pARALLEL
DIELECTRICAL PLATE AS THE REFLECTOR FOR A LASER
RESONATOR [MODENSELEKTIVE EIGENSCHAFTEN EINER
PLANPAKALLELEN DIELEKTRISCHEN pLATTE ALS REFLEKTOR
ELNES LASERRESONATORS ].
G. Gehrer and D. R@ss (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentrallaboratorh_n
Munich, West Germany).
(Deutsche Ph)rsikalische Gesellschaft, Tagung, Dflsseldorf, Wes't
German}_, 1964, Paper. )
Zeitschrift f_r Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. Z0a, M_y 1965,
p. 701-705. 8 refs. In German.
Analysis of the strong axial and transverse mode selectivity
exhibited by a reflector of a laser resonator which has the resonance
characteristics of a dielectrical standard. Generally speaking only
those modes occur which are modes for the standard itself. The
temperature dependence of the amplifying lines in a _ruby laser is
such that various successive modes may be emitted during the course
of a single pump pulse. Using a plane-parallel glass plate as a
reflector, it was hitherto possible to excite only one axial mode.
D.P.F.
A66-14331
SPIKEFREE EMISSION OF A CONTINUOUS RUBY LASER [SPI-
KEFREIE EMISSION EINES KONTINUIERLICHEN RUBINLASERS].
K. G_rs (Siemens und Halske AG, Forsehungslaboratorium,
Munich, West Germany).
Zeitschrift fflr Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. Z0a, I_d-ay 1965,
p. 740, 741. l0 refs. In German.
Description of a technique for obtaining spikefree emission
from a continuous ruby laser, based on (I) heavy doping of the ruby
crystal (up to 0.04% chromium), (Z) the use of long crystals (57 rnrn)
with spherical quasi-confocal mirrors, and (3) suitable symmetry
for the pump radiation. It is shown that in order for heavily-doped
lasers to operate satisfactorily they cannot be pump_-d by radiation
impinging on one end of the laser rod, but must be pumped con-
centrically to the rod circumference. In order to cool the laser
rod, liquid nitrogen was used. Experiments with such an improved
laser indicate that relatively spikefree operation may be achieved.
D.P.F.
A66-14332
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE
RISE TIME AND THE OUTPUT POWER OF A SINGLE PULSE IN AN
He-Ne LASER [EIN MESSVERFAHREN ZUR BESTIM.MUNG VON
EINSCHWINGZEITEN UND AUSGANGSLEISTUNG EINZELNER
EIGENSCHWINGUNGEN BEIM He-No-LASER].
W. Demtr_der and R. kchn (Freiburg, Sniversit_t. Physikalisches
Institut, Freiburg im Breisgau, West Germany).
Zeitschrift f_r Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. Z0a, Ivlay 1965,
p. 742, 743. In German.
Description of a technique which can be used to determine the
rise time and the pulse output power of an He-Ne laser and which
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is based upon the use of a plate located in the resonant cavity be-
tween the spherical mirrors to change the Q of this cavity at a vari-
able rate between 0 and 15 kc. The time duration of the laser pulses
is recorded on an oscillograph using an amplifier for secondary
electrons. The average pulse duration is then related to the inter-
ruption frequency of the plate in the resonator for different pumping
levels. D.P.F.
A66-T4334
MEASUREMENT OF THE LOCAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
AND ELECTRON DENSITY IN A 6-PINCH BY MEANS OF THE
SCATTERING OF A LASER BEAM [MESSUNG DER LOKALEN
ELEKTRONENTEMPERATUR UND ELEKTRONENDICHTE IN
EINEM b-PLNCH MITTELS DER STREUUNG EINES LASER-
STRAHLS].
Hans-Joachim IKunze (Institut fllr Plasmaphysik GmbH, Munich,
West Germany).
(Ml_nchen, TechnischeHochschu!e, Fakult_t _," Allgeme*ne
Wissenschaften, Diplom-Ph)'siker, Dissertation, Dec. 11, 1964.)
Zeltschrift f_r Naturlorschuns, Ausgabe A, vol. 20a, June 1_65, p.
801-813. 31 refs. In German.
EURATOM-supported research.
The development of light scattering by a plasma as a diagnostic
tool is reported, which allows the local measurement of electron
density and electron temperature. After a r_sum_ of known
theoretical results the feasibility of scattering experiments is
discussed. The ratio of scattered radiation to plasma radiation
is estimated. The experimental setup is descrlbed. Using fiber
optics, it was possible to measure the whole spectrum of scattered
light by one pinch discharge only. Several types of obtained spectra
are modified by collective effects between the particles in the plas-
ma. The building up of the satellite lines in the spectra is found as
well as the existence of a small central line, as was predicted by
the theory. Absolute calibrations of intensities also show the
decrease of the scattering cross-section. From the spectra plasma
uararneters could be derived. (Author)
A66-14363 ;r
INTERACTION BETWEEN OPTICALLY CONNECTED LASERS
BASED ON A GaAs p-n JUNCTION [VZAIMODEISTVIE OPTICHESKI
SVIAZANNYI4}I LAZEROV NA p-n-PEREKHODE GaAs].
N. G. Basov, lu. P. Zakharov, V. V. Nikitin, and A. A. Sheronov
(Akademila NaukSSSR, Fizicheskii institut, Moscow, USSR).
Fizika Tverdo$o Tela, vol. 7, Nov. 1965, p. 3460, 3461. In Russian.
investigation of circuits for optically connected lasers constructed
on a GaAs p-n junction. In a study of a longitudinal and a transverse
circuit it is found that in both cases the quenching efficiency is low,
due to difficulties in accurately setting up the diodes on one base.
It is found that the optical link between lasers can be improved by
using diodes with two resonators the directions of coherent radia-
tion of which are mutually perpendicular. A.B.K.
A66-14373 #
LASER INTERACTION WITH A MERCURY SURFACE.
Paul A. Silberg (Raytheon Co., Wayland, Mass.).
Canadian Journal of Physics, vol. 43, Nov. 1965, p. 2078-2085.
22 refs.
To understand better the effects produced by the interaction
of pulsed laser energy with materials, an experiment was per-
formed with a light pulse from a ruby laser and a mercury sur-
face. No visible arc was observed with the use of a 50-joule
Z.5-millisecond laser pulse; however, a mechanical impact was
observed and photographed with a framing camera. From the still
frames, an estimate of the impact energy was made. Several
mechanisms were examined to account for the observed effect. A
rapid vaporization process, producing a reaction force into the
mercury surface, would seem to account for the observed phenome-
_oj_ (Author)
_,64.. 14455
IRRADIATION BY LASER EFFECT [IRRADIATION PAR EFFET
LASER ].
J. Berthelot.
Revue Gen4raled'Electronique, vol. 19, Oct. 1965, p. 21-25.
In French.
Use of laser beams in the fields of biology and medicine to
improve understanding of various vital processes. Numerous studze_
which have been made on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation
with biological systems at low peak power levels, as compared with
those which can be obtained from lasers, are discussed. The studies
cover the regions of the interaction of monochromatic, relatively co-
herent radiation, the application of lasers to the understanding of
biological systems, the determination of possible hazards, the
adaptation of laser devices to diagnostic medicine and therapeutics,
and correlation of the biological effects with the effects on physical
systems in order to comprehend various discussed factors. F.R.L.
A66-14500
MODE OF A CONTINUOUS RUBY LASER WITH A FABRY-PEROT
RESONATOR [MODEN DES KONTINUIERLICHEN RUBINLASERS
MIT FABRY - PER OT-R ESONAT OR ].
Dieter R@ss (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentrallaboratorium, Munich.
West Germany).
Zeitschrift ft_r Naturforschun_, Ausgabe A, vol. 20a. Oct. 1965,
p. 1348-1354. 6 refs. In German.
Account of a long-term investigation of a large number of ruby
lasers with plane-parallel mirrors at room temperature to determine
their mode of operation. The threshold level was found to be the
same as that for ruby lasers with confocal resonators, whereas the
outpot of the confocal type is theoretically limited and even for high
pumping levels is restricted to the fundamental mode. By using
unsymmetrical configurations pure modes of up to the fourth trans-
verse order may be selected. A 100-cps modulation frequency for
the pumping light results in thermally modulating the mode fre-
quencies, which for short rods of Z5 mm in length is greater than
the mode separation. Continuous ruby lasers with Fabry-P_rot
resonators are equivalent to gas refraction lasers with respect to
beam concentration. Continuous ruby lasers are compared with
pulsed lasers as regards frequency stability and it is shown that
the latter are inherently more stable. D.P.F.
A66-14514 #
PRODUCTION LASER WELDING FOR SPECIALIZED APPLICA-
TIONS.
K. J. Miller and J. D. Nunnikhoven (Garrett Corp. ; AiResearch
Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif..).
Weldini[ Journal, vol. 44, June 1965, p. 480-485.
This paper discusses use of the laser to weld intricate and
critical subassemblies which are being incorporated into space
vehicles and components. Also of interest to fabrlcators is the
very apparent capability for this process to remove metal. Drilling
holes 0.001 in. or less in diameter is a reality in even the highest
melting temperature metals. Some researchers are reporting that
laser welding is a practical joining method for wire and foil welding.
Of particular interest is the capability of the process to fusion weld
within thousandths of an inch to a glass ceramic seal obtaining a
helium leaktight metallurgical bond without cracking or damaging
the ceramic seal. One specific example of this type of welding is
discussed and illustrated. (Author)
A66-14517 #
LASER BEAM WELDING ELECTRONIC-COMPONENT LEADS.
A. R. Pfluger and P. M. Maas (Lockheed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co. , Palo Alto, Calif. ).
(American Welding Society, Annual Meeting, 45th, Detroit, Mich. ,
lvia). 4-8, 1964, Paper. )
Weldin_ Journal, Research Supplement, vol. 44, June 1965, p. Z64-s
269-s. 13 refs.
The basic objective of this study was to determine whether
fusion welds could be made utilizing the light beam from a laser.
The welds were to be such that they would be applicable to joining
electronic-component leads. Several joint designs were investigated
including cross-wire, cross-ribbon, wire-to-ribbon, and parallel
wire joints. Most of the investigation was concerned with nickel
wire and ribbon. Weld evaluation by visual and metallographic ex-
amination was performed and joint strength of parallel wire welds
determined. Differences between laser welding and resistance cross
wire welding are discussed, and how these differences influence
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design of welded electronic circuitry is pointed out. It is =ulgested "
that other designs more suitable for laser welding be developed.
(Author) '
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A PLASMA GENERATED BY FOCUS-
ING A LASER BEAM IN AIR [ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DU PLAS-
MA CREE PAR FOCALISATION D'UN FAISCEAU LASER DANS
L'AIR].
Francis Floux and Pierre Veyrie (Commissariat h ItEnergie
Aton_ique, Centre dIEtudes de IAmeil, Service de Physique Generale,
Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Acaaenme des Sciences _F_ri_), Co,_i._s ,_.c'_d'._- _ , ...__!. __6]. n_. lq:
Nov. g, 1965. p. 3#71-3773. In French.
Experimental investigation of the dimensions of a plasma result-
ing from the action of a focused laser beam on air at atmospheric
pressure and room temperature. A shock wave caused by the break-
down of the gas under the effect of the focused laser beam is fornled,
and its principal effects are manifested during the first 120 nsec
after the laser pulse discharge. The laser used had an energy output
of 0.8 joLtles delivered in a 35-rmec period. If breakdown of the gas
(which absorbs 0.4 joules of energy) did not occur, the illumination
at the point of focus would be of the order of 3 x I0 ll w/cm 2. The
phenomena accompanying the breakdown were photograI_hed with an
electronic camera triggered by the laser pulse by means of a photo-
diode and an amplifier. Two very distinct phases which were ob-
served indicate that the process of plasma evolution is closely con-
nected with the absorption of luminous energy during the course of
breakdown. D.P.F.
A66-14S62
USE OF LASERS FOR MICROCIRCUIT RESISTANCE TRIMMING.
Joseph P. Segre (Raytheon Co. , l_fissile Systems Div. , Electro-
Optical Systems Dept., Bedford, Mass. ).
IN: NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE. CHICAGO, ILL.,
OCTOBER 25-Z7, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. VOLUME 21.
[A66-14553 05-09]
Conference sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Technology, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Northwestern
University, the University of Illinois, Argonne National Laboratory,
Electronic Representatives Association, Scientific Apparatus
Makers Association, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, Iowa State University, Marquette University, Michigan
State University, the University of Minnesota, Purdue University,
the University of Michigan, the University of Notre Dame, Ohio
State University. and the University of Wisconsin.
Ghicago, National Electronics Conference, Inc. , 1965, p. 48-51.
Discussion of the possible use of lasers for trimming micro-
circuit elements. The trilTiming of evaporated thin-film and silk-
screened cermet-film resistors was attempted with CW and pulsed
He-Ne, ruby, argon, and GaAs lasers. It is found that a ruby or
neodymium-doped padsed laser delivering at least O. 01 joules/pulse,
and an argon type CW laser can be used for microcircuit trimming.
In addition, future developments should make the OaAs laser suit-
able for this function. P.K.
£_4b-14_
LASER INDUCED MODULATION OF INFRARED RADIATION IN
SILICON (LIMIRLS).
R. A. DiCuzcin, A. R. Riben, and A. A. I_ebba (United Aircraft
Corp. , Hamilton Standard Div. , Electronics Dept. , Windsor Locks,
Conn.).
IN: NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, CHICAGO, ILL.,
OCTOBER 25-27, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. VOLUME 21.
[A66-14553 05-09]
Conference sponsored by the nlinois Institute of Technology, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Northwestern
University, the University of Illinois, Argonne National Laboratory,
Electronic Representatives Association, Scientific Apparatus
Makers Association, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, Iowa State University, Marquette University, Michigan
State University, the University of Minnesota. Purdue University,
the University of Michigan, the University of Notre Dame, Ohio
State University, and the University of Wisconsin.
C_icago, National Electronics Conference, Inc., 1965, p. 52-55.
7 refs.
USAF-supported research.
Description of a contactless method for measuring the minority
carrier lifetime in silicon, using the laser-induced (photo) modula-
tion of IR transmission in silicon (_IS) effect. The basic prin-
ciples underlying the method involve measuring the decay of injected
carriers in the silicon. Experiments indicate that the use of a ruby
laser yields measurements of the surface lifetimes, while the use
of a neodymium-doped glass laser may also yield data on the bulk
lifetime. Under appropriate conditions, the method should be ap-
plicable to other semiconductors. P.K.
A CO_ L_jF_t S_LL PAKTICL W- DETECTOP..
S. A. Schleusener (New Mexico State University, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Las Cruces, N. Mex. ) and A. A. Read (Iowa State
University of Science and Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineer-
ing, Ames, Iowa).
IN: NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONF_:RENCE, CHICAGO, ILL.,
OCTOBER 25-27, 1965, PROCEEDINGS. VOLUME 21.
[A66-14553 05-09]
Conference sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Technology, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Northwestern
University, the University of Illinois, Argonne National Laboratory,
Electronic Representatives Association, Scientific Apparatus
Makers Association, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, Iowa State University, /,_arquette University, Michigan ,
State University, the University of Minnesota, Purdue University,
the University of Michigan, the University of Notre Dame, (_io
State University, and the University of Wisconsin.
Chicago, National Electronics Conference, Inc., 1965, p. 186-190.
Research supported by the Iowa State Research Foundation, National
Defense Education Act, and NSF.
Description of the use of a low-gain He-Ne gas laser as a small-
particle detector. The output of this laser is extremely sensitive
to the presence in its optical cavity of particles as small as a few
microns in diameter. Using Stokes _ settling law and layered sedi-
mentation techniques (or a gaseous medium, the single-particle
detection capability can be extended to obtain particle-size distribu-
tions Of given particulate samples. Very small particle concentra-
tions can be used. Experience gained using a laser system in con-
junction with these techniques is discussed. P.K.
A66-14659 #
A GaAs p-n JUNCTION LASER WITH A NONUNIFORM INJECTION-
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION [LAZER NA p-n-PEREKHODE GaAs S
NERAVNOIV*ERNYM RASPREDELENIEM TOKA INZHEKTSII].
N. G. Basov, lu. P. Zakharov, V. V. Nikitin, and A. A. Sheronov
(A_kademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskil Institut, Moscow, USSR),
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 7, Oct. 1965, p. 31_8-3130. In Russian.
Study of the distribution of hljection current over the area of
the p-n junction of a laser diode divided into two unequal parts.
The emission spectra of the diode near the threshold are plotted
for the case of equal injection-current densities in both parts of the
diode and for the case of inhomogeneous excitation. The variation
in the emission spectrum of the diode beyond the threshold during
an increase in the injection current in the smaller part of the diode
is ascertained. A.B.K.
A44-14692 #
AN EVALUATION OF LASER PERFORMANCE IN MICROWELDING.
A. O. Schmidt, I. Ham (Pennsylvania State University, Dept. of
Industrial Engineering, University Park, Pa. ), and T. Hoshi
(Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan).
(American Weldin_ Society, Annual Meeting, 46th, Chicago, Ill.,
Apr. 26-30, 1965, Paper.)
Welding Journal, Research Supplement, vol. 44, Nov. 1965,
p. 481-s -488-s.
Evaluation of some related parameters in laser welding, as
regards laser performance and some feasible approaches to produc-
tion applications. Conditions are established for obtaining satis-
factory welds in 0. 005-in. and 0.0]0-in. thick Type 30Z stainless
steel, as well as 0. 005-in. , 0. 010-in., and 0. 015-in. thick 18_ Ni
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maraging steel. It is thought that laser welding will permit an ex-
tension and simplification of some conventional microwelding tech-
niques; it is noted, however, that additional parameters for effective
welding operations must be established by further research and ex-
periments in order to make the laser a more useful tool. B.B.
A66-14707
THOMSON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC ANNULAR
SHOCK TUBE PLASMAS.
Richard M. Patrick {Avco Corp. 0 Avco-Everett Research Laboratory,
Everett, Mass. }.
Physics of Fluids r vol. 8, Nov. 1965, p. 1985-1994. 16 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1483.
Measurements of Thomson scattering from the plasma electrons
created by high speed shock waves in a magnetic annular shock tube
have been u_ed to determine the electron density behind shock waves
and some preliminary measurements of the electron velocity distribu-
tion. A Q-switched ruby laser furnished the light beam which 'was
scattered by the plasma electrons. A rotating quartz prism furnished
the Q-switching of the optical cavity for the ruby laser, and rather
long Q-swltched pulses were obtained (between 10 -7 and 10 -6 sec
duration). The power level during the Q-switched pulse was between
30 and 100 row. Rayleigh scattering from an air sample at various
pressures was used to calibrate the power output of the laser and
gave for all of the tests a simultaneous measure of the laser output
power, while the Thomson scattering was being measured. The
measurements of the electron density using the Thomson scattering
and the plasma continuum intensities agreed within the scatter of
the data. The electron tempdrature measurements obtained with
the Thomson scattering showed that the electron temperature in-
creased -,with increasing[ shock speed for a given initial condition.
(Author)
A66-14771
3UNCTION HEATING OF GaAs INJECTION LASERS DURING
CONTINUOUS OPERATION.
M. H. Pilkuhn and H. S. Rupprecht (International Business Machines
Corp. , Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
N. Y. ),
IBM Journal of Research and Development, vol. 9, Sept. -Nov. 1965,
p. 400-404. 11 refs.
DOD -ARPA- Navy -suppo r ted research.
Discussion, for different cases, of the rise of the junction tem-
perature during continuous operation of an injection laser that has
been measured as a function of current. The dependence of the
emitted light power on current is computed from the thermal data
and compared with the experiment. The threshold current and the




Waiter F. Kosonocky (Radio Corporation of America, RCA Labora-
tories, Princeton, N.J. ).
IN: SYMPOSIUM ON OPTICAL AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON, MASS. ,
NOVEMBER 9, 10, I964, PROCEEDINGS. [A66-l_i818 05-0g]
Symposium supported by the Professional Group on Electronic
Computers of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the New England Section of the Optical Society of America, the
Greater Boston Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery,
and the Office of Naval Research.
Edited by J. T. Tippett, D. A. Berkowitz, L. C. Clapp, C. J.
Koester, and Alexander Vanderburgh, Jr.
Cambridge, Mass.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press,
1965, p. Z69-304. Z7 refs.
Contract No. AF 30{60Z)-3169.
Study of research work on laser digital devices. A simplified
model is developed for large signal response of laser materials,
which was verified by spectroscopic measurements of saturable
absorbers illuminated by outputs of ruby lasers, which are also de-
scribed. The study results of two saturable absorbers are given:
R transitions of an unpumped ruby crystal, and einglet transitions
of phthalocyanine solutions. The applications of semiconductor
lasers for digital devices are considered, and it is concluded that
the semiconductor, current-injection lasers are ideal for this
purpose because of their small size, high quantum efficiency, and
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fast switching speed. Laser-inverter, laser-bistable, and a laser-
monostahle circuit, representative of typical switching circuits that
could be implemented with semiconductor lasers, are examined.
The efficient quenching of a GaAs oscillator by means of a dual
oscillator structure is described. M, L.
A66-14827
LIGHT AMPLIFICATION AND SWITCHING USING FIBER OPTICS
AND LASER.
N. S. Kapany, G. M. Burgwald, and J. J. Burke, Jr. {Optics
Technology, Inc. , Palo Alto, Calif. ).
IN: SYMPOSIUM ON OPTICAL AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON, MASS. ,
NOVEMBER 9, i0, L964, PROCEEDIlqGS. [A66-14818 05-08]
Symposium supported by the Professional Group on Electronic
Computers of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the New England Section of the Optical Society of America. the
Greater Boston Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery,
and the Office of Naval Research.
Edited by J. T. Tippett, D. A. Berkowitz, L. C. Clapp, C. J.
Koester, and Alexander Vanderburgh, Jr.
Cambridge,____ Mass. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press,
1965, p. 305-3Z0. 14 refs.
Contract No. Nonr-4333(00),
Theoretical and experimental investigation of waveguide
coupling between adjacent parallel fibers, as a means of transferring
radiation from one element to another. Approximate expressions
are developed for the degree of coupling between 2 closely spaced
slabs and fibers. Such coupling effects are also demonstrated, and
beat-length variation is studied as a function of the wavelength of
the incident radiation. It is noted that photometric studies are
being made in order to measure the relative intensities of Z coupled
fibers as a function of wavelength and it is shown that a high degree
of modulation has been achieved. Further studies are going on of
configurations that would provide waveguide coupling, not only for
closely spaced passive fibers excited by an external source, but
also between active fibers, such as fiber lasers. M.L.
A66-14829
LASER DEFLECTION AND SCANNING.
R. V. Pole, R. A. Myers, H. Wieder, and E. S. Barrekette
(International Business Machines Corp., Thomas J. "Watson
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. ).
IN: SYMPOSIUM ON OPTICAL AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON, MASS. ,
NOVEMBER 9, I0, 1964, PROCEEDINGS. [A66-14818 05-08]
Symposium supported by the Professional Group on Electronic
Computers of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the New England Section of the Optical Society of America, the
Greater Boston Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery,
and the Office of Naval Research.
Edited by J. T. Tippett, D. A. Berkowitz, L. C. Clapp, C. J.
Koester, and Alexander Vanderburgh, Jr.
Cambridge, Mass., Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press,
1965, p. 351-364. 15 refs.
Consideration of a new approach to the deflection of laser light.
In this technique, the laser beam is not actually deflected, but
instead the laser is caused to emit in the desired direction at a
given time. It is shown that for such a system to be realizable, the
resonator must initially be capable of emitting light in a multiplicity
of directions - i. e. , it must be directionally, or angularly degenerate.
A single mode, or direction, is then chosen by lifting the degeneracy,
thus permitting one mode to be favored above others. It is empha-
sized that since a laser oscillator is a nonlinear device, mode
selection is reduced to a perturbation problem and the energies
needed to accomplish it may be relatively small. Described are a
number of optical resonators that have a suitably high angular
degeneracy, and some mode selection schemes, by means of which
this degeneracy can be Lifted, are discussed. It iS concluded that
there is reason for optimism about the possibility of laser deflection
by means of multimode cavities with dynamic spatial filters. M.L.
A66-14830
LASER LIGHT REDISTRIBUTION IN ILLUMINATING OPTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS.
Justin Kreuzer (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norw_k, Conn. ).
IN: SYMPaSIUM ON OPTICAL AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL
INFORMATION P.ROC_ TECHNOLOGY, BD6TON, MASS.,
NOVEMBER 9, I0, 1964, PROCEEDINC__. [A66-14gI8 05-08]
Symposium supported by the Professional Group on Electronic
Computers of the Institute of Electrica] and Electronics Engineers,
the New Engl=nd Section of the Optical Society of_Americ_, the
Greater Boston Chapter of the Association for Computing ]_tchinery,
and the _._ice of Naval Research.
Edited by 3. T. Tippett. D. A. Berkowita, L. C. CIapp, C. J.
Koeater, and Alexander Vanderburgh, Jr.
Cambridge, _es., _ssachmtette Institute of Technology Press,
1965, p. 365-369.
Comparison of four methods of forming a laser beam of greater
uniformity from a typica/ laser resonator. The four methods are:
(l) the use of only the central region of the beams, which involves
high energy losses; (2) apodization, in which a epatixi filter of non-
un_orm transmission is used to attenuate the bright central region
of the beam more than the edge, and thus make the transmitted beam
uniform; (3) a sum ol spatial modes of the proper relative phases
and amplitudes, and (4) the tee of a pair of aspheric elements,
achieving uniformity at minimum energy loss. M.L.
A6_1411_7
ATMC6PHF_.R/C BI%F.J&/£DOWN LIMITATIONS TO OPTICAL MASER
PROPAGATION.
R.iclmrd Go Ton_inson (Ohio State University. Dept. of F_.lectrical
Engmeermg, Antenna Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio).
{National Bureau of Standards! Conierence on AUnos_heric Limita-
tions to Optical Propall_inn , Boulder, Colo. r blur. ISf 1% 1965 r
P-_.)
Journal of I_esearch I Sectinzt D - Radio Science. vol. 69D, Nov.
1965. p. 1431-1433.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-2_JB'/.
Experu_ental inveetigatinn of op_cal mAser-induced gas break-
down. The dependence of breakdown in argon on p_lae shape as
well aa optical power dermity ia LUoetrated. The data were selected
to show a general correlatinn between the pulse shape and the time
reqtured to produce a breakdown. Deviatinne of ¢ 5 nsec from this
relationship were observed. The breakdown in air exhibits grossly
the lame characteristics as breakdown in argnn, except that the
dependence on l_3se ships is more complex than that shown for
argot. Breldsdown dat_ for air Lr_ also more erratic, apparently
due to the complexity of the gas m_tture. It is shows that air break-
down by focused optlca_ maser pulses is dependent c_ gas pressure,
optical power density, focused spot siae, and the temporal variation of
optical pOWer density. It appears that megawatt-typ@ pulses of 10 -8
to 10 -7 sec duration should produce air breakdown at optical power
densities of about i0/0 watts/era Z _ th_ cross-sectiCn_ai area of the
optical maser beam is sufficiently large to produce negligible dLf-
_ic_ lnes. M.M,
M46148_ #
THE USE OF LASERS TO SII_UI.ATE RADIATION-INDUCED
TRANSIENTS IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND C]I_CUITS.
D. H. Habing (Sandia Corp.. Sandla laboratory, Albuquerque.
N. Mex. ).
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual Confer-
ence on Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects, Zn.d, Universit), of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. Mich., July 12-15, 1965, Paper.
IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-I2, Oct. 1965,
p. 91-100. 10 refs.
AEC-supported research.
Demonstration that a pulsed-infrared laser can be used as a
relatively simple, inexpensive, and effective means of simulating
the effects caused by intense gamma ray sources on semiconductors.
Experimental results are presented which show that the transients
induced in various types of silicon transistors when exposed to a
neodymium laser are essentially identical to those obtained when
the transistors are exposed to pulses of ZS Mev electrons from a
linear accelerator and 600 kvp flash X-ray machine. Good agree-
ment exists between the peak photocurrents obtained using these
three sources over a dose range of 10 "1 to l04 reds. Calculations
based upon published as well as experimental absorption data for
silicon show that energy deposition is very nearly uniform for the
A66-14903
wavelength of light obtained from neodymium lasers (L 06 microns -
L 17-ev photons). By defocusing the laser light beam, dose rates
in excess of 1012 rads/sec (silicon) in 40 x 10 -9 seconds over an
area of 50 cm 2 have been obtained from a O-switched l0 megawatt
neodymium laser. This greatly exceeds the maximum dose rate of
1011 rade/sec (silicon_ over approximately 1 cm 2 attainable from
linear accelerators. A low energy pulsed laser has been focused
through a microscope to a spot size of 10 mlcrons and used as a
probe to generate ionization in selected regions of semiconductor
devices. Individual transistors and monolithic integrated circuits
have been investigated to determine the contributions of various
regions of devices to the photocurrents observed at the device
te rmmais. { .A._thc_
A66-14897 #
A STUDY OF CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF A HELIUM-NEON
LASER.
F. A. Korolev, A. I. Odintsov, and V. 'N. Mitsai.
(Optlka i Spektroskopiia, voL 19, July 1965, p. 71-77. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, voL 19, July 1965, p. 36-39. 6 refs.
Translation.
[For abstraCt see issue 20, page 2968, Accession no. A65-31375]
STIMULATED EMISSION OF PRASEODYMIUM IN CA_LCIUM
TUNGSTATE.
V. J._ Bakuraenko, G. S. Kozina, T. A. Kostinskaia, E. P.
Lupachev, and E. S, Rv-acheva.
(Optlka i S[_ktroskopiia, voL 19, July 1965, p. 132. )
Optics and S_ectroecop]r, voL 19, July 1965, p. 68. Translation.
Description of the obtaining of laser oscillation in calcium
tungstate crys_la activated with trivalent praseodymium. It is
noted that the oscillatinns were studied in cylindrical samples of
about 5 mm diem and 40 mm length, with plane-parallel silvered
ends. The luminescence spectrum of the crystals in the visible,
taken at 77°K on an J.S]P-51 spectrograph, is illustrated. B.B.
M6-1_ #
SOME PROPERTIE.S OF L,ASERS FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF
T HERA4ODYNAMICS.
Iu. T. ]_x=urenko.
(Optik_ i Spektrosko/_iia, woL 19, July 1965, p. 156-158. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, voL 19, July 1965, p. 85-8?. Translatiom
[For abstract see issue Z0, page 2969, Accession no. A65-31376]
A_14901
ANALYSIS OF STIMULATED RAJ_AIq SCATTERING IN WAVE-
GUIDES.
Williazn G. Wagner and Shaul Yatsiv (Hughes Aircraft Co.. Re-
search Laboratories, Mal/bu, Calif.).
IEEE Journal of _uanturn Electronics vol. QE-l, Oct. 1965, p.
287-294. 9 refs.
Analysis of Stokes radiation, excited by a giant pulse radiation
propagating along a rectangular wavegu_de. Equations are estab-
lished and solved for an arbitrary shape of the giant pulse. At high
gains the stin_ulated radiation is emitted at edl angles. The maxi-
mum output is a/moot perpendicular to the exciting beam. and it
decreases as the forward and backward directions are approached.
Forward-backward ratios are sensitive to the detailed shape and
magnitude of the laser pulse. The large forward-backward ratio
for esterise short laser pulses accounts for the observed results,
which are _l_uat-at_d for a square and a parabolic oulse. In _rac-
t_ce, a large number ol waveguide modes are simultaneously excited,
resulting in intense excitation of vlb_ational modes in the medium,
and enhancement of the inverse R_ma_ effect and of anti-Stokes gen-
eration. _.F.
A66-14903




W. W. R*grod and T. J. Bridges (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ,
Murray Hill, N.J. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Oct. 1955, p.
298-303. 17 refs.
Observation of both spontaneous and controlled one-way TW
(traveling-wave) oscillations in a spherical-re!trot ring resonator
excited by an argon ion laser in its ^ 4879.90 k transition, The
de-excited argon ion laser m an optical ring resonator has been
found to oscxllate spontaneously in one circulatory direction, for
all but a relatively narrow range of gain levels above threshold.
Near threshold the TW oscillations occur in the direction opposite
to that of the ionic drift motion, whereas at high excitation levels
they can occur in either direction. The direction of TW oscilla-
tions at any level can be controlled or switched, either by means
of an external mirror or a weakly resonant loss element which can
be tuned to favor either direction. The tendency of the ion ring
laser to oscillate m a single direction is attributed in part to the
Doppler shift associated with the ion drift velocity, and chiefly to
its large natural imewidth. Hole widths burnt in the gain-velocity
profile, which are significant in mode competition, usually exceeded
the mode spacing of the resonator by large margins. Physical argu-
ments have been advanced to show that, when such large hole widths
prevail, and spatial cross relaxation depends only on ion motions,
only running waves can oscillate in a ring resonator, and moreover
they will all oscillate in the same direction. Close to threshold,
the preferred direction for TW oscillations corresponds to that for
which the gain profile is Doppler-shifted to longer wavelengths,
possibly because of slightly smaller scattering losses, (Author)
A66-14904
OUTPUT SPECTRA OF THE ARGON ION LASER.
T. J. Bridges and W0 W. Rigrod (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Oct. 1965, p.
303-308. 17 refs.
The output spectra of an A + laser in its A 4879.90 A transition
has been observed at various levels above threshold, in a rung reso-
nator, a two-mirror resonator of the same longitudinal mode spacing
(107 Me/s), and another two-mirror resonator of about three times
that mode spacing. Oscillations were restricted to the fundamental
(Gaussian} mode. The A + laser spectra display three novel features,
hitherto unobserved in the oscillation spectra of neutral-gas lasers
which appear to stem, at least in part, from its large natural
line width: (i) at moderate levels above threshold, the spectra are
extraordinarily stable, and usually characterized by gaps of many
mode spacings between oscillations; (2) above a critical level, oscil-
lations occur in random sequence at all resonances, v_ith violent
amplitude lquctuations at each frequency; (3) the time-average en-
velope of the unstable "multimode " oscillations exhibits three well-
defined maxima, which give v.ay to a single maximum at a higher
excitation level. The line shift of the laser transition has been
measured to within about 10 percent, by comparing oscillation fre-
quencies at the center of symmetrical spectra in the two counter-
circulating waves of the ring laser. (Author)
A66-14908
AUTOINiATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF A LASER LOCAL OS-
CILLATOR FOR HETEI_ODYNE DETECTION OF MICROWAVE-
MODULATED LIGHT.
Russell Targ and W. D. Bush (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. ,
Sylvania Electronic Systems Div. , Mountain View, Calif. ),
Applied Optics, v01. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 1523-1527.
USAF- suppor ted research.
Description of th_ operation of an automatic frequency control
system which tunes a laser local oscillator (LO) so as to seek,
acquire, and track the frequency of an incoming laser signal, and
automatically maintain a 2.5-Gc frequency offset to permit the
retrieval of microwave information. The feasibility and prac-
ticability of using optical heterodyne detection for the demodula-
tion of weak optical signals having microwave bandwidths are dem-
onstrated, M.F.
&66-14909
MICROWAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS.
P. F. Checcacci and A. M. Scheggi (Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche, Centro Microonde, Florence, Italy).
Applied Optics, rot. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 15Z9-1533. Z9 refs.
USAF- supported research,
Application Of a scaling method to the study of the characteris-
tics of & laser resonator. Experimental tests performed on a Fabry-
Perot resonator with plane square mirrors operating in the X band
are described. Measurements of frequency and quality factors of
the resonator modes along with field distributions _re reported and
the results discussed. Particularly the close correlation between
mirror deformations and field patterns is shown. M.F.
A66-14919
BEAM CHARAC*I'ERIbTIGS OF RUBY OPTICAL MAS]_RS.
T. S. Jaseja, M. K. Dheer, and D. Madhavan {Institute of H*gher
Technology, Dept. of Physics, Kanpur, India).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 1643-1647. Z0 refs.
With our experimental setup the output characteristics of ruby
lasers have been studied. The photographic study was made to
measure the beam divergence. From these measurements, the
angular spread of the maser beam is obtained as Z. 4 x 10 -4 gad,
which is fairly close to the theoretical limit. At high input pumping
energies, the beam divergence increases considerably. This is
believed to be due to generation of more transverse modes. The
light output from the maser is focused (by a lens of a long focal
length) onto the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube. The output
from the photornultiplier is then displayed on a spectrum analyzer.
In this way, beat notes corresponding to simultaneous axial mode
oscillations are obtained and studied. The linewidth 0f these beats
is around 500 to 700 kc when the maser is operated near threshold.
This is much smaller than it is possible to measure in a conven-
tional maser. At high pumping powers, the linewidth increases up
to 4 Mc or so. (Author)
A_- 14920
BEAM DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT FOR Q-SWITCHED RUBY
LASERS.
R. W. Waynant, J. H. Cullom, i. T. Basil, and O. D. Baldwin
(Westinghouse Electric Corp. , Atomic Defense and Space Group,
Surface Div. , Baltimore, Md. ).
(Optical Society of America, Annual Meeting, 49th, Nex_ York,
N. Y. , Oct. 6-9, 1964. )
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 164g-1651.
USAF- supported research.
A technique is presented which makes use of photographic film
to obtain quantitative measurements of the intensity distribution in
a O-switched faser beam. A gamma curve for XR (extended range)
film has been made under Q-switched laser exposure conditions.
Typical contours of intensity distribution from both rotating reflector
and Kerr cell Q-switched laser systems are presented. Significant
changes in the area of the intensity contours have been noted. These
changes could result in large energy density errors in experimental
results. Possible causes of these changes in intensity distribution
are given. (Author)
A66-14921
TWO LENSES TO COLLINIATE RED LASER LIGHT.
Daniel INialacara (Rochester, University, Institute of Optics,
Rochester, N.Y. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 1652-1654. 5 refs.
Research supported by the Instituto Nacional de la Investigaci_n
Cient{fica of Mexico and the U, S. Army.
Description of two lenses to collimate the light from a He-Ne
laser, with focal ratios f/4 and f/Z. 65. These systems have good
spherical correction, and the coma is small. These lenses can
be used as collimators or 6bjectives on a high precision inter-





A STUDY OF MODES IN A Brz-Ar LASER.
K. K. Chow and T. B. Ramachandran {Microwave Associates, Inc.,
Burlington, Mass. ).
Applied O_tics, vol. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 1670, 167L 5 refs.
USAF- supported research.
Discussion of l_eer action in a bromine-argon mixture. The
ouqsut contains four lines, separated by 3. 92, 13. 90, 3. 78, and
21. 60 Gc, each of which has wldth to support a number of cavity
modes. Microvrave beats are reported which can be identified as
those between modes differing not only in longitudinal, but also in
transverse, mode numbers. The number of beats observed totals
tO. &_Out c,n_ hundred. The cxpcr_!n.en_--.! re-e,-,!t- - m__v_ h#at_ in three
grOUps. In comparison with the mode chart, the experimental results
are plotted, in which the beats between modes are properly identified.
M.F.
A66.14924
ELECTRODELESS EXCITATION OF He-Ne GAS LASERS.
D. S. Smith, K. 1_. Baird, and W. E. E. Berger (National Re-
search Council, Ottawa, Canada).
Applied Optics, vdl. 4, Dec. 1965, p. 1673, 1674.
Study of electrodeless excitation of the discharge in a He-Ne
gas laser tube. This excitation presents two attractive features
when compared with internal electrode systems: mechanical sim-
plicity due to the avoidance of seal-throughs, and absence of metal
parts in the discharge with their attendant risk of contamination
and spattering cleamup. The application of the electrodeless ex-
citation to voice transmission is discussed, l_i. F.
A66-14972 #
COHERENT LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH OPTICAL FIBER.
Ryuichi Hioki and Takeomi Suzuki (Tokyo. University, Dept. of
Applied Physics, Tokyo, Japan).
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Oct. 1965, p. 817.
6 refs.
Experimental investigation of the speckle pattern that appears
during light transmission through an optical fiber. The Fraunhofer
pattern of a transmitted laser light beam is presented. A fiber with
diameter o_ 60 _ and a length of 11.5 cm was used. Its end faces
were no_ polished. Light of a He-Ne laser (63Z8 A} was incident
normally on the entrance face of the fiber. For cornparismx, a
pattern of light transmitted through a diffusing plate is also shown,
The spatial frequencies of the speckle pattern are determined by
the shape of the light source, that is, the exit face of the fiber, and
they decrease with the diameter of the fiber. When the middle por-
tion of the fiber was distorted by hand, the pattern changed but its
statistical aspects did not. A more interesting result was obtained
when two parallel fibers, closely placed to each other, were used:
in addition to the speck/es which were observed in the case of a
single fiber, fine distorted fringes were observed, which are the
result of interference between the light waves from the independent
fibers. The spatial frequency of these fine fringes was dependent
only on the distance between the exit faces of the fibers, and was
not affected by any other portion of the fibers, as expected. When
the exit faces were brought closer to each other, these fringes
broadened and were finally lost in the larger speckles. M.M.
A66-14973 #
LASER OSCILLATIONS IN SILICON TETRACHLOR/DE VAPOR.
Mitsuyoshi Shin_azu and Yasuzi Suzaki (Hitachi, Ltd., Central
Research Laboratory, Tokyo. Japan}.
Japanese Journal of Applted Physics, re1. 4, Oct. 1965, p. 819,
6 refs.
Experimental investigation of the possibility of obtaining laser
action in some Si I lines by exciting silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4),
silicon tetrachloride (SIC14) . and ethyl silicate (Si(OCzH5)4). When
the electrodeless high frequency discharge was passed through
silicon tetrachloride vapor or a mixture of silicon tetrachloride
vapor and neon, laser action was obtained on three lines, two at"
about 1.2 _ and one at about I. 6 @. On the other hand, attempts
to obtain laser action with silicon tetrafluoride and ethyl silicate
vapor have so far beenunsuccessful. It was also found that, under
suitable conditions, two known laser lines of the neutral chlorine
atom at 1.98 _ and Z.0Z _ oscillate regardless of parent molecules.
It is noted that these two C1 I lines do not appear as stimulated
em/ssion, in contrast to the three newly observed lines. M.M.
A66-14974 #
TRANSIENT CHANGE OF EMISSION IN PULSED GaAs LASER.
Manabu Saji and Yoshio Inuish/ (Osaka University, Faculty of
Engineering, Osaka, Japan1).
Japanese 3ournal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, Oct. 1965, p. 820.
Experimental investigation of the transient response of the
emission spectrum during pulse operation of a GaAs laser, and an
examination of its correlation with other properties. The samples
were fabricated by diffusing Zn into n-type Te-doped GaAs; they
were ilnn_ersed in liquid nitrogen to be operated by a flattop current
pulse. The threshold current at 77elk was 0.9 amp. The waveforms
of spectral laser emission under current pulse application which
were obtained with grating spectrometer and photomultiplier are
shown together with an example of the shift of the emission spectrum
during the current pulse measured at various times from the pulse
front. The results show that, with increasing time from the pulse
front, the modes of longer wavelength were enhanced, and those of
shorter wavelength were diminished. Conceivable mechanisms for
this shift toward longer wavelengths include ; (i) change of ene_r_y
gap due to lattice expansion by heating; (Z) depletion of high eneFEy
electrons or lowering of the quasi-Fermi level at the N side of the
depletion layer during the current pulse; and (3) increase of the
electron or hole population at deeper dca_or or accepter levels
during the current pulse. The observed temperature shift of the
spectral peak was 0.4 A/°K near 77OK, in good agreement with
Nathanls results, but differing appreciably from Konnerth I s value
of 1.Z A/°K. M.M.
A66-14979 #
RADIATION DALCAGF. " AND ANNEALING OF GaAs LASER DIODE.
L/lanabe Saji and Yoshio Inuish/ (Osaka University, Facultyof En-
gineering, Osaka, Japan).
Ja_anese Journal of A_plied Physics. vol. 4. Oct. 1965. p. 830. 831.
Study of radiation damage in GaAs, the effects of _ -ray ir-
radiation from Co 60 on a GaAs laser diode and its annealing. In
addition to a decrease of quantum efficiency, it was found that the
lasin 8 peak wavelength at 8414 _before irradiation (at a forward
current of 4.0 amp) shifted slightly to shorter wavelengths with
increasing _- ray irradiations. Curves of the output light intensity
of each spectral peak vs the forward injection current are presented.
M.F.
A66-14981
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF A RUBY LASER WITH RESPECT TO
TIME [THEORETISCHE UND EXPERILCENTELLE UNTERSUCHUNGEN
DES ZEITLICHEN EIvIISSIONSVERLAUFS EINES RUBINLASER].
H. Weber (Berlin, Technische UniversitRt, I. Physikalisches
lnstitut, Berlin, West Germany).
(Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, Herbstta_un_, D_sseldorf,
West German)', 1964, Paper. )
Zeitschrift f_r Ph),sik, vol. 188, no. 5, 1965, p. 444-467. 13 refs.
In German.
Research supported by the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk.
Approximate solutlon of the rate equations for a ruby laser for
large deviations from the steady state, by neglecting oscillafion
damping. The analytic solutions are compared with numerical solu-
tions and experimental values. These large-axnplitude solutions
are seen to describe the spiking behavior and spike shape of the
ruby quite well. The nonstationary behavior can he described by
only one value Q_=, which characterizes the laser and includes all
the special properties of the laser-resonator, such as loss rate,
nun_ber of active modes, pumping rate, and transition probabilities.
An experimental setup for determining Q# is given. Formulas to de-
scribe the relationships among spike half-width, spiking frequency,
maximum output power, steady-state values, and pumping power




PRODUCTION OF COHERENT RADIATION BY ATOMS AND
MOLECULES (1964 NOBEL LECTURE) [PRODUCTION DE
RAYONNEMENT COHERENT PAR LES ATOMES ET LES
MOLECULES].
C. H. Towhee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge.
Mass. ).
(Nobel Foundation, Lecture, Stockholm, Sweden, Dec. II, 1964. )
Electronique, Oct. 1965, p. 359-37Z. 93 refs. In French.
[For abstract see issue Zd, page 3596, Accession no. A65-36095]
A66-15097
THEOKETICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF A
PLASMA GENERATED BY FOCUSING A LASER BEAM IN AIR
[INTERPRETATION THEORIQUE DE L' EVOLUTION DU PLASMA
CREE PAR FOCALISATION D' UN FA/SCEAU LASER DANS L j A/R].
Jean-Louis Champetier (Commissariat _t l' Energie Atomique,
Centre dIEtudes de Limeil, Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, Seine-st-
Glee, France).
Acad-'mie des Sciences IParis), Comptee Rendus, vol. Z61, no. 20,
Nov. 15, 1965, p. 3954-3957. In French.
Theoretical analysis - based on a one-dimensional model - of
the phenomena observed when a plasma is generated by focusing a
laser beam in air, The evolution of the luminous zone of a plasma
_*f this type can be divided into two phases - the first (lasting for
about 30 nsec) being the period in which the air absorbs the luminous
energy supplied by the laser and the second being the period in which
the generated plasma cools down. The model used for investigation
of the plasma in the first phase is based upon the work of Ramsden
and Savic. It is assumed that the mean path of the photons in the
plasma is short and that the energy supplied by the laser will be
absorbed in a thin layer, giving rise to a shock wave. It is also
assumed that the section of gas behind the detonation wave is much
more affected by lateral than by longitudinal expansion. These
simple hydrodynamic assumptions are in agreement with experi-
mental results. D.P.F.
A66-15106
EFFECTS OF MOL_-CULAR ._N_OTROPY ON THE PROPAGATION
OF AN INTENSE LIGHT [EFFETS DE L'._NIgOTROPr_- MOL_-
CULAIRE SUR LA PROPAGATION D'UNE LUMIERE INTENSE].
G_rard Hauchecorne and Guy Mayer (Compagnie G_n_rale de
T_l_graphie sans Fil0 D_partement de Physique Appliqu_e, Orsay
Seine-et-Oiee, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris)_ Commies Rendus, vol. Z61, no. Z0,
Nov. 15, 1965, p. 4014-4017. 9 refs. In French.
Description of experiments which reveal that a part of the
energy of an intense light beam, initially parallel, concentrates
itself spontaneously in place and in time as it traverses certain
liquids. These concentrations were predicted by Chiao, Garmire
and Townes. Measurement shows them to be sufficiently strong to
explain the large discrepancy between the observed stimulated
Raman and Brillouin effects in these liquids and the theoretical
predictions which assume the exciting beam to be practically
homogeneous. The study of the criteria for the appearance of these
spontaneous convergences shows that the electric anisotropy of
molecules plays an essential role. M.F.
A66-15109
STUDY OF THE ENERGY OF IONS EMITTED BY A METAL
TARGET STRUCK BY A LASER BEAM [ETUDE DE L'ENERGIE
DES IONS EMIS PAR UNE CIBLE METALLIQUE FRA.PPEE PAR
LE FAISCEAU D'UN LASER].
Alain Ducauze, Gianfranco TonGs, and Pierre Veyrie (Commissaria
h 1'Energie Atomique, Centre d' Etudes de Limeil, Service Docu-
mentation, Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z61, no. Z0,
Nov. 15, 1965, p. 4039-4041. 5 refs. In French.
Experimental study of the energy and intensity of ions emitted
by a metal target as a function of the characteristics of the laser
and of the nature of the metal., The observed phenomena are found
to be compatible with a thermal model. M.F.
A66-15171
PERIPHERAL MODES IN A CHELATE L.ASER [MODES PER/PHERI-
QUES DANS UN LASER A CHELATE].
Y. H. Meyer (Ecole Polytechnique, Laboratoire de Physique, Paris,
France).
Journal de Ph}'si_ue, vol. 26, Oct. 1965, p. 558°560. 5 refs. In
French.
Comparison of the luminescence emitted on the axis of the cylin-
drical cell with that emitted by the Lateral face of a chelate laser.
The existence of an axial superradiance, and of a lateral stimulated
emission clearly differing from the normal longitudinal stimulated
emission, is shown by the difference in the oscillograms obtained.
It is concluded that peripheral modes, obtained by reflection at the
cylindrical liquid-silica interface, are present. A.B.K.
A66-15297 =:
LIDAR - A CAT HUNTER?
Myron G. H. Ligda (Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
Calif. ).
Shell Aviation News, no. 328, 1965, p. Z-8.
Discussion of possible applications for airborne laser-radar
light detection and ranging (lidar) systems. The basic characteris-
tics of laser and lidar operation are reviewed. The use of an air-
borne lidar system, for making atmospheric measurements of
importance for flying, is discussed. One such possible use, it is
noted, is the detection of clear air turbulence (CAT). A feasible
configuration for a co-axial alrborne lidar transmit-receive unit
is described. P.K.
A66-15333 e
RATE OF PROPAGATION OF A HIGH-POWER LIGHT PULSE IN
AN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM [SKOROST' RASPRO6TRA-
NENIIA MOSHCHNOGO IMPUL'SA SVETA V LNVERSNO ZASELEN-
NOI SREDE].
N. O. Basov, R. V. Ambartsumian, V. S. Zuev, P. G. Kriukov,
and V, S. Letokhov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, US&R).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doldady, vol. 165, Nov. _, 1965, p. 58-60.
5 refs. In Russian.
Consideration of the rate of propagation of a high-power laser
light pulse in a medium consisting of two inversely populated levels.
From a comparison of attenuated and unattenuated signals before
and after amplification it is found that preferential amplification of
thn forward part of a pulse with an exponentially increasing leading
edge does not lead to a decrease in the pulse duration but to an ad-
ditional shift of the pulse maximum. A.B.K.
A66-15347
HEATING OF THIN SHEET DURING LASER WELDING [NAGREV
TONKIKH LISTOV Pal SVARKE LAZEROM].
N. N. Rykalin and A. A. Uglov (institut Metallurgii, Moscow,
USSR).
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 165, Nov. II, 1965, p. 319-3Z2.
In Russian.
Discussion of the heating prOcess in laser overlap welding of
metal sheets, that takes into account the thickness of the overlap-
ping layer, the energy distribution in the laser beam, and the heat
transfer to the lower sheet via the contact surface. A relation
describing the temperature field for copper sheets of various thick-
nesses, and at various light-flux densities, is derived and applied to
the calculation of the temperature field and energy of a laser pulse.
V.P.
A66-i5352
OBSERVATION OF PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION IN THE OPTI-
CAL RANGE [NABLIUDENIE PARAMETRICHESKOGO USILENIIA
V OPTICHESKOM DIAPAZONE].
S. A. Akhmanov, A. I. Kovrigin, A. S. Piskarskas, V. V. Fadeev,
and R. V. }Q1okhlov (Moskovskii Cosudarstvennyi Universitet, '
Fizicheskii Fakul'tet, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, Oct. I, 1965, p. 300-305. 6 ref:
In Russian.
Direct observation of the parametric amplification of an optical
signal with a wavelength of I. 06 _ in a KDP crystal excited by intense
pumping radiation at 0.53 u • A neodymium-doped glass laser is
176
A66-15856
used both as a source of pumping power and of the sigr_tl to be axn-
plified. The power level achieved is seen to be s_icient to driv_ a #
parametric light generator and to achieve continuous tuning of the
frequency of coherent optical oscili_tions. V.P.
A66-15354 #
EFFECT OF INTENSE LASER RADIATION ON THE DISPERSION
PROPERTIES OF "TRANSPARENT" CRYSTALS [O VLIIANII
INTENSIVNOGO LAZERNOGO IZLUCHENIIA NA DISPERSIONNYE
SVOISTVA "PROZRACHNYI_-I" KRISTALLOV].
M. S. Brodin, V. N. Vatulev, and S. V. Zakrevskii (Akademiia
ZHETF Pis'rr_ v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, Oct. i, 1965, p. 317-3Z0.
S refs. In Russian.
Observation of the changes in dispersion properties of a medium
under the effect of a laser pulse, during the spectral analysis of
semlconductor crystals transparent to ruby-laser radiation. The
results are seen to provide some indications concerning the mecha-
nism of the change in properties. V.P.
A66-1536S #
NEC MASER FOR RADIO ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION USED
AT THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ATMOSPHERICS.
NEC Review, vol. 6, no. 3, 1965, p. IZ, 13.
Brief description of a maser amplifier for radio astronomical
observatlon developed by NECIs Central Research L_bor&tory. With
this _plilier, great emphasis has been placed on high stable per-
formance, and it has been made so that it can be adjusted and handled
convenxentJy in field ins_llat_ons. It is noted that a microwave solid-
state maser, operating at the X-band, is used for improving the
sensitiwty of the radiometer. A photogral_h and a block diagram of
this rnlser are provided, and its characteristics are described. As
an example of the observation data ob_ined by this maser, the chart
record of Taurus A is shown. M.F.
A66-I 548!
TRANSMISSION THROUGH A TAPERED QUARTZ TUBE IN THE
LASER NEAR FIELD.
H. J. Caulfield (Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex.).
Nature, vol. >08, Nov. 20, 1965, p. 773, 774.
Study, on an experimental basis, of the transmission through
a tapered qttartz tube _ the laser near field on the position of the
tube un the fleld. The theory involved is based on the _ct that the
laser near-field pattern for circular apertures is a function of aZ/
_kX, where a is the aperture radius, A the wavelength of the light
(6328 A for the He-Ne laser used), and X is the distance from the
aperture. The per-cent energy tr_nsmisslon through the tube is
plotted as a function of the equation for various v_Ittes of a. It
appears to he true, it is concluded, that the percentage transmission
for a given tube depends _n its position in the laser near field.
M.L.
A66-15484
LJ_SER BOMBARDMENT EFFECTS ON VACUUM SURFACES.
L. P. Levine, J. F. Ready, _nd E. Bernal G. (HoneyweLl, Inc.,
Research Center, Hopkins, Mi_n.).
Research/Development, vol. 16, Dec. 1965, p. 56-59.
Comparison of current research work on the emission of
light, electrons_ ions, and gases from opaque surfaces under
bombardment by Q-switched laser light beams in vacuo. The
details of a G-switched laser are briefly reviewed, _nd the
confusion as to whether the laser light effects are purely therm 21
phenor_ena is noted. Results are presented from Z of several ap-
proaches being conducted in parallel by the HoneyweU Research
Center, supported by the BaUistic Research Laboratories in Aher-
deeno In one approach a modi_zc_ion o_-the t_me-of-flight mass
spectrometer principle ts utilized for studying the ions ejected
from a surface under bombardment. Design details of the spec-
trometer are outlined, and it is reported that the energetic ions
(observed by Linlor) are not only of the base material but also of
occluded gases. In the second approach, a quadrupole mass
analyzer is used for determining the gases desorbed from the sur-
faces trader bombardment, It is found that m so far, results indicate
no gross dif_rences with the theoretically predicted temperature
excursions, and it is considered possible to predict the ionic corn-
portent of gas desorption from these same temperature excursiohs.
It is found, however, that such predictions fail to account for the




J. F. Newton and M. J. Walsh (Cornel] Aeronautical Laboratory,
Inc. , Hypersonic Tunnel Dept., Buffalo, N.Y. ).
AIAAJournal, voL 3, Dec. 1965, p. 2335-Z337.
Discussion of the results of a program to demonstrate the
feasibility of and develop the required instrumentation techniques
for a new type of gas density measuring system, using light scat-
tered from a laser beam as the measured quantity. The straight-
forward principle involved and the experimental setup used are
described, and typical results are shown. It is concluded that the
data obtained demonstrate the feasibility of the laser density probe
concept. Output was shown to be hnear with density over three
orders of magnitude. The two main factors limiting this range
were residual laser light ar_l data scatter. The former was reduced
to the order of l_ in the experimental setup; the second was charac-
terized by a standard deviation of Z to 3_0. The most probable range
of use in air is from 10 -4 arnagat upward. M. M
A66-15836
A PROPOSAL FOR LASER LIGHT MODULATION.
Hiroki Mori and M_sanori M_tsuhara (Osaka, University, School of
Engineering, Osaka, Japan).
Electronics and Communications in Japan, vol. 47, Sept. 1964,
p. 94,95.
Suggestion of a method for modulating light from a laser with
a composite Fabry-Perot resonator using more than three multiple
reflecting p_ates. I_ the pararneters_ L, J_l' and/_, representing the
width of the laser n_L_eri&l and distances between reflecting plates,
are properly chosen, the normalized Q of the resonant system, Q(f),
will be maximum at f0' where f0 is the center frequency of the
stirntt]ated radiation spectrum. Slight changes in_-_ and _2 will
then change the frequency characteristic of Q(f), while the resor_Lnt
frequency stays the same. R.A.F.
A66-15853 #
STRUCTURE OF THE RADIATION FIELD OF A GAS LASER WITH
sPHERICAL MIRRORS.
S. G. Zeiger, N. I. Kaliteevskii_ E. E. Fradkin, _d M. P. Chaika.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 255-263.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 144-148. Transla-
tion.
[For abstract see issue Z4, page 3595_ Accession no. A65-36050]
A66-15854 #
ON THE THRF-_HOLD POWER OF A LASER WITH DISTURBED
OPTICAL ADJUSTMENT.
I. A. Rom-Krichevskaia, A. M. Ratuer, and A. V. Meshcheriakov.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. Z64-269.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 149-152. 7 refs.
Yranslation.
[For abstract see i_s_e Z4, oage 3595. Accession no. A65-36051]
A66-15856
EFFECT OF MIRROR M/SALIGNMENT ON THE L(D_SES IN A
FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR,
M. P. Va_iukov. V. I. Isaenko, V. P. Kalinin, and V. V. Liubimov.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol, 19, Aug. 1965, p. Z86, Z87.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 161, 16Z. Transla-
tion.




LUMINESCENCE AND ABSORPTION OF EXCITED RUBY.
M. D. Galanin, V. N. Smorchkov, and Z. A. Chizhikova.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 296-298.)
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 168-170.
Translation.
[For. abstract see issue Z4, page 3595, Accession no. A65-36055]
A66-15861 #
PRODUCTION OF A POWERFUL PULSE OF RADIATION FROM A
RUBY LASER USING AN ULTRASONIC TRA,VELING-WAVE DIF-
FRACTION MODULATOR.
I. I. Adrianova, lu. V. Popov, and V. E. Terentev.
(Optika i Spektr0skopiia, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 307-310. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, vol. 19, Aug. 1965, p. 176, 177. Transla-
tion.
a:_ ^ ....... ; ...... A65 36058]
A66- ! 5864
SCATTERING OF INTENSE LIGHT.
Walter C. Henneberger (Southern Illinois University, Dept. of
Physics, Carbondale, IlL ).
Physical Review, Znd Series, Section A, vol. 140, Dec. 13, 1965,
p. A1864-A1866. 5 refs.
The variation of scatterang cross section with beam intensity is
computed for the scattering of ruby-laser light on atomic hydrogen.
The result contradicts that of an earlier calculation which omits the
contribution of some important intermediate states. The scattering
cross section is found to increase very slightly as the intensity of
the incident light is increased. (Author)
A66-15900 #
GENERATION THRESHOLD OF A RUBY LASER WITH PUMPING
ENERGY DISSIPATION IN THE CRYSTAL.
D. N. Vylegzhanin and M. Kh. Zelikman.
_R. adxotekhnika i Elektronika, vo[. 10, June 1965, p. 1147-1150.)
Radio En_ineerin_ and Electronic Physics, vol. 10, June 1965,
p. 984-987. 6 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 16, page Z3Z6, Accession no. A65-Z6687]
A66-15958
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A WIDE TUNING RANGE L-BAND
TRAVELING WAVE MASER.
B. J. Walker (Department of Defense, Washington, D. C. ).
IN: MILECON/9; CONFERENCE ON MILITARY ELECTRONICS,
WASHINGTON, D,C., SEPTEMBER Z2-24, 1965, CONFERENCE
R_CORD. [A66-15954 06-09]
Conference sponsored by the Military Electronics Group of the
institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.,
1965, p. 33-37. 5 refs.
This paper describes the development of an experimental L-
band traveling wave maser with exceptionally wide tuning range,
Net gains of 40 db or more have been obtained over the frequency
range i. 35 to Z. 0 Gc with the maser operated in a liquid helium
bath of 4. Z°K. The excess noise temperature did not exceed 17°}(
over this frequency range. (Author)
A66-16072
NONLINEAR OPTICAL REFLECTION FROM A METALLIC
BOUNDARY.
Fielding Brown, Robert E. Parks, and Arthur M. Sleeper {Williams
College, Williarnstown, Mass.).
Ph)_sical Review Letters, vol. 14, June 21, 1965, p. 1029-1031.
8 refs.
Army-supported research.
Description of the unambiguous observation of second-harmonic
light generated on reflection of a giant-pulse laser beam from the
surface of a silver mirror. It is noted that the observations were
consistent with a second-harmonic polarization proportional to
V E. Since only the component of E normal to the surface has a
• discontinuity at the boundary, the second-harmonic polarization
would be proportional to costS, where e is the angle between
178
and the plane of incidence. The second-harmonic intensity would
be proportional to cos4e. The apparatus used to detect the effect
and measure its angular dependence is described and illustrated.
B.B.
A66-16149 #
POSSIBILITY OF USING LASER RADIATION TO CREATE A
STRONG ELECTRON SOURCE [O VOZMOZHNOSTI LSPOL'ZOVANIIA
IZLUCHENIIA LAZERA DLIA SOZDANI/A MOSHCHNOGO ISTOCH-
NIKA ELEKTRONOV].
O. V. Bogdankevich, V. lu. Sudzilovskii, and A. A. Lozhnikov
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki,,vol. 35, Nov. 1965, p. 2052, 2053.
In Russian.
Creation of a source of electrons by extraction from a plasmoid
formed by local heating of a cathode by a laser beam. The experi-
mental apparatus is diagramed. An electron current of 500 amp
was obtained ove r a period of 80 nsec. R. A, F.
A66-16346 #
GENERATION OF THE R 2 RUBY LINE IN A DISPERSION RE.SO-
NATOR [GENERATSIiA Rz-LINII RUBiNA V DISPERSIONNOM
REZONATORE].
V. L. Broude, O. N. Pogorelyi, and M. S. Soskin (Akademiia
Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Akademila Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 163, Aug. 21, 1965, p. 1342,
1343. In Russian.
Summary of the performance of a dispersion resonator in a
ruby laser, showing that generation on both the R 1 line and R z line
can be obtained using such resonators. A resonator with dispersion
systems proposed by Holstein and Biberman is described, and
illustrated by a diagram. V.Z.
A66-16378
EFFICIENT CONTINUOUS OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERA-
TION.
R. G. Smith, K. Nassau, and M. F. Calvin (Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, inc. , Murray Hill, N.J.).
Applied Ph)'sics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 256-258. 7 refs.
Experimental achievement of efficient, continuous, optical
second-harmonic generation using a Nd:YAG laser and a crystal of
single-domain lithium niobate placed internal to the laser cavity.
it is shown that by placing the crystal inside the laser, the resultant
increase in power density at the fundan]ental gives rise to an
increase in second-harmonic power of a factor of (I/Tl)z, where T l
is the transmission of the reflectors at the fundamental (assuming
the same crystal length-to-spot ratio in both internal and external
operation). It is found that for typical continuous operating conditions
(T _---i_e), this represents an increase of four orders of magnitude in
harn_onic power. The experimental setup is described and the
apparatus schernatized. It is concluded that with the highest powers
now available, at 1.06 lu_ with the. Nd:YAG laser (l-watt CW with T =
[_o), it is conceivable that continuous powers at 5300 A approaching
500 row, and high-repetition, Q-switched powers in excess of [ kw
can be obtained, making harmonic generation a practical method of
achieving a solid-state green source. M.L.
A66-16379
DETERMINATION OF PLASMA DENSITY BY LASER INTERFERO-
METRIC AND CONTINUUM RADIATION INTENSITY MEASURE-
MENTS.
A, Boornard, L. J. Nicastro, and James Vollmer {Radio Corporation
of America, Camden, N.J. ).
Applied Ph_.sics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. Z58-Z60. 8 refs.
Experimental study in which interferometric and continuum
radiation intensity measurements were performed on a high-tem-
perature argon plasma arc. Equations concerned with the radiation
of angular frequency, electron particle collision frequency for
momentum transfer, and the number of interference rings produced
by a uniform plasma are reviewed. Measurements were made close
to the nozzle exit (about 0. Z cm downstream of the nozzle) where the
temperature along the jet radius was nearly uniform. Interference
of 3. 391-_ radiation, detected by the accompanying change in
A66-16387
intensity of 0.6328-_ radiation, is reported. A commercially
available gas-sheath'stabilized-arc ph%srna generator (Thermal
Dynamics F-g0), which has an exit diameter of 0.95 cm and
exhausts into the atnnosphere, was used. The experimental arrange-
ment is illustrated, and the operating conditions specHied (arc
current, 735 amp; arc voltage, 25 v; argon mass flow, 8 x l0 -3
moles/sec}. The average power transferred to the gas flOW was
estimated to be between 3.5 and 5.3 k-w, from which the average
temperature of the argon at the nozzle exit _was estimated to be
13. 500 to 15,400°K. The rate of fluctuation of the arc voltage under
these conditions (l. 3 kc/sec} is illustrated, as well as a typical
variation in interferorneter output voltage for two transits of the
beam. The question of whether thermai equiiibriun= =Ai_tl it, the
region of the jet traversed by the laser beam is also examined.
M.L.
A66-16311
FREQUENCY SELECTIVE COUPLING TO THE FM LASER.
S. E. Harris (Stanford University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford, Cal_. ) and B. J. McMurtry (Sylvanla Electric Products,
Inc. , Sylvanza Electronic Systems Div. , Electronic Defense Labo-
ratories, Mountain View, Cahf. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 265-267. 9 refs.
Research supported by Sylvania Independent Research and Develop-
ment Program; Contracts No. AF 33(657)-II144; No. AF 33(615)-2884.
Experimental and theoretical investigation in which it was found
that _ one of the end mirrors of an FM laser is replaced with a
frequency-selective transmission etalon the total power obtainable
from the laser may alternately be obtained as a single optical
frequency. The method described provides an alternative to the
supern_ode technique of Masser et al. , and may make it possible to
obtain high single-frequency optical power levels from wide inhomo-
geneously broadened atomic lines. The method is based on the fact
that there is an optlmum output coupling (mzrror transmission}
which allows the rnaxlmum power to be taken from the FM laser -
and that whether this couphng is provided as _ sum of equal incre-
ments to all modes, or znstead is provided entirely to one mode,
is not of stgnL_tcance. FM laser oscillation was obtained by using a
KDP tntracavzty phase perturbation in an He-Ne laser (Spectra-
Physlcs Model 116} operating at 6328 A with an axial-mode interval
of 100 Mc. One end mirror of the laser was replaced with a Fabry-
Perot etalon having a free spectral range of 2. l Gc and a resoIution
of about 30 Mc. A piezoelectric crystal was attached to the outer
mirror of the etalon and a sawtooth voltage applied such that _he
etaion was scanned over zts free spectral range. An analysis is
gzven of the appropriate coupling for maximum power output, but it
is concluded that the presented derivation is too restrictive and that
the method should work with a variety of conditions of detuning and
perturbation strength. It is expected that similar power enhance-
ments could be obtained with a sulficiently large AM-type perturba-
tion. M.L.
MODE COMPETITION AND SELF-LOCKING EFFECTS IN A Q-
SWITCHED RUBY LASER.
Hans W. Mocker (Hone)"_ell, Inc. , Systems and Research Dept. ,
St. Paul, Minn. ) and R. J. Collins (Minnesota, University, Dept.
of Electrical Engineering, Minneapolis, Minn. ).
Applied Ph),sics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 270-273. 12 refs.
Experimental znvestxgation of mode competition and triode
coupling on a multimegawa_ peak power and nanosecond time scale
as a function of cavity length, initial absorption, and position of the
passive Q switch ruby laser. The experimental apparatus is
schematically shown and Its geometric layout is illustrated. Pulse
characteristics for multirnode oscillations are summarized. The
results indicate that at fast buildup rates mode competition takes
place such that the center mode in a mode triplet is completely
extinguished; with large mirror spacings (e.g. , 79. Z and 105.6 cm)
and wlth the ruby at one side and the passive filter at the opposite
side of the cavity, sel/-locking of the phases of many cavity modes
is obtained, and the laser is operated as a pulse regenerative
osciUator. M.L.
CW LASER OSCILLATION IN AN Nz-CS Z SYSTEM.
C. K. N. Patel (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hi]/,
N.J.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 273, 274. 6 refs.
Experimental study Of CW laser oscillation at ten wavelengths
between 11.48 _ and Ll. 55 _ from a Nz-CS Z system using a continuous
flow gas laser. The experimental apparatus was similar to that used
in a previous study of vibrational energy transfer from N_z!v = l} to
CO 2 and N20 for producing laser action in CO 2 and NzO.. The
measured vactlurn wavelength, measured frequency, and relative
intensity of the laser wavelengths observed in the Nz-CS z system
=_6 511_,_"-r4-ze _- _'_ _ tRhle. Laser oscillation wavelengths were
carefully measured with a 75-cm gratin_ spectrometer to an
estimated accuracy of about + 0.02 cm -L. It was found that laser
oscillation at each of the ten wavelengths occurred in a single
longitudinal mode of the optical cavity; the length tuning of the
optical cavity is seen to be critical for each of the transitions. This
implies that the Doppler width of the lines seen in laser oscillation
is either comparable with or sma]/er than the interorder spacing
c/2 _for the longitudinal modes of the optical cavity (in the given
case c[2_- = 62 Mc). It iS concluded that, in spite of careful
measurement, it has not been possible to identify the transitions
unambiguously, nor to assign them tO any simple product such as
CN, NS, CS, etc., which may be produced in abundance in the
inte ractlon region following dis sociation. M.L.
A66-16385
H/GH-POWER LASER ACTION IN COt-He M/XTURES.
G. Moe]/er and J. Dane Rigden (Perkin-Elmer Corp. , Norwalk,
Conn, ).
A_lied Ph)rsics Letters. vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 274-276.
Experimental investigation of high-power CW laser action in
which enhanced power output of dc excited CO z lasers was obtained
by the addition of He to the discharge, both in flowing and nonflowing
s w 3 arystems. Power outputs of 62 m /cm e reported. It is found
that He added to CO 2 has a larger effect on laser power output than
the addition of N2, and that best results are obtained in a tube con-
taining a flowing mixture of C02, He, and N z. Cooling the discharge
tube with forced air is found to increase the output power markedly
in the flowing gas system. The tube is described, and laser power
curves for near-optimum mixtures of static gases are presented.
Three facts are noted: (l} CO 2 alone gave a substantial amount of
power (> 4 times that of flowing COz} and was enhanced by N 2 only
at low tube currents, whereas at higher tube currents N z appears
to quench laser action; (2) addition of 20 torr of He increased laser
power fivefold and produced a curve that extends to high tube
currents; and (3) power obtainable at optimum conditions in a static
system was less than one-half that obtained with floWing gases.
M.L.
A66-16387
MEASUREI%_ENT OF THE 633-nm WAVELENGTH OF HELIUM-NEON
LASERS.
K. D. Mielenz. K. F. Nefflen, K. E. Gilli]/and, R. B. Stephens
(National Bureau of Standards, Washington. D.C. ), and R.. B. Zipin
(Sheffield Corp. , Dayton, Ohio).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 277-279. 13 refs.
Experimental investigation of gas laser wavelength in terms of
the fundamental standard of length. In order to provide such
irfformation for the most commonly used type of laser, the wave-
length of the 3sZ-2p4 transition of neon was measured by comparison
of heliurn-neon lasers with a Kr 86 lamp, which was operated under
conditions specified by the Comite International des Poids et Mesures
Three similar lasers were used in the measurement: one containing
7 parts of helium and I part of neon of natural isotopic abundance at
an approxin-.ate total pressure of Z. 5 torr, and two identical lasers
containing 9 parts of He 3 and i part of Ne 20 at an approximate
total pressure of 3. 8 torr. A beam splitter was used to combine
the light from the krypton lamp with that of the laser. For the laser
containing natural neon, the vacuum wavelength obtained was found
to be Ava c = 632. 99145 run, with an estimated imprecision of
± 0. 00002 nm; for the two lasers containing the mixture of He 3 and
Ne Z0 the same wavelength was found, kva c = 632. 99147 run, with




GAIN IN A DIFFUSELY PUMPED _I*,_N AMPLIFT_.R.
D. P. Borifeld and W. R. Sooy (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Aerospace
Group, Culver City, Calif. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1965, p. 283-285. lZ refs.
Army-supported research.
Results of gain measurements of a Raman amplifier pumped by
diffuse ruby radiation. In the technique the direction and polariza-
tion of the pump radiation is randomized, so that no stable coherence
relations can exist between it and the Raman radiation, The method
eliminates any filamentary structure and smooths out any temporal
fluctuations in the pump radiation, The e_cperimental configuration
is illustrated, and both the distribution of power in the diffuse
amplifier, and the measured gain as a tunctton of wall ilium.nation
are shown. Assuming cylindrically uniform wall illumination, a
Lambertian surface, and random polarization, and using the data
of Damen et al. and McClung and Weiner, it is shown that the
amplifier gain can be related to the average wall illumination by an
approx*mate expression: G = 1 + (Z. 8 = 0.7) x 10-9j w, where I w is
the walt illumination. M.L.
A66-16517 #
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF A HYDROGEN MOLECULE IN A
STRONG ELECTRIC FIELD OF RUBY-LASER EMISSION [MNOGO-
FOTONNAIA IONIZATSIIA MOLEKULY VODORODA V SILINOM
ELEKTRICHESKOM POLE IZLUCHENIIA RUBINOVOGO LAZER.A].
G. S. Voronov, G. A. Delone, N. B. Delone, and O. V. Kudrevatova
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pistma v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, Oct. 15, 1965, p. 377-380.
In Russian.
Observation of multiphoton ionization of a hydrogen molecule
under the action of ruby-laser emission with a field strength of
approximately I07 v/cm. The probability of multiphoton ionization
of a hydrogen molecule is found to be determined by the probability
of absorption of less than nine quanta. The reason for this is
thought to be the existence of resonance transitions in the hydrogen
spectrum and broadening of the upper quantum levels in a strong
electric field. A.B.K.
A66-16541 #
WIDTH OF THE EMISSION SPECTRUM OF A IViASER [O SHIRINE
SPEKTRA. IZLUCHENIIA KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA].
lu. A. Tarasov.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklad),, vol. 165, Nov. 21, 1965, p. 537-540.
7 refs. In Russian.
Calculation of the width of the emission spectrum of a ruby
maser, using equations derived for the dynamics of emission in two-
level systems. It is shown that the emission spectrum of such a
maser narrows down to a certain limit that depends on the amount
of illumination and the width of the spontaneous-emission spectrum.
A.B.K.
A66-16626
DYNAMICS OF A LASER WITH TWO MODES OF OSCILLATION.
N. G. Basov, V. N. Morozov, and A. N. Oraevskii (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 162, June I, 1965, p. 781-784.)
Soviet Physics -'Doklad)., vol. I0, Dec. 1965, p. 516-518. 9 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 17, page 2486, Accession no. A65-27772]
A66.16628
EFFECT OF NOISE RADIATION ON THE OPERATION OF A RUBY
LASER.
B. L Stepanov (Akademiia Nauk Belorusskoi SSR, Instifut Fiziki,
Minsk, Belorussian SSR), A. N. Rublnov, and S. A. Mikhnov
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskif Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, Vol. 162, June Ii, 1965,
p. 1030-1033. )
Soviet Physics -Doklady, vol. 10, Dec. 1965, p. 538-540. 11 refs.
T ran s lation.
[For abstract see issue 24, page 3594, Accession no. A65-358631
A66-16640
AN L-BAND TRAVELING WAVE IvLASER USING CHROMIUM-
DOPED RUTILE.
Sigfrid Yngvesson and Erik Kollberg (Ohahners University Of
Technology, Research Laboratory of Electronics. Gothenburg,
Sweden).
LEEE, Proccedinlts, vol. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1737, 1738. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Swedish Technical Research Council.
Description of a traveling-wave maser (TWM)0 for which
chromium-doped rutile (Cr-TiO2) is used, and which is intended
for radio astronomy research at 21 cm. The most favorable per-
formance of this L-band TWM is obtained when the dc magnetic
field is oriented along the c-axis, allowing the use of both ion sites
in the TiO 2. The inverted susceptibility at this oper'ating point is
measured as a function of chromium concentration. A slow-wave
TWM, developed by combining the features of a dielectrically
loaded Karp structure with those of a comb strudture, is described.
P.K.
A66-16647
OPTIMUM DESIGNS OF ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES COMPARED WITH
CYLINDRICAL ONES.
K. Kamiryo, T. Kano, H. Matsuzawa, and M. Yoshida (Tohoku
University, Research institute of Electrical Communicatxon, Sendal,
Japan).
IEEE, Proceedinss, vol. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1750, 1751. 7 refs.
Study of factors affecting the efficiency of an elliptical cavlty
in transferring energy from a light source to a ruby laser. The
optimum design of an elhptxcal cavity with reflectivity less than
unity is determined, and its efficiency is shown to be fairly superior
to that of a cylindrical cavity. P.K.
A66-16650
LASER BEAM "SECURITY. "
Selig Kaiser (International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. , ITT
Federal Laboratories Div. , Nutley, N.J. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1752, 1753.
Discussion of problems involved in securing a direct laser
communications link against interception. The conditxons under
which the bandwidth of an intercepting system is comparable to that
of a direct system are examined. It is suggested that, due to sunlight
background noise and the resulting beam diffusion, the point-to-point
laser link cannot generally be considered absolutely secure. To
obtain maximum security, the link should be operated at minimum
power and with maximum utilization of the frequency bandwidth.
thus providing the minimum acceptable SNR. P.K.
A66-16652
A MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH OPTICAL
MASER GEOMETRY.
A. J, DeMaria (United Aircraft Corp. , Research Laboratories,
East Hartford, Conn. ).
LEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Nov. 1965, p, 1757, 1758. 5 refs.
Description of a folded-path rectangular laser configuration
utilizing multiple internal reflections for obtaining long lengths of
active media between the Fabry-P6rot reflectors of the laser.
This configuration provides a small angular beam spread of the
output beam, and a meanm of discriminating against unwanted modes
that take other than the desired path. The implementation of the
technique is discussed• P.K.
A66-16662
PHOTON TUNNELS - THE WAVEGUIDES OF THE FUTURE ?
Bernard L. Lewxs (Radiation, Inc., Palm Bay, Fla.).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1768, 1769.
Study of the possible use of a suggested photon "trapped wave"
effect for developing optical waveguides. The experiments discussed
give evidence that, under certain conditions, an optical beam can
create its own waveguide as it propagates, so that it does not diverge
with distance. Such a waveguide could be used to guide other radia-
tion going in the same directxon at or near the same time. P.K.
180
SEARCH VIA LASER R_CEIVERS FOR INTERSTELLAR COMMUNI-
CATIONS.
Monte ROse {Hal_crafters Co., Research and Development Dept. ,
Chicks, Ill. ).
IEEE, Proceedin|s, vof. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1780.
Dlactmaion c_ considera_ involved in eearchin i the sky for
possible in_erqtetlar Laser communications sig_ala. It is suggested
that the senders a_ such sLSn81e would choose to plac:e a microwave
subcarrier on an optical or LR carrier and pla_e any low-frequency
information modulation on the subcarrier. This would be done on
the assuml_tion that the receiver wilt not be a uerrowb_nd scanning
receiver but a relatively broadband receiver with a number of
optical and IR filters. LikeLy restrictions and considerations for
the carrier frequency end for the type of signal transmitted are
examined. P.E.
AM-I_
SIMPLE IMPROVEMENT OF AMPLITUDE STABILITY IN HELIUM-
NEON GA.S - LASEaS.
Viktor Met (Electro Optics Associates, Pals Alto, Calif. ).
IEEE_ Proceedu_s, vol. 53. Nov. 1965, p. 1780, 1781.
Description of a method of suppressing aznplitode variations
in the outputs of No-Ne gu lasers. These variations, it is noted,
are caused by the s_ of the Doppler line by a succession of
cavi_ mocies, due to changes of the effective cavity length with
temperature. By replacin 8 one cavity reflector with a sinusoldally
driven reflector, to modulate the effective cavity length, quieting
factors from l0 to I00 can eaMlLly be obtained. P.K.
RF-_ULAR PERIODICAL SPIKUqG OF A NEODYMIUM-GLASS"
LASER.
A. J. Casella (Pennsylvania State University, Dept. of Physics,
University Park, Pa. ).
LEEE, Proceedings, vof. 53, Nov. 1965, p. 1782, 1783.
Description of regular periodic spiking observed in the output
of a pulsed neodymium-doped borate glass laser at Immping levels
slightly above threshold. The experimental conditions are reviewed.
It is found that the maximum duration of a pulse train of regular
spikes is dependent on the neodymium concentration _ on the
reflectivity of the mirror at the output end of the resonant cavity.
A high-loss resonant structure, it is noted, enhances the regular
periodic spiking. P.K.
LIFE PERFORMANCE OF PRISM Q SWITCHED LASER.
W. L. Knecht (USAF, Systems Comn_nd, Research and Technology
Div., Avionics Laboratory, Laser Techonlogy Branch, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio).
LEEE, Proceedings , vol. 53, Nov. 1965. p- 1785, 1786.
Discussion regarding the Life performance characteristics of
an uncoated My luer Q-switched by the ro¢_tiug prism that forms
the end reflector of the laser resonator. The liJ[etlme of each of
the ind/vidua] components comprising the laser is reviewed. Tests
show, it is noted, that an initial period of activation is needed before
the output energies are stabilized. At constant operating conditions,
the spread in stabilized outp_ energies is ± 7.55. The laser
threshold energy increases rapidly with the nun_ber of laser pulses.
P.K.
A,66-16753
EFFECT OF GROUND STATE ESR SATURATION ON RUBY LASER
OUTPUT AT 90°K.
A. Sgabo and T. lgarashi (National Research Council, Div. of Radio
and Electrical Engineering, Ottawa, Canada).
Applied Ph]Isics Letters, vol. 7. Dec. I, 1965, p. 289, 290. 6 refs.
Outline of Fabry-P6rot interferorneter observations of ruby
laser output frequencies for a rod, cooled by conduction to 90°K,
which could be simultaneously subjected to a saturating micro_vave
field at the zero-field ESR frequency of 11.49 Gc. The experimental
facility is described and illustrated, and its operation is discussed.
It is found that the situratinn results in partial or complete sup-




CW HIGH-POWER CO2-Nz-He LASER.
C. K. N. Patei, P. K. Tien, and J. H. McFee (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hi]/, N.J.).
Aj_lied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Dec. I, 1965, p. 290-292. 7 refs.
Discussion of a high-power CO2-N z laser, with which is
obtained m a CO2-Nz-He system a CW power output of 10b watts on
two P-branch rotational transitions of the 00°l-t0°0 vibrational
b_nd of COz. This laser has also been operated under a qu_si-CW
condition by exciting the discharge with rectified but unfiltered ac;
it gave s peak laser output of 183 watts. The test facility is de-
scribed, and its operation is explained. It is found that the addition
o_ L_;i_ r_._'-_. "_ o- ¢ hel_m is desirable in order to obtain high power
output from a large-diameter CO2-N_. laser. B.B.
INFRARED LASER OSCILLATION IN HBr AND HI GAS DIS-
CHARGES.
S. M. Jarrett, J. Nunez, and G. Gould (TRG, Inc., Melville, N.Y.).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Dec. I, 1965, p. 294-296. 7 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1535.
Investigation Of CW LR laser oscillation in gas discharges
produced in the hydrogen halides HBr and HI. Oscillation was
obse rved at Six wavelengths in the region between Z. 2 ]J and 3.5 _,
three each in HBr and HI. The oscillations have been identified
with 4d - 5p and 5d - 6p transitions in atomic Br and I, respectively.
The results of measurements and identifications are tabulated, and
the experimental facility is described and its operation is discussed.
B.B.
PULSED LASER TRANSITIONS IN MANGANESE VAPOR.
IV_. Piltch, W. T. Walter, N. Solimene, G. Gould (TRG, Inc.,
Meiv/lle, N.Y.), and W. R. Bennett, Jr. (Yale University, Sloane
Physics L_boratory, New Haven, Conn. ).
A_lied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Dec. t, 1965, p. 309, 310. 9 rofs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1535.
Observation of laser action on five green lines and six 1R lines
ae a result of pulsing the manganese discharge of a collision laser
in the atomic vapor of neutral Mn. Transient population inversions
are produced in this laser by preferential electron excitation of
those atomic energy levels which are both close to and optically
connected with the ground level. These inversions are inherently
transient because of the metastability of the lower laser level. The
gain coefficient of the strongest line at 5341 _ was 37 db/m. The
observed pulse width of 20 nsec implies a peak power output of 300
watts, R.A.F.
A66..16771 #
GAS LASER EXCITED IN THE PROCESS OF PHOTODLSSOCIATION
[GAZOVYI KVANTOVYI GENERATOR S VOZBUZHDENIEM V
PROTSESSE FOTODISSOTSIATSII].
T. L. Andreeva, V. A. Dudkin, V. I. Malyshev, G. V. Mikha_ov,
V. N. Sorokin, and L. A. Novikova (Akademiix Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnni Eks_erimentni'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fixiki, vol. 49, Nov.
1965, p. 1408.1410. 6 rofs. In Russian.
Investigation of the parameters o_ a gas laser which uses photo-
dissociation of CH3/and CF31 molecules to achieve population
inversion. Specifically studied is the dependence of _e sensation -
threshold (the threshold electric power of a pulsed argon lamp) and
output power of the laser pulse on the pressure of the working fluid.
It is shown that there is a certain range of pressures at which the
generation threshold has a minimum value, and that this pressure
range for CH3I differs greatly from the range for CFs1. V.P.
A66-16773 #
EFFECT OF DISCONTINUITIES ON THE OPERATING REGLMES
OF SOLID STATE MASERS [VLIIANIE NEODNORODNOSTEI NA
REZHIK_Y RABOTY KVANTOVYKH GENERATOROV NA TVER-
DOM TELE].
A. F. Suchkov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, _oscow,
USER).
Zhurnal Eks_erimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Nov.
1965, p. 1495-1503. In Russian.
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IA66-1677 5
Derivation of a system of two equations for electromagnetic field
and population inversion, describing in the geometric optics approxi-
mation the nonstationary processes in solid state masers when the
complex dielectric permittivity is discontinuous in a direction per-
pendicu/ar to the maser axis. while the active medium is continuous
along this axis. Conditions are determined in which the field of a
maser can be given as a superposition of the fundamental oscilla-
tions of its resonator alone. Expressions are derived to calculate
the operating regime of a maser with a thin active rod positioned
along its axis, and operating regimes with undamped relaxation
oscillations are established. V.Z.
A66-16775 #
SELF-MODULATION OF RADIATION OF A LASER WITH A TWO-
MODE RESONATOR [AVTOMODULIATSIIA IZLUCHENIIA OPTI-
CHESKOCK) KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA S DVUKHMODOVYM
REZONATOROM] .
h. A. Ostrovskii (Gor _ kovskli Gosudarstvennyi Univer_itet, Radio-
fizicheskii Institut, Gorki, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental' noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49, Nov.
1965, p. 1535-1543. 6 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the oscillations of a laser with a resonator having
two modes slightly differing in frequencies. Possible monochromat-
ic processes, their transformations, and the nonlinear fluctuations
in oscillation intensity are considered. The form and amplitude of
the oscillation peaks are determined. It is noted that the phase space
in the averaged equations of the laser optical system contains a
stable limiting cycle, which suggests that oscillations in such sys-
tems may become nonattenuating. V.Z.
A66-16944 =
SOh4E LASER INTERFEROMETERS FOR USE IN FLUID MECHANICS.
L. H. Tanner (Belfast, Queen's University, Belfast, Northern
Ireland).
Journal of Scientific Instruments, vol. 4Z, Dec. 1965, p. 834-837.
13 refs.
Discussion of the advantages of gas lasers as light sources in
interferometers intended for use in aerodynamic research, It is
shown that by using laser sources the restrictions on the design of
an interferometer may be removed. Several appropriate inter-
ferometer designs, all of which depend for their success on the
coherence of the laser light source, are discussed. The results of
experiments with these different types of interferometers are eval-
uated. A.B.K.
A66-17026
TECHNOLOGY AND PROPERTIES OF INDIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
[TECHNOLOGIE ET PROPRIETES DES LASERS A ARSENIURE
D 'INDIUM].
M. Rodot, P. Leroux-Hugon (Centre National de la Recherche Scien-
tifique. Laboratoire de Magnetisms et de Physique du Solids, Belle-
vue, Seine-et-Oise, France), J. Besson, and H. Lebloch (Societe
Anonyme de Tbl4communications, Paris, France).
L'Onde Electrique, vol. 45, Oct. 1965, p. 1197-1203. 7 refs. In
French.
Research supported by the Direction des Recherches et Moyens
d'Es sais.
Discussion of the phenomenon of stimulated emission in indium
arsenide, where it was found that the excitation threshold of the
laser effect is particularly low and that the emission of light is high-
ly directional. The laser functioned continuously at 27°K. The pop-
ulation inversion was obtained by carrier injection through a p-n
junction, and the parameters affecting diffusion are discussed. Sev-
eral Fabry-P6rot modes appeared on the spectral energy distribu-
tion. Various practical applications are pointed out, such as optical
excitation experiments with semiconductors, and measurement of
the time constant of IR detectors, F.R.L.
A66.17040 #
MECHANISM OF GAS BREAKDOWN BY LASERS.
P. F. Browne (Westinghouse Electric Corp. , Research Labora-
tories, Pittsburgh, Pa.).
Physical Society, Proceedings, vol. 86, Dec. 1965. p. 13Z3-1332.
19 refs.
Contract No, AF 30(60Z)-333Z.
Demonstration that microwave breakdown theory and inverse
bremsstrahlung are the classical and quantum descriptions of one
and the same process. In the cases of both microwave and laser
breakdowns an electron oscillating in the threshold field for break-
down experiences a change of energy of about l0 "z ev at a collision
when the phase of its oscillatory velocity changes relative to that of
the field. The classical (microwave) theory of breakdown and the
free-free absorption are discussed. The absorption of radiation in
the focal volume where a laser pulse is concentrated in a gas is
considered. The neglect of losses due to diffusion and recombination
is discussed, and it is shown that the atom or positive ion gas will
come to thermal equilibrium with the electron gas only after the
cascade ionization is complete. M.F.
A66-17064
NONLOCALIZED INTERFERENCE PINGS OBSERVABLE IN THE
VICINITY OF A BEAM EMITTED BY A GA_ LASER [ANNEAUX
D t INTERFERENCE NON LOCALISES, OBSERVABLES AU VOISI-
NAGE DU FAISCEAU EMIS PAR UN LASER A GAZ].
Guy Mas and Jean Roig (Montpellier, Universite, Laboratoire
d'Optique Physique, Montpellier, France).
Academie des Sciences IParis), Comptes Rendus, vol. 261, no. Zl,
Nov. ZZ, 1965, p. 4348-4351. In French.
Use of a sealed helium-neon tube placed between two exterior
mirrors to investigate the serrated system of rings found to surround
the central beam, which itself was surrounded by a wide system of
rings. This is a classical interference phenomenon attributable to
the successive reflections on the two faces of the plane-concave
mirror, of which the spherical surface constitutes the terminal
mirror of the laser. F.R.L.
A66- ! 7065
MULTIPHOTONIC PROCESSES IN DIELECTR/CS [PROCE.SSUS
MULTIPHOTONIQUES DANS LES DIELECTR/QUES].
Francis Floux, Pierre Nelson and Pierre Veyrie (Commissariat
I s Energie Atomique, Centre d I Etudes de Limeil, Serv*ce Docu-
mentation, Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, Seine-et*Oise, France).
Academie des Sciences (Paris)t Comptes Rendus, vol. gbl0 no. Zl,
Nov. ZZ, 1965, p. 4365-4368. 8 refs. In French.
Extension of the concept of ionization under laser action to the
cases of metals and dielectrics. The thresholds become very high
in the case of metals, and relatively weak in the case of dielectrics.
Experimental verification was obtained. The destructive phenomena
observed in lasers of a certain power are attributed to the appearance
of this ionization. F.R.L.
A66-17104 #
CONVENTIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE.
Raymond Sedney, Robert L. Rowe, Clarence C. Bush, and Leonard
E. Voelker (U.S. Army, Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md. ).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 3rd, New York, N.Y., Jan. 24-Z6, 1966, Pape!
66-127. 16 p. 13 refs.
Members, $0.50; nonmembers, $i.00.
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate and discuss the
potential uses of laser light sources in the conventlonal means of
flow visualization. In the experiments described a CW gas laser
was used. The properties of the laser that are exploited are;
coherence, monochromaticity and small beam divergence. Some
preliminary results of schlieren studies are given. Shadowgraphs
show sharp diffraction patterns at the body surface and quite distinct
interference fringes behind the shock shadow. A method of analyzing
these fringes to obtain data on density behind the shock is indicated.
An interferometer using only one wedge plate is described which zs
simple to set up and adjust. A schlieren system can be easily
modified to incorporate this interferometer. The principle of this
interferometer requires the large coherence length of a laser
source. A number of examples of interferograms taken by this
technique are shown. Some speculations will be advanced on the




SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE LIGHT OUTPUT OF AN
LNTKACAVITY-MODULATED GAS MASER.
L. E. Hargrove and J. S. Courtney-Pratt (Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
SMPTE, Journal, vol. 74, Dec. 1965, p. I085-I095. I0 refs.
Using a high-speed rotating mirror to sweep the image, the
light output from a helium-neon gas maser was photographed with
and without intracavity modulation at the locking frequency _ 0,
whJch corresponds to the reciprocal of the round-trip travel time
for light within the maser, and which also equals the cavity mode
-r .... _ .......... _ rr.a3ar -_&_ l_ckad, the otogra ic record
showed regular pulses. The light level was 1,500 times the mini-
mum required to record individual dots. When the maser was not
locked, the photographs showed beats at harmonics oi the mode
spacing. The amplitudes of the beat frequencies varied most
_rregularly from moment to moment, sometimes changing notice-
ably _n less than half a microsecond and radically in less than a
m*llisecond. No evidence was found of reciprocity failure for
Eastman Kodak Type IF emulsion to the accuracy of the energy
measurements (i.e., to a factor of Z up or down from the mean),
for exposure times from 1 nanosec to 30 sec. (Author)
A66-17217
R.EJECTION OF COHERENT INTERFERENCE IN OPTICAL MODUI
TION -DE]_ODU LATION EXPERII_E_4 TS .
J. Richard Kerr (Sylvania E/ectric Products, Inc., Sylvania Elec-
tronic Systems Div., Electronic Defense Laboratories, Optics
Dept., Mountain View, Ca/if. ).
LEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement. vol.
I.M-14, Dec. 1965, p. g09-g14. 5 re£s.
Contract No. DA-36-039-A_IC-00094(E).
Systems are described which reject both coherent interference
(modu/ator-leakage pickup) and noise in laboratory modulation-
demodulation systems, such as those used in microwave laser-
communications experiments. The approach involves the use of
audio-rate chopping and phase sensitive detection along with mero-
IF or homodyne detection. Using these techniques, it is possible
to make quantitative measurements of desired signals which have
amplitudes several orders of magnitude smaller than coherently
related interference signals, while rejecting both chopped and
unchopped noise. Ca/ihratlon techniques are d/scussed, and experi-
ments are described which verify the operations of these systems.
(Author)
A66-17287
A LASER OUTPUT COUPLER USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL
INTERNAL REFLECTION.
Earl L. Steele, Walter C. Dav_s, and Robert L. Treuthart (North
American Aviation, inc. , Autonetics miv. , Lasers and Electro-
Optics Dept. , Anaheim, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, voL 5, Jan. 1966, p. 5-8. 5 refs.
A unique component has been developed, constructed, and
incorporated into an optically pumped ruby laser system. Without
using thin film optical coatings, this component alloxws a known
fraction of the radiatlon to be coupled from a laser system while
simultaneously serving as the partial reflector at the output end of
the laser. The output coupler, herein described, utilizes a frus-
trated total internal reflection configuratiop and is fabricated of
fused silica with an air gap 0.48_ in thickness as the critically
controlled element. Techniques have been developed for estab-
hshing and maintaining the spacing of the silica members to a
predetermined fraction of the ruby emission wavelength of 6943J_.
The measured transmission, reflection, and scattering loss
characteristics of the coupler are discussed. In addition, schematic
diagrams and photographs of the operating c®upler are shown. This
coupler has withstood repeated Q-spoiled bursts of laser radiation
without damage. However, equivalent radiation pulses have con-
sxstently destroyed dielectric reflectors. Thus, more reproducible
laser experiments can be performed wlth this coupler than with
conventxonal optxcally coated reflectors. (Author)
A66-17294
A66-17291
FREQUENCY CONTROL OF ANd 3+ GLASS LJkSER.
Elias Snitzer (American Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass. }.
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p0 IZI-IZ5. 5 refs.
Army-supported research.
Discussion of the results of experiments on line narrOWing of
a neOdymium glass laser with a reflection filter, a transmission
filter, or both. It is ioundthat laser emlssion can be obtained in narrow
lines lea s than 0.1A wide anywhe re within a I_ 0-A interval cents red about
the peak emission at 1.06 _t by the use of thin re fleeting plate s acting as
wave-length-sensitive mode selectors. For a plate aligned perpendicular
t_ the axi_ of the la_er, Lha arr..i_zion i_ at th_za wavel_ngth_ at
which the plate thickness is an odd number of quarter wavelengths.
The plate tends to produce a spiking ermssion as a function of tlrne
and no loss xn output energy. I_._4.
A66-1_
THE EFFECT OF AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS ON GAS LASERS.
Alan Corney {National Bureau of Standards and Colorado, Universxty,
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder, Colo. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p. lZ7-130. II reds.
ARPA-supported research.
An expression is obtained for the intensity of polarized light
transmitted through a laser amplifier and linear polarizer, as a
function of the strength of am axial magnetic field. The result is
compared with an experiment reported by Hotz in which it was claimed
that the natural width Of the laser transition was measured. The
effect of applying a magnetic field parallel to the axis of a laser having
plane-parallel windows is also considered. The variation in the
frequency of beats between oppositely circularly polarized modes, as
a function of magnetic field, is obtained. The result shows that am
experiment performed by Culshaw and Kannelaud cannot be inter-
preted as a level-crossing effect as was previously supposed.
(Author)
A66,.17293
A I:LECORDING SAMPI.,_C, SYSTEM FOR MEASURING I.,/_ER
ENERGY.
R.C. WiLliams and Harold A. Mueller (Virginia, Medical ColJege,
Dept. of Biophysics, Richmond, Va. ).
Applied Optics, vel. 5, Jan. 1966, p. 135-138.
Research supported by the Defense Atomic Support Agency and Army.
An apparatus has been designed and built which simultaneously
measures the energy incident on a biological system which is being
exposed to a laser beam. The advantages of the direct reading
system are: (I) no attention is required of the laser operator,
(2) a permanent record is produced, (3) true integration of the pulse
train is accomplished, (4) high inherent accuracy, (5) in conjumction
with a fast oscilloscope, it reproduces pulse waveforms with
minimum distortion, and (6) calibration is simple and direct. Bas-
ically the system employs a fast high-current capability photodiode,
a high-quality integrating capacitor, an emlsslon-limited pump diOde
with a servo-motor amplifier combination for dark current balance.
The photodiode cathode surface is S-I so that both ruby and neo-
dymium wavelengths 694. 3 m_and 1060 n'_, respectively, may be
measured. ReproducibiLity is better than 3% when compared with
a blackbody receiver (cone radiometer). A Tektronix 585A oscil-
loscope and P-80 cathode follower probe fitted with a 50-I'. load
resistor can be plugged into the photodiode housing in place of the
integrating capacitor for waveform observation and power-level
measurements. Cahbration on an absolute basis is easily accomp-
• plished by simultaneous comparison with a calibrated bD.ckbody
receiver (cone radiometer). (Author)
A66,17294
CONSIDERATION OF" ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE IN LASER
SYSTEMS DESIGN.
J.I. Davis (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Aerospace Croup, Culver City,
Calif. ).
{Conference on Atmospheric Limitations to OpticalPropagation,
Boulder, Colo., Mar. 17, 1965, Paper. )
Applied Optics, vol. 5, $an. 1966, p. 139-147. 17 refs.
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A66-17295
The physical basis for various effects of atmospheric tur-
bulence on laser systems is briefly discussed, and certain limita-
tions of the theoretical results given by Tatarski are summarized.
The most important conclusion is that Tatarski's results for
amplitude and phase fluctuations, while they are not applicable for
a laser beam of arbitrary diameter, do provide an adequate ap-
proximation when the beam diameter is at least a factor of Z greater
than the lateral correlation length for amplitude fluctuations, which
is true in many applications. The effects analyzed in some detail
are beam steering, beam spreading, image dancing, image blurring,
scintillation, and phase fluctuations, certain of which are intimately
related. As to specific applications, the signal-to-noise ratio for an
Ah4 signal passing through the turbulent atmosphere is derived in
terms of the power fluctuation, and communication links are con-
sidered in terms of this ratio; the effect of power fluctuations on the
probability of detection for the laser radar is discussed in general,
and a special example is given; finally, the spot size on the moon's
surface for a transn-_itter luudLed on the earth's surface is calcu-
lated for different turbulence conditions. (Author)
A66-17295
"THE ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION ALONG ATMOSPHERIC
SLANT PATHS.
Gilbert N. Plass (Southwest Center for Advanced Studies, Dallas,
Tex. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p. 149-154. 15 refs.
USAF-NASA- suppor ted research.
The absorption of laser radiation along atmospheric slant paths
is calculated when Lambert's law is valid. Illustrative results are
given for absorbing gases which are distributed uniformly through-
out the atmosphere and when the temperature variation of the line
intensities and half-width can be neglected. These results are the/_
generalized to include cases of nonuniformly distributed gases with
a temperature variation along the path. The effect of the over-
lapping of spectral lines is studied through the use of the Elsasser
model. Finally, it is shown that large differences in the absorp-
lance may occur between corresponding frequencies in the red and
violet wings when there is a shift in the position of the line center
with pressure. This line shift could ideally be studied with laser
sources. (Author)
A66-17297
SYNCHRONIZATION OF SEVERAL Q-SWITCHED OPTICAL
MASERS.
Nguyen van Tran and D. Kehl (Compagnie Gen=rale d' Electricit=
de Paris, Centre de Recherches, Departement Recherches Physiques
de Base, Marcoussis, Seine-et-Oise, France).
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p. 168, 169.
Description of a scheme used to synchronize a Q-switched ruby
laser with a neodymium-doped glass Q-switched laser. The experi-
mental setup includes a totally reflecting prism rotating at Z4,000
rpm, a flat mirror with a multidielec_ric coating Ior maximum
reflection at 6943 A0 and two flat mirrors with different reflection
coefficients. The two lasers are Q-switched by the same rotatxng
prism. The two (helical) flashtubes are triggered independently,
with proper delay time from the same reference signal generated
in a coxl linked with the rotating prism. The synchronization *s
obtained by means of a slight rotation oI the first mirror around
an axis parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotating prism. Oscil-
lograms recorded from a double-beam model 555 Tektronix oscll-
loscope are shown. M.M.
A6&. 17329
MODE CONTROL IN p-n JUNCTION LASERS.
D. K. Wilson (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Whippany, N.J. ).
IN: RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION IN SEM/CONDUCTORS; INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUC-
TORS, 7TH, PARIS, FRANCE, JULY 27, 28, 1964. PROCEEDINGS.
VOLUME 4. [A66-17310 07-26]
Conference sponsored by the International Union oI PUre and
Applied Physics, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
M. H. Pilkuhn and H. Rupprecht (International Business Machines
Corp. , Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
N.Y.).
IN: RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS; INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PHYSICS OF SEM/CONDUC-
TORS, 7TH, PARIS, FRANCE, JULY 27, Z8, t964, PROCEEDINGS.
VOLUME 4. [A66-17310 07-Z6]
Conference sponsored by the International Union of Pure and
Applied Physics, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
New York, Academic Press, inc. , 1965, p. 195-i99; Discussion,
M. Gershenzon and C. H. Gooch, p. 199. 5 reIs.
DOD-ARPA-Navy- suppo rted research.
Experimental results concerning galn and losses in GaAs lasers,
obtained by varying the laser length. The temperature dependence
of loss and gain {actor of GaAs diodes, the temperature dependence
of the threshold current density of GaAs lasers with different sub-
strate doping levels, and the junction lumznescence of GaAs with a
small background doping of copper are graphed. For comparison,
p-n junctions were prepared by copper diffusion into n-type GaAs,
making copper the only acceptor present. In this case, the external
quantum efficiency of the spontaneous emission was measured to be
Z x 10 -4 at 77°K. This is about one hundredth of the value found for
the spontaneous emission Of laser-type diodes at that temperature.
M.F.
A66.17333
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM AND
THRESHOLD CURRENT IN GaAs LASERS.
J. I. Pankove (Radio Corporation of America, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N.J. ).
IN: RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS; INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUC-
TORS, 7TH, PARIS, FRANCE, JULY 27, 28, 1964, PROCEEDINGS.
VOLUME 4. [A66-173[0 07-Z6]
Co1_[erence sponsored by the International Union of Pure and
Applied Physics, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, and the international Atomic Energy Agency.
New York, Academic Press, Inc. , 1965, p. Z01-Z03; Discussion,
J. Franks and W. N. Cart, p. Z04. 9 refs.
Measurenlent of the emission spectrum and the threshold current
of a GaAs injection laser at various ten_peratures from 4.Z°K to
room temperature. A direct method for asses_,tng the relative
distributions of carriers in the junc£i0n is the measurement of the
emission speutrurn. Such a study reveals that the emission peak
near threshold and the laser peak at threshold follow closely the
temperature dependence of the energy gap, differing from the energy
gap of pure GaAs by at least 30 Mev. It was discovered that the
threshold current, in nearly all the lasers measured, varies
exponentially with temperature. The slope of this exponentlal
dependence varies with the processing of the p-n junction. It is
found that the spontaneous emission varies nearly as the square of
the current at low temperatures, but becomes linear with current
at room temperature. M. F,
A66-17337
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY A BEAM OF FAST
ELECTRONS.
N. G. Basov, O. V. Bogdankevich, and A. G. Deviatkov (Academy
of Sciences, Physics Institute, Moscow, USSR).
IN: RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS; INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PHYSICS OF SEM/CONDUC-
TORS, 7TH, PARIS, FRANCE, JULY 27, ZS, 1964, PROCEEDINGS.
VOLUME 4. [A66-I7310 07-Z6]
Conference sponsored by the International Union of Pure and
Applied Physics, the United Nations Educational, Scientific _nd
Cultural Organization, and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
New York, Academic Press, inc. , [965, p. ZZb-Z3Z; Discussion,
p. Z3Z, Z33. ZI refs.
Investigation of the techniques and advantages of exciting semi-
conductor lasers with a beam of fast electrons. The works of
Shockley, Popov, Keldysh, and Krokhin are briefly discussed.
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Laser action by electron beam excitation was first observed in 1964
in the CdS crystal. A single crystal having the dimensions 3 x Z x
I. 5 mm was soldered to a piece of copper with Woodls alloy and
was placed in the vacuuzn chamber of a helium cryostat. At large
current densities, three narrow lines with wavelengths of 5036,
4966, and 4891 _ were observed. M.F.
A_-174S_
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE PHASE INVERSION BE-
TWEEN TWO LOBES OF A LASER IN THE TEMI0 MODE [UNE
VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTALE DE L'INVERSION DE PHASE
ENTRE LES DEUX LOBES DU MODE TEMI0 DtUN LASER].
Gianenrico E. Frigerio and Alberto Sona (Milan, UniversitY0
Institut de Physique, Laboratoire Didactiques, Milan, Italy).
Acad_n_ie des Sciences _Paris), CoraCLes Rendus, vol. Z6I, no. 23,
Dec. 8, 1965, p. 5049-5051. In French.
Study of the system of fringes which resu/t from placing two
slits in two lobes in the TEMI0 mode of a laser. The study was
based on the theory that there is a 180 ° l_hase change when the vector
of an electric field E varies between _ consecutive _. A
He-Ne gas laser which emitted at 6328 A was used. A formula is
presented for expressing the distribution of the intensity of the
fringe systems obtained with a double slit, assuming _hat the mndula-
tion due to refraction phenomena can be neglected. The experi-
mental resttlts confirmed that the phaJle change of the vectors which
represent the amplitude of the field within the lobes is equal to 180 °.
D.P.F.
A46.174_
STUDY OF LIGHT SCATTERING BY NONABSO]_BING SPHERICAL
PARTICLES NEAR THE BOUNDARY OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
[UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR LICHTSTKEUUNG AN ABSORPTIONS -
I_tEIEN KUGELFORJMIGEN EINZELTEILCHEN I_ GRENZBEREICH
DER GEOMETRISCHEN OPTIK].
3. Gebhart and H. Straubel (Battelle-institut, Frankfurt am Main,
West Germany).
Zeitschrift _r an_ewandte Ph_sik, voL 20, no. 2, 1965, p. 145-149.
7 refs. In German.
Investigation of laser-beam scattermg by individually introduced
charged polystyrene spheres and droplets of naphthalene and water
in combination. The particles, 50 to 130 _ in diameter, were sus-
pended at rest in & capacitor with an _nu/_ diaphragm. The ex-
perimental techn/que is described a_d the light sc&tter*mg effect,
similar to that observed previously by the authors on transparent
glass filaments, is shown in diffraction-pattern photographs. The
characteristic rings in the photographs are believed to result from
the interference of refracted and reflected light. The behavior of
the interference and diffraction minm_z when the particle radius
decreases is considered in the light of the Mie theory of wave optics.
V.Z.
A_k-! 7S32 #
THE CHARACTE_ OF OSCILLATION SPIKES DURING QUASI-
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF A RUBY LASER.
T. Dar_cek, K. Harnal, A. Novotny, and V. Sochor (Prague, Tech-
inca/ University, Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics, Prague,
Cze choslovakla).
Czechoslovak Journal of Ph),sics, Series B, vol. 15, no. IZ, 1965,
p. 933-936. IZ refs.
{_aasi-coutiouous operation of a ruby laser at room temperature
was performed with a crystal placed in the spherical cavity with
threshold energy of 48 joules. The duration of the impulse of
stimulated em/ssion was ZT00 _ec. The character of the spikes
was observed and it was found that it is far from sinusoidal. The
results of threshold energy measurements for other Immping con-
figurations are discussed and compared with those obtained by other
authors. (A_thor)
A66-17623
FREQUENCY-PULLING BAND OF A LASER OSCILLATOR.
I. L. Bershtein (Gor'kovskii Gosudurstvermyi Universitet, Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skii Radiofizicheskii Institut, Gorki: USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklad_r, vol. 163, July i, 1965, p. 60-6Z.)
Soviet Physics -Doklady, vol. 10, Jan. i966, p. 607-609. Transla-
tLon.
[For abstract see issue I_ _ZBIS_ _cceqsion no. _65-30070_
A66-18035
A66-17626
EVALUATION OF ENERGY PARA._ETERS iN THE LASER
WELDING OF METALS.
N. N. Rykalin and lu. L. Krasulin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, InstitUt
2v_etallurgii, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol. 163, July i, 1965, p. 87-90. )
Soviet Physics - Doklady, vol. I0, Jan. 1966, p. 659-661. 6 tell.
T ranslation.
[For abstract see issue 19, oa_e 2815, Accession no. A65-30071]
A66,-171116
SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS ON FAST ELECTRONS
[STREUUNG YON LASERPHOTONEN AN SCHNELLEN ELEKTRO-
NEN].
H. Kz_ger (Freiburg, Universit_t, Physikalisches Institut,
Freiburg im Breisgau, Welt Germany!.
Zeitschrift /_r Ph}-slk, vol. 189, no. 3, 1966, p. 30Z-311. In German.
Discussion of Cornpton scattering of laser photons which are
transformed into _-radiation photons upon collision with higb-energy
electr0ms. Detailed calculations are given for the "average" polar-
italics over the scattered beam and for the energy spectrum of the
_,-rays, without analyzing the electron polarisation. The energy
distribution of the sca_;ered photons, integrated over the azimuth,
is determnined, without taking the photon polarisation into account.
A.B.K.
A66-1781Y
OUANTUM-MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF THE OPTICAL MASER
[QUANTENMEC_HE BEHANDLUNG DES OPTISCHEN MASERS].
Herwig Sauerraann (Stuttgart, Technische Hochschule, Institut /_r
theoretische und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West Germany).
Zeitschrift i_r Physik, vol. 189, no. 3, 1966, p. 312-334. 24 refs.
In German,
Quantum-mechanical treatment of the self-sustained oscillation
of one mode in a solid-state laser system in which the active atoms
decay not only by induced and spca%taneous emission into the lasing
mode, but also by spontaneous emission into the continuum of non-
lasing modes, A coupled nonlinear system of equations for the
atomic and oscillation operators is derived with the aid of the
Heisenberg picture, and the most important properties of the fluc-
t_ation operators a.re given. This system of equations is then
linearixed, and the behavior of the oscillation in the linear region
below the threshold of laser activity is investigated. It is shown
that the line width of the oscillation decreases with increasing
pumping power and that the line photon number has a Gaussian
distribution. Finally, the nonlinear behavior of the oscillation
above the t/_resbold is investigated in the steady state. The laser
line is shown to grow out of a broad background of spontaneous-
emission noise. A.B.K.
_M&-17877 #
GENERATION OF INDUCED RADIATION IN PRESTATIONARY
REGIME [GENERATSIIA ]NDUKOVANOGO VIPROMINIUVANNIA
U PEREDSTATSIONARNOMU REZHIM/_
lB. L. Livshite _ and V.M. Tllkanov (Akademiia Na_k SRSR, Inatit_t
Zagal'noi ta Neorganichnoi Khimii, Moscow, USSR).
Ukrainl'kli Fizlchnii Zhurnal, voL 10, Nov. 1965, p. 12.67-]/70.
In Ukrainian.
Brief discussion of the transition of a laser to a stationary
regime of operation. A system of two equations describing the
laser operation mode before the onset of a stationary regin%e are
solved. V.Z.
A66.11103S
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED MERCURY - ISOTOPE SHIFT,
LINEWIDTH, AND PRECISE WAVELENGTH.
R. L. Byer, W. E. Bell, E. Hndges, and A. L. Bloom (Spectra-
Physics, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.).





The 6150-_ laser transition in Hg II generated in a pulsed hollow
cathode discharge, has been studied under high resolution. The
line shows structure corresponding to the expected shifts from the
even isotopes, with a spacing of approximately 26.5 mK (800 Mc/sec)
between adjacent components, in rough agreement with earlier re-
sults. The fulIwidth at half-maximum of each component has been
measured as 500 Mc/sec. The wavelength has been compared to that
of thorium secondary wavelength standards and it has been determined
that the vacuum wavelength of the Z0ZHg component is 6151.1650 A.
The possibility of the mercury hollow cathode laser as a laboratory
wavelength standard is pointed out. (Author)
A66-18153 #
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF PULSED LASER WELDING.
J. E. Anderson (Union Carbide Corp., Linde Div., Development
Laboratory, Newark, N. J. ) and J. E. Jackson (Union Carbide Corp.,
Linde Div. , Research Laboratory, Speedway, Ind. ).
(American Welding Society, National Fall Meeting, Birmingham,
Ala., Oct. 4-7, 1965, Pa_er. )
Welding Journal, vol. 44, Dec. 1965, p. 1018-1026.
Evaluation of pulsed laser welding and description of some
specific applications. It is noted that the theory of Lhe effects of a
high-intensity pulsed heat source on a metal surface is reasonably
well understood, This is backed up by an extensive experimental
study of pulsed laser welding of wire and sheet, including practical
applications. The basic advantages and limitations of the process
are discussed in the light of the latest experimental data. M.M.
A66-18257 #
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM TEMPERA-
TURES. RELAXATION IN A ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD [KON-
TSENTR.ATSIONNAIA I'TEMPERATURNAIA ZAVISI/VlOSTI VREMEN
SPIN-RESHETOCHNO1 RELAKSATSII V RUBINE PRI GELIEVYKH
TEMPERATURAKH - RELAKSATSIIA V NULEVOM MAGNITNOI_
POLE],
A. A. Manenkov and lu. K. Danileiko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis'rna v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, Nov. i, 1965, p. 414-418.
II refs. In Russian.
Measurements at I. 6 to 4. 2°K of the spin-lattice relaxation
time (TI) of ruby samples with 0.05 to 0.7_0 of Cr 3+ ion, grown by
the Verneuil method in a highly reducing medium. The measure-
ments were made in order to verify the contradictory results of other
authors on the existence in such crystals of a dependence of T 1 on the
concentration of Cr 3+. T 1 is determined at Ii, 472 and 9400 Mc
by pulse saturation of the PMR lines, proving the existence of a
temperature dependence of T 1 that obe_ the law T I _ T -I at these
temperatures and concentrations of Cr ions. V.Z.
A LASER VELOCIK4ETER.
Gua Stavis (General Precision, Inc. , General Precision Aerospace
Group, GPL Div. , Pleasantville, N.Y. ).
TNB General Precision Aerospace, voL 8, 4th Quarter, 1965,
p. Z0-Z5. 6 refs.
Description of a new diffraction velocimeter which has the
capability of detecting and measuring the transverse movement of
a surface by appropriately sensing the light backecattered by it
when illuminated by a laser. The characteristics of the backscattered
light pattern which permit the precise measurement of velocity and
displacenlent of a diffuse surface are discussed; it is shown that the
rate of pattern motion is linearly related to the relative speed
between source and the diffuse surface giving rise to the pattern.
The explanation for the regular motion of random reflected pattern
,is given in terms of a model which considers only two scatterers
within the beam. The parameters of the backscattered pattern and
the basic design of the velocimeter are described. Applications
such as a capability for precise distance measurement over terrain
are discussed. D.P.F.
'A66-18354
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEON, XENON, AND HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES.
J.Y. Wads and Hans Hell (Hughes Aircraft Co. , Research
Laboratories, Malibu, Calif. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, voL QE-1, Nov. 1965,
p. 327-335. 21 refs'.
Absolute measurements of the electron energy spectrum in a
helium-neon mixture and in pure neon and xenon have been obtained
by an energy analysis of a sample of electrons extracted through a
small hole in the anode. The spectrum appears to be nearly
Maxwellian for the lower pressures but deviates markedly from a
Maxwellian at higher pressures. At higher pressures, the energetic
part of the spectrum drops off faster, and one can describe this
part by a Maxwelllan of lower temperature than that for the bulk of
the distribution. The average energies agree with those obtained
from microwave measurements of the radiation temperature of the
"_'_" .... :: ....... :.... r _ - " for nontherrnal distribution.
Several production rates are computed with the help of the measured
spectra, and they are related to the wall current, the power dissipa-
tion, and the possible electron depopolation of helium metastables.
The production and destruction rates for the different parts of the
energy spectrum have been formulated mathematically. A theoretical
formula, which describes the actual spectra, has been derived for
the faster part of the spectrum. For the helium-neon laser discharge
we can say definitely that the deexcitatlon of helium metastables by
electrons is negligible. (Author)
A66-18355
DIRECT MODULATION OF GAS LASERS.
Teijl Uchida (Nippon Electric Co. , Ltd. , Radio Industry Div. ,
Tokyo, Japan).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, voL QE-I, Nov. 1965,
p. 336-343. 18 refs.
Direct modulation of gas lasers such as internal modulation,
coupling modulation, and phase locking, has been investigated in a
6328 _ He-Ne laser containing a composite modulation element with
small insertion loss. It was verified theoretically and experimentally
concerning internal modulation that the bandwidth of gas lasers for
small perturbation of resonator loss decreases with an increase of
resonator loss contrary to the passive circuit case and depends on
the dynamic Q of the gas laser as an active tuned circuit rather
than the resonator Q. The measured bandwidth of 6328 A He-Ne
lasers was about 1 Mc. Coupling modulation has a flat frequency
response above the bandwidth of gas lasers except in the vicinity of
harmonics of c/ZL, Forced phase locking by the frequency c/2L
is necessary to realize the stable low noise operation of gas lasers.
The modulation method simultaneously using the composite modulatior
element as coupling modulation element and phase-locking element
ensures a signal transmission of good quality in optical communica-
tions. (Author)
A66-18356
STABIUZED, SINGLE-FREQUENCY OUTPUT FROM A I._DNG
LASER CAVITY.
P.W. Smith (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Holrndel, N. $. ).
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Electron Device
Research Conference, Urhana, I11., June 23-Z5, 1965, Paper. )
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Nov. 1965,
p. 343-348. 21 refs.
The problem of obtaining single-frequency output from a long
laser is considered, and two methods are investigated experimental-
ly. The first method consists of using an external filter to select
one of a number of oscillating modes. The second method consists
of suppressing internally the unwanted resonances so that the laser
oscillation can only take place at a single frequency. It is shown
that with the second method one can in many cases obtain greater
power, and experiments are reported in which single-frequency
output power of 1Saw was obtained from a 6328 A He-Ne laser.
simple feedback circuit is described for stabilizing the frequency of
the laser oscillation. (Author)
A66-'18357
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERS.
A.D. White (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill, N.J. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Nov. 1965,
p. 349-357. 23 refs.
186
The state of the art in the field of frequency stabilization of gas
lasers is surveyed. A brief discussion of the methods employed to
determine the frequency stability of lasers is foDowed by a llstlng
of the principle causes of frequency instability. The c/ose relation-
ship existing between the control system design and the laser
environment is pointed out. Stabilization technigues based on the
use of atomic resorus.nce and on the use of interferometers are
discussed in detail Many of these techniques are capable of achieving
long-term frequency stabilities of one part £n 109 or better, which
appears to be entirely adequate for most systems appllcations.
(Aathor)
TIME RESOLUTION OF LASER INDUCED ELECTRON AND ION
EMISSION.
S. H. Khan, F. A. Richards, and D. Walsh (Oxford, University,
Engineering Science Dept., Oxford, England).
IEEE Journal of G_t_ntum Electronics, vol. QE-I. Nov. 1965.
p. 359, 360.
Research supported by the Science Research Council; Grant No.
AF EOAR 65-37.
Investigation of the e_lission produced by a Q-switched L_ser
pulse focused c_to a clean fiat metal sure-co. The active laser
element was a Z x 1/4 in. ruby crystaL It was Q-switched by
means of a mirror rotating at L_, 000 rpm. The maximum laser
energies were approx_n_tely S0 mjoules, as measured by a carbon
cone calori_meter. The time duration of the ]mlse, measured at ha_-
power points, was 75 nsec. For a laser input of this order, and
using both rants/urn and niobium-tin alloy targets the electron emis-
sion was found to form two _m peaks. It is considered tl_t the
first electron emission peak is probably due to normal thermionic
e_mission; the second and larger electron and ion poises may be due
to vaporization also. When the surface vaporizes, considerable
ntt1_bers of ions and electrons are formed by collisicm processes in
the hot, dense vapor. The dispersion of these charged particles to
the electrode of opposite sign may thus cause the second elactren
end ion emission ptdse. F.R.L.
COMMUNICATION BY LASER.
Stewart E. Miller (Be II Telal_one Libontories, Inc. , Research
Communications Systems Div.. Guided Wave Research Laboratory.
Ho/rndel, N.J. ).
Scientific American. vol. 214, Jan. 1966, p. 19-27.
Nontechnical discussion of the possibilities of using lasers for
long-distance commumcation of electrical sign.s. The basic prin-
ciples of Iong-dist_nce transmission of large amounts of information
are described. The four multiplexed systems currently available -
coax_l cable, microwave, waveguide, and relay satellite - are con-
sidered. Oscillation. modulation, and transmission problems of
long-distance laser communication are discussed. R.A.F.
THEORY OF LASER EMISSION ASSOCIATED WITH INDIRECT
BAND-TO-BAND TRANSITIONS.
V.S. _A[ashkevich and V.L. Vinetekli (Akademila Nauk Ukrainskoi
SSR, Institut Fixiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
(Finika Tverdo_o Tela, voL 7, _luly 1965, p. 1987-1993. )
Soviet Physics- Solid State, voL 7, Jan. 1966, p. 1605-1609.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 20. page 2971, Accession no. A65-31884]
A_-1_3
APPLICATION OF ELECTRON AND OPTICAL I_ICROSCOPY IN
STUDYING LASER-IRRADIATED METAL SURFACES.
K. Vogel (Uppsala, Royal University, Institute of Physics, Uppsala,
Sweden) and P. Bacldund {Uppsala, Royal University, Institute of
Chr_istry, Uppsala, Sweden).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol._, Dec. 1965, p. 3697-3701.
13 refs.
A66-18424
Electron and optical microscopy were applied in studying
laser-irradiated metal surfaces. The preparation of carbon replica
films of irradiated surfaces is described. A summary Of observa-
tions from irradiated As, AS, Be, Cu, Pb, and low-carbon steel is
given. Microcraters of less than I0 M diam were found to be an
early stage in the development of radiation damage on laser-irradi-
ated metal surfaces. The observed surface structure is assumed
to be of interest when interpreting experiments on the interaction
of laser beams with metal surfaces. (Author)
BASIC EQUATIONS AND CONSERVATION THEOREMS FOR THE
ELECTROSTRICTION PHONON MASER.
H. A. Haus and Paul Penfieid, Jr. _assachusetts Institute of
Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Research Laborato-
ry of Electronics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Journal of Applied Ph_rsics, voL 36, D'ec. 1965. p. 3735-3739.
19 refs.
Contract No. DA-36-039-AMC-03200(E).
Ana/ysis of e.n e_act set of equat_n_'_or a lossless polarizable
fluid, disr_arding oniy _Lativistlc effects. When these equations
are linea_ized and higher order terms in the" ratio of sound speed
to light speed are distressed, they reduce to the customary set of
equations. The more exact equations permit the derivation of the la_
of the c_servation of energy with a sin_ple physical interpretation.
From these equations the Manly-Rowe relations and other conserva-
tion laws also follow relatively easily. B.B.
A44-1a413
PHASE LOCKING OF MODES IN LASERS.
H. Stats and C.L. Tang {Raytheon Co., ResearchDiv., Waltham,
Mass. ).
3ournal of Applied Phlsics, vol. 36. Dec. 1965, p. 3923-3927.
19 refs.
Contract No. AF 19(628)-4981.
A_ investigation is made of the phase-locking effects in lasers.
It iS shown that the phases of the simultaneously oscillating modes
of lasers are not independent variables as sometimes thought. The
calculations have been limited to three modes and homogeneously
broadened lines. It is found that the sum of the phases of the low-
and high-frequency modes as measured relative to the phase of the
center mode assumes a definite value, which depends in turn upon
the location of the active medium within the cavity. This phase
relationship has a profound effect on expezirnents conducted with
multiraode lasers. For example, it is found that there should be
essentially no fundamental-frequency beat note as observed by a
square-law detector when a small laser crystal is placed in the
center of an optical cavity. _A_rthor|
_M_6-11Elll
EFFECT OF ORGANIC CATIONS ON THE LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF EUROPltr_i TETRAKL_ BENZOYLTRIFLUORO-
ACETONATE.
E.P. RAchel a_d R_G, Charles Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Research Labora_ri_e_ _ittsb_rgh, Pa. ).
Jour_ _ A_p_ied l_v_slcs, vol. 3b. Dec. i_65, p. 3954, 3955.
S refs.
Contract NO. Nonr-4573(00).
Experimental investigation of laser action on 15 organic salts
of Eu(BTF)4_ in acetonltrile. Lase r action was ob_atned for all
but one of them. It is found that the stored electrical energy re-
quired to reach threshold oscillations in these solutions is depend-
ent to a surprising degree on the nature of the organic cation. It
is concluded that the cation in the sail BEu(BTF)4 can he important
in determining the laser capabilities of solutions containing the
salt without interacting directly with the lasing species Eu(BTF)4
to change its spectral properties. M.M.




C. K.N. Patel (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Murray Hill,
N.J.).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, voL 141, Jan. 1966, p. 71-83. 25 refs.
In this paper we give details of the laser action on rotational
transitions of 10-9, 9-8, 8-7, 7-6, and 6-5 vibrational bands
belonging to the ground electronic state (XI_ +) of CO. Laser action
is produced in a low-pressure CO pulsed discharge. A comparison
between the measured laser wavelengths (accuracy of ±0. 5 A at
5. 0 to 5.4 p) and wavelengths calculated from available molecular
constants of CO shows that a small correction in the vibrational
constants may be necessary. A generalized treatment of optical
gain on vibrational-rotational transitions is given and it is seen that
it is advantageous to operate these lasers at as low a temperature
as possible for production of maximum gain. An attempt is made
to analyze the excitation mechanisms responsible for these laser
transitions, it is seen that the excitation processes, under pulsed
operation, have to be complicated and time-dependent in order to
be able to duplicate theoretically the time dependence observed for
the laser power output. It is shown that under the conditions of very
selective excitation of a particular vibrational level, it should be
possible to obtain CW laser oscillation on some P-branch vibrational-
rotational transitions. (Author)
A66-18429
COHERENCE EFFECTS iN GASEOUS LASERS WITH AXIAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS. I - THEORETICAL.
W. Culshaw and J. Kannelaud (i_ckheed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co. , Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif. ).
Physical Review, Znd Series, vol. 141, Jan. 1966, p. Z28-236. II refs.
Research supported by the Lockheed Independent Research Funds.
The Lamb theory of the optical maser is applied to circularly
polarized atomic transitions, and used to consider the beat frequencie
and the coherence properties of such orthogonal fields when axial
magnetic fields are applied to the gaseous laser. The beat frequency
approaches zero in near-zero magnetic fields and synchronization
can then occur between the right- and left-handed circularly polarized
oscillations. For a resonator with no undue polarization constraint,
such a strong coupling gives rise to a linearly polarized output, and
to a rotation of the plane of polarization with increasing rr'agnetic
field. A self-consistent expression is derived for this rotation under
steady-state conditions, and a maximum rotation of ±l/4ff with
magnetic field is indicated before the synchronization breaks down
and circularly polarized beat phenomena appear. The rotation with
magnetic field depends on the laser intensity, on the anisotropy in
the cavity losses, and on the position of the cavity resonance within
the Doppler linewidth. Also, the angle of rotation is indeterminate
unless such anisotropy is present. Other regions of such coherence
can occur at higher magnetic fields, where the beat frequency again
approaches zero. These depend on the detailed shape of the various
dispersion curves of the laser medium. The results derived from
the theory used are in general agreement with experimental observa-
tions on the 1. 153-. He-Ne laser transition. (Author)
A66-18430
COHERENCE EFFECTS IN GASEOUS LASERS WITH AXIAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS. II - EXPERIMENTAL.
J. Kannelaud and W. Culshaw (Lockheed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co. , Research Laboratories. Palo Alto. Calif. ).
Physical Review, Znd Series, vol. 141, Jan. 1966, p. Z37-Z45. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Lockheed Independent Research Funds.
The rotation of the plane of polarization with an axial magnetic
field on a short single-mode He-Ne planar-type laser has been
studied experimentally. The study is concerned with regions of
magnetic field where the beat frequency between the orthogona]
circularly polarized oscillations approaches zero. A mutual synchro-
nization of these otherwise independent oscillations then occurs over
a range of magnetic field, resulting in a single frequency of oscillation
in which'the polarization remains linear but rotates. In near=zero
magnetic field, rotations up to I/4ff are observed and may occur
with magnetic fields less than 0. 1 gauss. Results are given on the
rotation versus magnetic field as a function of the laser intensity,
the cavity tuning within the Doppler linewidth, the total gas pressure.
and the anisotropy in the cavity losses. The observed rotation
increases with the intensity and decreases with cavity detuning, with
increasing total gas pressure, and with increasing anisotropy in the
cavity Q. On attaining a rotation of 1/4if, a transition region of
magnetic field between the linear and circularly polarized regions
is observed. The beat signal from the orthogonal circularly polar-
ized waves then shows a high harmonic content due to transient
behavior, which gives way to a single beat as the magnetic field is
increased. Other such coherence regions are observed at magnetic
fields of I0 gauss or more, where the observed beat frequency again
approaches zero. }_ere the polarization again becomes linear and
rotations similar to those in near-zero magnetic field are observed.
(Author)
A66-18432
PHOTOCURRENT SPECTRUM AND PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
PRODUCED BY A GAS LASER.
Charles Freed (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ) and Hermann A. Haus (Massachu-
setts Lnstitutc of Technulogy, Dept. of Eiec_ricai Engineering and
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Physical Review m Znd Series, vol. 141, Jan. 1966, p. Z87-Z9g.
Zl refs.
Contract No. DA-36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
The anode-current spectrum of a photomultiplier illuminated by
light of time-varying intensity is obtained theoretically. The rno-
ments of the photoelectron counts under the same conditions are
derived. The expressions are evaluated for the case of light
emitted from a laser oscillator by using a semiclassical theory of
the Van der Pol oscillator. The theoretical predictions are com-
pared with experiments in which the spectrum of the photomultiplier
was observed in the range 0-17 Mc and counts were recorded for
counting intervals in the range between 10 -6 and 10 -1 sec. The
three lowest-order factorial moments were evaluated as functions
of T and compared with theory. The spectral data are used to pre-
dict the counting data and a comparison is made. The signal-to-
noise ratio of the two types of experiments is evaluated and found
to be comparable. (Author)
A66-18434
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE OUTPUT OF CW LASER
OSCILLATORS. I.
D.E. McCumb¢r (Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. , Murray Nil1,
N.J.).
Physical Review# 2nd Series, vol. 141, Jan. 1966, p. 306-3ZZ.
50 refs.
Using linearized rate equations, we have calculated the inten-
sity fluctuations expected in the output of four-level cw laser
oscillators. Intrinsic quantum effects have been included by re-
stricting eigenvalues of photon and atomic population operators
to discrete integral values and by using equivalent noise sources.
The total output fluctuations increase monotonically with output
power; the relative fluctuations decrease monotonically, and at
high output levels inversely as the output power squared. The low-
frequency fluctuations differ in that the relative fluctuations increase
with output below threshold (noise amplifier region) but decrease
sharply above threshold (dynamic saturation region). Curves typi-
cal of gas, solid, and diode lasers are illustrated. The theory
agrees well with preliminary experimental results. (Author)
A66-18442
PHOTON ECHOES.
I.D. Abella, N.A. Kurnit, and S.R. Hartmann (Columbia Univer-
sity, Radiation Laboratory, New York, N. Y. }.
Ph}'sical Review, 2nd Series, vol. [4l, Jan. 1966, p. 391-406.
30 refs.
Contracts No. DA-3[-IZ4-ARO-D-ZZ4; No. DA-Z8-043-AMC-
00099(E).
Experiments are described in which a dilute ruby crystal iS
found to emit spontaneously a short pulse of light, the photon echo,
at a time _'s after irradiation by two successive ruby-laser pulses
separated bye" s. The phenomenon is explained in terms of a
macroscopic oscillating electric dipole moment, which is momen-
tarily reformed at the time the photon echo is observed. The
analysis predicts the echo polarization as well as the propagation
direction relative to the input pulses. A necessary condition for
obtaining echoes in ruby is the application of a moderate magnetic
field close to the optic axis of the crystal, and a simple model
188
A66-18700
based on Cr3+-A1 interactions is offered to account for this rr_g-
netic-field behavior. The relaxation til_e of the echo is folmd to
exceed Z50 nsec at 4.2_K but to be less than 70 nsec at 14°K. and
is thought to be due to phonon-induced transitions in the excited
2E(]_} level Multiple echo formation is also described. (Author)
METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE PEAK IKRADIANCE OF AN
OPTICAL PUMP AND TOTAL PUMP ENERGY THAT IS INCIDENT
UPON A LASER CRYSTAL.
Thomas J. Negrenl {Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., Day-
ton. Ohio}.
Review of S.cientiflc Instruments. vol. 36, Dec. 1965, p. I755-1759.
11 refe.
USAF- supported research.
A method has been developed for determining the peak irradi-
ance of an optical rump and the total pm_p energy incident upon a
number around the boron atom - nameLy, the solid solution Of V in
Co2B and a ternary phase with the Crz3C 6 structure. In the Co-rich
corner of the ternary system & liquidns projection and an isothe_
sectlon at g00°C are worked out. The solubility of V in CozB at
800°C is g at._. The substitution of V in CozB is accompanied by
an increase in the tetragorml lattice paraxneters a and c, but by a
decrease in the axLal ratio c/a. The correlation between the average
number of outer electronz and the axial ratio of this structure is
discussed and illustrated by sever_l ex_rnples. At 800°C the
congruently melting ternary phase extends from CozIV2B 6 to
COzoV3B 6, and its Bo content remains practically stoichiometric;
its lattice constant also increases with increasing V content and,
for alloys quenched from 800°C, lies between t0.476 and 10.497 _.
RtA.F.
£_-IlMMB
HYDROFLUORINATION UNIT FOR PURIFICATION OF FLK.,_RIDE
LASER MATERIALS.
Stanley L Warshaw and Robert E. Jackson (Raytheon Co. , Research
Div., Waltham, Mass. ).
Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 36, Dec. 1965, p. 1774-1776.
10 refs.
Description of an apparatus for the fluoridation of hydroxyl-
and oxygen-contaminated fluorlde compounds. This purification
process yields oxide-free i'leorides. Optically clear lanthanum
trifluoride crystals were grown from material subjected to this
treatment. No evidence of Tyndall scattering was observed with
the naked eye when a beam of white light was passed through the
crystal To compensate for some moisture absorption on the
surface of the ingot, less than 1/Z-% by weight of lead fluoride was
added to the pretreated batch as an oxygen scavenger. Fo R. L.
G. Herziger, W. Holzapfel, and W. Seelig (Berlin, Technlecbe
UnlvereitJit, I. Physikalisches Institut, Berlin, West Germany).
Zeitschrlft f_r Phyeik, vol. 189, no. 4, 1966, p. 385-400. 31 refs. In
Gerrna_. Research sponsored by the Volkswagenwerk.
Experlmental investigation of the optical gain of He-Ne dls-
charges for the 6328-A laser wavelength. Measurements are
made using two independent techniques and the results are found
to be identical The gain of the He-Ne discharge is measured for
a number of discharge tubes with different tube lengths and diameters.
The experiments show that manhnum gain is a function of these
tube dlxnensions if the total gas pressure and discharge current are
optimisml. The opt_ values for both gas pressure and current
increase with srn_.i_ _u_.= L1_,uuei_. _- --: ....... _ ......
section is expressed by a geese1 function of zero order. D.P.F.
A66-111637
STATISTICAL MODEL OF A RANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIDAL FUNC-
TION OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE [ETUDE D _ UN MODELE STA-
TISTIQUE DE FONCTION ALEATOIRE QUASI SINUSOIDALE A
AMPLITUDE CONSTANTE].
Etienne BolleaU (Paris, Universlte, Inetitut d' E1ectronique, Orsay,
Seine-st -Oise, France).
Academiz dee Sciences (Paris), Comptee Rendus, vol. Z61, no. Z5,
Dec. Z0, 1965, p. 5Z97-5300. 8 refs. In French.
Study of a statistical model of a random quasi-sinusoidal func-
tion of cunstant amplitude represented by the emission of a laJer
or of a radio transmitter. After defining the analytic signal, the
moment grouping is calculated. F.R.L.
COHER2:NCE AND STIMULATION THRESHOLD OF A STOKES
LINE [COHERENCE ET SEULL DE STIMULATION D t UNE RAIE
STOKES].
Ger_vi_ve Rivolre (Reims, Unlversite, Facult_ des Sciences,
Grou1_ d I Optique et Spectroscopie, Reims, France).
Acadernie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, vol. Z61, no. ZS,
Dec. Z0, 1965, p. 5393-5396. 8 refs. In French.
Demonstration that an important divergence exists between the
calculated intensity W' of a stimulated Stokes line as a function of
the intensity W 0 of the exciting laser line and the corresponding
me_d value. The measured intensity W' is, _or valuers of W 0
located in the vlcinlty of the threshold of obtentiCm of the stimulated
Raman effect, from 106 to 10 s times higher than the calculated value
of W I . Introducing the concept of coherence in the theory of Placzek
(or of Einstein)_ma keg it possible to correct the 106-to-108 factor.
F.R.L.
(EXO) ELECTRON EMISSION FROM LASER-RUBY CRYSTALS.
B. Sujak (Wroc&w, Uni_reytet, Katedra Fisyki Do_wiadczalnej,
Zakl_l Wzbudzonej Emigji Elektron_w, Wroc]_aw; Wyksza Szko_a
Pedagogiczna, Katedrn Fisykl Do6wLadczainej, Opole, Polamd) and
_A. _qlkine (Wy_sza Szko_ Pedagogiczna, Katedra Fizyhi Do-_wiad_zal -
nej, Z_ Fizyki Powierzchni Cia/_a Sta_tego, Opole, Po]amd).
Acts Physics Polonica, voL Z8, Nov. 1965, p_ 7Zg-73L S refe.
PreLiminary results on thermostimulatzd, induced electron
emission from samples cut from laser ruby crystals. The emitted
electrons were detected with an open point counter of the vapor
quenching type. The samples of AIzO 3 + Cr+++ ( 0. 05'_ by weight)
and AIzO 3 + Cr +++ ( 0. 1% by weight) were cut from rods of ruby
single crystals. The samples were in all cases irradiated at room
temperature with unfiltered X rays for 15 sin (60 kv, 3. 5 ma anode
current and Cu anode) before the electron glow curves were measured.
The typical curves of thermostlrnuinted electron emission from the
crystnls indicate that the higher concentration of Cr +++ ions quenches
the induced electron emission. D.P.F.
A66-18632
INTENSIFICATION OF A He-Ne GAS DISCHARGE FOR THE
= 63Z8-_ LASER WAVELENGTH [VERSTa_RKUNG EINER




LASER EFFECT IN CADMIUM SULFIDE BY ELECTRON
BOMBARDMENT [EFFET LASER DANS LE SULFURE DE CADMIUM
PAR BOMBARDEMENT ELECTRONIQUE].
Claude Benoit _ La Guillaume and Jean-Marie Debever (Paris,
UniversitY, Ecole Normale Sup_rleure, Laboratolre de Physique,
Paris, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris), Coracles Rendus, voL Z61, no. Z5,
Dec. 20, 1965, p. 5428-5430. 7 refs. In Frencl_.
Production of the laser effect at 4 and Z0OK in pure cadn_ium
sulfide crystals which were bombarded by a beam of electrons at
Z0 key. The directivity of the laser emission and the successive
axlal modes of the cavity were observed. The emission occurred
in the neighborhood of 4910 _, or Z. 5Z5 ev. F.R.L.
A66-18700
LASERS - HALF A DECADE OF DEVELOPMENT.
G.G. MacFarlane {Ministry of Aviation, Royal Radar Establlsh-
rnent, Great _alvern, Worcs., England).
Institution of Electric_1 Engineers_ Hunter Memorinl Lecture I 8th.
London! Enj|land! Jun. 61 I_6.)
Electromcs and Power. vol. IZ. Feb. 1966. p. 40-43.
A66-18918
Review of laser development from the time of the first demon-
stration with a ruby crystal excited by light from a pu_sed xenon
flash lamp, through semiconductor and ion lasers, to the N Z - CO 2
laser, _hich gives a continuous output of ZO watts at I0.6 U wave-
length, with an efficiency of better than 4%, or more than 40 times
that of other gas lasers. Basic laser theory is briefly discussed.
The inverted system, whereby the radiation emitted is distributed
in frequency in a certain bandwidth in the vicinity of the resonance=
is described. Attention is given to pumping methods, optically
pumped lasers, gas discharge lasers, gaseous ions, and semicon-
ductors. F.R.b.
A66.18918 #
TWO-FREQUENCY VOLUME RESONATOR WITH INDEPENDENT
TUNINGS [DVUEHCHASTOTNYI OB'EMNYI REZONATOR S
NEZAVISIMYMI NASTROIKAMI],
V.M. Sed_'kh.
Radiotekhnika (Kiev), vol. 8= Sept-Oct. !965, p. 60!, 602.
In Russian.
Description of a two-frequency resonator capable of independent
tuning on each frequency within wide frequency bands. In this
resonator the tuning elements for each resonance frequency are
located in those parts of the resonator where the field of the other
resonance frequency cannot penetrate. Structurally, the resonator
is shown to consist of a regular-waveguide segment, one end of
which merges smoothly into a waveguide with a higher critical
frequency, while the other end merges into a bandpass waveguide
filter. A.B.E.
A66-18930
MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC BACKSCATTERING
FROM KNOWN, ROUGH SURFACES.
Jacques Renau and James A. Collinson (Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., New York, N.Y. ).
(Union Radio-Scientifique Internationals, Meetin_,_Waahin_ton,
D.C., Apr. Z, 1965, Paper. )
Bell S),atem Technical Journal, vol. 44, Dec. 1965, p. 2203-2226.
_3 ref..
We have measured the cross section for backscattering of laser
beams from rough aluminum surfaces and a magnesium oxide slab.
These surfaces were specially prepared and their statistical proper-
ties were measured. The laser wavelengths were _t = 0.63. 1, 15,
and 3. 39 _, and both parallel and perpendicular polarizations were
used, The angle of incidence was varied from 0 to 89 ° . In these
experiments the ratio of the surface rms height h (from the mean
surface) to the wavelength ). is larger than 1/4; for such surfaces
the cross sectiQn for backscatter at normal incidence is inversely
proportional to the square of the rms surface slope, h/l, and is
independent of wavelength. At large angles of incidence the cross
section increases with increasing slope and also with increasing
h/k, approaching an upper limit which appears to be predicted by
a Lambert scattering law. The angular dependence of the cross
section differs for the two polarizations; at grazing incidence the
cross section is larger for the parallel polarization. The published
characteristics of the angular dependence of the cross section of
mxcrowave backscattering from the sea and the moon are in re-
markable agreement with the backscattering cross section obtained
from the various randomly rough laboratory prepared surfaces at
all angles of incidence. Comparison of the laboratory results with
published moon data yields for the moon surface an rms height of
40 ± I0 cm, a mean correlation distance or mean scale size of
Z. 8 ± 0.7 meters, an rms slope of 8 ± 4 °, and a dielectric constant
at microwave frequencies of i. 9 ± 0. 30c. (Author)
A66-18.970
A.Q-SWITCHED NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER.
N. G. Basov, V. S. Zuev, and lu. V. Senatskii (Akadernlia Nauk
SSSR, Fizicheskii Instltut, Moscow, USSR).
IZhurnal Ekaperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48, June
1965, p. 1562-1564.)
Soviet Ph}'sics -JETP, vol. Zl, Dec. 1965, p. 1047, [048. 5 refs.
T ranslation.
[For abstract see issue 24, page 3595, Accession no. A65-35875]
A66. ! 8972
HEATING OF MATTER BY FOCUSED LASER RADIATION.
R. V. Ambartsumian, N. G. Basov, V. A. Boiko, V. S. Zuev,
O. N. Krokhin, p. G. Kriukov, In. V. Senatskii, and lu. In.
Stoilov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eks_erimentallnoi i Teoreficheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48, June
1965, p. 1583-1587.)
Soviet Ph),sics - JETP, vol. 21, Dec. 1965, p. I061-I064. 12 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 24, page 3595. Accession no. A65-35877]
A66-19063 #
HIGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF THE LAMB DIP IN THE
OUTPUT OF AN OPTICAL MASER.
Eiyoji Uehara and Koichi Shimoda (Tokyo, University, Dept. of
Physics, Tokyo, Japan).
Japanese Journal of A_plied Ph),sica,, vo[. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 92!-
927.
A higher order calculation of the theory of an optical maser
is carried out for the purpose of obtaining more accurate theoretical
expressions of the Lamb dip. The amplitude of maser oscillation
is calculated in the approximations up tO the fifth order and the
calculated power vs frequency characteristics by the third and the
fifth order approximations are compared. The Lamb dip becomes
considerably shallower if the fifth order term is included. The
fifth order calculation should therefore be employed for a more
accurate determination of the linewidth parameters of the active
atoms from observed shapes of the Lamb dip. It is shown, however,
that the correction due to the fifth order calculation ia small when
the relative excitation is very close to the threshold. The fifth
order calculation in the case when the "Doppler limit" does not
apply is also discussed as well as in the case of the "Doppler limit. "
(Author)
AgJ4b.191|8 #
NEW TECHNIQUES IN OPTICS. I [TECHNIQUES NOUVELLES EN
OPTIQUE. I].
P. Moiler.
(Societe Bel_e d'Aatronomie, de M'-t_orolo_ie, et de Physl%ue du
Globe'i Cozd_rence, Brussels, Belgium, May 22. 1965, Pa_er.)
Clel et Terre. vol. 81, Sept. -Oct, 1965, p, 290-3Z1, In French,
Review of some new developments in the field.of optics
including interference filters, lasers, and optical fibers. The
theory of the phenomenon Of light interference is considered
followed by a description Of a practical Fahry-Perot type of inter-
ferometer. Various types of interferometric filters are discussed;
all of therff incorporate two or more metallic partially transparent
layers and a dielectric layer or layers separating them. The theory
which describes the nature and behavior of coherent light ia
reviewed; Bohr's quantum theory explains the manner in which
optical lasers generate coherent electron%agnetlc waves in the
visible spectrum. Practical laser operation and various types of
lasers are discussed. D.P.F.
A66-19195
COHERENT RADIATION FROM GALLIUM-ARSENIDE LUMI-
NESCENT DIODES WITH A TRIANGULAR RESONATOR.
E. A. Poltoratskii, V. Ivl. Stuchebnikov, and A, E. lunovich
(Moskovskii Oosudarstvennyi Universitet, Fizicheakii Fakul' let,
Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 35, Aug. 1965, p. 1516-1521. )
Soviet Physics - Technical Physics, vol. I0, Feb. 1966. p, I173-
1176. 15 refs. Translation.
[For abstract aeeissue Z4. page 3567, Accession no. A65-36787]
A66-19200
ONSET OF DETONATION.
P. A. Urtiew and A. K. Oppenheim (California, University,
Berkeley, Calif. ).
Combustion and Flame, vol. 9, Dec. 1965, p. 405-407. 6 refs.
Grant NO. AF AFOSR 129-65.
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Experimental proof showing that the onset of retonation is also
the onset of detonation. The proof is based on the use of two
completely independent techniques. One. reported to be quite un-
sophisticated, utilizes the unique ability of the self-sustained
detonation wave to "write on the walls. " the record being obtained
on a carbon-soot covered film. The other exploits recent develop-
ments in laser technology, permitting the attainment of high repeti-
tion rate, extremely high resolution schlieren stroboscopic records
of wave phenomena. M.F.
A66-19232
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY USING A GAS LASER.
J.P. Russell (Ministry of Aviation, Royal Radar Establishment,
Great Malvern, Worcs., England).
(Colloc_ue International sur les Spectres de DiHusion des Cristaux,
Paris, France, July 6-8, 1965. )
Journal de Physic_ue, voL 26, Nov. 1965, p. 620-625; Discussion,
p. 625, 6Z6. I0 refs.
Use of a helium-neon gas laser (which is more intense than the
mercury arc, has a longer wavelength (63Z8 _), and is plane polar-
ized) in Raman spectroscopy. The experimental arrangement
utilized commercially available apparatus. The scattered radiation
is normally observed at right angles to the direction of the laser
beam, but a slight modification allows the observation of hackscat-
tered radiation, the angle between the laser beam and the direction
of observation being about 45 °. The first- and second-order Rarnan
spectra of calcium tungstate, calcium fluoride, and gallium phosphide
were measured. Three-phonon Rarnan scattering was observed for
GaP. The experimental results are presented in two numerical
tables. F.R.L.
THE CHANGE IN THE EMISSION SPECTRUM OF A RUBY LASER
DURING GENERATION.
A. M. Kubarev and V. I. Piskarev (Got _ kovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Radioiizicheskii ]nstitut, Gorki, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental t noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
May 1965, p. 1233-1236.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. Z1, Nov. 1965, p. 823-825. 5 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 24, page 3594, Accession no. A65-35866]
A66-19271
ON THE THEORY OF GAS LASERS.
A. K. Popov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdeleine, Fizi-
cheskii Institut, Krasnoyarsk, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental' noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 48,
May 1965. p. 1279-1282.)
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. 21, Nov. 1965, p. 856-858. 7 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue Z4, page 3594, Accession no. A65-35868]
A66-19367
DECAY OF LASER-INDUCED EXCITATIONS OF Y CENTERS.
Dietmar Fr6hlich and Herbert ]_lahr (Cornell University, Dept. of
Engineering Physics, Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics,
Ithaca, N.Y. ).
Physical Review, 2nd Series, vol. 141, Jan. 1966, p. 692-695.
17 refs.
Navy-ARPA- suppor ted research.
A strong population of excited F-center states is achieved in
various alkali halides using a short intense pulse of a Q-swltched
ruby laser. During the presence of the excited F centers the time
dependence of their decay is measured with a fast-recording spec-
trometer. This is done by monitoring the absorption changes con-
nected with the ground-state or excited-state populations. Using
this method for crystals containing low F-center concentrations,
the lifetime of the excited state of Fcenters in KI, Rbl, Csl, RbBr,
and CsF is measured from 7 to about 80°E by monitoring absorption
A66-19638
changes in the region of the _,the 8*and the F hand, respectively.
For KI samples containing high F-center concentrations it is found
that th.e decay curves are nonexponentiaL (Author)
A66-19376 #
CaFz:Dy2+ OPTICAL GENERATOR OPERATING IN A REGIME OF
REPEATING GIANT PULSES IN THE PRESENCE OF CONTINUOUS
PUMPING [OPTICHESKII GENERATOR NA CaFz:DyZ÷, RABOTA-
IUSHCHH V REZHIME POVTORIAIUSHCHIKHSIA GIGANTSKIKH
IMPUL'SOV PRI NEPRERYVNOI PODKACHKE].
-, v K__=.._., xr v W,q*_,_. 1.,. A. Kulevskii T. M. Murina
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR0 Fizicheskii Institut0 Moscow, USSR), and
A. M. Prokhorov.
Akademiia Nauk 5SSR, Doklady, vol. 165, Dec. II, 1965, p. I056-
1058. 8 refs. In Russian.
Observation of a laser regime in which repeating giant pulses
are generated in CaF2:Dy 2+ in the presence of continuous pumping
by xenon lamps. In this investigation modulation of the Q factor is
achieved with the aid of a rotating prism. An average radiation
power of 0.05 watt is obtained with a stationary prism and with a
prism rotating at a frequency of 200 cps, so that this frequency is
assumed to be close to the optimum frequency. From these mea-
surements of average radiation power in a modulated Q-factor regime
the peak radiation power is determined and is found to be equal to
2 x 103 watts. A.B.K.
A66-19S46
HIGH POWER CW LASER OPERATION BY CATHODOLUMINES-
CENCE.
J. W. Ogland, C. W. Baugh, and J. E. Hudson (Westinghouse
Electric Corp. , Atomic, Defense and Space Group, Aerospace
Div., Applied Physics Group, Baltimore, Md. ).
IN: INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,
ANNUAL EAST COAST CONFERENCE ON AEROSPACE AND NAVI-
GATiONAL ELECTRONICS, 12TH, BALTIMORE, MD., OCTOBER
27-29, 1965. TECHNICAL PAPERS. [A66-19487 08-21]
Conference sponsored by the Baltn_nore Section of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the Aerospace and
Navigational Electromcs Group.
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1965,
p. 3.5.3-I to 3.5. 3-5.
Description of a method of laser pumping which spectrally
matches the pump radiation to an absorption band of the laser mate-
riaL This pump radiation is obtained by the high-voltage electron
excitation of a suitably chosen phosphor whose emission spectrum
matches the principal absorption band of the laser. The high re-
flectivity of phosphors allows for good optical coupling of the pump
light into the laser rod. A CW laser incorporating such a cathodo-
luminescent laser pump is described. Considerations for the selec-
tion of suitable phosphors are discussed. P.K.
A66-19620 =
GENERATION IN CdS DURING TWO-PHOTON OPTICAL EXCITA-
TION BY RUBY-LASER EMISSION [GENERATSIIA V CdS PRI
DVUKHFOTONNOM OPTICHESKOM VOZBUZHDENI/IZLUCHENIEM
OKG NA RUBINE].
N. G. Basov, A. Z. Grasiuk, I. G. Zubarev, and V. A. Katulin
(Akademila Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Fizika TverdoBo Tela, vol. 7. Dec. 1965, p. 3639, 3640. In
Russian.
Results of an experiment in optical excitation of a CdS specimen,
using a ruby laser with a modulated Q factor. Measurements are
made of the spectral composition, the spectral-line intensity, and
the emission direcZivity of the CdS specimen. It is found that
generation occurs in a comparatively large volume of the semi-
conductor. A.B.K.
A66.19638
THEORY OF THE ZEEMA.N EFFECT IN GAS I._,ERS [K TEORII
EFFEKTA ZEEMANA V GAZOVYKH LAZERAY.H].
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A66-19667
N. N. Rozanov and A. V. Tulub.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vo£. 165, Dec. Zl, 1965,
p. 1280-1283. 7 refs. In Russian.
Calcuiation of nonlinear Zeeman effects for a gas laser.
Lamb' s (1964) method is generalized to the case of two conditions
of polarization _ z I. ii of the electromagnetic field and three elec-
tron levels a, b, and c, two of which are related to the higher level
(J m I), and one of which is related to the lower level (J m 0).
R.A.F.
A66-19667 #
PHO6PHORESCENCE AND THE ENERGY LEVEL PATTERN OF A
RUBY [FOSFORE.STSENTSLLA I ZONNAIA SKHEMA RUBLNA].
Z. L. Morgenshtern and V. B. Neustruev (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicbeskit Institut, Moscow, USSR).
ZHETF Pis' ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, Dec. I, 1965, p. 507-510.
5 refs. In Russian.
Report on a phosphorercence observed in ruby crystals excited
with several flashes from a 450-joule pulse tube. The phosphores-
cence has a spectral range within the R region, persists 2 or 3 days
and diminishes according to a parabolic law. The study of _ene
nature of the phenomenon suggests a transition band multlphoton or
multistage mechanism of electron excitation. The upper wavelength
limit of the phosphorescence is given as 6030 i. V.Z.
A66.19669
SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF THE OUTPUT OF A NEODYMIUM
GLASS LASER IN A DISPERSION RESONATOR [SPEKTRAL' NYI
SOSTAV GENERATSII NEODIMOVOGO STEKLA V DISPERSIONNOM
REZONATORE ].
V. L. Broude, V. I. Kravchenko, N. F. Prokopiuk, and M. S.
Soskin (Akademiia Nau/< Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev,
Ukrainian SSR).
ZHETF Pis' ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, Dec. l, 1965, p. 519-5ZI.
In Rus slan.
Preliminary results of a study of the threshold parameters and
of the spectral composition of radiation of a neodymium-glass
laser with a nonuniformly broadened luminescence band at 1.06 p.
The dependence of the relative threshold pumping energy on the
angle of inclination of the resonator mirror is determined. Spectral
lines are established at 9090 through 9540 cm -_ which is a range
five times greater than the entire rLnge of a conventinnal plane
laser at maximum pumping levels. V.Z.
A66-19734 #
MICROMACHI_IING WITH A PULSED GAS LASER.
H. A. H. Boot, D. M. Clunie, and R. S. A. Thorn (Services
Electronics Research Laboratory, Baldock, Herts., England).
Electronics Letters, vol. Z, Jan. 1966, p. I.
Description of a method using a pulsed He-Ne laser for rapid
micrornachining. The experimental micromachining facility is de-
scribed and illustrated, and its operation is explained. Although .
the experiments described use simple samples, the technique is
applicable to the rnicrornachining of more complex structures, such
as thin-film circuits and resistors. B.B.
A66-19902 #
TRACKING OF THE BEACON-EXPLORER SATELLITES WITH
LASER BF.AMS.
H. H. Plotkin (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md. ).
COSPAR Information Bulletin no. 29, Dec. 1965, p. 18-Zl. 6 refs.
Brief review of the results of experiments designed to develop
techniques for accurate tracking of orbiting optical reflectors using
pulsed ruby laser beams. The cube-corner retroreflectors pro-
vided for the Beacon-Explorers B and C (Explorers 2Z and Z7) are
described, as well as time of launch, apogee, perigee, etc., of the
satellites. Reflected ruby laser radiation from the Beacon Ex-
plorers was used to produce images of the satellites against a star
background. It is concluded that the techniques promise to yield
precise measurements of satellite position, when they are devel-
oped to an operational stage. M. L_
A66-19915
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH
MULTIPLE-SCATTER PATHS.
E. J. Chatterton (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. 2[14, gl[5.
Experimental study employing semiconductor lasers and FM
techniques to overcome modulation noise as verified under a full
variety of weather conditions over a 1,8 mi path. A liquid nitrogen
cooled GaAs noncoherent IR diode was used which was amplitude-
modulated by a Z8-Mc subcarrier, and the subcarrier was alter-
nately frequency- and amplitude-modulated by a 980-cps audio
signal. The radiant power from the 0.5-degree beamwidth trans-
mltter ie given as 8 row. Oscillograms of sample FM and AM
optical signals are presented, as recorded under various atmo-
spheric conditions, including severe shimmer, snow, fog, and haze.
It is found that measurements of optical pulses transmitted appre-
ciably beyond the limits of visibility in snow and fog indicate a chan-
nel bandwidth limited by- scatter-Lnultipath_, but quiLe adequate for
many short-range, wide-bandwidth communications applications.
A device is described in which laser elements are fabricated with
fiber-optic outputs. These techniques are believed to make feasible
many applications of high-power, frequency-, and pulse-modulated
communications through atmospheric paths. M.L.
A66-19922
UNIAXLAL PRESSURE WAVELENGTH CHANGES IN GaAs LASERS
IN CW OPERATION.
R. H. Durrett, E. D. Jacobe, J. Winocur, and W. L. Zingery
(North American Aviation, Inc., Aqtonetics Div., Navigation Sys-
tems Div. , Anaheim, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. ZIZI, glgZ. 6 refs.
Experimental investigation reporting the change in wavelength
of both the spontaneous (dA/dp spontaneous) and stimulated (d)./dp
stimulated) emission with uniaxial pressure under CW operation of
GaAs diode lasers at 4°K. Measurements were made on a GaAs
diode doped with Te to a concentration of 1.5 x 10 Ig atoms ca 3
using a 0.5-meter Jarrell-Ash grating spectrometer operating
in second order with a nitrogen-cooled 7102 photomultiplier tube.
The junction was formed by Zn diffusion made parallel to the (I00)
plane of the diode with a cross-sectional area of 8.8 x 10 -4 crn z.
Typical results of the spectra observed at three pressure levels
(61, 78, and 90 bars) are presented. It is found that the patterns
are usually different on opposite sides of the emission center, and
that increasing pressure decreases the wavelength of the modes
about three times faster than the emission center and changes the
relative intensities of the components of the patterns. M.L.
A66-19930
REFLECTION GRATINGS AS ELEMENTS IN FAR HqFP_-RED
MASERS.
Eric Brannen (Western Ontario, University, Dept. of Physics,
London, Ontario, Canada).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. 2134, Z155. 14 refs.
Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada;
Grant No. AF AFOSR Z97-65.
Description of the use of reflection echelette gratings as end
plates in a Fabry-P_rot cavity with the chief characteristics of
convenient low absorption output coupling, and wavelength-dependent
alignment of the end plates. It is found that the grating is quite
rugged, easily fabricated, and can be coated with protective materials,
and that radiation is extracted from the resonator in the zero order
of the gi-ating in a convenient manner with little absorption loss. It
is noted, however, that the reflectivity of the grating is a function
of the polarization of the radiation, being different in general, for
the two polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the groove length;
thus, polarization discrimination will result. The grating produces
a wavelength-sensitive instrument of the Fabry-P6rot, making it
quite lossy for wavelengths other than the design region, a property
that it is expected should allow the removal of "dominance" by strong
transitions, so that weaker transitions, whose upper levels are
depleted by a strong transition, may be observed in maser action.
M.L.
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BLOCKING EFFECT IN RUBY MASERS.
Hikaru Shinya (Nippon Electric Co. • Ltd., Central Research
Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan).
LEEE, Proceedanlls, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. 7139.
Description of the gain saturation of the ruby maser by a nearby
interfering signalo a phenomenon usuaUy called the blocking effect.
The saturation behavior of the maser is discussed by treating a
magnetic Q, expressed in a form derived from the equations of
motion of the density matrix for a three-leval fraser. The power
level of the interfering signal required to drop the maser signal by
3 db, and the paramagnetic absorption of ruby are graphed. Equivalent
circuits of a maser cavity for a Lorensian-tgpe, Gaussian-type. and
the actual maser are presented and compared. M.L.
PULSE-CODE MODULATION MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION OVER
AN INJECTION LASER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.
E. J. Schi_l, E. C. Bullwinkel, and R. Bo Weimer (U.S. Army,
Electro_cs CommLnd, Electronic Components Laboratory, Fort
Monmouth, N.J. ).
LEEE, Proceedmigs, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. 7140, 3141.
Description of pulsed transmission of information over an
electron-injectlon Laser communication system. The CW injection
laser used in the study is described, and block diagrLms of the
transmitter and receiver are presented. A typical example of the
received signal over a 13-kn_ path is included. It is found that tone
and voice quality are excellent, and it is concluded that _ demon-
strates the practicality of high-speed, pulse-code modulation multi-
plex transmission over a laser system. M. L,
A PROPOSED FTRST-ORDER RELATIVITY TEST USING LASERS.
R. Fox and J. Sharmr (Teclmion - Israel Institute of Technology,
I-lai fa, Israel).
IEEE_ Proceedings. vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. ZI41; Author's comment,
C. W. C&rnaf_n (Entech Corp.• Ment-o Park, Calif.), p. 7141,
7142. 8 refs.
Comment on a previously publlshed proposal for a test of relativ-
ity by means of ]_sers. It is emphasized that the experiment is of
a second-order nature, in that the relative phase change of two
points is measured. A means is suggested by which the experiment
may become first order, namely by rotating the equipment. M.L.
A66-1993Y
AN IMPROVED MODE OF KERR CELL OPERATION.
H. A. Heynau (United Aircraft Corp., Research Laboratories•
East Hartford, Corm. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 53, Dec. 1965, p. 7145, 2346.
Experimental investigation of an optically biased pulsed trans-
mission mode (OBPT Mode) of operation of a high-gain, G-switched
laser in order to alleviate the problem posed by the observed fact
that not all Kerr celts completely inhibit lasing action. It is con-
sidered that the reason for this deficiency arises from spatial nono
uniformities in the rejection ratio across the aperture of the Kerr
cell polarizer-analyzer cornbination. The experimental co_[iguration
is illustrated, and it is pointed out that the only addition to the systeqRa
is the quarter-wave plate placed between the polarizer and a reflector.
The purpose of the plate is to bias the system (with zero voltage on
the Kerr cell), by means of a passive optical element, into the hold-
oH condition. The modification proposed has been successfully ap-
plied to an 18-ms-diameter, ]Z-in. -long Brewster angle neudyrnium-
doped glass laser. Several advantages are pointed out. M.L.
A66-19945 #
ON THE GENERATION OF SHARPLY DIRECTED COHERENT •
RADIAT ION.
E. M. Belenov and V. S. Letokhov.
(Optika i Spektroskopiia, voL 19, Sept. 1965, p. 465-467. )
Optics and Spectroscopy, voL 19, Sept. 1965, p. 26L Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 83, Accession no. A66-11007]
A66-2034.4
£64,-19955
BEATS BETWEEN THE MODES OF A RUBY LASER.
V. V. Korobkin and A. M. Leontovich (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Irmtitut, Moscow, USSR).
_Z_urnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoretlcheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49,
July 1965, p. 10-15. )
Soviet Physics - JETP, vol. Z2, Jan. 1966, p. 6-10. 18 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue Z0, page 2969, Accession no. A65-31701]
A_b199_
A KOOM- rF.iv_EF_ATUKE CONT_4UOUS C_WO.i: Nd 3+ L-_-SEP--
A. A. _minskii, L. S. Kornienko, G. V. _/L_ksimova, V. V. Osiko,
A. M. Prokhorov, and G. P. Ship_o (I_skovskti Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Institut L_dernol Fiziki; Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizi-
cheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 49,
July 1965, p. 31-35.)
Soviet Physics -JETP, vol. ZZ, 3an. 1966, p. 22-25. Ii refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 20, page Z969, Accession no. A65-31703]
A66-19959
INVESTIGATION OF THE SPARK DISCHARGE PRODUCED IN AIR
BY FOCUSING LASER RADIATION. LI.
S. L. IV1andel'shtarn, P. P. Pashinin, A. M. Prokhorov, lu. P.
Raizer, and N. K. Sukhodrev (Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Zhurnaf Eksperimental'noi i Teoreficheskoi Fizikl, vol. 49,
July 1965, p. 1Z7-134.)
Soviet Physics- JETP, vol. Z2, Jan. 1966, p. 91-96. 19 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 20, page 2969, Accession no. A65-31705]
A66,.20129 :_
MOON DISTANCE MEASUREMENT BY LASER.
A. Orszag (Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France).
(Syrnposdurn on Planetary Atmospheres and Surfaces, Dorado,
Puerto Rico, May Z4-27, 1965, Paper. )
Journal of Research, Section D - Radio Science, vol. 69D, Dec.
1965, p. 1681-1689. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Centre National d' Etudes Spatiales,
Centre National d z Etudes des T_lecommunications, D_legation
C_nerale _ la Recherche Scientilique et Technique, and Direction
des Recherches et Moyens d = EssaYs.
Proposed use of a laser Light source to determine tbe earth-
moon distance which would have the advantages of making possible
direct calculation of the lunar radius directed tbward the earth and,
if the SNR at reception proved sufficient, the complete determina-
tion of the form of the selenold. In specifying the physical orders
of magnitude of the project, it is established that only a Q-switched
laser would permit this latter measurement. The performance of
the emitting optical system coupled with the laser and that of the
optical system and the receiving apparatus are determined. Some
of the problems arising in laser utilization are discussed, and a
method of exploiting the expected results is proposed. F.R.L.
A66,.20344 #
INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIES [INDUTSI-
ROVANNOE IZLUCHENIE PRI BOL' SHIE_ PLOTNOSTIAKH
FOTONOV].
B. l. Bondarev.
Radiofizika, vol. 8, no. 6, 1965, p. 1155-1159. 5 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the applicability of perturbation theory to the
study of the multiphoton resonance radiation of Lasers. The third
term of the expansion in perturbation theory is analyzed as one that
describes the interaction of an atomic electron with an external
photon, which produces two photons. It is shown that the use of
this third term in the calculation of interactions of electrons with




ABSOLUTE BOLOMETER FOR MEASURING THE OUTPUT POWER
OF CW LASERS [ABSOLIUTNYI BOLOMETRICHESKII IZMERITEL _
VYKHODNOI MOSHCHNOSTI LAZEROV NEPRERYVNOGO IZLUCHE-
NIIA].
Iu. A. Skliarov, W. A. SedeDnikov, and L. I. Kats (Saratovskii
Gosudarstvennyi Universitet. Nauchno-lssledovateD skii Institut
Mekhaniki i Fiziki, Saratov, USSR).
Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. I0, Nov.-Dec. 1965,
p. 165-167. 5 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of a device for measuring the output power of a CW
laser, which uses a wire bolometer in the form of a plane single-
layer spiral as the sensitive element. The device provides record-
ings in absolute units, and is applicable at output powers ranging
from 0.02 to 30 raw. The accuracy of the measurements (after the
instrumental error is taken into account) is on the order of ± 5%.
The device is capable of measuring radiation in the visible and far-
infrared regions of the spectrum. V.P.
A66-20398
LASER PROBING THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE.
B. R. Clemesha, G. S. Kent, and R. W. H. Wright (West Indies,
University, Kingston, Jamaica ).
Natur______e,vol. 209, Jan. 8, 1966, p. 184, 185. 5 refs.
Grant No. AF AFOSR 616-64.
Description of density measurements Of the lower atmosphere
through observation of the light scattered from a laser beam. The
experimental facihty included an optical radar suitable for detecting
the amount of atmospheric scattering, and a Q-spoiled ruby laser,
used as the transmitter. The receiving system for the light scat-
tered back by the atmospheric constituents was composed essential-
ly of a 50-ca dlam astronomical telescope. A typical night's result
of scattering power vs height is plotted, as are variations with
height of the ratio of observed scattering to expected molecular
scattering. B.B.
A66-20420
T/AdE-DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF A DIFFRACTION-
LI_IITED CONTINUOUS RUBY LASER [DAS ZEITLICHE EMISSIONS-
VERHALTEN KINKS BEUGUNGSBEGRENZTEN KONTINUIERLICHEN
RU BINLASERS].
D. RSss (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentrallaboratorium fur
Nachrichtentechnik, Munich, West Germany).
Zeitschrift fSr Naturforschung, Ausgab.e A, vol. Z0a, Dec. 1965,
p. 1655-1660. 18 refs. In German.
Investigation of the time-dependent emission behavior of a
single axial mode at room temperature in the transverse ground mode
of a pulsed continuous plane ruby laser 2.5 cm long with a Pabry-
Perot interferometer. The total emission is characterized by a
quasi-periodic relaxation pulse with periodic modulation of the
envelopes. The emission of ii active axial modes near the threshold
of periodic packet emissions of 0.5 to I msec duration is limited to
approximately equal emission intervals. Even at higher pumping
levels the continuous emission compDnent of a mode is small in
relation to the peak output in the form of relaxation pulses. A spa-
tially concentrated degradation of the inversion in a laser resonator
should be prevented by sweeping the phase surfaces in active mater-
ials, which accounts for the multiple axial modes. D.P.F.
A66-20434 #
RELATED PROBLEMS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LASER AND
MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY [SMEZHNYE PROBLEMy RAZVITIIA
LAZERNOI TEKHNIKI i TEKHNIKI SVERKHVYSOKIKH CHASTOT].
I. V. Lebedev.
Radiotekhnika (Kiev), voI. 8, Nov.-Dec. i965, p. 6Z5-63I. 17 refs.
In Russian.
Discussion of the new demands placed on microwave electronics
as a result of the development and utilization of lasers. The
application of methods used in electronics to laser technology and
vice versa is examined. Particular attention is given to the develop-
ment of microwave photoelectronic devices, to the study of self-
consistent gas discharges at optical frequencies, and to the use of
the close analogies between electron-beam generators and microwave
amplifiers and laser systems. The measurement problem in laser
technology is examined. V.P.
A66.20435 #
EFFECT OF LOAD'ALISMATCH ON LASER OPERATION [VLIIANLE
RASSOGLASOVANIIA NAGRUZKI NA RABOTU OPTICHESKOGO
KVANTOVOGO GENERATORA].
V. V. Lebedeva, I. V. Lebedev, and A. I. Odintsov.
Radiotekhnika (Kiev}, vol. 8, Nov.-Dec. 1965, p. 63Z-636. In
Russian.
Experimental investigation of the effect of load mismatch on the
power output of a neon-helium laser operating at a wavelength of
0. 633 b_,. The nonlinear dependence of the equivalent negative
conductance is determined as a function o5 the amplitude of the
oscillations in the Laser resonator cavity. V.P.
A66-20517
i. 06Zl-p He-Ne GAS LASER.
I. Itzkan and G. Pincus (Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope
Co., Electro-Optics Group, Great Neck, N. Y. }.
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Feb, 1966, p. 349.
Description of the isolation of the L06ZI line in He-Me. An
attempt was made to achieve isolation by means of multilayer
dielectric-coated mirrors with sharp spectral cutoff characteristics.
The results of these efforts are consistent with the observation that
transitions with the same upper levels compete for available atoms,
but transitions with the same lower levels do not interfere with one
another. It is found that even with all competing transitions sup-
pressed, the gain of the 1.06Zl line is very low, which explains why
it is so difficult to obtain this line with in-cavity components.
B.B.
A66-20518
A LASER END REFLECTOR WITH SPECTRAL TUNING CAPABILI-
TY.
Robert M. Zoot (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calif. ).
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Feb, 1966, p. 549,350.
Outline of the production of a gas laser end ret_ector that
individually selects the spectral line to be lased through use o_ a
Pellin-Broca type prism which is assembled with a reflective
coating at an interface. Construction of the prism is described,
its operation is explained, and placement st its dielectric coatings
is indicated in a schematic diagram. It is concluded that this
technique should prove useful not only to select each of the eight
visible wavelengths of the He-Me CW gas laser, but the same
method may be used to select the various lines of the argon laser
as we 11. B. B.
A66.20674
PUTTING SUPERCONDUCTORS TO WORK.
Donald K. Fox (Westinghouse Electric Corp,, Atomic, Defense
and Space Group, Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh,
Pa. ).
Electronics, vol. 39, Feb. 7, 1966, p. 95-101.
Consideration of the use of superconductors with magnets and
masers, including also a discussion of the techniques employed in
fabricating superconductor coils. Various sizes and types of mag-
nets are described in which the magnetic coils are immersed in
liquid helium. The application of superconductors to masers can
reduce a maser's weight by a factor of 50 to 70. The widest poten-
tial application for superconducting magnets is for MHD power
generation. Interrnetallic compounds and alloys are described and
the theory of superconductivity is reviewed. Superconducting coil
characteristics are considered and winding techniques are discussed.
D. P.F.
A_-20792 #
A RESONATOR FOR TUNING A MOLECULAR GENERATOR BY
ZEEMAN MODULATION [REZONATOR DLIA NASTROIKI MOLE°





V. V. Grigor=iants and lu. A, Ma=urov.
R•diotekhnik_ i Elektrot_k_, vo[. 11, 3_. 1906, p, ].51-154. In
Russian.
Description of • resonator which can be n%ade out of magnetic
inaterials and ran still be used for tuning • molecular generator by
Zeernan modulation. This is achieved by using a resonator which
is cut =don I its ax*s in such • way that the cut passes from one end
of the resonator to a point several millimeters short of the other end.
It is shown that such • resonator can be used as • singie-_rn coil
to create, inside the resonator, • magnetic field perpendicular to
the resonator axis. From • study of the dependence of the n%agmetic
fi_ld on thP n_od.latin_ current_ the Ien@_th of the resonator, and
the •n_dar direction relative to the plane of the longitudinal gap
it is found that such • resonator actually can be used for Zeeman
modulation of • molecular generator. A.B.K.
about 0.1 and 0.05%. Their optical axes were set parallel and the
R I laser output was directed into the ruby specimen. The Cary Model
14 monochrornator used had a spectral resolution of about 40 _.
Typical oscillograms are graphed and interpreted. D.P.F.
A66-20893
OBSERVATION OF PARAMETRIC ANIPLIFICATION IN THE OPTICAL
RANGE.
S. A. Ak_anov, A. I. l_vrigin, A. S. Piskarskas, V. V. Fadeev,
and R. V. Khokhlov {Moskovskli Gosud_rstvennyi Universitet,
Fi_i_h==kii Faku/'tc:, _.x-=:cc:v, USSR)
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, Oct. i, 1965, p. 300-304. )
JETP Letters, vol. Z, Oct. l, 1965, p. 191-193. 7 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 05, page 697, Accession no. A66-15352]
A66-20519
EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET PUMPING ON RUBY LASER OUTPUT.
R. L. Greene, 3. L. Emmctt, and A. L. Schawlow (Stanford Uni-
versity. Dept. of Physics. Stamford, Calif. ).
Applied Optxcs, vol. 5, Feb. 1966, p. 350, 351. 7 refs.
USAF-Navy- supported research.
Investigation Of the effect of intense UV pumping radiation upon
the energy output of a ruby laser. The experimental facility utilizing
a xenon flash/amp is described and illustrated, and its operation is
explained. Two experiments to evaluate the effects of UV radiation
in laser pumping are described _nd their results noted. It is con-
cluded from both of these experiments that intense UV pump hght is
detrimental to ruby laser output. B.B.
ON THE REGULAR AND IRREGULAR SPIKING BEHAY_OUR OF
SOLID-STATE LASERS.
Helmut E. V. Lotsch (Stanford, UniverSity, Stanford,_Calif.).
International 3ournal of Electronics, First Series, volo 19, Nov.
1965, p. 453-468. 73 refs.
A sol/d-state laser with plane parallel end faces usually pro-
duces an output which exhibits spikes in a random manner, whereas
the prevalent quantum relaxation theory predicts regular relaxation
oscillations. Recently in a new theoretical approach, the author
has shown that in an imperfect crystal the filamentary nature of the
laser action is postulated by classical physics. A single filament
generates relaxation oscillations as predicted by the familiar theory,
and the irregular spiking may then be considered a superposition of
outputs from several filaments. This model is supported by many
experimental observations and it suggests a reinterpretation of
certain experimental data published. The field distributions in a
Fahry-P_rot resonator with a sufficiently large Fresnel number can
be expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder functions. The mode
volume of a low-order eigenmode is considerably smaller than the
crystal volume. Accounting for this fact in the quantum relaxation
theory yields that the decay time constant of the relaxation oscilla-
tions is actually smaller than predicted by the linearized Statz and
deMars rate equations. This is in favorable agreement with ex-
periment. (Author)
A_-_
OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS IN RUBY.
Takashi Kushida and Pravin Parikh (Toshiba Central l%esearch
Laboratory, Kawasak/, Japan).
Physical Society of 5span, Journal, vol. 20, Dec. 1965, p. 2312,
2313.
Observations on the absorption transitions from the lowest ex-
cited state of Cr 3+ ion in a ruby pum_)ed by a ruby laser beam. The
energy separation between_the 2E(tZ _) state and the ground state
4Az(tZ3) is resonant with the frequency of the ruby laser radiation.
_["ne absorption was measured at Z610 and 3600 A . A diagram Of the
experimental apparatus is given; the specimen and the laser ruby
were both cut off at 90 ° and cylindrical with a diameter of 10 mm
and a length of 10 cm. Concentrations of Cr203 were respectively
A66-2089S
INFLUENCE OF INTENSE LASER KADIATION ON THE DISPERSIVE
PROPERTIES OF "TRANSPARENT" CRYSTALS.
M. S. Brodin, V. N. Batulev, and S. V. Zakrevskii {Akademiia Nauk
Ukrainskoi $SR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian S_R).
(ZHETF Pis'ma _ Redaktsiiu, vo]. Z, Oct. I, 1965, p. 317-319.)
JETP Letters, vo]. 2, Oct. I, 1965, p. 201-203. 6 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 05, page 697, Accession no. A66-15354]
A66-20898
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF THE HYDROGEN MOLECULE IN
THE STRONG ELECTRIC FIELD OF RUBY LASER EMISSION.
G. S. Voronov, G. A. Delone, N. B. Delone, and O. V. Kudrevatova
(Akademiia N•uk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, A4oscow, USSR).
(ZHETF Pis'rna v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z, Oct. 15, 1965, p. 377-380. )
5ETP Letters, vol. 2, Oct. 15, 1965, p. 237-239. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 06, page 891, Accession no. A66-16517]
A66-20901
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF THE
"S_PIN-LATTICE RELAXATION TIMES IN RUBY AT HELIUM TEM-
PERATURES - RELAXATION IN ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD.
A. A. _4anenkov and lu. E. Danileiko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(ZHETF Pis'ma v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, Nov. I, 1965, p. 414-418. )
JETP Letters, vol. Z, Nov. I, 1965, p. 257-260. 11 refs.
T rans lation.
[For abstract see issue 07, page 1044, Accession no. A66-18257]
A66-21067
EFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION ON ATMOSPHERIC LASER
RETURNS.
W. E. Hoehne and 3. L. Karney (U.S. Navy, Pacific Missile Range,
Point Mugu, Calif. }.
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 7, Dec. 15, 1965, p. 313, 314.
Evaluation of a simple laser radar unit for use as an instrument
to obtain operational meteorological information. The operation of
the experimental facility (which consists essentially of a ruby laser
and two 8-in. Cassegrainian telescopes) is described, and the laser
returns at • 10 ° elevation angle are plotted. It is determined that
the amplitude of the return from scatterers in the atmosphere is
strongly dependent on the angle between the incident laser radiation
and the incident solar radiation. B.B.
A66-21070
ISOTOPE SHIFT IWEASUREMENT FOR 6328 _ He-Ne LASER
TRANSITION.
R. H. Cordover, T. S. 5aseja, and A. 5avan (Massachusetts
Institute Of Technology, Dept. of Physics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Applied Ph)'sics Letters, voL 7, Dec. 15, 1965, p. 322-324. 7 refs.
NASA-USA.F-supported research.
Outline of the measurement of the isotope shi_t between Ne Z0
and Ne 22 for the 6328-_ transition using two different optical maser
techniques. The experimental configur•tions, consisting essentially
of two optical masers and two interferometers, are described and
195
A66-21173
their operation is explained. Because the sensitivity of the photo-
diodes employed to detect the cross-beat signal when the masers
were m single-mode oscillation was not high ,'hough, th_,reforc a
heterod}n_ technique was introdu,cd, where ont, oi the masers was
allowed to operate in muitimode configuration. B.B.
A66-21 ! 73
QUANTUM THEORY OF PHOTON INTERACTION IN A PLASMA.
I-[. Chang (Harvard University, Dept. of Physics, Cambridge,
Mass. ; Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. , Whippany, N. J. ) and
Y. C. Lee (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Whippany, N.J.).
Physical Review, and Series, vol. 14Z, Feb. 4, I_966, p. 104-114.
8 refs.
The quantum theory of interaction of electromagnetic waves
in a plasma is formulated from two different points of view.
The first is to consider scattering of light off light (in torm of
laser beams) with the plasma acting as a mediator of the inter-
action; the second is to consxder scattering of one of the light
beams off a system consisting of the plasma and the other
laser beam. Based on the first viewpoint, the light-light scattering
cross sections, both elastic and inelastic, are calculated in the
lowest order. By summing over the final states of one of the
photon.-, we obtain, based on the above results t the lowest order
cross section of scattering of the other photon from the photon-
plasma system. In the presence of a second stimulating laser
beam, this cross section is enhanced. When both laser beams
are very intense, the lowest order perturbation treatment is
inadequate. The second viewpoint is then conveniently adopted
to include the plasma-laser beam interaction to all orders.
The results are discussed and compared with those in previous
treatments. Finally, a simple model is considered. In this
model, the plasmon is treated as the quantum of a harmonic
oscillator which is linearly coupled to a system of phonons.
All the previous results are explicitly verified in this model,
which is solved exactly. (Author)
A66-21 ! 75
OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION USING A FOCUSED
GAUSSLAN LASER BEAM.
J. E. Bjorkholm (Stanford University, Microwave Laboratory,
Stanford, Calif. ).
Physical Review, and Series, vol. 142, Feb. 4, 1966, p. 126-136.
14 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-15Z5.
This paper reports analytical and experixnental results on
optical second-harmonic generation in the focus of the lowest order
transverse mode of a CW gas laser beam. The results of the
calculation are explained in physical terms and are confirmed by
experiments carried out in crystals of ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate (ADP). The dependence of the second-ham]pole power
generated in a negatively birefringent crystal upon the crystal
double-refraction angle and the divergence, or diffraction, of the
focused beam is obtained. There are found to be four distinct
asymptotic regions, deterrnmed by the ratios of the characteris-
tic lengths z and _ to the crystal iength_, where the Rayleigh
range of the _ocused_beam zR characterizes the focus, and
is characteristic of the crystal double-refraction angle _ and
the laser beam focal spot size w 0. Proceeding from _eak focus-
ing to strong focusing (or in the direction of decreasing w0),
t_e second-harmonic power in the four regions varies as
_2/w0Z, _/I_ w 0, w0/(_, and w0Z, respectively. There is an
optimum degree of focusing, determined only by the crystal length
for which a maximum amount of second-harmonlc power is gen-
erated. This degree of focusing corresponds to zR =_l_/_, and
the corresponding power which is generated depends upon both .i_
and (_. Qptimum focusing in a crystal of ADP I cm long yields
about 400 tin_es more second-harmonic power than the colli-
mated laser beam. The excellent agreement between analysis and
experiment allows the accurate nleasurenxent of optical nonlin-
earities using focused beams. The results for the general case of
a crystal anywhere along the focused beam are also presented.
Interpretation of them shows that the linliting of second-harnaonic
generation by double refraction is determined by hean_ divergence
not beam radius. (Author)
A66-21177
THEORY OF DOUBLE RESONANCE IN GASEOUS LASERS.
W. Culshaw (Lockheed Aircraft Corp. , Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co., Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif. ).
Physical Review r gnd Series, vol. 142, Feb. 4, 1966, p. Z04-ZI6.
14 refs.
Research supported by the Lockheed Independent Research Program.
The simultaneous action of an rf perturbation between the
Zeeman sublevels of an atomic transition, which is also pro-
ducing laser oscillation, is considered. The complete Hamiltonlan
of the system is made time-independent by appropriate unitary
transformations, and the corresponding steady-state solutions of
the density matrix are deduced using approprxate rate constants.
Results for stationary atoms indicate a dependence of the threshold
for oscillation on the rf perturbation, together with rf resonance
effects which increase the laser intensity some two or three tames
for suitable transitions. The increase in intensity is greatest for
rf perturbation_ between the upper Zeeman levels, which also
have the smaller resonance width, because of the longer life-
times involved. Such effects will be small unless there is a
reasonable difference in the populations of the Zeeman levels in
the absence of the rf perturbation. Appropriate laser transi-
tions, cavity tuning, and polarization characteristics must thus
be used to obtain maximum effect, and examples are given. The
atomic motion is included in the theory in an approximate way,
and similar conclusions are derived as regards the variations
of laser intensity. However, no dependence of the threshold on
the rf perturbation is then indicated, the former being deter-
mined by the relatively large Doppler width. Finally, some
consideration is given to cases where more than one laser
transition occurs between the Zeeman levels. (Author)
A66-21248
QUASICONTINUOUS RUBY GIANT PULSE LASER USING A
SATURABLE ABSORBER AS A Q SWITCH,
Dieter Roess and Gflnter Zeidler (Siemens und Halske AG, Zentral-
[aboratorium, Munich, West Germany).
Applied Physics Letters, vol, 8, Jan. [, I96b, p. 10-iZ, 9 refs.
Study of the Q-switching of a room-temperature continuously
pumped ruby laser with an external mirror by a saturable absorber
at 100 and 300 cps. An increase in peak power by a factor of 103
and a reduction of pulse halfwidth from Z Msec to 70 nsec were
observed. The periodic giant pulse emission was obtained in one
stable axial and transverse mode. The experimental facility,
consisting essentially of a 90 ° ruby rod and an external mirror of
200 mm radius is described and illustrated, and its operation is
explained. It is concluded that the passive Q-switching technique,
besides its ease of application, offers the additional feature of
single-mode emission. B.B.
A66.21250
A SINGLE-FREQUENCY TEM00-MODE GAS LASER WITH HIGH
OUTPUT POWER.
M. DiDomenico, Jr. (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc, , Murray
Hill, N.J. ).
Applied Physics Letters, voh 8, Jan. l, 1966, p. Z0-ZZ. 5 refs.
Report of a new laser configuration which makes it possible to
generate single-frequency radiation in a single spatial mode with
high output power. Single-frequency operation is achieved by
utilizing a technique where all resonances but one, falling within
the gain profile of the active medium, are suppressed. The system
consists basically of a Michelson interferometer modified to have
gain in each branch of the interferometer and a feedback reflector
M.F.
M c for coupling these branches.
A66-21251
MODE LOCKING OF A Nd3+-DOPED GLASS LASER.
A, J, DeMaria, C. M. Ferrar, and G. E. Danielson, Jr. (United
Aircraft Corp., Research Laboratories, East Hartford, Conn. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 8, Jan. l, [966, p. ZZ-Z4. 9 refs.
Contract No. DA-ZS-043-AMC-00Z59(E).
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oscillated in the conventional random pulsating manner under mode-
licked conditions. Mode licking was also performed with 25- and
43-era-long glass rode with less successful results as a consequence
of the optical lene, th variation of the rods during the optical pumping
flash. Prelin_inary experinlents on mode locking of each of the three
laser rods while G switched by a rotating prism resulted in daznage
to all three rods by the high light f]ux. M.F.
MASERS.
F. J. Rosenbaum (Washmgton University. Dept. of Electrical
Engineermg, St. Louis, Mo.) and W. Q. Jeffers (I//inois, Universi_
ty, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Urbana, Ill.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics vol. QE-1, Dec. 1965, p.
375-385. 16 refs.
Description1 of a dielectric cavity maser (DCM), composed of
a ruby rod oeparating two metal end plates. Both the strength of
the maser action, as measured by the paramagnetic filling factor,
and the saturation behavior of the device have been calculated and
measured. When operated as an X-band amplifier, pumped at 35 Gc,
gain bandwidth products up to 141 Mc have been observed. Power
outputs greater than 0.i raw have been measured using the DCM
as an amplifier or an oscillator. Improvement in the saturation
behavior of _20 db compared to other masers is reported. M.M.
A_-213@_
I_JMP POWER DEPENDENCE OF RUBY LASER STARTING AND
STOPPING TIME.
A. E. Siegrnan and J. W. Allen (Stanford University, Dept. of Elec-
trical Engineermg and W. H. Haneen Laboratories of Physics,
Microwave Laboratory, Stanford, Calif.).
(RESEARCH ON SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASERS. )
IEEE Jonrnal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Dec. 1965,
p. 386-393. 17 rele.
Contracts No. DA-28-043-A}&C-00446; No. DA-36-039-SC-90839;
No. AF 33(615)-14ll.
Consideration of experimental results from a number of small
ruby lasers which show a linear relationship between the pump
power and the inverse of the time delay between pump flash and
the onset of laser osci]/ation. These experimental results are
quantitatively pred/cted by a simple rate-equation analysis, yielding
a single theoretical curve with no adjustable parameters and in good
agreement with the experiments. Additional evidence is also pre-
sented verifying the Onset at higher pump powers of additional
bou_cu_g-ball or light-pipe modes of oscillatiOn in ruby rods with
polished sidewall. It is pointed out that these additional modes ac-
count, in particular, for the abrupt cessation of laser output after
an anon_aloualy short duratiou of laser action, as is typically ob-
served in such rods. M.M.
A,44,-21310
NOISE PROPERTIES OF PULSED RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS.
I. J. Dq'laenens (Notre Dame, University, Physics Dept., Notre
Dame. Ind. ) and C. R. Giullano (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research
Laboratories, Malibu, Calif.).
IEEE Journal of Quant_un Electronics, vul. GE-I, Dec. 1965,
p. 393-397. 7 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)=8769.
The spontaneous emission noise properties of a palr of pulsed
ruby laser ampliflers have been studied. Absorption and scattering
loss measurements coupled with gain measurements as a function
of pump time gave a measure of the inversion attained in the am-
plifiers. The high inversions reached enabled the authors to over-
come the inherent noisiness of a three-level system by having N 2
considerably larger than (mZ/ml) N 1. Total spontaneous emission
power was measured at gain saturation for each amplifier. Com-
parison of the observed with the theoretically expected spontaneous
noise power gave good agreement. (Author)
A66-21417
A44-21311
SIS-KING BEHAVIOR OF A MULTIMODE RUBY LASER.
C. A. Sacchi and O. Svelto (hfilano, Politecnico, Istituto di Fieica,
Milan, Italy).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-I, Dec. 1965. p.
398-400. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Consigllo Nazionale dells Ricerche.
Discusoiou of experm_ental steadies of regular spiking obtained
with a ruby rod in a spherical resonator. It was found that not only
a transverse but also a longitudinal mode selector leads to irregular
spikes. The observed near-field patterns shown are interpreted as
a superposition of many transverse modes. Followin.i the interpreta-
tion given, it is stated that. in a multimode laser, spikes will be
regular if scattering centers produce a superposition of oscillating
modes such that a uniform spo£ in the near field and a uniform fre-
quency spectrum result. It is pointed out that any selector of either
longitud/n_ or transverse modes generally destroys this uniform
euperpositlon and the result is irregular spikes. M.M.
A66-31333 #
APPLICATION OF OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATORS (LASERS)
IN PHOTOGRAPHY [PR/MENENIE OPTICHESKIKH KVANTOVYKH
GENERATOROV (LAZEROV) V FOTOGRAFII].
V. N. Sintsov.
Zhurns/ Nauchnoi i Prikladnoi Fotoj/rafii i Kinernatografii, vol. ii,
Jan.-Feb. 1966, p. 65-68. 19 refs. In Ruseian.
Brief discussion of the photographic uses of lasers since Court-
ney-Pratt TS work in 1962. Both interferornetric and holographic
techniques are considered. R.A.F.
A66-21343,
ON THE EIGENVALUES OF A CLASS OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
_G IN LASER THEORY.
Harry Hochetadt (Broo}dyn, Polytechnic Instifute, Dept. of
h_athematics, Brooklyn, N.Y. ).
SIAM Review, vol. 8, Jan 1966, p. 62-65. 7 refs.
NSF Grant No. GP-165.
Proof of an existence theorem for nonzero eigenvalues for
some integral equations encountered in studying laser resonant




Aklra Kawaji, Hirno Yonezu, and Yoshthiro Yasuoka (Nippon Elec-
tric Co. , Ltd. , Semiconductor Div. , Kawasaki0 Japan).
_a_nese Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 4, De_. 1965, p. 1024,
1025.
Description of a single-filament junction laser emitting coherent
light of the simpler modes. IS is shown that the laser has two por-
tions, each with a selective diffused region. It is noted that when
both electrodes were connected with the same current source, the
half-width of each lazing spike was less than 0.7 A. The shift of
stimulated emission to high-ener_-_ modes with increasing current
density that was observed is shown, together with an anomalous far-
field pattern which was observed at single-mode operation. 1_1. IV[.
A66-21417
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET FOR VARIABLE BANDWIDTH
TRAYELI_G WAVE MASERS.
L. M. Troxel (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Allentown, Pa. ).
IEEE Transactions on Ma/_netics, vol. MAG-I, Dec. 1965, p.
378-381. 8 refs.
In order to amplify rnicrowave signals with optimum gain, the
ruby crystal of a 4-Gc traveling wave maser requires a 3300-gauss
magnetic field uniform to 0. i%. By properly varying the magnetic
field along the length of the ruby crystal, the bandwidth of the maser
amplifier can be increased at the expense of gain. A compact super-
conducting magnet is described, which provides the required mag-
netic field. The field is obtained from a short solenoid, which is
197
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made to appear infinitely long through the use of a low reluctance
enclosure. A portion of the resulting uniform field can be modified
by a superconducting trimmer coil imbedded in the low reluctance
enclosure. This coil produces an adjustable stepped magnetic field
which allows for varying maser bandwidth. Alternatively, it can be
used to operate two independent masers in a single magnetic struc-
_re. A high degree of reliability is attained. Problems of t_ux
jumping have been avoided by a design in which the diamagnetic
(magnetic insulating) properties of superconducting materials play
a minor role. (Author)
A66-.21453 #
PULSED-LASER THRUSTOR RESEARCH.
Rite E. Biss, F. A. Giori (Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.,
Buffalo, N.Y. ), and A. S. Gilmour, Jr. (Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Inc., Wave Electronics Section, Buffalo, N.Y. !.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Electric
Propulsion Conference 5th, San Dieso , Calif., Mar. 7-9, 1966,
paper 66-230. 8 p.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $i. 50.
Contract No. NAS 3-5919.
The electron and ion emission from various mt_tallic surfaces
illuminated by a focused, pulsed ruby laser was investigated for
possible electric thrustor application. The emitted particles have
been measured to be over 99% ionized. Most of the charged parti-
cles and, in particular, over 60% of the emitted positive ions leave
the target surface contained within a conical plume configuration
with a semiangle of 30 °. The application of an external magnetic
field increases the ions contained within this semiangle to over 85%.
The laser-excited ion-emission velocity is approximately 4 km per
second (yielding a specific impulse of 400 sec) and varies slightly
for the different materials investigated. These values can be
increased considerably by the use of accelerating potentials although
such a technique was not used during this program. Thrusts of up
to 3. 5 mlb were measured with a pulse length of 700 _sec. The
available thrust was determined by the ruby laser configuration and
power supply capability rather than by a limitation in the laser-
generated emission process. (Author)
A66-21550
NONLINEAR LASER NOISE AND COHERENCE.
J. A. Fleck, Jr. (California, University, Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 37, Jan. 1966. p. 188-193. 23 refs.
The effect of spontaneous emission noise on the coherence prop-
erties of a laser operating above threshold is considered on the basis
of a noise-driven van der Pol oscillator model. The oscillator con-
stants are derived from the theory of Lamb. The noise function is
represented as a sequence of randomly phased, damped, sine pulses
with a Doppler spread of frequencies. The noise function is normal-
ized on the basis of equilibrium considerations at positive tempera-
tures. The nonlinear linewidth, intensity fluctuations, and intensity
correlation function are derived. (Author)
A66-21564
OPTICAL FREQUENCY PLASMA RESONANCE IN GASES.
R. W. Minck and W. G. Redo (Ford Motor Co. , Scientific Laborato-
ry, Dearborn, Mich. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 37, Jan. 1966, p. 355-358. 7 refs.
An intense optical beam is reflected backward from a laser-
induced spark in argon and nitrogen gas at high pressures. The
reflected beam is about 10_0 as intense, diverges with a com-
parable angle and has the same frequency (to within about 0. 01
cm -l '.
) as .the *ncident beam. By simultaneously focusing a weak
second harmonic beam onto the discharge, the reflectivity at
the higher frequency was measured. One percent of the incident
harmonic beam was reflected in a nearly collimated beam, and
with no apparent frequency shift (less than 0. 05 c,_-l). The
proposed model is that stationary region having very high electron
density (ne "_Z x I0 ZI electrons/cnl 5) is created in th_ focal volun_e
and exhibits plasma resonance at the laser frequency. The reso-
nance would appear quite damped due to the high collision rate.
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Experiments have been performed which support the hypothesis
and discriminate against several other possible explanations
such as reflection from the mismatch of index of refraction
at the shockfront, stimulated Brillouin scattering, and stimulated
plasma-wave scattering. (Author)
A66-21570
EFFECT OF THE DIRECT-INDIRECT TRANSITION ON THE HALL
EFFECT IN Ga(ASl.xPx).
C. M. Wolfe. N. Holonyak, Jr., C. J. Nuese, G. E. Stillman,
M. D. Sirkis (Illinois, University. Dept. of Electrical Engineering
and Dept. of Physics, Materials Research Laboratory. Urbane, Ill. ).
and D. Hill (Monsanto Co.. St. Louis, Mo.).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 57, Jan. 1966, p. 434. 7 refs.
USAF-ARPA-supported research.
Hall l,_easui-c cnents on hornog=rLeous bulk _%_Ol_x_-IA. DX I_ _,_......a
wide range of x values which show the effect of the direct-indirect
transition and its occurrence near x = 0.45. The results of Hall
effect measurements at 300°K on a group of n-type samples of different
GaP concentrations are graphed. The generally good agreement between
experimental points and the calculated curve is independent evidence
that in Ga(ASl.xPx) the direct-indirect transition occurs quite near
x = 0.45. In addition, the results presehted emphasize the need for
care in interpreting Hall and resistivity measurements on Ga(AsI_ x
Px ) . M. F,
A66.21577
LASER ACTION IN SULFUR USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE.
Ramon U. Martinelli and H. J. Gerritsen (Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. ).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 37, Jan. 1966, p. 444, 445,
5 refs.
Discussion of the observation of cw laser action on the 4p3pg -
483S°I transition of sulfur-i, using hydrogen sulfide-noble gas
mixtures. It is noted that no laser action was found at I. 065_ .
It is pointed out that it may be that the losses in the system used
were too large to sustain oscillations on this line. Since this line
is unclassified as a sulfur-I line, it may well be that the reported
I. 065 # line is due to some molecular species in the SF6-noble gas
discharge used by Patel et a/. M.M.
A66.21579
EFFECTIVE MASS IN InAs AND InSb FROM THE LANDAU SHIFT
OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIODES.
A. N. Chakravarti (Calcutta, University, University College of
Technology, Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics, Calcutta,
India).
Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 37, Jan. 1966, p, 446.
Discussion of a communication suggesting that studies of the
Landau shift of peak emission in laser diodes as obtained by the
application of a magnetic field also provide a direct method of
measurement of the scalar effective mass. This is shown by
determining the effective mass in lr_As and inSb from such studies
recently reported for these semiconductors. M.M.
A66-21583
LASER-STIMULATED NUCLEATION IN A BUBBLE CHAMBER.
R. C. Stamberg and D. E. Gillespie (Michigan, University, Dept.
of Nuclear Engineering, Ann Arbor, Mich. ).
Journal of Applied l_Tsics , vol. 37, Jan. 1966, p. 459-461.
NSF-NASA-suppor ted research.
Discussion of the fact that is has been found that bubble
chambers can be made sensitive to nucleation stimulated by
a pulsed ruby laser with output at 6943 _. A 6-in.-diem
bubble chamber containing CBrF 3 (Freon) at 30.7°C was
used with a 6% free volume before compression, The chamber
was more sensitive to laser-stimulated nucleation than radio-
active-stimulated nucleation Iron] a powerful gamma ray source,
Shadow photographs showed that the threshold for nucleation
from the laser beam occurred below 0.2 mjoule/cm z while
increases in the energy o£ the laser beam to 25 mjoules/cm 2
caused a greater number of bubbles to form, using a constant
superheat condition-" The bubbles roached visible size 50 msec
after the l_ser beam entered the chamber. It is pointed out
that the formation of bubbles was apparently caused in the super-
heated bubble cha-_nber by the absorption of a large number of
photons Ironl the laser beam onto a trace of minute particles
(mostly dust} floating in the liquid Freon. IV£. M.
_-21_6
A PROPPED FIRST-ORDER RELATIVITY TEST USING LASERS.
J. Shamir and R. Fox (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Dept. of Physics, Haifa, Israel}.
IEEE, ProceedinBs, vol. 53, Aug. 1965, p. 1155, ll56;Author's
Reply, Chalon W. Carn_mn (Entech Corp. , West Menlo Park,
Calif.), p. 1156.
Demonstration that Carnahants proposed first-order "ether
drift 'r experiment using two lasers is actually of a second-order
nature. The optical section of Carnatmn's experimental facility
including two lasers having diHerent {angular) frequencies is
illustrated schematically. -he conclusions are based on the
proposition that if - on switch ng of the ether drift - the wavelength
of the beam traveling with the drift increases (thus decreasing its
phase length), then the beam going against the drift would have its
wavelength decreased and its phase length increased. Since these
p_ase shifts appear without change in the phase of the difference
frequency component, the difference in phase of this component at
the two ends of the beams should be the sum of the absolute values
of the shifts at each end. This proposition is _ined, and the
ar_%lysis seems to indicate tb_t the individual phase shifts cancel,
except for terms of second order in v/c. Carnahan, however,
points out that a closer analysis shows that one of the incremental
phase shifts due to the ether drift appears with the wrong sign in the
final equations of Sharnir and Fox - which accounts for the cancella-
tion of the first-order effect. B.B.
A_-2 I&90 #
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BREAKDOWN PHENOMENA IN
ARGON GAS BY A LASER BEAM AT LOW PRESSURE.
Che Jen Chen {California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion
l._boratory, Propulsion Research and Advanced Concepts Section,
Pasadena, Calif. ).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Plasma-
d_/n_mics Conference, Monterey, Calif., Mar. Z-4, 1966,
Paper 66-176. IZ p. 17 refs.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $l. 50.
A Q-switched giant pulse laser is focused in an argon gas
of pressure less than one atmosphere. The gas breakdown at
the focal point is observed by both an electrostatic probe and
a phototube. The number density of the charged particles pro-
duced as a function of time at differe_ pressures is obtained
by measuring the conductivity of the plasma drop produced at
the focal point of the laser beam. The energy of the electrons
the pl2srna drop is obtained from the measurement of the
tithe rate of growth of the size of the plasma drop. The rate
of ionization and electron energy of the plasma drop are also
calculated by assuming that some preexisting electrons gain
energy from photons through the inverse bremsstrahlung process,
and lose their energy to atoms mainly through inelastic ionizlng
collisions. Because of the agreement between theoretical and
experimental data, it is thought that associated inverse brems-
strahlung is the maIn 1_echanism responsible for the breakdown
of the gas by the laser beam. The plasma drop can be used _ts
a tracer to measure the velocity of flow (both unionized and
ionized gases) by using the drum camera and probe techniques.
Velocity profiles measured using the tracer technique are presented.
(Author)
A66-21712
DIFFUSION OF LIGHT BY PLASMA ELECTRONS IN THE LABORA-
TORY [DIFFUSION DE LA LUMIERE pA/_. LES ELECTRONS D'UN
PLASMA EN LABORATOIRE].
A66-21879
3. P, Watteau (Commissariat _t itEnergie Atomique, Paris, France).
(Sgciete Fran_aise des Electromciens et des Radioelectriciens
ConfErence sur la Diffusion des Ondes dana lea Plasmas Feb. 4,
1965, Lecture. }
L'Onde Electriclue , vol. 46, Jan. 1966, p. 62-74. 24 refs. In French.
Observation of laser light which has been diffused by electrons
of a laboratory-produced plasma, despite the existence of a very
small effective diffusion area. Following a simplified theoretical
exposition, the diffusion of an electromagnetic wave by a plasma is
discussed, taking into account electron-ion interactions, with em-
phzsie en *-h_e r.rincir--a! cO_C1,,._n._ necessary for experimental in-
terpretation. The experimental devices used are described, as well
as the result# which have been obtained in various French and foreign
laboratories. This diagnostic method provides useful data, although
it is difficult to operate. F.R.L.
A64-211134
PHOSPHORESCENCE AND BAND STRUCTURE OF RUBY.
Z. L. Mozger_htern and V. B. Neustruev (Akaderniia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii lnstitut, Moscow, USSR).
IZHETF Pistrna v Redaktsiiu, vol. 2, Dec. I, 1965, p. 507-510. )
JETP Letters, vet. Z, Dec. l_ 1965, p. 31b-31g. 6 refs. Transl_tion.
[For abstract see issue 08, page 1234, Accession no. A66-19667]
A66-2 ! 836
SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF GENERATION OF NEODYMIUM
GLASS IN A DISPERSION RESONATOR.
V. L. Broude, V. I. Kravchenko, N. F. Prokopiuk, and M. S.
Soskin (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Fiziki, Kiev,
Ukrainian SSR).
(ZHETF Pis,!rna v Redaktsiiu, vol. Z,,Dec. l, 1965, p. 51g-bZl. )
JETP Letters, vOI. Z, Dec. I. [96:_, _ p. 324-326. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 08, page 1234, Accession no. A66-19669]
A66-2|8S7
DESIGN OF A 4 GC_S NITROGEN-COOLED NON-DEGENERATE
PARAMETB/C AMPLIFIER.
D. Chakral_rty, G. F. D. Millward, and D. Oeden (General Post
Office, Research Station, London, England).
Radio and Electronic Ensinee r, voL 31, Jan. 1966, p. RY-3Z. 9 refs.
The design of a 4 Oc nitrogen-cooled nondegenerate parannetric
aznplifier sultable for installation at the _ocus of a dish _tenna in a
communication-satellite-system earth-station is described. Two
slngle-diode amplifiers, each of 15 db gain and 70 Mc bandwidth to
the -3 db points, are cascaded to provide a minimum gain of 30 db
and a -3 db staggered tuned bandwidth of 60 Mc with I db ripple in
the palsba_d. The noise tempe_tt_re of the amplifier McIndlng a
cooled circulator when cooled to 77°K is 35 ± 5°K (-with contributions
from the waveguide connections and external circuitry increasing
the overall noise temperature to 46 ± 5°K). (Author)
A66-21879
THE EFFECTS OF SILICON AND SELENIUM DOPING ON GAI.J._UM
ARSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS.
C. D. Dobson (International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. ,
Standard Telecommunication Laboratories, L_d. , Harlow, Essex,
England).
British Journal of Applied Physics, re1. 17, Feb. 1966, p. 187-190.
9 refs.
Research sponsored by the Ministry of Defence.
Over ]000 GRAs lasers, prepared from selenium- and silicon-
doped ingots, were compared for efficiency and threshold at
different donor concentrations. The reported difference in solubility
processes for electrically inactive silicon and selenium irnlmrities
was found to make no significant difference to the characteristics .
of lasers with either impurity doping. Optimum dopIng levels for
efficiency and threshold were found to occur in the low 10 TM carriers/
cm 3 range. A tendency for the high current efficiencies to occur
at lower carrier concentrations than the threshold minimum was
apparent. At 8E°K0 threshohts of 1600 arnp-cm -2 and efficiencies of





NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION OF A LIGHT PULSE [NELINEINOE
USILENIE IMPUL I SA SVETA].
N. G. Basov, R. V. Ambartsurnian, V. S. Zuev, P. G. Kriukov,
and V.S. Letokhov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut,
Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50,
Jan. 1966, p. 23-34. 19 refs. In Russian.
Theoretical and experimental study of the passage of a power-
ful pulse of light through a laser operating at saturation r_.girne.
It is shown (I) that the velocity of the pulse maximum i,_ sub-
stantially higher than the velocity of light when a pulse is ampli-
fied nonlinearly without substantially reducing its duration, and
(Z) that a steepening of the leading edge of the input pulse qs
required to reduce the duration of a nonlinearly amplified light
pulse, In the experiments, steepening was achieved by cutting off
the leading eOge with an extra valve, which reduced to 4.7
nanosec the duration of a nonlineariy ampilfled pulse. V.Z.
A66-211966 #
MULTIPHOTON IONI_%.TK)N OF A XENON ATOM BY RADIATION
FROM A RUBY LASER [MNOGOFOTONNAIA IONIZATSILA ATOMA
KSENONA IZLUCHENIEM RUBINOVOGO LAZERA].
G. S. Voronov and N. Bo Delone (Akademiia Nav.k SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimenta/t noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50, Jan.
1966, p. 78-84. 8 refs. InRussian.
Description of experiments on multiphoton ionization of a
xenon atom in a powerful electric field created by a ruby laser
(_W = I. 79 ev). It is shown that in a field of about I07 v/cm the
ionization effect within _I0-8 Sec is proportional to approximately
the sixth power of the photon flux intensity. The experimental
results coir_cide in order of magnitude with the theoretical results
for the dependence of the ionization probability of a six-phonon
process on the intensity of the electric field. V.Z.
A66-21970 #
OPTICAL RESONATOR FOR A LASER WITH A LIQUID ACTIVE
COMPONENT [OPTICHESKII REZONATOR DLIA KVANTOVOGO
GENERATORA S ZHH3K/]VI AKTI'VNYM VESHCHESTVOM].
V.P. Bykov.
Zhurnal Eksperi_-nental, noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50,
3an. 1966, p. 140-143. In Russian.
Theoretical considerations of the construction of lasers
with solutions of complex compounds of rare-earth elements
used as active components. A laser of this type is proposed
and oscillations it may produce are investigated. The effects
on laser performance of the inhomogeneity of the liquid active
component that may result from intense pumping are discussed.
Design suggestions are made for lasers of this type.
V.Z.
A66-21990 #
PI.,ASM.A DIAGNOSTICS BY SCATTERING OF LIGHT AT ELEC-
TRONS [DIAGNOSTIKA PLAZMY PO RASSELANIIU SVETA NA
ELEKTRONAKH].
G. M, INialyshev (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii
Institut, .Leningrad, USSR].
Zhurnal Tekhnicheakoi Fiziki, vol. 35, Dec. 1965, p. ZI29-ZI42.
35 refs. In Russian.
Survey of Soviet and foreign papers dealing with plasma diag-
nostics with the aid of the scattering Of laser beams at plasma elec-
trons. An analysis of results obtained over a wide range of elec-
tron concentrations and temperatures indicates good agreement
between theory and experiment. It is found that the method makes
it possible to obtain some results (distribution curves and various
local plasma parameters) not attainable by other methods. The
range of applicability of the method is assessed. V.p.
A66-22026 :_
METHOD OF KINETIC EOUATIONS IN THE THEORY OF GENERA-
TION OF A SECOND OPTICAL HARMONIC [METOD KINETICHESKIKH
URAVNENII V TEORll GENERATSII VTOROI OPTICHESKOI GAR-
MONIKI].
I. A. Marushko and V. S. Mashkevich,
Optika i Spektroskopiia, vol. Z0, Jan. 1966, p. ll7-1Z7. 13 refs.
In Russian.
Study of certain problems of the theory of generation of a second
harmonic by laser beams of finite spectral width, using an analysis
based on the method of quantum transitions. The angular dependence
of the intensity of the second harmonic in the transmitted and reflect-
ed beams is investigated for the case of a plane-parallel plate.
Using the method of kinetic equations, the shape of the lines of the
fundamental frequency and the harmonic is investigated for a given
shape of the pumping line at the fundamental frequency. The line at
the fundamental frequency is found to broaden in the g_ra! case
during generation of a harmonic. The harmonic line in certain
cases (pumping line of Gaussian shape} is observed to have a ten-
dency to relative contraction. The case of a pumping line with a
Lorentz shape is also considered. A.B.K.
A66-22027 #
MEASUREMENT OF THE METASTABLE-LEVEL POPULATION
OF THE WORKING SUBSTANCE OF A LASER [IZMERENLE
NASE LENNOSTI METASTABIL'NOGO UROVNL4. RABOCHEGO
VESHCHESTVA LAZERA].
A. P. Aleksandrov, V. N. Genkin, and M. I. Zheifets.
Optika i Spektroskopiia r vol. 20, Jan. 1966, p, 133-137. 6 rein.
In Russian.
Consideration of the question of the use of the lurninescence-
saturation phenomenon for determining the degree of excitation of
a metastable state. Simple relationships making it possible to cal-
culate the population of the working level of a laser substance are
obtained. A description is given of the experimental method, and
the results of measurements of luminescence saturation of ruby
specimens are cited. It is shown that the relative number of ex-
cited molecules averaged over the volume of the specimen can be
obtained with the aid of this method. A.B.K.
A66-22028 #
THE QUESTION OF THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE
EMISSION ENERGY OF A LASER [K VOPROSU O RASPKEDELENII
ENERGH IZLUCHENIIA LAZERA PO UGLAM].
V. M, Podgaetskii, O. G. Korneeva, and A. N. Chernets.
OptikaiSpektroskopiiar vol. 20, Jan. 1966, p. 138-142. 8 refs.
In Russian.
Certain results of measurements of the radiation pattern of the
emission of a ruby laser for various resonators and various laser
operating regimes. The values of the width of the radiation pattern
at the level of half the maximum intensity - the "angular half-width"
are cited, and it is shown that the laser operating regime has no
appreciable effect on this width. A.B.K.
A66-22032 #
MONOCHROMATIZATION OF THE RADIATION FROM A RUBY
LASER WITH A COMPLEX RESONATOR [MONOKHROMATIZATSIIA
IZLUCHENIIA LAZERA NA RUBINE SO SLOZHNYM REZONATOROM
S. M, Mamedzade.
Optik_a i Spektroskopiia, vol. 20, Jan. 1966, p. 178-180.
In Russian.
Description of a multiplex light filter (resonator} with com-
ponents nearly equal in effective thickness, designed for the
excitation of a ruby laser. The end faces of the crystal and of
the glass rod are coated with dielectric mirrors to quench the
radiation bands of both components. As a consequence, the
laser can produce radiation on a certain single wavelength.
V.Z.
A66-22046




M. Ross (McDonnell Aircraft Corp., Space Div., Advanced Elec-
tronics Dept., St. Louis, Me. ), R. B. Hankin (Douglas Aircr_t
Co., Inca, Electrooptics Dept., Santa Monica, C..alff. ), E. P.
Daliafinr, and R. H. Swendsen (Hallicr_fters Co., Chicago, IlL ).
LEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, vol.
AES-Z, Jan. 1966, p. 62-73. 8 refs,
Contract No. NAg 5-3777.
Electrooptical systems exist which can make use of the arable
bandwidth and directivity at optical freq_encins without utilizing the
coherence aspects of lasers. The development of a sensitive, very
high-speed (microwave response) photoelectric detector, which can
Junction as a high-gain mxcrowave arnphiler and mixer, *s described.
Systems are described for radar, corru-rlunlcations, and reconnaissance
purposes. Basic noise considerations are shown. CW and FM-CW
optical range and range rate tracking systenls are described in which
the required detection bandwidth is not a direct function of the range
resolution, allowing highly accurate range and range rate determina-
tion at low signal levels. Communication systems utilizing non-
coherent carriers, microwave subcarriers, and the dynamic crossed
field electron multiplier as the detector-_un_plifler-m.ixer are de-
scribed. (Author)
HIGH SPEED PULSE TECHNOLOGY. VOLUME 2 - OPTIC_.L
PULSES - L.ASER5 - MEASURING TECHNIQUES.
Frank B. A. Frflngel (Imlm/s]_hysik GmbH, Hamburg, West Germany)
(Translation of Irnpulstechnik, Leipzig, Akaden-*ische Veriagsgesell-
schaft Guest trod Portig, I%0. )
New York, Academic Press, Inc., 1%5. 477 p.
$zl. s0.
This book deals with the theoretical and engineering problems
which arise in the capacitor discharge techn/que. This volume
covers such topics as the generation of high-power radiatiom pu/ses
in the nann-, micro- and millisecond range, discharge spzrks and
lampz, high-speed cinematography, pulse laser enginnermg, and
the meteorological and military applications of optical poises in
signal transmission and ranging systems. The subjects covered by
the authorts impulse methods range from.deep-sea sound sources
to cloud height measurement, as well as the conventioma/ (and the
unconventional) electronic flash method of producing and controlling
light flashes. Chapter headings include light flash production from
a capacitive energy storage, signal transmission and r_mging sys-
tems by capacitor discharges and lasers, and impulse measuring
techmques. Such topics as the application of high-voltage high-
frequency sparks in the field of aerodynsmics, applinationn of light
impulse signal transmission, measurlog and counting of Xoray
flashes,and the measuring of sound _rnp_Ises and shock waves are
considered in detail. A bibliography with more than I000 entries is
included. ]_. F.
A66-22146
GALLIUM AKSENIDE LASER EXCITED BY FAST ELECTRONS
[OPTICHESKII KVANTOVYI GENERATOR l_A ARSENLDE GAL/.IIA
S VOZBUZHDENIEM BYSTRYMI ELEKTRONAMI].
N. G. Baser, O. V. Bogdankevich, and B. M. I._vrushin (Akademiia
NaukSSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Fizika Tverdolzo Tela, vol. 8, Jan. I%6, p. 21-23. 7 refs. In
Russian.
Discussion of a laser with fast-electron excitation, using a
Ga.As crystal with a carrier concentration of 1015 to 1016 cm -3 and
a mobility of 6 x 103 cm Z v-I sec-I at 300OK. The spectra of spontaneous
and induced radiation are determined for various current densities
of the electron beam, as are the divergence angle of the beam, ind
laser output power. Some peculiar features of the laser generation
mode are examined. V.P.
A66-22174
FORCED EMISSION FROM ELECTRON-EXCITED CADMIUM .
SEI.,ENIDE [VYNUZHDENNOE IZLUCHENIE SELENIDA KADI_IIA
PRI ELEKTRONNOM VOZBUZHDENLI].
E. L. Nolle, V. S. Vavilov, G. P. Golubev, and _r S. Masbtakov
(-a_kademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskil Institut, /Vloscow, U_R).
Fizika Tverdo[[o Teia, vol. S, Jan. 1966, p. 286, 2S7. In Russian.
Brief discussion of light emission at 80°K by CdSe single
crystals, induced by 150-key, 10-cps, 0.25-usec electron heara m
vulses. Some emission characteristics are given. V.Z.
A66-222 !2 :_
LASER PLASMA PRODUCTION - A NEW A_EA OF PLASMA-
DYNAMICS RESEARCH.
R. G. Meyera_l, 3r. (United Aircraft Corp., Research L_bora-
tories, East Hartford, Conn.).
Conference, Monterey, Calif., Mar. 2-4, 1%6, Paper 66-1"/4.
12 p. 20 refs.
Members0 $0.75; nonmembers. $i. $0.
The interaction of extremely high intensity optical frequency
electrorr_gnetic radiation with gases und solids is a research area
accessible to experimental investigation only with the recent de-
velopment of high powered lasers. Such studies are important to
aerospace activities since they provide k new source o_ extremely
high-density, bigh-temperature uncontaminated plasm_ for a variety
of studies. Plasma density as high as 1020 electrons/cm 3 at gas
pressures of 1000-2000 psi can readily be produced by this technique.
In addition, solid porticles suspended in high vacuum can be irradiated
with a laser to produce a _11y ionized plasm_ without surrounding
gas, The basic theory of gas breakdown produced by optical radiation
is discussed, and the absorption o/ laser energy in the rasul_m_
plasma is described. Theories of the dependence of gale breakdown
and energy absorption on gas pressure, gas species and o1_cal
field strength are discussed. (Author)
A66-_2VO
STIMULATED TRAVELIIsK_-WAVE RADIATION IN LASERS.
B. L. Zhe_ov, A. P. Kana_taev, and V. S. Smirnov (Akademiia
Na_k SS_R, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Institut Fisikl Poluprovodnikov.
Hovoslbir sk, USSR).
{Fi:ika Tverdogo Tela, voL 7, Sept. 1965, p. 2816-2820.)
Soviet Ph_elcs- Solid Statel voL 7, Mar. 1966, p. 2276-2Z79.
8 refs. TranSlation.
[For abstract see issue 0l, page g2, Accession no. A66-I0778]
A_-22345
GENERATION OF THE Rz-L/NE OF RUBY IN A CAVITY WITH
DISPERSION.
V. L. Broude, O. N. PoEorelyi, and M. S. Soskin (Akaderr_iia
Nauk Ukra.inekoi SSR, Institut Eiziki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR_ Doklady, vol. 163, Aug. 21, 1965, p. 1342, 1343.
Soviet Physics- Dokl&dy_ vol. 10, Feb. 1966, p. 756, 757. Trans-
lation.
[For abstract see issue 06, page 889, Accessinn'no. A66-16_46]
A_-_
THEORY OF INTENSITY AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF A
HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED LASER.
H. Haken (St_t_:gart, Technische Hochschu/e, Instit_,t i_r theoretische
_md angewandte 1_hysik, Stuttgart, West Germany).
(U.$. Nav_ Conference of the Ph)'sics of Quantum Electronics, San
Juan_ Puerto l_ico_ June 28-50, 1965_ 1_a_er.)
Zeitechri_ i_r Ph}-sik, vol. 190, no. 3, 1966, p. 327-356. 25 refs.
Quant_-_rn mechanical nonlinear anaiysls of the fluctuations of
the atomic vazlables in a set of atoms with three levels whicb sup-
port laser action between the u!0per or the lower two levels. The
atomic line is assumed to be homogeneously broadened; such broad-
ening can be c_sed by decay into nOnlasing modee, the p_._rnping
process, and la/_.ice vibra$ions. A set of su.itable collect_ve atomic
'_r, odes" axe intzoduced which lead to a elmplificatinn of the equa-
tions of motion for the Heisenberg operaZors of the light field and
the atomic opera£ors. The simplified equations are applied tO a
etudy of single-mode operation above tbe laser threshold. The
light _plitude is decomposed into a phase f_ctor and a re_l am-
plitude. A formula ie given for the linewidth which is caused by




THEORY OF KA/_AN LASERS.
Tie-Cheng Li and Yu-Ping Ho (Academia Sinica, Peking,
Communist China).
Acta PhysicaSinica, vol. Zl, Dec. 1965, p. 1933-1950. 18 refs.
In Chinese.
Derivation of equations for the coupling, the first Stokes line,
the first anti-Stokes line, and the coherent field for a Raman laser.
These expressions are obtained from the Hamiltonian, with the
relaxation and dissipation terms introduced phenomenologically.
The properties of these equations are analyzed by approximation.
The threshold for a Raman laser is obtained, and its temporal
behavior is discussed. It is shown that no additional threshold
condition is required for the anti-Stokes components. The effect
of phonon relaxation and the behavior of the Raman laser with long-
lifetime phonons are also discussed. R.A.F.
A66-22539
OPTICALSIMULATION OF MICROWAVE ANTENNAS.
Arthur L. Ingalle.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, vol. AP-14,
Jan. 1966, p. Z-6. 17 refs.
It has recently been suggested that microwave antennas may be
slmulated at optical frequencies using the neon-helium continuous
gas laser. The present paper discusses various aspects of this
problem and presents a simulation example using as a model the
96-element Australian array used to scan the surface of the sun at
80 Mc. An optical system can be used for simulation in which an
objective lens obtains the Fourier transform of the antenna aperture
field which may be photographed. An additional lens produces an
image of the antenna aperture field in the same air space as the far
field pattern, thus permitting photographs of near field as wen as
far field patterns. Antenna masters are made as optical transparen-
cies using photographic plates or film. Phasing may be obtained by
using a variable thickness optical material evaporated on glass.
Various combinations of array distribution, antenna weighting, and
phasing are possible to simulate. Atmospheric perturbations are
introduced on the antenna pattern by the use of two-dimensional
phase delay patterns. Photographs are presented of the antenna
aperture field, the far field pattern and several intermediate near
field patterns. (Author)
A66-22670
ADVANTAGES AND PROBLEMS OF COHERENCE AS APPLIED
TO PHOTOGRAPHIC SITUATIONS.
Brian J. Thompson (Technical Operations Research, Burlington,
Mass. ).
(Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Technical
Sympos*um, 10th, San Francisco, Calif. , Aug. 19, 1965, Paper. )
SPIE Journal, vol. 4, Oct.-Nov. 1965, p. 7-11. 13 refs.
Review of the coherence parameters important in both con-
ventional and unconventional photographic situations. The coherence
interval as a measure of the spatial coherence and the coherence
length as a measure of the temporal coherence are reviewed.
Contact printing and projection printing with laser light are con-
sidered including undesirable interference-fringe effects. Photog-
raphy in reflected coherent light is discussed, and it is shown
that the most undesirable feature of this technique is due to
speckle patterns. D.P.F.
A66-22739 #
PARASITIC "INTERNAL" TYPES OF OSCILLATION IN OPEN
RESONATORS WITH A DIELECTRIC ROD [O PARAZITNYKH
"VNUTREI_NIKH" TIPAKH KOLEBANII V OTKRYTYKH REZO-
NATORAKH S DIELEKTRICHESKIM STERZHNEM].
A. L. Mikaelian and lu, G. Turkov.
Radiotekhnika iElektronika vol. ii, Feb. 1966, p. 347, 348.
In Russian.
Analytical investigation of an experimental finding of the exis-
tence of "internal" or '*circulating" oscillations in a laser crystal,
caused by total reflection from the generatrix of a cylindrical sam-
ple. Such oscillations are seen to circulate within the sample (they
do not penetrate beyond the end face) and result in an energy loss
from the pumping source. It is shown that the losses decrease with
increasing dielectric constant and radius of the sample. V.P.
A66.22765
ANALYSIS OF THE pERFORM.ANCE OF SOLID-STATE MULTI-
CAVITY MASERS.
Kuo-Chien Fan and Psi-Liana Shieh.
Acta Electronica Sinica, June 1965, p. 150-168. 18 refs.
In Chinese.
Systematic analysis:i by means of the equivalent-network
method, of the performance, including the gain-bandwidth
product and the gain instability, of multicavity masers of
reflection and transmission type. The influence of the reactive
component of the paramagnetic resonance on the gain-bandwidth
product is taken into account. The theoretical limit of the gain-
bandwidth product of a reflection-type coupled _avity with the
final cavity filled With paramagnetic material is discussed.
The results are said to provide a basis for selection of a
practical maser scheme. It is concluded that a compact double-
cavity maser with an input cavity and a silver-plated ruby
cavity is an improved configuration for many practical purposes.
A. B. K.
A66.22867
REGENERATIVE RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS.
H. Jacobs, J. Castro, F. A. Brand, C. LoCascio, G. Novick
(U.S. Army, Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J.), and
S. Weitz.
Optical Society of America I Journal, vol. 56, Feb. 1966, p. 149-156.
14 refs.
Experimental test, using ruby at liquid-nitrogen temperature,
of a theory wherein an ideal laser amplifier is treated as a three-
medium transmission system and it is predicted that, for a given
length, the gain should rise with negative attenuation (population
inversion), reach a maximum, decrease rapidly at first, and then
gradually approach zero asymptotically. The transmitted power gain
was studied by controlling the relative times of firing of two rods,
one acting as oscillator, the other as amplifier. When both the os-
cillator and amplifier rubies were uncoated, they could be made
to oscillate for about 100 usec giving a well-defined pulse of quasi-
CW operation. The gain of the amplifier increased when the input
signal from the oscillator approached the time at which the am-
plifier went into oscillation. With still further delay of signal
relative to the amplifier oscillation period, attenuation in transmis-
sion was observed. M.M.
A66-22868
MEASUREMENT OF ABSOLUTE WAVELENGTH STABILITY OF
LASERS.
K. D. IVlielenz, R. B. Stephens, K. E. Gillilland, and K. F. Nefflen
(National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. ).
Optical Society of America, Journal, vol. 56, Feb. 1966, p. 156-
162. I0 refs.
A technique was devised to measure the absolute wavelength
stability of a gas laser by direct interferometric comparison with
an Hg 198 standard lamp. The apparatus used is described, and its
limits of precision are discussed. The wavelength fluctuations of a
free-running, unstabilized helium-neon laser were measured and
found to be several parts in 107 . They are attributed to thermal
and mechanical instabilities of the laser cavity, l_anual control of
the laser was seen to yield a wavelength constancy of a few parts in
10 8, comparable to the limits of accuracy of interferometric standard
source s. (Author)
A66-22874
WAVELENGTH N£EASURE AILENTS OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
E MISSION •
W. R. C. Rowley and D. C, Wilson (Ministry of Technology,
National Physical Laboratory, Standards Div., Teddington, Middx.,
England).
Optical Society of America, Journal, vol. 56, Feb. 1966, p. Z59.
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Description of wavelength measurements of helium-neon laser
emission by means of a double-channel recording interferorneter
used for accurate wavelength measurements against the krypton-86
primary standard. Two samples of a servocontrolled laser ma-nufac-
_ured in the U.S. were made available for these measurements
together with a prototype model of British man.actors. Under
careful adjustment the two lasers of the same manufacture were
found to give closely the san'Is stabilized wavelength, within one part
iu I08, while the other laser gave a significantly different value,
possibly owing to different gas pressures and discharge parameters.
It is pointed out that beth these values are within one part in 107
O-¢ *..h_- "."_!'-'efor a l-_-s_-r Centaining n___h!_=_1 In_1_ln'_ _nd n_on: when
stabilized to its peak intensity. M.M.
£66-22876
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE OPEN LITERATURE ON LASERS. V.
Edward V. Ashburn (Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Lockheed-California
Co., Burbank, Calif. ).
Optical Society of America r Jourv=1, vol. 56, Feb. 1966, p. 263-267.
Addition of 186 entries to the listing (Parts I-IV) of the bibliog-
raphies of the open literature on lasers published in the May ]963.
Jan. 1964, June 1965, and Aug. 1965. issues of the Journal of the
Optical Society of America. M.M.
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF STANDING WAVES IN LASER
RESONATORS.
A. M. Ledger (Canadian Weltinghouee Co., Ltd., Electronics Div.,
Aerospace Engineering Dept., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada).
Applied Optics, vol. 5, Mar. 1966, p. 476, 477.
Research supported by the Defence Research Board of Canada.
Verification of standing-wave patterns inside a laser resonator,
using thin metallic films placed between the externalmlrrors of a
pulsed Nd 3+ laser. The line spacings for gold films placed at
various angles to the end mirrors of the laser system were n_amlred
and fodnd to compare well with the theoretically calculated spacings.
Further tests with films placed at a fixed angle in various randomly
chosen positions between the end mirrors and the center of the cavlty
suggested the presence of an axial-mode selection mechanism in the
metallic film-glass substrate combination. A.B.K.
A46-:_PSS
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER.
G. Stavis (General Precision, Inc. , General Precision Aerospace
Group, GPL Div., Plealantville, N.Y. ).
Instruments and Control Syste,_m, vol. 39, Feb. 1966, p. 99-102.
5 refs.
Use of monochromatic (laser) light, backscattered from a
disuse surface, in novel ir_trumentatlon to measure relative
velocity between the laser light source and the surface. High
accuracy and reliability are implicit. The behavior of backscattere_
monochromatic light is studied and velocimeter instrumentation is
discussed. The optical diffraction velocimeter consists of a laser
monochromatic source and a receiver using a photomultiplier
preceded (optically) by a ruled optical grating and followed (elec-
tricaUy) by a frequency tracker. Some results of current studies
are discussed. M.F.
A46-_
MEASURING THE SHAPE OF THE MOON.
Robert L. Wildey (U.S. Geological Survey, Astrogeulogy Branch,
Flagstaff, Ariz. ).
Sky and Telescope, vol. 31, Mar. 1966, p. 147-150.
Discussion of various methods of determining the shape of the
moon by measuring the distance from points on the lunar surface
to the mOOn's center of mass. A nunlber of important sources
of uncertainty in lunar photograrnnletry are pointed out. The pos-
sibility of using laser hearns to transng/t information concerning
distances between points on the moon is considered. In spite of s
number of formidable difficulties which must be solved, it is
thought that the use of optical laser radar is feasible for this
purpose. A.B.K.
A66-23090
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM IN QUANTUM OPTICS.
I. R. Senitzky (U.S. Army, Electronics Command, Electronics
Laboratories, Institute for Exploratory Research, Fort Monmouth,
N.J.).
Physical Review Letters, vol. 15, Aug. 9, 1965, p. 233-235.
15 refs.
Proofofa fundamental theorem in cluanturn optics. It is shown
_hat all sources on which the effect of a detector and dissipation
n_echanism is negligible may be treated as classical sources in a
given interaction. This proof is based on the connection between
the _*an1_m-mechanicai properties of a system and the measurahili-
ty of these properties. The proposed theorem and its associated
formalism are distinguished by a clear separation of classical and
quantum-mechanical effects of the field and the indication of the
physical origin of each. A.B.K.
THE HELIUM-NEON LASER.
L. Allen and D. G. C. Jones (Sussex, University, Physics
Laboratory, Brighton, England).
Advances in Physics, vol. 14, Oct. 1965, p. 479-519. 126 refs.
The physical principles underlying the design and operation
of the helium-neon laser are discussed. The various ways in
which the systezn may be used to produce laser radiation are
reviewed, as are properties of the radiation, such as its fre-
quency structure, monochromaticity and power density. Attention
is also given to the effects of external magnetic fields on the
systems and methods of stabilization of the output frequency.
Finally, the various applications of the device are discussed.
(Author)
CW X-BAND GaAs MICROWAVE GENERATORS.
W. D. Straub, J. A. Ayer, and H. Roth (NASA, Electronics Research
Center, Cambridge, Mass. }.
Solid-State Electronics, vol. 9, Mar. 1966, p. 281, 282.
Description of a microwave generator capable of producing
coherent CW microwave oscillations at frequencies up to 12 Gc.
The oscillations are produced in bulk gallium arsenide samples by
means of the Gunn effect. The device is fabricated from single-
cry_tal n-GaAs with a resistivity of _ 2.5 ohrn-cm and a mobility of
-- 45.00 cmZ/v-sec. Typical dc current-voltage characteristics of
the device are plotted. V.P.
LASE_ SCATTERING FROM A BOUND SYSTEM.
J. H. Eberly and W. M. Frank (U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Sliver Spring, Md.).
(Conference on Quantum Electrod]rnamics of Hi,h-Intensity Photon
Bean%_, Durham, N.C., Au_. 1964, Paper.)
Nuovo Cimento, vol. 41B, Feb. iI, 1966, p. 113-122. 5 refs.
Study, in a specific model, of the problem of laser scattering
by bonnd charged particles. The model consists of a nonrelativistic
idealized '%nolecule, " which is composed of two oppositely charged
parta b_and togethsr in a harmonic oscillator potential. _he center
of rna_s of the molecule moves freely. The Haxniltonlan which de-
scribes the coupled system of molecule and laser field is separated
into two parts, each of which depends explicitly on the coupling. It
is shown that the 'qarger" of these may be exactly diagona/ized by
a succession of unitary transformations. The exact eigenstatos are
then u_ed to compute scattering matrix elements. The cross section
for scattering a single photon out of the laser beam is calculated.
It is found to depend in a nontrivial way on the structure of the mol-
ecule, but it exhibits no nonlinearities such as are found in the free-
electron problem. The result is discussed in relation to the free-
electron results, and contact is made with the corresponding classi-
cal calculation. M.F.
A66-_I0_
THE ATTENUATION OF 3.39Z _ He-Ne LASER RADIATION BY
METHANE IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
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A66-23093
T. S. Chu and D. C. Hogg (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ,
New York, N.Y.).
Bell System Technical Journal, vol. 45, Feb. 1966, p. 301-306.
5 rein.
Description of the comparative measurements of the propagation
of IR waves at 3.39Z and 3. 508/_ in clear weather over a Z. 6-kn_ path
of atmosphere at Holmdel, N.J. The measuring system used-anten-
nas and detectors common to the two wavelengths. The excess at-
tenuation at 3.39Z_, after considering various corrections, is in-
terpreted as absorption by methane in the atmosphere, and is found
to be 5.5 db/krn. The characteristics of this attenuation are relevant
not only to evaluation of the potential use of the 3.39Z-/_ line for
communications, but also to possible application in measurement of
the methane content of the atmos1_here. B.B.
A66-23093
LASER CAViTIF:5 WITH INCREASED AXIAL MODE SEPARATION.
A. D. White.
Bell System Technical Journal, vol. 45, Feb. 1966, p. 339-343.
Description of two mode-suppression techniques which permit
single axial mode operation of gas lasers with mirror separations
much larger than c/2A v a. Mode suppression is achieved by splitting
the beam and using a three-mirror cavity. One mode suppression
technique uses a calcite rhomb (or a Wollaston or Rochon prism)
beam splitter; the other, which is simpler but more restricted in
application, makes use of the symmetry of the TEM01 mode. The
split mirror approach is demonstrated experimentally, using mirrors
of l-m radius spaced about 176 and 183 cm apart. It is concluded that
because of the increased diffraction angle, the TEM01 mode is not
the best choice for beam propagation; furthermore there appears to
be no way of applying the split mirror approach to the TEM01 mode.
B.B.
A66-23103
IRREGULAR DISTURBANCES IN LENS WAVEGUIDES [REGELLOSE
STORUNGEN IN LICHTUNGEN].
Detlef G1oge (Braunschweig, Technische Hochschule, Institut Kir
Hochfrequenztechnik, Braunschweig, West Germany).
Archly der elektrischen Ubertra_ung r voL Z0, Feb. 1966, p. 82-90.
14 refs. In German.
Calculation of the effect of such irregularities in the arrangement
of lenses in a lens waveguide as are due to irregular bends or lens
displacements. The following two cases are examined: (1) where
the lenses are sufficiently large to eliminate diffraction and (2) where
the aperture of the lenses is taken into account. It is shown that,
in the first case, even very slight bends (curvature radius of 90 ks)
produce inadmissible deviations of the natural wavelengths from the
waveguide axis. In the second case - even where many modes are
transmitted with small losses - the disturbances generate higher-
order modes which are subject to rapid attenuation. A lens displace-
sent of 0. 16 mrs in a waveguide with 10-mm-diam gas lenses spaced
5 m apart is shown to produce a 4-db/km loss. V.P.
A66-23204
TWO-BEAM INTERFEROMETRY BY SUCCESSIVE RECORDING OF
INTENSITIES IN A SINGLE HOLOGRAM.
George W. Stroke and Antoine E. Labeyrie (Michigan, University,
Ann Arbor, Mich. ).
Applied Ph)'sics Letters, vol. 8, Jan. 15, 1966, p. 42-44. 7 refs.
Navy-supported research.
Theoretical and experimental study showing that two-beam
interferometry can be obtained by wavefront reconstruction from a
hologram which was recorded by having a coherent background
successively interfere in the same latent image, first with the wave
"transmitted" through the object and next with the wave incident on
the object, or vice versa. The technique used is based on a method
termed "holographic intensity interferometry, " first described by
Gabor and Stroke et al. , who first showed that successive addition
of intensities in a hologram could be made equivalent to a simul-
taneous addition of complex amplitudes in an interferometer. The
application of this method of holographic intensity interferometry to
two-beam interferometry is described, and it is pointed out that the
method also allows a further clarification of a particular form of
linearity in holography, according to which successive holographic
superposition of complex amplitudes in wavefronts can be made
equivalent to a simultaneous superposition in "classical" interferom-
etry. The holographic recording and reconstruction arrangements
discussed as a model are illustrated. It is noted that two-beam
interferograms are produced which are not affected by aberrations
of the interferometer elements. M-. L.
A66-23207
Gdz(MoO4) 3 - A FERROELECTRIC LASER HOST.
Hans J. Borchardt and Paul E. Bierstedt (Du Pont de Nemours and
Co. , inc.. Central Research Dept., Wilmington, Del. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 8, Jan. 15, 1966, p, 50-52. 7 refs.
Experimental study of a ferroelectric laser host in which pulsed
laser operation of (Gd 97Nd 03)_(MoO4)3 at -138°C and 25°C is
reported; the material" is ferroe[ectric below 159°C. This is
beheved to be the only known case of a ferroelectric laser. While
it is considered possible, in principle, to modulate the laser light
with an electric field in a material such as this, no modulation has
been demonstrated. The preparation of the host material and the
experimental conditions are described. It is noted that when
crystals of Gdz(MoO4) 3 (doped or undoped) are viewed along the c
axis, two sets of parallel lines are seen, the sets being perpendicular
to each other. The lines are illustrated in several photographs. A
number of notable features of these lines are pointed out: they
cannot be seen when the crystal is viewed from any direction normal
to the c axis; they bear a definite relationship to the crystal structure
in that they lie in the a-b plane and appear to form an angle of 45 °
with the a-b axes; when the crystal is heated to 159°C, the lines
abruptly disappear, and when the crystal is cooled below this tem-
perature, the lines rapidly reappear. These observations are
reminiscent of what has been found with Rochelle salt. The
dielectric constant and the dissipation factor of thin slabs cut from
a boule of Gdz(MoO4) 3 were measured as a function of temperature
both with the electric field perpendicular and parallel to the c axis.
It is found that with the electric field perpendicular to the c axis,
only the dissipation factor goes through a peak at the Curie tem-
perature of 159°C; with the applied field parallel to the c axis, both
the dielectric constant and the dissipation factor have peak values
at the Curie noint. M.L.
A66-23289
PULSE CIRCUITS FOR SUPPLYING SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL
GENERATORS.
B. D. Kopylovskii and V. S. Ivanov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizi-
cheskii Inetitut, Moscow, USSR).
(Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. I0, July-Aug. 1965,
p. 145-148. )
Instruments and Experimental Techniques, Feb. 1966, p. 887-889.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 83, Accession no. A66-II04Z]
A66-23292
STUDY OF THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALS WITH THE
AID OF A GASEOUS OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATOR.
V. P. Chebotaev and V. N. Lisitsin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Si-
birskoe Otdelenie, Institut Radiofiziki i Elektroniki, Novosibirsk,
USSR).
(Prlbory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. 10, July-Aug. 1965,
p. 178, 179.)
Instruments and Experimental Techniques, Feb. 1966, p. 924,
9Z5. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 83, Accession no. A66-II045]
A66-23293
THE PRODUCTION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY CLEAVING.
P. G. Eliseev and A. E. Iunovich (Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Fizicheskii Fakul'tet, Moscow, USSR).
_Pribor_ i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, voh 10, July-Aug. 1965, p. 180-
ISZ.)
Instruments and Experimental Techniques, Feb. 1966, p. 9Z6-928.
Translation.
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A DISMOU]_VrABLE FLASH LAh4P FOR A LASER.
A. K. Sokolov and O. P. Fomin (Gosudarstvennyi Kornitet po
IspoDzovanin Atornnoi Energii, Institut Atornnoi Energii, Moscow,
USSR).
(Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, vol. I0, July-Aug. 1_5,
p. 239-241. )
Instru__nents and Experiments/ Techniques, Feb. 1966, p. 994, 995.
Translation.
Description of a dismountable flash lamp for a laser. A cross-
sectional scale drawing of the cylindrical lamp and its wiring diagram
are given, andoscillograms of the flash tamp and o_ g©nc_,tio_. _ _c
ruby laser are illustrated. The results of tests of the lamp when
the length of its working part is 130 rnm are given. The maximum
electrical energy of the flash is found to be 7.5 kjoules for a flash
duration of _ 100 _ec. B.B.
L'<VESTIGATION OF THE HIGH-FREQUENCY DISCHARGE IN A
NEON-HELIUM LASER.
N. l. Krmdach, I. A. Silin-Bekchurin, L. N. Tunitskii, and E. M.
Cherkasov (Akademita Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow,
USSR}.
(Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 35, Sept. 1965, p. 1678-1684. )
Soviet Phi-sits - Technical Ph]rsics, voI. 10, l_r. 1966, p. 1297-
1301. 10 refs. Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 82, Accession no. A66-10704]
£e6._,3s2
THE L.ASER INTERFEROMETER AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL IN
SHOCK-TUBE EXPERIL/ENTS.
Robert W. Deuel, Leonard P. Kirchner, and Edward Thornton
(Illinois Institute of Technology, Research Institute, Chicago, 111. ).
Applied Physics Letters; vol. 8, Feb. I, 1966, p. 59, 60. 8 refs.
Contract No. DA-49-146-XZ-391.
Examination of the usefulness of the laser interferornetsr in
diagnosing shock waves. As described by Thornton, the laser is
introduced into one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferon_ter and the
other arm is passed through the shock tube parallel to the end plate.
This permitted observation of the reflected shock of a h_ach 9 wave
in argon at an initial pressure of I _ I'I 8. The properties deter-
mined from the laser interferogram may be compared to values
calculated for the same shock conditions by Resler, IAn, and
Kantrowits. Their results are an equilibrium temperature at
10, 700°K and 7% ionization, k4. F.
£44-_3
APPLICATION OF CCI 4 AND CCI2:CCI 2 ULTRASONIC MODU-
LATORS TO INFRARED OPTICAL HETERODYNE EXPERIMENTS.
F. E. Goodwin and M. E. Pedinoff (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research
Laboratories, Malibu, Calif.).
Applied Physics Letters_ vol. 8, Feb. i, 1966, p. 60, 61. 8 reis.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-1593.
Use of ultrasonic modulation to produce a frequency-shifted
laser beam which was used as a local oscillator signal to perform
heterodyne detection expermients on solid-state diodes. The ex-
perirnental results show that the sensitivity of the indium arsenide
detector is improved in excess of four orders of magnitude by the
heterodyne system. A comparison of IR transmittance data and
ultrasonic attenuation data led to the selection of carbon tetrachio-
ride and ethylene tetrachioride for measurement at 3.5 ,. M.F.
G SWITCHING OF MOLECULAR LASER TRANSITIONS.
M. A. Kovacs, G. W. FIynn, and A. Javan (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Physics, Cambridge, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 8, Feb. i, 1966, p. 62, 63.
USAF-NASA- supported research.
Observation that molecular laser transitions involving levels
with long lifetimes ar E good candidates for application of G-switching
techniques. These techniques make it possible to obtain repetitive
pulses of short duration and high peak intensities and also provide a
A66-23433
powerful means for the study of various molecular relaxation pro-
cesses. A CO2-N z laser interferometer system was employed.
The maxlmum Q-switch pulse repetition rate obtainable with rotating
mirr0re was 500 cps. The optimum Q-switch performance was ob-
tainable at the highest mirror rotation speeds. At low speeds multi-
pulsing would occur. In general, the opium Q-switched operation
was extremely sensitive to the condition of the NaCl windows.
Furthermore, the optimum pressures for G-switched and CW opera-
tion were also different. M.F.
A__-___L355
VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL STUDIES USING Q SWITCHING
OF MOI..ECULA_ GAS LASERS.
G. W. FIynn, M. A. Kovacs, C. K. Rhodes, and A. Javan
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dept. of Physics.
Cambridge, Mass. ).
Applied Physics Letters w vol. 8, Feb. 1, 19660 p. 63-65. 5 refs.
NASA *USAF - supported research.
Studies of vibrational and rotational relaxations in the CO 2 and
N2D laser systems using G-switching techniques. In addition to
lifetime studies, G switching may also be used for the observation
of the decay of the rate of excitation of the laser levels in a pulsed
discharge. An important conclusion of the experiment described is
that during the time in which the G switching takes place, thermalisa-
lion of the rotational levels may be prevented. M.F.
A66-23357
OBSERVATION OF LASER ACTION IN THE R-BRANCH OF CO 2
AND N20 VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA.
G. Mueller and J. Dane l_igden (Perkin-Elmer Corp.. Norwalk,
Conn. ).
Applied Physics Lettere r vol. 8. Feb. 1. 1966, p. 69, 70. 8 refs.
Observation of laser action on all the rotational lines in the
00°I-I0O0 and 00°I-02°0 Vibrational bands of CO 2 and in the
00oi-I0O0 band of N20 in both the P and R branches up to J values
of over 50 in some ca_es. The two lines nearest the center of the
00o1-10°0 band of N20 were not seen. Oscillation was seen
on 170 lines, of which at least 120 had not been reported before in
the literature. Of the total number of lines, 103 are in CO 2 and
the rest in N20. The maximum J numbers observed are tabulated.
The tecbdique used to obtain oscillation at all of these wavelengths
was to incorporate a wavelength-discriminating device into the laser
cavity, thereby removing con3petition effects. The experimental
setup is shown. M.F.
a6_-m
LASER-INDUCED BREAKDOWN IN OXYGEN GAS AT HIGH PRES-
SURE.
T. H. Wiggins, R. V. Wick, D. H. Rank (Pennsylvania State
University, Dept. of Physics, University Park, Pa. ), and A. H.
Guenther (USAF, Systems Command, Weapons Laboratory,
Kirtiand AFB, N. Mex. ).
Applied Office, vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p. 166, 167.
Navy-supported research.
Outline of an experiment on laser-induced breakdown in oxygen
compressed to 395 aim by cryogenic means. The experimental
facility consists essentially of a gaslight pressure cell, a Korad
ruby laser, a_d & 5-cm focal length lens. The single giant pulse
that wan emitted by the laser caused a breakdown most probably at
the focus of the lens. An oscilloscope measurement of the pulse
energy is found to be 0.9 joule with a haif-intensity width of about
I0 nee'c. It is observed vieuaUy and verified by spectrograph that
the laser light dues not pass through the gas cell, since only an
intense continuum is observed on the spectrogram. B.B.
A4_-_q4_
ELECTRON BEAM EXCITATION IN LASER CRYSTALS.
W. W. Anderson (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. ).
.JLpplied OptiOS, "_OL 5, Ja.,l. 1906, p. 167, 168. 9 refs.
Army-supported research.
Proposal of a method for determining the depth of the active
region in laser materials. With this method an estimate of 5 to 7_
is o_ _r S0-kev electrons in GaAs. The Ehrenberg and King
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data for the mapping of the energy dissipation of electrons passing
through a crystal are used. The densities and average atomic
numbers of several laser or potential laser semiconductors are
listed, and the calculated energy dissipation values for electrons
in GalAs, ZnSe, InSb, and ZnS are plotted. B.B.
A66-23477
SELECTION OF RAMAN LASER MATERIALS.
Gisela Eckhardt (Hughes Aircraft Co., Research Laboratories,
Malibu, Calif. ).
IEEE Journal Of Quantum Electronics, sol. QE-Z, Jan. 1966,
p. 1-8. 67 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(657)-11650.
In order to select Raman laser materials for a specific F_:rpose,
it is important to know which frequency shifts and excitation power
thresholds can be expected from various substances. The thresholds
are strongly dependent on the peak scattering cross sections of the
corresponding incoherent Renan lines, and these cross sections can
vary by several orders of magnitude between Renan lines from dif-
ferent molecules as well as between Raman lines from a single
molecule. This paper points out how the rules concerning frequencies,
intensities, degrees of depolarization, and linewidths, established
for incoherent Raman scattering, can be used as a guide for the
prediction of Renan laser performance for new materials. Sub-
sequent[y, all substances and participating vibrations which have
been reported to exhibit stimulated Raman scattering to date are
listed and discussed. (Author
A66-23478
PHENOMENA INFLUENCING THE TEMPERAT URE BEHAVIOR OF
STIMULATED EMISSION IN GaAs P-N JUNCTIONS.
M. g. Lamorte, T. Gonda, and H. Junker (Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Electronic Components and Devices Dis. , Somerville,
N.J.).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, sol. QE-2, Jan. 1966,
p. 9-15. II refs.
Contract No. DA-44-009-AMC-99(T).
The decrease of internal efficiency with increasing temperature
in injection lasers has been assumed in the past to be responsible
for the increase in threshold and the decrease in external efficiency.
This decrease in internal efficiency has been attributed to the greater
hole-electron smearing, with a consequent reduction of the degree to
which inverted population occurs in the region in which stimulated
emission takes place. This paper shows that the increase in hole
and electron smearing which occurs at elevated temperatures has a
negligible influence in degenerate GaAs laser diodes in contrast to
the greater optical loss arising from p-region absorption. It is
demonstrated that the increase in threshold is due to the stronger
p-type absorption at 300°K. On this basis, it is also shown that the
threshold current ratio Jth (300°K)/Jth (77°K) ranges from 12 to Z0.0.
This range is in agreement with experimental values. In this calcula-
tion the internal quantum efficiency is assumed to remain constant
in the temperature range from 77 to 300°K. The laser linewidth in-
creases from 0.75 A at 77°K to 5 A at 300°K. In addition, there is
a corresponding increase in apparent mode spacing. These data
indicate that the cavity Q decreases by approximately one order of
magnitude from 77 to 300°K. The correspondence between the
cavity Q and the threshold is shown. Calculated and experimental
ratio values of threshold and cavity Q are shown employing absorp-
tion data for GaAs in the literature. As further confirmation, curves
of threshold, linewidth, and cavity Q with temperature are all shown
to have the same shape. The data presented and the calculations
made on {he assumed model show that the p-type absorption loss is
the dominant mechanism in increasing threshold in degenerate junc-
tions and that hole -electron smearing is negligible. (Author)
A66-23479
EFFICIENT HIGH ENERGY L'ASER RADIATION UTILIZING A
COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP.
J. P. Lesnick and C. H. Church (Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pa. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, sol. QE-Z, Jan. 1966,
p. 16, 17.
Contract No. DA-36-054-AMC-0793(Z).
Account of the efficient, conversion of electrical energy into
laser radiation achieved using a coaxial flash lamp as an optical
pump and laser rods consisting of neodymium-doped silicate glass
rod 941 mm long and 18 mm in diameter. Coaxially and linearly
pumped laser outputs are tabulated and a sketch is presented of a
coaxial laser pump showing laser rod and end windows in place.
One of the questions that arises in the use of the coaxial geometry
is the uniformity with which the arc fills the arc channel. Photo-
graphs indicated that the coaxial arc channel was uniformly filled
at an energy density as low as I0 joules/era 3 for a 500 /_sec pulse
length. M. F.
A66-23667
THEORY OF SINGLE-PULSE OPERATION OF LASERS [O TEORII
MONOIMPUL'SNOGO REZHIMA RABOTY OP_/_CHESKIKH KVANTO-
VYKH GENERATOROV].
lu. A. Anan'ev, I. F. Bal_shov. and A. A. Mak.
Akadexniia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, sol. 166, Feb. I, 1966, p. 875-828.
9 refs. in Russian.
Analysis of single-pulse operation of lasers, taking into account
the process of energy storage in the active medium. It is found that
the amplification effect of spontaneous emission is very great in the
case of four -leve Iac tire nledia and that the maximum powe r is limited
precisely by this factor. In the case of a three-level active medium
the main factor limiting the maximum radiation power for the given
laser parameters is found to be brightening of the active medium.
A. B.K.
A66-23716
CW MEASUREMENT OF THE OPTICAL NONLINEARITY OF
AM.MONIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE.
O. E. Francois (Stanford University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford, Calif. ).
Physical Review# Znd Seriesp sol. 143, Mar. ii, 1966, p. 597-600.
17 refs.
Contracts No. AF 49(638)-1525; No. AF 33(657)-ii144.
We have measured the value of the element d36 of the nonlinear
dielectric tensor of ammonium dihydrogen phosphate for the doubling
of the 6328- A line of the He-Ne laser. Two measurements were
made. The first used a collimated single-transverse-mode laser
beam (focal spot radius _ 0. 2 cm) containing several longitudinal
modes. The second used a weakly focused single-mode and single-
frequency laser (focal spot radius _ 0.03 cm). In both experiments
the crystal was slowly rotated through the index-matching angle.
The value of d36 obtained by either method is 1. 36 x 10"9( ± 12%) in
cgs esu. The experiments also verify the factor (7n-l)/n for the
enhancement of second-harmonic generation when n independent
longitudinal modes are present. (Author)
A66-23731 #
COMMENTS ON BEAM MASER TYPE SPECTROMETERS USING
COHERENTLY RADIATING STATES.
D. C. Lain_ (Keele, University, Dept. of Physics, Keele, Staffs.,
England).
Physical Society! Proceedings, sol. 87, Mar. 1966, p. 855-857.
16 refs.
It is pointed out that the technique used by Dicks and goner of
pulse excitation of a volume of gas to a coherently radiating state
can be applied to high-resolution spectroscopy using molec¢lar
beams. A two-cavity maser-like system without a state separator
is proposed, where the molecular beam is polarized by a pump
field in the first cavity and the coherent spontaneous emission





USING PHOTOMULTLPLIERS FOR LASER RANGING.
Jack ROgers..
Electronic Industries, voL 25, Mar. 1966, p. "/2. 73.
Study of the use of digital counting methods in l=ser..ZangefInders
to find range. A laser rangefinder facility is described and ilhtstrated
schematically, and its operation is explained.- The photomultipl/er
tube (PMT), dgnode biasing, effective photocathode di_eter, and
the output coupling circuit are discussed. A schematic diagram is
given of the equivalent hf output circuit for the photomultiplier tube.
B,B.
LASER RADIATION FIELD FOCUSED BY REAL SYSTEMS [POLE
LAZERNOGO [ZLUCHENLL4., SPOKUSIROVANNOE RF_AL'NYIVII
SISTEMAMI ].
B. La. Zeltdovich and N. F. Pilipetskii (Moskovskii Gosudarmtvennyi
Universitet, Moscow, USSR).
Radiofiaika, vol. 9, no. 1, 1966, p. 95-101. 10 refs. In Russian.
Calculation of the absolute value of the spatial amplila_de of the
field of an ideally parallel laser beam focused by optical systems
with sl_erical aberrat*on. Expressions are derived to detezmine
a laser radiation field with high, arbitrary aberration, dismissing
the vectorial character of the electromagnetic field. For a given
beam diameter and a given lens, the existence of an optimum focal
length with a maximum local value of the radiation field is suggested.
The conic length is dzscussed as a means for producing an extended
beam filament with a strong field and a stable effective wave vector.
Vectorial synchronism in nonhnear optics is realized by means of a
conical lens. V.Z.
A66-23931 _
RECENT APPLICATIONS OF LASERS.
O. S. Heavens {York, Universlty, Dept. of Physics, York, Engla*_i).
British Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 17, Mar, 1966, p. 287-309.
9q refs.
A summary is given of the performances of lasers reported to
date and an outline is given of some of the techniques _hich are now
being applied to the operation of lasers. Some of the less wello
known methods which have been developed for the control of laser
systems are discussed. A review is given of progress in the applica-
tion of lasers in %he following fields : amplification, modulation,
interferometry, diffractometry, scattering (Brillouin, Rarnan, and
Rayleigh), plasma diagnostics, nonlinear optics, hlgh-field effects,
biology and medicine. While the review is not in any sense com-
prehensive, it is aimed at giving a representative iIlustrgtion of the
areas to which laser techniques can contribute. (Author)
RED GAS LASER [CZERWONY LASER GAZOWY].
F. Kaczmarek, H. Dyrnaczewski, Z. l_t_szczak (Pozn_, Uniwer-
sytet. Katedra Fizyki DoswiadczaLnej. Poznan, Poland).
Post_py Fiz_.ki, voL 17, no. 1, 1966, p. 71-79. 12 refs.
In Polish.
Brief review of the principles of operation of the He-Ne laser
{A= 6328 _.}. Some Polish-made He-Ne lasers are described. Their
power outputs, measured as a function of the total gas pressure, the
He/Ne ratio, and the mirror transmission coefficient, are given.
The maximum power output obtained from an He*Ne laser was 7 row.
Applications of the He-Ne laser in interferometry are illustrated by
photographs of interference fringes. V.P.
A66-23960 :_
PARANLETER DEPENDENCE OF I.F. VOLTAGE IN OPTICAL
MIXERS.
K. S. Cho, H. F. Matar_ and A. H. Solomonian (Douglas AircraR
Co. , Inc. , Missile and Space Systems Div. , Advance Electronics
Dept. , Santa Monica, Calif. ).
International Journal of Electronics, First Series, vol. 19, Dec.
1965, p. 549-554.
Study of the parazneter dependence of the i.f. voltage while estab-
lishing the optimum conditions for optical receivers and assessing
the merit of subcarrier mixing. The results measured are found
in good agreement with the theory. M.F.
A_24_9
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION.
V. S. Vavilov and E. L. Nolle (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, voh 164, Sept. l, 1965, p. 73, 74. )
Soviet Physics - Doklad)r, voh i0, Mar. t966, p. 827, 828. 10 refs.
Transtatton.
[For abstract see issue 0i, page 8_, Accession no. A66-11i88]
A46-24010
ILLUMINATION OF A BUBBLE CHAMBER USING A RUBY LASER.
V. M. Gorbunkov, V. V. Eorobkin, and A- M. Leontovich (Akademiia
Nauk 5SSR, Fizicheskii Institut, Moskovskii Fiziko-Tekhnicheskii
Institut, Moscow, USSR).
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady_ vol. 164, Sept. I, i965, p. 75-7%)
Soviet Physics - Doklad_, vol. I0, Mar. 1966, p. 829-831. 8 refs.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 84, Accession no. A66-IIIgq]
A66-24011
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF A GaAs INJECTION LASER COOLED
BY A FLOW OF GASEOUS HELIUM.
M. N. Zargar'iants, A. A. Kiselev, O. D. Kropotova, L. N.
Kurbatov, Iu. M. Liustrov, V. V. Sigriianskii, I. I- Taubkin, and
I. P. Shestopalova.
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklad_, vol. 164, Sept. i, [°/65, p. 78, 79. )
Soviet Physics -Doklady, voi, 10, Mar. 1966, p. 83Z, 833.
Translation.
[For abstract see issue 01, page 84, Accession no. A66-ulq0]
A66-24124
THE OPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIDIUM MASER.
P. Davidovits (Yale University, Dept. of Applied Science and
Engineering, New Haven, Conn. ) and R. Novick (Columbia Univer-
sity, Celumbia Radiation Laboratory, New York, N.Y. ).
IEEEj Proceedings r vol. 54, Feb. 1966, p. 155-170, 63 refs.
Contracts No. DA-Zg-o43-AMC-OOOqq(E); No. Nonr-4ZSq(10).
Description Of the physical principles and construction of an
op_cal]y pumped rubidium maser oscillator which is small and
simple enough to be considered as a replacement for crystal oscil-
lators. The maser consists of a microwave cavity filled with Rb87
vapor and nitrogen gas; its power output is 10-10 watt. The effects
of optical pumping, buffer gas, and temperature on the maser are
discussed, and experimental results are given: The short-term
stability for observation times of about I sec is expected to be about
one part in ]012. The long-term stabi]ity is expected to be com-
parable to that obtained in the passive rubidium standard. It is
claimed that the long-term stability can be improved by using the
rnbidium maser as a flywheel for an atomic beam frequency standard.
B.B.
A66-24128
THE SPECIFICATION OF OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS FROM
MEASUREMENTS MADE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN.
R. Vessot, L. Mueller, and J. Vanier (VarianAssociates,
Beverly, Mass. ).
LEEE_ Proceedings, vol. 54, Feb. 1966, p. 199-207. 18 refs.
Contract No. NAS 8-2604.
A cross-correlation technique for measuring the very short-
term (milliseconds to seconds) properties of stable oscillators is
described. Time-dependent functions representing signals fron_ two
separate oscillators are led to a function multiplier where the
instantaneous product of the functions is made. The oscillators are
either set to a given phase relation or alhiwed a small relative drift
so that a slow beat frequency is observed. Short-term fluctuations
superimposed upon the slow heat signal from the multiplier output
will represent the instantaneous phase difference between the oscil-
lators when the inputs are in quadrature. When the inputs are in and
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out of phase, the fluctuations represent amplitude fluctuations. The
time averaging function is determined by a filter having a rectangular
pass band from nearly zero frequency to a cutoff frequency v c. The
mean square frequency deviation measured in a bandwidth co,c is ob-
tained by differentiating, filtering, squaring= and averaging the
signal from the functlon multiplier data being taken when the input
signals are in quadrature. Mean square averages of amplitude and
phase averaged over various bandwidths t,, c may be obtained by by-
passing the differentiator, Sample data from measurements on
hydrogen masers are presented, and the effect of thermal noise is
seen to be the major factor limiting the short-term frequency
stability of the signals. (Author)
A66-24 ! 30
STATISTICS OF ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS.
David W. Allan (National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. ).
IEEE= Proceedings, vol. 54. Feb, 1966, p. 221-230. 12 refs.
A theoretical development is presented which results in a
relationship between the expectation value of the standard deviation
of the frequency fluctuations for any finite number of data Barnples
and the infinite time average value of the standard deviation, which
provides an invariant measure of an important quality factor of a
frequency standard. A practical and straightforward method of
determining the power spectral density of the frequency fluctuations
from the variance of the frequency fluctuations, the sampling time,
the number of samples taken, and the dependence on system band-
width is also developed. Additional insight is aIso given into some
of the problems that arise from the presence of "flicker noise"
(spectrum proportional to [c01-l) modulation of the frequency of an
oscillator. The theory is applied in classifying the types of noise
on the signals of frequency standards made available at NBS,
Boulder Laboratories, such as: masers (both H and N15H3), the
cesium beam frequency standard employed as the U, S, Frequency
Standard, and rubidium gas cells. "Flicker noise" frequency
modulation was not observed on the signals of masers for sampling
times ranging from 0. I sec to 4 hr. In a comparison between the
NBS hydrogen maser and the NBS ILl cesium beam, uncorrelated
random noise was observed on the frequency fluctuations for sampling
times extending to 4 hr; the fractional standard dev_ _f the
frequency fluctuations were as low as 5 parts in ] 0 L' -_ ' (Author)
A66-24145
A DIRECT FREQUENCY COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN MASERS
IN SEPARATE LABORATORIES BY CONCURRENT MONITORING
OF LORAN C SIGNALS.
R. Vessot, k. Mueller, H. Peters, 5. Vanier (Varian Associates,
Beverly, Mass.), D. Kleppner, and B. Mathur (Hitrvard University,
Cambridge, Mass. ).
I_EE_ Proceedings, vol. 54, Feb. 1966, p, 303, 304.
NSF- NASA-suppor ted research.
Method for testing the absolute frequency reproducibility of an
atomic hydrogen maser by comparing two masers operating in dif-
ferent.laboratories under different conditions. The masers differed
in many respects, such as technique of wall coating, storage-bulb
size, and vacuum-system design; one was operated by a group in
Beverly, Mass. , and one by a group in Cambridge, Mass. The
comparison was made by simultaneously monitoring the koran C
signal from Nantucket Island, Mass., during the period from 0000
to E400 EST, Nov. II, 1964. Both groups mede a determination of
the apparent frequency of the hydrogen masers in terms of the Loran
C 100-kc signal. Corrections were made to the measured maser
frequencies to refer the operation to given conditions: (I) magnetic
field - zero, (2) temperature - 40°C, (3J wall shift - F. E.P. Teflon
in a 5.7-in. -dins bulb, (4) cavity mistuning - zero. The results
of the measurements made at the two laboratories differ by 0. 0013
cps - about one part in 1015. It is considered that this represents
good agreement and that within the resolution of the experiment
there is no significant difference between the masers. R.A.F.
A66-24153
A BALANCED MIXER FOR OPTICAL HETERODYNING - THE
MAGIC T OPTICAL MIXER.
Tom Waite (North American Aviation, Inc. , Autonetics Div. ,
Anaheim, Calif. ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 54, Feb. 1966, p. 334, 335. 13 refs.
Demonstration of the possibility of obtaining balanced mixer
action while heterodyning at optical frequencies, by using Magic-T
configurations. It is shown that if a beamsplitter is designed to
work as a short, lqssless interferometer, the required phase dif-
ferences and balanced mixer action will occur automatically -
independent of wavelength, polarization, angle of incidence, beam-
splitter structure, and composition. R.A.F.
A66-24224
EFFECT OF A LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE PER-
FORMANCE OF A HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH A WAVELENGTH
OF 0. 6328/4 [VLLI.ANLE PRODOL'NOGO MAGNITNOGO POLIA NA
RABOTU GELII-NEONOVOGO LAZERA S DLINOI VOLNY IZLU-
CHENLIA ), = 0. 6358 MK].
D. K. Terekhin and S, A. Fridrikhov (Leningzadskii Polit_k_u_i-
cheskii Institut, Leningrad, USSR).
Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 36, Feb. 1966, p. 394-397.
g refs. In Russian,
Experimental study of the effect of a longitudinal magnetic field,
varied from 0 to Z000 oe, on the nature of the gas discharge, the
Zeeman effect, and the Faraday effect in an He-Ne plasma. Various
theories are considered that seek to explain the observed initial
stimulation of radiation at O. 6328_, followed by a decline and final
complete emission breakdown. V.Z.
A66-24312
A NEW TYPE OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET FOR TRAVELING-
WAVE MASERS.
B. J. Walker (Department of Defense, Washington, D.C, ).
IEEE, Proceedings, vol. 54, Jan. 1966, p. 96, 97.
Description of an experimental model of a new type of super-
conducting magnet designed primarily for use with traveling-wave
masers, The magnet is claimed to be lighter in weight and easier
to fabricate than the more conventional gap-shielded, cyclotron-
type magnet. The gap-shielded magnet utilizes a relatively heavy
ferromagnetic symmetrical return path and a superconducting shield
to prevent fringing in the air gap. The magnet presently described
eliminates the ferromagnetic return path but includes a superconduct-
ing shield to obtain the required spatial homogeneity in the air gap.
A cross-sectional sketch and a photograph of the device are included.
The shield is an Nb-Ti alloy about 0. 030 in. thick; two pieces of
1/16-in. thick aluminum plate serve as backing for the Nb-Ti sheets,
and each polepiece is wound wlth 800 turns of 0. 005-in. -diam Nb-Z5%
Zr wlre coated with 0.00l-in. thick copper and 0. 001-in. nylon. It
is found that spatial homogeneity of the magnetic field in the air gap
is quite good. A recently developed, wide tuning range k-band
traveling-wave maser has been operated in the magnet. M.L.
A66-24395
BACK,SCATTERING FROM THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE (75-160 KM)
DETECTED BY OPTICAL RADAR,
P. D. McCormick, S. K. Poultney, U. Van Wijk, C. O. Alley,
R. T. Bettinger (Maryland, University, Dept. of Physics and
Astronomy, College Park, Md. ), and S. A. Perschy (Johns
Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, Silver Spring,
Md. ).
Nature., vol. 209, Feb. 19, 1966, p. 798, 799.
Grant No. WBG-4°FY-64; ARPA Grant No. SD-101; Grant No.
NGR-ZI-00Z-022; Contract No. NObsr-7Z710.
Experimental study of backscattering from the upper atmo-
sphere (75 to 160 ks) using an optical radar system. The optical
radar consists ofa Korad K-ZQ ruby laser capable of p_roducing
eingla pulses of 6 to I0 joules at 6943_ with a width oI_0 nsec and
• beam divergence of no more than I0 milliradians. Results are
presented based on measurements made at College Park, Md.
(76 ° 57' W., 39 ° N. ), while looking at the zenith. A Z0-in. Broken
Cassegrain with a 300-in. effective focal length was used. Although
a more detailed investigation is proceeding, preliminary findings
seem to indicate rough agreement with those of Fiocco and Smullin,
who suggested micrometeorites as a source of the echoes. The
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return signal, when averaged over several hours, tends to become
relatively smooth, and *t would therefore seem that the altitudes
of the scattering layers, if they exist, fluctuate rapidly with time.
M.L.
FOCUSED ENERGY TECHNIQUES FOR JOINING - INCLUDING
LASER WELDING.
Maurice Nelles (Westinghouse Electric Corp., Atomic, Defense
and Space Group, Aerospace Div., Baltimore, Md. }.
American Society of Tool and Manufacturing En2ineers, and
American Society for Metalsf Western Metal and Tool Conference,
Los Angeles, Calif. r Mar. 7-11 r 1966, Preprint AD66- 718. 5 p.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $I.00.
Discussion of focused energy techniques for joining, including
most of the techniques created and developed during the past t_venty
years. Developments of diffusion bending methods, including ultra-
sonic bonding, are the principal exceptions. Emphasis is placed on
lasers because their application to manufacturing joining technology
is not so well defined as for electron beams. Recent innovations in
electron beam technology are consie]ered as well as new develop-
ments in the use of focused plasma beams. M.M.
AIM,.24415
SELECT_G A LASER WELDER FOR PRODUCTION MICRO-
WE LDING.
Lester J. Martin (Hughes Aircraft Co., Advanced Technology
Group, Materials and Processes Section).
American Society of Tool and Manu_acnarinR Engineers, and
American Society for Metals_ Western Metal and Tool Conference,
Los Angeles m Calif., Mar. 7-Ii I 1966# Preprint I%£M66- 707. 8 p.
10 refs.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $I. 00.
Discussion of the practicality of using laser welding for small
raicrowelds on a production basis. Features and considerations of
laser welders are discussed to give the design and process engineer
a starting basis on which to select a machine to meet production
requirements, k_. M.
ASYMMETRY IN THE EXCI- iON OF O_CILLATION MODES IN
SEMICONDUCTOR L_ _ _o/:_/V_ETR/IA V _ -_ BUZHDENIIA
TIPOV KO: F_BA" : . PROVODNIKOVYh _ LAZER.AKH].
O N K:_ :_n -: _ .. v. Uspenskii (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, vol. 8, Feb. 1966, p. 511-514. In Russian.
Analysis of the excitation of axial oscillation modes in semi-
conductor lasers, on the basis of the rate equations for the chemical
potentials of the carriers and the number of photons. Allowance is
made for the change in the amplification factor and its spectral shape
as a function of the degree of inversion. It is shown that this depen-
dence leads to asymmetric excitation of axialmodes of oscillation;
for some semiconductor parameters, the asynirnetry may be only
s light • V.P.
SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE LASER AS AN ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE.
Frank W. Gibson (USAF, Office of Aerospace Research, Cambridge
Research Laboratories, Aerospace Instrumentation L_boratory.
Bedford, _ss. ).
American MeteoroloKical Society and American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Conference on Aerospace Meteorology,
Los Angeles, Calif, , I_4ar. Z8-31, 1966, Paper 66-374. 16 p. 9 refs.
Members, $0.75; nonmembers, $1.50.
Investigations are being conducted to determine the possibility
of detecting clear air turbulence (CAT) with laser optical radars.
Experiments in the laboratory and afield have shown evidence of
A66-24562
variations in particle concentrations, but no positive identification
of turbulence or correlates of rough flying have been made. The
feasibility of measuring wind velocity components with a laser Doppler
radar is being examaL_ed. Provided sufficient aerosol s¢at_ering is
available, spectra/ frequency analysis should give a more direct
measurement of turbulence. • laser searchlight technique has been
used to measure a_mosl_heri- :lensity vertically up to 60 k_n. The
method uses l_yleigh scatterlnR theory to deduce the molecular
nun_ber density from the number of backscattered photons detected.
(Author)
A66-24559
PARAMETR/C INTERACTIONS OF OPTICAL MODES.
Arnnon Yariv (California Institute of Technology, Div. of Engineering
and Applied Science, Pasadena, Calif. ).
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-Z, Feb. 1966,
p. 30-37. Z4 refs.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-Z800.
Derivation of the equations of motion governing the interaction
of optical modes in the presence of time-varying parameters. A
formalism of normal modes which results in concise and synuz,¢tric
formulation of the problem is developed. Two general types of
modulation are considered - modulation of the dielectric constant
and modulation of the losses. Some well-known cases, such as
parametric oscillation and internal mode-locking in laser oscillators,
are treated, and some new interactions involving loss modulation
and dielectric modulation in the presence of negative losses are con-
sidered. R.A.F.
A66-24560
ANALYSIS OF THE UNIFORM RATE EQUATION MODEL OF LASER
DY NAMICS.
Thomas J. Menne (McDonnell Aircraft Corp. , St. Louis, Mo. ) .
IEEE Journal of Quantm_n Electronics r voL QE-Z, Feb. 1966,
p. 38-44. 24 refs.
The spatially independent laser rate equation model is general-
ized to include mui_imode effects, and it is also shoed that the
same description of laser behavior as provided by the single-mode
model results, Analytical expressions for the steady-state values
of the variables in all modes are derived. It is shown that a singu-
larity at the oscillation threshold exists in the steady-state equations
which is responsible for the laser action. It is further demonstrated
that the inverted population and the photon density in off-axis modes
saturates above threshold, whereas the photon density in the primary
mode increases with pump rate above threshold. The exact time-
dependent solutions are determined numerically, ;_nd it was found
that the spiking separation and decay time could change by more than
50% of their values at the start of laser emission to the region of
steady-state oscillation, even when the pump is assumed to be time
independent. The linearized expressions for the spiking parameters
are, therefore, inadequate - despite their frequent use - to describe
phenomena appearing in the early portions of the spiking trace. A
comparison with five experimental cases is also made. It was found
that this raodel, with all modes included, provides no improvement
over the single mode model, and cannot account for the irregular
or undamped spik/ng or even the multimode oscillations observed
experimentally. (Author)
A66-24562
EFFECT OF SPATIAL DEPENDENCE IN THE SINGLE-MODE
LASER RATE EQUATIONS.
T. I. Menne and F. I. Rosenbaum (McDonnell Aircraft Corp. ,
St. Louis, Mo. ).
IEEE Iournal of Quantum Electronics, vo]. QE-Z, Feb. 1966_
p. 47-49. 10 refs.
Determination of the steady-state value of the inverted popula-
tion, power output, threshold behavior, and spiking characteristics
for a single-mode laser when the radiation intensity has spatial
dependence. It is /ound that the nonuniform population difference at
the nodes of the radiation field and the output power exceed the values
obtained above threshold in the case of a uniform intensity; the other




MODEL OF INTERACTING RADIATION AND MATTER. Ill -
MULTIMODE GAS LASERS.
Charles R. Willis (Boston University, Boston, Mass. ).
Journal of Mathematical Physics, vol. 7, Feb. 1966, p. 4N-412.
5 refs.
USAF- sponsored research.
We extend the investigation of the long-time behavior of a model
consisting of N two-level atoms interacting with a single electro-
magnetic cavity mode to include interaction with many cavity modes.
We show that, as a consequence of the coupling between radiation
modes produced by spatial density variations of the popuIation inver-
sion, there is no strictly stationary state possible for multimode
behavior. However we obtain a stationary state by neglecting the
rapidly oscillating terms. The steady-state population inversion
is then a solution of an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue deter-
minate is a function of the number of modes and the coupling
between modes in addition to the usual dependence on frequencies
and relaxation times. We e_pli,'itly solve for the unique eigenvalue
in special cases, The corresponding eigenvector gives the steady-
state mode intensity ratios. The absolute values of the steady-state
intensities are determined by the energy conservation equation
generalized to include pu.mping and dissipation. We also calculate
the steady-state frequency shifts for each mode, The mode fre-
quency shifts are practically independent of each other and have the
same functional form as the single-mode frequency shifts. (Author}
A66.24881
DISCRIMINATION OF AXIAL MODES IN A LASER WITH EXTERNAL
MIRRORS [DISKRIMINATSIIA AKSLAL'NYKH TIPOV KOLEBANII V
LAZERE S VNESHNIMI ZERKALAMI].
V. I. Malyshev and A. S. Markin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Fizicbeskii
lnstitut, Moscow. USSR},
Zhurnal EksperimentaI'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50,
Feb. 1966, p. 339-342. 8 refs. In Russian.
Investigation of the dependence of the heat frequency of the axial
modes of a neodymiuln laser on the distance between the mirrors
and the position of the neodymium rod within the resonator, It is
shown that the beat frequency varies with a variation in the position
of the neodymium rod. The observed phenomenon is attributed to
discrimination of axial modes due to variation of the parameters of
the complex resonator formed hy the external mirrors and the ends
of the neodymium rod. A.B.N.
A66-24884 _
PULSED INDUCED EMISSION IN A HYDROGEN-BEAM LASER
[IMPUL'SNOE INDUTSIROVANNOE IZLUCHENIE V KVANTOVOM
GENER.ATORE NA PUCHKE ATOMOV VODORODA].
G. M. Strakhovskii and A. V. Uspenskii (Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Fizicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50,
Feb. 1966, p. 372-375. In Russian,
Consideration of pulsed induced emission in a hydrogen-beam
laser for the case of two relaxation times. It is shown that if a
number of conditions are met, the polarization excited in the laser
by the pumping pulse is determined only by the number of active
particles in the resonator, while the damping of the induced signal
occurs according to an exponential law with the exponent 1]Tz,
where T z is the longitudinal relaxation time. A.B.K.
A66.24885
DEPENDENCE OF THE EMISSION INTENSITY OF A GAS LASER
ON THE MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH [O ZAVISIMOSTI INTENSIV-
NOSTI IZLUCHENIIA GAZOVOGO LakZER.A OT MAGNITNOGO
POLIA].
M. I, Dli_,konov and V. I. Perel' (Akaderniia Nauk SSSR, Fiziko-
Tekhnicheskii Institut, Leningrad, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental%oi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol, 50,
Feb. 1966, p. 448-456. 9 refs. In Russian.
Consideration of the dependence of the emission intensity of a
gas laser on the longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields. In the
proposed simplified model the area of the holes burnt in the ampli-
fication line is found to be proportional to the intensity. It is shown
that the emission intensity possesses a minimum for a zero magnetic
field and also when the Zeeman level splitting is equal to the resonator
detuning, It is further shown that a minimum intensity may also
occur in a transverse magnetic field when the Zeeman splitting is
equal to twice the resonator detuning. The intensity minima are
interpreted as being the result of merging of the holes in *.he ampli-
fication line. It is found that a nonmonotonic dependence of the gen-
eration frequency 06 the magnetic field may also occur when the
holes merge. A.B.K.
A66-24887 -_
SOME ASPECTS OF THE MECHANISM OF A LUMINOUS DISCHARGE
IN A GAS [K VOPROSU O MEKHANIZME SVETOVOGO PROBOIA V
GAZE].
V. A. Barynin and R. V. Khokhlov (Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, voI. 50,
Feb. 1966, p. 47Z, 473. 5 refs. In Russian.
Brief dlscussion of a gas discharge induced by a laser pulse.
The theory of the phenomenqn is revised to account for the photo-
ionization of molecules excited in collisions with electrons. The
revised version provides a better agreement with experimental re-
suits. V.Z.
A66.24888 :_
THEORY OF GENERATION OF OPTICAL HARMONICS IN CON-
VERGING BEAMS [E TEORII GENERATSU OPTICHESKIKH
GARMONIK v SKHODIASHCHIKHSIA PUCHKAKH].
S. A. Akhmanov, A. P. Sukhorukov, and R. V. Khokhlov (Moskovskii
Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR).
Zhurnal Eksperimental'noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, vol. 50, Feb.
1966, p. 474-486. II refs. In Russian.
Development of a consLstent theory of nonlinear optical eIfects
in bounded beams of light, using as a basis the method of parabolic
equations extended to nonlinear problelns. This approach permits
an eIIective analysis of nonlinear wave behavior with a first-
approxinnation allowance for diffraction. The prob[er_ of generation
of the second harmonic of a gently converging cylindrical wave in
an anisotropic medium is discussed. The intensity and spatial
structure of the harmonic are determined. Fair agreement of theory
and expemment is noted. V.Z.
A66-24898 :_
TREATMENT OF STEEL WITH A LASER BEAM [OBRABOTICA
STALl LUCHOM LAZERA].
A. N. Kokora, A. A. Zhukov, V. A. Shalashov, E. N. Liumarov,
M. P. I_alianova, and V. A. Belianin C4sesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssle-
dovatelf skii Institut Lekhkogo i Tekstil' nogo Mashinoetroeniia.
Moscow, USSR).
Metallovedenie i Termicheskaia Obrabotka Metallov, Feb. 1966,
p. 41, 4Z. in Russian.
Discussion of attempts to obtain precision holes in 0. ZZ-mm
steel plates by I0 -3 sec exposure to a O. 5-joule plasma beam. The
microhardness of the metal in the exposed area is found to he only
slightly affected. Data obtained suggest that a laser beam produces
a local hardening effect. V.Z.
A66-25D18
CORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE AMPLITUDE AND OF THE
INTENSITY FLUCTUATION FOR A LASER MODEL NEAR
THRESHOLD.
H. Risken (Stuttgart. Technische Hochschule, Institut fflr theoretische
und angewandte Physik, Stuttgart, West Germany).
Zeitschrift fflr Ph),sik. vol. 191, no. 3, 1966, p. 30Z-3IZ. 7 refs.
Research supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Calculation of the correlation functions of the amplitude and the
intensity fluctuation for a laser model in the threshold region.- The
laser amplitude is treated as a classical random variable obeying
a Van der Pol equation with a noise term, The correlation functions
are obtained by using distribution functions evaluated with the aid
of the Fokker-Planck equation. The lowest eigensolution$ of the








L/LSER AND THE LABYRINTH: SOME PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTs ON
PIGEONS.
J. Stshle sad L. H6gber6 (Uppsala U, Dept. of O_olasyngol. and Dept. of Phys_
Swtden_
Act• 0to.Lsrynsolo_. _ vol. 60, Oct. 1965, p. 367--374. 19.refs.
The inner em of pllpeons were trrndtated by means of • r_ed
ruby laser w/th an output pulse energy of about 0.3 Joule..A_rOphy of the
epithelhJm and chanps in the bony and membranous labyrinth were ob-
served. The abgtzy of the laser beam to penetrate thin Idlces of bone was
tested. The biological effect of the laser beam seems to be mainly thermal,
but ul_seonlc wa_es created in the focal spo¢ sly COnlrlbure.
A61- 80011
IJiSER IRRADIANCE LEVELS FOR RETINAL LESIONS.
Tore Bet6qulst,Ben6t Kleman (Res.Inst.of the NarL Defence, Phys. Dept_
Stockholm, Sweden), and Bj_rn Tengruth (S•hIsren llosp. Gothenburg
S.V+ Univ. Gothenburg, Dept. of Ophrhalmol+ Sweden).
Acre OphthalmoloKica , vol. 43, 1965, p. 331-349. 22 refr,.
The •ction of lases radiation on rabbit eyes has been studied with four
differect ruby Insets and two Nd-KIass lasers. The output of the lasers vmqed
from a burst of pulses with • duration of 6.50 _s to • single pulse w/th •
width of 35 ns. It his been found that w/th these lasess with wk:kdy d_ffGceat
output characteristics these is • common threshold value In the peak/zrldinnce
at which lesions occur. The threshold refecs to the/rradla_e level at which
minimal lesions ltl.n to appear, as oheexved in an ophthalmoscope is-
mediately afr_ the ifradiaclon. The threshold value for the peak corneal
_ad/ance was about 8 kWcm -2 when the rabbltq eye was in the direct
beam at • shun distance from [he Inset. This correlpondl for ruby ias_l to
• threshold Value in the peak re_md ir[ad/muce of 170 MWcm -2 . The re•dis
from these experiments axe in good aBreemen[ with the results horn • few
cases of Irradiation of human eyes. Vartous aspects of hasexdl of lal_
radiation to the human eye are consMered. AS Yet there are _ few
papess in the literature dealing with problems concerning _s to the
eye of lasesradiacinn,
A66-80470
THE EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON THE RETIN/_L V_SCULATURE:
ANIMAL AND CLINICAL STUDIES.
Franc_ A. L'Elpereance, Jr. (Columbfa-P_ab_erlan Med. Cenmr, rant. of
OphthalmoI., New York City, N. Y.)
(._M/% ll4th Ann. Meetin$ New York City. J_n. 20--24p 1965).
Archives of Ophthalmologyi'voh 74, Dec. I_65, p. 752-759. 12 refs.
Experimental evidence indicates that the effect of laser rndlm'ton on the
retinal vasculature depends upon the proztmity of the pllpment epithelium o[
melanocytes to the blond se ssel_ the rme of blood flow, the amount of to -
duced hemoKlob_ present, and the inmnsdry of the knc',dent beam. l_-vsmd
meal of neovasculrlrellon and llrge rethlal anglomata were nut effectlvely
_emed during the one._ study. Molt mlcroanetw_nms, •ms]l] percemqe
of the fiat meal of neovasculm'kadon, and retlnal anginmaUt less thin two
dlsmeters h_ ske were obl_eruted by the co_gulatino effect of laser
rsdle_on.
A66-80950
CHORIORETINAL LESIONS PRODUCED BY L/_SER ON MONKEYS .tND
RABBITS.
Rsdl Santos;, and Ssdlde Buen (Mexico U. Med. School, Dept. of Hintol.'and
Mex. Reg/st_ of Pmhol_ Mexico City), and Robert K. Abraham (Cah_. Coll.
of Meds Dept. of Surg_ Ophthalmol. Sect. Los _ngeles).
American Journal of Ophthalmolo_)., voL 61, Feb. 1966, p. 230-240.
Opflca Lux and David MIchasl Eye Found. supported rese_ch.
,_ ruby laser _ a d_cect ophthalmoscope head was used to produce/
_hom-mal _e,inns_ _0mo_ys andSOrah_, The,.._ o.+put.,md
om u.ul to U.U_ Joule. The beam divergence channel from 4.5 to 90 mflll-
radllns. The chorloret/nM lesions obtained in monkeys showed a rarity of
Intensities and a close shngarlty to the reantlons of humam eyes. By conlxol.
ling the energy ouuput and d/vergence, It was poss/ble to obtain clinically
useful lesions. Histologic study showed chortoretlnal adhesion with no dis.
turbance of the vitreous in lestons of medium intensity. Rahbtt eyes proved
more sensittv_; threshold in_ens'_/es always produced chortoret_mal lemons.
Alteration of the pigment epithelium was a constant finding in all cases. The
chm'acteristtcs of the lesion were those of a thermal burn. it was not posstble
to prove any other effect, • has been suggested for high energy lasers. Long-
range studies me requ[zed to rule out late effects. In the selected human cases
of retinal detachment treated, a follow.up of four months showed that sarls.
factory results were obtained.
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AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHOTODIODE AS
DETECTOR USED AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N66-11665
ALTITUDE
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED WITH 0.I FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALTITUDES OF 250 TO 5000 FEET -
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
IRG-OI9-1-2 N6S-2BI6O
ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM COLD CATHODES WITH SINGLE NODE
6328 ANGSTROM HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER LIFETIMES
EXCEEDING 3000 HOURS A66-1OB55
ALUMINUM COMPOUND
ALUMINUM NITRATE POWDER MASER DOPED WITH FERRIC
IONS OPERATION IN X-BAND WITHOUT EXTERNAL OC
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-11376
ALUMINUM NITRIDE
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN - GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS - FORECASTING SOLAR
FLARES - MAN-IN-SPACE - EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF
ALUMINUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS - TECHNOLOGY
N65-30979
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RAMAN SCATTERING LASERSv FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTy VOSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
ALUMINUM OXIDE
ELECTRON BEAM AND HOLLOW CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE




AMMONIA BEAM MASERS WITH ASSOCIATED FREQUENCY
TRANSLATING CIRCUITRY
NASA-CR-55839 N65-13558
LASER OSCILLATIONS AT WAVELENGTHS BETWEEN 21 AND
32 MICRONS FROM PULSED DISCHARGE THROUGH AMMONIA
N65-20173
CAVITY TUNING OF AMMONIA MASERS BY PRESSURE AND
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION N65-26684
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION OF AMMONIA MASER FOR
FREQUENCY STANDARD N65-26685
MASER DEVELOPMENT FROM INVERSIONAL TRANSITIONS LN
HEAVY AMMONIA BEAM
FTD-MT-64-330 N65-36869
AMMONIA MASER - AMMONIA MOLECULAR GENERATOR
FTD-TT-65-803118286 N66-19855
1-2
SUIJL_T INOEX ARI}HAT IC C OPlPOUNI)
AJqMONIUM CONPOUNO
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION ANO MEASUREMENT OF
NONLINEAR POLARIZATION CONSTANT IN AOPw USING
EOCUSEO LASER BEAM A6.5--16672
AJIIINMIIUM PHOSPHATE
CONTINUOUS NAVE NEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
NONLINEARITY OF AMMONIUM OIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATEI
USING HELIUFt-NEON LASER Abb-23716
AJqPILIFICATION FACTOR
NOISE OUTPUT AND NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOAOEO MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SMALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
Ll._c_R COEFFIC!EHT OF A_PL!F!CAT__r_ nF CARBON
O|00(IOE SUBJECTEO TO HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A66-12003
SINGLE PULSE OPERATION OF LASERSt NOTING ENERGY
STORAGE AND AMPLIFICATION EFFECT FOR FOUR- AND
THREE-LEVEL ACTIVE MEDIUM A66-23667
/_MPLIFIER
GAIN COEFFICIENTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN LASER
ANPLIFIERt ANO SOLID STATE LASER MATERIALS
OR-'6 N65-16665
FEASIBILITY OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASER AMPLIFIER
RA[X_-TDR-B4-38_ NG5-15881
GAS LASERe EXTERNAL SHUTTER TRIGGER CONTROLe
NEOIUM PONER LASER, Q-SWITCHINGt ANO AMPLIFIER
FOR GEOOETIC ANO LUH_AR SURVEYING
AFCRL-65-196 N6S-ZTO86
QUANTON STATISTICAL PROCEDURE FOR STUDYING
INTERACTING RADIATION FIELO APPLIED TO MOOEL
LASER OPERATING AS LINEAR AMPLIFIER
RN'_516-PR NBS-27655
REGENERATIVE RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS AT LIQUID
NITROGEN TEMPERATURES
ECOR-ZSTS H65--35642
NEC MASER AMPLIFIER FOR RADIO ASTRONONICAL
OBSERVATION OF CYGNUS At TAURUS A AND ORION
AND OMEGA NEBULAS A66-15365
GROMTH OF WAVES IN PULSED LASER AMPLIFIER
CALCULATED USING QUASI ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOOEL -
AMPLIFICATION OF EXTERNALLY IMPRESSEO AND
SPONTANEOUSLY ENITTEO NAVES
AVCO-EVERETT RES. REPTo-233 N66-10972
SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIER STRUCTURES
QPR-8 N66-12068
HIGH PONER LASER AMPLIFIER FOR OPTICAL RADAR
TRANSMITTER - SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
EOS-S550-Q-I N66-12355
AMPLIFIER OESIGN
MULTIPLE REFLECTION THEORY APPLIED TO REGENERATIVE
LASER AMPLIFIER OESIGN
ECON-2531 N65-19166
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET FOR VARIABLE BANDWIOTH
TRAVELING NAVE MASERS, NOTING AMPLIFIER BANONIDTH
|INH_REASE VIA GAIN REOUCTION A66-21617
AMPLITUDE NOOULATION
SELF-PULSED MGOULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK A65-16166
SELF-PULSED MODULATION NODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
LEVEL MASER BY ANPLITUOE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEOBACK A65-24019
CAVITY TUNING OF AMMONIA MASERS BY PRESSURE AND
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION N65-26686




OPTICAL ANALOG COMPUTER TRANSPOSING VARIABLE
INPUTS INTO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS, USING LASER AS
LIGHT SOURCE FOR ANTENNA MODELING AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS A65-33TTO
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN OF RUBY LASER
EMISSION FOR VARIOUS RESONATORS AND OPERATING
REGINESt NOTING LASER EFFECT ON ANGULAR HALF-NIDTH
VALUES A66-22028
ANIMAL STUDY
CHEMICAL PUMPING OF LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 N66-13799
AN|$OTROPIC MATERIAL
TMO POLARIZATION EIGENSTATES OCCUKRIN_
REPETITIVELY IN MULTIPLE PASS INTERFEROMETER
CONTAINING AN|SOTROPIC ELEMENTS, WITH PLANAR LASER
EXAMPLE A6S-21662
ANNEALING
GROWTH AND ANNEALING OF OPTICAL MASER CRYSTALS AND




LOg FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR - PROTON




RADIATION PROTECTIVE ORUGSt XENON AND HELIUM-
XENON LASERSt HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND
DIELECTRIC COATINGSv AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
JPRS-29200 N65-20136
ARGON
| R LASER ACTION IN ARGON I] BETNEEN 1 ANO 2
FICRONS AND IN 6000 TO 7000 ANGSTROM RANGE
A65-17207
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR AR II LASER LINES
COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AbS-29799
BREAKDOWN OF ARGON BY NEODYMIUM AND RUBY LASER
PULSES
REPT.-Iq35-I N65-22072
hIGH POWER MERCURY LASER OPERATIONS IN KRYPTON AND
ARGON AS FUNCTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD
_PR-2 N65-22323
FLUORESCENT ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT - THETA
PINCH ARGON LAMP MEASUREMENTS
GR-T N65-25966
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING USING LASER LIGHT FOR
DETERMINATION OF SCATTERING DENSITY OF ARGONt
OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
R-13S N65-2612T
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RADIATION BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
_IFFERENT GAS PRESSURES AND PREIONIZEO CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66-21690
ARC-TUBE CONSTRUCTED FOR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER - DISCHARGE TUBE
GE/EEI65-1 N66-16188
ARGON PLASMA
OUTPUT SPECTRA OF ARGON TON LASER IN RING
RESONATOR AND TNO MIRROR RESONATORS
A66-16906
LASER INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN AT HIGH PRESSURES,
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY ON INDEX OF
REFRACTION VIA OPTICAL FREQUENCY RESONANCE
PEASUREMENT A66'-21566
AROMATIC COMPOUND
PRODUCTION OF STIMULATED EMISSION IN BLUE-GREEN
REGION IN ORGANIC COPANT AND HOST SYSTEM -




SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEORYw SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERSw COMPOSITE PRDPELLANTSw AROMATIC.
POLYESTERS. AND TECTONICS N66-21862
ARSENIC
HIGH POWER GALLIUM-ARSENIC INJECTION LASER DIODES
AD-621669 N66-13746
ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATIONS IN ASTRONOMY. SOLID STATE PHYSICS.
OPTICAL MASERS, ATOMIC PHYSICS. AND RADIOACTIVE
ATOMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
NASA-DR-TO391 N66-I7320
ELECTRO-OPTICS CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPTICAL ASTRONOMY.
IMAGE TRANSDUCERS. AND LASER RESEARCH AND EFFECT
ON CIVILIAN TECHNOLOGY N66-17721
ASTROPHYSICS
LABORATORY RESEARCH ON LASER EXCITATION iN SULIOS.
IONIZING RADIATION TRANSMISSION AND PLASMA JETS
RELATED TO ASTROPHYSICS A65-14678
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
ABSORPTION OF 3.39 MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY METHANE IN ATMOSPHERE
A65-Ib36Z
INTENSE LASER RADIATION PROPAGATION - LASER
INOUCEO GAS BREAKDOWN. PARAMETRIC INTERACTION.




LOM NOISE KA-BANO TRAVELING NAVE PASER AMPLIFIER
FOR NINDON AT 8 MM NHERE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IS LDN A65-16565
HE- NE LASER IR RADIATION EMISSION ATTENUATED BY
ATMOSPHERIC METHANE A66-23090
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER BEAMS. EXAMINING NEN METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS NAVELENGTHS
A65-16683
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITION EFFECT
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON LASER ENERGY PROPAGATION -
LITERATURE SURVEY
RE-TR-65-3 N65-23622
COHERENT LIGHT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERE




MEASUREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC




LONER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASUREMENTS THROUGH
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM.
USING OPTICAL RADAR DETECTOR A66-2039B
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS. PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-15369
LASER BEAN BEYOND-HORIZON COMMUNICATION BY MEANS
OF CLOUD AND HAZE SCATTERING A65-19596
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS. PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
IMAGE FORMING IN ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MEDIUM
NITH 60 NANOSECOND ILLUMINATING PULSE FROM
Q-SNITCHED RUBY LASER
AFAL-TR-66-278 N65-25580
PEASUREMENT OF LASER BEAN LIGHT SCATTERED BY
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-67698 N65-36393
UPPER ATNOSPHERIC CESERVATION USING NORMAL-PULSE
RUBY LASER TECHNIQUES. PRESENTING HEIGHT
CISTRIBUTION CURVES OF SCATTERED LIGHT
A66-I3376
RUBY LASER OPTICAL RADAR DETECTION OF UPPER
ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTERING A66-24395
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL ANGLE. SPOT
LOCATION_ AMPLITUDE_ ETC. OF LASER BEAM TRAVERSING
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE AES-26931
DETECTOR ANO SOURCE APERATURE DIMENSIONAL CRITERIA
FOR MAINTAINING LONG RANGE LASER BEAM COHERENCE IN
TURBULENT AIR A65-2BOI6
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FM LASERCOMNUNICATION SYSTEM
A65-333TT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITEe MICROWAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERS. LASERS,
ATMDSPHERIC TURBULENCE. AND RESONANCE
AD-6[[432 N65-22732
AIRBORNE LASER-RADAR LIGHT DETECTIDN AND RANGING
/ LIDARI SYSTEMS APPLIED TO DETECTION OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE / CAT/ A66-152gT
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE. PONER FLUCTUATION AND
RADAR DETECTION IN LASER SYSTEMS DESIGN
A66-IT296
ATMOSPHERICS
PROPAGATION OF ATMOSPHERICS, RADIATIVE
RECOMBINATION IN LASERS. RADIATION BELT
SURROUNDING EARTH. EQUATION FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER PROBLEMS. AND RARE EARTH SILICIDES
N66-12666
ATOM




HYDROGEN MASER AND CESIUM BEAM TUBE FREQUENCY
STANDARDS COMPARED A65-16680
FREGUENCY STANDARDS OF HYDROGEN MASER AND SNISS
CESIUM ATOMIC BEAM TUB| COMPARED
A65-I66BI
SEPARATION AND FOCUSING OF ATOMIC BEANS FOR ATOMIC
HYDROGEN MASERS N65-266T9
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS. PARTICULARY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-I0648
ATOMIC BEAN LASERS. PARTICULARLY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-13311
ATOMIC CLOCK
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NOISE QUALITY OF ATOMIC
FREQUENCY STANDARDS INCLUDING MASERS
A66-24130
ATOMIC COLLISION
LASER OPERATION MODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE NEON
ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN MOLECULES
A65-18557
LASER OPERATION MODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE
NEON ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
MOLECULES A65-ZT]50
ATOMIC EXCITATION
CHEMICAL PROCESSES PRODUCING SPECTRCSCOPICALLY
CBSERVABLE POPULATICN INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
_OLECULAR LASERS A65-20066
I-6
$UOJECT INOER BEAN--PLASMA AMPLIFIER
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR A65'-31880
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY OETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY DEPENOENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERS_ RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
A65-35868
F M LASER OSCILLATION THEORY DISCUSSING EFFECT OF
ARBITRARY ATOMIC LINE SHAPEr SATURATXONt MOOE
PULLING_ PONER OUTPUTt SIOEBAND AMPLITUOEt
OISTORTIONt ETC A66-13956
SOLID STATE LASER SYSTEMt DESCRIBING QUANTUM
HECH/dCICAL TREATmEnT OF SELF-SUSTATMEO O.___iLLATTON
FOR ONE MQOE A66-XTBIT
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERSt USING
ATONIC RESONANCE AND INTERFEROMETERS
A66-18357
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY OETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERSe RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS ANO ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
A6b-IOZT1
DEGREE OF EXCITATION OF METASTABLE STATE
DETERMINEDe USING LUMINESCENCE SATURATION
PHENOMENON_ CALCULATING POPULATION OF WORKING
LEVEL OF LASER SUBSTANCE A66-2202T
QUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY OF INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY
RADIATING STATE APPLIED TO BEAN MASER SPECTROMETER
A66-23T31
ATTITUDE IMICATOM
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITUDE SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEAMS
TRANSMITTED FROM GROUND STATION
A65-23619
AUREOLE
FAST PHOTOIUNIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK NAVE IN LASER BEAM Ab6-10263
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK HAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-13308
AUTONATIC FREQUENCY F_[]NTItOIL
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF LASER LOCAL
OSCILLATOR FOR HETERODYNE OETECTION OF LASER
SIGNAL AND USE OF 2.5 GC FREQUENCY OFFSET TO
PERMIT RETRIEVAL OF MICROWAVE DATA
A66-16908
AVALANCHE
GAS BREAKDONN BY LASER CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY
BOTH MICRONAVE BREAKDONN THEORY AND INVERSE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG Ab6-1T060
AVALANCHE RECTIFIER





BACKGROUND GAS PRESSURE EFFECT ON LASER INDUCED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-15838
BACKSCATTER
REDUCTION OF LOCKING FREQUENCY OF RING LASER BY
MAKING TWO BEAMS ORTHOGONAL A65"-19601
MEASUREMENT OF LASER BEAM LIGHT SCATTERED BY
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-67698 N65-36393
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTRDHAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES A66-18930
RUBY LASER OPTICAL RADAR DETECTION OF UPPER
ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTERING A66-26395
CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF BACKSCATTERED FIELD OF LASERS
AND USE FOR ROTATIDN DETECTION
GEIEE/65-13 N66-16673
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PRCPERTIES INVESTIGATION BASED ON
LASER BEAM BACKSCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
NASA-CR-7OITT N66"-1696T
BACRMARD NAVE
FORNARD TRAVELING COHERENT ACOUSTIC _AVE AND
BACKNARD TRAVELING ELLLIKUmAGmETiC _AVE _RODUC_D
IN STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE
LASER BEAM A65,-32765
BALLOON
BALLOON-BORNE XENON LIGHT OPTICAL BEACON FOR
LASER AND OPTICAL TRACKING_ AND MISSILE-BORNE
XENON OPTICAL BEACON FOR OPTICAL TRACKING
6-3068 N65-31897
BALLOON SOUNDING
RUBY LASER IN OPTICAL RADAR PROBE SYSTEM FOR
BALLOON SOUNDING OF STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL
N65-30205
BAND PASS FILTER
TM_FREQUENCY VOLUME RESONATOR kITH INDEPENDENT
TUNING WITHIN NIDE FREQUENCY BAND
A66-18918
BANONIDTH
MIDTH OF LIMES EMITTED BY LASER MODELS
FTO-TT-66-BBI N65-16217
GAIN AND BANDWIDTH NARROWING IN REGENERATIVE
HELIUM-XENON LASER AMPLIFIER A66--12308
OANltm TITANATE
OPTICAL PHASE MODULATOR USING FERROELECTRIC
BARIUM TITANATE CRYSTAL PLATE A66-10260
BARilNI ZIRCONATE
CRYSTAL GROMTHt LATTICE CONSTANTt AND OENSITY OF




BALLOON-BORNE XENON LIGHT OPTICAL BEACON FOR
LASER AND OPTICAL TRAGKINGt AND MISSILE-BORNE
XENON OPTICAL BEACON FOR OPTICAL TRACKING
B-3068 N65-3189T
BEACON SATELLITE
LASER RANGING EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED WITH BEACON
EXPLORER B A65"-21303
ACCURATE TRACKING DF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
OPTICAL REFLECTORSv USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEAMS
A66-19902
BEAM COLONN
METHOD FOR PROOOCING COMPACT BEAM FROM ARRAY OF
LASERS N65-ZOIT6
BEAM CURRENT
THO TYPES OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF INTENSE
LASER BEAM WITH DIELECTRIC MEDIUM - NONLINEAR
CC POLARIZATION AND SUBHARMONICS GENERATION AT
OPTICAL FREQUENCIES
A0"-618673 N65-33899




LINEAR BEAN AND MICRONAVE POHER GENERATION - BEAR--
CIRCUIT INTERACTIONt BASIC CIRCUITSt BEAM-PLASMA






PHOTOGRAPH|C FILM USED FOR QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN Q-
SWITCHED LASER BEAM A66-I6920
BEAM I_AVEGUIDE
PIEZOELECTRICALLY pOWERED LASER BEAM WAVEGUIDE FOR
ELECTRO-OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
NASA-CR-68895 N66-17291
BENZENE
STIMULATED RARAN EFFECT OF BENZENE USING RUBY
LASERw EXANiNING OUTPUT SPECTRUMt THRESHOLD POWER
AND EFFICIENCY AT STOKES LINES
A65-19S98
BESSEL FUNCTION
HELIUM-NEON GAS DISCHARGE INTENSiFiCATION FOR
6326 A LASER HAVELENGTHt DISCUSSING MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES, GAIN PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
A66-18632
BIBLIOGRAPHY
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY / JUNE TO DECEMBER [966/
A65-32769
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS AND MASERS TO COMMUNICATION





SOVIET LASER RESEARCH - BIBLIOGRAPHY
ATD-'P-BS-23 N65-2879S
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HAZAROS OF
LASER RAOIATION
TS-Xg651311L N65-33997
LASER BiBLiOGRAPHY COVERING DEVICES ANO RELATED
SYSTEMS FOR PERIDO JANUARY- JUNE 1965
A66-11372
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF OPEN LITERATURE DN LASERS.
PART V A66-22876
SOLIO STATE OEVICES. LASERSt AND MATERIALS SCIENCE
ABSTRACTS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ESD-TDR-65-318 N66-IBTB5
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
REC_DROING SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ENERGY
INCIOENT ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM EXPOSED TO LASER
BEAN A66-I7293
BIOLOGICAL CELL




BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRAOEVCEN-IH-I5 N65-14961
RADIOMETER MASERSt MICROWAVE GENERATION_
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MICROHAVES, POLYMERIZATION
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL
AO-655TQ2 N65-18B86
BIK_LOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION WITH
REFERENCE TO INTACT ANINALS_ PRIMATE EYES AND SKIN
AND MALIGNANT TUMORS OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN ORIGIN
A66-12996
LASER BEAM USE IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINEt NOTING
INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITH
BIOLOGICAL SYSTENSe HAZARDSv DIAGNOSTICS,
THERAPEUTICSe ETC A66-16655
BIREFR1NGENCE
HIGH POWER LASER BEAN COLLINEARIZATION USING
BIREFRINGENCE OF UNIAXIAL CALCITE CRYSTAL PRISM
A65-25828
MICROWAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
ANO GEOMETRICAL OPTICSj OPTICAL NASERS_
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERAOTIONSt AND RAMAN
SCATTERING FROM 8IREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
NL-1277 N65-20038
EFFECT OF COMPOSITION ON THERMAL EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT_ THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF REFRACTIVE
INDEX. BIREFRINGENCEt AND STRESS-OPTICAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR ATHERMALIZING LASER GLASS
TSR-S N65-25688
BISRUTH
MICROWAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINEWIDTH AND
MAGNETIC ANISDTROPY IN CALCIUM-VANAOIUM BISMUTH
OARNET_ NOTING THM iSOLATOR A65-24966
BLOOD CIRCULATION
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY DF
PIGNENT EPITHELIUMt BLOOD FLOWt AND AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN A66-BOBTO
BOLDRETER
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY OPTICAL
BOLOMETER A65-1801T
OUTPUT POWER-OF CH LASER MEASUREO BY HIRE
BOLOMETER IN FORM OF PLANE SINGLE-LAYER SPIRAL AS
SENSITIVE ELEMENT A66-20366
BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION INVERSION IN
MOLECULAR BEAM TO OBTAIN EXCESS UPPER ENERGY
LEVEL POPULATION FOR MASER OSCILLATION
A65-15801
BORATE
EFFECT OF LASER OPERATION PARAMETERS USING




PHONON-PHOTON INTERACTIONS IN OPTICAL SOURCES -
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF BRAGG AND
RAMAN- NATH SCATTERING CAUSED BY PROPAGATION OF
PLANE ACOUSTIC WAVE THROUGH LASER BEAM PATH
AFOSR-65-266T N66-22669
BRERSSTRAHLUNG
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BRENSSTRAHLUNG RADIATIONt USING AOIABATIC
TEMPERATURE A66-1266T
GAS BREAKDOWN BY LASER CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY
BOTH MICROWAVE BREAKDOWN THEORY ANO INVERSE
fiREMSSTRAHLUNG A66-I7040
BRILLOUIN EFFECT
HYPERSONIC WAVES PRODUCED BY BRILLOUIN EFFECTt
USING METHOD OF TWO INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
A65-16876
ERILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- NE
PASER AND OBSERVED BY FABRY- PEROT
iNTERFEROMETER_ NOTING ACOUSTIC NAVE VELOCITY AND
LINE BROADENING A65-15699
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN RAOIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELLt
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-I68II
FORWARD TRAVELING COHERENT ACOUSTIC WAVE AND
BACKWARD TRAVELING ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PRODUCED
IN STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE
LASER BEAM
OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO
SPECTROSCOPY
PR-3








PARAMETRIC EXCITATICN OF ACOUSTIC WAVES IN
SIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
REPT.-1935-5 N65-29906
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE LASER
I-6
SUBJECTINDEX CALCIUMFLUOltlOIE
LIGHTWITH BUILD-UP OF COHERENT HYPERSONIC WAVES
IN LIQUIDS
NASA--CR--S8214 N65-33710
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXAMINING
VELDCITYt FREQUENCY AND LIFETIME OF THERMALLY
EXCITED HYPERSONIC SOUND WAVES, USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCES k6b-12622
STIMULATEC BRILLOUIN AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN
GASES, DISCUSSING SOUND VELOCITY CALCULATION FROM
FREQUENCY SHIFT AND ARGON. HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
A66-13981
MOLECULAR ANISOTROPY OF PROPAGATION OF INTENSE
LIGHT BEAMt NOTING RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN EFFECTS
A66-1_106
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY PHDNONS AND
PHONON MASER IN DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION
THEOREMS FROM BASIC EQUATIONS A66-18397
GAS SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-INDUCED STIMULATED
BRILLOUIN EFFECT IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
A66-23632
BROADBAND AMPLIFIER
SOLID STATE MICROWAVE MASER ACTION AT 77.6 DEGREES
K WITH BROAOBANDING TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INCREASE
GAIN-BANOHIOTH PRODUCTt EXAMINING RUBY MATERIAL
AND HIGH Q MICROWAVE CAVITIES A65-23155
BROADBAND TRAVELING HAVE MASER TECHNIQUES AND
N-TYPE GERMANIUM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
RAOC-TR-65-366 N66-15720




RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF CAVITATION




RUBY LASER WITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS
ILLUMINATION SOURCE OF BUBBLE CHAMBER
A66-11189
LASER SIMULATED NUCLEATION IN BUBBLE CHAMBER_
COMPARING SENSITIVITY WITH RADIOACTIVELY
STIMULATEO NUCLEATION Abb-21563
RUBY LASER WITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS




LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRA OF SINGLY
IONIZED ZINC AND CADMIUM OBTAINED WITH PULSED
DISCHARGES IN HEATED VAPORS OF THESE METALS NIXED
WITH NOBLE GASES A65-32767
CADMIUIq FLUORIDE
LASER REGIME M1TH GIANT PULSES GENERATED IN
DYSPROSIUM DOPED CADMIUM FLUORIDE UNDER CONTINUOUS
PUMPING BY XENON LAMPS_ OBTAINING Q FACTOR
MODULATION BY ROTATING PRISM ABB-19376
CADMIUM SELENIOE
FORCED EMISSION FROM ELECTRON-EXCITED CADMIUM
SELENIDE A66-22176
CADMIUM SULFIDE
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A65-21056
PROCESSING EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILMS
TO ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INDUCED ELASTIC VIBRATIONS
A65-21875
LASER BEAM DEFLECTION MODULATION OBTAINED BY
PASSING CURRENT THROUGH CADMIUM SULFIDE PRISM WITH
OHMIC CDNTACTS_ USEO FOR THERMOCOUPLE MEASURENENTS
A65-Z§BSG
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A65-31220
EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILMS PROCESSEO TO
ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INOUCEO ELASTIC VIBRATION
A65-31962
FLUORESCENCE FROM CADMIUM SULFIDE EXCITED BY RUBY
LASER COMPARED HIT_ PHOTOCONOUCTIVITY INDUCED BY
ORDINARY GREEN LIGHT TO SUPPORT DOUBLE PHOTON
ABSORPTION MECHANISM A65--36665
CO S SINGLE CRYSTAL OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING
EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER, DISCUSSING TWO-PHOTON
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 300 DEGREES K FOR
RADIATION FLUX DENSITIES A66-13BT6
LASER EMISSION IN PURE CAONIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS
BOMBARDED BY ELECTRON BEAMS A66-18650
GENERATION IN CADMIUM SULFIDE DURING TWO-PHOTON
OPTICAL EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED
Q-FACTOR A66-19620
CADRIUM TELLURIOE
CAOHIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66--11188
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-24009
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITH ELECTRON BEAM EXCITED
CADMIUM TELLURIDE AND GALLIUM SELENIOE
N66-12666
CALCITE
HIGH POWER LASER BEAM COLLINEARIZATION USING
BIREFRINGENCE OF UNIAXIAL CALCITE CRYSTAL PRISM
A65-2582B
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS DICHROIC POLARIZER IN
IR REGIONSt LASER RAOIATIONt ZEEMAN EFFECT ANO
NOISE PROPERTIES HEASUREMENTSv ETC
A65-33619
CALCIUM
MICROWAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINEWIDTH AND
MAGNETIC ANISOTRDPY IN CALCIUN-VANAD|UM BISMUTH
GARNET, NOTING TWP ISOLATOR A65-26966
CALCIUM CONFOUND
CONTINUOUS LASER ACTION IN NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM
ROLYBDATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65--21627
CALCIUM FLUORIDE
FABRICATION AND TEST OF CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUM FLUORIDE EXCITED
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65-19186
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE DOPED WITH SAMARIUM A65-ZB085
LUMINESCENCE AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF LASER USING
FLUORITE CRYSTAL CONTAINING BIVALENT DYSPROSIUM
ION IN VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS A65-26881
OXYGEN AS CAUSE OF SCATTERING AND CONVERSION OF
IMPURITIES TO HIGHER VALENCE STATE IN CALCIUM
FLUORIDE LASER SYSTEM A65-30800
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIOE DOPED WITF SAMARIUM A65-36906
LUMINESCENCE AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF LASER USING
FLUORITE CRYSTAL CONTAINING BIVALENT DYSPROSIUM
ION IN VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS A65-36358
DYSPROSIUM DOPED CALCIUM FLUORIDE DOPED LASER_
USING SOLAR RADIATION FOR EXCITATION AND OPERATING
AT 77 DEGREES K AB._r'-36361





QUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF CALCIUM TUNGSTATE/
NEOOVMIUH ION MASER USING LONG DURATION PUMPING
PULSES A6_-I6ST5
NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM TUNGSTATE ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMPLIFIER AND C M-LASER OSCILLATOR
A65-18873
OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM
TUNGSTATE SOLID STATE LASERS WITH CE EMISSION
BASED ON RATE EQUATIONS A65-19998
POWER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD POWER FOR CONTINUOUS
NAVE NEODYMIUI_-CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER IN RANGE OF
DRY ICE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-22619
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATOR OPERATING AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE ON CALCIUM TUNGSTATE DOPED WITH
NEODYMIUM IONS A65-3iTO3
SUN-POWERED LASER TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT - RUBY,
NEOOYMIUM-DOPEO GLASSy AND NEOBYMIUN-OOPED
CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER MATERIALS
1ER-I N65-29901
LASER OSCILLATION IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE CRYSTALS
ACTIVATED WITH TRIVALENT PRASEOOYHIUM
A66-1689B
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATOR OPERATING AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE ON CALCIUM TUNGSTATE DOPED WITH
NEODYMIUM IONS A66-19956
CALORIMETER
PULSE ENERGY AND POWER OF LASERS UNDER CONTINUOUS
OPERATING CONDITIONS NEASURED_ USING CALORIMETERSt
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT OF RADIATION, ETC
A66-13205
CAPACITOR
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY_








CARBON MONOXIDE AND DIOXIDE VIBRATIONALLY INDUCED
IR EMISSION NITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65-22463
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION DUE TO VIBRATIONAL
TRANSITIONS IN CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
MIXTURES EXCITED BY HF SOURCE A65-26292
LASER ACTION ON P- AND R-BRANCH TRANSITIONS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM BAND PRODUCED
BY PULSED DISCHARGE ADMIXTURE OF VARIOUS GASES
A65-3305B
LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION OF CARBON
DIOXIDE SUBJECTED TO HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A66-12003
C N LASER ACTION IN CARBON DIOXIDE-HELIUM MIXTURES
A66-16385
CARBON OISULFIOE
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN RADIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELLt
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-16811
C W LASER OSCILLATION BETWEEN 11.48 AND 11.55
MICRONS FROM NITROGEN-CARBON DISULFIDE SYSTEM
A66-16384
CARBON MONOXIDE
CARBON MONOXIDE AND DIOXIDE VIBRATIONALLY INDUCED
IR EMISSION WITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65_22663
C W GAS LASERt MEASURING VIBRATIONAL ROTATIONAL
TRANSLATION FREQUENCIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE
A66-13986
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF 10--9_ 9-
8_ 8-T_ T-6 AND 6-5 VIBRATIONAL BANDS OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE CO AE6-18426
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
CARBON AND ETHYLENE TETRACHLORIDE ULTRASONIC
MODULATORS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETEROOYNE
EXPERIMENTS ON IN AS PHOTODIODE
A66-23353
CARRIER
EXCITATION OF AXIAL CSCILLATION NODES IN
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS ANALYZED, BASED ON RATE
EQUATIONS FOR CHEMICAL POTENTIALS OF CARRIERS AND
NUMBER OF PHOTONS A66-24655
CARRIER FREQUENCY
CARRIER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF FN LASER WITH
RESPECT TO CENTER DF ATOMICGAIN PROFILEr USING
SMALL DISTORTION PRESENT IN LASER OSCILLATION
A66-10966
CATHODE RAY TUBE
CATHODOLUMINESCENT PHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
LASERSt REDUCING HEAT LIMITATIONS AND ELIMINATING
INTERNAL STRESSES CAUSED BY THERMAL GRADIENTS
A65-30636
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - DUPLEXERS! PLASMA AMPLIFIERS_
CATHODE RAY TUBESp CAPACITORS, THIN FILM
TECHNIQUESt AND OPTICAL MASERS
SR-B5 N65-33773
CATION
ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
BENZOYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66-18618
CAVITATION
RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF CAVITATION




GAIN SATURATIONe LIGHT POWER LEVELe DISCHARGE
CURRENT AND METHOD FOR SPECIFYING OUTPUT POWER
CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER TUBE A65-15326
REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION DURING LASER OPERATION
AND CAST-PLASTIC OPTICAL-PUMP CAVITY EQUIPMENT
FOR PUMPING AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL DURING
EXPERIMENT
SATR-I N65-15753
TIME RESOLVED INTERFERONETRY_ CINEMATOGRAPHY! AND
TRAVELING NAVE CAVITY STUDIES ON RUBY LASERS
AFCRL-65-667 N66-16656
SPECTRAL LINE NIDTH NARROWING IN TRAVELING WAVE
RUBY LASER CAVITY EMISSION N66-1665B
CAVITY RESONANCE
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS FOR FIELD
DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESONANT NODES IN SPHERICAL
MIRROR FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-16566
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR LONG-TERM FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION OF HE- NE LASER AT CENTER
FREQUENCY OF ATOMIC RESONANCE A65-216ZO
SOLID STATE MICROWAVE MASER ACTION AT IT.4 DEGREES
K WITH BROADBANDING TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INCREASE
GAIN-BANOWIOTH PRODUCT_ EXAMINING RUBY MATERIAL
AND HIGH Q MICROWAVE CAVITIES A65-23155
LIMITS ON CROSS SECTION OF CW LASER BEAN DUE TO
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS OR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A65-268Tq
LASER OPERATION AS PULSED REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM MODE CCUPLING DUE TO TIME-VARYING




BEAT FREQUENCIES AND COHERENCE PROPERTIES IN
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ATOMIC TRANSITIONS OF GASEOUS
LASERS NITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
A66-18629
BEAT FREQUENCY ANO ROTATION OF POLARIZATION PLANE
IN hE- NE LASER NITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A66-18630
RESONANT CAVITY, OSCILLATION AND RADIATION
OUTPUT OF OPTICAL MASERS
FTD-TT-B6-1231/l&2£3&6 N66-11658
CAVITY RESONATOR
STIflULATED COMBINATION LIGHT SCATTERING NITHIN AND
OUTSIDE RESONATOR CAVITY BASED ON LASER
O_VELO_"_CMT _6_-!6627
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUM-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAVlTY ACOUSTIC MODULATION IN
COUPLED NULTIMODE CONFOCAL INTERFEROMETERS
A65-24276
MICRONAVE OR LASER RESONATOR MITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
HAS VERY SMALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO NISALIGNMENT MHEN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-36006
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN FABRY- PEROT
INTERFEROMETER PRODUCING RESONANT NAVES FOR LARGE
FRESNEL NUMBER APPLIED IN MOOEL FOR FILAMENT-FORM
LASER MECHANISM A66-13O?T
MODE SELECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANE-PARALLEL
DIELECTRICAL PLATE AS REFLECTOR FOR RUBY LASER
RESONATOR A66-1_330
QUANTUM MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF MOLECULAR








COMPACT SOLID STATE CESIUM LASER BEAM FREQUENCY
STANDARD FOR PRECISION CLOCKS N65-26681
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS ANO LASERS -
CESIUNt HELIUM-NEON, ANO RUBY MASER OSCILLATOR
SYSTEMS N65-31361
CESIUM DIODE




CHARGE TRANSFER AS LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUE
A65-20063
CHARGED PARTICLE
FOCUSEO LASER AS ACCELERATING CAVITY FOR CYCLIC
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR A66-10328
CHELATE COIIPOUNO
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATES, EMPHASIZING
CHEMISTRY ANO SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUIO LASER
A65-2OOT6
OPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES NOTING POSSIBILITY AS LASER
MATERIAL AbS-20075
EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-DIKETGNE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUDIED FOR
LIQUID LASER APPLICATION A65-33308
ENERGY TRANSFER IN RARE EARTH CHELATES -
IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIC LASER DESIGN
N65_1550_
RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS N65-15508
GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER
AADC-TOR-66-k62 N65-16013
ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD DF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
BENZOYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66-18618
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
OF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS
INVESTIGATED FOR EVALUATING POTENTIALITIES OF
LIQUID LASERS
]R-65-052-11 N66-161TT
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN CHELATE
LASER MATERIALS N66-20T30
CRERICAL ANALYSIS
LA_FR APPi I£ATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
GF MATERIAL BY SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE,
CONSIDERING ORGANIC SUBSTANCE AND PLASMA
A65--20006
CHEBICAL EQUILIBRIUM
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN CHELATE
LASER MATERIALS N66-20T30
CHEMICAL LASER
CHEMICAL LASER WITH INPUT ENERGY DERIVED SOLELY
FROM CHEMICAL REACTION PRODUCED RAOIATIONt NOTING
PROCESS OF COHERENT LIGHT PRODUCTION
A65-20001
CHEMICAL LASER PRINCIPLE CONSIDERING POPULATION
INVERSIONS FROM CHEMICAL REACTION
A65-20002
CONFERENCE ON CHEMICAL LASERS, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT LA JOLLA IN SEPTEMBER 1966
A65-20059
CHEMICAL PROCESSES PRODUCING SPECTROSCOPICALLY
OBSERVABLE POPULATION INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
MOLECULAR LASERS A65"-'20066
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE VIBRATIONAL-ROTATIONAL
POPULATION INVERSION CONDITIONSt DISCUSSING
VIBRATIONAL STATE C_ANGE IN PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROCESSES A6S--2006T
VIBRATIONAL, ELECTRONIC AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY
TRANSFERS OF GAS MOLECULE COLLISIONS, NOTING
CUENCHING PROCESS AND FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES
EFFECT A65-20068
LASER OSCILLATION IN DECAY OF EXCITED MOLECULES
FROH CHEMICAL REACTION, NOTING CHANGE IN THREE
ELECTRONIC LEVELS IN MOLECULAR SYSTEM
A65-20069
FLAME EMISSION DATA AND ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS
SUITABLE FOR POPULATION INVERSION FOR LASER
ACTION, NOTING LOW PRESSURE OXYACETYLENE FLAME
A6.T,'-20070
OPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES NOTING POSSIBILITY AS LASER
MATERIAL A65-200TS
SEMICONCUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
RRE-TR-65095 N65-36336
CHEMICAL PUMPING OF LASERS - EYE OAflAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 N66--13T99
LIGHT EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIDE SEMICONDUCTOR
P-N JUNCTION INJECTION LASER
NOTS-TP-3655 N66-1qTO3
ROOM TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF PULSED GALLIUM




RARE EARTHS IN OPTICAL MASER MATERIALS, DISCUSSING
CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS BETNEEN ACTIVE ION AND HOST
LATTICE A65-ITOS2
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC
I-9
_JIINA SUBJECT INDEX
ST_IES OF RAPID REACTIONS
UUCD-2-66 N66-23078
CHINA
SOLID STATE LASERS, ACOUSTICSt AND REGENERATION OF
MUSCLE TISSUE - TRANSLATIONS OF CHINESE




CHROMIUM ALIGNMENT IN RUBY BY OPTICALLY PUMPING
RUBY SAMPLE WITH CIRCULAR POLARIZED RADIATION FROM
RUBY LASER A65-3341B
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM CHROMIUM IONS IN Q-
SPOILED RUBY LASER A65-35066
L-BAND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY
RESEARCH AT 21 CM USES CHROMIUM--DOPED RUTILE
A66-16640
CINEMATOGRAPHY
TIME RESOLVED INTERFEROMETRY_ CINENATOGRAPHYt AND
TRAVELING gAVE CAVITY STUDIES ON RUBY LASERS
AFCRL-65-66T N66-16656
RUBY LASER RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BY
HIGH SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY AND TIME RESOLVED
INTERFERONETRY FOR PUMPED RADIATION EFFECTS
N66-[6657
C_RCUIT
LINEAR BEAM AND MICROWAVE POWER GENERATION - BEAM-
CIRCUIT INTERACTIONw BASIC CIRCUITS_ BEAN-PLASMA




BEAT FREQUENCIES AND COHERENCE PROPERTIES 1N
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ATOMIC TRANSITIONS OF GASEOUS
LASERS WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
A66-18429
CLASSICAL MECHANICS
QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL MECHANICAL THEORIES OF LASER
RADIATION
RR'-6635-PR N65-1929T
LASER THEORY WITH CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL
APPROACH TO ABSORPTION AND EMISSION
R-1743 N66-20857
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING / LIDAR/ TECHNIQUE USE
IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH_ PARTICULARLY
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS IMPORTANT TO AVIATION AND
ROCKET OPERATIONS
AIAA PAPER 65-664 A65-30204
AIRBORNE LASER-RADAR LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING
/ LIDAR/ SYSTEMS APPLIED TO DETECTION OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE / CAT/ A66-15297
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE DETECTION WITH LASER DOPPLER
OPTICAL RADAR
AIAA PAPER 66-376 A66-26498
CLOCK
COMPACT SOLID STATE CESIUM LASER BEAM FREQUENCY
STANDARD FOR PRECISION CLOCKS N65-26681
CAVITY TUNING OF AMMONIA MASERS BY PRESSURE AND
ZEENAN EFFECT MODULATION N65-26684
CLOSED LOOP SYSTER
LASER BEAR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEHICLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATION - CLOSED LOOP




HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND DIELECTRIC
COATING N65-20136
COHERENT LIGHT
COHERENT LASER BEAM USED TO SHOW CONSTANCY OF
1-10
VELOCITY OF ELECTRDPAGNETIC RADIATION
A65-14215
RELATIVITY VELOCITY SENSING TECHNIQUE FOR MOVING
VEHICLE BY LASER LIGHT BACKSCATTERED FROM SURFACE
A65-14936
_YPERSONIC WAVE GENERATION BY SUPERPOSITION OF
TWO COHERENT LIGHT BEAMS IN SOLID OR LIQUID
CIELECTRIC A65-15880
PHOTOELECTRONS EMITTED BY PHOTOCATHOOE LIT BY HEAT
SOURCE AND LASER COUNTING NUMBER OF AVALANCHES
CURING GIVEN TIME ABS-18C3T
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION APPLIED TO HIGH
POWER COHERENT SOURCE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION IN
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS A65-1Q176
RELATION BETWEEN QUANTUM ANO SEMICLASSICAL
DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL COHERENCE, CONSIDERING
CISTRIBUTION FUNCTION A65-21379
SINGLE-ATOM COHERENCE EFFECTS IN MEASUREMENT OF
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINEWIDTHS IN HIGH-GAIN NEON
LASER A65-21654
RELATION BETWEEN OPTICAL COHERENCE AND PHOTON
STATISTICS, USING CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM THEORYt
INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENTS AND PHQTODETECTION
A65-24002
GUANTUM THEORY OF OPTICAL PUMPING CYCLE DEVELOPED
FROM ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON ATOMIC ENERGY
LEVELS A65-24003
VISUAL PERCEPTION DE INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-24083
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TWO-COMPONENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS WITH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-24088
ACCURATE LOCATION OF OBJECT IN SPACE AND TIME AND
CGRRECTICN OF MOVEMENTS BY USE OF QUANTUM
ELECTRODYNAMICS A65-25036
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS HISTORICAL REVIEW COVERING
CIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN LASER/MASER
CONSTRUCTION A65-25256
LASER SYSTEM COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF STATISTICAL
OPERATOR R IN LIGHT FIELDt USING SCHROEDINGER
EQUATION ASSUMING GLAUBER STATE
A65-25265
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
IN FOCAL REGION OF COHERENT LIGHT BEAM EMERGING
FROM APLANATIC OPTICAL SYSTEM A65-27092
LASER BEAM INTERACTION WITH METAL FORM OF
THERMAL_ MULTIPLE PHOTON AND ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT
A65-2742T
COHERENT LASER LIGHT USED IN NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESS FOR RECORDING LIGHT HAVES INSTEAD OF IMAGE
ON LIGHT-SENSITIVE FILM A65-28104
MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE IN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN
SHOCK TUBE AND COHERENT LIGHT IN IONIZING SHOCK
WAVE PLASMA OIAGNOSTICS A65-29569
DESIGN, OPERATION AND UTILIZATION OF LASER
A65-29867
LASER PCWER DENSITY MEASURED WITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUE, USING HE-
NE- CW LASER A65-31455
LASER PROPERTIES_ TECHNIQUES ANO USES EMPHASIZING
EMISSION MONOCHROMATICITY AND COHERENCE
A65-326_7
SPIRAL FRINGES IN INTERFERENCE PATTERN OF
INTERFEROMETER WITE LASER ILLUMINATION AS
INDICATION OF DISCONTINUITY IN WAVE FRONT DR
GENERATING SURFACE A65-33430
MONOGRAPH ON THEORY OF COHERENCE I.N OPTICS
SUBJECTINDEX COHERENT RADIATION
INCLUDING CONCEPT OF DEGREE IN COHERENCEt
COHERENCE IN QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT AND IN
DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA A65-3389T
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RAOIATION FROM GAS LASER Ab5-_906
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TNO-COMPONENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS WITH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIOE
FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS Ab5-36909
SYNCHRONIZED GENERATION OF RADIATION BY ALL
SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENTS OF LASER SYSTEM WITH
RADIATIVE MIRRORS CAUSEO BY DIFFRACTION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD A65-35279
BEAN DIVERGENCE AND FAR-FIELD PATTERNb OF RUE RODS
OF VARYING OPTICAL DUALITY Ab5-35315
OPTICAL COHERENCE AND NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF
LIGHT NAVES IN DIELECTRICS
REPT.-1579-LT N65-21553
SPECTRAL AND TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID
STATE AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASERSt AND NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF COHERENT LIGHTWAVES DUE TO RAMAN
EFFECT
S-T02 N65-21558
COHERENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL
SYSTENw HOLOGRAMS ANO CONPLEX SPATIAL F1LTERSt
AND LASER APPLICATIONS
D-52IO-T2-TRO-IIO N65-21691
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNANICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
MASERSt THERMAL PINCHING_ N-TYPE SEHICONOUCTORSI
COHERENT LIGHTt TRANSISTOR SNITCHING, POPULATION
INVERSION, ANO BREAKDOWN
AFOSR-bS-0268 N65-23691
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL POOELS FOR
SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN MICROSCOPY
N65-23696
COHERENT LIGHT RECORDING AND REPRODUCING SYSTEM
COMPRISING TNO'-DINENSIONAL QUANTUM MECHANICAL
DATA PROCESS OF ULTIMATE PACKING DENSITY AND
FREQUENCY 6ANDNIDTH
RAOC-TR-65-130 N65-35528
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT THIN TRANSPARENT
CYLINDRICAL GLASS FIBERS EXPOSED TO COHERENT LIGHT
FROM HE- NE LASER A66-10368
COHERENCE THEORY FOR COLLIMATION AND FOCUSING OF
TIME-AVERAGED INTENSITY OF PULSED MULTIMDOE LASER
RADIATION A&6-12205
ULTIMATE SENSITIVITY LIMIT AND PHOTOELECTRON
STATISTICS FOR PHOTONULTIPLIER LIT BY COHERENT AND
NONCOHERENT LIGHT A66-126T3
BOOK ON MODERN OPTICS INCLUDING LASER AND COHERENT
LIGHT, GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, LENS SYSTEMSe
INSTRUMENTS, ETC A66-12623
PULSEO IR LASER SIMULATING RADIATION-INDUCED
TRANSIENT IONIZATIONS IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES ANO
CIRCUITS A66-16853
SPONTANEOUS ENISSION NOISE EFFECTS ON COHERENCE
PROPERTIES OF LASER AB6-21550
EQUATIONS OBTAINEO FROM HAMILTONIAN FOR COUPLING,
FIRST STOKES LINE, FIRST ANTI- STOKES LINE AND
COHERENT FIELD FOR RANAN LASER
A66-22690
COHERENT LASER LIGHT FOR CONVENTIONAL AND
UNCONVENTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SITUATIONS
A66-22670
ABSOLUTE WAVELENGTH STABILITY OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
MEASURED BY DIRECT INTERFERDNETRIC COMPARISON WITH
HG 198 STANDARD LAMP A66-22868
TWO-BEAN INTERFERONETRY BY WAVEFRONT
RECONSTRUCTION FROM HOLOGRAM RECORDED WITH
COHERENT BACKGROUND SUCCESSIVELY INTERFERE IN SAME
LATENT IMAGE A66-23206
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM ATOM INTERACTING WITH
COHERENT LIGHT WAVE
AFOSR-65-1000 N66-12063
OPTICAL MARGINAL OSCILLATOR DEVELOPMENT IN
RESEARCH TOWARD TUNABLE COHERENT LIGHT SOURCE
REPT.-8OTL N66-16036
SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER
COHERENT OSCILLATOR N66-16762
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIOOES WITH HIGH OUTPUT
COHERENT BEAM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
EO0_-2_29 N66--21293
COHERENT LIGHT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERE








LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUM ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATION, NOTING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY A65-Lg§66
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF INTERACTING SYSTEM OF
RADIATION ANO HATTER EXHIBITING LASER-LIKE
BEHAVIOR, NOTING SELF-CONSISTENT-FIELD
APPROXIMATION / SOFA/ USE FOR MANY-BODY EFFECTS
A65-2TT25
MASER--LASER THEORY AND APPLICATION
A65-32621
TRUNCATED EQUATIONS DESCRIBING COHERENT RADIATION
OF EXCITED CHROMIUM IONS IN RUBY SITUATED IN
TRAVELING WAVE RESONATOR A65-35919
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MOLECULAR AMPLIFICATION
BY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION_ NOTING
VARIOUS LASER TYPES A65-36095
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A65-36TBT
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH
SUPERIMPOSED MODES EXAMINED BY INTERFERENCE
PATTERN A66-ID33T
SHARPLY OIRECTIONAL COHERENT RADIATION GENERATION
BY SYNCHRONIZED LASERS OR MULTIMIRRORED RESONATOR
OF SINGLE LASER A66-LIODT
OPTICALLY CONNECTED LASER CONSTRUCTED ON GALLIUM
ARSENIOE F-N JUNCTION, NOTING COHERENT RADIATION
A66-16363
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MOLECULAR AMPLIFICATION
BY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION, NOTING
VARIOUS LASER TYPES A66-15036
BEAT FREQUENCIES ANO COHERENCE PROPERTIES IN
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ATOMIC TRANSITIONS OF GASEOUS
LASERS WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
ABf_IB629
LASER EMISSION IN PURE CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS
BOMBARDED BY ELECTRON BEAMS A66-18650
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A66-19195
SHARPLY DIRECTIONAL COHERENT RADIATION GENERATION
BY SYNCHRONIZED LASERS OR MULTIMIRRORED RESONATOR
OF SINGLE LASER ABB-19965
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY





COHERENT LIGHT'DIFFRACTION BY MICROWAVE SOUND IN
TRANSPARENT CRYSTALS A65-29265
COHERENT TRANSMISSION
OPTICAL COHERENT HAVE PROPERTIES SUITABLE FOR LONG
OISTANCE LASER COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPARED WITH
RAOIO NAVE CHARACTERISTICS A65-20006
DETECTOR ANO SOURCE APERATURE DIMENSIONAL CRITERIA
FOR MAINTAINING LONG RANGE LASER BEAM COHERENCE IN
TURBULENT AIR A65-2BOI6
COLD CATHODE
ALUMINUM COLD CATHODES WITH SINGLE NODE
6328 ANGSTROM HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER LIFETIMES
EXCEEDING 3000 HOURS A66-10855
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY
COMBUSTION iNSTABILITY, BALL LIGHTNING, SOLAR
ACTIVITY, NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS, INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS, NEODYMIUM LASER, AND HYDROFOILS
N6S-36OT5
COMBUSTION NAVE
ONSET OF RETONATION, LASER TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH
REPETITION-HIGH RESOLUTION SCHLIEREN STROBOSCOPIC
HAVE PHENOMENA RECORDS A66-19200
COMMUNICATION
PROPERTIES OF LASERS AND APPLICATION TO
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION, COMMUNICATIONS,
BIOLOGY, PRECISION MEASUREMENTSe METAL WORKING,
AND MISCELLANEOUS AREAS
AFCRL-66-OL6 NbS-16OOZ
HIGH VOLTAGE, POWER, AND ENERGY FACILITIES FOR
RADAR, LASERS, PLASMAS, AND COMMUNICATION
COMPONENTS RESEARCH
EB-5288-0536 N65-21673
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TINES ON STEERING NARROW
BEAM LASER FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PLANETARY
OEEP-SPACE VEHICLE AND EARTH GROUND STATION OR
RELAY STATION - SPACIAL BEAM OFFSET
NASA-IN-X-55306 NBb-II2O2
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FN LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A65-33377
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS STUDY
FR-66-19-301 N65-17960
DATA PULSED TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, USING CONTINUOUS WAVES
A66-19936
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS - LASER THEORY AND
APPLICATION TO COMMUNICATIONS
FTD-TT-65-95/L[2&3E6 N66-12120
JUSTIFICATION GIVEN FOR USING 10 MICRON WAVELENGTH
IN DEEP SPACE LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
NASA-TN-X-55396 N66-17236
LASER COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTERS FOR GT-T GEMINI
EXPERIMENTS
NASA-OR-65266 N66-20961
SPACE-TO-SPACE AND EARTH-TO-SPACE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS USING LASER SOURCES
RAC<_-TOR-66-289 N66-22582
RESEARCH REVIEN OF OOTICAL TRACKINGw GUIDANCEt AND
COMMUNICATION STUDIES AT MSFC N66-23657
COMMUNICATION THEORY
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS, SOLID STATE PHYSICS, LIQUID




LASER BEAN COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEHICLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATION - CLOSED LOOP




LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, MICROWAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERS, LASERS_
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
AD-6IL632 N65-22732
GC/S NITROGEN-COOLED NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIERw NOTING DESIGN, APPLICATION AND
OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS A66-ZIB57
COMPOSITE PROPELLANT
SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEORY, SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERS, COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS, AROMATIC,
POLYESTERS, AND TECTONICS N66-21862
COMPTON EFFECT
COMPTON SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS, NOTING
TRANSFORMATION INTO GAMMA RADIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION WITH HIGh ENFRGY ELECTRONS
A66-17BI6




PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LASER
PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS AT BERN, SWITZERLAND
IN OCTOBER I966 A65-19993
CONFERENCE ON CHEMICAL LASERS, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT LA JOLLA IN SEPTEMBER 1966
A65-20059
PROCEEDINGS OF URSI GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON RADIO
ELECTRONICS INCLUDING PLASMAS, MASERS AND LASERS
AT TOKYO IN SEPTEMBER 1963 A65-26930
NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF ARMED FORCES
COMMUNICATIONS ANC ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION ON
LASER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION AT FORT




LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, MICROWAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERS, LASERS,
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
A0-611632 N65-22732
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE - ENERGY EXCHANGE IN
SOLIDS AND GASES, NCNLINEAR EFFECTS, GAS
BREAKDOWN_ AND REFRACTIVE INDEX VARiATiON
AD-62250T Nb6-16573
CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF CUANTUM
ELECTRONICS - NONLINEAR OPTICAL PHENOMENA,
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, GAS DISCHARGES IN GAS
LASERS_ AND GAS BREAKDOWN IN LASER BEAN
JPRS-36262 N66-18135
CONTAMINATION
LASER FLOW METER FOR MEASUREMENT OF LOCAL VELOCITY




FABRICATION AND TEST OF CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUM FLUORIDE EXCITED
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65-19186
KINETIC EQUATION TO DESCRIBE CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER
RADIATION INSTABILITY A65-19739
LIMITS ON CROSS SECTION OF CW LASER BEAM DUE TO
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS OR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A65-26879
PUMPING POWER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING




OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION ANGULAR
VARIATION IN AMMONIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE
GAUSSIAN CM GAS LASER BEAM FOR NONLINEAR
COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS A65-27726
C N HIGH PONER OPERATION OF NITROGEN-CARBON
DIOXIDE LASER OSCILLATING ON P-BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATIONAL BAND OF CARBON DIOXIOE
A65"33055
iNTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS MEASUREO IN EMISSION FROM
VARIOUS LASING AND NONLASING NODES OF CONTINUOUS
NAVE GA AS LASER A65-36687
[[NITS _ CR_SS SECTION nF CN LASER BEAM DUE TO
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS DR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A6&-36356
INTERNAL TUNING NETHOOS FOR CONTINUOUS MArE
LASERS OVER ANGSTROM BANDMIDTHS
SEL-66-DqZ N65-16369
CONTINUOUS NAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
ONR-TR-T7 N65-25399
EXPERIMENTS ON OPERATING LIFE AND TRANSVERSE MODE
HOPPING IN CONTINUOUS HAVE RUBY LASER
iER-T N65-33621
HIGH POKER BREMSTER MINOOM LASER bITH GAS FILLSv
DISCUSSING POKER OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
A66-I3983
TRIMMING MICROCIRCUIT ELEMENTS LiKE EVAPORATED
THIN-FILM ANO SILK-SCREENEO CERMET-FILM RESISTORS
ATTEMPTED WITH CN ANO PULSED LASERS
ABb-L6562
PUMPING POKER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS NAVE ANO PULSED
LASERS A66-15900
iNTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FOUR-LEVEL
CN LASER OSCILLATORS BY LINEARIZED RATE EQUATIONS
A66-18636
DATA PULSED TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER CONMUN1CATION SYSTEM, USING CONTINUOUS MAVES
A66--19936
OUTPUT PONER OF CN LASER MEASURED BY MIRE
BOLOMETER IN FORM OF PLANE SINGLE-LAYER SPIRAL AS
SENSITIVE ELEMENT A66-2036_
OPTICAL SECONO HARMONIC GENERATION IN FOCUS OF
LONEST TRANSVERSE MODE OF CONTINUOUS MAVE
GAUSSIAN GAS LASER BEAM A66-21175
C M LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS--SULFUR
TRANSITION, USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
MIXTURES A66-215TT
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CM X-BAND
GA AS M|CROMAVE GUNN GENERATOR
A66-23029
CONTINUOUS NAVE MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
NONLINEARITY OF AMMONIUM OIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE,
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER A66-23716
CONTINUOUS NAVE GAS LASER DOPPLER FLOM METER FOR
GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT N66-22338
CONTINUOUS NAVE ICMI RADAR
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED kITH 0.1FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALT|TUOES OF 250 TO 5000 FEFT -
CONTINUOUS MAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
TRG'-OID-1-2 N65-28160
CONTINUUM RAOIATION
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLO'_
A6er'-lllDO
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLON
A66-26011
CONTROL SYSTEM
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERS_ USING
ATOMIC RESONANCE AND INTERFERONETERS
A66-1835T
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A6.Tr-35866
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RAOIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS _ CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE V&RIATTONS IN RUBY
LASER ABb-19269
CORRELATION FUNCTION
QUANTUM THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LASER BEAM
FLUCTUATIONS AND OF LIGHT BEAT EXPERIMENTS NITH
TMO LASERS A65-2505q
NONLINEAR THEORY OF LASER NOISE MITH CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS DERIVED FROM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
OBTAINED BY FOKKER- PLANCK EGUATION
AGS"-27759
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF AMPLITUDE AND INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION FOR LASER MODEL NEAR THRESHOLD
OBTAINED BY USING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
BY FOKKER- PLANCX EQUATIONt TREATING AMPLITUDE AS
RANDOM VARIABLE A66-ZSOIB
CORROSION
FLUID MECHANICS, LUBRICATION, CDRROSiON p _ASERS,
BIOLOGICAL STRESS, PROTECTIVE COATINGS, NEUTRON
ACTIVATIONw FRACTOGRAPHYe NETABOLISN_ GUIDED
MISSILE LAUNCHING! AND CATAPULTS
AD-623630 N66-16668
COUNTER




OPTICAL CAVITY IN N_ICH MODES ARE DETERMINED AS
STATIONARY STATES CF DiFFRACTION-LIMITED OBJECT/
iMAGE TRANSFORMATION OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-18013
EXPERIMENTAL OSCILLATION OF TMO LASERS AT SAME
FREQUENCY MITH PHASE DIFFERENCE OF LESS THAN ONE
THIRD DEGREE A65-19603
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUM-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAViTY ACOUSTIC MODULATION iN
COUPLED HULTINODE CONFOCAL INTERFERONETERS
A65-"262T6
LASER OPERATION AS PULSED REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM NODE COUPLING OUE TO TIME-VARYING
LOSS IN CAVITY OR NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
INVERTED POPULATION A65-27603
STABILITY OF CORRECTED COUPLED-NODE LASER EQUATION
OERIVEO FROM MODEL FOR RUBY LASER "SPIKING
RESULTING FROM MODE INTERFERENCE
A65--29805
COUPLING
TIME DEPENDENCY OF COUPLED MODE LASER OSCILLATION
UCRL-T69T N66-20355
CRACK FORMATION
PARALLEL GROOVES AS SURFACE DAMAGE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER AS
DIFFRACTION EFFECT A66-13753
FRACTURES IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED ALKALINE SILICATES
AND BOROSILiCATES PRODUCED BY LASER BEAM
A66-141T4
CROSS CORRELATION
CROSS CORRELATION _EASUREMENTS OF OSCILLATOR






PHENOMENOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF SATURATION EFFECTS
IN SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIERS
A6S-1888T
PUMP FREQUENCY OF 30 GIGACYCLES USING HARMONIC
CROSS RELAXATION ON CHROMIUM DOPED RUTILE TO
OBTAIN POPULATION INVERSION AT 60 GIGACYCLE
SIGNAL FREQUENCY A65-25873
CROSSED FIELD
LASER ACTION AT 5401 ANGSTROMS IN PURE NEON PULSED
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCHARGE A66-10353
CRYSTAL
ELECTRON BEAM PENETRATION IN LASER CRYSTALS FROM
DATA OF KING AND EHRENBERG A65-22627
IMPROVEMENT OF CRYSTAL QUALITY OF FLAME FUSION
RUBY - LASER MATERIAL
AL-TOR-6_-195v PT. I N65-1584B
CRYSTALS FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATION
PE-TR-MT920 N65-16442
MICROWAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, OPTICAL MASERSp
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS, AND RAMAN
SCATTERING FROM BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
HL-12TT N65-2003B
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSION,
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATION,
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS, AND GALLIUM
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-64-IOO7 N65-23135
PHONON INTERACTION IN CRYSTALS - TRANSIENTLY
OPERATED ACOUSTIC MASER, INTERACTION OF PHONONS
WITH IMPURITIES IN GERMANIUM AND SiliCON, AND
HEAT PULSES IN CRYSTALS
QTR-7 N65-27766
SHOCK TUBE LASER PUMPING - FOUR COMBINATIONS
OF LASER CRYSTAL AND PUMPING CONFIGURATION
U-3106 N65-28154
CRYSTAL GROWTH
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PREPARATION OF POTENTIAL LASER
MATERIAL CONTAINING RARE EARTH IONS AS DOPANTS
A65-IT042
ENERGY OUTPUT INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL
SYSTEMS BY NUCLEAR ENERGY, LASER CRYSTAL GROWTH,
AND SURFACE FINISH OEVELOPMENT
AD-6555TI N65-17595
LASER CRYSTAL GROWTH, CHARACTERIZATION, AND
SURFACE FINISHING N6S-IT597
GROWTH OF NEW CRYSTAL MATERIALS FOR LASERS -
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS USING FLAME FUSION,
CZOCHRALSKIt FLUX, AND VAPOR TECHNIQUES
HTBBl N65-19356
CRYSTAL GROWTH OF INORGANIC OXIDES FOR LASER
APPLICATIONS
AD-611616 N65-22952
GROHTH OF RUBY BOULES ON 60 DEGREE VERNEUIL RODS
BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD - LASER APPLICATION
SRCR-65-1 N65-27885
GROWTH OF BROAD LINEWIOTH RUBY SINGLE CRYSTALS
FROM FLUX AND ADDITION OF GALLIUM FOR HIGH
OPTICAL LASERS
R-11-656 N65-28525
RUBY LASER CRYSTALS GROWN BY FLAME-FUSION, FLUX
AND CZOCHRALSKI METHOD EXAMINED FOR PERFECTION BY
X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY AND DOUBLE-CRYSTAL ROCKING
CURVES A66-13744
APPARATUS FOR FLUORIDATION OF HYDROXYL AND OXYGEN
CONTAMINATED FLUORIDE COMPOUNDSv OBTAINING
OPTICALLY CLEAR CRYSTALS WITH NO TYNDALL
1-14
SCATTERING FOR LASER APPLICATION
A66-186BB
CRYSTAL GROWTH, LATTICE CONSTANT, AND DENSITY OF
MAGNESIUM POTASSIUM FLUORIDE AND BARIUM
ZIRCONATE
AD-623511 N66-1446T
GROWTH OF CUBIC PEROVSKITE CRYSTALS AS SYMMETRIC
HOSTS FOR LASER DOPANT IONS
SRCR-65-9 N66-16824
GROWTH AND ANNEALING OF OPTICAL MASER CRYSTALS AND
SPECTRGSCOPIC EVALUATION OF NEODYMIUM-DOPED
GLASSES
PE-TR-8110 N66-17OOT
RUBY GROWTH PROCESS FOR RANGEFINDER LASER RODS
QPR-I N66-199IB
ELECTRON BEAM AND HCLLOW CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE
PROCESSES ANALYSIS FOR APPLICATION TO GROWTH OF
LASER RUBY CRYSTALS
AFCRL-65-908 N66-21169
LASER MODULATOR USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE AND GALLIUM
PHOSPHIDE ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS
NASA-CR-71516 N66-21435
SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASER FOR CONTINUOUS
OPERATION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN VISIBLE
WAVELENGTH RANGE
NASA-CR-76018 N66-23746




RARE EARTHS IN OPTICAL MASER MATERIALS, DISCUSSING
CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ACTIVE ION AND HOST
LATTICE A65-17052
CRYSTAL OPTICS
OPTICAL AND LASER THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS ON 39
FLAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAIN HIGHEST OPTICAL
QUALITY LASER RODS A65-L6602
SYSTEM TRANSLATING FREQUENCY OF GAS LASER OVER
RANGE OF SEVERAL GIGACYCLESt ELIMINATING NEEO FOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS WITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
A65-25BT2
SECOND HARMONIC EMISSION AND DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA
IN KDP CRYSTAL EXCITED BY RUBY LASER BEAM
A65-29559
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS DICHROIC POLARIZER IN
IR REGIDNS_ LASER RADIATION. ZEEHAN EFFECT AND
NOISE PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS. ETC
A65-33419
U V RADIATION STIMULATEO EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
EMISSION WHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXCITON SCHEME A65-35069
OPTICAL RECTIFICATION IN CRYSTALS USING RUBY
LASER BEAM
TID-2180T N65-35645
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGE, DURATION, ELECTRON EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-1966T
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGE, DURATION. ELECTRON EXCITATION
_ECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-21834
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPED LASERS, DISCUSSING ENERGY
CISSIPATION IN FAST ELECTRONS PASSING THROUGH
CRYSTAL_ LASER SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS, ETC
A66-23433
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION ANGULAR
VARIATION IN AMMONIUM DIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE
SUBJECTINDEX DEFLECTION
GAUSSIAN CN GAS LASER BEAM FOR NONLINEAR
COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS A65-27724
LASER CRYSTAL GROMTHt CHARACTERXZATIONt AND
SURFACE FINISHING N65-1759T
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALSt DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES OUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-15356
SEMICONOUCTOR CRYSTALSt OISCUSSTNG DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES OUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-20895
LASER CRYSTALS PREPARED ECONOMICALLY BY SPLITTING
ALONG CLEAVAGE PLANES A66-23293
OPTICAL MASER OF TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE
CRYSTALS N66-15065
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DEFECT
RUBY LASER CRYSTAL FLAWS OF CLOSELY PACKED
SPHEROIDS SUGGESTING PLASTIC FLOW AND QUENCH-IN AS
CAUSE A65"-IT686
CRYSTALLIZATION
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUXw GAS DISCHARGE TUBEr NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEI_LDGICAL MECHANICS, MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASSt




POSSIBLE_ MATERIALS FOR SECDNO HARMONIC GENERATION
AND LASER ACTION DISCUSSING CENTROSYNMETRIC AND
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND SINGLE CRYSTAL PLATE
WITH ALTERNATE LAYERS OF NONCENTROSYMMETRIC
COMPOSITION A66-12960
LASER CRYSTALS PREPARED ECONOMICALLY BY SPLITTING
ALONG CLEAVAGE PLANES A66-23293
CUBIC CRYSTAL
PEROVSKITE LASER HOST MATERIALS HAVING CUBIC
CENTROSYMMETRIC CRYSTAL LATTICE SITES
UACRL-D910269-S N65-35629
CURRENT DENSITY
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY BEAM OF FAST
ELECTRONSt DISCUSSING HORK OF SHOCKLEY, POPOV,
KELDYSH AND KROKHIN A66-1733T
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION CONTROL IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
INJECTION LASER SHOWING EFFECTS ON OSCILLATION
MODE AND THRESHOLD A65-17665
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-10704
GALLIUM ARSENTDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT OISTRIBUTIONt DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66"-16659
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66--23309
CYANIDE
LASER TRANSITION IN VIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
T NITH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11651
CYCLIC ACCELERATOR
FOCUSED LASER AS ACCELERATING CAVITY FOR CYCLIC
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR A66-IO32B
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
MTCRGNAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PUMPING OF
NEON-HELIUM LASER TO RAISE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPF_RATURE FOR INCREASE OF OUTPUT
A65-15320
INTERACTION OF ENERGETIC ELECTRONS NITH BOUNDED
ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVES NEAR CYCLDTRDN RESONANCE_
NOTING PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS, MASER AND GAIN
MECHANISM A66-13953
CYLINDER
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN, OPTICAL
_ASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATEt CYLINDER NAVE





LASER COMMUNICATIONS LINK SECURITY AGAINST
INTERCEPTION, EXAMINING FREQUENCY BANDHIDTH FOR
MINIMUM SNR A66-16650
nATA PROCESSING
DEVELOPMENT IN U.S. OF LAbiA AF_LiCAT;G_ _ITH
TABLE INCLUDING GOVERNMENT SUPPORTED PROGRAMS IN
PHOTOGRAPHY, DATA PROCESSING, RADAR, ETC
Abb-llkS5
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES CONSIDERING
STORAGE, MANIPULATION, HOLOGRAPHY AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION USING MATCHED FILTERS
A66-1299T
GLASS FIBER LASERS FOR OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
AORC-4502-16-564-42 N66-11060
DATA TRANSMISSION
DATA PULSED TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, USING CONTINUOUS NAVES
A66-19936
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AT GOONHILLY OOHNS
SATELLITE SYSTEM GROUND STATION - STEERABLE
AMTENNAt COMPUTING AND DATA TRANSMISSION, AND
HELIUM SYSTEM FOR _ASER INSTALLATION
N66--10260
DECAY




MEASUREMENT OF GAS LASER RADIATIVE DECAY RATES AND
TOTAL INELASTIC DESTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTION OF SHORT
LIVED EXCITED STATES IN 6-NSEC TO 1000-NSEC RANGE
A65-20061
DEEP SPACE
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TIMES ON STEERING NARRON
BEAM LASER FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETNEEN PLANETARY
DEEP-SPACE VEHICLE AND EARTH GROUND STATION OR
RELAY STATION - SPACIAL BEAM OFFSET
NASA-TN-X-55306 N66-11202
JUSTIFICATION GIVEN FOR USING 10 MICRON NAVELENGTH
IN DEEP SPACE LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
NASA-TN-X-55396 N66"IT236
DEFENOER PROJECT
CHELATE LASER SYSTEMS - EUROPIUM BENZOYLACETONATE
TR-66-052.7 N65-14605
DOUBLE PHOTON ABSORPTION, HARMONIC GENERATIONt
AND FREQUENCY MIXING IN SEMICONDUCTORSv AND





GROWTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM




COMMUNIST CHINA RESEARCH ON LIQUID, SOLID, GASt
PLASTIC_ GLASS_ AND INJECTION LASERS -
APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE, INDUSTRY, AND DEFENSE
JPRS-3325T N66-16355
DEFLECTION
LARGE ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING
1-15
DEFLECTOR SUBJECTINDEX
96S-LINE TELEVISION TYPE RASTER SCAN IN DISPLAY




SYSTEM FOR OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKINGt AND
LASER BEAM DEFLECTOR DEVICES - ELECTRO-OPTICAL




LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED BY DELAY LINE AND SQUARE LAW
DETECTOR A65-20510
DENSITY MEASUREMENT
GAS LASERS - LEVEL POPULATION DEPENDENCESt LASER
POWER OUTPUTw METASTABLE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS_
AND PARAMETER CHANGE EFFECT DN MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF LASER SYSTEM
S-T_O N65-20002
GAS LASER INTERFEROMETERS FOR PLASMA LOW ELECTRON
DENSITY NEASURENENT A66-10856
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR NEW TYPE OF GAS
DENSITY MEASURING SYSTEM USING LIGHT SCATTERED
FROM LASER BEAM AS MEASURED QUANTITY
A66-15794
DETECTION
OPTICAL HETERQDYNE DETECTION DF MICRDWAVE
NOOULATED LIGHT USING TWD SEPARATE LASERS
EDL-MT79 N65-16777
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATIDNt RANAN SCATTERING LASERS_ FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTy VOSKHDD
II LIFE SUPPORTt AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
DETECTOR
OPTICAL RANGEFINDER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHOTODIODE AS
DETECTOR USED AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N66-11665
IHPRDVEO QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED IN
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHOOE LASER DETECTORS
ITTIL-66-1002 N66-20166
DETONATION WAVE
ONSET OF RETONATION_ LASER TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH
REPETITION-HIGH RESOLUTION SCHLIEREN STROBOSCOPIC
WAVE PHENOMENA RECORDS A66-192GO
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
MULTIMOOE LASER OSCILLATION RESULTING FROM
MODULATION OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND OF LDSS OR
GAIN OF LASER MEDIUM A65-17652
MODE GUIDING AND GAIN IN JUNCTION LASER DUE TO
DIELECTRIC SANDWICH CONFINING WAVE PROPAGATION
A66-13952
PARASITIC INTERNAL OSCILLATIONS IN LASER CRYSTAL
WITH DIELECTRIC ROD CAUSED BY TOTAL REFLECTION
FROM GENERATRIX OF CYLINDRICAL SAMPLE
A66-22739
O|ELECTRIC MATERIAL
TRANSMISSION OF HIGH-POWER LASER LIGHT FOR
DIELECTRIC TUBES AND RODS A65-29166
LOW-LOSS MUL_ILAYER DIELECTRIC COATINGS BY FILM
DEPOSITION FOR LASER MIRROR A65-29525
OPTICAL COHERENCE AND NONLINEAR INTERACTIDN OF
LIGHI WAVES IN DIELECTRICS
REPIo-157_-I7 N65-21553
IONIZATION UNDER LASER ACTION EXTENDED TO METALS
AND DIELECTRICS, NOTING INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLDS
666-17065
OIELECTRIC POLARIZATION
DIRECT CURRENT POLARIZATION IN NONLINEAR
DIELECTRIC MEDIUM AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY
TR-EE-66-5 N65-22518
DIELECTRICS
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A65-31220
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM
IUNGSTATE SOLID STATE LASERS WITH CW EMISSION
EASED ON RATE EQUATIONS 665-19998
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN FOUR-LEVEL SOLID STATE
LASER STUDIED VIA OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS_
CALCULATING SHAPE AND ENVELOPE OF OSCILLATION
665-30576
DIFFRACTION GRATING
POLARIZATION EFFECT ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND
EFFICIENCY IN DIFFRACTION GRATING OF ATTENUATED
LASER LIGHT A65-16581
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GHAIING DUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
BEAM 665-26582
REFLECTION GRATINGS AS END PLATES IN FABRY-
PEROT CAVITY, WITH CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW
ABSORPTION OUTPUT CCUPLING AND WAVELENGTH-
CEPENDENT ALIGNMENT OF END PLATES
A66-19930
CPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETERt USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETWEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES DF OVER 50
A66-23357
DIFFRACTION PATTERN
MODE IMPURITY OBSERVED IN DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
EMPLOYING GAS LASER APPARENTLY RESONATING IN
TEF-OO MODE A65-165TI
LASER FOG DISDROMETER FOR MEASURING DROPLET SIZE
IN FOG 665-17666
RUBY LASER FIELD PATTERNS - DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
TR-I N65-22896
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN MICROSCOPY
N65-23696
LASER WITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-10650
LASER kITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
666-13313
DIFFRACTION PROPAGATION
DIFFRACTION LOSSESy PHASE SHIFTS AND FIELD
DISTRIBUTIDN FUNCTIONS FOR TWO LOWEST-ORDER MODES
EN INTERFEROMETER-TYPE MASER RESONATORS WITH
CIRCULAR MIRRORS 665-26911
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF INCIDENT LASER BEAM AT
BRAGG ANGLE INCIDENCE INTO FIRST-ORDER MODE_
USING TRAVELING ULTRASONIC WAVES IN WATER
A6S-3305T
CIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER DETECTING AND MEASURING
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT OF SURFACE BY SENSING LIGHT
BACKSCATTERED BY IT WHEN LASER ILLUMINATED
A66-18333
DIFFRACTOMETER
CONTINUOUS OUTPUT GAS-PHASE LASERS AS SMALL
EANDWIDTH SOURCES OF LIGHT FOR OPTICAL
CIFFRACTOMETERS A65-22206
DIFFUSION
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSIONt




COMPOUNO INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-64r,- lOOT N65-23135
ZINC DIFFUSION IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE-PHOSPHIDE
LASERS AND EFFECTS ON SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
AFCRL-66-18 N66-22611
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
HOMOGENEITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY
CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS MEASUREDt USING LASER
BEAN A65-33809
RUBY LASER PULSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL




EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-DIKETONE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUDIED FOR
LIQUID LASER APPLICATION A65-33308
DIODE
SNITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
DIOOE DETERMINATION - INJECTION LASER
REPT.-T N65-ZT203
EXTERNAL POMER EFFICIENCY OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER DIODES
QPR-2 N65-32069
STORAGE DIODE LASER RESEARCH
AO-6182qT N65-36108
HIGH POMER GALLIUH-ARSENIC INJECTION LASER DIODES
AD-62|669 N66-13766
ROOM TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF PULSEO GALLIUM
ARSENIDE INJECTION LASERt AND IMPROVEMENT OF
LASER DIODE STRUCTURE
ECOR-OISOI-I N66-20B09
SEMICONOUCTOR INJECTION LASER FOR CONTINUOUS




DIRECT CURRENT POLARIZATION IN NONLINEAR
OIELECTRIC MEDIUM AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY
TR-EE-66-5 N65-22518
TNO TYPES OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF INTENSE
LASER BEAN NITH DIELECTRIC MEDIUM - NONLINEAR




ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN GAS LASER DISCHARGES




GAS LASER CONTINUOUS NAVE AMPLIFIER USING
RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION DISCHARGE TUBE, NOTING
OPERATION AS CM OSCILLATOR AND PULSE AMPLIFIER
A65-16606
OPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION IN HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS DETERMINED
FROM SICE LIGHT MEASUREMENTS A65--21656
GAS MIXTURES AND PRESSURES FOR OPTIMUM OUTPUT
POMER OF RF-EXCITEO HELIUH-NEON GAS LASERS AT
632.8 NM A65-22620
HELIUM-NEON LASER MULTIBEAM GENERATION IN GAS
DISCHARGE TUBE, USING SPHERICAL MIRRORS AND
TAPERED PLATES A65-26826
GAS CONSTITUTION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER DISCHARGE
ANALYZED, CONSIDERING SPECTRUM LINE RELATIVE
INTENSITIES IN LIGHT EMITTED FROM DISCHARGE TUBE
A65--30333
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY OF MERCURY-HELIUM
DISCHARGE AND 6150 ANGSTROM LASER OSCILLATION,
EXAMINING METASTABLE ATOM STATE
A65-33518
OPTICAL PROPERTIES CF CHANGES IN GAS COMPOSITION
IN DISCHARGE TUBE FOR HELIUM NEON LASER
TR-66-25TolO N65-19952
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-10TO6
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUH-NEDN LASER
A66-23309
._'"r T,,U_Lnc CO_$T_JCTE_ FFIR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER - DISCHARGE T_BE
GE/EEI65-1 N66-14188
DISCRIMINATOR
OPTICAL DISCRIMINATOR SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY INFRARED
REFLECTING SURFACES FOR USE IN MASER RESEARCH
HDL-TM-65-61 N66-1T361
DISPERSION
HELIUM-NEON LASER RADIATION DISPERSICN MEASUREMENT
IN TRANSITION 3S2-2P6 FOR VARYING MIRROR SPACING
A65--19693
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON ANOMALCUS DISPERSION
IN SELECTED RUBY LASERS AND VARIATICN OF
REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER OPERATION
SATR-3 N65-28619
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSEO RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-15356
SEMICCNCUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSICN
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-20895
DISPLAY SYSTEM
USE OF OPTICAL MASERS IN DISPLAYS AND PRINTERS -
DIGITAL ELECTRO-OPTIC LIGHT DEFLECTOR, CEMENTING
CF CALCITE CRYSTALSt HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC
SNITCHES, AND BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
REPT.-6 N65-1385T
REAL TIME, PROJECTION DISPLAY SYSTEM USING LASER
LIGHT SOURCE
_1-90360G-1 N65-35989
LARGE ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING
965-LINE TELEVISION TYPE RASTER SCAN IN DISPLAY
SYSTEM - ELECTRO-OPTICS, LASERS, AND FIBER
OPTICS
UI-qI2008-1 N66-1_858
LARGE-ANGLE DEFLECTION METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF
TV TYPE RASTER SCAN IN LASER DISPLAY SYSTEM
U2-912008-2 N66-22698
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
EARTH- MOON DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING LASER
TECHNIQUE A66-20129
DISTILLATION APPARATUS
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX, GAS DISCHARGE TUBE, NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS, NICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS,




RELATION BETNEEN QUANTUM AND SEMICLASSICAL
DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL COHERENCEv CONSIDERING
EISTRIBUTION FUNCTIEN A65-213_9
NONLINEAR THEORY OF LASER NOISE MITH CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS DERIVED FROM DISTRIBLIT|QN FUNCTIONS




CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF AMPLITUDE ANO INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION FOR LASER MODEL NEAR THRESHOLD
OBTAINED BY USING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
BY FOKKER- PLANCK EQUATION, TREATING AMPLITUDE AS
RANDOM VARIABLE A66-25018
DOPING
INJECTION DIODE LASER FROM DEGENERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE WITH NEODYMIUM DOPED LAYER EMITTING AT
8700 ANGSTROMS A65-15995
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PREPARATION OF POTENTIAL LASER
MATERIAL CONTAINING RARE EARTH IONS AS DOPANTS
A6S-1706Z
LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUM ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATIONv NOTING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY A65-19566
OPTIMIZING FLASH LAMPS FOR PUMPING LASER RODS
BY MEANS OF DOPING
AD-613366 N65-25890
LINE WIDTH AND INVERSION RATIOS OF IRON-DOPED
RUTILE FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATIONS
NASA-TM-X-SkTS6 N65-29390
DOPPLER EFFECT
LOCKING OF MODES IN HE- NE LASER AT 6328
ANGSTROMSt USING EXTERNAL DOPPLER CELL
A65-16668
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASERS CONSIDERING PROBLEM OF
OOPPLER BROADENED TRANSITION SUBJECTED TO OPTICAL
FREQUENCY FIELD IN STANDING WAVE FORM
A65-26005
LASER DOPPLER FLONMETER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
FOR LOCALIZED FLOW VELOCITIES IN GAS, NOTING
RELIABILITY FOR HIGH FLOW VELOCITIES
A65-35OB1
LASER FLOW METER FOR MEASUREMENT DF LOCAL VELOCITY
IN CONTAMINATED GAS FLOW FIELDS - DOPPLER SHIFT
TECHNIQUE
R-149 N65-26015
OPTICAL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER -- LASER SYSTEMt
DOPPLER FREQUENCY TRACKING, AND OPTICAL
TRACKING
NASA-CR-63393 N65-26601
CONTINUOUS HAVE GAS LASER DOPPLER FLOW METER FOR
GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT N66-Z2338
DOPPLER RADAR
NOTION SENSING BY OPTICAL HETERODYNE DOPPLER
DETECTION FROM DIFFUSE SURFACESv EXAMINING SPATIAL
COHERENCY OF SIGNAL A65-19628
NARROW BAND LASER DOPPLER RADAR NAVIGATION
INSTRUMENT FOR INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED
TRG-Olg-I-1 NB5-27932
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED WITH 0.1 FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALTITUDES OF 250 TO 500O FEET -
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
TRG-019-1-2 N6S-28160
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE DETECTION kITH LASER DOPPLER
OPTICAL RADAR
AIAA PAPER 66-376 A66-26698
DOSIMETER
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
DRILL
LASER BEAM MACHINING AND DRILLING TECHNIQUES FOR
USE ON ANY MATERIAL REGARDLESS OF THERMAL
PROPERTIES A65-25373
DROP SIZE
LASER FOG OISDROMETER FOR MEASURING DROPLET SIZE
IN FOG A65-17644
DUPLEXER
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - DUPLEXERS, PLASMA AMPLIFIERS1
CATHDOE RAY TUBES, CAPACITORSt THIN FILM
TECHNIQUESt AND OPTICAL MASERS
SR-85 NBS-33773
DYE
RUBY LASER Q-SWITCHING USING PASSIVE SOLID STATE
OR LIQUID ORGANIC BLUE DYE
TO-B-64-15 N65-22933
DYNAMICS
DYNAMIC STRESS CONCENTRATION USING PHOTOELASTICITY
AND RUBY LASER LIGHT SOURCE
T_AM-2B5 NE6-20850
DYSPROSIUM
FABRICATION AND TEST OF'CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUM FLUORIDE EXCITED
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65-19186
LUMINESCENCE AND AESDRPTION SPECTRA DF LASER USING
FLUORITE CRYSTAL CONTAINING BIVALENT DYSPROSIUM
ION IN VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS A65-26BB1
LUMINESCENC E AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF LASER USING
FLUORITE CRYSTAL CONTAINING BIVALENT DYSPROSIUM
ION IN VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS A65-3635B
LYSPROSIUM DOPED CALCIUM FLUORIDE DOPED LASERt
USING SOLAR RADIATION FOR EXCITATION AND OPERATING
AT 77 DEGREES K A65-36361
RUBY LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON FLUORESCENCE AND




EARTH ATMOSPHERE PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION BASED ON
LASER BEAM BACKSCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
NASA-CR-TOITT N66-1696T
EARTH-MOON SYSTEM
EARTH- MOON DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING LASER
TECHNIQUE A66-20129
EIGENVALUE
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING MODE SPECTRA OF
LASERt INVESTIGATING EXISTENCE DF EIGENVALUES FOR
hOLDER CCNTINUDUS KERNELS A65-15806
EIGENVALUES OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN LASER
RESONANT CAVITIES A66-21363
EIGENVECTOR
TWO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION WITH MULTMODE GAS LASER
CAVITY_ OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
LNIQUE EIGENVALUE I_ SPECIAL CASES
A66-2656B
ELASTIC WAVE
LASER EXCITATION IN QUARTZ OF ELASTIC MODES OF
THICK PLATE_ SUGGESTING ENERGY COUPLING MECHANISMS
AE6-12623
ELECTRIC ANALOGY
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALOG OPTIMUM DESIGN OF MODE-
SELECTIVE MULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PEROT LASER
RESONATORS A65-30346
ELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
IONIZA!IDN BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS OF GASES AT
OPTICAL INFRARED FREQUENCIES USING LASERS
RADC-TDR-64-622 N65-18626
ATMCSPHERIC BREAKDOWN LIMITATIONS TC OPTICAL MASER
PROPAGATION A66-1683T
GAS BREAKDOWN BY LASER CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY
BOTH MICROWAVE BREAKDOWN THEORY AND INVERSE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG A66-ITOBD
MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN
AND IONIZATION IN GAS CAUSED BY HIGH INTENSITY
RUBY OR NEODYMIUM LASER ILLUMINATION
C-920272-6 N66-11653
1-18
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
* ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOM
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-18556
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLOW
CATHDOE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A65-25591
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MOOES RESULTING FROM HOLLOW
CATHODE TUBE OISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-27169
LASER OSCILLATIONS FROM PULSED ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGE THROUGH NITROUS OXIDE AT 10.9 MICRON
NAVELENGTH N65-20172
LASER OSCILLATIONS AT MAVELENGTHS BETWEEN 21 AND
32 MICRONS FROM PULSED DISCHARGE THROUGH AMMONIA
N65-20173
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON MOLLDN
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSIT|ONS IN NEON A66-1162Z
EXCITATION OF RUBY LASERS USING DOUBLE-PUMPED
HIGH-INTENSITY HELICAL FLASH TUBES, OBTAINING
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES AND
PLASMA TEMPERATURES A66-11AA6
ELECTRIC FIELD
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL FIELD OBTAINED
BY FOCUSING RADIATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-10250
ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS DUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD ORDER IN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTHt USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65-16863
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATIONt
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIONt EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A6b-16517
HYOItOGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATIONt
OETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIONt EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION Ab6--20898
ELECTRIC POllER CONVERSION
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC POWER
CONVERSION - THETA PINCHt ION CYCLOTRON_ AND
INFRARED MASER DIAGNOSTICS N65-26859
ELECTRIC PROPULSION
PROOUCTION OF ION VELOCITIES OVER 6 KM/SEC BY
FOCUSED RUBY LASER HAKES PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN
DIRECT THRUSTORS AND AS PLASMA SOURCE IN
ACCELERATOR TYPE THRUSTORS A65-23626
ELECTRO-OPTICS
SYSTEM TRANSLATING FREQUENCY OF GAS LASER OVER
RANGE OF SEVERAL GIGACYCLES, ELIMINATING NEEO FOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS WITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
A65--25872
SATELLITE-BORNE LASER ELECTRO--OPTICAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEMt ANALYZING ANGULAR TRACKER AND CORNER-
REFLECTOR SENSOR A65--29262
LASER IN SPACE APPLICATION, DISCUSSING ELECTRO-
OPTICAL DEVICES A65-31883
SYSTEM FOR OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKINGe AND
LASER BEAM DEFLECTOR DEVICES - ELECTRO-OPTICAL
TECHNIQUES FOR CONTROLLING DIRECTION OF LASER
BEAN FLON
NASA-OR-66222 N65-30561
OPTICAL RECTIFICATION IN CRYSTALS USING RUBY
LASER BEAM
TI0-21807 N65-35665
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS LASER INTERNAL
MOOULATION CIRCUITt USING ELECTRO-OPTICAL CRYSTAL
INSERTED INTO GAS LASER RESONATOR
A66-14059
LARGE ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING
965-LINE TELEVISION TYPE RASTER SCAN IN DISPLAY
SYSTEP - ELECTRO-OPTICSe LASERSt AND FIBER
OPTICS
UI-912008-1 Nbb-14858
EXCITED STATE SATURABLE ABSORBER USED WITH
1.06 MICRON NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER
RADC-TR-65-369 N66-15701
PIEZOELECTRICALLY POWERED LASER BEAM WAVEGUIDE FOR
ELECTRO-OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
NASA-CR-68895 N66-17291
ELECTRO-OPTICS CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPTICAL ASTRONOMYe
IMAGE TRANSDUCERSe AND LASER RESEARCH AND EFFECT
CN CIVILIAN TECHNOLOGY N66--1T¥21
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PROGRAM TO DETERMIN_




hYPERSONIC NAVE GENERATION BY SUPERPOSITIQN OF
TWO COHERENT LIGHT BEAMS IN SOLID OR LIQUID
DIELECTRIC A65-15880
ELECTROCHENISTRY
RESEARCH REPORTS ON CODER COMPONENTSe POLYNERSt
SPECTROSCOPY, LASERS, ELECTROCHEMISTRY,
IRANSMISSION LINESe AND SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
NAVWEPS-8150 N65-15565
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MANe OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE, CYLINDER WAVE




FOMARO BIASED P-N JUNCTION ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS TO DIODE LASERS
A65-18872
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE OF ZINC DIFFUSED DIODES IN
FORWARD AND REVERSE BlASe OBSERVING EMISSION
SPECTRA AND LASING ACTION IN NEAR-EDGE LINE
AbS-2161T
INDIUM ARSENIOE DIODE SPONTANEOUS AND LASER
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-26961
IMPROVEMENT OF P-N JUNCTION IN GALLIUM ARSENIOE
BY INCREASING QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FOR DIRECT
CURRENT STIMULATED ELECTROLUMINESCENCE - LASERS
AD-661889 N65-26930
LIGHT EMISSION IN FCRNARD BIASED SEMICONDUCTOR
P-N JUNCTION A66-1257T
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
OPTICAL MASER THEORY INCLUDING OSCILLATDRSe
RADIATION EMISSIDNe QUANTUM MECHANICSe ETC
A65-26006
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
IN FOCAL REGION OF COHERENT LIGHT BEAM EMERGING
FROM APLANATIC OPTICAL SYSTEM A6_-ZT092
_ODEL FOR BEHAVIOR OF OPTICAL MASER IN STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD OF ARBITRARY STRENGTH IN Z
DIRECTION AND IN ELECTROMAGNETIC EIELO COMPOSED OF
TRAVELING NAVES A66-13135
DERIVATION OF TWO EQUATIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELO AND POPULATION INVERSION IN SOL|O STATE
LASER A66-16773
PLASMA RESEARCH - SOLIDSm LIQUIDSe HEATING AND
ACCELERATION BY HIGH AMPLITUDE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDSe LASER PRODUCEDt ELECTRON HEATING AND
REFLECTICNo AND OPTICAL INTERACTIONS
N66-10960
MILLIMETER AND SUBNILLIMETER MASER DEVICES - IRON-
COPED MASER AHPLIFIERt PUSH-PULL RUTILE MASERw
AND X-BAND ZERO FIELD MASERS
REPT.-qDOH N66-16210
1-19
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION SUBJECT INDEX
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
INTERACTION BETWEEN OPTICAL MASER MEDIUM AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROPAGATING IN IT,
OISCUSSING AMPLIFIER EQUATIONS AND STEADY STATE
PULSE / SSP/ IN AND OUT OF RESONANCE
A65-33376
ELECTROMAGNETIC RAO|ATION
COHERENT LASER BEAM USED TO SHOW CCNSTANCY OF
VELOCITY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
A65-14215
MASERS AND LASERSw DISCUSSING COHERENT RADIATION
BY ATOMS AND MOLECULES AND QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
TECHNIQUES OF GENERATING ACOUSTIC OR
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM A65-31383
LASER BEAM USE IN BIOLOGY AND NEDICINE_ NOTING
INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITH
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, HAZARDS_ DIAGNOSTICSI
THERAPEUTICS, ETC A66-16655
OPTICAL MASER AS POWER SOURCE FOR NARROW BAND
ELECTROMAGNETIC RAOIATION THROUGH STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING - SOLID STATE PHYSICS
REPT.-193B-6 N66-10581
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
THOMSON SCATTERING SPECTRUM OF LASER BEAM FROM
EQUILIBRIUM HYOROGEN PLASMA_ NOTING EFFECT OF
DEBYE LENGTH A65-IT151
MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE IN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN
SHOCK TUBE AND COHERENT LIGHT IN IONIZING SHOCK
WAVE PLASMA OIAGNOSTICS A65-29569




THOMSON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC
ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE PLASMAS USING Q-SWITCHED RUBY
LASER LIGHT BEAM A66-16TO7
ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVE
PLANE STATIONARY MODE OF TW LASER AMPLIFIER WITH
FEEDBACK A65-19683
ACCURATE LOCATION OF OBJECT IN SPACE AND TIME AND
CORRECTION OF MOVEMENTS BY USE OF QUANTUM
ELECTRODYNAMICS A65-25036
INTERACTION OF ENERGETIC ELECTRONS WITH BOUNDED
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES NEAR CYCLOTRON RESONANCEt
NOTING PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS_ MASER AND GAIN
MECHANISM A66-13953
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF FRINGE SYSTEMS USED TG
VERIFY PHASE INVERSION BETWEEN TWO LOBES OF LASER
IN TEM-IO NODE AbB-IT653
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR NAN, OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE, CYLINDER WAVE




PLASMA RESEARCH - SOLIDS, LIQUIDS, HEATING AND
ACCELERATION BY HIGH AMPLITUOE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS, LASER PRODUCED, ELECTRON HEATING AND
REFLECTION, AND OPTICAL INTERACTIONS
N66-10960
ELECTRON AVALANCHE
PHOTOELECTRONS EMITTED BY PHOTOCATHODE LIT BY HEAT
SOURCE AND LASER COUNTING NUMBER OF AVALANCHES
DURING GIVEN TIME A65-1BO3T
ELECTRON BEAM
ELECTRON BEAN PENETRATION IN LASER CRYSTALS FROM
DATA OF KING AND EHRENBERG A65-2262T
NOISE BEHAVI_ OF POTENTiaL MINIMUM _F TRAVELING
WAVE TU_E _ AND REDUCTION FACTOR FOR SHOT NOISE
_T{RMINZ_ USING LASERS A65-26936
1-20
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SAMARIUM, LEAD SELENIDE AND LEAD
TELLURIOE EXCITED BY FAST ELECTRON BEAM
A65-30366
TRANSVERSE ELECTRON-BEAM WAVE EXCITATION BY
PHOTOELECTRIC MIXING OF LASER BEAMS
A65-32876
MICROWAVE PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC WAVE INTERACTIONS,
TRANSVERSE WAVE ELECTRON BEAMy OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER MATERIALS, AND NONLINEAR
GUANTUM STUDIES
ML-1263 N65-15605
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER WITH ELECTRON BEAM
AS EXCITATION SOURCE - EMISSION DATA FOR
VARIOUS BEAM CURRENT DENSITIES N65-20391
ELECTRON BEAM MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
PETALLURGYt AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-Z3723
ELECTRON BEAMS, PLASMA, AND LASERS AND MASERS FOR
EXTENDING USEFUL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM INTO RANGE
FROM MICROWAVE TO OPTICAL FREQUENCIES
MDL-Q12 N65-28169
LASER ACTION BY ELECTRON BEAN PUMPING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
NOLTR-6S-gs N6S-33601
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING OF NOBLE GAS ION LASER
A66-10350
FORCED EMISSION FROM ELECTRON-EXCITED CADMIUM
SELENIOE A66-221T6
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPED LASERS, DISCUSSING ENERGY
DISSIPATION IN FAST ELECTRONS PASSING THROUGH
CRYSTALt LASER SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICSt ETC
A66-23633
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL
SEMICONDUCTOR GENERATOR EXCITED EY ELECTRON
BEAM - LASERS
FTD-TT-65-555/I_2C6 N66-12626
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITH ELECTRON BEAN EXCITED
CADMIUM TELLURIOE AND GALLIUM SELENIOE
N66-12666
ELECTRON BEAM AND HOLLOW CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE




FOCUSED ENERGY TECHNIQUES FOR JOINING, INCLUDING
LASER WELDING
ASTME PREPRINT AD66-718 A66-26613
ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT
ELECTRON BEAM PENETRATION IN LASER CRYSTALS FROM
DATA OF KING AND EHRENBERG A65-2262T
LASER TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION IN ELECTRON BEAN
PUMPED GALLIUM ARSENIDEt PRIMARILY ON
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLOW DONORS AND ACCEPTORS
A66-10348
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY BEAM OF FAST
ELECTRONSe DISCUSSING WORK OF SHOCKLEYt POPOVe
KELDYSH AND KROKH1N A66-17337
LASER EMISSION IN PURE CAOMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS
BOMBARCEC BY ELECTRON BEAMS A66-18650
ELECTRON COLLISION
GAS DISCHARGE COLLISION LASER EFFICIENCY AND POWER
OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS WITH ATTENTION TO MANGANESE
AND LANTHANUM DISCHARGES A65-ZO062
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF TRIPLET STATES
A65-330_0
ELECTRON DENSITY
THOMSON SCATTERED LASER RADIATION USED TO
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTRON SPECTRUM
DETERMINE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HELIUM PLASMA,
EXANINING THYRATRON TUBE AND VOLTAGE PROBE USE
A65-19618
ELECTRON OENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA PRODUCED
BY COMBINATION OF RF AND VERY FAST THETA-PINCH
OISCHARGESt USING GAS LASER INTERFEROMETER
A65-29868
TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON DENSITY VARIATION STUDIED
IN FAST THETA-PINCH DISCHARGEr USING HE- NE GAS
LASER INTERFEROMETER A65-29869
LASER INTERFEROMETER TO MEASURE TIME AND SPATIAL
VARIATION IN REPETITIVELY PULSED PLASMA
AB&-I0263
THOIPISON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC
ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE PLASMAS USING Q-SNITCHED RUBY
LASER LIGHT BEAM A66-16TOT
MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON DENSITY OF GAS DISCHARGE
PLASMA BY LASER INTERFEROMETER A66-16379
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RADIATION BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE ]NIT[AT]ON AT
DIFFERENT GAS PRESSURES AND PREIONIZED CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66-21690
INFRARED MASER INTERFEROMETRY FOR TIRE AND SPACE
RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON DENSITY IN HIGH
TEMPERATURE PLf_J4AS
ARL-65-135 N66-20026
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF
26 K JOULE THETA-PINCH BY LIGHT SCATTERING
FRO_ COMBINED OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER LASER
IPP-L/62 N66-21161
ELECTRON EMISSION
SINGLE PULSES OF ELECTRON EMISSION PRODUCED BY
SPINNING-PRISM Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER
A65-i5663
BACKGROUND GAS PRESSURE EFFECT ON LASER INDUCED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-15838
ENERGY MEASUREMENT OF RUBY LASER INDUCED ELECTRON
EMISSION FROM TUNGSTEN A65-20261
TIME CORRELATION BETNEEN LASER PULSES AND LASER-
INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METALLED SURFACES
A65-3_616
TIME RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON ANO ION EMISSION
PRODUCED BY Q-SNITCHED RUBY LASER PULSE FOCUSED
ON METAL SURFACE A66-18358
THERMOSTIMULATED INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM
SAMPLES CUT FROM LASER RUBY CRYSTALS DETECTED NITH
OPEN POINT COUNTER A66-18609
ELECTRON ANO ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUMINATED METALLIC SURFACE INTO VAOUUMt
DETERMINING APPLICATION TO PULSED ION THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 A66-21653
ELECTRON ENERGY
INTERACTION OF ENERGETIC ELECTRONS WITH BOUNDED
ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVES NEAR CYCLOTRON RESONANCE,
NOTING PLASMA OIAGNOSTICS, MASER ANO GAIN
MECHANISM A66-13953
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEON, XENON AND HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES, CALCULATING PROOUCTION AND
DESTRUCTION RATE PARAMETERS A66--18396
ELECTRON IMPACT
EXCITATION ANO INVERSION METHOD IN GAS LASERS
NOTING CHARACTERISTICS OF HELIUM-NEON LASER AND
IONIZED AND THREE--LEVEL LASER SYSTEM
A66-13951
GAS DISCHARGE BY LASER PULSEr TAKING |NTO ACCOUNT
PHOTOIONIZATION DUE TO ELECTRON IMPACT
Ab6-2A88T
ELECTRON IONIZATION
CURRENT CISCHARGE OF HELIUM NEON LASER ON LASER
ACTION A66-12639
ELECTRON MASS
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS AND IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIDOES
A66-21579
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
REPLICA TECHNIQUES AND ELECTRON AND OPTICAL
PICRDSCOPY TO STUDY LASER IRRADIATED METAL
SURFACES A66-18393
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
H!GH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEMt DESCRIBING RICRONAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR WITH AMPLIFICATION AND
MIXING FUNCTIONS A66--22066
ELECTRON OPTICS
PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LASER
PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS AT BERN, SMITZERLAND
IN OCTEBER 1964 A65-19993




ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE THEORETICAL
ASPECTS ANO APPLICATION TO ATOMIC NUCLEI
POLARIZATION, INCREASED SPECTROMETER RESOLUTION
AND SOLID STATE MASERS A65-32T73
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLING, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, MICRONAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERSt LASERS,
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
AD-611632 N6S-22732
QUANTUM RF PHYSICS TEXT COVERING MAGNETIC
RESONANCE THEORY, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE,
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES, TMO- AND THREE-LEVEL
FASERS, RF GAS SPECTROSCOPY ANO AMMONIA
OSCILLATOR A66-109S6
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE TECHNIGUES USED TO STUDY IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASERS
NASA-TN-D-3379 N6b-2103T
ELECTRON--PHONON INTERACTION
MICROHAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, OPTICAL MASERS,
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS_ AND RAMAN
SCATTERING FROM BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
ML-1277 N65-2Q038
ELECTRON PLASMA
RADIATION SCATTERING FROM LASER BEAM BY FREE
PLASMA ELECTRONS
MSL-66-168-1 N65-20300
DIFFUSION OF LIGHT EY PLASMA ELECTRONS PRODUCEO IN
LABORATORY FOR VERY SMALL EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION AREA
A66-21712
ELECTRON SCATTERING




LOCAL LASER HEATING OF CATHODE FOR ELECTRON
EXTRACTION FROM PLASMOIO A66-161_9
ELECTRON SPECTRUM
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN GAS LASER DISCHARGES
ANO INVESTIGATION OF NEN UISCHARGE
CONFIGURATIONS
NASA-CR-B7298 N65-35355
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEON_ XENON ANO HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES, CALCULATING PRODUCTION ANO
DESTRUCTION RATE PARAMETERS A66-18356
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGE, DURATION, ELECTRON EXCITATION
1-21
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SUBJECT iNDEX
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-1966T
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGEe OURATIDNe ELECTRON EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-21836
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE
MAGNITUDE OF ANISOTROPIC LINE BRDADENTNG IN RUBY
A66-13278
GROUND STATE ESR SATURATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASER
OUTPUT FREQUENCY AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
A66-16753
ELECTRON STATE
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR A65-31880
C H LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS-SULFUR
TRANS|TIONI USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
MIXTURES A66-21577
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
MICROWAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PUMPING OF
NEON-HELIUM LASER TO RAISE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE FOR iNCREASE OF OUTPUT
A65-15320
LOCAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRON DENSITY IN
THETA PINCH MEASURED BY MEANS OF SCATTERING OF
LASER BEAM A66-16336
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF
26 K JOULE THETA-PINCH BY LIGHT SCATTERING
FROM COMBINED OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER LASER
IPP-II62 N66-21161
ELECTRON TRANSITION
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCiLLATiON AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-15660
I R LASER ACTION IN ARGON IT BETWEEN I AND 2
MICRONS ANO IN 6000 TO TO00 ANGSTROM RANGE
A65-1720T
CHEMICAL PROCESSES PRODUCING SPECTROSCOPICALLY
OBSERVABLE POPULATION INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
MOLECULAR LASERS A65-20066
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLOW
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A65-25591
U V ION LASER TRANSiTiONS IN INERT GASES. OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETWEEN 2300 AND 6000 ANGSTROMS,
SH(_ING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GAIN AND TUBE
DIAMETER A65-27336
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
AES-28556
LASER TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION IN ELECTRON BEAM
PUMPED GALLIUM ARSENIOEt PRIMARILY ON
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLOW DONORS AND ACCEPTDRS
A66-1034B
LASER ACTION AT 5401 ANGSTROMS IN PURE NEON PULSED
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCHARGE A66-10353
ATONIC BEAM LASERSt PARTICULARY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-10668
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLOW
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A66-11622
TWO- AND THREE-STEP L_SER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUM-NEON MIXTURES. ANALYZING
TWO-STEP CASCADE STARTING WITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORMULATION A66-1167T
ATOMIC BEAM LASERSe PARTICULARLY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-13311
ELECTRON TUBE
HYDROGEN MASER AND CESIUM BEAM TUBE FREQUENCY
STANDARDS COMPARED A65-16680
FREQUENCY STANDARDS OF HYDROGEN MASER AND SWISS
CESIUM ATOMIC BEAM TUBE COMPARED
A65-16681
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - DUPLEXERS, PLASMA AMPLIFIERS,
CATHODE RAY TUBES, CAPACITORS, THIN FILM
IECHNIQUESe AND OPTICAL MASERS
SR-85 N65-33TT3
LASER BEAM WELDING ELECTRONIC-COMPONENT LEADS
A66-165IT
ELECTRONICS METHODS USED IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND
VICE VERSA, EMPHASIZING MICROWAVE PHOTOELECTRONIC
DEVICES, SELF-CONSISTENT GAS DISCHARGES AT OPTICAL
FREQUENCIES, ETC A66-20636
ELECTRONIC LEVEL
LASER OSCILLATION IN DECAY OF EXCITED MOLECULES
FROM CHEMICAL REACTION, NOTING CHANGE IN THREE
ELECTRONIC LEVELS IN MOLECULAR SYSTEM
A65-20069
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
LASER MICROWELDING EVALUATION WITH REGARD TO
BONDING OF DISSIMILAR ELECTRONIC INTERCONNECTION
MATERIALS FOR THIN FILM CIRCUITS
A65-26352
LASER WELDING FOR PRODUCTION MICROWELDINGt NOTING
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION
ASTME PREPRINT MM66-707 A66-26615
ELECTRONICS
PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LASER
PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS AT BERNw SWITZERLAND
IN OCTOBER 1964 A65-19993
NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF ARMED FORCES
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION ON
LASER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION AT FORT
MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY IN JUNE 1965
A65-31879
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH ON TRAVELING WAVE TUBES,
RARE EARTH TARGETS FOR NEUTRON GENERATORS,
AND GAS DISCHARGE AND SEMICONDUCTOR
INJECTION-TYPE LASERS N65-20166
RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS FOR INDUSTRY -
ELECTRONICS N65-23722
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS, SOLID STATE PHYSICS, LIQUID
STATE PHYSICS, INFORMATION SCIENCESt AND LASER
AND COMMUNICATION T_EQRY
LMSC-6-TS-65-10 NE5-25125
EVALUATION OF MASER-EQUIPPED WEATHER RADAR SET AND
AREA PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INDICATOR -
_ETEORGLOGICAL SENSING DEVICE - ELECTRONICS
GPR-I N66-16191
ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPE
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIEWING RING LASER,
ELECTROSTATIC FLUID SPHERE, MAGNETIC RESONANCE,
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OYROSOOPEt RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
AIAA PAPER 65-401 A65-29669
ELECTROSTATIC INSTRUMENT
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED WRITING
A65-32585
ELECTROSTATICS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS LASER INTERNAL
MODULATION CIRCUIT, USING ELECTRO-OPTICAL CRYSTAL
INSERTED INTO GAS LASER RESONATOR
A_6-16059
ELENENT ABUNDANCE
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS,
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS, MASERS AND
1-22
SUBJECTINDEX ENERGY DENSITY
LASERSt PLANETARY ATMOSPHERESt RELATIVITY
THEORYw ELEMENT ABUNDANCE, AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65"-31360
EHBRYQ
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N6S-L6626
EMISSION
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN EMISSION OF RUBY LASERS
UNOER VARIOUS OPERATIONAL CQNOITIONS
T-G-215 N65-26968
MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY
LEVELS INVOLVED IN LASER EMISSION
NASA-CR-b_t4t3b M6_-_Igl
INFLUENCE OF RESONANT CAVITY_ XENON LIGHT, AND
OTHER PARAMETERS ON RUBY LASER EMISSION ENERGY
OUTPUT
FTD'-TT--66-133911&Z&3&6 N66-11522
THEORY OF INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS LASER EMISSION
FROM ATOMIC LEVEL SYSTEM AND INCIOENT BEAMS OF
RADIATION
AFCRL-65-505 N66-11992
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION PROM ATOM INTERACTING HITH
COHERENT LIGHT NAVE
AFQSR-65-IDO0 N66-12063
LASER THEORY WITH CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL
APPROACH TO ABSORPTION ANO EMISSION
R-IT63 N66-20857
EMISSION SPECTRUM
R SUB 1 RUBY LINE EMISSION AND FREQUENCY
DEPENOENCE ON TEMPERATURE VARIATION
A65-15205
XENON-KRYPTON LASER EMISSION IN 12 MAVELENGTHS
RANGING FROM 2°03 TO 9 MICRONS NITH EXTERNAL AND
INNER MIRRORS A65-17353
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB 1
LINES SNON ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
AbS-IT666
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF RUBY LASER NITH EXTERNAL
SPHERICAL MIRRORS IN NONOAMPING INTENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS AND QUASI-STEADY GENERATION
A65-21061
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ON ABSORPTIONt SPONTANEOUS
FLUORESCENCE AND STIMULATED ENISSIDN IN ACTINIDESs
TRANSITION METAL AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASER MATERIAL
A6S-21168
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE OF ZINC DIFFUSED DIODES IN
FORNARD AND REVERSE BIAS_ OBSERVING EMISSION
SPECTRA AND LASING ACTION IN NEAR-EDGE LINE
A65-216LT
DATA ON LASER MATERIALSREFERENCED TO MAY 1964
INCLUDING LASER EMISSION LINES AND LASER
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS A65-22616
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOW CATHODE
A65-26086
PB SE DIODE LASER FABRICATIONs PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM MITH PEAK AT 8°5 MICRONS
A65-27602
EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-DIKETONE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUDIED FOR
LIQUID LASER APPLICATION A65-33308
RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROCESS IN EMISSION SPECTRUM
OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODES
A65-36666
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLO_ CATHODE
A65-36905
NHITE LIGHT EMISSION NHEN PULSED LASER BEAM
FOCUSES ON TARGETS IS MAINLY DUE TO TEMPERATURE
RADIATION A65-3695T
HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION SOURCE TO
PUMP PHOSPHORS AND LASER MATERIALS NITH
ABSORPTION BANDS IN PHOSPHOR EMISSION SPECTRUM
ODRF-IT3 N65-16365
MULTIPLE LIGHT FILTER NARRONING EMISSION BANDS OF
RUBY LASER MITH MULTIPLEX RESONATOR
A66-1262T
PODES OF EMISSION-VS-TIME SPECTRUMs OPTICAL
_SSION SPECTRUM AND SUPERPOSITION SPECTRUM OF
SH(_RT CONFOCAL RUBY LASER IN NEAR FIELD
A66-1629D
GALLIUM ARSbNiUE P--_ JUNCTIO_ L_SER 9IOOE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONs DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66-16659
LASER OSCILLATION IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE CRYSTALS
ACTIVATED MITH TRIVALENT PRASEODYMIUM
A66-16898
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF RUBY MASER CALCULATEDs USING
DYNAMICS OF TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS A66-26561
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM AND
THRESHOLD CURRENT IN GA AS LASERS
A66-17333
ISOTOPE SHIFTs LINENIOTH AND PRECISE MAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A6b-lBO35
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
OF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS




INFLUENCE OF RESONANT GAVITY_ XENON LIGHTs AND
OTHER PARAMETERS ON RUBY LASER EMISSION ENERGY
OUTPUT
FTD-TT-66-133911&2_3E6 N66-11522




ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUHPING_ NOTING RELATION BETMEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-36055
PLASMA GENERATION BY FOCUSING LASER BEAM IN AIR AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND ROOM TEMPERATURE INDICATE
CONNECTION NITH LUMINOUS ENERGY ABSORPTION DURING
BREAKDDNN A66--16538
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
CURING OPTICAL PUMPINGt NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A66-15858
ENERGY CONVERSION
MODEL FOR LASER AMPLIFIER IN NHICH EXCITED
ELECTRON DENSITY IN HOST LASER MATERIAL IS
STIMULATED TO PRODUCE OPTICAL ENERGY
N65-26363
EFFICIENT CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY INTO
LASER RADIATIONs USING COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP
A66-23679
NASA PROGRAM OF AOVANCED SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATIONs ENERGY
CONVERSIONs MATERIALS SCIENCEs AND LASERS
N66-12606
ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUES - THETA PINCH ENERGY
TRANSFER EFFICIENCY IN CONVERSION OF ELECTRIC
ENERGY TO ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
AFOSR-65-2212 N66-15605
ENERGY DENSITY




PLATESt RUBY ROD AND TWO MIRRORS
A65-1640T
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
POLARIZATION EFFECT ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND
EFFICIENCY IN DIFFRACTION GRATING OF ATTENUATED
LASER LIGHT A65-16581
LASER BEAM OIVERGENCE AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
MEASURERENTe USING HIDE LATITUDE FILM AND THIN
CELLULOID MIRROR A65-17632
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN GAS LASER DISCHARGES
ANO INVESTIGATION OF NEH DISCHARGE
CONFIGURATIONS
NASA-CR-BT298 N6S-35355
HEATING PROCESS IN LASER MELDING OF METAL SHEETSv
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ENERGY OISTRIBUTIONt HEAT
TRANSFER AND FLUX DENSITIES A66-15367
ENERGY EXCHANGE
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE - ENERGY EXCHANGE IN
SOLIOS AND GASESt NONLINEAR EFFECTS_ GAS
BREAKDOMNt AND REFRACTIVE iNDEX VARIATION
A0-622507 N66-14573
ENERGY LEVEL
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-15660
G N LASER OSCILLATION ON P BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATION 8ANO OF NITROUS OXIDE
A65-16671
RUBY LASER THRESHOLD PUMPING AND EMISSION ENERGIES
RELATED TO TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTt ROD DIAMETER
AND THRESHOLD LEVEL A65-20363
MASER PRINCIPLESw PRACTICAL DESIGN AND CUPRENT
APPLICATION A65-30377
MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY
LEVELS INVOLVED IN LASER EMISSION
NASA-DR-b6636 N65-32191
ENERGY LOSS
OPTIMUM PEAK POHER FROM GIANT PULSE LASER IN TERMS
OF LOSS FACTOR AND POPULATION DENSITY
A65-IS826
PULSED RUBY LASER ROD CAVITY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
FROM TT TO 293 DEGREES K INDICATING ESSENTIALLY
CONSTANT LOSS A65-16129
STIMULATED EMISSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVES FROM
CIRCULAR CYLINDER AND SPHERE A6S-ITZ[9
INTERNAL LOSSES EFFECT ON RADIATION POHER IN LASER
A6S-260SB
LASER OSCILLATION AND ENERGY LOSSES IN MEDIUM
CONTAINING ACTIVE MOLECULES A65-26811
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-28556
RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF ABSORBED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
IN CYLINDRICAL ROD OF NEODYMIUM GLASS PUMPED HITH
XENON SOURCE A65-29792
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR AR II LASER LINES
COMPARED HITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL ANO
EXPERIMENTAL DATA A6S-29799
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF LASERS HITH
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY LOSSES N65-27236
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPED LASERSt DISCUSSING ENERGY
DISSIPATION IN FAST ELECTRONS PASSING THROUGH
CRYSTALt LASER SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICSt ETC
A66-23633
ENERGY SPECTRUM
TIME RESOLVED SPECTRA FOR PULSE OPERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER DIODES A65-33372
1-26
CONPTON SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS, NOTING
TRANSFORMATION INTO GAMMA RADIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION HITH HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
A66-17816
ENERGY STORAGE
FAST HIGH RADIANCE ABLATING LASER PUMP AND ENERGY
STORAGE TECHNIQUE
AFAL-TR-65-22 N6S-ZZTOZ
SINGLE PULSE OPERATION OF LASERS, NOTING ENERGY
STORAGE AND AMPLIFICATION EFFECT FOR FOUR- AND
THREE-LEVEL ACTIVE MEDIUM A66-23667
ENERGY STORAGE DEVICE
TEXT ON HIGH SPEEO OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGYt




VIBRATIONAL, ELECTRONIC AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY
TRANSFERS OF GAS MOLECULE COLLISIONSt NOTING
_UENCHING PROCESS AND FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES
EFFECT A65-20068
CPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES NOTING POSSIBILITY AS LASER
_ATERIAL A65-2CDT5
PULSED AND CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER OPERATION OF
THULIUM ION COPED ERBIUM OXIDE HHICH PROVIDES
PUMPING MECHANISM BY MEANS OF ENERGY TRANSFER
A65-26955
RESONANT ENERGY TRANSFER FROM MERCURY TO ZINC IN
GAS LASER
AD-603680 N65-16200
ENERGY TRANSFER IN RARE EARTH CHELATES -
IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIC LASER DESIGN
N65-15505
LASER OSCILLATION INCREASE 1N EFFICIENCY IN
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS PROOUCED THROUGH ENERGY
TRANSFER A66-10352
CPTICAL DESIGN OF ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES AND
COMPARISON OF ENERGY TRANSFERS FROM LIGHT SOURCE
TO RUBY LASER HITH CYLINORICAL CAVITIES
ABb-1666T
ENTROPY
SOME LASER PROPERTIES FROM VIEHPOINT OF SECOND LAH
CF THERMODYNAMICS OF IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
A65-31376
SOME LASER PROPERTIES FROM VIEWPOINT OF SECOND LAM
OF THERMODYNAMICS OF IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
A66-16899
EPITAXIAL DEPOSITION
EPITAXIAL DEPOSITION OF GERMANIUM ON GALLIUM
ARSENIDE BY HYDROGEN REDUCTION OF GERMANIUM




YB3- ER3 GLASS THREE LEVEL LASER ACTION
A65-17208
LASER CHARACTERISTICS OF AND COHERENT OSCILLATIONS
FROM TRIVALENT TMI HOv YB AND ER IONS IN
YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET A66-10261
ETHANE
ABSORPTION DATA FOR METHANE AND ETHANEt USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
ETHYLENE
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERNINEOt USING FAR"
IR MICHELSON INTERFERONETER ILLUMINATED HITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-26683
ETHYLENE COMPOUND
CARBON AND ETHYLENE TETRACHLORIDE ULTRASONIC
MODULATDRS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETERODYNE
EXPERIMENTS ON IN AS PHOTODIODE
SUBJECT XNOEX FABRY-PEROT LASER
A66-23353
EUROPlUN
STIMULATED EMISSION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN
EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTION A65-21625
EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-DIKETONE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUDIED FOR
LIG4JIO LASER APPLICATION A65-33308
CHELATE LASER SYSTEMS - EUROPIUM BENZOYLACETONATE
TR--bq_-OS2oT N65-16405
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY ANO COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
OF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS




ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
BENZDYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66-18618
EXCITATION
EXCITATION MECHANISMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASERS
S-70S NbS-ISQBO
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER MITH ELECTRON BEAN
AS EXCITATION SOURCE - EMISSION DATA FOR
VARIOUS BEAM CURRENT DENSITIES N6S-20391
EXCITATION MECHANISMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASERt XENON LIFETIMESt ANO THEORY OF
DIFFUSION CONTROLLED GLON DISCHARGE
S-669 NbS-28TT9




MEASUREMENT OF GAS LASER RADIATIVE DECAY RATE5 AND
TOTAL INELASTIC DESTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTION OF SHORT
LIVED EXCITED STATES IN Ar-NSEC TO 1000-NSEC RANGE
A65-20061
EXCITED STATE SPECTROSCOPY USING RUBY LASER AND
LOCALIZED EXCITONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
A0-619198 N65-3S_23
DECAY OF F-CENTER EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI HALIDES
INOUCED BY SHORT iNTENSE PULSE OF Q-SWITCHED RUBY
LASER A66-19367
EXCITED STATE SATURABLE ABSORBER USED NITH
1.06 MICRON NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER
RAOC-TR-65-369 N66-1STOl
EXPLORER XXll SATELLITE
REFLECTED RADIATION OF Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER FROM
EXPLORER XXll A65-21306
EXPLORER SATELLITE
ACCURATE TRACKING OF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
OPTICAL REFLECTORSt USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEAMS
Ab6-19902




CHEMICAL PUMPING OF LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 N6b-X3799
EYE PROTECTION
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
DETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED FOR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RADIATION
A65-22616
THRESHOLD INTENSITY OF 8600 ANGSTROM LIGHT FROM
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER DIODE AND EYE DAMAGE
A65-36663
HAZAROSt EFFECT! SAFETY AND PRECAUTION FOR




DECAY OF LASER-INDUCED EXCITATIONS OF F CENTERS
IN ALKALI HALIDES
MSC-38T N6S-3686T
DECAY OF F-CENTER EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
INDUCEO BY SHORT INTENSE PULSE OF Q-SHITCHED RUBY
LASER Abb-lg36T
FABRY'-PEROT INTERFERONETER
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS FOR FIELD
CISTRIBUTIONS OF RESONANT MODES IN SPHERICAL
MIRROR FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-16566
EXCITATION OF OFF-AXIS STIMULATED RADIATION BEAMS
BY INCLINING GENERATING SAMPLE MITH RESPECT TO
INTERFEROMETER AXIS A6S-18656
RESONANCE OSCILLATION IN RUBY LASER EMISSION
STUDIED BY FABRY- PERQT MULTIPLEX ETALDN AS
FUNCTION OF RESONATCR PROPERTIES
AbS-24976
EXCITATION OF OFF-AXIS STIMULATED RADIATION BEAMS
BY INCLINING GENERATING SAMPLE _ITH RESPECT TO
INTERFEROMETER AXIS A65"-28083
RESONANT NAVES IN FAERY- PERDT INTERFEROMETER
INVESTIGATED ON BASIS OF STANDING NAVE TYPE
FORMULATION Ab_r-33516
MICRONAVE OR LASER RESONATOR MITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
hAS VERY SMALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO MISALIGNHENT NHEN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-3_606
FAERY- PEROT INTERFEROMETRIC MODULATOR FOR LASER
BEAMe I_OTING ERROR OF PRECISE ALIGNMENT OF
REFLECTING SURFACES AND GAUSSIAN TYPE OF
IMPERFECTIONS A66--12202
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN FABRY- PEROT
INTERFERDMETER PRODUCING RESONANT NAVES FOR LARGE
FRESNEL NUMBER APPLIED IN MODEL FOR FILAMENT-FORM
LASER MECHANISM A66--1309T
FAERY- PERDT INTERFEROMETER AND CONFDCAL AND
SPHERICAL RESONATOR! CALCULATING INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS FOR EIGNVALUE AND EIGENFUNCTION OF
LONEST ORDER TH EIGENMODE A66-142TT
ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENT FOR 6328 ANGSTROMS
HELIUI_-NEDN LASER TRANSITION A66--21870
FABRY-PEROT LASER
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FAERY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MOOES A65-16113
FAERY- PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER HIGHER ORDER
AXIAL MODE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A6S-1T6S5
SELF-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FABRY-
PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER
A6S-21624
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TMO-COMPONENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS MITH ECUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-26088
DIFFRACTION LOSSES, PHASE SHIFTS AND FIELD
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR T_O LONEST-OROER MODES
ON INTERFEROMETER-TYPE MASER RESONATORS MITH
CIRCULAR MIRRORS A65-26911
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FABRY- PERDT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MODES A65-26933
JUNCTION REGION HEATING OF FABRY- PEROT GA AS
INJECTION LASER TREATED BY THREE TECHNIQUES
A65-26819
1-25
FAR FIELD SUBJECT INDEX
FABRV- PEROT MULTILAYER LASER AMPLIFIER SOLUTIONS
FROM TRANSIENT THEORY POINT OF VIEHt USING
LAPLACE TRANSFORM A65-29926
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT DE CAVITY TUBING AS
EXPLANATION FOR PONER LEVEL OF HELIUM-NEON ]R
FABRY- PEROT INTERFEROMETER A65-30342
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALOG OPTIMUM DESIGN OF MODE-
SELECTIVE MULTIREFLECTDR FABRY- PEROT LASER
RESONATORS A65-30346
OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH
EXTERNAL MIRRORS OF LARGE SPACING
A65-33517
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TWO-COMPONENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS WITH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS A65-36909
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGIES COMPARED TO DETERMINE
LOSSES IN FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS DUE TO MIRROR
NISALIGNRENT A65-36053
PERTURBED AND PLANE PARALLEL FABRY- PEROT
RESONATORSt THERMAL FIELDS_ QUANTUM OPTICAL
COHERENCE_ SPONTANEOUS EMISSIONt AND DYNAMICAL
THEORY OF LASER OSCILLATION
AFCRL-65-2TO N65-27088
OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROTOTYPE LASER
MODULATORS WITH THINt FLAT_ DISK-SHAPED FABRY-
PEROT INTERFEROMETER DESIGN - LASER RADIATION
IN COMMUNICATIONS
NOTS-TP-3736 N65-31681
NULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PEROT LASER RESONATDRSt
DISCUSSING SUPPRESSION EFFECT AGAINST UNNANTED
MODES A66-13325
MICROWAVE MODELS USEO TO MEASURE FREQUENCY AND
QUALITY FACTORS OF FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR WITH
PLANE SQUARE MIRRORS OPERATING IN X-BAND
A66-I6909
MODULATION OF LASER LIGHT N1TH COMPOSITE FABRY-
PEROT RESONATOR, USING MORE THAN, THREE MULTIPLE
REFLECTING PLATES A66-15836
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGIES COMPARED TO DETERMINE
LOSSES IN FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS DUE TO MIRROR
MISALIGNNENT A66-15856
MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH
RECTANGULAR LASER CONFIGURATION FOR OBTAINING
LENGTH OF ACTIVE MEDIA BETWEEN FABRY- PEROT
REFLECTORS A66-16652
REFLECTION GRATINGS AS END PLATES IN FABRY-
PEROT CAVITYt WITH CHARACTERISTICS OF LON
ABSORPTION OUTPUT COUPLING AND NAVELENGTH-
DEPENDENT ALIGNMENT OF END PLATES
ABB-19930
SOLID STATE LASER DUTPIJT EXHIBITING REGULAR AND
IRREGULAR SPIKES ANALYZED THROUGH RELAXATION
OSCILLATIONS AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS
A66-20568
LASER INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN AT HIGH PRESSURESe
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY ON INDEX OF
REFRACTION VIA OPTICAL FREQUENCY RESONANCE
MEASUREMENT A66-21564
FAR FIELD
FAR FIELD PATTERNS OF OFF-AXIAL MODES IN
CYLINDRICAL GLASS NEODYMIUM LASER RODS
A65-34807
BEAM DIVERGENCE AND FAR-FIELD PATTERNS OF RUB RODS
OF VARYING OPTICAL QUALITY A65-35315
FAR INFRARED
FAR IR GAS MASER OSCILLATOR DISCUSSING ENERGY
LEVELSt PUHPING MOLECULAR RADIATION AND DETECTION
A65-18849
HELIUM-XENON AND KRYPTON-XENON GAS LASERS
OPERATING IN FAR IR A65-36727
GAS MASER P_MP ANALOGOUS TO OPERATION OF HEAT
ENGINE FOR EXCITING MASER ACTION IN FAR IR,
DETAILING INTERACTION BETNEEN PURE ROTATIONAL
STATES OF H CL AND HF A65-353[2
PULSED GAS LASER FOR FAR INFRARED REGION OF
SPECTRUM N65-20ITO
FARADAY EFFECT
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GRATING DUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
BEAM A65-26582
LONGITUCINAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT UPON GAS
DISCHARGE[ ZEEMAN EFFECT AND FARADAY EFFECT IN
HE- NE GAS LASER A66-26226
FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER
PLANE STATIONARY NODE OF TN LASER AMPLIFIER NITH
FEEDBACK A65-1_683
FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONIRUL FOR LONG-TERM FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION OF HE- NE LASER AT CENTER
FREQUENCY OF ATOMIC RESONANCE A6S-21620
FERROELECTRICS
OPTICAL PHASE MODULRTOR USING FERROELECTRIC
BARIUM TITANATE CRYSTAL PLATE A66-10260
GADOLINIUM MOLYBDENATE AS FERROELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASERe NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
DOMAIN A66-2320T
FERROMAGNETIC FILM
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MAGNETO-
OPTICAL APPARATUS - KERR MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECT
OF FERROMAGNETIC IRON-NICKEL THIN FILM
N65-26766
FERROMAGNETISM
RESEARCH IN FERROMAGNETISMv POLYMER CHENISTRY_
LASERSw SENICONDUCTORSv AND SOLID STATE
SPECTROSCOPY
NAVNEPS-8226 N6S-26765
MICRONAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC HAVE
AMPLIFIDATIDNt OPTICAL MASERS_ SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS, RANAN SCATTERINGt FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIES, AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
_L-1410 N66-22761
FIBER OPTICS
NAVEGUIOE COUPLING BETNEEN ADJACENT PARALLEL
FIBERS AS MEANS OF TRANSFERRING RADIATION FROM
ONE ELEMENT TO ANOTHER A66-1682T
FRAUNHDFER PATTERN OF LASER LIGHT TRANSMITTED
THROUGH OPTICAL FIOER_ NOTING SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF
INTERFERENCE FRINGES BETNEEN LIGHT NAVES
A66-14972
LARGE ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING
965-LINE TELEVISION TYPE RASTER SCAN IN DISPLAY




LOW-LOSS MULTILAYER DIELECTRIC COATINGS BY FILM
DEPOSITION FOR LASER MIRROR A6S-29525
FIRING
PULSED .LASER FOR SIMULATING TANK GUN FIRING FOR
TRAINING OF TANK GUENERS
NAVTRADEVCEN-]3[I-I N65-34674
XENON FLASH TUBE FIRING SYSTEM FOR LASERS
BNL-9257 N66-2C5§3
FLAME
FLAME EMISSION DATA AND ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTIJ'S
SUITABLE FOR POPULATION INVERSION FOR LASER
ACTIONt NOTING LOW PRESSURE OXYACETYLENE FLAME
A65-20070
FLASH TUBE
GAS LASER CROSS MODULATION EFFECT WHEN EXPOSED TO
FLASH TUBE RADIATION A65-15324
1-26
SUBJECTINDEX FORBIDOENN/dlO
OPTIMIZINGFLASHLAMPSFOR PUMPING LASER RODS
BY MEANS OF DOPING
AI)-613366 N65-258gO
OPACITY MEASUREMENT OF XENON FLASH TUBE - OPTICAL
MASER
NASA-CR-5691T N65-35256
EXCITATION OF RUBY LASERS USING OOUBLE-PUMPEO
HIGH-INTENSITY HELICAL FLASH TUBES, OBTAINING
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES AND
PLASMA TEMPERATURES A66"-11666
DISMOUNTABLE FLASH LAMP FOR LASER, INCLUDING CROSS
SECTIONAL SCALE ORAMING ANO MIRING OIAGRAM
A66--23296
EFFICIENT CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY INTO
LASER RADIATION, USING COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP
A66-23479
XENON FLASH TUBE FIRING SYSTEM FOR LASERS
BNL-925T N66-20553
FLASH PHOTOLYSIS APPARATUS FOR STUDYING SHORT
LIVEO CHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES FROM METHYLENE BLUE
PSL-I02 N66-21833
FLON METER
LASER FLON METER FOR MEASUREMENT OF LOCAL VELOCITY




LASER DOPPLER FLOMNETER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
FOR LOCALIZED FLOM VELOCITIES IN GAS, NOTING
RELIABILITY FOR HIGH FLOM VELOCITIES
A65-3S061
FLON VISUALIZATION
ADVANTAGES OF GAS LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES IN
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH INTERFEROMETERS
A66-i6966
CONVENTIONAL FLON VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE
AIAA PAPER 66-127 A66-17106
FLUID AMPLIFICATION
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLING, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITEe MICROWAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERSI LASERS,
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
A0--611632 N65-22732
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS, LUBRICATION, CORROSION, MASERS,
BIOLOGICAL STRESS, PROTECTIVE COATINGS, NEUTRON
ACTIVATION, FRACTOGRAPHY, METABOLISM, GUIDED
MISSILE LAUNCHING, AND CATAPULTS
AD-623630 N66-16668
FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPE
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIENING RING LASER,
ELECTROSTATIC FLUIO SPHERE, MAGNETIC RESONANCE,
SUPERCONOUCTIVlTY GYROSCOPE, RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
AIAA PAPER 65--401 A6S-29669
FLUORESCENCE
STIMULATED EMISSION IN FLUORESCENT ORGANIC
MOLECULES N65-15506
NEODYMIUM DOPEO LASER GLASS COMPARED ON BASIS OF
FLOURESCENCE CHARACTERISTIC DIFFERENCES
A0-612659 N65-25901
MONTE CARLO METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE
FLUORESCENT LIFE TINES FOR RUBY LASER ROOS NITH
BREMSTER ANGLE ENOS AND ROUGHENED SIDES
UCRL-TTbS-T/REVo 1/ N65-32363
RUBY LASER RAOIATION EFFECT ON FLUORESCENCE AND
LASER ACTION IN DYSPROSIUM DOPED CALCIUM FLUORIDE
CRYSTALS A66-lOTIB
OPTICAL MHISPERING MODE OF POLISHED CYLINDERS AND
IMPLICATION IN LASER TECHNOLOGY, NOTING TRAPPED
FLUORESCENT LIGHT A66-12203
FLUORESCENT EMISSION
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB 1
LINES SHON ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
A65-17666
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE EXCITED BY
PHOTODISSOCIATION, DISCUSSING LINE STRENGTH AND
DOPPLER NIOTH A65-20073
FLUORESCENT ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT - THETA
PINCH ARGON LAMP MEASUREMENTS
_R-T N65-2S966
FLUORINATION
APPARATUS FOR FLUORIOATION OF HYDROXYL ANO OXYGEN
CONTAMINATED FLUDRIOE COMPOUNDS, OBTAINING
OPTICALLY CLEAR CRYSTALS MITH NO TYNDALL
SCATTERING FOR LASER APPLICATION
A66-18688
FLUORINE COflPOUNO
APPARATUS FOR FLUORIDATION OF HYDROXYL AND OXYGEN
CONTAMINATED FLUORIEE COMPOUNOS,e OBTAINING
OPTICALLY CLEAR CRYSTALS MITH NO TYNDALL
SCATTERING FOR LASER APPLICATION
A66-18688
FLUORO CONPOUNO
GAS LASER OUTPUT ANC THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTOOISSOCIATION OF METHYL IO01OE
AND FLUORO IOOO METFYLIOYNE A66-16TTI
FLUX
COMPUTER ANALYSIS DETERMINING CHANGE OF POPULATION
INVERSION AND OUTPUT PHOTON FLUX AND EXPERIMENT
LSING RUBY FOR OSCILLATOR AND AMPLIFIER USING
TRAVELING HAVE MASER IN TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
GSP/PHYS/65-16 N65-31091
FLUX DENSITY
HEATING PROCESS IN LASER MELDING OF METAL SHEETS_
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONt HEAT
TRANSFER AND FLUX DENSITIES A66-1S36T
FOCUS
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
IN FOCAL REGION OF COHERENT LIGHT BEAM EMERGING
FROM APLANATIC OPTICAL SYSTEM A65-2TOgZ
FOCUSING
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING FOCUSING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-16131




FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION ANO
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-15369
LASER FOG DISOROMETER FOR MEASURING DROPLET SIZE
IN FOG A65-- 17666
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION ANO
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
NONLINEAR THEORY OF LASER NOISE WITH CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS DERIVED FROM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
OBTAINED BY FOKKER- PLANCK EQUATION
A65-27759
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF AMPLITUDE AND INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION FOR LASER MODEL NEAR THRESHOLO
DBTAINEO BY USING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
BY FOKKER- PLANCK EQUATION, TREATING AMPLITUDE AS
RANDOM VARIABLE A66-25018
FORBIDDEN BAND
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIOE BY NEODYM|UN-GLASS-LASER
WHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN tdIOTH OF




EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIOE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
WHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN WIDTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSEHIDE
A65-33356
FQRRATION
FORMATION TIHE OF OPTICAL LASER OSCILLATIONS
N66-15050
FORTRAN
LIGHT SCATTERING IN SEA HATER - FORWARD SCATTERING




MULTICHANNEL PHOTOELECTRIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER _ITH
KERR CELL GATING RECORDS SPECIRUfl OF LASER LIGHT
SCATTERED FROM SINGLE GIANT PULSE IN PLASMA
A65-28203
LIGHT SCATTERING [N SEA _ATER - FORWARD SCATTERING




FLUID MECHANICSt LUBRICATIONt CORRDSIONv MASERS_
BIOLOGICAL STRESS_ PROTECTIVE CGATINGSf NEUTRON
ACTIVATIONt FRACTOGRAPHYt METABOLISN_ GUIDED
MISSILE LAUNCHINGt AND CATAPULTS
AD-623630 N66-14468
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FRACTURES IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED ALKALINE SILICATES
AND BDROSILICATES PRODUCED BY LASER BEAM
A66-14174
FRANCK-CONDON FACTOR
FEASIBILITY OF LASER OPERATING ON VIBRATIONAL -




FRAUNHOFER PATTERN OF LASER LIGHT TRANSMITTED
THROUGH OPTICAL FIBER_ NOTING SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF
INTERFERENCE FRINGES BETWEEN LIGHT HAVES
A66-16972
FREE ELECTRON
ION AND FREE ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATE STUDY IN GAS
UNDER LASER BEAN ACTION A65-1972T
FREQN
LASER EXCITATION IN FREON AND RARE GAS MIXTURES
BASED ON DISSOCIATIVE EXCITATION PROCESS AND
QUENCHING ACTION OF SOME GASES A65-35063
FREQUENCY BARD
BEHAVIOR OF COUPLING-TYPE INTERNAL LASER
MODULATORS HITH BANDWIDTH COMPARABLE TO MODE
SPACING A65-16604
COHERENT LIGHT RECORDING AND REPRODUCING SYSTEM
COMPRISING THO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM MECHANICAL




REDUCTION OF LOCKING FREQUENCY OF RING LASER BY
MAKING TNO BEAMS ORTHOGONAL A65-19601
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STABLE SINGLE FREQUENCY
RF EXCITED HE- NE LASER AT 6328 ANGSTROMS
A65-35358
CONTROLLING FM AND SUPERMODE LASER OUTPUT
FREQUENCIES BY THRESHOLD CONTROL AND
INTERFEROMETRIC CONTROL A6S-36842
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF
GAS LASER USED AS OPTICAL PUMP GAIN MODULATOR
NASA-CR-66359 N65-31013
STABLE SINGLE-FREQUENCY UUTPUT FROM LASER CAVITY
OBTAINED BY FILTER METHOD AND RESONANCE
SUPPRESSION METHOD A66-18356
1-28
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERSt USING
ATOPIC RESONANCE ANE INTERFERONETERS
A66-1835T
FREQUENCY CONVERSION
LIGHT kAVE FREQUENCY CONVERSION BY LASER CRYSTALt
EXAMINING RESULTANT HARMONICS A65-155OB
PARAMETRIC CONVERSION OF OPTICAL FREQUENCIES IN
CRYSTAL ILLUMINATEE BY LASERS A65-28626
EQUATIONS DESCRIBING HEAT FREQUENCY VARIATION AND
PODE COMPETITION IN GASEOUS LASER OPERATED IN
FAGNETIC FIELD PARALLEL TO LASER AXIS
A65-30303
FREQUENCY CONVERTER
COHERENT ANO INCDHERENT OUTPUT CURVE OF THREE-
LEVEL QUANTUM FREQUENCY CONVERTER
A65-17505
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
LASER tAVITY ANALYSISe THRESHOLD MEASU_EMENTSw




GAS LASER MOLECULAR ABSORPTION DISCRIMINATION OF
CLOSE FREQUENCIES A65-1599B
FREQUENCY SPECTRA PEASURENENT OF GASEOUS LASER BY
PHOTOMIXING TECHNIQUES AND NOISE DISTRIBUTION
A65-16405
SHORT-TERM FREQUENCY INSTABILITY AND FREQUENCY
SPECTRA OF HIGHLY STABLE QUARTZ OSCILLATORS
MEASURED_ USING DOUBLE-BEAM AMMONIA MASER AS
STANDARD A65-18320
RAIN COEFFICIENTS AND MEASUREMENTS 1N LASER
AMPLIFIER, AND SOLID STATE LASER MATERIALS
OR-6 N65-14465
ABSCLUTE WAVELENGTH STABILITY OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
MEASURED BY DIRECT INTERFERDMETRIC COMPARISON NITH
HG 198 STANDARD LAPP A66-2286B
DIRECT FREQUENCY COMPARISON OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN
MASERS IN DIFFERENT PLACES AND CONDITIONS BY
SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF LDRAN C SIGNALS
A66-26145
FREQUENCY MODULATION
GENERATION OF SINGLE FREQUENCY LIGHT USING FE
LASER A65-166TO
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR LONG-TERM FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION OF HE- NE LASER AT CENTER
FREQUENCY OF ATOMIC RESONANCE A65-21620
LASER OSCILLATION WHEREIN LASER MODES OSCILLATE
HITH APPROXIMATELY FM PHASES THEREBY COMPRISING
SIDEBANOS OF FM LIGHT SIGNAL A65-21876
SUPERMDDE LASER AS SINGLE-FREQUENCY GENERATION
SYSTEM CONSISTING OF FM LASER HITH SYNCHRONOUS
PHASE MODULATOR AT OUTPUT A65-2926T
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FE LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A65-33377
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSIONt
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATIONt
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS, AND GALLIUN
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-66-1007 N65-23135
FREQUENCY MODULATIGN LASER NITH COMPOSITE AXIAL
MODES N65-23138
CARRIER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION CF FN LASER kITH
RESPECT TO CENTER CF ATOMIC GAIN PROFILEr USING
SMALL DISTORTION PRESENT IN LASER OSCILLATION
A66-10966
F N LASER OSCILLATION THEORY DISCUSSING EFFECT OF
ARBITRARY ATOMIC LINE SHAPEr SATURATION! MODE
S_J_TI_EX FUSIONWELD lllG
PULLING, PONER OUTPUT, SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE,
DISTORTION, ETC A66-13956
EXPERIMENTS ON HELIUM-NEON FN LASERS COVERING
PHJ_E-LOCKED AND FN REGION PONER OUTPUT,
MOIXILATION INDEX ANO OTSTORTION EXPERIMENTS
A66-13955
FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION ETALON REPLACES
END MIRROR OF FN LASER SO THAT TOTAL PONER IS
OBTAINED AS SINGLE OPTICAL FREQUENCY
A6b--16381
PHASE-LOCKING EFFECT AND PHASE SUM OF LF ANO HF
OSCILLATING MODES IN LASER A66-18613
SEMICONOUCTOR LASERS, FM TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USED TO OVERCOME NOOULATION NOISE
UNDER VARYING NEATHER CONDITIONS
A66-19915
PROPERTIES OF FREQUENCY MOOULATION ANO SUPER MODE
LASER
IER-I N66-10766
EXPERIMENTAL ANO THEORETICAL PROGRAM TO DETERMINE
FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF FREQUENCY MOOULATION
AND SUPER-MOOE LASERS
IER-2 N66-2140S
COHERENT LIGHT COMMUNICATION SYSTEP FOR ATMOSPHERE




OUTPUT FREQUENCY QUADRUPLING IN Q-SPOILED
NEODYMIUM-IN-GLASS LASER, USING NONLINEAR OPTIC
EFFECT A65--15858
FREQUENCY RANGE
PUMP FREQUENCY OF 30 GIGACYCLES USING HARMONIC
CROSS RELAXATION ON CHROMIUM DOPED RUTILE TO
OBTAIN POPULATION INVERSION AT 60 GIGACYCLE
SIGNAL FREQUENCY A65-25873
ELECTRON BEAMS, PLASMAI ANO LASERS AND MASERS FOR
EXTENDING USEFUL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM INTO RANGE
FROM NICRONAVE TO OPTICAL FREQUENCIES
NDL-G12 N65-26169
CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS OF OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND THERMAL NOISE AND
APPLICATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER
A66"-26128
DEPENDENCE OF BEAT FREQUENCY OF NEODYMIUM LASER
AXIAL MOOES ON DISTANCE BETWEEN MIRRORS AND
NEODYMIUM ROD POSITION NITHIN RESONATOR
A66-26881
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND CROSS COUPLING OF RED AND
IR GAS LASER INTERFEROMETER FOR MEASURING PLASMA
ELECTRON OENSITY A65-15619
SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF HULTIMODE RUBY LASER IN
SPHERICAL RESONATOR, INTERPRETING NEAR-FIELO
PATTERNS, FREQUENCy SPECTRUM, ETC
A66-21311
LASER PROPERTIES RELEVANT TO MEASUREMENT OF
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS - MAPPING VIBRATING SURFACE,
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TRANSDUCER, SENSITIVE
LEVEL, PRESSURE OETERMINAT|ON, ANO HOLOGRAMS
NASA-CR-68235 N66-12860
FREQUENCY SHIFT
RUBY LASER POWER DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY SPLITTING
OF TNO COMPONENTSOF RI DOUBLET AT TT DEGREES K
A65-17656
OUTPUT OF SINGLE MODE GAS LASER IN AXIAL MAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIED FOR INCREASE IN FREQUENCY STABILITY
A65-ZB956
INTERFERONETER TUNING EFFECT ON ZEEMAN BEAT
FREQUENCY IN RADIATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH
APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD A65-26956
FREQUENCY SEPARATION BETNEEN TRANSVERSE MODES OF
RUBY LASER MEASURED BY FABRY- PEROT
[NTERFEROMETER AND VERIFIED BY TRANSVERSE NODE
SELECTION A65-2761D
RUBY LASER NOOULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EMISSION UNDER
[//HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-CR-STB66 N65-19863
RAMAN LASER MATERIALS SELECTION_ EMPHASIZING
FREQUENCY SHIFTS AND EXCITATION POMER THRESHOLD
A66-23677
FREQIJENCY STANDARD
HYDROGEN MASER AND CESIUM BEAN TUBE FREQUENCY
STANDARUS _UNPA_ A_5-!66_Q
FREQUENCY STANDARDS OF HYDROGEN HASER ANO SNISS
CESIUM ATOMIC BEAM TUBE COMPARED
A65-16681
PHOTOBEAT CHARACTERISTICS BETNEEN TNO
INDEPENOENTLY STABILIZEO HE- NE LASERS
A65-Z911T
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF DOUBLE MODE HELIUM-NEON
LASER VIA PHASE LOCK C[RCU]T A65-29611
COMPACT SOLID STATE CESIUM LASER BEAM FREQUENCY
STANDARD FOR PRECISION CLOCKS N6S-26681
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION OF AMMONIA MASER FOR
FREQUENCY STANDARD N65-26685
GPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIDIUM 87 MASER OSCILLATOR
A66-26126
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NOISE QUALITY OF ATOMIC
FREQUENCY STANDARDS INCLUDING MASERS
A66-26130




OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION APPLIED TO HIGH
PONER COHERENT SOURCE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION IN
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS A65-IqlT6
SYSTEM TRANSLATING FREQUENCY OF GAS LASER OVER
RANGE OF SEVERAL GIGACYCLES, ELIMINATING NEED FOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS NITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
AbS-25872
OPTICAL FREQUENCY TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES LEADING
TO DESIGN OF Y-SHAPED LASER CONFIGURATION
AB-1272-OOI3 N65-15259
FRINGE
SPIRAL FRINGES IN INTERFERENCE PATTERN OF
INTERFEROMETER MITH LASER ILLUMINATION AS
INOICATION OF DISCONTINUITY IN NAVE FRONT OR
GENERATING SURFACE A65-33630
FRINGE COUNTING MICHELSON INTERFERONETER USING




THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC PDNER
CONVERSION -THETA PINCH, ION CYCLOTRON, AND
INFRARED MASER DIAGNOSTICS N65-268S9
FUSION MELDING
LASER BEAM NELDING ELECTRONIC-COMPONENT LEADS
AbB-1651T
LASER MELDING EVALUATED HITH REGARD TO PERFORMANCE
AND PRODUCTION APPLICATION A66-16692
PULSED LASER NELDING! WIRE-TO-NIREt SHEET-TO-






GADOLINIUM MOLYBDENATE AS FERROELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASERt NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
DOHAIN A66-23207
GAIN
GAIN COEFFICIENTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN LASER
AMPLIFIER. AND SOLID STATE LASER MATERIALS
OR-6 N65-16665
GALACTIC RAOID NAVE
NULTICAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR RECORDING 21CN
EMISSION FROM GALACTIC HYDROGEN
N65-IBE85
GALLIUM
GROWTH OF BROAD LINEWIDTH RUBY SINGLE CRYSTALS




HIGH POWER GALLIUM-ARSENIC INJECTION LASER DIDOES
AD-621669 N66-13766
IALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
RECOMBINATIDN RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
P-N JUNCTIONS_ OBSERVING STIMULATED EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-30572
ALLIUiq ARSENIOE
STIMULATED EMISSION EVIDENCE FROM NITROGEN COOLED
SPIKING RUBY-LASER-IRRADIATED DEGENERATED P-TYPE
GA AS CRYSTALS A65-15323
CIRCU|TRY_ MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
PERFORMANCE OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER TRANSMITTER
OPERATED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-15327
INJECTION DIODE LASER FROM DEGENERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE WITH NEODYMIUM DOPED LAYER EMITTING AT
8700 ANGSTROMS A65-15995
FABRY- PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER HIGHER ORDER
AXIAL MODE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A65-17655
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION CONTROL IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
INJECTION LASER SHONING EFFECTS ON OSCILLATION
NODE AND THRESHOLD A65-17665
LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUM ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATIONt NOTING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY A65-19566
SELF-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FABRY-
PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER
A65-21626
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING LASER EFFECT IN
P-N JUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTING LASER
DEVICES A65-23867
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
AND-MIXED-CRYSTAL INJECTION LASERS SURPASS ALL
OTHER LASERS IN EFFICIENCY AND CW PONER OUTPUT
A65-26130
JUNCTION REGION HEATING OF FABRY- PEROT GA AS
INJECTION LASER TREATED BY THREE TECHNIQUES
A65-26819
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENIDE JUNCTION
DIODE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
A65-29198
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES BEHAVIOR AT HIGH
PULSE RADIATION LOADS A65-29356
LASER CURRENT-MONITORING OEVICE, SPALL CURRENT
TRANSFORMER FEEDS SOLID-STATE PULSE-CODING DEVICE
NHICH MODULATES GALLIUM-ARSENIDE LASER
A65-29885
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
NHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN WIDTH OF
1-30
SUBJECT INDEX
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
A65-31307
TEMPERATURE RISE AT GA AS LASER JUNCTION FOR
VARIOUS PULSE CURRENTS AND BASE TEMPERATURES
A65-31732
OPTICAL RANGEFINCER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER TO ELIMINATE SPURIOUS ECHOES
A65-32588
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
hHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY 1S LESS THAN hlDTH OF
FORBIDDEN BANO IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
A65-33356
lINE RESCLVED SPECTRA FOR PULSE OPERATED GALLIUN
ARSENIDE LASER OIODES A65-33372
OPTICAL GAIN AND LOSSES OF GA AS LASER OF
EPITAXIAL AND DIFFUSED TYPE A65-33380
lIME PARAMETERS OF PONERFULLASER MEASURED WITH
GA AS PHOTODIODEt NOTING TIME CONSTANT AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTODIODE A65-36552
THRESHOLD INTENSITY OF 8400 ANGSTROM LIGHT FROM
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODE AND EYE DAMAGE
A65-36663
RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROCESS IN EMISSION SPECTRUM
CF GALLIUM ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODES
A65-36666
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED IN EMISSION FROM
VARIOUS LASING ANO NONLASING NODES OF CONTINUOUS
hAVE GA AS LASER A65-36687
INOUCED RADIATION IN GA AS SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTAL
EXCITEO BY RUBY LASER NITH Q-MODULATION
A65-35862
INDUCED RADIATION AND LASER ACTION OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL EXCITED BY LIGHT FROM
Q-MODULATED RUBY LASER A65-36362
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES hITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A65-36TBT
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES FABRICATED BY
DIFFUSION OF ZINC
¢PR-L N65-17662
COMPACT PULSE GENERATOR FOR DRIVING GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
N65-20175
DESIGN OF COMPACT 1C0 NATT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
TRANSMITTER N65-201T7
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM GALLIU_ ARSENIC P-N
JUNCTION LASERS N65-2DT80
MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTING OPTICAL
SYSTEM - DIODE MOUNT FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASERS_ AND GENERATION OF ALKALINE LINE BY
STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION
NASA-CR-ST922 N65-21362
GALLIUM ARSENIDE ALLOY INGOT PREPARATION BY
VAPOR TRANSPORT METHODS FOR LASER APPLICATIONS
N65-23139
IHPROVEMENT OF P-N JUNCTION IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
BY INCREASING QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FOR DIRECT
CURRENT STIMULATED ELECTROLUMINESCENCE - LASERS
AD-661889 N65-26930
GRONTH OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE-PHDSPHIDE COMPOUNDS
FOR LASER USE
AFCRL-65-271 N65-2]_33
EXTERNAL POWER E[FICIENCY OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER DIODES
CPR-2 N65-32069
METHODS DF JUNCTION FORMATION TD OBTAIN ROOM
TEMPERATURE GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES
S_J_T I_EX
QPR-3 N65-36184
EPITAXIAL DEPOSITION OF GERMANIUM ON GALLIUM
ARSENIOE BY HYDROGEN REDUCTION OF GERMANIUM
TETRACHLORIOE - SEMICONDUCTOR ANO LASER
PRDOUCTIDN
LSRR_-RR-6_)--52 fl65-36688
SENICONOUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
RAE-TR-BS@95 N65-36334
LASER TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION IN ELECTRON BEAM
PUMPEO GALLIUM ARSENIOEt PRIMARILY ON
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLON DONORS ANO ACCEPTORS
A66-10348
GALLIUM ARSEMIOE INJECTION LASER FOR PROLONGEO
OPERATION AT LIQUID NITROGEN TEMPERATURES
A66-10369
THERMAL LIMITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES OF GALLIUM
ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION LASERS A66-10895
LASER-ACTION THRESHOLD IN ELECTRON-BEAM EXCITED
GALLIUM ARSENIOE AND EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND
DOPING A66-10971
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-II190
GA AS OPTICALLY COUPLED TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE WITH
LASING EMITTER A66-12442
OPTICALLY CONNECTED LASER CONSTRUCTED ON GALLIUM
ARSENIOE P-'N JUNCTION9 NOTING COHERENT RADIATION
A66-14363
GALLIUM ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT DISTRIBUTION, OENSITY ANO
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66-16659
SHIFT OF EMISSION SPECTRUM IN PULSED GA AS LASERt
NOTING NAVEFORM CHARACTERISTICS
A66-16976
RADIATION DAMAGE AND ANNEALING OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER DIODE A66-16979
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM AND
THRESHOLD CURRENT IN GA AS LASERS
A66-17333
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LUMINESCENT DIODES HITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PROOUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A66-19195
SILICON AND SELENIUM DOPING EFFECTS ON GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS A66-21879
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER EXCITATION BY FAST
ELECTRONS A66-22146
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CN X-BAND
GA AS MICROWAVE GUNN GENERATOR
A66-23029
HOLE AND ELECTRON SMEARING AND P-TYPE ABSORPTION
INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLD CURRENT A66-23478
PARAMETER OEPENOENCE OF INTERMEOIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
SUBCARRIER MIXING A66-23960
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIOE INJECTION
LASER COOLEO BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-26011
OPTICAL RANGEFINOER USING GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER
AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHOTOOIOOE AS
DETECTOR USEO AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N66-11665
LIGHT EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIOE SEMICONOUCTOR
P-N JUNCTION INJECTION LASER
NOTS-TP-3655 NbB-19T03
ROOM TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF PULSEO GALLIUM
GAS DISCHARGE
ARSENIOE INJECTION LASER, AND IMPROVEMENT OF
LASER DIODE STRUCTURE
ECOR-01501-1 N66-2OBQ9
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER DIODES WITH HIGH OUTPUT
COHERENT BEAM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
ECOM-2629 N66-21293
LASER MOOULATOR USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE AND GALLIUM
PHOSPHIDE ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS
NASA-CR-T1516 N66-21635
ZINC DIFFUSION IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE-PHOSPHIDE
LASERS AND EFFECTS ON SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
AFCRL-66-18 N66-22611
GALLIUM CORP_JNG
SEMICONCUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUR DIFFUSION,
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATION,
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS, AND GALLIUM
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-66-100T N65-23135
GALLIUM ARSENIDE ALLOY INGOT PREPARATION BY
VAPOR TRANSPORT METHODS FOR LASER APPLICATIONS
N65-23139
GALLIUM PHOSPHIOE
DIRECT-INDIRECT TRANSITION EFFECT ON HALL EFFECT
IN GALLIUM /ARSENIC PHOSPHIDE/ A66-21570
GALLIUM SELENIDE
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITH ELECTRON BEAM EXCITED
CADMIUM TELLURIOE RED GALLIUM SELEMICE
N66-12666
GAMMA RADIATION
C0-60 GAMMA IRRADIATION INDUCED ENERGY OUTPUT
INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL A65-176BT
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON ENERGY OUTPUT OF RUBY
LASER CRYSTALS N6_r-ITSg6
COMPTON SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS_ NOTING
TRANSFORMATION INTO GAMMA RADIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION NITH HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
A66-17816




MICRONAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINENIDTH AND
_AGMETIC ANISOTROPY IN CALCIUM-VANADIUM BISMUTH
GARNET, NOTING TWM ISOLATOR A65-26966
GAS
MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRICAL BREAKDONN
AND IONIZATION IN GAS CAUSED BY HIGH INTENSITY
RUBY OR NEODYMIUM LASER ILLUMINATION
C-920272-6 N66-11653
LASER-INDUCED NONLINEAR EFFECTS, RAMAN
SCATTERING, AND GAS BREAKDOWN - SOVIET
LITERATURE REVIEN
ATD--P-65-T6 N66-122TO
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE - ENERGY EXCHANGE IN
SOLIDS AND GASES, NONLINEAR EFFECTS, GAS
BREAKDONN, ANO REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION
AO-6225OT N66-16573
GAS COMPOSITION
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHANGES IN GAS COMPOSITION
IN OISCHARGE TUBE FOR HELIUM NEON LASER
TR-66-25T.IO N65-19952
GAS DENSITY
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR NEW TYPE OF GAS
DENSITY MEASURING SYSTEM USING LIGHT SCATTERED
FROP LASER BEAM AS PEASURED QUANTITY
ABb-15796
GAS DISCHARGE
HIGH INTENSITY LOW VOLTAGE DISCHARGE RESULTING
FROM RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSING ON TITANIUM HYDRIDE
TARGET A65-26282
1-31
GAS DYNAMICS SUBJECT INDEX
LASER BEAM-GAS INTERACTION INDUCED DISCHARGE
STUDIED FOR THRESHOLD, BREAKDOWN AND EMITTED LIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS A65-2TOB4
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG DISCHARGE OF 616_ ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31651
TEMPORAL DEPENDENCE IN LASER INDUCED GAS
DISCHARGES
REPT.-1935-2 N65-21555
PINCH METHODS OF GAS DISCHARGE AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
OPTICAL PUMPING OF VARIOUS LASER MATERIALS
N65-22742
INTENSE LASER BEAM FOCUSING EFFECT IN GAS TO
STUDY LIGHT-INDUCED DISCHARGES BY TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOGRAPHY A66-1297B
LASER OSCILLATIONS OF SILICON TETRACHLORIDE_
SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE AND ETHYL SILICATE IN
GASEOUS DISCHARGE A66-14973
C W IR LASER OSCILLATION IN H BR AND HI GAS
DISCHARGE 666-16756
GAS DISCHARGE BY LASER PULSE, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
PHOTOIONIZATION DUE TO ELECTRON IMPACT
A66-2fi887
CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM
ELECTRONICS - NONLINEAR OPTICAL PHENDMENAw
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERSv GAS DISCHARGES IN GAS
LASERS, AND GAS BREAKDOWN IN LASER BEAM
JPRS-34262 N66-18135
ENERGY LEVEL RELATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES OF NEON
PLASMA USING HELIUM-NEON LASER - LANGMUIR PROBE
ADDITIONS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
ARL-65-266 N66-22488
GAS DYNAMICS
LASER RESEARCH IN U.S.S.R., COMBUSTION
INSTABILITY IN LIQUID ROCKET AND AIR BREATHING
PROPULSION, GAS DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURE, AND MORPHOLOGICAL FORMS IN POLYMERS
AD-660286 N65-23836
GAS FLOW
CONTINUOUS WAVE GAS LASER DOPPLER FLOW METER FOR
GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT N66-2233B
GAS HEATING
BREAKDOWN OF GASES UNOER INFLUENCE OF LASER SPARK
PHENOMENA WITH SUBSEQUENT ABSORPTION OF LASER
RADIATION AND GAS HEATING A66-10646
GAS-ION INTERACTION
IONIZATION BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS OF GASES AT
OPTICAL INFRARED FREQUENCIES USING LASERS
RADC-TOR-64-422 N65-IB624
GAS LASER
MICROWAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PUMPING OF
NEON-HELIUM LASER TO RAISE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE FOR INCREASE OF OUTPUT
A65-15320
GAS LASER CROSS MODULATION EFFECT WHEN EXPOSED TO
FLASH TUBE RADIATION A65-15324
MODE SUPPRESSION AND MODE STABILIZATION OF HELIUM-
NEON LASER, USING TUNGSTEN WIRES AS MODE
DISCRIMINATOR A65-15325
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER WITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-15458
BUILDUP AND DECAY TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN GAS LASERS
DUE TO LIGHT ABSORPTION BY INSERTED LIQUID SAMPLES
A65-15816
FREOUENCY RESPONSE AND CROSS COUPLING OF RED AND
IR GAS LASER INTERFEROMETER FOR MEASURING PLASMA
ELECTRON DENSITY A65-15819
1-32
GAS LASER MOLECULAR ABSORPTION DISCRIMINATION OF
CLOSE FREQUENCIES A65-15998
ABSORPTION DF 3.39 MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY METHANE IN ATMOSPHERE
A65-16362
INTERNAL MODULATION OF GAS LASER BY GERMANIUM
PHOTODIOCE INVERSELY POLARIZED AND MOUNTED IN
COAXIAL CIRCUIT A65-16385
FREGUENCY SPECTRA MEASUREMENT OF GASEOUS LASER BY
PHOTOMIXING TECHNIQUES AND NOISE DISTRIBUTION
A65-16405
GAS LASER CONTINUOUS WAVE AMPLIFIER USING
RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION DISCHARGE TUBE, NOTING
OPERATION AS CW OSCILLATOR AND PULSE AMPLIFIER
A65-16406
BROADBANE DIELECTRIC MIRRORS USED WITH PULSED GAS
LASER TO OBSERVE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN VISIBLE
WAVELENGTH REGION A65-16570
MODE IMPURITY OBSERVED IN DIFFRACTICN MEASUREMENTS
EMPLOYING GAS LASER APPARENTLY RESONATING IN
TEN-DO MODE A65-165T1
STIMULATEC EMISSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM
CIRCULAR CYLINDER AND SPHERE A65-IT219
XENON-KRYPTON LASER EMISSION IN 12 WAVELENGTHS
RANGING FROM 2.03 IC 9 MICRONS WITH EXTERNAL AND
INNER MIRRORS A65-I7353
OPTICAL CAVITY IN WHICH MODES ARE DETERMINED AS
STATIONARY STATES OF DIFFRACTION-LIMITED OBJECT/
IMAGE TRANSFORMATICN OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
665-18013
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOW
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-18556
LASER OPERATION MOLES ARISING FROM METASTABLE NEON
ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND DXYGEN MOLECULES
A65-18557
EMISSION AND GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-18558
FAR IR GAS MASER OSCILLATOR DISCUSSING ENERGY
LEVELS, PUMPING MOLECULAR RADIATION AND DETECTION
A65-18849
MICROWAVE AMPLIFICATION ACHIEVED IN SILICON DIODE
tXHIBITING MICROPLASMA-FREE AVALANCHE
MULTIPLICATION A65-19227
VELOCITY MATCHED SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION I SHG/
AND MIXING OBTAINED IN PIEZOELECTRIC LITHIUM
NICBATE CRYSTALS 665-19235
AMPLITUDE NOISE MEASUREMENT FOR CAVITY TYPE
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASER OSCILLATOR ABOVE AND BELOW
IHRESHOLD A65-19544
REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERATING TRULY CIRCULAR MODE OF
ESCILLATION IN GAS LASER SYSTEM
A65-19602
HELIUM-NEON LASER RADIATION DISPERSION MEASLREMENT
IN TRANSITION 3S2-2P¢ FOR VARYING MIRROR SPACING
A65-19693
INEXPENSIVE SIMPLIFIED CONSTRUCTION OF OC POWERED
HELIUM NEON LASER WITH 6328 ANGSTROM OUTPUT
665-19849
INTERFERCMETER EXPERIMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
SHOWS ITS RADIATID_ OBEYS LAWS CF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-19996
EE- NE _ASER PROPERTIES AND LASER MECHANISM OF hE
ATUMS, NOTING TRANSITION PROCESS ANC OSCILLATICN
DYNAMICS A65-19999
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GAS LASERS WITH ATTENTION
S_J_TI_EX GAS LASER
TO INVERSION MECHANISMS, TMO AND THREE LEVEL
COLLiSiON LASERS, ION LASERS AND C_RRENTLY KNOMN
TRANSITIONS A65-ZOO60
NEASURENENT OF GAS LASER RADiATiVE DECAY RATES AND
TOTAL iNELASTIC DESTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTION OF SHORT
LIVED EXCITED STATES IN 6-NSEC TO IO00--NSEC RANGE
A6S-20061
GAS DISCHARGE COLLISION LASER EFFICIENCY AND PONER
OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS MITH ATTENTION TO MANGANESE
AND LANTHANUM DISCHARGES A65-20002
ABSORPTION DATA FOR METHANE AND ETHANE, USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
LASER OUTPUT OF XENON-HELIUM MIXTURE AS FUNCTION
OF CHARGE DURATION, GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIAMETER
Ab5-20263
SMALL STABLE HELIUM-NEON LASER CONSTRUCTION AND
MODE PATTERNS A65-21256
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR LONC--TERM FREQUENCY
STABiliZATION OF HE- NE LASER AT CENTER
FREQUENCY OF ATOMIC RESONANCE A65-21620
SINGLE-ATOM COHERENCE EFFECTS IN MEASUREMENT OF
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINENIDTHS iN HIGH-GAIN NEON
LASER A65-216S6
OPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION IN HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS DETERMINED
FROM SIDE LIGHT MEASUREMENTS AbS-2LbS6
NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNDER 013 TRIPLE
P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISI_F-INDUCED OXYGEN
DISSOCIATION, NOTING BANDMIDTHS AND OSCILLATIONS
A65-21810
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS M TO J
AND N TO K CALCULATEO MITH GAS LASER
AbS-21811
CONTINUOUS OUTPUT GAS-PHASE LASERS AS SHALL
BANDWIDTH SOURCES OF LIGHT FOR OPTICAL
DIFFRACTDRETERS A65-22206
HE- NE GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND NACH- ZEHNOER INTERFEROMETRY IN
AERODYNAMIC TESTING A65--22501
GAS MIXTURES AND PRESSURES FOR OPTIMUM OUTPUT
POWER OF RF-EXCITEO HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS AT
632.8 NM A65-22620
S|HPLE SINGLE NODE HELIUM-NEON LASER WHOSE OUTPUT
IS SUFFICIENT FOR INTERFEROMETRIC METROLOGY
A65-22621
VISIBLE AND UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118
WAVELENGTHS IN IONIZED NEON, ARGON, KRYPTON,
XENON, OXYGEN AND OTHER GASES A65-22622
PULSED MATER VAPOR LASER FOR FAR IR GIVING DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE A65-"22626
LASER PULSE GENERATION N|TH PLASMA RESULTING FROM
DISCHARGE IN HYDROGEN AS MEDIUM
A65-22728
LASER OSCILLATION IN PULSED NOBLE-GAS-ION LASER AT
NEAR- IR Ab5-22785
GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MACH ZEHNOER
]NTERFEROMETER AS COMPARED TO MERCURY VAPOR LAMP
A65-22969
CONTINUOUS GAS LASER BY DIRECT HF EXCITATION OF
NITROUS OXIDE AND MIXTURE WITH ARGON IN CAVITY,
NOTING PERFORMANCES AbS-23273
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASERS CGNSIOERING PROBLEM OF
DOPPLER BROADENED TRANSITION SUBJECTED TO OPTICAL
FREQUENCY FIELD IN STANDING WAVE FORM
A65-26005
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT ]R
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER AbS-26OB3
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
CF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOg CATHODE
A65-26086
LASER TYPES AND THEIR APPLICATION IN RADAR,
INSTRUMENTATION, NAVIGATION AND COMPUNICATIONS
A65-26131
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUM-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAViTY ACOUSTIC MODULATION IN
COUPLED MULTiMODE CCNFOCAL INTERFERCRETERS
A65-26276
HELIUM-NEON LASER P_LTIBEAN GENERATION IN GAS
DISCHARGE TUBE, USING SPHERICAL MIRRORS AND
FAPEREO PLATES A65-26826
NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNDER 013
TRIPLE P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISION-INDUCED
OXYGEN OISSOCIATIONt NOTING BANCNIOTHS AND
OSCILLATIONS A65-26862
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS N TO J
AND N TO K CALCULATED WITH GAS LASER
A65-26863
DIFFRACTION LOSSES, PHASE SHIFTS AND FIELO
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR TMO LDMEST-OROER MODES
DN INTERFERDNETER-TYPE MASER RESONATDRS kiTH
CIRCULAR MIRRORS AES-269LL
INTERFEROMETER USING SMALL DIFFRACTION GRATING ANO
GAS LASER LIGHT SOURCE IN SCHL/EREN SYSTEM FOR
FLUID MECHANICS RESEARCH A65-25332
LASER blTH HOLLO_ CATHODE DISCHARGE ON NEON-
HYDROGEN MIXTURE AND CAVITY FORMED BY CYL_NDR|OAL
PIRRORS A65-2S590
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENOENCE ON HOLLON
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A65-25591
SYSTEM TRANSLATING FREQUENCY OF GAS LASER OVER
RANGE OF SEVERAL GIGACYCLES_ ELIM|NATING NEED FOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS WITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
A65-25872
LASER BEAM DEFLECTION MODULATION OBTAINED BY
PASSING CURRENT THROUGH CADMIUM SULFIDE _RISM kiTH
_HRIO CONTACTS, USED FOR THERflOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS
A65-25890
RESONANCE RADIATION TRAPPING BETkEEN LONER LASER
LEVEL AND ION GROUND STATE AS MECHANISM FOR
_UENCHING AND RING-SHAPED BEAM FORMATION IN ION
LASERS A65-26006
HELIUM-XENON AND KRYPTON-XENON GAS LASERS
EPERATiNG IN FAR IR A6,5-2672T
SINGLE-NODE SELECTION AND MODE VOLUME ENHANCEMENT
IN HE- NE GAS LASER WITH INTERNAL LENS
A65-26820
OUTPUT OF SINGLE HOME GAS LASER IN AXIAL MAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIED FOR INCREASE IN FREQUENCY STABIL]TY
A65-26956
INTERFEROMETER TUNIKG EFFECT ON ZEEMAN BEAT
FREOUENCY IN RADIATION OF HELIUm-NEON LASER MITH
APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD A65-26956
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOM
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-27169
LASER OPERATION MCEES ARISING FROM PETASTABLE
NEON ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYOROGEN AND OXYGEN
POLECULES A65-27150
EMISSION AND GAS RIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL iR REGION
A65-27151
L V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN INERT GASES, OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETWEEN 2300 AND 6C00 ANGSTROMS,






BEAM DIVERGENCE ANGLE OF SINGLE TEM MODE NE- HE
LASER OUTPUT AT 0.63 MICRONS A65-27739
ANGULAR OSCILLATION NODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER WITH PLANE PARALLEL NIRRORS
A65-28554
MIRROR HOLDER WITH DEFORMABLE HINGES GIVING
CONSTANT HINGE LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES FOR GASEOUS
AND SOLID STATE LASERS USE A65-28590
TIME DEVELOPMENT OF OUTPUT INTENSITY OF HE- NE
LASER AFTER QUENCHING BY PUMPING PARTICLES INTO
LOWER NEON LASER STATE A65-29075
PHOTOBEAT CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN TWO
INDEPENDENTLY STABILIZED HE- NE LASERS
A65-29117
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF DOUBLE MODE HELIUM-NEON
LASER VIA PHASE LOCK CIRCUIT A65-29611
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR AR IT LASER LINES
COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA A65-29799
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA PRODUCED
BY COMBINATION OF RF AND VERY FAST THETA-PINCH
DISCHARGES_ USING GAS LASER INTERFEROMETER
A65-29848
TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON DENSITY VARIATION STUDIED
IN FAST THETA-PINCH DISCHARGEr USING HE- NE GAS
LASER INTERFEROMETER A65-29849
GAS CONSTITUTION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER DISCHARGE
ANALYZEDt CONSIDERING SPECTRUM LINE RELATIVE
INTENSITIES IN LIGHT EMITTED FROM DISCHARGE TUBE
A65-30333
LASER OSCILLATION IN GASEOUS IONS, TABULATION OF
NAVELENGTHSt CLASSIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES FOR
230 ION LASER TRANSITIONS A65-30343
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALOG OPTIMUM DESIGN OF MODE-
SELECTIVE NULTIREFLECTOR FAERY- PEROT LASER
RESONATORS A65-30346
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER DETECTORS.
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS. NOTING _ELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION A65-31002
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING NAVE
LASER. EXANINING QUESTION OF RODE DECOUPLING
A65-31306
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION DE LASER PARAMETERS A65-31375
LASER POWER DENSITY MEASURED WITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUE, USING HE-
NE-- CN LASER A65-31655
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
LASER PULSE-SHAPING AND RODE-LOCKING WITH
TRAVELING AND STATIONARY ACOUSTIC WAVES IN ARGON
LASER A65-31763
PLASMA KINETIC PROCESSES IN NE- HE LASER LEADING
TO POPULATION INVERSION A65-31843
BEAM DIVERGENCE ANGLE OF SINGLE TEN MODE NE- HE
LASER OUTPUT AT 0.63 MICRONS A65-31844
PLASMA DECAY IN PULSE DISCHARGE OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER GRAPHICALLY DEPICTED UNDER CONDITIONS OF
GENERATION A65-31878
1-36
LASER CONFIGURATIONS. PERFORMANCE FEATURES AND
LIMITATIONS DISCUSSING HE- NE, ION AND SOLID
STATE LASERS A65-31881
GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIAMETER EFFECT ON OPTICAL
GAIN OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF XENON LASER
AMPLIFIER AbS-32763
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY / JUNE TO DECEMBER 1964/
A65-32749
HE- NE GAS LASER OSCILLATING IN TWO LINEARLY
POLARIZED MODESw COMPARING THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL MODE INTENSITIES AND BEAT FREOUENCIES
A65-32864
MODULATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER BY LIGHT FROM
HELIUM DISCHARGE A65-33006
LASER BEAM AMPLIFICATION BY REFLECTION FROM
SCANNING GAS LASER ACTIVE INTERFEROMETER
AbS-3304T
LASER ACTION IN SECOND POSITIVE BAND SYSTEM OF
MOLECULAR NITROGENt OBSERVING SATURATION OF
TRANSITION A65-33069
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF TRIPLET STATES
A65-33050
C W HIGH POWER OPERATION OF NITROGEN-CARBON
DIOXIDE LASER OSCILLATING ON P-BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATIONAL BAND OF CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-33055
LASER ACTION ON P- AND R-BRANCH TRANSITIONS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM BAND PRODUCED
BY PULSED DISCHARGE ADMIXTURE OF VARIOUS GASES
A65-33058
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING WAVE
LASER. EXAMINING QUESTION OF MODE DECOUPLING
A65-33352
PULSE-DISCHARGE PLASMA DECAY STUDIED BY
CBSERVATION OF GENERATION PROCESSES IN HELIUM-NEON
PULSE LASER A65-33564
HOMOGENEITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY
CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS MEASURED, USING LASER
BEAM A65-33809
TWO BREWSTER-TYPE LASERS IN OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER
CONFIGURATION USED TO MEASURE LASER GAIN IN
XENON-KRYPTON DISCHARGE A65-34610
RELATION BETWEEN 600 ANGSTROM EMISSION BAND OF
hELIUM MOLECULE AND IMPRISONMENT OF NEON RESONANCE
LINES MEASURED TO SHOW EFFECT DN HELIUM-NEON LASER
OPERATION A65-36662
ELECTRON DENSITY AND COLLISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS IN TRANSIENT OSCILLATION OF IR AND
VISIBLE HELIUM-NEON LASERS TO DETERMINE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OSCILLATIONS AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS A65-34806
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-36904
EMISSION SPECTRUM DF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
CF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOW CATHODE
A65-36905
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STABLE SINGLE FREOUENCY
RF EXCITED HE- NE LASER AT 6328 ANGSTROMS
A65-35358
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERS_ RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOM
EXCITATICN IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
A65-35868
HELIUM-NEON LASER MODULATION BY POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE PULSES A65-35931
MODE DEGENERACY-DIPS ON OUTPUT OF HE- NE LASER
SUSJECT INDEX GAS LASER CONT
FOR CERTAIN CRITICAL COMBINATION OF N/RRQR
CURVATURES AND SEPARATION A65--36T03
RESONANT ENERGY TRANSFER FROM MERCURY TO ZINC IN
GAS LASER
AHO368Q N65-16200
INFRARED SPECTRUMt OPTICAL PROPERTIES, AND
FABRICATION OF EIGHT-METER GAS LASER
NEL-1262 N65-X6646
EXCITATION MECHANISMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASERS
S-705 N65-15980
GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND SOLID STATE Lfl_LATE LASER
RADC-TOR-66-642 N65-16013
GAS LASERS - LEVEL POPULATION DEPEMDENCESv LASER
POWER OUTPUTw HETASTABLE OENSITY MEASUREMENTS,
AND PARAMETER CHANGE EFFECT ON flATHENATICAL
MODEL OF LASER SYSTEM
S-760 N6S-20002
PULSED GAS LASER FOR FAR 1NFt_AREO REGION OF
SPECTRUM N65-20170
SEPARATION OF SINGLE HAVE OSCILLATION NODES OF
NE(_'/-HELION GAS LASER N65-20782
NEON-HELIUM GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MACH-- ZEHNOER INTERFERQMETRY
FOR USE IN AERODYNAMIC TESTING N6S-21372
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER DIRECT MOOULATION
N65-22300
FOUR-LEVELt GASt LIQUI01 SEMICONOUCTOR, AND RUBY
LASERS
RSIC-195 N65-26836
CONTINUOUS WAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED NOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
ONR-TR-TT N65-25399
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MAGNETO-
OPTICAL APPARATUS - KERR MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECT
OF FERROMAGNETIC IRON-NICKEL THIN FILM
NbS-26766
GAS LASER, EXTERNAL SHUTTER TRIGGER CONTROLt
MEDIUM POWER LASER, Q-SWITCHINGt AND AMPLIFIER
FOR GEODETIC AND LUNAR SURVEYING
AFCRL-65-196 N65-2T086
NULTIBEAM GENERATION OF GASEOUS HELIUM-NEON LASER
N65-2T252
EXCITATION MECHANISMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASER, XENON LIFETIMES, AND THEORY OF
DIFFUSION CONTROLLED GLOM DISCHARGE
S-669 NBS-28779
GASEOUS AND RUBY LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR
PHOTOELASTICITY
T&AM-276 NbS-29796
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF
GAS LASER USED AS OPTICAL PUMP GAIN MODULATOR
NASA-CR-66359 N65-31013
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH PONER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CW ARGONt KRYPTONt
XENONt AND MERCURY-HELIUM LASERS
QPR-3 N65-31202
GAS LASER RANGE MEASUREMENT DEVICE GIVING HIGH
ACCURACY OIFFERENTIAL TERRAIN HEIGHT INFORMATION
FRON AIRBORNE PLATFORN N6S-33ST1
SODIUM-MERCURY METAL VAPOR LASER
SP/PHI65-15 N65-33995
USE OF LASERS FOR MEASUREMENT OF OISTANCE, ANGLEr
HEIGHTt AND GEODETIC SURVEYING
JPRS-32185 N65-36192
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN GAS LASER DISCHARGES
AND INVESTIGATION OF NEW DISCHARGE
CONFIGURATIONS
NASA-CR-BT29B N65-353_S
PEAK POWER TRANSIENTS OF NEAR CONFOCAL HELIUI_-NEON
LASER WORKING AT 6328 ANGSTROMS ON PULSED
CISGHARGE BASIS A66-10329
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH
SUPERIMPOSED MODES EXAMINED BY INTERFERENCE
PATTERN A66-1033T
SELF-LOCKEO GAS LASER MODE DEPENDENCE ON CAVITY
LENGTH AND POSITION OF LASER NEOIUM IN CAVITY
A66-1036T
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING OF NOBLE GAS ION LASER
A66-10350
LASER ACTION AT 5601 ANGSTROMS IN PURE NEON PULSED
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCHARGE ABb-lO353
LASER kiTH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-LOB50
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
Ab6-1DTO6
PHASE RELATIONS OF LONGITUOINAL MOOES IN GAS LASER
kiTH ANNULAR RESONATOR A66-1DT26
ALUMINUM COLD CATHOCES WITH SINGLE MODE
6328 ANGSTROM HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER LIFETIMES
EXCEEDING 3000 HOURS A66-1DB55
GAS LASER INTERFEROMETERS FOR PLASMA LOH ELECTRON
OENSITY MEASUREMENT A66-10856
PLASMA RING OISCHAR_JE EXCITATION USED TO DRIVE
HIGH CURRENT DENSITY ELECTROOELESS ARC FOR
EXCETTNG GAS TON LASER TRANSITIONS
A66-1096T
U V AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUORINE,
PHOSPHORUS ANO CHLORINE ATOMS IN PULSED CHLQRINEt
PHOSPHORUS FLUORIOE ANC SULFUR FLUORIDE GAS
CISCHARGES A66-10gT2
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTEGATEO BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-11045
METALLIC PLASMA TUBE FOR ION LASERS ALLOMS THEN TO
RUN AT HIGHER CURRENT OENSITIES THAN WITH CERAMIC
TUBES A66-11373
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
GASEOUS LASER IN HIGH PRESSURE RANGE
A66-11375
LASER kiTH HOLLON CATHODE DISCHARGE ON NEON-
HYDROGEN MIXTURE ANC CAVITY FORMED BY CYLINDRICAL
_IRRORS A66-11621
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLOW
CATHODE CISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A66-11622
LASER TRANSITION IN VIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUNO
ELECTRONIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
7 kiTH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11651
HELIUM-NEON LASER APPLIFIER AS FUNCTION OF MIXTURE
RATIOe GAS PRESSUREe INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AND
ELECTRICAL POWER INPUT TO AMPLIFIER TUBE
A66-12206
_IDTH OF DECAY QUANTA IN GAS LASERS DEPENDS ON
ENERGIES AND LIFETIMES OF ATOMIC LEVELS INVOLVED
IN STIMULATED TRANSITIONS AND NONLINEAR RESPONSE
OF ATOMS A66-12303
GAIN AND BANONIDTH NARRONING IN REGENERATIVE
HELIUM-XENON LASER AMPLIFIER A66-12308
CURRENT DISCHARGE OF HELIUM NEON LASER ON LASER
1-35
GAS LASER CONT SUBJECT INOEX
ACTION A66-1263Q
LASER WITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-13313
MULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PERDT LASER RESONATORSt
DISCUSSING SUPPRESSION EFFECT AGAINST UNWANTED
MODES A66-13325
PERIODIC VARIATION OF QUALITY FACTOR OF HE- NE
GAS LASER CAVITY BY VIBRATING QUARTZ-MQOULATION OF
LIGHT BEAM A66-1367T
EXCITATION AND INVERSION METHOD IN GAS LASERS
NOTING CHARACTERISTICS OF HELIUM-NEON LASER AND
IONIZED AND THREE-LEVEL LASER SYSTEM
A66-13951
EXPERIMENTS ON HELIUM-NEON FM LASERS COVERING
PHASE-LOCKEO ANO FM REGION POWER OUTPUT.
MODULATION INDEX AND DISTORTION EXPERIMENTS
A66-13955
HIGH POWER BREWSTER MINDO_ LASER WITH GAS FILLSt
DISCUSSING POHER OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
A66-13983
C M GAS LASERt MEASURING VIBRATIONAL ROTATIONAL
TRANSLATION FREQUENCIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE
A66-1398_
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS LASER INTERNAL
MODULATION CIRCUITt USING ELECTRO-OPTICAL CRYSTAL
INSERTED INTO GAS LASER RESONATOR
A66-16059
RISE TIME AND OUTPUT POWER OF SINGLE PULSE IN HE-
NE LASER MEASURED BY METHOD OF CHANGING
Q-FACTOR BY PLATE LOCATED IN RESONANT CAVITY
A66-16332
SMALL PARTICLE DETECTION CAPABILITY OF LOW-GAIN
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER ENHANCED BY USE OF STOKES
SETTLING LAW AND LAYERED SEDIMENTATION TECHNIQUE
A66-16583
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION OF LASER PARAMETERS A66-16897
TRAVELING NAVE OSCILLATIONS OF ION RING LASER IN
MIRROR-RING RESONATOR A66-16903
TWO LENSES WITH FOCAL RATIOS OF F/¢ AND F/2,65
USED TO COLLIMATE LIGHT FROM HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-16921
MICROWAVE BEATS IDENTIFIED BETWEEN NODES IN
BROMINE-ARGON MIXTURE A66-16923
ELECTRODELESS EXCITATION OF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-
NEON GAS LASER TUBE APPLIED TO VOICE TRANSMISSION
A66-16926
C N LASER OSCILLATION BETWEEN 11.68 AND 11.55
MICRONS FROM NITROGEN-CARBON DISULFIDE SYSTEM
A66-16386
WAVELENGTH OF 3S2-2P6 TRANSITION OF NEON MEASURED_
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER A66-16387
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS_ DISCUSSING AMPLITUOE
VARIATION SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUE
A66-166TO
C M HIGH-POWER CARBON OIOXIOE-NITROGEN-HELIUM
LASER OPERATION, NOTING HELIUM ADDITION
A66-16756
GAS LASER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTOOISSOCIATION OF METHYL IODIDE
AND FLUORO IODO NETHYLIDYNE A66-16771
ADVANTAGES OF GAS LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES IN
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH INTERFEROMETERS
A66-16966
INTERFERENCE PHENOMENON OF SERRATED SYSTEM OF
RINGS SURROUNDING CENTRAL BEAM OF GAS LASER
ANALYZED_ USING HELIUM NEON TUBE PLACED BETWEEN
TWO EXTERIOR MIRRORS A66-17C66
iNTENSiTY OF POLARIZED LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH
LASER AMPLIFIER AND LINEAR POLARIZERt AS FUNCTION
CF AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
A66-IT292
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF FRINGE SYSTEMS USED TO
VERIFY PHASE INVERSION BETWEEN TkO LOBES OF LASER
IN TEM-IO MODE A66-17653
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEON. XENON AND HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES, CALCULATING PRODUCTION AND
DESTRUCTION RATE PARAMETERS A66-18356
GAS LASER DIRECT MODULATION A66-18355
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERSt USING
ATOMIC RESONANCE AND INTERFEROMETERS
A66-18357
BEAT FREQUENCIES AND COHERENCE PROPERTIES IN
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ATOMIC TRANSITIONS OF GASEOUS
LASERS WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
ABB-16629
BEAT FREQUENCY AND ROTATION OF POLARIZATION PLANE
IN HE- NE LASER WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A66-16630
ANDDEICURRENT SPECTRUM OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER
ILLUMINATED BY LIGHT OF TIME-VARYING INTENSITY AND
DERIVATION OF MOMENTS OF PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
A66-18632
HELIUM-NEON GAS DISCHARGE INTENSIFICATION FOR
6328 A LASER WAVELENGTH. DISCUSSING MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES. GAIN PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
A66-18632
LASER DEVELOPMENTt EISCUSSING BASIC THEORYt
PUMPING METHODS AND LASER TYPES
A66-18700
HIGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF LASER OUTPUTt NOTING
APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR LINENIDTH PARAMETER AND
LAMB DIP SHAPE ACCURACY A66-19063
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER USEO IN RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
A66-19232
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY OEPENOENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERS. RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
A66-lq2TI
NONLINEAR ZEEMAN EFFECT FOR GAS LASER
A66-19638
MICROMACHINING WITH PULSED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER.
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUESt OPERATION AND
APPLICATION A66-19736
ISOLATION OF 1.0621 LINE IN HE- NE GAS LASER BY
PULTILAYER DIELECTRIC-COATED MIRRORS WITH SHARP
SPECTRAL CUT-OFF CHARACTERISTICS
A66-20517
GAS LASER END REFLECTOR USING PELLIN- BROCA PRISM
FOR SPECTRAL LINE SELECTION AbB-2051B
ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENT FOR 6328 ANGSTROMS
HELIUM_NEON LASER TRANSITION A66-210TO
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION IN FOCUS OF
LOHEST TRANSVERSE MODE OF CONTINUOUS gAVE
GAUSSIAN GAS LASER BEAM A66-211TS
SIMULTANEOUS ACTION OF RF PERTURBATION BETWEEN
ICEMAN SUBLEVELS CF ATOMIC TRANSITION HHICH IS
ALSO PRODUCING LASER OSCILLATION
A66-ZliTT
LASER INDUCED GAS EREAKOONN AT HIGH PRESSURES,
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY DN INDEX OF




C N LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS-SULFUR
TRANSITION, USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
MIXTURES A66-21STT
MICRONAVE ANTENNA SIMULATION AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY,
USING NEON-HELIUM CONTINUOUS GAS LASER
A66-22539
ABSOLUTE WAVELENGTH STABILITY OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
MEASUREO BY DIRECT INTERFEROMETRIC COMPARISON WITH
fig 198 STANDARD LAMP A66-22868
WAVELENGTH MEASUREHENT OF HELIUN-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY DOUBLE-CHANNEL RECORDING
INTERFEROMETER, USING KRYPTON-86 PRIMARY STANDARD
ABG-228T_
DESIGN AND OPERATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NOTING
RADIATIONt FREQUENCY STRUCTURE, POWER DENSITY,
EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT, APPLICATION, ETC
A66-22980
MODE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR GAS LASER SINGLE
AXIAL NODE OPERATION FOR LARGE MIRROR SEPARATIONS
A66-23093
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAN FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-23292
CURRENT ANO VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-23309
Q-SNITCHING OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
GAS LASER TRANS[TIONS A66-233S6
VIDRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL RELAXATIONS 1N CARBON
DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE LASER SYSTEMS, USING Q-
SNITCHING TECHNIQUES A06-233S5
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIOE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES OF OVER 50
A66-233ST
CONTINUOUS NAVE MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
NONLINEARITY OF AMMONIUM OIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE,
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER A66-23716
POLISH-MADE HE- NE RED GAS LASERS, DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUTS, GAS PRESSURE, HE/ NE RATIO,
MIRROR TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT AND
INTERFEROMETRIC APPLICATION A66-23966
BALANCED MIXER ACTION FOR OPTICAL HETERODYNING,
USING MAGIC- T OPTICAL MIXER A66-261S3
LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT UPON GAS
DISCHANGEt ZEEMAN EFFECT AND FARADAY EFFECT IN
HE- NE GAS LASER Ab0-2_226
TWO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION NITH MULTMODE GAS LASER
CAVITY, OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
UNIQUE EIGENVALUE IN SPECIAL CASES
A66-26568
DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION INTENSITY OF GAS LASER ON
LONGITUOINAL AND TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELOS, USING
SIMPLIFIEO MODEL A66-24885
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF HIGH PRESSUREI LARGE DIAMETER,
DIRECT NUCLEAR PUMPED, GAS LASERS
ANL-7030 N66-11926
OPTICAL RADAR TECHNIQUES - STUDIES OF NEAR
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR GAS LASER
REPT.-1661-6 Nb6-12795
MATERIAL TESTING FOR GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND
SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER - OPTICAL RADARS
RADC-TR-66-526 N66-12838
ARC-TUBE CONSTRUCTED FOR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER -- DISCHARGE TUBE
GE/EE/6S-1 N66-16188
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
GAS SPECTROSGOPy
LASER PUMPING, AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
[SCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 Nb6-150ae8
DISPERSION EFFECTS IN LASER AMPLIFIERS
AFDSR-65-2211 N66-16611
METASTABLE NITROGEN MOLECULES AS ACTIVE MEOIUM
FOR TRANSFORMER LASER PUMPED BY BATTERY OF NO
GLASS AUXILIARY LASERS
GPL-A-31-2 N66-17001
CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM
ELECTRONICS - NONLIKEAR OPTICAL PHENOMENA,
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, GAS DISCHARGES IN GAS
LASERS: ANn GAS BREAKOONN IN LASER BEAN
JPRS-36262 N66-1813_
FRINGE COUNTING MICHELSON INTERFERDMETER USING
HELIUI_NEON GAS LASER FOR INOUSTRIAL LENGTH
MEASUREMENT
SCL-DC-65-92 N66-20322
VISUAL PERCEPTION DF INFRARED LASER EMISSION
NASA-IT-F-9888 N66-223QO
CONTINUOUS WAVE GAS LASER DOPPLER FLOM METER FOR
GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT N66-22338
ANGULAR DEPENDENCE CBSERVATIONS, ABSORPTION
FEASUREMENTS, AND HIGH INTENSITY GAS LASER




LIGHT OUTPUT FROM hELIUM-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH AND NITHOUT INTRACAVITY
MOOULATION AT LOCKING FREQUENCY, USING HIGH SPEED
ROTATING MIRROR A66-17205
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY
RADIATING STATE APPLIED TO BEAM MASER SPECTROMETER
A66-23731
GAS MIXTURE
LASER EXCITATION IN FREDN AND RARE GAS MIXTURES
BASED ON DISSOCIATIVE EXCITATION PROCESS AND
QUENCHING ACTION OF SOME GASES A65,-350_3
CPTICAL MASER OUTPUT POWER AFFECTED BY GAS MIXTURE
AND PRESSURE, RESONATOR GEOMETRY, AND MIRROR
REFLECTIVITY FOR PLASMA RESEARCH
N65-236gS
TWO-- AND THREE-STEP LASER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUI_-NEON MIXTURES, ANALYZING
TWO-STEP CASCADE STARTING WITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORMULATION A66-LI67T
HELIUM-NEON LASER AMPLIFIER AS FUNCTION OF MIXTURE
RATIO, GAS PRESSURE, INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AND
ELECTRICAL PONER INPUT TO AMPLIFIER TUBE
A66-12206
GAS PHASE




BACKGROUND GAS PRESSURE EFFECT OK _ASER INOL_ED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-1583_8-
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
_Y MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGYRADIATION
AS TIME FU_TION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
DIFFERENT GA_ PRESSURES AND PREIONIZED CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A6_-2169D
GAS SPECTROSCOPY
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH POMER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CN ARGONe KRYPTON,
XENONe AND MERCURY-hELIUM LASERS
CPR-3 NBS-312C2
GAS SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-INDUCED STIMULATED
BRILLOUIN EFFECT IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
1-3T
GAS TUBE SUBJECT INDEX
A66-23432
GAS TUBE
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHANGES IN GAS COMPOSITION
IN DISCHARGE TUBE FOR HELIUM NEON LASER
TR-66-257.10 N65-19952
GASEOUS IONIZATION
IONIZATION BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS OF GASES AT
OPTICAL INFRARED FREQUENCIES USING LASERS
RADC-TDR-66-622 N65-I8624
GAS IONIZATION 1N FOCUSED RUBY LASER BEAM
N65-21219
PLASMA PRODUCTION BY OPTICAL IRRADIATION OF GASES
AND BY SOLIDS. CONSIDERING INTERACTION OF LASER
RADIATION WITH SURFACES AND IRRADIATION OF
PARTICLES OF SOLID MATERIAL IN VACUUM
AIAA PAPER 66-174 A66-22212
GEMINI PROJECT








GEODETIC SATELLITE, CALIBRATION SATELLITEt LASER
GEODESY. AIRBORNE GRAVITY METER. LUNAR MOTION
AND GRAVITYe AND BALLOON-BORNE LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS
AFCRL-65-16 N65-22221
GEODETIC SATELLITE
OPTICAL TRACKING OF SATELLITES EQUIPPED FOR
GEODETIC TRIANGULATION, USING GROUND LASER BEAMS
A65-29936
GEODETIC SATELLITE. CALIBRATION SATELLITE, LASER
GEOOESY. AIRBORNE GRAVITY METER. LUNAR MOTION
AND GRAVITY_ AND BALLOON-BORNE LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS
AFCRL-65-16 N65-22221




GAS LASER. EXTERNAL SHUTTER TRIGGER CONTROL,
MEDIUM POWER LASER, Q-SWITCHING. AND AMPLIFIER
FOR GEODETIC AND LUNAR SURVEYING
AFCRL-65-196 N65-2T086
USE OF LASERS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCEe ANGLE,
HEIGHT. AND GEODETIC SURVEYING
JPRS132185 N65-36192
GEOLOGY
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX, GAS DISCHARGE TUBE. NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS. MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS,




MICROWAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. OPTICAL MASERS.
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS. AND RANAN
SCATTERING FROM BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
ML-12TT N65-20038
ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASER,
TUNABLE LASERt GEOMETRICAL OPTICS_ SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONt AND SOLID STATE PLASMA STUDIES FOR
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NL-1316 N65-27969
ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASERS,
TUNABLE LASERS_ ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIONS,
SEMICONDUCTORS. GEOMETRIC OPTICS, AND SOLID
STATE PLASMA STUDIES
ML-1351 N65-34887
BOOK ON MODERN OPTICS INCLUDING LASER AND COHERENT
LIGHT, GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, LENS SYSTEMS,
INSTRUMENTS, ETC A66-12623
GERMANIUM
PHONON INTERACTION IN CRYSTALS - TRANSIENTLY
OPERATED ACOUSTIC MASER, INTERACTION OF PHDNONS
WIIH IMPURITIES IN CERHANIUM AND SILICON. AND
HEAT PULSES IN CRYSTALS
CTR-7 N65-27746
BROADBAND TRAVELING WAVE MASER TECHNIQUES AND
N-TYPE GERMANIUM SENICONOUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
RADC-TR-6S-366 N66-ISTZO
GERMANIUM CHLORIDE
EPITAXIAL DEPOSITION OF GERMANIUM DN GALLIUM
ARSENIDE BY HYDROGEN REDUCTION OF GERMANIUM




INTERNAL MODULATION OF GAS LASER BY GERMANIUM
PHOTODIODE INVERSELY POLARIZED AND MOUNTED IN
COAXIAL CIRCUIT A65-16385
GLASS
PREPARATION OF OPTICALLY HOMOGENEOUS LASER GLASS
FREE OF PLATINUM INCLUSIONS BY PLATINUM
PASSIVATIDN OR USING ALL-CERAMIC MELTING SYSTEM
SATR-I N65-2202T
SPECTRAL PUMPING EFFICIENCY. SOLARIZATION EFFECT.
ENERGY OUTPUTw SPECTROSCOPY. GLASS DAMAGE AND
OPTICAL PATH DISTORTIONS IN NEODYMIUM GLASS
LASERS
AD-612964 N65-26195
EFFECT OF COMPOSITION ON THERMAL EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT, THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF REFRACTIVE
INDEX. BIREFRINGENCE, AND STRESS-OPTICAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR AT_ERMALIZ1NG LASER GLASS
TSR-5 N65-25688
EFFECT OF LASER OPERATION PARAMETERS USING
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS ON THRESHOLD AND
OUTPUT ENERGY
R-I76B N65-25782
POLARIZATION OF LIGET FROM GLASS LASER DOPED WITH
TWO PERCENT POSITIVE TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM MEASURED
WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN MICROSECOND
A66-13006
EFFECTS OF INTENSE ULTRAVIOLET RAOIATION ON GLASS
MATERIALS, AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
GLASS LASERS
AD-623309 N66-16533
PREPARATION OF PLATINUM-FREE LASER GLASS
SATR-2 N66-I6672
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX, GAS DISCHARGE TUBEr NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS. MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS.
LOCATING OF THUNDER, AND PURIFICATION WITH
DISTILLATION METHOES
JPRS-33759 N66-16806
THERMAL OPTICAL DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER ROD
MDE-6236 N66-22619
GLASS COATING




INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT THIN TRANSPARENT
CYLINDRICAL GLASS FIBERS EXPOSEC TO COHERENT LIGHT
FROM HE- NE LASER A66-1D36B
GLASS FIBER LASERS FOR OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
ADRC-6502-16-564-62 NE6-11060
GLOW DISCHARGE
EXCITATION MECEANI'SMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASER, XENON LIFETIMES. AND THEORY OF
1-38
SUBJECTINDEX HEAT TRANSFER
DIFFUSION CONTROLLED GLON DISCHARGE
S-669 NbS-28TT9
GRAPHITE
RUBY LASER PULSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL




DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED NITfl 0.1FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALTITUDES OF 250 TO 5000 FEET -
CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
TRG-019-1-2 N65-28160
GROONO STATII]N
RADIO STATION FACILITIES AT RAISTIMGt NEST
GERMANY NOTING SATELLITE COflNUNICATIONt MASER
RECEIVING SYSTEM, PARABOLIC ANTENNAS, ETC
ABS-35195
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AT GDONHILLY DOWNS
SATELLITE SYSTEM GROUND STATION - STEERABLE
ANTENNA, COMPUTING AND OATA TRANSMISSION, AND
HELIUM SYSTEM FOR MASER INSTALLATION
N66-10260
GUIDANCE SENSOR
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIENING RING LASER,
ELECTROSTATIC FLUID SPHEREt MAGNETIC RESONANCE,
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY GYROSCOPE, RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
AIAA PAPER 65-_01 A65-27669
GUNNERY TRAINING
PULSED LASER FOR SIMULATING TANK GUN FIRING FOR




C N IR LASER OSCILLATION IN H BR AND HI GAS
DISCHARGE A66-16756
HALL EFFECT
DIRECT-INDIRECT TRANSITION EFFECT ON HALL EFFECT
IN GALLIUM /ARSENIC PHOSPHIDE/ A66-21570
HAMILTONIAN
EQUATIONS OBTAINEO FROM HANILTONIAN FOR COUPLING,
FIRST STOKES LINE, FIRST ANTI- STOKES LINE AND
COHERENT FIELD FOR RANAN LASER
A66-22_90
nARMON|C GENERATION
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION AND MEASUREMENT OF
NONLINEAR POLARIZATION CONSTANT IN ADPt USING
FOCUSED LASER BEAM A65-16672
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS CUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD ORDER IN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTHt USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65--16863
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION APPLIED TO HIGH
POKIER COHERENT SOURCE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION IN
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS A6S-l?lT6
VELOCITY MATCHED SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION / SHG/
AND MIXING OBTAINED IN PIEZOELECTRIC LITHIUM
NIOBATE CRYSTALS A65-19235
SECONO HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A65-21056
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AND SECOND OPTICAL HARMONIC
GENERATED IN LASER RESONATOR AS TMD INTERDEPENDENT
PROCESSES A65-25271
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION ANGULAR
VARIATION IN AMMONIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE
GAUSSIAN CN GAS LASER BEAM FOR NONLINEAR
COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS AbS-27726
SECOND HARMONIC EMISSION AND DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA
1N KDP CRYSTAL EXCITED BY RUBY LASER BEAM
A65-29559
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A6S-312ZO
DOUBLE PHOTON ABSDRPTIONt HARMONIC GENERATION,
AND FREQUENCY NIXING IN SEMICONDUCTORS, AND
FREQUENCY TUNING OF INJECTION LASERS BY
UNIAXIAL STRESS
AD-BSOT56 N65-1663T
OPTICAL PUMPING IN £ARK RUBY, HARMONIC GENERATION
IN HYOROGEN CYANIDEt SUBRILLINETER NAVE
SPECTROSCOPY, AND MIXING OF LASER LIGHT IN BULK
_HOTOCONDUCTOR N65--26626
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION, STRESSING
SATURATION EFFECTS OCCURRING AT HIGH LASER PONER
LEVELS, SOLVING NONLINEAR COUPLED NAXMELL
EQUATIONS A66-11663
POSSIBLE MATERIALS FOR SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
AND LASER ACTION DISCUSSING CENTROSYHMETRIC AND
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND SINGLE CRYSTAL PLATE
NITH ALTERNATE LAYERS OF NONCENTRDSYHNETRIC
COMPOSITION A66-1296D
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION
USING ND/YAG LASER AND CRYSTAL OF SINGLE-DOMAIN
LITHIUM NIDBATE A66-163T8
OPTICAL SECOND HARPONIC GENERATION IN FOCUS OF
LONEST TRANSVERSE MODE OF CONTINUOUS NAVE
GAUSSIAN GAS LASER BEAM A66-ZI1T5
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION BY LASER BEANS OF
FINITE SPECTRAL MIDTHt USING OUANTUM TRANSITIONS
AND KINETIC EQUATIONS, NOTING SHAPE OF PUMPING
LINE AT FUNOAMENTAL FREQUENCY A66-22026
CONTINUOUS NAVE MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
NONLINEARITY OF AMMONIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE,
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER A66-23T16
CONSISTENT THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN
BOUNDED LIGHT BEARS BY EXTENDING PARABOLIC
EQUATIONS TO NONLINEAR PROBLEMS
A6b--26888
HARMONIC RADIATION
NONLINEAR OPTICS IN MICROSCOPIC SEARCH FOR ORIGIN
AND MACROSCOPIC STUDY OF LINKING BETkEEN INCIDENT
RADIATION ANO INDUCEO RADIATION
A65-36219
HARMONICS
LASER IRRADIATION ON SECOND OPTICAL HARMONICS
FTD-TT-65-25/1 NbS-29889
HEAT DISSIPATION
CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS OF CONTINUOUS-DUTY OC
EXCITED ION LASERS A66-13q56
HEAT SOURCE
ELECTRON BEAM MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
RETALLURGYw AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-23723
HEAT TRANSFER
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUMPING, NOTING RELATION BETNEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-36055
AERODYNAMIC AND HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS USING
INTERFEROMETER MITH CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER AS
SOURCE Abb-lOB69
hEATING PROCESS IN LASER MELDING OF METAL SHEETS,
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONt HEAT
TRANSFER AND FLUX DENSITIES A66-IS36T
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUNPINGt NOTING RELATION BETNEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A66-15858
1-39
I_HEAT ! NG ECK/IPImENT SUBJECT INDEX
HEATING EQUIPMENT
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM,
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A65-35677
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUHt
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A66-1Bq72
NEISENBERG THEORY
SOLID STATE LASER SYSTENt DESCRIBING QUANTUM
MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION
FOR ONE MODE A66-1781T
HELIUM
EXCITATION MECHANISMS IN XENON AND HELIUM-XENON
GAS LASERS
S-T05 N65-15980
RADIATION PROTECTIVE DRUGSt XENON AND HELIUM-
XENNDN LASERS_ HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND
OEELECTRIC CGATINGSt AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
JPRS-29200 N65-20134
STIMULATED EMISSION OF LIGHT FROM PURE XENON AND
HELIUM-XENON N65-20135
HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND DIELECTRIC
COATING N65-20136
SEPARATION DF SINGLE WAVE OSCILLATION MODES OF
NEON-HELIUM GAS LASER N65-20782
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER DIRECT MODULATION
N65-22300
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT 1N HELIUM-NEON
LASERS WITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS N65-26550
STUOY OF PARAMETERS OF HIGH GAIN 2.026 MICRON
XENON-HELIUM LASER TO OPTIMIZE POWER OUTPUT
AND EFFECT OF TUBE DIAMETER ON SMALL SIGNAL GAiN
NRE-PAO-IO6 N65-28901
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER CQOLEO BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-|1190
C M LASER ACTION IN CARBON DIOXIDE-HELIUM MIXTURES
A66-16385
LIGHT OUTPUT FROM HELIUM-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH AND WITHOUT INTRACAVITY
MODULATION AT LOCKING FREQUENCYw USING HIGH SPEED
ROTATING MIRROR A66-17205
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-26011
HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH HIGH SPECIFIC POWER FOR
USE WITH OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEMS AT 6328 A
NASA-CR-6B§89 N66-1336q
HELIUM AFTERGLOW
RELATION BETWEEN 600 ANGSTROM EMISSION BAND OF
HELIUM MOLECULE AND IMPRISONMENT OF NEON RESONANCE
LINES MEASURED TO SHOW EFFECT ON HELIUM-NEON LASER
OPERATION A65-36662
HELIUM COMPOUNO
HELIUM-NEON LASER AMPLIFIER AS FUNCTION OF MIXTURE
RATIOt GAS PRESSUREt INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AND
ELECTRICAL POWER INPUT TO AMPLIFIER TUBE
A66-12206
HELIUM PLASMA
THOMSON SCATTERED LASER RADIATION USED TO
DETERMINE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HELIUM PLASMAe
EXAMINING THYRATRON TUBE AND VOLTAGE PRUBE USE
A65-19618
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER DETECTORSt
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS, NOTING HELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION A65-31002
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG DISCHARGE OF 6169 ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31651
MODULATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER BY LIGHT FROM
HELIUM EISCHARGE AES-33CC6
PULTIBEAM GENERATION OF GASEOUS HELIUM-NEON LASER
N65-27252
CURRENT DISCHARGE UF HELIUM NEON LASER DN LASER
ACTICN A66-12639
HEMISPHERE
OPTICAL RADAR TECHNIQUES - STUDIES DF NEAR
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR GAS LASER
REPT.-1661-6 N66-|2795
HEMOGLOBIN
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY OF
PIGMENT EPITHELIUMt BLOOD FLOWt AND AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN A66-BDBTO
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON
GIANT PULSE LASER USED FOR PRODUCTION OF PARTICLES
WITH ENERGIES HIGHER THAN TEN BILLION EV
A6S-25BT7
HIGH FREQUENCY
LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION OF CARBON
DIOXIDE SUBJECTED TC HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A66-12003
HIGH POWER PROJECT
HIGH POWER GALLIUM-ARSENIC INJECTION LASER DIODES
AD-62166q N66-1376_
HIGH SPEED CAMERA
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED WRITING
A65-32585
CONTINUOUS WAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
GNR-IR-77 N65-25399
LASER TECHNIQUE TO PHOTOGRAPH HYPERVELOC1TY
PROJECTILES IN FREE-FLIGHT RANGE
A66-13268
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMt FLUID AMPLIFICATION_
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITEt MICROWAVE
APPARAIUSw HIGH STRENGTH STEELt TRACERSt LASERS_
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCEp AND RESONANCE
AD-611632 N65-22732
HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA
DENSE HIGH-TEMPERATURE HYDROGEN PLASMA PRODUCTION
UY INTENSE LASER PULSE HEATING OF MAGNETICALLY
CONTAINED PLASMA A6S-2997B
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUNt
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A6S-35877
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUMI
NOTING USE FOR HIGE TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
AE6-18972
INFRARED MASER INTERFERDMETRY FOR TIME AND SPACE




LASER CHARACTERISTICS OF AND COHERENT OSCILLATIONS
FROM TRIVALENT TN_ HOt YB AND ER IONS IN
YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET A66-10261
HGLCGRAPHY
LENSLESS PHOTOGRAPHY USING LASERS AND HOLOGRAM/
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS BETWEEN REFERENCE WAVE AND
WAVFS SCATTERED BY RECORDED OBJECT/PRODUCING
IHREE-CIMENSIONAL IMAGES A65-27196
COHERENT LASER LIGFT USED IN NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESS FOR RECORDING LIGHT WAVES INSTEAD OF IMAGE
1-60
SUIJECT|NOEX IMAGECONVERTER
ON LIGHT-SENSITIVE FILM AbS-2BI06
HIGH SPEED PHENQHENR HOLOGRAMS PRODUCED BY
RADIATION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SNITCHED CR CONVENTIONAL NODE
ABS-3506T
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN INTERFERflNETRYw
RADAR AND HOLOGRAPHY INCLUDING MECHANICAL
STABILITYe NOISE SUPPRESS|ONI DIRTY LASER BEAR
RESTORATIONt ETC A66-I|4S4
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES CONSIDERING
STOMAGEt NANIPULATIONt HOLOGRAPHY AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION USING MATCHED FILTERS
A66-|299T
LASER APPLICATION IN PHOTOGRAPHYj NOTING
INTERFEROHETR|C AND HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
A66-2|333
TNO-BEAM INTERFEROMETRY BY NAVEFRONT
RECONSTRUCTION FROM HOLOGRAM RECORDED HITH
COHERENT BACKGROUND SUCCESSIVELY INTERFERE IN SAME
LATENT IMAGE ABb-23204
HONQOYNE
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTIONj DISCUSSING NOISE
AND MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COtMIUNICAT|ONS EXPERIMENTS A66-XT2|T
HOMOGENEITY
RUBY-LASER ROD HOMOGENEITY DETERMINATION BY
INTERFERONETERS AbS-|QSb9
HUMAN




STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MARl GPT|CAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNBSTATEt CYLINDER NAVE




MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL HATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNED RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM - HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
REPT.-6S-6 N66-14852
HYDROACOUSTICS
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF INCIDENT LASER BEAM AT
BRAGG ANGLE INCIDENCE INTO FIRST-ORDER MODEt
USING TRAVELING ULTRASONIC NAVES IN HATER
A6S-33057
HYOROOYNARICS
RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF CAVITATION




EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN lASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOV CATHODE
A65-2_OB4
HYDROGEN MASER CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION DESIGN
PRINCIPLES EMPHASIZING MICROVAVE CAVITYt LOH
MAGNETIC FIELOt HYDROGEN STORAGE AND MASER TUNING
TECHNIQUES A65-24309
HYDROGEN MASER RESETTABILITY VERIFYING BY
MEASURING MASER OUTPUT FREQUENCY AGAINST HYDROGEN
PRESSURE, CONSIOERING EXCHANGE COLLISION AND HALL
INTERACTIONS A65-29119
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOk CATHODE
A65-34905
MULTICAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR RECORDING 21 CP
EMISSION FROM GALACTIC HYDROGEN
N65-1BBB5
PONER AND PATH LENGTH EFFECTS ON STIMULATEO RAMAN
SPECTRA IN METHANE AND HYDROGEN STUDIES USING
GIANT PULSED LASER Nbb-2QOTT




ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER FOR MEASURING RF AND
_ICRONAVE SPECTRAL LINES DISCUSSING THRESHOLD,
RELAXATION. FREQUENCY STABILITY ANO HYPERFINE
STRUCIURE A6_-26934
SEPARATION AND FOCUSING OF ATOMIC BEAMS FOR ATOMIC
hYDROGEN MASERS NBS-266T9
VARIATION OF _LA[fE_i_G C_SS SECT|G_ _IT_ _EAff
INTENSITY FOR RUBY LASER LIGH1 ON ATOMIC HYDROGEN
ABB-ISB66
CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENIS OF OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND THERMAL NOISE AND
APPLICATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN PASER
ABb-24128
HYDROGEN COMPGUND
C H IR LASER OSCILLATION IN H BR AND HI GAS
DISCHARGE AGB--IbTS6
HYDROGEN ION
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IDNIZATIONe
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTION, EFFECTEO BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION Abb-IBS|T
hYDROGEN MOLECULE RULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIONw EFFECTEO BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66--ZDBDB
HYDROGEN PLASMA
1HOMSON SCATTERING SPECTRUM OF LASER BEAM FROM
EQUILIBRIUM HYDROGEN PLASMA, NOTING EFFECT OF
DEBYE LENGTH ABS-ITISI
DENSE HIGH-TEHPERATURE HYDROGEN PLASMA PRODUCTION
BY INTENSE LASER PULSE HEATING OF MAGNETICALLY
CONTAINED PLASMA AES-299TB
flYPERFINE STRUCTURE
ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER FOR MEASURING RF AND
RIGROHAVE SPECTRAL LINES DISCUSSING THRESHOLD_
RELAXATION, FREQUENCY STABILITY AND HYPERFINE
STRUCTURE A65-26936
HYPERSONICS
STIMULATED BRILLDUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE LASER
LIGHT NITH BUILD-UP OF COHERENT HYPERSONIC NAVES
IN LIQUIDS
NASA-CR-S8214 NbS-3371Q
URILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXAMINING
VELOCITYw FREQUENCY AND LIFETIME OF THERMALLY
EXCITED HYPERSONIC SOUND HAVES, USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCES Ab6--12622
HYPEMVELQCITY PROJECTILE
LASER TECHNIQUE TO PHOTOGRAPH HYPERYELOCITY




RUBY LASER NITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS
ILLUMINATION SOURCE OF BUBBLE CHAMBER
A66-11189
RUBY LASER MITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS
ILLUMINATION SOURCE OF BUBBLE CHAMBER
A66-24010
_ECHANISMS ASSOCIATED HITH ELECTRICAL BREARDDHN
AND IONIZATION IN GAS CAUSED BY HIGH INTENSITY
RUBY OR NEODYMIUM LASER ILLUMINATION
C-9202T2-6 N66-11653
IMAGE CONVERTER
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED HRIT1NG
A65-3258_
1-61
IMAGE FILTER SUBJECT INDEX
IMAGE FILTER
COHERENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL




ELECTRO-OPTICS CONTRIBUTIONS TD OPTICAL ASTRUHOMYf
IMAGE TRANSOUCERSt.AND LASER RESEARCH AND EFFECT
ON CIVILIAN TECHNOLOGY N66-17721
IMAGING TECHNIQUE
OPTICAL CAVITY IN WHICH MODES ARE DETERMINED AS
STATIONARY STATES OF DIFFRACTION-LIMITED OBJECT/
IMAGE TRANSFORHATIDN OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-18013
CONJUGATE-CONCENTRIC LASER RESONATOR kITH SIMPLE
INAGING SYSTEM GEOMETRY DISCUSSING PROPERTIESt
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM ANO FILTERING FUNCTIONS
A65-IB206
GIANT PULSED LASER TO ILLUMINATE DISTANT TARGET
WITH LIGHT PULSE OF ABOUT 60 NANOSECONDS
A65-Z6781
IMAGE FORMING IN ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MEDIUM




INTERACTION OF LIGHT PULSE FROM RUBY LASER kITH
MERCURY SURFACEr OBSERVING MECHANICAL IMPACT
BELIEVED TO BE RAPID VAPORIZATION PROCESS
A66-16373
|RFURITY
SOLID STATE LASERS WITH EMPHASIS ON PUMPING
MECHANISNSe SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND IMPURITY-
MATRIX SYSTEMS A65-Z_OOT
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEHICONOUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-26696
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIEO TO STEAOY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-32952
LASER NODE OPERATION IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
ABSORBING IMPURITY ANALYZED BY EXTENDED THOMSON
TYPE SYSTEM A65-35930
INCIDENT RAY
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAN
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR AAS-LBSS5
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAN
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A65-2716B
INDICATOR
EVALUATION OF MASER-EQUIPPED HEATHER RADAR SET ANO
AREA'PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INDICATOR -
METEOROLOGICAL SENSING DEVICE - ELECTRONICS
OPR-1 N66-14191




IN SB LONGITUDINAL INJECTION-PLASMA LASERt NOTING
PLASMA PINCH AND NODE STRUCTURE
A6S-IT210
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS AND IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIODES
A66-21579
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN_ OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE, CYLINDER kAVE





INDIUM ARSENICE OIOEE SPONTANEOUS AND LASER
ELECTRDLUMINESCENCE IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-26961
STI_ULATED EMISSION IN INDIUM ARSENIDE SH0kS
EXCITATION THRESHOLD LOW AND LIGHT EMISSION HIGHLY
CIRECTIONAL A66-1T026
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS ANO IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIODES
A66-21579
CARBON AND ETHYLENE TETRACHLORICE ULTRASONIC
_ODULATORS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETERODYNE
EXPERIMENTS OH IN AS PHOTODIODE
A66-233§3
INDUSTRY
RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS FOR INDUSTRY -
ELECTRONICS NE5-23722
COMMUN|_I CHINA RESEARCH ONLIQUIDt SOLID, GASt
PLASTIC_ GLASSt AND INJECTION LASERS -
APPLICATIONS IN NECICINE_ INDUSTRY, AND DEFENSE
JPRS-33257 N66-16355
ELECTRO-OPTICS CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPTICAL ASTRONOMY,
IMAGE TRANSOUCERS, AND LASER RESEARCH AND EFFECT
DN CIVILIAN TECHNOLOGY N66-17721
INERTIAL ACCELEROHETER
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIEkING RING LASERt
ELECTROSTATIC FLUID SPHEREt MAGNETIC RESONANCE_
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY GYROSCOPE_ RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
RIAA PAPER 65-401 A65-29669
INFORMATION
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICSt SOLID STATE PHYSICSt LIQUID




I R LASER ACTION IN ARGON II BETkEEN I AND 2
MICRONS AND IN 6000 TO TODD ANGSTROM RANGE
A65-IT20T
EMISSION AND GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A6S-IB55B
HELIUM-NEON LASER PREAMPLIFIER SYSTEM FOR VERY
HIGH GAIN TRANSITION AT 3.39 MICRON NAVELENGTH
A65-21335
PULSED NATER VAPOR LASER FOR FAR IR GIVING DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE A65-22626
LASER OSCILLATION IN PULSED NOBLE-GAS-ION LASER AT
NEAR- IR A65-22785
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-26083
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERNINEOt USING FAR
IR HICHELSON INTERFEROMETER ILLUMINATED kITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-26683
EMISSION AND GAS NIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUH-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-27151
PBSE DIODE LASER FABRICATION, PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM kITH PEAK AT 8.5 PICRONS
A65-27602
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF CAVITY TUBING AS
EXPLANATION FOR POKER LEVEL OF HELIUM-NEON IR
FAERY- PEROT INTERFEROMETER A65-30_62
REVIEW OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVELOPMENTS NOTING
MAGNETIC EFFECTS_ MATERIALS FOR IR COHERENT
RAOIATICNt OPTICAL LASER, HOLOGRAPHY, ETC
A65-30596
ELECTRON DENSITY ANC COLLISION FREQUENCY
/ I
S_J_TI_EX
MEASUREMENTS IN TRANSIENT OSCILLATION OF IR AND
VISIBLE HELIUM-NEON LASERS TO DETERMINE
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN OSCILLATIONS AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS A65-36806
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-34904
GAS MASER PUMP ANALOGOUS TO OPERATION OF HEAT
ENGINE FOR EXCITING MASER ACTION IN FAR IR,
DETAILING INTERACTION BETNEEN PURE ROTATIONAL
STATES OF H CL ANO HF A65-35312
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC PONER
CONVERSION - THETA PINCH, ION CYCLOTRON, ANO
INFRAREO MASER OIAGNOSTICS N65-26859
QUANTUH-ELECTRONIC CROSS-MODULATION EFFECT NOTEO
WHILE MONITORING IR LASER INTERFERONETRIC FRINGES
Abb--II669
C W IR LASER OSCILLATION IN H BR AND HI GAS
DISCHARGE A66-16756
CARBON ANO ETHYLENE TETRACHLORIOE ULTRASONIC
MOOULATORS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETEROOYNE
EXPERIMENTS ON IN AS PHOTODIOOE
A66-23353
INFRARED MASER INTERFEROMETRY FOR TIME AND SPACE




FAR IR GAS MASER OSCILLATOR DISCUSSING ENERGY
LEVELSe PUMPING MOLECULAR RADIATION AND DETECTION
A65-18869
CARBON MONOXIDE AND OIOXIOE VIBRATIONALLY INDUCED
IR EMISSION WITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65-22663
MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME IN SILICON MEASURED BY
CONTACTLESS METHOOt USING LASER INOUCEO MOoULATION
OF IR TRANSMISSION IN SILICON / LIMIRIS/ EFFECT
A66-16563
HE- NE LASER IR RADIATION EMISSION ATTENUATED BY
ATMOSPHERIC METHANE A66-23090
OPTICAL OISCRININATOR SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY INFRARED
REFLECTING SURFACES FOR USE IN MASER RESEARCH
HDL-TM-65-61 N66-17361
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INFRARED LASER EMISSION
NASA-TT-F-9888 N66-22300
INFRARED SPECTRUM
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS DICHROIC POLARIZER IN
IR REGIONS, LASER RADIATION, ZEEPAN EFFECT AND
NOISE PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS, ETC
A65-33619
INFRARED SPECTR_N_ OPTICAL PROPERTIES, AND
FABRICATION OF'EIGHT-METER GAS LASER
NEL-1262 N65-16666
PULSED GAS LASER FOR FAR INFRARED REGION OF
SPECTRUM N65-201TO
GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON AT OPTICAL AND INFRARED
FREQUENCIES - RUBY LASER INDUCED IONIZATION,
FOCUSED SPOT DIAMETER, BREAKDONN EMISSION, AND
IONIZATION TIMES AND NONATTENUATION
RAOC-TR-66-568 N65-22250
INJECTION
COMMUNIST CHINA RESEARCH ON LIQUID, SOLID, GAS,
PLASTIC, GLASS, ANO INJECTION LASERS -
APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE, INDUSTRY, AND DEFENSE
JPRS-33257 N66-16355
INJURY
LASER IRRADIANCE LEVELS FOR RETINAL LESIONS
A66-80011




PROPERTIES OF LASERS AND APPLICATION TO
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION, COMMUNICATIONS,
BIOLOGY, PRECISION MEASUREMENTS, METAL NORKING_
AND MISCELLANEOUS AREAS
AFCRL-66-916 N65--16002
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF PULSED
LASER OUTPUT - CALORIMETER AND INTEGRATOR
WL-TR-b6-IZT N6.5-34706
INTEGRAL EQUATION
EIGENVALUES OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN LASER
RESONANT CAVITIES A66-21363
INTERFERENCE
RIIRY LASER TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ANO FILTERING
BY DETERMINING SPECTRAL POSI11UN U_ PGLkRiZATIO_
INTERFERENCE BANDS A65-16186
INTERFERENCE FRINGE VISIBILITY UP TD IZO M OPTICAL
PATH DIFFERENCE, USING HELIUM-NEON LASER SOURCE
A65--16T66
RELATION BETNEEN OPTICAL COHERENCE AND PHOTON
STATISTICS, USING CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM THEORY,
INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENTS AND PHOTODETECTION
A65-26002
PICA OPTICAL INTERFERENCE FILTERS FOR SELECTEO
LASER FREQUENCIES
AD-66602T N65--28608
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT THIN TRANSPARENT
CYLINDRICAL GLASS FIBERS EXPOSED TO COHERENT LIGHT
FRDM HE- NE LASER A66-10368
FRAUNHOFER PATTERN OF LASER LIGHT TRANSMITTED
THROUGH OPTICAL FIBER_ NOTING SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF
INTERFERENCE FRINGES BETWEEN LIGHT NAVES
A66-16972
INTERFERENCE PHENOMENON OF SERRATED SYSTEM OF
RINGS SURROUNDING CENTRAL BEAM DF GAS LASER
ANALYZED, USING HELIUM NEON TUBE PLACEO BETNEEN
TNO EXTERIOR MIRRORS A66-17066
INTERFERONETER
FREQUENCY RESPDNSE ANO CROSS COUPLING OF RED ANO
IR GAS LASER INTERFERDMETER FOR MEASURING PLASMA
ELECTRON DENSITY A65-15819
GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL NODES OF
OSCILLATION IN RADIATION FIELD OF LASER
INTERFEROMETERS A65-18795
TMO POLARIZATION EIGENSTATES OCCURRING
REPETITIVELY IN MULTIPLE PASS INTERFEROMETER
CONTAINING ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS, WITH PLANAR LASER
EXAMPLE A65-21662
INTERFEROMETER USING SMALL DIFFRACTION GRATING AND
GAS LASER LIGHT SOURCE IN SCHLIEREN SYSTEM FOR
FLUID MECHANICS RESEARCH A65-25332
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTERFEROMETER AXIS,
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFEROMETER
MODES A65-25876
OBSERVATIONS OF RADIO SOURCES AT 9.6 GC WITH 2.2
FOOT FAN BEAM OF 16-ELEMENT INTERFEROMETER AND
MASER AMPLIFIER A6._B335
TRANSVERSE MODES OF LASER ANALYZED WITH SCANNING
INTERFEROMETER BY MATCHING RESPECTIVE MOOES OF TNO
DEVICES A65-29531
TIME RESPONSE OF EF LASER INTERFEROMETER USED IN
PLASMA RESONANCE DETECTIDN A65-29791
SPIRAL FRINGES IN INTERFERENCE PATTERN OF
INTERFEROMETER MITE LASER ILLUMINATION AS
INOICATIEN OF OISCDhTINUITY IN WAVE FRONT OR
GENERATING SURFACE A65-33630





LASER INTERFEROMETER TO MEASURE TIME AND SPATIAL
VARIATION IN REPETITIVELY PULSEO PLASMA
A66-10243
AERODYNAMIC ANO HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS USING
INTERFEROMETER WITH CONTINUOUS HAVE LASER AS
SOURCE A66-10849
HE- NE LASER INCORPORATEO INTO ARM OF
INTERFEROMETER USEO TO MEASURE FRINGE SHIFT IN
SMALL TRANSIENT PLASMA A66-13743
MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON OENSITY OF GAS DISCHARGE
PLASMA BY LASER INTERFEROMETER A66-16379
ADVANTAGES OF GAS LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES IN
AEROOYNAMIC RESEARCH INTERFERONETERS
A66-16q46
EFFECT OF HIGH VELOCITY TRANSLATION ON PHOTON
CORRELATIONS IN LASER INTERFEROMETERS
UCRL-|4365 N66-1096g
PREIONIZATION AND SHOCK NAVE IONIZATIONt ALFVEN
NAVESt LASERS_ AND INTERFEROMETER DEVELOPMENT
NP-|S3S5 N66-13913
INTERFERONETER SYSTEM
THREE-MIRROR CORNER-CUBE INTERFERONETER SYSTEM
WITH ROTATION INSENSITIVITY TO PRODUCE HIGH
CONTRAST LASER FRINGES A65-1821T
LASER BEAN AMPLIFICATION BY REFLECTION FROM
SCANNING GAS LASER ACTIVE INTERFEROMETER
A65-33067
LASER OSCILLATIONS AND SELF Q-SHITCHINGt
DISCUSSING PULSED FLASH-LAMP EXCITATION
EXPERIMENTS WITH TRIPLY ACTIVATED CONFOCAL BARIUM
CROWN GLASS ETALON A66-13qBO
TNO LENSES WITH FOCAL RATIOS OF F/6 AND F/2.65
USED TO COLLIMATE LIGHT FROM HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-16921
LASER APPLICATION AND TECHNIQUES NOTING
AMPLIFICATIONw MODULATION, INTERFEROMETRY!
SCATTERINGw PLASMA DIAGNOSTICSI NONLINEAR OPTICSt
ETC A66-23931
INTERFEROMETRY
OPTICAL AND LASER THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS ON 39
FLAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAINHIGHEST OPTICAL
QUALITY LASER RODS A65-L6602
RUBY-LASER ROD HOMOGENEITY DETERMINATION BY
INTERFEROMETERS A65-19569
PLASMA INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE WHERE REFLECTED-
BACK OUTPUT OF GAS LASER IS MODULATED! USING PHASE
VARIATIONS A65-1QT56
INTERFEROMETER EXPERIMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
SHOWS ITS RADIATION OBEYS LAWS OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-I9996
LOW ANGLE SCATTERING AND INTERFEROGRAPHIC
MEASUREMENTS USED IN EVALUATING RUBY LASER RODS
A65-33616
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-11045
QUANTUM-ELECTRONIC CROSS-MODULATION EFFECT NOTED
WHILE MONITORING IR LASER INTERFEROMETRIC FRINGES
A66-LI66Q
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN [NTERFEROMETRYt
RADAR ANO HOLOGRAPHY INCLUDING MECHANICAL
STABILITY_ NOISE SUPPRESSIONt DIRTY LASER BEAM
RESTORATION, ETC A66-11656
CONVENTIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE
AIAA PAPER 66-127 A66-1T106
LASER APPLICATION IN PHOTOGRAPHY, NOTING
INTERFERONETRIC AND HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
1-66
A66-21333
TWO-BEAM INTERFEROMETRV BY MAVEFRONT
RECONSTRUCTION FROM HOLOGRAM RECORDEO WITH
COHERENT BACKGROUND SUCCESSIVELY INTERFERE IN SAME
LATENT IMAGE A66-23206
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-23292
POLISH-MADE HE- NE RED GAS LASERSw OESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUTSw GAS PRESSURE, HE/ NE RATIO,
MIRROR TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT AND
INTERFEROMETRIC APPLICATION A66-23966
TIME RESOLVED INTERFEROMETRY, CINEMATOGRAPHYw ANO
TRAVELING WAVE CAVITY STUOIES ON RUBY LASERS
AFCRL-BS-66T N66-16656
RUBY LASER RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BY
high SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY ANO TIME RESOLVED
INTERFEROMETRY FOR PUMPED RAOIATIGN EFFECTS
N66-1665T
INFRARED MASER INTERFEROMETRY FOR TIME ANO SPACE




GAS LASER CROSS MODULATION EFFECT WHEN EXPOSED TO
FLASH TUBE RADIATION A65-15326
INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATION
COMBUSTION INSTABILITYe BALL LIGHTNING_ SOLAR
ACTIVITYt NOCIILUCENT CLOUDSt INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONSw NEODYMIUM LASER, AND HYDROFOILS
N65-34075
SEARCH VIA LASER RECEIVERS FOR INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS A66-16669
INVERSION




GAS LASER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTOOISSOCIATION OF METHYL IODIDE
AND FLUCRO IOCO METEYLIOYNE A66-16TT1
ION BOMBARDMENT
CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS OF CONTINUOUS-DUTY OC
EXCITED ION LASERS A66-13956
ION CHARGE
ARC-TUBE CONSTRUCTED FOR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER - DISCHARGE TUBE
GE/EE/65-1 N66-16188
ION EMISSION
ENERGY AND INTENSITY OF IONS EMITTED BY METAL
TARGET AS FUNCTION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER AND
NATURE OF METAL A66-15109
TIME RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION
PRODUCED BY O-SWITCHED RUBY LASER PULSE FOCUSED
ON METAL SURFACE A66-18358
ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUMINATED METALLIC SURFACE INTO VACUUMt
DETERMINING APPLICATION TO PULSED ION THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 A66-21653
ION PRODUCTION
ION AND FREE ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATE STUDY IN GAS
UNDER LASER BEAM ACTION A65-19727
IONIC PROPULSION
PRODUCTION OF ION VELOCITIES OVER 6 KM/SEC BY
FOCUSED RUBY LASER MAKES PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN
DIRECT THRUSTORS AND AS PLASMA SOURCE IN
ACCELERATOR TYPE THRUSTORS A65-23626
IONIZATION
TRIGGERING OF BREAKDOWN OF NOBLE GASES SUBJECTED
TO RUBY LASER RADIATION BY MULTIPHOTON
SUBJECT INDEX KINETIC EQUATION
IONIZATION
REPT.-1935-3 N6_-22851
MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN
AND IONIZATION IN GAS CAUSED BY HIGH INTENSITY
RUBY OR NEOOY#IUM LASER ILLUMINATION
D-920272-6 N66-11653
PREIONIZATION AND SHOCK NAVE IONIZATIONt ALFVEN
MAVESt LASERSt AND INTERFEROMETER DEVELOPMENT
NP-I5355 N66-13913
RUBY LASERS USED IN STUDYING PHYSICAL PROCESSES




HYOROGEN HOLECULE NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
OETERHIN|NG PROBABILITY OF ABSDRPTIONt EFFECTEO BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-16517
HYOROGEN MOLECULE NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIONt EFFECTEO BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-20898
NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF XENON ATOM IN POWERFUL
ELECTRIC FIELD BY RUBY LASER RADIATION
A66-21966
IONIZATION FREQUENCY
GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON AT OPTICAL AND INFRARED
FREQUENCIES - RUBY LASER INDUCED IONIZATION,
FOCUSED SPOT DIAMETERt BREAKDOWN ENISSIONt AND
IONIZATION TIMES ANO NONATTENUATION
RAOC-TR-66--568 N65-22250
IONIZATION POTENTIAL
IONIZATION UNDER LASER ACTION EXTENDED TO METALS
AND DIELECTRICS, NOTING INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLDS
A66-17065
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RADIATION BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
DIFFERENT GAS PRESSURES AND PREIDNIZEO CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-1T6 Abb-21690
IONIZED GAS
VISIBLE AND UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118
NAVELENGTHS IN IONIZED NEON, ARGON, KRYPTONt
XENON_ OXYGEN AND OTHER GASES A65-22622
GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON AT OPTICAL AND INFRARED
FREQUENCIES - RUBY LASER INDUCE_ ICNIZATIONe
FOCUSED SPOT OIAMETERt BREAKOObN ENISSIONt AND
IONIZATION TIMES AND NONATTENUATION
RAOC-TR-6_-568 N65-22250
TRAVELING FIELDS IN INTERACTION OF IONIZED GASES
WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CURRENTS CHECKING
LORENTZ FORCE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
A66-12980
ISOTOPE SHIFTt LINENIOTH AND PRECISE MAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A66--18035
IONIZING RADIATION
LABORATORY RESEARCH ON LASER EXCITATION IN SOLIDS,
IONIZING RADIATION TRANSMISSION AND PLASMA JETS
RELATEO TO ASTROPHYSICS A65-16678
OPTICAL ABSORPTION ANO ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE TECHNIQUES USED TO STUDY IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASERS
NASA-TN-D-33T9 N66-2103T
IRON
LINE NIOTH ANO INVERSION RATIOS OF IRON-DOPED
RUTILE FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATIONS
NASA-TM-X-56756 N65-29390
IRRAOIATION
LASER IRRADIATION ON SECOND OPTICAL HARMONICS
FTD-TT-65-25/I N65-29889
ISOTOPE
ISOTOPE SHIFTt LINENIDTH AND PRECISE NAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A66-18035
ISOTOPE SHIFT
ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENT FOR 6328 ANGSTROMS
HELIUM-NEON LASER TRANSITION A6b-21OTO
J
JUNCTION
ZINC DIFFUSION IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE-PHOSPHIDE
LASERS AND EFFECTS CN SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
AFCRL-b6-18 N66--22611
JUNCTION DIODE
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENIDE JUNCTION
OIOOE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
A65-29198
RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROCESS IN EMISSION SPECTRUM
_F GALL|U,_ ARSE,_.IDE P-N _zL_qCT_1nu I ASER DIODES
A6.T_3_666
IIETHODS OF JUNCTION FORMATION TO OBTAIN ROOM
TEMPERATURE GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER OIOOES
_PR-3 N6_r-36186
RISE OF JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DURING CONTINUOUS
OPERATION OF GA AS INJECTION LASER
Abb-IATT1
PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
SUBCARRIER NIXING A66"23960
DEVELOPMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES N1TH




GENERAL PROGRESS OF SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTION AND




LON NOISE KA-BAND TRAVELING NAVE MASER AMPLIFIER
FOR MINOON AT O NN NHERE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IS LON A65-16565
KERNEL FUNCTION
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING MODE SPECTRA OF
LASER, INVESTIGATING EXISTENCE OF EIGENVALUES FOR
FOLDER CONTINUOUS KERNELS A65-15806
KERR CELL
LASER OUTPUT SPIKING ELIMINATION USING KERR CELL
CONTROLLED BY FEEDBACK CIRCUIT A65"-26956
OUTPUT AND DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS FOR Q-SNITCHED
KERR CELL LASER
REPT.-IS79-18 N65-16819
OPTICALLY BIASED PULSED TRANSMISSION MODE
OPERATION OF Q-SNITCHED LASERt, IN CONNECTION NITH
KERR CELLS INHIBITING LASING ACTION
A66-- 1993T
KERR EFFECT
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GRATING DUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
BEAM A65-26582
I_ELIUM-NEON GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MAGNETO-
OPTICAL APPARATUS - KERR MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECT
DF FERROMAGNETIC IRON-NICKEL THIN FILM
N65-26766
KINETIC EQUATION
KINETIC EQUATION TO DESCRIBE CONTINUOUS HAVE LASER
RADIATION INSTABILITY A65-19739
KINETIC EQUATION OF LASER OPTIMUM EHISSIONt
DETERMINING PUHPING EFFICIENCY, VALUE OF LOSSES IN
SPECIAL MODESt ETC A66-11CSB
SECCND HARMONIC GENERATION BY LASER BEANS OF
FINITE SPECTRAL WICTHt USING QUANTUM TRANSITIONS
AND KINETIC EQUATIONS! NOTING SHAPE OF PUMPING
1-45
KINETICS SUBJECT INDEX
LINE AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY A66-22026
KINETICS
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC
STUDIES OF RAPID REACTIONS
UUCO-2-66 N66-2307B
KLYSTRON
IMPROVED MASER PERFORMANCE THROUGH GAIN STABILITY
IF PUMP FLUCTUATIONS ARE KEPT TO MINIMUM BY
ELIMINATION OF TWO OF FOUR VARIABLES
A65-21326
KRYPTON
HIGH POWER MERCURY LASER OPERATIONS IN KRYPTON AND




EXPERIMENTAL L-BANO TRAVELING WAVE MASER
DEVELOPED WITH EXCEPTIONALLY WIDE TUNING RANGE
A66-1S95B
LABORATORY APPARATUS
LABORATORY RESEARCH ON LASER EXCITATION IN SOLIOSt
IONIZING RADIATION TRANSMISSION AND PLASMA JETS
RELATED TO ASTROPHYSICS A65-16678
LABYRINTH
EFFECT OF LASER IRRADIATION ON INNER EAR IN
PIGEONS A66-B0961
LAMB NAVE
STABILITY AND SOLUTION OF EOUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
TRAVELING NAVE INTERACTIONS IN LASERS
A65-19726
LAKINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
PROPAGATION OF ATMOSPHERICSt RADIATIVE
RECOMBINATION IN LASERSt RADIATION BELT
SURROUNDING EARTHt EQUATION FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER PROBLEMSw AND RARE EARTH SILICIDES
NE6-12666
LANP
PULSED XENON FLASHLAMP AND CONTINUOUS INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAMP TRADEOFFS AS NEODYMIUM-YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET CRYSTAL LASER PUMPS
REPT.-3 N65-30262
SENICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
RAE-TR-65095 N65-36336
LANGRUIR PROBE
ENERGY LEVEL RELATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES OF NEON
PLASMA USING HELIUM-NEON LASER - LANGMUIR PROBE
ADDITIONS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
ARL-65-266 N66-22488
LANTHANUM COMPOUND
GROMTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM




LASER RESEARCH DEALING WITH EFFECT OF PUMPING ON
RUBY QUALITYt LANTHANUM FLUORIDE EXAMINATION_
LARGE RUBY LASER RODSp DC OPERATION OF MERCURY
TUBE, HOLOGRAMS_ AND LASER PHYSICS
NRL-MR-1606 N65-28920
LANTHANUN OXIDE
GROWTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM




FABRY- PEROT MULTILAYER LASER AMPLIFIER SOLUTIONS
FRON TRANSIENT THEORY POINT OF VIEhe USING
LAPLACE TRANSFORM A65-29926
LARGOS SATELLITE





SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FAERY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION NODES A65-16113
HIGH SYMMETRY OSCILLATIONS IN CONTINUOUS HATER
COOLED SOLIO STATE LASERSt SHOhlNG RELATION TO
EXCITATIDN CONDITIG_S A65-14185
TRAVELING-HAVE TUBE WITH PHOTOELECTRIC CATHODE
USED AS DEMODULATOR FOR LASER COMMUNICATION
A65-14345
PDDE SUPPRESSION ANE MODE STABILIZATION OF HELIUM-
NEON LASERt USING TUNGSTEN WIRES AS NODE
DISCRIMINATOR A65-15325
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER NITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-1545B
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING'MODE SPECTRA OF
LASER_ INVESTIGATING EXISTENCE OF EIGENVALUES FOR
_OLOER CONTINUOUS KERNELS A65-15806
BEHAVIOR OF COUPLING-TYPE INTERNAL LASER
_ODULATCRS WITH BANCNIOTH COMPARABLE TO MODE
SPACING A65-16606
FREQUENCY SPECTRA MEASUREMENT OF GASEOUS LASER BY
PHQTOMIXING TECHNIQUES AND NOISE DISTRIBUTION
A65-166D5
AXIALLY UNIFORM ENERGY DENSITY IN LASER CAVITY
DBTAINEDv USING BIREFRINGENT SAPPHIRE QUARTER hAVE
PLATES! RUBY ROD AND TWO MIRRORS
A65-16407
PODE IMPURITY OBSERVED IN DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
EMPLOYING GAS LASER APPARENTLY RESONATING IN
TEN-O0 MODE A65-16571
LOCKING OF MODES IN HE- NE LASER AT 6328
ANGSTRONSt USING EXTERNAL DOPPLER CELL
A65-1666B
IN SB LONGITUDINAL INJECTION-PLASMA LASER, NOTING
PLASMA PINCH AND MODE STRUCTURE
A65-17210
MULTIMODE LASER OSCILLATION RESULTING FROM
PODULATICN OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND OF LOSS DR
GAIN OF LASER MEDIUM A65-17652
RUBY LASER POWER DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY SPLITTING
OF ThO COMPONENTS OF R1 DOUBLET AT 77 DEGREES K
A65-17656
FAERY- PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER HIGHER ORDER
AXIAL MODE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A65-17655
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION CONTROL IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
INJECTION LASER SHOWING EFFECTS ON OSCILLATION
PODE AND THRESHOLD A65-17665
OPTICAL CAVITY IN WHICH MODES ARE DETERMINED AS
STATIONARY STATES OF DIFFRACTION-LIMITED OBJECT/
IMAGE TRANSFORMATION OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-18013
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
kITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-18660
CHANGES 1N EQUAL THICKNESS BANDS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TC HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-18461
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOW
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-18556
LASER OPERATION MGEES ARISING FROM METASTABLE NEON
ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN MOLECULES
A65-18557
GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL MODES OF
qSUBJECT INDEX LASER NODE CINIT
OSCILLATION IN RADIATION FIELD OF LASER
INTERFERONETERS A65-18795
AMPLITUDE NOISE MEASUREMENT FOR CAVITY TYPE
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASER OSCILLATOR ABOVE AND BELON
THRESHOLD A65"-19566
REG_JIREMENTS FOR GENERATING TRULY CIRCULAR NODE OF
OSCILLATION IN GAS LASER SYSTEM
A65-19602
EXPERIMENTAL OSCILLATION OF TED LASERS AT SAME
FREQUENCY MITH PHASE DIFFERENCE OF LESS THAN ONE
THIRD DEGREE A65-XQ603
FLA/_E STATIOnArY MO_E _F T_ L_S_R AMPLIFIER NITH
FEEDBACK A65--19683
KINETIC EQUATION TO DESCRIBE CONTINUOUS HAVE LASER
RADIATION INSTABILITY A65-19739
MINIMUM VALUE OF TIME DEPENDENT LASER RADIATION
LOSSES AT WHICH GIANT OSCILLATIONS OCCUR
A65-19760
INTERFEROHETER EXPERIMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
SHOWS ITS RADIATION OBEYS LANS OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-19996
OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF NEODYMIUM DOPEO CALCIUM
TUNGSTATE SOLID STATE LASERS NITH CW EMISSION
BASED ON RATE EQUATIONS A65-19998
CHENICAL LASER NTTH INPUT ENERGY DERIVED SOLELY
FROM CHEMICAL REACTION PRODUCED RAOIATIONt NOTING
PROCESS OF COHERENT LIGHT PRODUCTION
A65-20001
LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED BY DELAY LINE AND SQUARE LAW
DETECTOR A65--20510
SMALL STABLE HELIUM-NEON LASER CONSTRUCTION AND
MODE PATTERNS A65-21256
RESONANT MODES OF UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS ANO
LOSSES A65-21299
SINGLE MODE OUTSIDE DIFFERENTIAL QUANTUM
EFFICIENCIES OF CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR LASER
OIOOES COMPARED AbS-213Z1
SELF-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FABRY-
PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER
AbS-21626
EFFECT OF PARTIALLY SHIELDING RUBY LASER ROD FROM
PUMP LIGHT UPON LONGITUDINAL MDOE SPECTRA OF LASER
A65-216ST
THO POLARIZATION EIGENSTATES OCCURRING
REPETITIVELY IN MULTIPLE PASS INTERFEROHETER
CONTAINING ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS, NITH PLANAR LASER
EXAMPLE A65-21662
LASER OSCILLATION NHEREIN LASER NODES OSCILLATE
NITH APPROXIMATELY FM PHASES THEREBY COMPRISING
SIDEBANDS OF FM LIGHT SIGNAL A65-21876
VISIBLE AND UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118
MAVELENGTHS IN IDNIZEO NEON, ARGONt KRYPTON,
XENONt OXYGEN AND OTHER GASES A65-22622
_/LATE SPHERICAL CAVITY MODE APPROACH TO MODE
STRUCTURE OF LASER RESONATOR, USING VECTOR _AVE
EQUATION A65-22932
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIOE COPED MITH SAMARIUM A65-26085
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUM-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAVETY ACOUSTIC MODULATION IN
COUPLED HULTIMODE CONFOCAL INTERFERDMETERS
A65-Z6276
NATURAL MODES OF PLANE AND CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC
RESONATORS IN OPTICAL BAND A65-26810
LASER OSCILLATION AND ENERGY LOSSES IN MEDIUM
CONTAINING ACTIVE MOLECULES A65-26611
STABILITY PARAMETERt SPOT SIZE AND WAVE FRONT
CURVATURE OF GAUSSIAN BEAN IN RING RESONATOR
CONTAINING UP TO FOUR UNEQUALLY SPACED SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-26910
DIFFRACTION LOSSESt PHASE SHIFTS AND FIELD
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR TND LOWEST-ORDER MODES
ON INTERFEROMETER-TYPE MASER RESONATORS NITH
CIRCULAR MIRRORS A65-24911
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FABRY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MODES A65-24933
RUBY LASEK KU_ P_SITION ALONG I_TERFEROMETER AXT$_
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFEROflETER
NODES A65-258T6
INSTABILITY IN LASER AMPLIFIER MEDIUM OCCURRING AT
hIGH PUMPING LEVELS_ GIVING TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR PLANE NAVE PROPAGATION
A65-25888
LASER MODEL POSSESSING TNO MODES OF DIFFERENT
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY A65-26026
SINGLE-MODE SELECTION AND MODE VOLUME ENHANCEMENT
IN HE- NE GAS LASER MITH INTERNAL LENS
A65-26820
LASER BEAN MULTIMOCE EFFECTS AS HINDRANCE TO
INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITATIVE HEASURENENTS OF
RANAN GAIN A65-26958
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLQN
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-27269
LASER OPERATION NODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE
NEON ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
MOLECULES A65-ZTI50
LASER NODE DEFORMATION FROM NONUNIFORMITIES IN
GAIN SATURATION A65-27328
LASER OPERATION AS PULSED REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM MODE COUPLING DUE TO TIME-VARYING
LOSS IN CAVITY OR NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
INVERTED POPULATION A65-2T603
FREQUENCY SEPARATION BETNEEN TRANSVERSE MODES OF
RUBY LASER MEASURED BY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFERDMETER AND VERIFIED BY TRANSVERSE MODE
SELECTICN A65-27610
TIME DEPENDENCE OF LASER OPERATION MODES USING
LASER MODEL NITH TNO OSCILLATION TYPES
A65-27772
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
kITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-ZBD89
CHANGES IN EQUAL THICKNESS BANDS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TO HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-28090
SYNCHRONIZED MODE OF EXCITATION FOR DIFFRACTION-
COUPLED LASER A65-28538
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER NITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-28556
SUPERNODE LASER AS SINGLE-FREQUENCY GENERATION
SYSTEM CONSISTING OF FM LASER NITH SYNCHRONOUS
PHASE MODULATOR AT OUTPUT A6§-2926T
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF DOUBLE MODE HELIUM-NEON
LASER VIA PHASE LOCK CIRCUIT A65-29611
OPTICAL SIMULATION CF MICROWAVE ANTENNAS NITHOUT
[IRECT FREQUENCY SCALING, OBTAINING AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION OF LASER RADIATION FIELDS
A6S-2961B




TRANSVERSE MODES OF LASER ANALYZED WITH SCANNING
INTERFERONETER BY MATCHING RESPECTIVE MODES OF TED
DEVICES A65-29S3I
STABILITY OF CORRECTED COUPLED-MODE LASER EQUATION
DERIVED FROM MODEL FOR RUBY LASER SPIKING
RESULTING FROM MODE INTERFERENCE
A65-29805
NATURAL SELECTION OF NODES USING PASSIVE Q-SWITCH
IN GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER WHICH NARROWS OUTPUT
SPECTRUM A65-29850
SINGLE AXIAL NODE OPERATION OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE, USING SATURABLE FILTER Q-SWITCH AND
RESONANT REFLECTOR A65-29852
EQUATIONS DESCRIBING HEAT FREQUENCY VARIATION AND
MODE COMPETITION IN GASEOUS LASER OPERATED IN
MAGNETIC FIELD PARALLEL TO LASER AXiS
A65-30303
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SAMARIUMw LEAD SELENIDE AND LEAD
TELLURIDE EXCITED BY FAST ELECTRON BEAM
A65-303_6
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN FOUR-LEVEL SOLID STATE
LASER STUDIED VIA DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIDNS_
CALCULATING SHAPE AND ENVELOPE OF OSCILLATION
A65-30576
STATISTICS OF MULTIMODE LASER SIGNALS DERIVED AND
COMPARED WITH THOSE OF INCOHERENT RADIATION
A65-31036
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING WAVE
LASERt EXAMINING QUESTION OF MODE DECOUPLING
A65-31306
H F MODULATION OF RADIATION SPIKES DUE TO BEATS
BETWEEN OSCILLATION MODES IN OPTICAL RUBY LASER
A65-3170I
LASER PULSE-SHAPING AND MODE-LOCKING WITH
TRAVELING AND STATIONARY ACOUSTIC hAVES IN ARGON
LASER A65-31763
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES ANO OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR A65-31880
QUASI- FERMI LEVELt FREQUENCYt THRESHOLD PUMPING
VALUE AND PARTICULAR MODE IN RADIATIVE INTRABAND
TRANSITION A65-31884
HE- NE GAS LASER OSCILLATING IN TWD LINEARLY
POLARIZED MODESt COMPARING THEORET]CAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL MODE INTENSITIES AND BEAT FREQUENCIES
A65-32864
LASER BEAM AMPLIFICATION BY REFLECTION FROM
SCANNING GAS LASER ACTIVE INTERFEROMETER
A65-33_67
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF INCIDENT LASER BEAM AT
BRAGG ANGLE [NC]DENCE INTO FIRST-ORDER MODEL
USING TRAVELING ULTRASONIC hAVES IN hATER
A65-3305T
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING WAVE
LASERt EXAMINING QUESTION OF MODE DECOUPLING
A65-33352
RESONANT NAVES IN FABRY- PEROT INTERFERDNETER
INVESTIGATED QN BASIS OF STANDING hAVE TYPE
FORMULATION A65-33516
RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROCESS IN EMISSION SPECTRUM
OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODES
A65-34666
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED IN EMISSION FROM
VARIOUS LASING AND NONLASING MODES OF CONTINUOUS
WAVE GA AS LASER A65-34687
FAR FIELD PATTERNS OF OFF-AXIAL MODES IN
CYLINDRICAL GLASS NEODYMIUM LASER RODS
A65-34807
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE DOPED WITH SAMARIUM A65-369C6
LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
FOR LOCALIZED FLOW VELOCITIES IN GASt NOTING
RELIABILITY FOR HIGH FLOW VELOCIIIES
A65-35061
MODE LOCKING EFFECTS IN INTERNALLY KDP MODULATED
RUBY LASER A65-35063
HIGH SPEED PHENOMENA HOLOGRAMS PRODUCED BY
RADIATION FRON PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SWITCHED OR CONVENTIONAL MODE
A65-35067
LASER MODE OPERATION IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
ABSORBING IMPURITY ANALYZED BY EXTENDED THOMSON
TYPE SYSTEM A65-35930
CIRCULAR DIELECTRIC RESONATOR UNDER CRITICAL
OPERATING CONDITIONS IN ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
AND ENERGY LOSS A65-3601I
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF MOLECULAR BEAM LASER
hITH INHOMOGENEOUS SINUSOIOAL FIELD IN RESONATOR
AE5-3656I
MODE DEGENERACY-DIPS ON OUTPUT OF HE- NE LASER
FOR CERTAIN CRITICAL COMBINATION OF MIRROR
CURVATURES AND SEPARATION A65-36703
CONTROLLING FM AND SUPERMDOE LASER OUTPUT
FREQUENCIES BY THRESHOLD CONTROL ANO
INTERFEROMETRIO CONTROL A65-36862
IHEDRETICAL STUDY OF RESONANT MODES OF LASER
CAVITY WITH END MIRRORS AND PERIODIC
REFLECTIVITY
AFCRL-66-XOI5 N65-17931
IONIZATICN BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS OF GASES AT
OPTICAL INFRARED FREQUENCIES USING LASERS
RADC-TDR-6k-622 N65-18624
GASEOUS AND SOLID LASER LINES SLRVEY FOR LASER
SPECTROSCOPY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
NASA-DR-S7336 N65-19752
RADIATICN SCATTERING FROM LASER BEAM BY FREE
PLASMA ELECTRONS
NSL-6_-168-1 N65-20300
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSIONv
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATION_
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS_ AND GALLIUM
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-66-IO07 N65-23135
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASER WITH COMPOSITE AXIAL
MODES N65-23138
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMODULATION DF
SOLID LASER RADIATION N65-27236
SELF-LCCKED GAS LASER MODE DEPENDENCE ON CAVITY
LENGTH AND POSITION OF LASER MEDIUM IN CAVITY
A66-10367
PHASE RELATIONS OF LONGITUDINAL NODES IN GAS LASER
WITH ANNULAR RESONATOR A66-10726
INDUCED EMISSION MOCES OF TRAVELING WAVE LASER
A66-10778
GAS LASER INTERFEROMETERS FDR PLASMA LOW ELECTRON
DENSITY MEASUREMENT A66-XOB56
TWO- AND THREE-STEP LASER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUM-NEON MIXTURESt ANALYZING
IWO-STEP CASCADE STARTING WITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORMULATION A66-XX677
LASER MODEL POSSESSING TWO MODES OF DIFFERENT
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY A66-11728
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SLIJECT INDEX LASER MODE CONT
OPTICAL NHISPERING MODE OF POLISHED CYLINDERS AND
]NPLICATION IN LASER TECHNOLOGYt NOTING TRAPPED
FLUORESCENT LIGHT A66-12203
MODE-CONTROLLED GIANT PULSE LASER USED TO PROOUCE
TWO-BEAM HOLOGRAM IN SHORT EXPOSURE TIME OF 30
NSEC ABb-12215
SYI_HRONIZEO MODE OF EXCITATION FOR DIFFRACTION-
COUPLED LASER A66-12293
LASER EXCITATION IN QUARTZ OF ELASTIC MODES OF
THICK PLATEw SUGGESTING ENERGY COUPLING MECHANISMS
A66-12623
PRESSURE DEPENOENCE OF O_INANT EMISSION HOOES
FROM PB SE OIUIDE LASER A_6-23003
MULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PEROT LASER RESONATORSt
DISCUSSING SUPPRESSION EFFECT AGAINST UNNANTEO
NOOES A66--13325
TIldE CHARACTERISTICS IN GENERATION OF GIANT LASER
PULSE STUDIED BY CIRCUIT WITH PRISMATIC SHUTTERS
A66-13889
MODE GUIDING AND GAIN 1N JUNCTION LASER DUE TO
DIELECTRIC SANONICH CONFINING NAVE PROPAGATION
A66-13952
F M LASER OSCILLATION THEORY DISCUSSING EFFECT OF
ARBITRARY ATOMIC LINE SHAPEr SATURATIONt MODE
PULLINGt POWER OUTPUTw SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE,
DISTORTION, ETC A66-13954
MODES OF EMISSION-VS-TIME SPECTRUMm OPTICAL
EMISSION SPECTRUM ANO SUPERPOSITION SPECTRUM OF
SHORT CONFGCAL RUBY LASER IN NEAR FIELD
A66-L4290
SPATIAL OISTRIBUTION OF HOLLOtt-CONE SHAPEO
EMISSION OF NODES WHICH ARE TOTALLY REFLECTED IN
NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASERS A66-16291
MOOE SELECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANE-PARALLEL
OIELECTRICAL PLATE AS REFLECTOR FOR RUBY LASER
RESONATOR A66-16330
MOOE OF OPERATION OF VARIOUS RUBY LASERS WITH
PLANE-PARALLEL MIRRORS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
A66-16500
LASER DEFLECTION AND SCANNING BY MEANS OF
NULT1MOOE CAVITIES WITH DYNAMIC SPATIAL FILTERS
A66-LBB29
LASER LIGHT REDISTRIBUTION IN ILLUMINATING OPTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS NOTING APDOIZATION,
SPATIAL MODES ANO ASPHERIC ELEMENTS
A66-LB830
MICROWAVE BEATS IDENTIFIED BETNEEN NODES IN
BRONINE-ARGON MIXTURE A66-14923
PERIPHERAL MODES IN CHELATE LASER, NOTING
LUMINESCENCE EMITTEO BY AXIS OF CYLINDRICAL CELL
AND LATERAL FACE A66-15171
MODE COMPETITION AND COUPLING IN Q-SNITCHED RUBY
LASER A66-16383
C W LASER OSCILLATION BETNEEN 11.48 AND 11.55
MICRONS FROM NITROGEN-CARBON DISULFIDE SYSTEM
A66-16386
TIME DEPENDENCE OF LASER OPERATION MODESt USING
LASER MODEL kITH TWO OSCILLATION TYPES
A66-16626
MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH
RECTANGULAR LASER CONFIGURATION FOR OBTAINING
LENGTH OF ACTIVE MEOIA BETWEEN FABRY- PEROT
REFLECTORS A66-L6652
C W IR LASER OSCILLATION IN H BR AND HI GAS
DISCHARGE A66-16756
DERIVATION OF TWO EQUATIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD AND POPULATION INVERSION IN SOLID STATE
LASER A66-16773
SELF-MODULATION OF LASER NITH TNO-MEOE RESONATOR
A6&'-16TT5
OSCILLATION MODE CONTROL IN P-N JUNCTION LASERS
FOR CURRENT DENSITY REDUCTION FOR STIMULATED
EMISSION A6b-17329
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF FRINGE SYSTEMS USED TO
VERIFY PHASE INVERSION BETNEEN TWO LOBES OF LASER
IN TEM-IO MODE Ab6-17653
SOLID STATE LASER SYSTEMt DESCRIBING QUANTUM
PECHANICAL TREATMENT OF SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION
FOR ONE MODE A66-1TBIT
GENERATION OF INDUCED LASER RADIATION IN
PRESTATIONARY REGIME A66-ITBTT
QUASI- FERMI LEVELt FREQUENCY, THRESHOLD PUMPING
VALUE AND PARTICULAR MODE IN RADIATIVE INTRABANO
TRANSITION A66"-'18361
PHASE-LOCKING EFFECT AND PHASE SUM OF LF AND HF
OSCILLATING MODES IN LASER A66-18413
LASER EMISSION IN PURE CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS
BOMBARDED BY ELECTRON BEAMS A66"-IB65G
H F MODULATION OF RADIATION SPIKES DUE TO BEATS
BETWEEN OSCILLATION MODES IN OPTICAL RUBY LASER
A66-1ggss
TIME DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE AXIAL
MODE OF DIFFRACTION LIMITED RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE AE6-20620
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER FOUND TE OSCILLATE IN
CONVENTIONAL RANDOM PULSATING MANNER UNDER MODE-
LOCKED CONDITIONS A66-21251
SINGLE FILAMENT JUNCTION LASER EMITTING COHERENT
LIGHT OF SIMPLER MODESt SHOWING THAT LASER HAS TWO
PORTIONS, EACH WITH SELECTIVE DIFFUSED REGION
A66-E1357
INDUCED EMISSION MOCES OF TRAVELING NAVE LASER
A66-22290
QUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY OF INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
PARASITIC INTERNAL OSCILLATIONS IN LASER CRYSTAL
kITH DIELECTRIC ROD CAUSED BY TOTAL REFLECTION
FROM GENERATRIX OF CYLINDRICAL SAMPLE
A66-22739
STANDING NAVES IN LASER RESONATORS VERIFIED BY
PLACING THIN METALLIC FILMS BETWEEN EXTERNAL
PIRRORS CF PULSED NEODYMIUM LASER
A66--22893
RODE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR GAS LASER SINGLE
AXIAL MODE OPERATION FOR LARGE MIRROR SEPARATIONS
A6b-23093
EXCITATION OF AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES IN
SEMICCNCUCTOR LASERS ANALYZEDt BASED ON RATE
EQUATIONS FOR CHEMICAL POTENTIALS DF CARRIERS AND
NUMBER OF PHOTONS A66"26655
ECUATIGNS OF MOTION GOVERNING INTERACTION OF
OPTICAL MODES IN PRESENCE OF TIPE-VARYING
PARAMETERS A66-24559
TWO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION N|TH MULTNOOE GAS LASER
CAVITY, OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
UNIQUE EIGENVALUE IN SPECIAL CASES
A66-24568
DEPENDENCE OF BEAT FREQUENCY OF NEODYMIUM LASER
AXIAL MODES ON DISTANCE BETNEEN MIRRORS AND
NEODYMIUM ROD POSITION WITHIN RESONATOR
A66-ZSBBI





ARC-TUBE CONSTRUCTED FOR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER - DISCHARGE TUBE
GE/EE/BS-1 N66-16188
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPINGw AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
OSCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 N66-15068
TIME DEPENDENCY OF COUPLED MODE LASER OSCILLATIDN
UCRL-7697 N66-20355
LASER OUTPUT
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING FOCUSING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-16131
RADIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER PULSE REGIMEt
DISCUSSING ERRORS ARISING IN COMPARING BASIC WITH
SECONDARY EMISSION A65-14617
OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER BEANS, EXAMINING NEW METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS HAVELENGTHS
A65-14683
PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF TIME PROFILE_ PEAK POWER
AND NUMBER OF GIANT PULSES OF ROTATING PRISM
Q-SNITCHED LASERS A65-15103
MICRONAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PUMPING OF
NEON-HELIUM LASER TO RAISE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE FOR INCREASE OF OUTPUT
A65-15320
PONER DENSITY IN NOISE SIDEBANDS OF LASER CAUSED
BY EMISSION NOISE IN ACTIVE MEDIUM
A65-15321
GAIN SATURATIONI LIGHT POWER LEVELw DISCHARGE
CURRENT AND METHOD FOR SPECIFYING OUTPUT PONER
CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER TUBE A65-15326
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS_ PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-15349
SINGLE PULSES OF ELECTRON EMISSION PRODUCED BY
SPINNING-PRISM Q-SNITCHED RUBY LASER
A65-15643
LASER EMISSION USED FOR HEATING PLASMA WITH
INITIAL DENSITY NEAR ZERO A65-15535
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY
O-SWITCHING ROTATING PRISM RUBY LASER
A65-15788
BUILDUP AND DECAY TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN GAS LASERS
DUE TO LIGHT ABSORPTION BY INSERTED LIQUID SAMPLES
A65-15816
OPTIMUM PEAK PONER FROM GIANT PULSE LASER IN TERMS
OF LOSS FACTOR AND POPULATION DENSITY
A65-15824
BACKGROUND GAS PRESSURE EFFECT ON LASER INDUCED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-15838
OUTPUT FREQUENCY QUADRUPLING IN Q-SPOILED
NEODYMIUM-IN-GLASS LASERt USING NONLINEAR OPTIC
EFFECT A65-15858
OPTICAL NIXING OF NITROBENZENE RANAN RUBY LASER
LIGHT IN AOP AND OTHER NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC MEDIA
A65-15951
INJECTION DIODE LASER FROM DEGENERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE _ITH NEODYMIUM DOPED LAYER EMITTING AT
8700 ANGSTROMS A65-15995
ABSORPTION OF 3.39 MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY METHANE IN ATMOSPHERE
A65-16362
SPECTROSCDPIC INVESTIGATION OF LASER EXCITED
1-50
MOLECULAR SPECTRA FROM PONDERED SOLIDS FOR METEOR
AND REENTRY PHYSICS A6S-16382
RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE
ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES FOR LASER PUMPING PRESENTED IN
GRAPHICAL FORM A65-164Dl
ELECTRICAL SNITCHING OF EMISSION DIRECTION OF
LASER OSCILLATOR BY INTERNAL DEFLECTION OF LASER
BEAN A65-16603
GAIN DELAY CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR-LEVEL
NEODYMIUM-DOPED PULSED GLASS-LASER OSCILLATOR-
PONER AMPLIFIER CHAIN A65-16576
POLARIZATION EFFECT ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND
EFFICIENCY IN DIFFRACTION GRATING OF ATTENUATED
LASER LIGHT A65-16581
GENERATION OF SINGLE FREQUENCY LIGHT USING FM
LASER A65-16670
C W LASER OSLILLATION ON P BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATION BAND OF NITROUS OXIDE
A65-16671
INTERFERENCE FRINGE VISIBILITY UP TO 120 M OPTICAL
PATH DIFFERENCE_ USING HELIUM-NEON LASER SOURCE
A65-16766
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN RADIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELLt
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-16Bll
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS DUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD ORDER IN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH, USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65-16863
RARE EARTHS IN OPTICAL MASER MATERIALS_ DISCUSSING
CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS BETNEEN ACTIVE ION AND HOST
LATTICE AB§-lTO52
THOMSON SCATTERING SPECTRUM OF LASER BEAM FROM
EQUILIBRIUH HYDROGEN PLASNAv NOTING EFFECT OF
DEBYE LENGTH A65-17151
I R LASER ACTION IN ARGON ][ BETNEEN 1 AND 2
MICRONS AND IN 6000 TO TOO0 ANGSTROM RANGE
A65-IT207
YB3- ER3 GLASS THREE LEVEL LASER ACTION
A65-172OB
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE PONER AND
CIRECTIVITY OF ENISSION A65-17319
XENON-KRYPTON LASER EMISSION IN 12 HAVELENGTHS
RANGING FROM 2.03 TO 9 MICRONS NITH EXTERNAL AND
INNER MIRRORS A65-17353
LASER BEAM DIVERGENCE AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENT, USING WIOE LATITUDE FILM AND THIN
CELLULOID MIRROR A65-17432
COHERENT AND INCOHERENT OUTPUT CURVE OF THREE-
LEVEL QUANTUM FREQUENCY CONVERTER
A65-17505
THREE-LEVEL LASER OUTPUT STABILITY EQUATION
DERIVED BY NONLINEAR MECHANICS_ NOTING LIMIT CYCLE
AND OSCILLATION STABILITY PRECONDITION
A65-17514
HEATING AND VAPORIZATION EFFECTS DUE TO HIGH POWER
LASER BEAN ABSORPTION AT OPAQUE SURFACESw NOTING
ALSO Q-SNITCHED LASERS A65-17663
C0-60 GAMMA IRRADIATION INDUCED ENERGY OUTPUT
INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL A6S-17687
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY OPTICAL
BOLOMETER A65-1BO17
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RUBY AND NEODYMIUM
LASERS INCLUDE SUPERHARD MATERIAL MACHINING AND
_ETALLURGY A65-18120
S_J_TI_EX LASER OUTPUT CONT
THREE-MIRROR CORNER-CUBE INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM
NITH ROTATION INSENSITIVITY TO PRODUCE HIGH
CONTRAST LASER FRINGES A65-1821T
DIFFRACTION LOSSES ANO FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS AT
REFLECTORS OF LOW-LOSS NODES OF SYMMETRIC CONFOCAL
LASER RESONATOR A65-18315
PHOTON ROCKET ENGINE USING PLASMA LASER EMISSION
A65-183T_
EXCITATION OF OFF-AXIS STIMULATED RADIATION BEANS
BY INCLINING GENERATING SAMPLE NITH RESPECT TO
INTERFERONETER AXIS A65--18654
RUBY LASER NITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-18662
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAM
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A65-18555
EMISSION AND GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-18558
FONARO BIASED P-N JUNCTION ELECTRDLUNINESCENCE
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS TO DIODE LASERS
AbS-188T2
LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
DEVICEt NOTING CALIBRATION
ONERA TP 182 A65-19066
TIME DEPENDENT VARIATION OF RUBY LASER STIMULATED
EMISSION INTENSITY A65-19DT6
FABRICATION AND TEST OF CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUM FLUORIDE EXCITEO
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65-19186
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DIGITAL DEVICES FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE LOGIC CIRCUITS BASED ON NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF INTENSE OPTICAL SIGNALS
&bS-lq3_2
LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUH ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATIONt _TING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY A65-19566
LASER BEAM BEYONO-HORIZON COMMUNICATION BY MEANS
OF CLOUD AND HAZE SCATTERING A65-19596
STIMULATED RAMAN EFFECT OF BENZENE USING RUBY
LASERt EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUHt THRESHOLD POWER
AND EFFICIENCY AT STOKES LINES
AbS-IqSqB
QUASI-CONTINUOUS EMISSION OR REGULAR RELAXATION
OSCILLATIONS FROM MANY-ELEMENT RUBY LASER
OPERATING IN VERY FEN AXIAL MODES
A6.5-19619
HELIUM-NEON LASER RADIATION DISPERSION MEASUREMENT
IN TUNSITION 3S2-2P6 FOR VARYING MIRROR SPACING
A65-19693
STABILITY AND SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
TRAVELING NAVE INTERACTIONS IN LASERS
A6S-19726
ION ANO FREE ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATE STUDY IN GAS
UNDER LASER BEAM ACTION A65-1972T
INEXPENSIVE SIMPLIFIED CONSTRUCTION OF DC PONERED
HELIUM NEON LASER NITH 6328 ANGSTROM OUTPUT
A65-19849
LASER ACTION THEORY IN CRYSTALLINE OPTICAL SOLIOt
DISCUSSING PROMISING MATERIALS AND HULTIPHONON
PROCESSES IMPORTANCE IN LINE NIOTH AND TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES A65-1gggT
LASER AS THERMAL TOOL IN METAL MORKING PROCESSES
EXAMINING PHASE TRANSFORMATION A65-20005
OPTICAL COHERENT NAVE PROPERTIES SLITABLE FOR LONG
DISTANCE LASER COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPARED WITH
RADIO NAVE CHARACTERISTICS A65-20006
GAS DISCHARGE COLLISION LASER EFFICIENCY AND PONER
OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS WITH ATTENTION TO MANGANESE
AND LANTHANUM DISCHARGES A65-2D062
ABSORPTION OATA FOR METHANE ANO ETHANE, USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
LASER OSCILLATION IN DECAY OF EXCITED MOLECULES
FROM CHEMICAL REACTION, NOTING CHANGE 1N THREE
ELECTRONIC LEVELS lN MOLECULAR SYSTEM
A6§-20069
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE EXCITED BY
PHOTDDISSOCIATION, DISCUSSING LINE STRENGTH AND
DOPPLER NICTH A65-2OOT3
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATES, EMPHASIZING
CHEMISTRY AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUID LASER
A65-20OT6
CHROMIUM INDUCED LIGHT DISPERSION IN R LINES OF
RUBY, NOTING REFRACTION SHIFT IN LASER SPECTRUM
A65-20260
LASER OUTPUT OF XENON-HELIUM MIXTURE AS FUNCTION
OF CHARGE CURATIDNt GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIAHETER
A65-20263
CONTINUOUS REGIME OPTICAL GENERATOR OUTPUT1
THRESHOLD PUMPING LEVEL, INVERSE POPULATION
DENSITY ANO INDUCED RADIATION ENERGY
A65-20326
RUBY LASER THRESHOLD PUMPING AND EMISSION ENERGIES
RELATED TO TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT, ROD OIAMETER
AND THRESHOLD LEVEL A65-20363
ATOMIC RELAXATION ANO FLUCTUATIONS CF LASER
PHOTONS DETERMINED BY ADDING PROBABILITY
AMPLITUDES A65-20746
RADIATIVE REACTION EFFECTS ON GIANT PULSE LASER
STABILITY IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM
A65-zoq13
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF RUBY LASER kITH EXTERNAL
SPHERICAL MIRRORS IN NONOAHPING INTENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS AND QUASI-STEADY GENERATION
A65-21061
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE TO MEASURE PROBABILITY
DENSITY AMPLITUDE OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD ABS-21OTO
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE DUE TO
PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A65-21071
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE USING LASERSw
EMPHASIZING NATURAL LIMITATIONS, E.G._ ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION A65-21OTT
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ON ABSORPTIGND.SPONTANEOUS
FLUORESCENCE AND STIMULATED EMISSION IN ACTINIDES_
TRANSITION METAL ANC SEMICONDL_TOR LASER MATERIAL
A65-2116_
SUPPRESSING PULSED LASER SPIKING BY PROVIDING
EQUILIBRIUM PHOTON DENSITY AS THRESHOLD IS
RERCHEDt NOTING CASE OF RUBY LASER
A65-21300
REFLECTED RADIATION OF Q-SPOILEO RUBY LASER FROM
EXPLORER XXII A65-21306
HELIUM-NEON LASER PREAMPLIFIER SYSTEM FOR VERY
hIGH GAIN TRANS1T10_ AT 3.39 MICRON kAVELENGTH
A65-21335
ELECTROLUNINESCENCE OF ZINC DIFFUSED DIODES IN
FORMARO AND REVERSE BIAS, OBSERVING EMISSION
SPECTRA AND LASING ACTION IN NEAR-EDGE LINE
A65-21617
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR LONG-TERN FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION OF WE- NE LASER AT CENTER
FREQUENCY OF ATOMIC RESONANCE A65-21620
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LASER OUTPUT COHT SUBJECT INDEX
CONTINUOUS LASER ACTION IN NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM
MOLYBOATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-2162T
SINGLE-ATOM COHERENCE EFFECTS IN MEASUREMENT OF
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINEWIOTHS IN HIGH-GAIN NEON
LASER A65-21656
POLARIZED LASER RAOIATION WITH RELATION BETWEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISOTROPY AND
PUMPING POWER A65-21805
LASER FUTURE POSSIBILITIES AND APPLICATION
CONSIDERING OPTICALLY PUMPED SOLIOSt
SEMICONDUCTORS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
A65-2IQ54
CARBON MONOXIDE AND DIOXIDE VIBRATIDNALLY INDUCED
IR EMISSION WITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65-22663
DETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED FOR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RADIATION
Abe-Z2616
DATA DN LASER MATERIALS REFERENCED TO MAY 1966
INCLUDING LASER EMISSION LINES AND LASER
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS A65-22616
POWER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD POWER FGR CONTINUOUS
WAVE NEODYMIUM-CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER IN RANGE OF
DRY ICE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AbS-22EI9
GAS MIXTURES ANO PRESSURES FOR OPTIMUM OUTPUT
POWER OF RF-EXCITED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS AT
632.8 NM A65-22620
SIMPLE SINGLE MODE HELIUM-NEON LASER WHOSE OUTPUT
IS SUFFICIENT FOR INTERFEROMETRIC METROLOGY
A65-22621
RATE EQUATION SOLUTIONS FOR Q-SPOILED AND PULSED
TRANSMISSION MODE / PTN/ OPERATION OF THREE-LEVEL
LASER A6S-22933
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITUDE SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEAMS
TRANSMITTED FROM GROUND STATION
A65-23619
PRODUCTION OF ION VELOCITIES OVER 6 KM/SEC BY
FOCUSED RUBY LASER MAKES PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN
DIRECT THRUSTDRS AND AS PLASMA SOURCE IN
ACCELERATOR TYPE THRUSTORS A65-23626
OPTIMUM LASER CAVITY STRUCTURES USING MATRIX
CALCULATIONS BASED ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
APPROXIMATION A65-23866
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING LASER EFFECT IN
P-N JUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTING LASER
DEVICES A65-238_T
DEVICES OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM MODULATED LASER
BEAMS INCLUDING PHOTOEMISSIVE DETECTORS AND SOLID
STATE PHOTODETECTORS A65-23966
OPTICAL MASER THEORY INCLUDING DSCILLATORS_
RADIATION EMISS1ONt QUANTUM MECHANICSt ETC
A65-26006
INTERNAL LOSSES EFFECT ON RADIATION POWER IN LASER
A65-26058
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT 1R
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-26083
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF GALLIUM ARSENICE
AND MIXED-CRYSTAL INJECTION LASERS SURPASS ALL
OTHER LASERS IN EFFICIENCY AND CW POWER OUTPUT
A65-26130
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SILICATE GLASS LASER
CONTAINING NEODYMIUM A65-26187
HIGH INTENSITY LOW VOLTAGE DISCHARGE RESULTING
FROM RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSING ON TITANIUM HYDRIDE
TARGET A65-26282
AUTOHODULATION OF EMISSION FROP SOLID STATE LASER
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A65-26809
HELIUM-NEON LASER PULTIBEAM GENERATION IN GAS
DISCHARGE TUBEr USING SPHERICAL MIRRORS AND
TAPERED PLATES A65-26826
POLARIZEC LASER RAOIATION WITH RELATION BETWEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISOTRDPY AND
PUMPING POWER A65-2685T
LIMITS ON CROSS SECTION OF CW LASER BEAM DUE TD
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS DR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A65-26879
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL ANGLEr SPOT
LOCATIONt AMPLITUDE! ETGt OF LASER 6EAH TRAVERSING
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE A65-26931
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING F(X_USING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-26951
LASER OUTPUT SPIKING ELIMINATION USING KERR CELL
CONTROLLEO BY FEEDBACK CIRCUIT A65-26956
TANTALUM ELECTRON INDUCED THERMIONIC EMISSION AS
RESULT OF LASER BEAP BOMBARDMENT
A65-24956
LASER GIANT PULSING USING SATURABLE ABSORBER
INSIDE CAVITY AS FAST SWITCH A65-26960
INDIUM ARSENIDE DIODE SPONTANEOUS AND LASER
ELECTROLUMENESCENCE IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-Z6961
RESONANCE OSCILLATION IN RUBY LASER EMISSION
STUDIED BY FAERY- PEROT MULTIPLEX ETALON AS
FUNCTION OF RESONATOR PROPERTIES
A65-ZBqT6
GUANTUM THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LASER BEAM
FLUCTUATIONS AND OF LIGHT BEAT EXPERIMENTS WITH
TWO LASERS A65-25059
LASER SYSTEM COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF STATISTICAL
OPERATOR R IN LIGHT FIELDt USING SCHRDEOINGER
EQUATION ASSUMING GLAUBER STATE
A65-25265
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELO AND SECOND OPTICAL HARMONIC
GENERATED IN LASER RESONATOR AS TWO INTERDEPENDENT
PROCESSES A65-252T1
LASER OSCILLATOR WITH EXTERNALLY APPLIED SIGNAL
EMPHASIZING PUSHING-PULLING EFFECTS_ POWER GAIN
AND NATURAL OSCILLATION QUENCHING CONDITIONS
A65-25861
GIANT PULSE LASER USED FOR PRODUCTION OF PARTICLES
kITH ENERGIES HIGHER THAN TEN BILLION EV
A65-258TT
SINGLE RESONATOR REFLECTION AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS IN
TERMS OF SCATTERING MATRIX DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL
RESONATOR A65-25885
COHERENT HIGH POWER PULSES FROM OPTICALLY PUMPED
Y A G- NO LASER BY Q-SNITCHING FROM MIRROR
ROTATION A65-26003
RESONANCE RADIATION TRAPPING BETWEEN LOWER LASER
LEVEL AND ION GROUND STATE AS NECHANISH FOR
QUENCHING AND RING-SHAPED BEAM FORMATION IN ION
LASERS A65-26006
CDNTINUOUS LASER EMISSION DUE TO VIBRATIONAL
TRANSITIONS IN CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
MIXTURES EXCITED BY HF SOURCE A65-26292
FIRST ORDER RANAN SCATTERING MEASUREMENT IN
SILICON USING 632B-ANGSTROM OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER A65-2665T
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GRATING DUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
EEAM A65-26562
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
S_J_TI_EX LASER OUTPUT CONT
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BANO TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A6.5--26694
PHOTOMULTIPLIER AS LASER MONITOR EVALUATED IN
TERNS OF PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
A65-26828
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF LASERS AND APPLICATION IN
STUDYING RADIATION AND MATTER INTERACTION
A65-26933
MASER AND LASER PROPERTIES iNCLUDING RADIATION
FIELD ANO MASER MEDIAo NOTING NOLECULAR
AM___F!CATTON CFNTFRS AND ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
A65-26935
NOISE BEHAVIOR OF POTENTIAL MINIMUM OF TRAVELING
NAVE TUBES ANO REDUCTION FACTOR FOR SHOT NOISE
OETERNINEDs USING LASERS A65-26936
NINE ADO|TIONAL LASER LINES IN PULSED XENON
DISCHARGE UNDER COND|T[ONS THAT 90 NOT PROOUCE
PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED LINES ABS-26QS3
PULSED AND CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER OPERATION OF
THULIUM ION DOPED ERBIUM OXIDE WHICH PROVIDES
PUMPING MECHANISM BY MEANS QF ENERGY TRANSFER
A6S-26955
INTERFEROMETER TUNING EFFECT ON ZEEMAN BEAT
FREQUENCY IN RADIATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH
APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD A65-26956
LASER BEAM-GAS INTERACTION INDUCED DISCHARGE
STUDIED FOR THRESNDLO, BREAKOONN AND EMITTED LIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS A6S-2TO64
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAN
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A6S-2TI68
EMISSION ANO GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-27151
LENSLESS PHOTOGRAPHY USING LASERS AND NOLOGRAfl/
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS BETWEEN REFERENCE NAVE AND
NAVES SCATTERED BY RECORDED OBJECTIPRODUCIRG
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES A65-2TI96
U V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN iNERT GASESt OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETNEEN 2300 AND 6000 ANGSTROMS,
SHOIdlNG RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN GAIN AND TUBE
DIAMETER A65-2733_
Q-SNITCHING OF ND LASER USING POLYMETHINE DYE IN
METHYL ALCOHOL SOLVENT AbS-2TS33
GIANT LASER EMISSION PULSES IN NEODYMIUM ACTIVATED
GLASS ROD BY VARYING CAVITY Q WITH QUINDLINE
SOLUTION OF POLYMETHINE DYE A6S-ZTSS_
HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY iN NARROW BAND TRIVALENT
RARE EARTH OOPED QUANTUM COUNTER ACHIEVED BY LASER
PUMPING AbS-27606
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF INTERACTING SYSTEM OF
RADIATION ANO MATTER EXHIBITING LASER-LIKE
BEHAVIORt NOTING SELF-CONSISTENT-FIELD
APPROXIMATION / SOFA/ USE FOR MANY-BODY EFFECTS
A65-2772S
BEAM DIVERGENCE ANGLE OF SINGLE TEN MODE NE- HE
LASER OUTPUT AT 0.63 MICRONS AbS-27739
NONLINEAR THEORY OF LASER NOISE WITH CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS DERIVED FROM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
OBTAINED BY FORKER- PLANCK EQUATION
A6S-27TS9
SENSITIVITY OF COHERENT OPTICAL HETERODYNE
RECEIVER IN DETECTING LASER RADIATION REFLECTED
FROM DIFFUSE SURFACE A65-28005
EXCITATION OF OFF-AXIS STIMULATED RADIATION BEAMS
BY INCLINING GENERATING SAMPLE _ITH RESPECT TO
INTERFEROMETER AXIS A65-28083
RUBY LASER NITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECT%ON PRISM A6S-28091
MULTICHANNEL PHOTOELECTRIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER MITH
KERR CELL GATING RECORDS SPECTRUM OF LASER LIGHT
SCATTERED FROM SINGLE GIANT PULSE IN PLASMA
A65-26203
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF LASERS VS MICROWAVES FOR
MARS-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS IN 1970
A65-28248
ACQUISITION ANO REACQUISITION IN SPACECRAFT-
SPACECRAFT AND SPACECRAFT-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS
USING LASER SYSTEMS A65-28269
OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING AND LASER OUTPUT MODULATION
BY MEANS OF ULTRASONIC CELL BUILT AROUND FOCUSING
CYLINDRICAL SECTION TRANSDUCER A65-28619
CUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER OIODE EMISSION
AbS-2868T
TIME DEVELOPMENT OF OUTPUT INTENSITY OF HE- NE
LASER AFTER QUENCHING BY PUMPING PARTICLES INTO
LONER NEON LASER STATE AbS-29OT5
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENTDE JUNCTION
DIODE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
ABS-Z919B
COHERENT LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY MICRONAVE SOUND IN
TRANSPARENT CRYSTALS AbS-29265
SINGLE MODE LASER EFFICIENCY AT HIGH PUMP LEVELS
AS FUNCTION OF PUMPING RATE ANO LASER LENGTHS
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MODE SHAPE CHANGES
A6S-29505
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR AR II LASER LINES
COMPARED MITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA A65-ZQTQ9
OPTICAL TRACKING OF SATELLITES EQUIPPEO FOR
GEODETIC TRIANGULATION, USING GROUND LASER BEAMS
A65--29936
LASER OSCILLATION IN GASEOUS IONS, TABULATION OF
MAVELENGTHSe CLASSIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES FOR
2310 ION LASER TRANSITIONS A65--30363
LONGITUDINAL MODE SELECTION IN GIANT PULSE LASER
RESULTING IN SINGLE-MODE OUTPUT
A6.5-'30345
REABSORPTION AS DOMINANT LOSS MECHANISM FOR BOTH
INCOHERENT AND COHERENT RADIATION IN GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODE AbS'3036T
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE PONER AND
CIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-30372
CATHODOLUMINESCENT PHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
LASERS, REOUCING HEAT LIMITATIONS AND ELIMINATING
INTERNAL STRESSES CAUSED BY THERMAL GRADIENTS
A6S-30_36
RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
F-N JUNCTIONS, OBSERVING STIMULATED EN|SSION AND
LASER ACTION A6S-30572
OXYGEN AS CAUSE OF SCATTERING AND CONVERSION OF
IMPURITIES TO HIGHER VALENCE STATE IN CALCIUM
FLUORIDE LASER SYSTEM A6S-3OBOO
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER OETECTORSt
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS, NOTING HELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION A65-31002
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUOY OF Q-SNITCHED LASER BEAM
PROPAGATING OVER IO-NILE PATH A65--31066
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE TO MEASURE PROBABILITY
DENSITY AMPLITUDE OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD A65-31235
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE CUE TO
1-53
LASER OUTPUT CONT SUBJECT INDEX
PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACEO IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A65-31236
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
WHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN WIDTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSEN1DE
A65-3130T
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION OF LASER PARAMETERS 665-313T5
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG DISCHARGE OF 6149 ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31451
LASER POWER DENSITY MEASURED WITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUE, USING HE-
NE- CW LASER A65-31455
SPARK DISCHARGE IN AIR INDUCED BY FOCUSING LASER
RAOIATIONt DETERMINING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
PRODUCED NEAR FOCUS 665-31705
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
BEAM DIVERGENCE ANGLE OF SINGLE TEM MODE NE- HE
LASER OUTPUT AT 0.63 MICRONS 665-31844
LASER CONFIGURATIONSt PERFORMANCE FEATURES AND
LIMITATIONS DISCUSSING HE- NEt ION AND SOLID
STATE LASERS A65-3188I
EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILMS PROCESSEO TO
ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INDUCEO ELASTIC VIBRATION
A65-31942
CALCULATION OF RADIATION INTENSITY OBTAINED FROM
LASER WITH HOMOGENEOUS LINE BROADENING GENERALIZED
FOR ARBITRARILY LARGE LOSS FRACTION PER PASS
665-32219
GAS EFFECTS PRODUCED BY PULSED LASER BEAN IN
BALLISTIC TORSIONAL PENDULUM PHOTOPETERv NOTING
DEFLECTION DUE TO PHOTON MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
A65-32229
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMSw PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED WRITING
A65-32585
LASER RANGEFINDER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NONCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
ON RADAR PRINCIPLE A65-32586
OPTICAL RANGEFINDER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER TD ELIMINATE SPURIOUS ECHOES
A65-32588
GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIAMETER EFFECT ON OPTICAL
GAIN OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF XENON LASER
AMPLIFIER A65-32743
SIMULTANEOUS LASER OSCILLATION OBSERVED AT 6943
AND 6929 ANGSTROM WAVELENGTHS IN NORMAL AND Q-
SPOILED OPERATION OF RUBY LASER
A65-32748
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
665-32952
LASER ACTION IN SECOND POSITIVE BAND SYSTEM OF
MOLECULAR NITROGENe OBSERVING SATURATION OF
TRANSITION A65-33049
C W HIGH POWER OPERATION OF NITROGEN-CARBON
DIOXIDE LASER OSCILLATING ON P-BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATIONAL BAND OF CARBCN DIOXIDE
A65-33055
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
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WHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN WIDTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
665-33354
TIME RESOLVED SPECTRA FOR PULSE OPERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER DIODES A65-333T2
INTERACTION BETWEEN OPTICAL MASER MEDIUM AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROPAGATING IN IT_
DISCUSSING AMPLIFIER EQUATIONS AND STEADY STATE
PULSE I SSP/ IN AND OUT OF RESONANCE
A65-33374
ATMCSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FM LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
665-3337T
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE REGION FROM PULSED
COLD CATHODE DISCHARGE IN IONIZED S AND P
A65-33379
OPTICAL GAIN ANO LOSSES OF GA AS LASER OF
EPITAXIAL AND DIFFUSED TYPE A65-33380
EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM SPATIAL INTERACTION BETWEEN
MODES ON TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL OUTPUT OF RUBY LASER
A65-33415
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS CICHROIC POLARIZER IN
IR REGIONS, LASER RADIATION, ZEEMAN EFFECT AND
NOISE PROPERTIES NEASUREMENTSe ETC
A65-33419
CSCILLATIQN CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH
EXTERNAL MIRRORS OF LARGE SPACING
665-33517
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY OF MERCURY-HELIUM
DISCHARGE AND 6150 ANGSTROM LASER OSCILLATIDN_
EXAMINING METASTABLE ATOM STATE
A65-335IB
GIANT RUBY LASER PULSE PRODUCTION FROM RAPID
SATURATION OF DYE ABSORBER SOLUTION IN OPTICAL
CAVITY BY SINGLET-SINGLET TRANSITIONS
A65-33521
ACQUISITIONv TRACKING AND BEAM POINTING FOR
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE
AIAA PAPER 64-420 A65-33536
OPTICAL ANALOG COMPUTER TRANSPOSING VARIABLE
INPUTS INTO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS, USING LASER AS
LIGHT SOURCE FOR ANTENNA MODELING AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS 665-33770
TIME PARAMETERS OF POWERFUL LASER MEASURED WITH
GA AS PHOTOCIODE, NOTING TIME CONSTANT AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTOO1OOE A65-34552
TWO BREWSTER-TYPE LASERS IN OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER
CONFIGURATION USED TO MEASURE LASER GAIN 1N
XENON-KRYPTON DISCHARGE 665-34610
TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN LASER PULSES AND LASER-
INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METALLIC SURFACES
665-34616
RELATION BETWEEN 600 ANGSTROM EMISSION BAND OF
hELIUM MOLECULE ANC IMPRISONMENT OF NEON RESONANCE
LINES MEASURED TO SHOW EFFECT ON HELIUH-NEON LASER
CPERATION A65-34662
THRESHOLE INTENSITY OF 8400 ANGSTROM LIGHT FROM
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODE AND EYE DAMAGE
A65-36663
FLUCRESCENCE FROM CADMIUM SULFIDE EXCITED BY R_BY
LASER COMPARED WITH PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY INDUCED BY
ORDINARY GREEN LIGHT TO SUPPORT DOUBLE PHOTON
ABSORPTION MECHANISM 665-34665
ELECTRON DENSITY ANO COLLISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS IN TRANSIENT OSCILLATION OF [R AND
VISIBLE HELIUM-NEON LASERS TO DETERMINE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OSCILLATIONS AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS 665-34806
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
SUBJECTINDEX LASEROUTPUTr.OUT
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-34906
NHITE LIGHT EMISSION WHEN PULSED LASER BEAM
FOCUSES ON TARGETS IS MAINLY DUE TO TEMPERATURE
RADIATION A65-36957
LASER EXCITATION IN FREON AND RARE GAS MIXTURES
BASED ON DISSOCIATIVE EXCITATION PROCESS AND
QUENCHING ACTION OF SOME GASES A65-35063
EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF G-S_ITCHED RUBY LASER
WITH SATURABLE ABSORBER A65-35053
MODE LOCKING EFFECTS IN INTERNALLY KDP MODULATED
RUBY LASER A65-35063
U V RADIATION STIMULATED EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
EMISSION NHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXCITON SCHEME A65-35069
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE Q-SNITCHES FOR INCREASING
STORED PUMPING ENERGY OF LASERS AND INHIBITING
RESONANCE FOR SUBSEQUENT PEAK LASER EXCITATION AND
DISCHARGE A65-35118
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STABLE SINGLE FREQUENCY
RF EXCITED HE- NE LASER AT 6328 ANGSTROMS
A65-35358
LASER EMISSION _ITH VARIABLE RESONATOR LOSSESt
CONSIDERING RELATIVELY LOW INITIAL OVERPOPULATION
AbS-35786
EFFECTS OF RESONATOR LENGTH AND MIRROR
TRANSPARENCE AND ALIGNMENT UPON DYNAMIC AND STATIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH MOOULATEO
Q-FACTOR A6S-35786
RUBY LASER NOISE RADIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASED
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY DISPERSED GENERATION
DETERMINED FROM ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A65-35863
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS ANO CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A65-35866
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERSt RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS OISCHARGE PLASMA
A65-35868
LASER WITH NEODYMIUI_-GLASS Q-FACTOR MOOULATION
AbS-358TS
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM,
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A65-358TT
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING WITHIN
LENSw NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
A65-36050
OPTICAL-NISALIGNMENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLD POWER OF
SOLID STATE LASER AND COMPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATOR A65-36051
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUMPING, NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-360§5
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING NAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A65-36058
LIMITS ON CROSS SECTION OF CW LASER BEAM DUE TO
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS OR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A65-36356
MODE DEGENERACY-DIPS ON OUTPUT OF HE- NE LASER
FOR CERTAIN CRITICAL COMBINATION OF MIRROR
CURVATURES AND SEPARATION AbS-36703
PHOTON TRANSPORT AND POPULATION INVERSION IN
1-55
ACTIVE MEDIUM WITH PUMPING EFFECT, CONSIDERING
INTENSE BEAN INCIDENCE AND RUBY LASER
ABS-36712
WIDTH OF LINES EMITTED BY LASER MODELS
FTD-TT-66-861 N65-16217
USE UF REFRACTIVE INOEX VARIATION CAUSEO BY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN LASER
FEEDBACK INTERFEROMETER TO CONTROL LASER OUTPUT
C-920083-12 N65-1520T
LASER BEAM COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEH|CLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATION - CLOSED LOOP
SYSTEM AND LEAD ANGLE COMPUTATIONS FOR TARGET
ROTION COMPENSATION
NA_M-CR--BG&_ N65-16811
OUTPUT AND DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS FOR Q-SNITCHED
KERR CELL LASER
REPT.-1579-lB N65-16819
ENERGY OUTPUT INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL
SYSTEMS BY NUCLEAR ENERGY, LASER CRYSTAL GROMTHe
AND SURFACE FINISH DEVELOPMENT
AD-BSSSTI N65-1T595
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON ENERGY OUTPUT OF RUBY
LASER CRYSTALS N6_1TSq6
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH NARROWING OF PULSED TRAVELING
WAVE RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AD-blOB65 N65-22139
RUBY LASER WITH VIBRATING MIRROR FOR STUDY OF
TEMPORAL OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS NbS-22759
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT IN HELIUM-NEON
LASERS WITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS N65-26550
EFFECT OF LASER OPERATION PARAMETERS USING
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS ON THRESHOLD AND
OUTPUT ENERGY
R-1768 N65-25T82
STUOY OF PARAMETERS OF HIGH GAIN 2.D26 MICRON
XENON-HELIUM LASER TO OPTIMIZE POWER OUTPUT
ANO EFFECT OF TUBE DIAMETER ON SMALL SIGNAL GAIN
MRE-PAO-104 N65-28901
REPETITIVE HIGH POWER PULSES OBTAINEO BY
Q-SNITCHING OF NEOOYMIUM-LOAOED YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET LASER
DR-6 N6§-308TO
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH PONER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CM ARGON, KRYPTON,
XENON, AND MERCURY-HELIUM LASERS
GPR-3 N65-31202
LASER CAVITY ANALYSIS, THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS,
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION, MODE DENSITY, ANO
SPIKING STRUCTURE
AFCRL-65-681 N6S-32298
LASER ACTION BY ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
NOLTR-65-95 N65-33601
PENTACARBOCYANINE COMPOUND USED TO REDUCE
MONOPULSE DURATION IN NEODYMIUM LASER
A66--10262
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LTVEO IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK NAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-10263
RUBY LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR SPIKES
A66-10326
FOCUSED LASER AS ACCELERATING CAVITY FOR CYCLIC
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR A66-10328
PEAK POWER TRANSIENTS OF NEAR CONFOCAL HELIUM-NEON
LASER WORKING AT 6328 ANGSTROMS ON PULSED
DISCHARGE BASIS A66-10329
SELF-LOCKED GAS LASER MODE DEPENDENCE ON CAVITY
LASEROUTPUTCONT SUBJECTINDEX
LENGTH AND POSITION OF LASER MEDIUP IN CAVITY
A66-10367
LASER TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION IN ELECTRON BEAM
PUMPED GALLIUN ARSENIDE_ PRINARILY ON
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLON DONORS AND ACCEPTORS
A66-10348
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING OF NOBLE GAS IUN LASER
A66-10350
LASER OSCILLATION INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY IN
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS PRODUCED THROUGH ENERGY
TRANSFER A66-I0352
GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER FCR PRCLGNGED
OPERATION AT LIQUID NITROGEN TENPERATURES
A66-10369
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS_ PARTICULARY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS DF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-I0468
LASER WITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-10450
BREAKDOWN OF GASES UNDER INFLUENCE OF LASER SPARK
PHENOMENA NITH SUBSEQUENT ABSORPTION OF LASER
RADIATION AND GAS HEATING A66-10646
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUN-NEDN LASER
A66-10T04
NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF OSCILLATIONS OF TWO TYPES
IN LASER DOES NOT AFFECT STATIONARY OPERATION WHEN
OSCILLATIONS ARE SUFFICIENTLY APART IN BAND
A66-10724
AERODYNANIC AND HEAT TRANSFER NEASUREMENTS USING
INTERFERDNETER MITH CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER AS
SOURCE A66-1OB49
THERMAL LINITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES DF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASERS A66-10895
TWO-DIMENSIONAL LASER OEFLECTION USING FOURIER
OPTICS A66-10897
CARRIER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF FN LASER WITH
RESPECT TD CENTER OF ATOMIC GAIN PROFILEr USING
SMALL DISTORTION PRESENT IN LASER CSCILLATION
A66-10966
LASER-ACTION THRESHOLD IN ELECTRON-BEAN EXCITED
GALLIUM ARSENIDE AND EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND
DOPING A66-10971
U V AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUDRINEt
PHOSPHORUS AND CHLORINE ATOMS IN PULSED CHLORINEt
PHOSPHORUS FLUORIDE AND SULFUR FLUORIDE GAS
DISCHARGES A66-10972
SHARPLY DIRECTIONAL COHERENT RADIATION GENERATION
BY SYNCHRONIZED LASERS OR MULTIMIRRORED RESONATOR
OF SINGLE LASER A66-11007
KINETIC EQUATION OF LASER OPTIMUN EMISSIONv
DETERMINING PUMPING EFFICIENCYw VALUE OF LOSSES IN
SPECIAL MODESt ETG A66-I1058
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER NITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-11IB8
NETALLIC PLASMA TUBE FOR ION LASERS ALLOWS THEM TO
RUN AT HIGHER CURRENT DENSITIES THAN WITH CERAMIC
TUBES A66-11373
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
GASEOUS LASER IN HIGH PRESSURE RANGE
A66-11375
SECOND HARNO_IC LIGHT GENERATIONm STRESSING
SATURATION EFFECTS OCCURRING AT HIGH LASER POWER
LEVELSt SOLVING NONLINEAR COUPLED NAXgELL
EQUATIONS A66-114_3
QUANTUN-ELECTRONIC CROSS-MODULATION EFFECT NOTED
NHILE MONITORING IR LASER INTERFERDNETRIC FRINGES
A66-11449
LASER TRANSITION 1N VIBRATIONAL STATE DF GROUND
ELECTRGNIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATICNAL LEVEL 8 TD
¥ WITH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11451
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN INTERFERONETRYt
RADAR AND HOLOGRAPHY INCLUDING MECHANICAL
STABILETYt NOISE SUPPRESSIONw DIRTY LASER BEAN
RESTORATIDNt ETC A66-11456
GEVELOPNENT IN U.S. OF LASER APPLICATION NITH
TABLE INCLUDING GOVERNNENT SUPPORTED PROGRANS IN
PHOTOGRAPHYt DATA PRDCESSINGt RADARt ETC
A66-11655
LINEAR COEFFICIENT DF AMPLIFICATION OF CARBON
DIOXIDE SUBJECTED TO HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A66-12DD3
CURRENT STATUS OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES OF VARIANT OF RAMAN EFFECT ENCOUNTERED IN
SCATTERING OF LASER LIGHT A66-12065
_UANTUN YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STINULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
A66-12086
LOSSLESS CONVERSION OF PLANE LASER NAVE TO PLANE
HAVE OF UNIFORN 1RRADIANCEw NOTING PLANOASPHERIC
LENSES METHOD AND AEERRATED LENS SYSTEM
A66-12204
GAIN AND BANDNIDTH NARROWING IN REGENERATIVE
HELIUM-XENON LASER AMPLIFIER A66-123D8
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXAMINING
VELOCITYt FREQUENCY AND LIFETINE OF THERMALLY
EXCITED HYPERSONIC SOUND WAVESe USING LASER LIGHT
SUURCES A66-I2622
GA AS OPTICALLY COUPLED TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE WITH
LASING EMITTER A66-12662
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BRENSSTRAHLUNG RADIATIONt USING ADIABATIC
TEPPERATURE A66-1264T
OUTPUT POWER AND PULSE DURATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-12602
PULSED LASER-CREATED PLASMAS BY LIGHT ABSORPTION
BY SKIN EFFECT A66-12975
INTENSE LASER BEAN FOCUSING EFFECT IN GAS TO
STUDY LIGHT-INDUCED DISCHARGES BY TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOGRAPHY A66-129TB
INTERNAL BUBBLE FORNATION AND CRACKING IN RODS DF
Q-SWITCHEO RUBY AND ND-GLASS LASERS CAUSED BY
LASER LIGHTt AND IN CASE OF NO-GLASS RODS! BY
PLATINUM INCLUSIONS IN GLASS A66-13002
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF DOMINANT EMISSION MODES
FROM PB SE DIODE LASER A66-13003
POLARIZATION OF LIGHT FROM GLASS LASER DOPED NITH
TWO PERCENT POSITIVE TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM MEASURED
WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN MICROSECOND
A66-I3006
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN FABRY- PEROT
INTERFEROMETER PRODUCING RESONANT WAVES FOR LARGE
FRESNEL NUMBER APPLIED IN MODEL FOR FILANENT-FDRN
LASER MECHANISM A66-I309T
MODEL FOR BEHAVIOR OF OPTICAL MASER IN STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD OF ARBITRARY STRENGTH IN Z
CIRECTICN AND IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CONPOSED OF
TRAVELING WAVES A66-13135
PULSE ENERGY AND POKER OF LASERS UNDER CONTINUOUS
OPERATING CONDITIONS MEASUREO_ USING CALORINETERSt
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT OF RADIATIONt ETC
A66-13205
LASERS AS TRIGGERINC MECHANISM FOR SPARK GAPSt




QUANTUMSTATISTICSFORANALYZINGRAOIATIONFIELDSINTERACTINGW THOTHERSYSTEMS APPLIEO TO MODEL
LASER OPERATING AS LINEAR AMPLIFIER
A66-13260
PENTACARBOCYANINE COMPOUND USED TO REDUCE
NONOPULSE DURATION IN NEOOYMIUM LASER
AbB-1330T
FAST P_TOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION ANO CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK WAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-13308
ATOMIC BEAM LASERSt PARTICULARLY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-13311
LASER WITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-13313
MEASURING DEVICE FOR PULSED LASER OUTPUT POWER
USING BOLONETERI AMPLIFIER ANO OSCILLOSCOPE
A66-13888
EXPERIMENTS ON HELIUN-NEON FM LASERS COVERING
PHASE-LOCKED AND FM REGION POWER OUTPUTI
MODULATION INDEX ANO DISTORTION EXPERIMENTS
AB&-13955
CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS OF CONTINUOUS-DUTY OC
EXCITED ION LASERS A66-13956
LASER OSCILLATIONS AND SELF Q'-SMITCHINGw
DISCUSSING PULSEO FLASH-LAMP EXCITATION
EXPERIMENTS WITH TRIPLY ACTIVATEO CONFOCAL BARIUM
CROWN GLASS ETALON A66-13980
HIGH POWER BRENSTER NINE)ON LASER kITH GAS FILLSt
DISCUSSING POWER OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
A66-13983
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS LASER INTERNAL
MODULATION CIRCUITy USING ELECTRO-OPTICAL CRYSTAL
INSERTED INTO GAS LASER RESONATOR
A66--16059
FRACTURES IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED ALKALINE SILICATES
ANO BOROSILICATES PRODUCED BY LASER BEAM
A66-IBIT6
CONICAL EMISSION IN RUBY LASERS WITH EXTERIOR
MIRRORS Ab6--16278
SPIKEFREE EMISSION FROM LASER USING LONG RUBY
CRYSTAL DOPED HEAVILY WITH CHROMIUM ANO SUITABLE
SYMMETRY FOR PUMP RJU3IATION A66-16331
RISE TIME AND OUTPUT POWER OF SINGLE PULSE IN HE-
NE LASER MEASURED BY METHOD OF CHANGING
Q-FACTOR BY PLATE LOCATED IN RESONANT CAVITY
A66-1_332
INTERACTION OF LIGHT PULSE FROM RUBY LASER WITH
MERCURY SURFACE, OBSERVING MECHANICAL IMPACT
BELIEVED TO BE RAPIO VAPORIZATION PROCESS
A66-16373
LASER BEAM USE IN BIOLOGY AND NEOICINEt NOTING
INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITH
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, HAZARDS, DIAGNOSTICS,
THERAPEUTICSt ETC Abb-14655
PLASMA GENERATION BY FOCUSING LASER BEAM IN AIR AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND ROOM TEMPERATURE INDICATE
CONNECTION WITH LUMINOUS ENERGY ABSORPTION DURING
BREAKDOWN A66-16538
MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME IN SILICON MEASURED BY
CONTACTLESS METHOD_ USING LASER INDUCED MOOULATION
OF IR TRANSMISSION IN SILICON / LINIRIS/ EFFECT
A66-16563
GALLIUM ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION LASER OIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT DISTRIBUTION, DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION Ab6-16659
THOMSON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC
ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE PLASMAS USING Q-SNITCHED RUBY
LASER LIGHT BEAN A66--16TOT
RISE OF JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DURING CONTINUOUS
(PERATICN OF GA AS INJECTION LASER
A66-16TTI
ATMOSPHERIC BREAKDOkN LIMITATIONS TC OPTICAL MASER
PROPAGATION A66-16837
HELIUM--NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION OF LASER PARAMETERS A66-16897
LASER OSCILLATION IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE CRYSTALS
ACTIVATED WITH TRIVALENT PRASEODYHION
A66-16898
STIMULATED RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN SCATTERING FOR
STOKES RADIATION PARALLEL TO LASER BEAM IN
RECTANGULAR NAVEGUICE A66-16901
CUTPUT SPECTRA OF ARGON ION LASER IN R1NG
RESONATOR AND TWO MIRROR RESONATORS
A66-16qO6
RUBY LASERS DISCUSSING OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICSt
BEAN D|VERGENCEv BEAT NODES AND RESPECTIVE
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES A66-14919
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM USEO FOR QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN Q-
SMITCHEC LASER BEAM AEB-16920
ELECTRODELESS EXCITATION OF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM--
NEON GAS LASER TUBE APPLIED TO VOICE TRANSMISSION
AB6-16926
FRAUNHOFER PATTERN OF LASER LIGHT TRANSMITTED
THROUGH OPTICAL FIBER, NOTING SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF
INTERFERENCE FRINGES BETWEEN LIGHT NAVES
A66-16972
LASER OSCILLATIONS OF SILICON TETRACHLORIDE,
SILICON TETRAFLUORICE AND ETHYL SILICATE IN
GASEOUS DISCHARGE A66-16973
TIME DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF RUBY LASER
DISCUSSING RATE EQUATIONS, _--VALUEw OUTPUT POWERt
STEADY STATE VALUESt ETC A66-16981
EVOLUTION OF LUMINOUS ZONE OF PLASMA GENERATED BY
FOCUSING LASER BEAN IN AIR A66_ISOO?
AIRBORNE LASER-RADAR LIGHT DETECTION ANO RANGING
I LIDAR/ SYSTEMS APPLIED TO DETECTION OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE / CAT/ A66-15297
PROPAGATION RATE OF HIGH POWER LASER LIGHT PULSE
IN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM Abb-15333
OPTICAL RANGE PARAPETRIC AHPLIFICATIDNt DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT MITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM OIHYDRGGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
MODULATION OF LASER LIGHT WITH COMPOSITE FABRY-
PEROT RESONATORv USING MORE THAN THREE MULTIPLE
REFLECTING PLATES A66-15836
INTENSITY OISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING WITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CDNOITIONS
A66-15853
OPTICAL-MISALIGNMENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLO POWER OF
SOLID STATE LASER AND CONPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATCR A66-15856
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUMPINGv NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION ANO POPULATION INVERSION
A66-15858
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER ENISSIEN GENERATED BY
ULTRASCNIC TRAVELING HAVE OIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A66-15861
VARIATION OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTICN WITH BEAR




DISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASER,
SHOWING GENERATION OF R SUB I AND R SUB 2 LINES
A66-16366
C N LASER ACTION IN CARBON DIOXIDE-HELIUM MIXTURES
A66-16385
RUBY LASER NOISE RADIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASED
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY DISPERSED GENERATION
DETERMINED FROM ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A66-I6628
OPTICAL DESIGN OF ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES AND
COMPARISON OF ENERGY TRANSFERS FROM LIGHT SOURCE
TO RUBY LASER WITH CYLINDRICAL CAVITIES
A66-1666T
LASER COMMUNICATIONS LINK SECURITY AGAINST
INTERCEPTION, EXAMINING FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH FOR
MINIMUM SNR A66-16650
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS, OISCUSSING AMPLITUDE
VARIATION SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUE
A66-16670
REGULAR PERIODIC SPIKING IN OUTPUT OF PULSED
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS LASER AT PUMPING
LEVELS SLIGHTLY ABOVE THRESHOLD
A66-166T2
LIFE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCOATED RUBY
LASER Q-SWITCHED BY ROTATING PRISM FORMING END
REFLECTOR OF LASER RESONATOR A66-16675
GRDUNO STATE ESR SATURATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASER
OUTPUT FREQUENCY AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
A66-16753
C W HIGH-POWER CARBON DIOXIDE-NITROGEN-HELIUM
LASER OPERATION, NOTING HELIUM ADDITION
A66-1675q
STINULATED EMISSION IN INDIUM ARSENIDE SHONS
EXCITATION THRESHOLD LON AND LIGHT EMISSION HIGHLY
DIRECTIONAL A66-1T026
GAS BREAKDOWN BY LASER CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY
BOTH MICRONAVE BREAKDONN THEORY AND INVERSE
BRENSSTRAHLUNG A66-17040
IONIZATION UNDER LASER ACTION EXTENDED TO METALS
AND DIELECTRICS, NOTING INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLDS
A66-1T065
CONVENTIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE
AIAA PAPER 66-127 A66-17106
LIGHT OUTPUT FROM HELIUM-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH AND WITHOUT INTRACAVITY
MODULATION AT LOCKING FREQUENCY, USING HIGH SPEED
ROTATING MIRROR A66-17205
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTION, DISCUSSING NOISE
AND MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS A66-XT217
FUSED SILICA OUTPUT COUPLING COMPONENT FOR LASER
SYSTEM, USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
CONFIGURATION A66-17287
RECORDING SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ENERGY
INCIDENT ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM EXPOSED TO LASER
BEAM A66-17293
LASER RADIATION ABSORBED ALONG SLANT PATHS,
SPECTRAL LiNE OVERLAPPING AND CENTER LINE SHIFT
WITH PRESSURE VARIATION A66-17295
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM AND
THRESHOLD CURRENT IN GA AS LASERS
A66-17333
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY BEAN OF FAST
ELECTRONS, DISCUSSING WORK OF SHOCKLEY, POPOV_
KELOYSH AND KROKHIN A66-1733T
LASER-BEAM SCATTERING BY INDIVIDUALLY INTRODUCED
CHARGED POLYSTYRENE SPHERICAL PARTICLES AND
DROPLETS OF NAPTHALENE AND WATER IN COMBINATION
A66-17673
CSCILLATION SPIKES 1N QUASI-CONTINUGUS OPERATION
OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM TEMPERATURE, NOTING
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGY A66-17532
COMPTON SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS, NOTING
TRANSFORHATION INTO GAMMA RAOIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION WITH HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
A66-1TB16
ISOTOPE SHIFT, LINEWIDTH AND PRECISE WAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A66-18035
PULSED LASER MELDING, MIRE-TO-WIRE, SHEET-TO-
SHEET, CIRCUIT BOARCm VACUUM TUBE, ETC
A66-18153
DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER DETECTING AND MEASURING
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT OF SURFACE BY SENSING LIGHT
BACKSCATTEREO BY IT WHEN LASER ILLUMINATED
A66-18333
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEON, XENON AND HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES, CALCULATING PRODUCTION AND
DESTRUCTION RATE PARAMETERS A66-18356
STABLE SINGLE-FREQUENCY OUTPUT FROM LASER CAVITY
OBTAINEO BY FILTER METHOD AND RESONANCE
SUPPRESSION METHOD A66-18356
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF GAS LASERS, USING
ATOMIC RESONANCE AND INTERFERDMETERS
A66-1835T
TIME RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION
PRODUCED BY O-SWITCHED RUBY LASER PULSE FOCUSED
ON METAL SURFACE A66-18358
CSCILLATIONv MODULATION AND TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS
REGARDING LONG DISTANCE ELECTRIC SIGNAL
COMMUNICATION POSSIBILITIES OF LASERS
A66-18359
REPLICA TECHNIQUES AND ELECTRON AND OPTICAL
MICROSCOPY TO STUDY LASER IRRADIATED METAL
SURFACES A66-18393
ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
EENZDYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66-18618
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF 10-9t 9-
8, B-T, 7-6 AND 6-5 VIBRATIONAL BANDS OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE CC A66-18626
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FOUR-LEVEL
CW LASER OSCILLATORS BY LINEARIZEO RATE EQUATIONS
A66-18636
PEAK IRRADIANCE OF OPTICAL PUMP AND TOTAL
PUMP-ENERGY INCIDENT UPON LASER CRYSTAL
DETERMINED, ACCOUNTING FOR TEMPERATURE VARIATICN
EFFECTS A66-1868T
HELIUM-NEON GAS DISCHARGE INTENSIFICATION FOR
6328 A LASER WAVELENGTH, DISCUSSING MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES, GAIN PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
A66-18632
STATISTICAL MODEL OF RANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIDAL
FUNCTION OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE REPRESENTED BY
EMISSION OF LASER OR RADIO TRANSMITTER
A66-1863T
LASER DEVELOPMENT, OISCUSSING BASIC THEORY,
PUMPING METHODS AND LASER TYPES
A66-1BTDO
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES A66-18930




HEATINGBYLASERBEAMNITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUMw
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PROOUCTION
Abb-18972
HIGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF LASER DUTPUTt NOTING
APPROXIMATION METHO0 FOR LINENIDTH PARAMETER ANO
LAMB DIP SHAPE ACCURACY A66-19063
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR TNOUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A66-19269
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY OEPENOENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERSt RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS U|$CHARGE PLASMA
A66-19271
LASER REGIME NITH GIANT PULSES GENERATEO IN
DYSPROSIUM DOPED CADMIUM FLUORIDE UNDER CONTINUOUS
PUMPING BY XENON LANPSt OBTAINING Q FACTOR
MOOULATION BY ROTATING PRISM A66-19376
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS ANO SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RAOIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-19669
MICRDNACHINING NITH PULSED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER,
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES, OPERATION ANO
APPLICATION ABb-19736
NAVELENGTH CHANGE OF SPONTANEOUS ANO STIMULATED
EMISSION MITH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE UNDER CM
OPERATION OF GA AS DIODE LASER AT 6 DEGREES K
AbB-IQQ22
DATA PULSEO TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, USING CONTINUOUS NAVES
A66-19936
OPTICALLY BIASED PULSED TRANSMISSION NOOE
OPERATION OF q-SN1TCHEO LASERt IN CONNECTION WITH
KERR CELLS INHIBITING LASING ACTION
Abb-1993T
SHARPLY DIRECTIONAL CUHERENT RAOIATION GENERATION
BY SYNCHRONIZED LASERS OR MULTIMIRRORE_ RESONATOR
OF SINGLE LASER A66-19965
SPARK DISCHARGE IN AIR INDUCEO BY FOCUSING LASER
RAOIATIONI DETERMINING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
PROOUCEO NEAR FOCUS A66-19959
INOUCEO RAOIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIESt NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION /_EORY TO
MULTIPHOTON RESONANCE RAOIATION OF LASERS
A66-20366
OUTPUT PURER OF CN LASER MEASUREO BY MIRE
BOLOMETER IN FORM OF PLANE SINGLE-LAYER SPIRAL AS
SENSITIVE ELEMENT A66-20366
EFFECT DE LOAD MISMATCH ON LASER O_TPUTt
DETERMINING NONLINEAR OEPENOENCE OF EQUIVALENT
NEGATIVE CONOUCTANCE AS FUNCTION OF OSCILLATION
AMPLITUDE IN LASER RESONATOR CAVITY
A66-20635
INTENSE UV PUMPING EFFECT ON RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A66-20519
SOLID STATE LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR ANO
IRREGULAR SPIKES ANALYZED THROUGH RELAXATION
OSCILLATIONS AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS
A66-20568
SUPERCONDUCTORS APPLIEO TO MAGNETSt LASERS AND
NHO POMER GENERATION A66-20676
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATIONt DESCRIBING
PONER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT NITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM OIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
LASER RADAR AS INSTRUMENT TO OBTAIN OPERATIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION A66-2106T
ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENT FOR 6328 ANGSTROMS
HELIUM-NEON LASER TRANSITION A66-21070
LASER CONFIGURATION GENERATING SINGLE FREQUENCY
RADIATION IN SINGLE SPATIAL MODE WITH HIGH OUTPUT
ACHIEVED BY SUPPRESSING ALL RESONANCES BUT ONE
A66-21250
DIELECTRIC CAVITY MASER COMPOSED OF RUBY ROD
SEPARATING METAL PLATES, NOTING STRENGTH
SATURATION BEHAVIORw PURER OUTPUT, ETC
A66-21308
PUMP PONER DEPENDENCE OF RUBY LASER STARTING AND
STOPPING TIME PREDICTED VIA RATE EQUATION ANALYSIS
A66-21309
SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF MULTIMODE RUBY LASER IN
SPHERICAL RESONATOR, INTERPRETING NEAR-FIELD
_ATTERHS, _EQUE_OY SPFCTRUM, ETC
AOe-_131;
LASER INDUCED GAS BREAKOOMN AT HIGH PRESSURESt
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY ON INDEX OF
REFRACTION VIA OPTICAL FREQUENCY RESONANCE
FEASUREMENT A66-21566
C N LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS-SULFUR
IRANSITION, USING hYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
PIXTURES A66-ZISTT
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS AND IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIODES
A66-21ST9
CARNAHAN PROPOSED FIRST ORDER ETHER DRIFT
EXPERIMENT USING TWO LASERS SHOWN TO BE OF SECONO
ORDER NATUREt NOTING ROLE OF PHASE SHIFTS
A66-21656
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RAOIATICN BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
DIFFERENT GAS PRESSURES ANO PREIONIZEO CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66-21690
IHRESHOLO PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-21836
SILICON AND SELENIUM DOPING EFFECTS ON GALLIUM
RRSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS A66-21879
SOVIET AND FOREIGN PAPERS ON PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS BY
SCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS AT PLASMA ELECTRONS
A66-21990
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION BY LASER BEAMS OF
FINITE SPECTRAL WIETH, USING QUANTUM TRANSITIONS
ANO KINETIC EQUATIONSv NOTING SHAPE OF PUMPING
LINE AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY A66-22026
DEGREE OF EXCITATION OF METASTABLE STATE
DETERMINEOt U_'ING LUMINESCENCE SATURATION
PHENOMENONt CALCULATING POPULATION OF MORKING
LEVEL OF LASER SUBSTANCE A66-22C2T
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN OF RUBY LASER
EMISSION FOR VARIOUS RESONATORS AND OPERATING
REGIMESt NOTING LASER EFFECT ON ANGULAR HALF-NIDTH
VALUES ABb-2202B
hIGH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEMt DESCRIBING MICROWAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR WITH AMPLIFICATION AND
MIXING FUNCTIONS A66-22066
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER EXCITATION BY FAST
ELECTRONS A66-22166
PLASMA PRODUCTION BY OPTICAL IRRADIATION OF GASES
AND BY SOLIDS, CONSIDERING INTERACTION OF LASER
RADIATION WITH SURFACES AND IRRADIATION OF
PARTICLES OF SOLID MATERIAL IN VACUUM
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66-22212
DISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASERt
SHORING GENERATION OF R SUB 1 AND R SUB 2 LINES
A66-22365
EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM HAMILTONIAN FOR COUPLING,
FIRST STOKES LINE_ FIRST ANTI- STOKES LINE AND
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LATTICE SUBJECTINDEX
COHERENT FIELO FOR RAMAN LASER
A66-22690
WAVELENGTH MEASUREMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY DOUBLE-CHANNEL RECORDING
;NTERFEROflETER, USING KRYPTON"B6 PRIMARY STANDARD
A66-22876
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER_ USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETNEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
NOON SHAPE DETERMINED BY MEASURING DISTANCE FROM
LUNAR SURFACE POINTS TO LUNAR CENTER OF MASSy
USING OPTICAL LASER RADAR A66-22966
DESIGN AND OPERATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NOTING
RAOIATIONt FREQUENCY STRUCTURE_ PONER OENSITY_
EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTy APPLICATION_ ETC
A66-22980
HE- NE LASER IR RADIATION EMISSION ATTENUATED BY
ATMOSPHERIC METHANE A66-23090
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-23309
MACH- ZEHNDER LASER INTERFERONETER AS DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL IN SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS A66-23352
CARBON AND ETHYLENE TETRACHLORIUE ULTRASONIC
MODULATORS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETERODYNE
EXPERIMENTS ON IN AS PHOTODIODE
A66-23353
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES OF OVER 50
A66-2335T
EFFICIENT CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY INTO
LASER RADIATIONw USING COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP
A66-23679
SINGLE PULSE OPERATION OF LASERS, NOTING ENERGY
STORAGE AND AMPLIFICATION EFFECT FOR FOUR- AND
THREE-LEVEL ACTIVE MEDIUM A66-2366T
LASER RANGING VIA DIGITAL COUNTER COUPLED
PHOTONULTIPLIER TUBE. NOTING SPECTRAL RESPONSEt
GAIN TRANSIT TIME DEPENDENCE, OUTPUT COUPLING AND
EFFECTIVE CATHODE DIAMETER A66-23759
SPATIAL AMPLITUDE OF FIELD OF IDEALLY PARALLEL
LASER BEAM FOCUSED BY OPTICAL SYSTEMS _ITH
SPHERICAL ABERRATION A66-23778
LASER APPLICATION AND TECHNIQUES NOTING
AHPLIFICATION_ MODULATIDNt INTERFEROMETRYt
SCATTERING, PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS_ NONLINEAR OPTICSt
ETC A66-2393I
POLISH-MADE HE- NE RED GAS LASERSt DESCRIBING
POMER OUTPUTS_ GAS PRESSUREt HE/ NE RATIOr
MIRROR TRANSHISSION COEFFICIENT AND
INTERFEROMETRIC APPLICATION A66-23946
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER HITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-26009
OPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIOIUN 87 MASER OSCILLATOR
A66-26126
FOCUSED ENERGY TECHNIQUES FOR JOINING, INCLUDING
LASER MELDING
ASTME PREPRINT AD66-T18 A66-26613
LASER MELDING FOR PRODUCTION MICROkELDING. NOTING
DESIGN. CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION
ASTME PREPRINT MMb6-70T A66-24615
SPATIALLY INDEPENDENT LASER RATE ECUATICN
GENERALIZED FOR MULTIMODE EFFECTSt NOTING STEADY
STATE OSCILLATION THRESHOLD SINGULARITIESt SPIKING
PARAMETERSt ETC A66-26560
STEADY STATE VALUE OF INVERTED POPULATION, PONER
OUTPUT, THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR AND SPIKING
CHARACTERISTICS FOR SINGLE-MODE LASER HHEN
RADIATION INTENSITY HAS SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
A66-24562
PULSED INDUCED EMISSION IN HYDROGEN BEAN LASER FOR
CASE OF TNO RELAXATION TIMES_ DETERMINING
POLARIZATION ONLY BY NUMBER OF ACTIVE PARTICLES IN
RESONATOR A66-26886
DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION INTENSITY DF GAS LASER ON
LONGITUDINAL ANO TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELDSt USING
SIMPLIFIED MODEL A66-26885
TREATMENT OF STEEL kITH LASER BEAM, OBTAINING
PRECISION HOLES HITHOUT AFFECTING MICROHARDNESS OF
METAL A66-g489B
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF AMPLITUDE AND INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION FOR LASER MODEL NEAR THRESHOLD
OBTAINED BY USING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
BY FOKKER- PLANCK EQUATION, TREATING AMPLITUDE AS
RANDOM VAR|ABLE Aee-ZSOI8
NODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
C-920259-12 N66-12816
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
CF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS
INVESTIGATED FOR EVALUATING POTENTIALITIES OF
LIQUID LASERS
TR-65-052-11 N66-141TT
FORMATION TIME OF OPTICAL LASER OSCILLATIONS
N66-ISOSO
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX, GAS DISCHARGE TUBEr NEODYNIUM LASERt
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICSt NICRDCRYSTALLINE GLASS_
LOCATING OF THUNDER• ANO PURIFICATION NITH
DISTILLATION METHODS
JPRS-33759 N66-16806
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF NEODYMIUM LASER
N66-16812




PEROVSKITE LASER HOST MATERIALS HAVING CUBIC
CENTROSYMMETRIC CRYSTAL LATTICE SITES
UACRL-DDIO269-5 N65-35629
CRYSTAL GRONTH, LATTICE CONSTANTt AND DENSITY OF




PB SE DIODE LASER FABRICATION, PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM NITH PEAK AT 8.5 MICRONS
A65-276C2
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SAMARIUM, LEAD SELENIDE AND LEAD
TELLURIDE EXCITED EY FAST ELECTRON BEAM
A65-30366
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF DOMINANT EMISSION NODES
FRDP PB SE DIODE LASER A66-13CC3
LEAD TELLURIOE
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SAMARIUMI LEAD SELENIDE AND LEAD
TELLURIDE EXCITEO BY FAST ELECTRON BEAN
A65-30366
LENS
FLARE IMAGES ROLE Ik SELF-OESTRUCTICN OF LENS IN
STRONG LASER BEAN A65-32228
LENS DESIGN
LOSSLESS CONVERSION OF PLANE LASER HAVE TO PLANE
HAVE OF UNIFORM IRRADIANCE_ NOTING PLANOASPHERIC
LENSES METHOD AND AEERRATED LENS SYSTEM
A66-12206
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SUBJECT INDEX LIGHT CONNUNICATIQN DEVICE
TWO LENSES WITH FOCAL RATIOS OF FIB AND FI2.65
USED TO COLLIMATE LIGHT FROM HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-16921
IRREGULAR BENDS AND LENS DISPLACEMENTS EFFECT ON
WAVELENGTH AND NODES IN LASER WAVEGUIDE
A66-23103
LIDAR
LASER RANGING EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED WITH DEACON
EXPLORER B A65-21303
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING / LIDAR/ TECHNIQUE USE
IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, PARTICULARLY
KETEOROLOGECAE FACTORS IMPORTANT TO AVIATION AND
ROCKET OPERATIONS
AIAA PAPER 65--666 A65-30206
AIRBORNE LASER-RADAR LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING
/ L|DAR/ SYSTEMS APPLIED TO DETECTION OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE / CAT/ Ab6-15297
LASER RADAR AS ]NSTRUMENT TO OBTAIN OPERATIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION A66-2106T
LIFE SCIENCE
DATA ON LASER MATERIALS REFERENCED TO MAY 1966
INCLUDING LASER EMISSION LINES AND LASER
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS A65-22616
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEN
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATIONt
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, MICRONAVE
APPARATUSt HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERSI LASERS,
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
AD-611632 N65-22732
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RANAN SCATTERING LASERS, FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, VOSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORTt AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
LIGHT
LASER BEAM DEFLECTION HDOULATION OBTAINEO BY
PASSING CURRENT THROUGH CADMIUM SULFIDE PRISM WITH
OHMIC CONTACTS, USED FOR THERNOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS
A65-2SBqO
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF INCIDENT LASER BEAM AT
BRAGG ANGLE INCIDENCE INTO FIRST-ORDER MODE,
USING TRAVELING ULTRASONIC WAVES IN WATER
A65-33057
COMPARISON OF UNDERWATER ATTENUATION OF RUBY
LASER LIGHT WITH NONLASER LIGHT
NRL-6181 N65-28158




COHERENT LASER BEAM USED TO SHOW CONSTANCY OF
VELOCITY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATICN
A65-16215
LIGHT ABSORPTION
LASER POWER DENSITY MEASURED KITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUE, USING HE-
ME-- CW LASER A65-316§5
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
THERMAL DISTORTION, EXPANSION AND SCATTERING IN
RUBY AND GLASS LASER RODS DURING AND AFTER PUMP
FLASH A65-35068
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY GIANT
LASER PULSES AND REDUCTION OF LIGHT ABSORPTION
AT HIGH LASER POWER DENSITIES
AD-651666 N65-166TI
PULSED LASER-CREATED PLASMAS BY LIGHT ABSORPTION
BY SKIN EFFECT A66-12975
LASER DIGITAL DEVICES, EXAMINING QUENCHING OF GAIN
AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION A66-16826
LIGHT ARPLIFIEN
STATIONARY AND TRANSIENT LIGHT AMPLIFICATION
REGIMES IN ACTIVE MEDIA OPERATING ACCORDING TO
FOUR-LEVEL SCHEME A6S-18655
PHENOMENOLDGICAL TREATMENT OF SATURATION EFFECTS
IN SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-1888T
GAIN NARROWING OF INHOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED LINE
IN STIMULATED EMISSION IN LASER AMPLIFIER
A65-22615
STATIONARY AND TRANSIENT LIGHT AMPLIFICATION
REGIMES JN kCTIV[ _E_!A OPERATING ACCORDING TO
FOUR-LEVEL SCHEME AbS-ZU08_
FABRY- PEROT MULTILAYER LASER AMPLIFIER SOLUTIONS
FROP TRANSIENT THEORY POINT OF VIEW, USING
LAPLACE TRANSFORM A65-29926
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY / JUNE TO DECEMBER 1966/
A65-32769
LASER BEAM AMPLIFICATION BY REFLECTION FROM
SCANNING GAS LASER ACTIVE ]NTERFEROMETER
A65-3306T
INTERACTION BETWEEN OPTICAL MASER MEDIUM AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROPAGATING IN IT,
DISCUSSING AMPLIFIER EQUATIONS AND STEADY STATE
PULSE / SSPI IN AND OUT OF RESONANCE
A65-33376
kAVEGUICE COUPLING BETNEEN AOJACENT PARALLEL
FIBERS AS MEANS OF TRANSFERRING RADIATION FROM
ONE ELEMENT TO ANOTPER A66-16827
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION NOISE PROPERTIES OF PAIR OF
PULSEO RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS A66-21310
NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT PULSE PASSING
THROUGH LASER OPERATING AT SATURATION REGIME
A6b-21963
DISPERSION EFFECTS IN "LASER AMPLIFIERS
AFOSR-65-2211 N66-16611
LIGHT CQNRUNICATION DEVICE
TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE WITH PHOTOELECTRIC CATHODE
USED AS DEMODULATOR FOR LASER COMMUNICATION
A65-16365
OPTICAL COHERENT NAVE PROPERTIES SUITABLE FOR LONG
DISTANCE LASER COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPARED WITH
RADIO NAVE CHARACTERISTICS A65-2C006
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE USING LASERS,
EMPHASIZING NATURAL LIMITATIONSt E.G., ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION A6S-21DTT
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN LASER TECHNOLOGY BEFORE
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION CAN REPLACE UHF BECAUSE OF
LIMITED RELIABILITY OF NICROBEAM OPTICAL LINK
A65-23196
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF LASERS VS MICROWAVES FOR
MARS-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS IN lgTO
A65-28268
ACQUISITION AND REACQUISITIDN IN SPACECRAFT-
SPACECRAFT ANO SPACECRAFT-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS
USING LASER SYSTEMS A65-28269
SPACE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS USING LASERS AND
MICROWAVES IN MANNED MARS FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 65-324 A65-3DSIq
LASER APPLICATION IN MEDICINE, MANUFACTURING,
SPECTROSCOPY, OPTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
A65-31882
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FN LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A65-3337T
ACQUISITION, TRACKING AND BEAM POINTING FOR
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LIEMT ELEMENT SUBJECT INDEX
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE
AIAA PAPER 64-420 A65-33536
ECONOMICAL FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL
MASER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS A66-11301
LASER BEAN MOOULATION METHOOS ASSESSEO FOR MAKING
USE OF CAPABILITY OF LASER FOR CARRYING MULTITUDE
OF SIGNALS SINULTANEOUSLY A66-11692
ELECTROOELESS EXCITATION OF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-
NEON GAS LASER TUBE APPLIED TO VOICE TRANSMISSION
A66-16926
LASER COMMUNICATIONS LINK SECURITY AGAINST
INTERCEPTIONt EXAMINING FREQUENCY BANDNIDTH FOR
MINIMUM SNR A66-16650
SEARCH VIA LASER RECEIVERS FOR INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS A66-16669
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTIDNt OISCUSSING NOISE
ANO MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS A66-17217
OSCILLATIONt MODULATION AND TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS
REGARDING LONG DISTANCE ELECTRIC SIGNAL
COMMUNICATION POSSIBILITIES OF LASERS
A66-18359
PARANETER DEPENDENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
SUOCARRIER NIXING A66-23960
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES HITH HIGH OUTPUT
COHERENT BEAM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
ECOM-2629 N66-21293
COHERENT LIGHT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERE




ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF RUBY LASER RADIATION
IN FULLY IONIZED LIGHT ELEMENTS
IPP-6127 N65-30178
LIGHT EMISSION
HYPERSONIC NAVES PRODUCED BY BRILLOUIN EFFECTt
USING METHOD OF TNO INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
A65-14874
LASER OSCILLATION WHEREIN LASER MODES OSCILLATE
HITH APPROXIHATELY FN PHASES THEREBY CONPRISING
SIOEBANOS OF FM LIGHT SIGNAL A65-21876
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING LASER EFFECT IN
P-N JUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTING LASER
DEVICES A65-23867
GAS CONSTITUTION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER DISCHARGE
ANALYZEOt CONSIDERING SPECTRUM LINE RELATIVE
INTENSITIES IN LIGHT EMITTED FROM DISCHARGE TUBE
A65-30333
TIME'VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG DISCHARGE OF 6149 ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31451
NHITE LIGHT EMISSION NHEN PULSED LASER BEAM
FOCUSES ON TARGETS IS MAINLY DUE TO TEMPERATURE
RADIATION A65-34957
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION, STRESSING
SATURATION EFFECTS OCCURRING AT HIGH LASER PDNER
LEVELSt SOLVING NONLINEAR COUPLED MAXgELL
EQUATIONS A66-11463
STIMULATED ENISSION IN INDIUM ARSENIDE SHONS
EXCITATION THRESHOLO LON AND LIGHT EMISSION HIGHLY
DIRECTIONAL A66-1TO26
FORCED EMISSION FROM ELECTRON-EXCITED CADMIUM
SELENIOE A66-22176
LIGHT EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIOE SEMICONDUCTOR




GAS LASER CROSS MODULATION EFFECT NHEN EXPOSED TO
FLASH TUBE RADIATION A65-15326
LIGHT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION iNSIDE CYLINDRICAL
REFLECTING CAVITY USING RUBY LASER ROD AND
ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCE OF THRESHOLDt FILAMENT
POSITION AND EFFICIENCY A65-22624
THRESHOLD INTENSITY OF 8600 ANGSTROM LIGHT FROM
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODE AND EYE DAMAGE
A65-34663
INTENSITY OF POLARIZED LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH
LASER AMPLIFIER AND LINEAR POLARIZERt AS FUNCTION
GF AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
A66-17292
LIGHT MODULATOR
EEHAVIDR OF COUPLING-TYPE INTERNAL LASER
MODULATORS WITH BANDNIDTH COMPARABLE TO NODE
SPACING A65-16406
GENERATION OF SINGLE FREQUENCY LIGHT USING FM
LASER A65-16670
PULTIMGEE LASER OSCILLATION RESULTING FRON
MODULATION OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND OF LOSS DR
GAIN OF LASER MEDIUM AbS-17652
HELIUM-NEON LASER MODULATION BY POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE PULSES A65-35931
LASERS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY - LIGHT NOCULATION
AND DEMODULATION NETHOCSt LASER TRANSITIONSt
RANAN EFFECT INITIATIONt AND NONLINEAR OPTICAL
PHENOMENA
/R-A-36 NBS-IgT91
LIGHT MODULATION AND LASER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NASA-TT-F-8762 N65-32178
PERIODIC VARIATION OF QUALITY FACTOR OF HE- NE
GAS LASER CAVITY BY VIBRATING QUARTZ-MODULATION OF
LIGHT BEAM A66-13477
MODULATION OF LASER LIGHT NITH COMPOSITE FABRY-
PEROT RESONATOR, USING MORE THAN THREE MULTIPLE
REFLECTING PLATES A66-15836
GADOLINIUM MOLYBDENATE AS FERROELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASER, NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
CONAIN A66-23207
LIGHT PRESSURE
PLASMA PRODUCTION USING GIANT LASERS FOCUSED ON
SMALL SPECKS OF SOLID MATERIAL A65-30792
LIGHT SCATTERING
RELATIVITY VELOCITY SENSING TECHNIQUE FOR MOVING
VEHICLE BY LASER LIGHT BACKSCATTERED FROM SURFACE
A65-16934
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTENSt PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-15349
NOBLE GAS MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF RUBY LASER LIGHT
COMPARED NITH RAYLEIGH THEORY A65-15438
ERILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- NE
_ASER AND OBSERVED EY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFERDNETER_ NOTING ACOUSTIC HAVE VELOCITY AND
LINE BROADENING A65-15699
STIPULATED COMBINATION LIGHT SCATTERING NITHIN AND
OUTSIDE RESONATOR CAVITY BASED ON LASER
DEVELOPMENT A65-1662T
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL ANGLE, SPOT
LOCATION, ANPLITUCEt ETC, OF LASER BEAM TRAVERSING
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE A65-26931
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GRATING OUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
BEAM A65-26582
wSUBJECT INDEX LIGHT SOUSE
MULTICHANNEL PHOTOELECTRIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH
KERR CELL GATING RECORDS SPECTRUM OF LASER LIGHT
SCATTERED FROM SINGLE GIANT PULSE IN PLASMA
A65-ZBZO3
MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE IN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN
SI_K TUBE ANO COHERENT LIGHT IN [ONIZING SHOCK
NAVE PLASMA OIAGNQSTICS A65-29569
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTENSt PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATNOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
LOW ANGLE SCATTERING ANO 1NTERFEROGRAPNIC
MEASUREMENTS USED IN EVALUATING RUBY LASER RODS
A65-33416
RADIATION SCATTERING FACTOR OETERMINATION FOR RUBY
LASER A6S-36013
LIGHT SCATTERING IN SEA WATER - FORWARD SCATTERING
OF LASER BEAM 1N SEA WATER AND FORTRAN PROGRAM
SCATTERING CALCULATIONS
AD-610126 N65-23316
CONTINUOUS NAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
ONR-TR-T7 N65-25399
MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF LIGHT USING RUBY LASER
SOURCE
CEA-R-2375 NbS-32985
MEASUREMENT OF LASER BEAM LIGHT SCATTERED BY
ATNQSPHERE
NASA-CR-BT_O8 N65-36393
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT THIN TRANSPARENT
CYLINDRICAL GLASS FIBERS EXPOSED TO COHERENT LIGHT
FROM HE- NE LASER A66-10368
TNO"OIMENSIONAL LASER OEFLECTIQN USING FOURI'ER
OPTICS A66-1069T
ANGULAR WIDTH AND INTENSITY OF LIGHT FBOM TWO
LASERS THAT CAUSE PLASMA TO OSCILLATE ANO IN TURN
ARE SCATTERED BY INDUCED FLUCTUATIONS
A66-16328
LOCAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRON DENSITY IN
THETA PINCH MEASURED BY MEANS OF SCATTERING OF
LASER BEAM A66-16336
THOMSON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC
ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE PLASMAS USING G-SNITCHED RUBY
LASER LIGHT BEAM A66-16TOT
VARIATION OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTION NITH BEAM
INTENSITY FOR RUBY LASER LIGHT ON ATOMIC HYDROGEN
666-15866
LASER-BEAM SCATTERING BY INOIVIDUALLY 1NTROOUCEO
CHARGED POLYSTYRENE SPHERICAL PARTICLES ANO
DROPLETS OF NAPTHALENE AND WATER IN COMBINATION
666-17473
DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER DETECTING AND MEASURING
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT OF SURFACE BY SENSING LIGHT
BACKSCATTEREO BY IT NHEN LASER ILLUMINATED
A66-18333
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY PHDNONS AND
PHONON MASER IN DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION
THEOREMS FROM BASIC EQUATIONS A66-1839T
APPARATUS FOR FLUORIDATION OF HYDROXYL AND OXYGEN
CONTAMINATED FLUORIDE COMPOUNOS, OBTAINING
OPTICALLY CLEAR CRYSTALS WITH NO TYNDALL
SCATTERING FOR LASER APPLICATION
66b-18688
LONER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASUREMENTS THROUGH
LEGHT SCATTERING FROM Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAN_
USING OPTICAL RADAR DETECTOR 666-20398
QUANTUM THEORY OF INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
NAVES IN PLASMA CONSIDERED IN TERMS OF LIGHT-
LIGHT SCATTERING ANC PLASMA-LASER BEAM INTERACTION
A66-21173
DIFFUSION OF LIGHT BY PLASMA ELECTRONS PRODUCED IN
LABORATORY FOR VERY SMALL EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION AREA
A66-21712
SOVIET AND FOREIGN PAPERS ON PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS BY
SCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS AT PLASMA ELECTRONS
A66--2199D
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER, USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETNEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
LAS[_ S_ATTE_TN_ BY BOUND CHARGED PARTICLES
A66-Z308_
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION BASED ON
LASER BEAM BACKSCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
NASA'-CR-TO177 N66-1696T
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY NEASUREMENTS OF
26 K JOULE THETA-PINCH BY LIGHT SCATTERING
FROM COMBINED OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER LASER
iPP-1/62 N66-21161
LIGHT SOURCE
CHROMIUM INDUCED LIGHT DISPERSION IN R LINES OF
RUBYw NOTING REFRACTION SHIFT IN LASER SPECTRUM
A65-20260
CONTINUOUS OUTPUT GAS-PHASE LASERS AS SNALL
BANDWIDTH SOURCES OF LIGHT FOR OPTICAL
CIFFRACTOMETERS A65-22206
GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MACH ZEHNOER
INTERFEROMETER AS COMPARED TO MERCURY VAPOR LAMP
A65-22969
INTERFEROMETER USING SMALL DIFFRACTION GRATING AND
GAS LASER LIGHT SOURCE IN SCHLIEREN SYSTEM FOR
FLUID MECHANICS RESEARCH 665-25332
PINCH METHODS QF GAS DISCHARGE AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
OPTICAL PUMPING OF VARIOUS LASER MATERIALS
N6S-2276Z
GASEOUS AND RUBY LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR
PHOTOELASTICITY
T&AM-2T6 N6S-29T96
MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF LIGHT USING RUBY LASER
SOURCE
CEA-R-2375 N65-32985
REAL TIME, PROJECTION DISPLAY SYSTEM USING LASER
LIGHT SOURCE
U1-903600-1 N65-35989
SOLID STATE "LASERS - PROBLEMS OF CONTINUOUS
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SOLIDS, MATERIALS, LIGHT
SOURCES, COOLING, AND APPLICATIONS
N65-36116
ADVANTAGE_ OF GAS LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES XN
AEROOYNANIC RESEARCH INTERFEROMETERS
666-16966
CONVENTIONAL FLON VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE
AIAA PAPER 66-127 A66-17106
REVIEM OF NONLINER PHENOMENA RELATIVE TO RESEARCH
WITH INTENSE LIGHT SOURCES - LASERS
REPT.-65GL96 N66-11935
DEVELOPMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES NITH
RUBY LASERS AND ZINC-DOPED GA AS JUNCTION
DIODES
REPTo-6600-62-T N66-12650
OPTICAL MARGINAL OSCILLATOR DEVELOPMENT IN
RESEARCH TONARD TUNABLE COHERENT LIGHT SOURCE
REPT°-8071 N66-14034
DYNAMIC STRESSCONCENTRATIDN USING PHOTOELAST|CITY
AND RUBY LASER LIGHT SOURCE
1-63
LIGHT TRANSMISSION SUBJECT INDEX
T&AN-285 N66-20850
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
LASER BEAM BEYONO-HORIZON COMMUNICATION BY MEANS
OF CLOUD ANO HAZE SCATTERING A65-19596
VlGNETTING TEST FOR MIRROR TELESCOPE USING CW
LASER A65-25826
TRANSMISSION OF HIGH-POWER LASER LIGHT FOR
DIELECTRIC TUBES AND RODS A65-ZqI66
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUOY OF Q-SNITCHED LASER BEAM
PROPAGATING OVER IO-MILE PATH A65-31066
GREEN LASER LIGHT TRANSMISSION THROUGH WATER
NOLTR-64-1T9 N65-Z0605
MULTIPLE LIGHT FILTER NARROWING EMISSION BANDS OF
RUBY LASER WITH MULTIPLEX RESONATOR
A66-12627
MOLECULAR ANISOTROPY OF PROPAGATION OF INTENSE
LIGHT BEAM, NOTING RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN EFFECTS
A66-15106
TRANSMISSION THROUGH TAPERED QUARTZ TUBE 1N LASER
NEAR FIELD A66-15681
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATED ON REFLECTION OF
GIANT-PULSE LASER BEAM FROM SURFACE OF SILVER
MIRROR A66-16072
PHOTON TRAPPEO WAVE EFFECT FOR DEVELOPING OPTICAL
MAVEGUIDES IN WHICH OPTICAL BEAN CREATES WAVEGUIDE
AS IT PROPAGATES A66-16662
IRREGULAR BENDS AND LENS DISPLACEMENTS EFFECT ON
WAVELENGTH AND MODES IN LASER kAVEGUIDE
A66-23103
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
0-920259-12 N66-12814
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF NEODYMIUM LASER
N66-LB812
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT




COMBUSTION INSTABILITY_ BALL LIGHTNING, SOLAR
ACTIVITY, NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS, INTERSTELLAR
CONMUNICATIONS_ NEODYMIUM LASER, AND HYDROFOILS
N65-34OT5
LINE SPECTRUM
LINE WIDTHS AND INVERSION RATIOS OF IRON DOPED
RUTILE FOR SUITABILITY IN BROADBAND MASERS
A65-19622
LASER RADIATION ABSORBED ALONG SLANT PATHS,
SPECTRAL LINE OVERLAPPING AND CENTER LINE SHIFT
WITH PRESSURE VARIATION A66-17295
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE LINE STRUCTURE OF ZINC SULFIDE
AND CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS DOPED WITH RARE
EARTHS - LASER MATERIALS N66-16761
LIQUID
IMMERSION LIQUIDS FOR HIGH ENERGY RUBY LASERS WITH
HATCHING REFRACTIVE INDEXES TRANSPARENT AT RUBY
PUMPING ANO LASING WAVELENGTHS A65-Z2625
LASER RESEARCH IN U.S.S.R., COMBUSTION
INSTABILITY IN LIQUID ROCKET AND AIR BREATHING
PROPULSIONt GAS DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES AT HIGH
TEMPERATUREt ANO MORPHOLOGICAL FORMS IN POLYMERS
AD-660286 N65-23836
STIMULATED B_ILLOUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE LASER




BUILOUP AND DECAY TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN GAS LASERS
DUE TO LIGHT ABSORPTION BY INSERTED LIQUID SAMPLES
A6S-15816
LIQUID LASER
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- NE
MASER AND OBSERVED EY FABRY- PEROT
ENTERFERDMETER, NOTING ACOUSTIC WAVE VELOCITY AND
LINE BROADENING A65-15699
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH OHELATES_ EMPHASIZING
CHEPISTRY AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
HATERIALS ANO PROPERTIES OF LIQUID LASER
A65-ZOOT4
EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-OIKETONE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUDIED FOR
LIQUID LASER APPLICATION A65-333U8
FOUR-LEVEL, GAS, LICUIO, SEMICONDUCTOR, ANO RUBY
LASERS
RSIC-19S N65-26836
HEAVY WATER USED AS LIQUID LASER SOLVENT FOR HIGH
RADIANCE LIQUID LASER SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH IN
OUTPUT BEAM DIVERGENCE, SPECTRAL NARROWINGw AND
THRESHOLDS FOR LASER ACTION
AD-610716 N65-27886
THEORETICAL OPTICAL RESONATOR FOR LASER WITH RARE
EARTH LIQUID SOLUTIONS AS ACTIVE COMPONENTS
A66-219TO
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
OF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS
INVESTIGATED FOR EVALUATING POTENTIALITIES OF
LIQUID LASERS
TR-65-052-11 N66-16LTT
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN CHELATE
LASER MATERIALS N66-2DT30
LIQUIO NITROGEN
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENIOE JUNCTION
DIODE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
A65-2QIgB
LITHIUH ALLOY
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION
USING ND/YAG LASER AND CRYSTAL OF SINGLE-DOMAIN
LITHIUM NIUBATE A66-16378
LITHIUM COMPOUND
VELOCITY MATCHED SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION / SHG/
AND MIXING OBTAINED IN PIEZOELECTRIC LITHIUM
NIOEATE CRYSTALS A65-1_235
LOAD FACTOR
EFFECT OF LOAD MISMATCH ON LASER OUTPUT,
EETERMINING NONLINEAR DEPENDENCE OF EQUIVALENT
hEGATIVE CONDUCTANCE AS FUNCTION OF OSCILLATION
AMPLITUDE IN LASER RESONATOR CAVITY
A66-20635
LOGIC CIRCUIT
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DIGITAL DEVICES FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE LOGIC CIRCUITS BASEO ON NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF INTENSE OPTICAL SIGNALS
A65-19342
LORAN C
ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER FOR TIME AND FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS - TIME COMPARISONS ON MASERS WITH
LORAN C N6§-26678
DIRECT FREQUENCY CCHPARISON OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN
MASERS IN DIFFERENT PLACES AND CONDITIONS BY
SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF LORAN C SIGNALS
A66-26165
LQRENTZ FURCE
TRAVELING FIELDS IN INTERACTION OF IONIZED GASES
WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CURRENTS CHECKING
LORENTZ FORCE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
A66-12980
LOWER ATMOSPHERE
LOWER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASUREMENTS THROLGH
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM,
LSING OPTICAL RADAR DETECTOR ABE-20398
1-64
S_JKTI_EX MAGNET I SN
LOWER ATMOSPHERE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM STRUCTURE
FROM 8512 TO 11600 A - NEODYMIUM LASER SPECTRUM
NRL-6352 N66_IT606
LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH
GEODETIC SATELLITE, CALIBRATION SATELLITE, LASER
GEODESYt AIRBORNE GRAVITY METER, LUNAR MOTION
AND GRAVITYt AND BALLOON"BORNE LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS
AFCRL-65.-14 N65-22221
LUNAR TOPOGRAPHY
MOON SHAPE DETERMINED BY MEASURING DISTANCE FROM
LUNAR SURFACE POINTS TO LUNAR CENTER OF MASS,
USING OPTICAL LASER RADAR A66-22966
M
NACH'-ZEflNDER INTERFEItONETER
HE- NE GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND NACH- ZEHNOER INTERFERDMETRY IN
AERODYNAMIC TESTING A65-22501
GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MACH ZEHNDER
INTERFEROMETER AS COMPARED TO MERCURY VAPOR LAMP
A65---22969
NEON-HELIUM GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MACH'- ZEHNOER INTERFEROMETRY
FOR USE IN AERODYNAMIC TESTING NBS-21372
MACH- ZEHNOER LASER INTERFEROMETER AS DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL IN SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS A66-23352
MACHINING
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RUBY ANO NEODYMIUM
LASERS INCLUDE SUPERHARD MATERIAL MACHINING AND
METALLURGY A65-18120
LASER BEAM MACHINING AND DRILLING TECHNIQUES FOR
USE ON ANY MATERIAL REGARDLESS OF THERMAL
PROPERTIES A65-25373
LASERS FOR MACHINING AND HELDINGt NOTING
PARTICULARLY HE- NE PULSED LASER
A65-30560
MICROMACHINING WITH PULSED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER,
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES, OPERATION AND
APPLICATION A66-19736
MAGNESIUM FLtmltiDE
CRYSTAL GRONTH, LATTICE CONSTANTt AND DENSITY OF








TRAVELING NAVE MASER EMPLOYING MAGNETIC STAGGER
TUNING IN SMALL COMPACT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
ACHIEVES TRADING EXCESS ELECTRONIC GAIN FOR
BANDHIDTH A65-29196
NAaiETIC DISPERSION
OISPERSION EFFECTS IN LASER AMPLIFIERS
AFOSR-65-2211 N66-16611
MAGNETIC EFFECT
MODEL FOR BEHAVIOR OF OPTICAL HASER IN STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD OF ARBITRARY STRENGTH IN Z
DIRECTION AND IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD COMPOSED OF
TRAVELING HAVES A66-13135
MAGNETIC FIELD
OUTPUT OF SINGLE MODE GAS LASER IN AXIAL MAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIED FOR INCREASE IN FREQUENCY STABILITY
A65-26956
EQUATIONS DESCRIBING HEAT FREQUENCY VARIATION AND
MODE COMPETITION IN GASEOUS LASER OPERATED IN
MAGNETIC FIELO PARALLEL TO LASER AXIS
A65-30303
RUBY LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EMISSION UNDER
INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-OR-ST666 N65-19863
LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM GARNET EMISSION AND LASER EMISSION
SHIFT NITH HOMOGENEOUS PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA-CR-ST823 N65-21308
HIGH PONER MERCURY LASER OPERATIONS IN KRYPTON AND
ARGON AS FUNCTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD
CPR-2 N6S-Z2323
LON FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR - PROTON
MASER ANTENNA DESIGN CONSTRUCTION AND
PERFORMANCE
RADC-TR-66-567 N65"-32211
HIGH PONER RELAXATION OSCILLATION IN MULTILEVEL
SOLID STATE RUBY MASER DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELD
MODULATION A66-1332T
DESIGN AND OPERATICN OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NOTING
RAOIATIONt FREQUENCY STRUCTURE, PO_ER DENSITY,
EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFEGTv APPLICATION, ETC
A66-22980
MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
INTENSITY OF POLARIZED LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH
LASER AMPLIFIER ANO LINEAR POLARIZERw AS FUNCTION
CF AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
A66-1TZ92
DEPENDENCE DF EMISSION INTENSITY OF GAS LASER ON
LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELDS, USING
SIMPLIFIED MODEL A66--268BS
MAGNETIC MATERIAL
hIDE TUNING RANGE L-BAND TRAVELING HAVE MASER
NOTING SLON NAVE STRUCTURE AND ISOLATOR MATERIAL
A66-12661
RESONATOR MADE OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR TUNING
ROLECULAR GENERATOR BY ZEEMAN MODULATION
A66-ZOTD2
MAGNETIC PUMPING
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION'OF MICROMAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPING, AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
OSCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 N6b"15068
FORMATION OF MICROEAVE MASER BY PUMPING OF LDM
TEMPERATURE RUBY LASER N66'-15069
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
MICRONAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINENIDTH AND
_AGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN CALCIUM-VANADIUM BISMUTH
GARNET, NOTING TNN ISOLATOR A65-26966
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIENING RING LASER,
ELECTROSTATIC FLUID SPHERE, MAGNETIC RESONANCEt
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY GYROSCOPE, RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE ANO QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
AlAA PAPER 65-601 A65-29669
QUANTUM RF PHYSICS TEXT COVERING MAGNETIC,
RESONANCE THEORY, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE,
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES, TNC- AND THREE-LEVEL
YASERS, RF GAS SPECTROSCOPY AND AMMONIA
OSCILLATOR A66-10956
MAGNETIC SIGNAL
GAIN SATURATION OF RUBY MASER BY NEARBY
INTERFERING SIGNAL DERIVED FROM MOTION EQUATION OF
CENSITY MATRIX A66-19933
MAGNETISM
SOLIC STATE DEVICE, LASER, MATERIALS, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY OF SOLIDS, AND
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE RESEARCH
ESD-TDR-66-560 N65-16966
LASER, MATERIALS, AND SOLID STATE RESEARCH, BAND





SOLID STATE RESEARCH REPORT INCLUDING SOLID STATE
OEVICESt LASERS, HATERIALSv BAND STRUCTURE,




HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MAGNETO-
OPTICAL APPARATUS - KERR NAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECT
OF FERROMAGNETIC IRON-NICKEL THIN FILM
N65-26766
HAGNETOHYOROOYNAHIC GENERATOR
SUPERCONDUCTORS APPLIED TO MAGNETS, LASERS AND
WHO POWER GENERATION A66-20674
MAGNETOPLASMA
MAGNETIC FIELO PROBE IN ELECTRONAGNETICALLY DRIVEN
SHUCK TUBE AND COHERENT LIGHT IN IONIZING SHOCK
HAVE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS A65-29569
MAMMAL
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY OF
PIGMENT EPITHELIUM, BLOOD FLON, AND AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN A66-80470
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS, FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTe VDSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIOE FILMS
N65-32675
MANUFACTURING
LASER APPLICATION IN MEDICINE, MANUFACTURING,
SPECTROSCOPY, OPTICS ANO CONNUNICATIONS
A65-31882
MARS /PLANET/
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUOE EXPLOSIONS,
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS, MASERS AND
LASERS, PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES_ RELATIVITY
THEORY, ELEMENT ABUNOANCEt AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65-31360
MARS SPACECRAFT
SPACE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS USING LASERS ANO
MICROWAVES IN MANNED MARS FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 6S-326 A65-30519
MASER OUTPUT
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FABRY- PERDT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MODES A65-16113
SELF-PULSED MODULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK A65-16144
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-I5660
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
MASER A65-17659
THERMAL AND SHOT NOISE EFFECTS ON AMPLITUDE ANO
FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS OF MOLECULAR BEAN MASER
A65-19682
INPROVED MASER PERFORMANCE THROUGH GAIN STABILITY
IF PUMP FLUCTUATIONS ARE KEPT TO MINIMUM BY
ELIMINATION OF TWO OF FOUR VARIABLES
A65-21326
SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION OBTAINED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED RUBIOIUM MASER OPERATING AT TRANSITION
FREQUENCY OF 6835 HC A65-21873
NASER PEAK PULSE CHARACTERISTICS DURING
INSTANTANEOUS SNITCHING OF INTERFEROMETER NHEN
LOSS FACTOR RAPIDLY DECREASES A65-23004
SOLID STATE MICROWAVE MASER ACTION AT 77.6 DEGREES
K NITH BROAOBANDING TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INCREASE
GAIN-BANDWIDTH PRODUCTt EXAMINING RUBY MATERIAL
AND HIGH Q MICRONAVE CAVITIES A65-23155
SUBJECT INDEX
CHROMIUM-DOPED RUTILE MASER INVERSION RATIO CROSS
RELAXATION EFFECT OPERATING AT LIQUID NITROGEN
TEMPERATURES A65-23385
SELF-PULSED MODULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK AES-Z6019
BEAN MASER EXCITATION PARAMETER CALCULATIONS
INCLUDING COLLISION IN BEAM EFFECTS AND COMPARISON
kiTH MOLECULAR FORMALDEHYDE A65-26825
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FABRY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MODES A65-26933
PUMP FREQUENCY OF 30 GIGACYCLES USING HARMONIC
CROSS RELAXATION ON CHROMIUM DOPED RUTILE TO
OBTAIN POPULATION INVERSION AT 60 GIGACYCLE
SIGNAL FREQUENCY A65-25873
ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER FOR MEASURING RF AND
_[CROWAVE SPECTRAL LINES OISCUSSING THRESHOLDw
RELAXATION, FREQUENCY STABILITY AND HYPERFINE
STRUCTURE A65-26936
PASER AND LASER PROPERTIES INCLUDING RADIATION
FIELD AND MASER MEDIAL NOTING MOLECULAR
AMPLIFICATION CENTERS AND ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
A65-26935
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-Z8556
HYOROGEN MASER RESETTABILITY VERIFYING BY
PEASURING MASER OUTPUT FREQUENCY AGAINST HYDROGEN
PRESSURE, CONSIDERING EXCHANGE COLLISION AND WALL
INTERACTIONS A65-29119
QUANTUM MECHANICS OF SIGNALS AND NOISE IN
ATTENUATORS AND NASER AMPLIFIERS, RELATING
EXPECTATION VALUES AND THERMAL STATE OF SYSTEM
A65-30510
NOISE OUTPUT AND NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOADEC MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SMALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
RADIO STATION FACILITIES AT RAISTINGt NEST
GERMANY NOTING SATELLITE COMMUNICATION, MASER
RECEIVING SYSTEM, PARABOLIC ANTENNAS, ETC
A65-35195
OPTICAL MASER OUTPUT PONER AFFECTED BY GAS MIXTURE
AND PRESSURE_ RESONATOR GEOMETRY, ANO MIRROR
REFLECTIVITY FOR PLASMA RESEARCH
N65-23495
ALUMINUM NITRATE PONDER MASER DOPED WITH FERRIC
IONS OPERATION IN X-BAND WITHOUT EXTERNAL DC
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-11376
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF RUBY MASER CALCULATED, USING
OYNAMICS OF TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS A66-16561
DIRECT FREQUENCY CGPPARISON OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN
PASERS IN DIFFERENT PLACES AND CONDITIONS BY
SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF LORAN C SIGNALS
A66-24165
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPINGw AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
OSCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 N66-I5068
FORMATION OF MICROWAVE MASER BY PUMPING OF LOW
TEMPERATURE RUBY LASER N66-15D49
MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER MASER DEVICES - IRON-
COPED MASER AMPLIFIER, PUSH-PULL RUTILE MASERI
AND X-BAND ZERO FIELD MASERS
REPT.-490H N66-16210






MASER AMPLIFIER NITH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21CM HAVELENGTHt NOTING AOVANTAGE
OVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-16136
QUANTUM ACTIVE PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER IN FORM OF
SERIES-COUPLED RESONATORS, NOTING BANONIDTH
DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR NUMBER AND DECOUPLING
[NOEPENDENCE A65-1613T
NORMAL BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION INVERSION IN
MOLECULAR BEAN TO OBTAIN EXCESS UPPER ENERGY
LEVEL POPULATION FOR MASER OSCILLATION
A65-15801
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS FOR FIELD
DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESONANT NODES IN SPHERICAL
MIRROR FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65--16566
MASER AMPLIFIER WITH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21CN WAVELENGTH, NOTING AOVANTAGE
OVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-24011
QUANTUM ACTIVE PARANAGNETIC AMPLIFIER IN FORM OF
SERIES-COUPLED RESONATORS, NOTING BANDNIDTH
DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR NUMBER AND OECOUPLING
INOEPENDENCE A65-26012
HYDROGEN MASER CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION DESIGN
PRINCIPLES EMPHASIZING MICROWAVE CAVITYt LOH
MAGNETIC FIELD, HYDROGEN STORAGE ANO MASER TUNING
TECHNIQUES A65-26309
DIFFRACTION LOSSES, PHASE SHIFTS ANO FIELD
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR TMO LOWEST-ORDER MODES
ON INTERFEROMETER-TYPE MASER RESONATORS MITH
CIRCULAR MIRRORS A65-26911
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF CAVITY TUBING AS
EXPLANATION FOR POWER LEVEL OF HELIUM-NEON XR
FABRY- PERDT [NTERFEROMETER A65-30362
NICROMAVE OR LASER RESONATOR WITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
HAS VERY SMALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO MISALIGNNENT WHEN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-36606
MASER WITH TNO SERIES RESONATORS
N65-13906
PARAMETER OF EXCITATION OF MOLECULAR BEAM TYPE
MASER RESONATOR NbS-27253
OSCILLATION OF MASER NITH SINUSOIDAL DISTRIBUTION
OF RESONATOR FIELD ALONG AXIS OF MOLECULAR MOTION
A66-11863
TWO-FREQUENCY VOLUME RESONATOR MITH INDEPENDENT
TUNING MITHIN MIOE FREQUENCY BAND
A66-18918
RESONATOR MADE OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR TUNING
MOLECULAR GENERATOR BY ZEEMAN MODULATION
A66-20792
GAIN BANDMIOTH AND STABILITY OF SOLID STATE
MULTICAVITY MASERS A66-22765
MATERIAL TESTING
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF LASERS AND LASER
MATERIALS NITH REGARD TO TESTING AND SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS A65-14621
LASER APPLICATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
OF MATERIAL BY SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE,
CONSIDERING ORGANIC SUBSTANCE AND PLASMA
A65-20006
MATERIAL TESTING FOR GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND
SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER - OPTICAL RADARS
RADC-TR-66-526 N6b-12838
MATERIALS SC]ENCE
RAMAN LASER MATERIALS SELECTION, EMPHASIZING
FREQUENCY SH£FT5 AND EXCITATION PURER THRESHOLO
A66-2367T
NASA PROGRAM OF ADVANCED SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATION, ENERGY
METAL CONPIXIIm
CONVERSION, MATERIALS SCIENCE, AND LASERS
N66-12406
SOLID STATE DEVICES, LASERS, AND MATERIALS SCIENCE
ABSTRACTS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ESO-TOR-65-318 N6b-16765
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR
SPIKE PULSING PHENOMENON OBSERVED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED THREE-LEVEL LASERS A65-2760T
GAS LASERS - LEVEL POPULATION OEPENDENCES, LASER
POMER OUTPUT, METASTABLE DENSITY MEASURENENTSt
AND PARAMETER CHANGE EFFECT ON _ATHEMATICAL
_G_L OF L_SE_ SVSTFM
S-760 N6_-20002
MATR]X ALGEBRA
OPTIMUM LASER CAVITY STRUCTURES USING MATRIX
CALCULATIONS BASED ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
APPROXIMATION A65-23866
MAXNELL EQUATION
PAXMELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SOLUTIONOF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN MICROSCOPY
N65-23496
SECONO HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION, STRESSING
SATURATION EFFECTS OCCURRING AT HIGH LASER PONER
LEVELSw SOLVING NONLINEAR COUPLED MAXNELL
EQUATIONS A66--11643
MEASUR|NG APPARATUS
PULSE ENERGY AND POMER OF LASERS UNDER CONTINUOUS
OPERATING CONDITIONS MEASUREOv USING CALORIMETERS,
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT DF RADIATION, ETC
A66-13205
MEASURING DEVICE FOR PULSEO LASER OUTPUT PONER
USING BOLOMETER, APPLIFIER AND OSCILLOSCOPE
A66-13888
LASER PROPERTIES RELEVANT TO MEASUREMENT OF
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS - MAPPING VIBRATING SURFACEr
FREOUENCY RESPONSE OF TRANSDUCER, SENSITIVE
LEVEL, PRESSURE DETERMINATION, AND HOLOGRAMS
NASA-OR-68235 N66-12860
FRINGE COUNTING MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER USING




INTERACTION OF LIGHT PULSE FROM RUBY LASER NITH
MERCURY SURFACEr OBSERVING MECHANICAL IMPACT
BELIEVED TO BE RAPID VAPORIZATION PROCESS
A66-16373
MERCURY LIGHT
GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR MACH ZEHNOER
INTERFEROMETER AS CCMPAREO TO MERCURY VAPOR LAMP
A65-22969
MERCURY VAPOR
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG OISCHARGE OF 6169 ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31651
SODIUM-MERCURY METAL VAPOR LASER
SP/PH/65-15 N65-33995
METAL
LASER BEAN INTERACTION N/TH METAL FORM OF
THERMAL, MULTIPLE PHOTON AND ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT
Aes-2242T
IONIZATION UNDER LASER ACTION EXTENDED TO METALS
AND DIELECTRICS, NOTING INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLDS
A66-17065
METAL COMPOUND
PHOTOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF METAL PHTHALOCYANINES
IN PRODUCING GIANT PULSES FROM RUBY LASER
N65-23635
1-67
METAL FILM SUBJECT INDEX
METAL FILM
STANDING NAVES IN LASER RESONATORS VERIFIED BY
PLACING THIN METALLIC FILMS BETWEEN EXTERNAL
MIRRORS OF PULSED NEODYMIUM LASER
A66-22893
METAL JOINT
LASER WELDING TECHNIQUE EXAMINING JOINT DESIGN,
WELDABLE MATERIALS AND COSTS A65-32798
LASER WELDING EVALUATED NITH REGARD TO PERFORMANCE
AND PRODUCTION APPLICATION A66-16692
METAL OXIDE
GRONTH OF CUBIC PEROVSKITE CRYSTALS AS SYMMETRIC
HOSTS FOR LASER DOPANT IONS
SRCR-65-9 N66-I6824
METAL SURFACE
BACKGROUNO GAS PRESSURE EFFECT ON LASER INDUCED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-1583B
TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN LASER PULSES AND LASER-
INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METALLIC SURFACES
A65-36616
ENERGY AND INTENSITY OF IONS EMITTED BY METAL
TARGET AS FUNCTION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER AND
NATURE OF METAL A66-15109
REPLICA TECHNIQUES AND ELECTRON AND OPTICAL
MICROSCOPY TO STUDY LASER IRRADIATEO METAL
SURFACES A66-18393
ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUMINATED METALLIC SURFACE INTO VACUUM_
DETERMINING APPLICATION TO PULSED TON THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 ABb-21653
METAL VAPOR
SODIUM-MERCURY METAL VAPOR LASER
SP/PH/65-15 N65-33995
METAL WORKING
LASER AS THERMAL TOOL IN METAL WORKING PROCESSES
EXAMINING PHASE TRANSFORMATION A65-20005
PROPERTIES OF LASERS AND APPLICATION TO
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION_ COMMUNICATIONSt




OENSITYI TEMPERATURE AND SPEED OF EXPANSION OF
PLASMA CLOUD PRODUCED BY IMPACT OF RUBY LASER BEAM
ON ALUMINUM STRIP ABS-2955B
METALLIC PLASMA TUBE FOR ION LASERS ALLONS THEM TO
RUN AT HIGHER CURRENT DENSITIES THAN WITH CERAMIC
TUBES A66-11373
METALLURGY
ELECTRON BEAM MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
METALLURGY, AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-g3723
LASER MELDING EVALUATEO WITH REGARD TO PERFORMANCE
AND PRODUCTION APPLICATION A66-16692
METASTABLE ATOM
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY OF MERCURY-HELIUM
DISCHARGE AND 6150 ANGSTROM LASER OSCILLATIONt
EXAMINING METASTABLE ATOM STATE
A65-33518
DEGREE OF EXCITATION OF METASTABLE STATE
DETERMINEDw USING LUMINESCENCE SATURATION
PHENOMENON, CALCULATING POPULATION OF WORKING
LEVEL OF LASER SUBSTANCE A66-22027
METEOROID
METEOROID SIMULATION USING LASERS
NASA-IN-X-§3122 N65-17872
METEOROLOGICAL PROBE




EVALUATION OF MASER-EQUIPPED WEATHER RADAR SET AND
AREA PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INOICATOR -
METEOROLOGICAL SENSING DEVICE - ELECTRONICS
CPR-I N66-16191




ABSORPTION DATA FOR METHANE AND ETHANE_ USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
HE- NE LASER IR RADIATION EMISSION ATTENUATED BY
ATMOSPHERIC METHANE A66-23090
POWER AND PATH LENGTH EFFECTS ON STIMULATED RAMAN
SPECTRA IN METHANE AND HYDROGEN STUDIES USING
EIANT PULSED LASER N66-2GO37
METHYL
GAS LASER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTDDISSOCIATION OF METHYL IODIDE
AND FLUORO TODD METHYLICYNE A66-16TT1
METHYLENE BLUE
LASER POWER DENSITY MEASURED WITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUEr USING HE-
ME- CW LASER A65-31655
FLASH PHOTOLYSIS APPARATUS FOR STUDYING SHORT
LIVED CHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES FROM METHYLENE BLUE
PSL-IO2 N66-21833
METROLOGY
SIMPLE SINGLE MODE HELIUM-NEON LASER NHOSE OUTPUT
IS SUFFICIENT FOR INTERFEROMETRIC METROLOGY
A65-22621
MICA




REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERMINED_ USING FAR
IR MICHELSDN INTERFERDMETER ILLUMINATED WITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-26683
FRINGE COUNTING MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER USING




TRIMMING MICROCIRCUIT ELEMENTS LIKE EVAPORATED
THIN-FILM AND SILK-SCREENED CERMET-FILM RESISTORS
ATTEMPTED WITH CN AND PULSED LASERS
A66-14562
MICROMINIATURIZED ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT




FLARE IMAGES ROLE IN SELF-DESTRUCTION OF LENS IN
STRONG LASER BEAN A6S-3222B
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN MICROSCOPY
N65-23696
MICRONAVE
DEVICES OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM MODULATED LASER
BEAMS INCLUDING PHOTOEMISSIVE DETECTORS AND SOLID
STATE PHOTODETECTORS A65-23966
CPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION OF MICRONAVE
MODULATED LIGHT USING TWO SEPARATE LASERS
EDL-N779 N65-16777
RADIOMETER MASERSt MICROWAVE GENERATIONw
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MICROWAVESe'POLYMERIZATION
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL
1-68
SUBJECT INDEX MINORITY CARRIER
AD"_§5792 N65-16886
NICRONAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICSt OPTICAL MASERSt
ELECTRQK--PHONON INTERACTIQNSt AND RANAN
SCATTERING FROM BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
HL-127T N65-20038
ZERO FIELD X-BAND MASER DESIGN FOR MICROWAVE
QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS - MILLIMETER AND
SUBNILLIMETER HAVE DEVICES
REPT.-690F N65-25851
LINEAR BEAM AND MICROMAVE POMER GENERATION - BEAM-
CIRCUIT INTERACIIUNt iASZC CIgCUITS; BEAM-PLASMA




OPTICAL SIMULATION OF MICRQNAVE ANTENNAS MITHOUT
DIRECT FREQUENCY SCALING, OBTAINING ANPLITUOE
DISTRIBUTION OF LASER RADIATION FIELDS
A65-29618
MICRONAVE ANTENNA SIMULATION AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY_
USING NEON-HELIUM CONTINUOUS GAS LASER
A6b-22539
MICRONAVE APPARATUS
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMt FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLINGI COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, MICROMAVE
APPARATUSt HIGH STRENGTH STEEL1 TRACERS, LASERSt
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCEt AND RESONANCE
AD-blL632 NbS-22732
NICRQNAVE NDOELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER OR
MICRONAVE RESONATOR MITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -
OPEN LASER RESONATORS RESEARCH
AFCRL--65-568 N65-3_155
ELECTRONICS METHODS USED IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND
VICE VERSAe EMPHASIZING MTCROMAVE PHOTOELECTRONIC
DEVICESt SELF-CONSISTENT GAS DISCHARGES AT OPTICAL
FREQUENCIESt ETC A66-20634
NICROMAVE ATTENUATION
SIGNAL VELOCITY OF MASERSt AND MICROMAVE PHONQN




HIGH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEM_ DESCRIBING MICROMAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR NITH AMPLIFICATION AND
MIXING FUNCTIONS A66-22066
NICROMAVE FREQUENCY
MICROWAVE AMPLIFICATION ACHIEVED IN SILICON DIODE
EXHIBITING MICROPLASHA-FREE AVALANCHE
MULTIPLICATION A65-1922T
SOLID STATE MICROMAVE MASER ACTION AT 77.6 DEGREES
K NITH BROADBANDIND TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INCREASE
GAIN-BANDNIDTH PROOUCTt EXAMINING RUBY MATERIAL
AND HIGH Q MICRONAVE CAVITIES A65-23155
SYSTEM TRANSLATING FREQUENCY OF GAS LASER OVER
RANGE OF SEVERAL GIGACYCLESt ELIMINATING NEED FOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC CRYSTALS NITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
AbS-25872
FEASIBILITY OF SINGLE-MODE MACROSCOPIC OPTICAL
NAVEGUIOES ANO COMPONENTS OPERATING AT
NICRQNAVE FREQUENCIES FOR ADVANCED LASER
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-6OS2T N65-16252
MICRONAVE FREQUENCY BEATS IN OFF-AXIS MODES OF
RUBY LASERS
TR-3 N65-35553
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CM X-BAND
GA AS MICRONAVE GUNN GENERATOR
A66-23029
NICRONAVE RADIATION
MICROMAVE PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC NAVE INTERACTIONSt
1-69
TRANSVERSE HAVE ELECTRON BEAMe OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER MATERIALSw AND NONLINEAR
GUANTUM STUDIES
NL-1263 N65-15605
GROUND STATE ESR SATURATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASER
OUTPUT FREQUENCY AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
A66-16753
SUPERCONDUCTING HAGHET FOR VARIABLE BANDNIDTH
TRAVELING NAVE HASERSv NOTING AMPLIFIER BANDN|OTH
INCREASE VIA GAIN REDUCTION AbB-216IT
PICRDNAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC HAVE
ANPLIFICATION_ OPTICAL MASERS_ SEMICONDUCTOR
O_I.|LLATiO_St RA_A_ SCATTFRING, FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIES_ AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
PL-1610 Nb6-22761
MICROMAVE RESONANCE
MICRONAVE OR LASER RESONATOR NITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
HAS VERY SMALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO MISALIGNMENT MHEN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-36606
HICRONAVE NOOELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER OR
HICRONAVE RESONATOR NITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -
OPEN LASER RESONATORS RESEARCH
AFCRL-65-568 N65-36155
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION OF MICRONAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPING_ AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
OSCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 N66-15068
FORMATION OF MICRONAVE MASER BY PUMPING OF lOM
TEMPERATURE RUBY LASER N66-1506q
NICROMAVE TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS UF LASERS VS MICRQNAVES FOR
MARS-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS IN 1970
A65"28248
SPACE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS USING LASERS AND
PICROMAVES IN MANNED MARS FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 65-326 A65-30519
ACOUSTIC HAVE AHPLIFICATION_ OPTICAL MASERt
TUNABLE LASER_ GEOMETRICAL OPTICSt SEMICONDUCTOR




OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER 8EAMSt EXAMINING NEW METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS NAVELENGTHS
A65-16683
MILITARY SPACECRAFT
CHARACTERISTICSt AND LIMITATIONS OF LASERS FOR
APPLICATION IN MILITARY AND SPACE SYSTEMS -




LON NOISE KA-BAND TRAVELING NAVE _ASER AMPLIFIER
FOR NINOOM AT 8 NM NHERE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IS LON A65-16565
ZERO FIELD X-BAND MASER DESIGN FOR MICRONAVE
GUANTUM AMPLIFIERS - MILLIMETER AND
SUBMILLINETER NAVE CEVICES
REPT°-690F N65-25851
MILLIMETER ANO SUBMILLTMETER MASER DEVICES -
MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR ZERO FIELD MASER
REPTo-690G N65-3389§
MILLIMETER AND SUBNILLINETER MASER DEVICES - IRON-
DOPED MASER AMPLIFIER, PUSH-PULL RUTILE MASER_
AND X-BAND ZERO FIELD MASERS
REPT.-490H N66-16210
MINORITY CARRIER
HOMOGENEITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY
CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS MEASUREOt USING LASER
NIRROR
BEAN A65-33809
MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME IN SILICDN MEASURED BY
CONTACTLESS METHODt USING LASER INDUCED MODULATICN
OF IR TRANSMISSION IN SILICON / LIMIRIS/ EFFECT
A66-14563
NIRROR
LASER MIRRORS CONSISTING OF ALTERNATING LEAD-OXIDE
AND CRYOLITE FILMS A65-26039
MIRROR HOLDER WITH DEFORMABLE HINGES GIVING
CONSTANT HINGE LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES FOR GASEOUS
AND SOLID STATE LASERS USE A65-28590
LOW-LOSS MULTILAYER DIELECTRIC COATINGS BY FILM
DEPOSITION FOR LASER MIRROR A65-29525
CONDITIONS FOR EXISTANCE OF RADIATING MIRROR LASER
ATD-T-65-67 N65-35043
LASER MIRRORS CONSISTING OF ALTERNATING LEAD-OXIDE
AND CRYOLITE FILMS A66-11820
NODE SHAPE
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTERFEROMETER AXISy
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFEROMETER
MODES A65-25874
LASER MODE DEFORMATION FROM NONUNIFORMITIES IN
GAIN SATURATION 665-27328
SINGLE MODE LASER EFFICIENCY AT HIGH PUMP LEVELS
AS FUNCTION OF PUMPING RATE AND LASER LENGTHS
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MODE SHAPE CHANGES
A65-29505
HE- NE GAS LASER OSCILLATING IN TWO LINEARLY
POLARIZED MODESt COMPARING THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL MODE INTENSITIES AND BEAT FREQUENCIES
A65-32844
EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM SPATIAL INTERACTION BETWEEN
MODES ON TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL OUTPLT OF RUBY LASER
A65-33415
RUBY LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR SPIKES
A66-10324
MODULATION
MODULATION OF REFLECTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTORS
ILLUMINATED BY INTENSE LASER BEAMS
SSD-TDR-66-253 N65-I6566
RUBY LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EMISSION UNDER
INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-DR-ST666 N65-19863
LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM GARNET EMISSION AND LASER EMISSION
SHIFT WITH HOMOGENEOUS PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA-CR-57823 N65-21308
MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM
MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTING OPTICAL
SYSTEM - DIODE MOUNT FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE




LASER BEAM MODULATING TECHNIQUES AND SCANNING
DEVICE TO FORM OPTIMAL VISUAL DISPLAYS
RADC-TDR-64-365 N65-20562
SELF-MODULATION OF LASER WITH TWO-MODE RESONATOR
666-16775
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERSw FM TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USED TO OVERCOME MODULATION NOISE
UNDER VARYING WEATHER CONDITIONS
A66-19915
MODULATOR






GAS LASER MOLECULAR ABSORPTION OISCRIMINATION OF
CLOSE FREQUENCIES 665-15998
MOLECULAR BEAM
NORMAL BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION INVERSION IN
MOLECULAR BEAM TO OBTAIN EXCESS UPPER ENERGY
LEVEL POPULATION FOR MASER OSCILLATION
A65-15801
THERMAL AND SHOT NOISE EFFECTS ON AMPLITUDE AND
FREQUENCY OSCILLATICNS OF MOLECLLAR BEAM MASER
665-19682
BEAM MASER EXCITATICN PARAMETER CALCULATIONS
INCLUDING COLLISION IN BEAM EFFECTS AND COMPARISON
WITH MOLECULAR FORMALDEHYDE A65-26825
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF MOLECULAR BEAM LASER
WITH INHOMOGENEOUS SINUSOIOAL FIELD IN RESONATOR
A65-36561
PARAMETER OF EXCITATION OF MOLECULAR BEAM TYPE
PASER RESONATOR N65-27253
_ASER [EVELOPMENT FROM INVERSIONAL TRANSIIIDNS IN
HEAVY AMMONIA BEAM
FTD-MT-66-330 N65-36869
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY
RADIATING STATE APPLIED TO BEAM MASER SPECTROMETER
666-23731
AMMONIA MASER - AMMONIA MOLECULAR GENERATOR
FTD-TT-65-803118284 N66-19855
MOLECULAR COLLISION
VIBRATIGNAL, ELECTRONIC AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY
IRANSFERS OF GAS MOLECULE COLLISIONSt NOTING
QUENCHING PROCESS AkC FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES
EFFECT A65-20068
LASER OSCILLATION IN DECAY OF EXCITED MOLECULES
FROM CHEMICAL REACTION_ NOTING CHANGE IN THREE
ELECTRONIC LEVELS IN MOLECULAR SYSTEM
665-20069
MOLECULAR DISSOCIATION
CHEMICAL PROCESSES PRODUCING SPECTROSCOPICALLY
OBSERVABLE POPULATION INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
MOLECULAR LASERS A65-20066
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE EXCITED BY
PHOTODISSOCIATIONt DISCUSSING LINE STRENGTH AND
DOPPLER WIDTH A65-200T3




POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER
OSCILLATIONS IN MOLECULAR GASES
N65-2349T
PUMP TRANSFORMER LASERS - CONVERSICN TO SINGLE
PLANE-WAVEFRONT BY ABSORPTION AND RE-EMISSION
OF MOLECULAR GAS MEDIUM
GPL-A-31-I N65-3553D
G-SWITCHING OF CARBCN DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
GAS LASER TRANSITIONS A66-23354
MOLECULAR OSCILLATION
HIGH sYMMETRY OSCILLATIONS IN CONTINUOUS WATER
COOLED SOLID STATE LASERS, SHOWING RELATION TO
EXCITATION CONDITIONS 665-14185
COHERENTLY DRIVEN MELECULAR VIBRATICNS AND LIGHT
MODULATION - RAMAN SCATTERING BY MASER BEAM
NASA-OR-58211 N65-14531
C W GAS LASERt MEASLRING VIBRATIONAL ROTATIONAL
TRANSLATION FREQUENCIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE
666-13984
MOLECULAR ROTATION
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF IO-gt 9-
8w 8-7t 7-6 AND 6-5 VIBRATIONAL BANDS OF GROUND
4SUBJECT INDEX NATURAL FREQUENCY
ELECTRONIC STATE CO A66-18626
VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL RELAXATIONS 1N CARBON
DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE LASER SYSTEMS, USING Q-
SHITGHING TECHNIQUES A66-23355
MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
C N GAS LASER, MEASURING VIBRATIONAL ROTATIONAL
TRANSLATION FREQUENCIES OF CARBON PONOXIDE
A66-13986
MOLECULAR SPECTRUN
SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF LASER EXCITED
MOLECULAR SPECTRA FROM PONDERED SOLIDS FOR METEOR
A_D REENTRY PHYSICS A65-16362
LASER ACTION IN SECOND POSITIVE BAND SYSTEM OF
MOLECULAR NITROGENt OBSERVING SATURATION OF
TRANSITION A65-33069
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION DF TRIPLET STATES
A65-33050
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
MOLECULAR ANISOTROPY OF PROPAGATION OF INTENSE
LIGHT BEAMt NOTING RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN EFFECTS
A66-15106
HOLYBOATE
PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF ODUBLE
MOLYBDATES OF NA AND LA /OR OTHER RARE EARTH
ELEMENTS/ DOPED WITH NOt TB OR PR FOR LASER
APPLICATION A66-13678
MOLYBDENUM COMPOUND
GADOLINIUM MOLYBDENATE AS FERROELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASER, NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
DOMAIN Ab6-Z320T
MONKEY
CHORIORETINAI LESIONS PROOUCEO BY lASER ON MONKEY
AND RABBIT A66-B0950
CHEMICAL PUMPING OF LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 N66-13799
MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
SUPERMOOE LASER AS SINGLE-FREQUENCY GENERATION
SYSTEM CONSISTING OF FM LASER NITH SYNCHRONOUS
PHASE MODULATOR AT OUTPUT AbS-ZQZbT
LASER PROPERTIESt TECHNIQUES AND USES EMPHASIZING
EMISSION MONOCHROMATICITY AND COHERENCE
A65-3269T
TWO-DIMENSIONAL LASER DEFLECTION USING FOURIER
OPTICS A66-10897
MONTE CARLO METHOD
MONTE CARLO METHOD FOR CALCULATION DF EFFECTIVE
FLUORESCENT LIFE TIMES FOR RUBY LASER RODS WITH
BRENSTER ANGLE ENOS AND ROUGHENED SIDES
UCRL-TTbS-T/REV. 1/ N65-32363
MORPHOLOGY
LASER RESEARCH IN U.S.S.R.I COMBUSTION
INSTABILITY IN LIQUID ROCKET AND AIR BREATHING
PROPULSION, GAS OYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURE, AND MORPHOLOGICAL FDRMS IN POLYMERS
AD-660286 N65-23836
MOTION EQUATION
STABILITY AND SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
TRAVELING WAVE INTERACTIONS IN LASERS
A65-19726
GAIN SATURATION OF RUBY MASER BY NEARBY
INTERFERING SIGNAL DERIVED FROM MOTION EQUATION OF
DENSITY MATRIX A66-19933
MOTION PICTURE
CONTINUOUS gAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
ONR-TR-TT N65-Z5399
lqJLT|NODE RESONATOR
MASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERS, OISCOSSING
PULTIRESDNATOR ALL-PASS QUANTU_ AMPLIFIERS
A65-16282
PULTIMCCE LASER OSCILLATION RESLLTXNG FROM
MODULATION OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND OF LOSS OR
GAIN OF LASER MEOIUM A65-1T65Z
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUM-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAVITY ACOUSTIC MODULATION IN
COUPLED MULTIMODE CDNFOCAL INTERFEROMETERS
A65-26276
_ASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERS, DISCUSSING
PULTIRESONATOR ALL-PASS QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS
A65-ZST85
LASER BEAM MULTI_DDE EFFECTS AS HINORANCE TO
INTERPRETATION OF GUANTITATTVE MEASUREMENTS OF
RAMAN GAIN A65-2695B
FABRY- PEROT INTERFERONETER AN0 CONFDCAL AND
SPHERICAL RESONATOR, CALCULATING INTEGRAL
EGUATICNS FOR EIGNVALUE AND EIGENFUNCTION OF
LOWEST ORDER TN EIGENMODE A66-16277
LASER DEFLECTION AND SCANNING BY MEANS OF
PULTIMCCE CAVITIES kITH DYNAMIC SPATIAL FILTERS
A66-16829
SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF MULTIMODE RUBY LASER IN
SPHERICAL RESONATOR, INTERPRETING NEAR--FIELD
PATTERNS, FREQUENCY SPECTRUM, ETC
A66-21311
TWO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION _ITH MULTNODE GAS LASER
CAVITY, OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
UNIQUE EIGENVALUE IN SPECIAL CASES
A66-26568
MUSCLE
SOLID STATE LASERS, ACOUSTICS, AND REGENERATION OF
MUSCLE TISSUE - TRANSLATIONS OF CHINESE





QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
HASERSt THERMAL PINCHING, N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTORS,
COHERENT LIGHT, TRANSISTOR SWITCHING, POPULATION
INVERSICN, AND BREAKDOWN
AFOSR-65-0268 N65-23691
BROADBAND TRAVELING NAVE MASER TECHNIQUES AND
N-TYPE GERMANIUM SEHICGNOUCTDR DEVELOPMENT
RADG-TR-65-366 N66-15720
NANOSECOND
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY GIANT
LASER PULSES AND REDUCTION OF LIGHT ABSORPTION
AT HIGH LASER PONER DENSITIES
A0-651666 N65-16671
IMAGE FORMING IN ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MEDIUM




LASER-BEAN SCATTERING BY INDIVIDUALLY INTRODUCED
CHARGED POLYSTYRENE SPHERICAL PARTICLES AND
DROPLETS OF NAPTHALENE AND WATER IN COMBINATION
A66-17673
NASA PROGRAN
NASA PROGRAM OF ADVANCED SPACE RESEARCH ANO
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATION, ENERGY
CONVERSION, MATERIALS SCIENCE, AND LASERS
N66-X2606
NATURAL FREQUENCY
NATURAL MODES OF PLANE AND CYLINORICAL DIELECTRIC
RESONATORS IN OPTICAL BAND A65-24810
I-Tl
NAVIGATIONINSTRUME T SUBJECT INDEX
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENT
NARROW BAND_LASER DOPPLER RADAR NAVIGATION
INSTRUMENT FOR INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED
TRG-Olg-[-I N65-27932
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOClNETER LASER NAVIGATION
SYSTEM A65-29275
NEGATIVE CONDUCTANCE
EFFECT OF LOAD MXSMATCH ON LASER OUTPUTw
DETERMINING NONLINEAR DEPENDENCE OF EQUIVALENT
NEGATIVE CONDUCTANCE AS FUNCTION OF OSCILLATION
AMPLITUDE IN LASER RESONATOR CAVITY
A66-20635
NEGATIVE RESISTANCE DEVICE
SM|TCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
DIODE DETERMINATION - INJECTION LASER
REPTo-7 N65-27203
NEODYMIUM
QUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATXON OF CALCIUM TUNGSTATE/
NEODYMIUM ION MASER USING LONG DURATION PUMPING
PULSES A65-16575
GLASS COMPOSITION EFFECT ON SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
NO-DOPED GLASSES AND SELECTING ONE FOR LASER
GLASS A65-17635
PHENOMENDLOGICAL TREATMENT OF SATURATION EFFECTS
IN SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-18887
CONTINUOUS LASER ACTION [N NEODYMIUM DOPED CALC[UV
ROLYBDATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-Z1627
POWER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD POWER FOR CONTINUOUS
NAVE NEODYMIUM-CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER [N RANGE OF
DRY ICE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE 665-22619
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SILICATE GLASS LASER
CONTAINING NEODYMIUM A65-24189
Q-SNITCHING OF ND LASER USING POLYMETHINE DYE IN
METHYL ALCOHOL SOLVENT 665-27533
GIANT LASER EMISSION PULSES IN NEODYMIUM ACTIVATED
GLASS RO0 BY VARYING CAVITY Q WITH QUINDLINE
SOLUTION OF POLYMETHINE DYE A65-27556
RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF ABSORBED ENERGY DISTR[BUTION
IN CYLINDRICAL ROD OF NEODYMIUM GLASS PUMPED WITH
XENON SOURCE A65-29792
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATCR OPERATING AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE ON CALCIUM TUNGSTATE DOPED WITH
NEODYMIUM IONS A65-31703
LASER WITH NEODYMIUM-GLASS Q-FACTCR NODULAT[ON
665-35875
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER 665-36826
BREAKDOWN OF ARGON BY NEODYMIUM AND RUBY LASER
PULSES
REPT_-I935-1 N65-220T2
RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS FOR INDUSTRY -
ELECTRONICS N65-23722
ELECTRON BEAR MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
METALLURGY_ AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-23723
SPECTRAL PUMPING EFFIC IENCY_ SDLARIZATION EFFECTt
ENERGY OUTPUTt SPECTROSCOPY_ GLASS DANAGE AND
OPTICAL PATH DISTORTIONS IN NEODYMIUM GLASS
LASERS
A0"-612964 N65-26195
NEODYMIUM DOPED LASER GLASS COMPARED DN BASIS OF
FLOURESCENCE CHARACTERISTIC DIFFERENCES
AD-612659 N65-25901
SUN-POHEREO LASER TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT - RUBY_
NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASSy AND NEODYMIUM-DOPED
CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER MATERIALS
[ER-I N65-299C1
PULSED XENON FLASHLAMP AND CONTINUOUS INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAMP TRADEOFFS AS NEODYMIUM-YTTRIUM
ALU_INUP GARNET CRYSTAL LASER PUMPS
REPT.-3 N6S-30262
NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS AND GENERATION OF HOLE
BURNING SPECTRAL FLUXES
AD-666366 N65-31836
GIANT PULSES FROM NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASS LASER WITH
PHOTOSENSITIVE LIQUID Q-SWITCH
N65-36081
PENTACARBOCYANINE COMPOUND USED TO REDUCE
MONOPULSE DURATION IN NEODYMIUM LASER
666-10Z62
LASER OSCILLATION INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY IN
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS PRODUCED THROUGH ENERGY
TRANSFER 666-10352
INTERNAL BUBBLE FORMATION AND CRACKING IN RODS OF
Q-SWITCHED RUBY AND NO-GLASS LASERS CAUSED BY
LASER LIGHT..AND IN CASE OF NO-GLASS ROOSt BY
PLATINUM INCLUSIONS [N GLASS 666-13002
POLARIZATION OF LIGHT FROM GLASS LASER DOPED WITH
TWO PERCENT POSITIVE TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM MEASURED
WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN MICROSECOND
666-13006
PENTACARBOCYANINE COMPOUND USED TO REDUCE
MONDPULSE DURATION [N NEODYMIUM LASER
666-1330T
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A66-13631
REGULAR PERIODIC SPIKING IN OUTPUT OF PULSED
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS LASER AT PUMPING
LEVELS SLIGHTLY ABOVE THRESHOLD
A66-166T2
LINE NARROWING OF NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER WITH
REFLECTION A66-17291
C-SWITCHED OPTICAL MASER SY_CHRONIZATIONt
DISCUSSING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. SETUP AND
PERFORMANCE 666-17297
LASER WITH NEODYMIUM-GLASS Q-FACTOR MODULATION
A66-18970
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION DF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR 666-19669
CONTINUOUS OPTICAL QUANTUM GENERATOR OPERATING AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE ON CALCIUM TUNGSTATE DOPED WITH
NEODYMIUM IONS A66-19956
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER FOUND TO OSCILLATE IN
CONVENTIONAL RANDOM PULSATING MANNER UNDER MODE-
LOCKED CONDITIONS A66-21251
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-21836
DEPENDENCE OF BEAT FREQUENCY OF NEODYMIUM LASER
AXIAL MODES ON DISTANCE BETWEEN MIRRORS AND
NEODYMIUM ROD POSITION HITHIN RESONATOR
A66-268B1
SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASER RESEARCH - YTTRIUM-
ALUM[NUN-GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER OSCILLATOR AS
REGENERATIVE NOISE AMPLIFIER - AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS
GR-T N66-16272
PULSED YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER
CEVICE- SOLID STATE LASER DEVICE
CPR-9 N66-XBT25
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FO R WANt OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATEv CYLINDER HAVE





OPTICAL MASER OF TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE
CRYSTALS N66-15065
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX, GAS OISCHARGE TUBE, NEODYNIUP LASER9
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS, NICROCRYSTALLINE GLASSy
LOCATING OF THUNDER, AND PURIFICATION HITH
DISTILLATION METMOOS
JPRS-3375q N66-16806
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF NEODYMIUM LASER
N66-16812
GROMTH AND ANNEALING OF OPTICAL MASER CRYSTALS AND
SPECTROSCOPIC EVALUATION OF NEODYMIUM-DOPED
GLASSES
PE-TR-8110 N66-1TOOT
LOWER ATMOSPHERE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM STRUCTURE
FROM 8512 TO 11600 A - NEODYMIUM LASER SPECTRUM
NRL-6352 N66-17606
THERMAL OPTICAL DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
NEODYMIUM DOPEO GLASS LASER ROD
N08--6236 N66-22619
NEOOYNIUm CONPQUNO
NEODYMIUM OOPEO CALCIUM TUNGSTATE ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMPLIFIER AND C W-LASER OSCILLATOR
A65-18873
EFFECT OF LASER OPERATION PARAMETERS USING
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS ON THRESHOLO AND
OUTPUT ENERGY
R-liaR NBS-25782
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HOLLON-CONE SHAPED
EMISSION OF MODES NHICH ARE TOTALLY REFLECTED IN
NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASERS A66-16291
NEON
LASER OPERATION MOOES ARISING FROM METASTABLE NEON
ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN MOLECULES
A65-18557
HE- NE LASER PROPERTIES AND LASER MECHANISM OF NE
ATONS, NOTING TRANSITION PROCESS AND OSCILLATION
DYNAMICS A65-19999
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOA CATHODE
A65-26086
LASER OPERATION MODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE
NEON ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
MOLECULES A65-27150
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT OENSITIES IN HOLLOb CATHODE
A65-36Q05
RAOIATION PROTECTIVE DRUGS, XENON AND HELIUff-
XENON LASERS, HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH SILVER ANO
DIELECTRIC COATINGS, AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
JPRS-29200 N65-20136
HELIUM-NEON LASER N|TH SILVER AND DIELECTRIC
COATING N65-2013b
SEPARATION OF SINGLE NAVE OSCILLATION NODES OF
NEON-HELIUM GAS LASER N65-20782
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER OIRECT MODULATION
N65-22300
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT IN HELIUM-NEON
LASERS NITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS N65-24550
HULTIBEAN GENERATION OF GASEOUS HELIUM-NEON LASER
N65-27252
NAVELENGTH OF 352-2W4 TRANSITION OF NEON MEASURED,
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER A66-1638T
HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH HIGH SPECIFIC PONER FOR
USE MITH OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEMS AT 6328 A
NASA-CR-68589 N66-13349
ENERGY LEVEL RELATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES OF NEON
PLASMA USING HELIUM-NEON LASER - LANOMUIR PROBE
ADOITIONS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE AND VELOOITY OISTRIEUTIENS
ARL-65-266 N66-22688
NETMURR SYNTHESIS
AMPLITUOE NOISE ANALYSIS OF MASER OSCILLATOR9
USING VAN OER POL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
A65-33375
NEUTRON PHYSICS
ELECTRONICS RESEARCF ON TRAVELING HAVE TUBES,
RARE EARTH TARO, IS FOR _EUT_ON _EMEmATnR_.
AND GAS DISCHARGE AND SEMICONDUCTOR
INJECTION-TYPE LASERS N65-20166
NITROGEN
LASER ACTION IN SECOND POSITIVE BANO SYSTEM OF
POLECULAR NITROGEN, OBSERVING SATURATION OF
TRANSITION A65-33069
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF TRIPLET STATES
A65-33050
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING USING LASER LIGHT FOR
DETERMINATION OF SCATTERING DENSITY OF ARGON,
OXYGEN, ANO NITROGEN
R-135 N65-2612T
C N LASER OSCILLATION BETNEEN 11.68 ANO 11.55
MICRONS FROM NITROGEN-CARBON DISULFIDE SYSTEM
A66-16386
NITROGEN OXIDE
C N LASER OSCILLATION ON P BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATION BAND OF NITROUS OXIDE
AbS-16671
CONTINUOUS GAS LASER BY OIRECT HF EXCITATION OF
NITROUS OXIOE AND MIXTURE NITH ARGON IN CAVITY_
NOTING PERFORMANCES AbS-23273
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISTION DUE TO VIBRATIONAL
TRANSITIONS IN CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
PIXTURES EXCITED BY HF SOURCE A65-26292
LASER OSCILLATIONS FROM PULSED ELECTRICAL
CISCHARGE THROUGH NITROUS OX[OE AT 10.9 MICRON
NAVELENGTH N6S-20172
NQC|ILUCENT CLOUO
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY, BALL LIGHTNING, SOLAR
ACTIVITY, NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS, INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS, NEOCYMIUH LASER, AND HYDROFOILS
N65-34075
NOISE
SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASER RESEARCH - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM-GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER OSCILLATOR AS
REGENERATIVE NOISE AMPLIFIER - AMPL|TUOE
FLUCTUATIONS
GR-7 Nb6-14272
SIGNAL AND NOISE OUTPUT OF OPTICAL LASER sYsTEMS
REPT.-1935-7 N66-15966
NOISE ELIMINATION
SEMICONCUCTOR LASERS, FH TECHNIGUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USED TO OVERCOME MODULATION NOISE
UNOER VARYING MEATHER CONDITIONS
A66-19915
NOISE INTENSITY
RUBY LASER NOISE RACIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASED
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY DISPERSED GENERATION
CETERNINED FROM ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A65-35863
RUBY LASER NOISE RACIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASEO
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY OISPERSEO GENERATION
CETERMINEO FROM ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A66-16628
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION NOISE EFFECTS ON COHERENCE
I-'/3
NOISEMEASUREMENT SUBJECT INDEX
PROPERTIES OF LASER A66-21550
QUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY OF INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
NOISE MEASUREMENT
AMPLITUDE NOISE MEASUREMENT FOR CAVITY TYPE
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASER OSCILLATOR AEDVE AND BELOW
THRESHOLD A65-19564
NOISE BEHAVIOR OF POTENTIAL MINIMUM OF TRAVELING
HAVE TUBES AND REDUCTION FACTOR FOR SHOT NOISE
DETERMINED, USING LASERS A65-26936
NOISE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF RUBY MASER,
CONSIDERING GAIN STABILITY AND BANCPASS WIDTH
A65-30378
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION NOISE PROPERTIES OF PAIR OF
PULSED RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS A66-21310
GC/S NITROGEN-COOLED NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER, NOTING DESIGN, APPLICATION AND
OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS A66-2185T
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NOISE QUALITY OF ATOMIC
FREQUENCY STANDARDS INCLUDING MASERS
A66-26130
NOISE SPECTRUM
QUANTUM MECHANICS OF SIGNALS AND NOISE IN
ATTENUATORS ANO MASER AMPLIFIERS, RELATING
EXPECTATION VALUES AND THERMAL STATE OF SYSTEM
A65-30510
NOISE OUTPUT AND NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOADED MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SMALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
AMPLITUDE NOISE ANALYSIS OF MASER OSCILLATORw
USING VAN DER POL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
A65-33375
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN INTERFERDMETRYt
RADAR AND HOLOGRAPHY INCLUDING MECHANICAL
STABILITY, NOISE SUPPRESSION, DIRTY LASER BEAM
RESTORATION, ETC A66-11656
NOISE THRESHOLD
POWER OENSITY IN NOISE SIDEBANDS OF LASER CAUSED
BY EHISSION NOISE IN ACTIVE MEDIUM
A65-1532I
NONLINEAR EQUATION
QUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY OF INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
NONLINEARITY
NONLINEAR OPTICS - LASERS, RANAN SCATTERINGv
AND OPTICAL RESONATORS
JPRS-29659 N65-21141
TWO TYPES OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF INTENSE
LASER BEAM WITH DIELECTRIC MEDIUM - NONLINEAR
DC I_LARIZATIDN AND SUBHARMONICS GENERATION AT
OPTICAL FREQUENCIES
AD-BIBBT3 N65-33899
NONLINEAR EFFECTS IN TRAVELING WAVE LASER
AMPLIFIERS
AFOSR-bS-Dq99 N66-10779
LASER-INDUCED NONLINEAR EFFECTS, RAMAN
SCATTERING, AND GAS BREAKDOWN - SOVIET
LITERATURE REVIEW
ATD-P-65-T6 N66-122TO
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE - ENERGY EXCHANGE IN
SOLIDS AND GASES1 NONLINEAR EFFECTS, GAS
BREAKDOWNt AND REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION
AD-622507 N66-16573
NONUNIFORM PLASMA
MICROWAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC WAVE
AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASERS_ SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS, RAMAN SCATTERING, FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIES, AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
ML-1410 N66-22741
NUCLEAR ENERGY
ENERGY OUTPUT INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL
SYSTEMS BY NUCLEAR ENERGY, LASER CRYSTAL GROWTH,
AND SURFACE FINISH DEVELOPMENT
A0-655571 N65-17595
NUCLEAR NAGNETIC RESONANCE
(UANTUH RF PHYSICS TEXT COVERING MAGNETIC
RESONANCE THEORY, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESDNANCEt
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCESw TWO- AND THREE-LEVEL
MASERSe RF GAS SPECTROSCOPY AND AMMONIA
OSCILLATOR A66-1Cg56
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
INVESTIGATIONS IN ASTRONOMY, SOLID STATE PHYSICS,
OPTICAL MASERSw ATOMIC PHYSICS, AND RADIOACTIVE
ATOMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
NASA-DR-T0391 NE6-17320
NUCLEATION
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
AND VAPOR FOG NUCLEATION
MC-66-110-RL N65-2TT60
LASER SIMULATED NUCLEATION IN BUBBLE CHAMBER!








FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-15349
BUILDUP AND DECAY TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN GAS LASERS
DUE TO LIGHT ABSORPTION BY INSERTED LIQUID SAMPLES
A65-15816
HEATING AND VAPORIZATION EFFECTS DUE TO HIGH POWER
LASER BEAM ABSORPTION AT OPAQUE SURFACES, NOTING
ALSO Q-SWITCHED LASERS A65-17663
ABSORPTION DATA FOR METHANE AND ETHANE, USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMSe PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
ZEEMAN EFFECT IN PARAMAGNETIC CRYSTALS BY RUBY FOR
MICROWAVE MODULATION OF PULSED LASER BY ABSORPTION
A65-32766
TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN LASER PULSES AND LASER-
INDUCED ELECTRON EVISSION FROM METALLIC SURFACES
A65-36616
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE TECHNIQUES USED TO STUDY IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASERS
NASA-TN-D-3379 N66-2103T
OPTICAL AMPLIFIER
GAIN DELAY CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR-LEVEL
NEODYMIUM-DOPED PULSED GLASS-LASER OSCILLATOR-
POWER AMPLIFIER CHAIN A65-16574
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER ENERGY INPUT-OUTPUT
PATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATION A65-17648
SINGLE-ATOM COHERENCE EFFECTS IN MEASUREMENT OF
SPONTANEOUS EMISSICN LINEWIDTHS IN HIGH-GAIN NEON
LASER A65-21654
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASERS CONSIDERING PROBLEM OF
DOPPLER BROADENED TRANSITION SUBJECTED TO OPTICAL
FREeUENCY FIELD IN STANDING WAVE FORM
A65-24005
1-74
SUBJECT INDEX OPTICAL GENERATOR
INTERNAL LOSSES EFFECT ON RADIATION POMER IN LASER
A65-24058
PARAMETRIC GAIN ACCOMPANYING PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT BEAM BY SECOND HARMONIC
FREQUENCY OF STIMULATED RADIATION FROM RUBY LASER
AOP CRYSTALS A65-26280
OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION OF APPARENT RATE OF
REFLECTOR ROTATION IN Q-SNITCHING OF LASER
RESONATOR A65-26966
OPTICAL GAIN AND LOSSES OF GA AS LASER OF
EPTTAXIAL AND OIFFUSEO TYPE A65-33380
MODEL FOR LASER AMPLIFIER IN NHICH EXCITED
ELECTRON OENSITY IN HOST LASER MATERIAL IS
STIMULATED TO PROOUCE OPTICAL ENERGY
NG5-26343
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER AT LIQUID-NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE TREATEO AS THREE-MEDIUM TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMt NOTING GAIN CHANGE MITH NEGATIVE
ATTENUATION A66-2286T
OPTICAL BEAN SCANNING
LARGE-ANGLE NONMECHANICAL SCANNING OF LIGHT IN ONE
AND TMO DIMENSIONS THROUGH OPTICAL REFRACTION BY
TRAVELING ACOUSTIC NAVES A65-21326
ACQUISITION AND REACQUISITION IN SPACECRAFT-
SPACECRAFT AND SPACECRAFT-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS
USING LASER SYSTEMS A65-28269
OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING ANO LASER OUTPUT MODULATION
BY MEANS OF ULTRASONIC CELL BUILT AROUND FOCUSING
CYLINORICAL SECTION TRANSDUCER A65-28619
LASER SURVEILLANCE USING OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING FOR
DETECTION OF SPACE SATELLITES AND BALLISTIC
MISSILES
RAOC-TOR-63-557 N65-22210
ANGULAR SCANNING OF LASER BEAM FORMING MULTIPLE
BEAN PHASED ARRAY, MAKING USE OF TIME COHERENCE
A66-12665
OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEOURE
ACCURATE LOCATION OF OBJECT IN SPACE AND TIME AND
CORRECTION OF MOVEMENTS BY USE OF QUANTUM
ELECTRODYNAMICS A65-25036
OPTICAL COWLING
BEHAVIOR OF COUPLING-TYPE INTERNAL LASER
MOOULATORS NITH BANDNIDTH COMPARABLE TO NODE
SPACING A65--16606
COUPLED OPTICAL RESONATOR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
USING LASER RESONATORS COUPLED TO EXTERNAL
RESONATORS NbS-23692
GA AS OPTICALLY COUPLEO TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE NITH
LASING EMITTER A66-12_62
FUSED SILICA OUTPUT COUPLING COMPONENT FOR LASER
SYSTEM, USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL INTERNAL'REFLECTION
CONFIGURATION A66-lT287
OPTICAL EMISSION
SECOND HARMONIC EMISSION AND DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA
IN KDP CRYSTAL EXCITED BY RUBY LASER BEAM
A65-29559
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER ANO AFTER FOCUSING NITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
A65-36050
MODES OF EMISSION-VS-TIME SPECTRUM, OPTICAL
EMISSION SPECTRUM AND SUPERPOSITION SPECTRUM OF
SHORT CONFOCAL RUBY LASER IN NEAR FIELD
A66-16290
TIME DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF RUBY LASER
DISCUSSING RATE EQUATIONS, Q-VALUE, OUTPUT POHERv
STEADY STATE VALUES, ETC A66-16981
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING NITHIN
l-IS
LENS_ NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CCNDITIONS
A66-15853
TIME DEPENOENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE AXIAL
MODE OF DIFFRACTION LIMITEO RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TENPERATURE A66-20620
LASER EMISSION - STATE-OF-ART SURVEY
ISL-T-21/63 N66-13536
OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
PATERIAL VAPORIZATION BY Q-SPOILED LASER PULSES
FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF VAPOR OPTICAL
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
AFCRL-66-OT1 N65-22276
LASER OSCILLATIONS ANU SELF G S_ITCH!N_
DISCUSSING PULSEO FLASH-LAMP EXCITATION
EXPERIMENTS NITH TRIPLY ACTIVATED CONFOCAL BARIUM
CRONN GLASS ETALON A66-1398D
OPTICAL LASER PUMPSw HIGH PO_ER CN LASER
OPERATION BY CATHOCOLUMINESCENCE AND SUITABLE
SELECTIEN OF PHOSPHORS A66-1_566
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
OPTICAL SNITCH NHICH CUTS OFF LASER PULSE NHEN
SELECTEO BEAM POMER LEVEL IS REACHED
A65--21626
CAUSES OF LASER CAMAGE TO OPTICAL COMPONENTS
PE-TR-TT35 N65-16185
_ICRDkAVE ANTENNA SIMULATION AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY,
USING NEON-HELIUM CONTINUOUS GAS LASER
A66-22539
LARGE ANGLE DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING
965-LINE TELEVISION TYPE RASTER SCAN IN DISPLAY
SYSTEM - ELECTRO-OPTICS, LASERSw AND FIBER
OPTICS
U1--912008-1 N66-14858
OPTICAL DISCRIMINATOR SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY INFRARED
REFLECTING SURFACES FOR USE IN MASER RESEARCH
HOL-TM-B5-61 N66-17361
EXPERIMENTAL ANO T_EORETICAL PRDGRAP TO DETERMINE




RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND FILTERING
BY DETERMINING SPECTRAL POSITION OF POLARIZATI13N
INTERFERENCE BANDS A65-_86
DETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED _OR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RAOIATION
A6._22616
IMMERSION LIQUIDS FOR HIGH ENERGY RUBY LASEr-NITH
MATCHING REFRACTIVE INOEXES TRANSPARENT AT R_JBY
PUMPING AND LASING MAVELENGTHS A65--22625
OPTICAL ANALOG COMPUTER TRANSPOSING VARIABLE
INPUTS INTO SPATIAL CIMENSIONS, USING LASER AS
LIGHT SOURCE FOR ANTENNA MODELING AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS A65-33T70
MICA OPTICAL INTERFERENCE FILTERS FOR SELECTED
LASER FREQUENCIES
A0-666027 NBS-28608
MULTIPLE LIGHT FILTER NARRONING EMISSION BANDS OF
RUBY LASER NITH MULTIPLEX RESONATOR
A66-1262T
KEN OPTICS TECHNIQUES INCLUDING INTERFERENCE
FILTERS, LASERS AND OPTICAL FIBERS
A66-19118
OPTICAL GENERATOR
STIPULATED COMBINATION LIGHT SCATTERING NITHIN AND
OUTSIDE RESONATOR CAVITY BASED ON LASER
DEVELOPMENT A65-1662T
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION AND PEAS_REMENT OF
NONLINEAR POLARIZATION CONSTANT IN ADP, USING
OPTICALMETEROOYNE SUBJECTINDEX
FOCUSEDLASERBEAM A65-16672
CONTINUOUS REGIME OPTICAL GENERATOR OUTPUTv
THRESHOLD PUMPING LEVELt INVERSE POPULATION
DENSITY AND INDUCEO RADIATION ENERGY
A65-20326
MULTIPHOTON ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A65-26025
RADIATION PULSES FROM RUBY OPTICAL QUANTUM
GENERATOR DURING SINGLE IGNITION
FTO-TT-65-136/162 N65-33409
MULTIPHONON ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A66-11727
CO S SINGLE CRYSTAL OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING
EXCITATION BY RUBY LASERt OISCbSSING TWO-PHOTON
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 300 DEGREES K FOR
RADIATION FLUX DENSITIES A66-13874
SECONO HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATED ON REFLFCTION OF
GIANT-PULSE LASER BEAM FROM SURFACE OF SILVER
MIRROR A66-16072
GENERATION IN CADMIUM SULFIDE CURING TWO-PHOTON
OPTICAL EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED
Q-FACTOR A66-I9620
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION IN FOCUS OF
LOWEST TRANSVERSE MODE OF CONTINUOUS WAVE
GAUSSIAN GAS LASER BEAM A66-21175
CONSISTENT THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN
BOUNDED LIGHT BEAMS BY EXTENDING PARABOLIC
EQUATIONS TO NONLINEAR PROBLEMS
A66-2688B
OPTICAL HETERODYNE
OPTICAL MIXING OF NITROBENZENE RAMAN RUBY LASER
LIGHT IN AOP AND OTHER NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC MEDIA
A65-15951
FREQUENCY SPECTRA MEASUREMENT OF GASEOUS LASER BY
PHOTOMIXING TECHNIQUES AND NOISE DISTRIBUTION
A65-16605
MOTION SENSING BY OPTICAL HETERODYNE DOPPLER
DETECTION FROM DIFFUSE SURFACES_ EXAMINING SPATIAL
COHERENCY OF SIGNAL A65-I9628
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN LASER TECHNOLOGY BEFORE
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION CAN REPLACE UHF BECAUSE OF
LIMITED RELIABILITY OF MICROBEAM OPTICAL LINK
A65-23196
SENSITIVITY OF COHERENT OPTICAL HETERODYNE
RECEIVER IN DETECTING LASER RADIATION REFLECTED
FROM DIFFUSE SURFACE A65-28005
LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
FOR LOCALIZED FLOW VELOCITIES IN GAS_ NOTING
RELIABILITY FOR HIGH FLOW VELOCITIES
A65-35061
OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION OF MICROWAVE
MODULATED LIGHT USING TWO SEPARATE LASERS
EOL-MTT9 N65-I6777
OPTICAL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER - LASER SYSTEMt
DOPPLER FREQUENCY TRACKING, AND OPTICAL
TRACKING
NASA-CR-63393 N65-26401
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF LASER LOCAL
OSCILLATOR FOR HETERODYNE DETECTION OF LASER
SIGNAL AND USE OF 2.5 GC FREQUENCY OFFSET TO
PERMIT RETRIEVAL OF MICROWAVE DATA
A66-149OB
CARBON AND ETHYLENE TETRACHLORIDE ULTRASONIC
MODULATORS APPLIED TO IR LASER HETEROOYNE
EXPERIMENTS ON IN AS PHOTODIODE
A66-23353
PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
I-T6
SUBCARRIER MIXING AE6-2396C
BALANCED MIXER ACTION FOR OPTICAL HETERODYNINGt
USING MAGIC- T OPTICAL MIXER A66-26153
OPTICAL RADAR TECHNIQUES - STUDIES OF NEAR
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR GAS LASER
REPT.-1661-6 N66-12795
OPTICAL IMAGE
FLARE IMAGES ROLE IE SELF-DESTRUCTION OF LENS IN
STRONG LASER BEAM A65-32228
TWO-BEAM INTERFEROMETRY BY WAVEFRONT
RECONSTRUCTION FROM HOLOGRAM RECORDED WITH
COHERENT BACKGROUND SUCCESSIVELY INTERFERE IN SAME
LATENT IMAGE A66-23206
CLASS FIBER LASERS FOR OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
AORC-6502-16-566-62 N66-l1060
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT
MIRROR HOLOER WITH DEFORMABLE HINGES GIVING
CONSTANT HINGE LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES FOR GASEOUS
AND SOLID STATE LASERS USE A65-28590
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER LASER NAVIGATION
SYSTEM A65-29275
COHERENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL
SYSTEMt HOLOGRAMS AND COMPLEX SPATIAL FILTERSt
AND LASER APPLICATIONS
C-5210-72-T80-110 N65-21691
INTENSE LASER RADIATION PROPAGATION - LASER
INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWNw PARAMETRIC INIERACTIDNt
COHERENCEt ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION, OPTICAL
SOURCE AND INSTRUMENTATION
AFAL-TR-65-83 N65-25191
MICROWAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER OR
MICROWAVE RESONATOR WITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -
OPEN LASER RESONATORS RESEARCH
AFCRL-65-568 N65-36155
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL
OFF AXIAL RADIATION FROM SOLID STATE OPTICAL
_ASERS CF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
TR-2 N65-36713
800K ON MODERN OPTICS INCLUDING LASER AND COHERENT
LIGHTt GEOMETRICAL CPTICSI LENS SYSTEMSv
INSTRUMENTSt ETC A66-12623
MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL WATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNED RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM - HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
REPT.-6S-6 N66-16852
OPTICAL MASER
OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
SPECTROSCOPY
PR-3 N65-13790
USE OF OPTICAL MASERS IN DISPLAYS ANO PRINTERS -
DIGITAL ELECTRO-OPTIC LIGHT OEFLECTCRt CEMENTING
OF CALCITE CRYSTALSt HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC
SWITCHES_ AND BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
REPT.-6 N65-13857
CRYSTALS FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATION
PE-TR-M7920 N65-16662
OPTICAL.MASER APPL1EC TO BRILLCUIN SCATTERING
SPECTROSCOPY
AR00-3922-13 N65-1952B
PICROWAVE RESEARCH CN ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICSt OPTICAL MASERSt
ELECFRON-PHONON INTERACTIONSt AND RAMAN
SCATTERING FROM BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
PL-I2T7 N65-2CC38
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
MASERS_ THERMAL PINCHING_ N-TYPE SEMICONCUCTORSI




OPTICALM SER OUTPUT PORER AFFECTED BY GAS MIXTURE
AND PRESSURE. RESONATOR GEOMETRY. AND MIRROR
REFLECTIVITY FOR PLASMA RESEARCH
N65-23695
POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER
OSCILLATIONS IN MOLECULAR GASES
N65-23697
ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICAT]ONe OPTICAL MASER,
TUNABLE LASER, GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATION, AND SOLID STATE PLASMA STUDIES FOR
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
ML-1316 N65-27969
LINE _!DT_ ANO iNVERSION RATIOS OF iRON-OOPEO
RUTILE FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATIONS
NASA-TM-X-56756 N65-29390
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS AND LASERS -
CESIUM. HELIUM-NEON, AND RUBY MASER OSCILLATOR
SYSTEMS N65-31361
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - OUPLEXERS. PLASMA AHPLIFIERSt
CATHOOE RAY TUBES, CAPACITORS. THIN FILM
TECHNIQUESt AND OPTICAL MASERS
SR-85 N65-33TT3
GROWTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM
OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD -
DEFENDER PROJECT
SR_-65-6 N65-36086
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL
OFF AXIAL RADIATION FROM SOLID STATE OPTICAL
MASERS DE CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
TR-2 N65-36713
ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASERS_
TUNABLE LASERSw ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIONSt
SEMICONDUCTORS. GEOMETRIC OPTICS. AND SOLID
STATE PLASMA STUDIES
ML-1351 N65-36887
OPACITY MEASUREMENT OF XENON FLASH TUBE - OPTICAL
MASER
NASA-CR-56917 N65-35256
OPTICAL MASER AS POWER SOURCE FOR NARROW BAND
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION THROUGH STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING - SOLID STATE PHYSICS
REPT.-1935-6 N66-10581
RESONANT CAVITY. OSCILLATION AND RADIATION
OUTPUT OF OPTICAL MASERS
FTD-TT-66-123111_ZG3&_ N66-11658
SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASER RESEARCH - YTTRIUM-
ALUNINUN-GARNET NEOOYMIUM LASER OSCILLATOR AS
REGENERATIVE NOISE AHPLIFIER - AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS
QR-T N66-14272
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN. OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE. CYLINDER RAVE
PROPAGATION ANALYSIS, AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF
INDIUM ANTIMONIOE COMPOUND
JPRS-33152 N66-15062
OPTICAL MASER OF TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE
CRYSTALS N66-15065
GROWTH AND ANNEALING OF OPTICAL MASER CRYSTALS AND
SPECTROSCOPIC EVALUATION OF NEODYMIUM-DOPED
GLASSES
PE-TR-BIIO N66-1TOO7
INVESTIGATIONS IN ASTRONOMYv SOLID STATE PHYSICS,
OPTICAL MASERS. ATOMIC PHYSICS. AND RADIOACTIVE
ATOMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
NASA-CR-T0391 Nbb-lT320
SPACE-TO-SPACE AND EARTH-TO-SPACE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS USING LASER SOURCES
RAOC-TDR-66-269 N66-22582
MICRONAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC RAVE
AMPLIFICATION. OPTICAL MASERS, SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS, RAMAN SCATTERING. FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIES. AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
NL-1610 N66-22761
OPTICAL MASER MOOULATOR
PONERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING NAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A65-36058
CPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROTOTYPE LASER
MODULATORS NITH THIN. FLAT. DISK-SHAPED FABRY-
PEROT INTERFEROMETER DESIGN - LASER RADIATION
IN COMMUNICATIONS
NOTS-TP-3736 N65-316RI
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING RAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A66-15861
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
OPTICAL AND LASER T_RESHOLD MEASUREHENTS ON 39
FLAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAIN HIGHEST OPTICAL
DUALITY LASER RODS A6ffr-lEB02
LASER FOG OISDROMETER FOR MEASURING DROPLET SIZE
IN FOG A65-17666
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY OPTICAL
BOLCMETER A65-18017
LASER APPLICATIONS IN PRECISION AND HIGH SPEED
MEASUREMENT AND APPLICATION IN PHOTOGRAPHY. LONG
DISTANCE METROLOGY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
A65-20003
SPIRAL FRINGES IN INTERFERENCE PATTERN OF
INTERFERGHETER NITH LASER ILLUMINATION AS
INDICATION OF DISCONTINUITY IN WAVE FRONT OR
GENERATING SURFACE A6.5--33630
HOMOGENEITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY
CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS MEASURED_ USING LASER
BEAM A65-33809
LASER OPTICAL ALIGNPENT SYSTEM - ALL-REATHER
THEODOLITE glTH TARGET-ATTITUDE MEASURING
CAPABILITY
LOPALS-I N65-2OQT2
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED WITH 0ol FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALTITUDES OF 250 TD 5000 FEET -
CONTINUOUS RAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
TRG-OI9-1-Z N65-28160
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR WEN TYPE OF GAS
DENSITY MEASURING SYSTEM USING LIGHT SCATTERED
FROM LASER BEAM AS MEASURED QUANTITY
A66-IST96
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES A66--18930
CPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETERt USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETWEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
OPTICAL METHOD
OPTICAL SIMULATION OF MICROWAVE ANTENNAS NITHOUT
DIRECT FREQUENCY SCALING. OBTAINING AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION OF LASER RADIATION FIELDS
A65-2961B
CPTICAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES CONSIDERING
STORAGEt MANIPULATION, HOLOGRAPHY AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION USING MATCHEO FILTERS
A66-1299T
PICROMACHINING WITH PULSEO HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER.
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIOUES_ OPERATION AND
APPLICATION A66-IQ736
OPTICAL MODULATION
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION APPLIED TO HIGH
PONER COHERENT SOURCE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION IN
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AbS-19176




LASER OSCILLATION WHEREIN LASER MODES OSCILLATE
WITH APPROXIMATELY FM PHASES THEREBY COMPRISING
SIOEBANDS OF FM LIGHT SIGNAL A65-21876
AUTOMOOULATION OF EMISSION FROM SOLID STATE LASER
A65-26809
LASER BEAM DEFLECTION MODULATION OBTAINED BY
PASSING CURRENT THROUGH CADMIUM SULFIDE PRISM WITH
OHMIC CONTACTSt USED FOR THERMOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS
A65-25890
MODULATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER BY LIGHT FROM
HELIUM DISCHARGE A65-33006
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A65-36826
LASER RODULATIDN AT ATOMIC LEVEL - POPULATION
INVERSION AND ESTIMATE OF ZEEMAN SPLITTING
NASA-OR-60572 N65-i63ZO
LIGHT MODULATION AND LASER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NASA-IT-F-B762 N65-32[TB
OPTICAL PHASE MODULATOR USING FERROELECTRIC
BARIUM TITANATE CRYSTAL PLATE A66-10260
LASER BEAM MODULATION METHODS ASSESSED FOR MAKING
USE OF CAPABILITY OF LASER FOR CARRYING MULTITUDE
OF SIGNALS SIMULTANEOUSLY 666-11692
PERIODIC AUTOHOOULATION OF RADIATION AND
POSSIBILITY OF GENERATING GIANT PULSES IN THREE-
LEVEL LASER WITH INHOMOGENEOUSLY EXCITED ACTIVE
MEDIUM A66-1IB62
FABRY- PEROT INTERFEROMETRIC MODULATOR FOR LASER
BEAMr NOTING ERROR OF PRECISE ALIGNMENT OF
REFLECTING SURFACES AND GAUSSIAN TYPE OF
IMPERFECTIONS A66-12202
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A66-13431
PERIODIC VARIATION OF QUALITY FACTOR OF HE- NE
GAS LASER CAVITY BY VIBRATING GUARTZ-MODULATION OF
LIGHT BEAM A66-1367T
F N LASER OSCILLATION THEORY DISCUSSING EFFECT OF
ARBITRARY ATOMIC LINE SHAPEr SATURATIDNr MODE
PULLING_ POWER OUTPUTw SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE,
DISTURTIDNr ETC A66-13Q56
SELF-MODULATION OF LASER WITH TWO-POOL RESONATOR
A66-16775
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTIONr DISCUSSING NOISE
AND MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS A66-1T2IT
GAS LASER DIRECT MODULATION A66-18355
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FOUR-LEVEL
CW LASER OSCILLATORS BY LINEARIZED RATE EQUATIONS
A66-18636
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
0-920259-12 N66-12B14
OPTICAL PATH
INTERFERENCE FRINGE VISIBILITY UP TO 120 M OPTICAL
PATH DIFFERENCEt USING HELIUM-NEON LASER SOURCE
A65-I6766
FAR FIELD PATTERNS OF OFF-AXIAL MODES IN
CYLINDRICAL GLASS NEODYMIUM LASER RODS
665-36807
SPECTRAL PUMPING EFFICIENCY, SOLARIZATION EFFECT,
ENERGY OUTPUTr SPECTROSCOPY, GLASS DAMAGE AND
OPTICAL PATH DISTORTIONS IN NEODYMIUM GLASS
LASERS
AD-612964 N65-24195
OPTICAL PATH LENGTH CHANGE MEASURED THROUGH LASER
RODS WITHIN PUMPING PERIOD BY INTERFEROMETRIC
1ECHNIQUE A66-11376
MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH
RECTANGULAR LASER CONFIGURATION FOR OBTAINING
LENGTH OF ACTIVE MEEIA BETWEEN FABRY- PEROT
REFLECTORS 666-16652
LASER RADIATION ABSORBED ALONG SLANT PATHS_
SPECTRAL LINE OVERLAPPING AND CENTER LINE SHIFT
WITH PRESSURE VARIATION A66-IT295
OPTICAL POLARIZATION
POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN RUBY LASER CONSISTING OF
RIGHT-ANGLE ROOF-TOPPED ROD WITH C AXIS
PERPENDICULAR TO ROOF EDGEr EXTERNAL MULTILAYER
OIELECTRIC REFLECTOR AND HELICAL FLASH TUBE
665-29530
OPTICAL RECTIFICATION IN CRYSTALS USING RUBY
LASER BEAM
TID-ZIBO? N65-35445
_IGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF LASER OUTPUTt NOTING
APPROXIMATION METHDE FOR LINEWIDTH PARAMETER AND
LAMB DIP SHAPE ACCURACY A66-19063
OPTICAL PROPERTY
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS DUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD ORDER IN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH, USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65-16863
INFRARED SPECTRUMt OPTICAL PROPERTIESr AND
FABRICATION OF EIGHT-METER GAS LASER
NEL-I262 N65-I6466
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHANGES IN GAS COMPOSITION
IN DISCHARGE TUBE FOR HELIUM NEON LASER
TR-64-257.10 N65-IgQS2
LASER SOURCE REFLECTOMETER TO MEASURE REFLECTANCE
CF SPECIMENS AT HIG_ TEMPERATURE - RELATION OF
THERMAL EMISSION TC OTHER OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NBS-TN-26T N66-2261B
THERMAL OPTICAL DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER ROD
HOE-6236 N66-22419
PHONCN-PHOTON INTERACTIONS IN OPTICAL SOURCES -
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF BRAGG AND
RAMAN- NATH SCATTERING CAUSED BY PROPAGATION OF
PLANE ACOUSTIC WAVE THROUGH LASER BEAM PATH
AFOSR-65-2647 N66-22649
OPTICAL PUMPING
HIGH SYMMETRY OSCILLATIONS IN CONTINUOUS WATER
COOLED SOLID STATE LASERSr SHOWING RELATION TO
EXCITATION CONDITIONS A65-14185
MICROWAVE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE PUMPING OF
NEON-HELIUM LASER TO RAISE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE FOR INCREASE OF OUTPUT
A65-15320
OPTICAL PUMP PULSE SHAPE EFFECT ON POPULATION
INVERSION ATTAINED IN RUBY LASER
665-16569
_UASI-DONTINUOUS OPERATION OF CALCIUM TUNGSTATE/
NEODYMIUM ION MASER USING LONG DURATION PUMPING
PULSES A65-16575
MAGNETI'CALLY UNSHIELDED OPTICALLY PUMPED 87 RB
PASER OSCILLATOR 665-16673
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
_ASER A65-17659
FABRICATION AND TEST OF CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUM FLUORIDE EXCITED
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65-19186
WATER COOLED RUBY LASER CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE USING ROD IN PUMPING CAVITY
A65-19236




OPERATING IN VERY FEN AXIAL MODES
A65-19619
HE- NE LASER PROPERTIES AND LASER MECHANISM OF NE
ATOMS, NOTING TRANSITION PROCESS AND OSCILLATION
OYNAMICS A65-19999
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATESe EMPHASIZING
CHEMISTRY AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUID LASER
AbS-20076
OPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES _OT_N_. POSSIBILITY AS LASER
MATERIAL AOS--_GOT5
RUBY LASER THRESHOLD PUMPING AND EMISSION ENERGIES
RELATED TO TRANSMISSION COEFFTCIENTI ROD DIAMETER
AND THRESHOLD LEVEL A65-20363
EFFECT OF PARTIALLY SHIELDING RUBY LASER RO0 FROM
PUMP LIGHT UPON LONGITUDINAL MDOE SPECTRA OF LASER
A65-2165T
SELF-SUSTAINEO OSCILLATION OBTAINED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED RUBIDIUM MASER OPERATING AT TRANSITION
FREQUENCY OF 6835 MC ABS-21873
LASER FUTURE POSSIBILITIES ANO APPLICATION
CONSIDERING OPTICALLY PUMPED SOLTDSt
SEMICONDUCTORS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
A65-21956
QUANTUM THEORY OF OPTICAL PUMPING CYCLE CEVELOPEO
FROM ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF LIGHT DN ATOMIC ENERGY
LEVELS A65-26003
SOLID STATE LASERS NITH EMPHASIS ON PUMPING
MECHANISMSt SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND IMPURITY-
MATRIX SYSTEMS A65-26OOT
INSTABILITY IN LASER AMPLIFIER MEDIUM OCCURRING AT
HIGH PUMPING LEVELSe GIVING TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR PLANE NAVE PROPAGATION
A65-25888
COHERENT HIGH PONER PULSES FROM OPTICALLY PUMPED
Y A G- NO LASER BY Q-SNITCHING FROM MIRROR
ROTATION A65-26003
PUMPING PDMER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS NAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A65-26687
PULSED AND CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER OPERATION OF
THULIUM TON DDPEO ERBIUM OXIDE NHICH PROVIDES
PUMPING MECHANISM BY MEANS OF ENERGY TRANSFER
A65-26955
HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY IN NARRO_ BAND TRIVALENT
RARE EARTH DOPED QUANTUM COUNTER ACHIEVED BY LASER
PUMPING A65-27604
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR
SPIKE PULSING PHENOMENON OBSERVEO IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED THREE-LEVEL LASERS AbS-2760T
E-LEVEL POPULATIO_ IN RUBY ROD AS FUNCTIDN OF PUMP
ENERGY EMITTED BYFLASH TUBE A65-28013
TIME DEVELOPMENT OF OUTPUT INTENSITY OF HE- NE
LASER AFTER QUENCHING-BY PUMPING PARTICLES INTO
LOWER NEON LASER STATE AbS-29OT5
SINGLE MODE LASER EFFICIENCY AT HIGH PUMP LEVELS
AS FUNCTION OF PUMPING RATE AND LASER LENGTHS
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MODE SHAPE CHANGES
A65-29505
OPTICAL BEAM DIVERGENCE OF 6963 ANGSTROM LIGHT
CAUSED BY SINGLE PASS THROUGH RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER
DURING PUMPING A65-29529
RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF ABSORBED ENERGY DISTRIBUTTCN
IN CYLINDRICAL ROD OF NEODYMIUM GLASS PUMPED NITH
XENON SOURCE A65-29792
CATHODOLUMINESCENT PHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
LASERS, REDUCING HEAT LIMITATIONS AND ELIMINATING
INTERNAL STRESSES CAUSED BY THERMAL GRADIENTS
A65-30636
REVIEM OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVELOPMENTS NOTING
MAGNETIC EFFECTS, MATERIALS FOR IR COHERENT
RAD1ATICNt OPTICAL LASERe HDLOGRAPHYe ETC
A65-3CSg6
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
_HEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN _IOTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
A65-31307
LASER CONF1GURATIONSe PERFORMANCE FEATURES AND
[!NITATIDNS DISCUSSING HE- NEt ION AND SOLID
STATE LASERS AB__--31RRI
CUASI- FERMI LEVELe FREQUENCY, THRESHOLD PUMPING
VALUE AND PARTICULAR MODE IN RADIATIVE TNTRABAND
TRANSITION A65"-31BB6
_UANTUM STATISTICAL PROCEDURE DEVELOPED FOR
RADIATICN FIELD AND APPLIED TO LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-3270T
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
WHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN MIDTH OF
FDRBIODEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
A65-33356
CHRDMIUM ALIGNMENT IN RUBY BY OPTICALLY PUMPING
RUBY SAMPLE NITH CIRCULAR POLARIZED RADIATION FROM
RUBY LASER A65-33618
THERMAL DISTORTION, EXPANSION AND SCATTERING IN
RUBY AND GLASS LASER RODS DURING AND AFTER PUMP
FLASH A65-35068
U V RADIATION STIMULATED EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
EMISSION NHICH IS CONSISTENT NITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXCITON SCHEME A65-35069
GAS MASER PUMP ANALOGOUS TO OPERATION OF HEAT
ENGINE FOR EXCITING MASER ACTION IN FAR IRe
CETAILING INTERACTION BETMEEN PURE ROTATIONAL
STATES CF H CL AND HF A65-35312
EFFECTS OF RESONATOR LENGTH AND MIRROR
1RANSPARENCE AND ALIGNMENT UPON DYNAMIC AND STATIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER NITH PCDULATED
_-FACTOR A65-35T86
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER CUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
CURING CPTICAL PUMPINGt NOTING RELATION BETNEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-36055
REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION DURING LASER OPERATICN
AND CAST-PLASTIC OPTICAL-PUMP CAVITY EQUIPMENT
FOR PUMPING AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL DURING
EXPERIMENT
SATR-1 N6S-l§T53
FINCH METHODS OF GAS DISCHARGE AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
OPTICAL PUMPING OF VARIOUS LASER MATERIALS
N65-22762
OPTICAL PUMPING IN DARK RUBYt HARMONIC GENERATION
1N HYDROGEN CYANIOEe SUBMILLIMETER NAVE
SPECTROSCOPY, AND MIXING OF LASER LIGHT IN BULK
PHOTOCONDUCTOR N6.5-26626
EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON ANOMALCUS DISPERSION
IN SELECTED RUBY LASERS AND VARIATICN OF
REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER OPERATION
SATR-3 N65-28619
CPTICALLY PUMPED SEPICONDUCTOR LASER IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30208
PULSED XENON FLAS_LAMP AND CONTINUOUS INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAMP TRACECFFS AS NEDDYMIUP-YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET CRYSTAL LASER PUMPS
REPT.-3 N65-30262
FREGUENCY STABILIZATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF




KINETICEQUATIONOF LASER OPTIMUM EMISSION,
OETERMINING PUMPING EFFICIENCY_ VALUE OF LOSSES IN
SPECIAL MODESt ETC A66-11058
EXCITATION OF RUBY LASERS USING OOUBLE-PUMPED
HIGH-INTENSITY HELICAL FLASH TUBES_ OBTAINING
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES AND
PLASMA TEMPERATURES A66-11666
OUTPUT POWER ANO PULSE DURATION DF RUBY LASER
A66-12602
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC ANPLIFICAT1CNt DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT WITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTICN
DURING OPTICAL PUNPINGw NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A66-15858
PUMPING POWER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS WAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A66-159DO
OSCILLATION SPIKES IN QUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATION
OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM TEMPERATUREt NOTING
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGY A66-17532
QUASI- FERMI LEVELt FREQUENCY_ THRESHOLD PUMPING
VALUE AND PARTICULAR MODE IN RADIATIVE INTRABAND
TRANSITION A66-18361
PEAK IRRAOIANCE OF OPTICAL PUMP AND TOTAL
PUMP-ENERGY INCIDENT UPON LASER CRYSTAL
DETERMINEDt ACCOUNTING FOR TEMPERATURE VARIATION
EFFECTS A66-18687
LASER DEVELOPNENTt DISCUSSING BASIC THEORYe
PUMPING METHODS AND LASER TYPES
A66-18700
LASER REGIME WITH GIANT PULSES GENERATED IN
DYSPROSIUM DOPED CADMIUM FLUORIDE UNDER CONTINUOUS
PUMPING flY XENON LAHPSt OBTAINING O FACTOR
MODULATION BY ROTATING PRISM A66-19376
INTENSE UV PUMPING EFFECT ON RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A66-20519
OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE IN RUBYy DISCUSSING
ABSORPTION TRANSITIONS FROM LOWEST EXCITED STATE
OF CHROMIUM ION EFFECTED BY LASER PUMPING
A66-20856
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATIDNt DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT WITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
PUMP POWER DEPENDENCE OF RUBY LASER STARTING AND
STOPPING TIME PREDICTED VIA RATE EQUATION ANALYSIS
A66-21309
EFFICIENT CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY INTO
LASER RADIATIONt USING COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP
A66-23679
LASER APPLICATION AND TECHNIQUES NOTING
AMPLIFICATIDNt MOOULATIONv INTERFEROMETRYt
SCATTERINGt PLASMA DIAGNOSTICSw NONLINEAR OPTICS,
ETC A66-23931
OPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIDIUM 87 NASER OSCILLATOR
A66-26126
LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUES - THETA PINCH ENERGY
TRANSFER EFFICIENCY IN CONVERSION OF ELECTRIC
ENERGY TO ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
AFOSR-65-2212" N66-15605
RUBY LASER RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BY
HIGH SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY AND TIME RESOLVED
INTERFEROMETRY FOR PUMPED RADIATION EFFECTS
N66-16657
1-80
METASTABLE NITROGEN MOLECULES AS ACTIVE MEDIUM




OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER BEANS_ EXAMINING NEW METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS
A65-16683
LASER USE IN LONG RANGE MEASUREMENT OF
TRAJECTORIES
DNERA TP 166 AB§-lSD66
MOTION SENSING BY OPTICAL HETERDDYNE DOPPLER
DETECTION FROM DIFFUSE SURFACESv EXAMINING SPATIAL
COHERENCY OF SIGNAL A65-1S628
LASER RADAR WITH WIDE ANGLE FLOOD-LIGHTING
LOPSIDED ENERGY BEAM FOR NEAR HORIZON USE WITH
MINIMUM TERRAIN REFLECTIONS A65-235§6
GPTICAL TRACKING OF SATELLITES EQUIPPED FOR
GEODETIC TRIANGULATIONt USING GROUND LASER BEAMS
A65-29936
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING l LIDARI TECHNIQUE USE
IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCHt PARTICULARLY
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS IMPORTANT TO AVIATION AND
ROCKET OPERATIONS
AIAA PAPER 65-666 A65-30206
SOLID STATE LASER AND PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN FOR
CGHERENT OPTICAL RAEAR
AB-1272-0016-2 N65-17168
RUBY LASER IN OPTICAL RADAR PROBE SYSTEM FOR
EALLOON SOUNDING OF STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL
N65-30205
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCEt POWER FLUCTUATION AND
RADAR DETECTION IN LASER SYSTEMS DESIGN
A66-17296
LOWER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASUREMENTS THROUGH
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM O-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEANt
USING OPTICAl RADAR DETECTOR A66-20398
MOON SHAPE DETERMINED BY MEASURING DISTANCE FROM
LUNAR SURFACE POINTS TO LUNAR CENTER OF MASSy
USING OPTICAL LASER RADAR A66-22966
RUBY LASER OPTICAL RADAR DETECTION OF UPPER
ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTERING A66-26395
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE DETECTION WITH LASER DOPPLER
OPTICAL RADAR
AIAA PAPER 66-374 A66-2669B
HIGH POWER LASER AMPLIFIER FOR OPTICAL RADAR
TRANSMITTER - SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
EOS-SSSO-G-I N66-12355
OPTICAL RADAR TECHNIQUES - STUDIES OF NEAR
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR GAS LASER
REPT.-IE61-6 N66-12795
MATERIAL TESTING FOR GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND
SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER - OPTICAL RADARS
RADC-TR-66-526 NBE-12838




LASER RANGING EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED WITH BEACCN
EXPLORER B A65-21303
LASER RANGEFINDER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NCNCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
CN RADAR PRINCIPLE A65-32586
OPTICAL RANGEFINDER USING GALLILM ARSENIDE LASER
AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER TO ELIMINATE SPURIOUS ECHOES
A65-32588
LASER RANGING VIA EIGITAL COUNTER COUPLED
SUBJECTINDEX OPTICALRESONATOR
PHOTONULTIPLIERUBE,NOTINGSPECTRALRESPONSEeGAINTRANSITTIMEDEPENOENCEeOUTPUT COUPLING ANO
EFFECTIVE CATHODE DIAMETER A66-23759
OPTICAL RANGEFINDER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHOTODIODE AS
DETECTOR USED AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N66-1166S
RUBY GROWTH PROCESS FOR RANGEFIN_ER LASER ROOS
QPR--I N66-19918
OPTICAL REFLECTIV|TY
OPTICAL COATING REQUIREMENTS OF LASERS MITH
RF_PECT TO MATERIALS AND MULTILAYER CONFIGURATION
A65-Z_SZG
SELECTIVE REFLECTION AND DISPERSION PATTERNS NEAR
RED RUBY LINESI USING RUBY LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE
A6S-3358T
CONICAL EMISSION IN RUBY LASERS NTTH EXTERIOR
MIRRORS AbB-l_276
FUSED SILICA OUTPUT COUPLING COMPONENT FOR LASER
SYSTEMt USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
CONFIGURATION A66-17287
ACCURATE TRACKING OF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
OPTICAL REFLECTORS, USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEAMS
A66-19902
OPTICAL RESONANCE
OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE IN RUBY, DISCUSSING
ABSORPTION TRANSITIONS FROM LONEST EXCITED STATE
OF CHROMIUM ION EFFECTED BY LASER PUMPING
A66-20856
RUBY LASER RADIATION SPECTRUM AND OPTICAL
RESONANCE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
FTD-TT-bS-131211&2G6 !t66--19916
OPTICAL RESONATOR
GAIN SATURATION, LIGHT POWER LEVEL! OISCHARGE
CURRENT AND METHOD FOR SPECIFYING OUTPUT PONER
CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER TUBE A65-15326
PULSED RUBY LASER ROD CAVITY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
FROM 77 TO 293 DEGREES K INOICATING ESSENTIALLY
CONSTANT LOSS A65-16129
RELATIVE EFFECIENCIES OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE
ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES FOR LASER PUMPING PRESENTED IN
GRAPHICAL FORM A65-16601
AXIALLY UNIFORM ENERGY DENSITY IN LASER CAVITY
OBTAINED, USING BIREFRINGENT SAPPHIRE QUARTER NAVE
PLATES, RUBY ROD AND TND MIRRORS
AbS-166OT
MODE IMPURITY OBSERVED IN DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
EMPLOYING GAS LASER APPARENTLY RESONATING IN
TEM-O0 MODE A65--16571
STIMULATED 6RILLOUIN RADIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELL_
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-16811
OPTICAL CAVITY IN MHICH NIOOES ARE DETERMINED AS
STATIONARY STATES OF DIFFRACTION-LIMITED OBJECT/
IMAGE TRANSFORMATION OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65--18013
CONJUGATE-CONCENTRIC LASER RESONATOR NITH SIMPLE
IMAGING SYSTEM GEOMETRY DISCUSSING PROPERTIES,
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM AND FILTERING FUNCTIONS
ABS-18206
DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS AT
REFLECTORS OF LOW-LOSS MODES OF SYMMETRIC CONFOCAL
LASER RESONATOR AbS-IB315
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
WITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-18_60
CHANGES IN EQUAL TH!CKNESS BANGS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TO HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-18661
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAM
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A6S-IBS55
MATER COOLED RUBY LASER CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED AT
ROOR TEMPERATURE USING ROD IN P_MPING CAVITY
A65-19236
HELIUM-NEON LASER RADIATION DISPERSION MEASUREMENT
IN TRANSITION 3S2-2P4 FOR VARYING MIRROR SPACING
A65-19693
¥;NIMUH VALUE OF TIHE DEPENDENT LASER RADIATION
LOSSES AT WHICH GIANT OSCILLATIONS OCCUR
A65-1976C
RUBY LASER OUTPUT R_IATION CHANGE DUE [U
PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A6.T_'-21OTI
RESONANT MODES OF UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS ANO
LOSSES A65--21299
OPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON POPULATION
£ISTRIBUTIDN IN HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS DETERMINED
FROM SIDE LIGHT MEASUREMENTS A65-2|656
POLARIZED LASER RADIATION WITH RELATION BETNEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISOTROPY AND
PUMPING POHER A65-21805
LIGHT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION INSIDE CYLINDRICAL
REFLECTING CAVITY USING RUBY LASER ROD AND
ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCE OF THRESHOLD, FILAMENT
POSITION AND EFFICIENCY A65-22626
OBLATE SPHERICAL CAVITY NODE APPROACH TO MODE
STRUCTURE OF LASER RESONATOR, USING VECTOR NAVE
EQUATION A65-22932
TIME DEPENDENCY OF INTENSITY OF STIMULATED
EMISSION IN RUBY LASER WITH OPTICAL RESONATOR
CONTAINING ALUMINUM-COATED OPAQUE SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-23016
OPTIMUM LASER CAVITY STRUCTURES USING MATRIX
CALCULATIONS BASED ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
APPROXIMATION ABS-23866
NATURAL MODES OF PLANE AND CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC
RESONATORS IN OPTICAL BAND A65-26810
HELIUR--NEON LASER MULTIBEAM GENERATION IN GAS
DISCHARGE TUBE, USING SPHERICAL MIRRORS AND
TAPEREO PLATES A65--ZB826
POLARIZEC LASER RADIATION NITH RELATION BETWEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISCTP.OPY AND
PUMPING PONER A65"2685T
STABILITY PARAMETER, SPOT SIZE AND WAVE FRONT
CURVATURE OF GAUSSIAN BEAM IN RING RESONATOR
CONTAINING UP TO FOUR UNEQUALLY SPACED SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A6S-269LO
RESONANCE OSCILLATION IN RUBY LASER EMISSION
STUDIED BY FABRY-- PEROT MULTIPLEX ETALON AS
FUNCTION OF RESONATOR PROPERTIES
ABS-ZBqT6
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AND SECOND OPTICAL HARMONIC
GENERATED IN LASER RESONATOR AS TMO INTERDEPENDENT
PROCESSES A6S-25271
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF MIRRORS MEASURED ON
OPERATING gAVELENGTH OF LASER IN NHICH THEY ARE
_SED ABS-2SSB9
LASER NITH HOLLON CATHODE DISCHARGE ON NEON-
HYDROGEN MIXTURE AND CAVITY FORMED BY CYLINDRICAL
MIRRORS A65-255_0
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTERFEROMETER AXIS,
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT [NTERFEROMETER
_ODES A65-2S876
SINGLE RESONATOR REFLECTION AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS IN




LASER MIRRORS CONSISTING OF ALTERNATING LEAD-OXIDE
AND CRYOLITE FILES A65-26039
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF LASERS AND APPLICATION IN
STUDYING RADIATION AND MATTER INTERACTION
A65-26933
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAM
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A65-27168
RANAN DIFFUSION OF LIQUIDS PLACED OUTSIDE OPTICAL
CAVITY AND EXCITED BY RUBY LASER
A65-27944
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TD INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
WITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-28089
CHANGES IN EQUAL THICKNESS BANDS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TO HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-28090
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALOG OPTIMUM CESIGN OF MODE-
SELECTIVE MULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PEROT LASER
RESONATORS A65-30344
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE DUE TO
PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A&5-31236
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR A65-31880
MICROWAVE OR LASER RESONATOR WITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
HAS VERY SHALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO NISAL1GNNENT WHEN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-34606
SYNCHRONIZED GENERATION OF RADIATION BY ALL
SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENTS OF LASER SYSTEM WITH
RADIATIVE MIRRORS CAUSED BY DIFFRACTION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD A65-35279
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STABLE SINGLE FREQUENCY
RF EXCITED HE- NE LASER AT 6328 ANGSTROMS
A65-35358
LASER EMISSION WITH VARIABLE RESONATOR LOSSES_
CONSIDERING RELATIVELY LOW INITIAL OVERPOPULATION
A65-35784
TRUNCATED EQUATIONS DESCRIBING COHERENT RADIATION
OF EXCITED CHROMIUM IONS IN RUBY SITUATED IN
TRAVELING WAVE RESONATOR A65-35919
LASER MODE OPERATION IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
ABSORBING IMPURITY ANALYZED BY EXTENDED THOMSON
TYPE SYSTEM A65-35930
CIRCULAR DIELECTRIC RESONATOR UNDER CRITICAL
OPERATING CONDITIONS IN ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
AND ENERGY LOSS A65-3601I
OPTICAL-MISALIGNNENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLD POWER DF
SOLID STATE LASER AND COMPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATOR A65-36051
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGIES COMPARED TO DETERMINE
LOSSES IN FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS DUE TO MIRROR
MISALIGNMENT A65-36053
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF MOLECULAR BEAM LASER
WITH INHOMOGENEOUS SINUSOIDAL FIELD IN RESONATOR
A65-36561
NONLINEAR OPTICS - LASERSt RAMAN SCATTERINGt
AND OPTICAL RESONATORS
JPRS-29459 N65-21161
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
NASERSv THERMAL PINCHINGt N-TYPE SEMICONCUCTORSv
COHERENT LIGHTw TRANSISTOR SWITCHING_ POPULATION
INVERSION, AND BREAKDOWN
AFOSR-65-0268 N65-23491
COUPLED OPTICAL RESONATOR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
USING LASER RESONATORS COUPLED TO EXTERNAL
RESONATORS N65-23492
UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS FOR RUBY LASER
APPLICATIONS
PL-I22T N65-33916
MICROWAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER OR
MICROWAVE RESONATOR WITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -
CPEN LASER RESONATORS RESEARCH
AFCRL-65-568 N65-34155
SELF-LOCKED GAS LASER MODE DEPENDENCE ON CAVITY
LENGTH AND POSITION OF LASER MEDIUM IN CAVITY
A66-10347
PHASE RELATIONS OF LONGITUDINAL NODES IN GAS LASER
kITH ANNULAR RESONATOR A66-1OT26
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF MIRRORS MEASURED ON
OPERATING WAVELENGTH OF LASER IN WHICH THEY ARE
USEC A66-11420
LASER WITH HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE ON NEON-
_YOROGEN MIXTURE ANE CAVITY FORMEO BY CYLINDRICAL
MIRRORS A66-11421
TRAVELING WAVE OSCILLATIDNS IN RUBY LASER
RESONATCR USING PASSIVE OPTICAL ISOLATOR_
ELIMINATING FARADAY ROTATOR AND ATTENDANT
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-11648
LASER MIRRORS CONSISTING OF ALTERNATING LEAD-OXIDE
AND CRYOLITE FILMS A66-II820
CURRENT DISCHARGE OF HELIUM NEON LASER ON LASER
ACTION A66-I2439
MULTIPLE LIGHT FILTER NARROWING EMISSION BANDS OF
RUBY LASER WITH MULTIPLEX RESONATOR
A66-1262T
HULTIREFLECTOR FABRY- PEROT LASER RESONATORSt
DISCUSSING SUPPRESSION EFFECT AGAINST UNWANTED
MODES A66-13325
OPTICAL RESONATOR USING CYLINDRICAL MIRROR WITH
VARIABLE RADIUS OF CURVATURE A66-13890
FABRY- PEROT INTERFERONETER AND CDNFGCAL AND
SPHERICAL RESONATORt CALCULATING INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS FOR EIGNVALUE AND EIGENFUNCTION OF
LOWEST ORDER TW EIGENMODE A66-14277
TRAVELING WAVE OSCILLATIONS OF ION RING LASER IN
MIRROR-RING RESONATOR A66-16903
OUTPUT SPECTRA OF ARGON ION LASER IN RING
RESONATOR AND TWO MIRROR RESONATORS
A66-14904
MICROWAVE MODELS USEO TO MEASURE FREQUENCY AND
DUALITY FACTORS OF FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR WITH
PLANE SQUARE MIRRORS OPERATING IN X-BAND
A66-14909
MODULATION OF LASER LIGHT WITH COMPOSITE FAERY-
PEROT RESONATORt USING MORE THAN THREE MULTIPLE
REFLECTING PLATES A66-15836
CPTICAL-MISALIGNMENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLD POWER OF
SOLID STATE LASER AND COMPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATOR A66-15854
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGIES COMPARED TO DETERMINE
LOSSES IN FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS DUE TO MIRROR
MISALIGNMENT A66-15856
DISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASERt
SHOWING GENERATION OF R SUB I AND R SUB 2 LINES
A66-16366
HODE COMPETITION AND COUPLING IN Q-SWITCHEO RUBY
LASER A66-16383
OPTICAL DESIGN OF ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES AND
COMPARISON OF ENERGY TRANSFERS FROM LIGHT SOURCE
TO RUBY LASER WITH CYLINDRICAL CAVITIES
A66-16647
SOLID STATE LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR AND




EIGENVALUES OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN LASER
RESONANT CAVITIES A66-ZI363
THEORETICAL OPTICAL RESONATOR FOR LASER MITH RARE
EARTH LIQUIO SOLUTIONS AS ACTIVE COMPONENTS
A66-219TO
MULTIPLEX LIGHT FILTER FOR EXCITATION OF RUBY
LASER A66-22032
DISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASERw
SHONING GENERATION OF _ SUB I ANOn SUB 2 LINES
A66-22365
STANDING NAVES IN LASER RESONATORS VERIFIED BY
PLACING THIN METALLIC FILMS BETWEEN EXTERNAL
MIRRORS OF PULSED NEODYMIUM LASER
A66--22893
MODE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR GAS LASER SINGLE
AXIAL MODE OPERATION FOR LARGE MIRROR SEPARATIONS
A66-23093
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES OF OVER 50
A66-Z335T
EQUATIONS OF NOTION GOVERNING INTERACTION OF
OPTICAL MODES IN PRESENCE OF TIME-VARYING
PARAMETERS A66-26559
THO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION WITH NULTMQOE GAS LASER
CAVITY, OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
UNIQUE EIGENVALUE IN SPECIAL CASES
Ab6-Z6568
DEPENOENCE OF BEAT FREQUENCY OF NEODYMIUM LASER
AXIAL MODES ON DISTANCE BETNEEN MIRRORS AND
NEODYMIUM ROD POSITION NITHIN RESONATOR
A66--26881
MACROSCOPIC NAVEGUIOE AND MAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS FOR
OPTICAL SYSTEMS - LASERS
NASA-OR-332 N66-16086
OPTICAL SENSOR
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITt_)E SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEAMS
TRANSMITTEO FROM GROUND STATION
A65-Z3619
OPTICAL SIGNAL
LIGHT NAVE FREQUENCY CONVERSION BY LASER CRYSTALt
EXAMINING RESULTANT HARMONICS A65-15508
SENICONOUCTOR LASER OIGITAL DEVICES FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE LOGIC CIRCUITS BASED ON NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF INTENSE OPTICAL SIGNALS
A65-19362
PARAMETRIC CONVERSION OF OPTICAL FREQUENCIES IN
CRYSTAL ILLUMINATED BY LASERS AbS-Z8626
LASER LIGHT REDISTRIBUTION IN ILLUMINATING OPTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS NOTING APOOIZATION,
SPATIAL MODES AND ASPHERTC ELEMENTS
A6b-16830
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRIBING
PONER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT NITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM OIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRIBING
PONER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT HITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM OIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY,




QUANTUM THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LASER BEAN
FLUCTUATIONS AND OF LIGHT BEAT EXPERIMENTS NITH
TNO LASERS A65-25059
OPTICAL TRACKING
SATELLITE-BORNE LASER ELECTRO-OPTICAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM, ANALYZING ANGULAR TRACKER AND CORNER-
REFLECTOR SENSOR AbS-29262
LASER IN SPACE APPLICATIONt DISCUSSING ELECTRO-
CPTIGAL CEVICES ABS-BIB83
LASER BEACON FOR DAYLIGHT OPTICAL TRACKING -
COMPONENTS DESCRIPTIONt SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO,
AND SIGNAL SENSITIVITY
NASA-CR-62616 N65-23285
OPTICAL SUPERHETEROEYNE RECEIVER - LASER SYb|E_,
OGPPLER FREQUENCY TRACKING, AND OPTICAL
TRACKING
NASA-OR-63393 N65-26601
RANGE OF LASER TELEMETRIC DEVICE NITH REFLECTOR
EN TRACKING OBJECT
DNERA-TP-166/1966/ N65-Z8697
SYSTEM FOR OPTICAL ACQU[SITIDN AND TRACKING, AND
LASER BEAM DEFLECTOR DEVICES - ELECTRO-OPTICAL
TECHNIQUES FOR CONTROLLING DIRECTION OF LASER
BEAM FLON
NASA-CR-b6222 N65-30561
BALLOON-BORNE XENON LIGHT OPTICAL BEACON FOR
LASER AND OPTICAL TRACKING, AND MISSILE-BORNE
XENON OPTICAL BEACON FOR OPTICAL TRACKING
8-3068 N65-3189T
HELIUM-NEON LASER N|TH HIGH SPECIFIC POMER FOR
USE NITH OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEMS AT 6328 A
NASA-CR-BBSB9 N66-13369
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM FOR LARGOS GEODETIC
SATELLITE OPTICAL TRACKING
B-3011 N66-16591
PIEZOELECTRICALLY POHEREO LASER BEAM NAVEGUIDE FOR
ELECTRO-OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
NASA-CR-68895 Nb(x-IT291
LASER BEAM TRACKING OF BEACON EXPLORER
SATELLITES
NASA-TN-X-56631 N66"22191
RESEARCH REVIEN OF OPTICAL TRACKING, GUIOANCE_ AND
COMMUNICATION STUDIES AT NSFC N66-2345T
OPTICAL RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE SYSTEM AND GROUND
BASED OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
NB6-Z3658
OPTICAL TRANSITION
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION DUE TO VIBRATIONAL
TRANSITIONS IN CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
MIXTURES EXCITEO BY HF SOURCE A65-Z6292
KINETIC EGUATION T_EORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BANO-BANO TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-26696
LASER OSCILLATION IN GASEOUS IONSt TABULATION OF
NAVELENGTHS, CLASSIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES FOR
230 ION LASER TRANSITIONS A65-30363
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEAOY STATE
LASER RADIATION OUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-32952
LASER ACTION ON P- AND R-BRANCH TRANSITIONS OF
CARBON DIOXICE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM BAND PRODUCED
BY PULSED DISCHARGE ADMIXTURE OF VARIOUS GASES
A65-33058
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS, PARTICULARY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-10668
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS, PARTICULARLY FOR POPULATION




SIMULTANEOUS ACTION OF RF PERTURBATION BETWEEN
ZEEMAN SUBLEVELS OF ATOMIC TRANSITION _HIOH IS
ALSO PRODUCING LASER OSCILLATION
A66-2IIT7
Q-SNITCHING OF CARBON OIOXIDE ANO NITROUS OXIDE
GAS LASER TRANSITIONS A66-23354
OPTICS
INTERFEROMETER EXPERIMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
SHONS ITS RAO|ATION OBEYS LAWS OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-19996
LASER APPLICATION IN NEDICINE_ HANUFACTURINGt
SPECTROSCOPYt OPTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
A6§-31882
MONOGRAPH ON THEORY OF COHERENCE IN OPTICS
INCLUDING CONCEPT OF DEGREE IN COHERENCE_
COHERENCE IN QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT AND IN
DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA A65-33897
NONLINEAR OPTICS - LASERSt RAHAN SCATTERINGv
AND OPTICAL RESONATORS
JPRS-29659 N65-21161
OPTICAL COHERENCE AND NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF
LIGHT HAVES IN DIELECTRICS
REPT.-1579-17 N65-21553
OPACITY MEASUREMENT OF XENON FLASH TUBE - OPTICAL
MASER
NASA-CR-56917 N65-35256
BOOK ON MODERN OPTICS INCLUDING LASER AND COHERENT
LIGHT_ GEOMETRICAL OPTICSe LENS SYSTENSt
INSTRUMENTSt ETC A66-I2623
NEN OPTICS TECHNIQUES INCLUDING INTERFERENCE
FILTERSt LASERS AND OPTICAL FIBERS
A66-I9II8
SIGNAL AND NOISE OUTPUT OF OPTICAL LASER SYSTEMS
REPT.-193.5-T N66-15966
OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY, LASERt AND RICROELECTRONICS




RADIOMETER HASERSe MICROWAVE GENERATICNp




ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
BENZOYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66-18618
ORGANIC FLUORINE COMPOUND
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERMINED, USING FAR
IR MICHELSDN INTERFERDNETER ILLUHINATEO NITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-26683
ORGANIC LASER
STIMULATED EMISSION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN
EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTION A65-21625
ORGANIC LASER CONFERENCE
TR-64-052.6 N65-15502
ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT N65-15503
STIMULATED EMISSION 1N FLUORESCENT ORGANIC
MOLECULES N65-15506
ENERGY TRANSFER IN RARE EARTH CHELATES -
IMPLICATIONS FOR DRGANIC LASER DESIGN
N65-15505
RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS N65-15508
PRODUCTION OF STIMULATED EMISSION IN BLUE-GREEN
REGION IN ORGANIC DOPANT AND HOST SYSTEM -
AROMATIC ORGANIC LASER OEVELOPHENT
1-8_
AD-613295 N65-25736
FLUORESCENT ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT - THETA
PINCH ARGON LAMP MEASUREMENTS
GR_7 N65-25966
PERIPHERAL NOOES IN CHELATE LASERt NOTING
LUNINESCENCE EMITTED BY AXIS OF CYLINDRICAL CELL
ANO LATERAL FACE A66-ISITI
ORGANISM




LASER OSCILLATIONS FROM PULSED ELECTRICAL
OISCHARGE THROUGH NITROUS OXIDE AT 10.9 MICRON
kAVELENGTH N65-20172
LASER OSCILLATIONS AT MAVELENGTHS BETNEEN 21 AND
3Z MICRONS FROM PULSED O1SCHARGE THROUGH AMMONIA
NBS-20173
RELAXATICN OSCILLATIONS IN EMISSION OF RUBY LASERS
UNDER VARIOU_ OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
T-G-215 N65-26968
RESONANT CAVITY, OSCILLATION ANC RADIATION
OUTPUT OF OPTICAL MASERS
FTD-TT-6_-1231/I82838_ N66-II_SB
TIME OEPENOENCY OF COUPLED MODE LASER OSCILLATION
UCRL-7697 N66-20355
OSCILLATION FREQUENCY
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER NITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-15658
LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS HEASURED BY DELAY LINE AND SQUARE LAW
OETECTOR A65-20510
LASER OSCILLATION WHEREIN LASER MODES OSCILLATE
WITH APPROXIMATELY FM PHASES THEREBY COMPRISING
SIOEBANCS OF FM LIGHT SIGNAL A6S-21876
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTEREERONETER AXIS,
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFEROMETER
MODES A65-ZSBT6
ANGULAR OSCILLATION HOOES IN NEON-HELIUB GASEOUS
LASER WITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-28556
SPECTROMETER FOR LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCIES AND
NOOES ANALYSIS A65-29630
LASER EHISSION WITH VARIABLE RESONATOR LOSSES,
CONSIDERING RELATIVELY LOW INITIAL OVERPOPULATION
A65-35786
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF LASERS WITH
EISTRIBUTED ENERGY LOSSES N65-27236
NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF OSCILLATIONS OF TNO TYPES
IN LASER DOES NOT AFFECT STATIONARY OPERATION WHEN
OSCILLATIONS ARE SUFFICIENTLY APART IN BAND
A66-10726
OSCILLATION OF MASER NITH SINUSOIDAL DISTRIBUTION
OF RESONATOR FIELD ALONG AXIS OF MOLECULAR MOTION
A66-11863
F N LASER OSCILLATION THEORY DISCUSSING EFFECT OF
ARBITRARY ATOMIC LINE SHAPE_ SATURATICN_ MODE
PULLINGt POWER OUTPUT_ SIOEBAND AMPLITUDEe
DISTORTIDN_ ETC A66-13956
FIGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF LASER OUTPUTt NOTING
APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR LINENIDTH PARAMETER AND
LAMB DIP SHAPE ACCURACY A66-19063
SPATIALLY INDEPENDENT LASER RATE EQUATION
GENERALIZED FOR MULTINOOE EFFECTSt NOTING STEADY
STATE OSCILLATION THRESHOLD SINGULARITIES, SPIKING
PARAMETERSt ETC A66-26560
SUBJECT INDEX PARABOLIC EQUATION
OSCILLATOR
SHORT-TERM FREQUENCY INSTABILTTY AND FREQUENCY
SPECTRA OF HIGHLY STABLE QUARTZ OSCILLATORS
MEASURED, USING DOUBLE-BEAM AMMONIA MASER AS
STANDARD A65-18320
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE NITH SELF-
CONTAINED LASER OSCILLATOR ANO POWER SUPPLY -
LASER HEADS USING TUNGSTEN LAMPS AND XENON
FLASHLANPS FOR PUMP EXCITATION
REPT.-2 NbS-ZT581
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS AND LASERS -
CESIL_ HE_!_I_-NFON, ANO RUBY MASER OSCILLATOR
SYSTEMS i_5-Si3&l
iNTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FOUR-LEVEL
CN LASER OSCILLATORS BY LINEARIZEO RATE EQUAT[ONS
A66-1863A
CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS OF OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND THERMAL NOISE AND
APPLICATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER
A66-Z6128
SELF-SUSTAINEO RUBIDIUM 8T MASER OSCILLATOR
N66-10395
PULSED LASER OSCILLATOR - ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
MOOEL
ECON-OO326--6 N66-12396
OPTICAL MARGINAL OSCILLATOR DEVELOPMENT IN
RESEARCH TONARO TUNABLE COHERENT LIGHT SOURCE
REPT°-6071 N66-16036
SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASER RESEARCH - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM-GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER OSCILLATOR AS
REGENERATIVE NOISE AMPLIFIER - AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS
QR-T Hbb-14272
LUMINESCENCE IN RARE EARTH DOPED II-Vl COMPOUNDS
AND SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER"
OSCILLATORS
RL-|366 N66-16760
SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER
COHERENT OSCILLATOR NBb-16762
OXIDE
CRYSTAL GRONTH OF INORGANIC OXIDES FOR LASER
APPLICATIONS
AO-bl141b N65-22952




NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNOER 013 TRIPLE
P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISION-INDUCED OXYGEN
OISSOCIATIONt NOTING BANONIDTHS AND OSCILLATIONS
A65-21810
NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNDER 013
TRIPLE P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISION-INDUCED
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION, NOTING BANDNIOTHS ANO
OSCILLATIONS A65-26862
OXYGEN AS CAUSE OF SCATTERING AND CONVERSION OF
IMPURITIES TO HIGHER VALENCE STATE IN CALCIUM
FLUORIDE LASER SYSTEM AbS-30BDO
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING USING LASER LIGHT FOR
DETERMINATION OF SCATTERING DENSITY OF ARGON,
UXYGENt ANO NITROGEN
R-135 NOS_2612T
GAS SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-INDUCED STIMULATED




OPTICAL RANGEFINOER USING GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER
AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHOTOOIOOE AS
DETECTOR USEO AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N66-11665
F-N JUNCTION
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE PONER ANO
CIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A6S-IT31g
FIGARO BIASED F_N JUNCTION ELECTROLUHINESCENCE
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS TO DIODE LASERS
A65-18BT2
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING LASER EFFECT |N
P-N JUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTING LASER
CEVICES A65-2386T
JUNCTION REGION HEATING OF FABRY- FEROT _A AS
INJECTION LASER TREATED BY THREE TECHNIQUES
A6S-2681q
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE PONER ANO
_IRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-30372
RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
P-N JUNCTIONS, OBSERVING STIMULATED EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-30572
TIME PARAMETERS OF PONERFUL LASER MEASURED NITH
GA AS PHOTOOIOOEt NOTING TIME CONSTANT ANO TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTOCIOOE A65-3_552
RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROCESS IN EMISSION SPECTRUM
OF GALLIUM ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION LASER OIOOES
A65-36666
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LUMINESCENT DIODES NITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A65-3678T
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIC P-N
JUNCTION LASERS NbS-2OT80
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSION,
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FAERICATIONt
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERSt ANO GALLIUM
COMPOUNE INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATICN
AFCRL-bB-1OOT N65-23135
IMPROVEMENT OF P-N JUNCTION IN GALLIUM ARSENIOE
EY INCREASING QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FOR DIRECT
CURRENT STIMULATED ELECTROLUMINESCENCE - LASERS
AO-461889 N65-26930
THERMAL LIMITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASERS A66-10895
LIGHT EMISSION IN FORWARD BIASED SEMICONDUCTOR
F-N JUNCTION k6b--12577
OPTICALLY CONNECTED LASER CONSTRUCTED ON GALLIUM
ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION, NOTING COHERENT RADIATION
A66--1_363
GALLIUM ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT OISTRIBUTION_ DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66--14659
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LUMINESCENT DIODES NITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH CENSITY CURRENT AbB-lg195
HOLE AND ELECTRON SMEARING AND P-TYPE ABSORPTION
INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLD CURRENT A66-Z3478
LIGHT EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIDE SEMICONDUCTOR
P-N JUNCTION INJECTION LASER
NOTS-TP-3655 N66-19TO3
PACKING DENSITY
COHERENT LIGHT RECOROING AND REPRODUCING SYSTEM
COMPRISING TMO-OIMENSIONAL QUANTUM MECHANICAL




CONSISTENT THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN
BOUNDED LIGHT BEANS BY EXTENDING PARABOLIC





MASER AMPLIFIER WITH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21CM WAVELENGTH, NOTING ADVANTAGE
OVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-1_I36
QUANTUM ACTIVE PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER IN FORM DF
SERIES-COUPLEO RESONATORS, NOTING BANDWIDTH
DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR NUMBER AND DECDUPLING
INDEPENDENCE A65-1613T
MASER AMPLIFIER WITH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21 CM WAVELENGTH, NOTING ADVANTAGE
OVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-26011
QUANTUM ACTIVE PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER IN FORM OF
SERIES-COUPLED RESONATORS, NOTING BANDWIDTH
DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR NUMBER AND DECOUPLING
INDEPENDENCE A65-26012
TRAVELING-NAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNE]IC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
8-CM BAND A65-2_882
TRAVELING-HAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
8-CM BAND A65-36359
PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE
MASER ACTION TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MIXING OF
UNPERTURBED SPIN STATES AND DAMPING MECHANISM
BETWEEN SPIN MOMENTS AND LOCAL FIELD
A65-16267
MAGNETIC Q-FACTOR OESCREBING ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ENERGY LOSSES IN PARAMAGNETIC MASER
CRYSTALS A65-26860
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
PARAMETRIC GAIN ACCOMPANYING PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT BEAM BY SECOND HARMONIC
FREQUENCY OF STIMULATED RADIATION FROM RUBY LASER
ADP CRYSTALS A65-24280
PARAMETRIC CONVERSION OF OPTICAL FREQUENCIES IN
CRYSTAL ILLUMINATED BY LASERS AbS-28626
TRENDS IN MASER AMPLIFIERS, DESCRIBING TYPES AND
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES A65-31608
OPTICAL PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION INVOLVING THREE
WAVES, OPERATION OF HIGH POWER, NEARLY SINGLE
MODED RUBY LASER, AND OBSERVATION OF PARAMETRIC
INTERACTION AMONG RAMAN-SHIFTED LINES
RADC-TDR-66-386 N65-143II
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION IN ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE
USING SECONDARY HARMONIC PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER
RADC-TDR-66-686 N65-18629
RAOIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE OF SOLID STATE
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER COMPARABLE TO THAT
OBTAINED WITH MASERS AND PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS
A66-1263T
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT WITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRIBING
POWER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT WITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
GC/S NITROGEN-COOLED NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER, NOTING DESIGN, APPLICATION AND
OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS A66-2185T
PARAMETRIC OSCILLATOR
PARAMETRIC EXCITATION OF ACOUSTIC hAVES IN
SIMULATED BRILLDUIN SCATTERING
REPT.-1935-5 N65-29906
EQUATIONS OF MOTION GOVERNING INTERACTICN OF
OPTICAL MODES IN PRESENCE OF TIME-VARYING
PARAMETERS A66-2_559
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR
FOCUSED LASER AS ACCELERATING CAVITY FOR CYCLIC
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR A66-i0328
PARTICLE DETECTOR
SMALL PARTICLE DETECTION CAPABILITY OF LOW-GAIN
hELIUM-NEON GAS LASER ENHANCED BY USE OF STOKES
SETTLING LAW AND LAYERED SEDIMENTATION TECHNIQUE
A66-16583
PARTICLE PRODUCTION
GIANT PULSE LASER USED FOR PRODUCTION OF PARTICLES
WITH ENERGIES HIGHER THAN TEN BILLION EV
A65-ESBTT
PATTERN RECOGNITION
LENSLESS PHOTOGRAPHY USING LASERS AND HOLOGRAM/
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS BETWEEN REFERENCE NAVE AND
WAVES SCATTERED BY RECORDED OBJECT/PRODUCING
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IPAGES A65-27196
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
hYDROGEN MASER STORAGE BULB CHARACTERISTICS
AD-617362 N65-30159
EFFECTS OF INTENSE _LTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON GLASS




THEORETICAL STUDY OF RESONANT MODES OF LASER




PERIPHERAL MODES IN CHELATE LASER, NOTING
LUMINESCENCE EMITTED BY AXIS OF CYLINDRICAL CELL
AND LATERAL FACE A66-ISITI
PERTURBATION THEORY
INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIES, NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION THEORY TO
MULTIPHOTON RESONANCE RADIATION OF LASERS
A66-2C366
PHASE CHANGE
hE- NE LASER INCORPORATED INTO ARM CF
[NTERFEROMETER USED TO MEASURE FRINGE SHIFT IN
SMALL TRANSIENT PLASMA A66-13763
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF FRINGE SYSTEMS USED TO
VERIFY PHASE INVERSION BETWEEN TWO LOBES OF LASER
IN TEM-iO NODE A66-17653
GUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY DE INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
PHASE CONTROL
OPTICAL SIMULATION OF MICROWAVE ANTENNAS WITHOUT
DIRECT FREQUENCY SCALING, OBTAINING AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION OF LASER RADIATION FIELDS
A65-29618
PHASE DEMODULATOR
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTIDN, DISCUSSING NOISE
AND MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS A66-17217
PHASE LOCK
EXPERIMENTAL OSCILLATION OF TWO LASERS AT SAME
FREQUENCY WITH PHASE DIFFERENCE OF LESS THAN ONE
THIRD DEGREE A65-19603
CPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION IN HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS DETERMINED
FROM SIDE LIGHT MEASUREMENTS A65-21656
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF DOUBLE MODE HELIUM-NEON
LASER VIA PHASE LOCK CIRCUIT A65-29411
GAS LASER DIRECT MODULATION A66-I8355
PHASE-LCCKING EFFECT AND PHASE SUM CF LF AND HF
CSCILLATING MODES IN LASER A66-18613
1-86
SUBJECT INDEX PHOTOELECTRIC APPARATUS
q
PHASE MODULATION
OPTICAL PHASE MODULATOR USING FERROELECTRIC
BARILRI TITANATE CRYSTAL PLATE A66-10260
PHASE SHIFT
CARNAHAN PROPOSED FIRST ORDER ETHER DRIFT
EXPERIMENT USING TWO LASERS SHOWN TO BE OF SECOND
ORDER NATURE, NOTING ROLE OF PHASE SHIFTS
Ab6-21656
PHASE TRANSFOItIqATION
LASER AS THERMAL TOOL IN METAL WORKING PROCESSES
EXAMINING PHASE TRANSFORMATION A65-20005
PHASE IflELOClTY
VELOCITY MATCHED SECONO HARMONIC GENERATION I SHG/
ANn MWVTM_ naT• •UC_ WU 0 C _ =rvo r •
......................... I_ZO_L .... I_ LITH.U.
HIOBATE CRYSTALS A65-19235
PHASEOARItAY
ANGULAR SCANNING OF LASER BEAM FORMING MULTIPLE
BEAM PHASEO ARRAYt MAKING USE OF TIME COHERENCE
A66-12665
PHOIION
PHONON INTERACTION IN CRYSTALS - TRANSIENTLY
OPERATEO ACOUSTIC MASER, INTERACTION DF PHONONS
WITH IMPURITIES IN GERMANIUM AND SILICONt AND
HEAT PULSES IN CRYSTALS
QTR-7 N65-27766
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY PHONONS AND
PI_[]HON MASER IN DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION
THEOREMS FROM BASIC EQUATIONS A66--L839T
PHONON--P_TON INTERACTIONS IN OPTICAL SOURCES -
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF BRAGG AND
RAHAN- NATH SCATTERING CAUSED BY PROPAGATION OF
PLANE ACOUSTIC NAVE THROUGH LASER BEAM PATH
AFOSR--65-266T 1_-22669
PHONON BEAN
SIGNAL VELOCITY OF MASERS, AND MICROWAVE PHONON








CATHODOLUM|NESCENT PHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
LASERSt REDUCING HEAT LIMITATIONS AND ELIMINATING
INTERNAL STRESSES CAUSED BY THERMAL GRADIENTS
A65-30636
HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION SOURCE TO
PUMP PHOSPHORS AND LASER MATERIALS WITH
ABSORPTION BANDS IN PHOSPHOR EMISSION SPECTRUM
DORF-1T3 N65-16365
OPTICAL LASER PUMPS, HIGH POWER Ck LASER
OPERATION BY CATHODOLUNINESCENCE ANO SUITABLE
SELECTION OF PHOSPHORS ABb-19566
PHQSPIfORESCEIiCE
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGEr OURATIONt ELECTRON EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-1966T
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGE, DURATIONw ELECTRON EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-21836
PHOTOCATHODE
PHOTOELECTRONS EMITTED BY PHOTOCATHODE LIT BY HEAT
SOURCE AND LASER COUNTING NUMBER OF AVALANCHES
DURING GIVEN TIME A65-18037
ANODE-CURRENT SPECTRUM OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER
ILLUMINATED BY LIGHT OF TIME-VARYING INTENSITY AND
DERIVATION oF MOMENTS OF PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
A66-18632
LASER RANGING VIA DIGITAL COUNTER COUPLED
PHOTOHULTIPLIER TUEE, NOTING SPECTRAL RESPONSE,
GAIN TRANSIT TIME DEPENDENCEt OUTPUT COUPLING AND
EFFECTIVE CATHODE DIAMETER ABb-23759
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED IN
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHODE LASER DETECTORS
ITTIL-66-1002 N66-20166
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION
PHOTOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF METAL PHTHALOCYANINES
IN PRODUCING GIANT PULSES FROg RUBY LASER
N6S-23635
PHOTOCQNOUCTIVITY
FLUORESCENCE FROM CADMIUM SULFIDE EXCITED BY RUBY
LASER COMPARED WITH PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY INDUCED BY
Gg_I"A'Y ....... . LI_"T T_ SUP ...................
_cL_ _ ru_i uuucL[ rnumu_
ABSORPTION MECHANISM AB.S"-3666S
PHOTQCONOUCTOR
OPTICAL PUMPING IN DARK RUBY, HARMONIC GENERATION
IN HYDROGEN CYANIOEt SUBMILLIMETER NAVE
SPECTROSCOPY_ AND MIXING OF LASER LIGHT IN BULK
PHOTOCONDUCTOR Nb5-26626
PHOTODETECTOR
DEVICES OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM MODULATED LASER
BEAMS INCLUDING PHOTOEMISSIVE DETECTORS AND SOLID
STATE PHOTODETECTORS A65-23966
PHOTQDIODE
INTERNAL MODULATION OF GAS LASER BY GERMANIUM
PHOTODIDDE INVERSELY POLARIZED AND MOUNTED IN
COAXIAL CIRCUIT A65-1638S
MICROWAVE AMPLIFICATION ACHIEVED IN SILICON OIOOE
EXHIBITING NICROPLASMA-FREE AVALANCHE
PULTIPLICATION A65-19227
TIME PARAMETERS OF POWERFUL LASER MEASURED WITH
GA AS PHOTODIODE, NOTING TIME CONSTANT AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTODIODE A65-36552
THRESHOLD INTENSITY OF 8600 ANGSTROM LIGHT FROM
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER DIODE AND EYE DAMAGE
A6._-3_663
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A6S-36787
RADIATION DAMAGE AND ANNEALING OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER DIODE A66-16979
RECOROING SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ENERGY
INCIDENT ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM EXPOSED TO LASER
EEAM A66-17293
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH
TRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A66-19195
PHDTODISSOCIATION
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE.EXCITED BY
PHOTODISSOCIATIONy DISCUSSING LINE STRENGTH AND
DOPPLER WIDTH A65-20073
GAS LASER OUTPUT ANO THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTOOISSOCIATION OF METHYLIOOIDE
AND FLUORO IODO METHYLIDYNE A66-16TT1
PHOTOELASTICITY
GASEOUS AND RUBY LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR
PHOTOELASTICITY
T_AM-276 N65-2gTQ6
DYNAMIC STRESS CGNCENTRATION USING PHOTOELASTICITY
AND RUBY LASER LIGHT SOURCE
TKAM-285 N66-20850
PHOTOELECTRIC APPARATUS
TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE NITH PHOTOELECTRIC CATHODE
USED AS DEMODULATOR FOR LASER COMMUNICATION
A65-16365
HIGH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEM, DESCRIBING MICROWAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR NITH AMPLIFICATION AND
FIXING FUNCTIONS A66-22066
1-87
PHOTOELECTRIC CELL SUBJECT INDEX
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED IN
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHOOE LASER DETECTORS
ITTIL-66-1002 N66-2016B
PIiOTOELECTRIC CELL
LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
DEVICE, NOTING CALIBRATION
ONERA TP 182 A65-19066
LASER PHOTOMETRY THROUGH PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
ONERA-TP-I82/1966/ N65-28699
PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION
ENERGY MEASUREMENT OF RUBY LASER INDUCED ELECTRON
EMISSION FROM TUNGSTEN A65-20261
PHOTOELECTRICITY
PULSE ENERGY AND PONER OF LASERS UNDER CONTINUOUS
OPERATING CONOITIONS MEASUREDt USING CALCRIMETERSt
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT OF RADIATIONt ETC
A66-13205
PHOTOELECTRON
ANODE-CURRENT SPECTRUM OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER
ILLUMINATED BY LIGHT OF TIME-VARYING INTENSITY AND
DERIVATION OF MOMENTS OF PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
A66-18632
PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
LASER APPLICATIONS IN PRECISION AND HIGH SPEED
MEASUREMENT AND APPLICATION IN PHOTOGRAPHYt LONG
DISTANCE METROLOGY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
A65-20003
COHERENT LASER LIGHT USED IN NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESS FOR RECORDING LIGHT HAVES INSTEAD OF IMAGE
ON LIGHT-SENSITIVE FILM A65-26106
HIGH SPEED PHENOMENA HOLOGRAMS PRODUCED BY
RAOIATION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SNITCHED OR CONVENTIONAL MODE
A65-3506T




LASER BEAM DIVERGENCE AND ENERGYDISTRIBUT[ON
MEASUREMENT, USING HIDE LATITUDE FILM AND THIN
CELLULOID MIRROR AB§-XT_32
LASER TECHNIQUE TO PHOTOGRAPH HYPERVELOCITY
PROJECTILES IN FREE-FLIGHT RANGE
A66-13268
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM USED FOR QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN Q-
SNITCHED LASER BEAM A66-16920
RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF CAVITATION




LENSLESS PHOTOGRAPHY USING LASERS AND HOLOGRAM/
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS BETHEEN REFERENCE HAVE AND
HAVES SCATTERED BY RECORDED OBJECT/PRODUCING
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES A6S-ZT196
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRACKING




PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF Q-SHITCHED LASER BEAM
PROPAGATING OVER IO-MILE PATH A65-31066
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES CONSIDERING
STORAGE1 MANIPULATEONt HOLOGRAPHY AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION USING MATCHED FILTERS
A66-12997





ION AND FREE ELECTRON PROOUCTION RATE STUDY IN GAS
UNDER LASER BEAM ACTION A65-1972T
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION ANO CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK HAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-10263
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK HAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-13308
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF XENON ATOM IN POHERFUL
ELECTRIC FIELD BY RUBY LASER RADIATION
A66-21966
GAS DISCHARGE BY LASER PULSE, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
PHOTOIONIZATION DUE TO ELECTRON IMPACT
ABB-2688T
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
PHOTOLUNINESCENCE LINE STRUCTURE OF ZINC SULFIDE
AND CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS' OOPEO WITH RARE
EARTHS - LASER MATERIALS N66-16761
PHOTDLYSIS
FLASH PHOTOLYSIS APPARATUS FOR STUDYING SHORT
LIVED CHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES FROM METHYLENE BLUE
PSL-I02 N66-22833
PHOTOMETER
GAS EFFECTS PRODUCE0 BY PULSED LASER BEAN IN
BALLISTIC TORSIONAL PENDULUM PHOTOMETER, NOTING
DEFLECTION DUE TO PHOTON MOMENTLM EXCHANGE
A65-32229
PHOTOMETRY
LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
DEVICE, NOTING CALIBRATION
ONERA TP 182 A65-19066
LASER PHOTOMETRY THROUGH PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
CNERA-TP-IBZ/1966/ N65-28699
PHOTONULTIPLIER
PHOTOMULTIPLIER AS LASER MONITOR EVALUATED IN
TERMS OF PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
A65-26828
ULTIMATE SENSITIVITY LIMIT AND PHOTOELECTRON
STATISTICS FOR PHOTOMULTIPLIER LIT BY COHERENT AND
NONCOHERENT LIGHT Ab6-12673
ANODE-CURRENT SPECTRUM OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER
ILLUMINATEO BY LIGHT OF TIME-VARYING INTENSITY AND
DERIVATION OF MOMENTS OF PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
A66-18632
LASER RANGING VIA DIGITAL COUNTER COUPLED
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE, NOTING SPECTRAL RESPONSE,
GAIN TRANSIT TIME CEPENDENCE_ OUTPUT COUPLING AND
EFFECTIVE CATHODE DIAMETER A66-2375q
PHOTON
TRIGGERING OF BREAKCOHN OF NOBLE GASES SUBJECTED
TO RUBY LASER RADIATION BY MULTIPHOTON
IONIZATION
REPT.-1935-3 N65-22851
COMPUTER ANALYSIS DETERMINING CHANGE OF POPULATION
INVERSION AND OUTPUT PHOTON FLUX AND EXPERIMENT
USING RUBY FOR OSCILLATOR AND AMPLIFIER USING
TRAVELING HAVE MASER IN TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
GSP/PH_S/65-16 N65-31091
EFFECT OF HIGH VELOCITY TRANSLATION ON PHOTON
CORRELATIONS IN LASER INTERFEROMETERS
UGRL-16365 N66-10969
PHONON-PHOTON INTERACTIONS IN OPTICAL SOURCES -
THEORETICAL OESCRIPTION OF BRAGG AND
RAMAN- NATH SCATTERING CAUSEO BY PROPAGATION OF
PLANE ACOUSTIC HAVE THROUGH LASER BEAM PATH
AFOSR-65-266T N66-22669
PHOTON ABSORPTION
RELATION BETHEEN OPTICAL COHERENCE AND PHOTON
STATISTICS_ USING CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM THEORYe
INTERFERENCE EXPERIPENTS AND PHOTODETECTION
SUBJECT INDEX PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
A65--24002
NULTIPHOTQN ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A65--26025
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENXOE 6Y NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
NHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN WIDTH OF
FORBIDOEN BAND 1N GALLIUIq ANSENIDE
A65.,-31307
EXCITING GALLILqq ARSENIDE BY NEOOYNIUHLAS$-LASER
MItEN PUI_PING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN NIDTH OF
FORBIDDEN BANG IN GALLIOR ARSENIDE
A65-3335_
FL_,_S_,_:g;E FROfq CAOM.!L.uM. SULFI-_E EXC|TI_D BY RUBY
LASER CONPAREO NITH PHQTQCQNO_TIVITY INDUCED BY
ORDINARY GREEN LIGHT TO SUPPORT DOUBLE PHOTON
ABSORPTION NECHAN |SN A6S-36665
DOUBLE PHOTON ABSORPTION9 HARMONIC GENERATION,
ANO FREQUENCY NIXING IN SEflICONOUCTQRSw AND
FREQUENCY TUNING OF INJECTION LASERS BY
ONIAXIAL STRESS
AO_SOTS6 N6S- 1_63T
NULTIPfIONON ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A66-11727
CO S SINGLE CRYSTAL OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING
EXCITATION BY RUBY LASERt DISCUSSING TWO-PHOTON
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 300 DEGREES K FOR
RADIATION FLUX DENSITIES A66--XSB76
HYDROGEN MOLECULE NULTIPHOTON IONIZATIONw
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSQRPTIONt EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66--16S17
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTQN IONIZATION.
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTION. EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-20098
PHOTON BEAR
PHOTON TRAPPED NAVE EFFECT FOR DEVELOPING OPTICAL
NAVEGUIOES IN NHICH OPTICAL BEAM CREATES k_VEGUIOE
AS IT PROPAGATES A66-16662
LASER SCATTERING BY BOUND CHARGED PARTICLES
A66--23080
PHOTON BtNSITY
ATORIC RELAXATION AND FLUCTUATIONS OF LASER
PHOTONS DETERMINED BY ADDING PROBABILITY
AMPtL ITUOES A6S-ZOT44
SUPPRESSING PULSED LASER SPIKING BY PROVIDING
EQUILIBRIUM PHOTON DENSITY AS THRESHOLD IS
REACHEDt NOTING CASE OF RUBY LASER
A65-21300
PHOTON TRANSPORT AND POPULATION INVERSION IN
ACTIVE MEOIUN NITH PUMPING EFFECTt CONSIDERING
INTENSE BEAN INCIDENCE AND RUBY LASER
ABS-36T12
INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIESt NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION THEORY TO
NULTIPHOTON RESONANCE RADIATION OF LASERS
A66-203_
PHOTON-ELECTRON INTERACTION
AMPLITUDE NOISE MEASUREMENT FOR CAVITY TYPE
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASER OSCILLATOR ABOVE AND BELON
THRESHOLD A65-19566
LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUM ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATION. NOTING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY AbS-IqS_6
ION AND FREE ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATE STUDY IN GAS
UNDER LASER BEAM ACTION AbS-19T27
LASER BEAN INTERACTION NITH METAL FORM OF
THERMAL. MULTIPLE PHOTON AND ELECTRIC FIELO EFFECT
AbS-2762T
COMPTON SCATTERING OF LASER FHOTONSt. NOTING
TRANSFORMATION INTO GANNA RADIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION NITH HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
A66'-IT816
AHODE-CURRENT SPEGTRUH OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER
|LLUHINATED BY LIGHT OF TIME-VARYING INTENSITY AND
DERIVATION OF MOMENTS OF PHOTOELECTRON COUNTS
A66-1BA32
INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIES. NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION THEORY TO
NULTIPHOTON RESONANCE RADIATION OF LASERS
A66-20366
PHQTUNIC PNDIqJLSIDR
PHIDTON ROCKET ENGINE USING PLASMA LASER EMISSION
Ab.Tr-18375
PIIOTOTUBE
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED NRITING
A65-32585
TRANSVERSE ELECTRON-BEAN NAVE EXCITATION BY
PHOTOELECTRIC MIXING OF LASER BEAMS
AbS-32876
PHOTOTUBE OBSERVATION OF RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AS FUNCTION OF TIME N65-15570
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL
VELOCITY MATCHED SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION I SHGI
AND MIXING OBTAINED IN PIEZOELECTRIC LITHIUM
NIOBATE CRYSTALS A65-1923S
LASER EXCITATION IN QUARTZ OF ELASTIC NODES OF
THICK PLATEv SUGGESTING ENERGY COUPLING NECHANISflS
A6@-12623
POSSIBLE MATERIALS FOR SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
AND LASER ACTION DISCUSSING CENTROSYNNETRIC AND
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND SINGLE CRYSTAL PLATE
kITH ALTERNATE LAYERS OF NONCENTROSYNMETRIC
CONPOSITION A66-129_0
FIEZOELECTRIC PRESSURE GAUGE
PROCESSING EVAPORATED CAONTUN SULFIDE THIN FILMS
TO ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INDUCED ELASTIC VIBRATIONS
A65-218T5
EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIOE THIN FILMS PROCESSED TO




PIEZOELECTRICALLY PONEREO LASER BEAM kAVEGUIOE FOR
ELECTRO-OPTICAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
NASA-CR-68895 N66-1T291
FIGEOR
EFFECT OF LASER IRRADIATION ON INNER EAR IN
PIGEONS A66-8Oq61
PINCH EFFECT
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
HASERSt THERMAL PINCHING. N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTORS.
COHERENT LIGHT, TRANSISTOR SNITCHING. POPULATION
INVERSIONw AND BREAKDOMN
AFOSR--65-0268 N65--23691
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY NEASURENENTS OF
26 K JOULE THETA-PINCH BY LIGHT SCATTERING
FROM COMBINED OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER LASER
lPP-l/62 N66-2116I
PLANE NAVE
PLANE STATIONARY NOCE OF TN LASER AMPLIFIER N|TH
FEEDBACK A65--I9683
LGSSLESS CONVERSION OF PLANE LASER kAVE TO PLANE
kAVE OF UNIFORM IRRADTANCE. NOTING PLANOASPHERIC
LENSES METHOD ANC ABERRATED LENS SYSTEM
A66-12206
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS.
EIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARSt MASERS AND
LASERSv PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES9 RELATIVITY
THEORYt ELEMENT ABUNDANCEt AND SOLAR PARTICLES
l-Bg
PLAIIETAIY EXPLORATION SUBJECT INDEX
N65-31360
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUOE EXPLOSIONS,
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARSt MASERS AND
LASERSt PLANETARY ATMOSPHERESt RELATIVITY
THEORYt ELEMEN1 ABUNDANCEt AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65-31360
NASA PROGRAM OF ADVANCED SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATIONt ENERGY
CONVERSIQNI MATERIALS SCIENCEt ANO LASERS
N66-IZBO6
PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TIMES ON STEERING NARROW
BEAM LASER FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PLANETARY
DEEP-SPACE VEHICLE AND EARTH GROUNO STATION OR
RELAY STATION - SPACIAL BEAM OFFSET
NASA-TN-X-55306 N66-11202
PLASMA
HIGH VOLTAGEf PONERt AND ENERGY FACILITIES FOR
RADARe LASERSt PLASMASt AND COMMUNICATION
COMPONENTS RESEARCH
EB-5288-0536 N65-21673
ACOUSTIC HAVE AMPLIFICATIDN_ OPTICAL MASER_
TUNABLE LASERt GEOMETRICAL OPTICS_ SEMICONDUCTOR
OSC|LLATIONt AND SOLID STATE PLASMA STUDIES FOR
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NL-1316 N65-27969
ELECTRON BEAMSt PLASMAm AND LASERS AND mASERS FOR
EXTENDING USEFUL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM INTO RANGE
FROM MICROWAVE TO OPTICAL FREQUENCIES
NOL-Q12 N65-28169
ACOUSTIC NAVE AHPLIFICATIONt OPTICAL MASERSt
TUNABLE LASERSt ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIONSj




PLASMA RESEARCH - SOLIDS_ LIQUIDSt HEATING AND
ACCELERATION BY HIGH AMPLITUDE ELECTROMAGNETIC
F]ELDS, LASER PRODUCEDt ELECTRON HEATING AND
REFLECTION, AND OPTICAL INTERACTIONS
N66-10960
PLASMA ACCELERATOR
PRODUCTION OF ION VELOCITIES OVER 6 KM/SEC BY
FOCUSED RUBY LASER MAKES PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN
DIRECT THRUSTORS AND AS PLASMA SOURCE IN
ACCELERATOR TYPE THRUSTORS A65-23626
TRAVELING FIELDS IN INTERACIION OF IONIZED GASES
NITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CURRENTS CHECKING
LORENTZ FORCE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
A66-12980
PLASMA ARC MELDING
FOCUSED ENERGY TECHNIQUES FOR JOINlNGt INCLUDING
LASER MELDING
ASTME PREPRINT AD66-718 A66-26613
PLASMA [LOUD
DENSITYt TEMPERATURE AND SPEED OF EXPANSION OF
PLASMA CLOUD PRODUCED BY IMPACT OF RUBY LASER BEAM
ON ALUMINUM STRIP A65-29558
PLASMA CONFINEMENT
NETALLIC PLASMA TUBE FOR ION LASERS ALLOWS THEM TO
RUN AT HIGHER CURRENT DENSITIES THAN NITH CERAMIC
TUBES A66-11373
PLASMA DECAY
PLASMA DECAY IN PULSE DISCHARGE OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER GRAPHICALLY DEPICTED UNDER CONDITIONS OF
GENERATION A65-31878
PULSE-DISCHARGE PLASMA OECAY STUDIED BY
OBSERVATION OF GENERATION PROCESSES IN HELIUM-NEON
PULSE LASER A65-33584
ELECTRON DENSITY AND COLLISION FREGUENCY
MEASUREMENTS IN TRANSIENT OSCILLATION OF [R AND
VISIBLE HELIUM-NEON LASERS TO DETERMINE
RELATIONSHIP BETmEEN OSCILLATIONS AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS A65-36806
PLASMA DENSITY
FREGUENCY RESPONSE AND CROSS COUPLING OF RED AND
IR GAS LASER [NTERFEROMETER FOR MEASURING PLASMA
ELECTRON DENSITY A65-15819
GAS LASER INTERFERONETERS FOR PLASMA LOW ELECTRON
DENSITY MEASUREMENT A66-10856
KEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON DENSITY OF GAS DISCHARGE
PLASMA BY LASER INTERFERONETER A66-16379
PLASMA DISCHARGE
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE REGION FROM PULSED
COLD CATHODE OISCHARGE IN IONIZED S AND P
ABS-33379
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD DENSITY DEPENDENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERSt RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS ANO ATOM
EXCITATION IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
A6S-3586B
PLASMA RING DISCHARGE EXCITATION USED TO DRIVE
HIGH CURRENT DENSITY ELECTROOELESS ARC FOR
EXCITING GAS ION LASER TRANSITIONS
A66-1C96T
GAS LASER EMISSION SOLUTION BY DETERMINING
EMISSION FIELD OENSITY OEPENOENCE ON RESONATOR
PARAMETERSt RELAXATION CHARACTERISTICS AND ATOP
EXCITATION IN GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA
Ab6-19271
LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT UPON GAS
DISCHARGE, ZEEMAN EFFECT AND FARADAY EFFECT IN
HE- NE GAS LASER A66-26226
PLASMA DYNAMICS
PLASMA KINETIC PROCESSES IN NE- HE LASER LEADING
TO POPULATION INVERSION A6S-ZTT38
PLASMA KINETIC PROCESSES IN NE- HE LASER LEADING
TO POPULATION INVERSION A65-31863
PLASMA-ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
ANGULAR WIDTH AND INTENSITY OF LIGHT FROM TNO
LASERS THAT CAUSE PLASMA TO OSCILLATE AND IN TURN
ARE SCATTERED BY INDUCED FLUCTUATIONS
A66-16328
CUANTUM THEORY OF INTERACTION DF ELECTROMAGNETIC
gAVES IN PLASMA CQNSIOEREO IN TERMS OF LIGHT-
LIGHT SCATTERING AND PLASMA-LASER BEAN INTERACTION
A66-21173
DIFFUSION OF LIGHT BY PLASMA ELECTRONS PRODUCED IN
LABORATORY FOR VERY SMALL EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION AREA
AB6-21712
PLASMA GENERATION
PLASMA PRODUCTION USING GIANT LASERS FOCUSED ON
SMALL SPECKS OF SOLID MATERIAL A65-30792
HEATING BY LASER BEAM WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUMt
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A6S-3SB7T
PULSED LASER-CREATED PLASMAS BY LIGHT ABSORPTION
BY SKIN EFFECT A66-12975
PLASMA.GENERATION BY FOCUSING LASER BEAN IN AIR AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND ROOM TEMPERATURE INDICATE
CONNECTION WITH LUMINOUS ENERGY ABSORPTION OURING
BREAKDCWN A66-1653B
EVOLUTION OF LUMINOUS ZONE OF PLASMA GENERATED BY
FOCUSING LASER BEAM IN AIR A66-15097
hEATING BY LASER BEAM NITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM_
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A66-189T2
PLASMA PRODUCTION BY OPTICAL IRRADIATION OF GASES
AND BY SOLIOSt CONSIDERING INTERACTION OF LASER
RAOIATIONWITH SURFACES AND IRRADIATION OF
PARTICLES OF SOLID MATERIAL IN VACUUM
l-qO
SUBJECT I NI)EX POLARIZATIOII
AIAA PAPER 66-274 A66-22222
PLASMA HEATING
LASER EMISSION USEO FOR HEATING PLASMA WITH
INITIAL DENSITY NEAR ZERO A65-15535
DENSE HIGH-TEMPERATURE HYDROGEN PLASMA PROOUCTION
BY INTENSE LASER PULSE HEATING OF MAGNETICALLY
CONTAINEO PLASMA A65-29978
PLASMA RESEARCH - SULTOSt LIQUIUSt HEATING AND
ACCELERATION BY HIGH AMPLITUDE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDSt LASER PROOUCEDt ELECTRON HEATING AND
REFLECTION, AND OPTICAL INTERACTIONS
N66-X0960
EST!MAT!O_ OF PLASMA HEAT!M_ BY lASERS
NRC-TT-1193 N66-10962
PLASMAS HEATED BY LASERS TO TEMPERATURES OF




HE- NE LASER INCORPORATED INTO ARM OF
INTERFEROMETER USED TO MEASURE FRINGE SHIFT IN
SHALL TRANSIENT PLASMA A66-I3763
PLASMA JET
LABORATORY RESEARCH ON LASER EXCITATION IN SOLIOS,
IONIZING RAOIATION TRANSMISSION AND PLASMA JETS
RELATED TO ASTROPHYSICS AbS-I6678
TREATMENT OF STEEL WITH LASER BEAMt OBTAINING
PRECISION HOLES HITHOUT AFFECTING MICROHARONESS OF
METAL A66-26898
PLASN&-PARTICLE [NTERACTIUN
PLASMA PRODUCTION BY OPTICAL IRRADIATION OF GASES
AND BY SOLIDS, CONSIDERING INTERACTION OF LASER
RADIATION NITH SURFACES AND IRRADIATION OF
PARTICLES OF SOLID MATERIAL IN VACUUM
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66--22212
PLASMA PHYSICS
PLASRA INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE NHERE REFLECTED-
BACK OUTPUT OF GAS LASER IS MODULATED, USING PHASE
VARIATIONS A65-I9756
PROCEEDINGS OF URS[ GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON RADIO
ELECTRONICS INCLUDING PLASMAS, MASERS ANO LASERS
AT TOKYO IN SEPTEMBER 1963 A65-26930
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTE_ CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED NRITING
A65-32585
LASER INTERFERONETER ANO APPLICATION TO PLASMA
PHYSICS
AR00-6832-2 N65-IT210
GASEOUS AND SOLID LASER LINES SURVEY FOR LASER
SPECTROSCOPY ANO PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
NASA-CR-ST336 N65-19752
LASER ]NTERFEROMETER TO MEASURE TIRE AND SPATIAL
VARIATION IN REPETITIVELY PULSED PLASMA
A66-10263
SOVIET AND FOREIGN PAPERS ON PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS BY
SCATTERING OF LASER BEANS AT PLASMA ELECTRONS
A66-21990
ENERGY LEVEL RELATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES OF NEON
PLASMA USING HELIUM-NEON LASER - LANGMUIR PROBE
ADDITIONS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY OISTRIBUTIONS
ARL-65-266 N66-Z26BB
PLASMA PINCH
IN SB LONGITUDINAL INJECTION-PLASMA LASER, NOTING
PLASMA PINCH AND ROOE STRUCTURE
ABS-17210
PLASMA PONER SOURCE
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE MITH SELF-
CONTAINEO LASER OSCILLATOR AND PONER SUPPLY -
LASER HEADS USING TUNGSTEN LAMPS AND XENON
FLASHLAMPS FOR PUMP EXCITATION
REPT.-2 N65-IT§81
PLASMA PROBE
THOHSON SCATTERED LASER RADIATION USED TO
DETERMINE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HELIUM PLASMAe
EXAMINING THYRATRDN TUBE AND VOLTAGE PROBE USE
A65-19618
MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE IN ELECTROPAGNETICALLY ORIVEN
SHOCK TUBE AND COHERENT LIGHT IN IONIZING SHOCK
kAVE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS A65-29569
TIME RESPONSE OF HF LASER INTERFEROMETER USED IN
PLASMA RESONANCE DETECTION A65-Z9791
LASER APPLICATION AND TECHNIQUES NOTING
AMPLIFICATIONt MODULATION, INTERFERCMETRY,
SCATTERING, PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS, NONLINEAR OPTICS,
ETC A66-23931
PLASNA RADIATION
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA PRODUCED
EY COMBINATION OF RF AND VERY FAST THETA-PINCH
DISCHARGES, USING GAS LASER INTERFERONETER
AES-2986B
TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON DENSITY VARIATION STUDIED
IN FAST THETA-PINC_ OISCHARGEI USING HE- NE GAS
LASER INTERFEROMETER A65-29869
LOCAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRON OENSITY IN
THETA PINCH MEASURED BY MEANS OF SCATTERING OF
LASER BEAM A66-16336
PLASMA RESONANCE
LASER INDUCED GAS BREAKDOMN AT HIGH PRESSURES,
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY CN INDEX OF
REFRACTION VIA OPTICAL FREQUENCY RESONANCE
HEASUREMENT A66-Z1566
PLASMA SPECTRUM
HULTICHANNEL PHOTOELECTRIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER NITH
KERR CELL GATING RECORDS SPECTRUM CF LASER LIGHT
SCATTERED FROM SINGLE GIANT PULSE IN PLASMA
A65-28203
PLASMA TEMPERATURE
SPARK DISCHARGE IN AIR INDUCED BY FOCUSING LASER
RADIATION, DETERMINING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
PROOUCEC NEAR FOCUS A65-3|TO5
EXCITATION OF RUBY LASERS USING DOUBLE-PUMPED
HIGH-INTENSITY HELICAL FLASH TUBES, OBTAINING
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES AND
PLASMA TEMPERATURES A66-11666
SPARK DISCHARGE IN AIR INDUCEO BY FOCUSING LASER
RADIATION! OETERM1NING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
FRODUCEC NEAR FOCUS A66-19959
PLATFORM
GAS LASER RANGE MEASUREMENT DEVICE GIVING HIGH
ACCURACY OIFFERENTIAL TERRAIN HEIGHT INFORMATION
FROM AIRBORNE PLATFORM N65-33571
PLATINUM
PREPARATION OF OPTICALLY HOMOGENEOUS LASER GLASS
FREE OF PLATINUM INCLUSIONS BY PLATINUM
PASSIVATION OR USING ALL-CERAMIC MELTING SYSTEM
SATR-1 N65-2202T
PREPARATION OF PLATINUM-FREE LASER GLASS
SATR-2 N66-16672
POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATION
LASER BEAM COMMUNICATION BETNEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEHICLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATION - CLOSED LOOP




PHOTOELECTRONS EMITTED BY PHOTOCATHCDE LIT BY HEAT
SOURCE AND LASER COUNTING NUMBER OF AVALANCHES
DURING GIVEN TIME A65-1BO3T
POLARIZATION
UIRECT CURRENT POLARIZATION ]N _ONLINEAR
1--ql
SUBJECTINDEXPQ4LAR|ZAT|QNCHARACTERISTICS
DIELECTRICMEOIUM AT OPTICAL FREQUENCY
TR-EE-66-5 N65-22518
TWO TYPES OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION CF INTENSE
LASER BEAM WITH DIELECTRIC MEDIUM - NONLINEAR




TWO POLARIZATION EIGENSTATES OCCURRING
REPETITIVELY IN MULTIPLE PASS INTERFEROHETER
CONTAINING ANISOTROP1C ELEMENTSw WITH PLANAR LASER
EXAMPLE A65-21662
POLARIZED LIGHT
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND FILTERING
BY DETERNINING SPECTRAL POSITION OF POLARIZATION
INTERFERENCE BANDS A65-16184
POLARIZATION EFFECT ON ENERGY CISTRIBUTIDN AND
EFFICIENCY IN DIFFRACTION GRATING CF ATTENUATED
LASER LIGHT A65-X6581
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS DUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD OROER IN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH_ USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65-16863
REDUCTION OF LOCKING FREQUENCY OF RING LASER BY
MAKING TWO BEANS ORTHOGDNAL A65-19601
POLARIZATION OF LIGHT FROM GLASS LASER DOPED WITH
TWO PERCENT POSITIVE TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM MEASURED
WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN MICROSECOND
A66-13006
INTENSITY OF POLARIZED LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH
LASER AMPLIFIER AND LINEAR POLARIZER1 AS FUNCTION
OF AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
A66-IT292
POLARIZED RADIATION
POLARIZED LASER RADIATION WITH RELATION BETWEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISOTROPY AND
PUNPING POWER A65-21805
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITUDE SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEANS
TRAHSNITTED FROM GRDUNO STATION
A65-23619
POLARIZED LASER RADIATION WITH RELATION BETWEEN
INTENSITY AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF ANISDTROPY AND
PUNPING POWER A65-248ST
CHROMIUM ALIGNMENT IN RUBY BY OPTICALLY PUMPING
RUBY SAMPLE WITH CIRCULAR POLARIZED RADIATION FROM
RUBY LASER A65-33618
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS OICHROIC POLARIZER IN
IR REGIONSe LASER RADIATIONt ZEEMAN EFFECT AND
NOISE PROPERTIES NEASURENENTS_ ETC
A65-33419
CONPTON SCATTERING OF LASER PHOTONS_ NOTING
TRANSFORMATION INTO GAMMA RADIATION PHOTONS UPON
COLLISION WITH HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
Abb-IT816
BEAT FREQUENCY AND ROTATION OF POLARIZATION PLANE
IN HE- NE LASER WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A66-18630
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEANS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES A66-18930
POLYESTER
SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEORY, SEFICONDUCTOR
LASERS, COMPOSITE PROPELLANTSt ARONATICt
POLYESTERSt AND TECTONICS N66-21862
POLYETHYLENE
CONTINUOUS WAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED NOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS




REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERVINED_ USING FAR
IR MICHELSON INTERFERONETER ILLUMINATED WITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A6S-Z6683
RESEARCH REPORTS ON CODER COMPONENTSt POLYMERS_
SPECTROSCOPYt LASERS_ ELECTROCHEMISTRYw
TRANSMISSION LINESt AND SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
NAVWEPS-BISO N65-15565
POLYMER CHEMISTRY
RESEARCH IN FERROMAGNETISNt POLYMER CHENISTRY,




RADIOMETER NASERSw MICROWAVE GENERATIONt




LASER-BEAM SCATTERING BY INOIVIOUALLY INTRODUCED
CHARGED POLYSTYRENE SPHERICAL PARTICLES AND
DROPLETS OF NAPTHALENE AND WATER IN COMBINATION
A66-17673
POPULATION
GAS LASERS - LEVEL POPULATION OEPENOENCESv LASER
POWER OUTPUT_ METASTABLE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS!
AND PARAMETER CHANGE EFFECT ON MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF LASER SYSTEM
S-T40 N65-20002
POPULATION INVERSION
NORMAL BOLTZNANN DISTRIBUTION INVERSION IN
FOLECULAR BEAM TO DETAIN EXCESS UPPER ENERGY
LEVEL POPULATION FOR MASER OSCILLATION
A65-15801
OPTICAL PUMP PULSE SHAPE EFFECT ON POPULATION
INVERSION ATTAINED IN RUBY LASER
A65-16569
CHEMICAL LASER PRINCIPLE CONSIDERING POPULATION
INVERSIONS FROM CHEMICAL REACTION
A65-2C002
CONFERENCE ON CHEMICAL LASERSt UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT LA JOLLA IN SEPTEMBER 1966
A65-20059
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GAS LASERS WITH ATTENTION
TO INVERSION NECHANISMSw TWO AND THREE LEVEL
COLLISION LASERSI ICN LASERS ANO CURRENTLY KNOWN
TRANSITIONS A65-20060
GAS DISCHARGE COLLISION LASER EFFICIENCY AND POWER
OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS WITH ATTENTION TO MANGANESE
AND LANTHANUM DISCHARGES A65-20062
CHARGE TRANSFER AS LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUE
A65-2C063
CHEMICAL PROCESSES PRODUCING SPECTROSCOPICALLY
OBSERVABLE POPULATION INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
PDLECULAR LASERS A65-2C066
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE VIBRATIONAL-ROTATIONAL
POPULATION INVERSION CONDITIONSw DISCUSSING
VIBRATIONAL STATE CHANGE IN PHYSICAL ANO CHEMICAL
PROCESSES A65-2006T
VIBRATIONAL_ ELECTRONIC AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY
IRANSFERS OF GAS MOLECULE COLLISIONS, NOTING
CUENCHING PROCESS AND FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES
EFFECT A65-20068
FLAME EMISSION DATA AND ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS
SUITABLE FOR POPULATION INVERSION FOR LASER
ACTION_ NOTING LOW PRESSURE OXYACETYLENE FLAME
A65-20070
CONTINUOUS REGIME OPTICAL GENERATOR GUTPUT_
THRESHOLD PUMPING LEVELv INVERSE POPULATION
LENSIIY AND INDUCED RADIATION ENERGY
S_J_TI_EX PONOERED RETAL
A65-20326
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS M TO J
AND N TO K CALCULATED KITH GAS LASER
A65-21811
RATE EQUATION SOLUTIONS FOR Q-SPOILED AND PULSED
TRANSMISSION MODE / PTM/ OPERATION OF THREE-LEVEL
LASER A65-22933
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS H TO J
AND N TO K CALCULATED WITH GAS LASER
A65-24863
PUMP FREQUENCY OF 30 GIGACYCLES USING HARMONIC
CROSS RELAXATION ON CHROMIUM DOPED RUTILE TO
flRTAtN PnD_t&T!O N TUV_n_IIi._ AT 4n _T_A_VCIF
SIGNAL FREQUENCY A65-25873
LASER OPERATION AS PULSEO REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM MODE COUPLING DUE TO TIME-VARYING
LOSS IN CAVITY OR NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
INVERTED POPULATION A65-27603
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR
SPIKE PULSING PHENOMENON OBSERVED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED THREE-LEVEL LASERS A65-2T607
PLASMA KINETIC PROCESSES IN NE- HE LASER LEADING
TO POPULATION INVERSION A65-27738
E-LEVEL POPULATION IN RUBY ROD AS FUNCTION OF PUMP
ENERGY EHITTEO BY FLASH TUBE A65-ZBO13
Q--SM1TCHING APPLIED TO SLON SNITCHING AND PULSE
SHAPING FOR SOLIO STATE LASERS
AIAA PAPER 6S-343 A65-3OT9T
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-
HG DISCHARGE OF 6149 ANGSTROM LASER TRANSITION
A65-31451
PLASMA KINETIC PROCESSES IN NE- HE LASER LEADING
TO POPULATION INVERSION A65-31843
LASER EXCITATION IN FREON AND RARE GAS MIXTURES
BASEO ON OISSOCIATlVE EXCITATION PROCESS AND
QUENCHING ACTION OF SOME GASES A6S-35043
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PUHPINGt NOTING RELATION BETNEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-36055
PHOTON TRANSPORT AND POPULATI_. INVERSION IN
ACTIVE NEOIUM NITH PUMPING EFFECTt CONSIDERING
INTENSE BEAM INCIDENCE AND RUBY LASER
A6S-36T12
LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - POPULATION
INVERSION AND ESTIMATE OF ZEEMAN SPLITTING
NASA-CR-6OST2 N65-16320
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
MASERSe THERMAL PINCHINGt N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTORSt
COHERENT LIGHT_ TRANSISTOR SNITCHINGt POPULATION
INVERSIONt AND BREAKDONN
AFOSR-65-0268 N65-23491
POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER
OSCILLATIONS IN MOLECULAR GASES
N65-23497
COMPUTER ANALYSIS DETERMINING CHANGE OF POPULATION
INVERSION AND OUTPUT PHOTON FLUX AND EXPERIMENT
USING RUBY FOR OSCILLATOR AND AMPLIFIER USING
TRAVELING NAVE MASER IN TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
GSP/PHYS/65-16 N65-31091
PEAK PONER TRANSIENTS OF NEAR COKFDCAL HELIUM-NEON
LASER NORKING AT 6328 ANGSTROMS ON PULSED
DISCHARGE BASIS A66-10329
ATOMIC BEAM LASERSv PART1CULARY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-10448
LASER TRANSITION IN vIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
7 NITH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
ABb--l1451
TNO- ANO THREE-STEP LASER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUM-NEON MIXTURESt ANALYZING
TWO-STEP CASCADE STARTING NITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORMULATION A66-|I4TT
PHYSICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF LASERS SUCH AS POPULATION
INVERSION_ INDUCED EMISSION AND PRINCIPAL OPTICAL
APPARATUS EXPLAINED FOR COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
A66-13233
ATOMIC BEAM LASERS_ PARTICULARLY FOR POPULATION
INVERSION IN LEVELS OF OPTICAL TRANSITION
A66-13311
PROPAGATION RATE OF HIGH POKER LASER LIGHT PULSE
IN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM A66-15333
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
CURING OPTICAL PUNPINGv NOTING RELATION BETNEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
AB6-15858
LASER ACTION ON FIVE GREEN LINES AND SIX IR LINES
CAUSED BY PULSING MANGANESE DISCHARGE OF COLLISION
LASER IN ATOMIC VAPOR OF NEUTRAL MANGANESE
A66-16763
GAS LASER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTCCISSOCIATION OF METHYL IODIDE
AND FLUORO IO00 METHYLIOYNE A6b-16T71
CERIVATION OF TNO EQUATIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ANC POPULATIOK INVERSION IN SOLID STATE
LASER AbB-16773
CEGREE OF EXCITATION OF HETASTABLE STATE
EETERMINEOt USING LUMINESCENCE SATURATION
PHENOMENON, CALCULATING POPULATION OF WORKING
LEVEL OF LASER SUBSTANCE A66-2202T
RUBY LASER AMPLiFiER AT LIQUID-NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE TREATEC AS THREE-MEDIUM TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMt NOTING GAIN CHANGE KITH NEGATIVE
ATTENUATION A66-2286T
STEADY STATE VALUE OF INVERTED POPULATION, PURER
OUTPUT_ THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR AND SPIKING
CHARACTERISTICS FOR SINGLE-MODE LASER HHEH
RAD1AT|CN iNTENSITY HAS SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
A66-Z4562
POSITION INOICATOR
OPTICAL RANGEFINOER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
RS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER TO ELIMINATE SPURIOUS ECHOES
A65-32588
POTASSIUM BROMIDE
U V RADIATION STIMULATED EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
ENISSION _HICH IS CONSISTENT KITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXCITON SCHEME A65-35069
POTASSIUM COMPOUND
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATIONt DESCRIBING
POldER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT WiTH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATIONw DESCRIBING
POldER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT MITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM OIHYOROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
CRYSTAL GRONTHv LATTICE CONSTANTt AND DENSITY OF




SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEORYv SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERSt COMPOSITE PROPELLANTSv AROMATICt
POLYESTERSt AND TECTONICS N66-21862
POWDERED METAL
SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF LASER EXCITED
1-93
POWER DENSITY SUBJECT INDEX
MOLECULAR SPECTRA FROM POWDERED SOLIDS FOR METEOR
AND REENTRY PHYSICS A65-I6382
POWER DENSITY
POWER DENSITY IN NOISE SIDEBANDS OF LASER CAUSED
BY EMISSION NOISE IN ACTIVE MEDIUM
A65-15321
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, POWER FLUCTUATION AND
RADAR DETECTION IN LASER SYSTEMS DESIGN
A66-[7294
POWER EFFICIENCY
SINGLE MODE OUTSIDE DIFFERENTIAL QUANTUM
EFFICIENCIES OF CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR LASER
DIODES COMPARED A65-21321
HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY IN NARROW BAND TRIVALENT
RARE EARTH DOPED QUANTUM COUNTER ACHIEVED BY LASER
PUMPING A65-27604
EXTERNAL POWER EFFICIENCY OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER DIODES
QPR-2 N65-32069
DIELECTRIC CAVITY MASER COMPOSED OF RUBY ROD
SEPARATING METAL PLATES, NOTING STRENGTH
SATURATION BEHAVIOR, POWER OUTPUT, ETC
A66-21308
POWER GAIN
GAIN NARROWING OF INHOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED LINE
IN STIMULATED EMISSION IN LASER AMPLIFIER
A65-22615
LASER OSCILLATOR WITH EXTERNALLY APPLIED SIGNAL
EMPHASIZING PUSHING-PULLING EFFECTS, POWER GAIN
AND NATURAL OSCILLATION QUENCHING CONDITIONS
A65-25861
LASER BEAM NULTINODE EFFECTS AS HINDRANCE TO
INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF
RAMAN GAIN A65-2695B
TRAVELING WAVE MASER EMPLOYING MAGNETIC STAGGER
TUNING IN SMALL COMPACT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
ACHIEVES TRADING EXCESS ELECTRONIC GAIN FOR
BANDWIDTH A65-29196
CALCULATION OF RADIATION INTENSITY OBTAINED FROM
LASER WITH HOMOGENEOUS LINE BROADENING GENERALIZED
FOR ARBITRARILY LARGE LOSS FRACTION PER PASS
A65-32219
GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIAMETER EFFECT ON OPTICAL
GAIN OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF XENON LASER
AMPLIFIER A65-32743
HELIUM-NEON LASER AMPLIFIER AS FUNCTION OF MIXTURE
RATION GAS PRESSUREv INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AND
ELECTRICAL POWER INPUT TO AMPLIFIER TUBE
A66-12206
GAIN AND BANDWIDTH NARROWING IN REGENERATIVE
HELIUM-XENON LASER AMPLIFIER A66-12308
HIGH POWER BREWSTER WINDOW LASER WITH GAS FILLS,
DISCUSSING POWER OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
Ab6-13983
GAIN MEASUREMENTS OF RAMAN AMPLIFIER PUMPED BY
DIFFUSE RUBY RADIATION A66-I63BB
PRASEODYNIUfl
LASER OSCILLATION IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE CRYSTALS
ACTIVATED WITH TRIVALENT PRASEODYMIUM
A66-14898
PREAMPLIFIER
HELIUM-NEON LASER PREAMPLIFIER SYSTEM FOR VERY
HIGH GAIN TRANSITION AT 3.39 MICRON WAVELENGTH
A65-21335
PRECIPITATION
EVALUATION OF MASER-EQU|PPEO WEATHER RADAR SET AND
AREA PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INDICATOR -
METEOROLOGICAL SENSING DEVICE - ELECTRONICS
QPR-I N66-L4191




EMISSION AND GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-18558
EMISSION AND GAS MIXTURE PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP FOR
HELIUM-XENON LASER OPERATING IN CENTRAL IR REGION
A65-2Ti51
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
GASEOUS LASER IN EIGH PRESSURE RANGE
A66-11375
WAVELENGTH CHANGE OF SPONTANEOUS AND STIMULATED
EMISSION WITH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE UNDER Ch
EPERATION OF GA AS DIODE LASER AT 4 DEGREES K
A66-19922
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
LASER PROPERTIES RELEVANT TO MEASUREMENT OF
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS - MAPPING VIBRATING SURFACE,
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TRANSDUCER, SENSITIVE
LEVEL, PRESSURE DETERMINATION, AND HOLOGRAMS
NASA-CR-68235 N66-12860
PR|_TER
USE OF OPTICAL MASERS IN DISPLAYS AND PRINTERS -
DIGITAL ELECTRO-OPTIC LIGHT DEFLECTOR, CEMENTING
OF CALCITE CRYSTALS, HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC
SWITCHES, AND BIREERINGENT CRYSTALS
REPT.-6 N65-13BS7
PRISM
HIGH POWER LASER BEAM COLLINEARIZATIGN USING
BIREFRINGENCE OF UNIAXIAL CALCITE CRYSTAL PRISM
A6S-2582B
PROBABILITY DENSITY
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE TO MEASURE PROBABILITY
DENSITY AMPLITUDE OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD A65-21070
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDLRE TO MEASbRE PROBABILITY
OENSITY AMPLITUDE CF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD A65-31235
PROPAGATION
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TIMES ON STEERING NARROW
BEAM LASER FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PLANETARY
OEEP-SPACE VEHICLE AND EARTH GREUND STATION CR
RELAY STATION - SPACIAL BEAM OFFSET
NASA-TM-X-55306 N66-11202
PROPAGATION NODE
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON LASER ENERGY PROPAGATION -
LITERATURE SURVEY
RE-TR-65-3 N65-23622
LASER CAVITY ANALYSIS, THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS,
FRECUENCY OISTRIBUTIDNt MODE DENSITY, AND
SPIKING STRUCTURE
AFCRL-bS-481 NbS-3229B
MEASUREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC




PROPAGATION RATE OF HIGH POWER LASER LIGHT PULSE
IN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM A66-15333
PROPULSION SYSTEM
LASER RESEARCH IN U.S.S.R., COMBUSTION
INSTABILITY IN LIQUID ROCKET AND AIR BREATHING
PROPULSION, GAS DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURE, AND MORPHOLOGICAL FORMS IN POLYMERS
AD-4bO2B6 N65-23836
PROTECTION
REAL TIME, PROJECTION DISPLAY SYSTEM USING LASER
LIGHT SOURCE
UI-gD360D-1 N6_-35989
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN, OPTICAL
1-96
SUBJECT INDEX PULSED LASER
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATEt CYLINDER WAVE




FLUID MEGHANICSt LUBRICATION, CORROSION, HASERSt
BIOLGGICAL STRESS, PROTECTIVE COATINGS, NEUTRON
ACTIVATION, FRACTOGRAPHY, NETABOLISMt GUIDED
MISSILE LAUNCHING, AND CATAPULTS
AD-623630 N66-16668
PROT_i MASER
LOW FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR - PROTON




LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED BY DELAY LINE AND SQUARE LAW
DETECTOR A65-20510
INTERACTION BETWEEN OPTICAL MASER MEDIUM AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROPAGATING IN IT,
DISCUSSING AMPLIFIER EQUATIONS AND STEADY STATE
PULSE / SSP/ IN AND GUT OF RESONANCE
A65-33376
NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT PULSE PASSING
THROUGH LASER OPERATING AT SATURATION REGIME
A66-21963
PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION IPAHI
LASER GIANT PULSING USING SATURABLE ABSORBER
INSIDE CAVITY AS FAST SWITCH A65-26960
PULSE CODE MODULATION /PCM/
LASER CURRENT-MONITORING DEVICE, SPALL CURRENT
TRANSFORMER FEEDS SOLID-STATE PULSE-CODING DEVICE
kHICH MODULATES GALLIUM-ARSENIOE LASER
A65-29885
PULSE DIFFRACTION
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING HAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A65-36058
POkERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING WAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A66--I5861
PULSE DURATION MODULATION IPONI
OUTPUT POKER AND PULSE DURATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-12602
LASER RANGING VIA DIGITAL COUNTER COUPLED
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBEr NOTING SPECTRAL RESPONSE,
GAIN TRANSIT TIME DEPENDENCE, OUTPUT COUPLING AND
EFFECTIVE CATHODE DIAMETER A66-23759
PULSE MODULATION
HELIUM-NEON LASER MODULATION BY POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE PULSES A65-35931
PULSE TIME M{_DULATION /PTM/
COHERENCE THEORY FOR COLLIMATION AND FOCUSING OF
TIME-AVERAGED INTENSITY OF PULSED PULTIMDDE LASER
RADIATION A66-12205
PULSE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
CATA PULSED TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEMe USING CONTINUOUS WAVES
A66-19936
OPTICALLY BIASED PULSED TRANSMISSION NODE
OPERATION OF Q-SMITCHED LASER, IN CONNECTION WITH










LASER OPERATION AS PULSED REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM MODE COUPLING DUE TO TIME-VARYING
LOSS IN CAVITY OR NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
INVERTED POPULATION AbS-2T603
COMPACT PULSE GENERATOR FOR DRIVING GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
N65-2OlT5
SEMICONDUCTOR-BASED PULSE GENERATOR FOR LASER
EXCITATION A66-110_2
SEMICONCUCTOR-BASEC PULSE GENERATOR FOR LASER
EXCITATION A66-Z3289
PULSED LASER
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS D_RING FOCUSING OF
P'JL[E5 RUBY LASER nlITP|JT A65--16131
RADIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER PULSE REGIMEt
CISCUSSING ERRORS ARISING IN COMPARING BASIC WITH
SECGNOARY EMISSION A6S-166IT
PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF TIME PROFILEr PEAK POKER
AND NUMBER OF GIANT PULSES OF ROTATING PRISM
Q-SkITCHEO LASERS A65-15103
CIRCUITRY, MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
PERFORMANCE OF GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER TRANSMITTER
OPERATED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-1532T
SINGLE PULSES OF ELECTRON EMISSION PRODUCED BY
SPINNING-PRISM Q-SWITCHEO RUBY LASER
A65-15663
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY
Q-SklTCHING ROTATING PRISM RUBY LASER
A6S-15788
OPTIMUM PEAK POWER FROM GIANT PLLSE LASER IN TERMS
GF LOSS FACTOR AND POPULATION DENSITY
A65-15826
BACKGROUND GAS PRESSURE EFFECT DN LASER INDUCED
ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ZINC AND TANTALUM SURFACES
A65-15838
PULSED RUBY LASER ROD CAVITY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
FROM T7 TO 293 DEGREES K INDICATING ESSENTIALLY
CONSTANT LOSS A65-16129
OPTICAL PUMP PULSE SHAPE EFFECT ON POPULATION
INVERSION ATTAINED IN RUBY LASER
A65-16569
BROADBANC DIELECTRIC MIRRORS USED WITH PULSED GAS
LASER TO OBSERVE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN VISIBLE
HAVELENGTH REGION A65-Z65TO
GAIN DELAY CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR-LEVEL
NEODYMIUM-DOPED PULSED GLASS-LASER OSCILLATOR-
POKER AMPLIFIER CHAIN AbS-16576
GUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF CALCIUM TUNGSTATE/
NEODYMIUM ION MASER USING LONG DURATION PUMPING
PULSES A65-165T5
RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-18662
GIANT PULSE LASER APPLIED TO NONLINEAR OPTICAL
EFFECT OF STIMULATED RANAN SCATTERING WITH
REFERENCE TO EMISSION ANGLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
AbS-Iq996
SEMICONDUCTOR PULSE MASER BASED ON THEORY OF
EXISTENCE OF ELECTRODIPOLE TRANSITIONS WITH SPIN
ORIENTATION SHIFTS A65-20909
RADIATIVE REACTION EFFECTS ON GIANT PULSE LASER
STABILITY 1N ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM
A65-2C913
SUPPRESSING PULSED LASER SPIKING BY PROVIDING
EGUELIBRIUM PHOTON DENSITY AS TFRESHOLD IS
REACHEDt NOTING CASE OF RUBY LASER
A65-21300
PROCESSING EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILMS
TO ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
1-95
PULSED LASER CONT SUBJECT INDEX
LASER-INDUCED ELASTIC VIBRATIONS
A65-21875
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
PULSED WATER VAPOR LASER FaR FAR IR GIVING DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE A65-22626
LASER PULSE GENERATION WITH PLASMA RESULTING FROM
DISCHARGE IN HYDROGEN AS MEDIUM
A65-2272B
LASER OSCILLATION IN PULSED NOBLE-GAS-ION LASER AT
NEAR- IR A65-22785
RATE EQUATION SOLUTIONS FOR G-SPOILED AND PULSED
TRANSMISSION MODE / PIN/ OPERATION OF THREE-LEVEL
LASER A65-22933
LASER TYPES AND THEIR APPLICATION 1N RADAR,
INSTRUMENTATION, NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
A65-24131
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING FOCUSING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-24951
PUMPING POWER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS WAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A65-26687
OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION OF APPARENT RATE OF
REFLECTOR ROTATION IN Q-SWITCHING OF LASER
RESONATOR A65-26946
NINE ADDITIONAL LASER LINES IN PULSED XENON
DISCHARGE UNDER CONDITIONS THAT DO NOT PRODUCE
PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED LINES A65-26953
GIANT LASER EMISSION PULSES IN NEODYMIUM ACTIVATED
GLASS ROD BY VARYING CAVITY q MITH QUINOLINE
SOLUTION OF PQLYNETHINE DYE A65-27554
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR
SPIKE PULSING PHENOMENON OBSERVED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED THREE-LEVEL LASERS A6S-276OT
RUBY LASER NITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-2B091
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES BEHAVIOR AT HIGH
PULSE RADIATION LOADS A65-29356
STABILITY OF CORRECTED COUPLED-NODE LASER EQUATION
DERIVED FROM MODEL FOR RUBY LASER SPIKING
RESULTING FROM NODE INTERFERENCE
A65-29805
NATURAL SELECTION OF MODES USING PASSIVE Q-SNITCH
IN GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER WHICH NARROWS OUTPUT
SPECTRUM A65-29850
SINGLE AXIAL MODE OPERATION OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE, USING SATURABLE FILTER Q-SNITCH AND
RESONANT REFLECTOR A65-29852
LASER CURRENT-MONITORING DEVICE, SMALL CURRENT
TRANSFORMER FEEDS SOLID-STATE PULSE-CODING DEVICE
MHICH MODULATES GALLIUM-ARSENIDE LASER
A65-29885
DENSE HIGH-TEMPERATURE HYDROGEN PLASMA PRODUCTION
BY INTENSE LASER PULSE HEATING OF MAGNETICALLY
CONTAINED PLASMA A65-29978
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING / LIDAR/ TECHNIQUE USE
IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCHt PARTICULARLY
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS IMPORTANT TO AVIATION AND
ROCKET OPERATIONS
AIAA PAPER 6§-664 A65-30204
SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER LONG PULSE DRIVER FOR
INJECTION LASERS A65-30330
LONGITUDINAL MODE SELECTION IN GIANT PULSE LASER
RESULTING IN SINGLE-MODE OUTPUT
A65-30345
1-96
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER DETECTORS,
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS, NOTING HELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION ABB-31002
LASER PULSE-SHAPING AND MODE-LOCKING WITH
TRAVELING AND STATIONARY ACOUSTIC NAVES IN ARGON
LASER A65-31763
LASER RADIATION EFFECTS AND APPLICATION NOTING
PONER OUTPUTt MELTING_ VAPORIZATION AND SURFACE
EMISSION A65-31766
PLASMA DECAY IN PULSE DISCHARGE OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER GRAPHICALLY DEPICTED UNDER CONDITIONS OF
GENERATION A65-31BTB
CBSERVED AND PREDICTED EFFICIENCY OF CONVERSION OF
RADIATION FROM GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER INTO
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING A65-32209
GAS EFFECTS PRODUCED BY PULSED LASER BEAN IN
BALLISTIC TORSIONAL PENDULUM PHOTOMETER, NOTING
EEFLECTION CUE TO PHOTON MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
A65-32229
ZEEMAN EFFECT IN PARAMAGNETIC CRYSTALS BY RUBY FOR
MICROWAVE MODULATION OF PULSED LASER BY ABSORPTION
A65-32766
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRA OF SINGLY
IONIZED ZINC AND CADMIUM OBTAINED WITH PULSED
DISCHARGES IN HEATED VAPORS OF THESE METALS NIXED
kITH NOBLE GASES A65-3274T
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF TRIPLET STATES
A65-33050
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE REGION FROM PULSED
CDLD CATHODE DISCHARGE IN IONIZED S AND P
A65-33379
PULSE-DISCHARGE PLASMA DECAY STUDIED BY
CBSERVATION OF GENERATION PROCESSES IN HELIUM-NEON
PULSE LASER A65-33584
WHITE LIGHT EMISSION WHEN PULSED LASER BEAM
FOCUSES ON TARGETS IS MAINLY DUE TO TEMPERATURE
RADIATION A65-369ST
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE Q-SHITCHES FOR INCREASING
STORED PUMPING ENERGY DF LASERS AND INHIBITING
RESONANCE FOR SUBSEQUENT PEAK LASER EXCITATION AND
DISCHARGE A65-35118
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSIEN GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING NAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A65-36058
VISIBLE DISCHARGES INCUCED IN GASES BY FOCUSED
RUBY LASER PULSES
REPT.-I579-14 N65-16982
NANCSECUND HEATING UF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY GIANT
LASER PULSES AND REDUCTION OF LIGHT ABSORPTION
AT HIGH LASER POWER DENSITIES
AD-651666 N65-16471
PULSED GAS LASER FOR FAR INFRARED REGION OF
SPECTRUM N65-20170
FOCUSING AND COLLIMATION PROPERTIES OF PULSED
PULTIMODING RUBY LASER
REPT.-1579-19 N65-21554
BREAKOCWN OF ARGON EY NEODYMIUM AND RUBY LASER
PULSES
REPT.-1935-1 N65-22072
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH NARROWING OF PULSED TRAVELING
WAVE RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AD-610865 N65-22139
_ATERIAL VAPORIZATICN BY Q-SPOILED LASER PULSES
FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF VAPOR OPTICAL
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
AFCRL-64-871 N65-22274
PHOTOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF METAL PHTHALOCYANINES
SUBJECTINDEX PULSEOLASERCOIIT
IN PRODUCING GIANT PULSES FROM RUBY LASER
Nb5-23635
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE WITH SELF-
CONTAINED LASER OSCILLATOR AND POWER SUPPLY -
LASER HEADS USING TUNGSTEN LAMPS AND XENON
FLASHLRI_S FOR PUMP EXCITATION
REPT.-2 N65-27581
PULSED XENON FLASHLARP AND CONTINUOUS INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAFIP TRADEOFFS AS NEODYMIUM-YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET CRYSTAL LASER PUMPS
REPTo-3 N65-30262
GIANT PULSES FROM NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASS LASER NITH
PHOTOSENSITIVE LIQUID Q-Sw|TCH
NO_ 3q_o_
STORAGE DIODE LASER RESEARCH
AD-bIB297 1165-36108
PULSED LASER FOR SIMULATING TANK GUN FIRING FOR
TRAINING OF TANK GUNNERS
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1311-| NbS-34676
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF PULSED
LASER OUTPUT - CALORIMETER AND |NTEGRATOR
WL-TR-66-127 N65-34706
PENTACARBDCYANINE COMPOUND USED TO REDUCE
MONOPULSE DONATION IN NEOOYMIUM LASER
A66-10262
DESTRUCTIVE AND LUMINESCENCE EFFECTS OF FOCUSED
RUbY LASER BEAM ON RUBY A66-10265
PEAK POWER TRANSIENTS OF NEAR CONFDCAL HELIUM-NEON
LASER WORKING AT b328 ANGSTROMS ON PULSED
DISCHARGE BASIS Ab6-10329
SELF-LOCKED GAS LASER MODE DEPENDENCE ON CAVITY
LENGTH AND POSITION OF LASER MEDIUM IN CAVITY
A66-1036T
LASER ACTION AT 5601 ANGSTROMS IN PURE NEON PULSED
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCHARGE Ab6-10353
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER NITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-11188
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
GASEOUS LASER IN HIGH PRESSURE RANGE
A66-11375
NONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF PULSE SIGNAL IN LASER
TYPE TRAVELING NAVE AMPLIFIER A66-11861
PERIODIC AUTONODULATION OF RADIATION AND
POSSIBILITY OF GENERATING GIANT PULSES IN THREE-
LEVEL LASER kITH INHONOGENEOUSLY EXCITED ACTIVE
MEDIUM Abb-11842
COHERENCE THEORY FOR COLLIMATION ANO FOCUSIM; OF
TIME-AVERAGED INTENSITY OF PULSED MULT|MODE LASER
RADIATION A66-12205
NODE-CONTROLLED GIANT PULSE LASER USED TO PRODUCE
TWO-BEAM HOLOGRAM IN SHORT EXPOSURE TIME OF 30
NSEC A66-1221§
PULSED LASER-CREATED PLASMAS BY LIGHT ABSORPTION
BY SKIN EFFECT Ab6-12975
PENTACARBGCYAN|NE CDMPDUNO USED TO REDUCE
MONOPULSE DURATION IN NEODYMIUM LASER
A66-1330T
DESTRUCTIVE AND LUMINESCENCE EFFECTS OF FOCUSED
RUBY LASER BEAM ON RUBY A66-13310
MEASURING DEVICE FOR PULSED LASER OUTPUT POWER
USING BOLOMETERt AMPLIFIER AND OSCILLOSCOPE
A66-1388B
TIME CHARACTERISTICS IN GENERATION OF GIANT LASER
PULSE STUDIED BY CIRCUIT WITH PRISMATIC SHUTTERS
A66-13889
LASER OSCILLATIONS AND SELF _-SEITCHING,
DISCUSSING PULSED FLASH-LAMP EXCITATION
EXPERIMENTS WITH TRIPLY ACTIVATED CONFOCAL BARIUM
CRDNM GLASS ETALON A66--139BO
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN
GASES, DISCUSSING SCONO VELOCITY CALCULATION FROM
FREQUENCY SHIFT AND ARGONt HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
A66-13981
RISE TIME AND OUTPUT PONER OF SINGLE PULSE IN HE-
NE LASER MEASUREO BY METHOD OF CHANGING
Q-FACTOR BY PLATE LOCATED IN RESONANT CAVITY
A66-16332
INTERACTION OF LIGHT PULSE FROM RUBY LASER N|TH
MERCURY SURFACEr OBSERVING MECHANICAL IMPACT
.c, vcucr Tn n¢ OaPt_ VAPORTZATION PROCESS
A66-143T3
PLASMA GENERATION BY FOCUSING LASER BEAR IN AIR AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND ROOM TEMPERATURE INDICATE
CONNECTION WITH LUMINOUS ENERGY ABSORPTION DUR|NG
BREAKDONN A66-14538
SHIFT UF EMISSION SPECTRUM IN PULSED GA AS LASERt
NOTING MAVEFORM CHARACTERISTICS
A66-14974
PROPAGATION RATE OF HIGH POWER LASER LIGHT PULSE
IN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM A66--15333
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING WAVE OIFFRACTIEN MODULATOR
A66-15861
PUMPING POWER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS NAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A6(r--15900
SEARCH VIA LASER RECEIVERS FOR INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS A66-16669
REGULAR PERIODIC SPIKING IN OUTPUT OF PULSEO
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS LASER AT PUMPING
LEVELS SLIGHTLY ABOVE THRESHOLD
A66-|66T2
LASER ACTION ON FIVE GREEN LINES AND SIX IR LINES
CAUSED BY PULSING MANGANESE DISCHARGE OF COLLISION
LASER IN ATOMIC VAPOR OF NEUTRAL MANGANESE
A66--|6763
PULSED LASER WELCINGt HIRE-TO-WIREw SHEET-TO-
SHEET, CIRCUIT BOARDt VACUUM TUBEm ETC
A66-18153
DECAY OF F-CENTER EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
INDUCED BY SHORT INTENSE PULSE OF Q-SWITCHED RUBY
LASER A66-'19367
ACCURATE TRACKING OF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
LPTICAL REFLECTORS_ USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEANS
A66-19902
TIME CEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE AXIAL
MODE OF DIFFRACTION LIMITED RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE A66-20420
ROOM TEMPERATURE QUASI-CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED RUBY
GIANT PULSE LASER WITH SATURABLE ABSORBER Q-
SWITCH A66-EIZ4B
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION NOISE PROPERTIES DF PAIR OF
PULSED RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS A66-21310
ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUMINATED METALLIC SURFACE INTO VACUUM,
DETERMINING APPLICATION TO PULSED ION THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 A66-214S3
LASER SIMULATED NUCLEATION IN BUBBLE CHAMBER,
COMPARING SENSITIVITY WITH RADIOACTIVELY
STIMULATED NUCLEATION A66-21583
NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION _F LIGHT PULSE PASSING
THROUGH LASER OPERATING AT SATURATION REGIME
A66-21963
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY1
I-IT
PULSEDRADIATION SUBJECTINDEX
LASERS AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES, EMPHASIZING
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE APPLICATION
A66-22063
STANDING WAVES IN LASER RESONATORS VERIFIED BY
PLACING THIN METALLIC FILMS BETWEEN EXTERNAL
MIRRORS OF PULSED NEODYMIUM LASER
A66-22893
GADOLINIUM MOLYBDENATE AS FERRGELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASER, NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
DOMAIN A66-23207
GAS SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-INDUCED STIMULATED
BRILLOUIN EFFECT IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
A66-23432
SINGLE PULSE OPERATION OF LASERSt NOTING ENERGY
STORAGE AND AMPLIFICATION EFFECT FOR FOUR- AND
THREE-LEVEL ACTIVE MEDIUM A66-23667
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY
RADIATING STATE APPLIED TO BEAM MASER SPECTROMETER
A66-23731
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-24009
LASER WELDING FOR PRODUCTION MICROWELDING, NOTING
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION
ASTME PREPRINT MM66-TO7 A66-244]5
STEADY STATE VALUE OF INVERTED POPbLATIONy POWER
OUTPUT, THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR AND SPIRING
CHARACTERISTICS FOR SINGLE-MODE LASER WHEN
RADIATION INTENSITY HAS SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
A66-24562
PULSED INDUCED EMISSION IN HYDROGEN BEAM LASER FOR
CASE OF TWO RELAXATION TIMES, DETERMINING
POLARIZATION ONLY BY NUMBER OF ACTIVE PARTICLES IN
RESONATOR A66-24884
GAS DISCHARGE BY LASER PULSE, TARING INTO ACCOUNT
PHOTOIONIZATION DUE TO ELECTRON IMPACT
A66-24887
TREATMENT OF STEEL WITH LASER BEAM, OBTAINING
PRECISION HOLES WITHOUT AFFECTING MICRDHARDNESS OF
METAL A66-26898
GROWTH OF WAVES IN PULSED LASER AMPLIFIER
CALCULATED USING QUASI ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL -
AMPLIFICATION OF EXTERNALLY IMPRESSED AND
SPONTANEOUSLY EMITTED WAVES
AVCO-EVERETT RES. REPT.-233 N66-[0972
PULSED LASER OSCILLATOR - ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
MODEL
ECOM-OO326-4 N66-12398
USE OF LASER BEAM IN SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS -
NORMAL LASER AND GIANT SPIKE LASER
AFCRL-65-586 N66-12799
PULSED YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER
DEVICE - SOLID STATE LASER DEVICE
QPR-9 N66-14725
POWER AND PATH LENGTH EFFECTS ON STIMULATED RAMAN
SPECTRA IN METHANE AND HYDROGEN STUDIES USING
GIANT PULSED LASER N66-20037
PULSED RADIATION
MASER PEAK PULSE CHARACTERISTICS DURING
INSTANTANEOUS SWITCHING OF INTERFEROMETER WHEN
LOSS FACTOR RAPIDLY DECREASES A65-23004
GIANT RUBY LASER PULSE PRODUCTION FROM RAPID
SATURATION OF DYE ABSORBER SDLLTION IN OPTICAL
CAVITY BY SINGLET-SINGLET TRANSITIONS
A65-3352[
RADIATION PULSES FROM RUBY OPTICAL CUANTUM
GENERATOR DURING SINGLE IGNITION
FTD-TT-65-134/I_2 N65-33409
SOLID-STATE LASER SYSTEM AS RADIATION PULSE
GENERATOR
STL-4127-6004-SU-O00 N65-3368_
SIGNAL VELOCITY OF MASERST AND MICROWAVE PHDNON
ATTENUATION AND PULSED HEAT RADIATION IN SINGLE
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTORS
REPTo-8 N65-36736
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION, USING ADIABATIC
IEMPERATURE A66-1244T
PHOTON ECHO, SHORT PULSE OF LIGHT SPONTANEOUSLY
EMITTED BY DILUTE RUBY CRYSTAL AFTER RUBY-LASER
PULSE IRRADIATION A66-18642
LASER DEVELOPMENT, OISCUSSING BASIC THEORY*
PUMPING METHODS AND LASER TYPES
A66-187CO
PUMP




SHOCK TUBE LASER PUMPING - FOUR COMBINATIONS
CF LASER CRYSTAL ANE PUMPING CONFIGURATION
0-3104 N65-2BI54
LASER RESEARCH DEALING WITH EFFECT CF PUMPING ON
RUBY QUALITY, LANTHANUM FLUORIDE EXAMINATION,
LARGE RUBY LASER RODS, DC OPERATION OF MERCURY
IUBE, HOLOGRAMS, AND LASER PHYSICS
NRL-MR-I604 N65-2B_20
LASER ACTION BY ELECTRON BEAM PUMPING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
NOLTR-65-95 NE5-33401
LPTIMUM DESIGN OF HIGH PRESSURE* LARGE DIAMETER_
DIRECT NUCLEAR PUMPED, GAS LASERS
ANL-TO3D N66-11926
CHEMICAL PUMPING DF LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 NBB-13799
PURIFICATION
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SCLAR
FLUX, GAS DISCHARGE TUBE, NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS, MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS,





PAGNETIC G-FACTOR EESCRIBING ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ENERGY LOSSES IN PARAMAGNEIIC MASER
CRYSTALS A65-26860
EFFECTS OF RESONATOR LENGTH AND MIRROR
TRANSPARENCE AND ALIGNMENT UPON DYNAMIC AND STATIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED
C-FACTOR A65-35TB6
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTCR NODULATICN
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A65-36826
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTCR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A66-13431
LASER REGIME WITh CIANT PULSES GENERATED IN
UYSPROSIUM DOPED CADMIUM FLUORIDE UNDER CONTINUOUS
PUMPING BY XENON LAMPS, OBTAINING Q FACTOR
MODULATION BY ROTATING PRISM A66-19376
Q-SPOILING
PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF TIME PROFILE, PEAK POWER
AND NUMBER OF GIANT PULSES OF ROTATING PRISM
C-SWITCHED LASERS A65-15103
OUTPUT FREQUENCY QLADRUPLING IN Q-SPOILED
NEODYMIUM-IN-GLASS LASER, USING NONLINEAR OPTIC
EFFECT A65-15858
I_U_Y LASER AMPLIFIER ENERGY INPUT-CUTPUT
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
1-98
SUBJECT INDEX QUANTUM t;ENERJTIOR
VERIFICATION A65-17668
RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED Q--FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-18662
REFLECTED RADIATION OF Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER FROM
EXPLORER XXII A65-2LS06
RATE EQUATION SOLUTIONS FOR Q-SPOILED AND PULSED
TRANSMISSION MODE / PTM/ OPERATION OF THREE-LEVEL
LASER A65-22933
MASER PEAK PULSE CHARACTERISTICS DURING
INSTANTANEOUS SNITCHING OF INTERFEROMETER NHEN
LOSS F_CTOR RAPIDLY _ECREASES A6_-_004
LASER GIANT PULSING USING SATURABLE ABSORBER
INSIDE CAVITY AS FAST SNITCH A65-26960
COHERENT HIGH POWER PULSES FROM OPTICALLY PUMPED
Y A G- ND LASER BY Q-SWITCHING FROM MIRROR
ROTATION A65--26003
OPTICAL ANPLIFICATION OF APPARENT RATE OF
REFLECTOR ROTATION IN Q-SNITCHING OF LASER
RESONATOR A65-26966
O-SWITCHING OF ND LASER USING POLY_ETHINE DYE IN
METHYL ALCOHOL SOLVENT A65-27533
RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM AbS-2BO91
NATURAL SELECTION OF MODES USING PASSIVE Q-SNITCH
IN GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER MHICH NARRONS OUTPUT
SPECTRUM A65-29850
SINGLE AXIAL MODE OPERATION OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE, USING SATURABLE FILTER Q-SWITCH AND
RESONANT REFLECTOR A65--29852
Q-SWITCHING APPLIED TO SLON SNITCHING AND PULSE
SHAPING FOR SOLID STATE LASERS
AIAA PAPER 65-363 A65-30797
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF Q-SWITCHED LASER BEAM
PROPAGATING OVER IO-MILE PATH A65-31064
LASER CONFIGURATIONS_ PERFORMANCE FEATURES AND
LINITATIONS DISCUSSING HE- NEw ION AND SOLID
STATE LASERS A65-31881
SIMULTANEOUS LASER OSCILLATION OBSERVED AT 6963
AND 6929 ANGSTROM NAVELENGTHS IN NORMAL AND Q-
SPOILED OPERATION OF RUBY LASER
Ab5-3276B
Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSED ON GRAPHITEw
OBTAINING SMAN EMISSION OF CARBON MOLECULE
A65-362OT
MODE LOCKING EFFECTS IN INTERNALLY KDP MODULATED
RUBY LASER A65-35063
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE Q-SNITCHES FOR INCREASING
STORED PUMPING ENERGY OF LASERS AND INHIBITING
RESONANCE FOR SUBSEQUENT PEAK LASER EXCITATION AND
DISCHARGE A65-35118
MATERIAL VAPORIZATION BY Q-SPOILED LASER PULSES
FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF VAPOR OPTICAL
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
AFCRL-66-871 NbS-22276
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM USED FOR QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY OISTRIBUTIGN IN Q-
SNITCHED LASER BEAM A66-16920
NODE COMPETITION AND COUPLING IN G-SNITCHED RUBY
LASER A66-16383
LIFE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCOATED RUBY
LASER Q-SklTCHED BY ROTATING PRIS¥ FORMING END
REFLECTOR OF LASER RESONATOR A66-16675
Q-SNITCHED OPTICAL MASER SYNCHRONIZATION_
DISCUSSING EXPERIMENTAL OESIGNw SETUP AND
PERFORMANCE A66-1729T
ROOM TEMPERATURE QLASI-CONTINUOLSLY PUMPED RUBY
GIANT PULSE LASER kiTH SATURABLE ABSORBER Q-
SWIICH Abb-2126B
_-S_ITCHING OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE
GAS LASER TRANSITIONS A66-23356
VIBRATIONAL ANC ROTATIONAL RELAXATIONS IN CARBON
C|OXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE LASER SYSTENSw USING Q-
SWITCHING TECHNIQUES A66-23355
QUANTUM AMPLIFIER
MASER AMPLIFIER kITH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21 CM WAVELENGTHt NOTING ADVANTAGE
EVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-16136
MASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERS, DISCUSSING
MULTERESONATOR ALL-PASS QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS
A65-16282
MASER AMPLIFIER kiTH COUPLED ACTIVE RESONATORS
OPERATING AT 21CN WAVELENGTHw NOTING ADVANTAGE
OVER PASSIVE INPUT CIRCUIT A65-26011
TRAVELING-_AVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AP4>LIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASIRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
E-CP BAND A65-26882
MASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERSw DISCUSSING
MULTIRESONATOR ALL-PASS QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS
A65-25785
QUANTUM STATISTICAL PROCEDURE DEVELOPED FOR
RADIATION FIELD AND APPLIED TO LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-3270T
TRAVELING-WAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
8-CP BANO A65-36359
ZERO FIELD X-BAND MASER DESIGN FOR MIGRONAVE
CUANTUM AMPLIFIERS - MILLIMETER ANO
SUBPILLIMETER WAVE EEVICES
REPT.-690F N65-25851
MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLINETER MASER DEVICES - IRON-
DOPED MASER AMPLIFIER_ PUSH-PULL RUTILE MASERt
AND X-BAND ZERO FIELD MASERS
REPT.-690H N66-16210
QUANTUM COUNTER
HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY IN NARROW BAND TRIVALENT
RARE EARTH DOPED QUANTUM COUNTER ACHIEVED BY LASER
PUMPING A65-27606
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
ACCURATE LOCATION OF OBJECT IN SPACE ANO TIME AND
CORRECTION OF MOVEMENTS BY USE OF QUANTUM
ELECTROCYNAMICS A65-25036
¢UANTUN ELECTRODYNA_ICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
MASERSw THERMAL PINCHING_ N-TYPE SEMICONOUCTORSv
COHERENT LIGHT_ TRANSISTOR SWITCHINGt POPULATION
INVERSION, AND BREAKDOWN
AFOSR-65--OZ48 N65--23691
QUANTUM STATISTICS FOR ANALYZING RADIATION FIELDS
INTERACTING WITH OTHER SYSTEMS APPLIED TO MODEL
LASER OPERATING AS LINEAR AMPLIFIER
A66-13260
QUANTUM GENERATOR
MASERS AND LASERSw DISCUSSING COHERENT RADIATION
BY ATOMS AN_ MOLECULES AND QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
TECHNIQUES OF GENERATING ACOUSTIC OR
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM A65-31383
GENERATION OF LIGHT USING SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM
CENERATORS - SOLID STATE LASERS
FTD-TT'ES-33T/l_6 N65-32851
RADIATION PULSES FROM RUBY OPTICAL QUANTUM
GENERATOR DURING SINGLE IGNITION
FTD-TT-65-136/182 N65-33609
BALANCED MIXER ACTICN FOR OPTICAL HETERODYNINGe




OPTICAL MASER THEORY INCLUDING OSCILLATORS,
RADIATION EMISSION, QUANTUM MECHANICS, ETC
A65-24004
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS HISTORICAL REVIEk CCVERING
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN LASER/MASER
CONSTRUCTION A65-25256
QUANTUM MECHANICS OF SIGNALS AND NOISE IN
ATTENUATORS AND MASER AMPLIFIERS, RELATING
EXPECTATION VALUES AND THERMAL STATE OF SYSTEM
A65-30510
MASTER EQUATION FOR COMPLETE STATISTICAL OPERATOR
OF SOLID STATE LASER ACCORDING TO GUANTUM
MECHANICS A65-31773
QUANTUM STATISTICAL PROCEDURE DEVELOPED FOR
RADIATION FIELD AND APPLIED TO LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-32707
MIGROflAVE PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC WAVE INTERACTIONS_
TRANSVERSE HAVE ELECTRON BEAM, OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER MATERIALS, AND NONLINEAR
QUANTUM STUDIES
ML-1263 N65-15605
QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL MECHANICAL THEORIES OF LASER
RADIATION
RM-4435-PR N65-1929T
QUANTUM STATISTICAL PROCEDURE FOR STUDYING
INTERACTING RADIATION FIELD APPLIED TO MODEL
LASER OPERATING AS LINEAR AMPLIFIER
RM-BS16-PR N65-27655
COHERENT LIGHT RECORDING AND REPRODUCING SYSTEM
COMPRISING TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM MECHANICAL
DATA PROCESS OF ULTIMATE PACKING DENSITY AND
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH
RAOC-TR-65-130 N65-3552B
QUANTUM RF PHYSICS TEXT COVERIN_ MAGNETIC
RESONANCE THEORY, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE,
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES, TWO- AND THREE-LEVEL
NASERSt RF GAS SPECTROSCOPY AND AMMONIA
OSCILLATOR A66-10956
PHYSICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF LASERS SUCH AS POPULATICN
INVERSION, INDUCEO EMISSION AND PRINCIPAL OPTICAL
APPARATUS EXPLAINED FOR COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
A66-13233
QUANTUM MECHANICAL NONLINEAR THEORY OF INTENSITY
AND PHASE FLUCTUATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED
LASER NOISE A66-22666
QUANTUM OPTICS THEOREM ON CLASSICAL SOURCE FOR
WHICH EFFECT OF DETECTOR AND DISSIPATION MECHANISM
IS NEGLIGIBLE A66-22967
QUANTUM MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF MOLECULAR
RADIATION BEHAVIOR IN DETUNING CAVITY OF DOUBLE
CAVITY MASER
FTD-TT-BS-BBB/I&283&6 N66-19899
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED 1N
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHOOE LASER DETECTORS
ITTIL-66-1002 N66-20166
LASER THEORY WITH CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL
APPROACH TO ABSORPTION AND EMISSION
R-IT43 N66-2085T
QUANTUN THEORY
RELATION BETWEEN QUANTUM AND SEMICLASSICAL
DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL COHERENCE, CONSIDERING
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION A65-21379
RELATION BETWEEN OPTICAL COHERENCE AND PHOTON
STATISTICS, USING CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM THEORY,
INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENTS ANC PHOTODETECTION
A65-24002
QUANTUM THEORY OF OPTICAL PUMPING CYCLE DEVELOPED
FROM ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF LIGHT GN ATOMIC ENERGY
LEVELS A65-26003
SUBJECT INOEX
CUANTUM THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LASER BEAM
FLUCTUATIONS AND OF LIGHT BEAT EXPERIMENTS WITH
IWO LASERS A65-25059
PERTURBED AND PLANE PARALLEL FABRY- PEROT
RESCNATDRS, THERMAL FIELDS, QUANTUM OPTICAL
COHERENCE, SPONTANEOUS EMISSION, AND DYNAMICAL
THEORY OF LASER OSCILLATION
AFCRL-65-270 N65-27DBB
GUANTUM THEORY OF INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES IN PLASMA CONSIDERED IN TERMS OF LIGHT-
LIGHT SCATTERING ANC PLASMA-LASER BEAN INTERACTION
A66-211T3
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION BY LASER BEAMS OF
FINITE SPECTRAL WIDTH, USING QUANTUM TRANSITIONS
AND KINETIC EQUATIGNSt NOTING SHAPE OF PUMPING
LINE AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY A66-22026
QUARTZ
SHORT-TERM FREQUENCY INSTABILITY AND FREGUENCY
SPECTRA OF HIGHLY STABLE QUARTZ OSCILLATORS
MEASURED, USING DOUBLE-BEAM AMMONIA MASER AS
STANDARD A65-18320
LASER EXCITATION IN QUARTZ OF ELASTIC MODES OF
THICK PLATE, SUGGESTING ENERGY COUPLING MECHANISMS
A66-12623
QUARTZ LIGHT
PERIODIC VARIATION OF QUALITY FACTOR OF HE- NE
GAS LASER CAVITY BY VIBRATING QUARTZ-MODULATION OF
LIGHT BEAM A66-136TT
QUENCHING
LASER EIGITAL DEVICES, EXAMINING QUENCHING OF GAIN
AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION A66-16826
R
RABBIT
LASER [RRADIANCE LEVELS FOR RETINAL LESIONS
A66-BDO11
CHORIORETINAL LESIONS PROOUCEO BY LASER ON MONKEY
AND RABBIT A66-BG950
RADAR
HIGH VOLTAGE, POWER, AND ENERGY FACILITIES FOR




OPTICAL ANALOG COMPUTER TRANSPOSING VARIABLE
INPUTS INTO SPATIAL DIMENSIONSt USING LASER AS
LIGHT SOURCE FOR ANTENNA MODELING ANO SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS AB§-33TTO
RAOAR ASTRONOMY
TWO-CAVITY MASER AT 2388 MC FOR RADAR ASTRONOMY
A65-2966T
RADAR BEAM
USE OF LASER BEAN IN SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS -
NORMAL LASER AND GIANT SPIKE LASER
AFCRL-65-586 N66-12799
RADAR DETECTOR
ATHCSPHERIC TURBULENCE, POWER FLUCTUATION AND
RADAR DETECTION IN LASER SYSTEMS DESIGN
A66-17296
RADAR EQUIPMENT
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN INTERFEROMETRY,
RADAR AND HOLOGRAPHY INCLUDING MECHANICAL
STABILITY, NOISE SUPPRESSIONm DIRTY LASER BEAM
RESTORATION, ETC A66-11656
CEVELOPMENT IN U.S. OF LASER APPLICATION WITH
TABLE INCLUDING GOVERNMENT SUPPORTED PROGRAMS IN
PHOTOGRAPHY, DATA PROCESSING, RADAR, ETC
A66-11655
RADAR MEASUREMENT
LASER RANGEFINDER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NONCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING




APPLICATION, PROBLEMS ANO STATE OF LOM NOISE
AMPLIFIERS AND TRAVELING NAVE TUBES, MASER AND
AOLER TUBES GAIN IN RADAR SYSTEMS
A66-14123
HIGH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEMt DESCRIBING MICROHAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC OETECTOR HITH AMPLIFICATION ANO
MIXING FUNCTIONS A66-22046
MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL MATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNEO RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM -HUMIOITY MEASUREMENT
REPTo-6S-6 N66-16BS2
RADAR TRA/CSNISSIQN
AIRBORNE LASER-RADAR LIGHT DETECTION ANO RANGING
I LICAR/ SYSTEMS APPLIEO TO DETECTION OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE I CAT/ A66-15297
HIGH POUER LASER AMPLIFIER FOR OPTICAL RAOAR
TRANSMITTER - SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
EOS-SSSO--Q-I N66-12355
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
EXCITATION AND INVERSION METHOD IN GAS LASERS
NOTING CHARACTERISTICS OF HELIUM-NEON LASER AND
IONIZED AND THREE-LEVEL LASER SYSTEM
A66-13951
RADIATION
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRAOEVCEN-IH-I5 N65-14961
ROVING SURFACE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT USING LASER
RADIATION
GE/EE/66-18 N65-17373
QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL MECHANICAL THEORIES OF LASER
RADIATION
RM'-6435-'-PR N65-19297
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT IN HELIUM-NEON
LASERS MITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS NBS-Z4550
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMODULATION OF
SOLID LASER RADIATION NbS-ZT236
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
AND VAPOR FOG NUCLEATION
MC-bB-110-RI N65-27760
NONLINEAR ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION BY THREE-
LEVEL ATOMIC SYSTEM
RM-4478-PR NbS-ZBB56
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR HIGHLY OIRECTIONAL
OFF AXIAL RADIATION FROM SOLID STATE OPTICAL
MASERS OF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
TR-2 N65"-36713
RESONANT CAVITY, OSCILLATION ANO RADIATION
OUTPUT OF OPTICAL MASERS
FTD-TT-66-I231/I&Z&3&6 N66-11658
RADIATION ABSQRPTION
LASER MODE OPERATION IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
ABSORBING IMPURITY ANALYZED BY EXTENDED THOMSON
TYPE SYSTEM A65-35930
NONLINEAR ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION BY THREE-
LEVEL ATOMIC SYSTEM
RM-6678-PR N65-28656
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF RUBY LASER RADIATION
IN FULLY IONIZED LIGHT ELEMENTS
IPP-6/Z7 NbS-301T8
LASER RADIATION ABSORBED ALONG SLANT PATHS,
SPECTRAL LINE OVERLAPPING AND CENTER LINE SHIFT
NITH PRESSURE VARIATION A66-17295
RADIATION DETECTOR
RUBY LASER OPTICAL RADAR DETECTION OF UPPER
ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTERING A66-26395
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES BEHAVIOR AT HIGH
PULSE RADIATION LOAOS AbS-Zg3s6
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING MITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
ABS-36050
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING MITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
A66-1S853
RADIATION EFFECT
LASER RA_!AT!ON EFFECT ON V_RTFRRATE EMBRYOS
N65-16626
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON ENERGY OUTPUT OF RUBY
LASER CRYSTALS NBS-IT596
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CF LASER RADIATION MITH
REFERENCE TO INTACT ANIMALS, PRIMATE EYES AND SKIN
AND MALIGNANT TUMORS OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN ORIGIN
A66-12gg6
PULSE ENERGY AND POKER OF LASERS UNDER CONTINUOUS
CPERATING CONDITIONS MEASURED, USING CALORIMETERS,
PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT OF RADIATION, ETC
A66-13205
PULSED IR LASER SIMULATING RADIATION--INDUCEO
TRANSIENT IONIZATIONS IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND
CIRCUITS A66-16853
RUBY LASER FOR STUCY OF LASER RADIATION EFFECTS
ON BIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS
GR-3BB5 N66-10583
RUBY LASERS USED IN STUDYING PHYSICAL PROCESSES
LEADING TO IONIZATION OF GASES BY INTENSE
OPTICAL RADIATION
UACRL-EgZOZ72-6 N66-20600
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND ELECTRON PARANAGNETIC
RESONANCE TECHNIQUES USED TO STUDY IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASERS
NASA-TN-D-3379 N66-21037
RADIATION EMISSION
RADIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER PULSE REGIME,
DISCUSSING ERRORS ARISING IN COPPARING BASIC NITH
SECCNOARY EMISSION A6S-LBblT
OPTICAL MASER THEORY INCLUDING OSCILLATORS,
RADIATION EMISSION, QUANTUM MECHANICS, ETC
A6S-26D06
THEORY OF INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS LASER EMISSION




GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL MODES OF
OSCILLATION IN RADIATION FIELD OF LASER
INTERFEROMETERS A65-IBTgS
NASER AND LASER PROPERTIES INCLUDING RADIATION
FIELD AND MASER MEDIA, NOTING MOLECULAR
AMPLIFICATION CENTERS ANO ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
A65-26935
CPTICAL SIMULATION OF MICRONAVE ANTENNAS NITHOUT
DIRECT FREQUENCY SCALING, OBTAINING AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION OF LASER RADIATION FIELDS
A65-2_618
GUANTUM STATISTICAL PROCEDURE FOR STUDYING
INTERACTING RADIATION FIELD APPLIED TO MODEL
LASER OPERATING AS LINEAR AMPLIFIER
RM"-6516-PR N6S-27655
LASER MITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-1G650
GUANTUM STATISTICS FOR ANALYZING RACIATION FIELDS
INTERACTING NITH OTHER SYSTEMS APPLIED TO MODEL




LASERWITH DIFFRACTION LIMITED RADIATION PATTERN
A66-13313
SPATIAL AMPLITUDE OF FIELD OF IDEALLY PARALLEL
LASER BEAM FOCUSED BY OPTICAL SYSTEMS WITH
SPHERICAL ABERRATION A66-23778
RADIATION HAZARO
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE 665-21951
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HAZARDS DF
LASER RADIATION
T5-124513111 N65-33997
CHEMICAL PUMPING Off LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN
MONKEYS FROM LASER IRRADIATION
U-3259 N66-13799
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN, OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATEt CYLINDER WAVE




RADIATIVE REACTION EFFECTS ON GIANT PULSE LASER
STABILITY IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM
A65-20913
TIME DEPENDENCE OF LASER OPERATION MODES USING
LASER MODEL WITH TWO OSCILLATION TYPES
665-27772
CALCULATION OF RADIATION INTENSITY OBTAINED FROM
LASER WITH HOMOGENEOUS LINE BROADENING GENERALIZED
FOR ARBITRARILY LARGE LOSS FRACTION PER PASS
A65-32219
INTENSE LASER RADIATION PROPAGATION - LASER
INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN, PARAMETRIC INTERACTION,
COHERENCE, ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION, OPTICAL
SOURCE AND INSTRUMENTATION
AFAL-TR-65-83 N65-25191
INTERACTION OF INTENSE LASER BEAMS WITH MATERIALS
AROD-4157-4 N65-27555
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-1118B
TIME DEPENDENCE OF LASER OPERATION MODESv USING
LASER MODEL WITH TWO OSCILLATION TYPES
A66-16626
SINGLE PULSE OPERATION OF LASERS, NOTING ENERGY
STORAGE AND AMPLIFICATION EFFECT FCR FOUR- AND
THREE-LEVEL ACTIVE MEDIUM A66-23667
CADMIUM TELLURIDE LASER WITH ELECTRON EXCITATION
A66-24009
USE OF LASER BEAM IN SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS -
NORMAL LASER AND GIANT SPIKE LASER
AFCRL-65-§B6 N66-12799
RUBY LASER RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BY
HIGH SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY AND TIME RESOLVED
INTERFEROMETRY FOR PUMPED RADIATION EFFECTS
N66-16657
RADIATION MEASUREMENT
ODS SINGLE CRYSTAL OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING
EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER9 DISCUSSING TWO-PHOTON
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 300 DEGREES K FOR
RADIATION FLUX DENSITIES 666-13874
MEASURING DEVICE FOR PULSED LASER OUTPUT POWER
USING BOLOMETERt AMPLIFIER AND OSCILLOSCOPE
A66-13888
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN OF RUBY LASER
EMISSION FOR VARIOUS RESONATORS AND OPERATING
REGIMES, NOTING LASER EFFECT ON ANGULAR HALF-WIDTH
VALUES A66-22028
RADIATION MEDICINE
LASER BEAM USE IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE, NOTING
INIERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITH
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS_ HAZARDS, DIAGNOSTICS,
THERAPEUTICS, ETC A66-14455
RADIATION PROTECTION
RADIATION PROTECTIVE DRUGS, XENON AND HELIUM-
XENON LASERS, HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND
DIELECTRIC COATINGS, AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
JPRS-29200 N65-ZD134
RADIATION SPECTRUM
INDUCED RADIATION Ik GA AS SEMICONCUCTCR CRYSTAL
EXCITED BY RUBY LASER WITH Q-MODULATION
665-35842
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A65-35866
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A66-19269
CPTICAL LASER PUMPS, HIGH POWER CW LASER
CPERATION BY CATHODCLUMINESCENCE AND SUITABLE
SELECTION OF PHOSPHORS A66-19566
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-19669
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
BESONATCR A66-21836
RUBY LASER RADIATION SPECTRUM AND OPTICAL
MESONANCE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
FTO-TT-65-1312/I_2&4 N66-1gg14
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION
RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMDNIDE
P-N JUNCTIONS, OBSERVING STIMULATED EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-30572
LASER TRANSITION IEENTIFICATIGN IN ELECTRON BEAM
PUMPED GALLIUM ARSENIDEt PRIMARILY DN
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLOW DONORS AND ACCEPTORS
A66-1034B
PROPAGATION OF ATMOSPHERICS, RADIATIVE
RECOMBINATION IN LASERSt RADIATION BELT
SURROUNDING EARTH, EQUATION FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER PROBLEMS, AND RARE EARTH SILICIDES
N66-12664
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITH ELECTRCN BEAM EXCITED
CADMIUM TELLURIDE AND GALLIUM SELENIDE
N66-1264B
RADIO ASTRONOMY
OBSERVATIONS OF RADIO SOURCES AT 9.4 GC WITH 2.2
FOOT FAN BEAM OF 16-ELEMENT INTERFEROMETER AND
_ASER AMPLIFIER 665-28335
DESIGN OF 8 MILLIMETER TRAVELING WAVE MASER
FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY
AO-61qlgl NE5-35172
NEC MASER AMPLIFIER FOR RADIO ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATION OF CYGNUS At TAURUS A AND ORION
AND OMEGA NEBULAS A66-15365
RADIO ELECTRONICS
PROCEEDINGS OF URSI GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON RADIC
ELECTRONICS INCLUDING PLASMAS, MASERS AND LASERS
AT TOKYO IN SEPTEMBER 1963 A65-26930
RADIO EMISSION
MULTIOAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR RECORDING 21CM
EMISSION FROM GALACTIC HYDROGEN
N65-1BB85
RAOIO FREQUENOY
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE





FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-28556
RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE
GAS MIXTURES AND PRESSURES FOR OPTIMUM OUTPUT
POWER OF RF-EXCITED HELIUN-NECN GAS LASERS AT
632.8 NM A65-22620
RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION
QUANTIJM RF PHYSICS TEXT COVERING MAGNETIC
RESONANCE THEORY, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE,
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESDNANCESI TkO- ANO THREE-LEVEL
MASERS, RF GAS SPECTROSCOPY AND AMMONIA
OSCILLATOR A66-10956
RADIO RECEIVER
MASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERS, DISCUSSING
MULTIRESONATOR ALL-PASS QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS
A65-16282
MASER APPLICATIONS AS RADIO RECEIVERS, DISCUSSING
MULTIRESONATOR ALL-PASS QUANTUM AMPLIFIERS
AbB-25785
RADIO SOURCE
TRAVELING-NAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RAOIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
B-CJ4 BAND Ab5-24882
TRAVELING-NAVE QUANTUM PARANAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
8-CM BAND A65-36359
RADIO TELESCOPE
TRAVELING-NAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIEO TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
B-CM BAND A65-26882
TRAVELING-WAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
8-ON BAND A65-36359
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN - GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS - FORECASTING SOLAR
FLARES - MAN-IN-SPACE - EPITAXIAL GRDNTH OF
ALUMINUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS - TECHNOLOGY
Nb5-30979
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RANAN SCATTERING LASERSt FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTt VOSKHOO
II LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-TZBT5
RADIO TRANSMISSION
RADIO STATION FACILITIES AT RAISTINGt WEST
GERMANY NOTING SATELLITE CDMMUNICATIONt MASER
RECEIVING SYSTEM, PARABOLIC ANTENNAS, ETC
A65-35195
RADIO TRANSIqITTER
STATISTICAL MODEL OF RANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIDAL
FUNCTION OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE REPRESENTED BY
EMISSION OF LASER OR RADIO TRANSMITTER
A66-1863T
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENT
INVESTIGATIONS IN ASTRONOMY, SOLID STATE PHYSICS,
OPTICAL MASERS, ATOMIC PHYSICS, AND RADIOACTIVE
ATOMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
NASA-CR-TO3gt N66-1T320
RADIOLOGY
HAZARDS, EFFECT, SAFETY AND PRECAUTION FOR
PREVENTION DF PHYSICAL INJURIES FROM LASER
RADIATION Abb-L3696
RAOIINIETER
LOW NOISE KA-BAND TRAVELING NAVE PASER AMPLIFIER
FOR MINDON AT 8 MM NHERE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IS LOW A65-16565
RADIOMETER MASERS, MICROWAVE GENERATION,
BI(_LDGICAL ASPECTS OF MICROWAVES, POLYMERIZATION
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL
AO-4557gZ NbB-IBBB6
NULTICAVITY RADIOMETER MASERS FOR RECORDING 21CM
1-103
EHISSION FROM GALACTIC HYDROGEN
NB_-IBBB5
RADIOMETRY
RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE OF SOLID STATE
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER COMPARABLE TO THAT
OBTAINED WITH MASERS AND PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS
A66-1263T
RECORDING SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ENERGY
INCIDENT ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM EXPOSEO TO LASER
EEAM A66-L7293
RANAN EFFECT
NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS 1N CRYSTALLINE AND
ISOTROPIC MATERIALS DUE TO INDUCED POLARIZATION
THIRD DRCER IN ELECTRIC FIELU STRENGTH, USING
GIANT PULSED LASER SOURCE A65-16863
STIMULATED RAMAN EFFECT OF BENZENE USING RUBY
LASER, EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM, THRESHOLD POKER
AND EFFICIENCY AT STOKES LINES
A65--19598
OPTICAL PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION INVCLVING THREE
WAVES, OPERATION OF HIGH POWERt NEARLY SINGLE
PODED RUBY LASER, AND OBSERVATION OF PARAMETRIC
INTERACTION AMONG RANAN-SHIFTEO LINES
RADC-TDR-bB-386 N65-16311
LASERS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY - LIGHT MODULATION
AND DEMODULATION METHODS, LASER TRANSITIONS,
RANAN EFFECT INITIATIONv AND NONLINEAR OPTICAL
PHENOMENA
TR-A-36 N65-19791
SPECTRAL AND TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID
STATE AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, AND NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF COHERENT LIGHTMAVES DUE TO RANAN
EFFECT
5-702 N65-21558
OPTICALLY PUMPED SEMICONDUCTOR LASER IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30206
GAIN MEASUREMENTS OF RAMAN AMPLIFIER PUMPED BY
DIFFUSE RUBY RADIATION A66--16388
COHERENCE AND STIMULATION THRESHOLD OF STOKES
LINE A66-18668
EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM HAMILTONIAN FOR COUPLING,
FIRST STOKES LINE, FIRST ANTI- STOKES LINE AND
COHERENT FIELD FOR RAMAN LASER
Abb--22690
RAMAN SCATTERING
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN RADIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELL,
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-16811
GIANT PULSE LASER APPLIED TO NONLINEAR OPTICAL
EFFECT OF STIMULATED RANAN SCATTERING WITH
REFERENCE TO EMISSICN ANGLE MEASUREPENT TECHNIQUE
ABS-Igg96
LASER APPLICATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
GF MATERIAL BY SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE,
CONSIDERING ORGANIC SUBSTANCE AND PLASMA
A65-20006
FIRST ORDER RAMAN SCATTERING MEASURENENT IN
SILICON USING 6328-ANGSTROM OUTPUT OF HELIUR--NEON
LASER A6S-266§T
LASER BEAM MULTIMODE EFFECTS AS HINDRANCE TO
INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITATIVE PEASUREMENTS OF
RAMAN GAIN AbB"-26958
RAMAN DIFFUSION OF LIQUID£ PLACED OLTSIOE OPTICAL
CAVITY AND EXCITED BY RUBY LASER
A65-2Tg_
OBSERVED AND PREDICTED EFFICIENCY OF CONVERSION CF
RADIATION FROM GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER INTO
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING A65-32209
COHERENTLY DRIVEN MOLECULAR VIBRATIENS AND LIGHT
MODULATION - RAMAN SCATTERING BY MASER BEAN
RANAN SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-CR-58211 N65-16531
NONLINEAR OPTICS - LASERS_ RAMAN SCATTERING,
AND OPTICAL RESONATORS
JPRS-29659 N65-21161
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN - GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS - FORECASTING SOLAR
FLARES - MAN-IN-SPACE - EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF
ALUMINUM N1TRIDE THIN FILMS - TECHNOLOGY
N65-30979
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATIONv RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS, FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTy VQSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS N65-32677
CURRENT STATUS OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES OF VARIANT OF RAMAN EFFECT ENCOUNTERED IN
SCATTERING OF LASFR LIGHT A66-12065
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN
GASESI DISCUSSING SOUND VELOCITY CALCULATION FRCM
FREQUENCY SHIFT AND ARGON, HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
A66-139Bl
STIMULATED RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN SCATTERING FOR
STOKES RADIATION PARALLEL TO LASER BEAM IN
RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE A66-16901
RAMAN LASER MATERIALS SELECTION, EMPHASIZING
FREQUENCY SHIFTS AND EXCITATION POWER THRESHOLD
A66-234T?
LASER APPLICATION AND TECHNIQUES NOTING
AMPLIFICAIIONt MODULATIONo INTERFERCMETRY,
SCATTERINGt PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS, NONLINEAR OPTICSt
ETC A66-23931
OPTICAL MASER AS POWER SOURCE FO_ _ARROW BAND
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION THROUGH STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING - SOLID STATE PHYSICS
REPT.-1935-6 N66-10SB|
LASER-INDUCED NONLINEAR EFFECTS, RAMAN
SCATTERING, AND GAS BREAKDOWN - SEVlET
LITERATURE REVIEW
ATD-P-65-74 N66-12270
PHONON-PHOTON INTERACTIONS IN OPTICAL SOURCES -
THEORETICAL OESCRIPTION OF BRAGG AND
RAMAN- NATH SCATTERING CAUSED BY PROPAGATION OF
PLANE ACOUSTIC WAVE THROUGH LASER BEAM PATH
AFOSR-65-2647 N66-22449
MICROWAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC WAVE
AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASERS, SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS, RAMAN SCATTERING, FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIES, AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
ML-1410 N66-22741
RAMAJ4 SPECTROSCOPY
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER USED IN RANAN SPECTROSCOPY
A66-19232
ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OBSERVATIONS, ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS, AND HIGH INTENSITY GAS LASER




OPTICAL MIXING OF NITROBENZENE RAMAN RUBY LASER
LIGHT IN ADP AND OTHER NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC MEDIA
A6S-1SgSl
MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTING OPTICAL
SYSTEM - DIODE MOUNT FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASERS, AND GENERATION OF ALKALINE LINE BY
STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION
NASA-DR-57922 N65-21342
POWER AND PATH LENGTH EFFECTS ON STIMULATED RAMAN
SPECTRA IN METHANE AND HYDROGEN STUDIES USING




STATISTICS OF MULTIMODE LASER SIGNALS DERIVED AND
COMPARED WITH THOSE OF INCOHERENT RADIATION
A65-31034
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED IN EMISSION FROM
VARIOUS LASING AND NONLASING MODES OF CONTINUOUS
WAVE GA AS LASER A6S-346BT
RANDOM SIGNAL
STATISTICAL MODEL OF RANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIDAL
FUNCTION OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE REPRESENTED BY
EMISSION OF LASER DR RADIO TRANSMITTER
A66-1863T
RANDOM VARIABLE
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF AMPLITUDE AND INTENSITY
FLUCTUATION FOR LASER MODEL NEAR THRESHOLD
OBTAINED BY USING EISTRIBUIION FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
_Y FORKER- PLANCK EQUATION, TREATING AMPLITUDE AS
RANDOM VARIABLE A66-25018
RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
LASER USE IN LONG RANGE MEASUREMENT OF
FRAJECTORIES
CNERA TP 166 A65-19066
RANGE INDICATOR




LASER RANGEFINDER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NONCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
CN RADAR PRINCIPLE A65-32586
OPTICAL RANGEFINCER USING GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER TO ELIMINATE SPURIOUS ECHCES
A65-32588
GAS LASER RANGE MEASUREMENT DEVICE GIVING HIGH
ACCURACY DIFFERENTIAL TERRAIN HEIGHT INFORPATICN




LASER RANGEFINDER DESIGN - LASER RADAR COMPARISON,
WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR
CETECTIONv COMPONENTSw BACKGROUND AND DETECTOR
NOISE, CUTPUT ATTENUATIONy AND RIFLE RANGEFINDER
NAVWEPS-8674 N65-22879
RARE EARTH
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PREPARATION OF POTENTIAL LASER
MATERIAL CONTAINING RARE EARTH IONS AS DOPANTS
A65-17042
RARE EARTHS IN OPTICAL MASER MATERIALS, DISCUSSING
CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ACTIVE ION AND HOST
LATTICE A65-1TO52
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATES, EMPHASIZING
CHEMISTRY AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUIO LASER
A65-20074
CPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES NOTING POSSIBILITY AS LASER
MATERIAL A65-20075
PULSED AND CONTINUOLS WAVE LASER OPERATION OF
THULIUM ION DOPED ERBIUM OXIDE WHICH PROVIDES
PUMPING MECHANISM EY MEANS OF ENERGY TRANSFER
A65-26955
hIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY IN NARROW BAND TRIVALENT
RARE EARTH DOPED QUANTUM COUNTER ACHIEVED BY LASER
PUMPING A65-27604
ENERGY TRANSFER IN RARE EARTH CHELATES -
IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIC LASER DESIGN
N65-15505
RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS N65-15508
LASER CHARACTERISTICS OF AND COHERENT OSCILLATIONS
SUBJECT INOEX REFRACTIVE IRDEX
6
FROM TRIVALENT TMt H01 YB AND ER IONS IN
YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET A66-10261
PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF DOUBLE
MOLYBDATES OF NA AND LA /DR OTHER RARE EARTH
ELEMENTS/ DOPED NITH NOt TB DR PR FOR LASER
APPLICATION ABb-13478
PROPAGATION OF ATMOSPHERICS, RADIATIVE
RECOMBINATION IN LASERSt RAOIATIDN BELT
SURROUNDING EARTH, EQUATION FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER PROBLEMSt AND RARE EARTH SILICIDES
N66-12666
RARE EARTH COMPOUNO
TH[O_ETICAL OPT!CAL RF_ONATOR FOR LASER NITH RARE
EARTH LIQUID SOLUTIONS AS ACTIVE COMPONENTS
A66-219TO
LUMINESCENCE IN RARE EARTH DOPED l]-Vl COMPOUNDS
AND SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER
OSCILLATORS
ML-1366 N66-16760
PHOTGLUNINESCENCE LINE STRUCTURE OF ZINC SULFIDE
AND CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS DOPED WITH RARE
EARTHS - LASER MATERIALS NBb-lbTBI
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN CHELATE
LASER HATERIALS NbB-2OT30
RARE GAS
NOBLE GAS MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF RUBY LASER LIGHT
COMPARED WITH RAYLEIGH THEORY AbS-LS638
HELIUM-NEON LASER RADIATION DISPERSION MEASUREMENT
IN TRANSITION 3S2-2P6 FOR VARYING MIRROR SPACING
A65-19693
HE- NE LASER PROPERTIES AND LASER MECHANISM OF NE
ATOMS, NOTING TRANSITION PROCESS AND OSCILLATION
DYNAMICS A65-19999
NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNDER 013 TRIPLE
P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISION-INDUCED OXYGEN
DISSOCIATIDN_ NOTING BANDNIDTHS AND OSCILLATIONS
A65-21810
LASER OSCILLATION IN PULSED NOBLE-GAS-ION LASER AT
NEAR- IR A65-22785
NOBLE GAS-OXYGEN LASER OPERATION UNOER 013
TRIPLE P EXCITATION THROUGH COLLISION-INDUCED
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION, NOTING BANDWIDTHS AND
OSCILLATIONS A65-26862
U V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN INERT GASES, OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETNEEN 2300 AND 6C00 ANGSTROMS,
SHONING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GAIN AND TUBE
DIAMETER AbS-27336
PHOTOBEAT CHARACTERISTICS BETNEEN TAD
]NDEPENOENTLY STABILIZED HE-" NE LASERS
AbS-ZQlIT
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION OF LASER PARAMETERS A65-31375
MODULATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER BY LIGHT FROM
HELIUM DISCHARGE A65-'-33006
LASER EXCITATION IN FREDN AND RARE GAS MIXTURES
BASED ON DISSOCIATIVE EXCITATION PROCESS AND
QUENCHING ACTION OF SOME GASES A65-35063
ELECTRON BEAN PUMPING OF NOBLE GAS ION LASER
Ab6-LO350
ALUMINUM COLD CATHODES WITH SINGLE MODE
6328 ANGSTROM HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER LIFETIMES
EXCEEDING 3000 HOURS A66-10855
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS AS
FUNCTION OF LASER PARAMETERS A66-1689T
BEAT FREQUENCY AND ROTATION OF POLARIZATION PLANE
IN HE- NE LASER WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A66-18630
1-105
ISOLATION OF 1o0621 LINE IN HE- NE GAS LASER BY
PULTILAYER DIELECTRIC-COATED MIRRORS WITH SHARP
SPECTRAL CUT-OFF CHARACTERISTICS
A66-2C517
C _ LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS-SULFUR
TRANSITION, USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
MIXTURES A66-ZIS7T
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER BEAMS, EXAMINING NEW METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS
A65-16683
NOBLE GAS MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF RUBY LASER LIGHT
CO_PARE_ _IT|; RAYLE!_H THEORY A6S-1563B
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING USING LASER LIGHT FOR








STIPULATED RAMAN AkC BRILLOUIN SCATTERING FOR
STOKES RADIATION PARALLEL TO LASER BEAM IN
RECTANGULAR _AVEGUIEE A66-16901
RECTIFICATION




REFLECTION GRATINGS AS END PLATES IN FABRY-
PEROT CAVITYt NITH CHARACTERISTICS DF LOl
ABSORPTION OUTPUT COUPLING AND _AVELENGTH--
DEPENDENT ALIGNNENT OF END PLATES
A66-1gg30
REFLECTING TELESCOPE
VIGNETTING TEST FOR MIRROR TELESCOPE USING Ck
LASER A65-ZSB26
REFLECTION COEFFICIEIIT
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF MIRRORS MEASURED DN
OPERATING _AVELENGTH OF LASER IN MHICH THEY ARE
USED A65-25589
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF CAVITY TUBING AS
EXPLANATION FOR POHER LEVEL OF HELIUM-NEON IR
FABRY- PEROT INTERFERONETER A65-30362
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF MIRRORS MEASURED ON
OPERATING MAVELENGTh OF LASER IN NHICH THEY ARE
USED A66-11620
REFLECTONETER
LASER SOURCE REFLECTOMETER TO MEASURE REFLECTANCE
OF SPECIMENS AT HIG_ TEMPERATURE - RELATION OF
THERMAL EMISSION TO OTHER OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NBS-TN-26T N66-22618
REFLECTOR
SATELLITE REFLECTOR DESIGN FOR LASER BEAM
_ETROREFLECTION AND SATELLITE SIGNAL
TRANSMISSION CALCULATIONS
NASA-TM-X-55129 N&5-18256
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT IN HELIUM-NEON
LASERS NITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS N65-26550
GAS LASER END REFLECTOR USING PELLIN- BROCA PRISM
FOR SPECTRAL LINE SELECTION A66-2051B
REFRACTIVE INDEX
CHROMIUM INDUCED LIGHT DISPERSION IN R LINES OF
RUBYj NOTING REFRACTION SHIFT IN LASER SPECTRUM
A65-2C260
IMMERSION LIQUIDS FOR HIGH ENERGY RUBY LASERS NITH
MATCHING REFRACTIVE INDEXES TRANSPARENT AT RUBY
PUMPING AND LASING kAVELENOl_S A65-22625
REFRIGERATINGEQUIPMENT SUBJECTINDEX
REFRACTIVEiND XOF SOLID DETERMINED_ USING FAR
IR MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER ILLUPINATEO WITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-26683
USE OF REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION CAUSED BY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN LASER
FEEDBACK INTERFEROMETER TO CONTROL LASER OUTPUT
C-9Z0083-[2 N65-15207
REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION DURING LASER OPERATION
AND CAST-PLASTIC OPTICAL-PUMP CAVITY EQUIPMENT
FOR PUMPING AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL DURING
EXPERIMENT
SATR-L N65-15753
EFFECT OF COMPOSITION ON THERMAL EXPANSION
COEFFICIENTw THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF REFRACTIVE
INDEXw BIREFRINGENCEt AND STRESS-OPTICAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR ATHERMALIZ1NG LASER GLASS
TSR-5 N65-25688
EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON ANOMALOUS DISPERSION
IN SELECTED RUBY LASERS AND VARIATION OF
REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER UPERATIUN
SATR-3 N65-28619
LASER INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN AT HIGH PRESSURESt
NOTING EFFECT OF PLASMA DENSITY ON iNDEX OF
REFRACTION VIA OPTICAL FREQUENCY RESONANCE
MEASUREMENT A66-21564
LASER PHYSICS CONFERENCE - ENERGY EXCHANGE IN
SOLIDS AND GASESt NONLINEAR EFFECTSt GAS
BREAKDOWNw ANO REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION
AD-62250T N66-14573




TRAVELING NAVE MASER SUPERCONOUCTING MAGNET
COOLED IN CLOSED-CYCLE REFRIGERATOR BY THERMAL
CONDUCTION A65-32128
REGENERATION




THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
MASER A65-17659




OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER_ USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETWEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
RELATIVITY THEORY
COHERENT LASER BEAN USED TO SHOW CONSTANCY OF
VELOCITY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
A65-14215
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONSe
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARSy MASERS AND
LASERS! PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES_ RELATIVITY
THEORYw ELEMENT ABUNDANCE. AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65-31360
FIRST-ORDER RELATIVITY TEST USING PHASE CHANGE OF
TWO COHERENT BEAMS A66-19935
CARNAHAN PROPOSED FIRST ORDER ETHER DRIFT
EXPERIMENT USING TWO LASERS SHOWN TO BE OF SECOND
ORDER MATUREr NOTING ROLE OF PHASE SHIFTS
A66-21656
RELAXATION
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN EMISSION DF RUBY LASERS
UNDER VARIOUS OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
T-G-215 N65-26968
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC
STUDIES OF RAPID REACTIONS
UUCD-2-64 N66-23078
RELAXATION TIME
MEASUREMENT OF GAS LASER RADIATIVE DECAY RATES AND
TOTAL INELASTIC DESTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTION OF SHORT
LIVED EXCITED STATES IN 4-NSEC TO ICCO-NSEC RANGE
A65-20061
CHROMIUM ALIGNMENT IN RUBY BY OPTICALLY PUMPING
RUBY SAMPLE WITH CIRCULAR POLARIZED RADIATICN FROM
RUBY LASER A65-33618
SOLID STATE LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR AND
iRREGULAR SPIKES ANALYZED THROUGH RELAXATION
OSCILLATIONS AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS
A66-2056B
SPATIALLY INDEPENDENT LASER RATE EQUATION
GENERALIZED FOR MULTIMODE EFFECTS, NOTING STEADY
STATE OSCILLATION THRESHOLD SINGULARITIES, SPIKING
PARAMFTERS: ETC A66-24560
PULSED INDUCED EMISSION IN HYDROGEN BEAM LASER FOR
CASE OF TWO RELAXATION TIMESt DETERMINING
POLARIZATION ONLY BY NUMBER OF ACTIVE PARTICLES IN
RESONATUR A66-24884
RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE SYSTEM
OPTICAL RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE SYSTEM AND GROUND
BASED OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
N66-23458
RESONANCE
SOLID STATE DEVICEt LASERt MATERIALS, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY OF SOLIDSt AND
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE RESEARCH
ESD-TOR-64-560 N65-16944
SOLID STATE PHYSICS - LASERSt SPECTROSCOPY OF
SDLIDS. MAGNETISM_ AND RESONANCE
ESD-TDR-64-561 N65-1931T
LASERv MATER1ALSy AND SOLID STATE RESEARCHv BAND
STRUCTURE AND SOLIDS SPECTRDGRAPHYt AND
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE
ESD-TOR-66-349 N65-19816
SOLID STATE RESEARCH REPORT INCLUDING SOLID STATE
CEVICES_ LASERS_ MATERIALSt BAND STRUCTURE,




INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIES_ NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION THEORY TO
MULTIPHDTON RESONANCE RADIATION OF LASERS
A66-20344
RESONANCE SCATTERING
OPTICAL RADAR OBSERVATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS BY LASER BEAMSv EXAMINING NEW METHODS
BY RESONANCE SCATTERING OF VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS
A65-14683
RESONANT CAVITY
LIMITS ON CROSS SECTION OF CW LASER BEAM DUE TO
DELAYED INTERACTION IN FAR FIELDS OR MISMATCH OF
SELF-RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF RESONATOR COMPONENTS
A65-36356
MODE DEGENERACY-DIPS ON OUTPUT OF HE- NE LASER
FOR CERTAIN CRITICAL COMBINATION OF MIRROR
CURVATURES AND SEPARATION A65-36703
THEORETICAL STUDY OF RESONANT MODES OF LASER
CAVITY WITH END MIRRORS AND PERIODIC
REFLECTIVITY
AFCRL-64-1015 N65-17931
UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS FOR RUBY LASER
APPLICATIONS
ML-122T N65-33g16
EFFECT OF LOAD MISMATCH ON LASER .OUTPUT,
[ETERMINING NONLINEAR DEPENDENCE OF EQUIVALENT
NEGATIVE CONDUCTANCE AS FUNCTION OF OSCILLATION
1-106
S_J_TI_EX
AMPLITUDE IN LASER RESONATOR CAVITY
ABb-20635
INFLUENCE OF RESONANT CAVITY, XENON LIGHT, AND
OTHER PARAMETERS ON RUBY LASER EMISSION ENERGY
OUTPUT
FTD-TT-64-13391 lg 293r-6 N66-11522
RESONANT FREQUENCY
RESONANT HAVES IN FABRY- PEROT INTERFEROMETER
INVESTIGATED ON BASIS OF STANDING NAVE TYPE
FORMULATION A65-_3516
MODULATION OF LASER LIGHT WITH COMPOSITE FABRY-
PEROT RESONATOR, USING MORE THAN THREE MULTIPLE
REFLE(. IING PLATES A66-15836
TWO-FREQUENCY VOLUME RESONATOR WITH INDEPENDENT
TUNING WITHIN WIDE FREQUENCY BAND
A66-1891B
LASER CONFIGURATION GENERATING SINGLE FREQUENCY
RADIATION IN SINGLE SPATIAL MODE WITH HIGH OUTPUT
ACHIEVED BY SUPPRESSING ALL RESONANCES BUT ONE
A66-21250
RESONANT VIBRATION
MINIMUM VALUE OF TIME DEPENDENT LASER RADIATION
LOSSES AT WHICH GIANT OSCILLATIONS OCCUR
A65-19740
LASER ACTION ON P- AND R-BRANCH TRANSITIONS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM BAND PRODUCED
BY PULSED DISCHARGE ADMIXTURE OF VARIOUS GASES
A65-3305B
RESONATOR
MASER WITH TWO SERIES RESONATORS
N65-13904
RADIATION DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENT IN HELIUM-NEON
LASERS WITH CONFOCAL RESONATORS AND SPHERICAL
REFLECTORS N65-26550
PERTURBED AND PLANE PARALLEL FABRY- PEROT
RESONATORS, THERMAL FIELDS, QUANTUM OPTICAL
COHERENCE, SPONTANEOUS EMISSION. AND DYNAMICAL
THEORY OF LASER OSCILLATION
AFCRL-65-270 N65-27088
OPTICAL RAOAR TECHNIQUES - STUDIES OF NEAR
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR GAS LASER
REPT .-1661-6 N66-12795
AMMONIA MASER - AMMONIA MOLECULAR GENERATOR
FTD-- TT-65-BO3/IE2G6 N66-19855
RETINA
LASER IRRADIANCE LEVELS FOR RETINAL LESIONS
A66-80011
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY OF
PIGMENT EPITHELIUM, BLOOD FLOW, ANO AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN A66-806TO
CHORIORETINAL LESIONS PRODUCED BY LASER ON MONKEY
AND RABBIT A66-80950
RLC CIRCUIT
AMPLITUDE NOISE ANALYSIS OF MASER OSCILLATOR,
USING VAN DER POL EQUIVALENT CIRCLIT
AbS-33375
ROCKET MEASUREMENT
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITUDE SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEAMS
TRANSMITTED FROM GROUND STATION
A65-23619
ROOM TEMPERATURE
METHODS OF JUNCTION FORMATION TO OBTAIN ROOM
TEMPERATURE GALLIUM ARSEN1OE LASER DIODES
QPR-3 N65-36186
RUBY LASER RADIATION SPECTRUM AND CPTICAL
RESONANCE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
FTD-TT-65-1312/I t',286 N66-19916
RUBY L&SER
BOON TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF PULSED GALLIUM




OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION OF APPARENT RATE OF
REFLECTOR ROTATION IN Q-SWITCHING OF LASER
RESONATOR Ab5--26966
LIGHT OUTPUT FROM _ELIUN-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH AND WITHOUT INTRACAVITY
MODULATION AT LOCKING FREQUENCY, USING HIGH SPEED
ROTATING MIRROR A66-17205
ROTATION
LUNCEFTUAL _DEL OF _C_SCATTFRFD FIELD OF LASERS
AND USE FOR ROTATION DETECTION
GE/EE/65-13 N66-.-166T3
RUBIDIUM
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
MASER A65-17659
SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION OBTAINED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED RUBIDIUM MASER OPERATING AT TRANSITION
FREQUENCY OF 6835 MC A65-21873
OPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIDIUM 8T MASER OSCILLATOR
A66-26126
SELF-SUSTAINED RUBIDIUM BT MASER OSCILLATOR
N66-10395
RUBY
CHROMIUM INDUCED LIGHT DISPERSION IN R LINES OF
RUBYt NOTING REFRACTION SHIFT IN LASER SPECTRUM
A65-20260
RUBY AS SUBMILLIMETER MASER MATERIAL, NOTING
RELAXATION TIME AND TEMPERATURE CRITERIA
A65-26621
IMPROVEMENT OF CRYSTAL QUALITY OF FLAME FUSION
RUBY -- LASER MATERIAL
AL-TBR-66-195, PT. I NBS-15B_B
GROWTH OF RUBY BOULES ON 60 DEGREE VERNEUIL RODS
BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD - LASER APPLICATION
SRCR-65-1 N65-ZT885
GROWTH OF BROAD LINEWIOTH RUBY SINGLE CRYSTALS
FROM FLUX AND ADDITION OF GALLIUM FOR HIGH
OPTICAL LASERS
R-11-656 N65-28525
TRAVELING WAVE MASER FOR DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF
CHANGES IN RUBY SPIN TEMPERATURE FOR VARIOUS
PERTURBATIONS
NASA-CR-SB815 N65-25444
COMPUTER ANALYSIS DETERMINING CHANGE OF POPULATION
INVERSION AND OUTPUT PHOTON FLUX AND EXPERIMENT
USING RUBY FOR OSCILLATOR AND AMPLIFIER USING
TRAVELING WAVE MASER IN TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
GSPIPHYS/65-16 N65-31091
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-I10_5
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
EEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66--23292




RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND FILTERING
BY DETERMINING SPECTRAL POSITION OF POLARIZATION
INTERFERENCE BANDS A65-16186
HYPERSONIC WAVES PRODUCED BY BRILLOUIN EFFECT,
USING METHOD OF TWO INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
A65-16876
I- 107
RUBY LASER CONT SUBJECT INDEX
PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF TIME PROFILEr PEAK POWER
AND NUMBER OF GIANT PULSES OF ROTATING PRISM
Q-SWITCHED LASERS A65-15103
R SUB I RUBY LINE EMISSION AND FREQUENCY
DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE VARIATICN
A65-15205
STIMULATED EMISSION EVIDENCE FROM NITROGEN COOLED
SPIKING RUBY-LASER-IRRADIATED DEGENERATED P-TYPE
GA AS CRYSTALS 665-15323
NOBLE GAS MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF RUBY LASER LIGHT
COMPARED WITH RAYLEIGH THEORY A65-1543B
SINGLE PULSES OF ELECTRON EMISSION PRODUCED BY
SPINNING-PRISM Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER
665-156_3
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY
Q-SWITCHING ROTATING PRISM RUBY LASER
A65-1578B
OPTICAL MIXING OF NITROBENZENE RAMAN RUBY LASER
LIGHT IN ADP AND OTHER NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC MEDIA
A65-15951
PULSED RUBY LASER ROD CAVITY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
FROM 77 TO 293 DEGREES K INDICATING ESSENTIALLY
CONSTANT LOSS A65-16129
OPTICAL AND LASER THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS DN 39
FLAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAIN HIGHEST OPTICAL
QUALITY LASER RODS A65-16602
ELECTRICAL SWITCHING OF EMISSION DIRECTION OF
LASER OSCILLATOR BY INTERNAL DEFLECTION DF LASER
BEAM 665-16_03
AXIALLY UNIFORM ENERGY DENSITY IN LASER CAVITY
OBTAINEDt USING BIREFRINGENT SAPPHIRE QUARTER WAVE
PLATES, RUBY ROD AND TWO MIRRORS
A65-1660T
OPTICAL PUMP PULSE SHAPE EFFECT ON POPULATION
INVERSION ATTAINED IN RUBY LASER
A65-16569
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN RADIATION IN OFF-AXIS RUBY
LASER RESONATOR USING CARBON DISULFIDE CELL,
EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM A65-1681!
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER ENERGY INPUT-OUTPUT
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATION A65-1766B
RUBY LASER POWER DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY SPLITTING
OF TWO COMPONENTS OF Rl DOLBLET AT 77 DEGREES K
A65-17654
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB |
LINES SHOW ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
665-17666
RUBY LASER CRYSTAL FLAWS OF CLOSELY PACKED
SPHEROIDS SUGGESTING PLASTIC FLOW AND QUENCH-IN AS
CAUSE A65-17686
C0-60 GAMMA IRRADIATION INDUCED ENERGY OUTPUT
INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL A65-17687
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT MEASUREMENT BY OPTICAL
BOLOMETER AbS-IBOIT
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RUBY AND NEODYMIUM
LASERS INCLUDE SUPERHARD MATERIAL MACHINING AND
METALLURGY A65-1B120
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TG INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
WITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-1866D
CHANGES IN EQUAL THICKNESS BANGS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TO HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-1846I
RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-18462
TIME DEPENDENT VARIATION OF RUBY LASER STIMULATED
EMISSION INTENSITY A65-19076
WATER COOLED RUBY LASER CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE USING ROD IN PUMPING CAVITY
665-19236
RUBY-LASER ROD HOMOGENEITY DETERMINATION BY
INTERFEROMETERS 665-19569
STIMULATED RAMAN EFFECT OF BENZENE USING RUBY
LASER, EXAMINING OUTPUT SPECTRUM, THRESHOLD POWER
AND EFFICIENCY AT STOKES LINES
665-19598
THOMSON SCATTERED LASER RADIATION USED TO
DETERMINE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HELIUM PLASMA,
EXAMINING THYRATRON TUBE AND VOLTAGE PROBE LSE
665-1961B
CUASI-CDNTINUOUS EMISSION OR REGULAR RELAXATION
CSCILLATINNS FROM MANY-ELEMENT RUBY LASER
OPERATING IN VERY FEW AXIAL MODES
A65-19619
RUBY LASER OSCILLAIIONS MODULATED BY ULTRASONIC
VIBRATION 665-19623
ENERGY MEASUREMENT CF RUBY LASER INDUCED ELECTRON
EMISSION FROM TUNGSTEN A65-2026|
RUBY LASER THRESHOLD PUMPING AND EMISSION ENERGIES
RELATED TO TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT, ROD DIAMETER
AND THRESHOLD LEVEL 665-20343
bMISSION SPECTRUM OF RUBY LASER WITH EXTERNAL
SPHERICAL MIRRORS I_ NDNDAMPING INTENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS AND QUASI-STEADY GENERATION
665-21061
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE DUE TO
PHTHALOCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A65-21071
SUPPRESSING PULSED LASER SPIKING BY PROVIDING
EQUILIBRIUM PHOTON DENSITY AS THRESHOLD IS
REACHEDw NOTING CASE OF RUBY LASER
665-21300
REFLECTED RADIATION OF Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER FROM
EXPLORER XXII A65-21306
EFFECT OF PARTIALLY SHIELDING RLBY LASER ROD FROM
PUMP LIGHT UPON LONGITUDINAL MODE SPECTRA OF LASER
A65-21657
LIGHT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION INSIDE CYLINDRICAL
REFLECTING CAVITY USING RUBY LASER ROD AND
ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCE OF THRESHOLD, FILAMENT
POSITION AND EFFICIENCY A65-22626
IMMERSION LIQUIDS FOR HIGH ENERGY RUBY LASERS 61TH
MATCHING REFRACTIVE INDEXES TRANSPARENT AT RUBY
PUMPING AND LASING WAVELENGTHS A65-22625
TIME DEPENDENCY OF INTENSITY OF STIMULATED
EMISSION IN RUBY LASER WITH OPTICAL RESONATOR
CONTAINING ALUMINUM-COATED OPAQUE SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-23016
PRODUCTION OF ION VELOCITIES OVER 4 KMISEC BY
FOCUSED RUBY LASER MAKES PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN
DIRECT THRUSTDRS AND AS PLASMA SOURCE IN
ACCELERATOR TYPE THRUSTORS A65-23626
PARAMETRIC GAIN ACCOMPANYING PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT BEAM BY SECDNE HARMONIC
FREGUENCY OF STIMULATED RADIATION FROM RUBY LASER
ADP CRYSTALS A65-262BO
RESCNANCE OSCILLATICN IN RUBY LASER EMISSION
STUDIED BY FABRY- PEROT MULTIPLEX ETALON AS
FUNCTION OF RESONATOR PROPERTIES
665-24976
LASER BEAM MACHINING AND DRILLING TECHNIQUES FIR
USE ON ANY MATERIAL REGARDLESS OF THERMAL
PROPERTIES A65-25373
I-IOB
SUBJECT INDEX RUBY LASER CONT
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTERFERONETER AXISw
DETERMINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFERONETER
NODES A65-25874
FREQUENCY SEPARATION BETWEEN TRANSVERSE NODES OF
RUBY LASER MEASURED BY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFERONETER AND VERIFIED BY TRANSVERSE NODE
SELECTION A65-2Tb10
RANAN DIFFUSION OF LIQUIDS PLACED OUTSIDE OPTICAL
CAVITY AND EXCITED BY RUBY LASER
AbS-27966
E-LEVEL POPULATION IN RUBY ROD AS FUNCTION OF PUMP
ENERGY _|TTED BY FLASH TUBE A65-28013
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE NODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
WITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-28089
CHANGES IN EQUAL THICKNESS BANDS OF PLANE PARALLEL
RUBY CRYSTALS DUE TO HEATING BY EXCITING LIGHT
A65-28090
RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED Q-FACTOR USING ROTATING
TOTAL REFLECTION PRISM A65-28091
OPTICAL BEAN DIVERGENCE OF 6943 ANGSTROM LIGHT
CAUSED BY SINGLE PASS THROUGH RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER
DURING PUMPING A65-29529
POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN RUBY LASER CONSISTING OF
RIGHT-ANGLE ROOF-TOPPED ROD WITH C AXIS
PERPENDICULAR TO ROOF EDGEI EXTERNAL WULTILAYER
DIELECTRIC REFLECTOR AND HELICAL FLASH TUBE
A65-29530
SECOND HARMONIC EMISSION AND DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA
IN KDP CRYSTAL EXCITED BY RUBY LASER BEAM
A65-29559
STABILITY OF CORRECTED COUPLED-NODE LASER EQUATION
DERIVED FROM NODEL FOR RUBY LASER SPIKING
RESULTING FROM MODE INTERFERENCE
A65-29BO5
NATURAL SELECTION OF MODES USING PASSIVE Q-SWITCH
IN GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER WHICH NARROWS OUTPUT
SPECTRUM A65-29850
SINGLE AXIAL MODE OPERATION OF RUBY LASER AT ROCP
TEMPERATURE, USING SATURABLE FILTER Q-SWITCH AND
RESONANT REFLECTOR A65-29852
NOISE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT CF RUBY MASERt
CONSIDERING GAIN STABILITY AND BANDPASS WIDTH
A65-30378
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE DUE TO
PHTHALDCYANINE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY A65-31236
H F MODULATION OF RADIATION SPIKES DUE TO BEATS
BETWEEN OSCILLATION NODES IN OPTICAL RUBY LASER
A6S-31TOI
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR AbS-318BO
OBSERVED AND PREDICTED EFFICIENCY OF CONVERSION OF
RADIATION FROM GIANT PULSE RUBY LASER INTO
STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING A65-32209
LASER RANGEFINDER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NONCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
ON RADAR PRINCIPLE A65-32586
ZEENAN EFFECT IN PARAWAGNETIC CRYSTALS BY RUBY FOR
MICROWAVE MODULATION OF PULSED LASER BY ABSORPTION
A65-32766
SIMULTANEOUS LASER OSCILLATION OBSERVED AT 6963
AND 6929 ANGSTROM WAVELENGTHS IN NORMAL AND Q-
SPOILED OPERATION OF RUBY LASER
A65-32768
LASER BIBLIOGRAPHY / JUNE TO DECEPBER 1964/
A65-32769
EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM SPATIAL INTERACTION BETWEEN
MODES ON TEMPORAL AhO SPATIAL CLTPUT OF RUBY LASER
A65-33615
LOW ANGLE SCATTERING AND INTERFEROGRAPtlIC
PEASUREMENTS USED IN EVALUATING RUBY LASER RODS
A65-33616
CHROMIUM ALIGNMENT IN RUBY BY OPTICALLY PUMPING
RUBY SAMPLE WITH CIRCULAR POLARIZED RADIATION FRDN
RUBY LASER AbS-3361B
OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH
EXTERNAL MIRRORS OF LARGE SPACING
A65-335LT
GIANT RUBY LASER PULSE PRODUCTION FROM RAP|_
SATURATION OF DYE ABSORBER SOLUTION IN OPTICAL
CAVITY BY SINGLET-SINGLET TRANSITIONS
A65--33521
SELECTIVE REFLECTION AND DISPERSION PATTERNS NEAR
RED RUBY LINESt USING RUBY LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE
A65-3358T
C-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSED CN GRAPHITEt
OBIAINING SWAN EMISSION OF CARBON MOLECULE
A6S-3620T
FLUORESCENCE FROM CADMIUM SULFIDE EXCITED BY RUBY
LASER COMPARED WITH PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY INDUCED BY
ORDINARY GREEN LIGHT TO SUPPORT DOUBLE PHOTON
ABSORPTION MECHANISM A65-34665
EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER
WITH SATURABLE ABSORBER A65--35053
MODE LOCKING EFFECTS IN INTERNALLY KDP MODULATED
RUBY LASER A65-35063
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM CHROMIUM IONS IN Q-
SPOILED RUBY LASER A65-35066
hIGH SPEED PHENOMENA HOLOGRAMS PRODUCED BY
RADIATION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SWITCHED OR CENVENTIONAL RODE
A65-3SOBT
THERMAL DISTORTIDNt EXPANSION AND SCATTERING IN
RUBY AND GLASS LASER RODS DURING AND AFTER PUMP
FLASH A65-3506B
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE Q-SWITCHES FOR INCREASING
STORED PUMPING ENERGY OF LASERS AND INHIBITING
RESONANCE FOR SUBSECUENT PEAK LASER EXCITATION AND
DISCHARGE A65---3511B
BEAN DIVERGENCE AND FAR-FIELD PATTERNS OF R_B RODS
OF VARYING OPTICAL DUALITY A65-35315
EFFECTS CF RESONATOR LENGTH AND MIRROR
TRANSPARENCE AND ALIGNHENT UPON DYNAMIC ANO STATIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED
t-FACTOR A6.T_-35TB6
INDUCED RADIATION IN GA AS SENICENEUCTOR CRYSTAL
EXCITED BY RUBY LASER WITH Q-NCDULATION
A6_-35862
RUBY LASER NOISE RADIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASED
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY DISPERSED GENERATION
DETERMINED FROM ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A65-35863
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A65-35866
TRUNCATED EQUATIONS DESCRIBING COHERENT RADIATION
6F EXCITED CHROMIUM IONS IN RUBY SITUATED IN
TRAVELING WAVE RESONATOR A65-35919
RADIATION SCATTERING FACTOR DETERMINATION FOR RUBY
LASER A65-36013
POWERFUL PULSE OF RLBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY




INOUCED RADIATION AND LASER ACTICN OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL EXCITED BY LIGHT FROM
Q-NDDULATED RUBY LASER A65-36362
PHOTON TRANSPORT AND POPULATION INVERSION IN
ACTIVE MEDIUM WITH PUMPING EFFECTt CONSIDERING
INTENSE BEAM INCIDENCE AND RUBY LASER
A65-36712
CAUSES OF LASER DAMAGE TO OPTICAL COMPONENTS
PE-TR-T735 N65-14185
OPTICAL PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION INVOLVING THREE
WAVESt OPERATION OF HIGH POWERt NEARLY SINGLE
MODED RUBY LASERt AND OBSERVATION OF PARAMETRIC
INTERACTION AMONG RAMAN-SHIFTED LINES
RAOC-TDR-64-386 N65-14311
PHOTOTUBE OBSERVATION OF RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AS FUNCTION OF TIME N65-15570
ENERGY OUTPUT INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL
SYSTEMS BY NUCLEAR ENFRGYI LASER CRYSTAL GRUWTH_
AND SURFACE FINISH DEVELOPMENT
AD-45557I N65-[7595
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON ENERGY OUTPUT CF RUBY
LASER CRYSTALS N65-[T596
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION IN ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE
USING SECONDARY HARMONIC PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER
RADC-TDR-64-484 N65-I8629
RUBY LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EMISSION UNDER
INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-DR-ST464 N65-19863
GAS IONIZATION IN FOCUSED RUBY LASER BEAM
N65-21219
FOCUSING AND COLLIMATION PROPERTIES OF PULSED
MULTINOOING RUBY LASER
REPT.-|579-]9 N65-21554
BREAKDOWN OF ARGON BY NEODYMIUM AND RUBY LASER
PULSES
REPT.-L935-I N65-22072
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH NARROWING OF PULSED TRAVELING
WAVE RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AD-610865 N65-22139
GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON AT OPTICAL AND INFRARED
FREQUENCIES - RUBY LASER INDUCED ICNIZATION_
FOCUSED SPOT DIAMETER_ BREAKDOWN EMISSION_ AND
IONIZATION TIMES AND NONATTENUATION
RADC-TR-64-568 N65-22250
RUBY LASER WITH VIBRATING MIRROR FOR STUDY OF
TEMPORAL OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS N65-22759
TRIGGERING OF BREAKDOWN OF NOBLE GASES SUBJECTED
TO RUBY LASER RADIATION BY MULTIPHCTON
IONIZATION
REPT.-1935-3 N65-22851
RUBY LASER FIELD PATTERNS - DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
TR-I N65-2ZB96
RUBY LASER Q-SWITCHING USING PASSIVE SOLID STATE
OR LIQUID ORGANIC BLUE DYE
TO-B-64-15 N65-22933
PHOTOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF METAL PHTHALOCYANINES
IN PRODUCING GIANT PULSES FROM RUBY LASER
N65-23435
RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS FOR INDUSTRY -
ELECTRONICS N65-23722
ELECTRON BEAM MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
NETALLURGYw AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-23723
FOUR-LEVELt GASt LIQUID, SEMICONDUCTOR_ AND RUBY
LASERS
RSIC-195 N65-24836
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN EMISSION OF RUBY LASERS
UNDER VARIOUS OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
T-G-215 NE5-2_968
IMAGE FORMING IN ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MEDIUM
WITH 60 NANOSECOND ILLUMINATING PULSE FROM
Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER
AFAL-TR-64-27B N65-255BO
COMPARISON OF UNDERWATER ATTENUATION OF RUBY
LASER LIGHT WITH NCNLASER LIGHT
NRL-618I N65-2BI58
EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON ANOMALOUS DISPERSION
IN SELECTEC RUBY LASERS AND VARIATION OF
REFRACTIVE INDEX DURING LASER OPERATION
SATR-3 N65-28619
LASER RESEARCH DEALING WITH EFFECT CF PUMPING ON
RUBY QUALITYt LANTHANUM FLUORIDE EXAMINATIONt
LARGE RUBY LASER ROOSt DC OPERATION OF MERCURY
TUBE= HOLOGRAHSv AND LASER PHYSICS
NRL-MR-I604 NES-28920
GASEOUS AND RUBY LASERS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR
PHOTOELASTICITY
T_AN-276 NE5-29794
SUN-POWERED LASER TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT - RUBYt
NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASSy AND NEODYMIUM-DOPED
CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER MATERIALS
IER-I N65-Z9901
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF RUBY LASER RADIATION
IN FULLY IONIZED LIEHT ELEMENTS
1PP-6127 N65-30178
RUBY LASER IN OPTICAL RADAR PROBE SYSTEM FOR
BALLOON SOUNDING OF STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL
N65-30205
GPTICALLY PUMPED SEMICONDUCTOR LASER IN U.S.S.R.
NE5-3020B
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MASERS AND LASERS -
CESIUMt HELIUM-NEONt AND RUBY MASER OSCILLATOR
SYSTEMS N65-31361
MONTE CARLO METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE
FLUORESCENT LIFE TIMES FOR RUBY LASER RODS WITH
BREWSTER ANGLE ENDS AND ROUGHENED SIDES
UCRL-T765-T/REV. I/ N65-32343
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATIONt RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS_ FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, VOSKHGD
II LIFE SUPPORTt AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS N65-32677
MOLECULAR SCATTERING OF LIGHT USING RUBY LASER
SOURCE
CEA-R-2375 N65-32985
RADIATION PULSES FROM RUBY OPTICAL QUANTUM
GENERATOR DURING SINGLE IGNITION
FTC-TT-65-134/1_2 N65-33409
EXPERIMENTS ON OPERATING LIFE AND TRANSVERSE MODE
hOPPING IN CONTINUOUS WAVE RUBY LASER
IER-7 N65-33421
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING OF INTENSE LASER
LIGHT WITH BUILD-UP OF COHERENT HYPERSONIC WAVES
IN LICUICS
NASA-DR-S8214 N65-33710
_NSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATORS FOR RUBY LASER
APPLICATIONS
ML-1227 N65-33916
SODIUM-MERCURY METAL VAPOR LASER
SP/PH/65-I5 N65-33995
LSE OF LASERS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCE_ ANGLEr
FLIGHT, AND GEODETIC SURVEYING
JPRS-32185 N65-34192
l-IlO
SUBJECT INOEX RUBY LASER CONT
EXCITED STATE SPECTROSCOPY USING RUBY LASER AND
LDCALIZED EXCITONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
AD-619198 N65--35623
OPTICAL RECTIFICATION IN CRYSTALS LSING RUBY
LASER BEAM
TID-21807 N65-35665
MICRONAVE FREQUENCY BEATS IN OFF-AXIS MODES OF
RUBY lASERS
TR-3 N65-35553
REGENERATIVE RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS AT LIGUID
NITRGGEN TEMPERATURES
ECO_.-257E N65-35662
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL FIELD OBTAINED
BY FOCUSING RADIATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-10250
DESTRUCTIVE AND LUNINESCENCE EFFECTS OF FOCUSED
RUBY LASER BEAM ON RUBY A66-10265
RUBY LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR SPIKES
A66-1032_
RUBY LASER RAOIATION EFFECT ON FLUORESCENCE AND
LASER ACTION IN DYSPROSIUM DOPED CALCIUM FLUORIDE
CRYSTALS A66-]OT18
RUBY LASER WITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS
ILLUMINATION SOURCE OF BUBBLE CHAMBER
A66-11189
GENERAL PROGRESS OF SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTION AND
RUBY LASERS, ESPECIALLY IN EXPERIMENTAL FIELD
A66-]I370
OPTICAL PATH LENGTH CHANGE MEASURED THROUGH LASER
RODS NITHIN PUMPING PERIOD BY INTERFEROMETRIC
TECHNIQUE Abb-11376
EXCITATION OF RUBY LASERS USING DOUBLE-PUMPED
HIGH-INTENSITY HELICAL FLASH TUBESt OBTAINING
TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES AND
PLASMA TEMPERATURES A66-11666
TRAVELING WAVE OSCILLATIONS IN RUBY LASER
RESONATOR USING PASSIVE OPTICAL ISOLATOR,
ELIMINATING FARADAY ROTATOR AND ATTENOANT
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-11648
OPTICAL kHISPERING NODE OF POLISHED CYLINDERS AND
IMPLICATION IN LASER TECHNOLOGY, NOTING TRAPPED
FLUORESCENT LIGHT A66-12203
COHERENCE THEORY FOR COLLIMATION AND FOCUSING OF
TIME-AVERAGED INTENSITY OF PULSED NULTIRODE LASER
RADIATION AbB-L2205
MAGNIFICATION OF SMALL RAY DEVIATIONS CAUSED BY
REFRACTIVE INHOMOGENEITIES IN LARGE RUBY RODS
NITH BRENSTER-ANGLE ENDS A66-1221T
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION, USING ADIABATIC
TEMPERATURE Ab6-1266T
OUTPUT PONER AND PULSE DURATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-12602
MULTIPLE LIGHT FILTER NARROWING EMISSION BANDS OF
RUBY LASER gITH MULTIPLEX RESONATOR
Ab6-1262T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION MITH
REFERENCE TO INTACT ANINALSt PRIMATE EYES AND SKIN
AND MALIGNANT TUMORS OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN ORIGIN
A66-12996
INTERNAL BUBBLE FORMATION AND CRACKING IN RODS EF
Q-SNITCHED RUBY AND ND-GLASS LASERS CAUSED BY
LASER LIGHT, AND IN CASE OF NO-GLASS ROOSt BY
PLATINUM INCLUSIONS IN GLASS A66-13002
MAGNITUDE OF ANISOTROPIC LINE BROADENING IN RUBY
A66-13278
DESTRUCTIVE AND LUMINESCENCE EFFECTS OF FOCUSED
RUBY LASER BEAN ON RUBY A66-13310
OPPER ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVATION USING NORMAL-PULSE
RUBY LASER TECHNIQUES, PRESENTING HEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION CURVES OF SCATTERED LIGHT
A66-13376
RUBY LASER CRYSTALS GRONN BY FLANE-FUSIUN, FLUX
AND CZOCHRALSKI METHOD EXAMINED FOR PERFECTION BY
X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY AND DOUBLE-CRYSTAL ROCKING
CURVES A66-13766
PARALLEL GROOVES AS SURFACE DAMAGE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER AS
DIFFRACTION EFFECT Abb-13753
CC S SINGLE CRYSTAL OPTICAL GENERATOR DURING
EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER, DISCUSSING TMO-PHOTON
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 300 DEGREES K FOR
RADIATION FLUX DENSITIES A66-13BT6
CONICAL EMISSION IN RUBY LASERS NITH EXTERIOR
MIRRORS Abb-162TB
MODES OF EMISSION-VS-TIME SPECTRUM, OPTICAL
EMISSION SPECTRUM AND SUPERPOSITiON SPECTRUM OF
SHORT OONFOCAL RUBY LASER IN NEAR FIELD
A66-16290
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HOLLON-CONE SHAPED
EMISSION OF MODES WHICH ARE TOTALLY REFLECTED IN
NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASERS A66-16291
NODE SELECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANE-PARALLEL
DIELECTRICAL PLATE AS REFLECTOR FOR RUBY LASER
RESONATOR A66-16330
SPIKEFREE EMISSION FROg LASER USING LONG RUBY
CRYSTAL DOPED HEAVILY gITH CHROMIUM ANO SUITABLE
SYMMETRY FOR PUMP RADIATION A66-16331
MODE OF OPERATION OF VARIOUS RUBY LASERS NITH
PLANE-PARALLEL MIRRORS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
A66-16500
LASER DIGITAL DEVICES_ EXAMINING QUENCHING OF GAIN
AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION A66-16826
RUBY LASERS DISCUSSING OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS,
BEAM DIVERGENCEv BEAT MODES AND RESPECTIVE
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES Ab6-16919
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM USED FDR QUANTITATIVE
_EASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN Q-
SNITCHED LASER BEAM A66-16920
TIME DEPENCENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF RUBY LASER
DISCUSSING RATE EQUATIONS, Q-VALUE, OUTPUT PONERt
STEADY STATE VALUES, ETC A6B-16981
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-15356
PGNERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER ENISSICN GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING NAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A66-15861
VARIATION OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTION NITH BEAN
INTENSITY FOR RUBY LASER LIGHT DN ATOMIC HYDROGEN
A66-15866
CISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASER_
SHOWING GENERATION OF R SUB 1 AND R SUB 2 LINES
A66-16366
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION1
CETERMINXNG PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTION1EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-L651T
RUBY LASER NOISE RADIATION CONSISTING OF INCREASED
LUMINESCENCE AND LATERALLY DISPERSED GENERATION
DETERMINED FRON ENERGY LEVEL POPULATIONS
A66-1662B
CPTICAL DESIGN OF ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES AND
COMPARISON OF ENERGY TRANSFERS FROM LIGHT SOURCE




LIFE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCOATED RUBY
LASER Q-SWITCHED BY ROTATING PRISM FORMING END
REFLECTOR OF LASER RESONATOR A66-16675
GROUND STATE ESR SATURATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASER
OUTPUT FREQUENCY AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
A66-L6753
FUSED SILICA OUTPUT COUPLING COMPONENT FOR lASER
SYSTEM_ USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
CONFIGURATION AB6-17287
Q-SWITCHED OPTICAL MASER SYNCHRONIZATIONr
DISCUSSING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNr SETUP AND
PERFORMANCE A66-1729T
OSCILLATION SPIKES IN QUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATION
OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM TEMPERATLREp NOTING
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGY ABB-17532
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE EEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM
TEHPERATuRb5 A66-18257
TIME RESOLUTION OF ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION
PRODUCED BY Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER PULSE FOCUSED
ON METAL SURFACE A66-18358
PHOTON ECHOt SHORT PULSE OF LIGHT SPONTANEOUSLY
EMITTED BY DILUTE RUBY CRYSTAL AFTER RUBY-LASER
PULSE IRRADIATION A66-18442
THERMOSTIMULATED INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM
SAMPLES CUT FROM LASER RUBY CRYSTALS DETECTED WITH
OPEN POINT COUNTER A66-18609
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUEY
LASER A66-[9269
DECAY OF F-CENTER EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
INDUCED BY SHORT INTENSE PULSE OF Q-SWITCHED RUBY
LASER A66-19367
GENERATION IN CADMIUM SULFIDE DURING TWO-PHOTON
OPTICAL EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER kITH MODULATED
Q-FACTOR AB6-19620
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGEr DURATIONt ELECTRCN EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-1966T
ACCURATE TRACKING OF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
OPTICAL REFLECTORS_ USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEAMS
A66-19902
H F MODULATION OF RADIATION SPIKES DUE TO BEATS
BETWEEN OSCILLATION MODES IN OPTICAL RUBY LASER
A66-19955
LOWER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASLREMENTS THROUGH
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAMt
USING OPTICAL RADAR DETECTOR A66-20398
TIME DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE AXIAL
MODE OF DIFFRACTION LIMITED RUBY LASER AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE A66-20420
INTENSE UV PUMPING EFFECT ON RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A66-20519
OPTICAL DOUBLE RESONANCE IN RUBYe DISCUSSING
ABSORPTION TRANSITIONS FROM LOWEST EXCITED STATE
OF CHROMIUM ION EFFECTED BY LASER PUMPING
A66-20856
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALSv DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-20895
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTDN IONIZATIONt
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTICN, EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-20898
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM
TEMPERATURES A66-20901
ROOM TEMPERATURE QUASI-CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED RUBY
GIANT PULSE LASER WITH SATURABLE ABSORBER Q-
SWITCH A66-21268
OIELECTRIC CAVITY MASER COMPOSED OF RUBY ROE
SEPARATING METAL PLATES_ NOTING STRENGTH
SATURATION BEHAVIORr POWER OUTPUTr ETC
A66-21308
PUMP POWER DEPENBENCE OF RUBY LASER STARTING AND
STOPPING TIME PREDICTED VIA RATE EQUATION ANALYSIS
A66-21309
SPONTANEOUS EMISSICN NOISE PROPERTIES OF PAIR DF
PULSED RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS A66-21310
SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF MULTIMODE RUBY LASER IN
SPHERICAL RESONATOR, INTERPRETING NEAR-FIELD
PATTERNSr FREQUENCY SPECTRUMr ETC
A66-21311
LASER SIHULAi_U NUCLEATION IN BUBBLE CHAMBERt
COMPARING SENSITIVIIY WITH RADIOACTIVELY
STIMULATED NUCLEATION A66-ZI583
EXCITED RUBY CRYSTAL PHOSPHORESCENCE NOTING
SPECTRAL RANGEr DURATIONt ELECTRON EXCITATION
MECHANISM AND UPPER WAVELENGTH LIMIT
A66-2|834
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF XENON ATOM IN POWERFUL
ELECTRIC FIELD BY RUBY LASER RADIATION
AEE-21966
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN OF RUBY LASER
EMISSION FOR VARIOUS RESONATORS AND OPERATING
REGIMESw NOTING LASER EFFECT ON ANGULAR HALF-WIDTH
VALUES A66-Z202B
MULTIPLEX LIGHT FILTER FOR EXCITATION OF RUBY
LASER A66-22032
DISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASER_
SHOWING GENERATION OF R SUB I AND R SUB 2 LINES
A66-22345
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER AT LIQUID-NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE TREATED AS THREE-MEDIUM TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM_ NOTING GAIN CHANGE WITH NEGATIVE
ATTENUATION A66-2286T
RUBY LASER WITH CONCENTRIC RESONATOR AS
ILLUMINATION SOURCE OF BUBBLE CHAMBER
A66-26010
BALANCED MIXER ACTION FOR OPTICAL HETERODYNINGr
USING MAGIC- T OPTICAL MIXER A66-26153
RUbY LASER OPTICAL RADAR DETECTION OF UPPER
ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTERING A66-26395
SPATIALLY INDEPENDENT LASER RATE EQUATION
GENERALIZED FOR MULTIMODE EFFECTSt NOTING STEADY
STATE OSCILLATION THRESHOLD SINGULARITIES_ SPIKING
PARAMETERS_ ETC A66-24560
STEADY STATE VALUE DF INVERTED POPULATION, POWER
OUTPUTt THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR AND SPIKING
CHARACTERISTICS FOR SINGLE-MODE LASER WHEN
RADIATION INTENSITY HAS SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
A66-24562
RUBY LASER FOR STUCY OF LASER RADIATION EFFECTS
CN BIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS
0R-3885 N66-10583
MECHANISMS ASSOCIATEE WITH ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWh
AND IONIZATION IN GAS CAUSED BY HIGH INTENSITY
RUBY OR NEODYMIUM LASER ILLUMINATION
0-920272-4 N66-11453
INFLUENCE OF RESONANT CAVITYt XENON LIGHT, AND
OTHER PARAMETERS ON RUBY LASER EMISSION ENERGY
OUIPUT
FTC-TT-64-133q/I_263_4 N66-11522




S_J_T I_EX SCALE NIOOEL
DEVELOPMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES WITH
RUBY LASERS AND ZINC-DOPED GA AS JUNCTION
DIODES
REPT.-6600-62-T N66-12650
MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL WATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNED RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM - HUMIDITY MEASUREMENi
REPT.-65-6 N66-lGBS2
LASER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN CHINESE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC - FORMATION OF MICROWAVE MASER BY
LASER PUMPING, AND FORMATION TIME OF GAS LASER
OSCILLATIONS
JPRS-33323 N66-1SOBB
FORMATION OF MICRONAVE MASER BY PUMPING OF LON
TEMPERATURE RUBY LASER N66-1SO6q
TIME RESOLVED INTERFERGMETRYe CINEMATOGRAPHY, AND
TRAVELING WAVE CAVITY STUDIES ON RUBY LASERS
AFCRL-6._-467 N66-IbBS6
RUBY LASER RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BY
HIGH SPEED CINENATOGRAPHY AND TIPE RESOLVED
INTERFERONETRY FOR PUMPED RADIATION EFFECTS
N66-16657
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH NARROWING IN TRAVELING WAVE
RUBY LASER CAVITY EMISSION N66-|bBSB
RUBY LASER PULSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL
DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS FOR TANTALUM AND
GRAPHITE
CONF-bSLDZO-I NbB-1822B
RUBY LASER RADIATION SPECTRUM AND OPTICAL
RESONANCE AT ROOM TENPERATURE
FTD-TT-B5-1312/1&2&4 Nb6-19916
RUBY GROWTH PROCESS FOR RANGEFINOER LASER RODS
QPR-I Nb6-1991B
RUBY LASERS USED IN STUDYING PHYSICAL PROCESSES
LEADING TO IONIZATION OF GASES BY INTENSE
OPTICAL RADIATION
UACRL-EQZDZT2-6 N66-20600
DYNAMIC STRESS CONCENTRATION USING PHOTOELASTICITY
AND RUBY LASER LIGHT SOURCE
T&AM-Z85 N66-208SD
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE TECHNIQUES USED TO STUDY IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECT ON RUBY LASERS
NASA-TN-D-33T9 NBB-2103T
ELECTRON BEAM AND HOLLOA CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE
PROCESSES ANALYSIS FOR APPLICATION TO GROWTH OF
LASER RUBY CRYSTALS
AFCRL-b_r-908 N66-21169
FLASH PHOTOLYSIS APPARATUS FOR STUDYING SHORT
LIVED CHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES FROM METHYLENE BLUE
PSL-102 N66-ZLB33
RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY CF CAVITATION
DAMAGE TO SOLIDS DUE TO HIGH SPEED JETS FROM
COLLAPSING BUBBLES
E-115.1 N66-2188T
LASER BEAM TRACKING OF BEACON EXPLORER
SATELLITES
NASA-TN-X-56631 N66-22191
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC
STUDIES OF RAPID REACTIONS
UUCD-2-64 N66-23078




LINE WIDTHS AND INVERSION RATIOS OF IRON DOPED
RUTILE FOR SUITABILITY IN BROADBAND MASERS
A65-19622
CHROHIUM-OOPEO RUTILE MASER INVERSION RATIO CROSS
RELAXATION EFFECT OPERATING AT LIQUID NITROGEN
TEMPERATURES A6S-Z3385
PUMP FREQUENCY OF 3D GIGACYCLES USING HARMONIC
CROSS RELAXATION ON CHROMIUM DOPED RUTILE TO
OBTAIN POPULATION INVERSION AT 40 GIGACYCLE
SIGNAL FREQUENCY ABS-ZSBT3
C-BAND TRAVELING WAVE MASER / TMM/ kITH IRON DOPED
RUTILE CRYSTAL AND MEANDER LINE SLOk WAVE CIRCUIT
Ab5-33373
LINE WIDTH AND INVERSION RATIOS OF IRON-DOPED
RUTILE FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATIONS
EASA-TM-X-54756 N65-293gO
L-BAND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY




BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-15 N65-14941
SAM/mlUM
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE COPED MITF SAMARIUM A65-26C85
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SA_ARIUMt LEAO SELENIOE ANO LEAD
IELLURIDE EXCITED BY FAST ELECTRON BEAM
Ab5-30366
SAPPHIRE
ELECTRON BEAM AND HOLLOW CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE




IMPROVEMENT OF FORECASTS AND ANALYSIS OF LASER
HEASUREMENTS FOR SATELLITE S-66
NASA-TT-F-8772 NBB-IL60T
SATELLITE CQflI_UNICATION
TRAVELING NAVE MASER FOR TELSTAR AND RELAY
SATELLITES, DISCUSSING ELECTRONICS AND SOLID STATE
PHYSICS PRINCIPLES AND DESIGN A65-16798
RADIO STATION FACILITIES AT RAISTINGt kEST
GERMANY NOTING SATELLITE COMMUNICATION_ MASER
RECEIVING SYSTE_t PARABOLIC ANTENNASt ETC
A65-35Lq5
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
SATELLITE-BORNE LASER ELECTRO-OPTICAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM, ANALYZING ANGULAR TRACKER AND CORNER-
REFLECTOR SENSOR A65--29262
SATELLITE TRACKING
LASER RANGING EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED kITH BEACON
EXPLORER B A65-21303
OPTICAL TRACKING OF SATELLITES EQUIPPED FOR
GEODETIC TRIANGULATIONt USING GROUND LASER BEAMS
A65-Zg936
ACCURATE TRACKING OF BEACON- EXPLORER ORBITING
OPTICAL REFLECTORSv USING PULSED RUBY LASER BEAMS
A66-lg902




FICRDNAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER DR
MICROMAYE RESONATOR kITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -
OPEN LASER RESONATORS RESEARCH
AFCRL-65-568 N65-36155




SCANNING DEVICE SUBJECT INDEX
SCANNING 0EVICE
LARGE-ANGLE NONMECHANICAL SCANNING OF LIGHT IN ONE
AND TWO DIMENSIONS THROUGH OPTICAL REFRACTION BY
TRAVELING ACOUSTIC WAVES A65-21326
LASER BEAM MODULATING TECHNIQUES AND SCANNING
DEVICE TO FORM OPTIMAL VISUAL DISPLAYS
RADC-TDR-64-365 NbS-20562
LARGE-ANGLE DEFLECTION METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF
TV TYPE RASTER SCAN IN LASER DISPLAY SYSTEM
U2-912008-2 N66-22498
SCATTERING
OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
SPECTROSCOPY
AROD-3922-13 NbS-I952B




VARIATION OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTION WITH BEAM
INTENSITY FOR RUBY LASER LIGHT ON ATOMIC HYDROGEN
A66-15864
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES AbA-IBg30
LASER SCATTERING BY BOUND CHARGED PARTICLES
A66-23080
SCATTERING MATRIX
SINGLE RESONATOR REFLECTION AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS IN
TERMS OF SCATTERING MATRIX DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL
RESONATOR A65-25885
SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
HE- NE GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MACH- ZEHNDER INTERFERCMETRY IN
AERODYNAMIC TESTING A65-22501
INTERFEROMETER USING SMALl DIFFRACTION GRATING AND
GAS LASER LIGHT SOURCE IN SCHLIEREN SYSTEM FOR
FLUID MECHANICS RESEARCH A65-25332
NEON-HELIUM GAS LASER APPLICATION TO SCHLIEREN
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MACH- ZEHNDER INTERFERDMETRY
FOR USE IN AERODYNAMIC TESTING N65-21372
ONSET OF RETONATION_ LASER TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH
REPETITION-HIGH RESOLUTION SCHLIEREN STROBOSCCPIC
WAVE PHENOMENA RECORDS A66-19200




LASER SYSTEM COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF STATISTICAL
OPERATOR R IN LIGHT FIELD, USING SCHROEDINGER
EQUATION ASSUMING GLAUBER STATE
A65-25265
SEA WATER
LIGHT SCATTERING IN SEA WATER - FORWARD SCATTERING




CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE DETECTION WITH LASER DOPPLER
OPTICAL RADAR
AIAA PAPER 66-374 A66-24498
SECONDARY EMISSION
RADIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER PULSE REGIME,
DISCUSSING ERRORS ARISING IN COMPARING BASIC WITH
SECONDARY EMISSION A65-14617
SECONDARY HARMONIC GENERATION
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION IN ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE
USING SECONDARY HARMONIC PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER
RADC-TOR-64-48_ N65-18629
SELENIUM
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSION,
1-114
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATION,
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS_ AND GALLIUM
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-64-IOO7 N65-23135
SILICON AND SELENIUM DOPING EFFECTS ON GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS A66-21879
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD /SCFI
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS FOR FIELD
DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESONANT MODES IN SPHERICAL
MIRROR FABRY _ PEROT RESONATOR A65-16566
MASTER EQUATION FOR COMPLETE STATISTICAL OPERATOR
OF SOLIO STATE LASER ACCORDING TC QUANTUM
MECHANICS A65-31773
SELF-EXCITATION
PARAMETER OF EXCITATION 0F MOLECULAR BEAM TYPE
MASER RESONATOR N65-27253
SELF-SUSTAINED EMISSION
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
MASER A65-17659
SELF-SUSTAINED RUBIEIUM B7 MASER OSCILLATOR
N66-10395
SEMICONDUCTOR
SEMICONDUCTOR PULSE MASER BASED ON THEORY OF
EXISTENCE OF ELECTROCIPOLE TRANSITIONS WITH SPIN
CRIENTATION SHIFTS A65-20909
SUPERCONDUCTING STATES IN IMPGRITY-FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS CREATED BY LASER ILLUMINATION
A65-28492
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATION IN CADMIUM
SULFIDE CRYSTAL NEAR ABSORPTION BAND
A65-31220
HOMOGENEITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH OF MINORITY
CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS MEASURED_ USING LASER
BEAM ABS-3380g
DOUBLE PHOTON ABSORPTION, HARMONIC GENERATION,
AND FREQUENCY MIXING IN SEMICONDUCTORS, AND
FREGUENCY TUNING OF INJECTION lASERS BY
UNIAXIAL STRESS
AD-65075B N65-1443T
RESEARCH REPORTS ON COOER COMPONENTS, POLYMERS,
SPECTROSCOPY, LASERS, ELECTROCHEMISTRY,
TRANSMISSION LINES, AND SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
NAVWEPS-81SO N65-LS565
FEASIBILITY OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASER AMPLIFIER
RAOC-TDR-64-384 N65-158BI
SOLID STATE AND MASER TECHNIQUES - BREADBOARD
EVALUATION, MEASUREMENTS OF LOW-TEMPERATURE
SEMICONDUCTOR, AND SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM
TUNNELING EFFECTS
RADC-TDR-64-4BO N65-1601T
MODULATION OF REFLECTIVITY OF SEMICCNDUCTORS
ILLUMINATED BY INTENSE LASER BEAMS
SSO-IDR-64-253 N65-16566
CHARACTERISTICS, AND LIMITATIONS OF LASERS FOR
APPLICATION IN MILITARY AND SPACE SYSTEMS -
CRYSTAL, GLASS, GAS, LIQUID, SEMICONDUCTOR, ANO
GUASI-LASERS
LMSC-704217 N65-26625
RESEARCH IN FERROMAGNETISM, POLYMER CHEMISTRY,
LASERS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND SOLID STATE
SPECTRCSCDPY
NAVWEPS-8226 N6S-26T65
ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASER,
TUNABLE LASER, GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATION, AND SOLID STATE PLASMA STUDIES FOR
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSICN
ML-I316 N65-2796 q
EPITAXIAL DEPOSITION OF GERMANILP'CN GALLILM
ARSFNIDE BY HYDROGEN REDUCTION OF GERMANIUM
SUGJECT INDEX SERICONOUCTDR LASER
TETRACHLORIDE - SEN]CONDUCTOR AND LASER
PRODUCTION
SRRI_-RR-65-52 N65-36688
ACOUSTIC gAVE ANPLIFIOATIDNt OPTICAL NASERSw
TUNABLE LASERSt ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIDNSe
SEN|CONDUCTORSw GEOMETRIC OPTECSt AND SOL]O
STATE PLASMA STUOIES
ML-1351 N65-36887
SIGNAL VELOCITY OF HASERSs AND MICROWAVE PHONON
ATTENUATION ANO PULSED HEAT RADIATION IN SINGLE
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTORS
REPT.-8 NbS-36736
SUPERCONDUCTING STATES IN IMPURITY-FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS CREATED BY LASER ILLUMINATION
A66-12091
PARALLEL GROOVES AS SURFACE DAMAGE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER AS
DIFFRACTION EFFECT Ab6-13753
GALLIUM ARSENIOE LASER DIODES WITH HIGH OUTPUT
COHERENT BEAM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
ECON-2629 N66-21293
MICROWAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC NAVE
ANPLIFICATIDNe OPTICAL NASERSt SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS_ RANAN SCATTERINGv FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIESt AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
ML-1610 N66-22761
.ERICONOUCTOR DEVICE
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSIONt
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTION FABRICATIDNt
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERS, AND GALLIUM
COMPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-66--IDDT N65-23135
GENERATION OF LIGHT USING SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM
GENERATORS -SOLIO STATE LASERS
FTD-TT-65-33T/I&6 N65-32851
PULSED IR LASER SIMULATING RADIATION-INDUCED
TRANSIENT IONIZATIONS IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND
CIRCUITS A66-16853
SEHICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSION
.PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSEO RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-153S6
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-20895
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL
SEMICONDUCTOR GENERATOR EXCITED BY ELECTRON
BEAM - LASERS
FTD-TT-65-555/l&2[6 N66-12626




CIRCUITRY, NECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
PERFORMANCE OF GALLIUH ARSENIOE LASER TRANSHITTER
OPERATED AT ROOH TEMPERATURE A65-15327
INJECTION DIODE LASER FROM DEGENERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE WITH NEODYMIUM DOPED LAYER EMITTING AT
8700 ANGSTROMS A65-15995
IN SB LONGITUDINAL INJECTION-PLASMA LASER, NOTING
PLASMA PINCH AND MODE STRUCTURE
A65-17210
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE POWER AND
DIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-17319
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION CONTROL IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
INJECTION LASER SHOWING EFFECTS ON OSCILLATION
MODE AND THRESHOLD A65-IT665
FOWARD BIASED P-N JUNCTION ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS TO DIODE LASERS
A65-18872
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DIGITAL DEVICES FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE LOGIC CIRCUITS BASED ON NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF INTENSE OPTICAL SIGNALS
A65-1S362
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ON ABSORPTION, SPONTANEOUS
FLUORESCENCE AND STIMULATED EMISSION IN ACTINIDES,
TRANSITION METAL AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASER MATERIAL
A65-21168
SINGLE MODE OUTSIDE DIFFERENTIAL QUANTUM
EFFICIENDIES OF CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR LASER
DIODES COMPARED A65-21321
ELECTROLUNINESCENCE OF ZINC DIFFUSED DIODES IN
F_WAR_ A_ _EVERSE BE_S: O_RVING EMISSION
SPECTRA AND LASING ACTION IN NEAR-EDGE LINE
A65--21617
SELF-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN OUTPUT OF FABRY-
PEROT GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER
A65"-21626
LASER FUTURE POSSIEILITIES AND APPLICATION
CONSIDERING OPTICALLY PUMPED SOLIDS,
SEHICONDUOTORS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
A65-21956
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING LASER EFFECT IN
P-N JUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTING LASER
DEVICES A6S-2386T
SOLID STATE LASERS kITH EMPHASIS ON PUMPING
MECHANISMS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND IMPURITY-
PATRIX SYSTEMS A65-26DOT
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION NODES FROM CALCIUH
FLUORIDE DOPED WITH SAMARIUM A65-26C85
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
AND MIXED-CRYSTAL INJECTION LASERS SURPASS ALL
CTHER LASERS IN EFFICIENCY AND CN PGNER OUTPUT
A65-26130
LASER TYPES AND THEIR APPLICATION IN RADARt
INSTRUMENTATION_ NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
A65-26131
INDIUM ARSENIOE DIODE SPONTANEOUS AND LASER
ELECTROLUNINESCENCE IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-26961
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65--26696
JUNCTION REGION HEATING OF FABRY- PEROT GA AS
INJECTION LASER TREATED BY THREE TECHNIQUES
A65-26819
PB SE DIODE LASER FABRICATION, PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM WITH PEAK AT 8.5 MICRONS
A65--27602
QUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
A65-2868T
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENIDE JUNCTION
DIODE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
A6S-2_198
GALLIUH ARSENIDE LASER DIODES BEHAVIOR AT HIGH
PULSE RADIATION LOADS A65-29356
LASER CURRENT-MONITORING DEVICE1 SNALL CURRENT
TRANSFORMER FEEDS SOLID-STATE PULSE-CODING DEVICE
WHICH MODULATES GALLIUM--ARSENIOE LASER
A65-2%B85
SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER LONG PULSE DRIVER FOR
INJECTION LASERS A65-30330
REABSORPTION AS DOMINANT LOSS MECHANISM FOR BOTH
INCOHERENT AND COHERENT RADIATION IN GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODE A65-3036T
1-115
SEMICONDUCTORLASERCONT SUBJECT INDEX
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE POWER ANC
DIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-30372
REVIEW OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVELOPMENTS NOTING
MAGNETIC EFFECTSj MATERIALS FOR IR COHERENT
RADIATION, OPTICAL LASER_ HOLOGRAPHY, ETC
A65-30594
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-32952
TIME RESOLVED SPECTRA FOR PULSE OPERATED GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER DIODES A65-33372
OPTICAL GAIN AND LOSSES OF GA AS LASER OF
EPITAXIAL AND DIFFUSED TYPE A65-33380
INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS MEASURED IN EMISSIDN FROM
VARIOUS EASING AND NONLASING MODES OF CONTINUOUS
WAVE GA AS LASER Ab5-3468T
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION WITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE DOPED WITH SAMARIUM A65-34g06
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER WITH ELECTRON BEAM
AS EXCITATION SOURCE - EMISSION DATA FOR
VARIOUS BEAM CURRENT DENSITIES N65-20391
SPECTRAL AND TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID
STATE AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASERSe AND NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF COHERENT LIGHTWAVES DOE TO RAMAN
EFFECT
S-702 N65-21558
FOUR-LEVELt GASt LIQUID, SEMICONDUCTOR, AND RUBY
LASERS
RSIC-I95 N65-24836
SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
RAE-TR-65095 N65-36334
GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION LASER FOR PROLONGED
OPERATION AT LIQUID NITROGEN TEMPERATURES
A66-10369
THERMAL LIMITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASERS A66-10895
LASER-ACTION THRESHOLD IN ELECTRON-BEAM EXCITED
GALLIUM ARSENIDE AND EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND
DOPING A66-10971
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIOE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-11[90
GENERAL PROGRESS OF SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTION AND
RUBY LASERSt ESPECIALLY IN EXPERIMENTAL FIELD
A66-11370
QUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
A66-I2086
LIGHT EMISSION IN FORWARD BIASED SEMICONDUCTOR
P-N JUNCTION A66-I2577
MODE GUIDING AND GAIN IN JUNCTION LASER DUE TO
DIELECTRIC SANDWICH CONFINING WAVE PROPAGATION
A66-I3952
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER RADIATION BY DIRECT ZONE-TO-
ZONE TRANSITIONS A66-14273
GALLIUM ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONt DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66-14659
RISE OF JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DURING CONTINUOUS
OPERATION OF GA AS INJECTION,LASER
A66-1477I
MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH
RECTANGULAR LASER CONFIGURATION FOR OBTAINING
LENGTH OF ACTIVE MEDIA BETWEEN FABRY- PEROT
REFLECTORS A66-16652
STIMULATED EMISSION IN INDIUM ARSENIDE SHOWS
EXCITATION THRESHOLD LOW AND LIGHT EMISSION HIGHLY
DIRECTIONAL A66-17026
OSCILLATION HOOE CONTROL IN P-N JUNCTION LASERS
FOR CURRENT DENSITY REDUCTION FOR STIMULATED
EMISSION A66-17329
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS BY BEAM OF FAST
ELECTRONS, DISCUSSING WORK OF SHOCKLEY, POPOV,
KELDYSH AND KROKHIN A66-17337
LASER DEVELOPMENT, DISCUSSING BASIC THEORY_
PUMPING METHODS AND LASER TYPES
A66-18700
GENERATION IN CAOMIUM SULFIDE DURING TWO-PHOTON
OPTICAL EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER WITH MODULATED
Q-FACTOR A66-I9620
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS_ FM TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USED TO OVERCOME MODULATION NOISE
UNDER VARYING WEATHER CONDITIONS
A66-Ig915
WAVELENGTH CHANGE OF SPONTANEOUS AND STIMULATED
EMISSION WITH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE UNDER CW
CPERATICN OF GA AS DIODE LASER AT 4 DEGREES K
A66-199ZZ
SINGLE FILAMENT JUNCTION LASER EMITTING COHERENT
LIGHT OF SIMPLER MOEES_ SHOWING THAT LASER HAS TWO
PORTIONS, EACH WITH SELECTIVE DIFFUSED REGION
A66-2135T
EIRECT-INEIRECT TRANSITION EFFECT ON HALL EFFECT
IN GALLIUM /ARSENIC PHOSPHIDE/ A66-2[STO
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS AND IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION IN LASER DIODES
A66-21579
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER EXCITATION BY FAST
ELECTRGNS A66-22146
FORCED EMISSION FROM ELECTRON-EXCITED CADMIUM
SELENIDE A66-22174
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CW X-BAND
GA AS MICROWAVE GUNN GENERATOR
A66-23029
LASER CRYSTALS PREPARED ECONOMICALLY BY SPLITTING
ALONG CLEAVAGE PLANES A66-23293
ELECTRON BEAM PUMPER LASERS, DISCUSSING ENERGY
EISSIPATION IN FAST ELECTRONS PASSING THROUGH
CRYSTAL, LASER SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS_ ETC
A66-23433
HOLE AND ELECTRON SMEARING AND P-TYPE ABSORPTICN
INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLO CURRENT A66-23478
PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
SUBCARRIER MIXING A66-23960
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTICN
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLOW
A66-24011
EXCITATION OF AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES IN
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS ANALYZED, BASED ON RATE
EQUATIONS FOR CHEMICAL POTENTIALS OF CARRIERS ANO
hUMBER OF PHOTONS A66-24455
DEVELOPMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES WITH
RUBY LASERS AND ZINC-DOPED GA AS JUNCTION
EIOOES
REPT.-640O-42-T N66-12450
CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL PROBLEMS OF GUANTUM
ELECTRONICS - NONLINEAR OPTICAL PHENOMENA_
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, GAS DISCHARGES IN GAS
LASERS, AND GAS BREAKDOWN IN LASER BEAM
JPRS-34262 N66-18135
l-It6
SUBJECT INDEX SILICA GLASS
LIGHT EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIDE SEMICONDUCTOR
P--N JUNCTION INJECTION LASER
NOTS-TP-3655 N66-19703
SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEDRYt SEPICCNDUCTDR
LASERSt COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS, AROMATICt
POLYESTERS, AND TECTONICS N66-21862
ZINC DIFFUSION IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE-PHOSPHIDE
LASERS AND EFFECTS ON SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
AFCRL-66-18 Nb6-22611
SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASER FOR CONTINUOUS




RING LASER ANGULAR ROTATION SENSOR DESIGNED FOR
CENTRIFUGE OPERATION
AB-1272-O028-1 N65-16131
LON FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR - PROTON




SEPARATION AND FOCUSING OF ATOMIC BEAMS FOR ATOMIC
HYDROGEN MASERS NGS-26679
SHOCK TUNNEL
SHOCK TUBE LASER PUMPING - FOUR COPBINATIONS
OF LASER CRYSTAL AND PUMPING CONFIGURATION
U-3104 N65-28156
SHOCK NAVE
MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE IN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN
SHOCK TUBE AND COHERENT LIGHT IN IONIZING SHOCK
NAVE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS A65-29569
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK HAVE IN LASER BEAM A66-10263
FAST PHOTOIONIZATION AUREOLE DETECTION AND CLOUD
OF CONCENTRATED LONG-LIVED IONIZATION FROM SPARK
SHOCK NAVE IN LASER BEAM A66--13308
EVOLUTION OF LUMINOUS ZONE OF PLASMA GENERATED BY
FOCUSING LASER BEAM IN AIR A66-15097
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY,
LASERS AND MEASURING TECHNIQUESt EMPHASIZING
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE APPLICATION
A66-22063
MACH- ZEHNDER LASER INTERFEROMETER AS DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL IN SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS A66-23352
PREIONIZATION AND SHOCK NAVE IONIZATIONt ALFVEN
NAVES, LASERS, ANO INTERFEROMETER DEVELOPMENT
NP-15355 N66-13913
SHOCK NAVE PROPAGATION
ONSET OF RETONATIONt LASER TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH
REPETITION-HIGH RESOLUTION SCHLIEREN STROBOSCOPIC
NAVE PHENOMENA RECORDS Abb--I9200
SHOT NOISE
ATONIC RELAXATION AND FLUCTUATIONS OF LASER
PHOTONS DETERMINED BY ADDING PROBABILITY
AMPLITUDES AbS-20766
NOISE BEHAVIOR OF POTENTIAL MINIMUM OF TRAVELING
NAVE TUBES AND REOUCTION FACTOR FOR SHOT NOISE
DETERNINEDt USING LASERS A65-26936
SIGNAL OISTORTION
THERMAL OPTICAL DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER ROD
NDE-6236 N66-22619
SIGNAL FAOING
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL ANGLEe SPOT
LOCATIONt AMPLITUDE, ETC9 OF LASER BEAM TRAVERSING
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE A65-26931
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
EXPERIMENTAL PROCECURE TO MEASURE PROBABILITY
CENSITY AMPLITUDE OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD A6S-210TO
EXPERIMENTAL PROCECLRE TO MEASURE PROBABILITY
CENSITY AMPLITUDE OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT OF LASER
RADIATION FIELD A65-31235
STUCY CF PARAMETERS OF HIGH GAIN 2.C26 MICRON
XENON-HELIUM LASER TO OPTIMIZE PDNER OUTPUT
AND EFFECT OF TUBE DIAMETER ON SMALL SIGNAL GAIN
WRE-PAD-106 N65-28901
MEASURING DEVICE FOR PULSED LASER OUTPUT PONER
USING BOLOMETERv AMPLIFIER ANO OSCILLOSCOPE
ABG-13GBG
SIGNAL MIXING
PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND MERIT OF
SUBCARRIER MIXING A66-23960
SIGNAL NOISE
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER DETECTORSv
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS, NOTING HELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION A65-31002
NOISE OUTPUT AND NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOADED MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SNALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
SIGNAL PROCESSING
LASER LIGHT REDISTRIBUTION IN ILLUMINATING OPTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS NOTING APDDIZATION_
SPATIAL MODES ANE ASPHERIC ELEMENTS
A66-16830
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
MICROHAVE AMPLIFICATION ACHIEVED IN SILICON DIODE
EXHIBITING MICROPLASMA-FREE AVALANCHE
MULTIPLICATION A65-19227
LASER BEACON FOR DAYLIGHT OPTICAL TRACKING -
COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION, SIGNAL TC NEISE RATIO,
AND SIGNAL SENSITIVITY
NASA-CR-62616 N65--23285
LASER COMMUNICATIONS LINK SECURITY AGAINST
INTERCEPTION, EXAMINING FREQUENCY BANONIDTH FOR
_iNIMUM SNR A66-16650
COHERENT INTERFERENCE REJECTIDNv DISCUSSING NOISE
AND MODULATOR-LEAKAGE PICKUP REJECTION IN LASER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS Ab6-17217
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
SATELLITE REFLECTOR DESIGN FOR LASER BEAN
RETROREFLECTIDN ANC SATELLITE SIGNAL
TRANSMISSION CALCULATIONS
NASA-TM-X-55129 NbS"lB256
SEARCH VIA LASER RECEIVERS FOR INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS A66-16669
OSCILLATION. MODULATION AND TRANSNISSION PROBLEMS
REGARDING LONG DISTANCE ELECTRIC SIGNAL
COMMUNICATION POSSIBILITIES OF LASERS
A66-18359
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY,




GLASS COMPOSITION EFFECT ON SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
NO--DOPED GLASSES AND SELECTING ONE FOR LASER
GLASS A65-17635
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SILICATE GLASS LASER
CONTAINING NEODYMIUM A65-24189
FRACTURES IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED ALKALINE SILICATES





PROPAGATION OF ATMOSPHERICS, RADIATIVE
RECOMBINATION IN LASERS, RADIATION BELT
SURROUNOING EARTH_ EQUATION FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER PROBLEMS, AND RARE EARTH SILICIDES
N66-12666
SILICON
FIRST ORDER RAMAN SCATTERING MEASUREMENT IN
SILICON USING 632B-ANGSTROM OUTPUT OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER A65-2645T
PHONON INTERACTION IN CRYSTALS - TRANSIENTLY
OPERATED ACOUSTIC MASER, INTERACTION OF PHONONS
WITH IMPURITIES IN GERMANIUM AND SILICON. AND
HEAT PULSES IN CRYSTALS
QTR-T NbS-27766
SILICON AND SELENIUM DOPING EFFECTS ON GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS A66-21879
SILICON CARBIOE
SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASER FOR CCNTINUOU_
OPERATION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN VISIBLE
WAVELENGTH RANGE
NASA-CR-76018 N66-23746
SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER /SCRI
SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER LONG PULSE DRIVER FOR
INJECTION LASERS A65-30330
SILICON TETRACHLORIDE
LASER OSCILLATIONS OF SILICON TETRACHLORIOE_
SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE AND ETHYL SILICATE IN
GASEOUS DISCHARGE A66-L6973
SIMULATION
METEOROID SIMULATION USING LASERS
NASA-TM-X-53122 N65-17872
MICROWAVE ANTENNA SIMULATION AT CPTICAL FREQUENCY_
USING NEON-HELIUM CONTINUOUS GAS LASER
A66-22539
SIMULATOR
PULSED LASER FOR SIMULATING TANK GUN FIRING FOR
TRAINING OF TANK GUNNERS
NAVTRADEVCEN-13II-I N65-36674
SINGLE CRYSTAL
INDUCED RADIATION AND LASER ACTION OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL EXCITED BY LIGHT FROM
Q-MODULATED RUBY LASER A65-36362
GROWTH OF BROAD LINEWEDTH RUBY SINGLE CRYSTALS
FROM FLUX AND ADDITION OF GALLIUM FOR HIGH
OPTICAL LASERS
R-11-656 N65-28525
GROWTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM
OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD -
DEFENDER PROJECT
SRCR-65-_ N65-34086
SIGNAL VELOCITY OF MASERS, AND MICROWAVE PHONON
ATTENUATION AND PULSED HEAI RADIATION IN SINGLE
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTORS
REPT.-8 N65-36734
PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF DOUBLE
MOLYBOATES OF NA AND LA /OR OTHER RARE EARTH
ELEMENTS/ DOPED WITH ND. TB OR PR FOR LASER
APPLICATION A66-I3678
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL
SEMICONDUCTOR GENERATOR EXCITED BY ELECTRON
BEAM - LASERS
FTD-TT-65-555/I_286 N66-12626
GROWTH OF CUBIC PEROVSKITE CRYSTALS AS SYMMETRIC
HOSTS FOR LASER DOPANT IONS
SRCR-65-9 N66-16824




SODIUM-MERCURY METAL VAPOR LASER
SP/PH/6S-I5 N65-33995
SOLAR ACTIVITY
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY, BALL LIGHTNING, SOLAR
ACTIVITY, NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS, INTERSTELLAR
COMMUNICATIONS. NEDEYMIUM LASER, AND HYDROFOILS
N65-34075
SOLAR COLLECTOR
DYSPROSIUM DOPED CALCIUM FLUORIDE DOPED LASER.
USING SOLAR RADIATION FOR EXCITATION AND OPERATING
AT 7T DEGREES K A65-3636I
SOLAR FLARE
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN - GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS - FORECASTING SOLAR
FLARES - MAN-IN-SPACE - EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF
ALUMINUM NITRIDE THIN PILMS - TECHNOLOGY
N65-30979
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION. RAMAN SCATTERING LASERSs FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACEFLIGHT. VOSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORT_ AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILMS
N65-32675
SOLAR FLUX
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC - SOLAR
FLUX. GAS DISCHARGE TUBEr NEODYMIUM LASER,
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS, MICROCRYSTALLINE GLASS.




SUN-POWERED LASER TRANSMITTER OEVELCPMENT - RUBY,
NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASSt AND NEODYMIUM-DOPED
CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER MATERIALS
IER-I N65-29901
SOLAR RAOIATION
LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS_
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS, MASERS AND
LASERS, PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES, RELATIVITY
THEORYt ELEMENT ABUNDANCE, AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65-31360
LASER RADAR AS INSTRUMENT TO OBTAIN OPERATIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION A66-21067
SOLID STATE
GAS LASER OSCILLATCR AND SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER
RADC-TDR-64-642 N65-I6013
SOLID STATE AND MASER TECHNIQUES - BREADBOARD
EVALUATIONt MEASUREMENTS OF LOW-TEMPERATURE
SEMICONDUCTOR, AND SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM
TUNNELING EFFECTS
RADC-TDR-66-680 N65-16017
SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIER STRUCTURES
QPR-8 N66-12068
SOLID STATE DEVICE
SOLID STATE MICROWAVE MASER ACTION AT IT.6 DEGREES
K WITH BROADBANDINC TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INCREASE
GAIN-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT, EXAMINING RUBY MATERIAL
AND HIGH Q MICROWAVE CAVITIES A65-23155
DEVICES OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM MODULATED LASER
EEAMS INCLUDING PHOTOEMISSIVE DETECTORS AND SOLID
STATE PHOTODETECTORS A65-23964
NINETEENTH ANNUAL CCNVENTION OF ARMED FORCES
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION CN
LASER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION AT FORT
MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY IN JUNE 1965
A65-3|B7g
LASER CONFIGURATIONS. PERFORMANCE FEATURES AND
LIMITATIONS DISCUSSING HE- NEt ION AND SOLID
STATE LASERS AbS-31BBI
SOLID STATE DEVICE, LASERI MATERIALS, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY OF SOLIDS_ AND
MAGNETISM AND RESCNANCE RESEARCH
ESD-TOR-bA-SEO N65-16944
SOLIC STATE LASER AND PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN FOR
1-118
SLmJECTINDEX SOLID STATE LASER
COHERENT OPTICAL RADAR
AB-1272-O016"-2 N65-1TIB8
LASER, MATERIALS, AND SOLID STATE RESEARCH, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SOLIDS SPECTROGRAPHY, AND
MAGNETISM ANO RESONANCE
ESO-TOR-64-369 N65-19816
SOLID STATE RESEARCH REPORT INCLUDING SOLID STATE
DEVICES, LASERS, MATERIALS, BAND STRUCTURE,
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE, AND SPECTROSCOPY OF
SOLIDS
ESD-TDR-65-31 N65-25537
SO[!_--STATF AND TRAVELING-NAVE MASER TECHNIQUES
RADC-TR-65-30 1_5-3_39T
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL
OFF AXIAL RADIATION FROM SOLID STATE OPTICAL
MASERS OF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
TR-2 N65-36TI3
LASER DIGITAL DEVICES, EXAMINING QUENCHING OF GAIN
AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION A66-16826
GAIN BANDWIDTH ANO STABILITY OF SOLIO STATE
MULTIOAVITY MASERS A66-22765
SOLID STATE DEVICES, LASERS_ AND MATERIALS SCIENCE
ABSTRACTS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ESD-TDR-6S-318 Nbb-lbT65
SOLID STATE LASER
HIGH SYMMETRY OSCILLATIONS IN CONTINUOUS MATER
COOLED SOLID STATE LASERS, SHOWING RELATION TO
EXCITATION CONDITIONS A65-16185
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PREPARATION OF POTENTIAL LASER
MATERIAL CONTAINING RARE EARTH IONS AS OOPANTS
A65-|T062
NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM TUNGSTATE ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMPLIFIER AND C H-LASER OSCILLATOR
A65-18873
PHENOMENOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF SATURATION EFFECTS
IN SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIERS
A65-IBBB7
LASER ACTION THEORY IN CRYSTALLINE OPTICAL SOLID,
DISCUSSING PROMISING MATERIALS AND MULTIPHONON
PROCESSES IMPORTANCE IN LINE WIDTH AND TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES A65-1999T
OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUR
TUNGSTATE SOLID STATE LASERS WITH CN EMISSION
BASED ON RATE EQUATIONS A65-19998
SEMICONDUCTOR PULSE MASER BASED ON THEORY OF
EXISTENCE OF ELECTRODIPOLE TRANSITIONS NITH SPIN
ORIENTATION SHIFTS A65-20909
SOLID STATE LASERS WITH EMPHASIS ON PUMPING
MECHANISMS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND IMPURITY-
MATRIX SYSTEMS A65-2600T
AUTOHODULATION OF EMISSION FROM SOLID STATE LASER
AbS--ZBBOq
MIRROR HOLDER NITH DEFORMABLE HINGES GIVING
CONSTANT HINGE LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES FOR GASEOUS
AND SOLID STATE LASERS USE A65-28590
RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN FOUR-LEVEL SOLID STATE
LASER STUDIED VIA DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS,
CALCULATING SHAPE AND ENVELOPE OF OSCILLATION
A65-30576
Q-SWITCHING APPLIED TO SLOW SWITCHING AND PULSE
SHAPING FOR SOLID STATE LASERS
AIAA PAPER 65-343 A65-3079T
TEMPERATURE RISE AT GA AS LASER JUNCTION FOR
VARIOUS PULSE CURRENTS AND BASE TEMPERATURES
AbS-31732
MASTER EQUATION FOR COMPLETE STATISTICAL OPERATOR
OF SOLID STATE LASER ACCORDING TC CUANTUM
MECHANICS A65-3|T73
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE THEORETICAL
ASPECTS AND APPLICATION TO ATOMIC NUCLEI
POLARIZATION, INCREASED SPECTROMETER RESOLUTION
AND SOLID STATE MASERS AbS-32TT3
SYNCHRONIZED GENERATION OF RADIATION BY ALL
SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENTS OF LASER SYSTEM MITH
RADIATIVE MIRRORS CAUSED BY DIFFRACTION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD A65-35279
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES MITH
IRIANGULAR RESONATOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A6S-3678T
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
I_ NEOOYMIUM _IASS LASER A65-36826
GAIN COEFFICIENTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN LASER
ARPLIFIERv AND SOLID STATE LASER MATERIALS
OR-6 N65-16665
SOLlO STATE DEVICE, LASER, MATERIALS, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY OF SOLIDS, AND
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE RESEARCH
ESC-TDR-66-560 N65-16966
SOLID STATE LASER AND PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN FOR
COHERENT OPTICAL RADAR
AB-1272-0016-2 N65-17168
LASER, MATERIALS, AND SOLID STATE RESEARCH, BAND
STRUCTURE AND SOLIOS SPECTROGRAPHYt AND
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE
ESO-TDR-66-349 N65-19816
SPECTRAL AND TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID
STATE AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, AND NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF COHERENT LIGHTMAVES DUE TO RAMAN
EFFECT
S-TO2 N65-Z1558
PLANAR, CONFOCAL, AND SOLID STATE LASERS
N65-25126
SOLID STATE RESEARCH REPORT INCLUDING SOLID STATE
DEVICES, LASERS, MATERIALS, BAND STRUCTURE,
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCE, AND SPECTROSCOPY OF
SOLIDS
ESD-TDR-65-31 N65-2553T
COMPACT SOLID STATE CESIUM LASER BEAM FREQUENCY
STANDARD FOR PRECISION CLOCKS N65-26681
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMODULATION OF
SOLID LASER RADIATION N65-2T236
GENERATION OF LIGHT USING SEMICONOUCTOR QUANTUM
GENERATORS - SOLID STATE LASERS
FTD-TT-6S-33T/186 N65-32851
SOLID STATE LASERS, ACOUSTICS, AND REGENERATION OF
MUSCLE TISSUE - TRANSLATIONS OF CHINESE
PEOPLES REPUBLIC ARTICLES ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
JPRS-3L81T N65-36115
SOLIO STATE LASERS - PROBLEMS OF CONTINUOUS
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SOLIDS, MATERIALS, LIGHT
SOURCES, COOLINGt AND APPLICATIONS
N65-36116
SEMICONDUCTOR-BASED PULSE GENERATOR FOR LASER
EXCITATION A66-11042
THO- AND THREE-STEP LASER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUM-NEON MIXTURES, ANALYZING
TNO-STEP CASCADE STARTING MITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORMULATION A66-116TT
_IGH PONER RELAXATIEN OSCILLATION IN MULTILEVEL
SOLID STATE RUBY MASER DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELD
MODULATION A66-1332T
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR O-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER A66-13631
APPLICATION, PROBLEMS AND STATE OF LOg NOISE
AMPLIFIERS AND TRAVELING WAVE TUBES, MASER AND
ADLER TUBES GAIN IN RADAR SYSTEMS
I-I19
SOLID STATE PHYSICS SUBJECT INDEX
A66-14123
REGULAR PERIODIC SPIKING IN OUTPUT OF PULSED
NEODYMIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS LASER AT PUMPING
LEVELS SLIGHTLY ABOVE THRESHOLO
A66-16672
DERIVATION OF TWO EQUATIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD AND POPULATION INVERSION IN SOLID STATE
LASER A66-I6773
SOLID STATE LASER SYSTEM, DESCRIBING OUANTUM
MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION
FOR DNE NODE A66-I7817
APPARATUS FOR FLUORIDATION OF HYDROXYL AND OXYGEN
CONTAMINATED FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS, OBTAINING
OPTICALLY CLEAR CRYSTALS WITH NO TYNDALL
SCATTERING FUR LASER APPLICATION
A66-18688
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODES WITH
TRIANGULAR RESONAIOR PRODUCING COHERENT EMISSION
AT HIGH DENSITY CURRENT A66-19195
SOLID STATE LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR AND
IRREGULAR SPIKES ANALYZED THROUGH RELAXATION
OSCILLATIONS AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS
A66-20568
SEMICONDUCTOR-BASED PULSE GENERATOR FOR LASER
EXCITATION AB6-23289
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
D-920259-I2 N66-I2816
MATERIAL TESTING FOR GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND
SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER - OPTICAL RADARS
RAOC-TR-B4-526 N66-12838
SOLID STATE OPTICAL MASER RESEARCH - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM-GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER OSCILLATOR AS
REGENERATIVE NOISE AMPLIFIER - AMPLITUDE
FLUCTUATIONS
QR-T N66-16272
PULSED YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET NEODYMIUM LASER
DEVICE - SOLID STATE LASER DEVICE
QPR-9 N66-16725
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODES WITH HIGH OUTPUT
COHERENT BEAM FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
ECOM-2629 N66-21293
SOLID STATE PHYSICS
SOLID STATE PHYSICS - LASERSv SPECTROSCOPY OF
SOLIDS, MAGNETISM, AND RESONANCE
ESD-TDR-64-56I N65-17317
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS, SOLID STATE PHYSICS, LIQUID
STATE PHYSICSv INFORMATION SCIENCES_ AND LASER
AND COMMUNICATION THEORY
LMSC-6-75-65-10 N65-25125
ACOUSTIC WAVE AMPLIFICATIONo OPTICAL MASERS,
TUNABLE LASERS, ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIONS,
SEMICONDUCTORS, GEOMETRIC OPTICS, AND SOLID
STATE PLASMA STUDIES
NL-1351 N65-348BT
OPTICAL MASER AS POWER SOURCE FOR NARROW BAND
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION THROUGH STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING - SOLID STATE PHYSICS
REPT.-1935-6 N66-10581
SOLID STATE PHYSICS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, LASER
RESEARCH, AND MATERIALS
ESD-TDR-65-71 N66-15609
INVESTIGATIONS IN ASTRONOMY, SOLID STATE PHYSICS,
OPTICAL MASERS, ATOMIC PHYSICS, AND RADIOACTIVE
ATOMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
NASA-OR-T0391 N66-IT320
SOUND VELOCITY
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN
GASES, DISCUSSING SOUND VELOCITY CALCULATION FROM
FREQUENCY SHIFT AND ARGON_ HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
A66-13981
SOUND WAVE
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXAMINING
VELDCITYt FREQUENCY AND LIFETIME OF THERMALLY
EXCITED HYPERSONIC SOUND WAVES, USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCES AB6-12422
MICROWAVE RADIATION RESEARCH - ACOUSTIC WAVE
AMPLIFICATION, OPTICAL MASERS, SEMICONDUCTOR
OSCILLATIONS, RAMAN SCATTERING, FERROMAGNETIC
BULK INSTABILITIESe AND NONUNIFORM PLASMAS
PL-14IO N66-22T61
SPACE COMMUNICATION
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE USING LASERS,
EMPHASIZING NATURAL LIMITATIONSv E.G., ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION A65-21077
IMPROVEMENTS NEECEE IN LASER TECHNOLOGY BEFORE
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION CAN REPLACE UHF BECAUSE OF
LIMITED RELIABILITY OF MICROBEAM OPTICAL LINK
AES-23Ig6
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF LASERS V$ MICROWAVES FOR
MARS-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS IN 1970
A65-28268
ACQUISITIONt TRACKING AND BEAM POINTING FOR
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE
AIAA PAPER 64-420 A65-33536
MEASUREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC
EFFECTS ON LASER PROPAGATION FDR SPACE
COMMUNICATION
NASA-CR-67382 N65-3586B
SPACE-TO-SPACE AND EARTH-TO-SPACE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS USING LASER SOURCES
RADC-TER-64-289 N66-2258Z
SPACE EXPLORATION
NASA PROGRAM OF AOVANCED SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATION, ENERGY
CONVERSION_ MATERIALS SCIENCE, AND LASERS
N66-12604
SPACE RADIATION
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS, FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTy VOSKHOD
IT LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIOE FILMS
N65-32675
SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
HIGH POWER LASER AMPLIFIER FOR OPTICAL RADAR
TRANSMITTER - SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
EOS-5550-Q-I N66-12355
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
CHARACTERISTICSv AND LIMITATIONS OF LASERS FOR
APPLICATION IN MILITARY AND SPACE SYSTEMS -




LASER BEAM COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEHICLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATION - CLOSED LOOP
SYSTEM AND LEAD ANGLE COMPUTATIONS FOR TARGET
MOTION COMPENSATION
NASA-CR-60699 NES-16Bll
SPACE-TO-SPACE ANC EARTH-TO-SPACE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS USING LASER SOURCES
RADC-TDR-64-289 N66-22582
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
ACQUISITION AND REACQUISITION IN SPACECRAFT-
SPACECRAFT AND SPACECRAFT-TO- EARTH COMMUNICATIONS
USING LASER SYSTEMS A65-28269
SPACE COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS USING LASERS AND
MICROWAVES IN MANNEE MARS FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 65-324 A65-30519
SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE
ACCURATE LOCATION OF OBJECT IN SPACE AND TIME AND
CORRECTION OF MOVEMENTS BY USE OF QUANTUM
ELECTROCYNAMICS A65-25036
1-120
S_J_TI_EX SPECTIUU. LINE MINTH
SPALLING
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, FLUID AMPLIFICATION,
SPALLINGt COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE, NICRQNAVE
APPARATUS, HIGH STRENGTH STEEL, TRACERS, LASERS,
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE, AND RESONANCE
AD--611432 N65-22732
SPARK DISCHARGE
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING FOCUSING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-14131
SPARK DISCHARGE OBSERVATIONS DURING FOCUSING OF
PULSED RUBY LASER OUTPUT A65-ZB951
_vJu_K O_SCHA_GE IN AIR !NO_EO RV FOCUSING LASER
RADIATION, OETER_qlNING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
PRODUCED NEAR FOCUS A65_31TO5
SPARK CISCHARGE IN AIR INOUCEO BY FOCUSING LASER
RADIATION, DETERMINING TEMPERATURE OF PLASMA
PRODUCED NEAR FOCUS Ab6-1995q
TEXT ON HIGH SPEED OPTICAL PULSE TECHNOLOGY,




LASERS AS TRIGGERING MECHANISM FOR SPARK GAPS,
NOTING DELAY TIME BETNEEN PULSE ARRIVAL AND
CURRENT FLOW A66-13267
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL FIELD OBTAINED
BY FOCUSING RADIATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-10250
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HOLLOW'CONE SHAPED
EMISSION OF MODES WHICH ARE TOTALLY REFLECTED IN
NEODYMIUM'GLASS LASERS Ab6-16291
SPATIAL FILTERING
LASER DEFLECTION AND SCANNING BY MEANS OF
NULTIMODE CAVITIES WITH DYNAMIC SPATIAL FILTERS
A66-16829
LASER LIGHT REOISTRIBUTION IN ILLUMINATING OPTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS NOTING APOOIZATION,
SPATIAL MODES AND ASPHERIC ELEMENTS
A66-16830
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
GLASS COMPOSITION EFFECT ON SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
NO--DOPED GLASSES AND SELECTING ONE FOR LASER
GLASS AbS-17635
OPTICAL ANALOG COMPUTER TRANSPOSING VARIABLE
INPUTS INTO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS, USING LASER AS
LIGHT SOURCE FOR ANTENNA MODELING AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS A65-337TO
GRONTH OF NEN CRYSTAL MATERIALS FOR LASERS --
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS USING FLAME FUSION,
CZOCHRALSKI, FLUX, AND VAPOR TECHNIQUES
MIRE1 NbS--lq356
THRESHOLD PARAHETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEOOYNION-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR Ab6-19669
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR Ab6-21836
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL




SHIFT OF EMISSION SPECTRUM IN PULSED GA AS LASER,
NOTING MAVEFORM CHARACTERISTICS
A66-16976
LUMINESCENCE IN RARE EARTH DOPED II-VI COMPOUNDS
AND SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER
OSCILLATORS
ML-1366 N66-16760
SPECTRAL EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER
COHERENT OSCILLATOR N66-16762
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
LIGHT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION INSIDE CYLINDRICAL
REFLECTING CAVITY USING RUBY LASER ROD AND
ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCE OF THRESHOLDv FILAMENT
POSITION AND EFFICIENCY A65-22626
SPECTRAL LINE
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FAERY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION MODES A65-16113
RUBY LASER POWER DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY SPLITTING
CF TWO COMPONENTS OF RI DOUBLET AT TT DEGREES K
A65.-lTBS6
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB 1
LINES SHOW ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
A65--17666
CATA ON LASER MATERIALS REFERENCED TO HAY 1964
INCLUDING LASER EMISSION LINES AND LASER
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS A65--22616
SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE FOR FAERY- PEROT MASER USING
VARIOUS OSCILLATION NOCES A65-26933
NINE ADCITIONAL LASER LINES IN PULSED XENON
DISCHARGE UNDER CONDITIONS THAT DO NOT PRODUCE
PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED LINES A65-26953
GAS CONSTITUTION OF HELIUIT-NEON LASER DISCHARGE
ANALYZED, CONSIDERING SPECTRUM LINE RELATIVE
INTENSITIES IN LIGHT EMITTED FROM DISCHARGE TUBE
A65-30333
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING HAVE
LASER, EXAMINING QUESTION OF MOCE DECOUPLING
A65-31306
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING NAVE
LASER, EXAMINING QUESTION OF NODE DECOUPLING
A65-33352
TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY OF MERCURY--flELIUP
DISCHARGE AND 6150 ANGSTROM LASER OSCILLATION,
EXAMINING METASTABLE ATOM STATE
A65--33518
LINE NARROWING OF NEODYMIUM GLASS LASER WITH
REFLECTION kb6-17291
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES OF OVER SO
Abb-2335T
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- NE
MASER AND OBSERVED BY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFEROMETER, NOTING ACOUSTIC kAVE VELOCITY AND
LINE BROADENING A65-15699
LASER ACTION THEORY IN CRYSTALLINE OPTICAL SOLIOe
DISCUSSING PROMISING MATERIALS AND MULTIPHONON
PROCESSES IMPORTANCE IN LINE NIOTH AND TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES A65--IQT
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE EXCITED BY
PHOTODISSOCIATIONv DISCUSSING LINE STRENGTH ANO
DOPPLER WIDTH A65--20073
SPECTRAL LINE NIOTh NARROWING OF PULSED TRAVELING
kAVE RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A0--610865 N65-22139
HEAVY kATER USED AS LIQUID LASER SOLVENT FOR HIGH
RAOIANCE LIQUID LASER SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH IN
OUTPUT BEAM CIVERGENCE_ SPECTRAL NARROWING, AND
THRESHCLCS FOR LASER ACTION
AD-61OT16 NbS"-27886
_IDTH OF DECAY QUANTA IN GAS LASERS DEPENDS ON
ENERGIES AND LIFETIPES OF ATOMIC LEVELS INVOLVED
1-121
SPECTIU3GRAPH SUBJECTINDEX
IN STIMULATED TRANSITIONS AND NONLINEAR RESPONSE
OF ATOMS A66-12303
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH NARROWING IN TRAVELING WAVE
RUBY LASER CAVITY EMISSION Nb6-1665B
SPECTROGRAPH
USE OF LASER BEAN IN SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS -
NORMAL LASER AND GIANT SPIKE LASER
AFCRL-65-586 N66-12799
SPECTItOGRAPHY
LASERw NATERIALSt ANO SOLID STATE RESEARCHv BAND




SPECTROMETER FOR LASER OSCILLATION FREQUENCIES AND
MODES ANALYSIS A65-29630
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE THEORETICAL
ASPECTS AND APPLICATION TO ATOMIC NUCLEI
POLARIZATIONw INCREASED SPECTROMETER RESOLUTION
AND SOLID STATE MASERS A65-32773
PULSE EXCITATION OF VOLUME OF GAS TO COHERENTLY
RADIATING STATE APPLIED TO BEAN MASER SPECTROMETER
A66-23731
SPECTROMETRY
CONFERENCE ON CHEMICAL LASERSt UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT LA JOLLA IN SEPTEMBER 1964
A65-20059




LASER APPLICATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
OF MATERIAL BY SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE_
CONSIOERING ORGANIC SUBSTANCE AND PLASMA
A65-20004
ABSORPTION DATA FOR METHANE AND ETHANE_ USING HE-
NE TUNED LASER SPECTROSCOPY A65-20066
COLLISION ANO POWER BROADENING EFFECTS IN TUNED-
LASER ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPYw USING TIME
DEPENDENT PERTURBATION THEORY A65-20065
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS
AND N TO K CALCULATEO WITH GAS LASER
M TO J
A65-21811
M TO JPROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS
AND N TO K CALCULATED WITH GAS LASER
A65-24863
LASER APPLICATION IN NEDICINE_ MANUFACTURING,
SPECTROSCOPYt OPTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
A65-31882
OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
SPECTROSCOPY
MR-3 N65-13TgO
RESEARCH REPORTS ON CODER CONPONENTSt PCLYNERSt
SPECTROSCOPYt LASERSI ELECTROCHEMISTRY,
TRANSMISSION LINESt AND SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
NAVWEPS-8150 N65-15565
MICROWAVE PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC WAVE INTERACTIONS_
TRANSVERSE WAVE ELECTRON BEANt OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER MATERIALSt AND NONLINEAR
QUANTUM STUDIES
ML-1243 N65-15605
SOLID STATE PHYSICS - LASERS. SPECTROSCOPY OF
SDLIDSt MAGNETISM. AND RESONANCE
ESD-TDR-66-561 N65-I931T
OPTICAL MASER APPLIED TO BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
SPECTROSCOPY
AROD-392Z-13 N65-19528
GASEOUS AND SOLID LASER LINES SURVEY FOR LASER
SPECTROSCOPY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
NASA-CR-57336 N65-19752
LASERS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY - LIGHT MODULATION
AND DEMODULATION METHODSt LASER TRANSITIONSt
RAMAN EFFECT INITIAT1ON_ AND NONLINEAR OPTICAL
PHENOMENA
TR-A-36 N65-19791
RUBY LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EMISSION UNDER
INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-DR-ST664 N65-19863
SOLID STATE RESEARCH REPORT INCLUDING SOLID STATE
£EVICESe LASERS, MATERIALSw BAND STRUCTUREt
MAGNETISM AND RESONANCEv AND SPECTROSCOPY OF
SOLIDS
ESO-TDR-65-31 N65-25537
RESEARCH IN FERRONAGNETISNt POLYMER CHENISTRYv
LASERSt SEMICONDUCTCRSt AND SOLID STATE
SPECTROSCOPY
NAVHEPS-8226 N65-26765
EXCITED STATE SPECTROSCOPY USING RUBY LASER ANO
LOCALIZED EXCITONS IN ALKALI HALIOES
AD-6IglgB N65-35423
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
CF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS
INVESTIGATED FOR EVALUATING POTENTIALITIES DF
LIQUID LASERS
IR-65-052-11 N66-14177
GROkTH AND ANNEALING CF OPTICAL MASER CRYSTALS AND




SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF MULTIMODE RUBY LASER IN
SPHERICAL RESONATORt INTERPRETING NEAR-FIELD
PATTERNSt FREQUENCY SPECTRUM, ETC
A66-21311
SPIN
TRAVELING WAVE MASER FOR DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF




MASER ACTION TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MIXING OF
LNPERTURBED SPIN STATES AND DAMPING MECHANISM
EETWEEN SPIN MOMENTS AND LOCAL FIELD
A65-16267
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM
1EMPERATURES A66-1BZS7
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE OEPENCENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM
TEMPERATURES A66-20901
STABILIZATION
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF
GAS LASER USED AS OPTICAL PUMP GAIN MODULATOR
NASA-DR-66359 N65-31013
STABLE OSCILLATION
SELF-PULSED MODULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK A65-14144
OSCILLATIONS SYNCHRONIZED IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE POWER AND
CIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-17319
THREE-LEVEL LASER OUTPUT STABILITY EQUATION
DERIVED BY NONLINEAR MECHANICSt NOTING LIMIT CYCLE
AND OSCILLATION STABILITY PRECONDITION
A65-17514
SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATION OBTAINED IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED RUBIDIUM MASER OPERATING AT TRANSITION
FRECUENCY OF 6835 MC A65-21673
SELF-PULSED MODULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TWO-
1-122
QSTIMULATED EN|SS|ONSUBJECT INDEX
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK A65-26019
PHOTOBEAT CHARACTERISTICS BETNEEN TND
INDEPENDENTLY STABILIZED HE- NE LASERS
A65-29117
OSCILLATIONS SYNCI'IRONIZEO IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
BY P-N TRANSITIONS TO INCREASE POKER AND
DIRECTIVITY OF EMISSION A65-30372
FORMATION TIME OF OPTICAL LASER CSCILLATIONS
N66-15050
_T&MDTNG RAVE
STABILITY AND SOLUTION OF tuuATIONS G7 MOT!C_.. FOR
TRAVELING NAVE INTERACTIONS IN LASERS
A65-IQT26
GASEOUS OPTICAL MASERS CONSIDERING PROBLEM OF
DOPPLER BROADENED TRANSITION SUBJECTED TO OPTICAL
FREQUENCY FIELD IN STANOING NAVE FORM
A65-26005
RESONANT NAVES IN FABRY- PEROT INTERFERDMETER
INVESTIGATED ON BASIS OF STANOING NAVE TYPE
FORMULATION Ab5-3351b
STANDING NAVES IN LASER RESONATORS VERIFIED BY
PLACING THIN METALLIC FILMS BETOKEN EXTERNAL
MIRRORS OF PULSED NEODYMIUM LASER
A66-22893
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
STATISTICAL MODEL OF RANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIDAL
FUNCTION OF CONSTANT AMPLITUOE REPRESENTED BY
EMISSION OF LASER OR RADIO TRANSMITTER
A66-18637
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL ANGLE, SPOT
LOCATIONt AMPLITUOEe ETCI OF LASER BEAM TRAVERSING
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE A65-26931
STEADY STATE
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF MOLECULAR BEAM LASER
WITH INHOKOGENEDUS SINUSOIOAL FIELO IN RESONATOR
A65-36561
STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS OF LASERS WITH
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY LOSSES N65-27236
SPATIALLY INDEPENDENT LASER RATE EGUATICN
GENERALIZED FOR MULTINODE EFFECTSv NOTING STEADY
STATE OSCILLATION THRESHOLD _]NGULARITIESt SPIKING
PARAMETERS, ETC A66-26560
TWO-LEVEL ATOM INTERACTION NITH MULTMDDE GAS LASER
CAVITY9 OBTAINING STATIONARY STATE AND SOLVING
UNIQUE EIGENVALUE IN SPECIAL CASES
A66-26568
STEEL STRUCTURE
TREATMENT OF STEEL WITH LASER BEAMt OBTAINING
PRECISION HOLES WITHOUT AFFECTING MICROHARDNESS OF
METAL A66-2689B
STEERABLE ANTENIA
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AT GOONHILLY OONNS
SATELLITE SYSTEM GROUND STATION - STEERABLE
ANTENNAv COMPUTING AND DATA TRANSMISSION_ AND
HELIUM SYSTEM FOR MASER INSTALLATION
N66-10260
STEERING
EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION TIMES ON STEERING NARRON
BEAM LASER FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETNEEN PLANETARY
DEEP-SPACE VEHICLE AND EARTH GROUND STATION OR
RELAY STATION - SPAGIAL BEAK OFFSET
NASA-TM-X-55306 N66-11202
STIMULATED EMISSION
HYPERSONIC WAVES PRODUCED BY BRILLOUIN EFFECT,
USING METHOD OF TNO INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
A6S-14876
STIMULATED EMISSION EVIDENCE FROM hITROGEN COOLED
SPIKING RUBY-LASER-IRRADIATED DEGENERATED P-TYPE
GA AS CRYSTALS A65-15323
STIMULATED EMISSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC NAVES FROM
CIRCULAR CYLINDER AND SPHERE A65-IT219
TIME DEPENDENT VARIATION OF RUBY LASER STIMLLATED
EMISSION INTENSITY AbS--19076
GIANT PULSE LASER APPLIED TO NONLINEAR OPTICAL
EFFECT OF STIMULATE[ RAMAN SCATTERING WITH
REFERENCE TO EMISSION ANGLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
A65-19996
COLLISION AND POWER BROADENING EFFECTS IN TUNED-
LASER ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPYv USING TIME
DEPENDENT PERTURBATION THEORY A65-2D065
CONTINUOUS REGIME OPTICAL GENERATOR OUTPUTt
THRESHOLD PUMPING LEVELe I_VER_E POPULATION
GENSITY AND INDUCED RADIATION ENERGY
A65-20326
STIMULATED EMISSION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE IN
EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTION A65-21625
GAIN NARRONING OF INHOMOGENEDUSLY BROADENED LINE
IN STIMULATED EMISSION IN LASER AMPLIFIER
A65-22615
TIME DEPENDENCY OF INTENSITY OF STIMULATED
EMISSION IN RUBY LASER WITH OPTICAL RESONATOR
CONTAINING ALUMINUM-COATED OPAQUE SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-23016
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION NITH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE DOPED NITH SAMARIUM AB_r-26085
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SILICATE GLASS LASER
CONTAINING NEODYMIUM A65"-2_189
PARAMETRIC GAIN ACCOMPANYING PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT BEAM BY SECOND HARMONIC
FREQUENCY OF STIMULATED RADIATION FROM RUBY LASER
ADP CRYSTALS A65-262BD
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES CF LASERS AND APPLICATION IN
STUDYING RADIATION AND MATTER INTERACTION
A65-26933
GUANTUN YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
AbS--28_8T
DESIGN, OPERATION AhC UTILIZATION OF LASER
A65--29867
MASER PRINCIPLESe PRACTICAL DESIGN AND CURRENT
APPLICATION ABS-303TT
RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
P--N JUNCTIDNS_ OBSERVING STIMULATED EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-3DST2
Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSED CN GRAPHITEt
OBTAINING SWAN EMISSION OF CARBON MOLECULE
A65-3_2OT
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF STIMULATED RADIATION kitH
RESPECT TO AXIAL OSCILLATION MODES FROM CALCIUM
FLUORIDE DOPED NITH SAMARIUM A65-36906
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM CHROMIUM IONS IN Q-
SPOILED RUBY LASER A65-35066
U V RADIATION STIMULATED EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
EMISSION WHICH IS CCNSISTENT WITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXGITON SCHEME A65-35069
INDUCED RADIATION IN GA AS SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTAL
EXCITED BY RUBY LASER WITH Q-MODULATION
A65--35062
hISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MOLECULAR AMPLIFICATION
bY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION, NOTING
VARIOUS LASER TYPES A65-36095
NONLINEAR OPTICS IN MICROSCOPIC SEARCH FOR ORIGIN
AND MACROSCUPIC STUDY OF LINKING BETWEEN INCIDENT





ACTIVE MEDIUM WITH PUMPING EFFECT, CONSIDERING
INTENSE BEAM INCIDENCE AND RUBY LASER
A65-36712
STIMULATED EMISSION IN FLUORESCENT ORGANIC
MOLECULES N65-15506
STIMULATED EMISSION FROM GALLIUM ARSENIC P-N
JUNCTION LASERS N65-20780
PRODUCTION OF STIMULATED EMISSION IN BLUE-GREEN
REGION IN ORGANIC DOPANT AND HOST SYSTEM -
AROMATIC ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT
A0-613295 N65-25734
PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO OBSERVE STIMULATED PHOTON -
PHOTON SCATTERING WITH LASER POWER
N65-31459
SOLID STATE LASERS - PROBLEMS OF CCNTINUCUS
STIMULATED EMISSION IN SOLIDS, MATERIALS, LIGHT
SOURCES, COOLING, AND APPLICATIONS
N65-36116
CURRENT STATUS OF THEORETICAL ANO EXPERIMENTAL
STUO1ES OF VARIANT OF RAMAN EFFECT ENCGUNTERED IN
SCATTERING OF LASER LIGHT A66-12065
QUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
A66-12086
STIMULATED BRILLOUIN AND RANAN SCATTERING IN
GASES, DISCUSSING SOUND VELOCITY CALCULATION FROM
FREQUENCY SHIFT AND ARGONe HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
Ab6-139BI
LASER OSCILLATION IN CALCIUM TUNGSTATE CRYSTALS
ACTIVATED WITH TRIVALENT PRASEODYMIUM
A66-14898
HISTORY AND CEVELOPMENT OF NOLEOULAR AMPLIFICATION
BY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION, NOTING
VARIOUS LASER TYPES A66-15034
STIMULATED EMISSION IN INDIUM ARSENIDE SHOWS
EXCITATION THRESHOLD LOg AND LIGHT EMISSION HIGHLY
DIRECTIONAL A66-17026
OSCILLATION MODE CONTROL IN P-N JUNCTION LASERS
FOR CURRENT DENSITY REDUCTION FOR STIMULATED
EMISSION A66-17329
GAS SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-INDUCED STIMULATED
BRILLOUIN EFFECT IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
A66-23432
RAMAN LASER MATERIALS SELECTIUN_ EMPHASIZING
FREQUENCY SHIFTS AND EXCITATION POWER THRESHOLD
A66-23677
HOLE AND ELECTRON SMEARING AND P-TYPE ABSORPTION
INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLD CURRENT A66-23478
POWER AND PATH LENGTH EFFECTS ON STIMULATED RANAN
SPECTRA IN METHANE AND HYDROGEN STUDIES USING
GIANT PULSED LASER N66-20037
ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OBSERVATIONS_ ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS, AND HIGH INTENSITY GAS LASER




EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB 1
LINES SHOW ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
A65-17664
SMALL PARTICLE DETECTION CAPABILITY OF LOW-GAIN
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER ENHANCED BY USE OF STOKES
SETTLING LAW AND LAYERED SEDIMENTATION TECHNIQUE
A66-14583
EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM HANILTONIAN FOR COUPLING,
FIRST STOKES LINE, FIRST ANTI- STOKES LINE AND
1-126
COHERENT FIELD FOR RAMAN LASER
A66-22690
STOKES PARAMETER
POLARIZATION OF LIGHT FROM GLASS LASER DOPED WITH
TWO PERCENT POSITIVE TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM MEASURED
WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN MICROSECOND
A66-13006
STIMULATED RAMAN ANC BRILLOUIN SCATTERING FOR
STOKES RADIATION PARALLEL TO LASER BEAM IN
RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE A66-16901
STORAGE DEVICE
HYDROGEN MASER STORAGE BULB CHARACTERISTICS
AD-617342 N65-30159
STORAGE DIODE LASER RESEARCH
AO-61829T N65-3610B
STRATOSPHERE
RUBY LASER IN OPTICal RADAR PROBE SYSTEM FOR
EALLOON SOUNDING OF STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL
N65-30205
STREAK PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
kITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-IB660
HIGH RESOLUTION STREAK CAMERA TO INVESTIGATE MODE
EXCITATION AND GENERATION KINETICS IN RUBY LASER
kITH CONCENTRIC CAVITY A65-2BC89
STRESS IBlOL/
FLUID MECHANICS, LUBRICATION_ CORROSION, MASERS,
BIOLOGICAL STRESS, PROTECTIVE COATINGS, NEUTRON
ACTIVATION, FRACTOGRAPHY_ METABOLISM_ GUIDED
PISSILE LAUNCHING, AND CATAPULTS
A0-623630 N66-16668
STRESS CONCENTRATION
DYNAMIC STRESS CONCENTRATION USING PHOTOELASTICITY
AND RUBY LASER LIGHT SOURCE
T_AM-285 N66-20850
STRESS-OPTIC LAg
EFFECT OF COMPOSITION ON THERMAL EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT, THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF REFRACTIVE
INDEXI BIREFRINGENCE_ AND STRESS-OPTICAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR ATEERMALIZING LASER GLASS
TSR-5 N65-256BB
STRUCTURE
LASER, MATERIALS_ AND SOLID STATE RESEARCH, BAND




TWO TYPES OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF INTENSE
LASER BEAM WITH DIELECTRIC MEDIUM - NONLINEAR




RUBY AS SUBMILLIMETER MASER MATERIAL, NOTING
RELAXATION TIME AND TEMPERATURE CRITERIA
A65-26821
MILLIMETER AND SUBNILLIMETER MASER DEVICES
ITR-5 N6S-16383
CPTICAL PUMPING IN MARK RUBYe HARMGNIC GENERATIDN
IN HYDROGEN CYANIDE, SUBMILLIMETER WAVE
SPECTROSCOPY, AND MIXING OF LASER LIGHT IN BULK
PHOTOCONDUCTOR N65-26626
SULFUR
C _ LASER ACTION ON TRIPLE STATE PHOSPHORUS-SULFUR
TRANSITION, USING HYDROGEN SULFIDE-NOBLE GAS
_IXTURES AE6-2157T
SUNLIGHT
CNE-WATTt ROOM TEMPERATURE, CONTINUOUS OPERATICNt
SUN PUMPED LASER TRANSMITTER
AD-BI06C1 N65-17927
SUBJECTIM)EX TELENETAY
SUPERC_CTINGMA NETTRAVELINGNAVE MASER EMPLOYING MAGNETIC STAGGER
TUNING IN SMALL COMPACT SUPERCONOUCTING MAGNET
ACHIEVES TRADING EXCESS ELECTRONIC GAIN FOR
BANDkIDTH A65-29196
INERTIAL SENSORS REVIENING RiNG LASERw
ELECTROSTATIC FLUID SPHERE, MAGNETIC RESONANCE,
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY GYROSCOPE, RELATIVISTIC ROTATING
TENSOR, VORTEX RATE ANO QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECT
SENSING
AIAA PAPER 6.r_'-401 ABS-Ig66q
TRAVELING WAVE MASER SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
COOLED IN CLOSED-CYCLE REFRIGERATOR BY THERMAL
_UNUUCTIO_ A65--3212B
C-BAND TRAVELING NAVE MASER I THNI NETH IRON DDPEO
RUTILE CRYSTAL AND MEANOER LINE SLCN NAVE CIRCUIT
A65-33373
SUPERCONDUCTORS APPLIED TO MAGNETS, LASERS AND
MHD PONER GENERATION A66-20676
SUPERCONOUCTING MAGNET FOR VARIABLE BANDWIDTH
TRAVELING WAVE MASERS, NOTING AMPLIFIER BANDNIDTH
INCREASE VIA GAIN REDUCTION A66-2161T
EASILY FABRICATED LIGHTMEIGHT SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET DESIGNEO FOR USE WITH TRAVELING NAVE MASERS
A66-26312




SUPERCONDUCTING STATES IN IMPURITY-FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS CREATED BY LASER ILLUMINATION
A65-28692
SUPERCONDUCTING STATES IN IMPURITY-FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS CREATED BY LASER ILLUMINATION
A66-XIO91
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
OPTICAL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER - LASER SYSTEMt
DOPPLER FREQUENCY TRACKING, ANO OPTICAL
TRACKING
NASA-OR--63393 N65-26401
RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE OF SOLID STATE
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER COMPARABLE TO THAT
OBTAINED WITH MASERS AND PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS
A66-LZ63T
SURFACE CRACK
PARALLEL GROOVES AS SURFACE DAMAGE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER AS
DIFFRACTION EFFECT A66-I3753
SURFACE FINISH
ENERGY OUTPUT INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL
SYSTEMS BY NUCLEAR ENERGYt LASER CRYSTAL GROHTHt
ANO SURFACE FINISH DEVELOPMENT
AD-6555T1 1465-17595
LASER CRYSTAL GROWTH, CHARACTERIZATIONe AND
SURFACE FINISHING N65-1759T
SURVEILLANCE
LASER SURVEILLANCE USING OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING FUR




Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSED ON GRAPHITE,
OBTAINING SNAN EMISSION OF CARBON MOLECULE
A65-36207
SWITCHING
RUBY LASER G-SNITCHING USING PASSIVE SOLID STATE
OR LIQUID ORGANIC BLUE DYE
TO-B-66-15 N65-22933
REPETITIVE HIGH POWER PULSES OBTAINED BY
Q-SNITCHING OF NEODYMIUM-LOADED YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET LASER
CR-6 N65-3CBTO
ROOM TEMPERATURE QUASI-CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED RUBY
EIANT PULSE LASER kITH SATURABLE ABSORBER Q-
SRITCH ABB-212_R
SNITCHING CIRCUIT
ELECTRICAL SkITCHING OF EMISSION DIRECTION OF
LASER OSCILLATOR BY INTERNAL DEFLECTION OF LASER
BEAM A65-16603
SNITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
DIODE DETERMINATION - INJECTION LASER
REPT.-T NGS-ZTIO3
SNITCHING ELEMENT
_PIJCAL $W;TCH _:_IC_ COTS O_F LA_ER PULSE WHEN
SELECTED BEAM POWER LEVEL IS REACHED
A65-21626
SYNCHROMIZED OSCILLATOR
SYNCHRONIZED MODE OF EXCITATION FOR DIFFRACTION-
COUPLED LASER A65-2BS38
SYNCHRONIZED NODE OF EXCITATION FOR DIFFRACTION-
COUPLED LASER A66-12293
C-SMITCHED OPTICAL MASER SYNCHRCNIZATIONe
CISCUSSING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, SETUP AND
PERFORMANCE A66-172qT
SYNTHESIS
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES - SELENIUM DIFFUSION,
CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS AND P-N JUNCTIEN FABRICATIONt
FREQUENCY MODULATION LASERSt AND GALLIUM
COHPOUND INGOTS FOR LASER APPLICATION
AFCRL-64-1007 N65-23135
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF LASERS VS MICROWAVES FOR




TANTALUM ELECTRON INDUCED THERHIONIC EMISSION AS
RESULT OF LASER BEAM BOMBARDMENT
A6S-26956
RUBY LASER PULSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL




LASER RANGEFINOER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF KCNCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
CN RADAR PRINCIPLE A65"--32586
ACQUISITION, TRACKING AND BEAM POINTING FOR
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE
AIAA PAPER 66-620 A65-33536
LASER OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM - ALL-NEATHER




SELECTED FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
LITERATURE ON POTENTIAL THEORYt SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERSt CDMPDSITE PROPELLANTS, AROMATIC,
POLYESTERS, AND TECTONICS N66-21862
TEL[COMMUNICATION
CPTJCAL COHERENT kAVE PROPERTIES SUITABLE FOR LONG
DISTANCE LASER COPPUNICATIONS AND COMPARED WITH
RADIO WAVE CHARACTERISTICS A6.5--20006
LIGHT MODULATION AND LASER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NASA-TT-F-8762 Nb§-3217B
TELEMETRY




TEMPERATURECON ROL SUBJECT INDEX
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION DURING LASER OPERATIEN
AND CAST-PLASTIC OPTICAL-PUMP CAVITY EQUIPMENT




PEAK IRRADIANCE OF OPTICAL PUMP AND TOTAL
PUMP-ENERGY INCIDENT UPON LASER CRYSTAL
DETERMINED, ACCOUNTING FOR TEMPERATURE VARIATION
EFFECTS A66-184BT
TEMPERATURE EFFECT
R SUB I RUBY LINE EMISSION AND FREGUENCY
DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE VARIATION
A65-15205
LASER BEAM DEFLECTION MODULATION DETAINED BY
PASSING CURRENT THROUGH CADMIUM SULFIDE PRISM WITH
OHMIC CONTACTS, USED FOR THERMOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS
A65-25890
WHITE LIGHT EMISSION WHEN PULSED LASER BEAM
FOCUSES ON TARGETS IS MAINLY DUE TD TEMPERATURE
RADIATION A65-34957
CORRELATION FACTOR FCR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A65-35866
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERSI DISCUSSING AMPLITUDE
VARIATION SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUE
A66-16670
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN NEONt XENON AND HELIUM-
NEON LASER DISCHARGES, CALCULATING PRODUCTION AND
DESTRUCTION RATE PARAMETERS A6b-18354
CORRELATION FACTOR FOR INDUCED RADIATION FREQUENCY
SHIFTS AND CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN RUBY
LASER A66-19269
TEMPERATURE _ADIENT
CATHODOLUMINESCENT PHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
LASERSI REDUCING HEAT LIMITATIONS AND ELIMINATING
INTERNAL STRESSES CAUSED BY THERMAL GRADIENTS
A65-30436
TEMPERATURE MEASURENENT
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND FILTERING
BY DETERMINING SPECTRAL POSITION OF POLARIZATION
INTERFERENCE BANDS A65-16184
MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY
LEVELS INVOLVED IN LASER EMISSION
NASA-DR-66436 N65-32191
RISE OF JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DURING CONTINUOUS
OPERATION OF GA AS INJECTION LASER
A66-I6771
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM AND
THRESHOLD CURRENT IN GA AS LASERS
A66-17333
TEMPERATURE PROFILE
TEMPERATURE RISE AT GA AS LASER JUNCTION FOR
VARIOUS PULSE CURRENTS AND BASE TEMPERATURES
A65-31732
TERRAIN
GAS LASER RANGE MEASUREMENT DEVICE GIVING HIGH
ACCURACY DIFFERENTIAL TERRAIN HEIGHT INFORMATION
FROM AIRBORNE PLATFORM N65-33571
THEODOLITE
LASER OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM - ALL-WEATHER




RUBY LASER P_LSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL





THERMAL DISTORTION, EXPANSION AND SCATTERING IN
RUBY AND GLASS LASER RODS DURING AND AFTER PUMP
FLASH A65-3506B
THERMAL LIMITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES GF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASERS A66-10895
ERILLDUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXAMINING
VELOCITY, FREQUENCY AND LIFETIME OF THERMALLY
EXCITED HYPERSONIC SOUND WAVES, USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCES A66-12622
THERMAL EMISSION
LASER SOURCE REFLECTOMETER TO MEASURE REFLECTANCE
CF SPECIMENS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE - RELATION OF
THERMAL EMISSION TO OTHER OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NBS-TN-267 N66-2261B
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
EFFECT OF COMPOSITICN ON THERMAL EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT_ THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF REFRACTIVE
INDEX, BIREFRINGENCE, AND STRESS-OPTICAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR ATEERMALIZING LASER GLASS
TSR-5 N65-2568B
THERMAL NOISE
ULTIMATE SENSITIVITY LIMIT AND PHOTOELECTRON
STATISTICS FOR PHOTOMULTIPLIER LIT BY COHERENT AND
NONCOHERENT LIGHT A66-12673
CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS CF OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND THERMAL NOISE AND
APPLICATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER
A66-26128
THERMAL RADIATION
STATISTICS OF MULTIMOOE LASER SIGNALS DERIVED AND
COMPARED WITH THOSE OF INCOHERENT RADIATION
A65-31034
THERMIONIC EMISSION
TANTALUM ELECTRON INDUCED THERNIONIC EMISSION AS
RESULT OF LASER BEAM BOMBARDMENT
A65-24956
LINEAR BEAM AND MICROWAVE POWER GENERATION - BEAM-
CIRCUIT INTERACTION, BASIC CIRCUITS, BEAM-PLASMA




RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC
STUDIES OF RAPID REACTIONS
UUCD-2-64 N66-23OT8
THERMOCONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL LIMITATIONS ON CAPABILITIES OF GALLIUM
ARSENIDE P-N JUNCTION LASERS AE6-IOBg5
THERMODYNAMICS
SOME LASER PROPERTIES FROM VIEWPOINT OF SECOND LAW
CF THERMODYNAMICS OF IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
A65-31376
SOME LASER PROPERTIES FROM VIEWPOINT OF SECOND LAW
OF THERMODYNAMICS OF IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
A66-14899
THERMOELECTRICITY
LOCAL LASER HEATING OF CATHODE FOR ELECTRON
EXTRACTION FROM PLASMOID A66-16149
THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC POKER
CONVERSION - THETA PINCH, ION CYCLOTRON, AND
INFRARED MASER DIAGNOSTICS N65-2485g
THERROPHYSICS
THERMOSTIMULATED INDUCED ELECTRCN EMISSION FROM
SAMPLES CUT FROM LASER RUBY CRYSTALS DETECTED kITH
CPEN POINT COUNTER A6E-IB6C9
THETA PINCH
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA PRODUCEC
BY COMBINATION OF RF AND VERY FAST THETA-PINCH




IN FAST THETA-PINCH DISCHARGE, USING HE- ME GAS
LASER INTERFERONETER A65-29869
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC PONER
CONVERSION -THETA PINCHe ION CYCLOTRONt AND
INFRARED MASER DIAGNOSTICS NbS-26859
FLUORESCENT ORGANIC LASER DEVELOPMENT -THETA
PINCH ARGON LAMP MEASUREMENTS
OR-7 H65-25966
LOCAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ANO ELECTRON DENSITY IN
THETA PINCH MEASURED BY MEANS OF SCATTERING OF
LASER u_AN A66-16336
LASER PUMPING TECHNIQUES -THETA PINCH ENERGY
TRANSFER EFFICIENCY IN CONVERSION OF ELECTRIC
ENERGY TO ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
AFOSR-65-2212 NBb--15b05
THIN FILM
PROCESSING EVAPGRATEO CADMIUM SULFIOE THIN FILMS
TO ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INDUCED ELASTIC VIBRATIONS
A65-21875
LASER HICRONELDING EVALUATION NITH REGARD TO
BONDING OF DISSIMILAR ELECTRONIC INTEROONNECTION
MATERIALS FOR THIN FILM CIRCUITS
A65-26352
OPTICAL COATING REQUIREMENTS OF LASERS NITH
RESPECT TO MATERIALS AND MULTILAYER CONFIGURATION
A65-29528
EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILHS PROCESSEO TO
ACT AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSOUCERS FOR DETECTING
LASER-INDUCED ELASTIC VIBRATION
A65-31962
HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR HAGNETO-
OPTICAL APPARATUS - KERR MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECT
OF FERROMAGNETIC IRON-NICKEL THIN FILM
N65-26766
FOREIGN SCIENCE BULLETIN - GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE
RAMAN SCATTERING LASERS - FORECASTING SOLAR
FLARES - MAN-IN-SPACE - EPITAXIAL GROMTH OF
ALUMINUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS - TECHNOLOGY
Nb5-30979
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RANAN SCATTERING LASERSt FORECASTING
SOLAR FLARES FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTt VUSKHOD
II LIFE SUPPORT, AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE FILHS
N65-32675
ELECTRONIC DEVICES - OUPLEXERS, PLASMA AMPLIFIERS,
CATHODE RAY TUBESt CAPAC|TORSt THIN FILM
TECHNIQUES! AND OPTICAL MASERS
SR-BS NG5-33773
TRIMMING MICROCIRCUIT ELEMENTS LIKE EVAPORATED
THIN-FILM AND SILK-SCREENED CERMET-FILM RESISTORS
ATTEMPTED NITH CN ANO PULSEO LASERS
A66-16562
THOMSON EFFECT
THOHSON SCATTERED LASER RADIATION USED TO
DETERMINE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HELIUM PLASMA,
EXAMINING THYRATROH TUBE ANO VOLTAGE PROBE USE
A65-19618
LASER MODE OPERATION IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
ABSORBING IMPURITY ANALYZED BY EXTENDED THOMSON
TYPE SYSTEM A65-35930
THRESHOLD
OPTICAL-MISALIGNHENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLD PONER OF
SOLID STATE LASER AND COMPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATOR A65-36051
OPTICAL-MISALIGNNENT EFFECT ON THRESHOLD PONER OF
SOLID STATE LASER AND COMPENSATION VIA LENS IN
RESONATOR A66-ISB56
THRESHOLD CURRENT
HEAVY _ATER _SED AS LIGUID LASER SELVENT FOR HIGH
RADIANCE LIQUID LASER SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH IN
OUIPUT BEAM CIVERGENOEe SPECTRAL NARRONINGt AND
THRESHOLCS FOR LASER ACTION
AD-blOTI6 N65-27886
U V AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUORINEt
PHOSPHORUS AND CHLORINE ATOMS IN PULSED CHLORINE,
PHOSPHORUS FLUORIDE AND SULFUR FLUORIDE GAS
CISCHARGES ABB-1OqT2
GALLIUM ARSENIOE P-N JUNCTION LASER DIODE COVERING
INJECTION CURRENT OISTRIBUTION, DENSITY AND
EMISSION SPECTRA VARIATION A66-16659
TEMPERATURE OEPENCENCE OF EMISSION SPECTRUM ANO
IHR_$HOLG CURRENT IM _A A_ lASERS
A66-17333
_OLE AND ELECTRON SPEARING AND P-TYPE ABSORPTION
INFLUENCE ON THRESHOLD CURRENT Abb-23678
THRESHOLD GATE
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-1966g
THRESHDLO PARAMETERS ANO SPECTRAL COMPOSITION DF
RADIATION OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-21836
THRESHOLD SHIFT
OPTICAL AND LASER THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS ON 39
FLAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAIN HIGHEST OPTICAL
_UALITY LASER RODS A65-16602
THRUSTOR
ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUMINATED METALLIC SURFACE INTO VACUUM_
DETERMINING APPLICATION TD PULSED ION THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 A66-21653
THULIUM
LASER CHARACTERISTICS OF AND COHERENT OSCILLATIONS
FROM TRIVALENT TNv HOl YB AND ER IONS IN
YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET A66-10261
THUNDERSTORM
RESEARCH IN CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC -- SOLAR
FLUX1 GAS DISCHARGE TUBEr NEODYMIUM LASERt
GEOLOGICAL MECHANICS, HIOROCRYSTALLINE GLASS,




INTERNAL LOSSES EFFECT ON RADIATION PONER IN LASER
A65-26058
TIME DELAY
TIME CORRELATION BETNEEN LASER PULSES AND LASER-
INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METALLIC SURFACES
A65-34616
LASERS AS TRIGGERING MECHANISM FOR SPARK GAPSv
NUTING DELAY TIME BETNEEN PULSE ARRIVAL AND
CURRENT FLON A66-13267
TIME DEPENDENCY
TIME DEPENDENT VARIATION OF RUBY LASER STIMULATED
EMISSION INTENSITY A65-19076
TIHE DEPENDENCY OF INTENSITY DF STIPULATED
EMISSION IN RUBY LASER NTTH OPTICAL RESONATOR
CONTAINING ALUMINUM-COATED OPAQUE SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-23016
TEHPORAL DEPENDENCE IN LASER INDUCED GAS
CISCHARGES
REPT.-1935-Z N65-21555
RUBY LASER _ITH VIBRATING MIRROR FOR STUDY OF
TEMPORAL OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS N65-22759
PUMP POWER DEPENDENCE OF RUBY LASER STARTING AND
STOPPING TIME PREDICTED VIA RATE EQUATION ANALYSIS
A66-21309





PHOTDTUBE OBSERVATION OF RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AS FUNCTION OF TIME N65-15570
IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RADIATION BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AND ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
DIFFERENT GAS PRESSURES AND PREIONIZED CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-176 A66-21690
TIME MEASUREMENT
ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER FOR TIME AND FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS - TIME COMPARISONS ON MASERS WITH
LORAN C N65-26678
CAVITY TUNING OF AMMONIA MASERS BY PRESSURE AND
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION N65-26684
TIME RESPONSE
TIME RESPONSE OF HF LASER INTERFEROMETER USED IN
PLASMA RESONANCE DETECTION 665-29791
TIME DEPENDENT EMISSION BEHAVIOR OF RUBY LASER
DISCUSSING RATE EQUATIONS, Q-VALUE, OUTPUT POWER,
STEADY STATE VALUES, ETC A66-1498I
CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS OF OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND THERMAL NOISE AND
APPLICATION TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN MASER
A66-26128
TISSUE
SOLID STATE LASERS, ACOUSTICS, AND REGENERATION OF
MUSCLE TISSUE - TRANSLATIONS OF CHINESE
PEOPLES REPUBLIC ARTICLES ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
JPRS-3181T N65-36115
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY OF
PIGMENT EPITHELIUM, BLOOD FLOW, AND AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN A66-80470
TITANIUM COMPOUND
HIGH INTENSITY LOW VOLTAGE DISCHARGE RESULTING
FROM RUBY LASER BEAM FOCUSING ON TITANIUM HYDRIDE
TARGET 665-24282
TOROIOAL DISCHARGE
PLASMA RING DISCHARGE EXCITATION USED TO DRIVE
HIGH CURRENT DENSITY ELECTROOELESS ARC FOR
EXCITING GAS ION LASER TRANSITIONS
A66-10967
TORSIONAL VIBRATION
GAS EFFECTS PRODUCED BY PULSED LASER BEAM IN
BALLISTIC TORSIONAL PENDULUM PHOTOMETER, NOTING
DEFLECTION DUE TO PHOTON MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
665-32229
TRACKING ANTENNA
RADIO STATION FACILITIES AT RAISTINGt NEST
GERMANY NOTING SATELLITE COMMUNICATION, MASER
RECEIVING SYSTEM_ PARABOLIC ANTENNAS, ETC
A65-35195
TRACKING STATION
LASER BEAN COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEEP-SPACE
VEHICLE AND EARTH TRACKING STATICN- CLOSED LOOP




PULSED LASER FOR SIMULATING TANK GUN FIRING FOR
TRAINING OF TANK GUNNERS
NAVTRADEVCEN-I3II-I NB5-34674
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
BUILDUP AND DECAY TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN GAS LASERS
DUE TO LIGHT ABSORPTION BY INSERTED LIQUID SAMPLES
A65-15816
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
RADIATION PROTECTIVE DRUGS, XENON AND HELIUM-
XENON LASERS, HELIUM-NEON LASER WITH SILVER AND
DIELECTRIC OOATINGSo AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
JPRS-29200 N65-20134
CUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS ANC"
MASERS, THERMAL PINCHING, N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTORS,
COHERENT LIGHT, TRANSISTOR SWITCHING, POPULATION
INVERSION, AND BREAKDOWN
AFOSR-65-0248 N65-2349I
GA AS OPTICALLY COUPLED TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE WITH
LASING EMITTER A66-12462
TRANSITION ELEMENT
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ON ABSORPTION, SPONTANEOUS
FLUORESCENCE AND STIMULATED EMISSION IN ACTINIOES,
TRANSITION METAL ARE SEMICONDUCTOR LASER MATERIAL
665-21168
TRANSITION POINT
LASER TRANSITION IN VIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE OF ON FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
7 WITH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11651
TRANSITION PROBABILITY
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FCRMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-15660
STATIONARY ANO TRANSIENT LIGHT AMPLIFICATION
REGIMES IN ACTIVE MEDIA OPERATING ACCORDING TO
FOUR-LEVEL SCHEME ABS-IB655
LASER ACTION THEORY IN CRYSTALLINE OPTICAL SOLIDe
DISCUSSING PROMISING MATERIALS AND NULTIPHONON
PROCESSES IMPORTANCE IN LINE WIDTH AND TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES A65-1999T
MEASUREMENT OF GAS LASER RADIATIVE DECAY RATES AND
IOIAL INELASTIC DESTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTION OF SHORT
LIVED EXCITED STATES IN 6-NSEC TO ICDO-NSEC RANGE
A65-20061
PROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS
AND N TO K CALCULATED WITH GAS LASER
M TO J
665-21811
N TC JPROBABILITIES OF SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS
AND N TO K CALCULATED WITH GAS LASER
A65-24863
STATIONARY AND TRANSIENT LIGHT AMPLIFICATION
REGIMES IN ACTIVE NEDIA OPERATING ACCORDING TO
FOUR-LEVEL SCHEME A65-Z8OB4
TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
FORMATION IN RF THREE-LEVEL MASERS
A65-28556
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR AR II LASER LINES
COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 665-29799
LASER ACTION IN SECOND POSITIVE BAND SYSTEM DE
MOLECULAR NITROGEN, OBSERVING SATURATION OF
TRANSITION 665-3306g
TRANSLATION
EFFECT OF HIGH VELECITY TRANSLATIDN ON PHOTON
CORRELATIONS IN LASER INTERFEROMETERS
UCRL-I4365 N66-10969
TRANSMISSION LINE
INSTABILITY IN LASER AMPLIFIER PEDIUM OCCURRIhG AT
HIGH PUMPING LEVELS, GIVING TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR PLANE WAVE PROPAGATION
A65-2588B
RESEARCH REPORTS ON CODER COMPONENTS, POLYMERS,
SPECTROSCOPY, LASERS, ELECTROCHEMISTRY,
TRANSMISSION LINES, AND SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
_AVWEPS-BISO N65-15565
TRANSMISSION LOSS
REABSORPTION AS DOMINANT LOSS MECHANISM FOR BOTH
INCOHERENT AND COHERENT RADIATION IN GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LUMINESCENT DIODE A65-3C367
TRANSMITTER
ONE-WATT, ROOM TEMPERATURE_ CONTINUOUS OPERATION,





DESIGN OF COMPACT IOO MATT GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER
TRANSMITTER 1_55-2017T
DOPPLER OPTICAL NAVIGATOR TO MEASURE
INSTANTANEOUS GROUND SPEED NITH 0.1FT/SEC
ACCURACY FOR ALTITUOES OF 250 TO 5000 FEET -
CONTINUOUS NAVE LASER AS TRANSMITTER
TRG-OI9-1-2 N65-28160
SUN-PONERED LASER TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT - RUBY_
NEODYMIUm-DOPED GLASSw AND NEODYMIUM-DOPED
CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER MATERIALS
IER-I Nb.5-ZqqDI
OPTICAL RANGEFINOER USING GALLIUM ARSEMIDE LASER
AS TRANSMITTER AND SILICON P-I-N PHUJOOIODE AS
DETECTOR USED AS AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER
N06-11665
TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
TRANSVERSE MODES OF LASER ANALYZED HITH SCANNING
INTERFEROMETER BY MATCHING RESPECTIVE MODES OF TNO
DEVICES A65-29531
TRANSVERSE NAVE
FREQUENCY SEPARATION BETNEEN TRANSVERSE MODES OF
RUBY LASER MEASURED BY FABRY- PERDT
[NTERFEROMETER AND VERIFIED BY TRANSVERSE MODE
SELECTION A65-27610
NICROMAVE PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC NAVE ]NTERACTIONSv
TRANSVERSE gAVE ELECTRON BEAMt OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER MATERIALS_ AND NONLINEAR
QUANTUM STUDIES
ML-1263 N65-15605
EXPERIMENTS ON OPERATING LIFE AND TRANSVERSE MODE
HOPPING IN CONTINUOUS NAVE RUBY LASER
IER-7 N65--33621
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIDN OF FRINGE SYSTEMS USED TO
VERIFY PHASE INVERSION BETNEEN TNO LOBES OF LASER
IN TEM-IO MODE A66-17653
TRAPPED RADIATION
RESONANCE RADIATION TRAPPING BETNEEN LONER LASER
LEVEL AND ION GROUND STATE AS MECHANISM FOR
QUENCHING AND RING-SHAPED BEAM FORMATION IN ION
LASERS A65-26006
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED IN
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHODE LASER DETECTORS
]TTIL-66-[O02 NBb-20166
TRAPPING




STABILITY AND SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
TRAVELING NAVE INTERACTIONS IN LASERS
A65-19726
PONERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVEL ING NAVE OIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A65-36058
SPECTRAL LINE NIDTH NARROWING EF PULSED TRAVELING
NAVE RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AD-610865 N65-22139
PARANETR]C EXCITATION OF ACOUSTIC NAVES IN
SIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
REPT.-1935-5 N65-29906
TRAVELING NAVE OSCILLATIONS IN RUBY LASER
RESONATOR USING PASSIVE OPTICAL ISDLATORI
ELIMINATING FARADAY ROTATOR AND ATTENDANT
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-11668
MODEL FOR BEHAVIOR OF OPTICAL MASER IN STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD OF ARBITRARY STRENGTH IN Z
DIRECTION AND IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CCMPDSEO CF
TRAVELING NAVES A66-13135
PONERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSIDN GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING NAVE DIFFRACTICN MODULATOR
A66-15861
TIRE RESOLVED INTERFERONETRYt CINEMATOGRAPHYt AND
TRAVELING HAVE CAVITY STUDIES ON RUBY LASERS
AFCRL-65-66T N66-16656
SPECTRAL LINE NIDTh NARRONING IN TRAVELING NAVE
RUBY LASER CAVITY EMISSION N66--16658
TRAVELING NAVE AMPLIFIER
PLANE STATIONARY MOEE OF Tk LASER AMPLIFIER NITH
FEEDBACK A65-19683
TRAVELING-NAVE QUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS 1N
B-CM BANG A65-26882
TRAVELZNC_WAvF OUANTUM PARAMAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
APPLIED TO RADIO-ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
B--CM BAND A65-36359
hONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF PULSE SIGNAL IN LASER
TYPE TRAVELING WAVE AMPLIFIER A66--11861
APPLICATIONt PROBLEMS AND STATE OF LON NOISE
AMPLIFIERS AND TRAVELING NAVE TUBESt MASER AND
ADLER TUBES GAIN IN RADAR SYSTEMS
A66-14123




LON NOISE KA-BAND TRAVELING NAVE MASER AMPLIFIER
FOR HINOON AT 8 MM NHERE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IS LON A65-16565
TRAVELING NAVE MASER FOR TELSTAR AND RELAY
SATELLITESt DISCUSSING ELECTRONICS AND SOLID STATE
PHYSICS PRINCIPLES AND OESIGN A65-16798
MICRONAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINENIDTH ANO
MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN CALCIUM-VANADIUM BISMUTH
GARNETe NOTING TMM ISOLATOR A65-26966
TRAVELING WAVE MASER EMPLOYING MAGNETIC STAGGER
TUNING IN SMALL COMPACT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
ACHIEVES TRADING EXCESS ELECTRONIC GAIN FOR
8ANDNIDTH A65-29196
LOCK--ON BANC OF CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING LASER
OSCILLATOR DETERMINED FOR TRAVELING NAVE CIRCUIT
A65-30070
NOISE OUTPUT AND NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOADED MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SMALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES DF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING NAVE
LASERt EXAMINING QUESTION OF MODE DECOUPLING
A65-31306
TRENDS IN MASER AMPLIFIERSt DESCRIBING TYPES ANO
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES A65-3160B
TRAVELING _AVE MASER SUPERCDNOUCTING MAGNET
COOLED IN CLOSED-CYCLE REFRIGERATOR BY THERMAL
CONDUCTION A65-32128
FORNARD TRAVELING COHERENT ACOUSTIC NAVE AND
BACKMARD TRAVELING ELECTROMAGNETIC gAVE PRODUCED
IN STIMULATED BRILLCUIN SCATTERING GF INTENSE
LASER BEAN A65-32765
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON TRAVELING NAVE
LASER_ EXAMINING QUESTION OF MODE DECDUPLING
A65-33352
C-BAND TRAVELING _AVE MASER / TNMI NITH IRON DOPED
RUTILE CRYSTAL AND PEANDER LINE SLOk NAVE CIRCUIT
A65-333T3
TRUNCATED EQUATIONS DESCRIBING COHERENT RADIATION
CF EXCITEC CHROMIUM IONS IN RUBY SITUATED IN
TRAVELING gAVE RESONATOR A65-35919
TRAVELING NAVE MASER FOR DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF





COMPUTER ANALYS_S DETERMINING CHANGE OF PCPULATICN
INVERSION AND OUTPUT PHOTON FLUX AND EXPERIMENT
USING RUBY FOR OSCILLATOR ANO AMPLIFIER USING
TRAVELING WAVE MASER IN TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION
GSPIPHYS/65-14 N65-31091
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF IPPREVED MASER
TECHNIQUES FOR BROADBAND MASER SYSTEM -
TRAVELING WAVE MASER TECHNIQUES
RADC-TR-65-148 N65-32203
SOLID-STATE AND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER TECHNIQUES
RADC-TR-65-30 N65-33397
MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER MASER DEVICES -
MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR ZERO FIELD MASER
REPT.-490G N65-33895
DESIGN OF 8 MILLIMETER TRAVELING WAVE MASER
FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY
A0-619191 N65-35172
INDUCED EMISSION MODES OF TRAVELING WAVE LASER
A66-1OT?8
WIDE TUNING RANGE L-BAND TRAVELING WAVE MASER
NOTING SLOW WAVE STRUCTURE AND ISOLATOR MATERIAL
A66-12_41
TRAVELING FIELDS IN INTERACTION OF IONIZED GASES
WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CURRENTS CHECKING
LORENTZ FORCE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
A66-12980
FABRY- PEROT INTERFEROMETER AND CONFOCAL AND
SPHERICAL RESONATOR_ CALCULATING INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS FOR EIGNVALUE AND EIGENFUNCTION OF
LOWEST ORDER TW EIGENMODE A66-14277
TRAVELING WAVE OSCILLATIONS OF ION RING LASER IN
MIRROR-RING RESONATOR A66-14903
EXPERIMENTAL L-BAND TRAVELING WAVE MASER
DEVELOPED WITH EXCEPTIONALLY WIDE TUNING RANGE
A66-15958
L-BAND TRAVELING-WAVE MASER FOR RAOIC ASTRONOMY
RESEARCH AT 2I CM USES CHROMIUM-DOPED RUTILE
A66-16640
LOCK-ON BAND OF CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING LASER
OSCILLATOR DETERMINED FOR TRAVELING WAVE CIRCUIT
A66-17623
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET FOR VARIABLE BANDWIDTH
TRAVELING WAVE MASERS, NOTING AMPLIFIER BANDWIDTH
INCREASE VIA GAIN REDUCTION 666-21417
GC/S NITROGEN-COOLED NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER, NOTING DESIGN, APPLICATION AND
OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS A66-21857
INDUCED EMISSION MODES OF TRAVELING WAVE LASER
A66-22290
EASILY FABRICATED LIGHTWEIGHT SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET DESIGNED FOR USE WITH TRAVELING WAVE MASERS
A66-24312
BROADBAND TRAVELING WAVE MASER TECHNIQUES AND
N-TYPE GERMANIUM SEMICCNDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
RADC-TR-65-366 N66-15720




TRAVELING-HAVE TUBE WITH PHOTOELECTRIC CATHODE
USED AS DEMODULATOR FOR LASER COMMUNICATION
665-14345
NOISE BEHAVIOR DF POTENTIAL MINIMUM OF TRAVELING
WAVE TUBES AND REDUCTION FACTOR FOR SHOT NOISE
DETERMINED, USING LASERS A65-26936
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH ON TRAVELING WAVE TUBES,
RARE EARTH TARGETS FOR NEUTRON GENERATORS,





OPTICAL TRACKING OF SATELLITES EQUIPPED FOR
GEODETIC TRIANGULATION, USING GROUND LASER BEAMS
665-2_g36
TRIPLET EXCITATION
PULSED MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER THEORY VIA
ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION OF TRIPLET STATES
A65-33050
TROPOSCATTER
LASER BEAM BEYOND-HORIZON COMMUNICATION BY MEANS
OF CLOUD AND HAZE SCATTERING A65-IgS96
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS, FM TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USED TO OVERCOME MODULATION NOISE
UNDER VARYING WEATHER CONDITIONS
666-19915
TUNGSTATE
STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MAN, OPTICAL
MASER OF NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE, CYLINDER WAVE
PROPAGATION ANALYSIS, AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF
INDIUM ANTIMONIDE CCNPOUND
JPRS-33152 N66-15062
UPTICAL MASER OF TRIVALENT NEODYMIUM IN TUNGSTATE
CRYSTALS N66-15D45
TUNGSTEN
ENERGY MEASUREMENT DF RUBY LASER INDUCED ELECTRON
EMISSION FROM TUNGSTEN A65-20241
CONTINUOUSLY PULSED LASER DEVICE WITH SELF-
CONTAINED LASER OSCILLATOR AND POWER SUPPLY -
LASER HEADS USING TUNGSTEN LAMPS AND XENON
FLASHLAMPS FOR PUMP EXCITATION
REPT.-2 N65-27581
PULSED XENON FLASHLANP AND CONTINUOUS INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAMP TRADEDFFS AS NEODYMIUM-YTTRIUM
ALUMINUM GARNET CRYSTAL LASER PUMPS
REPT.-3 N65-30242
TUNING
INTERNAL TUNING METHQDS FOR CONTINUOUS WAVE
LASERS OVER ANGSTROM BANDWIDTHS
SEL-66-092 N65-16369
CAVITY TUNING OF AMMONIA MASERS BY PRESSURE AND
ZEEMAN EFFECT MODULATION N65-26684
TWO-FREQUENCY VOLUME RESONATOR kitH INDEPENDENT
TUNING WITHIN WIDE FREQUENCY BAND
A66-189IB
TUNNELING
SOLID STATE AND MASER TECHNIQUES - BREADBOARD
EVALUATION, MEASUREMENTS OF LOW-TEMPERATURE





LASER RESEARCH IN L.S.S.R.t COMBUSTION
INSTABILITY IN LIQUID ROCKET AND AIR BREATHING
PROPULSION, GAS DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES AT HIGH
TEMPERATURE, AND MORPHOLOGICAL FORMS IN POLYMERS
AD-460286 N65-23836
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
INTERACTION MECHANISM BETWEEN LASER BEAM AND
SURFACE IN ULTRAHIGH VACUUM A66-15484
ULTRASONIC LIGHT IN]DULATOR IULMI
RUBY LASER OSCILLATIONS MODULATED BY ULTRASONIC
VIBRATION A65-19623
CPTICAL BEAM SCANNING AND LASER OUTPUT MODULATION
BY MEANS OF ULTRASONIC CELL BUILT AROUND FOCUSING
CYLINDRICAL SECTION TRANSDUCER A65-28419
WIDEBAND LASER BEAM MODULATION, USING BRAGG-
ANGLE DIFFRACTION BY AMPLITUDE-MODULATED
LLIRASONIC WAVES 665-29974
SUBJECT INDEX VIBRAT|QN ROOIE
ULTRASONIC LASER MODULATION TECHNIQUES
C-920259-3 N65-18440
LIGHT OUTPUT FROM HELIUM-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH AND WITHOUT INTRACAVlTY
MODULATION AT LOOKING FREQUENCYt USING HIGH SPEED
ROTATING MIRROR Ab6-IT205
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
D-920259--12 ;466-12816
ULTRASONIC NAVE
HYPERSONIC WAVES PRODUCED BY BRILLOUIN EFFECTt
USING METHO0 OF TWO INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS
AbS-16876
BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- NE
MASER AND OBSERVED BY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFEROMETERt NOTING ACOUSTIC HAVE VELOCITY ANO
LINE BROADENING A65-15699
HYPERSONIC HAVE GENERAT|ON BY SUPERPOSITION OF
TWO COHERENT LIGHT BEAMS IN SOLID CR LIQUID
DIELECTRIC A65-15880
POWERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATED BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING WAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
AbS-3b058
USE OF REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION CAUSED BY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC NAVES IN LASER
FEEDBACK IMTERFEROMETER TO CONTROL LASER OUTPUT
C-920083-12 N65-15207
POHERFUL PULSE OF RUBY LASER EMISSION GENERATEO BY
ULTRASONIC TRAVELING WAVE DIFFRACTION MODULATOR
A66-15861
ULTRASONIC NAVE TRANSDUCER
EFFICIENT DIFFRACTION OF INCIDENT LASER BEAM AT
BRAGG ANGLE INCIDENCE INTD FIRST-ORDER MODE,
USING TRAVELING ULTRASONIC WAVES IN WATER
A65-33057
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
LASER PRODUCTION OF HARO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT FOR
STUDYING LIGHTNING AND ATMOSPHERIC PRDPAGATION
LET-417 N65-160T4
INTENSE UV PUMPING EFFECT DN RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A66-20519
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
U V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN INERT GASESt OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETHEEN 2300 AND 6D00 ANGSTROMS,
SHDHING RELATIONSHIP BETHEEN GAIN AND TUBE
DIAMETER AbS-27334
U V RADIATION STIMULATED EMISSION IN OPTICALLY
PUMPED POTASSIUM BROMIDE CRYSTALS USEFUL FOR LASER
EMISSION HHICH IS CONSISTENT HITH POPULATION
INVERSION EXCITON SCHEME Ab5-35069
HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION SOURCE TO
PUMP PHOSPHORS AND LASER MATERIALS HITH
ABSORPTION BANDS IN PHOSPHOR EMISSION SPECTRUM
DDRF-IT3 N65-14365
EFFECTS OF INTENSE ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON GLASS




UPPER ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVATION USING NORMAL-PULSE
RUBY LASER TECHNIQUES_ PRESENTING HEIGHT




ELECTRON BEAM MELTING HEAT SOURCE IN VACUUM
METALLURGYt AND RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR INDUSTRY N65-23723
VACUUM PUMP
AMMONIA MASER - AMMONIA MOLECULAR GENERATOR
FTD-'TT-65-803/18284 N66-19855
VACU4JM ULTRAVIOLET
RELATION BETWEEN 6CC ANGSTROM EMISSION BAND OF
HELIUM MOLECULE AND IMPRISONMENT QF NEON RESONANCE
LINES MEASURED TO SHOW EFFECT ON HELIUM-NEON LASER
OPERATION A65-36662
VANAOIUM
PICRDHAVE PROPERTIES PARTICULARLY LINEWIDTH AND
MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN CALCI UM-VANADIUH BISMUTH
GARNETt NOTING THM ISOLATOR A6§-24964
VAPOR
GALLIUM ARSEN[OE ALLOY INGOT PREPARATION BY
VAPDR TRANSPORT METHODS FOR LASER APPLICATIONS
N65-23139
VAPIm DEPOSITION




HEATING AND VAPORIZATION EFFECTS DUE TO HIGH POHER
LASER BEAM ABSORPTION AT OPAQUE SURFACES! NOTING
ALSO Q-SHITCHED LASERS A65-17663
PATERIAL VAPORIZATION BY O-SPOILED LASER PULSES
FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF VAPOR OPTICAL
EMISSION AND ABSDRPIlDN PROPERTIES
AFCRL-66-871 N65-22274
VAPORIZATION HEAT
INTERACTION OF LIGHT PULSE FROM RUBY LASER kITH
MERCURY SURFACEI OBSERVING MECHANICAL IMPACT
BELIEVED TO BE RAPID VAPORIZATION PROCESS
ABB-163T3
VASCULAR SYSTEM
RETINAL VASCULATURE OF RABBIT AND MONKEY AS
AFFECTED BY LASER IRRADIATION PROXIMITY DE
PIGMENT EPIThELIUMI BLOOD FLOHm AND AMOUNT OF
REDUCED HEMOGLOBIN Abb-BO470
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
HIGHER ORDER CALCULATION OF LASER OUTPUT, NOTING
APPROXIMATION METHOE FOR LINEHIOTH PARAMETER ANO
LAMB DIP SHAPE ACCURACY A66-19063
VELO(;ITY MEASUREMENT
RELATIVITY VELOCITY SENSING TECHNIQUE FOR MOVING
VEHICLE BY LASER LIGHT BACKSCATTERED FROM SURFACE
A65-16936
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER LASER NAVIGATION
SYSTEM A65-292T5
_OVING SURFACE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT USING LASER
RADIATION
GE/EE/64-18 N65-IT373
DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETER DETECTING AND MEASURING
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT OF SURFACE BY SENSING LIGHT
BACKSCATTERED BY IT NhEN LASER ILLUMINATED
A66-18333
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION VELOCIMETERm USING
BACKSCATTERED LASER LIGHT TO MEASURE RELATIVE
VELOCITY BETHEEN LIGHT SOURCE AND SURFACE
A66-22958
CONTINUOUS NAVE GAS LASER DOPPLER FLOH METER FOR
GAS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT N66-22338
VERNEUIL TECtlNIQUE
GROWTH OF RUBY BOULES ON 60 DEGREE VERNEUIL RODS
BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD - LASER APPLICATION
SRCR-65-I NBS-27BB5
VIBRAT|OM NODE
KINETIC EQUATION TC DESCRIBE CONTINUOUS HAVE LASER
RADIATION INSTABILITY A65-19T39
OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RUBY LASER kITH
EXTERNAL MIRRORS OF LARGE SPACING
A65-3351T






FEASIBILITY OF LASER OPERATING ON VIBRATIONAL -




RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN FOUR-LEVEL SOLID STATE
LASER STUDIED VIA DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
CALCULATING SHAPE AND ENVELOPE OF OSCILLATION
A65-30576
VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL RELAXATIONS IN CARBON
DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE LASER SYSTEMS, USING G-
SWITCHING TECHNIQUES A66-23355
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM
G W LASER OSCILLATION ON P BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATION BAND OF NITROUS OXIDE
A65-1667I
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE VIBRATIONAL-RETAIIUNAL
POPULATION INVERSION CONDITIONS, DISCUSSING
VIBRATIONAL STATE CHANGE IN PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROCESSES A65-20067
C W HIGH POWER OPERATION OF NITROGEN-CARBON
DIOXIDE LASER OSCILLATING ON P-BRANCH ROTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS OF VIBRATIONAL BAND CF CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-33055
LASER ACTION ON P- AND R-BRANCH TRANSITIONS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM BAND PRODUCED
BY PULSED DISCHARGE ADHIXTURE OF VARIOUS GASES
A65-3305B
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF 10-9t 9-
8t 8-7, 7-6 AND 6-5 VIBRATIONAL BANDS OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE CO A66-18_24
LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN BOTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO d VALUES DF OVER 50
A66-23357
VISIBLE RADIATION
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE REGION FROM PULSED
COLD CATHODE DISCHARGE IN IONIZED S AND P
A65-33379




BROADBAND DIELECTRIC MIRRORS USED kITH PULSED GAS
LASER TO OBSERVE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN VISIBLE
WAVELENGTH REGION A65-165TO
LASER OSCILLATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRA OF SINGLY
IONIZED ZINC AND CADMIUM OBTAINED kith PULSED
DISCHARGES IN HEATED VAPORS OF THESE METALS MIXEO
WITH NOBLE GASES AbS-3276T
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM OF
GAS LASER USED AS OPTICAL PUMP GAIN MODULATOR
NASA-DR-64359 N65-31013
SPECTROSCOPY DF HIGH POWER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CW ARGON, KRYPTON,
XENON, AND MERCURY-HELIUM LASERS
QPR-3 N65-31202
OUTPUT SPECTRA OF ARGON ION LASER IN RING
RESONATOR AND TWO MIRROR RESONATORS
A66-16904
VISUAL DISPLAY
LASER BEAN MODULATING TECHNIQUES AND SCANNING
DEVICE TO FORM OPTIMAL VISUAL DISPLAYS
RADC-TOR-66-365 N65-20562
VISUAL PERCEPTION
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-26083
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-34904
SUBJECT INDEX
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF 1NFRAREO LASER EMISSION
NASA-TT-F-P888 N66-22300
VOICE COMMUNICATION
ELECTRODELESS EXCITATION OF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-
NEON GAS LASER TUBE APPLIED TO VOICE TRANSMISSION
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VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CW X-BAND
GA AS MICROWAVE GUNN GENERATOR
A66-23029
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN
BREAKDOWN OF GASES UNDER INFLUENCE OF LASER SPARK
PHENOMENA WITH SUBSEQUENT ABSORPTION OF LASER
RADIATION AND GAS HEATING A66-10666
VDSKHDD I1 SPACECRAFT
GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE TO DETECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
RADIATION, RAMAN _CATTFRING LASERS, FORECASTING
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GREEN LASER LIGHT TRANSMISSION THROUGH WATER
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LASER LIGHT WITH NONLASER LIGHT
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PUMP TRANSFORMER LASERS - CONVERSION TO SINGLE
PLANE-MAVEFRONT BY ABSORPTION AND RE-EMISSION
OF MOLECULAR GAS MEDIUM
GPL-A-31- I N65-35530
NAVE _ RECONSTRUCTION
LASER APPLICATION PROBLEMS IN INTERFEROMETRYt
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STABILITY,' NOISE SUPPRESSION,, DIRTY LASER BEAM
RESTORATION," ETC A66-11456
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QUANTUM STUDIES
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HAVE OSCILLATOR
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NAVE PROPAGATION
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THREE-D IMENSIONAL IMAGES A65-27196
MAVEGUIDE
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SYSTEMS
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MELCEO STRUCTURE
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MELDING
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AND CZOCHRALSKI METHOD EXAMINED FOR PERFECTION BY
X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY AND DOUBLE-CRYSTAL ROCKING
CURVES A66-13766
BlltKYt N° N.
DISPERSION OF l.lS MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
RUBY LASER PONER DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY SPLITTING
OF TWO COMPONENTS OF R1 DOUBLET AT 7T DEGREES K
A65-176S6
PARALLEL GROOVES AS SURFACE DAMAGE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS PRODUCED BY RUBY LASER AS
DIFFRACTION EFFECT A66-13753
MOOULATION OF REFLECTIVITY OF SEMICONOUCTORS
ILLUMINATED BY INTENSE LASER BEAMS
SSD-TDR-66"253 N65-16566
8ISPLINGi4OFFw R° Lo
NASA PROGRAM OF ADVANCED SPACE RESEARCH /gNU
TECHNOLOGY - PLANETARY EXPLORATION, ENERGY
CONVERSION, MATERIALS SCIENCE, AND LASERS
Nbb-12606
BlSSe R. E.
ELECTRON AND ION EMISSION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER
ILLUN|NATEO METALLIC SURFACE INTO VACUUMt
DETERMINING APPLICATION TO PULSED ION THRUSTOR
AIAA PAPER 66-230 A66-21653
8JONKItOLNt J° Eo
OPTICAL SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION IN FOCUS OF
LOWEST TRANSVERSE MODE OF CONTINUOUS NAVE
GAUSSIAN GAS LASER BEAM Ab6-21175
BLASZCZAKt Z°
POLISH-MADE HE- NE RED GAS LASERSt DESCRIBING
PONER OUTPUTSI GAS PRESSUREt HE/ NE RATIO,
MIRROR TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT AND
INTERFERONETRIC APPLICATION A66-23966
BLECHBTt G.
LASER BEAM MODULATION METHOOS ASSESSED FOR MAKING
USE OF CAPABILITY OF LASER FOR CARRYING MULTITUDE
OF SIGNALS SIMULTANEOUSLY A66-11692
BLEEKNOOEt R.
CHEMICAL LASER PRINCIPLE CONSIOERING POPULATION
INVERSIONS FROM CHEMICAL REACTION
A65-20002
FLAME EMISSION DATA AND ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS
SUITABLE FOR POPULATION INVERSION FOR LASER
ACT|ON, NOTING LOM PRESSURE OXYACETYLENE FLAME
A6S-2OOTO
BLOEMBERGEN, N°
LASER BEAM MULTIMODE EFFECTS AS HINORANCE TO
INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF
RAMAN GAIN A65-26958
BLOOM, A° L.
NOISE IN GAS LASERS AND LASER OETECTORSt
AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS, NOTING HELIUM-NEON
LASER OSCILLATION A6S-31CD2
ISOTOPE SHIFT, LINENIDTH AND PRECISE MAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A66-18035
HIGH POMER MERCURY LASER OPERATIONS IN KRYPTON AND
ARGON AS FUNCTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD
QPR-2 N65-22323
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH POWER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CM ARGON, KRYPTONt
XENON, AND MERCURY-HELIUM LASERS
QPR-3 N65-31202
BOOER, V°
RUBY-LASER ROD HOMOGENEITY OETERMINATION BY
INTERFEROMETERS A65-19569
BOGOANIKEVICH, 0. V°
LOCAL LASER HEATING OF CATHODE FOR ELECTRON
EXTRACTION FROM PLASMOID A66-16169
EXCITATION OF SEMICCNDOCTOR LASERS BY BEAM OF FAST
ELECTRONS, DISCUSSING MORK OF SHOCKLEY, POPOVt
KELDYSH AND KROKHIN A66-1733T
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER EXCITATION BY FAST
ELECTRONS A66-2216b
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL




HEATING BY LASER BEAM NITH APPLICATION TO L|THIUM,
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
A65-3SBTT
HEATING BY LASER BEAM MITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM,
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCT|ON
ABb-18972
BOILEAU_ E.
STATISTICAL MODEL OFIRANDOM QUASI-SINUSOIOAL
FUNCTION OF CONSTAN_AMPLITUDE REPRESENTED BY
EMISSION OF LASER _RRADIO TRANSMITTER
k66-1863T
BOIVIN, A.
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
IN FOCAL REGION OF COHERENT LIGHT BEAM EMERGING
FROM APLANATIC OPTICAL SYSTEM A6S-2TO92
BORUTt Bo V.
LIGHT NAVE FREQUENCY CONVERSION BY LASER CRYSTALv
EXAMINING RESULTANT HARMONICS A65-15508
OOLMIJNt P. T.
INTERFEROMETER TUNING EFFECT ON ZEENAN BEAT
FREQUENCY IN RADIATION OF HELIUM-NEON LASER MITH
APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD A65-26956
BONDAREV9 Bo I0
INDUCED RADIATION AT HIGH PHOTON DENSITIES, NOTING
APPLICABILITY OF PERTURBATION THEORY TO
MULTIPHOTON RESONANCE RADIATION OF LASERS
A66-203.***
BGNIFAC|01R.
INTERACTION BETMEEN OPTICAL MASER MEDIUM AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROPAGATING IN IT,
DISCUSSING AMPLIFIER EQUATIONS AND STEADY STATE
PULSE / SSP/ IN AND OUT OF RESONANCE
A65-3337.*
BQOHER, J.




MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON DENSITY OF GAS DISCHARGE
PLASMA BY LASER INTERFEROMETER A66"-I63Tg
BOOT, H. A. H.
MICROMACHINING MITE PULSED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER,
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUESv OPERATION AND
APPLICATION A66-IgT3**
BORCHARDT, H. J.
GADOLINIUM MOLYBCEHATE AS FERROELECTRIC HOST IN
PULSED LASER, NOTING LIGHT MODULATION AND CRYSTAL
DOMAIN A66-2320T
80ROQULIN, V° 10
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TMO-COMPDNENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS kITH ECUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FAERY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-2.*088
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TMO-COMPDNENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS kITH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FAERY- PEROT RESONATORS A65-36909
1-1".3
BIDRRELLIo N.F. PERSONAL AUTHOR INOEX
BORRELLII N. F.
RAOIAL DEPENDENCE OF ABSORBED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
IN CYLINDRICAL ROD OF NEODYMIUM GLASS PUMPED WITH
XENON SOURCE A65-29792
SPECTRAL PUMPING EFF[CIENCY, SOLARIZATION EFFECT,
ENERGY OUTPUT, SPECTROSCOPY, GLASS DAMAGE AND
OPTICAL PATH DISTORTIONS IN NEODYMIUM GLASS
LASERS
AD-612966 N65-26195
EFFECTS OF INTENSE ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON GLASS




GAIN MEASUREMENTS OF RANAN AMPLIFIER PUMPED BY
DIFFUSE RUBY RADIATION A66-163BB
IIOMENt D. B.
GAS LASER OSCILLATOR AND SOLID STATE CHELATE LASER
RAOC-TOR-64-662 Nbb-16013
BOMERSt B. C.
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION IN SPACE USING LASERSt
EMPHASIZING NATURAL LIMITATIONSt E.G.w ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION A6S-2107T
BOMflANt C. E.




RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE
ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES FOR LASER PUMPING PRESENTED iN
GRAPHICAL FORM A65-16601
EOVOt G. D.
VELOCITY MATCHED SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION / SHG/
AND MIXING OBTAINED IN PIEZOELECTRIC LITHIUM
NIOBATE CRYSTALS A65-1923§
BOVOENt J° H.
SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIER STRUCTURES
QPR-B N66-1204B
II01fl_E, H. S.
DISPERSION OF 1.15 MICRON HE- NE LASER LINE
RESULTING FROM NEON ABSORPTION TRANSITION
A65-31762
BRADFORD, J. N.
MAGNIFICATION OF SMALL RAY DEVIATIONS CAUSED BY
REFRACTIVE ZNHONOGENEITIES IN LARGE RUBY RODS
HITH BRENSTER-ANGLE ENDS A66-12217
LASER RESEARCH DEALING WITH EFFECT OF PUMPING ON
RUBY QUALITY, LANTHANUM FLUORIDE EXAMINATION,
LARGE RUBY LASER RODS, OC OPERATION OF NERCURY
TUBE,-flOLOGRAMSe AND LASER PHYSICS
NRL-MR-1606 N65-Z8920
ISRADLEY, J.
MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL HATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNED RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM - HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
REPT.-65-6 N66-16852
BRAND, F° A.
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER AT LIQUID-NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE TREATED AS THREE-MEDIUE TRANSMISSION
SYSTENt NOTING GAIN CHANGE HITH NEGATIVE
ATTENUATION A66-2286T
MULTIPLE REFLECTION THEORY APPLIED TO REGENERATIVE
LASER AMPLIFIER DESIGN
ECOM-2531 N65-19166




GROMTH OF HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY LANTHANUM-ALUMINUM





LECTURE MANUSCRIPTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS_
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS, MASERS AND
LASERS, PLANETARY ATMOSPHERESI RELATIVITY
THEORY, ELEMENT ABUNDANCEe AND SOLAR PARTICLES
N65-31360
BRANHENw E.
REFLECTION GRATINGS AS END PLATES IN FABRY-
PERDT CAVITY, HITH CHARACTERISTICS OF LOM
ABSORPTION OUTPUT COUPLING AND kAVELENGTH-
DEPENDENT ALIGNMENT OF END PLATES
A66-19930
BRAULTw J. H.
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR RUBY R SUB 1
LINES SHDH ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT STOKES SHIFT
A65-17666
BRAUNSTE[Nw R.
DOUBLE PHOTON ABSORPTION, HARMONIC GENERATION,
AND FREQUENCY NIXING IN SEN!CONDUCTORS, AND




FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AT GOONHILLY OOHNS
SATELLITE SYSTEM GROUND STATION - STEERABLE
ANTENNA, COMPUTING AND DATA TRANSMISSIONv AND
HELIUM SYSTEM FOR MASER INSTALLATION
N66-10260
BRECHER, C°
LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATESt EMPHASIZING
CHEMISTRY AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUID LASER
A65-200T6
EMISSION SPECTRA OF TRIS AND TETRAKIS FORMS OF
FOUR BETA-DIKETONE EUROPIUM CHELATES STUOIEO FOR
LIQUIC LASER APPLICATION A65-3330B
CHELATE LASER SYSTEMS - EUROPIUM BENZOYLACETONATE
TR-66-052.7 N65-16605
RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS N65-155OB
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
OF EUROPIUM CHELATE SOLUTIONS - CHELATE LASERS
INVESTIGATED FOR EVALUATING POTENTIALITIES OF
LIQUID LASERS
TR-65-052-11 N66-1617T
COORDINATION AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN CHELATE
LASER MATERIALS NBE-20730
BRETw G°
RAMAN DIFFUSION OF LIQUIDS PLACED OUTSIDE OPTICAL
CAVITY AND EXCITED BY RUBY LASER
A65-27966
BRE|ON, C.
LASER BEAM-GAS INTERACTION INOUCED OISCHARGE
STUDIED FOR THRESHOLDt BREAKDOHN AND EMITTEO LIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS A65-27086
INTENSE LASER BEAM FOCUSING EFFECT IN GAS TO
STUDY LIGHT-INDUCED DISCHARGES BY TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOGRAPHY A66-12978
BRIDGES, T. J.
CRYSTALLINE CALCITE USED AS DICHROIC POLARIZER IN
]R REGIONS, LASER RADIATIONt ZEEMAN EFFECT AND
NOISE PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS, ETC
A65-33419
HIGH POHER BREHSTER HiNOOH LASER HITH GAS FILLS,
DISCUSSING POWER OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
A66-13983
TRAVELING HAVE OSCILLATIONS OF ION RING LASER IN
MIRROR-RING RESONATOR A66-1_903
OUTPUT SPECTRA OF ARGON ION LASER IN RING
RESONATOR AND TWO MIRROR RESONATORS
A66-14906
PBtSONAL AUT_ INOEX BUNKIN9 Fo O.
kIDGESt H. 80
VISIBLE AND UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118
NAVELENGTHS IN IONIZED NEONI ARGONt KRYPTONt
XENONt OXYGEN AND OTHER GASES A6S-ZZ622
LASER OSCILLATION IN GASEOUS IONSe TABULATION OF
HAVELENGTHSt CLASSIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES FOR
230 ION LASER TRANSITIONS A65-303_3
81tILLt G. a.e .lit.




ui_ SPEEO C-_/_E_A HOLOGRAMS P_ODb_E_ 8Y
RADIATION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SWITCHED OR CONVENTIONAL MEDE
A65-SSO6T
BROCK, E° Go
LASER HOOULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - POPULATION
INVERSION AND ESTIMATE OF ZEEHAN SPLITTING
NASA-t_R-60572 N65-16320
RUBY LASER MODULATION AT ATONIC LEVEL - FREQUENCY
SHIFT MEASUREMENT OF LASER EHISSION UNDER
INttOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD BY SPECTROSCOPY
NASA--4;R--ST4_ N6S-19063
LASER MODULATION AT ATOMIC LEVEL - YTTRIUM-
ALUMINUM GARNET EMISSION AND LASER EMISSION
SHIFT WITH I_EOUS PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA-(]t--STD23 N65"Z1308
MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY
LEVELS INVOLVED IN LASER EMISSION
NAS&-CR-64436 N65-32191
8ROOIN9 N. So
SEMICOJ_TOR CRYSTALSt DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-15356
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS, DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES OUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-20895
IUIQIOA, H. P.
LASER OSCILLATION IN DECAY OF EXCITED MOLECULES
FRQIq CHEMICAL REACT1ONw NQTING CHANGE IN THREE
ELECTRONIC LEVELS IN MOLECULAR SYSTEM
A6S-2OQ69
LASER TRANSITION IN VIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
T WITH POPULATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11651
EROOKE, P°
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA AND LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED WRITING
A65-32585
BItQ_S, R. E.
HIGH SPEEO PHENOMENA HOLOGRAMS PRODUCED BY
RADIATION FROM PULSED RUBY LASER OPERATED EITHER
IN Q-SNITCHED OR CONVENTIONAL NODE
AbS-SSDb7
BROOM, R. F.
COMPACT PULSE GENERATOR FOR DRIVING GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
N65-'20175
METHOD FOR PRODUCING COMPACT BEAM FROM ARRAY OF
LASERS N65-ZO17b
6ROPHY, V. A.
RARE EARTH CHELATE LASERS N65-15508
BROSSELt J.
QUANTUM THEORY OF oPTICAL PUMPING CYCLE DEVELOPED
FRGN ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON ATOMIC ENERGY
LEVELS AbS-Z_O03
BROUDE_ V. Lo
RAOIATION FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER PULSE REGIRE,
DISCUSSING ERRORS ARISING IN COMPARING BASIC WITH
SECONDARY EMISSION A6S-1461T
TIRE CHARACTERISTICS IN GENERATION DF GIANT LASER
PULSE STUDIED BY CIRCUIT WITH PRISMATIC SHUTTERS
A66-13689
_ISPERSION RESONATOR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASER,
SHONING GENERATION OF R SUB I AND R SUB Z LINES
A66-16_
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF
RADIATION OF NEODYPIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR &66-19669
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS AND SPECTRAL CCMPOSITIGN OF
RAn!AT;ON OF NEODYMIUM-GLASS LASER IN DISPERSION
RESONATOR A66-21836
DISPERSION RESONATCR PERFORMANCE IN RUBY LASER,
SItOWING GENERATION OF R SUB 1 AND R SUB Z LINES
A66-ZZ_S
RADIATION PULSES FROM RUBY OPTICAL QUANTUM
GENERATOR OURING SINGLE IGNITION
FTD-TT-6S-L36/l&Z N65-33409
BROHN, Eo Bo
BOOK ON MODERN OPTICS INCLUDING LASER AND COHERENT
LIGHTt GEOMETRICAL OPTICS, LENS SYSTEMS,
INSTRUMENTSI ETC A66-12623
BROMNt Fo
SECOND HARMONIC LIGHT GENERATED ON REFLECTION OF
GIANT-PULSE LASER EEAM FROM SURFACE OF SILVER
RIRROR A66--16072
BRONN, No P., JR.
DISPERSION EFFECTS IN LASER AMPLIFIERS
AFOSR--65-2211 N66-16_11
BRIs Po F.
GAS BREAKDOWN BY LASER CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY
BOTH MICROWAVE BREAKDOWN THEORY AND INVERSE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG A66-1TO4.Q
RATERIAL VAPORIZATION BY Q-SPOILED LASER PULSES
FOR SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF VAPOR OPTICAL
EMISSION AND ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
AFCRL-6_BTI N65-222T_
BRUCE, C. N.
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF PULSED
LASER OUTPUT - CALORIMETER AND INTEGRATOR
ML-TR-6_-lZT N65-34TO6
BRUMA, M°
EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIOE THIN FILMS PROCESSED TO




PROCESSING EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULFIDE THIN FILMS




TWO BREWSTER-TYPE LASERS IN OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER
CONFIGURATION USED TO MEASURE LASER GAIN IN
XENON-KRYPTON DISCHARGE A65-36610
DRYMIT, J. F.
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BREPSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION, USING ADIABATIC
TEMPERATURE A66-1Z66T
BUCZEK, C. J.




DATA PULSED TRANSMISSION OVER ELECTRON-INJECTION
LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM_ USING CONTINUOUS WAVES
A66-1993_
BUNKIN, F. 8.
MULTIPHDTDN ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
1-145
8_mKINt F. V. PERSONAL AUTHOR INOEX
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A65-26D25
BUNKINe F. V.
NULTIPHONON ABSORPTION IN LASER GA AS AND RUBY
CRYSTAL OF OPTICAL GENERATOR A66-1172T
BURBECKt Ro N.
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA USED IN
PLASMA ANO LASER RESEARCH FOR HIGH SPEED WRITING
A65-32585
8URCHj O. E.
ABSORPTION OF 3.39 MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY METHANE IN ATMOSPHERE
A65-16362
_RCHt J. N°
LASER APPLICATIONS IN PRECiSiON AND HIGH SPEEO
MEASUREMENT ANO APPLICATION IN PHOTOGRAPHYv LONG
OISTANCE NETROLOGY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
A65-20003
BURGESS, To J°
EFFECT OF HIGH VELOCITY TRANSLATION ON PHOTON
CORRELATIONS IN LASER INTERFEROMETERS
UCRL-16365 N66-10969
BURGMALOI G. M.
WAVEGUIDE COUPLING BETWEEN ADJACENT PARALLEL
FIBERS AS MEANS OF TRANSFERRING RADIATION FROM
ONE ELEMENT TO ANOTHER A66-1682T
BUBIAKIVSeKEIt G. IUo
MINIMUM VALUE OF TIME DEPENDENT LASER RADIATION
LOSSES AT WHICH GIANT OSCILLATIONS OCCUR
A65-19760
BUAIAKIVSKII, G. IU.
LASER EMISSION WITH VARIABLE RESONATOR LOSSESt
CONSIDERING RELATIVELY LOg INITIAL OVERPOPULATION
A65-35786
KINETIC EQUATION OF LASER OPTIMUN'EMISSIDNt
DETERMINING PUMPING EFFICIENCYt VALUE OF LOSSES IN
SPECIAL MODESI ETC A66-11058
BORIAKOVSKIIt Go |U.
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING iMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-26696
KINETIC EQUATION THEORY APPLIED TO STEADY STATE
LASER RADIATION DUE TO BAND-BAND TRANSITION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR CONTAINING IMPURITY CAPTURE LEVELS
A65-32952
BURKEt Jo J.9 JR.
WAVEGUIDE COUPLING BETHEEN ADJACENT PARALLEL
FIBERS AS MEANS OF TRANSFERRING RADIATION FROM
ONE ELEMENT TO ANOTHER A66-16827
BURKHALTER, J. H.




PEAK POKER TRANSIENTS OF NEAR CONFOCAL HELIUM-NEON
LASER NORKING AT 6328 ANGSTROMS ON PULSED
DISCHARGE BASIS A66-10329
BURRELLt G. J.
SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASERS AND LAMPS
RAE-TR-65095 N65-36336
BUSCHBItw H. T.




PINCH METHODS OF GAS DISCHARGE AS LIGHT SOURCE FOR
OPTICAL PUMPING OF VARIOUS LASER MATERIALS
N65-22742
BUSHt C. C.
CONVENTIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION USING LASER LIGHT
SOURCE
AIAA PAPER 66-127 A66-17106
BUSH, N. O.
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF LASER LOCAL
OSCILLATOR FOR HETERODYNE DETECTION OF LASER
SIGNAL AND USE OF 2.5 GC FREQUENCY OFFSET TO
PERMIT RETRIEVAL OF MICROWAVE DATA
A66-16908
OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION OF MICROWAVE
MODULATED LIGHT USING TWO SEPARATE LASERS
EDL-M779 N6§-16TTT
BUTLER, J. F.
PB SE DIODE LASER FABRICATION, PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM kITH PEAK AT 8.5 MICRONS
A65-27602
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF DOMINANT EMISSION MODES
FROM PB SE DIODE LASER k66-L3003
BYER_ R. L.
ISOTOPE SHIFT, LINEWIOTH AND PRECISE WAVELENGTH OF
LASER EMISSION IN IONIZED HG A66-I8035
SPECTROSCOPY OF HIG_ POWER GAS LASER EMISSION
IN VISIBLE SPECTRUM FROM CW ARGONt KRYPTDNw
XENONw AND MERCURY-HELIUM LASERS
GPR-3 N65-31202
BYKOVt V. P.
THEORETICAL OPTICAL RESONATOR FOR LASER WITH RARE
EARTH LIQUID SOLUTIONS AS ACTIVE COMPONENTS
A66-21970
BYRfiNw S.
SHOCK TUBE LASER PUMPING - FOUR COMBINATIONS
GF LASER CRYSTAL AND PUMPING CONFIGURATION
U-3104 N65-28156
CHEMICAL PUMPING OF LASERS - EYE DAMAGE IN




COHERENT LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY MICROWAVE SOUND IN
TRANSPARENT CRYSTALS A65-2926S
CADDESt D. E.
OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION OF MICROWAVE
MODULATED LIGHT USING TWO SEPARATE LASERS
EDL-M779 N65-167TT
CALAMA, A. R.
P8 SE DIODE LASER FABRICATIONw PROPERTIES AND
EMISSION SPECTRUM kITH PEAK AT e.5 MICRONS
A65-2760Z
LASER ACTION AT LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURE IN
CRYSTALS OF LEAD SAMARIUMt LEAD SELENIDE AND LEAD
TELLURIDE EXCITED BY FAST ELECTRON BEAM
A65-30366
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF DOMINANT EMISSION MODES
FROM PB SE DIODE LASER A66-13003
CALDWELL, J. J.t JR.




VIBRATIONALt ELECTRONIC AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY
TRANSFERS OF GAS MOLECULE COLLISIONSw NOTING
GUENCHING PROCESS AND FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES
EFFECT A65-20068
CALVIELLOt J. A.
SIMULTANEOUS LASER OSCILLATION OBSERVED AT 6963
AND 6929 ANGSTROM WAVELENGTHS IN NORMAL AND Q-
SPOILED OPERATION OF RUBY LASER
A65-32748
CANITw J.-C.
NONLINEAR OPTICS IN MICROSCOPIC SEARCH FOR ORIGIN
AND MACROSCOPIC STUDY OF LINKING BETWEEN INCIDENT





LASER BEAM'-GAS INTERACTION INDUCED DISCHARGE
STUOIED FDR THRESHOLD, BREAKDONN AND EMITTED LIGHT
CHA_TERISTIC5 A65-ZTQB_
iNTENSE LASER BEAR FOCUSING EFFECT IN GAS TO
STUDY LIGHT-INDUCED DISCHARGES BY TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY AMID PHOTOGRAPHY A66-[29TB
CAIL4St G. J.




CHEMICAL PROCESSES PROOUCING SPECTROSCOPICALLY
OBSERVABLE POPULATION INVERSIONS IN ATOMIC OR
MOLECULAR LASERS A65-20066
CARSNELLe A. |.
OPTICAL RESONATOR EFFECTS ON POPULATION
DISTRIBUTIDN IN HELIUM-NEON GAS LASERS DETERMINED
FROM SIDE LIGHT MEASUREMENTS A6._21656
_kRT_tt Mo H.
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT P_CHROMATIC LIGHT IN MICROSCOPY
N65-23696
CARt/SOt Ao
PLASMA PRODUCTION USING GIANT LASERS FOCUSED ON
SMALL SPECKS OF SOLID MATERIAL A65-3079Z
CARVERt T. R.
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-SUSIAINED
OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY REGENERATIVE RUBIDIUM GAS
MASER AbS-1T6S9
CASEILIA, A. J.
REGULAR PERIODIC SPIKING IN OUTPUT OF PULSED
NEOOYNIUM DOPED BORATE GLASS LASER AT PUMPING
LEVELS SLIGHTLY ABOVE THRESHOLD
ABb-166T2
CASIELLA. Ao Jo
EFFECT OF LASER OPERATION PARAMETERS USING
NEOOYMION DOPED BORATE GLASS ON THRESHOLD AND
OUTPUT ENERGY
R-1T_8 NbS-2ST82
LASER THEORY NITH CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL
APPROACH TO ABSORPTION AND EMISSION
R-IT43 N66-2085T
CASTROt J.
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER AT LIQUID-NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE TREATED AS THREE-MEDIUM TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMt NOTING GAIN CHANGE NITH NEGATIVE
ATTENUATION A66-2286T
MULTIPLE REFLECTION THEORY APPLIED TO REGENERATIVE
LASER AMPLIFIER DESIGN
ECOR-ZS31 N6S-19166




TRAN.TJqISSION THROUGH TAPEREO QUARTZ TUBE IN LASER
NEAR FIELD A66-15681
CAYNANt G.
LASER ACTION IN ALLOYED GALLIUM ARSENIOE JUNCTION
DIODE SUBMERGED IN LIQUID NITROGEN
A65-29198
CESENAt R° A°
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BRENSSTRAHLONG RADIATION, USING ADIABATIC
TEI¢LmERATURE A66-12667
CHAIKAt No P.
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATIO_ IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING R|THIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
CHASTOVt A. Ao
A65-36050
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING NITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
Abb-LS653
CHAKRABORTYt Oo
GG/S NITROGEN-COOLED NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC
AIqPLIFIERt NOTING DESIGN, APPLICATION AND
CPERATIDN CHARACTERISTICS ABb-2185T
CHARRAYARTIt A° N°
EFFECTIVE MASS IN IN AS AND IN SB FROM LANDAU
SHIFT OF PEAK EMISSION iN LASER DIODES
A66-_!q?9
CHALMETORw V.
LASER BEAN-GAS INTERACTION INDUCED DISCHARGE
STUDIED FOR THRESHOLD, BREAKDONN AND EMITTEO LIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS ABS-ZTO86
INTENSE LASER BEAM FOCUSING EFFECT IN GAS TO
STUDY LIGHT-INDUCED DISCHARGES BY TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOGRAPHY ABO-129T8
CHARRERLAINt Jo E.
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SOLID DETERMINED, USING FAR
IR MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER ILLUMINATED NITH
RADIATION FROM CN MASER A65-2_683
CHAMPETIER. J°-Lo
EVOLUTION OF LUMINOUS ZONE OF PLASMA GENERATED BY
FOCUSING LASER BEAM IN AIR Abb'-15097
C,IHANGw D.
MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL NATER VAPOR PROFILES BY
MEANS OF THERMALLY TUNED RUBY LASER OPTICAL
RADAR SYSTEM - HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
REPT.-6.5-6 N66-16852
CHANGt G. K.
MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTING OPTICAL
SYSTEM - DIODE MOUNT FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASERS_ AND GENERATION OF ALKALINE LINE BY
STIMULATED RAHAN ENISSION
NASA"CR-57922 N65-21362
CHANGt N. S* C.
COHERENCE THEORY FOR COLLIMATION AND FOCUSING DF
T]NE-AVERAGEO INTENSITY OF PULSED NULTI_OE LASER
RADIATION A66-12205
CHARLES! R. G.
ORGANIC CATIONS EFFECT ON LASER THRESHOLD OF
SOLUTIONS OF TETRAKIS FORM OF EUROPIUM
BENZOYLTRIFLUOROACETONATE A66"-lBBLB
HEAVY MATER USED AS LIQUID LASER SOLVENT FOR HIGH
RADIANCE LIQUID LASER SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH IN
OUTPUT BEAM DIVERGENCE, SPECTRAL NARRONING_ AND
THRESHOLDS FOR LASER ACTION
AO-610714 1¢65-27886
CHARTBtS: M. L.
GLASS COMPOSITION EFFECT ON SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
NO-DOPED GLASSES AND SELECTING ONE FOR LASER
GLASS A6S-IT635
RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF ABSORBED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
IN CYLINDRICAL ROD OF NEODYMIUM GLASS PUMPED NITH
XENON SOURCE A65-29792
CHARTIER_ G.
HIGH INTENSITY LOM VOLTAGE DISCHARGE RESULTING
ERDM RUBY LASER BEAN FOCUSING DN TITANIUM HYDRIOE
TARGET A65"-2_282
CHASTOVt A. A.
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RAOIATION CHANGE DUE TO
PHTHALOCYA_iNE SOLUTIONS PLACED IN RESONATOR
CAVITY ibS-21OT1
GIANT LASER EMISSION PULSES IN hEODYMIUM ACTIVATED
GLASS ROD BY VARYING CAVITY Q NITH QUIHOLINE
SOLUTION OF POLYMETHiNE DYE A65-ZT556
RUBY LASER OUTPUT RADIATION CHANGE DUE TO





SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS_ FM TECHNIQUES AND MULTIPLE-
SCATTER PATHS USEO TO OVERCOME MODULATION NOISE
UNDER VARYING NEATHER CONDITIONS
A66-1991S
CHAUt N. N.
INTERNAL MODULATION OF GAS LASER BY GERMANIUM
PHOTODIOOE INVERSELY POLARIZED AND MOUNTED IN
COAXIAL CIRCUIT ABS-16385
CHEATHAHt E. N.
OPTICAL FREQUENCY TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES LEADING
TO DESIGN OF Y-SHAPED LASER CONFIGURATION
AB-1272-0013 N65-15259
CHEI_0TAEVt V° P.
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAM
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR A65-18555
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION MODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOW
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-18556
LASER OPERATION NODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE NEON
ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYOROGEN AND OXYGEN MOLECULES
A65-18557
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-26OB3
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLON CATHODE
A6S-26086
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLOW
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A65-25591
GAS LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE OF BEAM
INCIDENT ON PLANE PARALLEL GLASS PLATE OF
RESONATOR ABS-2716B
OPTIMUM LASER EMISSION NODES RESULTING FROM HOLLOW
CATHODE TUBE DISCHARGE DUE TO INELASTIC HELIUM
NEON ATOM COLLISIONS A65-27169
LASER OPERATION MODES ARISING FROM METASTABLE
NEON ATOM ANNIHILATION BY HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
MOLECULES A65-27150
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INTENSE COHERENT IR
RADIATION FROM GAS LASER A65-36906
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF NEON-HYDROGEN LASER FOR CASE
OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITIES IN HOLLOk CATHODE
A65-36905
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAM FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-11065
HELIUM-NEON LASER OUTPUT DEPENDENCE ON HOLLON
CATHODE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON
TRANSITIONS IN NEON A66-11622
RUBY CRYSTAL OPTICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATED BY
INTERFERENCE RINGS FROM REFLECTING HE- NE LASER
BEAN FROM CRYSTAL FACE A66-Z329Z
CHEBQTAYEVt V. P.
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF INFRARED LASER EMISSION
NASA-TT-F-qBB8 N66-22300
CHECGAGCIt P. F.
MICROHAVE MODELS USED TO MEASURE FREQUENCY AND
QUALITY FACTORS OF FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR NITH
PLANE SQUARE MIRRORS OPERATING IN X-BAND
A66-14909
MICROMAVE MODELS OF OPTICAL RESONATORS - LASER OR
MICRONAV_ RESONATOR NITH FLAT ROOF MIRRORS -





IONIZATION PHENOMENA IN ARGON DUE TO LASER
RADIATION BY MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITY AMO ENERGY
AS TIME FUNCTION AFTER LASER PULSE INITIATION AT
DIFFERENT GAS PRESSURES AND PREIONIZEO CONDITIONS
AIAA PAPER 66-IT6 A66-216gO
CHENp D°
PULSED RUBY LASER ROD CAVITY LOSS MEASUREMENTS
FROM T7 TO 293 DEGREES K INOICATING ESSENTIALLY
CONSTANT LOSS A65-16129
ZEEMAN EFFECT IN PARAMAGNETIC CRYSTALS BY RUBY FOR
MICROHAVE MODULATION OF PULSED LASER BY ABSORPTION
ABS-32766
CHEMGw Ho
CUANTUM THEORY OF INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
NAVES IN PLASMA CONSIDERED IN TERMS OF LIGHT-
LIGHT SCATTERING AND PLASMA-LASER BEAM INTERACTION
A66-21173
CHEOt Po K°
RESONANCE RADIATION TRAPPING BETNEEN LONER LASER
LEVEL AND ION GROUND STATE AS MECHANISM FOR
QUENCHING AND RING-SHAPED BEAM FORMATION IN ION
LASERS A65-26006
U V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN INERT GASES_ OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETWEEN 2300 AND 4000 ANGSTROMSt
SHOWING RELATIDNSHIP BETHEEN GAIN ANO TUBE
DIAMETER AbS-27336
U V AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUOR1NE_
PHOSPHORUS AND CHLORINE ATOMS IN PULSED CHLORINEt
PHOSPHORUS FLUORIDE AND SULFUR FLUORIDE GAS
DISCHARGES A66-10qT2
CHERKASOVw E. M.
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HE OISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
AbB--LOT06
CURRENT ANO VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION OVER LENGTH OF
HF DISCHARGE IN HELIUM-NEON LASER
A66-23309
CMERNETSt A. N.
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN OF RUBY LASER
EMISSION FOR VARIOUS RESONATORS AND OPERATING
REGIMESv NOTING LASER EFFECT ON ANGULAR HALF-MIDTH
VALUES A66-2202B
CHERNOCHf J. P°
GAIN DELAY CHARACTERISTICS QF FOUR-LEVEL
NEODYMIUM-DOPED PULSED GLASS-LASER OSCILLATOR-
POHER AMPLIFIER CHAIN ABS-IBST6
CHESTERe A. N.
VISIBLE ANO UV LASER OSCILLATION AT 118
HAVELENGTHS IN IONIZED NEONt ARGON_ KRYPTONt
XENONt OXYGEN AND OTHER GASES A6S-ZZBZZ
LASER OSCILLATION IN GASEOUS [ONSt TABULATION OF
kAVELENGTHS, CLASSIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES FOR
230 ION LASER TRANSITIONS A65-30363
CHETHIKt F.
COHERENT LIGHT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERE




TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF NEODYMIUM LASER
N66-16812
CHIAOt R° Y.
BRILLDUIN SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS EXCITED BY HE- HE
MASER AND OBSERVED BY FABRY- PEROT
INTERFEROMETERt NOTING ACOUSTIC HAVE VELOCITY AND
LINE BROADENING A65-L§Bq9




R SUB 1 RUBY LINE EVISSION AND FREOUENCY
1-166
PERSONAL AUTHOR INOEX COLLINSt R. J.
DEPENDENCE ON TENPERATURE VARIATION
A65-15205
CHlPAImt Co
RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIMOMIDE
P-N JUNCTIONS, OBSERVING STIMULATEO EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-30572
CHIRINAI L. P°
XENON-KRYPTON LASER EMISSION IN 12 WAVELENGTHS
RANGING FROM 2.03 TO 9 MICRONS NITH EXTERNAL AND
INNER M IRI_S A65-17353
BEAM DIVERGEM;E ANGLE OF SINGLE TEN MODE HE- HE
LASER OUT.mJT AT 0.63 MICRONS A65-2TT39
BEMq DIVERGENCE ANGLE OF SINGLE TEN MODE NE- HE
LASER OUTPUT AT 0.63 MICRONS A65-31844
CHIZNIKOVAe Zo Re
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PuIqPZNG9 NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSONPTZON AND POPULATION INVERSION
A65-36055
ENERGY LOSSES IN RUBY LASER DUE TO HEAT EVOLUTION
DURING OPTICAL PURPING_ NOTING RELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY ABSORPTION AND POPULATION INVERSION
A6&-IS8S8
OliOs, K. S.
PARAMETER OEPENOENCE OF INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
VOLTAGE INDICATED DURING ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR OPTICAL RECEIVERS ANO MERIT OF
SUBCARR IER MIXING A66-23960
CHO_INtONt R.
NICRONAVE RESEARCH ON ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICATIONS
AND GEOMETRICAL OPTICS_ OPTICAL MASERSt
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONSt AND RAMAN
SCATTERING FROM RIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS
ML-12T7 N65--20038
ACOUSTIC NAVE AMPLIFICATIDNt OPTICAL MASERt
TUNABLE LASER, GEONETRICAL OPTICS, SEMICDNOUCTOR




MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTING OPTICAL
SYSTEM - DIODE MOUNT FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE




RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN FOUR-LEVEL SOLID STATE
LASER STUDIED VIA DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS,
CALCULATING SHAPE ANO ENVELOPE OF OSCILLATION
A65--305T6
CHONt R. R.
MICROMAYE 6EATS IDENTIFIED 6ETNEEH MOUES IN
BROMINE-ARGON MIXTURE A66-1_723
CINt T. S-
HE- ME LASER lR RADIATION EMISSION ATTENUATED BY
ATMOSPHERIC METHANE A66-23090
CHURCHI C. N°
EFFICIENT CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY INTO
LASER RAOIATIONv USING COAXIAL OPTICAL PUMP
A66-23679
CIRINCIONEt P. A.
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRADEVCEH- IH- 15 HbS-l_qttl
CLARKw Go L°
HIGH PONER LASER AMPLIFIER FOR OPTICAL RADAR
TRANSMITTER - SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
EOS-SSSO-Q-1 N66-12355
CLARKt P. Oo
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD ANALYSIS FOR FIELD
DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESONANT MODES IN SPHERICAL
MIRROR FABRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-16S66
GAS PRESSURE AND TUBE DIANETER EFFECT ON OPTICAL
GAIN OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS CF XENON LASER
AMPLIFIER A65--32743
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN GAS LASER DISCHARGES




ELECTRON BEAM AND HOLLOW CATHODE FLOAT-ZONE




HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION SOURCE TO
PUMP PHOSPHORS ANO LASER MATERIALS WITH
ABSORPTION BANDS IN PHOSPHOR EMISSION SPECTRUN
DDRF-I73 N6S-16365
CLAUSSt M. C.
TNO-CAVITY MASER AT 2388 MC FOR RADAR ASTRONOMY
A65-2964T
CLATt B° R°
FABRICATION AND TEST OF CONTINUCUS RAVE LASER
ACTION FROM DYSPROSIUM IN CALCIUN FLUORIDE EXCITED
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP A65--19186
CLERIESHA, B. R.
LONER ATMOSPHERIC CENSITY MEASUREMENTS THROUGH
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM Q-SPOILED RUBY LASER BEAM,
USING OPTICAL RADAR DETECTOR A66'-20398
CLOSES, D. H.




NICROMACHINING HITH PULSED HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER,
NOTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES, OPERATION AND
APPLICATION A66-19734
COCHRAN. Go
COHERENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL




INTEGRAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING MODE SPECTRA OF
LASER, INVESTIGATING EXISTENCE DF EIGENVALUES FOR
HDLCER CONTINUOUS KERNELS A65-15806
COLEMAN9 P° D.
OPTICAL PUMPING IN DARK RUUY, HARMONIC GENERATION
IN HYDROGEN CYANIOEt SUBNILLINETER NAVE
SPECTROSCOPY, AND NIXING OF LASER LIGHT IN BULK
PHOTOCONDUCTOR N65-26_26
CGLLET. E. H.
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF PULSED
LASER OUTPUT - CALORINETER AND INTEGRATOR
ML--TR-64-127 N65-34T06
COLLINSS, L. J.
PIRROR HOLDER WITH DEFORMABLE HINGES GIVING
CONSTANT HINGE LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES FOR GASEOUS
ANO SOLID STATE LASERS USE A65-28590
COLLINS, R. Jo
MODE COMPETITION AND COUPLING IN Q-SNITCHEO RUBY
LASER A66-16383
RUBY LASER FIELD PATTERNS - DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
TR-I N65-22896
THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FUR HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL
OFF AXIAL RADIATION FROM SOLID STATE OPTICAL
MASERS OF CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION
TR-2 N6S-34713




GOLLINSOH, J. A. PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
COLL|NSON. Jo A.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STABLE SINGLE FREQUENCY
RF EXCITEO HE- NE LASER AT 6328 ANGSTROMS
A65-3535B
CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
BACKSCATTERING OF LASER BEAMS FROM ROUGH ALUMINUM
AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE SURFACES A66-18930
COLL|SI R. T. Ho
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING I LIOAR/ TECHNIQUE USE
IN ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, PARTICULARLY
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS IMPORTANT TO AVIATION AND
ROCKET OPERATIONS
AIAA PAPER 65-666 A65-30204
¢OLTNANt J. W.
LASER OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND OSCILLATING ELEMENT
OF LASER RESONATOR A65-31880
CQRPTONt D. N. J.
CUT-OFF OF RUBY LASER EMISSION BY PULSED ELECTRON
AND BRERSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION, USING ADIABATIC
TEMPERATURE A66-12447
CONGERt R. L.
PHOTOTUBE OBSERVATION OF RUBY LASER OUTPUT
AS FUNCTION OF TIME N65-15570
CONRAOt H.
RUBY LASER CRYSTAL FLAWS OF CLOSELY PACKED
SPHEROIOS SUGGESTING PLASTIC FLOW AND QUENCH-IN AS
CAUSE A65-17684
CONSOLIt T.
OENSITYm TEMPERATURE ANO SPEED OF EXPANSION OF
PLASMA CLOUD PRODUCED BY IMPACT OF RUBY LASER BEAM
ON ALUMINUM STRIP. A65-29558
COQKt H. J.
GASEOUS AND SOLID LASER LINES SURVEY FOR LASER
SPECTROSCOPY AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
NASA-DR-ST336 NBS-I9752
CO0(_Em 6. L.
LASER SURVEILLANCE USING OPTICAL BEAM SCANNING FOR




RESONANCE RADIATION TRAPPING BETWEEN LOWER LASER
LEVEL AND ION GROUND STATE AS MECHANISM FOR
QUENCHING AND R|NG-SHAPEO BEAM FORMATION IN ION
LASERS A65-26006
U V ION LASER TRANSITIONS IN INERT GASESt OXYGEN
AND NITROGEN BETNEEN 2300 AND 6000 ANGSTROMSe
SHONING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GAIN AND TUBE
DIAMETER A65-27336
U V AND VISIBLE LASER OSCILLATIONS IN FLUORINE,
PHOSPHORUS ANO CHLORINE ATOMS IN PULSED CHLORINE,
PHOSPHORUS FLUORIDE ANO SULFUR FLUORIDE GAS
DISCHARGES A66-10972
CQRDOVERI R. H°
ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENT FOR 6328 ANGSTROMS
HELIUM-NEON LASER TRANSITION A66-21CTO
COR_EY, A.
INTENSITY OF POLARIZED LIGHT TRANSMITTED THROUGH
LASER AMPLIFIER ANO LINEAR POLARIZER, AS FUNCTION
OF AXIAL NAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
A66-17292
CORMIN+ R. R.
ENERGY LEVEL RELATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES OF NEON
PLASMA USING HELIUM-NEON LASER - LANGMUIR PROBE
AOOIT|ONS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE ANO VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
ARL-65-266 N66-22688
COSOEN, T. H.
LONER ATMOSPHERE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM STRUCTURE
FROM 8512 TO 11600 A -NEOOYMIUM LASER SPECTRUM
NRL-6352 N66-17604
COURTNEY-PRATTt J. S.
LIGHT OUTPUT FROM HELIUM-NEON GAS MASER
PHOTOGRAPHED NITH AND NITHOUT INTRACAVITY
MODULATION AT LOCKING FREQUENCY, USING HIGH SPEEO
ROTATING MIRRDR A66-1T20S
COURTOISw N.
IMPROVEMENT OF FORECASTS AND ANALYSIS OF LASER
PEASUREMENTS FOR SATELLITE S-66
NASA-TT-F-B772 N66-116OT
COMOERw L° Ro
RUBY LASER PULSE TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THERMAL




HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET RACIATION SOURCE TO
PUMP PHOSPHORS ANO LASER MATERIALS NITH
ABSORPTION BANDS IN PHOSPHOR EMISSION SPECTRUM
CDRF-IT3 N65-16365
CRAIGm J. P.
INFRARED MASER INTERFEROHETRY FOR TIME ANO SPACE




HYDROGEN MASER CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION DESIGN
PRINCIPLES EMPHASIZING MICRONAVE CAVITY, LOW
MAGNETIC F]ELDt HYDROGEN STORAGE ANO MASER TUNING
TECHNIQUES A65-26309
CROCKER, A.
LASER OSCILLATIONS FROM PULSED ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGE THROUGH NITROUS OXIDE AT 10.9 MICRON
WAVELENGTH NbS-201T2
LASER OSCILLATIONS AT NAVELENGTHS BETNEEN 21 AND
32 MICRDNS FROM PULSED DISCHARGE THROUGH AMMONIA
N6s-go173
CRONE, K. R.
IMPROVED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM LIGHT TRAPPED IN
TRANSLUCENT PHOTOCATHODE LASER DETECTORS
ITTIL-66-1002 N66-20166
CRONELLt M. H.
LASER OPERATION AS PULSED REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR
ARISING FROM MODE COUPLING DUE TO TIME-VARYING
LOSS IN CAVITY OR NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
INVERTED POPULATICN A65-2T603
CRURLY, C. Bo
LOCKING OF MODES IN HE- NE LASER AT 6328
ANGSTROMS, USING EXTERNAL DOPPLER CELL
A65-16668
CULLONt J. H.
LASER BEAN DIVERGENCE ANO ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
PEASUREMENT, USING NIOE LATITUDE FILM AND THIN
CELLULOID MIRROR A65--1T_32
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM USED FOR QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN Q-
SNITCHED LASER BEAM A66-14920
THERMAL OPTICAL DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS FOR
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER RO0
MDE-6236 N66-22419
CULSHAM, No
BEAT FREQUENCIES AND COHERENCE PROPERTIES IN
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ATOMIC TRANSITIONS OF GASEOUS
LASERS WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELOS
AE6-18629
BEAT FREQUENCY ANO ROTATION OF POLARIZATION PLANE
IN HE- NE LASER HITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A66-18430
SIMULTANEOUS ACTION OF RF PERTURBATION BETWEEN
ZEEMAN SUBLEVELS OF ATOMIC TRANSITION WHICH IS
ALSO PRODUCING LASER OSCILLATION
A66-21177
PLANAR, CONFOCAL, AND SOLID STATE LASERS
1-150
PERSONAL AUT1HOR INOIEX OAVlDOVITSt P.
N65"-25126
CURCIO_ J. A.
COMPARISON OF UNDERMATER ATTENUATION OF RUBY
LASER LIGHT VITH NONLASER LIGHT
NtJL-6181 N65--28158
LONER ATMOSPHERE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM STRUCTURE
FROM 8512 TO 11600 A - NEODYMIUM LASER SPECTRUM
NRL-6352 N66-17604
CUflTISt 0o A.
MAGNITUDE OF ANISDTRQPIC LINE BROADENING IN RUBY
A66-|32¥8
CUSaI80, O° A°
LASER EMISSION FROM N TYPE GALLIUM ARSENIDE
CRYSTAL BY FAST ELECTRON EXCITATIONt NOTING DOPING
AND EMISSION ENERGY A65-19546
LASER TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION IN ELECTRON BEAM
PUMPED GALLIUM ARSENIDE, PRIMARILY ON
CONCENTRATION OF SHALLQN DONORS AND ACCEPTORS
A66-10348
CUTLEIte L. So
HYDROGEN MASER AND CESIUM BEAM TUBE FREQUENCY
STANDARDS COMPARED A65-16680
CONPACT SOLID STATE CESIUM LASER BEAM FREQUENCY
STANDARD FOR PRECISION CLOCKS N65-26681
CUTRBIIAt L°
CO.RENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL




NODE LOCKING IN HELIUM--NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAVITY ACOUSTIC MODULATION IN
COUPLED MULTIMOOE CQNFOCAL INTERFERONETERS
A6S--26276
CZERLINSKil G.
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY
Q-SNITCHING ROTATING PRISM RUBY LASER
AbS-15788
LASER PONER DENSITY MEASURED NITH REDUCED
ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY METHYLENE BLUEt USING HE-
NE- CN LASER A65-31_55
NANOSECOND HEATING OF AQUEOUS SYSTEMS BY GIANT
LASER PULSES AND REDUCTION OF LIGHT ABSORPTION




NINE ADDITIONAL LASER LINES IN PULSEDXENON
DISCHARGE UNDER CONDITIONS THAT DO NOT PRDOUCE
PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED LINES A65-26953
PLANAR, CONFOCAL, AND SOLID STATE LASERS
M65-25126
DAILEY, J° L.
ROCKET MISSILE ATTITUDE SENSING DURING EARLY
LAUNCH PHASE USING POLARIZED LASER BEANS
TRANSMITTEO FROM GROUND STATION
A65"-23619
DAINO, B.
COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF HELIUM-NEON LASER NITH
SUPERIMPOSED NODES EXAMINED BY INTERFERENCE
PATTERN A66-10337
DALLAFIORt Eo Po
HIGH SENSITIVITY FAST-RESPONSE LASER DETECTION
SYSTEM, DESCRIBING MICRONAVE RESPONSE
PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR NITH AMPLIFICATION AND
NIXING FUNCTIONS A66-220_6
DALNANt Go Co
LINEAR BEAM AND MICROHAVE POMER GENERATION - BEAN-
CIRCUIT INTERACTIONt BASIC CIRCUITSt BEAM-PLASMA




CIRCUITRY, NECHANIGAL CONSTRUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
PERFORMANCE OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER TRANSMITTER
OPERATED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A6_-15327
OARAYt Fo
PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF DOUBLE
flOLYBOATES OF NA AND LA /OR OTHER RARE EARTH
ELEMENTS/ OOPEO NITH NO, TB OR PR FOR LASER
APPLICATION A66-13678
OAROII, E. K.




LASER ACTION ON ROTATIONAL LINE IN CARBON DIOXIDE
AND NITROUS OXIDE VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA IN 8QTH P
AND R BRANCHES UP TO J VALUES CF OVER 50
A66-233ST
DAIIEUB V.
E--LEVEL POPULATION IN RUBY ROD AS FUNCTION OF PUNP
ENERGY EMITTEO BY FLASH TUBE A65-28013
RUBY LASER OUTPUT EXHIBITING REGULAR SPIKES
A66-10324
DANIEL_ J° C., JR.
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N65-I6626
OMIIELSONt Go E., JR.
NEOOYRIUR DOPED GLASS LASER FOUND TO OSCILLATE IN
CONVENTIONAL RANDOM PULSATING MANNER UNDER MODE-
LOCKED CONDITIONS A66--21251
USE OF REFRACTIVE INOEX VARIATION CAUSEO BY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC NAVES IN LASER
FEEDBACK INTERFEROMETER TO CONTROL LASER OUTPUT
C-920083-12 N65-1520T
ULTRASONIG LASER MODULATION TECHNIQUES
C-920259-3 N65-18440
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
D'-920259-12 N66-12816
DANILEIKOt IU. K.
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION TIRE IN RUBY AT HELIUM
TEMPERATURES A66-182ST
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN-
LATTICE RELAXATION lIME IN RUBY AT HELIUM
TEMPERATURES A66-2OQO1
DANILQV_ 0. O.
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER MITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-1S658
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER HITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-2855_
OARICEKt T.
OSCILLATION SPIKES IN QUASI-CONTINUOUS OPERATION
OF RUBY LASER AT ROOM TEMPERATUREt NOTING
THRESHOLD PUMPING ENERGY A66-17532
DASARQt L. A.




LASER EMISSION - STATE-OF-ART SURVEY
ISL-T-21163 N66-13S36
DAVIDOVITS, P.
MAGNETICALLY UNSHIELDED OPTICALLY PUMPED 87 RB
MASER OSCILLATOR A65-16673
SELF-SUSTAINEO OSCILLATION OBTATHED IN OPTICALLY
l-lSI
IIAV|St |. |. PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
PUMPED RUBIDIUM MASER OPERATING AT TRANSITION
FREQUENCY OF 6835 NC AbS-21873
OPTICALLY PUMPED RUBIDIUM BT MASER OSCILLATOR
A66-26126
SELF-SUSTAINED RUBIDIUM 87 MASER OSCILLATOR
N66-10395
OAVlSt 80 h
IMMERSION LIQUIDS FOR HIGH ENERGY RUBY LASERS _ITH
MATCHING REFRACTIVE INDEXES TRANSPARENT AT RUBY
PUMPING AND LASING NAVELENGTHS A65-22625
OAVlSt D. T.




LASER OSCILLATION INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY IN
NEOOYNIUN DOPED GLASS PROOUCED THROUGH ENERGY
TR_SFER A66-10352
OAVlSt J. h
ATNOSPHER1C TURBULENCEt POMER FLUCTUATION AND
RADAR DETECTION IN LASER SYSTEMS DESIGN
A66-17296
OAViSt No C.
RUBY LASER AMPLIFIER ENERGY INPUT-CUTPUT
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATION AbS-17668
FUSED SILICA OUTPUT COUPLING COMPONENT FOR LASER
SYSTEMt USING FRUSTRATED TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
CONFIGURATION Abb-IT287
DOOEL FOR LASER AMPLIFIER IN NHICH EXCITED
ELECTRON DENSITY IN HOST LASER MATERIAL IS
STIMULATED TO PRODUCE OPTICAL ENERGY
N65-263_3
mVlSt M. R.
C0-60 GAMMA IRRADIATION INDUCED ENERGY OUTPUT
INCREASE OF RUBY LASER CRYSTAL A65-1768T
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON ENERGY OUTPUT OF RUBY
LASER CRYSTALS N65-17596
DAVITt J.
FRACTURES IN NEODYMIUM-DOPED ALKALINE SILICATES
AND BOROSILICATES PRODUCEO BY LASER BEAM
A66-16176
OAVYt Jo R.
LASER RANGEFINOER DEVICE PROVIDES FAST AND
ACCURATE RANGE OF NONCOOPERATIVE TARGETS OPERATING
ON RADAR PRINCIPLE A65-32586
OAMt H. A.
REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION DURING LASER OPERATION
AND CAST-PLASTIC OPTICAL-PUMP CAVITY EQUIPMENT
FOR PUMPING ANO TEMPERATURE CONTROL DURING
EXPERIMENT
SATR-1 N65-15753
EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON ANOMALOUS DISPERSION
IN SELECTED RUBY LASERS AND VARIATION OF
REFRACTIVE 1NOEX DURING LASER OPERATION
SATR-3 N65-28619
DE BUENt S.
CHORIORETINAL LESIONS PRODUCED BY LASER ON MONKEY
AND RABBIT A66-80950
DE GRUYL, J.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF IMPROVED MASER
TECHNIQUES FOR BROADBAND MASER SYSTEM -
TRAVELING NAVE MASER TECHNIQUES
RADC-TR-65-168 N65-32203
DE GRUYLo J. A e
SOLID STATE AND MASER TECHNIQUES - BREADBOARD
EVALUATION, MEASUREMENTS OF LOM-TEMPERATURE
SEMICONDUCTOR, AND SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM
TUNNELING EFFECTS
RADC-TDR-64-480 NBS-L601T
SOLID-STATE AND TRAVELING-HAVE MASER TECHNIQUES
RADC-TR-65-30 N65-3339T
BROADBAND TRAVELING MAVE MASER TECHNIQUES AND
N-TYPE GERMANIUM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
RAOC-TR-65-366 N66-15720
DE LANGt H.
INTERFERQMETER EXPERIMENT OF HELIUM-NEON LASER
SHOWS ITS RADIATION OBEYS LANS OF CLASSICAL OPTICS
A65-19996
SMALL STABLE HELIUM-NEON LASER CONSTRUCTION AND
MODE PATTERNS A65-21256
T_O POLARIZATION EIGENSTATES OCCURRING
REPETITIVELY IN MULTIPLE PASS INTERFEROMETER
CONTAINING ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS, MITH PLANAR LASER
EXAMPLE A6S-21662
DE MARIA, A. J.
USE OF REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION CAUSED BY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC NAVES IN LASER
FEEDBACK INTERFERONETER TO CONTROL LASER OUTPUT
C-920083-12 N65-1520T
ULTRASONIC LASER MODULATION TECHNIQUES
C-920259-3 N65-18660
MODULATING OUTPUT OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
0-920259-12 NBb-L2816
DE SHONG, J. Aot JR.
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF HIGH PRESSURE, LARGE DIAMETER,
DIRECT NUCLEAR PUMPED, GAS LASERS
ANL-7030 N66-11926
DE NITTt D. Po
LASER SOURCE REFLECTONETER TO MEASURE REFLECTANCE
OF SPECIMENS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE - RELATION OF
THERMAL EMISSION TO OTHER OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NBS-TN-26T N66-22618
DE MOLFt N. Y.
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON CHEMICAL ACTIVATION
AND VAPOR FOG NUCLEATION
MC-66-110-R1 N65-ZTT60
DEBEVERt J.-Mo
LASER EMISSION IN PURE CADMIUM SULFIDE CRYSTALS
BOMBARDED BY ELECTRON BEAMS A66-18650
OEOKOVt S. V.
TRENDS IN MASER AMPLIFIERS, DESCRIBING TYPES AND
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES A65-31_08
DEL PIANOI N. N*t JR.
FABRY- PEROT INTERFEROMETRIC MODULATOR FOR LASER
BEAM, NOTING ERROR OF PRECISE ALIGNMENT OF
REFLECTING SURFACES AND GAUSSIAN TYPE OF
IMPERFECTIONS A66-12202
DELGNEI G. A.
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTICNw EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-IbS1T
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIGNt EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-20898
DELDNEI N. B.
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL FIELD OBTAINED
BY FOCUSING RADIATION OF RUBY LASER
A66-10250
HYDROGEN MOLECULE MULTIPHOTON ICNIZATIONI
CETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTIONt EFFECTED BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-16517
HYDROGEN MOLECULE NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION,
DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF ABSORPTION, EFFECTEO BY
RUBY LASER EMISSION A66-20898
MULT]PHDTON IONIZATION OF XENON ATOM IN PONERFUL
ELECTRIC FIELD BY RUBY LASER RADIATION
A66-ZI966
1-152
PERSONALAUTHORINDEX NDUGALe A. A.
OELPIECHt J. F.
NQIXJLATIQN OF HELIUN-NEQN LASER BY LIGHT FROM
HELIUM DISCHARGE A65-.-33006
DEIUmIAt A. J.
LASER PULSE-SHAPING AND NODE-LOCKING NITH
TRAVELING ANO STATIINIARY ACOUSTIC NAVES IN ARGON
LASER ABS-3IT63
MULTIPLE INTERNAL-REFLECTION FOLDED-PATH
RECTANGULAR LASER CONFIGURATION FOR OBTAINING
LENGTH OF ACTIV1E NEDIA BETHEEN FABRY- PEROT
REFLECI_S A66-16652
NEODYMIUM DOPED GLASS LASER FOUNO TO OSCILLATE IN
C_._TI_u_ ** RAL_. Pt.n_SAT_W.NG MA.II___R IINDER MOOE-
LOCKED CONOIT IONS A66-21251
O_ G. A.
LASER OUTPUT SPIKING ELIMINATION USING KERR CELL
CONTROLLED BY FEEDBACK CIRCUIT A65-26956
DENTROEDERt No
RISE TIME ANO OUTPUT PQMER OF SINGLE PULSE IN HE-
NE LASER MEASURED BY NETHOD OF CHANGING
Q--FACTOR BY PLATE LOCATED IN RESONANT CAVITY
A66-14332
8C_ limit R.
TMO- AND THREE-STEP LASER CASCADES DETECTED
EXPERIMENTALLY IN HELIUN-NEON MIXTURESt ANALYZING
TNO-STEP CASCADE STARTING NITH DENSITY MATRIX
FORmULATI ON A66-11677
PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF OOUBLE
MOLYBOATES OF NA AND LA /OR OTHER RARE EARTH
ELEMENTS/ DOPED NITH NOt TB OR PR FOR LASER
APPL ICATI ON A66-13478
DESS_ N. II.
GRQNTH OF RUBY BOULES ON 60 DEGREE VERNEUIL RODS
BY CZOCHRALSKI METHOD - LASER APPLICATION
SJtCK-65.- 1 1165-27885
OETTNIER_ J. U.
ARC-TORE CONSTRUCTED FOR COOLING ARGON ION
LASER - DISCHARGE TUBE
GEIEEI6S-L N66-14188
O_S, N. N.
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA PRODUCED
BY COMBINATION OF RF AM) VERY FAST THETA--PINCH
DISCHARGES, USING GAS LASER INTERFEROflETER
A65-29868
TINE-DEPENOENT ELECTRON DENSITY VARIATION STUOIED
IN FAST THETA-PINCH OISCHARGE: USING HE- NE GAS
LASER INTERFERQNETER A65-29869
OEUIELt a. N.
MACH- ZEHNDER LASER INTERFEROMETER AS DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL IN SHOCK TUBE EXPERII_NTS A66-23352
OEUTSCHt T.
NOOE LOCKING EFFECTS IN INTERNALLY KDP MODULATED
RUBY LASER A65-35063
DEVIA11COVt A. G.
EXCITATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 6Y 8EAM OF FAST
ELECTRONSS, DISCUSSING NORK QF SHQCKLEYt PQPOVS,
K EL OYSH AND KROKHIN A66-17337
OEYYATI(OVS, A. G.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL




SPONTANEOUS EMISSION NOISE PROPERTIES OF PAIR OF
PULSED RUBY LASER AMPLIFIERS A66-21310
DItEEIts, N. K.
RUBY LASERS DISCUSSING OUTPUT CHARACTERIST|CS_
BEAM OIVERGENCES, BEAT MODES AND RESPECTIVE
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES Ab6-16919
DI OONENICO, Not JR.
RUBY LASER ROD POSITION ALONG INTERFERORETER AXlSw
DETERNINING PRESENCE OF ADJACENT INTERFERONETER
MODES &65-2SET4
OI FIUU_IA, G. T.
NICRUWAVE OR LASER RESONATOR WITH FLAT-ROOF MIRROR
HAS vERY SMALL DIFFRACTION LOSSES AND IS
INSENSITIVE TO NISALIGNMENT M4EN ROOF ANGLE IS
VERY SMALL A65-34606
LASER CAVITY ANALYSISt THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTSt




EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM HAMILTONXAN FOR CQUPLINGS,
FIRST STOKES LINED FIRST AN1[- SIUK_'_ LiNE AND
COHERENT FIELD FOR RAMAN LASER
A66-22_90
DIAKONOVt N. I.
DEPENDENCE OF EMISSION INTENSITY OF GAS LASER ON
LONGITUOINAL AND TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELDSt USING
SIHPLIFIEO NOOEL Ab6--24885
OlCURCIOS,, A.
MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME IN SILICON MEASURED BY
CONTACTLESS METHOD, USING LASER INDUCED RODULATION
CF IR TRANSMISSION IN SILICON I LIMIRIS/ EFFECT
A66-14563
OIDONENICO, N., _Nt.
MODE LOCKING IN HELIUN-NEON LASER BY MEANS OF
SYNCHRONOUS INTRACAVITY ACOUSTIC HODULATION IN
COUPLED MULTINOOE CCNFOCAL INTERFERGMETERS
A65-242T6
LASER CONFIGURATION GENERATING SINGLE FREQUENCY
RADIATION IN SINGLE SPATIAL MOOE MITH HIGH OUTPUT
ACHIEVEO BY SUPPRESSING ALL RESONANCES BUT ORE
A66-21250
OIXONs E. 0.
ONE-NATTS, ROON TEMPERATURE, CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS,
SON PUMPED LASER TRANSMITTER
A0-610601 N6S-IT927
DORSCli, C. 0.
SILICON AND SELENIUM OOPING EFFECTS ON GALLIUM
ARSENIDE LASER CHARACTERISTICS A66--218T9
DORBEC, L.
CARBON MONOXIDE AND DIOXIDE VIBRATIONALLY INOUCEO
IR EMISSION NITM POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65-22_63
CONTINUOUS GAS LASER BY DIRECT HF EXCITATION OF
NITROUS OXIDE AND NIXTURE MITH ARGON IN CAVITYS,
NOTING PERFORMANCES A65-23273
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION DUE TO VIBRATIONAL
TRANSITIONS IN CARBON DIOXIDE ANO NITROUS OXIDE
NIXTURES EXCITED BY HF SOURCE A65-26292
LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION OF CARBON
CIOXIOE SUBJECTED TO HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A6b-12003
OQUGALt A. A.
QUANTUM ELECTROOYNANICS IN OPTICAL RESONATORS AND
MASERSt THERNAL PINCHINGt N-TYPE SEMICONOUCTORSt
COHERENT LIGHTS, TRANSISTOR SNITCHINGt POPULATION
INVERSIONs, AND BREAKDONN
AFOSR-65-0268 N65-23691
COUPLED OPTICAL RESONATOR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
USING LASER RESONATORS COUPLED TO EXTERNAL
RESONATORS N65-23692
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AS MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION IMAGING THEORY OF
COHERENT MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN NICROSCOPY
N65-23494
OPTICAL MASER OUTPUT PONER AFFECTED 6Y GAS MIXTURE
AND PRESSURE! RESONATOR GEONETRYt ANO MIRROR
REFLECTIVITY FOR PLASNA RESEARCH
N65-23495
1-153
PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEXNIImMllISt $. Co
POPULATION INVERSION AND OPTICAL MASER
OSCILLATIONS IN' MOLECULAR GASES
N65-23697
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC POWER
CONVERSION -THETA PINCH, 10N CYCLOTRON, AND
INIFRAREO MASER DIAGNOSTICS N65-26859
INFRARED MASER INTERFERONETRY FOR TIRE AND SPACE




RoQIq TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF PULSED GALLIUM




GAS IONIZATION PHENOMENON AT OPTICAL AND INFRARED
FREQUENCIES - RUBY LASER INDUCED IONIZATION,
FOCUSED SPOT OIANETER_ BREAKDONN EMISSIDNo AND
IONIZATION TIMES AND NONATTENUATION
RAOC-TR-66-568 N65-22250
OOT1LEt N. No
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE EFFECT ON OPERATION OF
DUAL-POLARIZATION FM LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A65-33377
II_ZEt A.
ENERGY AND INTENSITY OF IONS EMITTED BY METAL
TARGET AS FUNCTION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER AND
NATURE OF METAL A66-15109
WIII_ V. A.
GAS LASER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD IN POPULATION
INVERSION FROM PHOTOOISSDCIATIDN OF METHYL IODIDE
AND FLUORO ]ODD METHYL]DYNE A66-16771
NlliEItt G. N.
OPTICAL AND LASER THRESHOLO MEASUREMENTS ON 39
FILAME-FUSION RUBIES TO OBTAIN HIG*HEST OPTICAL
QUALITY LASER RODS A65-16602
CRYSTALS FOR OPTICAL MASER APPLICATION
PE-TR-N7920 N65-16662
NIKJ/It R. C.
CONTINUOUS LASER ACTION IN NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM
HOLYBDATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-2162T
OUNNt So T.
LASER SOURCE REFLECTOMETER TO MEASURE REFLECTANCE
OF SPECIMENS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE - RELAT'ION OF
THERMAL EMISSION TO OTHER OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NBS-TN-26T N66-22618
ONILI|EI"Irt Re M,
MAVEL ENGTH CHANGE OF SPONTANEOUS AND STIMULATED
EMISSION WITH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE UNDER Ck
OPERATION OF GA AS DIODE LASER AT 6 DEGREES K
A66-19922
OVI_IUCZEN_KIt M.
POLISH-MADE HE- NE RED GAS LASERSt DESCRIBING
PONER OUTPUTSt GAS PRESSUREt HE/ NE RATIO,
MIRROR TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT AND
INTERFERONETRIC APPLICATION A66-23966
OYSQNt De J.
TIME-VARIATION AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FROM HE-




PLANARo CONFOCALt AND SOLID STATE LASERS
N65-25126
EBERLYt J. H.
LASER SCATTERING BY BOUND CHARGED PARTICLES
A66-23080
EBINAt Y.
MASER ACTION TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MIXING OF
UNPERTURBED SPIN STATES AND DAMPING MECHANISM
1-154
BETNEEN SPIN MOMENTS AND LOCAL FIELD
A65-X626T
ECKAROT_ R.
LONER ATMOSPHERE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM STRUCTURE
FROM 8512 TO 11600 A - NEODYMIUM LASER SPECTRUM
NRL-6352 N66-17606
ECKHAROTt G.
RANAN LASER MATERIALS SELECTIDNo EMPHASIZING
FREQUENCY SHIFTS AND EXCITATION POMER THRESHOLD
Ab6-236TT
ECKMAROTt R. C°
LASER RESEARCH DEALING NITH EFFECT OF PUMPING ON
RUBY QUALITYt LANTHANUM FLUORIDE EXAMINATIONw
LARGE RUBY LASER RDDSt OC OPERATION OF MERCURY
TUDEt HOLOGRANSe AND LASER PHYSICS
NRL-MR-1606 N65-28920
EONARDSt B. N.
ABSORPTION OF 3.39 MICRON HELIUM-NEON LASER
EMISSION BY HETHANE IN AKMUSPHERE
A65-16362
EFRDSw A° L.
GUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER OIODE EMISSION
Ab5-2868T
QUANTUM YIELD COEFFICIENT OF STIMULATED EMISSION
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LASER DIODE EMISSION
A66--12086
EGOROVt V. S.
PLASMA DECAY IN PULSE DISCHARGE OF HELIUM-NEON
LASER GRAPHICALLY DEPICTED UNDER CONDITIONS DF
GENERATION A65-31878
PULSE-DISCHARGE PLASMA DECAY STUDIED BY
OBSERVATION OF GENERATION PROCESSES IN HELIUM-NEON
PULSE LASER A65-33586
EL-SAYEOt M. A.
OPTICAL PUMPING ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISM IN RARE
EARTH CHELATES NOTING POSSIBILITY AS LASER
MATERIAL A65-20075
ELISEEVt P. G.
TIME PARAMETERS OF PONERFUL LASER MEASURED WITH
GA AS PHOTDDIODEt NOTING TIME CONSTANT AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTODIODE A65-36552
LASER CRYSTALS PREPARED ECONOMICALLY BY SPLITTING
ALONG CLEAVAGE PLANES A66-23293
ELLISt A. To
RUBY LASER HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF CAVITATION




PUMP TRANSFORMER LASERS - CONVERSION TO SINGLE
PLANE-WAVEFRONT BY ABSORPTION AND RE-EMISSION
CF MOLECULAR GAS MEDIUM
GPL-A-31-1 N65-35530
METASTABLE NITROGEN MOLECULES AS ACTIVE MEDIUM




INTERFEROMETER USING SMALL DIFFRACTION GRATING AND
GAS LASER LIGHT SOURCE IN SCHLIEREN SYSTEM FOR
FLUID MECHANICS RESEARCH A65-25332
EMNETTt J. L.
INTENSE UV PUMPING EFFECT ON RUBY LASER OUTPUT
A66-20519









LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY GRATING DUE TO FARADAY AND
KERR EFFECT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF LASER
BEAM A65-26582
ENGELEItt No
TENPERATURE RISE AT GA AS LASER JUNCTION FOR
VARIOUS PULSE CURRENTS AND BASE TEMPERATURES
A65-31732
ETUDE, L. N.
EXPERIMENTAL OSCILLATION OF TMO LASERS AT SAME
FR_r-QUFMCY WITH PHASE DIFFERENCE OF LESS THAN ONE
THIRD DEGREE Ab_-iCb03
EPSTEEN, S.
LASER EXCITATION IN QUARTZ QF ELASTIC NODES OF
THICK PLATEt SIJ_ESTING ENERGY COUPLING MECHANISMS
A66-12623
ERHARDT, P. Fo
CONTINUOUS lAVE GAS LASER AND HIGH SPEED MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA FOR DETECTION OF NEARLY
CONTINUOUS SET OF LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM POLYETHYLENE POLYMER SAMPLE
ONR-TR-TT Nb5-25399
ERROV|(Ht So P°
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMSt PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION ANO
ATNOSPHER|C SCATTERING A65-15369
FOG EFFECT ON RANGE OF LASER BASED COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTENSt PRIMARILY LIGHT ABSORPTION AND
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING A65-32353
EltlUUr,.oVw B. A.
ANGULAR OSCILLATION ROUES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER NITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65-15658
ANGULAR OSCILLATION MODES IN NEON-HELIUM GASEOUS
LASER MITH PLANE PARALLEL MIRRORS
A65--28556
ERRAKOVA_ N° A.
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY Tk_-CQMPONENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS MXTH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FJUBRY- PEROT RESONATOR A65-26088
COHERENT LIGHT EMISSION BY TNO-CDMPCNENT QUANTUM
OSCILLATORS MITH EQUAL ENERGY TRANSITIONS INSIDE
FABRY- PEROT RESONATORS A6S-36909
EVENSQN_ K. M.
LASER TRANSITION IN VIBRATIONAL STATE OF GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE OF CN FROM ROTATIONAL LEVEL 8 TO
7 MITH PDI_JLATION INVERSION AS RESULT
A66-11651
EVTUItCNt V.
AXIALLY UNIFORM ENERGY DENSITY IN LASER CAVITY
OBTAINED, USING BIREFRINGENT SAPPHIRE QUARTER NAVE
PLATESt RUBY ROD AND TMQ MIRRORS
A65-16607
HATER COOLED RUBY LASER CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE USING ROD IN PUMPING CAVITY
A65-19236
EFFECT OF PARTIALLY SHIELOING RUBY LASER ROD FROM
PUMP LIGHT UPON LONGITUDINAL MODE SPECTRA OF LASER
A6S-216ST
FREQUENCY SEPARATION BETNEEN TRANSVERSE MODES OF
RUBY LASER MEASURED BY FABRY- PERCT
[NTERFEROMETER AND VERIFIED BY TRANSVERSE MODE
SELECTION A65--27610
EXPERIMENTS ON OPERATING LIFE AND TRANSVERSE MODE
HOPPING IN CONTINUOUS NAVE RUBY LASER
IER-T N65-33621
ENY, No 0.
LOCKING OF MODES IN HE- NE LASER AT6328





RECOMBINATION RADIATION FROM GALLIUM ANTIRONIDE
P-N JUNCTIONS, OBSERVING STIMULATED EMISSION AND
LASER ACTION A65-30572
EYRINGw Eo flo
RUBY LASER TEMPERATURE-JUMP RELAXATION KINETIC




CPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRibING
PONER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT MXTH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
_CTASSIOM _IHYO_O_EN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-15352
OPTICAL RANGE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION, DESCRIBING
POMER OUTPUT EXPERIMENT MITH GLASS-LASER-EXCITED
POTASSIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CRYSTAL
A66-20893
FAMt K.-C.
GAIN BANONIDTH AND STABILITY OF SOLID STATE
MULTICAVITY MASERS A66--22765
FANGe Lo-C.
_UANTUN MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF MOLECULAR




CARBON MONOXIDE ANC DIOXIDE VIBRATIGNALLY INDUCED
IR EMISSION MITH POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO
CONTINUOUS LASER EMISSION A65-22_63
LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION OF CARBON
OIOXIOE SUBJECTED TO HF EXCITATION FIELD FOR
LASER EMISSION A66-12OD3
FARRINGTONI T°
INTERNAL BUBBLE FORPATIDN AND CRACKING IN RODS OF
Q-SNITCHED RUBY AND NO-GLASS LASERS CAUSED BY
LASER LIGHT_ ANO IN CASE OF ND-GLASS RODS, BY
PLATINUM INCLUSIONS IN GLASS A66-13002
FATURw L° R.
NEODYMIUM DOPEO CALCIUM TUNGSTATE ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMPLIFIER AND C N-LASER OSCILLATOR
A65-IBBT3
FAUG! L.-Z.
COHERENT AND INCCHERENT OUTPUT CURVE OF THREE-
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LASER ACTION IN RARE EARTH CHELATES! EMPHASIZING
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GLASS COMPOSITION EFFECT ON SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
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MONOPULSE DURATION IN NEODYMIUM LASER
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TRANSITION PROCESSES OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE
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NOISE OUTPUT ANO NOISE FACTOR OF OVERLOADED MASER
AMPLIFIERS STUDIED AS FUNCTION OF SHALL-SIGNAL
GAIN VS ACTUAL GAIN A65-31032
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PROPERTY CHANGES OUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RADIATION A66-15354
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALSt DISCUSSING DISPERSION
PROPERTY CHANGES DUE TO PULSED RUBY LASER
RAOIATION A66-20895
ZAREt Re N.
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE EXCITED BY
PHOTOOiSSOCiATIONw DISCUSSING LiNE STRENGTH ANO
DOPPLER NIOTH A65-20OT3
ZARGAitIANTSt M. N.
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLQN
A66-11190
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIOE INJECTION
LASER COOLED BY HELIUM GAS FLON
A66-24011
IAROMINt C. B.
NEODYMIUM DOPED CALCIUM TUNGSTATE ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMPLIFIER AND C N-LASER OSCILLATOR
A65-IBB73
POWER OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD POMER FOR CONTINUOUS
NAVE NEODYMIUM-CALCIUM TUNGSTATE LASER IN RANGE OF
ORY ICE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE A65-22619
ZAYTSEV_ YU. I.
NULTIBEAM GENERATION OF GASEOUS HELIUM-NEON LASER
N65-27252
ZEIOLERw G.
ROOM TEMPERATURE QUASI-CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED RUBY
GIANT PULSE LASER WITH SATURABLE ABSORBER Q-
SNITCH A66-2124B
ZEIGERt So G.
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IMMEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING WITHIN
LENSw NOTING OPT1HUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
A6S-36050
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IHHEDIATELY
AFTER LEAVING LASER AND AFTER FOCUSING NITHIN
LENS, NOTING OPTIMUM FOCUSING CONDITIONS
A66-15853
ZELOOVICHt B. IA.
SPATIAL AMPLITUDE OF FIELD OF IDEALLY PARALLEL
LASER BEAM FOCUSED BY OPTICAL SYSTEMS WITH
SPHERICAL ABERRATION A66-23778
ZELIKNANt Me KHo
PUMPING PONER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS NAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A65-Z668T
PUMPING PONER FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTINUOUS kAVE AND PULSED
LASERS A66-15900
ZHELNOVe B° L.
INDUCED EMISSION NODES OF TRAVELING NAVE LASER
A66-1OT78
INDUCED EMISSION NODES OF TRAVELING HAVE LASER
A66-2229G
ZHUt Z.-H.
PHOTON TRANSPORT AND POPULATION INVERSION IN
ACTIVE MEDIUM NITN PUMPING EFFECT, CONSIDERING




TREATMENT OF STEEL NITH LASER BEAM, OBTAINING
PRECISION HOLES NITHOUT AFFECTING MICROHARDNESS OF
METAL A66-26898
ZIETEMANNw H.
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF
26 K JOULE THETA-PTNCH BY LIGHT SCATTERING
FROM COMBINED OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER LASER
IPP-1/62 N66-21161
ZlNGERY, M. Lo
MAVELENGTH CHANGE OF SPONTANEOUS AND STIMULATED
EMISSION MITH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE UNDER CM
OPERATION OF GA AS DIODE LASER AT 6 DEGREES K
A66-L9922
ZIPINt R. B.
MAVELENGTH OF 3S2-2P6 TRANSITION OF NEON MEASUREDt
USING HELIUM-NEON LASER Ab6-1638T
ZIULKO, S° A.
LASER PROPERTIES, TECHNIQUES AND USES EMPHASIZING
EMISSION MONOCHROMATICITY AND COHERENCE
A6§-3269T
ZOLOTOVw E. N.
RUBY LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON FLUORESCENCE ANO
LASER ACTION IN DYSPROSIUM OOPEO CALCIUM FLUORIDE
CRYSTALS A66-ICTI8
ZOOT_ R. M.
VIGMETTING TEST FOR MIRROR TELESCOPE USING CM
LASER A65-25826
GAS LASER END REFLECTOR USING PELLIN- BROCA PRISM
FOR SPECTRAL LINE SELECTION A66-20518
ZUBAREV, I. G°
SELF-PULSEO MODULATION MOOE STABILIZATION OF TMO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK A65-1616_
SELF-PULSED MGOULATION MODE STABILIZATION OF TkO-
LEVEL MASER BY AMPLITUDE CONTROL AND NEGATIVE
FEEOBACK A65"26019
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY NEODYMIUN-GLASS-LASER
HHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN NIOTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIOE
A65-3130T
EXCITING GALLIUM ARSENIOE BY NEODYMIUM-GLASS-LASER
NHEN PUMPING PHOTON ENERGY IS LESS THAN NIOTH OF
FORBIDDEN BAND IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
A65-3335_
GENERATION IN CADMIUM SULFIDE DURING TNO-PHOTON
OPTICAL EXCITATION BY RUBY LASER NITH MODULATED
Q-FACTOR A66-19620
ZUBAREVt T° N.
T/ME DEPENDENT VARIATION OF RUBY LASER STIMULATED
EMISSION INTENSITY ABS-IqOT6
TIME DEPENDENCY OF INTENSITY OF STIMULATED
EMISSION IN RUBY LASER NITH OPTICAL RESONATOR
CONTAINING ALUMINUM-COATED OPAQUE SPHERICAL
MIRRORS A65-230i6
ZUNOVt V. A.
STIMULATED COMBINATION LIGHT SCATTERING NITHIN AND
OUTSIDE RESONATOR CAVITY BASEO ON LASER
DEVELOPMENT A65-1662T
ZUEVt V° S.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RUBY AND NEODYMIUM
LASERS INCLUDE SUPERHARD MATERIAL MACHINING AND
mETALLURGY A65-18120
TIME PARAMETERS OF PONERFUL LASER MEASURED HITH
GA AS PHOTOCIOOEt NOTING TIME CONSTANT AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF PHOTDCIODE A65-36552
LASER NITH NEOOYMIUP-GLASS Q-FACTOR MODULATION
A65-35875
HEATING BY LASER BEAM HITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM,
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCTION
PEItSOIAL AUTHOR INDEX
A65-35877
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN Ni:OOYNIUR GLASS LASER /_5--36826
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SHUTTER FOR Q-FACTOR MODULATION
IN NEOOYNIUN GLASS LASER A66-13431
PROPAGATION RATE OF HIGH POWER LASER LIGHT PULSE
IN INVERSELY POPULATED MEDIUM A66,-15333
LASER klITH NEQOYNIUM-GLASS Q-FACTOR MODULATION
466-18970
HEATING BY LASER REAm HITH APPLICATII_I TO LITHIUMt
NOTING USE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA PRODUCT|ON
A66-18972
NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION OF LIGHT PULSE PASSING
THROUGH LASER OPERATING AT SATURATION REGIME
A66-21963
zulrEvt V. S.
ELECTRON BEAM MELT|NO HEAT SOURCE |N YACUUR
RETALLURGYt ANO RUBY AND NEODYMIUM GLASS LASERS
FOR /NOUSTRY N65.-23723




SPACE.-TQ--SPACE AND EARTH-TO-SPACE CQRMUNICATION
SYSTEMS USING LASER SOURCES
RADC-TOR-6ar-289 N66-22582
ZtiEIG, He J.
THO'-DIMENSIORAL LASER DEFLECTION USING FOURIER
OPTICS A66-1089"/
ZkHEIG, H. J.
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